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Introduction
"When dragons fight, only the scavengers win."
-Imperial Proverb

The old empire is no more. For over a thousand years, the Imperium fought for the destiny of mankind, branding a civilized face upon the wild
lands of Pangaea; converting, killing, or exiling the savages who stood in their way. Centuries of war and the spreading Wasteland have reduced
the once-mighty empire to a handful of Templar grasping to hold on to the last threads of past glory.
In these dark times, dangers abound; immortal sorcerers have taken the frontiers, declaring themselves Warlords and expending the lives of their
subjects in their eternal struggle for dominance. Raiders prey upon travelers and the great beasts of the Wild reclaim their old feeding grounds
without the bulwark of civilization to protect the weak and innocent city dwellers. From the toxic wasteland that was once the heart of the
Imperium, comes horrific mutants and the living dead, dreadful reminders of ages past. Most terrible of all are the threats from within; tyrants,
traitors, cultists, criminals, and profiteers, all manner of men who see the collapse of the world and can only think of how to turn it to their own
advantage.
Pangaea is a vast land, an immense and untamed wilderness that abounds with wonders and horrors to fuel dreams and nightmares alike for a
hundred lifetimes. The unexplored ruins of a thousand years of civilization lay unclaimed in the wilderness, along with the last bastions of
humanity which still cling to civilized life like oases in a vast desert. It is not a time of peace and comfort or of light and happiness, but it is a
time to make history. The world is at a crossroads; its heroes dead; its gods forgotten; and its foes legion. Not since the birth of the Imperium
has there been such a need for great men and women to make their mark on the world. It is a time of infinite possibilities and adventures;
limitless opportunities abound for those who have the will to reach out and take it. This is your chance; your destiny awaits.
***
Heart of Darkness is a role-playing game for two to nine players. A role-playing game is a cross between a traditional board game and a
cooperative storytelling effort, with a framework of rules and dice rolls to arbitrate conflict. There are no winners or losers, only those who have
the strength to meet their goals or die trying and those who lose hope and fall by the wayside.
One player takes the role of the Gamekeeper. It is the Gamekeeper who sets the stage, relates the world to the other players, and is the final
arbiter of all things. The Gamekeeper plays the role of the minor characters in the story and the will of fate itself.
The other players each take on the role of a single character and together they form a group of allies working toward a common goal. Their
character can be anything they desire in the world, and they can assume the persona of someone they always wanted to be or could have been
save for circumstance. Players may create any character they can imagine; a mighty hero fighting for righteousness, a holy man working for the
glory of the gods, a veteran mercenary battling for the highest bidder, a loyal soldier defending his king and country, a tough explorer braving
the depths of the wilderness and ruins of lost civilizations for adventure and treasure, a black-hearted pirate or brigand out for plunder; a
beautiful noble seeking true love; a silver-tongued diplomat trying to preserve a faint hope of peace; an enlightened wizard plumbing the
mysteries of the universe and commanding unearthly powers; a smooth merchant running guns through the territories of the Warlords; an
undercover spy living a life of espionage and secrets; a stoic tribesman trying to preserve his way of life; a great artist or scientist trying to
rediscover lost arts and knowledge; or a common person simply trying to hold her life together as the world around her goes insane. All these
roles and thousands more are open to you, to do with what you will; it is up to you to change the world, for good or for evil.

What You Need to Play
A board. A dry erase board marked with a 1-inch grid works best, but graph paper or a checkerboard will suffice.
Character sheets on which to record the player character’s capacities and pencils to mark them with.
Tokens to represent the player characters as well as their allies and enemies. Appropriate miniature figures work best, but coins, counters, card
cutouts, chess pieces, or any similar objects are fine.
Twenty-sided dice. Preferably at least one for each Player and a handful for the Gamekeeper.
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Glossary of Narrative Terms
Abyss
Adamant
Amazon
Ambrosia
Armageddon

Arthur, King

Artifact
Atlantis
Astral Plane
Avalon
Black King, The
Cataclysm, The
Dead Lands
Demiurge
Demon
Devil
Dragon
Dragon, The
Dreamtime
Elemental Planes
Empress, The
Erebus
Excalibur
Fey
Frontier, The

Goddess, The
Gods
Golem
Gotterdammerung
Heart of Darkness
Hellion
Hengeyokai
Holy Grail, The

The dark and empty realm which exists outside of the universe. Domain of the Night.
A virtually indestructible material created using ancient techniques which bond the entire object into a single molecule.
Eternally young warrior women who serve the Empress and guard the Holy Grail.
Magic which has been given physical form and is used to power artifacts and enduring spells.
A great battlefield on the border of the Imperium and the Dead Lands. It was here that the Old Empire and the Sidhe
united to defeat Kain and capture the Heart of Darkness. Centuries later, the Templar engaged the Warlords on this same
spot and suffered a crippling defeat.
Regarded as the greatest hero of all time, Arthur Pendragon was the last of the Atlantean royal line and founder of the
Imperium; wielder of Excalibur and seeker of the Holy Grail. Currently thought dead; though some believe that he is
only sleeping and will return to save the Imperium in its darkest hour. Others say that time has already come.
An object that has been imbued with a living soul and which grants supernatural abilities to its bearer.
Once the greatest kingdom of men, an island where the gods freely shared their knowledge with humanity. Destroyed in
the Reckoning, it is now a ruin on the ocean floor.
The unformed sea of creation which exists deep in the spirit world.
The semi-mythical elven homeland that is located on a mist-shrouded island in the far eastern sea.
The dark lord of the undead whose minions have eaten away at the Imperium for centuries. Known by many titles and
sometimes given the name Kain.
The eruption of mount Krackenrock which, together with the ensuing storms, earthquakes, and tsunamis, killed nearly
half the population of Pangaea, created the Wasteland, and began the death spiral for the Imperium.
The great southern desert which encompasses the Wasteland and the southern frontier.
A spirit native to the Elemental Planes. Usually neutral, but sometimes found in service to the gods.
A fallen spirit, enemy of mankind and the gods alike.
A demon which was once an angelic servant of the gods before rebelling during the Reckoning.
Enormous, flying, fire breathing, reptilian demigods. The oldest and mightiest of all living creatures, they are a race in
the midst of a slow decline and rarely seen in the modern world.
The common title of the titan Hyperion, a powerful force of balance in the cosmos. Perhaps the strongest of all spirits,
the Earth was forged in its fiery breath and tempered in its blood.
The world of spirits which exists in a dimension that touches and mirrors the physical world.
The spirit worlds of the nearby planets from which the various forms of magic originate.
Known by many titles, the Empress was the wife of Arthur, ruler of the Imperium, and keeper of the Holy Grail. She fell
in battle against Kain and now sleeps within the Palace of Lucia at the heart of the Imperium.
The mad god of primordial creation who exists at the center of the Astral Plane and is the source of all energy in the
universe.
The sword of King Arthur and symbol of sovereignty over the mortal world in the eyes of the gods. Excalibur has been
broken and awaits a worthy hero to reforge the blade and reunite the shattered world of men.
Immortal beings of the Wild, the hybrid offspring of spirits and mortal men.
The large contested region between the heart of the Imperium and the Wild. The Warlords have their permanent capitals
in the greatest frontier cities, but the frontier has no exact borders. Control over towns and entire regions is constantly
shifting hands between the remnants of the Imperium, the various Warlords, and other factions.
The first spirit and mother to the mortal races. Sometimes known by the names Gaia, Danu, Jord, Sophia, Anya, the
Huntress, or the Savior. Sacrificed herself to give mortals wisdom in the form of the Silver Fire.
The most powerful spirits who have dominion over an entire aspect of reality.
A being constructed from inanimate material and possessed by a spirit to give it a semblance of life.
A great treaty signed by most spirits and gods which forbids them from directly intervening in mortal affairs.
A mystical gem that represents the heart of the Night. The most powerful and dangerous magical artifact in all the world,
currently under Imperial protection and coveted by the Warlords.
People who have sold their soul to demons in exchange for wealth or power on Earth. The Warlords' elite guards are
made up almost entirely of Hellions.
Animal folk; fey beings born of the union of humans and wild spirits that combine the features of both men and beasts.
A chalice said to hold the essence of the Goddess; can grant immortality and heal the sick or dying. Currently held by
the Amazon Guard at the heart of the Imperium.
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Humanoid

Imperium, The

Magic
Mana
Manargus
Masaria
Mithril
Nexus
Night, The
Olympians, The
Orichalcum
Pangaea
Reckoning, The
Red Death, The
Ren
Sangrael, The

Scourge, The

Sidhe, The
Spirit
Templar, The
Tethys
Thari
Titans, The
Titanomachy, The
Undead

Warlords
Wasteland, The
Wild, The

Wizard

A species that has intelligence and form comparable to that of a man. Most humanoid species in Pangaea were killed or
subjugated by the Imperium. Common examples include Bodaks, Dionjen, Dwarves, Halflings, Giants, Goblins, Lizard
People, Morlocks, Ogres, Orcs, Sasquatches, and Trolls.
The great kingdom which controlled the majority of Pangaea until its collapse within the last century. The Imperial
remnant is arguably still the strongest power in the land but is a mere shadow of its former self and is ever dwindling in
strength and glory. Sometimes referred to as the Old Empire or just the Empire.
The ability possessed by spirits and enlightened mortals to alter the nature of reality through emotional energy.
A unit of spiritual energy that can be used to power supernatural effects or to push one's self beyond their limits.
Giant predatory insects, their hives are one of the most prolific dangers to humanity in the modern world.
The jungle sub-continent which lies across the Tethys from the Imperium. Once an Imperial colony, its rebellion played
a large role in the collapse of the Empire and it is now controlled by private corporations.
An alloy of silver which is stronger than steel but virtually weightless.
A place where the spirit world and the physical intermingle, allowing for miraculous events and the harnessing of
supernatural energies.
The god of primordial darkness who was killed by the Dragon and from whose body the world was made. Sometimes
known as Nyx, Uranus, Magnum Tenebrosum, or simply That Which Must Not be Named.
The fifteen mighty gods who collectively guide the destiny of Pangaea. They are commonly worshipped by mortals who
hope to earn their favor.
True gold which was once the currency of Atlantis. The ability to make this alloy has been lost and its value is more than
ten times that of ordinary gold.
The vast supercontinent which makes up the majority of the world's landmass.
A great war in the heavens which pitted the gods against the demons and their own treacherous servants. It nearly
destroyed the world and was finally ended with the Gotterdammerung.
A plague that ravaged Pangaea in the wake of the Cataclysm which heralds certain death by uncontrollable bleeding.
A being's true name, the signature resonance of their soul. A person's ren can be used to identify or locate them through
certain supernatural means.
The great river which the survivors of Atlantis followed to the heart of Pangaea. Its head lies within the Imperial capital
where it is fed by the waters of the Holy Grail. It merges with the Amber Flow near Concordance before emptying into
the Tethys Sea.
A mysterious army of fanatical and highly trained soldiers garbed in red and black armor. They have recently emerged
from the Dead Lands and viciously attacked both the Imperium and the Warlords, claiming they represent a return to the
golden age of the past.
An alliance of fey who gathered under the elf king Oberon and the fairy queen Titania to resist the expansion of the
Imperium.
An immaterial being which exists in the Dreamtime and has the ability to influence mortal destiny.
The elite fighting force and aristocracy of the Imperium. Descended from the men of Atlantis and the knights of King
Arthur, they are a breed above ordinary humans but have been all but wiped out by the Warlords in the modern era.
The great shallow sea which cuts into the heart of Pangaea.
The currency used within the Imperium. One thari coins are made of gold and weigh about an ounce, while those of
silver are worth one twelfth as much, and with copper pennies having a value that is one twelfth that of silver.
Elder gods who rule over the Elemental Planes. These mighty spirits once controlled the Earth as well, before being
usurped by the Olympians.
The great war in which the Gods overthrew the Titans and which marks the beginning of recorded history.
A once-living being which has been magically cursed to life after death. Some retain a body but no mind, others a mind
but no body, and they have varying degrees of power and control over their existence. Includes ghosts, revenants,
vampires, zombies, and others.
The thirteen diabolic sorcerers who destroyed and conquered most of the Old Empire in the wake of the Cataclysm and
now fight amongst one another for control of the frontier and the right to deal the deathblow against the Imperium.
The desolate and polluted land that exists south of the Imperium, now inhabited by mutants and evil spirits. It is said to
be so vast and inhospitable that no one survives the crossing.
The great forest which once covered all of Pangaea but has since receded to only the far northern and southern latitudes.
It is vast and mostly uninhabited, home to animal and plant life of incredible richness and diversity. Traveling the Wild
is extremely dangerous for the unprepared.
Someone who can employ magic, channeling their mana to affect changes in the world around them. Sometimes called
Enchanters, Magi, Magicians, Psychics, Sorcerers, Warlocks, or Witches
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Glossary of Rules Terms
Accuracy
Ability
Act
Adjustment
Aspect
Attribute
Bonus
Character
Character Point
Close Combat
Competition
Critical Success
Damage
Destiny
Difficulty
Dodge
Engagement
Extra
Fated Character

Flaw
Fumble
Gamekeeper
League
Mana
Merit
Mission
Modifier
Opposed Test
Pace
Penalty
Player
Primary Skill
Proficiency
Quirk
Reach
Recovery Phase
Reroll
Resilience

A skill test made to hit an opponent in combat. Often modified by weapons, maneuvers, or battlefield conditions.
A feat which a character can perform in the game, usually by utilizing one of their skills.
An act is a scene in the game, usually revolving around a single challenge and its resolution. Typical acts include fights,
traps, negotiations, chases, or obstacles that must be crossed.
The number which is added or subtracted from a player’s dice roll to determine the outcome of a test; usually one of the
character's scores.
One of a character's scores which is derived from their attributes. Usually used as a passive value rather than actively
tested.
One of eight characteristics that all characters possess and which determine their innate capabilities. The attributes are
Agility, Charisma, Dexterity, Endurance, Intelligence, Perception, Strength, and Willpower.
A temporary increase to one of a character’s scores or dice rolls.
A fictional person or animal that exists within Heart of Darkness.
A currency used to purchase a character's attributes, ensuring they are created on a fair level. As characters gain
experience, they will earn additional character points with which to advance.
An attack made against a nearby opponent with a melee weapon or an unarmed strike.
A test where two characters are attempting to outdo one another, both roll the test and the higher score wins.
Rolling so well on a test that a character succeeds above and beyond what they set out to accomplish.
A measure of injury and physical stress upon a character's body.
A measure of good luck and exceptional fate which some characters possess. Players may use their destiny to reroll dice.
The number which must be exceeded to succeed on a test.
A measure of how difficult a character is to strike with an attack.
When two characters are battling one another in close combat, they are said to be engaged.
A simplified character who is used as a tool for the plot rather than as a fully developed person.
A complex character which is created and played using the full rules. Each player creates and controls a single fated
character to be their avatar in the game. The Gamekeeper might also create a few fated characters of their own to serve
as mentors, rivals, allies, or enemies.
A flaw is a trait which is detrimental to the character and provides additional character points.
A test failed so badly that it makes the situation worse.
The player who sets up the scenario, controls auxiliary characters, and referees the other player's actions.
An Imperial measurement of distance said to be what a healthy person can walk in an hour, about three miles or five
kilometers.
A representation of spiritual energy and mental fortitude, used to power magical spells or modify dice rolls.
A trait with primarily beneficial effects for the character.
A period of game time which roughly corresponds to one session of play. During a mission, the player characters will
attempt to accomplish some goal or objective and overcome several obstacles.
A collective term for bonuses and penalties, small numbers which are added to or subtracted from a character's dice rolls
or scores.
A test where the subject is resisting and the difficulty is determined by their scores.
An Imperial measure of distance said to be equal to the Empress’ stride. Somewhere between three and five feet.
A temporary reduction which is applied to one of a character’s scores or dice rolls.
A person who plays the game. Usually distinct from the Gamekeeper.
A skill in which a character has devoted their life to studying and is a major factor in determining the character's place in
the world as well as their role on the team.
A character’s level of training in one of their skills. There are three levels of proficiency; untrained skills, secondary
skills, and primary skills.
A trait which has both positive and negative consequences.
The distance at which a character can touch and physically interact with objects; usually equal to one pace.
The period of downtime between missions when player characters can rest, heal, train, and replenish resources as well as
pursuing personal projects.
Some abilities, primarily destiny, allow characters to reroll dice. This means that if the character is unhappy with the
result of a test they can roll the dice a second time. The second roll stands, even if the result is worse.
A measure of how difficult a character is to injure based on armor, endurance, and size.
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Score
Secondary Skill
Skill
Stone
Subject

Target
Team
Test
Trait

Turn
Untrained Skill
Vitality
Vulnerable
Zone

The number associated with a character's attributes, aspects, or skills which represents how capable they are in that area;
the higher the better.
A skill in which a character has received some training but not practiced extensively. Likely either a hobby or a field
which is auxiliary to the character's primary skills.
A learned ability possessed by a character. Each of a character's skills has a value based on their attributes and their level
of proficiency.
Weights in Heart of Darkness are given in stones, an Imperial unit said to be equal to one twelfth the Empress’ mass.
The person, place, or object which is acted upon by an ability. For example, if a doctor is treating a patient, the patient is
the subject; a blacksmith repairing a sword has the sword as the subject; and when a marksman shoots a man, his target
is the subject.
Targeting is the act of choosing a subject for an ability.
The collective term for a group of characters and their closest allies, usually representative of a squad in whatever
organization they belong to. The player characters usually make up a single team.
A dice roll made to determine the success or failure of an action.
A miscellaneous characteristic not covered by normal skills and attributes. Divided into Merits (Positive), Flaws
(Negative), and Quirks (Both) and then further subdivided into Minor Traits, Medium traits, and Major traits based on
significance.
During an action scene, each team alternates taking turns during which their members can act.
A skill in which a character has received no special training and in which the character is unlikely to succeed at any but
the simplest tasks unless they are naturally gifted.
An aspect which determines the physical condition of the character's body and how much punishment they can take
before death.
A vulnerable character is unable to fully defend themself and suffers a cumulative -2 penalty to their dodge score,
usually until the end of their next turn.
The game board is divided into square spaces called zones, each representing about one pace in the world of Pangaea.
Generally, speed and distance can be measured by counting spaces. Most characters occupy a single space.

How to Use This Book
You don't need to read this whole book from beginning to end in
order to play, although doing so will in no way diminish the
experience.
Chapter One deals with the setting of the game world. Although it can
be useful as a source of inspiration, neither the players nor the
Gamekeeper need to read it before playing, and if they want to create
their own world to play in, they can ignore it entirely.
Before playing, everyone should read Chapter Two and then skim
Chapters Three, Four, and the first section of Chapter Five.
The Gamekeeper should also read Chapter Ten, and should probably
skim the majority of the book, although they need only read sections
that interest them or describe subjects they want to touch upon in the
game they plan to run.
Chapter Eight will be useful for a Gamekeeper who wishes to
populate their world with a variety of creatures to interact with or
possibly even be portrayed by the players.
If a player wants their character to be a wizard, both the player and
the Gamekeeper will need to read Chapter Six as well as the sections
of Chapter Nine which deal with the spells that their character can
cast.
The Appendix contains profiles for various important characters in the
world of Pangaea as well as deeper insights into the secret history of
the world. It is recommended that Gamekeepers use or abandon this
section as they see fit and that the players avoid it entirely.

How to Play
In the most basic sense, Heart of Darkness is played by the
Gamekeeper describing the scene and then each player stating how
their character will interact with it.
When a character attempts to perform an action with an uncertain
outcome, it is resolved with a test.
When the Gamekeeper determines that a test is called for, they will
then declare the difficulty. Most tests will have a difficulty of twenty,
but particularly easy tasks will be lower, and especially challenging
feats will be higher.
The player then rolls a single twenty-sided dice and adds their
relevant score. If the result exceeds the test's difficulty, the character
succeeds in achieving their goal. If the result is equal to or lower than
the difficulty, they have failed to accomplish their task.
This is the most basic summary of play and most events in the game
can be resolved by following this simple mechanic, but more specific
details will be found throughout this book, and the process with which
tests are taken is further elaborated upon in Chapter Two.

Placeholder Artwork
TBD
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Step A:

Character Generation

Attributes

Each of a character's eight attributes must have a rating between one
and ten. Each attribute costs double its value in character points.

Every game of Heart of Darkness begins with each player creating a
character. This section provides a quick summary of the process, for a
full explanation of how to create a character and what each of these
terms represents, see Chapter Three.
To create their characters, every player will need a copy of the
Character Sheet found in the back of this book (pictured below) as
well as a pencil and a healthy imagination.
When writing a value on a character sheet, it is customary to write the
base score and then mark the modified score in parenthesis next to it
after applying temporary bonuses or penalties for equipment, magic,
injuries, elixirs, and the like.

Step B:

Traits

Characters may select as many traits as they can afford.
Minor merits cost a single character point, medium merits cost two,
and major merits cost four.
Flaws are detrimental traits which grant the same number of character
points that a similarly potent merit would cost.
Quirks have both positive and negative aspects and do not affect
character points.

Character Points

Step C:

Characters in Heart of Darkness use a currency called character points
to purchase their abilities. Most characters begin play with 100
character points, although it is possible for veterans to play a variant
game with an alternate power level.
All player characters in the group should have the same character
point total. If a new player joins an experienced group, they should
receive additional character points to bring them up to the others’
level.

Characters begin play with proficiency in a number of skills based on
their intelligence score.
Every odd point of intelligence provides two secondary skills.
Secondary skills have a score equal to the key attribute +3.
Every even point of intelligence provides a single primary skill.
Primary skills have a score equal to the key attribute +5.
All other skills are untrained and have a score equal to the key
attribute.
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Skills

Step D: Details
Name:
Ethos:
Folk:
Homeland:
Religion:
Gender:
Age:
Handedness:
Eye Color:
Hair Color:
Skin Tone:
Body Build:
Height:
Weight:

The player may name their character whatever they like.
A character’s ethos represents their beliefs, morals, allegiance, and personality, as determined by the player.
Usually human, although some Gamekeepers may allow players to choose one of the other species detailed in Chapter Eight.
The area that the character hails from or considers their home. This can be any region of Pangaea or beyond.
The character can choose to follow any patron god(s) or set of beliefs that they like.
Players can choose to be male, female, or anything in-between. This decision has no effect on scores or abilities.
Chosen by the player, although characters generally begin play between fifteen and fifty years old.
Players can choose for their character to be either left or righthanded. Characters with the ambidextrous merit are both.
Choose any color appropriate to the character’s species.
Choose any color appropriate to the character’s species.
Choose any color appropriate to the character’s species.
Choose anything appropriate to the character’s attributes. Examples include lanky, slight, corpulent, stocky, burly, wiry, etc.
Choose any appropriate value based on the character’s age, race, gender, attributes, and appearance. The average human
stands roughly six feet tall.
Choose any appropriate value based on the character’s age, race, gender, attributes, and appearance. The average human
weighs a number of stones equal to their strength score plus five.

Step E: Aspects
A character's aspects are determined by their attribute scores and may be modified by certain traits or equipment.
Animus:
Starts at one and increases every twenty missions.
Chakras:
Equal to the character's animus.
Concentration:
Equal to the character's willpower.
Destiny:
Equal to the character's charisma.
Dodge:
Equal to the character's agility +5.
Encumbrance:
Equal to the character's strength.
Initiative:
Equal to the sum of the character's dexterity and perception.
Mana:
Equal to the character’s willpower.
Might:
Equal to the character's strength x2.
Resilience:
Equal to the character's endurance. Modified by size and armor.
Size Rating:
Determined by the character's species and traits. Most humans have a size rating of zero.
Speed:
Equal to the character's agility.
Tenacity:
Equal to the character's willpower.
Vitality:
Equal to the character's endurance.

Step F: Inventory
Academics
Acrobatics
Alertness
Art
Athletics
Business
Domestics
Expression
Fortitude
Gaming
Insight
Larceny
Leadership
Marksmanship
Medical

Characters begin play with:
A suit of armor.
A weapon and a quiver or bandolier of relevant ammunition.
Tools for their trained skills.
A furnished home.
Clothing.
A week's worth of food, drink, lamp oil, and matches.
A small coin purse containing wealth equal to their business score.
A backpack or similar container.
A single personal effect.
One other item of their choice.

Step G: Appearance
You can use this section for a more detailed description of your
character, possibly including distinguishing features, mannerisms,
possessions, fashion, and whatever else you feel relevant.
If you prefer, you can also use this space to draw your character or
photocopy a picture of someone who looks like them into it.
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Key Attributes
Intelligence
Melee
Agility
Metalworking
Perception
Performance
Intelligence
Reason
Agility
Resolve
Charisma
Riding
Intelligence
Science
Charisma
Social
Endurance
Stealth
Intelligence
Stoneworking
Perception
Survival
Dexterity
Technology
Charisma
Unarmed
Dexterity
Woodworking
Intelligence
Occult

Dexterity
Intelligence
Charisma
Intelligence
Willpower
Dexterity
Intelligence
Charisma
Agility
Intelligence
Intelligence
Intelligence
Dexterity
Intelligence
Enlightenment

Chapter One
Setting
Recall now an ancient world which has been lost save for those few
fragments that live on in legend. A forgotten time when all the lands
of Earth stood together as one. The great continent of Pangaea,
covered in wild forests and shrouded in mists, the air so thick it
practically burns the lungs, under a sky so clear that you can see
neighboring worlds with the naked eye amidst an endless sea of stars.
It was a time when the world of spirits stood as close as the other side
of the mirror, when gods and devils watched over mortal destiny, and
those with the courage to harness the gods’ sacred fire could forge
their own fate. An era before the great beasts had gone extinct, a
dangerous land inhabited by savages and dragons as well as the men
and women with the strength to stand against them.
Amongst the greatest of men were the scions of lost Atlantis, who
would brand the wild face of Pangaea with a mighty Empire that ruled
from the frigid glaciers of the north to the uncharted southern seas.
The Imperium is gone. Brought to its knees by sudden cataclysm and
then ground to dust by decades of corruption and conquest. The blood
of Atlantis now flows freely through the veins of all people, and each
is possessed with the strength to make their own mark upon the world
if only they have the will to use it. Small warbands struggle constantly
where vast legions once battled, each serving a city-state built from
the ruins of the Old Empire.
Within the remnants of the Imperium, a handful of people live
sheltered lives, clinging to the glories of the past and the tales of King
Arthur and his court at Camelot, where they dwell in ruins of former
grandeur and are protected by the Knights Templar, great warriors
who must ever balance their vows of chivalry against pragmatism and
their own darker natures.
Beyond the Imperial Remnant lies the frontier, a vast land dotted with
the ruins of lost civilizations reclaimed by the wilderness. Monsters
and bandits dwell here; life is short and brutal. The large cities of the
frontier stand proud and tall, wreathed in Gothic splendor, and here
dwell the Warlords. The Warlords are immortal sorcerers with souls
as black as the night, they seek to enslave and dominate all of
Pangaea and they fight amongst one another constantly, the people of
the frontier serving only as nameless bodies in their endless wars.
Past the frontier is the Wild, the remnants of the great forest that once
covered all of Pangaea. The Wild is vast and untamed, home to terrain
features more magnificent than anything in the modern world. It is
inhabited by countless feral and fantastic beasts, many of them
dangerous predators, and is also home to the magical and chaotic fair
folk, isolated human tribes, monstrous savages, and lost settlements
that have been forgotten by the outside world.
Pangaea is surrounded by an endless ocean that is home to sailors and

explorers as well as pirates, sea monsters, and naval powers. Beyond
the sea lie even more distant lands and adventures, including
corporate espionage on the jungle coast of Masaria, high fantasy in
the barbarian lands of Aureth, the mysteries of the mist haunted elven
lands of Avalon, mercenary work for the lizard people in the deserts
of Arunoch, the exploration of uncharted tropical islands, and even
the sunken legacy of lost Atlantis.
Heart of Darkness takes place in a forgotten era of prehistory, before
the supercontinent of Pangaea was shattered and magic was lost from
the world. This is an age of adventure and freedom, when men and
women can make their own way in the world and carve out legacies
that will endure for all time.
This is a dark time, a time of danger and despair, but also a time of
opportunity. Opportunity to rise above the ruins of civilization like a
phoenix and win fame and glory rivaling the heroes of old, or
opportunities to give in to the darkness in your own heart and realize
your deepest desires.
The setting is one of apocalypse, the end of an era. It is neither pre nor
post-apocalyptic, meaning that you are not striving to prevent some
impending disaster or struggling to rebuild society from the ashes, but
rather that the end of the world is now, and it is all falling apart
around you.
There is little authority left in Pangaea, and no order, only constant
struggle. The heroes of old are dead or missing, and the villains and
monsters are disorganized and in conflict with one another. Most
people fight daily just to survive, and those with any ambition
invariably fall to their darker urges. The most important person in the
world is you, and the most important story of Heart of Darkness is
your own.
There is no epic adventure, no call for heroics. The stakes are strictly
personal, the destiny before you is the one that you choose to walk.
You will win riches and perform great deeds, you may even save or
destroy a kingdom or perhaps the entire world, but that is only
incidental, a footnote in your grand adventure. The most important
struggle is the one that is waged within your own soul. All that truly
matters are the goals you set before yourself, be they knowledge,
fame, love, wealth, money, or power, they all lie before you if only
you have the strength to reach out and take them.
The world is yours, ripe for the plucking. Pangaea is a land of dark
horrors and breathtaking wonders, magic and mystery, grand
adventures throughout the unexplored wilderness and the ruins of
once-great civilizations. All of it stands before you, a world for you to
explore and a stage for your adventures; but first, you must learn of
what has come before.
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lurked in the Abyss. Ever displeased with the light that violated its
pristine realm, the Night sought to forever extinguish the Dreamtime.
The Dragon knew that the Night would eventually consume the
Elemental Planes and perhaps even the Astral itself, but the Dragon
could do nothing, even the light of Dragon's fire would falter at the
edge of oblivion, and nothing could stand up to the Night in the dark.
Silently, the Night would flow upon the Huntress' web and plucked
the choicest spirits from it, enveloping them as it drifted back into the
void. Each time, the Huntress would arrive moments too late, finding
only an empty hole in the weave, singing to her of its regret. The
Huntress knew that the Night would not be stopped so easily, and she
knew she would have to make the ultimate sacrifice; her self.
The Huntress traveled to the spot on her web which bordered
Elysium, the Elemental Plane of Wood. Here, a great tree protruded
into the narrow strip of reality that existed between the strands of her
web. She shed her spider's carapace and with it all thoughts of
violence and arrogance, and in that moment the greater part of her
pure essence took flight like silver birds. What was left behind was
the Huntress no longer, she was the Goddess, the loveliest being in
the cosmos, her beauty matched only by her boundless compassion
which shone with the pale light of the moon.
When the Night looked upon the moon, it became instantly obsessed,
never before had it seen light so soft that it complemented the Night
rather than banishing it. In the Goddess, it saw not only an ally to
finally end its eternal stalemate against the Astral, but also someone
to give a new meaning to its own hollow existence.
And so, the Night flowed over the great tree and embraced the
Goddess, but before it could consummate the union and lay claim to
her forever, the waiting Dragon sprung its trap.
Hyperion fell upon the Night with an all-consuming fury, its fiery
breath enveloping the Night's empty body. The Night turned to the
Dragon, and though it had been sorely wounded in the Dragon's
surprise attack, it was still very much alive. The two battled for an
eternity, the Dragon was the strongest spirit in the Dreamtime, but
even outside of the Abyss, the Night was mightier still. The Goddess
could not intervene, violence was now against her nature, and so she
merely watched, the battle reflected in her silver eyes.
The Dragon would triumph when, on the verge of death, it sank its
teeth into the very breast of the Night and tore out its immortal heart.
Bereft of its heart, the Night's body fell away like rain and its shadow
drifted back into the Abyss. The Dragon had won, but the victory cost
it dearly, and it would never again recover its full strength. It left the
Night's remains in the care of the Goddess as it returned to its lair in
the sun where it would fall into a deep sleep.
The Goddess was unsure about what to do next, but she filled her time
with creation. She gathered the liquid body of the Night and from it
she fashioned the vast sea, and at its heart, she gathered the molten
blood which the Dragon had shed in the battle, where it would cool
and become the continent of Pangaea.
Still, the Goddess was lonely, and so she sang of her dreams, and
soon these songs came to life, becoming the various spirits of the
natural world, who would, in turn, give birth to the various plants and
animals and even people who would come to know Pangaea as their
home.

History
The Age of Twilight
In the Age of Obscurity that existed before the coming of the twilight,
the ocean and the Dreamtime were one. Souls floated freely in the
boundless sea of emotion, with no horizon to separate them from their
reflections. It was a limitless realm, a unified consciousness with no
beginning and no end. None can say how long the world had existed
in this state, for it was before the concept of time, and eternities
passed in what was but the blink of an eye.
Then came the touch of dawn and the birth of the Astral, an
illuminated realm of limitless possibility. And when its light fell into
the Abyss it cast the darkness into sharp relief, revealing the Night.
And the Night and the Day knew each other and quarreled.
Souls no longer floated freely, instead, they rode dangerous currents,
ever at risk of being swept into the unformed madness of the Astral or
the pristine stillness of the Abyss.
Then the Huntress came unto the Dreamtime from the lands beyond,
to serve as a balance point between the Night and the Day and who
preyed upon those souls that drifted too close to one or the other.
The Huntress soon began her great work; spinning a web that would
encompass the whole of reality. This web, called the Veil by later
generations, would forever divide that which was from that which was
not. Gone forever was the rim of obscurity. Now there was a stark
divide; on one side was the limitless potential of the Astral and on the
other the absolute nothingness of the Abyss. Spirits were still swept
along on the Astral winds, but those that would fall into the Abyss
were caught in the web, where they would be forever fixed in the
firmament and would in time shine so brightly that they would be
reborn as stars.
The winds of the Astral were composed of pure emotion, and on
occasion, they would blow so hard that they would become trapped in
the Huntress' web along with the stars. When this happened, the
emotion would calcify and form an Elemental Plane. These fifteen
worlds would grow sentient, and from them would be born the
demiurge, and the greatest among them would become the Titans.
Eons beyond mortal reckoning passed in this way, and the lives of the
spirits of the Dreamtime could fill many sagas. Some wished to use
their awesome power to preserve the balance or aid their brethren,
while others wanted domination and made war on those who wouldn’t
follow them, and some wished only for carnage and suffering; making
war on their allies and enemies alike. One such being was Ignus, the
Titan of Fire and mightiest of the spirits of rage. He attempted to set
all the planes ablaze until he eventually ran afoul of the Dragon.
The Dragon, named Hyperion by later astrologers, was the mightiest
of the demiurge of pride, Titan of Magic, and defender of the balance.
When the fire god Ignus sought to burn the realms, Hyperion
swallowed the Titan whole and added his fiery might to the Dragon's
own breath. With the added power of Ignus in its belly, the Dragon
was the strongest of the Titans and would be able to preserve each of
the Elemental Planes, making sure that none gained supremacy over
the others or fell to internal corruption. But there was one being which
even the Dragon could not defeat.
Beyond the Veil, the Night, the spirit of darkness unending, still
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History
The Age of Titans
In these early eons, all lands were a single great continent, Pangaea,
surrounded on all sides by endless sapphire seas. Life flourished in
the world for untold millennia. The Wild covered the land; its
primeval forests stretching from one end of the continent to the other,
the vast forests broken only by deep blue lakes, jagged mountain
peaks, and windswept prairies. Amid the towering trees, multitudes of
beasts both wondrous and terrifying lived out their existences, unseen
by any save the burning stare of the sun, the cool gaze of the moon,
and the twinkling eyes of a billion stars.
This world was not alone. Its twin sister, the Dreamtime, still existed,
separated only by the Veil. The spirit world caressed the physical
world at all points and stretched on into the limitless reaches of
swirling ether that were home to the demiurge. The spirits that dwelt
near the young Earth were many; Manitou; spirits of animals, Dryads;
spirits of plants, and Kami; spirits of the land itself.
The spirits of the forests and the seas were the true masters of the
world, able to reshape the energies that composed the universe by
proclamation alone. There were not yet men to challenge them, only
the wild beasts of the greenwood. It was an era of unsurpassed life
and fertility, but a wild and savage one. Beasts killed and devoured
each other with no remorse, and the spirits took the forms of mighty
storms, volcanoes, earthquakes, and other forces of nature with no
heed to the damage they wrought.
The world existed in this state for many ages, but it was far from
stable. Hyperion was still recovering from wounds suffered at the
hands of the Night, and free from the Dragon's watchful eye, the
Titans battled with each other. Demiurge would march from the
Elemental Planes, seeking to tip the balance of the young world and
set it into a spiral in which one element would dominate all others.
Their rivals would eventually quell these uprisings and invasions and
settle their disputes either through diplomacy or domination on the
battlefield, but the Earth would suffer in each of these titanic clashes.
Eventually, Cronus, Titan of Time, would win out over his siblings
and claim mastery over the Earth, the other Titans swearing fealty at
his palace of Othrys and agreeing to respect Cronus' wishes while in
Pangaea. The peace that followed allowed for a golden age among the
Titans, but it was not without conflict.
Many spirits would, over time, become corrupted and blinded by pain
and malice, transformed into demons. The Titans would destroy the
demons when they came into contact with them, but in time the
demons were reborn, and more spirits fell into this state each day. The
greatest of these demons was a creature called the Nidhogg, the
Serpent of Corruption. Once it was a tiny lemure, the humblest of
spirits, a simple worm which ate the rot of the spirit world. However,
the Nidhogg would eventually consume too much tainted matter, and
the blight enveloped it, but the worm would continue eating, growing
larger and larger until it was the single greatest source of foulness in
the world, and then it attempted to consume the Titans themselves.
The Nidhogg was thought to be unstoppable, and even as the Titans
and their armies of enslaved demiurge were forced to band together
against it, victory was uncertain. After a cataclysmic battle that shook
the earth, split the skies, and boiled the seas, the Titans finally
managed to force Nidhogg into slumber. The Titans could not kill it,
but they bound the slumbering form of the serpent and buried it under

an ancient tor in southern Pangaea, chaining it to powerful nexuses
that empowered the wards which would keep it forever imprisoned
beneath the cold earth.
The Titans were fearful that another Nidhogg or something even more
terrible might eventually arise, or that the hosts of lesser demons
would one day overwhelm them. It was Themis, Titan of Metal,
which came up with the idea of a magical prison that could forever
hold and perhaps even destroy the essence of a spirit. To craft this
prison, they found the one object that could consume a being's very
soul, the heart of the Night itself. Despite the Goddess' warnings, the
Titans combined their powers to transform the Night's essence into a
single physical object, a smooth black stone which they christened the
Heart of Darkness.
Many more demons would arise, including the seven demon princes,
but the Titans were ready for them, and would work together to defeat
them and capture their essences within the Heart of Darkness. The
Titans were wary, they could feel the dark weight of the artifact.
Thus, no Titan was permitted to bear it twice, and when it was not in
use it was locked in an alabaster box hidden away in the most secret
vault beneath their palace at Othrys.
Even as the Titans warred in the spirit world, the material plane was
racked by battles between the merrow and the lizardfolk. These
conflicts spanned millennia, and are collectively known as the
Mesozoic Wars.
The merrow were aquatic beings that had built an undersea empire
with knowledge gleaned from their masters, the insane gods who
dwelt in the unformed Astral sea. The merrow were granted sorcerous
powers by their mad patrons and their priest-kings grew so mighty
that not even the Dragon's children could stand against them, and
soon their empires emerged from the water to engulf the surface
world. With the support of their extradimensional masters and the
nameless things conjured from beyond, the merrow nearly conquered
the Earth, until their strength was finally broken by an alliance
between the dragon and their lizard man servants, and the deva who
dwelt in the corona of the nearby sun.
In the end, the merrow were forced back into the sea, and their cities
broken. Their undying priest-kings were sealed for untold eons,
imprisoned within the temples of their sunken cities, and the
abominations that had been carelessly summoned were either
banished or hidden away in the dark corners of the Earth, tainting the
world around them and waiting for their masters to once again turn
their gaze toward the world.
The Titan's reign endured through it all, and each of the great spirits
was indifferent to the fate of the world outside their own particular
domain, and thus did they fail to notice the emergence of a new type
of creature upon the face of the world. They crawled down from the
trees and learned to walk upright, and over time taught themselves to
speak and use tools without the aid of spiritual masters. Chief
amongst these new beings were the children of Prometheus, those
who called themselves men.
Over long ages, the gods of the forest and sky would take interest in
these new creatures and come to them in physical form. The first such
encounters were merely to indulge the spirits' curiosities, and the
spirits would play with the defenseless mortals, making them dance to
their every whim, but for others, their interest went beyond passing
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curiosity. Many living beings and spirits would eventually mate, out
of love, lust, or mere fascination. From these unions came the first
fey, creatures with living bodies but the passions and magical gifts of
spirits. The new fey creatures carved out legacies for themselves in
the forests of Pangaea, where some still persist.
The Goddess, though, saw more in these mortal beings than mere
curiosities. She looked upon them with care and compassion, and also
with concern. Such creatures had limitless potential, but their lives
were short and brutal, and most were destined to end up as either the
plaything of a spirit or the dinner of a larger creature. The Goddess
wept at their plight and then vowed to do something about it.
Channeling the silver fire, she imbued the mortal creatures with her
own essence and that of the stars in her web, and granted them
enlightenment and the ability to use the sorcery which had previously
been the domain of the gods alone.
After the first mortals became awakened to their true potential, all of
the spirits of the Dreamtime froze dead. It only took an instant for
Cronus to realize what had happened, and he came to the Goddess'
domain with a speed so great it transcended time itself, but still he
could not stop her. He demanded that she undo what she had done, for
he could see the future and knew that in time these mortals would
eventually grow stronger than the Titans, but the Goddess refused.
Cronus was furious, and he called together a parliament of his
fellows. They could not extinguish the silver fire, only the Goddess
could take back her gift, and so they attempted to persuade her, and
when that did not work they resorted to threats. She would not back
down, and so the Titans decided to punish the Goddess for her
actions.
The Titans believed that she had given up too much of her power to
fight back. They were wrong in this, but the Goddess subjected
herself to their punishments, choosing to sacrifice herself rather than
risk her children in the ensuing struggle.
Cronus bound the Goddess to the stony remains of the world tree with
chains of purest silver and told her that she would remain here until
she relinquished her gift. She never did.
The men and women who were gifted by the Goddess soon came into
their own, their powerful brains serving as channels for the pure
creative ability of the souls that inhabited them. It was not long before

all of mankind shared in the dream of the fire; the fire of the gods that
would in later times be called magic.
From this fire, they gained imagination, and from imagination came
dreams, from these dreams came wisdom, and from this wisdom came
the gods.
With the creation of mortal intellect, new concepts were born. Unlike
physical matter, these concepts existed only in the minds of men, but
were real nonetheless, and soon these concepts gave rise to a new
caste of spirits, called loa. The demiurge first saw these newcomers as
mere curiosities, but soon loa would come into being that were as
nearly as strong as the Titans, and the Titans lashed out at them in
fear, consuming or imprisoning those they could.
This cycle of violence continued for many years until the birth of
Zeus, God of Kings. He called together the other loa at the summit of
Mount Olympus. Here, he told the loa of his goal, to end the Titans'
reign and allow both man and god to follow their own destiny free
from the laws of the Wild. Thus were the Olympians united together
against the Titans, and so began a volatile period in the history of
Pangaea, referred to by modern scholars as the Titanomachy.
In the first centuries of the conflict, the Titans had advantages over
the loa in experience, number, and power, but this edge faded as new
loa were born every day. The human population, and with it human
culture and imagination, grew exponentially over time. The Titans,
filled with wrath, unleashed terrible elemental forces on both the loa
and the humans who had unknowingly caused the war in the first
place. The demiurge of the Elemental Planes were drawn into the war,
most in the service of the Titans who had conquered and enslaved
them so long before, but some on the side of the Olympians. Many
demiurges were still bitter at the Titan's conquest and were eager to
see them destroyed, and in exchange for their service, they were
transformed into angels.
The Olympians would triumph over the Titans in the end. Their
capital of Othrys was hit hardest, as it was the site of the greatest
battle at which the Titans finally fell, and to this day the once verdant
paradise is but a desert of wind and sand. The Titans were banished
from the Earth, and returned to their courts on the Elemental Planes,
while the fifteen greatest loa declared themselves the gods of the
Earth.
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History
The Legend of Pandora
During the Titanomachy, Zeus had hoped to win the Goddess herself as an ally against the Titans. Though Zeus was unable to free her from her
prison, he was undeterred, and decided to entice the Goddess by crafting her a mortal body to replace that which she had lost.
Zeus tasked his fellow Olympians with creating the perfect woman. Poseidon provided the pure white clay with which Hephaestus, the smith,
and Apollo, the artist, formed her figure and features respectively. Hestia gave her the hands of a healer; Ares great strength and Athena
wisdom; Hermes grace; Bacchus charm; Hades a deadly skill; and Persephone gave her a clear and soothing voice. Venus, Ceres, and Hera each
worked to imbue her with what they felt was the perfect embodiment of femininity, while Artemis gave her independence and an unbreakable
will. Finally, Zeus looked her over and approved, breathing life into the girl by giving her a secret name.
This most flawless of women was guided by the gods to a mountain in the wilds of Pangaea upon which the Goddess was imprisoned. Though
she could not break the Titan-forged bonds, she could tend to the Goddess' wounds and tell her stories of the outside world. As the gods
predicted, the Goddess became enamored of the girl, and it would not have been long before the two united as one, the girl's body being the
ultimate vessel for the Goddess' soul.
In the final days of the war, the Titans knew defeat was inevitable, and Cronus, in one final act of defiance, summoned Eris, the daughter of the
Dragon. In the ancient past, the Titans had bound spirits of pride into the greatest of Pangaea's creatures and charged them with guarding their
most sacred sites, and Cronus had a similar fate in mind for Eris. He tasked her with watching the Goddess' prison and ensuring that she was
never set free.
The dark creature would descend upon the mountaintop, but she did not kill the god's creation, for there was no sport in it. Eris meant to chase
the girl away, but when she saw the girl's resolve was unbreakable, she instead tormented the Goddess as the child watched. Then Eris left, and
the girl did her best to soothe the Goddess' wounds, but the next day the dragon returned. So, the cycle repeated itself, and eventually the girl
vowed to the Goddess that she would find a way to free her and put an end to her torment forever.
Though she was still a maiden of no more than sixteen years of age, the young woman set off on a great adventure into the wilds of Pangaea
searching for something that could save the Goddess. The lands were wild and untamed, but the girl was gifted and clever and managed to
survive on her own. She would travel from town to town, consulting with sorcerers and sages as well as the spirits and oracles of the deep Wild.
Eventually, her quest led her to Othrys, the abandoned capital of the Titans, where she hoped to find the key to her mistress' prison.
What she found was an ornate box hidden in the back of a dusty closet that no spirit could see. Though the very touch of the box sent slivers of
dread into her stubborn heart, she removed it from its iron vault and held it. Then it spoke to her. It told her that if she would merely open the
box and give unto it her own secret name it would bestow upon her the ability to slay the dragon Eris and even break the silver chains that held
the Goddess. She knew it was foolish, but she had made up her mind to help the Goddess no matter the cost, and she would not back down now.
She opened the chest, and when she did so the thousands of demons which the Titans had bound within were released into the world, for it was
the very same box in which Themis had sealed the Heart of Darkness. The maiden paid no mind to the demons. Instead, she lifted the black
stone and held it to her breast and whispered her own name to it. In that instant, the life force was taken from her and replaced with the eternal
chill of the Abyss, but she did not die, rather she fell into a deep and nightmare-filled sleep. When she finally rose again it was in a body that
was eternally young and to which death's door was forever closed, one that was cursed to steal the life force of others to warm the chill of the
emptiness that had replaced her soul.
Though her true name was lost in the bargain, future generations would come to know her as Pandora, the first vampire.
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The Age of Gods
Unlike the Titans, who were for the most part distant and amoral
beings, the Olympians felt some measure of compassion for the
mortal races. The young gods wished to give the gifts of peace and
knowledge to mankind, and to this end they created Atlantis.
The gods combined their magics on the far side of the Earth and lifted
a new land from the ocean floor. Each deity handpicked those whom
they felt were worthiest amongst the humans of Pangaea, sending
them visions of the island paradise awaiting them across the great sea,
and guiding those with the strength and ambition to make the journey
to their new home.
Arriving upon the shores of Atlantis, the humans were greeted by
angels, whom the gods had sent to share the secrets of the heavens.
Chief amongst them was the morning star, Lucifer, fairest of the
heavenly host and the emissary of the gods. Guided by the angel’s
words, the people of Atlantis built a great city of white stone,
containing smooth highways and sparkling canals, lush green gardens
and parks, majestic cathedrals to worship and great palaces to live in,
and streets lined with massive statues of gods and mortal heroes alike.
In the universities of Atlantis, the secrets of the cosmos were quickly
unraveled, and the people learned to craft intricate crystals which
combined magic and technology in a harmony that has never been
recreated.
Even as the utopia of Atlantis was being built, trouble was brewing in
the spirit realm. The archangel Iblis, who had once been a demiurge
of air, felt betrayed by the Gods, who had freed him from the Titans
only to make him a slave to men. He traveled the planes and enticed
the spirits who dwelt beyond the sky with tales of the wealth and
glory of the Earth, inciting them with stories of the new gods who
lavished the secrets of the spirit world upon mere mortals. From the
spirits of the Elemental Planes, Iblis chose a thousand demiurge to
transform into djinn, angels who were loyal to no god, and with this
army he led an incursion to the Earth, striking at the fledgling
kingdom of Atlantis.
The elemental spirits, freed from the bounds of their spheres, ran
rampant over Atlantis, indulging their own desires. Some plundered
the gold, magic, and lore of Atlantis, others made sport of the island’s
inhabitants, and some merely set the world around them to ruin. The
gods marshaled the angelic hosts and prepared to drive away the
invading spirits, but when they looked down, they saw that they didn’t
have to. A heroic mortal named Solomon had rallied the people of
Atlantis, and the normally scholarly folk took up arms to defend what
they had worked so hard to achieve. With sword and sorcery, the
people of Atlantis managed to not only hold off the rampaging djinn,
but actually defeat and imprison them in one thousand and one magic
bottles.
After the battle had ended, Lucifer called Solomon before him in the
great temple of Atlantis. The gods had commanded him to present
Solomon with a crown of orichalcum and white crystals and named
him king of Atlantis. Then, from the greatest scions of Atlantis, who
were themselves the greatest paragons of humanity, Lucifer bade
Solomon to choose the first of the Knights Templar, an order of
warrior mages loyal only to the crown and tasked with protecting the
world of men against all threats from both within and without. In the

following centuries, Atlantis prospered under the rule of Solomon and
his descendants, although Iblis' true master was never revealed.
Atlantis continued to grow in power and majesty; a city of shining
crystals and pure water. As the kingdom flourished, its peoples
became stronger and more enlightened, their proficiency in the
eldritch arts unparalleled before or since. The Atlantean navy charted
the islands of the sea and the coasts of wild Pangaea, their outposts
and expeditions could be found at the far corners of the world. From
ancient jungle ruins and secret mines, treasures and lost knowledge all
flowed back to Atlantis. For over three thousand years, Atlantis was
the jewel of the Earth, and humanity was at peace. Then, after
millennia of prosperity, the world began to grow dark once again.
Demons and other corrupt spirits, always a minor nuisance, became
more aggressive, their attacks on both man and spirit growing more
frequent and increasingly vicious. The seven Demon Princes, released
by Pandora so long ago, had finally recovered their strength and
united at the head of the demonic legions to direct their rampage.
At the same time, conflict was brewing amongst the angels. A
mysterious figure, calling itself The Adversary, had authored a
number of philosophical works questioning the angels' role in the
seemingly humancentric universe and the nature of their own free
will. These works inspired many angels to doubt the gods, and in
some cases outright refuse their duties. By the time the demonic
legions had begun their attack on Heaven, fully one-third of the
angels, including many of the archangels, were in open revolt against
the gods.
The following period was one of the blackest in history and is known
to modern sages as The Reckoning. The gods above, as well as the
mortals of both Atlantis and Pangea, were under constant threat from
the demons below. The dark spirits attacked indiscriminately in vast
numbers, and cultists and sorcerers made pacts with them in exchange
for hellish power. The Olympians and the loyalist angels fought back,
but the scope of the battle was horrific. Vast tracts of the world were
destroyed in battles both physical and spiritual, and humans were
caught in the crossfire and killed by the millions.
The armies of Atlantis worked side by side with the angels in fighting
against the demons. Among their champions were half-mortal
demigods, the children of the Olympians and some of the greatest
heroes of legend.
Across Pangaea, the earth and skies shook with the fury of the battles
between the demonic legions and angelic hosts. Though the spirits of
nature saw the conflict and felt the dark forces that it represented,
most were too bitter to aid the gods in their desperate struggle and
merely waited for the terrible end. The majority of mortals were
unaware of the cause of the conflict, but the few mystics who could
sense the spirit realm saw of the great struggle taking place in the
Dreamtime and knew that they might well be doomed, and that there
was nothing they could do about it.
Fighting continued for centuries, with neither side making any
progress, merely piling up casualties. Although the gods were more
than a match for the fallen angels, now calling themselves devils, the
Demon Princes were stronger still and their legions outnumbered the
angels by two to one even without counting their own traitors.
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As the war progressed and the gates of Heaven lay broken, with
Olympus itself under siege, things looked impossibly bleak. It was
only a matter of time before the demons would claim the holy
mountain as their own and profane the power of the Well of Souls.
The gods were desperate, seeking any help, even that of their old
enemies.
Angelic emissaries were sent to each of the Elemental Planes, asking
the demiurge for help, and were met with limited success until they
came to Ceres. When a faction of earth elementals agreed to aid in the
fight against the demons, Apocalypse, Demon Prince of Violence and
greatest of the seven, unleashed previously undreamt-of magical
powers and sundered the entire Plane of Elemental Earth with a single
spell. Although this act succeeded in cowing the demiurge, it also
served to awaken the sleeping Dragon.
In the final battle at Olympus' peak, as the gods made their final stand
against the seven great beasts, Hyperion itself entered the battle on
Heaven’s behalf.
Even as the Olympians faced their darkest hour, they refused to
abandon their mortal followers. Lucifer had grown quiet, and with his
silence, it was feared that Atlantis, that greatest kingdom of men, had
been lost to the demonic hordes. Even though he would be sorely
missed at the final siege of Olympus, the gods sent Michael, general
of the angelic armies, along with a team of the greatest crusaders the
einherjar had to offer, on a mission of vital importance; he was to slip
past the demonic lines and liberate the kingdom of Atlantis no matter
the cost.
The heavenly warriors were prepared for all manner of depraved
horrors, mere carnage the least of them, but not for what they found;
Atlantis was in pristine condition, its buildings uncharred, its canals
untainted by blood, and its streets free of broken bodies. As Michael
and his warriors drew toward the immense cathedral in the center of
the city, nothing was even the slightest bit out of place, and even the
spirit world was strangely quiet.
Within the crystalline cathedral, Michael found Uther Pendragon, last
king of Atlantis, with the light of Lucifer shining blue behind his
eyes.
Michael was overjoyed, and despite every sign that something was
wrong, he ran to his brother and right into a trap. They were beset on
all sides, not by demons or fallen angels, but by the people of
Atlantis. The very Templar whom the gods had anointed attacked the
heavenly warriors without mercy.
As he knelt above the broken archangel, Uther spoke with the voice of
the Morning Star and revealed that he was The Adversary and the
angelic insurrection had always been his goal. He had looked into the
Heart of Darkness, and had offered the people of Atlantis the whole of
the Earth if only they would fall down and worship him as their only

god, and their king had sealed the deal by letting the former archangel
into his very soul. And now, the dark angel was offering his brother
the chance to stand by his side.
Michael does not speak of the events that followed, not even to the
gods he serves, and none of those warriors who followed him to the
mortal world survived the ordeal. It is thus unknown whether Michael
defeated Lucifer with one last heroic gambit, or if the fallen one was
done in by his own hubris; destroyed by the same energies he had
attempted to harness.
Either way, it resulted in a total collapse of the network of magical
energy that supported the city and worked so many miracles for its
inhabitants. Unimaginable power was released all in an instant,
tearing reality asunder and sending the city, along with all of its
inhabitants, screaming to the bottom of the sea, leaving only silence in
its wake.
When Michael finally returned to Olympus, the mountain was in
ruins, but the combined power of the Olympians had prevailed over
the darkness, and even the mighty Apocalypse was laid low by the
intensity of The Dragon’s fire. The demons scattered and fled, most
hiding in the depths of the world, in the spiritual domain which is now
called Hell.
Michael brought forth what remained of Lucifer’s essence,
slumbering and bound, and the Olympians decided that he would
stand trial along with all of the devils who had been captured in the
wake of the battle, but before they could render a verdict, The Dragon
came forth.
Hyperion proposed the Gotterdammerung, a pact that would ensure
that the horrors of the Reckoning were never repeated. A great
contract was signed by both the Olympians and the Devils as well as
the Titans and all the demons that could be found; a treaty which
would ensure eternal peace between the forces of good and evil, but
more importantly noninterference in the mortal world.
The destruction on the mortal plane that resulted from the god’s wars
was inexcusable, and even the seemingly beneficent guidance of
Atlantis had ended in tragedy. Those who signed the
Gotterdammerung agreed to never again enter the physical world, and
to only perform miracles through their priests and the subtle influence
of their spheres of power. Over time, many spirits would sign the
Gotterdammerung, even most of the spirits of the Wild and the
Elemental Planes.
As for Lucifer and his traitorous followers, they were not killed, but
rather stripped of their wings and cast into Hell, where they would
fight eternally with the demons for dominance.
And with the signing of the Gotterdammerung, the Reckoning and the
Age of the Gods came to an end, and thus began the Age of
Imperium.
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Chapter One - Setting
The Time of Kings
Pangaea had been all but forgotten. The people of Atlantis had
mapped its extensive coastlines, but rarely did they venture far into
the interior. Most who tried never returned, and those brave explorers
who did found that the savage wild stripped from them all innocence
and taste for adventure. The few missions and outposts that the
Atlanteans did create, all within sight of the sea, were built in the
grand Atlantean style, and most were overwhelmed by the jungle
within a generation. Yet Pangaea was not empty. While the best and
brightest were chosen by the gods to live in an earthly paradise across
the sea, the rest of humanity had no choice but to survive in the harsh
wilderness on their own. And when Atlantis sank in one night of fire
and screams, these hardened savages were all that was left of the
human race. Or so it is commonly believed.
In truth, one Atlantean ship survived the fate that had befallen their
oceanic empire. King Uther foresaw the destruction of his island in
the wake of Lucifer’s defeat, and he prepared his personal yacht;
loading it with all the treasures that he could gather on such short
notice and sending a score of his most trusted knights to guard it.
Though it was but a small fraction of the king's wealth, the surviving
treasures of Atlantis were vast and among them were both the Heart
of Darkness and Uther's own wife and unborn son. Uther did not
board the ship himself; he had already bound himself to the Devils,
and he would not abandon his people to their fate.
The queen carried within her belly the last scion of Solomon, and the
final legacy of sunken Atlantis. She sailed with her Templar guardians
as far to the west as they could travel, through the shallow Tethys,
making landfall at the bowl of the continent that had once been the
realm of the Titans. Shortly after setting foot on the shores of
Pangaea, the queen gave birth to her son and named him Arthur.
The Atlantean ship was damaged by storms and sea monsters while
sailing the Tethys, and their supplies were nearly drained. They
moved along the shore until they found the mouth of the great river
Sangrael, which flowed with such remarkable purity that they were
reminded of the canals of their home. Slowly, the Templar made their
way inland, but it was not easy going. The knights were not trained to
survive in the wilderness. The beasts of Pangaea were even larger and
more horrible than their legends, and demons left over from the
Reckoning still roamed the world. Always hungry and fleeing danger,
the Templar slowly followed the river inland, their numbers ever
dwindling to the jaws of ferocious beasts, toxic and disease-ridden
tropical parasites, and natives whose warlike nature was only matched
by their xenophobia. But their mission was clear, to protect the queen
and her infant son, and in this duty, they never faltered.
Occasionally, the pilgrims would find a village where the locals were
not hostile, and some even welcomed the Atlantean warriors or
heralded them as saviors. It was in one of these villages that young
Arthur came to the attention of the half-elven magician Merlin, who
recognized in him the potential to become the greatest man who had
ever lived. Merlin traveled with the Templar from then on, guiding
and protecting them with his magic and acting as the boy's tutor.
Arthur was born of the royal Atlantean seed, and his natural gifts were
bolstered by his education from the wise Merlin and the combat
training given to him by his guardians, the greatest weapon masters of

Atlantis, and he was tempered by the harsh wilderness in which he
was raised.
When the Templar finally reached the head of the Sangrael, Arthur
was still a young man, but he had already grown into his legacy and
was a worthy king. In the early morning mist, he came alone to the
edge of the lake, called the Amazon by the natives, and set out in a
small skiff to the island at its center. There he found a fountain of
unbelievable purity, and at its side rested a golden cup. As he moved
to pick up the chalice, he was challenged by a mysterious warrior clad
in emerald armor who matched his every strength. Arthur managed to
defeat this green knight through sheer force of will, striking off his
head and finding the armor empty. As he puzzled over the strange
guardian, the Goddess herself appeared to him, her spectral form
rising from the lake.
The Goddess told Arthur that he held the Holy Grail from which
flowed the water of life, which could grant eternal health and youth to
a worthy champion. However, the land was sick, and without the
water of the grail, it would eventually be turned into a barren
wasteland. Arthur asked the Goddess if there was any way that it
might heal men and the land at the same time, and she said it was
possible, but would require a noble sacrifice by a true king. He
protested. He told her that he was a true king, and she told him that if
it was so, then he would need to pass a test. In the south, there was a
great stone and, embedded within, was the sword Excalibur, symbol
of the rightful king of Pangaea. He vowed to the Goddess that he
would seek out this sword and be found worthy.
Before setting out on his quest, Arthur and his knights rested by the
shores of the Amazon for a full month. It had been more than two
decades of questing before they finally found it, and many of the
Templar had died or grown ill, while others had married and birthed
children with their comrades or the indigenous peoples. They were
ready for a rest, but Arthur was always eager to move on, and it was
not long before he and his companions were riding to Jericho.
Jericho was hundreds of miles from the Amazon, but it was not hard
for the determined knights to find. Jericho was the oldest and largest
city in Pangaea and was surrounded by almost impenetrable walls. It
had been a haven for the people of Pangaea, a fortress to protect them
from the rampaging demons which wandered the world during the
Reckoning as well as the forces of nature which had been driven mad
by such cosmic upheavals. The city was built to guard humanity, but
not for their own sake, rather that of the city's masters. Jericho was
ruled over by none other than the vampire queen Pandora, and her city
was lorded over by her spawn, with their human subjects treated like
cattle upon whose blood the vampires fed.
At the city's center was a mile-high spire of rock, which could only be
the stone that the Goddess had told Arthur about. The king and his
knights were unable to take the city alone, so they enlisted the aid of
the local tribes, who had come to fear and resent the vampires and
their servants. The Templar taught the locals the secrets of Atlantean
steel and tactics, and it was not long before they had raised a worthy
army, but still, the siege of Jericho lasted for four long years before
Arthur's forces liberated the city. As his knights set about hunting
down and destroying the vampires who did not have the good sense to
flee, Arthur began to climb the spire.
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History
The spire was an ancient geological anomaly that had existed since
the world was young, perhaps pulled from the Earth by the will of the
Titans. It stood over a mile in height, worn smooth by the wind, with
few ledges large enough for a man to rest upon. It was Arthur's first
trial. At dawn, he removed his heavy armor and set out alone to climb
the spire with the strength of his own arms. It was the ultimate test of
body and of mind, to stay focused on the climb and to push on despite
the fatigue. He had to keep going, having faith that the top was
attainable, but being unable to see beyond the wall directly ahead
without toppling off. Most men could never have endured the climb,
their bodies being unable to withstand the strain, and even the
strongest of men would lack the will to push beyond their limits, to
endure beyond fear and exhaustion. Many had attempted the climb
before, and none had succeeded. Many failed as their hands or their
concentration faltered and their grip slipped. Most had given up;
turned around or simply let go. Arthur would allow no such weakness,
and finally, at dusk, he broke what he thought was the summit, but
was in truth only a narrow ledge less than a meter wide.
As he slept, Arthur dreamed of the future, and of the world he could
build, or damn, by his own actions. He awoke before dawn stiff, cold,
and hungry, but with the greater part of the climb behind him. He
spent that day in a half daze, unaware of the height or his exhaustion,
only of his goal. As Arthur climbed he was delirious with fatigue and
boredom, and lonely, for he had only his own shadow for company.
As he climbed he began to imagine the shadow speaking to him,
telling him that the world was his, and he could do with it whatever he
desired. With the weapon at the spire's peak, he could take whatever
he wanted, conquer the world and declare himself a god, the only god
worthy of worship. All he had to do was to toss aside his foolish
notions of honor and liberty, to be the strong hand the world needed
to ensure a kingdom that would last forever. He did not listen, and the
shadow's tone changed from tempting to taunting. It reminded him of
his weakness, reminded Arthur that he could never succeed on his
own, spoke of his mortality, and told him of how the kingdom he
worked so hard to create would shatter after his death, and a thousand
years from now no one would even remember his name.
Arthur did not give in, and banished the shadow from his mind, and as
purple twilight revealed the first stars of the second night, he reached
his goal. Emerging directly from the stone of the spire was an
exquisite weapon, the sword of kings which had been promised to
him. He grasped the golden hilt and for a brief second the world was
bathed in blinding brilliance. People across Pangaea looked up and
saw a column of light illuminating the sky, a glowing tower reaching
all the way to Heaven.
Arthur felt in that brief second as if he was being judged by the eye of
eternity itself and, purified by his ordeal, he was found worthy. When
the light faded, he was holding Excalibur, its silver blade outshining
the moon above. As the king held the sword aloft, he stood upon the
spire's edge, the cool night wind on his face, and he looked out over
the lands below. The night was clear and his eyes were sharp, and
from his vantage point he could see nearly all of Pangaea stretched
out beneath him, and he vowed that with the strength of Excalibur he
would one day bring everything he saw under the banner of his
Empire.

Though he was tired beyond exhaustion, Arthur did not sleep a
second night, rather he descended the spire, careful not to lose his grip
in his haste and fall now that the sword was in his grasp. He found the
city of Jericho in ruins, but his knights still fought on, for none could
stand against Pandora herself. Armed with Excalibur, Arthur entered
her lair alone.
Hours later the young king emerged, and in his arms was the most
beautiful maiden any of his men had ever seen. Arthur said she was
the blood-slave of Pandora, whom the vampiress had placed under a
terrible curse, and she did not even know her own name. Arthur gave
her a name which meant Pale Lady in the tongue of Atlantis, and
brought her to the Amazon, where she would drink from the Holy
Grail, for only its waters could banish her curse. Then he asked for
her hand in marriage.
On New Year's Day, Merlin officiated a great ceremony in which
Arthur was married and crowned king of all Pangaea, and the city of
Camelot was founded. The young queen was hesitant to consummate
the marriage, something in her past life was holding her back, and she
would not share a bed with her husband until she knew the truth. This
fouled Arthur's mood on what should have been his day of triumph,
but he was a gentleman and would not force himself upon his
beloved.
Arthur’s mother had in her possession a crystal skull, the most
precious of all the treasures that had escaped that doomed kingdom,
for a gifted seeress could glean from it many secrets of the lost city,
and she set about sharing some of them with the craftsmen who had
pledged allegiance to her son. Soon, their stonemasons had begun to
recreate Atlantis within the walls of castle Camelot, the Amazon itself
serving as the basis for the city's canals. The city would become the
most glorious in Pangaea, its population soaring as Atlantean
medicine kept its citizens healthy and enticed those who were sick
and the suffering in the Wild to join Arthur's empire.
The tribes of Pangaea were in a constant state of war; Arthur's people
were no exception. The Templar taught their warriors advanced
tactics and swordplay, while bestowing the secret of adamant upon
their greatest craftsmen. Arthur was a peerless warrior, but his true
skill was in words. He was able to convince the lords of many warring
tribes that Pangaea had resources enough for all of them if they could
only work together. Their warriors swore fealty to Arthur and were
given titles as Templar and a seat at his round table; their wise men
given access to the knowledge contained within the crystal skull.
Those who refused to join into such a union were utterly destroyed or
forced to flee into the untamed wilderness. And thus, the Old Empire
was born.
Armed with Excalibur, the first emperor was unstoppable, and all of
humanity flocked to his banner. None could stand against the might of
his blade, nor could anything break the spirits of those who fought for
its wielder. Arthur defeated the demons who still walked the world in
the wake of the Reckoning as easily as he drove back the dangerous
beasts of the jungle. Great dragons and huge giants were slain by
Arthur and his knights, and the whimsical and unpredictable fairy folk
were driven deeper into the primeval forests and the dark caverns
beneath the world.
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Many volumes have been written documenting the deeds of King
Arthur. In a few short years, he transformed the center of Pangaea
from a harsh wilderness to arable farmland and turned a handful of
squabbling tribes into the hub of a vast empire. As the Imperium
spread, it encountered many intelligent, but inhuman, species. Some
of these, such as the sasquatches, dwarves, and asura saw the value in
unity and joined the Imperium willingly. Other races were less
peaceable. Orcs, ogres, gnolls, trolls, dionjen and others fought long
and hard against the Imperium, and only after their populations were
decimated did they grudgingly accept the rule of men or flee into the
hills.
The Empire continued to grow almost unopposed, bringing all of
central Pangaea under its dominion, crushing the savage beasts and
humanoids that attempted to fight them.
Many years after Arthur was crowned Emperor, his mother finally
passed from the world. Shortly afterward, an enchanting young
woman named Morgana appeared at Camelot, offering her services as
Seer. Merlin was instantly bewitched by her charms and did not
object, and so Arthur named her his oracle and delivered the crystal
skull into her care.
For fifty years, Arthur reigned over a thriving empire. The citizens
were safe, healthy, and well educated. The Templar, bound by a rigid
code of honor, governed the land justly and the temples of the gods
cared for the sick and needy. It was a golden age, although the oldest
Templar still felt it a poor substitute for the Atlantis of their
childhood.
Then, as the as the once fertile lands of central Pangaea were pushed
to their limits, the light of civilization began to dim. Bereft of the
waters of the Holy Grail, the land around Camelot was growing
barren, the grasslands dying and giving way to desert. The fields were
taken by blight, the sea became bitter to drink, and women and
livestock alike began to miscarry with increasing frequency. Plague
and pestilence were common and swarms of locusts consumed what
crops still grew in this once fertile land. The problem seemed mild
enough, the Imperium was vast and Camelot wealthy, exotic food
could easily be imported from distant lands. But it was plain to the
wise that something would eventually have to be done.
Arthur came to Morgana for advice, and the witch instead told him
that he had been played for a fool. His queen had only been using him
to get close to the throne and the waters of the Grail, for in truth she
cared nothing for him, but had been carrying on an affair with the
king’s most trusted advisor. Arthur grew quiet and returned to his
palace, riding through the streets of Camelot in silence. When he
arrived at the castle, he burst through the great doors that led to the
throne room and fell upon his queen in a rage. He drew Excalibur,
intent on slaying his true love, heedless of her shocked and tearful

gaze. He raised the sword of kings and brought it down upon her heart
with a mighty thrust. But rather than pierce the flesh of the innocent
maiden, Excalibur shattered.
In that instant, Arthur’s head cleared and he knew that he had been
manipulated. But, deceived or not, he was no longer worthy of the
crown. He made a confession to his old friend Merlin, who had also
fallen under Morgana's spell, and told him what had transpired. He
gave Merlin the shards of Excalibur and then traveled to the sacred
isle. Realizing what needed to be done, he cut his own throat,
allowing his lifeblood to fill the grail, his sacrifice empowering it and
purifying the corrupted land.
Although many suspected Arthur's fate, only Merlin knew the truth.
In the temple city of Necropolis in the far south, a great black
pyramid was erected to house the Emperor's earthly remains. Merlin,
who could not bear to face Morgana, would travel to his people's
homeland on the island of Avalon, and there he would seek out the
master smith Hakkake and attempt to repair Excalibur. Before
departing for the undying lands, Merlin gave the people a prophecy,
foretelling that Arthur would return in the Imperium's darkest hour.
Arthur had left matters of succession in his wife’s hands, allowing her
to choose whomever she wished to be both her king and her husband.
The paladins who sat at the round table began to fight amongst
themselves, each believing that they or their offspring were the
obvious choice. Before any could prove themselves to the Empress,
the lady Morgana introduced her own contender to the throne.
Morgana claimed that her teenage son, Mordred, was in truth the
rightful heir to the Imperium. She said that Arthur had forced himself
on her and produced this bastard from his royal seed. Arthur was
devoted to his queen, and few believed that he would ever violate his
vows, let alone force a woman, but Arthur's essence could be seen in
young Mordred, and there were those who believed it possible that the
shapechanger Morgana could have assumed the queen's likeness and
seduced the Emperor, tricking him into violating his vows of marriage
without ever knowing the truth.
The Imperium was divided. Many Templar sided with Morgana, and
the Paladins began to fight one another for the crown. Thus began the
Imperial civil war, and it seemed that the nascent Imperium would be
doomed before it had rightly begun.
In the end, the body count was massive, and Mordred lay dead along
with the better part of a generation of Templar. The queen had always
been a private person, uninterested in either the praise or the
responsibility that came with the throne. However, in the wake of the
tragedy, she could take no more. She denounced all suitors and
declared herself Empress, vowing to bear the weight of the crown
alone.
Her first act was to banish Morgana from Pangea.
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The Time of Queens
The Empress was beloved of all the people of the Empire, and her
reign is usually referred to by historians as the Silver Age of the
Imperium. Although she was not so bold and eager to act as Arthur,
she was wise and compassionate, and problems presented before her
were inevitably given the right solution. Still, she was uncomfortable
telling people how to run their lives, and she always fell into a deep
depression when presented with a malady she could not cure or was
forced to choose between the lesser of two evils. As a result, she
preferred to take a hands-off approach to leadership, leading by
example rather than edict, and spent her time working as a healer,
aiding her subjects best when they were sick or wounded.
The Empress dwelt in the Palace of Lucia, a great cathedral to the
Goddess built around the island that housed the water of life which
sustained her health as well as that of the entire Imperium. Her chosen
handmaidens were selected to become the Amazons, warrior women
who would protect her and the Holy Grail and be granted eternal
youth by its presence.
The Templar led their armies to victory after victory, bringing the
disparate tribes of Pangaea under their rule. The leaders of conquered
peoples were met with offers of Imperial protection and rights to be
the nobility of their own land should they join, or destruction at the
hands of the Templar if they refused.
The Imperium continued to expand, although it did not do so with the
wild fervor that it had when Arthur was at the head of the crusade.
The Empress divided up the frontier into twelve portions, giving rule
of each to one of the Paladins who sat at the Round Table, heirs to the
original Templar that had seen Arthur's mother from Atlantis. At the
edge of the Imperium, each Paladin built a dynastic castle from which
they would lead their armies ever outward, each generation expanding
the borders of the Imperium through diplomacy and conquest.
Three hundred years after the death of Arthur, the Imperium covered
all of mainland Pangaea save the northern forests and the southern
jungles, which were still deemed part of the Wild. The Imperium was
slowly expanding into the wilderness, and steadily purging the lands
which it had claimed dominion over of bandits and beasts as well as
the indigenous cultures who refused to integrate into the Imperial way
of life. The Imperium faced many challenges, but no serious obstacles
to its manifest destiny until the formation of the Sidhe.
None refused Imperial rule so strongly as the fey, half spirit beings
that made up many different cultures and courts across Pangaea, all of
whom valued their own freedom. Although the fey were gifted beings
that were in tune with nature and sorcery, they were isolated from one
another, and each fell to the Imperium in time.
The fairy queen Titania called together the leaders of the fey,
including the elven lords, the alphas of the hengeyokai, thanes of the
dwarves, nereid kings, centaur chiefs, and even representatives from
Balor, the foul Under King. She proposed a great union of the Fey, to
halt the growth of the empire of men and to preserve the Wild. It was
a slow process, for many had been lifelong enemies and carried
ancient grudges held tight during their immortal lifespans, but in the
end, the great union of the Sidhe was formed.
The Sidhe were outnumbered and at a severe disadvantage in both
resources and organization. But they had intimate knowledge of the
Wild, and their champions were as gifted as any Templar. Although

they could not stand up to the mortal armies, they were able to
perform guerilla strikes, make unified stands at their castles and
sacred groves, and bring down terrible magical curses upon the
kingdoms of man. With their own innate charm and enchantment, the
Sidhe were also able to channel the ambient hatred of the Imperium
shared by many annexed kingdoms into open rebellion.
The fair folk had no means to actually topple the Empire, and usually
they did little more than halt Imperial advance or occasionally
overthrow a border province. However, the Sidhe were good at
avoiding capture and open battle, and for every fey that fell in
combat, a dozen humans or more would be lost. Still, they could not
hope to win, and eventually the Sidhe would almost certainly have
fallen to the Imperium if not for the rise of the Black King.
The Imperium had grown complacent, assured of their dominance
over Pangaea, before the coming of Kain. The Black King was a
dreadful apparition from beyond the grave, a living nightmare built
from the very stuff of the Abyss. His origin is unknown and fearfully
debated amongst scholars. Some believe he is the shade of the first
murderer, cursed by the gods to walk the world forever. Others say he
is Mordred brought back from beyond thanks to Morgana's foul
sorcery for one more chance at taking the Empire. Some even theorize
that he is Uther Pendragon himself, remaining a thrall to Lucifer even
in death and still trying to bring about Hellish dominion over Earth.
Kain first appeared in the south, the dead rising at his command, and
he bore the Heart of Darkness upon his chest, likely taken from the
crypt of Arthur where it had been interred with its guardian. The
apparition emerged from the Dead Lands with a massive host of the
damned which threatened to sweep over all of Pangaea.
Many southern cities fell to Kain almost overnight, their defenders
killed and then brought back from death as slaves to the Black King.
Slowly and steadily, the horde of walking dead marched ever onward
toward Camelot. Those who tried to slow the tide only ended up
joining it, along with the common folk who inhabited the many
villages and cemeteries that lay in their path. The fall of Camelot
looked inevitable, and then there would be nothing that could stop the
Black King's armies, and it would only be a matter of time before all
the world would know the quiet of the grave.
The Empress saw the death of her people and the entire world and,
swallowing her pride, rode alone into the northern Wild. There, she
found the mystic castle of Tir-Na-Nog, realm of Lady Titania and
Lord Oberon, leaders of the Sidhe. Time in the land of the fairies
stood still while Titania battled the Empress in an epic contest of
wills. After an eternity, it was decided that the Sidhe and the
Imperium would come together as one to defeat Kain, and then they
would remain forever apart, the wilds belonging to the fey while the
mortal men dwelt in the open lands between.
Even with the assistance of the Sidhe, the battle was desperate, the
Black King was simply too powerful and his legions too vast. The
dead had no need for supply lines, and their numbers grew with every
victory, and thus the combined armies of the Imperium and the Sidhe
marched out to meet them at a great plain near the city of Gollanthor
that would come to bear the same name as the battle, Armageddon.
This was the largest battle ever waged on the mortal plane. Millions
of soldiers were arrayed on each side. Templar and the armies of
humanity stood side by side with the various fey races of the Sidhe as
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well as mercenaries and allies from the lizard men of Arunoch, the
Thanes of Aureth, and disparate hordes of monstrous savages.
Behind the Black King there gathered an impossibly vast host of the
dead, commanded by liches, vampires, and ghosts, as well as
warlocks and legions of still-living men compelled to serve by threats,
bribery, or simple spite and madness, as well as bound demons and
ensorcelled monsters.
The two forces met in a titanic clash, hundreds of thousands of
soldiers fighting in a desperate melee as sorcerers and siege engines
lit up the night with explosions and unnatural bursts of energy. In the
skies above, fey warriors mounted on griffons and great eagles battled
monsters and dark spirits, and even a few dragons that had been lured
to the field of battle by promises of gold. The living forces fought
with remarkable courage in the face of such undying horrors, but it
was not enough, and it was obvious to the commanders on both sides
that the their defeat was inevitable.
The Empress decided to take matters into her own hands, and she rode
out to engage Kain herself. She knew that she was no match for the
colossus of shadow and steel, and was quickly subdued, but rather
than slay her, Kain attempted to possess her and add the strength of
her burning soul to his own.
The Empress struggled to contain the dark king's soul within her
while a force of the mightiest Templar lords and Sidhe champions
launched a suicidal attack on his bodyguard, allowing the Amazon
Guard an opportunity to bind the Black King's armored body and
remove the Heart of Darkness.
All the while, the Empress and Kain engaged in a psychic battle that
dwarfed the physical conflict going on around their sedate forms. In
the end, the Empress' will proved to be the stronger, but only just, and
she was able to drag both of their souls over the edge of oblivion and

into the void.
Even without their leader, the undead host was still mighty, but
lacking the Heart of Darkness, the magic that held them together
could be undone by the priests of the Imperium and the mystics of the
Sidhe. The dead legion was eventually vanquished and the mortals
won the day, but at the cost of uncountable lives and broken families.
Even after their defeat at Armageddon, the undead still rampaged
across the south, killing any who they came up against and raising
them to swell their own ranks. Eventually, the combined forces of the
Templar and the Sidhe pushed them back into the Dead Lands, but by
that point, both sides were devastated and had lost their will to fight.
Without the Empress to hold it together, the alliance between the
Imperium and the Sidhe quickly fractured. No pact was made, no
truce signed, no vow given; both sides merely lay down their arms
and returned to their own domains.
The Black King's armor was bound with adamant chains, paralyzed
by magical stones of warding, and then trapped within a great coffin
of meteoric iron. This coffin was taken to a hidden island and buried
deep within the earth where it was sealed with complex devices both
mechanical and magical, and an order of monks was made to stand
guard over it for all time in case his soul should ever find its way back
from the void.
As for the Empress, she was taken back to the temple at Camelot by
her Amazon guard. It was hoped that the waters of the grail would
revive her, and though they healed her wounds, her soul did not return
from its eternal vigil. She was laid out on a marble bier at the Palace
of Lucia, the Holy Grail at her side and the Heart of Darkness upon
her breast.
Common lore holds that she is awaiting the return of Arthur, for
surely only the kiss of her true love can awake the sleeping queen.
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History
The Time of Knights
The Paladins had sworn to serve and obey the Empress unto death,
but now she was in a seemingly endless sleep and could give them
neither orders nor advice. Still, they loved her and were loyal to her,
and wouldn't even consider elevating someone else to take her place,
and thus they attempted to continue on as they always had, ruling the
Imperium on their own. Without a strong central leader, the Old
Empire began to falter, especially as the centuries marched on and the
Empress became little more than a legend.
After the battle at Armageddon, the Imperium did not expand so
vigorously. They did not provoke the fey into all-out war by invading
the Wild, nor did they have the population to require it. Although the
Imperium was never in a state of true peace, this was the closest they
ever came. Unlike the Sidhe, the humans build quickly and breed
quicker. Soon the heroics of Arthur and the battles with the fey and
the dead king slowly slipped from history into myth. Within a few
short centuries, the population of the Imperium had grown to the point
where it was necessary to begin militaristic expansion anew.
With each generation, the Imperium grew larger, and the blood of
Atlantis grew thinner, the Templar becoming ever more concerned
with their own wealth and prestige than the good of their people. In
the last century of its existence, nearly a thousand years after its
founding, the Empire began to fall apart.
No one thing broke the Imperium. The causes were many. A strong
divide had grown between the Templar based in Camelot and the
church based in Necropolis, and it appeared to be the beginning of a
civil war that would probably end with the division of the Imperium
into two; independent kingdoms in the north and south.
The Imperial frontier was sickening; the lands further from the
Sangrael growing ever more barren and polluted. Most of the southern
Empire had gone from verdant grassland to barren desert, and food
had to be imported from the heartland to feed the denser population of
these newer lands. Furthermore, disease and mutation became
commonplace, and each year fewer live births occurred among
humans or livestock within the border regions. The Sedge Sea had
become polluted and black, the few things that still lived in it were
horrifically disfigured monsters. The animals that dwelt outside the
desert cities had become ferocious, even by Pangaean standards, and
most were hideous mutants.
The coast of Masaria on the far side of the Tethys was home to a
number of Imperial colonies and, as the Empire began to starve, it
forced them to provide more support in goods and taxes. Masaria
would soon rebel against the Empire, and, seeing that it could not
hope to compete with the vast Imperial army, decided to cripple them
financially. The Imperium had always enforced a very draconian
economic system, the merchant class severely regulated and limited in
their investments. Arthur had originally put such laws in place to
protect the people from the predations of craftsmen whose greed
overwhelmed the pride in their work, but the large merchant houses
began to feel that it was because the nobility wanted to keep them in
their place and hold onto an outdated feudal system.

When Masaria officially declared independence, they made an open
offer to any merchant who wanted to secede along with them,
promising them vast tracts of virgin Masarian land and a completely
free-market economic system. Not surprisingly, virtually every major
trading house and corporation in the Imperium agreed.
This was a war of attrition. With an ocean between them, the Empire
could not send their Templar led armies on anything short of a grand
crusade, which would leave their borders undefended against raiders,
fair folk, and forest beasts, to say nothing of the riots which had been
growing ever more common as standards of living collapsed. Nor
could the Imperium afford to let Masaria go, as they had been
dependent on Masarian gold and exotic Masarian fruits and spices to
pay for the caravans which transported goods to the depleted regions
of the Empire, as well as the departures of the merchants who ran said
caravans.
Templar raiding parties made periodic landfalls along the Masarian
coast with little effect, but most of the fighting occurred trying to
capture the assets of the corporations as they were being relocated
from the mainland to Masaria, and such campaigns almost always
cost the Imperium more resources than they captured.
All throughout Pangaea, the land continued to die. Starvation, disease,
and deformity ran rampant in the inner kingdoms, sterility became
widespread, and dangerous mutants lurked in the shadows. By far the
most dangerous of the blights was the Red Death, a plague which
caused certain death within a half-hour by uncontrollable bleeding
from every membrane in the body. Fortunately, this disease was too
dangerous to become an epidemic, killing the infected before they had
a chance to spread the contagion beyond their immediate area.
Matching the Red Death in mortality were the Manargus, a previously
unknown species of giant predatory insects. Their colonies would
rapidly depopulate the surrounding region, and when they built a hive
in a settled area, a full Templar strike force was required to clear it
out.
As the war with Masaria continued to go poorly, the Imperium sent
emissaries to distant Avalon, home of the Vanir, to beg for their aid.
The High Elves, though cordial, refused to get involved in the wars of
men, but the emissaries returned with tales of the wonders they beheld
within the mystical kingdom. The elves refused to share the secrets of
their construction with humans, believing that the short-sighted and
primitive mortals would abuse them, using the knowledge to destroy
each other and their neighbors. In an act of desperation, the Paladins
declared war on Avalon itself, hoping to steal the secrets that would
defeat Masaria and heal their dying land.
Corruption. Starvation. Pollution. Insurrection. Disease. War.
Monsters. At the end of its life, the Imperium was beset by all of
these. But, Arthur's kingdom was strong, and the spirit of man was
limitless. Even with all the perils in the world set against them, the
Imperium would have overcome them all. The descendants of Atlantis
could have endured. Then, at two fifty-four in the afternoon one
thousand and forty-two years after Arthur took up the crown of
Pangaea, mount Krackenrock erupted.
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Chapter One - Setting
The Time of Warlords
The Cataclysm killed every living thing within a hundred miles in an
instant, annihilating the population of the southern Imperium.
Necropolis was shattered, the vast city built at the mountain's foot
scorched and shaken, the ruins burning in a pyroclastic flow. A chunk
of the continent over two thousand miles across sank a full ten paces
below the surface of the Earth. The shockwave was felt as far away as
Arunoch and the skies of Pangaea would be dark with ash for years to
come; millions would die in the ensuing storms and famine. In one
instant the Empire was no more, and the Wasteland was born.
The leaders of the church were all killed, as were most of the Paladins
and Templar Lords throughout Pangaea, along with over half the
population of the Imperium. The chain of command was severed, and
the Templar who survived did everything they could to hold onto their
own provinces. Driven to desperation by the catastrophe, bandits and
beasts attacked even the most secure of the former Imperial
settlements. Then, just when things seemed like they could get no
worse, the Warlords invaded Pangaea.
Emerging from parts unknown, each at the head of a vast horde of
demons and wicked men, the Warlords stormed across Pangaea
virtually unopposed. Conquering and pillaging freely, swiftly
dispatching any Templar or remnants of the Imperial army that stood
up to them, the thirteen Warlords conquered the Imperial frontier in a
matter of months.
When the Templar were finally able to rally and form a unified force,
they rode out and met the Warlords at the plains of Armageddon as
they had during the time of the Black King. The Warlords converged
upon them as one, each riding a flaming steed; the literal horsemen of
the apocalypse. The Templar who stood their ground before them
were killed to a man.
With the Imperium shattered and the Templar dead or in hiding, the
Warlords carved up the frontier, dividing it among themselves like
wedges of a pie. Each took for his or herself one of the great frontier
cities at the far points of the compass, killing the Templar Lords and
forcing the heads of the civilian government to swear fealty at swordpoint. Within a decade, Imperial rule was a thing of the past
throughout most of Pangaea. The Templar were barely even a
memory, and the Warlords set to fighting amongst each other for the

honor of being the one to finally lay claim to the exposed heart of the
Imperium and Camelot itself.
The battles between the Warlords were unending. As no true borders
existed between their domains, soldiers constantly raided enemy
territory, stealing treasure and taking tithes from the settlements
which they occupied. Over the years, the Warlords sometimes formed
shifting alliances which they broke just as quickly. The Warlord
Hulbaaron was the first to be defeated, not by another Warlord but by
a lone Templar sniper equipped with a blessed weapon. The attack
was incapable of killing the mighty beast, but left him comatose to
this day and his fall gave birth to the free city of Union. But almost as
soon as he was felled another Warlord, the wanderer Velonious,
appeared to take his place. It seemed that the Warlords could only be
defeated by one of their own ilk.
Such a defeat has yet to occur. The closest any Warlord has ever
come was Khornal, who laid siege to Dungenus, city of the East, and
stronghold of the mighty Balthazar. It is said that as their armies
fought in the streets, the two warlords clashed on the palace rooftop,
their blades flashing in the setting sun. Khornal's blade pierced
Balthazar's throat, but was inches shy of a killing stroke, and Khornal
was thrown from the rooftop by the counterattack, his body broken
along with the morale of his troops, who were forced to flee into the
inhospitable Death Marshes where they have remained ever since.
The Warlords appeared locked in a stalemate. None could pierce the
distant capitals of their foes, but instead sent an endless supply of
young men and women to their deaths. For almost a century, the
Warlords tightened their grip. The immortal sorcerers could not be
defeated, and the few heroic Templar who tried were dealt with
swiftly and brutally. The Warlords did nothing to provide for the
people under their rule but took heavy tribute and conscripted harshly
for their unending wars.
The land was sick, the desert growing, and the Wild was as untamed
and inhospitable as ever. As food grew scarcer and survival grew
harder, the hearts of men became shadowed, and many resorted to
banditry or darker pursuits. People turned their back on the gods, and
many went so far as to join cults or even sell their souls to those who
dwelt below. In the fight to survive, morality was the first casualty.
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History
The Dark Times
The year is 1114. The glory of the Empire is forgotten by all but the
oldest of men, and most people can remember nothing but darkness
and suffering under the Warlord's dominion. The land is plagued by
endless war. Camelot is alone, the few surviving Templar losing
ground every day. Pangaea continues to sicken and die; the fertile
region between the Wasteland and the Wild grows ever slimmer.
Humanity is fading, but there is still hope.
Several months ago, the midnight skies of Pangaea grew bright,
pierced by a brilliant column of light visible as far away as Masaria.
Most were simply puzzled by the phenomenon; others were
frightened, assuming that it was the portent of some new natural
disaster. But those who remembered the old stories saw it as a sign of
hope, for a similar event marked the rise of King Arthur. Perhaps it is
a signal that the time of darkness is over, and the return of the true
Emperor is imminent.
In the following months, a new faction appeared, calling themselves
the Scourge. They emerged from the desert one night, clad in red and
black armor, and in a short but decisive battle cleared the city of
Golgotha of the Warlord's minions along with the hidden Templar
remnant and anyone else who dared oppose them. In the morning, the
Scourge was gone, but in their wake, they left the crucified bodies of
their victims lining the main street of the town. In the shadow of the
Scourge, a number of priests and prophets have appeared, declaring
that the time of the Warlords at an end, the return of Arthur is at hand,
and that they are recruiting soldiers for the final battle. Their true
motives are veiled in mystery, and no one knows when or where the
Scourge will strike again, but one thing is certain; the Warlords have
finally met a true threat to their existence.
And so, the present finds you. Young and gifted, the world is open
before you to make of it what you will. Will you be able to survive in
a harsh world? Will you make a name for yourself, rising above the
darkness to become a hero, a beacon of light in these dark times? Will
you embrace that darkness, take what you want and damn anyone
else? Or will you be just another corpse in this savage world of
endless war?
Whatever your destiny may be, the future is in your hands.
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The Age of Obscurity ends as an outside force shatters
the harmony of the spirit world.
The Astral comes to life and the Abyss grows hungry.
The Huntress creates the Veil to separate the Astral and
the Abyss.
The Dragon defeats the Night. The Huntress, now the
Goddess, creates Earth from the Night's corpse and gives
birth to all life.
Cronus claims the Earth.
The Titans create the Cornerstones of the World.
Nidhogg nearly consumes the Titans. After it is defeated
and bound, the Titans craft the Heart of Darkness from
the Night's heart to imprison future demons.
The Merrow invoke the powers of the Astral and nearly
transform the world. They are defeated and banished to
the sea by the Dragons and the Deva.
The Goddess grants mortal souls access to the Silver Fire
and is imprisoned by the Titans.
The Olympians are born from the beliefs of mortal men.
The Titanomachy begins.
Pandora is created by the Gods.
Titanomachy ends. Titans banished. Atlantis founded.
Pandora releases the demons from the Heart of Darkness.
Djinn wars. Solomon crowned king of Atlantis.
The Reckoning begins.
Atlantis destroyed.
Arthur born upon the shores of Pangaea.
Arthur meets Merlin.
The Holy Grail found.
Jericho falls. Excalibur drawn from the stone.
The Imperium founded.
Excalibur shattered. Arthur departs.
Imperial Civil War begins.
The Civil War ends. Morgana driven from Pangaea.
The Empress' reign begins.
Dark Elves banished from Avalon
The Sidhe is established to combat the Imperium.
The Black King Rises in the south.
The Sidhe and Imperium come together to defeat him.
The Empress captures the Heart of Darkness and falls
into the sleep of death.
The Masarian Revolution begins.
The Cataclysm fractures Pangaea, creates the Wasteland,
and marks the beginning of the end for the Imperium.
The Warlords appear and capture the frontier before
crushing the Imperial Guard at the second battle of
Armageddon.
Khornal nearly conquers Eastern Pangaea before being
defeated by Balthazar and forced into exile.
Hulbaaron incapacitated by a Templar bullet.
The Free City of Union is founded.
Che and Velonious declare themselves warlords.
The Scourge purges Golgotha.

Chapter One - Setting

Geography

The Imperial Heartland

The Nature of the World
The world of Heart of Darkness is superficially similar to ancient
Earth; it follows the same general laws of nature as the world we
know. As in our world, the planet is referred to as Earth, but it
contains only a single continent, the massive Pangaea, which is
broader than all the lands of our time put together. At the center of the
continent lie the ruins of the Imperium and the domain of the
Warlords, the vast frontier on the shores of the great shallow sea
named Tethys.
Pangaea is more vibrant than the world we know. The spirit realm is
closer and the life force of the planet richer; the sun shines brighter,
the atmosphere is denser, and its forests are deeper, filled with beasts
both fiercer and more prevalent. Many massive creatures which could
never move about on modern Earth dwell in the Wild, some of whom
can even take to the sky. But as great as the Wild is, so too are the
people of Pangaea, stronger and more vital, both in mind and in body,
than those of the Earth we know.
One can peer far into the heavens above Pangaea, the night sky is
clear and dark, dominated by Luna, the massive silver moon that is
said to be the eye of the Goddess. The solar system contains the same
planets as in our own era, but their orbits are closer and each can be
seen in the skies at the right time of the year, with the nearer worlds
almost as apparent as our own moon.
The young Earth has little axial tilt, and thus the seasons are mild, but
the moon is larger and closer than our own, its tidal pull giving rise to
cyclical weather patterns.
Pangaea is shaped like a great crescent around the Tethys Sea. The
heart of the continent alone remains healthy and solidly under
Imperial rule. To the south lies the blighted Wasteland and the vast
deserts of the Dead Lands, and beyond them the sweltering jungles of
the Southern Wild. The north is equally inhospitable; the untamed
Wild eventually giving way to freezing tundra and then Hoarstaang's
Glacier, a field of ice stretching all the way to the pole.
The Imperial frontier remains the most populous region in Pangaea,
but it is held firmly in the cruel grasp of the Warlords and ravaged by
their endless battles. Both the northern and southern tips of Pangaea
are considered part of the Wild. These vast and uncharted forests are
deciduous near the Tethys, but slowly give way to taiga or jungle as
one travels toward extreme latitudes. Along the southern coast of the
Tethys lies Masaria, the last remnants of the Imperial colonies
struggling to survive on the edge of the great wilderness.
Beyond Pangaea are numerous shallow seas bounded by the endless
ocean. There are numerous islands, home to strange people and
stranger customs. In the northern Tethys are the island kingdoms of
Che and Arunoch, and beyond them is the sub-continent of Aureth.
The southern sea is bordered by the Wyrm Tongue islands, a vast
archipelago stretching all the way from the southern coast of Masaria
to Avalon, the mythical homeland of the elves. In the utter east,
beyond all the islands charted by man or elf is the endless sea,
beneath which lies the sunken ruins of ancient Atlantis.

The Imperium is the last glimmer of dying light in a world beset by
darkness. Founded a thousand years ago by King Arthur and the
survivors of drowned Atlantis, the Imperium brought all the disparate
tribes of humanity into its fold. At its height, the Old Empire stretched
from Hoarstaang's Glacier in the north to the World's End Mountains
in the south and included thousands of island colonies. The Imperium
was defended by armies of disciplined warriors led by Templar
knights, whose shining chivalry sent savage monsters fleeing into the
ever-shrinking Wild. The Imperial heartland was nourished by the
purity of the Sangrael, and the land was free of poverty, war, and
disease, and all men and women of good heart were free to pursue
their own destiny; but the greatest days of the Imperium are behind
and always fading into the past.
During its initial Golden Age under the direct rule of Arthur, the
Imperium made its greatest gains, expanding nearly from coast to
coast and claiming all the territory which encompasses the modern
heartland. After the loss of Arthur, the Imperium faltered, falling into
a brief period of civil war, at the end of which the Lady of Light took
up the mantle of Empress and led the Imperium on her own. During
her reign, the Imperium moved into the Silver Age, marked by peace
and steady expansion rather than massive conquests. It remained in
this state for hundreds of years until the invasion of the Black King
and the Empress' eternal sleep. Without her, the Imperium entered its
Copper Age, where it grew increasingly fractured and corrupt before
finally entering its death spiral during the Cataclysm, where it was
beset by the Masarian revolution, the eruption of Mount Krackenrock,
and the invasion of the Warlords in quick succession.
Now the Imperium is, barring a miracle, in its last days. The frontier
has been completely dominated by the Warlords and the Old Empire
doesn’t even maintain a pretext of direct rule here, let alone in the
wilds and the wastes that lie beyond. The land that is still wholly
controlled by the Imperium shrinks every day as more small villages,
and even Templar holds, are conquered by the Warlords or willingly
defect.
The Imperial heartland remains healthy and untouched. The land is
primarily open grassland and fertile woodland, crossed by rivers and
rolling hills, punctuated by occasional mountains or deep lakes. The
great river Sangrael cuts through the center of the Imperium before
merging with the Amber Flow near Concordance and finally
emptying into the Tethys sea. The roads are well maintained and
regularly patrolled by the Templar; the land is secure, although not
completely free of bandits, beasts, and cults that would have been
vigorously purged even a few decades ago. Although most towns and
cities still stand, usually under the protection of a nearby Templar
castle, the Imperium was badly damaged by the Cataclysm, and many
settlements and fortresses have become ghost towns. Such ruins often
as not serve as home to monsters or buried treasures and are a source
of adventure for would-be heroes and relic hunters in even these
peaceful lands.
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Geography
Camelot (Capital)
The Imperial capital is the shining jewel of civilization, the very heart
of Pangaea, a city the likes of which has not been seen upon the Earth
since the days of Atlantis. It was founded over a millennium ago by
King Arthur and it was here that the Imperium was truly born.
Although the city itself has no name, it is simply the Capital City or
the Imperial City, to most citizens of Pangaea the city is synonymous
with Camelot, the great castle of the king.
The inner city is built over the pure lake from which the Goddess
emerged to proclaim Arthur Emperor. At the water’s center is the
Palace of Lucia, a shining cathedral that was built from the standing
stones on the mystic island where the grail rests. It is here that the
Empress sleeps; the Heart of Darkness resting upon her breast. The
temple itself is composed of white marble, airy and with numerous
gardens, sacred springs, and reflecting pools, and at the center is the
fountain that supplies the Imperium with life-giving water. Only the
Amazons are ever allowed to set foot upon the sacred isle.
The inner city is built over the shallows of the lake in the Atlantean
style. Rather than streets, canals of clear water flow between
buildings which are built of smooth white stone and decorated with
lavish gardens and statuaries. The inner city is an architectural and
artistic marvel, and it is one that the majority of the world's people
will never see. The inner city is forbidden to anyone without noble
blood.
Surrounding the inner city is a great fortress wall which is built
around the original structure of the castle Camelot. This wall is the
home base of the Imperial Guard and is constantly patrolled and
manned by them. Although the wall itself has never come under
attack, the inner city is too valuable to leave unguarded, and in these
dark days, the possibility of invasion is no longer unthinkable.
Camelot is lavishly decorated and solidly built, among the largest and
most glorious edifices ever put up by man. It is within the castle's
great hall that the Empress sat when making pronouncements or
receiving petitioners, although she normally tended to her subject’s
ailments in one of the small adjoining chapels. The great hall of
Camelot also houses the Round Table, and it is here that the Paladins
meet each year to discuss the defense of the Imperium.
Camelot officially serves as the residence of the royalty and houses
the most lavish living chambers in creation, but the Empress seldom
dwelt there, preferring to spend her time in the Palace of Lucia. Even
now, they are still maintained at great expense to perpetuate the
wasteful illusions of luxury, opulence, and hope.
The outer city is a sprawling metropolis, not quite as large as
Concordance or the capitals of some of the Warlords, but nonetheless
vast. It is primarily home to the wealthy and the well-bred, few
commoners could afford to live so close to the heart of civilization.
The outer city is built over solid ground and although canals are still
numerous, the majority of the buildings line paved streets. The city
has wide commercial districts, but most people live without hard
labor. Shops sell expensive goods and the few craftsmen who dwell in
the city are master artisans rather than laborers. Restaurants
outnumber grocers and the city’s many libraries, theaters, museums,
and stadiums are as numerous as any other sort of business. Around

the outer city is a second fortified wall, not as great as that
surrounding the inner city, but still virtually impregnable.
Beyond the outer wall, a new city has developed in recent years,
hastily built to house the refugees from the Warlord’s domain.
Though the Templar do their best to dissuade vagrants and squatters
from tarnishing the capital, this ramshackle shantytown is always
growing.
The capital is a place of beauty and civilization, and its appearance
must be maintained at all costs. To the people who dwell within,
poverty shouldn't exist, and so the poor are quickly and quietly
evicted. Likewise, crime does not happen here, and any who step out
of line are culled quickly and mercilessly, quietly made to drink
poison from crystal chalices in lieu of a messy public execution.
Mutants, nonhumans, aliens, the crippled, and even those who are
simply slow or ugly are all escorted from the city regardless of
whether they can afford life within. The people of the capital do
everything in their power to deny the horrors of the world and to
block them from their sight, but in their heart, even the most naive
realize that their own fair city could itself fall into darkness at any
time. The end of the world is near.
Concordance
The land at the junction of the great river Sangrael and the Amber
Flow was an obvious location for a trading post, supplying those
traveling by boat in any direction, and it was not long before it was
home to the largest city in the Imperium. Its citizens grew rich from
tariffs on manufactured goods moving toward the frontier and raw
materials and exotic foodstuffs moving into the inner Empire.
Although not unscathed by the Cataclysm, Concordance remains
home to the largest population of any city on Pangaea, their numbers
in the tens of millions.
Concordance is neutral ground. It is too economically valuable for the
Empire to let slip from its grasp, and none of the Warlords want to
risk the city's destruction should they attempt its conquest, to say
nothing of their rivals, who would work together to keep such a
valuable asset out of the hands of a single ruler.
The city caters to slaves of the Warlords, the Imperial remnant, and
even savage folk from the Wild, all are welcome so long as they
behave themselves and have money to spend or goods to sell. The city
is a sprawling thing, with thousands of luxurious shops, miles of
open-air markets, massive coliseums and fairgrounds, and all manner
of businesses. The city's center, in what once were the keeps of the
Templar and the god’s cathedrals, are massive banks and trading
houses as well as the corporate offices of those who really run the
city.
Although the Concordance is still officially Imperial territory, the
Sonata Corporation is its true master. Every citizen and business in
Concordance is their tenant, and their stockholders take in gold from
all corners of the continent as it passes through the bazaars. Although
the Templar maintain a presence here, there are also a number of the
Warlords' loyal soldiers, and town’s security as a whole is left to the
Black Scar mercenaries.
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Chapter One - Setting
Golgotha
In the heart of the area that is now the badlands once stood the city of
Jericho. Nestled between the foot of the spire and a broad lake, the
city was perhaps the oldest human settlement in Pangaea. It was a nest
of vampires and their servants, and the conquest of this city was
amongst the longest and bloodiest in the history of the Imperium.
After defeating the undead and claiming the sword Excalibur from the
spire, the Emperor renamed the town Golgotha, the place of skulls.
The ruins lay fallow for many years. When Golgotha was finally
rebuilt, it was as a lakeside resort, a popular vacation spot for the
wealthiest Imperial citizens to take their families. Over time, the
climate changed; the forest disappeared and the lake dried up almost
entirely. The city's economy, based upon tourism, took the only
logical course of action, shifting itself from natural attractions to those
made by men. Small taverns and resorts gave way to massive casinos,
with bars, brothels, theatres, and arenas crowding between them like
children clinging to their parent's legs while moving through a strange
crowd. By the time of the Imperial collapse, the city was a ramshackle
collage of lights and sounds, a vast urban settlement in the midst of
the great desert, one that greedily imported all the goods of the empire
and whose only exports were sin and excess.
The city was relatively untouched by the great Cataclysm, although
when the Templar withdrew, many parts of the city were abandoned
or consumed by riots and mobs of looters. With no warlords in the
vicinity, the city fell into the hands of the organized crime syndicates
who had been slowly buying up each of the casinos after the great
corporations’ mainland holdings were confiscated following their
migration to Masaria. By the time the Warlords' armies moved in to
sack the city, they found it firmly in the grip of the mafia, which was
itself once again in the grip of the children of the night.
Being roughly equidistant between Imperial lands and the domains of
several Warlords, the city hasn’t been fully claimed by any one
political power for almost a century. However, unlike Concordance,
there is no understanding, and the skirmishes fought in or near the city
have at times been nearly as brutal as those that welcomed the domain
into the Imperium. From an economic standpoint, the city is a rich
prize, but the lack of any true production base, along with the city's
lawless nature, makes control of Golgotha a tricky proposition.
In recent years, the Warlord Balthazar had nearly solidified a hold
over the city, shutting the other Warlords out completely with only
the Templar still around to fight for the city's fate. All that changed
not long ago, on the bloody night when the Scourge chose to reveal
their presence to the world. Without warning, the black and red tide
swept into Golgotha as a well-organized force that killed any who
dared to resist. By morning they were gone, the only sign of their
passing were the bodies of their enemies, hellion and Templar alike,
crucified along Golgotha's main street.
Modern Golgotha is a hellish place, ruled over by the harshest laws of
capitalism and natural selection. The large casinos serve as a home,
however briefly, to wealthy criminals, entertainers, businessmen, and
visiting dignitaries from across Pangaea, primarily the vacationing
generals and cronies of the Warlords. Out on the streets and the
outskirts of the city, the majority of the populace lives in extreme
poverty, the only notable exceptions are a few plantations that grow
recreational crops just outside of town. The people of Golgotha are

forever trapped by poverty, and most are further held in the grip of
drug addiction or the threat of violence, and for those who wish to
leave, the only options are to flee into the brutal dictatorship of the
Warlords or face certain death in the Wasteland.
Visitors to Golgotha can purchase almost any form of entertainment
they can imagine, no matter how exotic or perverse, provided they can
afford it. However, buyers must be careful, for if they are not savvy
they can lose not only their money, but their life, freedom, and dignity
as well.
The city of Golgotha has the highest per capita population of slaves in
any land once belonging to the Imperium, nearly one hundred percent
of the employees in the casinos, brothels, and burlesques in the city's
heart as well as the laborers on the plantations at the city's fringe
belong to the owner of the property or one the city's influential
businessmen. In a city so filled with gambling and drugs, addiction
and debt can easily turn freemen into slaves.
Golgotha is riddled with crime on all levels. While the heart of town
is held by well-organized syndicates, those who wander away from
the casino lights after dark will find themselves beset thieves,
murderers, and rapists, and for many, the only way to fight back is to
have a gang of their own. The dilapidated outskirts of the city are
terrorized by violent street gangs, many of which are comprised of
subhuman species or infected with lycanthropy.
There is little in the way of medication or education in the city,
although such is the way of the world in its current age. Most talented
Golgothan doctors are employed in the design and manufacture of
more potent and addictive drugs or elective surgeries. One of the few
places which attempts to provide health care and education to the poor
is Christine Weston’s cathedral.
Golgotha’s mask as a weekend paradise where one could carelessly
experience the wonders of the city has mostly rotted off to reveal the
corrupt and dangerous face beneath, and all but the most naïve of
vacationers steer clear of the city unless they can afford reliable
protection. However, this is also a mask, and beneath it is yet another
face, this one as cold and pale as polished ivory.
Golgotha is a city without any organized religion or law, a place
where eccentric behaviors go unnoticed, where neon light has
eliminated any need for the sun, and where no one will care if a
transient is found dead in a trash heap or an escort returns to her
owner shy a few liters of blood. Golgotha is now, and has been for
thousands of years, a haven for vampires.
Dracula’s get dwell in the penthouses high above the casinos, the
mortal mafia families theirs to own and manipulate throughout the
city, while the beautiful daughters of Carmilla perform in concert
halls to throngs of adoring fans who would literally die for them, or
lurk in the shadows waiting to drain more than money from those who
wish to purchase their flesh for the night. Beneath the city, in the
ancient catacombs first built by the Templar to store the casualties of
battle, the Nosferatu feed on the lost and the dead.
The undead are not without enemies; packs of werewolves prowl the
streets under the full moon, manargus and hengeyokai from the wilds
see the city as a blight on the land, and flocks of gargoyles who dwell
on the rooftops consider themselves to be humanity's only protectors.
Further, the vampires must always be on the lookout for rivals both
from within their bloodline and without, and many times one of the
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living dead has inadvertently offended another only to start a
generation-long feud in which only the mortals who are under the
vampires' influence suffer.
The current mayor of Golgotha, Jaron Stone, is a retired boxer. He is
a striking man in his late thirties, powerfully built with a square chin
and a charismatic presence. Although he is a well-known name in the
city and had made plenty of contacts during his time as an athlete, he
is neither especially intelligent nor directly connected to any one
crime syndicate, and has even gone on record as stating it is his
intention to remove the mob from the city. Those in the know are
certain that he is a vampire, or at the very least in their thrall.
Golgotha is located in the Badlands, a desert area from which one can

make a short journey to the wastes in the south, or the dry and lightly
forested edge of the great plains to the north. The area around the city
is one of the most geologically distinct domains outside of the Canyon
Lands and is home to many large plateaus and mesas. The lake is dry
most of the year, its shallow bed only filling after one of the city's
rainstorms, which occur infrequently but always with great intensity.
The most distinct landmark in the region is the spire, a great volcanic
plug nearly a hundred paces wide and several leagues in height, with
only a single ledge wide enough to rest a human body upon. It sticks
out of the desert like a tower to the heavens and according to legends
was climbed by the first emperor who pulled the sword Excalibur
from the Stone of Destiny at its summit.

Christine Weston
In the most run-down ghetto of Golgotha stands an ancient and weather-worn
cathedral, a remnant of the days before the gods had abandoned the city
completely. The church was empty for many years, its stained-glass windows
shattered and its walls painted by vandals, its pews overturned and used to
fuel trashcan fires to warm the indigent. Then one day a woman came to the
town and, though she carried no weapons and led no troops, began a
revolution.
This young woman, who introduces herself only as Christine, moved into the
cathedral three years ago. Through her own labor, she cleaned the ruined
interior of broken glass and rotted furniture and then opened its doors to all.
Using her own money, she purchased much-needed food and medical supplies
as well as books. Today, the cathedral stands as a combination hospital,
shelter, and library for the poor people of Golgotha. Although Christine has
no special training in any field, she is a student of the human condition and
through a combination of determination and charisma is able to help those
who are in need, or find someone else who can.
Her church is home to several dozen unfortunates at any given time. Some
stay there only briefly, others have lived there since it was opened. Some have
decided to join Christine in her crusade and work alongside her, even a few
wealthy individuals have renounced their former lives, donating their fortunes
to charity and living alongside the poor whom they work to save.
Christine is an attractive young woman with a freckled face and shoulderlength strawberry blonde hair. Although she keeps herself in good shape, she
has neither the training nor the inclination to defend herself. She does not
keep valuables and does nothing to provoke violence, but Golgotha is a
dangerous place, especially for one with so many revolutionary ideas about
equal rights for women, non-humans, commoners, and the poor. As a result,
many whom she has helped out over the years but do not share her pacifist
views take a special point to look out for her, particularly her brother Brad
(see Appendix).
Still, as her name grows in recognition and more and more people have come
to believe her their savior, she is bound to make an enemy of someone.
Recently she has publicly spoken out against the Scourge and the Church of
Pendragon returned, and in this, she may have finally gone too far.
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Decker
The man called Decker never talks about of his past, but his exotic looks speak for themselves, for he is an elf. Some speculate that he is an
exiled criminal of the Sidhe or a dark elven traitor from Nightholm, but none are foolish enough to question him directly. Regardless of his
origins, in the present, he is the man to see about weapons. He has connections not only amongst the gangsters of Golgotha, but also within the
Imperium and the Warlord's domain, and perhaps even the Sidhe or the dwarven holds. Decker can get whatever people need, and some joke
that he could procure Excalibur itself if the price were right. His business is, of course, highly illegal, and although the local authorities don't
mind so long as they get their cut, the Templar would love to see him hung as a traitor.
Gwendolyn
Although she is not the leader of the undead in Golgotha, Gwendolyn is the eldest. She has existed in a vampiric state for hundreds upon
hundreds of years, and indeed she is almost as old as the Imperium itself. Her humanity has waned over the long ages, and her sanity with it, and
to the other vampires of the city she is like a dangerous grandmother, to be approached if one needs advice or supernatural aid, but also
respected and feared. Despite her great age, she still looks like a very young woman, thin and alabaster pale, with long white hair.
Recently, the vampires of Golgotha have undertaken a grand scheme in which she is instrumental. At great risk, they have procured a number of
manargus eggs from a nearby hive and delivered them to the vampiric mother. Normally the manargus die when separated from their queens,
but Gwendolyn's power was so intense that the larva imprinted upon her while she suckled them at her breast, just like the child who was taken
from her by the same monster that cursed her to eternal life so long ago. These manargus have pupated and grown into strong thralls, loyal to the
vampiress as they would be to their own queen. Exactly what the vampires plan to do with these manargus is uncertain, perhaps they wish to use
them to defeat their rivals in Golgotha, or perhaps they are planning to give them to the Scourge or the Warlords in exchange for some dark
favor which will decide the fate of the entire city.
The Undertaker
The busiest man in a town like Golgotha is invariably the undertaker. A gaunt man with an unusual look, the undertaker is an enigma, and no
one is even quite sure about his name, let alone his past. His voice is deep and emotionless, and he has a way of looking past people that puts
them on edge. He has dirt on practically everyone in town, and as a result, can act without much fear of retribution and is a good source of
information for those who can earn his trust. He displays no apparent malice and is remarkably intelligent, but there is still something wrong
with him. He is obviously not one of the undead, he has been seen frequently in the broad daylight, but there are still rumors. Some say he is an
agent of the Scourge or the Illuminati, a ghost of those killed here in ages past, a madman who eternally plots revenge for his murdered family,
the mind slave of a terrible subterranean monster whom he feeds the flesh of the recently dead, or the ageless guardian of a spiritual horror
bound beneath the ancient burial ground which he tends.
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Gollanthor
The current capital of the southern Empire, if it can be called that, is
the cathedral at Gollanthor. The great fortress city is built into a cleft
in a wall of impassible mountains next to a tributary of the great
amber river. The mountains shield this city, from both enemy attack
and the ever-expanding desert, while the river provides irrigation and
clean drinking water for its people.
Beset by external conflict in the form of the Warlords, the living dead,
and the savages of the Canyon Lands, as well as internal conflicts in
the form of overzealous or overambitious military and religious
figures hoping to become lord of the city, it is unlikely that this region
will ever recover.
Originally, Gollanthor was the site of a great cathedral built to honor
the sky father Zeus. Centuries ago, when industry came to the region,
the river was dammed, the mountains mined for iron, and the Templar
built a sprawling complex beneath the cathedral, an underground city
made to house the Imperial leaders in case of an enemy conquest or

natural disaster. Although those whom it was designed for were
burned alive in the eruption of mount Krackenrock, the remaining
Templar leaders were quick to make use of the bunker, even as the
religious leaders flocked the Cathedral above, led by the Archbishop
Octavian, a truly ancient man who took control of the church after the
holy temple of Krackenrock was cast down and buried in lava by the
very mountain whose peak it rested upon.
Although the Amber Flow allows the city some manner of trade, it is
mostly self-sufficient and has little contact with the rest of the
Imperium. Though the Empress still sleeps in Camelot, the people
who dwell here on the edge of the Wasteland think of not her as a
person and rather as a distant saint. For the survivors of Krackenrock,
the journey to Camelot is impossible, and they know that they will
spend the rest of their life in Gollanthor, defending it with all their
tenacity lest that life be cut brutally short. Gollanthor will fall; the
only question is when and to whom, and whether it will be after a
long siege or one final glorious battle.

Archbishop Octavian
Octavian is the current head of the Imperial church. He has kept this position
for a century; after all the other senior members of the clergy were killed in
the Cataclysm. Miraculously, he survived the fiery inferno and made his way
across the devastated landscape to the cathedral at Gollanthor. From this
city, he called to him the other survivors of the south, disparate bands of
refugees from all walks of life eager for shelter. Months later, he was named
head of the church by way of messenger, the surviving Paladins had far more
important matters on their minds than to anoint him in person.
A core tenant of the Imperial faith is the divinity of the Empress as a living
embodiment of the Goddess, and Octavian often uses the Empress’ name as
a weapon against the Paladins who would try and exercise their authority
over him. He is constantly striving to distance Gollanthor from Imperial rule,
and many people have had to choose between allegiance to the church and to
the state. The original Templar Lord of Gollanthor was killed by the
Warlords at Armageddon, and Octavian has carefully engineered the
situation so that no new lord is appointed, leaving the local Templar
leaderless and easily manipulated. The archbishop was well into his second
century when he was appointed to his position, and it has been nearly a
hundred years since. Physically, he is almost impossibly frail, his body is
wasted to nearly skeletal proportions, his long white hair is thin and brittle,
and his old blue eyes are faded but still sharp. Despite his great age, his mind
is quick and his resolve strong; he manages to handle his physical and
spiritual duties with great vigor. He has outlived many of his junior priests
who had hoped to one day succeed him, but it is feared that any day could be
his last.
Some people say that he will persevere as long as the Imperium remains
free. Others claim, although never where they can be heard by the clergy,
that he is already dead, perished in the eruption of Krackenrock, and now
serving as an undead shade in bondage to the Black King.
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The Medagora
The peaceful Medagora is one of the last remnants of the great forests
that once proliferated the grasslands. Sheltered from the worst ravages
of the Cataclysm by the mountains, this forested valley takes up
several hundred square miles of the western grassland. The land is
low-lying and wet, many streams, rivers, lakes, and ponds flow clear
in the sun-dappled forest, supplied by numerous mountain springs. In
the depths of the forest, ancient tribal monoliths and the ruins of the
Sidhe's glorious castles stand undisturbed by modern man.
The forest was colonized by the Empire hundreds of years ago after
the Sidhe withdrew from the region. Several isolated villages still
stand in the few large forest clearings, maintaining an agrarian
existence in the valley’s fertile soil. The Templar who once watched
over the fiefs have long since died in battle against the Warlords or
withdrawn to Camelot, leaving their manor houses standing empty
and the people free to govern their own lives.
Officially, the forest is part of the Imperium. However, the valley is
far enough from any major trading routes, and the villages within
inaccessible save for a few old imperial cart paths, that little contact is
maintained. Sometimes a group of raiders or one of the Warlords will
move into the region, but they do not stay long or take much.
Typically, foodstuffs and shelter for the occasional force of
campaigning soldiers is all that the Warlords ask from the people of
the Medagora.
Deep in the tranquil forest, some fey still remain. Although rarely
seen, even by the locals, it is said that the Medagora houses one of the
largest populations of nymphs in Pangaea, defended by a forgotten
branch of the Valkyrie.
One particularly dark and haunted portion of the Medagora is the
Forest of Shadows, a land of twisted trees and bubbling bogs that lies
in the clefts between the mountains. It is a place of madness and
claustrophobia where hallucinogenic fungus and burning witch-light
play tricks on the mind, and it is said that in the heart of these haunted
woods the Unseelie fey hold court at a crooked palace, home of the
enigmatic Erlking.

The Sangrael
Over five thousand miles in length, the great river Sangrael is the
lifeblood of the Imperium. It was at the mouth of this river that the
survivors of Atlantis first set foot upon Pangaea, and as young Arthur
made his first push into the heart of the Wild, he always followed the
river. It was at the river’s head that he found the Holy Grail as the
Goddess emerged from the lake and revealed his destiny to him. The
lake was the symbol of their covenant, and it was here that Arthur
would build his capital.
Although the original tributaries of the lake have been lost over time,
the river still flows, fed not only by rainfall but also by the
supernatural waters of the Holy Grail. It is thanks to the grail that the
river runs clear and pure even after taking the waste of the capital city
which it runs through like an artery. The farmland of the Imperium is
fed by irrigation from the Sangrael, and its branches and aqueducts
carry this life-giving water to distant cities. It is this pure water that
keeps the Wasteland at bay and the Imperium strong.
The river Sangrael also serves as a means of trade and transportation
between the Capital City, Concordance, Dungeness, and hundreds of
smaller cities along its course. Large steamboats travel up and down
the river's length, joined by fleets of smaller fishing vessels and
numerous ferries, for the river is too wide to bridge save at a few key
points.
The water retains its supernatural purity and clarity until the river
merges with the Amber Flow near the city of Concordance. Even with
its diminished vitality, the river still continues on for thousands of
miles and serves as the major trade route for Eastern Pangaea before it
eventually empties into the Tethys Sea in an estuary near the city of
Dungeness.
Vladispol
The Misty Sea is a dreary region that lies between the Sangrael and
the Badlands. It is dank and wet, and home to dour people who prefer
this life to the stifling conformity of the heartland or the violent chaos
of the frontier.
Vladispol is the largest city in the region, set right upon the gloomy
shores of the Misty Sea. The ground is swampy and no crops will
grow here, and thus the people depend upon the sea for their
livelihood. The fishing is poor, and most is canned and sent off to
feed soldiers in distant lands, and the only true source of profit is in
the whaling.
Some folks are even desperate enough to hunt the blindworms,
sightless serpents whose flesh is bland but can be made into an oil that
burns bright even in the dark and damp that surrounds them. One
must always be careful in choosing a target in the fog, for the smaller
serpents have scarcely any oil in them, and the larger beasts can
smash a ship to splinters.
The sea itself is known for its poor visibility, and though there are
reports of cyclopean pre-Imperial ruins built upon its islands or the
southern mangroves, there are no reliable maps of the area or any
indigenous peoples, human or otherwise.
Though Vladispol is far enough away from the capital that it should
have long since left Imperial hands, it has not yet been claimed by any
of the Warlords, and it is said that the few scouting patrols which they
have sent into the region have never returned, lost forever in the fog.
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The Warlords' Domains

Apollyon's Doman

They appeared in the twilight days of the Empire, emerging from
parts unknown and backed by armies of demons and men of dark
soul, these thirteen immortal sorcerers brought pain and suffering to
an already wounded land.
At the field of Armageddon, they smashed the united Templar forces
to pieces, forever shattering any hope that the Imperium would be
reborn from the fiery crucible of mount Krackenrock and the
Cataclysm which followed. Each warlord carved out a region on the
Imperial frontier and claiming those cities which remained standing.
Within a decade, the Imperial remnant had been all but destroyed and
any organized armed forces had either been killed, driven back into
the heartland, or absorbed into the Warlords' own armies. At this
point the Warlords began to war upon one another, each convinced
that only they were worthy to storm Camelot and claim the Heart of
Darkness and the thrones of all Pangaea for themselves.
The Warlords now rule the majority of the region that was formerly
the Imperial frontier, the arable ring of land between the desolate
Wasteland in the south and the primeval Wild in the north. Their
capitals are made in the ruins of the greatest cities of the Imperial
frontier, and their territory is ever-shifting. One should not, however,
make the mistake of believing the Warlords omnipresent. The
majority of their domain is untamed, and even during the height of the
Imperium the wilderness existed between the populous cities and the
avenues that connected them like veins carrying the blood of
civilization.
The Warlords exist as the unquestioned dictators of their own citystates, and as feudal lords of the outlying settlements and smaller
kingdoms within their territory. They constantly war with each other,
and there are no clear borders between their domains. Their territories
are constantly in flux, and the Warlords consistently pillage or
conquer the settlements of the others. Despite this unending conflict,
the Warlords are not blind, and should a serious threat emerge they
will once again unite until the enemy is defeated; all the while
continuing to scheme against one another.
Most people in the frontier live in small villages nestled on the border
of the Wild, the Waste, or along the coast of the Tethys. These lands
have their own customs and their own governments, many with
sovereign monarchs. The majority of these kingdoms have little
contact with the Warlords, paying homage to the local Warlord(s) or
Templar in word only, and providing no small percentage of their
yearly goods and capital as tribute, along with a new crop of youths to
be drafted into the Warlord's armies. Many renegade Templar, local
chieftains, warband leaders, and bandit princes even proclaim
themselves Warlords, at least until someone bigger comes along.
Should one of these towns fall under threat of invasion by an enemy
force, the Warlords may send their armies to repel the invaders if it
suits them to do so, however, there is no illusion of obligation, and
most border kingdoms maintain their own militias which are
constantly on the lookout for mercenaries and potential heroes.
Should this fail, the town will likely be razed, its spoils taken as
plunder, its people killed or sold into slavery, but sometimes, if
another Warlord is behind the attack, it merely means their annual
tribute is sent to a different capital.

Even by the standards of the Warlords, Apollyon is universally
despised. He is a frightening man, bald and flabby, with pale almost
transparent skin and needle-thin teeth, armored in great black plates of
steel adorned with razor-sharp blades and long jagged claws which he
uses to disembowel those who challenge or offend him. He is known
to be unpredictable to the point of madness, and none are safe from
his periodic cannibal rages.
Unlike most of the other Warlords, Apollyon has a staunch political
ally, one that comes in the form of the dark elves of Aureth. This
arrangement is one of secrets and of convenience, neither side trusting
the other. Apollyon needs the military and economic support of the
elves to keep pace with his rivals, and the dark elves need an in on the
mainland, one close enough to the Tethys so that they might keep a
close eye on their allies.
Apollyon's domain is mostly open plains. The few forests in the land
are small but dense, and many regions are hilly or swampy. The land
is fertile in the north, but becomes dryer the further south one travels.
The symbol of Apollyon is a caged raven and their livery is primarily
white in color.
Nightholm (Capital)
The city of Nightholm is an old frontier town that sprawls across
many miles of open prairie. Nightholm was not notable for any
particular landmark or any special resource, it was just a town along
the road that happened to grow into a minor metropolis. Now the city
is enslaved by both Apollyon and his elven allies. The majority of the
population lacks even basic rights, slaving away in the great
marketplaces or dying in battle for the profit of their masters.
Nightholm is older than most of the great frontier cities and the
newest architecture is built in the elven style rather than that of men.

Raven-Wind
Officially, Raven-Wind is the ambassador from the Dark Elven
people. In truth, he is as much the master of Nightholm as the warlord
Apollyon. He serves as the spy for Lord Skulmar, and his word
carries the weight of Skulmar's command, and not even the madman
Apollyon is foolish enough to defy it. He is a priest of the raven, an
elven death cult, as well as a sorcerer of no small skill, particularly in
the schools of divination and necromancy. He directs an elite cadre of
dark elven sorcerers, warriors, and philosophers, who serve as the true
ruling body of the city of Nightholm. Anyone who wants to take
down the Warlord will also have to deal with Raven-Wind, although
neither the Warlord nor the ambassador would be averse to supporting
a group who wanted to assassinate the other, so long as Skulmar
would be unable to trace their involvement.
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Veltigorn
The free city of Veltigorn is an outpost of the Sidhe inhabited by the
gray elves, those that live amongst humans and have adapted to a
diurnal existence, developing dark hair and eyes and dusky
complexions as a result. The city is among the largest and most
human of all elven settlements in Pangaea, its streets paved and its
building made of brick and concrete, with scarcely a living tree to be
found within the city’s limits. In many ways, the people of Veltigorn
do not act like elves at all, for they have fully embraced Imperial
culture, and were for a time actually citizens of the Old Empire, but
that was before the Cataclysm.
Veltigorn has since fallen upon hard times, having been swallowed by
the badlands in which few crops will grow, forced into an alliance
with Apollyon, and then coming under siege by doppelgangers. No
one is quite sure where these shapeshifters came from or how long
they have lived hidden amongst the elves, but most agree they were
nomads who dwelt in the regions that are now part of the Wasteland.
Rather than approach the elves openly, the doppelgangers tried to
infiltrate Veltigorn, and when they were discovered, they were met
with naked hostility, and fierce warfare between the two groups has
raged ever since.
Outsiders were once welcome in Veltigorn; now the gray elves are
distrustful of strangers, after all, anyone could be a doppelganger in
disguise. The city is dying, and soon the elves that lived in human
lands may be just another desert folktale. There may yet be hope;
recently Gabriel, the sheriff of the city, discovered that the woman
whom he thought was his long-dead wife was really a doppelganger
spy named Nya, and when the truth came out, the pair found that they
were genuinely happy together despite the deception. Now they work
together to stop the needless conflict between their two peoples, but it
is an uphill battle and a race against time. The Warlords have marked
Veltigorn for conquest, and a manargus queen has nested nearby, her
hungry brood threatening to strip the city bare.

Baalberith's Domain
The Warlord Baalberith is an enormous figure, nearly as tall as an
ogre and twice as muscular. He is a proud and darkly handsome man,
bald and with piercing black eyes. He projects the image of a
powerful ruler, although deep down he is as twisted and monstrous a
being as any of his fellows. His palace rests in the heart of New
Jericho; an enormous pleasure dome where slaves serve alongside
demons to satisfy his monstrous lusts for flesh and pain. His armies
are strong, and vast reaches of the former Imperium now pay tribute
to the dark lord Baalberith.
Baalberith's land is hilly and composed of dry grasslands and rocky
deserts. The color of Baalberith's livery is brown and his sigil is an
armored fist.
New Jericho (Capital)
Ancient Jericho was renowned for its tenacity and powerful walls, the
siege of the city a legend in Imperial history. Although New Jericho
exists thousands of leagues from the site of the battle, anyone looking
at it will be reminded of the fabled city and its bulwarks.
New Jericho is built within a ring of massive hills, each almost a
mountain in its own right, that are completely impenetrable to an
invading army. As the city was built at a time when the region was
inhabited by raging hordes goblins and giants, these natural defenses
far outweighed the difficulty in resupplying. To aid in their efforts,
the Imperium constructed one of the wonders of the world across the
mountains; a great arching road which, supported on mighty pillars,
rises over a thousand feet into the sky like a bridge to the heavens.
When Baalberith's army came to take New Jericho, they found the
mountains impossible to traverse, with the city’s Paladin ruler and her
elite guard holding the bridge. Baalberith did not even attempt to
capture the city. Instead, he encircled it and occupied the surrounding
farmlands and trading posts, cutting the city off from the rest of the
Imperium. No direct action was taken, although Baalberith's sorcerers
used their curses to ensure that disease and fire would ever plague the
city. For a decade they held the siege, and by the time the Warlord's
army actually crossed the bridge, the people had devolved into
cannibalism and worship of strange gods, and Baalberith was
welcomed not as a conqueror, but as a savior. None of the other
Warlords would dare assault such a fortified position, and he rules the
city with an iron fist to this very day.

Vista
Vista is a small coastal town built atop tall scenic cliffs and sandy
beaches. It is a wealthy city supported by fishing and tourism. Once,
its stone villas were the summer homes of nobles from across the
eastern Imperium, but now the only clientele are hellions and affluent
merchants from the Warlord's kingdoms or the dark elven masters of
Nightholm, and Vista is slowly dying.
The town's most notable product are vast colonies of shrimp that live
in the waters of the harbor and produce a honey-like substance that is
a delicacy across Pangaea.
Although the town is in decline, Vista will soon be heard for a brief
time across Pangaea and then fall silent forever. Unbeknownst to
anyone in the region, this quaint seaside community has been marked
by the Scourge for their next target, and without heroic intervention, it
will soon be purged from the face of the Earth.

Place Holder Artwork
The Walls of Jericho
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Hakkiel
Hakkiel is the son of the Warlord, hellspawn born from one of Baalberith's
succubus-ridden harem slaves. He took strongly after his father, both in body
and in spirit, and this saved him from being drowned as were most of his
siblings. He is an enormous man, nearly as strong and tall as his father, human
save for his fangs and solid red eyes, which he hides behind lank hair, and the
leathery wings which he folds over his shoulders like a long coat.
Hakkiel is sadistic to the core. He enjoys rape, torture, murder, and mayhem,
but not always by his own hand. He is a gifted psychic and uses his powers to
tamper with the perceptions and emotions of his victims, artfully manipulating
them into acts of utter perversion.
Baalberith has tried to give his son command of villages or military units, but
Hakkiel always drives them to destruction with his games. This makes
Baalberith concerned, not because of the lives lost, he is actually rather proud
of how his son dispenses with such expendable slaves, but because he is
growing more chaotic and harder to control, which could make him a danger if
he is allowed to reach his full potential. Baalberith has considered putting his
son in charge of the cult of Bhaal, where his energy will be spent on
blasphemous desecrations rather than wanton slaughter.
Recently, one of Hakkiel's intended victims fought back, severing his hand
with an ancient holy sword. Although his arm was replaced by a savage claw
of plutonian steel, he still feels its loss, and the desire for vengeance has driven
his already diseased mind into full-blown mania.
Blackpool
The town of Blackpool is found at the farthest reaches of the land that
was once the Imperium, the very edge of the northern Wild. The town
is located on the shores of a deep lake from which it draws its name.
The town itself is unremarkable, home to a few thousand people who
make their living herding animals, fishing, foraging in the woods, or
burning charcoal and digging peat in the nearby swamps; however,
the lake itself is quite spectacular. It is amazingly deep and still, and
rather than a bottom, those who stare down into its waters view what
seems to be an endless black abyss.
Some say the lake was created by a shooting star or the descent of a
fallen angel, while others believe it is a gateway to a vast underground
sea or even another world.
Although nothing innately supernatural is ever observed, the
surrounding area is full of legends and unexplained phenomena. The
lake itself it reportedly home to numerous monsters, some far too
large to exist so far from the sea, and the woods and swamps around it
are supposedly home to mutants, witches, and hengeyokai. There are
few people living in the village that do not have at least one story
about the odd lights that are sometimes spotted in the air above the
lake or, sometimes, moving beneath its surface in the dead of night.

Balthazar's Domain
Balthazar is arguably the strongest, and unquestionably the most
enigmatic, of the Warlords. Balthazar never speaks or even shows his
face, always hidden behind a billowing armored cloak and a heavy
steel mask carved in the fearsome image of a snarling demon.
Balthazar's orders come from the mouth of Blair, the young woman
who serves as the Warlord's herald.
Unlike most of the Warlords, Balthazar is more concerned with
building an empire than with personal power, mayhem, or world
domination in some far-off future. Balthazar has claimed territory not
only on the mainland but many islands throughout the Tethys,
including the nation of Che and portions of Masaria. Balthazar has
even allied with the reptilian people of Arunoch. The Warlord's lands
are still ruled in a despotic and hideously cruel manner, but it is in a
way that promotes unity through subjugation.
Balthazar's kingdom is one of the most fertile outside of the Imperium
due to the river Sangrael and its proximity to the Tethys Sea. The
western lands bordering the Old Empire are primarily grassland while
the eastern and northern areas are heavily forested. The fertility of
Balthazar's realm is one of the primary factors in its high population
and the strength of the Warlord's armies.
Balthazar's livery is blue, and the Warlord's symbol is a corpse hung
by its ankle, a reminder of the fate which meets all those who fail the
Warlord.
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Dungenus (Capital)
Dungenus is the big city, the largest and most modern on the entire
continent, perhaps in human history. It is home to millions of people,
and yet it still seems empty. Its towering buildings reach hundreds of
feet into the sky and can be seen from many leagues off, but most are
vacant. The city was in a period of heavy expansion when the
Cataclysm occurred, and its population has never recovered.
Dungenus' streets are paved with cobblestones and lined with gas
lights. The wealthy move about in horse-drawn carriages, each
wearing the finest imported fabrics cut in the latest styles, while
steamboat crews offload cargo from the far corners Pangea along the
riverfront. Even as the rich live in the towers, millions more dwell in
the remnants of buildings that were smashed during the Cataclysm or
the wars that followed, and for whom scavenging, theft, prostitution,
and base violence are synonymous with survival.

Nowhere on Pangaea is further from the classic values of the
Imperium or the anarchy of the frontier; Dungenus is the city of the
future.
At the heart of Dungenus lies the grand palace which is the seat of the
warlord Balthazar's power. It is home to a standing army larger than
the entire complement of some Warlord's forces as well as countless
generals, ministers, and bounty hunters. This massive fortress was
taken from the Templar and the civic authorities in a bloody battle
when Balthazar seized the city and was nearly lost again to the
warlord Khornal in the following years, but Balthazar has time and
again proved that he alone holds ultimate power in Dungenus.
Surrounding the palace are vast hanging gardens almost as wondrous
as those at the temple of the Goddess in Camelot, built by a previous
Paladin and kept up by the Warlord, proof that even Balthazar is not
without a sense of beauty.

Blair de'Arnise
Blair de'Arnise is a young woman with fair skin, long blond hair, and diamond blue eyes. She
moves with almost unnatural precision and grace despite her tall and buxom figure. She is the
herald of the Warlord, serving as his voice, his chancellor, his bodyguard, and some say his lover.
She has been in this position for as long as anyone can remember, and no one is sure of her true
capabilities, whether she is human or demon, warrior or sorcerer, or even living or dead. She does
little to influence people's opinions about her in one way or another, and she never talks about her
past. When she does speak of personal affairs, it is in a morose and oddly distant manner that does
little to endear her to those around her. When appearing in public, she is always immaculately
dressed and professional in speech, remaining cold, distant, and ruthless in her support of the
Warlord.
Nash
Dave Nash is amongst the richest people in Pangaea; a businessman whose fortune rivals that of
Balthazar himself. Rather than setting himself up as an adversary to the Warlord and risking death
and ruin, he has shrewdly made himself out to be a staunch supporter of the Warlord, funding
many of Balthazar's operations and donating huge sums of money to the state. As a result, Nash is
amongst the Warlord's closest lackeys and is privy to many of the Balthazar's inner operations that
few aside from hellions and his handpicked ministers ever get to attend.
Nash is a charming and handsome young man with dirty blond hair and soft brown eyes. He is of
average height and build, but with a winning personality and a keen intellect that allows him to
play with other people like toys, granting him almost unlimited success in both business and
politics, all the while keeping his true intentions secret. Some suspect his motives are not genuine,
and he sometimes seems to possess a knack for being in the right place at the right time that can't
be purely natural, but no one has even the slightest clue as to his true nature.
Nash is not a human at all, but rather the manifestation of a powerful spirit of freedom. He has
lived amongst the humans of Pangaea for millennia, since long before the coming of the Warlords
or even the Templar, taking on a new body and personality when his old one dies or becomes
inconvenient, and in his previous life as Paul Weston, he was the father of Brad, Christine, and
Raven-Dies-Talking. He is no fan of the Warlords, but truth be told he is not in favor of the
Imperium either, and would rather the common people learn to govern themselves directly. To
this end, he was the driving force behind the formation of the Institute, and to this day he
discreetly supplies the majority of their funding.
Solitaire
The agent known as Solitaire is the most feared and deadly of Balthazar's assassins, one possessed
of such remarkable good luck that some say he is watched over by the Devil himself. Solitaire is
an elf of Vanir descent, and is unusually quick and dexterous even for their kind, with flowing
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blond hair and a lithe build that is simultaneously seductive and deadly, with only his sad eyes
betraying his otherwise cruel and whimsically handsome face. He follows the demands of the
Warlord without question, although not out of any true loyalty, and those whom he has marked
for death seldom evade him for any length of time. He wears no armor, only a skintight suit that
maximizes his mobility, and an enchanted elven cape which allows his image to blend in with the
surrounding light and shadow. He wields a long jagged kris and a whip, weapons made for
inflicting pain and controlling his enemy's movements rather than lethality.
Long ago, Solitaire was known as Arithus, a citizen of Avalon and a typical happy and hedonistic
elf. But, he was at one point blessed, or cursed, by a powerful spirit, given luck beyond the
dreams of any mortal man. When all his friends and family were killed in a horrible accident, he
was spared by mere chance. He fell into a deep depression and left Avalon to seek his death. He
undertook many daring adventures as both a hero and a villain, whichever road he felt seemed
more likely to meet Hades upon, but his end never came. Now he works as the key assassin for
the mightiest of the Warlords, and it is only a matter of time before he is sent up against a foe so
terrible that his luck will run out for good.
There are rumors that Solitaire and Blair have become lovers, and in each other, they have found
some joy in their otherwise bleak world, and perhaps even a reason to live, or to escape the
terrible grip of Balthazar. Further, some say that news of this has reached the Warlord’s ear and
that the despot has finally decided to put his minion's luck to the test, sending him on a secret
mission to infiltrate and eventually slay the leader of the Scourge.
Tetras
Another of Balthazar's many assassins who bears special mention is the four-armed asura Tetras.
This polydextrous warrior was once a bounty hunter from the lands near Katar before his home
was destroyed in the battles between Trevaro and Khornal. He trailed Khornal's army for a long
time, hoping to have a chance to slay the Warlord himself. His opportunity finally came during
the battle of Dungenus, and although he failed to kill the Warlord, he was instrumental in
Khornal’s defeat at Balthazar's hands. In the wake of the battle, Balthazar offered Tetras a job as
his personal huntsman, out of respect for his skills as much as any genuine sense of gratitude.
Tetras spent the following decades honing his skill by tracking down numerous agents of the
Warlords and the Templar who have gotten too close to Balthazar's lands. Tetras wears sleek plate
armor and never reveals his face or true name to any save the Warlord, preferring to keep his
personal life and his bloody business as far apart as is possible for one of the only asuras in the
region. In combat he wields four crossbows, his extra arms allowing him to reload with
tremendous speed and fire rapid volleys of bolts with deadly accuracy.
Orta
Although Dungenus is located near the mouth of the great river
Sangrael, it lacks a suitable spot for a major oceanic harbor. To this
end, the city of Orta serves as one of the key locations in Balthazar's
empire, a large port city with access to the open ocean. Trade between
Orta and Dungenus occurs constantly by means of overland caravans
or small boats, while Orta handles international commerce as well as
transporting goods between the heart of Balthazar's domain and the
distant provinces. Orta is one of the few ports which reliably offers
transport to faraway lands such as Che, Arunoch, Masaria, and even
the barbarian lands of Aureth.
Orta is one of the most heavily militarized settlements in the region.
Although Dungenus could sustain itself by river trade with
Concordance and the small farming communities along the way, it
would lose its status as an international economic power, and thus
keeping Orta secure is among Balthazar's highest priorities. The other
Warlords know this, and the city has been attacked frequently in
recent times both by the Warlords' forces and terrorist groups,
including those with heroic intentions such as The Institute.

The most recent threat to Orta has been from the pirate fleets that
follow Gaid, forced to expand their operation in the wake of the
troubles in the Vampire Reefs. Although Balthazar and Gaid
ultimately serve the same masters, it is only a matter of time before
the Warlord grows tired of his interference and sends a force to clear
the region of the pirate infestation, which could be a great opportunity
for the Warlord's would-be allies to prove their worth by bringing him
Gaid's head, or for his enemies to strike at Orta or even Dungenus
while the hellions have their hands full with the corsairs.
San Portus
The island of San Portus was a major Imperial city before the
Cataclysm, and the primary staging point during the Masarian
Revolution. After the collapse of the Old Empire, it lay in ruins for a
time, the few survivors doing what they could to pull a living from the
sea or scavenging the urban ruins, but this did not last long. In a bold
move, Balthazar took the island, and although it was far from the rest
of his domain, he seemed intimately familiar with the city’s defenses
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and its value. Although the Warlord was resisted at first, the island’s
people soon learned to value the protection and pretense of economic
stability that the Warlord's presence provided, and it is once again a
populous city.
The island’s most notable feature is that it was home to one of the
largest mints and treasuries of the Imperium, which Balthazar quickly
captured and retrofitted, providing an enormous economic boon to the
Warlord as well as the ability to turn raw minerals into coinage
indistinguishable from Imperially backed Thari.

The Canyon Lands
Between the Imperial remnant and the southern deserts stands one of
the largest mountain ranges on Earth. A thousand-league chain that
contains both titanic peaks and epic valleys. Its foothills form a region
known as the Canyon Lands, a rocky place of alternating cliffs and
mountains which stretches from the sea all the way to the badlands
near the Amber Flow. It is a region that is totally impassable in
places, and all but unmappable. As a result, it is home to numerous
monsters, bandits, and inhuman tribes who were pushed into hiding
by the armies of the Imperium or the Warlords.
This region is officially the domain of the Warlord Hulbaaron,
however, he has been incapacitated for the last decade and his forces
now behave more like a local militia than those of a genocidal
Warlord bent on conquest. They know that without the Warlord to
lead them, they will always be on the defensive and if not for the
inhospitable terrain they would have already been overrun. This
Union has been far more tolerant and accepting of both citizens and
strangers than either the Imperium or the Warlords.
The symbol of Hulbaaron's forces is a stylized wheel emblazoned on a
yellow banner.

The Lost Temple of Gaia
Although San Portus is the largest and most urbane of the islands in
the region, it is by no means alone. There are over a dozen islands in
the chain, and most have some sort of human settlement on them. The
most noteworthy among them is the island of Druid's Home, a
powerful nexus of magical energies that has been sacred to the locals
since long before the coming of the Old Empire. In its center stands
the Lost Temple of Gaia, an enormous cathedral of a style and
grandeur far beyond what the simple barbarians who dwelt here in
ages past were believed to have been capable of. It was abandoned
during the Reckoning and was rediscovered many centuries later
amidst the island’s dense foliage, its solid marble sides obscured
under a sea of kudzu.
This was the archeological find of the century, and the Imperium was
eager to re-sanctify the temple according to the modern rites of the
Goddess. It was kept as a museum as well as a monastery, and would
eventually become a reliquary for objects of great archeological or
magical significance, including the White Bone Club that marks
ascendancy amongst the ogres, the Six Demon Bag, and the Golden
Prayer Book of the heathen priests.
The temple was lost again during the Cataclysm, when time and space
collapsed around it as the apocalyptic energies tore apart a reality
already made thin by the presence of so many antiquarian mysteries.
Try as they might, the minions of Balthazar were unable to locate it
until very recently. When they finally found the lost temple, they
discovered that it was home to a malefic supernatural presence,
something dark and unfriendly to Balthazar. Some think it is a demon
summoned by one of Balthazar's rivals or a minion of the Black King,
but no one has survived long enough to determine the truth. Whatever
its nature, it has proven hostile and has befouled the temple as well as
the many relics housed within, and the sanctified dead that once slept
in the crypts below now walk again and thirst for the blood of the
living.
The temple would be a fantastic boon for whoever could claim it, and
a fitting prize for any treasure hunters or exorcists who can survive an
expedition. There is one other being who could serve as a powerful
enemy or an ally in such an endeavor, for the catacombs beneath the
temple connect to a large network of natural caverns, the lava tubes
for a long-extinct volcano, and one of the few great dragons left in
Pangaea lairs in these caverns. Although he is not as ancient or
powerful as many of his kin, the dragon Siva is still a millennia-old
wyrm, and a source of much forgotten lore about the temple and that
which has been stored there over the centuries, and there is none who
would like to see the temple cleansed and restored to its former glory
so much as he.

Union (Capital)
The free city of Union is located on the peak of a great mesa in the
Canyon Lands to the southwest of the Old Empire. It is an unusual
place that is open to all and run by a democratically elected council.
Once, Union was the seat of power for the Warlord Hulbaaron, a
vicious warrior and cruel dictator. Ten years ago, a Templar with a
blessed bullet attempted to assassinate Hulbaaron and, although the
Warlord was not truly killed by the attack, he was left comatose by it.
Rather than risk civil war, his generals continued to keep the peace in
the Warlord's name but allowed the common folk to decide civil
policy.
Union is one of the most diverse places in Pangaea. Hulbaaron
himself was a dionjen, and the orc and ogre homelands are not far
away. As a result, the city of Union has a mixed and mostly inhuman
population. The lack of centralized government and the town’s
relative isolation makes it a desirable location for outlaws and
deserters from both the Warlords and the Imperial remnant. Although
the city’s military has atrophied without the Warlord to guide it, it is
still sufficient to keep order and to repel attacks by raiders and the
other Warlords; at least for the time being.
Hulbaaron himself lies torpid on a slab in his inner sanctum. Although
attended by a team of doctors and blessed by supernatural
regeneration, he has yet to regain consciousness, and most feel that
his mind was wiped clean by the fateful projectile. Most think it
doubtful that he will ever wake, but rumors persist that his form has
begun to stir and some believe that his body is now home to ancient
and far more malevolent forces.
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Garremont
The ogre Garremont is one of the key figures in the vast underground crime networks that flourish in
the Canyon Lands and beyond. As the smallest son of his tribe's chieftain, he knew that his life
amongst the ogres would be short and brutal, and so he left his village and came to live within the city
of Union. There he worked as hired muscle for the local criminal element, but his genius-level
intellect, at least by ogre standards, allowed him to move up in the organization beyond a mere grunt.
Soon, he became a renowned smuggler and the leader of his own band, and is now rich enough to live
the life of a wealthy merchant and can afford a cadre of bodyguards and enforcers.
Garremont primarily deals with allocating illegal goods; selling arms and armor to raiders and
purchasing and fencing their plunder. He even deals in a thriving slave trade, selling large numbers of
kidnapped humans to the morlocks who work them to death in one of the hidden strip mines of the
Canyon Lands. He is both a buyer and a seller of hard to acquire goods and information and can serve
as an employer or an enemy to characters of all sorts.
Garremont is small by ogre standards, not even nine feet in height, and tries to dress the part of a
human gentleman, his alabaster hair and beard are cut short and neat, his stone-gray flesh kept almost
immaculately clean. He typically wears a heavy leather duster which does little to hide his bulk, and
when he is forced into battle he wields a master-crafted falchion and shotgun, one in each hand
despite their immense size.
Aires
Aires is a small but nonetheless important settlement in the eastern
Canyon Lands. The town rests in one of the few passes in the region
and was once part Hulbaaron's dominion. Since the collapse of the
Warlord's kingdom, the town has swapped back and forth between
Livonia and Neraka's hands many times. Neither is willing to let the
town go, for it is both a strategic location and worth a fortune in gold.
Aires was originally a poor roadside town, but when gold was found,
it quickly became home to a booming population of miners, and the
town's Templar Lord became an exceedingly wealthy man. Even
today, almost two centuries later, the mountains around Aires still
contain a fortune waiting to be unearthed. The majority of the
townsfolk are employed as miners or work to keep the miners
supplied with food, gear, and cheap alcohol. Although most of the
gold is taken by the Warlords, the miners are still paid decent enough
wages to warrant plenty of support.
The majority of the town is composed of wooden shanties, not even
the most successful shops and saloons are made of stone. Aires is
constantly in motion, fires and battle are frequent, and mines are
always running dry while new shafts are struck, and thus most homes
and businesses are constantly being rebuilt. The Templar manor still
stands, and is far and away the most opulent building in the town,
being made of imported marble and home to a number of (long since
looted) statuaries and baths. It also houses the town council, which is
composed of the wealthiest and most influential members of the
community; shopkeepers, tavern owners, and mine foremen. The
current mayor is Xerovia, a slender dark-haired woman who gained
fame as a saloon dancer and torch singer. Recently, she proved her
mettle by dismissing emissaries from the Scourge, despite threats of
retribution.
Whichever Warlord currently controls the town keeps a garrison
stationed nearby, mostly to ward off the Warlords who do not. The
sheriff maintains a large pool of rough and rugged deputies who
mercilessly hunt down claim jumpers, bandits, and the ogre raiders
who periodically descend from the mountains.

Ghort'zan's Domain
Ghort'zan is unique amongst the Warlords in two very significant
ways. First, he is an orc, as are most of his followers. Second, he has
suffered a major defeat and is no longer ruler of his domain. The
deserts south of the Canyon Lands have long been orc territory, and
the Imperium was never fully able to pacify the region. It was claimed
as Imperial ground, and though the human armies would defeat those
of the orcs time and again, within a generation they would be in a
state of full-blown revolution once more. In the end, the Imperium
resorted to such extreme measures as wiping out the adult populations
of entire cities and even naming many of the native uruks Templar
and allowing them to govern their own kind directly. Still, when
Ghort'zan came to the region, the inhabitants were more than happy to
help him destroy their Imperial oppressors.
For decades the orcs followed him willingly. He was cruel, warlike,
and brutal to his people and his enemies alike, which is exactly how
orcs prefer their leaders. Their great horde was a potent force in the
south and took vast tracts of land from both the Imperium and the
other Warlords, but that all came to an end with the arrival of the
dragon. Crocotta, the great green wyrm, burned swathes of orcish
lands to ash and incinerated their armies, before the Warlord and his
personal guard attempted to stop her. She defeated him handily and
brutally, crushing his body to a pulp and scattering his forces. By the
time he had used his dark sorcery to recover, she had already taken
the capital and enslaved its population.
Today, Ghort'zan exists as a broken guerilla fighter. His army, though
still mighty, lacks territory and must subsist by raiding his neighbors,
but lacking the manpower to truly conquer them, and falling back on
the charity of the few orcs who still support his cause. Ghort'zan is
always on the lookout for an advantage, an opportunity to free the
orcish people or establish a homeland, preferably Gorrelek, but if he
must take one from a foe then so be it. Likewise, he has many
enemies who are patiently waiting for him to make a mistake and
expose himself so that they might finish him, this time for good.
The symbol of Ghort'zan and his army is pair of curved bull's horns
upon an orange background.
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Gorrelek (Former Capital)
The city of Gorrelek is a sprawling metropolis built by orcish hands in
the bold cyclopean style of Khalii the mad; father of orcish
architecture. The city is truly massive, millions of orcs and goblins
dwell within its borders, most living in crowded hovels and utter
squalor. The city has been decimated and destroyed several times, it is
a region scarred by war, and rebuilt in many different eras. Numerous
fortresses and walls can be found in the city's streets, all of them
rough and battle damaged. Gorrelek is a savage place, full of raucous

Crocotta
Crocotta is one of the largest dragons in Pangaea, an enormous
female with leaf green scales and a temper to match her blazing
orange eyes. She once lived in the forests north of the Canyon
Lands, where she had dwelt since vacating the great tree in her
youth. She watched the rise of the Imperium with no real interest,
casually devouring people who traveled into her domain or those
few knights who got it in their head to slay one of her offspring.
Over the years she watched the land wither and die, and after the
Cataclysm she found it hard to find enough food to sate her
massive body, let alone the gold to build her hoard.
Half a century ago, she became pregnant and decided it was time
to move on to richer hunting grounds. Her gaze fell upon
Gorrelek, and it was not long before she had defeated the
Warlord and cowed the orcs into accepting her as their living
goddess. There she gave birth to not one but seven hatchlings,
and with the support of the entire orcish kingdom, she was able

taverns, fighting pits, and scrap heaps where destitute gangs battle to
the death over territory; any visitors to the city best be able to handle
themselves or afford bodyguards who can. In the center of the city
rests a magnificent open-air palace that was at one point a massive
coliseum built at great expense by the Imperium to keep the
population placated with sports and gladiatorial games. It is now
home to the dragon, and she has stripped much of the treasure and art
from the rest of the city to adorn her palace, keeping her in the style
that she thinks she deserves.

to feed them and placate them with gold. Rather than chase her offspring
away as do most dragons, she allowed them to live within the city, giving
them each a fortress mansion to serve as their home, killing the previous
inhabitants or making them into the slaves of the new residents. Crocotta is
content to sit upon her bed of gold and work the orcs around her to their
deaths while she feeds upon the fruits of their labors.
Nothing short of foreign invasion or all-out rebellion will get Crocotta to
leave the city, and even then, it will only be to dispense brief and fiery
retribution upon those who dare and try her patience. Her children, on the
other hand, are nearly full-grown, and will soon be ready to have hatchlings
of their own.
She will not abide this, and soon she will force her progeny to leave
Gorrelek and find their own lairs. This will be a terrible time for the
surrounding regions as the dragons will surely range far and wide looking
for a suitable nest and gold to fill it, but it will also mean that their mother
will be at her most vulnerable in decades, and it may be her enemies’ last
chance to strike.
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Charelle
Although orcs are famous for their physical strength and tendency for brutal
violence, that is not the only art at which they excel. Among the most famous of the
non-martial orcish arts is their music, which has a volume and primal intensity that
is centuries ahead of what most humans in Pangaea are familiar with. The most
famous orcish musician of the modern age is Charelle. She is an intense woman of
uruk descent, with smooth jade skin and long tails of magenta hair, ferocious and
seductive in equal measure.
She is quite the celebrity amongst not only orcs, but also humans and others, a
mesmerizing singer and a symbol for the coming revolution. She speaks of anarchy
and freedom, as do many musicians, but she is also an active member of the
growing movement pushing for orcish independence. She seeks equality for orcs in
human lands across Pangaea, as well as liberating her homeland from Crocotta's
talons. Although she originally hails from Gorrelek, she spends most of her time
touring, spreading her music as well as her message across central Pangaea.
Although Charelle is currently below the notice of both Ghort'zan and Crocotta, she
has caught the ear of numerous influential people who are both in support of and
against her views. Among her strongest detractors are members of The Hammer,
who see her as a corrupting influence, making human youths believe in orcish
equality and, worse, filling young boys’ heads with thoughts of unnatural coupling.
There are many among their order who will attempt to remove her or, better still,
make a fool of her at the soonest opportunity. There are also those amongst the
Institute who wish to aid or even to recruit her, as her cause is not so different from
their own, and she could serve as a powerful spokesperson for their message.
Although Charelle is all in favor of orcish equality, she has not completely
overcome her own prejudices. She still considers goblins and kobolds inferior to
orcs, without even realizing that in most lands these smaller greenskins actually
outnumber orcs, and are even more brutally oppressed. Should she abandon her
bigotry and reach out to these "lesser creatures", she might very well have the
strength and support to accomplish her goals.
Charelle is not a warrior, but like all orcs, she is no stranger to brawling. Although
she does not carry weapons or wear armor, she tries to project a tough girl image
and wears lots of studded leather and spiked jewelry which might be useful as
improvised weapons or armor in a tight spot.
The Scoria
Near the western sea, there is a quiet section of desert where the only
humanoid inhabitants are roving bands of nomads who are few and
far between. Once, this area was inhabited by men, but now it is a
ruin, with ancient tombs, temples, and statues half-buried in the
endlessly shifting dunes. As one nears the ocean, one might see the
Scoria, and on a calm night, one might even hear them sing or feel the
vibrations in their bones. The scoria are great towers of blue crystal
which rise from the sands into the night sky with an odd and
otherworldly beauty; there is nothing in Pangaea quite like them.
The scoria are utterly deserted and have been for thousands of years.
There are few scholars in the world who know their history, and fewer
still who know their purpose. In past eons, they were grown from the
sand by the Coatl, who coaxed their formation with haunting songs. In
this era, the land was surrounded by lush tropical jungle, and the coatl
civilization thrived. The scoria served to focus the local ley lines and
to allow their inhabitants to tap directly into the akashic records.

In time, the ether became tainted, the mana that traveled from the
south became poison, and the scoria captured it and amplified it,
killing the land for miles around. Those few coatl who remained died
with it, while most traveled east into the deep jungles of the Southern
Wild.
Although the coatl are gone, the Scoria remain. A gifted archeologist
could study them and learn a great deal about the coatl, both those of
ancient times and those who live today, as well as the wider nature of
pre-Imperial Pangaea. They might be even more valuable to a mage
who could tap into the Scoria themselves, for their blue crystalline
forms are composed of almost pure mana, although the risk of
overloading on magic and destroying oneself is great, especially with
the tainted energy of the wastes flowing through them. Recently, the
Scoria have come to the attention of the servants of the Black King,
and lich priests have been sent to discern their secrets and steal the art
of their construction.
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buildings rising above the ocean waves. Further inland the city is
somewhat drier, but no less feral, the Wild having reclaimed it. The
buildings are covered in ivy, the streets overtaken by grasses or small
rivers, and the city's parks and farms have become like jungle islands.
The city has no humanoid inhabitants to speak of, but has been
claimed by the hengeyokai. Numerous packs of the animal folk have
made Bhrayman their home, standing sentinel on the rooftops
watching for those enterprising individuals who would loot the ruins
for forgotten treasure or settlers who would attempt to reclaim the city
from the forest.

Khornal's Domain
Khornal is often considered to be the most intelligent and ambitious
amongst the warlords, and for a brief time, he was also the most
powerful. His forces held the northeastern Imperium in a state of
terror for decades, and he had subjugated the native peoples
completely. He had also decimated the lands of the Warlord Trevaro
and had cut deep into both Sladd and Balthazar's territories, coming
within a hair of toppling both Warlords before being pushed back.
After Khornal’s defeat in Dungenus, his army collapsed and all the
territory he had taken was lost in a few short weeks. He and his loyal
followers retreated and were driven into the haunted quagmire of the
Death Marshes where they eventually lost their pursuers and,
according to most historians, their lives.
Khornal did not truly die in the Death Marshes, indeed he lives there
to this day, but if his enemies think he is dead then that sits well
enough with the Warlord.
Now Khornal stays behind the scenes, carefully manipulating his
opponents into destroying each other rather than expending his own
limited resources. He watches conflicts elsewhere in the world and
seems to make temporary alliances, usually through a proxy and often
with both sides at once, supplying what arms and information are
necessary to establish the winner that his schemes call for. Only his
strongest soldiers survived the flight into the swamps, and he will not
risk them in open battle, only in the most precise of surgical strikes or
to finish off an opponent already crippled through his treachery.
Khornal's symbol is an eye wreathed in green flame.

The Death Marshes
The Death Marshes are a massive wetland region located on the
north-eastern border of the Old Empire, made up of vast swampy
plains surrounding gloomy dark water bayous. The region is mostly
uninhabitable, with little ground suitable for building and farming,
and the swamps are home to large numbers of dangerous beasts
ranging from massive swamp wurms to tiny venomous insects and
packs of two-headed akua. Most people believe that the marshes are
haunted by the ghosts of Khornal's army, and even before their
disappearance the land was considered tainted and home to foul
spirits and monsters. Even the inhabitants of the few settlements on
the edge of the marshes fear them, and the peat miners, trappers, and
herbalists who depend on the swamps only venture into the outskirts,
and never after dark.
The marshes are largely unexplored, and home to many unusual
plants and ferocious monsters, as well as the ruins of a number of preImperial civilizations. In addition to the threat of Khornal's troops,
there might even be some truth to the bog being haunted by the spirits
of those who did not survive, as well as whatever dark power gave
rise to the place's foul reputation in the first place.

Khornalia (Capital)
Khornal's capital is not truly a city, rather it is a fortified tower rising
from the mire in the fog-shrouded center of the Death Marshes.
Surrounding the tower is a small walled town that serves as a
barracks, homes for Khornal's remaining soldiers and their slaves. The
swampy land is unsuitable for farming and has no worthwhile mineral
deposits, so there are few commoners to protect. Instead, the city
functions purely as a military stronghold, sustaining itself by trading
with or raiding surrounding communities, often in disguise, and
making sure to silence all witnesses.
Khornal's inner sanctum is a gilded palace filled to the brim with
mementos of past conquests. Viewing it from within, one would have
no impression of the backwater location; Khornal does not wish to be
reminded of past failures. Still, he is eager to move into a more
prestigious location, preferably Camelot itself, but will not risk doing
so before he is sure to succeed.
Bhrayman
The city of Bhrayman is a testament to the power of nature and the
transient existence of mankind. This large city on the northern coast
of the Tethys was once amongst the largest in the world and the
capital of the warlord Khornal's domain. Following the Warlord's
defeat at the hands of Balthazar, the city was abandoned and quickly
fell prey to the elements. A majority of the city was built on a landfill
which had mostly disintegrated in the earthquakes following the
eruption of Krackenrock, and without its leadership, there was no one
to maintain the levies. As a result, most of the city is submerged, the
streets becoming canals and only the upper levels of the tallest
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The Lake of Crystal Tears
The Lake of Crystal Tears is sacred to the Sidhe, a powerful nexus of
magical energy and home to potent spiritual forces. The lake itself is
incredibly still and deep, located in the bowl of a great mountain peak
whose tip collapsed ages ago into a vast crater due to either volcanic
or meteorite activity. The lake has long been used as a place of
solitude and meditation for powerful beings who wish to escape from
the dangers and demands of the world, for the land is guarded by
powerful spirits who do not tolerate any sort of violence or
desecration within these sacred grounds.
The lake has also been used for conducting delicate negotiations
between hostile forces on this seemingly neutral ground, and heads of
state from the Imperium, the Warlords, and even far away Aureth
have brokered deals which affect the fates of empires in a small boat
upon the glassy waters of the quiet lake.

Livonia's Domain
When the darkness came, the Warlord Livonia knew that she had to
make this land hers. Amongst the Warlords who rule the lands of
Pangaea, Livonia alone is a student of science and technology as well
as sorcery, and has blended the two arts together with horrifying
results. She is even rumored to have replaced portions of her own
body with blasphemous steel. While the other Warlords claimed
dense population centers or lands rich with gold and plunder, Livonia
easily captured the forges of Avarus with her unholy allies.
Although Livonia has few men under her rule, they are the bestequipped soldiers in all the frontier and augmented by an evergrowing host of golems and homunculi; mechanical constructs
powered by demons bound to the Warlord's will.
Although Livonia is one of the more powerful Warlords, she does not
aggressively make war on her neighbors. She instead spends most of
her time building up her resources, for she knows that Avarus is one
of the few industrial centers remaining in the world, and she can
maintain her forces far more efficiently than her compatriots. This
much is common knowledge, but there is also a deeper motivation.
Using her potent technomancy, Livonia has sensed many ancient war
machines, some dating back to the time of Atlantis, and is busy
unearthing and restoring these deadly relics.
One such artifact is The Sword of Damocles, a prototype
superweapon, deployed but never tested by the Atlanteans during the
Reckoning. It is an orbital fortress, powered by the cosmic winds,
which can turn the rays of the sun itself into a deadly weapon, capable
of striking any point on Pangaea with surgical precision. Livonia
knows that if she can locate and gain access to this weapon, it could
sweep her rivals aside, and she will not risk tipping her hand until it is
hers.
The sigil of Livonia is a gray hand encircling a globe composed of
iron links.

Vorchan
The city of Vorchan is the only sizeable settlement located within the
Death Marshes and is populated solely by lizard people, indeed it is
home to one of the largest populations of the reptilian humanoids
outside of Arunoch. Their society is located in one of the drier areas
of the death marshes, and the lizardfolk have adapted to survive
within the harsh terrain, learning to hunt and farm the native flora and
fauna to great success. The inhabitants of Vorchan pay tribute to the
Warlord Khornal of their own accord; they have reached a mutually
beneficial arrangement, although the exact details of the relationship
are unclear.
The Vorchani culture is incredibly complex and, unlike traditional
lizard man society, bound in rituals and superstitions. They are
strongly matriarchal, and males are forbidden from careers in the
military or the church, and from owning property. Vorchan has no
secular government, instead, they obey the priestesses completely,
their worship based on a bizarre form of the Goddess who demands
blood sacrifice and cannibalistic rituals. The lizard people willingly
submit to these practices which are in their mind necessary, and many
volunteer portions of their own bodies as chattel, a practice which is
likewise demanded of outsiders.

Avarus (Capital)
In the days of old, Avarus was the factory for the Eastern Empire. A
great industrial city with acre upon acre of manufacturing plants,
working day and night to churn out worked goods to supply the
yearning Imperium. A cloud of black smog perpetually hung over the
town, and the surrounding countryside had been cleared of vegetation
and torn apart by strip mines. Hosts of armorers and weaponsmiths, as
great in number as the armies they supplied, worked tirelessly to arm
the Imperial war machine, and steam-powered tools and clockwork
toys alike traveled upriver to the market places of Concordance and
deeper into the Imperial heartland.
The modern city of Avarus continues to serve as an industrial center,
the majority of its population working directly in one of the city's
many factories or subterranean workshops. The city itself is
composed primarily of concrete towers built over the edges of deep
crevasses and mines. At the heart of the city is a great tower of steel
and glass, at the pinnacle of which is the throne of the lady Livonia,
where she uses her unholy artifice to observe everything which
happens in her domain, no matter how trivial.
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Antilles & Vorcress
The twin towns of Antilles and Vorcress serve a vital role in
supplying the relentless forges of Avarus. Antilles is a seaside town
driven by fishing and the breeding of horses. Vorcress, on the other
hand, is a mountain town, sustained by the mining and smelting of
iron ore. Both are interlinked, neither could survive without the other,
and they have been fast friends for hundreds of years. Both towns
exist only to feed Avarus’ endless hunger for raw materials to fuel its
insatiable war machine.
The twin towns are far too vital for the Warlord to hold with an open
hand. The people are all serfs, unable to govern or defend themselves,
and rarely allowed to trade with outsiders or even leave their places of
business. Both towns are home to large garrisons of soldiers and small
armies of war golems, overseen by demonic overlords directly loyal
to Livonia.

Neraka's Domain
Neraka is one of the few female Warlords, and unlike her male
compatriots chooses to use tact and guile rather than brute force to
win her battles. The Warlord is a sensual woman with ebon skin and
alabaster hair, her figure so slender that she seems almost serpentine.
She prefers to compromise and to meet her challengers across the
bargaining table rather than discouraging them with threats and
intimidation, but in her heart, she is still as wicked and deadly as any
of her fellows.
Neraka's domain exists in the savannah between the fertile Imperial
lands and the vast southern deserts, her eastern borders nearly
reaching to the Masarian subcontinent. Although the savannah is
dryer and more feral than most regions, it is still open and readily
arable, and large numbers of small towns and not a few cities can be
found under her banner.
Though her state has good relations with its neighbors and seldom
comes to out-and-out battle, she is always waiting for the right time to
strike a traitorous killing blow and take what she feels is hers. Her
sigil is an elaborate pink rose with a grinning serpent twined about its
stem.

The Juju Place
A great forest grows in the badlands south of Golgotha, one of the
few that still stands so close to the desert. It is a dry arboreal forest ten
thousand acres in size and a powerful nexus, sacred ground to the
indigenous peoples. It has been home to many species over the years,
most recently the sasquatch before the Imperium came to power in the
region and then the dionjen after it fell. It is still inhabited by
xenophobic natives as well as belligerent spirits and dangerous beasts.
It is a place that seems larger from within than from without, and
those who venture in often get lost and never come back.

Pompur (Capital)
Pompur is a large and modern city that survived the Cataclysm
remarkably unscathed considering its proximity to the epicenter of the
disaster. Pompur was built in the tropics around a large university,
initially to support the faculty and students, and then as a bustling
community in its own right. Under Neraka's rule, the university
continues to operate with even greater success than it did during the
days of the Imperium, as most of its competitors were crushed under
the iron heel of the Warlords.
Neraka encourages the education of the masses, and even allows the
study of magic and high technology. Things which were often
considered heretical in the Imperium are treated as explainable facets
of reality, open to learning and study as any other, and as a result
magic-users often congregate in this town in great numbers, free to
practice their arts without being hunted as witches or openly declaring
themselves to be minions of the Warlord.

Rhybar
The town of Rhybar is one of the few major dwarven settlements on
the mainland and was once a province of the Imperium ruled by the
smallfolk. It was originally a hill town, not a great mountain
stronghold as are many traditional dwarven homes, with its only
subterranean works being a few humble copper mines. The town's
genesis is lost to history, but it was probably founded by a group of
dwarves exiled from their own people, for few dwarves will
voluntarily move out into the wider world without the backing of their
entire clan.
The city was absorbed peaceably into the Old Empire and was only
taken from it after a devastating war with Livonia that left much of
the town in ruins. Rhybar now serves the towers of Avarus in various
military and economic roles but is still close enough to the Imperium
that Imperial citizens, even Templar, are welcomed and it trades with
regions that are still within the Imperium on a regular basis.
Though the town of Rhybar seems unremarkable, it is unusually
active in the spirit world. The town sits upon a thin place in the Veil,
and there are numerous portals to the Dreamtime hidden in its
forgotten cellars and back alleys. It is rumored that an ancient Hell
gate lies buried somewhere beneath the town, and manargus have
recently started to nest in the abandoned pits of the oldest mines.

Bootiyah
The small town of Bootiyah is unremarkable in most respects save for
its legendary beauty and tranquility. It is set amongst the rolling hills
in a surprisingly lush and fertile section of the savannah, home to
numerous groves and scenic forests intertwined with placid lakes and
slow-moving streams.
Amongst the sun-dappled forests are numerous orchards and small
farmsteads, as well as many hostels and traveler's lodges. It is a quiet
place, where many powerful beings go to relax and get away from it
all, and no small number Templar and Hellion warriors have summer
homes in the area, while many sorcerers from Pompur and mad
inventors from Avarus have workshops hidden within the serene
glades.
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Alexandretta
The most notable inhabitant of the Savannah is the great black wyrm
Alexandretta, one of the largest dragons to dwell on mainland Pangaea.
She has peacefully coexisted with humans ever since she was saved from
a rival dragon by none other than King Arthur. Owing her life to the
man, she pledged him a debt, and in honoring it she has allowed the
Imperium to exist in what she considers her territory in exchange for
meager gifts of gold.
Alexandretta is not yet at the age where she needs a huge hoard,
although her treasury is sizeable, and is content to dwell in her solitary
lair in the cliffs overlooking the savannah, hunting the great beasts of the
region for her food. Although she is not actively hostile to humanity, she
is still a dragon, and one does not approach her hunting grounds without
extreme caution. If one brings her gifts, she might speak with them
briefly and is a source of knowledge to one who can keep her interest,
although if someone gets on her nerves they best leave in a great hurry;
like most dragons, she does not have a surplus of patience for lesser
beings or a great deal of respect for human life.
Although many have tried to win her allegiance, Alexandretta has never
taken a side in the politics of men, and she has not fought either for or
against the Warlords who make claims on her territory. Recently, she has
been approached by agents of the Scourge, who are attempting to use her
oath to aid Arthur as leverage to enlist her help in the coming war,
claiming that they are the harbingers of his return. Should this claim
alone prove insufficient to win her over, they are also prepared to use her
offspring as a bargaining chip.
Silanthous
Silanthous is a young changeling girl with a great future before her. She
was born to perfectly ordinary parents, but with the appearance of an elf,
inhumanly slender, with pointed ears and eyes the color of gleaming
silver. As a very small child, she was abandoned in the forest by her
superstitious family, who knew that she was the cause of several
inexplicable events around the village, but could not bear to burn her as
the Tao commanded.
The child wandered lost through the forest until she came upon an
abandoned town whose entire population had been wiped out by the Red
Death in the years following the Cataclysm. There, she communed with
the nature spirit who had in ages past been the town's protector and local
god, who had been alone and without human contact for ages. This
spirit, who often took on the form of a matronly woman with azure hair
and the lower body of a forest hind, took the young girl to her bosom
and raised her as a daughter, keeping her safe from the dangers of the
forest and teaching her how to harness her supernatural talents.
Much to the spirit's surprise, the young girl proved to be an incredibly
adept student, her skill in each of the fifteen schools of magic quickly
surpassing her mentor’s. She has spent the last decade isolated in the
forest with no one but the spirits for company, and although she is a
master sorceress, she has little knowledge of the outside world. Although
still a girl, it will not be long before she is a capable young woman, and
her curiosity will drive her out into the wider world. Even at her young
age, she is perhaps the most potent mage since Merlin, and whoever can
find her and earn her trust will have a potent tool to shape the future, but
they best be careful, for she has a will and a destiny of her own.
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Most of Lost Hope is still empty, and any invading army would have
to search its hiding places to find its opponent, all the while under
constant threat of the booby traps and ambush points which have been
set up in the city's abandoned quarters.

Sladd's Domain
Often considered the weakest of the Warlords, Sladd is a monstrously
fat being of reptilian descent. His domain is the far northern frontier
of the Imperium, an area covered in the thick forests at the southern
edge of the Wild. Although his territory is well defended, Sladd has
done almost nothing to expand his kingdom. His forces are constantly
on the move, rarely staying in the same place for more than a few
days, and know every inch of the woodland realm, meaning that any
battles which occur here are on the Warlord’s own terms.
The symbol of Sladd's dominion is a wide purple maw.

The Ruins of Lampwych Court
Lampwych Court is another ghost town within Sladd's domain. At the
time of the Cataclysm, the city was among the most prosperous in the
northlands with a steadily growing population, and if the Imperium
had not collapsed, it might have eventually become a great frontier
city like Pompur or even Dungenus.
Lampwych Court ceased to grow after Sladd took possession of the
region, but it did not die or give in to ruin. The town was never razed
by Sladd or his enemies, its inhabitants chose to acquiesce to the
Warlord’s wishes and provide goods and conscripts in exchange for
his protection. The town is small, but large and modern enough to
have paved streets lit by gaslight and for the majority of the homes to
be built by professional carpenters.
A few years back, the town's inhabitants abruptly disappeared. There
was no sign of natural disaster or battle, indeed Lampwych Court is
still in almost the same fine shape it was when the population was
lost. The town was simply abandoned, its population gone without a
trace. There are many stories, but few have the ring of truth, some say
that a great fog came in off the nearby lake in the middle of the night
and when the morning sun burned it away the town was empty, others
that subterranean horrors came up from the sewers and carried the
people off to the underground, and still other stories claim that a cult
within the town conducted a great ritual that went horribly wrong.
Many treasure hunters and explorers have attempted to loot the town
or unravel the mystery with little success, but most do not stay long,
an impending feeling of dread forcing them to return prematurely, if
they come back at all.
The closest town to Lampwych Court was the small village of Sidea
Hollow. Though it was spared the same fate as Lampwych Court, it
has suffered greatly without the trade and protection of the larger city.
The people of the backwoods have become peculiar and suspicious in
their isolation, and many have turned to the worship of primal gods.
The Wild has reclaimed the roads surrounding the village, and the
plants and animals have grown strange, as if the forest were taking on
a life of its own.

Lost Hope (Capital)
Unlike the other Warlords' capitals, Lost Hope was not seized from
human occupants, indeed it was not occupied at all at the time of its
conquest, and was never home to humans. Lost Hope was built long
ago by the Sidhe, a fortified city for those who found their solitary
lifestyle made them easy prey to Imperial Templar. The city remained
one of the few major population centers for the fair folk throughout
the time of the Imperium, but as the world grew darker, its people
began to lose their will to live so close to the kingdoms of men.
The Masarian war had made the human Empire desperate and it was
seen as inevitable that a second war with the fey would occur, and the
town that would become Lost Hope would likely be the first casualty.
After the Cataclysm and the invasion of the Warlords, the very life
energy of Pangaea became toxic to the fey, and most departed for the
deep Wild or even the distant isle of Avalon. By the time the
Warlord's armies reached the city, its last few inhabitants had fled or
gone into hiding after hearing stories of the fates of those who the
Warlords took captive. The city's name in the Sylvan tongue was
never known to men, and its current name was taken from a poorly
translated message for the Warlord scrawled upon the city's walls by
one of its last native inhabitants.
Lost Hope is unusually large and urban for a town built by the Sidhe,
but it still shows signs of their unusual architecture. There are few
straight angles, and most of the stonework seems so fine and delicate
that it is a wonder it doesn't collapse. The town is built within the
living forest, and there are as many parks and old groves as there are
domiciles, making the city almost invisible from a distance, even
when viewed from above. There is little commerce in the city,
although numerous trades-folk and peasants dwell there under Sladd's
protection.

Placeholder Artwork
The Lake of Crystal Tears
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Aitos Plateau
The Aitos Plateau is a vast highland region that stretches from the
coast of the Thalassian Sea up to the edge of the Wild, where the land
collides with a massive mountain chain before plunging downward
into the endless forest. Many great cities once stood on the coast of
the Thalassian Sea, including one on each end of the Giant's Span, the
largest bridge ever created by man, but these are all in ruins. Now the
land is empty and untamed, home to nomadic herders of various
mortal and fey races, and a few small Imperial villages which make
their living by the towering windmills that have stood since the time
of their forefathers.
The Aitos Plateau has a generally warm and temperate climate but is
frequently cooled by the strong winds which blow down from the
north. It is mostly open hills covered in grass that is dry and golden
most of the year, interspersed with small clusters of oaks or patches of
rocky scree. Although it is officially the domain of Morpheus, he has
little influence over the place, with only a few patrols traveling the
region looking for enemy movements or undiscovered spell casters,
and it is one of the freer and more peaceful regions of Pangaea.

Thanatos' Domain
Among the Warlords, the dark sorcerer Thanatos is the undisputed
master of magic, his command of the arcane dwarfing the not
inconsiderable powers of his rivals. He watches his enemy's lives
unfold from a high tower at the center of his domain, hexing them and
dashing their chances when the time is right.
Although his armies are comparatively small and his kingdom not
especially vast, Thanatos makes up for his martial shortcoming by
supporting his forces with potent spells, and each of his commanders
is personally taken on by the sorcerer as an apprentice in the dark arts.
Thanatos' flag is a sable field etched with indecipherable silver runes.
Morpheus (Capital)
Originally a sleepy little town built by the Imperium in the hills to the
south of the highlands, the city of Morpheus had no great significance
save that it rested upon a powerful ley line. Eventually, the wizard
Hypnos, a kindly old mage and court wizard to the local Templar
Lord, would build a tower on the nexus in the hills above the city, on
a site that was in olden times a meeting ground for the Hengeyokai.
When the Warlord came, he found this place to be perfect for his
needs, and in an epic dual atop the tower, he bested the wizard,
destroying him utterly before turning his attention to the Templar who
battled with his army below.
After claiming the library and reliquary of Hypnos, Thanatos set
about to expanding upon the tower, transforming it from a modest
observatory to a fortified spire with an academy at its foot and vast
dungeons in the earth below, as well as enchanted doors which lead
directly from his inner sanctum to the far corners of his domain.
The village at the tower’s base has grown into a large city, and
although it has many industries and trades, their end goal is always to
supply the tower and the armies it commands. Within Morpheus' land,
citizens are without legal authority, but any who show the gift of
magic are taken to the school within the tower, taught sorcery and
made to swear an oath of fealty to the Warlord, and are then given
command over a province within the Warlord's domain, able to use
their political and magical powers to do whatever they wish so long as
they do not work against Thanatos' ultimate goals.

The Sundered Lands
North of Warlord’s Domain lies a lonely region all but forgotten by
the people of Pangaea. Once a distant outpost of the Imperium, only
accessible by the Giant’s Span or blazing a trail through the Wild, the
Sunder Lands lie forgotten and alone.
This is a swampy region, bordered on all sides by seaside cliffs and
craggy fjords. It is cold, and rains almost every day. There are few
towns, most of the inhabitants are hermits or homesteaders, waiting
for the day when they are devoured by beasts and the Wild once again
reclaims these lands.
Still, if one can manage to look past the dreary weather and the sparse
habitation, this is a region that is all but unnoticed by any of the
powers of the wider world. The Sunder Lands could great place for
one who is capable of surviving in the wilderness to amass a
powerbase unseen and uncontested by those whom they would seek to
usurp in time.
Of course, Pangaea’s history is deep, and there are also long forgotten
secrets buries here which one would do well not to unearth.

Placeholder Artwork
The Giant’s Span
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Lyre Wood
Lyre Wood is one of the largest arboreal forests in the northern
frontier, save of course for the Wild, of which it was once a part. The
forest covers thousands of square miles and is for the most part
pleasant and open rather than a dark and twisted tangle of briars and
claustrophobic undergrowth. The forest is, however, known to be
home to vast numbers of gnolls, centaurs, and other hengeyokai.
Although they keep the forest safe from dangerous monsters and even
the Warlords, the hengeyokai are no friends of the Imperium. Should
a band of hengeyokai come across a party of humans traveling
through their forest, they would likely set upon and devour them or
sacrifice them to the savage spirits of the forest. Sometimes, the beast
folk even slip out from the forest under the cover of darkness, raiding
villages and carrying away both men and livestock in the moonlight.
The local Templar, as well as the forces of both Trevaro and
Balthazar, offer bounties upon the hides of the forest's inhabitants. In
addition, there are tales of ancient Sidhe cities within the woods,
sacked by the Imperium and now home to goblin spiders and fouler
beasts, which draw a steady stream of treasure seekers into the forest.

Trevaro's Domain
Of all the Warlords, Trevaro is perhaps the most unremarkable, a
human male with no particular specialization, neither amongst the
greatest of the Warlords nor the weakest. His forces control the dusty
prairies to the north of the Imperial frontier which were, in ages past,
verdant grasslands as well as the southern borders of the great forest.
Trevaro's empire is currently on the mend after a disastrous series of
losses to Khornal which ended with the Warlord and his guards holed
up in a mountain fortress enduring a siege that they could not hope to
break. Had Khornal not diverted his attention to Balthazar's domain
and been defeated at a critical moment, it is likely that Trevaro would
have been the first to fall to one of his fellow's blades, but that never
happened.
Trevaro quickly regained lost ground and was even able to take a
number of settlements that were abandoned by Khornal before
Balthazar's forces could claim them. Trevaro currently wages a
limited war on three fronts against Baalberith, Balthazar, and the
Imperium, all the while searching for survivors of Khornal's
occupation forces or the trail of Sladd.
Trevaro's sigil is an intricate jade pyramid.
Katar (Capital)
The native inhabitants of what is now Trevaro’s capital were mostly
asura, a race of six-limbed fey descended from mysticism spirits.
Historically, the asuras dwelt in small monasteries, each home to a
single extended family. Trade between the clans was rare, and most
contact between monasteries occurred when youths would go on a
pilgrimage, studying with many families before finally deciding
which to marry into and spend their adult life. Of all these
monasteries, the largest and most prestigious was the one located at
Katar.
Unlike most of the fey, the asura chose to become part of the
Imperium rather than joining the Sidhe in fighting against the
inevitable rise of humanity, and as a result, lived amongst men and
took up much of the Imperial culture. In the following years, many
human settlements would rise in the lands surrounding asura
monasteries, trading with the monks and providing the asura with
goods they could not produce locally. Over the centuries, the city at
Katar had grown to such an extent that its human population
outnumbered the asura of the monastery by more than ten to one, and
even many of the young asura chose to live amongst the humans
rather than making a pilgrimage, and the monastery began to take on
human students in turn.
The town of Katar was quickly conquered by Trevaro, for although
the asuras are fierce fighters, it is not their way to give their lives for a
cause when they can merely adapt. Thus, life in the city of Katar has
endured much as it has for centuries, save for the brief period when
Khornal ruled the city and stripped it of its treasures. Trevaro is not an
overly cruel ruler, although he does demand hefty tributes of the
townsfolk as well as the monks, and carefully watches which lessons
are being taught within the great monastery.
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The Silver Coast
Located to the west of the Canyon Lands, the Silver Coast is an
isolated valley nearly a thousand leagues long and over a hundred
wide which had been protected from the ravages of the world by vast
mountains on three sides and sustained by the clean ocean to the
fourth. A backwater of the Imperium, only notable as the crossroad of
the Imperial Highway and the Old Coast Road, it was not thought of
often prior to the Cataclysm, and it was nearly forgotten afterward.
The land is mostly unspoiled and still rich in natural resources, and
the town of Selene, located near the crossroads on the coast of a
fertile bay, is the largest settlement in the region, still under the
protection of Sir Cervantes, an elderly but truehearted and loyal
Templar. As the land outside dies, people and beasts are becoming
ever more desperate to survive, and many dangerous creatures and
bands of raiders have recently crossed the mountains into the valleys,
and it is only a matter of time before one of the Warlords takes notice
of the region. Of course, this land is still fertile, loyal to the Imperium,
and untouched by the Warlords, and it might also be the perfect
staging ground for the forces of the Scourge or even the Black King.
The Templar lord of the region, Count Dracian, was either slain in the
Cataclysm or turned traitor, and the fallen city to the south was mostly
flattened in the disaster, leaving the region almost entirely cut off
from the Imperial Capital. Dracian's heir, the young prince Amaranth,
is both vain and ambitious, and believes himself a worthy suitor to not
only the Lady Umbriel, but perhaps the Empress herself.

Umbriel's Domain
To most citizens of the Imperium, the far western coast of Pangaea is
a strange and exotic land, further away than they will travel in their
lifetimes. It is a land untouched by war, spared the worst of the
Cataclysm by a massive mountain range, and is home to hundreds of
disparate cultures which thrive along the nearly five-thousand-league
coast. Most are ruled by a powerful leader, a king in their own right,
and these leaders all revere the lady Umbriel in turn.
The Warlord Umbriel is said to be a woman of nearly Amazonian
height and strength, with scarlet hair that blazes like the setting sun,
and when she came upon the people of the west at the head of an
army of fantastical spirits and well-trained knights, she was
considered by many to be a goddess, something which the people of
the west had not seen in the Imperium since the days of the Empress.
Most surrendered to her without a fight, others only after their best
champions were cut down by the Warlord in single combat.
Today, Umbriel is mostly isolationist in her military approach,
building up a strong and well-disciplined force but only using it for
defense and to intimidate the locals into obedience. She does little to
war against the Imperium, and since the fall of Hulbaaron and
Ghort'zan, has no one but Baalberith within striking distance. Instead,
she builds up the glory, skill, and prestige of herself and her kingdom,
until she feels the Imperium and the other Warlords have weakened
themselves to the point where she can simply wash over all resistance
at the head of a golden horde, taking Camelot in a single swift strike
and assuming the Empress’ place as a living Goddess adored by all of
Pangaea.
Umbriel feels that this day may be near, especially with the
appearance of the Scourge, and has already sent out several
harbingers of her army such as the skilled general known as the Iron
Swallow. They travel under the guise of diplomats, but their true
mission is to inspect the weakness of eastern men and to sway them
into betraying their mistress rather than dying in an unwinnable war.
The flag of Umbriel is an elegant and stylized depiction of the golden
sun writ upon an ebon background, and the elite forces of Xian
likewise ornament their armor with pure gold.

Zaikhan
The kingdom of Zaikhan is an independent nation-state located to the
north of Xian on the western coast. The city is of relatively little
import, housing a population of tens of thousands of people and
controlling several hundred square miles of surrounding farmland.
The city was once a vassal state of the Imperium, but has since
declared itself sovereign and has been able to stave off the Warlords
ever since. The secret to the city’s unapparent strength is in their
spiritual allies.
Centuries ago, the king made a pact with the spirits of pride, and in
exchange for his own soul forever serving Hyperion as a member of
the Tribunal, the shen would act as the city’s guardians. The royal line
of the city has all been host to powerful spirits and are marked by
their golden hair. The city guard is bolstered by many large dogs
which are possessed by solar demiurge, and many of the city's palaces
and temples are guarded by great stone lions which can be animated
as golems in times of emergency. Zaikhan also employs many
channelers and mediums to communicate with the spirits, who are
well integrated into the society, not just demiurge but also nature
spirits, loa, and the ghosts of ancestors.
The society of the Zaikhan is extremely complex, with incredibly
rigid and multilayered legal codes and customs. The city is divided
into many districts which are forbidden to those without proper
business within. Foreigners must receive permission to enter the
kingdom, and those who do so must be on their best behavior. The
natives do not believe outsiders can ever truly grasp the concepts of
civility of justice, and those who violate their customs will be quickly
exiled or executed depending on the severity of the breach.

Xian (Capital)
The city of Xian is the greatest in the western world, nearly as large as
Dungenus or Concordance and far grander, as those cities, scarred by
war and natural disaster, are in many places little more than ruins. Not
so in Xian, for the city is ever-growing, built by craftsmen who still
value style and substance over mere profit. It is a city of lights and of
statues, and many who have never seen it claim that it exceeds even
the Imperial Capital in beauty and grandeur, and that the streets are
literally paved in gold.
How much of the city’s legacy is true and how much is pure fantasy
has yet to be seen. Although there can be no doubt that Xian is a great
and mighty kingdom, it has been romanticized by many easterners to
a myth, a place where the glory of the ancient Imperium is still alive
and well, where disciplined Hellions replace the Templar, and the
lady Umbriel has become as the Empress. This is of course how the
Warlord likes it, and as long as she can continue to keep her city a
place of high culture and fantastic wealth, she may well achieve
victory over the Imperium without ever lifting her sword in combat.
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many have been captured or even sold into slavery by their own jarl to
serve as a soldier or a heavy laborer in one of the southern kingdoms.
Recently, the giants of Cardiff have been approached by ambassadors
from both the Warlords and the Scourge, promising them great wealth
and power, as well as revenge against ancient enemies, in exchange
for their gigantic might.

The Northern Wild
In the time of Arthur, the forests covered all of Pangaea and were
known as the Wild. Although the Wild was occasionally broken by
mountains, lakes, open prairies, and even a few deserts, one could
travel from the northern glaciers to the southern sea without ever
leaving the shade of the ancient trees. The agriculture of man,
combined with the corrupting blight emanating from Krackenrock,
has cleared most of the great forests from central Pangaea. Now, the
Wild has split into two portions, one in the north, the other in the deep
south.
When one speaks of the Wild, it is typically the northern region to
which one is referring. In the north, the forest is still dense and
healthy, free of corruption and teeming with life. The land is sparsely
inhabited by humans, there is little room to build cities or grow crops,
and the dense foliage is home to numerous predators always waiting
to ambush the unprepared. Numerous tribes of indigenous peoples
have learned to live as one with the Wild, and the fey still maintain
many strongholds here, from the shining towers of the Sidhe to the
packs of feral Hengeyokai.
Before the Cataclysm, the Imperium was slowly advancing into the
northern Wild, and numerous roads, fortresses, and even settlements
had been built within. Most were on the border and have since been
exposed to the grassland as the forest has continued receding in the
last hundred years. Those that are deeper in have been mostly
forgotten and contact severed, their inhabitants presumed killed or
lost to the forest.
The lands on the edge of the northern Wild are temperate and made
up of deciduous forests. As one travels northward or nears one of the
many mountainous regions, the air grows colder and the trees become
primarily coniferous. After journeying over a thousand leagues north,
the trees finally begin to thin as one enters the tundra, an arid region
that is frozen with snow for much of the year. Eventually, if one
climbs high enough atop the roof of the world, they find the trees end
entirely and even the rocks give way to permafrost before reaching
the great ice sheets that mark the ultimate termination of Pangaea.

Cerillian Plains
One of the few arable regions of the Northern Wild is the Cerillian
Plains, vast grasslands like islands amidst an ocean of greenery. The
plains have long been the home of vast packs of Hengeyokai, and in
the distant past the beast-folk fought a civil war, the gnolls killing or
expelling all of the other species, leaving the canines the sole
inhabitants of the region.
The gnolls of the plains did not join either side during the wars
between the Sidhe or the Imperium, and have at times been enemies
or loose allies with both factions. Over the centuries, relations became
increasingly hostile, and the Imperium was waging a rather brutal
campaign of conquest into the Cerillian Plains before the Masarian
Revolution nearly bankrupted the Imperial war machine.
Currently, the gnolls of the plains live in a vast Iron Age republic with
a Hellenistic culture similar to that found amongst the more advanced
human kingdoms in the time before the rise of Atlantis. If left to their
own devices, they will likely continue to develop both socially and
technologically, perhaps even forming their own empire once the
forest has receded far enough that they are no longer isolated amongst
the trees. Of course, before that happens the gnolls will likely find
themselves subjugated by the southern powers, a fresh source of
young bodies to serve as chattel in the Warlords' endless conquests.
Eluria
The volcanic mount Eluria rises from the forests of the northern Wild,
indistinguishable to the untrained eye from any of the other peaks in
the region. The mountain is notable in that it is home to two
populations of nymphs, a race that normally avoids gathering in large
groups.
Below the mountain, living in old lava tubes and geothermal caves,
are the Dama Dagenda, a group of pureblooded nymphs who consider
themselves superior to all mortal men. They only deal with outsiders
when capturing breeding stock, and even their own sons are little
more than slaves. Although they fought with the Sidhe both against
and with the Imperium, they left the allegiance shortly after the battle
at Armageddon, although some chose to join the Amazon Guard
rather than return to Eluria.
In the snowy peaks atop the mountain live the Frost Maidens. In ages
past, the mothers of these nymphs left the Dama Dagenda to marry
the giants who dwelt in the peaks above. They adapted to the cold,
growing larger, their violet skins fading to snow white, their fiery hair
becoming the blue of ice. They are viewed as weak and hateful by the
Dama Dagenda, and when the two groups meet it is with naked
hostility, but they do not seek each other out or make open war.
The giants of Eluria are now extinct, likely a result of breeding with
the frost maidens over their own females, but occasionally a giant
from nearby Cardiff or even a human barbarian from the tundra will
travel to Eluria to seek out a bride amidst the snow.

Cardiff
Cardiff is the land of the giants. It is a hilly region of the Northern
Wild dotted by enormous stone edifices, and although its population
is sparse by human standards, its enormous inhabitants are
nonetheless a force to be reckoned with. In the past they warred with
the Imperium and the Sidhe, their great might proving a match for the
numerous and well-disciplined enemies that came before them. Now,
they are isolated and free to expand.
Cardiff exists as a very loose feudal system. There is no great
monarch or overarching government in Cardiff, instead, jarls rule
small warbands that live within immense castles and are served and
supplied by peasants who dwell in the surrounding region.
Sometimes, the warbands fight amongst each other, but usually they
keep their conflicts restrained to martial tournaments and drunken
brawls.
Cardiff does little trading with the outside world, few beings can cross
the dangerous wilderness to reach it, especially with quantities of
goods great enough to interest the giants. The giants themselves,
however, have become a somewhat valuable commodity of late, and
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Hoarstaang's Glacier
If one continues to travel beyond the tundra, they will come to a rocky
region devoid of vegetation and crossed with craggy mountain peaks
and expansive ice sheets. Eventually, the land is buried under a great
glacier that extends beyond the pole, even as the land under it breaks
apart into islands and then to open water. This glacier is named after
the Templar Hoarstaang, not because he discovered it, but because he
was the first sage to theorize that it continued on after the ground
stopped, and that the polar region was in fact floating over the sea
atop mile-thick ice.
Little lives on the glacier itself. There are stories of ancient
civilizations built on, or even under, the ice, and Orlok, lord of the
Nosferatu, is said to dwell in a castle of frozen blood that sits halfburied in the glacier itself. Most of the intelligent creatures in the area
are large and powerful beings such as giants or dragons, and the
animals have been specially adapted to life in the cold. Most life is
near the edge of the glaciers, where the ice is thin and the sea can
provide a basis for the ecosystem, further inland there is little to
support any but the basest forms of life such as lichens and ice
worms.
The edges of the glacier, including the nearby islands and icebergs,
are home to all manner of living creatures, although not nearly so
dense as in the warmer regions to the south. Tribes of primitive
humans, ghouls, hengeyokai, and others dwell along the shore, and
raiding parties of fallen Templar make camp here as they terrorize the
region.
At its northernmost extremity, the glacier grows so cold that nothing
lives and an exposed human would die in moments. Here, the ice is
thick and still, the weather grows calm, and even the sun and the
moon seem dead in the sky, leaving the land in an endless gray
twilight. At the very pole lies an ancient temple, built by long-dead
hands, in which nothing lives, but unquiet spirits still dwell.

drink from or bathe in to cleanse the body and spirit. Many portions
of the cathedral are open-air vistas, allowing those within to view all
the world spreading out below them as they reflect upon the mysteries
of nature and the human soul.
Olympus was once a teeming fortress and monastery, but since the
fall of Atlantis and the signing of the Gotterdammerung, the gods
have taken a hands-off approach to interacting with mortals. Now the
only inhabitants are a few supremely dedicated monks who maintain
the cathedral and communicate with the angels that dwell on the other
side of the Veil, as well as pilgrims and petitioners who wish to spend
time here meditating in solitude or waiting to be found worthy of an
audience with the gods.
The mountain's summit is home to the court of the gods. In the
physical world, it is a circular peak, bordered by fifteen sets of three
standing stones, each forming a titanic arch of crude cyclopean
design. In the spirit world, a five-meter-high throne of the purest
crystal is set in the shadow of each of the arches. The gods spend
most of their time upon these thrones, as they amplify their senses and
allow them to exert control over the far corners of the cosmos, and it
is only while seated here that the gods take council amongst each
other and grant audiences to their most pious followers.
At the center of the circle lies the Well of Souls, the source of all
magic in the world, gifted to mortal man by the Goddess in the mists
of prehistory. In the material world, the well takes the form of a pool
of sacred water, so pure and smooth that it reflects the heavens with
perfect clarity even at midday, and can be used by the wise to view
and interpret the distant stars. In the spirit world, the well takes the
form of the silver flame of Olympus, the most sacred site in all of
Heaven or Earth.
Northgart
Northgart was the northernmost outpost of the Imperium. Originally a
simple motte and bailey fort built to protect northern explorers from
the worst ravages of the weather and the local inhabitants, it soon
become a small city designed to supply their expeditions and purchase
any goods they happened to recover from the frozen wastes.
Eventually, it grew into a medium-sized colony, built of hardy local
wood and thatched grasses, and was proclaimed the capital of the
northern region, given to the family of the Templar Hoarstaang to
rule.
When the Cataclysm occurred, the city was cut off from the rest of the
Empire. The long road which ran from the Imperium to the tundra
was no longer maintained by the rangers or the Templar, and was
soon too dangerous to travel for any but the most bullheaded
adventurers. The inhabitants continued to honor Imperial tradition
and, although the loss of trade made for lean winters, they were able
to continue existence on their own, hoping for the day when the
Imperium would return.
When the Templar did return, it was not in a way that anyone
expected, or wanted. The fallen Templar, members of the Imperial
Guard banished and disgraced after their actions in Masaria, were
exiled to the northern lands with a powerful hatred of the Imperium
and its citizens. They came upon the town of Northgart, but without
any intentions of conquest or destruction. They pillaged the city,
taking what food and treasure they could find, as well as those whom

Olympus
Mount Olympus is the highest point in all the northern world and
home to the gods themselves. The mountain itself is gargantuan, and
although not quite so tall as some of the peaks in the World's Crest to
the south, it is not part of a range, instead it is a single mass of earth
and stone that covers more land than most chains.
Olympus rises from the forests of the Wild, the land growing more
barren and steeper the higher one goes, until one reaches the tree line
and the sharp rocky crags beyond. No road or path finds its way into
the higher reaches of the mountain, and any who wish to petition, or
challenge, the gods in their home must either scale the peak or arrive
by air, braving the storm clouds of father Zeus.
The upper reaches of the mountain have been hollowed out to house
the mortals who served the gods and their angels as living hosts
during the time of Atlantis and as soldiers during the Titanomachy
and Reckoning. The mountaintop is shaped into a gigantic cathedral
built in the same style as those in the lands below, but of a much
grander scale. Each wing of the cathedral, dedicated to a different
god, is as big as the largest church in the Imperium, often serving as
its deity’s earthly abode.
The cathedral is huge; home to massive sculptures, organs, and
stained-glass windows, as well as purifying springs of holy water to
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they thought could serve as breeding stock. They killed whoever
opposed them, including the loyal Templar defenders and any
civilians who happened to catch their eye in a moment of unrestrained
aggression. They did not burn the town, and only razed enough of it to
instill fear. Then they left. The Fallen Templar were smart enough to
realize they did not want slaves or subjects to watch after or to
protect, they merely wanted a renewable source of food and flesh to
slake their urges.
Today Northgart still exists, and is still waiting for Imperial rescue,
though its people have all but given up hope. They maintain a local
militia, but only use it upon those threats small enough for them to
fight off. When the fallen Templar or the giants come, they do not
resist, they hide and give up what they have, even though it means
that many of their own will starve. The people of this town are
desperate, and always looking for a protector, and a young group of
heroes out to establish themselves might do well to take a trip into the
North.

Those who seek Tir-Na-Nog seldom find it, even if they have
important business, and those who wish to harm the city or its
inhabitants will never reach their goal. Mortals who do find their way
here typically do so by accident, usually while lost in the deep woods.
The fey, of course, know how to find it, by walking the right ley lines
at the right time, but they do so by invitation only. The Warlord
Thanatos is currently attempting to decipher the path using
divinations and measuring ley energies, and he hopes to catch the city
by surprise one day soon.
When a mortal finds Tir-Na-Nog, they are usually driven away by the
fey, likely after having been made a fool for the amusement of the
city's inhabitants. Those whom the fey take a liking to, mostly
changelings or children, are allowed to stay and join the Sidhe in their
revelries, to feast and dance with them, and to sing songs and play in
their fairy games; however, time is not as it seems here, and few
guests choose the hour of their leaving. Some are expelled after mere
moments, likely at the height of their anticipation; while others are
forced to stay for centuries until all they know is lost. Those few
precious children who catch the eye of Oberon and Titania may serve
them forever as pages or handmaidens, kept forever young and
innocent, never having to grow up.
It is said that the Imperium was never able to find Tir-Na-Nog, but the
Empress ventured here on the eve of battle against Kain, and an
alliance was forged with the Sidhe to drive the living dead from the
land. Over the centuries, the alliance fractured and was all but
forgotten by mortal men, but after the Cataclysm, when the Templar
prepared to face the Warlords at Armageddon, a lone knight was sent
into the forest on a quest to find the fey king and queen and ask for
their aid once more. Most assume he was lost in the forest; struck
down by enemies or devoured by wild beasts, and all agree that he
must have failed in his quest, Tir-Na-Nog refusing to appear to one
who had fallen so far from the fair one's favor. Others say that he did
indeed find the shining palace, and won over the support of the Sidhe,
and that even now he rides forth with a great host, hoping to arrive in
time to turn the tide of a battle that was lost a century ago.

Tir-Na-Nog
The enchanted palace of Tir-Na-Nog is the capital of the fey on
Pangaea, the house of Lord Oberon and Lady Titania, and the
foundation of the Sidhe alliance. It has always existed, and will
always exist, and is located everywhere and nowhere, resting outside
time and space. It can be found anywhere that the forest touches, so
long as it wants to be found, and those who enter it may never find
their way out, or else exit in a far different place or even time than
when they entered, for in the realm of the fey minutes are as years,
and centuries can pass in the span of an afternoon.
The city itself is an almost organic structure seemingly grown from
strands of delicate rock that shine with eerie white witch light. The
forest and the city are one, and trees grow between and even within
the buildings, their branches appearing to meld with the airy domes,
antechambers, and walkways that make up the upper levels of Tir-NaNog. There are few solid walls; instead, most structures are open to
the air or are half-enclosed pavilions and arbores.
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Oberon & Titania
Lady Titania is the high queen of the Sidhe, although, given the chaotic and irreverent nature of her subjects, her rule is far from absolute. Her
name means daughter of the Titans, for she is said to be the offspring of mighty Cronus himself, and it is upon this claim that she stakes her
position. She is a fairy by birth, though she often uses her magic to reach human size so that she can better interact with her subjects and
husband. She is an ethereal creature with luminous skin, iridescent eyes, rainbow-hued butterfly's wings, long electric blue hair, and is said by
some to be so beautiful that she eclipses even the Empress. Many believe that she is the oldest and wisest living being in Pangaea, and that the
land itself obeys her command.
Long ago, the mist-shrouded isle of Avalon was split by war when the Vanir elves battled amongst themselves, the soon-to-be Emperor
Aquarius fighting to liberate the world from the grasp of the slave master Jaypok. Most of the high elves took the side of either Aquarius or
Jaypok, but others chose a third path, not wanting to live in either the dark and dominating empire of Jaypok or the isolated and arrogant domain
which Aquarius envisioned. These sylvan elves instead chose to live for themselves, and they set out for the mainland hoping to find a destiny of
their own. Their leader was a noble warrior and deadly huntsman named Oberon, and they followed him to Pangaea, where they hoped to
establish a new kingdom in the heart of the Wild where every elf would be free to pursue their own desires.
One day while he was out hunting, Oberon came upon the fairy queen Titania, and she was infatuated with him. He was tall and strong, yet
graceful and beautiful, everything an elf should be. She allowed him to glimpse her in all her glory, and feigned flight, allowing herself to be
hunted by him, all the while her handmaidens watched and laughed, playing tricks on him as he went; intent on slowing his pursuit. Finally, she
allowed him to capture her, and to take her as a lover. Titania had many paramours over the ages, but most she tired of quickly and abandoned,
not so with Oberon, who held her interest so long that the two would eventually become wed and unite their kingdoms.
Their union would eventually become the core of the Sidhe, the vast alliance of fey beings dedicated to curbing the expansionistic aggressions
of the human Imperium as well as to preserving the Wild and restoring the land to its former vibrancy.
forth new aberrations.
When the smoke cleared, what once had been the heart of the
southern Imperium was now the Wasteland. A twisted realm of black
volcanic glass and blowing sand between nightmarish peaks and
crevasses of jagged rock, the haunted ruins of the cities of man
scattered throughout. Those people and animals that remained in the
Wasteland became true monsters, twisted by the wasting disease and
the pollution, their souls torn asunder by the spiritual corruption of the
land. Their descendants would sometimes find a way out of the
blasted lands into the fertile realm beyond, and those people whom
they preyed upon would come to call them abominations.
The Wasteland is truly Hell on Earth, stretching thousands of miles
across, from the poisoned sea to the Southern Wild, a toxic desert that
is antithetical to all life. Everything that lives here is a dangerous
mutant; the very soil, water, and even air a deadly toxin. The land is
alternately freezing cold or scorching hot and ferocious storms of
lightning and ash roll across the landscape unchecked. A journey
across the Wasteland is a death sentence, and in many regions, even
ghouls and fomori are unable to survive. Only servants of the Black
King, beings who died long ago and still cling to a cursed existence,
truly thrive in the Wasteland.
Those who possess the ability to see beyond the mortal world say that
the Dreamtime is in even worse shape than the physical. The world of
spirits is a nightmare where space itself is torn to pieces, where the
skies rain blood and rivers of writhing maggots flow across the
twitching landscape. Horrible demons and twisted beings cavort
around ghostly balefires, and in places, the earth has given way
entirely, and in these chasms, one can look into the Abyss itself.
Living within the shattered earth are great serpentine tendrils, all
connected to a single nightmarish entity of unimaginable size and
incomprehensible shape.

The Wasteland
In the distant past, the Tethys Sea extended far inland, into a great
basin in the south of Pangaea, surrounding the volcanic islands that
would one day erode until all that was left of them was the ancient tor
known as Krackenrock. Geological movements eventually closed off
the sea from the open ocean, leaving only great saltwater lakes, of
which the Sedge Sea is the largest and most well-known. As the
Imperium grew, they used these lakes as repositories for their waste,
and the seas grew black and polluted. Under normal circumstances,
the sea’s inhabitants would have been killed, but the potent life force
of Pangaea, combined with the corrupting influence of Krackenrock,
would not allow it. Most marine organisms migrated onto land, those
that remained in the polluted waters mutated into monstrosities.
In the waning days of the Old Empire, the land would become as sick
as the water. No plants would grow in the southern Empire, and in the
last few centuries of the Imperium's life, it became a barren desert
relying on outlying provinces to feed its human population. The
animals of the region changed, becoming strange and carnivorous in
the wake of their natural ecosystem’s demise.
A century ago, in one fiery night, the Wasteland awoke. The longdormant volcanoes came to life, violent earthquakes tore the land
asunder, and the entire thousand-league basin dropped a full ten
paces, leaving a jagged cliff cutting it off from the rest of Pangea, as
if the gods were warning mankind to stay out, or perhaps trapping the
inhabitants within. Great chasms opened onto the underworld, and
fresh lava mixed with airborne ash, and in the major industrial centers
of the Old Empire, fires raged unchecked. Worst of all, the fabric of
reality itself grew weak, and the mists of the Astral Plane seeped into
the world, and demons and other nameless horrors found their way
onto Earth, to possess or mate with those that remained alive, bringing
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Necropolis (Capital)
The city of Necropolis was once the largest in the southern
hemisphere. It was the cultural and religious center for the entire
Imperium, home to the grand cathedrals that housed the heads of the
Imperial church as well as the vast sepulchers that preserved the
remains of the Templar's greatest heroes. A thousand years of
constant building created a city that was as glorious as it was
decadent. Towering castles and cathedrals lined the streets, each
straining under the weight of statues of ancient gods and heroes built
atop each other with little regard for the aesthetics of the earlier ages.
Even before its destruction, the great capital of the southern empire
was more mausoleum than city, the castles and tombs of ancient kings
dwarfing the dwellings of the living, museums of relics and ancient
art outnumbering schools, gaudy temples crowding out small
charities, and ancient stone refusing to yield to modern engineering.
In the blasted heart of the Wasteland, the cursed city of Necropolis
still stands at the center of the toxic desert. What was once among the
most glorious cities to grace the world since the time of Atlantis is
now little more than a haunted ruin stretching some fifty miles wide.
The crumbling mountains of ancient statuary take on the leering
visages of demons in the shadowy haze of eternal twilight; half
toppled fortifications now create labyrinthine tunnels that echo with
the loss of past grandeur. Most of the city was buried under flows of
boiling lava, and a vast network of ruined buildings, as well as ancient
sewers and catacombs, still exists below the earth, home to priceless

treasures of the forgotten Empire as well as the soul-chilling horrors
of the waste.
The human inhabitants of Necropolis are all long dead. Fomori and
ogres ransacked the city after its fiery end, and a few tried to make it
their home; their mutated and near mindless descendants still wander
the ruins. Necropolis is now truly home to the dead, although even the
corpses that lie in this damned place refuse to rest easy, and the ghosts
of foolish treasure hunters and desperate wanderers join them daily.
Several times the Templar have rallied crusades to reclaim the once
great seat of Imperial power. Most lost courage or died in the wastes,
and those few survivors of the thousand-mile journey through Hell
were slain by ogres, mutants, or worse. The most recent of these
crusades was mounted not by the Templar, but by the Scourge.
Several months ago, a high-ranking Scourge priest received a vision
that she believed was a message from the sleeping king, and in
response, she dispatched an expedition of the hardiest of the
Scourge’s zealots. They have not been heard from since.
At the very heart of the city is mount Krackenrock, still red and
smoking, an ancient evil waking within. At the mountain’s foot,
Arthur's tomb stands untouched by the crude hand of ogre or fomori.
This sacred ziggurat was once the holiest place in Pangaea, and a
destination for pious pilgrims from all corners of the Imperium. It is
still revered, but now only the dead hold service, and in their long
vigil the silence is only broken by the name of their black god, the
name of Kain.
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Ariel
Within the city of the dead, there is only one permanent resident who still draws breath. A mysterious woman of great height and beauty, who
stands eternal guard over a tomb atop a lonely hill in Necropolis, her long black hair blowing in the chill breeze and her dark eyes perpetually
sad. It is said that her name is Ariel, but even this is not certain, for she does not speak casually, and few could reach her even if they had
something important to say. According to legends, she is the dragon-blooded daughter of the Black King himself, standing ever-long vigil over
the tomb of a mortal knight, guarding his body against the undying damnation that awaits him should her father's minions take hold of his body;
but who can say if this is the truth or merely a minstrel's fanciful tale.
Tyrion
Long ago, the paladin Tyrion was one of the greatest philosophers in the entire Imperium, and shortly before the first battle of Armageddon he
composed and collected the modern Imperial Tao. As exalted as Tyrion was, he would eventually fall into a deep depression stemming from a
crisis of faith brought on by the apparent death of the Empress. He came to a dark end, his passions and his sense of duty coming to cross
purposes, and took his own life. What he found in the Abyss was not release, but rather imprisonment, his consciousness unable to be free, his
own guilt tying him to the Earth; torment so strong that it drove him to suicide could not be escaped so easily.
When the Black King returned from his long imprisonment, the first thing he would do was to travel to the ruins of Krackenrock and open the
ancient mausoleums, adding the greatest heroes of the Imperium to his legions. Most of the virtuous knights resisted him, their good hearts
granting them some measure of protection from his dark magic, and it would be some time before he could bend them to his will; some have yet
to be broken. Not so with Tyrion, who eagerly sought this escape from the self-imposed damnation that had, after long centuries, driven his
spirit utterly mad. Now he is one of the greatest of all Kain's servants, a death knight of incredible power, made all the stronger by the twisted
faith that has not left him even in death.
The Amber Flow
Often called the golden river, the yellow river, or even the piss river
by particularly vulgar Pangaeans, the Amber flow is one of the two
great rivers of Pangaea. It starts life as the runoff from numerous
mountain streams in the Canyon Lands and eventually emerges into
the desert near Gollanthor as a mighty river.
It soon forks, one branch heading north and the other south. The north
fork eventually flows into the Sangrael near the city of Concordance.
It once served as the major trade route between the northern and
southern Imperium, and still serves much the same purpose today.
The south fork flows through the Dead Lands, where the minerals of
its tributaries as well as industrial waste from Avarus give it its
famous golden color.
At the edge of the Wasteland, the ground is broken and uneven,
turning the river turns into a great bog. Forests of strange mushrooms
as tall as trees grow within the eerie marsh, and it is inhabited by odd
phosphorescent fungus and mutated plants and animals not found
anywhere else in Pangaea.
The water which escapes the marsh flows through the Wasteland,
where it congeals once more into a single river, made black and oily
as it absorbs the runoff from foul Wasteland washes. The Amber
Flow eventually drains into the toxic Sedge Sea, a foul pit of
poisonous slime in which only the most horrific of all mutants can
survive.

miles on a side, and notable because it is flat and relatively free of
obstruction, the ground covered in weeds and wild grasses but few
trees or bushes. All in all, it would be a forgettable location if not for
its history.
Long ago, the Imperium and its allies amongst the Sidhe and other
indigenous peoples stood against the forces of the Black King. It was
here that the Empress defeated Kain in single combat before
succumbing to his dark magic. After the battle, the field was cleared
and a simple obelisk commemorating the eternal alliance was raised,
and then the field, much like the alliance, was forgotten.
Centuries later, the nostalgic Templar chose Armageddon as the
location for the final battle against the Warlords, a battle that ended in
crushing defeat for the Imperium. Now the field lies fallow, empty
save for a few scavengers, but who can say when it may once again
hear the trumpet calls of war?
Bastion
Bastion has always been a small and mostly overlooked town. There
was nothing of particular note here during the time of the Imperium,
and after the Empire's collapse, the only extraordinary facet of the
town was its continued existence. While most towns so close to the
Wasteland died or were abandoned, the people of Bastion tenaciously
clung to life on the frontier of the great desert. In recent years, Bastion
has garnered special interest as it has become the lair of the bandit
lord Velonious.
Velonious has long been a nomad, his army of raiders growing
steadily larger and richer over the years, until he eventually
proclaimed himself a Warlord and began openly raiding the domains
of his rivals. Recently, he has moved his operations almost entirely
into the area around Bastion, slim pickings, far from the coach lanes
or the trade caravans of the Sonata Corporation. He has camped his
army in the hills near the town, surrounding and fortifying an old
mine shaft. His soldiers patrol the nearby desert, and the men of the
town are forced to work the mine almost without rest, but the mine

Armageddon
The humble field of Armageddon rests at the southern border of the
frontier on what is now the far edge of Livonia's domain. It is an
unremarkable place, bordered on the north and south sides by
mountain foothills dotted with long-abandoned fortifications, on the
east by a squat but durable wall built by a pre-Imperial civilization,
and on the west by a river that spends most of the year as little more
than a muddy stream running through a deep culvert, an Imperial
highway beyond. The field itself is roughly square, about a dozen
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was tapped out centuries ago, and what little ore is found is left
unsmelted. His true purpose in plundering the depths in unknown, but
Velonious appears to be looking for something.
The townspeople are desperate. Many of the men have been taken to
work as slaves in the mine, leaving their families to starve. The town
guard, as well as any violent or rebellious youths, have sworn oaths to
serve Velonious as part of his army or been slain. No establishment in
town dares charge one of Velonious' soldiers, nor do the citizens resist
their advances. Bastion is desperate, and they know that outright
rebellion is suicide, and have begun looking outside the town for
hired guns who might be willing to come to their aid.

case. It was recently discovered that some of the manitou had been
enticed into spying on the hengeyokai for the priests of Nightholm,
and in a panic, all of the spirits were expelled from the mesa, leaving
it critically vulnerable. Envoys have been dispatched to both the Sidhe
and the gnolls of the Cerillian plains seeking aid; however, most fear
that the strange hengeyokai will be as likely to take the nexus for their
own as to defend it.
Jotunheim
In times past, the trolls had a mighty empire in the south, and the
mountain city of Jotunheim was its hub. The primeval trolls known as
Jotun lived here in vast numbers, spending their nights hunting and
fighting amongst the snowcapped peaks of the mountains and their
days in the caverns beneath it hiding from the sun, while enforcing
their will upon ordinary trolls as far away as the southern jungles.
Then the fomori came up from below, and in a single bloody night the
freakish creatures had swarmed over the mountain and put every troll
they found to the torch.
Now Jotunheim is surrounded by the Wasteland, and the idea of a
troll empire is only a story for their skalds to inspire children with.
Jotunheim is the capital of the vast fomorian Under Kingdom, a great
network that has existed under Pangaea for ages, a dark group of fey
who were too foul to join Sidhe and instead waged their own war
against mankind from the shadows. After the Cataclysm, they are
stronger than ever, for the fomori are one of the few races who can
survive in the vile lands, and their cities exist throughout the
Wasteland; their subterranean tunnels extend as far away as the
Imperial heartland. Truly, the fomori are a mighty kingdom in the
south, one that is deceptively easy to dismiss as most of it exists far
out of sight beneath the tortured earth.
The leader of the fomori is King Balor, the largest, and therefore most
influential, of all fomori. He exists within the hall of the mountain
king, sitting upon a throne which is itself the size of a small mountain.
He is a massive cyclopean creature so large that he can barely move
without the assistance of his subjects, and so horrifying that none can
look him in the eye when they wish to appeal to his judgment. Despite
his bulk, Balor is still strong and deadly, and his skill in sorcery is
nearly as vast as his body, but his death would deal a crippling blow
to the under kingdom as they squabbled amongst themselves to
establish a new pecking order, and his throne room contains treasure
to make one wealthy beyond their wildest dreams.
Aside from Balor, the most powerful being in the Under Kingdom is
General Sunder, a ravana warrior who was the first to pillage the
southern Imperium in the wake of the Cataclysm. From his massive
fortress of Dominus Terra, he commands a fomorian legion that
perpetually travels the Wasteland seeking lost plunder and fighting off
any interlopers in the harsh lands. Sunder has grown tired of scouring
the Wasteland as his king has commanded, and is considering
defecting and taking his crusade to the lands of men.
Should this happen, he will be branded a traitor by Balor, but Sunder
has become so popular amongst the fomori that he might actually be
able to overthrow the old king despite Balor's tremendous advantages
in size and sorcery, and if this day ever comes it will be a time of
sorrow for all who dwell in the south, but perhaps also a time for the
Under Kingdom’s enemies to strike.

Big Blue
Nobody knows how long Big Blue had sat undiscovered in the desert
before being found by a scouting party of the Scourge last year.
Embedded halfway up a towering cliff face, it is a strange azure
structure shaped like a cross between a vast sailing vessel and a
fortress of unknown architectural style.
They were able to rappel down the cliff and force their way within,
and they found a disorienting environment inside, full of dust and
iridescent blue mist, populated by ancient relics that match no known
design and mummified bodies that belong to no earthly species.
In addition, the place was haunted by mad spirits that were
completely outside their limited knowledge, and they quickly fled.
The Scourge has watched this place closely and sent word south that
an expert in the undead is needed to finally make use of this place or
bury it forever.
The Burning Lands
The Burning Lands is a tangle of smoldering ley lines deep within the
desert, giving rise to one of the most unusual natural events in
Pangaea. Few things live in this seemingly mundane desert, the
scattered Joshua trees and sage bushes which are found here have a
blackened and charred look about them, for they have all felt the
touch of fire. Within this desert, strange lights appear in the sky, and
sometimes fires start spontaneously, and on some clear nights great
gouts of flame can be seen bursting forth from the earth with no
apparent cause. In truth the land is psycho-reactive, mirroring the
aggression in the minds of those who travel through it and
transmuting the emotion into pure flame. Some even seek out this
place to hold their duels and settle grudges, their minds purified as the
desert is transformed into a roiling sea of fire.
The Mesa of Sunset Sands
Most of the hengeyokai live in the Wild, far away from civilized
lands. Not so with those who dwell at the Mesa of the Sunset Sands, a
nexus of magical energy which was given over to the care of the
Sidhe in the wake of the battles against the Black King. The creatures
here are primarily descended from desert-dwelling species, but all are
welcome, these sacred lands can always use an extra defender against
the roving bandits, the Warlord's minions, and the abominations that
occasionally make their way up from the Wasteland.
In ages past, the mesa was home to vast flocks of raven spirits who
aided the hengeyokai in defending the land and provided their
wisdom to all who sought their guidance, but this is no longer the
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The Sedge Sea
The last remnants of the brackish sea that once filled the southern
wastes, the Sedge Sea is amongst the foulest places on the planet.
Long polluted by the Imperium and dark psychic residue, it was filthy
and toxic even before the Cataclysm left it in the middle of the
Wasteland. Now, the water is a thick black sludge more akin to tar
than brine, constantly belching noxious chemical fumes that sicken
anyone who breathes the air for miles around.
Those foolish enough to bathe in, let alone drink from, the water
would die in agony over the coming hours. Nothing can survive in
this sea of acid and madness, but still, sometimes the water shifts
strangely, as if something slithered just beneath the surface and, on
occasion, the shadows of oddly pulsing shapes can be seen moving
just out of sight in the gloom beneath the putrid waves.

supported by millions of fluted columns. They stand side by side; the
easternmost tower half again as high as the west.
Only the western tower is accessible from the ground, and it contains
all manner of stores and workshops, as well as the dwellings of the
numerous slaves that live there. Though there are numerous stairs, the
primary means of ascension is an immense stone platform that can be
lowered or raised by massive wheels turned by slaves in the tower's
foundation. Near the apex of the western tower is a multi-leveled
open-air bridge that leads to the barred gates of the eastern tower.
The eastern tower, far taller and more elaborate in decoration, is home
to the dwarven citizens of Tahrr. The lower levels contain the
workshops of the master craftsmen, while the upper levels are
reserved for the richest dwarves in the city’s aristocracy. At the very
peak, Lady Ophelia still rules, although she has given up all but the
barest pretense of guiding the city in accordance with her late
husband's vision while looking for a suitor. Although she is nearing
her two hundredth year, she is still young by dwarven standards and
will likely rule the city for many years to come, assuming some
ambitious underling does not decide she has outlived her use.
Many Imperial citizens considered the tower’s inhabitants to be
traitors, but they were too valuable to make open war against. The
towers were marred by the earthquakes resulting from the eruption of
Krackenrock, but even such a mighty Cataclysm could not topple the
solid dwarven foundations. Likewise, the city came under attack from
the Warlords several times, and although some of the tower has been
ruined and the population reduced, in time the Warlords would come
to realize that the dwarves were more valuable alive, especially when
their thirst for conquest was tempered by the need for weapons with
which to build their empires.
Today the towers still sell their wares to any who have gold or slaves
to trade, be they Warlord, Templar, or outlaw. It is rumored that even
the morlocks and the fomori deal with the dwarves in hidden
marketplaces beneath the deepest strip mines, where slaves of all
races toil endlessly to feed the towers' unending need for iron and
coal.

The Towers of Tahrr
In the forgotten past, Tahrr was a small mountain, rich in iron, home
to a large clan of dwarves who warred endlessly with the orcs and
ogres in the nearby Canyon Lands and the trolls of Jotunheim. These
dwarves were especially dour, and most possessed stern features and
ash gray skin. They grudgingly accepted aid from Arthur in their
battle against the savages, and remained allies, if not friends, of the
Imperium for a millennium afterward. Then, their thane chose the
young Ophelia, daughter of an extremely wealthy merchant family,
for his bride, her vast dowry supplementing the royal treasury, which
had dwindled in recent years. Shortly afterward, the thane was killed
in a suspicious accident, although such unfortunate luck was seen by
the dwarves as the inevitable consequence of marrying below one's
station.
In dwarven society, a widow can never rule a clan, however, it is her
responsibility to choose a new husband to become the thane, and until
she can find a suitable groom she must guide the people in doing what
the late thane would have wanted. Lady Ophelia, however, has taken
an unusually long time in selecting a suitor, and her interpretation of
the late thane's wishes is most peculiar. She guided the dwarves into
an era of naked capitalism, and the dwarves began to sell their works
to anyone with the gold to buy.
They sold their master-crafted dwarven arms and armor to everyone;
their Imperial allies, bandits, outlaws, and even the same orcs and
ogres that had been their ancestral enemies. It was not long before the
demand for their goods was beyond their capacity to make with half
of their population toiling the mines, and so they began to take slaves
in lieu of gold as payment for their crafts, allowing the dwarven
miners to take up an apprenticeship in the forges, and their master
quarrymen became slavers, only deigning to dirty their own hands
coaxing the most precious minerals from the earth.
With the profiteering that occurred during the great war between the
Imperium and the Masarian colonies, the dwarves’ economy grew
with such great and terrible speed that the old mountain became an
insufficient home for the dwarves and their new-found slaves. The
dwarves then began work upon the towers, stripping their old home of
marble and granite until all that remained of the mountain were piles
of rubble and slag with deep strip mines cut through them.
The towers are one of the architectural marvels of the world. Two
spires, both hundreds of paces wide and nearly a thousand high,
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The Wood of Ill Thought
There are few forests in what used to be the southernmost reaches of
the Imperium, the land is dry and mostly given over to deserts or
scrub plains; within the Wasteland itself, there is perhaps only one.
While most plants died or were mutated beyond recognition, the
Wood of Ill Thought remained alive and whole, it merely grew more
sinister.
The forest itself is incredibly thick and grown over uneven ground,
there are few clearings and fewer paths. Travelers must often resort to
climbing through the sharp branches of living trees or the twisted
nests of fallen timber which lies meters thick on the forest floor.
Many dangerous creatures live within this forest, beasts that are
mundane, magical, and mutated in roughly equal quantities, making a
trek through this forest a dangerous affair. The alien ecology which
exists in the decaying muck at the bottoms of the deeper chasms is
more akin to that found in some nightmarish alternate dimension than
a forest of Pangaea.
At the dark heart of the forest, it is said that dead men and animals
walk and hunt with no help from the Black King's minions, and that
they work to protect some ancient secret that is as mysterious as it is
deadly.

The Southlands
The Southlands were once the southernmost provinces of the
Imperium. Due to the presence of the great city of Necropolis, as well
as the more open terrain, the Imperium pushed much further into the
southern Wild than it did the northern and, as a result, these provinces
are among the most distant from the fertile lands near the capital. The
northernmost regions of the southern kingdoms border on the Dead
Lands and the Wasteland, and are primarily open and sandy deserts,
with settlements clinging to the few oases and rivers. Further south
the land transforms into savannahs and open prairies before rapidly
plunging into steaming tropical jungles, hot and thick with foliage.
The presence of the Imperium is very weak here, both due to the great
distance as well as the Warlords’ domain and the Wasteland that
separate them. The lands were once ruled by Templar, but most were
killed or called away in the Cataclysm. Now the region is governed by
a group known as the Buddhas, descendants of the Templar who once
ruled the region that have intermarried with local priests and sorcerers
and now rule the people as both spiritual and political leaders, many
of which have abandoned the Tao and openly work with native spirits,
many even practicing sorcery.
Most do not consider these states part of the Imperium anymore, and
some even jokingly refer to the entire region as Buddha Land,
however, the people are still human and have many Imperial values
instilled on top of their native cultures. They lack a single governing
body, and thousands of small kingdoms stretch across southern
Pangaea. The people of this region are primarily human, although vast
numbers of savage creatures still lurk in the austral wilderness.

Lord Malcolm the Lion Heart
Lord Malcolm is a tall and powerful man with a great mane of curly brown hair that,
combined with his regal bearing, gives him the image of the lion that is his namesake.
He is among the most powerful and charismatic men in the Imperium, and is one of
the twelve paladins who sit at the Round Table in Camelot. For generations, his
family has ruled the entirety of the South, and officially he is still the lord of these
southern provinces of the Imperium. He is greatly respected in his lands, and most
Buddhas still count him as their liege even if they no longer pay taxes to the
Imperium or do more than take its commands under advisement.
Of all the Paladins, he is least active in the affairs of the Imperium, not for lack of
conviction or caring, but simply because of the great distances between his native
land and the capital. He spends much of his time in the deep south, and the journey to
Camelot is long and passes through some of the most dangerous ground in Pangaea,
and as a result he often spends years at a time away from his seat at the Round Table.
There is a growing movement within the Templar that believes that the Imperium is
on the brink of collapse, and that desperate times call for desperate measures. They
hold that if they are to survive, they need to break from the traditions of the past and
stop waiting for the Empress to awaken or for Arthur to return, that they need to
elevate one of the Paladins to the rank of Emperor. When these heretical groups meet,
the Lion Heart is normally brought up as the prime candidate, as, due to his travels
travels, he is far less caught up in the current web of politics and intrigue that plague
Camelot and Gollanthor. Although Lord Malcolm has no such ambition, he is a loyal
believer in the Empress, he would probably go along with the plan if he could be
convinced it was for the good of the Imperium.
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Casmir
Ancient Casmir was the most prosperous of all the kingdoms in the
south, nourished by a clean river, its fertile land more than able to
provide for its population. With all of their needs taken care of, the
people had a tremendous amount of time to devote to less tangible
pursuits, and soon the city was known for its artists and philosophers.
Every object made in Casmir, from simple food and clothing to
elegant jewelry, was a work of art, and the kingdom had one of the
most complete and complex views on theology known to the ancient
world. The kingdom was strong, and its sword-masters and warchanters were supplemented by mercenaries from all over the south;
no force of barbarians or fey ever dared to assault the city walls, even
the Imperium and the Silent Legion were rebuffed both diplomatically
and militarily time and again.
The land’s final doom came when it fell under the sway of a beautiful
vampire queen. Some say she was Pandora herself, driven out of
Jericho so long ago, finally ending her exile and establishing a new
kingdom. Others believe that it was a princess born within the city
who, in her vanity, exchanged her soul and those of her people to the
Black King so that she need never grow old. In either case, the city
remained powerful and prosperous, but the common people became
little more than slaves to an undead aristocracy who worked them to
death and beyond and fed upon the labors of their wealth and their
own life's blood.
During the war with the Imperium, the Black King took many of the
city's brightest warriors and leaders and made them generals in his
army, and when he was finally defeated, the city was nearly
defenseless. Soon, a great force laid siege to the city, and although the
Sidhe and the Templar were at its head, the majority of the attackers
were men from the surrounding kingdoms, long bitter toward the
prosperity and indifference of their decadent neighbors. Every living
inhabitant of the city was killed or dragged away to slavery in one of
the southern states, and the undead that escaped destruction fled into
the desert, to hide within secret tombs and plot their revenge. The vast
treasures of Casmir were destroyed in the assault or carried away to
the far corners of Pangaea by loot-crazed pillagers.
The Black King has returned as a power in the South. The kingdom of
Casmir, long empty and abandoned to the desert, is once again
inhabited. They say that a vampire queen now dwells in a palace built
entirely of stained glass so thick and detailed that once the sunlight
has passed through it, all natural potency has been lost. The streets
echo with the sound of hammers and chisels, although no living hand
guides them, and it will not be long before the city is once more
restored to its past glory, a lifeless monument to its rulers and an
eternal bastion of the walking dead.

for the benefit of these audacious travelers that the town of Crossway
exists.
Crossway is primarily a trading post, a simple town built from
bamboo and other soft woods lashed together with jungle vines. It is
rustic and ramshackle, although the palisades that surround it are
spiked and sturdy to dissuade the native beasts from using it as a
feeding ground. The people of Crossway are tough and self-sufficient;
most have no concept of laws or even morals beyond brute force.
Still, it is probably the safest and most civilized outpost of humanity
in the great jungle.
The town is home to trappers, archeologists, herbalists, and big game
hunters, as well as the few bars and mercantiles that cater to them.
Crossway is located near the southern tip of the great mountains, and
although there is a road that leads into the town, there are none that go
out. Anyone who is interested in traveling further into the jungle must
take their chances cutting their own trail through the foliage or taking
a steamboat upriver toward the heart of the Wild. There are numerous
guides who will take travelers into the wilderness, but hiring them is a
risky proposition. Most are not nearly as experienced as they let on,
while others merely lure people away from town before robbing and
murdering their patrons or selling them into slavery.
Crossway is relatively young and still growing. There is a fortune to
be made in the southern jungle; untapped natural resources and the
ruins of pre-Imperial civilizations all call to those seeking adventure
and fortune, and there are even rumors of a dragon lurking in the
billabongs not far from town. Of course, a wiser and more levelheaded entrepreneur might realize the town itself is a far greater
source of profit, for none are so easily parted from their money as a
foolhardy adventurer eager to set off into the jungle, especially when
your nearest competitor is a hundred leagues away.
The Great Delta
The great river which brings life to Kassandra eventually reaches the
sea, but first, it comes into contact with dozens of other rivers which
flow down from the heights of the neighboring mountains. The rivers
come together in the Great Delta, a vast wetland region of brackish
estuaries, swamps, and mangroves. There are very few settlements
within the delta, and it is mostly ignored, although a wide variety of
animals and primitive humanoid tribes do make this region their
home. Most of its inhabitants are either amphibious or avian, as solid
ground is scarce and what little exists is riddled with muddy
quagmires and ever-shifting pools of quicksand and muck.
The borders of the delta are of somewhat higher elevation and mostly
consist of inhospitable salt marshes, created by mineral-rich
meltwater which has become trapped and stagnant, evaporating
without ever reaching the sea. These salt marshes are an eerie
landscape dotted with shallow alkaline lakes or the vast white salt
flats where they once lay. Few creatures can survive in this
environment, and even the plants teeter on the brink of extinction; it is
not uncommon to find an entire forest of skeletal trees all killed by a
minor shift in the local conditions.
The land is mostly desolate and empty, although it is not completely
without inhabitants or points of interest. The few people who live
within the salt marshes cannot sustain themselves. They

Crossway
Almost five thousand miles of unexplored wilderness lie between the
eastern border of Marhanna and the southern edge of Masaria. Most
people who travel to the former colonies do so by sea, others make
the dangerous overland journey through the pass of Tourmalis, but
few actually traverse the jungle itself. Although most believe that
travel through the jungle is too reckless to even consider, there are
some heedless souls for whom the jungle itself is a destination. It is
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make their living harvesting salt, which they trade for the basic
necessities of life to merchants who are willing to make the trip for
vast quantities of the spice with value far exceeding the supplies
which they leave behind. It is a great place to hide out, and many
outlaws make their home here, or at least stash their booty within, and
many bounty hunters are likewise drawn in after them.
In addition, there are numerous exotic beasts, primarily insects and
birds, which make their home within and could be valuable to the
right buyer, or deadly to the inexperienced hunter. Lastly, the
remnants of many ancient cities lie buried within the salt marshes or
the mire of the delta, for the region was not always so empty and
inhospitable, and surely some of these lost civilizations were quite
rich in knowledge or worldly possessions.

resemble the Casmir of old.
The state is like ancient Casmir in one other way, it has also caught
the eye of the Black King. Several of its tributary states have already
been slaughtered by the undead and many of the tombs which house
their ancient kings have been plundered by necromancers, their
treasures pilfered and the inhabitants raised as revenants. It is only a
matter of time before Kassandra itself comes under attack, and it
cannot stand alone. The city's rulers are too proud to accept defeat,
but most know in their hearts they must reach out for help. Many have
suggested begging the Imperium for aid which it will almost certainly
be unable to grant, or allying with Marhanna, Masaria, or even one of
the Warlords. So far, no decision has been reached, but recently
strange warriors clad in red and black armor have come out of the
desert offering tantalizing hints of another option.

Kassandra
The kingdom of Kassandra is, along with Marhanna, one of the two
great nations that remain in the south. When the Imperium reigned
over the region, Kassandra was the largest city in the land. It lay on
the banks of the great river and, once it was out of Casmir's shadow,
was able to grow into a truly glorious metropolis. The city itself
spreads for many leagues along the river's banks and up into the
savannah, but not too far into the desert. When the Cataclysm hit, the
other settlements in the region, most located within the increasingly
uninhabitable desert, banded together under the leadership of
Kassandra, which was not only the largest source of military might in
the area but also the major supplier of the food and water, without
which the desert kingdoms would slowly wither away and die.
Kassandra is now a nation-state, nearly as mighty as those ruled by
the Warlords in the north. However, unlike Marhanna, it is not a
coalition of equals. All the smaller communities owe their survival to
the city on the river, and both parties know this. The Buddha of
Kassandra is considered to be a wise saint and is treated like a living
god, and in many ways, the kingdom of Kassandra has grown to

Marhanna
Marhanna is a vast coalition situated on the southern coast of
Pangaea, existing mostly in or on the borders of the southern jungle.
Marhanna is not a single political entity, and it contains a multitude of
city-states, each with their own rulers, customs, and religious beliefs,
all strung together in a vast confederacy and bound by a common
Vedic culture. Although the region was hard hit by the Cataclysm, the
land has recovered quickly and is amongst the more populous and
prosperous places in Pangaea, although it is not especially technically
advanced or militarily mighty.
Marhanna is doing quite well for itself, and life is good for its many
citizens, especially the wealthy merchants and those who share blood
with the Buddhas. The region’s prosperity cannot last for long, as the
Wasteland is nearby and is ever-growing. The borderlands are already
suffering from disease and rampant mutation, famine and death will
not be far behind. In addition, the fomori and the undead are
increasingly belligerent toward the southern kingdoms which in the
past were mostly beneath their notice, and it is only a matter of time
before open war comes to Marhanna.
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devices, and although the jungle was wild and inhospitable, it did not
have to deal with the terror of the Warlords. The colonists were tough
and hardworking, and the merchants were canny when utilizing their
labors. Within a few decades, coastal Masaria had been almost
completely rebuilt, although many of the inland colonies and outposts
were lost and to this day contact has never been re-established.
Today, Masaria is a respectable nation of moderate size and power. It
is a purely capitalist society; the founders were true to their word, and
the corporations are allowed to operate as they see fit. There is no
government to speak of, and all normally public services are fulfilled
by paid contractors. It is a good life for those who can afford it,
although those who cannot typically find themselves in debt so deep
that they might as well be slaves.
Masaria has recently resumed trade with the mainland. Although they
are more than willing to take its money, they still despise the
Imperium and their primary dealings are with the Warlords. The
Sonata Corporation, once the only major merchant house to remain
loyal to the Imperium, has recently taken an interest in Masaria and
has, in the last few decades, bought out vast numbers of Masarian
businesses and lands, and may eventually relocate to the continent
entirely, having taken the Warlords and the Imperium for what they
could and looking for new areas to inhabit and new markets to
exploit.

Masaria
The Southern Wild is a vast land full of natural resources and the
wonders of lost civilizations, all ready to be exploited by the outside
world. Travel to the Southern Wild is, however, fraught with peril,
and to reach it from the Imperial heartland one would need to cross
vast deserts, towering mountains, and finally the savage jungle itself.
Three hundred years ago, the Imperium decided to circumvent these
hazards and its policy of slow landward expansion, instead
establishing coastal colonies along the northern shores of the southern
jungle. These colonies would come to be called Masaria, and would
play a central role in the Imperium's looming demise.
Masaria was prosperous for several centuries, the colonists worked
hard and the Imperium grew rich from their efforts. Eventually, this
perceived inequity would give rise to the Masarian Revolution, the
largest instance of human on human violence since the civil war that
followed the death of King Arthur. Although the rebels cited political
justifications such as oppression by the Templar and unwillingness to
be ruled by a foreign power, the true motivation for the revolution
was almost entirely commercial. The merchants who were tasked with
transporting goods and people across the sea between Masaria and the
mainland wished to be allowed access to their own profits rather than
simply being paid wages like common peasants.
When the revolution finally occurred, it was backed by a coalition of
trading companies and merchant houses, and any mainland
corporation who pledged their cause to the insurrection was to be
allowed to conduct business in Masaria completely free of
government interference. When the war was fought, it was a war of
attrition rather than military might. The Imperial Guard could have
crushed the Masarian Defense Force in open warfare, but they were
not permitted such a fight in the dense jungle landscape. The
defection of their merchant class, the expense of maintaining an army
on distant shores, and of course the growing blight in the south meant
that this war would be incredibly costly for the Imperium. By the time
of the Cataclysm, the ponderous Imperium had nearly ground to a halt
under the economic strain of the war. It would never recover.
Masaria itself was mostly untouched by the volcanic explosion, and
the earthquakes that followed did little damage to distant Masaria,
however virtually their entire society was built along the coast, and
the ensuing tidal waves decimated the young nation.
In the aftermath of the tsunami, most buildings were flattened, their
people dead, and their goods ruined or washed out to sea. Masaria
would never be able to continue fighting their war in the wake of such
devastation, and indeed would have eagerly pledged their allegiance
to the Imperial Guard in exchange for aid in rebuilding their drowned
society. The Imperial Guard did not offer aid or mercy of any kind.
Under the command of the savage traitor Andrew Surestrike, the
Imperial Guard came out of the jungle and ravaged Masaria. Any
survivors they found were killed, and the Masarian Defense Force
was unable to provide rescue, instead having to wage a hopeless
guerilla war. The Imperial Guard only returned to the mainland when
they had taken all the plunder they could find and put those few
buildings that survived the tsunami to the torch.
The Masarian commonwealth was in a sorry state, but in many ways,
they were better off than those on the mainland. Once the Cataclysm
ended and the Imperial Guard departed, Masaria was left to its own

Sanction (Capital)
The towering skyscrapers that make up the city of Sanction rise from
the jungle like shining spears thrust into the heavens. During the
colonial period, the settlement that would become Sanction was a
nameless fort perched atop high cliffs, and as a result, was mostly
spared the damage of the tsunami. Further, it was never raided by the
Templar, and thus it became a haven for refugees from the other
settlements along the Masarian coast. Eventually, the outpost was
renamed Sanction, and its population would grow beyond what the
fort's walls could support. Over the years it grew continuously until it
was the largest city in the southern world.
Sanction is a clean and peaceful place to live, although its property
values are so high that even a modest apartment would require a
healthy income to afford. Most of the major Masarian businesses
maintain offices here, and their owners and executives live in the
expensive penthouses above. Although the city seems civil and calm,
there is an unending shadow war being waged. Each of the
corporations seeks to outdo the others, and the city is ripe with
betrayal and cold mercenary logic. A skilled group of agents could
make comfortable lives for themselves in the world of corporate
espionage, sabotage, and even outright assassination, while even
common thugs might find work as enforcers and debt collectors if
they know when to keep their mouths shut.
The old city, the remains of the original seaside fort, is now a vast
marketplace, one of the largest and most diverse in the entire world.
One can find almost anything here, and it is not only Masarians who
set up shop, but merchants from the mainland, goblins, lizardfolk, and
even more exotic creatures can be found peddling goods collected
from the far corners of the Earth. The land surrounding the fort is
taken up by resorts and warehouses that house the merchants, buyers,
and goods that flow through the market day and night. The shore at
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the base of the cliff has been converted into a massive port, and from
here one can buy passage to the Warlord's domain, Kassandra,
Aureth, Arunoch, the South Seas, and perhaps even Avalon if one
knows where to ask.

well as sorcery and technology which is forbidden by the Imperium.
Although the Warlords are always eager to buy weapons of mass
destruction and specially engineered bioweapons, they are just as
likely to take them by force as to spend money on them.
Within this city, one can find not only the usual smugglers and
slavers, but also research facilities specializing in the development
and testing of new drugs and weapons, schools for assassins and
spies, and breeding centers for all manner of augmented soldiers, war
beasts, and plagues. Had the Sonata Corporation attempted such
things in Concordance, the Illuminati would have quicky put an end
to their activities, but the Masarian subcontinent is distant the secret
society does not yet have it firmly within their grasp.
Recently, this city entered into a tense standoff when the Sonata
Corporation found an ancient book located within long-abandoned
ruins deep in the southern jungle. Like many cities across Pangaea,
Axis Mundi is home to a cabal of vampires, and it was through these
vampires that the book came to the attention of the Black King. The
undead have vowed to obtain this book, its secrets are unknown to
any save the lord of the dead, but certainly have value beyond
measure. The initial attempts at peaceful negotiation between the
undead and the corporation failed, and now a secret conflict between
the two groups rages in the back allies and sewers of the city. It is
only a matter of time before all-out war comes to Axis Mundi, and the
vampires and their undead minions do open battle in the city's streets
against Black Scar mercenaries supported by alchemically augmented
mutants and monstrosities.

Axis Mundi
One of the larger cities on the Masarian coast, Axis Mundi has been
in a long slow decline, and much of the city has been abandoned or
transformed into cheap slums. Through a combination of numerous
economic factors, the city had fallen into a downward spiral, its
owners choosing to jump ship before bankrupting themselves trying
to keep the town afloat.
Ten years ago, the Sonata Corporation purchased the majority of the
city as its first major insertion point into the Masarian market. It was a
relatively small investment for what they got out of it, the city was
considered nearly worthless by its owners, who felt they were robbing
the mainland rubes blind. For the first few years, this seemed true, as
the Sonata corporation sunk huge amounts of gold into renovating the
city and investing in the local businesses while shipping large
numbers of employees and supplies from the mainland, but
eventually, their efforts paid off and the city is now the most
prosperous it has ever been.
In truth, Axis Muni is primarily a cover for the Sonata Corporation's
shadier dealings. This city serves as a quiet and isolated place for all
manner of activities which the Sonata Corporation would like to keep
secret from both its clients and its rivals. They deal in contraband as

The Masarian Defense Force
In Masaria nothing is public property, and that includes the Masarian Defense Force. What
served as the people's army during the revolution is now a corporation in its own right, the
mercenary strong arm of whoever can afford their asking price. Although many
businesses, and even wealthy individuals, maintain their own security details, none can
hold a candle to the MDF. They will fight for any cause if the price is right, and they have
even been known to wage war against themselves when different detachments are hired by
opposing employers.
For the common people, the Defense Force is primarily a beneficial entity, they are
seldom involved with small-scale crime or debt collection and will only take arms against
the proletariat in the case of open riot, unionization, or other large-scale urban pacification
operations. Still, they are not a charity, and most will let people die to criminals, pirates, or
wandering jungle monsters rather than protect those unwilling or unable to pay. The
uniform of the Masarian defense force is a practical jungle camouflage, marred by the
garish corporate logos and insignias which indicate their current employer.
The leader of the Masarian Defense Force is Colonel Robert Vasquez. He is the greatgrandson of General Vasquez, the hero of the Masarian Revolution killed in battle with the
Templar almost a century ago. He is an athletic man in his mid-thirties who has lived
almost his entire life fighting in the jungles of Masaria for causes he cares nothing about.
He is tough, both in mind and in body, and doesn't take guff from either his enemies or his
employers. He has been raised to hate the Imperium and its people, although he has had
little personal contact with mainlanders and it is yet to be seen if his prejudice will hold up
if confronted with evidence to the contrary. Vasquez is unique in that he does not fight for
a cause, or to better himself, or even for the money, but merely because it is the only life
he knows and has never had reason to question it. Should he ever find himself hired to
fight for something he actually believes in, or one too brutal for even his mercenary heart,
who knows how he might react or where his future might take him.
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Treasure maps leading to Aquaria surface from time to time in the
markets of Pangaea, almost certainly forgeries, and many brave
explorers set out to find the fabled city in one of the many sheltered
coves along the southern coast. Most do not return, the seas are
plagued by storms and crossed with coral reefs, and the area is home
to dangerous beasts, jagged cliffs, and dense jungles. Those who do
return were often dissuaded early in their journey, but some claim to
have actually seen the lost city and are willing to guide others back to
it for the right price.

The Southern Wild
The Southern Wild is the last great wilderness. It is truly enormous,
perhaps a million square miles of solid jungle which has never been
seen by human eyes. Although there are several elven and Imperial
colonies along the coast, most notably Masaria in the north, the
interior of the continent is almost entirely untouched by outsiders.
Although there are certainly native humans and fey, they are not
associated with the Imperium, the Sidhe, or any other organizations
known the wider world and, for the most part, are completely unaware
of its existence. The sub-continent is inhabited by many of the same
species as the rest of Pangaea, but many exotic and cold-blooded
creatures such as coatl and huldrefolk dwell here in greater numbers
than anywhere else in the world, and the jungle is also home to
several nations of lizardfolk, some nearly as populous as Arunoch.
The southern jungle is a great source of opportunity and adventure for
explorers and those who wish to escape the civilized world. It is home
to countless cultures and organisms, most of which are unique to the
Southern Wild. In addition, many lost civilizations are located within,
and many ruins of ancient cultures as well as Atlantean or Avalonian
outposts have been swallowed by the jungle, their secrets just waiting
to be reclaimed.
As one travels to the southernmost reaches of Pangea, the air grows
cold once more and the land becomes strange. Foggy forests of
towering trees grow beneath a gray sky, hidden from above by a solid
canopy of snow, their lower branches perpetually wreathed in icicles.
Beyond the last of the ice forests, at the terminus of Pangaea, lies a
cratered tundra nearly as cold and lonely as the surface of the moon.

Othrys
In all of Pangea, there is no place so desolate and hauntingly empty as
Othrys. Once, this was the greatest edifice on Earth, the seaside
palace of the Titans themselves, and it was from their seat at Othrys
that they dictated the destiny of entire worlds. The Olympians laid
siege to Othrys in the final battle of the Titanomachy; the weapons
and sorceries they unleashed that day reduced this once glorious jewel
to an empty ruin.
The spirit world does not exist here, torn asunder by the magical
shockwaves that emanated from the battling deities. The physical
world remained standing, but was left somehow hollow. Nothing lives
here, not even plants grow in the fine white sands, and no vermin
scuttle between the cracks in the titanic ruins that remain. The
buildings are mostly lost, their stones worn smooth and pale by the
wind and the sand, their massive forms slowly swallowed by the sea.
Othrys was once the nexus of all power, and it is now empty and
forgotten. The great wealth of the Titans has been picked clean by
scavengers thousands of years in the past, and little remains. Still, the
Titans had many secrets, wonderful treasures and horrible prisoners
which they would not want to fall into the hands of their enemies or
the mortals of the world, and some may yet lie in secret vaults, hidden
so well that not even the gods could find their latch. It is the promise
of such treasures, and little else, that leads foolish mortals to Othrys,
for although the beach is still pristine and the ocean still clear, the
land is dead, and those who come here for solace find only dreamless
sleep and quiet contemplation of their own inevitable demise, for if
the wind that blows through the ruins says anything at all, it is only
this; that all things must come to an end.

Aquaria
The Cyclopes are the favored children of the god Poseidon, giants
born of the Olympian’s own seed planted in the flesh of his mortal
worshippers. Long ago, the fathers of the modern cyclops, the threeeyed triamantes, dwelt in Atlantis, but they were uneasy amongst their
human neighbors and departed for Pangaea. They would come to
settle along the southern coast, where they would build a city in the
style of the home they left behind. This was Aquaria, built on the
clear and shallow water, the ocean itself forming canals within the
shining silver city.
The glory of the cyclopes was not preserved. They lost the favor of
the sea father, and their race fell into barbarism. Their children were
born mutants who had lost their human eyes and grew monstrous,
with a great horn rising from their brow. No longer did they care
about knowledge and art, but only strength and wealth. They were
cast out into the Wild, their elders choosing to die alone in the fabled
city.
Triamantes were long-lived, but not immortal, and eventually, with no
children born, they were lost to the ages. Their descendants, the
savage one-eyed cyclops that now inhabit Pangaea, have no idea
where they came from, only vague legends of a shining city in the sea.
The land of Aquaria is almost a myth, a great city abandoned, its
treasures and libraries left untouched for centuries.

The Pass of Tourmalis
The World's Crest Mountains vary in height and appearance, but all
are immense. There are few places where it is safe to cross the
mountain chain, and only one major road. The gap between the
mountains where this road joins the eastern and western jungles is
known to men of the Imperium as the Pass of Tourmalis.
Although the locals had long made use of this pass, it was the
Imperium who built and maintained the highway. Still, few men use
it, as the region is home to tarasques and other monsters of surpassing
ferocity, and even when it was under the protection of the Templar is
was a dangerous route. Still, if for some insane reason one finds
themself needing an overland route through the mountains and into
the Southern Wild, this is their best bet.
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Shangri-La
When one passes beyond the highest mountain, above even the range
of the bravest birds, one comes to a great valley of Shambhala, vast
and remarkably warm for the terrific altitude. Within the valley is an
enormous plateau, home to ancient ruins that house long-forgotten
statuary and gilded buildings tarnished by the steady march of years.
But, to those gifted with second sight, this city is a marvel beyond the
dreams of those living in the lands below; the vast spiritual metropolis
of Shangri-La.
A city of this magnitude or magnificence has never been built by
mortal hands, and even the fabled kingdoms of Atlantis fell short of
its splendor. Jade buildings rise high into the night above streets of
gold and canals of liquid silver, illuminated by paper lanterns glowing
with multi-colored witch-light. Spirits from all over the Earth and
beyond come to this place, walking along rainbows as a mortal would
a mundane highway, to trade and conduct business upon neutral
ground.
Anything can be found in the vast marketplaces of Shangri-La, for a
price. Spells, elixirs, reagents, and enchantments of all sorts are
common items traded amongst the more mundane goods which
include art and jewels of unimagined beauty and power, clothing so
extravagant that not even a Warlord could afford it, and food so sweet
it would forever spoil mortal fare. In the truly grand trading houses,
spirits buy such exotic goods as fruit from the garden of immortality,
mysterious artifacts, and secrets about the very nature of the cosmos
with a currency of mortal souls.
Those few living and undead beings who visit this city, usually
powerful sorcerers or those on an especially dire errand, will be
treated to sights beyond any they have ever known. The city is replete
with stadiums, theatres, concert halls, art galleries, bathhouses,
casinos, and hotels, many of which are grander than even the palaces
of a mortal emperor, for these often cater to the gods themselves when
they decide to descend from their own heavenly abodes and walk the
Earth.
Some mortals are forced to stay in the city when they try to pay their
debts with mere gold. They spend their lives as servants; cleaning,
keeping inventory of mundane goods, or carrying palanquins down
the city's broad avenues. A few keen mortals will manage to grasp the
spiritual mindset and find an entry into the politics or business of the
spirit side, but only the very sharpest will make any lasting impact.
Whatever their fate, mortals must beware, for if they dine upon
spiritual food for too long, their bodies will replace flesh with ether
and they will become spirits of the city, immortal but never able to
return to the world below without a miracle.
Shambhala was originally a temple built by yeti in a sacred valley
amid numerous ley lines and natural loci. It was unique in that the
temple paid homage to Olympian, Demon Prince, and Titan alike, and
thus was chosen, at the height of the sun’s zenith, as the place where
the Gotterdammerung was to be signed to bring the Reckoning to a
close. Members of the entourages of both the angels and devils
remained behind, and spirits often came to this neutral ground to trade
and discuss alliances and grievances. Since that time, Shangri-La has
grown into the central trade hub of the spirit world, growing far
beyond what the valley's original ley lines could support and troves of
ambrosia from across the globe had to be imported to sustain it.

Today, it bears little in common with the original temple, but it still
remains unaligned. Demons, angels, nature spirits, and demiurges
from the far corners of the Dreamtime rub elbows with mortal masters
and the ghosts of the dead.
The city is neutral territory, and this neutrality is secured by a
veritable legion of mysticism spirits, defenders of the balance, and a
courthouse run by the Tribunal. Should the city fall under siege by an
overly ambitious mortal force, the city’s spirits can animate the
statues that adorn the plateaus’ ruins to form an army of golems, and
it is rumored that many gigantes sleep within the nearby peaks,
awaiting a call to battle so dire it will awaken them from their dreary
slumber once more.
The World's Crest Mountains
During the formation of Pangaea, the Southlands crashed into the rest
of the world with unbelievable force, and of this cataclysmic impact
the World's Crest Mountains were formed. This mountain chain is the
grandest in the entire world, both in height and in land area, creating a
nearly impenetrable wall of solid rock separating the Southern Wild
from the hands of man or the corruption of the Wasteland.
The mountains range in size from small foothills to towering summits
that rise nearly ten leagues above the jungle canopy. Most of the
mountain crests are rocky, and the snow-covered crags between them
are home to all manner of wild beasts. Numerous mountain peoples
live in the foothills and the lower peaks, while the upper reaches
support yeti and other mountain-dwelling creatures. The very tallest
are actually free of snow as they exist far above the weather in the
region beyond the stratosphere. No humanoids dwell in this region,
but the few animals and plants that live here are specially adapted to
deal with the lack of air and water, the intense cold, and the solar
radiation.
The mountain chain encompasses many different regions, each with
its own unique cultures and ecosystems, and few statements can be
made that apply to the mountain chain as a whole, except for its
almost universal danger. In addition to the risks of traversing such
uneven ground or the thin and stormy atmosphere, the mountains are
home to all sorts of superstitious and xenophobic humanoids,
predatory beasts, and even the skies above are the hunting ground of
rocs, dragons, and flying tarasques.
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impressive than most any settlement on the mainland. Narshal is
primarily comprised of squat buildings made from soot-colored stone,
elaborate in their solid and boxy style, adorned with gargoyles and
separated from one another by fences of wrought iron topped with
cruel points.
Narshal has recently come under the leadership of the half-human
warrior Lord Skulmar. His is a strength and ambition that has never
before been seen amongst the elven people, and once he brings his
plans into action he should swiftly take all of Aureth, and perhaps the
world.

Aureth
Aureth is a large peninsula that stretches out from the eastern coast of
mainland Pangaea to the northern mouth of the Tethys sea. The
peninsula was too distant to ever be colonized by the Imperium, and
most of the humans who live in the region are considered barbaric
savages by their inland relatives. The land is primarily the dominion
of the fey, although they are not members of the Sidhe, rather their
allegiances are divided between the dwarves in western Aureth and
the dark elves of the east, with large populations of humans, halflings,
and sylvan fey caught in the middle.
Aureth consists of four main zones. The westernmost area, near the
land bridge to Pangaea, is rocky and mountainous, home to the
dwarves, gnomes, and halflings. The central region is heavily forested
and is home to numerous fey beings, many of which are native to the
region, but others are Vanir who grew tired of the cruelty of their
brethren and chose to return to a more natural way of life. The southeastern kingdom is the domain of the dark elves and consists of lowlying wetlands and prairies. Once it was home to numerous
goblinoids, fauth, and lizardfolk, although the dark elves have
enslaved or exterminated nearly all of the indigenous peoples. The
northern parts of Aureth are a hilly region known as the highlands and
are home to populations of rugged human clansmen and savage
giants.

Jaypok Oathbreaker
Among the fey, there is no greater bogeyman than the great
Oathbreaker. Long ago, he came to lead the people of Avalon, rising
to financial success on the backs of slaves and reaching political
dominance on a platform of elven superiority and their responsibility
to protect and watch over all the lesser peoples of the world. When
Aquarius rose up against him, he fought long and hard, aided by all
those amongst the elves who shared his views. When Jaypok was
defeated, he begged for mercy and swore the most sacred of oaths to
give up his evil ways. He lied.
In secret, he worked against Aquarius for years, before finally
attempting to assassinate the neophyte emperor. They battled atop a
black monument in the Forest of Silence, and Aquarius struck Jaypok
down and cast his ruined body into a mystical pool of blood. The
magic of the pool, combined with the damage his own soul had
suffered in breaking his oaths, twisted Jaypok's dead body into
something monstrous, the first of the elven vampires.
Jaypok rose again and used his newfound powers to once more make
war with Aquarius and his high elves before finally being driven from
Avalon forever, along with all of his wicked followers. He led them to
Aureth, and they held fast under his guidance, but eventually, he grew
bored of petty politics and devoted increasingly more of his time to
occult studies. He no longer actively rules the dark elven people,
instead spending most of his time sleeping in his sarcophagus beneath
Lord Skulmar’s palace.
Jaypok’s lair is guarded by one hundred veteran dark elven warriors
who have sworn to stand vigil before his tomb for all time. They are
bound by magic to never retreat, and should they fall defending him,
their own blood will serve to revive him and give him the strength to
finish whatever foolish beings have invaded his tomb.
Among Jaypok's guardians is his familiar, the dragon Thailog. An
elder wyrm who long ago grew tired of fighting his existence and
chose undeath to break the call of the Isle of Dragons. Although he is
not the largest or most powerful dragon in the land, he is well past
maturity, and his vampiric powers give him an edge over others of his
kind. Like Jaypok, he spends most of his time sleeping or studying,
and he is the guardian of the vast treasury of Narshal. Although he is a
fearsome defender and hunter, he rarely assists the dark elves in
battle, although Lord Skulmar has slowly been working to bend his
will and hopes to one day be able to call upon the dragon as a mount.

Narshal (Capital)
Long ago, during the formation of the Vanir empire, there was a great
civil war amongst the elves. The dark elves, who wished to lead the
world, and the high elves, who wished to withdraw from it.
Eventually, the high elves, under the leadership of Aquarius, exiled
the dark elves from the island of Avalon. After the war, the outcasts
were too weak to attempt a conquest of the mainland, as had been
their initial goal, instead they traveled north, across a stretch of the
Tethys they called the Strait of Tears, and established a new kingdom
on the eastern coast of Aureth.
The dark elves built an empire upon their arrival, mostly on the backs
of slaves relocated from Avalon or captured indigenous peoples. The
local humans, giants, and goblinoids were enslaved and made to toil
for the dark elves’ benefit or to fight in their legions. The local fey
were likewise forced to serve as butlers and skilled laborers, the
fairest amongst them hoping to marry into Vanir families, the only
way to attain any standing in this new society.
The dwarves staunchly resisted the dark elves and took many of the
other fey, particularly gnomes and halflings, under their protection.
Like most wars with dwarves, it was a long siege. The dark elves feel
that they should have long since crushed the dwarves and moved on
toward their grand plans of retaking their homeland on Avalon or
conquering the Imperium ages ago. Instead, they stalled out.
Jaypok no longer actively led his people, and they became mired in
politics, slave revolts, barbarian raids, and small-scale civil wars. The
dwarves have managed to hold out, as dwarves do, for many
centuries.
Narshal is the capital of the dark elven state, a large city that is home
to the many families of exiled Vanir who form the upper class of their
society, along with hosts of their servants. The city is not constructed
in nearly so grand a style as Avalon, but it is still far larger and more
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The Council of Thanes
The dwarven holds have always held absolute authority over the
mountains that serve as the gateway to Aureth. Each is inhabited by
members of a single blood-bound clan, with six major kingdoms and
dozens of minor holds. Numerous farmers and herders dwell atop the
mountain peaks, while the deeper tunnels are home to secretive
gnomish enclaves. Numerous halflings, and the few dwarves who are
willing to remain among them, live in the foothills and grow the food
required to feed the miners, artisans, and soldiers who populate the
mountain halls. All are under the rule of the Council of Thanes.
Each of the dwarf clans is ruled by a thane, typically the eldest
member of the royal family. A thane is an absolute monarch within
his clan, and all residents of the home city are honor-bound to serve
and protect his interests. The thanes in turn decide national policy in a
semi-democratic council. The thanes of the six eldest clans vote on
policies that affect the dwarven nation as a whole. When decisions are
not unanimous, the minority are, in theory, oath-bound to follow the
will of the majority, however, the stubborn dwarves typically resist
when it comes to their own internal policies. Should the council be
tied, it is up to the seventh seat, that of the ancestors, to decide the
best course of action. Although this tiebreaking vote may appear
mystical to outsiders, it is actually overseen by a priesthood who are
more lawyers than theologians, and use records of past precedent to
determine what the traditional viewpoint should be.
Women are not allowed to be thanes or to rule clans, however, should
a thane die before deeming his eldest son worthy of his throne, his
wife is allowed to speak for his memory on the council, after all, who
would better know the late thane's wishes than his wife? This position
is only temporary, and it is the wife who chooses who will become
the next thane by giving him her hand in marriage. If she should die
before deciding upon a second husband, the seat will go to the eldest
of all the males within the clan, regardless of their standing with the
previous royal family.
It is not wealth, power, or even population which grants a hold the
ability to put its thane on the council. That privilege is bought by age
alone. There are lesser holds which would seem grander than some of
the six great kingdoms, but they are not allowed a vote. Indeed, the
only way for a new clan to gain a place on the council is for an
existing clan to be entirely wiped out, in which case their seat will be
given to the lesser hold with the earliest foundation date. Dwarves are
nothing if not conservative, and their system serves to dissuade young
or idealistic dwarves from performing such foolish acts as leaving
their clan or starting a new colony.

Ironically, the dragon brought great prosperity to the city, although
the loss of their heritage, not to mention their pride, was not a price
any dwarf would have willingly paid. From its position on the coast,
the city served as a hub between the Dwarves and the Imperium, and
later the Warlords. Although the dwarves have lost most of their great
treasures of old, they quickly earned back their previous wealth and
then some. The city has even acquired a large non-dwarven
population, giving it access to fresh blood and ideas which allow it to
avoid the stagnation that has overtaken so many of their kin.
Gwandolain is almost certain to be the first stop for those traveling to
Aureth from the mainland.
The dragon still lives in the ancient mountain hold, although he has
grown too large to enter into many of its chambers. He spends most of
his time sleeping upon the king's treasury of gold and jewels, and
spares little thought for the dwarves below. The people of
Gwandolain have pragmatically chosen to live with the dragon. They
have not forgotten their old grudges, dwarves never do, but they will
not endanger their lot in life by attempting to retake their ancestral
home unless they can be absolutely certain of success. A band of
would-be dragon slayers would be hailed as the greatest of heroes and
given a truly kingly reward should they manage to kill or drive off the
dragon, but they can also expect to be treated as the most despicable
criminals if they fail and only manage to make the beast mad.
The Highlands
The northern regions of Aureth are known as the Highlands. Although
not quite so rocky and mountainous as the area to the southwest, it is a
high-altitude region, mostly consisting of steep hills, open prairies,
and clear mountain lakes, while the highest and northernmost areas
spend much of the year blanketed in snow. The population of this land
is primarily human, although they are of a sort considered barbarians
by the people of the Imperium. They have long fought with the dark
elves, and many have been enslaved by their legions, often by force,
but sometimes voluntarily. The barbarian people who are still free
constantly fight amongst each other and with the dark elves,
supplementing their own agriculture with raiding.
The land is wild and untamed and is still home to many goblinoid
creatures as well as giants, ogres, trolls, ettins, and cyclops, all of
whom share a barbaric culture with the local humans, along with an
intense hatred of dark elves. Great warriors from the mainland could
make a name for themselves in this region, hunting monsters and
warring with rival tribes, one could live well if they didn't mind the
simple life, and wanted to escape the inhuman cruelty of the
Warlord's domain or the fading oppression of the Imperium.
More forward-thinking warriors might be able to unite the clans
against the dark elves, or simply recruit a mercenary army from them
to return to the mainland as a solid fighting force. Others might wish
to enter the highlands at the behest of the dark elves, intimidating the
locals into joining their empire and slaying those proud chieftains
who refuse to bend the knee to the rightful lords of Aureth.
Now that Skulmar rules the dark elves, many suspect that it is only a
matter of time before the barbarian clans decide to honor their blood
ties and join into a permanent military alliance.

Gwandolain
The port city of Gwandolain is the only one of the six great clans to
exist above ground and the only major trading port on Aureth which
is friendly to the people of the mainland. Centuries ago, their
mountain home was taken from them by a fierce sandy-colored wyrm
who came in the night and killed most of the soldiers with dragon fire.
The clan, already weak from years of siege by the dark elves,
grudgingly left their mountain home when the dragon ate the thane
and his family guard alive.
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Well-Forge
The town of Well-Forge is the center of the dark elven economy. It is
a small city built in the lowlands from local stone, walled and heavily
fortified despite its small population. The source of the town's
security is also the reason for its name and indeed its very existence,
for it is located atop a number of lunarium deposits in the soil below.
This true-silver is the foundation of the dark elf economy as it is used
to make mithril, and without it, they would be unable to equip the vast
legions that comprise their war machine.
In the center of town are numerous wells which are used to pump the
liquid silver to the surface, and surrounding the wells are the

numerous forges where the silver is refined, turned into mithril, or
bottled and sent to the sorcerers and master artisans of Narshal to be
purified and imbued into deadly artifacts. The human population of
Well-Forge are slaves, and amongst the closest watched slaves in all
the land. They are not allowed to travel and are regularly searched to
make sure they are not stealing what they produce. Although it is hard
work, they are still better guarded here than almost anyone in the
world, and most prefer this safety over freedom. Still, there are many
who would seek to escape this life, especially if they can make off
with enough true-silver to live comfortably in the outside world or
pay their family's way to freedom.

Blue Xariel
The enigmatic fallen angel known as Blue Xariel resides within an ancient crystalline cave below Gwandolain. Long ago, he was cast out of the
heavens for upholding Satanist doctrines demanding free will for the angels, but he is no demon. He built a small church in the caves below
what is now Gwandolain and will preach to whoever will listen. Over the years, he has at times attracted a serious following, although it was
always more a cult than a true faith, but membership is cyclical, and he is currently all but forgotten. Still, he is a source of much forbidden lore,
and is always eager to assist those who will hear out his message about rising up and casting down the uncaring and unforgiving gods, especially
if they are willing to aid him on his crusade.
Throughout the last century, he has had only a single devoted follower. Once, she was a young orphan girl whom he took and taught to play the
organ. Now she alone has remained loyal and faithful among his flock. She has given her life to serving him, to performing tasks that require
physical hands. Many believe she is his lover or his possessed host, but this is a lie. Once she was young and radiantly beautiful, a pretty face to
attract worshipers during the cult’s active years, but now she is old and frail, near death, a testament to unflinching devotion in the face of time.
Herbert Branson
Another notable ally of the Order of the Rising Sun is Herbert Branson, a conjurer of no small skill who works to send them to the far corners of
Pangaea when their mission calls for it. Branson was once a member of the Illuminated Templar, who fell in love with Gwandolain while
investigating the cult of Blue Xariel and decided to retire there.
He no longer performs active duty, instead, he is the keeper of the hidden meeting place of the Illuminati. He maintains the wards that keep its
location secret and he summons agents to the sanctum from the far corners of Pangaea. The sanctum exists outside of normal space and its only
physical entrance is hidden somewhere within the city of Gwandolain. It is not the headquarters of the Illuminated Templar, or the location of
one of their many supply houses, or even one of the reliquaries where they store dangerous artifacts and immortal prisoners, but only their
library. Agents come here to receive their orders and to confer with one another or to study in peace and solitude.
In most respects, the meeting place resembles a gentlemen's club rather than a guildhall, containing several large drawing rooms complete with
grand bars and roaring fireplaces. Many agents, like Branson himself, have retired from active duty, and they spend their days here, debating
with one another and sharing stories of adventures past. This place is open only to Illuminati, but agents of all ages, genders, species, and
political affiliations are welcome. Some of the younger members are overly idealistic, and they might get the notion to start a fight with another
member whom they consider a villain. Doing so within the library is a bad idea, for most members know how to take care of themselves, and
should the need arise they are more than capable of throwing out a soon-to-be ex-member of the society who cannot behave.
The Order of the Rising Sun
The Order of the Rising Sun is a mercenary organization based in the lowlands near Gwandolain. In most respects, it is more a knightly order
than a mercenary corps, as it is built upon lofty ideals rather than simple greed and brutality. Originally, the order's goal was to provide the
common people a way to fight back against dark elven conquest, but has since branched out into all manner of warfare. They will fight in any
conflict, but only for the side which their leaders have deemed to be in the right. Although they are still a profit-driven organization, they will
often cut a tremendous discount to the needy and oppressed, sometimes even fighting at a loss.
The leader of the Order of the Rising Sun is Sir Kalladus, an idealistic warrior with a terrific secret which he only shares with the Order's inner
circle. He is in fact not a human at all, but a majestic silver-scaled dragon, mate to the great wyrm of the tropics Alexandretta. Although he hides
his true face, it is not part of some deceptive scheme but rather a genuine desire to help the people of the world, although he shows typical
draconic arrogance in thinking that he alone is capable of performing such heroic deeds.
The Order of the Rising Sun is active throughout all of Aureth, and they will admit anyone into their order so long as their heart is stout and true.
They have made many enemies in their quests, particularly amongst the dark elves, and have a rivalry with the Night Blade that extends into the
realm of murderous disgust. The Order has also won many allies and saved many so-called innocents from becoming slaves or casualties of war.
They are currently looking to expand their operation, and many believe that they should look toward the mainland and the growing threat of the
Warlords, who will surely not leave Aureth alone once they succeed in toppling the Imperium. Recently, there have been talks between Sir
Kalladus and David Nash, and it appears that an alliance between the Order of the Rising Sun and the Institute is in the works.
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world, shrouding it in mists and hiding it from the sight of explorers.
Eventually, the island would fade into myth, but it is still very much
in existence.
According to Imperial legend, Arthur himself traveled to Avalon,
seeking their aid in healing Pangaea, although the truth behind the tale
is somewhat darker.

Avalon
The island of Avalon is perhaps the last bastion of pure wonder in the
world. It is a great isle in the southern sea, shrouded in magical mists
which hide it save to those who are friends of the fey. Avalon lies
near the equator, and is a warm and humid land covered in cloud
forests. The plants and animals of Avalon are strong and untamed, but
the elves have long since learned to speak with the natural world, and
even the forests are at peace with them. The trees of Avalon are like
nothing anywhere else in the world, many are giants that dwarf even
redwoods, and the great star wood trees sometimes top a thousand
feet in height and are said to grow at the direction of the elven
masters.
Long ago, Avalon was chosen as a homeland for the elves when their
god created them from the people of Atlantis, and the Vanir have
lived there for thousands of years. For most of that time, they lived in
the forests, sustaining themselves on magic and woodcraft and rarely
gathering in large groups. Most elves are individualists at heart, and
therefore they rarely formed societies more complex than simple
family tribes or circles of magi, priests, and philosophers who
gathered in schools or libraries.
That all changed with the rise of Jaypok. He was a powerful elven
sorcerer who made his fortune off the suffering of others as a slave
master. Although elves make poor slaves, he would import humanoids
from the mainland to serve the elven people, convincing them that
they would be better off under elven care and protection. Most elves
still abhorred the idea, and so Jaypok blended his science and magic
and constructed an entire race of Artillans, mechanical creatures
which perfectly replicated human beings but were utterly devoid of
free will, and marketed them to the population of Avalon.
Through a combination of magic, capitalism, political maneuvering,
and outright force, Jaypok was the most powerful elf in Avalon and
well on his way to becoming dictator of the whole island. However,
that wasn't enough for him. When the Reckoning consumed Avalon's
sister kingdom of Atlantis, Jaypok spoke out, making it clear that the
rest of the world was savage and dangerous, and if the elves did not
do something, the entire world would destroy itself and Avalon along
with it. He preached that it was necessary for the good of the world
that the elves enslave all the lesser races, and a disturbing many of the
elves agreed, many for entirely altruistic reasons.
Although most of the elven race was against Jaypok's policies, none
acted openly against him, it was not their way, at least until the
coming of Aquarius. Aquarius was born to a virgin mother after she
bathed in a sacred pool, and many believed him to be the mortal
incarnation of the divine and the savior of the elven race. He rose up
against Jaypok and fought against him for many years, guided by
Merlin and given the sword Stardust, said to have been forged from a
shard of Excalibur by the master smith Hakkake. After years of battle,
he would drive Jaypok and his supporters from Avalon and then
establish his own dynasty upon the enchanted isle.
The kingdom which Aquarius founded has endured peaceably to this
day, existing not to control or to oppress the people but to protect
their freedoms. Although Aquarius was officially king, he had little
true power, and most of the real governing was done either
democratically or by a council of the wise. The council's first act was
to request the magi of Avalon cut the island off from the rest of the

Jaylum (Capital)
The city of Jaylum is the grandest in the world, in splendor if not in
population or military might. It was built by Jaypok over a thousand
years ago using eldritch techniques to create a city as glorious as any
in ancient Atlantis. Great buildings of black stone and glass rise
organically from the ground, reaching like towers above the tops of
the enormous star wood trees which grow between them. It is a city
that, despite its size, is clean and elegant, beyond the ken of human
hands to craft. It is a city of lights, but still dark, like the starlit sky
itself. It is a city of wonders which few mortal men will ever see
outside of their dreams.
Jaylum is home to the largest population of fey anywhere in the
world, one that is accustomed to both high technology and magic, and
many of its people are powerful sorcerers in their own right. The city
is built around a large bay, and it is from this bay that the city draws
its power, utilizing the tidal pull of the moon to generate nearlimitless amounts of energy. Likewise, the city is built upon the most
powerful nexus in all of Avalon, providing the mana to feed
thousands of fey beings and their sorcerous devices.
Jaylum is home to numerous architectural wonders, one of which is
the gardens that surround the royal palace; another is the Forest of
Silence, a still wood where the bodies of slain elves are returned to
nature, at the center of which is an obsidian monument which records
the true names of every elf to ever die. The mages guild of Jaylum is
the most prestigious university in the world, headed by Merlin
himself. It contains great libraries and museums, records of all spells
and the rens of all living creatures, and is topped by an enchanted
observatory that can send its occupants’ senses to the far corners of
the cosmos.
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Vallenwood
The ancient city of Vallenwood was once the largest in Avalon, but
that was before the rise of Jaypok. Vallenwood is still heavily
populated, primarily by those elves that wish to be part of a
community but do not enjoy the near urban environment that is
Jaylum. The city is home to some of the most ancient elves in the
world, druids who have lived in the city since its creation, older than
the trees.

Vallenwood is built, as are many elven cities both on Avalon and
mainland Pangaea, amidst the trees, albeit on a uniquely grand scale.
Most structures are tree houses, similar to a child's playhouse but far
larger and more elegant in design, connected by hanging bridges of
rope and vine. Others are actually molded from the living wood,
either from their branches or into carefully cultivated orifices within
the trunk, the elves of Vallenwood are masters of tree shaping magics,
and those who live within are utterly attuned to the tree's needs,
taking care to never harm their homes.

The Elven Armada
The elven armada is a dominant power at sea, their fleets patrolling the ocean with unmatched speed and accuracy. The armada is deadly and
works hard to keep the coastal waters of Avalon free of sea monsters and pirates, as well as dissuading those few merchants and explorers who
manage to breach the island's innate defenses. Still, it is not primarily a military force, but rather one of exploration and diplomacy.
The armada works to chart the farthest reaches of the world and has the coastlines of Pangaea and all surrounding islands mapped in great detail,
and even maintains a few outposts in the remote corners of the continent, hidden ports from which those in the know can find passage to the
elven lands. They also serve as diplomats, making contact with new peoples across the world. The elves are, however, careful to remain distant
from the affairs of mortals, they wish to remain uninvolved outsiders, and are careful to not contaminate foreign cultures. Still, most are softhearted, and will frequently offer humanitarian aid to those who request it of them, and many high elves will go against policy to protect those
who require their assistance.
The elven armada is careful to keep their magic or technology out of the hands of humans, a fact which strained their relationship with the Old
Empire during the years leading up to the Cataclysm. Typically, their contact with the larger civilizations consists of trading art, which is both
Avalon's greatest import and export, and searching for any changelings or Sidhe elves who wish to travel to their ancestral homeland.
The leader of the armada is Admiral Laraek. He is tall, even for a high elf, standing over seven feet, but is still as slender and graceful as all his
people, and an accomplished swordsman. He is stern and rigid, at least by elven standards, and is a tough and loyal defender of Avalon, eager to
fight for his people both with his song-blade and his words. He wears ceremonial plate armor, built of sleek green adamant adorned by a flowing
cape of crimson and gold, the symbol of his station.
Merlin
Among wizards, there is no greater name than that of Merlin, arch-mage of Avalon and advisor to kings. He was said to have been born to
human parents long ago. The changeling grew up in the wilds of early Pangaea, and even as a small child, he was possessed of the second sight,
able to commune with spirits and to perceive visions of the future. As a young man, he was chosen by an ancient golden dragon to pass on its
secrets and its mana when it departed for the Isle of Dragons, and Merlin still carries a flute made from the wyrm's bone. It is said that he was
taught formal sorcery by Lucifer himself, the last graduate of the Black School before it was cast into Hell during the Reckoning.
As a youth, Merlin had many adventures before finding the survivors of Atlantis, guiding them on their quest toward the Grail and tutoring the
child whom he knew would grow up to be King Arthur. He would serve Arthur all of his life as his court wizard and his most trusted counselor.
When Morgana attempted to bring about Arthur's downfall, Merlin alone could have recognized her for what she was and thwarted her
manipulations, but instead, he fell in love with her, and despite their differing philosophies the two became intimate, and to this day Merlin still
holds her dear to his heart even after all the ruin she has brought to him and his pupils.
After Arthur's fall, Merlin could no longer bear to live amongst humanity. He knew that if he remained, he would have to choose between his
morals and his love of Morgana, something he couldn't do, and so he instead departed Pangaea, traveling to the island of Avalon along with the
shards of Excalibur. There he advised those who wished to stand up against Jaypok, eventually mentoring the young hero Aquarius in the ways
of a king, hoping to avoid the mistakes he had made with Arthur.
In Aquarius' new kingdom, Merlin would be appointed the head of the Mage's guild, an office which he still holds. He has studied many long
years, and traveled to distant planes as well as the past and the future, and learned nearly all there is to know about sorcery and science, though
the human heart still holds many mysteries for him.
Merlin knows that his long exile is coming to an end. He has sensed a change in the world and knows that he can no longer remain on Avalon.
His final task will be to find an apprentice to share his magic with and has begun to search Avalon and the lands beyond for a promising soul to
take up his legacy. He will then be ready to set right the mistakes of ages past and, should he survive this crucible, leave Pangaea behind as he
ascends to join the ranks of the Secret Masters.
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Queen Mab
Aquarius did not rule long, no more than a few centuries, before his death, drowned in the sea, returning to that from whence he came. His only
heir was Mab, his daughter, destined to be the High Queen of Avalon. She has ruled Avalon for nearly eight centuries, and her reign has been
one of ever-increasing peace and prosperity. She is an unremarkable elven woman with long fiery hair and dark eyes; she has no great skill as a
mage, and none at all as a warrior. Her strength is not even in her beauty or majesty as with many monarchs, instead, it is in her common
wisdom and empathy. As the leader of the elves, she has little direct authority, but all who reside within her kingdom trust her judgment and will
confide in her during times of stress. Her primary duty is to mediate conflicts amongst her people, and her decisions are almost always
respected. Likewise, her court is ever open to elves that are in distress, she will hear out any who seek her advice, and will offer counsel to any
who will listen.
Queen Mab carries no weapons, and her home is no fortress. She trusts in the good nature of her people to keep her safe. Still, she is always
followed by her bodyguard, the lady Lillian. Lillian was a huntress who assisted Aquarius in his initial battles against Jaypok and wields the
song-blade Stardust in his absence. She is said to be descended from an ancient spider god and possesses many mysterious gifts as a result. In
addition to her role as Mab's loyal companion and defender, Lillian is also a member of the Tribunal.
The Nameless Traitor
The island of Avalon is hidden from the sight of mortal men by magical mists. It is a kingdom of enchantment and eternal life, a magical
paradise of endless pleasure and mystery. And something rotten festers within its heart.
The elves are working to build a powerful magical network, to bend space in such a way that Avalon will become the nexus of a great
transportation system. A hub that will allow elves to enter portals in Jaylum and emerge anywhere in the cosmos, from mainland Pangaea to the
Elemental Planes. It is a trap.
A mysterious traitor is working on the project, but none know his true identity. His goal, which is a mystery to any save himself and his masters,
is to reverse this transportation network, to allow an invasion of Avalon that not only bypasses its mystical defenses by will allow an army direct
access to the heart of an unprepared Jaylum.
Any who find out his true name or the real nature of his project are hunted down and killed. In battle, he wears a heavy suit of green armor that
hides his identity completely and wields an enormous Gatling gun of unique design. On his brow, he wears an odd circlet that seems to be able
to telepathically control insects, from the ferocious manargus to small and poisonous vermin that can sting and kill without ever being seen.
None can say who the Nameless Traitor is or whom he works for, indeed his existence amongst the elves is only known by a select few. He
could be an agent of the Dark Elves, the Warlords, the Scourge, or perhaps even the Imperium. Whatever his true allegiance and motives, they
will be revealed soon, for the gates are almost ready.
Lord Phaeton
The Aquarian Knights are a secret society amongst the elves who work closely with the Illuminated Templar on the mainland, and the two
groups share many common goals. The Aquarian Knights are determined to keep Avalon free from corruption and safe from enemies both
within and without, and who are willing to take their actions one step further than are the majority of the elves. Among the most powerful and
outspoken of all the Aquarian Knights is Lord Phaeton.
Lord Phaeton is a powerful and determined man. Pallid, with intense violet eyes and long black hair, strong-willed to a fault, and amongst the
greatest doctors and scientific minds on the whole of Avalon. He seeks to improve the world in much the same manner as Jaypok did a thousand
years before, although without the overt cruelty and megalomania. In the past, he sought to unlock the secrets of life and worked to develop
methods of culturing new bodies for scarred elves as well as engineering perfect children to comprise the next generation.
His latest scheme is far grander in both scope and ambition, one based on ancient plans cobbled by mad architects in the unknown past. It is
called Project Soul Fire, and it consists of building a massive arcane engine that can regulate all magic in Avalon, perhaps the entire world. He
wishes to use it to enlighten and give free access to sorcery to all living creatures, but at the same time monitor that sorcery and instantly negate
any magic used to harm another person or the Earth itself. As the work nears completion, Phaeton employs a great number of explorers to find
him the ingredients he needs for his machine, as well as scores of mundane laborers, technicians, are guards. Of course, even if the project is
completed it will still be missing its key component, a living soul powerful enough to provide the engine with the spark of life.
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The Sea of Tiamat
The Wasteland's taint does not stop in the earth or the air, it continues
into the water. The ocean which borders this blight on Pangaea is
similarly diseased, the water dark with pollution and parasites. The
coastal waters are dangerous, home to mutated sea life which will eat
a swimmer and poison a fisherman. Farther out, the waters are
constantly wracked by storms and great waves, and the sea is thick
with monsters. It is a region where nearly all life is predatory, and
enormous creatures are drawn from leagues in any direction to join in
on the feeding frenzy. Far beneath the blood-frothed waves is a deepsea trench, a great channel in the ocean plain that descends into the
underworld below. At the very bottom of this forgotten sea lies a mad
city built by inhuman hands. It is said to be the great prison of the
ancient merrow kings, beings whose flesh is touched by entities from
outside this world and who will soon be free.

The Ocean
Pangaea is surrounded on all sides by a young ocean that is both
clearer and fresher than our modern world's. The shallow seas which
caress Pangea are dotted with all manner of gulfs, bays, and inlets.
This coastal region is home to thousands of small islands and coral
reefs along with major archipelagos and several landmasses almost
large enough to be continents in their own right.
The ocean is teeming with life, including several species of
intelligent beings, as well as massive sea monsters, and the surface is
home to numerous vessels belonging to fishermen, merchants,
explorers, soldiers, and pirates.
Beyond the shallows, the ocean continues forever, an endless
hemisphere of water that covers the far side of the planet before
wrapping around to Pangaea's opposite coast. It is believed that there
are no major landmasses to break the endless sea, that Pangaea is the
only continent in the world, and so far, there has been no evidence to
suggest otherwise. There are, however, islands, and no one can guess
at their numbers or say how frequent they might be. Some might be
rather large and could be home to animal species or even humanoid
cultures that are completely unlike those found anywhere else on
Earth.
There is also another world beneath the ocean's surface. In its deepest
regions, the distance between the surface and the ocean floor is
greater than the height of the tallest mountains, and living beings
exist at nearly all levels, from the wave broken surface through all the
open water down to the abyssal plain below. In this region there are
many wonderful organisms, some of them intelligent, and others
greater in scale than anything that has ever walked on land. There are
also the remnants of humanity, shipwrecked vessels and sunken
islands smashed to the seafloor by ancient catastrophes, and
somewhere out there are the drowned remains of Atlantis itself.

Arunoch
Arunoch is a large island in the northern Tethys Sea with a warm arid
climate, mostly sandy deserts and scrubland with a few moister areas
consisting of forests or jungles. The island nation is home to the
world's largest population of lizard people and is one of the most
powerful non-human societies in the world. The reptilian lands have
an alien culture and world view which makes their culture is a
difficult maze of seemingly cold and impersonal traditions, but the
people of Arunoch have nonetheless become longtime allies of
human civilization.
The distant past of Arunoch is a mystery, the lizard people have no
oral tradition and written language was not introduced to their society
until early in the last millennium, although they are known to have
predated the people of Atlantis and warred with them on occasion.
The lizardfolk have long captured humans in the coastal regions,
using the mammals as food sources or slave labor, but when
presented with the threat of extermination by the growing golden age
Imperium, the people of Arunoch were more than eager to enter into
a mutually beneficial relationship. The lizardfolk would no longer
prey upon Imperial citizens, and freely traded technology and natural
resources with the mainland.
The Imperium did not try and incorporate Arunoch directly, it was
distant and alien enough that conquest through the usual methods
would not be practical. However, many Templar did travel to
Arunoch as missionaries, where they were met with surprising
success. Many young lizard people were enticed by human concepts
of virtue and honor which were fantastic and alien to their minds, and
some even took up the sword and swore the Templar oaths. Although
not technically affiliated with the government of the Imperium or
Arunoch, these knightly orders have thrived even to this day, and
some speculate that since the Cataclysm the number of Templar on
Arunoch might actually exceed those within the Imperium.
After the Empire withdrew from the coastal regions, they lost contact
with Arunoch, but the lizard people, heedless of the subtle differences
in human politics, were quick to renew their old contracts and treaties
with the new rulers. Currently, Arunoch is a loose ally to the eastern
Warlords, primarily Balthazar, as well as the corporations of Masaria,
who have taken to employing many of their feral kin. For their part
the Warlords tolerate the lizardfolk, and utilize them as best they can,

The Tethys Sea
The Tethys Sea is the great gulf that splits Pangaea and may one day
cleave the supercontinent in twain. It is primarily shallow and warmwatered and is home to great biodiversity as well as numerous coastal
humanoid cultures. It was upon the shores of the Tethys that the first
survivors of Atlantis made landfall, and most early Imperial
settlements were built around the sea’s coast.
The Thalassian Sea
The Thalassian Sea is a great bay that cuts into the Northern Wild
along the western coast. Its waters are colder and murkier than most,
and tend to be choppy and storm-tossed most of the year. There are
few beaches in this region; most of the coastline is rocky and
bordered by sheer cliffs. There were once several major Imperial
cities along the coast; most have since fallen into ruins.
At one point the Giant's Span, one of the most ambitious engineering
projects ever undertaken by human hands, crossed the entire sea. The
enormous bridge is abandoned and in many places threatening
collapse, but it can still be used by those who are cautious or pursued
by things worse than a tumble into the cold ocean below.
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the people have Arunoch have fewer scruples and squeamish
objections to the Warlord's more brutal practices than do most human
recruits. With the recent defection of Che, Balthazar is looking to
solidify his hold on the various island nations permanently, and
Arunoch will likely be amongst the most coveted prizes in a seabased campaign.
The government of Arunoch is a many-tiered meritocracy, composed
of multiple guilds and loose confederations of lizard people based on
common skills or interests. The highest form of the government in the
land is a council composed of the most renowned practitioners of
each field, elected by their peers in a complex system of ritualized
tests and posturing challenges that seem completely baffling and
irrelevant to the mammalian mind. Currently, the two reptilian
potentates which outsiders would come into contact with are the
councilmember's Staang and Draco, twin brothers who represent
trade and war respectively. Although they both sit on the high
council, and thus serve the interests of Arunoch as a whole, the
brothers see the best ways to go about their mission in a vastly
different light. Staang believes in peace and cooperation with the
outside world and thinks that uniting with the Warlords is best for
Arunoch, while Draco feels that they should be met with outright war
and conquest. In this, Draco has the backing of the Templar of
Arunoch, although he is just as likely to ally with the Scourge as the
Imperial Templar, and he is not keen on returning human land that
has been bought from the Warlords with cold blood.

sell them to the enemy. The humble navy of Che discreetly ferried
these armaments to Masaria in exchange for gold and spices which
would not grow in the northern climate, and all the while Che subtly
encouraged the shipments of fresh weapons which came from the
Imperium that was blindly supplying both sides of the war.
Che would again betray the Imperium in the wake of the Cataclysm,
choosing to submit to the rule of the Warlord Balthazar rather than
face the slow demise that would afflict the mainland Templar. Che
cast off his oaths and his title, declaring himself the Prime Minister of
the province and cutting all ties with the Imperium that had been his
family bond for centuries. And, for a time, things upon Che were
prosperous and good, and the Prime Minister died a very old and
content man.
Now, over a century after the initial defection, his grandson, Che the
younger, faces a similar decision. He has seen what fate has befallen
his people under Balthazar's rule, and he has realized that the
Warlords will always take more than they give. He has personally
fought in Balthazar's crusades and seen many good island youths give
their lives in a pointless war, he has seen the brutality that Balthazar
has inflicted on those who refuse to fight and, worse, he has been
forced to conduct such purges of the disobedient himself. He has
decided to stand up for his people and remain silent no longer.
Now he has declared Che a sovereign state and he named himself
Warlord. From his great palatial villa above the capital city of
Montelagro, the Warlord Che plans a campaign that will remove all
foreign powers from the islands and establish his place as a political
power in his own right.
When Balthazar heard of Che's defection, the Warlord ordered a
massacre of civilians in the areas of Che still under Balthazar's
control, rebels and loyalists alike. The message to the people is clear,
reject the upstart Che, or die. Che now fears for not only his own
political power or even the good of his people, but for his very life.
He is keenly aware that, now that he has declared himself Warlord, a
painful and public execution is all that awaits him should he
surrender. He is too proud to ask the Imperium for help, not that it
would grant support to a three-time traitor even if it could, and has
instead begun to entertain ambassadors who respect his status as a
blood descendant of the Knights of the Round Table.
The island of Che itself is rather large, covering thousands of square
miles of good land. It is primarily temperate fields and forests, dotted
here and there by low mountain ranges. The people still follow their
own native traditions, although they have become adjusted to life
under both the Imperium and the Warlords and have assimilated the
outside customs into their own culture.

Che
The island nation of Che has been an Imperial province for centuries,
ever since the Imperial Guard stormed the colony and converted its
native inhabitants at sword point. The island was named after the
Templar officer Che, the first lord of the island, and existed for
hundreds of years as a prosperous model of Imperial life. The land
was fertile; Che's descendants kept it safe from pirates and monsters,
and it grew rich on trade between the mainland and the peoples of
Arunoch and Aureth.
In time, the Che dynasty would grow increasingly corrupt. Some say
it is because there were no other Templar families on the island, and
thus the noble blood grew thinner with each generation. Others
believe that it was merely the isolation and distance from anyone to
check the behavior of the nobility, but the end result was the same.
The Templar oaths were forgotten, and Lord Che began to believe
that he was not a servant of the Imperium but rather the ruler of his
own nation.
At the height of the Masarian Revolution, the Imperium feared that
the Lizard People of Arunoch or the Dark Elves of Aureth would
decide to take advantage of the Imperium's seeming weakness and
launch an invasion of the mainland. Che would be a necessary
stopping point for any such invasion, and it would be an important
staging ground for whichever side was currently on the offensive
should the war come. As a result, the Imperium decided to arm and
equip Che with far more weaponry and resources than the simple
island nation could ever put to use.
After deciding what was sufficient to stock and supply his own
people, the Templar Che was still left with massive armories of
deadly weaponry which he would never use. And thus, he decided to

The Isle of the Guardian
The dead center of the Tethys is a region where the water is still in
even the fiercest squalls and the tide itself seems to hold no power
over the sea. In the center of this calm spot is a modest island, its
gentle slope rising from the waves for scarcely ten paces in any
direction. The island is featureless save for a humble stone pedestal
built by ancient and unnamed hands, and upon its surface is a
depression in which could rest an object the size of a human first.
The island’s true purpose or origin is unknown. Some claim that
beneath the island lies the deepest of Abysses leading the world's
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core, the rent caused by the Dragon's teeth when it tore the Heart
from the body of the Night to make the world. The island was built
by the Titans to cover up the wound and keep back the darkness
below, while the pedestal was a shrine to the Heart of Darkness
before the foolish deities thought to use it in their war against the
demons.
The island takes its name from the myth that in the deep ocean
trenches around the island, there sleeps the father of all tarasques, an
enormous seven-headed monster vaguely reminiscent of the Dragon,
created from the last anguished nightmare before the creation of the
world. Some say that the guardian will hunt down and destroy any
who defile the island, others say that has already happened and it is
the vengeance of the guardian which plagues the modern world, and
that it can only be lifted should the Heart of Darkness be returned.
Others believe that he who holds the Heart can command the great
beast and that from this island they will have access to a weapon of
unimaginable power.

Proteus, to whom all the kings swear the use of their bodies as mortal
hosts.
Lemuria is content with the world under the sea and rarely comes into
conflict with the surface, although they will sometimes take offense
to sailors who travel through waters above sites that they consider
sacred or of military importance. The nereid are allied with the tritons
as well as the elven Armada, and are staunch enemies of the lamia,
merrow, and vore. Many of the mighty sea monsters are driven away
by the nereids, others are domesticated or even bred to serve as
mounts, guards, or beasts of burden.
If meaningful contact could be made between the people of Lemuria
and the overworld it would surely benefit both parties immensely.
The nereids covet the metal tools of the surface people and would
likely be willing to trade their own undersea resources for them, and
many might be coerced into leaving the ocean for periods of
indentured servitude as soldiers or laborers if the rewards were right.
There are numerous treasures that have been lost to the sea in storms
or shipwrecks and are all but unrecoverable to landlocked beings, but
simplicity in itself for the aquatic nereids to find and recover. There
is a school of thought amongst the Templar that finding the ruins of
Atlantis and recovering its lost treasures and secrets is vital to the
survival of the Imperium, and the aid of the nereids would make such
an effort infinitely easier, though much of the sunken city rests
deeper than even the Lemurians would dare go.

Jennipheare Island
The furthest kingdom in the whole of the Imperium is Jennipheare
Island, named centuries ago by its discoverer for the Lady
Jennipheare, whom he was courting at the time. The island would be
settled by Imperial colonists and was granted to a young knight eager
to be promoted to Templar Lord, whose descendants rule the land to
this day. Although the island is Imperial in culture, it has long been
isolated from the Imperium itself and has had no notable contact with
the Empire since the eastern seaports fell to Balthazar. Should contact
ever be reestablished, it remains to be seen if the lords of the island
will honor their vows or if they have grown overly fond of their
independence and self-rule.
The island itself is warm and almost tropical but lacking any true
jungles or epic wilderness. Most of the island is warm grasslands
suitable for farming; sugar and other spices are produced in great
abundance, trade in which have made the lords of this island
exceedingly wealthy.

Midway Station
From a vantage point above the ocean’s surface, a lonely metal tower
rising from the waves is all that can be seen of Midway station. This
outpost was found centuries ago by Imperial explorers, a fortress of
solid metal apparently anchored to the seafloor itself. There was no
sign of its builders, and the technology required to manufacture such
an edifice was centuries beyond what the Imperium was capable of at
the time of its collapse, during which only a few sea forts and
offshore oil platforms were under construction in shallow waters.
Some speculate that it is a relic of Atlantis, Avalon, or even the
prehistoric Merrow, although the architecture does not match any
other ruins yet found. Others believe it to be built by the enigmatic
coatl, or perhaps the Brothers of the Shadow.
Regardless of its origins, it was put to good use by the Imperium.
Below the water's surface, Midway station expands into a large
installation that can house hundreds of men and has numerous
facilities for the storage of goods and spare parts. It was named
Midway because it was almost exactly halfway between the ports of
Sanction and Orta, and was commonly used to repair or resupply
ships making the perilous journey over the open ocean. Few people
chose to stay there longer than was necessary however, strange
occurrences frequently took place at the station and many claimed
that it was haunted. Some people said that it was home to shadowy
figures that were never seen directly, only heard or glimpsed in dim
light, and others report that the station itself seemed to be growing in
size and complexity, almost as if the metal itself were alive.
The station was closed to the public at the start of the Masarian war.
Eventually, it was also closed down to military traffic save in
emergencies, the ship's crew forced to stay on the upper levels while
repairs were made. In the labyrinthine corridors below, the station’s

Lemuria
The world is covered in water. The relative scarcity of dry land rarely
enters into human thought; after all, the land is where everything
important occurs. This line of thinking is at best mildly delusional,
and at worst outright dangerous. Take for example Lemuria, a vast
undersea civilization that has coexisted alongside the Imperium for
the entirety of its existence, but to which almost no attention was ever
paid.
Lemuria is home primarily to Nereids, blue-skinned fey descended
from the union of humans and water elementals, and is the single
largest population of fey beings on the planet. Although they are
technologically retarded due to lack of fire and parchment, their
society is nonetheless advanced and powerful, their cyclopean cities
covering countless miles of the seafloor. The Lemurian people are
primarily herders rather than farmers, and trade shells and corals in
much the same manner as surface beings deal in gold. They have a
feudal system not completely unlike that of the Imperium, although
rather than an emperor, their supreme leader is the water elemental
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master, Colonel Adam Dolman, was overseeing the development of
the next generation of warfare. Dolman was not a Templar, merely a
career army officer, and he was allowed to pursue avenues in the
defense of the Imperium which a Templar's oaths would have made
difficult. It was said that many of the greatest scientific minds in the
Empire were taken to the station, along with sorcerers and
representatives of intellectually powerful races such as the dark elves,
huldrefolk, and merrow.
Their goal is not known to history. Rumors say there were attempting
to create a new weapon that would revolutionize warfare, although its
nature varies with each telling. Some say they were modifying the
human body beyond even what the Atlanteans had accomplished in
creating the Templar, or perhaps a manmade plague or engineered
war beast, others say they were attempting to harness the power of
the atom or breeding enlightened soldiers capable of using sorcery en
masse to destroy their enemies. Whatever their goal was, it seemingly
failed, for during the Cataclysm something went terribly wrong.
Whatever they were working on broke out of their control and killed
all those stationed at Midway, their ghosts joining the chorus of its
history.
For a century, the station sat unmanned, abandoned in the ocean.
Those few explorers or freebooters who landed there left quickly, its
eerie nature preventing any serious looting or exploration of the
lower levels. But some say that the unused station has recently found
new inhabitants, and that the experiments have resumed.

The Shoal of Orion
The Shoal of Orion is rocky shallow which lies off the northern coast
of Masaria. Rising from a sandy reef in the shoal's center is the great
pinnacle from which it takes its name, its torch-lit halls home to a
solemn priesthood that serve the master and maintains the trophies
that lie within.
Orion was once the lord of the giants of Cardiff, a cloud father who is
said to be the greatest huntsman who ever lived. Long ago he courted
the eldest of the Frost Maidens of Eluria and was slain for his
audacity by a giant scorpion sent by her sister, mistress of the Dama
Dagenda.
The Snow Queen was not the first woman to be pursued by the
huntsman, and he left in his wake a number of bastard children. One
of them, a barbarian chieftain named Betelgeuse, longed to follow in
his father's footsteps, but he failed to measure up.
Betelgeuse made a pact with the dark powers of Hell, granting him
remarkable prowess and eternal longevity, but with a catch. Should
he perish before having slain one of each creature on Earth, his soul
will be damned.
Betelgeuse has been about his task for centuries, but he greatly
underestimated the breadth of Pangaea's inhabitants, and he is
scarcely closer to completing it than he was when he began. Over the
years he has acquired great fame and skill, and now the scarred halfgiant lives in the shoal surrounded by silent servitors and the stuffed
reminders of his previous kills.
Betelgeuse is always on the lookout for new additions to his grim
menagerie. He could serve as a wealthy patron or powerful ally to
those who help him track down his quarries, but he could also be a
deadly enemy for any whom he sets his sights upon or who dares to
stand in the way of one of his hunts.

Quioxotinl
The creature Quioxotinl is a praetorian, one of the elite manargus drones who are the personal agents of their queen. For decades, this monster
has been content to serve his mistress in gathering information both mystical and mundane, as well as eliminating foes on all levels of reality.
Years of absorbing the memories of his victims have taken their toll, and recently, after feeding upon the essence of a particularly brilliant soul,
Quioxotinl found that he was no longer the same being who had been born to serve unquestioningly.
Although he is still loyal to the manargus swarm, Quioxotinl realizes that Lael’s vision will lead the race to its own destruction, and perhaps that
of the entire world. He has come to inhabit the laboratories beneath Midway station in an attempt to create a next evolution of the manargus
species, one which can pursue the creature's goals without destroying the art, freedom, and philosophy that he has just recently come to regard as
having value. He is not exactly sure what he ultimately hopes to achieve, but he has begun to recruit colleagues and test subjects for his
operations, some willing and others less so.
Most of his research subjects are fellow manargus, usually mutants who were cast out of their own hives, although not all. He is attempting to
isolate the traits that make other species exceptional, and has taken care to acquire mighty Templar warriors, resilient trolls, beautiful nymphs,
elven artists, dwarven stoics, and beings with powerful psychic abilities. He is even attempting to scientifically understand the capabilities of
hellions and the undead in his mad experimentation.
The lead human researcher in Quioxotinl's project is Doctor Jonas. Jonas is a tall man whose thin frame, long white hair, and emotionless
bespectacled features make the very picture of a detached scientist. As a young man, Jonas' family was killed in the southern islands and he
lived for several years alone in the wilderness. He shared his habitat with a hive of manargus, and rather than a predator and prey relationship
the insects and he shared a mutual curiosity. When he was eventually rescued, he made the study of the creatures his life's work, and, having
spent many crucial years of his adolescence with them, believes that in many ways their company is preferable to that of humans. He is currently
known as one of the world's foremost biologists, and an unequaled expert in the field of entomology, so it was no surprise that Quioxotinl
sought him out. Whether Jonas is there of his own free will is yet to be seen, as is what side he will take in the inevitable conflict which will
occur when Midway station's new inhabitants are discovered by the wider world or the manargus queen.
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The Vampire Reefs
The Vampire Reefs are some of the most dangerous waters in the
world. Resting off the coast of eastern Pangaea in the southern
Tethys, they are riddled with flourishing coral reefs and rocky islands
that come and go with the tide and offer no safe harbors. Many trade
routes skirt the edges of this region, but only the most dogged
captains will choose to sail through the reef itself no matter how much
time they might shave off their voyage.
The region’s name is taken from the Lamia, aquatic humanoids who
subsist on mammalian blood. More than one ship which has gone
missing in these treacherous waters has been found adrift, its crew
missing or dead, and many seamen aboard ships anchored for the
night awake to find their crewmates mysteriously lifeless and drained
of blood come morning. The existence of the Lamia is unknown save
to a few experts, and most sailors simply assume the culprit is a more
familiar creature, the vampire, perhaps even one of their own
passengers or crew.
Although the Lamia is a fantastic threat, they are far from an everyday
peril, but the same cannot be said of pirates. Numerous galleys of
buccaneers and brigands sail these waters eager to prey on merchant
vessels and even unprepared military ships. They actively hunt the
shipping lanes on the edges of the reef and then move deeper in where
they are free from all but the most determined of pursuers. The pirates
have been a scourge in this region since the time of Arthur, but the
coming of the Warlords has only made their presence worse as the
seaside kingdoms no longer wish to dedicate troops to hunting them
down, and a life of crime on the high seas looks ever more promising
to the starving poor.
The leader of the region's pirates is the mythical Gaid, a seemingly
immortal corsair who has plagued the region since the birth of the
Imperium. His cursed ship strikes fear into the heart of sailor and
pirate alike, and even the most bloodthirsty sea dogs are more than
eager to give him a share of their plunder, and when he marks a ship
for safe passage or his own personal rights, only a fool denies him.
The pirates know these waters better than anyone else, and those who
go straight can make a good living navigating them if they are able to
put out of their mind what will happen to them should their former
comrades catch the traitor's vessel. The pirates know all the safe
landing sites in these reefs, and they have more than one secret cove
or safe harbor where they can dock and resupply as well as fraternize
with their competitors and waste away their spoils on gambling, ale,
and companionship. It is said that there are even several sea forts and
flotilla cities that the pirates have constructed for such purposes. The
reefs are dotted with secret treasure caches where the pirates have
stowed their ill-gotten booty, although searching for them is a fool's
errand, for even if a treasure seeker were able to locate one it would
likely be trapped or long since vanished, but still, the promise of
buried treasure lures a steady stream of headstrong adventurers into
the reefs.
Recently, something drastic has occurred underwater, although no
surface dweller is sure as to the exact nature. The lamia are especially
active as of late, as are several other hostile aquatic species such as
the vore and the samebito, and numerous sea monsters have taken up
residence in the reefs, an area which large creatures normally avoid in
favor of open waters. As a result, most ships are steering well clear of

the reefs, and the pirates, who suffer no small losses from the
creatures themselves, are having to travel farther afield to find
victims, and leaving themselves ever more exposed to reprisal. The
pirates are increasingly eager to find a solution to their problems, and
opportunities are good for monster hunters or for those who wish to
replace the crewmembers that have been lost to the beasts of the deep.
On the other hand, it is also a good time to be a bounty hunter, for
there is a rich price offered on the heads of the pirates who leave the
relative safety of the reefs.
Vanguard
Vanguard is amongst the most ancient of all Imperial settlements,
originally a naval fort of Atlantis which was used as a base of
operations for explorers and missionaries on the expeditions to the
mainland. When Atlantis sank, it was the first destination of the few
survivors, who would eventually go on to found the Imperium, and
the island has never left Templar hands.
Vanguard is located in the central Tethys on a small island that is
surrounded by high cliffs beneath a heavily forested plateau. The west
face of the island has been converted into a large harbor, while the
numerous dwellings and shops that make up the city proper are built
in terraces that climb up the cliffside for hundreds of stories.
Vanguard has been assaulted by pirates, Masarians, and the navies of
the Warlords several times, but has never fallen. The Templar Lady of
the city is Allison Thunder-First, a powerful and fair-haired woman
descended from pure Atlantean stock all the way back to her dynasty's
foundation at the birth of the Imperium. She is a stout-hearted warrior
and a loyal knight, and the city will not fall to internal corruption or to
external force so long as she still draws breath. Still, the island is far
from the Imperium, and it must make do with what resources it can
acquire, and the lady is not above hiring outsiders for a little added
muscle in times of peril.
The Wyrm Tongue Islands
Stretching between Masaria and Avalon is a massive archipelago;
thousands of miles in length with tens of thousands of islands. This
archipelago, commonly known to humans as the Wyrm Tongue Isles,
forms the southern border of the Tethys sea and is home to islands of
nearly every imaginable size, shape, and climate. Most have their own
ecosystems, containing species not seen anywhere else in the world,
and many are home to humanoid civilizations with their own unique
cultures.
Centuries ago, the Imperium attempted to expand on to these islands
and bring them under Templar rule. They had great success at first,
most of the islands were uninhabited and ready to receive eager
colonists, while those indigenous populations they encountered were
easy to pacify with Templar steel or the luxuries that Imperial
technology provided. However, the Imperium soon came to the
attention of the dragon.
The great red wyrm's true name is unknown, but those few who
survived his rampage called him Gehenna, the fire of Hell. The
dragon burned the ships and settlements of man and laughed off even
the most determined Templar dragon slayers. The dragon's legend
grew even larger than his body, and no Imperial settlers have since
attempted to colonize the newly christened Wyrm Tongue Islands.
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Gehenna seems to claim the entire archipelago as his domain. It is
unknown if other, smaller, dragons also dwell there, but it seems
likely that at least a few mates or children of Gehenna are to be found.
There are numerous indigenous peoples, most are simple tribesmen,
but others quite advanced, and who are seemingly tolerated by the
dragon, or simply exist beneath his notice in the vast region.
In addition to humanoids, there is an enormous insect population,

many of which are sentient. It is believed that both the manargus and
the yokhori originated here, and both species are found on the islands
in great numbers, although the former is steadily working to eradicate
the latter. In addition, one of the larger islands is home to the
Artillans, artificial humanoids who were created to be slaves of the
elves but won their freedom centuries ago and have since developed
one of the most technically proficient societies in Pangaea.

Gehenna
This ancient dragon is perhaps the oldest and largest still living in the world, save for those bound to guard its cornerstones. He is a massive
male wyrm with scales the color of fresh blood speckled with dying embers. Gehenna is the unchallenged lord of the islands, and he has driven
most other supermassive predators and male dragons from them. He permits humanoids to exist, they do after all provide him with a source of
gold and entertainment, but he has no qualms about destroying them should they get uppity, as he has done time and again when foreign powers
attempt to colonize his islands.
He lives inside the caldera of a dormant volcano, and his lair is one of the richest treasure troves on Earth, containing tribute and plunder
stretching back to the early days of Atlantis, and his greatest prize is the Shadowed Crystal. Beneath his lair lives a large hive of Yokhori, who
serve him in exchange for protection from the manargus. The creatures are adept miners and metalworkers and continue to supply their master
with tons of gold and gems to satiate his hunger for mana and have crafted an exquisite set of plate barding for him that is likely the largest and
most expensive suit of armor ever produced.
Some dragons enjoy humanoid company or worship and will share their knowledge with those brave enough to stand before them. Gehenna is
not one of those dragons. Any who approach him without dire news will be slain instantly, and even those with pressing matters will likely find
themselves devoured after they have delivered their message. There is no compassion in the ancient wyrm's heart, and there would be few who
would mourn his passing if some great heroes were finally able to slay the beast and lay claim to his hoard.
Lael
Lael is the greatest of all manargus, the queen of queens, and the mother of the entire race. She was hatched over a century ago, shortly before
the Cataclysm, and she was the most deadly and terrifying of all Manargus, a prodigy and a ferocious predator which was feared by even the
spirits of the islands, for she was as potent in sorcery as she was deadly. Before she could reach maturity, she was taken across the sea by an
unknown force and was gone from the islands for many years.
When Lael returned, she was even larger and more terrible than when she left, and the Manargus believe that she had become the embodiment
of the Huntress herself. She then set about building her own hive and produced a prodigious brood of young, all of whom were every bit the
gifted killer that their mother was. In the following years, her daughters waged a bloody genocide and wiped out all the other manargus on the
islands. Manargus hives often war with each other, their religion preaches the survival of the fittest makes them closer to the Huntress, and the
other hives were eager to fight back, but were unprepared for the strength and ferocity of the children of Lael.
Once all lesser strains of manargus were purged from the island, Lael's eldest daughters founded their own hives in all corners of the archipelago
and then began to wage war on one another, although none would dare defy their mother or attack her hive. Eventually, the descendants of Lael
would expand from their tropical homes and establish hives upon the mainland. Now, Manargus can be found in almost every region in Pangaea
and are one of the greatest threats to human life in the modern world.
The manargus do not have any special view of men, usually seeing them as prey or objects of curiosity. The manargus mindset is significantly
different from the humanoid mind that neither species is aware that the other is truly intelligent. Manargus exist to feed and reproduce. A
queen's daughters travel far from their mother's hive when they establish their own, for although warfare between hives is almost constant,
matricide is a grave sin. Manargus work to cultivate the landscape and they work toward the balance of both the physical world and the spiritual.
Multiple manargus hives are known to work together to repair corruption and destroy its source, be it human pollution or a Dreamtime
incursion, and it is during these crusades that they are the most dangerous to those who cross their path. The Wasteland is the biggest source of
corruption in the world, and many manargus hives are located along its borders. In many cases, the Wasteland is too much for even the hardy
manargus, and within a few generations such creatures are mutated and nearly as corrupt as the land itself, pariahs amongst their own kind and
sadistic killers of all other living creatures, and Lael has made their extermination her highest priority.
Lael herself rarely leaves her subterranean hive, instead acting through her children and praetorian agents. She is an enormous creature who fills
her chamber, her egg sac constantly pulsing as it gives birth to an endless stream of larva. She is among the most powerful beings to ever live,
and in both physical might and sorcery, she is on par with the eldest of dragons and the sunken priest-kings of the ancient merrow.
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The Oak King
The Earth exists atop Elysium, the Elemental Plane of Wood, an
endless wilderness where the canopy stretches from the top of the
world to the bottom. In the distant past, the great tree Yggdrasil grew
forth from the plane of wood and served as the home of the Goddess,
the centerpiece of her garden at Eden. When the Titans turned on her,
the great tree withered and turned to stone around her prison and the
garden turned to a desert. Still, one acorn from the great tree
Yggdrasil survived and was carried by the servants of nature to an
island in the south seas.
The young acorn was planted upon the island, which was itself a
powerful nexus of life energy, and it soon sprouted into a mighty tree,
grander and more vibrant than any other in the entire world. This
great tree soon covered the entirety of the island's surface, and its
canopy was home to a vast ecosystem that had grown within its
branches. Eventually, a sect of Elven druids would nominate
themselves as the tree's guardians, they used its acorns to cultivate the
star wood trees of Avalon, and from its shed bark, they crafted
heirlooms stronger than adamant. Those who dwelled upon the tree
considered themselves the guardians of all nature, for it was believed
that the health of the tree was linked to the very life force of the
world.
A century ago, during the events of the Cataclysm, the manargus
swarmed over the tree and killed its fey protectors. None have seen
the tree since. Some believe that the manargus must surely have
devoured or perverted the tree, thereby causing the Wasteland that is
crippling Pangaea. Others believe that the continued existence of the
world proves that the tree is still standing, but most people merely
think it a fairy story. Still, the Oak King was a source of great
knowledge and magic, and it would be a worthy and profitable
adventure if some intrepid heroes were to brave the uncharted waters
and the savage manargus infested jungles to find the lost tree.

The Icarus
Most of the Warlords rule vast empires which they have carved out
from the Imperial frontier, their borders ever-shifting as they seek to
grab land from their neighbors. Not so with the Warlord Devorus, he
cares not a whit what lands belong to him, for his domain is the sky.
His capital is the Icarus, an enormous flying fortress powered by
bound demons and held aloft by a mixture of artifice and sorcery.
This massive vessel traverses the skies of Pangaea heedless of
borders, and houses dozens of smaller flying craft and parachute
bound soldiers, allowing it to strike at its foes, kill whomever and take
whatever they desire, and be gone on the wind before any reprisal can
find them.
Devorus himself is a dwarf, and his obsession with the sky is unusual
for members of his normally landlocked race. Unlike most other
Warlords, he considers himself a scientist rather than a warrior, and it
is in his inventions that his true power lies. He is still a mighty
sorcerer and a trained soldier, he would not have risen to the rank of
Warlord if he wasn't, but to him, conquest is merely a means to an
end, and as to his ultimate goals, not even the sky is the limit.
Devorus was the standard-bearer of the warlords at Armageddon, and
vast tapestries promoting his glory hang from every side of the Icarus.
His personal emblem is a scene of colorful tropical birds, and many of
his soldiers wear vibrant colors that clash with the darkness that
typically fills their hearts and marks their deeds.

Tartarus
Far beneath the lands of men lies the subterranean realm of the
morlocks. These creatures live in the vast networks of caves that exist
alongside the fomorian Under Kingdoms and various other realms
that never see the sun, an entire world that is all but invisible to those
who dwell in the lands above. Somewhere in this sprawling labyrinth
of darkness lies the great city of Tartarus, the capital of the morlocks
and the deepest settlement this side of Hell.
No one is exactly sure where Tartarus is located, for all anyone knows
it could be directly below Camelot itself, or under the heart of the
Wasteland, or even beneath the sea. So deep is the city and so twisted
the path that none, even the morlocks themselves, can be exactly sure
of just how far they have traveled or in what direction.
It is a horrible place, and those who have seen it tell stories of
captured surface folk by the thousands, bred like cattle and then used
for slave labor, sexual predation, and ultimately food.
It is said that the realm of Tartarus is the dominion of a shadowy king
called Cthon, but little is known about him amongst the morlocks, let
alone the people of the surface world. It isn’t clear whether Cthon is a
title or the name of an individual, nor whether the creature is a
member of the morlock species or if they serve something even more
foul.
Although Tartarus is by far the largest, the morlocks maintain many
such subterranean outposts. Most morlock colonies are actually built
only a few paces below the cities of men, allowing them to break into
the sewers and conduct midnight raids upon the population without
anyone knowing they were there.
On the surface, morlock encampments are few and temporary, most
are in old mines or quarries where they have quick use for the slaves
and ready access to the underground should they need to escape.
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Map Key
1
Camelot
34
Aitos Plateau
67
Othrys
2
Concordance
35
The Sundered Lands
68
The Pass of Tourmalis
3
Golgotha
36
Katar
69
Shangri-Lai
4
Gollanthor
37
Lyre Wood
70
The World's Crest Mountains
5
The Medagora
38
Xian
71
Narshal
6
The Sangrael
39
The Silver Coast
72
The Council of Thanes
7
Vladispol
40
Zaikhan
73
Gwandolain
8
Nightholm
41
Cardiff
74
The Highlands
9
Veltigorn
42
Cerillian Plains
75
Well-Forge
10
Vista
43
Eluria
76
Jaylum
11
New Jericho
44
Hoarstaang's Glacier
77
Vallenwood
12
Blackpool
45
Olympus
78
Arunoch
13
Dungenus
46
Northgart
79
Che
14
Orta
47
Tir-Na-Nog
80
The Isle of the Guardian
15
San Portus
48
Necropolis
81
Jennipheare Island
16
Union
49
The Amber Flow
82
Lemuria
17
Aires
50
Armageddon
83
Midway Station
18
Pompur
51
Bastion
84
The Vampire Reefs
19
Bootiyah
52
Big Blue
85
Vanguard
20
Gorrelek
53
The Burning Lands
86
The Wyrm Tongue Islands
21
The Scoria
54
The Mesa of Sunset Sands
87
The Shoal of Orion
22
Khornalia
55
Jotunheim
88
Nysa
23
Bhrayman
56
The Sedge Sea
89
Hesperides
24
The Death Marshes
57
The Towers of Tahrr
90
Thesmophoria
25
The Lake of Crystal Tears
58
The Wood of Ill Thought
91
Sheol
26
Vorchan
59
Casmir
92
Parthenon
27
Avarus
60
Crossway
93
Lemnos
28
Antilles and Vorcress
61
The Great Delta
94
Heliopolis
29
The Juju Place
62
Kassandra
95
Cyllene
30
Rhybar
63
Marhanna
96
Valhalla
31
Lost Hope
64
Sanction
97
Cythera
32
The Ruins of Lampwych Court
65
Axis Mundi
98
Anthemoessa
33
The Tower of Morpheus
66
Aquaria
99
Ephesus
100:
Here rests ancient Atlantis, sunken and dead
Keep in mind that this list is in no way exhaustive, Pangaea has a larger area than all of modern
Gamekeepers should feel free to let their imagination run wild when designing stories set in the
Earth, and it would be impossible to catalog every location, or even every important or unique
world of Heart of Darkness, and can feel free to populate the empty areas of the map with
location, in this tome. Entire civilizations and vast regions of Pangaea are left wholly
whatever people and places they feel fit to include. This courtesy should likewise be extended to
undocumented, wondrous vistas beyond imagining existing just out of sight.
players who wish to detail their character’s homeland and back story.

Chapter One - Setting
The Templar
The Templar are the descendants of the knights of King Arthur, and
serve as both the aristocracy and the elite fighting force of the
Imperium. The Templar carry within them the blood of Atlantis, and
traditionally had access to equipment and training far beyond what
ordinary folk could ever aspire to. It is possible for an exceptional
commoner to be elevated to the level of Templar, either as a reward
from the Empress or by being selected by a young knight as a better
candidate for marriage than any of their noble suitors, however only
the best of humanity could ever hope for such a reward, and thus the
Templar line was kept strong.
The Templar are organized by family dynasties, each controlling a
region of Pangaea. Templar Lords own land, and are in many ways
equivalent to a king, as they are the absolute authority on all matters
within their realm, and they alone have the right to pardon or execute
criminals. When a Templar Lord is married, their spouse may choose
to take the oaths of the Templar, in which case they are both of equal
rank and authority. Typically, the wife holds authority over the
household and civil matters while the husband takes care of military
concerns.
When a Templar Lord dies, their spouse, if any, may continue to rule
alone, although most will abdicate their throne and either perform a
ritual suicide or seek their death by setting out on a series of hopeless
quests. When a Templar Lord abdicates or is killed, the eldest child
normally takes on their role, although sometimes the parent will
choose a younger heir to succeed them, or even split their domain
between their children, although the latter is typically only done when
the population of a realm has grown so great that it is more than one
ruler can handle. Should a Templar Lord die with no heir, the realm is
usually absorbed into that of a nearby member of their dynasty,
although the Empress or a majority vote among the Paladins can
instead gift the land to an exceptional commoner, granting them
nobility in recognition of their great deeds.
The children of a Templar Lord have several choices. They can join
the Imperial Guard or a church, or they can remain in their father's
land as a Templar Knight. Templar Knights patrol their lord's
fiefdom, keeping order and doing good deeds as well as defending the
land in times of war. Some Templar Knights choose to leave their
parent's realm and wander the world and take up the title of KnightErrant. They seek adventure and fortune in distant lands, and although
they have renounced their claim to their own domain, they are still
noble-born and are able to enforce the law, although they must respect
the lords of whatever land they travel through or risk exile. The path
of the Errant is an uncertain one and is typically only undertaken by
younger children and free spirits.
Many of the larger territories were too vast to be governed by a single
lord and would have a hierarchy within the dynasty, with Templar
Barons controlling large cities, Templar Counts governing rural
counties, and Templar Dukes governing whole provinces. In the
modern era, most of these complex social hierarchies have collapsed
along with the Imperial borders.
Above all the Templar Lords are the Paladins. Their word is absolute,
and they have the authority to overturn decrees of or even strip the
title from a Templar Lord. In the absence of the Empress, the Paladins
are the highest authority in the Imperium.

Organizations
The Imperial Remnant
The Old Empire was the largest and most powerful civilization to
have ever existed. Although it is currently on its way toward collapse
and a mere shadow of its former glory, the Imperial Remnant is still
the ultimate force in Pangaea. The Empire once stretched from coast
to coast and controlled the majority of the continent, now it is but a
vestige, located in central Pangaea with the Warlord's domain
surrounding it on every side.
The Empire consisted of billions of people from all different
backgrounds. It has absorbed numerous cultures, either through
conversion or by conquest, in the last thousand years. Therefore, few
statements can be made which apply to the Imperial Remanent as a
whole.
The Imperium is almost entirely human, and though other species are
permitted to obtain Imperial citizenship, they are almost always
ostracized, discouraged from breeding with their own kind, and
watched closely by the local sheriffs.
The Imperium was designed as a feudal system, where society is
divided into strict classes with the judgment of one's betters replacing
a written code of laws. Still, the Templar are not slavers, and even the
lowest born commoners are free to travel and to take up any trade that
they like, or even to leave the Imperium entirely if they so desire.
The sigil of the Imperium is a golden cross upon a field of white or
silver, and although many people associate it with an ankh or crucifix,
it actually symbolizes the sword in the stone from which Arthur
derived his authority.
The Imperium is an absolute monarchy, meant to be governed by an
Emperor who is a flawless paragon of humanity. The fact that the
Emperor has been missing for a millennium and the Empress
incapacitated for several centuries means that the Imperium’s
leadership has been divided, and the lack of a single strong leader is
chiefly responsible for its decline.
Each town in the Imperium has a militia whose sole duty is to train
with weapons and detain or slay any criminals, wild beasts, or raiders
that threaten the town; they are paid for and commanded by the local
Templar Lord or the church of Ares. Most Templar also have a squire,
usually a skilled commoner or a noble who has not yet come of age,
and Templar lords command a regiment of men at arms. However,
these forces are often inadequate to defend against all threats, even
when supported by the Templar knights. To this end, the Imperium
has a standing army of professional soldiers who are spread along its
borders. In the past, they would regularly "crusade" against
neighboring kingdoms who would not submit to Imperial rule without
a show of force, but in modern times, they act in an almost purely
defensive manner and are slowly but surely being whittled away by
the Warlords’ armies or lured over to them by promises of wealth and
prestige.
There are numerous smaller organizations within the Imperial
Remnant; military, religious, public, and private, which compose the
backbone of the Imperium's strength; the most prominent of which are
detailed below.
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There are fifteen paladins, and they meet annually at the Round Table
within the castle Camelot.
Of the fifteen paladins, twelve are the direct descendants of the
original Knights of the Round Table. These twelve are of strong
Atlantean descent and each rule a region within the Imperium. Their
domains extend from the borders of Camelot outward to the edge of
the Empire, borders which have been cut painfully short in recent
years. The great frontier cities house the palaces that were the seats of
power for the Paladin’s grandparents, palaces that are now home to
the Warlords. The Paladins currently rule from their dynasties’
ancestral homelands, great castles built upon the Old Empire’s golden
age borders.
The remaining paladins are the Marshal, commander of the Imperial
Guard; the Royal Castellan, who protects and keeps order within the
capital city itself; and the High Chaplain, who acts as a liaison
between the holy and secular Templar and as a defender of the faith.
The Templar are above the commoners of the Imperium. They have
the right to order about the citizens of their lands, and they can act as
judge, jury, and executioner to those they deem worthy of capital
crimes unless their lord or the crown stays their hand.
Templar are bound by a rigid code of honor and, despite their
authority, in many ways have fewer freedoms than those that they
rule. A Templar who is found to have grossly violated their oaths or
the code of chivalry can be stripped of their title by their lord or by a
jury of their peers, although the Paladins or the Empress can overturn
their decision or offer a quest for the wayward knight to redeem
themself, regaining their position or at least restoring their honor
should they die trying.
As previously stated, there are two ways for a commoner to become a
Templar, and both serve to strengthen the Templar bloodlines by
selecting only the most gifted people. The first and more common
way is marriage, as a Templar's spouse can take the Knight's Vows
and acquire a rank equal to their partner. Ideally, knights will not
choose to marry a commoner unless they are especially lovely or
talented, but this is not always the case, love is often blind.
Second, when the Imperium acquires a new territory, or when the
rulers of an existing territory are removed from their station due to
death or dishonor, the Empress or the council of Paladins can elevate
a commoner to nobility and gift them with the land. Sometimes
merely being exceptional in abilities or character is enough, but it is
usually someone who served the Imperium in some respect, a famous
philosopher, a scientist, an entertainer, a merchant who has made
large monetary donations to the crown, or a military officer who
played a key role in the taking of the land which they are to be given
lordship over.
The Templar are still a mighty force, even if they are a shade of their
former glory. Indeed, they may be the strongest power in Pangaea,
with access to the Imperial stores of wealth and weaponry and their
own superior breeding and training in the military style of the Old
Empire. The Templar have managed to keep their lands Imperial in
name and custom even though they are surrounded by Warlords or
Wasteland on every side. It is said that if they could unify under a
single leader, the Templar could destroy any of the Warlords, but
doing so would leave their own lands vulnerable to the other twelve.

Still, the shadow grows; every year the stockpiles get smaller, the
people's memory of Imperial customs grows dimmer; the Wasteland
encroaches on a little more unspoiled farmland, and the Warlords
overcome the meager defenses of the border territories. If something
is not done, the Empire will no longer be even a memory, and the
once glorious Templar dynasties will have to either throw their
swords in with the Warlords or be wiped out by slow starvation or in
one last blaze of glory.
Templar traditionally wear full plate armor into battle, the adamant
polished to a gleaming silver sheen. Most Templar adorn themselves
with little ornamentation, but gild the edging of their armor, in real
gold if they can afford it, while the highest-ranking Templar use
orichalcum. Templar also wear capes over their armor, usually with
their family crest and colors upon them, while the Imperial Guard
wear solid black capes with gilded edges, the colors of the Empress.
Templar tend to prefer melee weapons to ranged, both because the
Imperial Tao proclaims it a more honorable way to fight and because
their stores of ammunition are always shrinking.
The Imperium once incorporated numerous smaller kingdoms, their
leaders choosing to swear the Templar oaths and submit to the
Emperor rather than fight for their independence. Although they are
not given special recognition under Imperial law, many of these noble
Templar retain their old titles, and it is not uncommon to find Templar
who also have titles alongside their knightly position such as Prince,
King, Sultan, Satrap, Shogun, etc. Likewise, aristocrats who do not
take knightly vows are still given a great deal of respect and authority
within these provinces in accordance with the ancient traditions of the
land.
Knightly Orders
In addition to the landed nobility, the Imperium could also call upon
the services of the knightly orders. These orders are composed of
knights-errant who have banded together, forming a group with an
internal command structure and their own traditions and interpretation
of the knight's code.
Knightly orders traveled the Imperium and assisted with quests and
crusades at the request of lords across Pangaea, sometimes even
aiding civilians on the frontier who had no noble protectors of their
own. They are beholden to no outsiders save the Paladins and the
crown, although they must still obey the laws of the lord in whose
lands they travel, and they control no territory of their own outside the
walls of their own fortress monasteries.
The knightly orders tended to recruit commoners into their ranks
somewhat more readily than landed Templar, often choosing
members based solely on valorous deeds or combat ability. This is not
technically legal under most readings of the Tao, but as it caused few
problems with succession it was rarely questioned. Indeed, a few
knightly orders were not Templar at all, but merely civilian mercenary
companies that put on the trappings of knighthood.
In the modern era, the true knightly orders are all but extinct, and
most that remain only pay lip service to Camelot or the Tao. They are
mercenaries and warbands fighting for their own wealth and power
rather than chivalric ideals, petty tyrants who are only one step above
the warlords that they oppose.
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William Robert Deschain
The Paladin Lord Deschain is the current Marshal of the Imperial Guard. It is he who directs the
remaining armies of the Imperium in defense of the Empress' lands, a never-ending conflict in
which he can only hope to slow inevitable defeat. He is a gallant soldier and a tactical genius, and
the powers that be took special notice of him at a remarkably early age. Deschain fought in the
battle of Armageddon, and when his superior was killed, he was able to hold together his troops
long enough to turn a rout into a strategic retreat that preserved the lives of many Templar and
destroyed the hellions that pursued them. When Andrew Swift-Strike was stripped of his
command, Deschain was, to everyone's surprise, promoted to Paladin and named the new head of
the Imperial Guard.
William Deschain is an elderly man, nearly bald and possessed of a regal countenance. He is of
only average height and build and appears almost puny next to the herculean physiques of most
Templar, but what he lacks in physical size he more than makes up for in courage and nobility.
Although he is goodhearted, Lord Deschain is somewhat formal and standoffish and seems rather
distant and critical to those under his command. He seldom speaks at length, but when he does his
words are formal and carefully chosen, always giving the appearance of a well-rehearsed speech.
It is commonly believed amongst the older Templar Lords that his demeanor is a conscious effort
to distance himself from his wild and reckless youth.
Although decades of constant warfare have worn heavily upon his mind and soul, the Marshal is
still a loyal defender of the Imperium. While he is starting to doubt whether victory is possible, he
refuses to give up, and will gladly fight to his last breath to preserve the civilization he so loves.
He is not, however, a politician, and frequently finds himself caught up in the conflicts between
the various Templar Lords whose lands he must defend, particularly the growing web of intrigue
between the Archbishop Octavian and the High Chaplain, and is often uncertain how to best serve
the Empress.

The Knight's Code
The code of the Templar was originally penned by King Arthur based
upon ancient Atlantean customs and chivalric traditions. Each of the
Knights of the Round Table swore seven oaths before being inducted
into service as Templar, as did their descendants upon reaching the
age of maturity. The Imperial Tao further defined and extrapolated on
these codes, but the same oaths have been taken by every Templar
since before the founding of the Imperium.
A Templar found to be in violation of their oaths is tried by the
Templar Lord in whose realm or service the violation was committed,
while Templar Lords are tried by one of the Paladins. Should a
Paladin's honor be brought into question, they are tried by their peers,
while members of the Imperial Guard or Holy Templar are judged by
their commanding officer. If found guilty, they are stripped of their
title, their land, and their military rank until they can make amends
for their infraction. The exact nature of repentance varies based on
the nature of the crimes, if the violation was unintentional or chosen
as the lesser of two evils, it is often a mere formality; a ceremony of

confession or a period of forced meditation. In more serious cases, it
is usually a quest, sometimes one so perilous that it is sure to cause
the ex-knight's death, in which case their name will be cleared
posthumously. For the vilest of infractions, the Templar might be
exiled from the Imperium, or executed as a common criminal,
although most that are guilty of such crimes choose to end their own
life, reclaiming their honor by sacrificing their blood to the throne.
A knight who has been charged with a violation of the code can be
pardoned by the Empress and absolved of all wrongdoing with a
word. Likewise, the Empress can condemn any Templar just as easily
with no need for a trial.
The Knight's Code consists of Seven Oaths, and all Templar must
swear to obey them before they take any position within the
Imperium, even if they are only acting under the authority of their
family. Should an adult Templar refuse to take the vows, they are
legally a commoner, although they or their descendants can later take
up the Templar vows after completing a quest to prove their worth.
The Seven Oaths are as follows:
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I swear to always flee treason
The first and foremost of all Templar oaths. A Templar must never disobey their lord nor covertly act against their wishes. If a Templar truly
feels that the morality of their lord has been compromised, they should raise their concerns to the Paladins or even to the crown itself, but should
not act openly against their liege, even if the lord is about to make a grave breach of their own oaths.
The Emperor and Empress must never be questioned. The entire Imperium is founded on faith in the monarchy and acting against that faith is
the worst sin a Templar can commit. Any other offense can be pardoned save this.
Finally, Templar are tasked with the defense of their lands and their subjects. A Templar is never to flee from battle while their subjects are in
danger or if they have been ordered to stand their ground. They are allowed to use judgment in withdrawing from a losing battle, but never if it
will result in the deaths of their subjects or violating their lord's command.

I swear not to take up battles in wrongful quarrels for love or worldly goods
A knight must never ask for payment for their services. They may take a stipend from their family or superiors and collect the resources of their
land, but they are never to take payment directly.
Templar may not accept restitution from their subjects lest they fall prey to bribery, and even gifts are suspect.
A knight may never take up work as a mercenary, although they are allowed to fight for their honor or that of their family.
A Templar must not loot their opponents or enslave their captives. Any treasures which are liberated from enemies must be returned to the
people whom they were taken from or the local church.

I swear to never do outrage nor murder
Templar hold the power over life and death in their hands, and it is their duty to shed blood so that those under their watch can remain innocent.
Templar are to never kill save in honorable combat or to execute one who has been convicted of capital crimes against the Imperium. Likewise,
a Templar must perform the execution personally, usually by beheading, rather than pass the duty off to an executioner.

I swear to by no means be cruel but to give mercy unto him who asks for mercy
Templar do not resort to base sadism or cruelty, it is beneath them. Templar do not engage foes in combat when their opponent is unable to
defend against them, nor do strike at their foes from ambush. If a being surrenders, the Templar must respect their surrender and treat their
captive adequately, doing what is reasonable to care for their needs and never torturing or tormenting their prisoners. Prisoners of war can be
returned to their own people or integrated into society, while those who are accused of crimes must be given a fair hearing and, if found guilty,
executed in as swift and humane a method as the Templar has available.

I swear to always do ladies, gentlewomen, and widows succor
Templar must never rape or sexually abuse anyone, nor may they put their opponent’s families to death. Typically, such noncombatants are
taken as paid servants by the Templar or, if they consent, married to the soldiers under their command. It is the duty of the Templar to provide
for orphans and widows on both sides, for they must instill the next generation with respect rather than hatred for the Imperium and its wars.

I swear to remain pure in all things
Templar are not allowed to violate their bodies or their souls. They do not engage in extramarital sexual intercourse, even if their spouse is killed
or alienated, neither divorce nor a second marriage is an option.
Likewise, they must remain in good health and to keep their body physically fit, they may be called upon to battle at any time. Further, Templar
do not practice sorcery or consort with devils. Nor do Templar partake of drugs to such an extent that they become dependent on them.
Some orthodox Templar take this vow even further, refusing to use any drugs whatsoever, even occasional alcohol or tobacco, nor do they drink
alchemical potions or allow their court wizards to cast benevolent spells on their behalf.

I swear to be true
Templar must always act with honor and are not permitted to lie, cheat, or steal.
A knight must keep their word and honor their lesser oaths, and may never act under false pretenses. Although they are allowed to remain silent,
Templar must never bear false witness, and must always be willing to back their words with actions.
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The Imperial Guard
As each Templar Lord commands their own retinue, the Imperial
Guard are the personal army of the Empress herself. The Imperial
Guard is composed entirely of nobility, and most Templar in the
Empire serve a term in the Imperial Guard during their youth; those
that are not likely to inherit land often stay for their entire career. The
Imperial Guard is normally stationed within Camelot itself, and the
Imperial Capital may well be the best-defended city in the world.
In the past, the Emperor or Empress could declare a crusade,
mobilizing the Imperial Guard to assist the army in defense of the
Imperial borders or to break an enemy whose land's the Imperium was
set on conquering. The Imperial Guard did not actually serve to hold
or to assimilate such regions; that was the job of the army and the
neighboring Templar Lords, their duty was to remain long enough to
ensure victory and then depart. Still, land won in such a venture was
up for grabs, and the Marshal of the Imperial guard is free to award
said land and the title of Templar Lord to those warriors who were
especially heroic during the campaign. In addition, the Imperial Guard
would be deployed when peasant revolt or disputes between Templar
threatened civil war, and they would quickly and efficiently put down
the rebellion and replace those responsible, not always the aggressor,
with someone more fitting.
The Imperial Guard is supposed to serve the crown directly, however,
with the Empress incapacitated, the Marshal acts with great
autonomy, trying to simultaneously serve all factions within the
Imperium and honor the throne. This is difficult to do, and their
current role is mostly defensive. The Imperial Guard rarely leaves
Camelot, always ready to repel an invasion by the Warlords or put
down insurrections from within.

Holy Templar adorn their armor with capes and etchings that are the
color of their god’s sacred mineral. Those who follow the Tao tend to
paint their armor white, while those who serve Apollo adorn
themselves in solid gold.
The Illuminated Templar
Long ago, the ancestors of the Templar were directly tasked with the
protection of Atlantis by the gods, and it was their duty to guide
humanity out of the darkness. They failed in their task, and Atlantis
was destroyed, the spark of humanity almost extinguished. The
Templar's primary goal was to protect the royal bloodline and the
terrible secret it bore, and the last survivors traveled with them to
Pangaea, establishing the modern Templar and the Knights of the
Round Table.
Although many were inducted into the Templar, few were privy to the
secrets of Atlantis, and their original legacy was all but forgotten,
struggling to preserve humanity and the message of the gods in the
only way they know how.
The Illuminated Templar, or Illuminati for short, are those who
understand their true mission, and were formed by Arthur and Merlin
shortly after the acquisition of Excalibur. They were given a special
duty, to shepherd humanity's thoughts and actions, and to keep
mankind's destiny in mortal hands. Although the story of Atlantis is
common knowledge, there are few who remember its true fate,
destroyed not at the hands of the gods or the devils, but by the actions
of men. The Illuminated Templar know that it was human weakness
that brought them to ruin, and it is they who stand alone against a
repeat of the ancient folly.
The Illuminati are a secret organization, even the Paladins are only
vaguely aware of their existence, and their exact motives and abilities
remain a mystery. Their primary goal is controlling information; they
preserve knowledge of magic and technology while at the same time
keeping it away from the general public. They are aware of and even
make use of some Atlantean lore, but will not reveal it to the masses
until the Empress declares humanity ready. Those who push the
bounds of knowledge too far often find themselves visited by the
Illuminati and told to stop lest they disappear.
Further, the Illuminati act to control the spread of the supernatural.
They hunt down and destroy demons and other malicious spirits and
their worshippers as well as other unholy creatures such as
werewolves and the undead. The Illuminated Templar also deal with
those sorcerers who are too subtle or too dangerous for the traditional
authorities to handle.
The Illuminated Templar are still loyal to the Imperium; though they
followed the Empress' orders in the past, they now act autonomously.
The majority of their members are powerful Templar, although they
will recruit almost anyone with a talent they can utilize, from
commoners to criminals and inhuman creatures. The Illuminati are
not restricted in their own use of the supernatural, and most recruits
are Templar who have magical powers of their own. The Illuminati
give such Templar a special version of the standard Oath which
allows them to train and use their supernatural abilities for the good of
the Imperium so long as they do it outside of the public eye.
In the modern era, most Illuminati operate outside of Imperial
borders, a drastic change from the olden times when they exclusively

The Holy Templar
The Imperial Church, as well as the Churches of the fifteen
Olympians, each maintains their own knightly order. These warriors
are primarily drawn from the Knights Templar, typically those who
are unusually pious or unlikely to ever inherit or marry into a landed
position, although especially fit or zealous commoners have been
known to find their way into the churches’ armies on occasion.
Such warriors are trained and equipped by the church and take a
special set of vows which are based on the Knight's Code as seen
through the ethos of their patron god. These Templar are primarily
concerned with protecting temples and monasteries from vandals and
raiders, but they also hunt down and slay dangerous heretics and
witches or enforce the Imperium's ban on sorcery and devil worship.
The Holy Templar have their own organizations outside of the usual
Imperial command structures, but they can be conscripted by the local
lord or the crown in an emergency, and although they can act with
autonomy, they can also be banished from the lands of a Templar
Lord who disapproves of their actions or methods.
Most Holy Templar are at the command of the priesthood, and even
their grandmasters must bow to the heads of the various churches,
except in the case of the church of Ares, where both men are one and
the same. It is through Mithras, the current Imperial Chaplain,
grandmaster of the Imperial Church and Paladin, that Archbishop
Octavian is able to exercise his authority, making him arguably the
most powerful man in the Imperium.
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policed their own save for occasional expeditions to hunt down
dangerous magical artifacts or sorcerers in the Wild. Now they mostly
work to overthrow the Warlords and their unholy masters, and most
live in the frontier, fighting a constant guerilla war in the back alleys
during the dead of night.
The Illuminated Templar maintain a number of secret bases
throughout Pangaea, primarily in subterranean bunkers within the
sewers and wilderness of the Imperial heartland. One particularly
famous Illuminati stronghold is hidden on the island of Mysteria, a
rugged enclave in the Tethys which is dominated by a great arena
where the most dangerous criminals are taken to serve as gladiators.
Those who survive the crucible of combat are honed into perfect
killers and may one day be inducted into the ranks of their captors.
The location of the Illuminati headquarters is not known, even to most
members of the society, but rumors indicate that it is always moving,
located on a colossal ship that travels the world’s oceans and never
docks.
No one knows who leads the Illuminati, their commander’s identities
are secret even to their underlings, known only to each other and, in
theory, to the Empress. Some people believe that they are still
working for Merlin or even King Arthur, receiving orders from distant
Avalon, which is not entirely out of the question. Others say they are
working with or for an even more secret organization such as the
Tribunal or the Brothers of the Shadow, and one popular theory
involves the Fiery Crown, a rogue group of devas who have decided
that with the coming of the Warlords it is once again time to protect
the Earth directly as they did during the fall of the merrow.

exerted by their sisters against doing so except in the case of
extremely qualified or desperate applicants, and in the modern age
their numbers are always fading as one by one they fall in battle or
give in to grief.
Amazons are outside the Empire's legal system and answer to no man.
They have been given autonomy by their Empress and have a
standing pardon for any action they deem necessary. They sometimes
come into conflict with the Templar due to their strange ways,
particularly their tendencies to perform executions without Templar
approval or by recruiting young women who are being forced to
marry against their will.
Amazons are typically paired with a lifelong partner who will
accompany them on missions. Once, they were matched by the
Empress, who had an almost supernatural empathy for reading others,
and each pair had complementary skills and personalities. An
Amazon is required to be celibate, but they desire companionship like
anyone else, and this system allows them to operate independently
without a feeling of loneliness and with an anchor to cling to when
they need to avoid temptation. Occasionally, the amazons will
undertake an important mission at the request of the Paladins, and
when they do so they usually travel in groups of six (three pairs) with
a broad range of relevant skills, although their numbers might be
greater or fewer depending on the nature of their quest.
An Amazon’s signature weapon is the song-blade, a fighting style
born in ancient Atlantis which is now mostly extinct outside of
Avalon. The song-blade is a two-handed temple sword, its singleedged blade is long and straight and hums when striking; in the hands
of a skilled wielder, it actually seems to sing in battle. Amazons have
no uniform, but they are universally proud and rarely hide behind
cumbersome armor.

The Amazons
The legendary Amazon Guard is not loyal to the Imperium, but rather
to the Empress herself. Their only goal is the safety and purity of the
Empress and of the Holy Grail, and they allow no outsider into a
position where they could compromise either. Their membership
consists entirely of chaste women and they alone are allowed in the
presence of the Empress and to drink from the Grail. Repeated
exposure to the grail has left them in many ways similar to nymphs,
for they are healed of all physical flaws and left eternally young.
Amazons are chosen based on their loyalty and dedication to the
Empress. Unlike the Templar, who observe a rigid oath of honor, the
Amazons are required only to remain loyal and pure. They possess
many skills, but sword-fighting, medicine, and mental resolve are
shared by all. Amazons spend most of their time within the Empress'
palace, watching over her vulnerable form, and they allow no
outsider, even a Paladin, into her presence. Since the Empress has
fallen into her unending sleep, the group has become increasingly
somber in their long vigil, and no outsider may enter their home
without first claiming the sword Excalibur.
Once, the Amazons performed all manner of secret missions at the
behest of the Empress, but now when they rarely leave her side, only
venturing from the Palace of Lucia to eliminate potential threats or to
recruit for their order. In the past, candidates for membership were
judged by the Empress herself. In her absence, they lack a real
system, and they refuse to dishonor her memory by forming a council
or choosing an officer among their ranks to make the call. Any
Amazon can induct an outsider, but there is intense social pressure

The Rangers
There are many who do not fit into the feudal system of the
Imperium, both commoners who are unwilling or unable to follow
orders and Templar who have no desire to lead. For most people, this
means being slowly ground away by the machinery of civilization,
and for those with a heart full of malice it means exile or execution,
but for a select few a different path is open.
The Imperial Rangers operate outside the bounds of Imperial law,
roaming the Wild and the long roads between cities to keep the land
secure and free of evil.
Rangers are free to travel the Imperium, and they are not required to
follow the Templar, although they can be exiled or even executed by
Templar Lords should they commit serious crimes within their lands.
Rangers typically live in the wilderness, between the civilized realms
or just beyond the Empire's borders, and they perform a vital service
in keeping the land safe. Most Templar encourage rangers to stay
within their realms so that the woods and mountains can be kept free
of bandits and monsters.
Rangers have no central organization and are recruited either by other
rangers or by formally renouncing the bonds of fealty to their local
lord. Likewise, the rangers have no central base of operations,
although they have numerous wilderness camps and lodges, and most
work to maintain safe houses in old Imperial ruins throughout the
land.
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Rangers tend to be exceptionally gifted people. The Wild is dangerous
and only the strong and determined can survive in it, being made all
the tougher as they do. Many rangers are actually of noble blood,
potential Templar who were either unwilling to take the Knight's
oaths or unable to abide by them and discharged. Some seek to
reclaim their honor, most simply refuse to follow orders from their
former peers like a common peasant.
Rangers are allowed to freely enforce the law outside the bounds of
the Templar Lord’s domains, and most are granted special permission
to operate within the lands of those Templar with whom they are in
good standing. They are not, however, allowed to pass sentences or
perform executions while in civilized lands, and any foes not killed in
battle must be brought before a noble for trial.
Rangers are hunters, not warriors. Although some have taken it upon
themselves to enter the fight against the Warlords, most choose to
remain out of such large-scale conflicts.

and then guide humanity directly once again as it was in the time of
Atlantis.
The Justiciar
The Imperium is vast and the Templar few in number; it is impossible
for them to be everywhere at once. As a result, the Templar
sometimes grant commoners the ability to police their own. Almost
every town in the Imperium has a sheriff appointed by the local lord,
and in larger towns, the sheriff is allowed to deputize others; urban
regions often see the sheriff become chief of a full city watch. Such
officials are allowed to enforce the law, but not to determine guilt or
to carry out the sentence; that right is reserved for the nobility alone.
In recent years, the Paladins have found the number of Templar
drained and the population growing ever more rebellious as war and
disaster make legitimate ways of life even harder to survive on.
To this end, they have established the Justiciar, a group of
professional law enforcement agents tasked with assisting the
Templar in keeping order. Unlike common sheriffs, they are allowed
to enforce laws in any region of the Imperium and may conduct trials
and sometimes even execute criminals who have been apprehended
by local sheriffs, although they are not supposed to do so if they are
also the accuser or if an available Templar is in the area.
The Justiciar are based out of Concordance, although they have a
branch in most major cities within the Imperium. They also employ a
number of field marshals who travel the land dispensing justice, and
in the case of a major incident, several such agents might be deployed
to aid the local Templar in resolving it. As commoners, the Justiciar
are, regardless of rank, supposed to be subservient to the Templar, but
in reality, they are growing increasingly autonomous and elusive in
their dealings with the nobility.

The Immaterium
The Immaterium is a secret coalition of churches founded by a
mysterious prophet named Deacon Zoltan. They wish to see the Old
Empire reborn as a theocracy that exists upon both sides of the Veil,
with men and spirits living together as one society.
Their members freely open themselves up to spiritual possession,
particularly by the angels who are eager to defy their masters and
directly battle the devils and their hellion puppets. They even allow
their stronger willed disciples to sign into demonic contracts in an
effort to trap the fallen spirit within a mortal body, thereby limiting its
destructive capability and perhaps even using its powers for good.
The ultimate goal of the Immaterium is to entice the Olympians
themselves to take material form, sweep the Warlords from Pangaea,
Alice Shar
Alice Shar is the current leader of the Justiciar. She is a severe and nononsense woman, trained as a lawyer rather than an investigator or an
enforcer, and she is among the most feared figures in the Imperium.
She has no love of criminals; she would rather see the innocent
punished than the guilty go free, and she always finds a way to extract
a confession.
Although she is a master of psychological games and intimidation, her
underlings are more hands-on in their approach. Under her direction,
the Justiciar use interrogation methods that the Templar would never
approve of, however, the Templar are never made aware of such
things, and with the threat of the Warlords and a lack of strong central
leadership, they are unlikely to find out.
As a young child, Shar and her mother were attacked by a maniac on
the streets, robbed and dragged into an alley. That girl was rescued,
but not before her mother had been raped and murdered before her
eyes. On that day, she swore that she would do whatever it would take
to ensure that such things never happened to anyone else, and in the
dogmatic pursuit of her goal, she has lost sight of everything else.
Shar is a woman of average height, thickly built but not quite fat or
muscular. She could be attractive, but she considers such things
weakness, and instead dresses in severe black styles, only playing on
her femininity when she thinks it might unnerve her prisoners or
weaken their resolve.
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and wealth, and neither the Imperium nor the Thirteen have the ability
to wipe out or subjugate them all.
Many of these lesser Warlords were once Imperial Templar who were
cut off from the Imperium and did their best to hold their lands
together in the wake of the Cataclysm. Though many started out with
noble intention, most have had their morality whittled away by
making one hard decision after another, and now many exist only to
preserve their own wealth and power, or spend their limited resources
in an attempt to pursue some ancient vendetta.

The Warlords
The Warlords first appeared in the wake of the Cataclysm, riding out
of the Wild and smashing the defenses of the Imperium. Each of the
thirteen commanded their own army, but when the Imperium finally
pulled together enough to unite against them, the Warlords came
together as one, and their armies slaughtered the Imperial Guard at
Armageddon before breaking apart again. Each was then content to
carve out their own domain in one of the former border provinces of
the Imperium.
The Warlords are enemies to both the Imperium and to one another,
as well as to anyone who threatens their rule, either directly or by
simply amassing too much power within their realm. Warlordcontrolled provinces still have a primarily Imperial culture, although
rather than being ruled by honor-bound Templar, the Warlords have
appointed their own corrupt minions to govern the populace.
The Warlords are dictators. They only care about laws or economics
so far as to supply their own armies, and few would think twice about
sacrificing their own people if it advanced their aims. Many also run
their lands in eccentric ways, performing bizarre social experiments to
serve as models for the day when their masters rule the world and
reduce humanity to a source of endless psychic energy and torment.
The Warlord's ultimate goal is the conquest of the Imperium and the
capture of Camelot, and with it the Holy Grail and the Heart of
Darkness, however, they are unwilling to share power. Their advances
stalled as their neared their goal, and now they spend most of their
time fighting one another, for they would rather die than see one of
their rivals claim the ultimate prize.
Of course, the frontier is always shrinking; the Wasteland grows each
year and every spring it seems that the Wild has reclaimed a bit of its
former splendor as more and more border towns fall to savagery and
ruin. It will not be long before Pangaea itself forces the Warlord's
hand into making their final push for domination.
Note that in addition to the thirteen great Warlords, there are also
numerous lesser entities that also claim the title. Most are either tribal
leaders or former Templar who dwell on the frontier, but there are
numerous warriors and local monarchs who wish to carve out a legacy
through force of arms. The frontier is home to countless small
warbands that raid settlements and fight with one another for power

Hellions
Long ago, the demons were defeated by the gods and forced to sign
the Gotterdammerung, a binding treaty that forbid them from ever
interfering in the affairs of mortals. But devils are nothing if not good
at finding loopholes, and thus they were able to exploit the clauses
which allowed humans to request divine intervention. The dark
powers sent out their agents to listen for prayers, to look for desperate
and deluded mortals, to whom they would offer the deal of a lifetime.
Those who accept become hellions.
A hellion is someone who wanted something they believed they could
never attain, something which was provided by the lords of Hell. This
boon usually takes the form of exceptional skill in their area of
expertise but might also involve great wealth or supernatural powers
and abilities. Whatever it is, the demons have found one amongst their
number who possessed such capabilities and permanently bound them
to the mortal's body. Their original soul is then removed, taken off to
the Soul Forge to be made into weapons for the demonic legion.
The surviving being has the body and mind of a man, retaining their
memories and most of their original personality; however, their soul is
now demonic. This is a seemingly win-win situation as it gives the
human access to the demon's powers, while it gives the demon a host
that is free to take action in the mortal world. The demon can also
subtly alter the mood and motivation of their earthly host, leading
them down a path which the demon and its masters have decreed.
The majority of the Warlord's ranking officers are hellions, and most
have been personally selected by the Warlord to house one of their
own infernal minions. The Warlords’ armies contain entire units of
hellions gifted with supernatural combat abilities, which they use as
an elite fighting force and counter to the Imperial Templar.
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allowing the Masarian traitors to escape justice, and many of his loyal
soldiers backed him in his statements. It was the judgment of the
council that he and his supporters be stripped of their titles and exiled
from Imperial lands, never to return under penalty of death.
They traveled north, fighting their way past the Warlords’ domain and
into the deep wilds. Eventually, they settled in the northern tundra
beyond the furthest Imperial outposts, a bleak landscape that provided
them protection from their enemies and toughened their bodies and
souls. Here they settled, living a Spartan lifestyle amongst the snow,
hunting and raiding for survival. In time, they would twist their codes
of honor and the teachings of the Imperial Tao into something
unrecognizable, something brutal even by the standards of the
frontier.
These Fallen Templar still exist. Although most of the original exiles
are dead, their children have been raised to believe the Imperium
weak and without honor, traitors who exiled their parents to this harsh
life simply because they were not afraid to fight. Although isolated by
land, they have ready access to the sea, and frequently raid southern
lands, caring not if their victims are barbarians, Imperials, Sidhe, or
even the Warlords' minions. They consider other warriors weak and
unworthy of life, let alone what meager riches and luxury they might
possess. The Fallen Templar are not averse to work as mercenaries,
although they command a high price and may well turn upon their
employer once they finish the task at hand.
The current leader of the fallen Templar is Nightwolf, grandson of the
late Andrew Sure-Strike. Their symbol is the white wolf, family crest
of Mordred, and they do not adorn their armor with any sort of
insignia or heraldry, preferring to dye it solid black.

Outsiders
The Brothers of Shadow
Of all the secret societies in Pangaea, none are as mysterious as the
Brothers of Shadow. Their goal seems to be similar to that of the
Illuminati, to suppress knowledge of the occult, but they appear to
have a specific purpose in mind, ignoring major incidents while
heavily coming down upon seemingly innocuous events.
No one knows who they are or where they come from, they merely
appear, and use threats to confiscate certain objects and to keep
witnesses quiet. Then they disappear, and those who refuse to
cooperate or who drew their ire in the first place often disappear with
them.
Although they look humanoid, many believe they are not human at
all; no one has ever known anyone who was recruited into the
organization. Some people assume they are ghosts or spirits, although
there is little evidence for any of these theories. A more solid
assumption, based on the fact that they usually have an anachronistic
dress and manner of speech, suggests that they are time travelers.
Maybe they are attempting to prevent some future catastrophe or are
regulating the flow of time or to smooth out paradoxes; perhaps at the
urging of Hera, Cronus, or even Mephistopheles.
Most people are too unnerved or confused to object to their demands,
let alone actually fight back. However, the Brothers of Shadow have
been known to engage in base violence on occasion. Their weapons
and tools are of an unknown design and are apparently magical, while
the Brothers themselves appear to be completely soulless. Should one
be killed, their body will quickly fade away into nothingness, leaving
no corpse or even residue behind, and their equipment likewise
decays to the point of uselessness, being reduced to dust in mere
hours.

The Hammer
The Hammer is a secret society that is made entirely of humans and
for humans. They believe in human superiority, and that it was the
acceptance of inhuman species and industrialization which has
brought the human race to the brink of extinction. In their minds, the
Imperium should either exterminate or enslave all other creatures, for
they are innately immoral and inferior, and that continued coexistence
is only corrupting honest men while at the same time undermining
their natural superiority. Most hammerers are also against the use of
magic, believing it corrupts and takes away from the user, and that
superstition and dalliances with spirits are likewise abhorrent, some
even going so far as to denounce the Olympians in favor of
humanistic atheism.
The Hammer is named after the folk hero John Henry, who allegedly
proved that the human spirit is stronger than steel by defeating a
machine in a contest that ultimately cost him his life. Members of the
Hammer take pride in that story, and seek to emulate him, willing to
work hard and to sacrifice their own lives to preserve the purity of the
human spirit. It is a noble sentiment; and one that might be able to
accomplish a lot of good in the world if it wasn't shrouded within a
vile shell of ignorance and hatred.
The Hammer has existed in secret for hundreds of years. When they
conduct a rally in public, it is always while wearing executioner's
hoods to mask their identity. In olden times, they were mostly an
annoyance and rarely committed outright crimes, usually assaulting
lone inhuman travelers in Imperial lands or using their

The Fallen Templar
Andrew Sure-Strike was the Marshal of the Imperial Guard
throughout the Masarian revolution. He was an overly aggressive and
reckless leader, but also a brave and competent swordsman who
claimed direct descent from King Arthur by way of Mordred. When
the Cataclysm struck, the lines of communication were broken and he
was left to his own devices. Ignoring the judgment of his advisors, he
chose to remain in Masaria rather than return to the mainland.
Without supply lines, Sure-Strike had no choice but to move quickly
and without heed for the lives of the soldiers under his command or
the safety of civilians as he ruthlessly pillaged the Masarian coast,
raiding for supplies.
Although the Marshal was ultimately successful in razing a Masaria
already crippled by war and natural disaster, he was not welcomed as
a hero when he finally returned to the Imperium. The forces that he
commanded in the colonies were sorely missed on the mainland,
particularly at the battle of Armageddon. The Warlords and various
other powers had ravaged the Empire, and with the added protection
of Sure-Strike's army, they could have been driven off or maybe even
destroyed. Further, he was shown to have acted without regard to
honor or Imperial law. The surviving Paladins brought him up on
charges of treason and, rather than accept a quest of atonement or beg
forgiveness, he stubbornly defended his actions. He called his fellow
Paladins cowards and accused them of shirking their duties in
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sledgehammers to deface the property of non-human citizens and
those who supported them.
In recent years, the Hammer has grown bolder, their numbers surging
as the state of the Imperium declines. While their membership swells
and the Templar become increasingly unable to keep watch over
them, they have started moving on to public demonstrations and
outright terrorism, often kidnapping, tormenting, or even lynching
non-humans who live in or travel through human lands.
The Hammer is still only a minor threat to the Imperium as a whole,
and their fervor might even be able to be channeled to a positive end,
but still, they could also spell disaster by causing a major diplomatic
incident that the Imperium cannot cover up or by joining with a larger
organization such as the Scourge or one of the Warlords.

The Iron Riders
A hundred years before the Cataclysm, it was obvious that the
railroads would be the future of the Imperium. Many of the Empire's
enemies learned this lesson well, and the raiding of trains and the
sabotage of the tracks became a popular tactic for outlaws and
barbarians.
Thus were the Iron Riders formed. A sister group to the rangers, made
up of both Templar and common-born soldiers who spent their lives
riding the rails, guarding trains and patrolling the tracks, always on
the lookout for breaks in the line or ambushes along the route,
keeping rail travel safe for all citizens of the Old Empire.
After the Cataclysm, the Iron Riders were no longer a unified force.
The Empire was crippled, and most of the old infrastructure was
shattered in the eruption of Krackenrock. Most of the Iron Riders left
the Imperium and went into business for themselves, serving as both
hired protection and couriers for the most important messages and
cargo. Many of the remaining tracks are under control of the
Warlords, particularly Balthazar and Livonia, and as such many
groups of Iron Riders maintain exclusive contracts with these enemies
of the Imperium.
If civilization in Pangaea ever rises from the current dark age, the Iron
Riders will be a fundamental force in the restructuring of the world,
for no continent-spanning Empire could ever reemerge without first
repairing and then dominating the world's roads and railways.

The Institute
The Institute is a revolutionary movement tasked with establishing
democracy in Pangaea. Although the Institute is no fan of the
Imperium, it recognizes that it is by far the lesser of two evils and
works almost exclusively toward ending the reign of the Warlords.
The Institute is a young organization and is still small, but always
eager to recruit, perhaps too eager, as it risks exposure by careless
choices in induction. The Institute has a militant wing and is training
revolutionaries and hitmen to attack the Warlords directly, but its
primary goal is educating and equipping the common man, primarily
in the small towns on the Imperial frontier. They know that if they can
stop the Warlords' source of conscription and capital, then they can
stop the Warlords, and if everyone simply refuses to obey them, they
will be unable to continue their war, even if it means the peasant's
own deaths.
The Institute's base of operations is located in the hills several hours
ride from Golgotha. The base was constructed at great expense by
artisans who were paid handsomely but not told why or for whom
they were doing the job and transported to the site without knowing
their exact location. It is an ultramodern structure, the interior clean
and white, located under a hill, the entrance hidden behind a waterfall
whose source is a deep mountain stream actually running along the
length of the compound’s ceiling, its glass bottom allowing natural
light to illuminate the open-air plaza and arboretum at its center.
Those who gather within are always learning and ever eager to make
a difference in the outside world.
The Institute is still in the setting up phase, and they are currently
recruiting agents and supplying. They hope to establish connections in
Golgotha and are already in talks with Christine as a source of
recruitment and Decker as a means of discreetly running weapons to
those whom they wish to liberate. All they need is a leader, someone
with real combat experience and the know-how to actually train
ragged groups of starving peasants into an army capable of standing
up to the Warlords, and have their sights set upon no less of a hero
than Brad Weston, although he is as of yet unwilling to return to the
military life, especially on some idealistic crusade that is likely to just
get a lot of people killed.

The Night Blade
The Night Blade are a secret society of assassins originally hailing
from the dark elven lands of Aureth. Their beliefs and goals are secret
to all outsiders, and even initiates are only revealed the order’s
mysteries slowly over time, typically as they become more and more
involved in the society's actions and increasingly guilty should they
decide to sell their fellows out. Joining the Night Blade is a simple
affair, it is finding them that is tricky. Once a recruit has asked for
entry, they are assigned a victim, someone chosen at random from the
applicant's former life. If that person is dead within one year, the
recruit is inducted into the first circle of the Night Blade, if their
target lives out the year, then the assignment will be given over to a
senior member of the Night Blade, along with the death of the failed
recruit.
Although they were originally drawn exclusively from the elves of
Aureth, there are now chapter houses of this organization in many
cities throughout the world, and they have agents of all races.
Although finding the Night Blade is rather difficult, and their fees
excessive, they are thorough and complete. Once they have accepted a
job, they will not stop until their mark is dead; they demand payment
upfront. There has never been a recorded case of a job which the
Night Blade would not take on, or of a member who betrayed or
revealed their employer once the deal was signed.
The traditional Night Blade relies on stealth and a bared blade to kill,
their abilities augmented by knowledge of alchemy and magic,
however, the group cares not how its members work so long as they
get the job done. Most wear a uniform that consists of a skintight
bodysuit, a hooded blue cloak, and dull black armor plates that cover
the breast, thighs, and forearms with a matching featureless mask,
designed to protect without impairing mobility or producing sound,
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although many missions require that such an outfit be abandoned for
something more subtle.
Night Blades do not make their membership known, and even
members of the organization would not be able to identify their
fellows save for immediate superiors and subordinates. It is said that
the leader of the Night Blade is named Talakeal; the Angel of Silence,
although nothing is known about her save a fearsome reputation and a
supposedly unmatched body count. Lack of information only
encourages idle speculation, and rumor holds that she is the current
alias of none other than the vampire queen Pandora.

The Scourge has sent many emissaries before their armies, and they
must have been doing so in secret for years to have amassed such a
force. The emissaries take the form of simple priests, most claiming to
follow the Imperial Tao, although with a nearly heretical monist
interpretation. They follow the will of Arthur and preach that his
return is imminent. They say the Cataclysm and the coming of the
Warlords and the manargus have all been signs of the impending end
of the world, and that only Arthur Pendragon can save them. They
urge recruits to give themselves over to the true Emperor, and to
denounce the usurpers which have corrupted his beloved Imperium
before it is too late.
The path to becoming a Scourge Zealot is open to anyone who has the
strength to walk it. After initial indoctrination, recruits are taken to a
hidden location and made to survive an ordeal by fire. Those who
cannot force themselves to endure the flame are deemed too weak of
mind to serve, while those who perish are deemed too weak of body.
Should they survive, they are given over to the priests to treat their
wounds, and their period of convalescence is one of heavy
brainwashing and conditioning, and only then does their real training
begin.
The Scourge is based primarily in the southern deserts, and many of
their outposts border the Wasteland, some are even within the
blighted realm. Most of their outposts are well hidden and fortified,
and some are entirely underground. Many of these outposts are former
Illuminati strongholds, hidden and then abandoned as the Old Empire
withdrew from the region in the wake of the Cataclysm. Many contain
leftover secrets of arcane magic or technology which is now in the
Scourge's hands. Such bases are incredibly well hidden and are
unlikely to be found by those pursuing the Scourge, indeed their
existence is virtually unknown outside the Illuminati itself, and fewer
still know that the Scourge has occupied them. None can say how the
Scourge found them to begin with.
The Scourge is remarkably well funded and equipped, although
nobody is quite sure who is supplying them. Even the lowest ranking
zealots tend to wear well-crafted plate armor and wield firearms, a
practice with a normally prohibitive cost. In addition, the priests often
seem to employ sorcery in their efforts, although they claim that they
are merely channeling the power of the true Emperor.
The most elite warriors of the Scourge are the so-called Immortals,
veteran soldiers who wield flamethrowers and almost impossibly
heavy armor. Immortals seem true to their name, being able to survive
incredible punishment, and those warriors who have managed to kill
one say that within the armor is no man at all, only an empty shell.
Whether these Immortals are golems, spirits, artificial intelligences, or
merely exaggerated stories has yet to be determined.
The Scourge’s emblem is a curious Atlantean rune, a modification of
the Pendragon family crest writ in scarlet upon a sable background.
Likewise, warriors of the Scourge wear jet black armor with insignia
and etching so brilliantly red they almost seem to glow.
In the coming years, conflict with the Scourge may become an
increasingly important issue for the people of Pangaea. Many
Imperials have theorized that the Scourge might actually be a greater
threat than the Warlords, and some of the Warlords have reached the
same conclusion.

The Scourge
The Scourge has come out of the south in vast numbers, a powerful
army which had, up until very recently, been completely hidden from
the rest of the world. They revealed their presence to Pangaea at the
city of Golgotha, purging the town in one fiery night, crucifying
anyone who attempted to defend the condemned city. They did not
attempt to lay claim to the land, whose sins they said marked it for
first judgment, but promised that they would soon do the same to
every town in the frontier, laying bare the path to Camelot before the
time of the return.
The Scourge has not struck again, but it is only a matter of time. They
have scoured several small towns and homesteads, crucifying the
inhabitants who were not willing to convert to their cause, taken
inventory of any valuable goods contained within, and finally burning
the structures to the ground. They have also attacked numerous
warbands and patrols regardless of allegiance, and the Imperial army
has recently been deployed to Gollanthor in anticipation of their
inevitable attack, leaving the eastern and western fronts painfully
vulnerable.
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Russell Faraday
Russell Faraday is the public leader of the Scourge. He is a broadshouldered and square-faced man with long wavy hair and a smile
that is simultaneously charming and disconcerting. He typically
dresses in the leather coat and breeches of a traveling man rather than
the cassock of a priest, and is rarely seen in public, usually only to
spread the good word to potential allies or especially powerful
recruits.
Faraday does not seem nearly so devout as his minions. To him, his
religion seems casual, almost a game, an attitude that makes joining
the cult seem far less intimidating than it otherwise would. No one is
sure of his true motives, and he never gives a detailed description of
his past, often claiming to be a small-town man from an area similar
to whomever he is talking to and displays an uncannily causal
knowledge of the region to back it up.
Faraday claims to be just a working man who happened to receive a
vision of King Arthur that he could not ignore and was tasked with
preparing the Imperium for his impending return. Those true priests
and holy warriors whom he has spoken with have noted that he is
never seen in the daylight and usually shades his eyes with the brim
of his hat, and they know what these signs mean. This revelation only
invites further questions, such as his age, power, and if he is his own
master or an agent of something far more terrible.
Project Scalpel
Project Scalpel is the code name for one of the many secret Illuminati
bases which the Scourge has recently taken control of. This open-air
fortress is made of wrought steel and serves a far more sinister
purpose than most of the supply points and hiding places of the
Scourge. It is a place of research in which a secret weapon is being
manufactured, a fallback plan for the Scourge to use in a worst-case
scenario.
Their necromancers and alchemists work together to create a new
strain of the Red Death, one with a greatly prolonged incubation
time. It will be finished soon and ready for distribution, and then at
their master's command, the Scourge will proceed to render the Earth
as sterile as a surgeon's scalpel.

The Sidhe
The Sidhe is a great coalition of fey from across Pangaea which was
united hundreds of years ago under Queen Titania and King Oberon
to stop the spread of the nascent Imperium. There are many different
species of fey beings, and they have no unified culture or psychology
save that most are independent-minded and value freedom. As a
result, the union only came together out of desperation, the Imperium
threatened to destroy their way of life and kill all who resisted, and
thus the fey had no choice. Eventually, the Black King would attack
from the South, and the Sidhe had to fight side by side with the Old
Empire or face mutual destruction and desecration.
After the battle at Armageddon, the Imperium was in no state to
expand and unwilling to fight another war, especially against their
honor-bound allies, thus a truce was established declaring the Wild
the domain of the fey and granting them certain unspoiled wilderness
and magical nexus within the Imperium as reservations. With the
truce in effect, the Sidhe drifted apart, and by the time that the

Imperium decided that it had outgrown the need for its fey allies, the
Sidhe were in no position to object.
The Sidhe have no true governing body, existing only as a loose
affiliation. Although Oberon and Titania are nominally the rulers of
all fey, few listen to them, and no formal laws or systems of taxation
exist. The leaders of most fey communities still claim membership in
the Sidhe, and emissaries from all corners of Pangaea are taken to TirNa-Nog to discuss matters of state, but little comes from such
relationships save mediation of disputes and ease of trade
negotiations.
The primary duties of the court of Tir-Na-Nog is to coordinate the
Sidhe in times of war, and only they can call a Wild Hunt. A Wild
Hunt is a war party composed of the greatest champions of the fey,
brought together to eliminate some grave threat to Pangaea, and each
Sidhe warrior is oath-bound to take part in the hunt should they be
found worthy.
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There are two main political coalitions within the Sidhe, the Seelie
and the Unseelie courts. The distinctions are mostly ideological, with
lines drawn by family and loyalty, but the core philosophy of each are
as follows; the Seelie believe in honor and principles, while the
Unseelie follow their passions and believe that the end justifies the
means. Neither faction is fully good or fully evil, and both houses will
come into conflict or alliance with the outside world for various
reasons, but the struggles are kept mostly in the shadows and resolved
by political manipulation or one on one duels rather than outright war.
In many Sidhe settlements, leadership between the courts rotates, with
the Seelie in command during the Spring and Summer and the
Unseelie taking charge in Autumn and throughout the Winter. Some
say that when the Wild lies dead under the snow, even Queen Titania
bows to the enigmatic Erlking, changeling son of Lilith and Lucifer.
In the wake of the Cataclysm, the Warlords decimated the Imperium,
but the Sidhe did not raise a hand to save or to strike their onetime
allies, instead choosing to preserve their own way of life in the Wild.
The Warlords have no love of the fey, and they actively defile the
lands, fiercely expanding into the Wild to claim territory and natural
resources with no intention of building a lasting society, and thus the
Sidhe may once again have to band together to stop the Warlords,
although it remains to be seen whether this will actually occur before
it is too late, to say nothing of how the revitalized Sidhe will be
received by the Imperium.
To make matters worse, the Sidhe who guarded the magical island
upon which Kain's body was imprisoned have been killed, and Titania
fears that the Black King may once again walk the wastes.

The Silent Legion
Following the Black King's defeat at Armageddon, most of his
followers were destroyed, but the powerful among them refused to
stay dead. Numerous ghosts, revenants, and vampires still serve their
dark master and maintain armies of motionless skeletal warriors,
forever hidden in the dark corners of the world. Others act as priests
to his memory, and they listen for Kain’s whispers, recording his
dreams on tapestries of human flesh.
Most dwell in the deserts of the south, in places that are now
inhospitable to life. Some even linger in the ruins of the Wasteland,
and Necropolis itself is said to be under their dominion.
Others are hidden throughout the world of the living, from black
towers in the Wild to the crypts and mausoleums of the cities of men.
They work in secret, communicating rarely, stealing knowledge and
dead bodies or occasionally tempting disturbed mortals into studying
necromancy or joining their heretical priesthood.
With Kain absent, the leader of his forces is Koschei the Deathless, an
ancient lich who was his lieutenant during the last war. Koschei
survived, as he always does, for he is known to have split his soul
between numerous phylacteries, some almost entirely inaccessible or
indestructible, others intangible concepts. However, it is rumored that
his stewardship may be at an end in the face of the Black King's
imminent return.
The Sonata Corporation
When the Masarians left the Empire, they took most of the large
trading firms with them, all save for the Sonata Corporation. In
exchange for their loyalty, the Imperium looked the other way at their
newfound monopoly, and the corporation grew exceedingly wealthy
in the last few years of the Old Empire's life. Now they are the major
commercial power on the mainland.
The Sonata Corporation is based in Concordance, and its headquarters
is a towering building that dominates the city's skyline. The
corporation has no single leader, merely a board of directors, each an
incredibly wealthy heir of one of the company’s original investors.
Each has their own political agenda and goals, but the Sonata
Corporation as a whole exists with only one motivation, to make a
profit, and gold is its only master. The members of the board are not
mighty warriors or sorcerers, but they are talented individuals who are
both wealthy and well connected, and they can afford quality
protection. Their homes in the richest districts of Concordance are
like fortresses, each guarded by a contingent of well-paid mercenaries
whose sole duty is their employer's safety.
The Sonata Corporation's reach extends far beyond Concordance.
They have offices as far away as Masaria, and their caravans trade
goods in the Warlord's domains and beyond. Although the corporation
is nominally a part of the Imperium, it now exists as a mostly
autonomous organization, and many feel that its dealings with the
Empire's enemies are not only unethical, but downright treasonous.
Many amongst the Templar who would like to move against them, but
the Imperium is not in a position where it can afford a repeat of the
disastrous Masarian revolution, and none of the Paladins are willing
to give the order without the backing of the crown.
Corporate security is maintained by the Black Scar Mercenary
company. A private army owned wholly by the Sonata Corporation;
the Black Scar keeps the peace, for those who can afford their
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protection. Although based in Concordance, they have outposts across
the frontier, and will fight for any master, or any cause, provided the
coin is right. Although they lack the training or superior natural gifts
of the Templar, or even the Warlord's armies, they are well ordered
and equipped, and certainly a cut about the common sell-sword or
local militia, and their elite squads have access to experimental
weaponry and specially bred war beasts. The Black Scar wear formal
uniforms and is led by a man named Leo Vacerix, who is not an
especially great warrior, but possesses ruthless cunning and is a
deadly shot with his crossbow.

Society
Architecture
There is no single standard for architecture in Pangaea, its settlements
have been built by hundreds of different cultures over the course of
thousands of years, and have to fit the demands and materials of many
varied climates. Still, the Old Empire dominated Pangaea, in both
land area and in culture, and even if most of its political strength has
decayed in recent years, it still dictates architectural styles throughout
Pangaea.
Within the central Imperium, most of the architecture follows the
Atlantean style, and the capital city is built to be an almost exact
replica of Atlantis, at least as it was remembered by the Templar who
designed it. Atlantean architecture is composed primarily of large
edifices with a great deal of open space and supported by massive
fluted columns. Most structures are heavily artistic and feature
prominent statues and detailed reliefs, and many have open-air outer
chambers, glass windows are rare and most that exist are in the form
of decorative stained glass. Smooth white marble or polished granite
are the preferred materials, and many are edged in silver or gold at
great expense to the builder. Water was a large part of Atlantean
architecture, and most Imperial cities were built with numerous
fountains, canals, reflecting pools, and public baths. Streets are
usually smooth granite.
The Atlantean style is extremely expensive and time-consuming, and
outside of the capital it is typically only used for palaces, temples,
public buildings, and the homes or businesses of those who wish to
show off their wealth. As one travels further from the Imperial
heartland, the native styles take more and more precedence, and most
of what is now the Warlord's domains use buildings that are gothic in
nature. The Warlord's capitals are home to towering structures that are
dark, shadowy, and covered in jutting ledges and leering gargoyles.
The residences and businesses within the cities of the frontier are
constructed in an almost modern style, often built of brick and
concrete rather than wood or stone. Most are multi-story, and many
are nearly skyscrapers; glass windows are extremely common. The
streets of the major frontier cities are paved with cobblestones and
most are lined with wrought iron gaslights.
Such majestic architecture only houses the nobility and the
bourgeoisie, the common folk have always had to make do with
whatever they can. In ancient times, commoners lived in meager huts,
but such structures do not survive the march of years and most have
been replaced with more modern housing. Most people live in simple
log cabins, many with only a single room and a loft, although in areas
where wood is especially rare they might instead resort to brick or
adobe. Businesses and the homes of the middle class are typically
only slightly grander, but most have an elaborate wooden front with a
covered porch and large windows that gives the illusion of a larger
multi-story building like that found in a big city. Most small towns do
not have paved roads unless they are lucky enough to have an
Imperial highway running along their main street.
The Templar have always lived in castles, from the great walls of
Camelot which surround the capital to the fortress palaces of the
frontier that now house the Warlords and their armies. Most castles
are stereotypical structures; heavy stones forming massive walls

The Tribunal
The Tribunal is not an organization of men but of gods, a coalition of
deva and shen formed to watch over the universe while Hyperion
sleeps. The Tribunal is a force of justice, their mission to hunt down
and punish oath-breakers and those who seek to upset the cosmic
balance. They take special notice of cases where the forces of Heaven
or Hell violate the Gotterdammerung, or when sorcerers attempt to
supplement their own power by consuming large numbers of souls.
Although mundane crimes are typically below their notice, they have
been known to answer the prayers of a desperate victim when mortal
justice fails.
Members of the Tribunal are primarily spirits, mostly loa of justice or
shen, but there are more than a few devas and fey within their ranks.
Mortals who wish to join the Tribunal sometimes enter into pacts
where they allow themselves to be possessed by a tribunal member
during life and, should they prove worthy, their soul will be
transformed and inducted into the order upon death.
Members of the tribunal are grim and relentless, they care little for
good and evil, only for justice, and nothing can deter them from their
goal once they have decided their target's guilt. They dress in Judge's
robes and cover their heads with heavy hoods that leave their faces in
shadow. Senior members of the Tribunal wield the hammers of justice
as symbols of their authority.
Most people are unlikely to attract the ire of the tribunal unless they
enter into and then violate a sacred oath with a powerful entity or
attempt to find limitless power by twisting their magic into something
it was never meant to be. Still, they may find themselves working for
or against members of the Tribunal over the course of their journeys,
likely to help the Tribunal track down or subdue an especially elusive
or dangerous outlaw, or to protect somebody from the Tribunal's
wrath, someone who may or may not be wrongfully accused.
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topped in crenelations and built-in watchtowers surrounding a
fortified central keep. In the poorer areas of the frontier, such castles
might instead be of simpler motte and bailey designs, sprawling adobe
and tile villas, pastoral manor houses, rustic hunting lodges, or
utilitarian wooden forts surrounded by palisades of sharpened logs.
Fortresses are common throughout Pangaea, most built by the
Templar or their enemies along what was once the Imperial frontier.
In addition, there are numerous watchtowers throughout the land,
most serving as lookout points staffed by a small garrison of soldiers
and as a shelter for travelers in hostile lands, although many towers
are built by scholars or sorcerers who use them as vantage points to
observe the heavens. Such towers and fortresses are now mostly lost
to the Imperium and those that exist in the wilderness are often
abandoned or taken over by monsters or bandits. The rangers do what
they can to clear such old fortresses, and most try and maintain a
cache of supplies hidden within for use by their fellows or other
desperate travelers.

Crime
The law of the Imperium remains intact throughout most of the land it
once encompassed. It is a simple but harsh code, with most serious
crimes being punished by a swift death after an even swifter trial.
Such crimes include arson, mutilation, murder, rape, smuggling,
banditry, burglary, kidnapping, treason, and cowardice in the face of
the enemy. Minor public offenses such as displays of obscenity or
negligent behavior are dealt with by a stiff fine, and minor private
offenses such as vandalism, brawling, pickpocketing, or swindling are
dealt with through civil arbitration.
Lawyers and juries are virtually unheard of in Imperial courts.
Typically, each town will have a sheriff, appointed by the people or
the local Templar Lord. The sheriff is allowed to enforce laws,
appoint deputies, and make arrests. The sheriff is not allowed to
determine guilt or carry out a sentence, that responsibility is reserved
for the Templar or their appointed judges. Trials consist of a hearing
in front of the Templar, who will listen to both the accuser and the
accused and, using their own judgment, determine guilt and the
amount of the fine if the crime is not worthy of execution. The local
lord can pardon or condemn any man, including him or herself, at any
time, regardless of circumstance or evidence if they feel it is the right
thing to do. The Paladins can overrule the decisions of the lords who
owe them fealty, and the Empress could overturn any ruling and was
above the law entirely, answering only to the Goddess.
Under Imperial law, personal safety is up to the individual, and thus
there are few laws detailing substance abuse or self-destructive
behavior. Likewise, enforcing morality is considered the duty of the
church rather than the government, there are no laws curtailing
sexuality or blasphemy, although the churches are free to use their
Holy Templar to hunt down and destroy cultists and practitioners of
the black arts. The few prisons that existed were forced labor camps,
where those who were unable to pay their fines worked off their debt
and those who awaited appeal languished away.
The typical method of execution within the Imperium was death by
beheading, always carried out by a Templar. If a prisoner wished to
die on their feet, the Templar were obliged to give them a fair fight.
Victory in such a duel was not a pardon, merely a stay of execution
until a worthier opponent could be found, and some condemned men
spend years as gladiators in Imperial arenas, always living on
borrowed time.
The primary difference between law enforcement under the Templar
versus the Warlords is corruption. In Imperial lands, corruption is a
capital crime as serious as any other, while the Warlords' minions are
free to enforce the laws as they wish. Civil arbitration is costly and
biased, while serious crimes can be excused for a hefty bribe, and
even a minor offense can carry a death sentence if the peace officer is
offended or a suitable bribe cannot be produced. Likewise, the
Warlords' cronies are virtually above the law, and anyone who
offends or speaks out against the Warlord will invariably be made to
suffer for their candor.

Calendar
The Imperial calendar is observed throughout Pangaea. It is a lunar
calendar that was itself carried over from the people of ancient
Atlantis. The official start of the Imperial calendar occurred at the
coronation of King Arthur, which occurred on New Year's Day one
thousand one hundred and thirteen years ago.
The Imperium uses a lunar calendar, with each month consisting of
exactly twenty eight days. Each of the twelve months is named after
the planet which can usually be seen clearest at that time of year. The
new month begins with the new moon, and on the ides of the month,
during the full moon, a holiday is held to honor the god whose planet
shines brightest during that month. Some of these holidays contain
feasts or festivals, others are quiet times of contemplation, and others
are occasions for ceremonies and civic events.
In addition to the twelve regular holidays, there is also a thirteenth
holiday which is tied to the appearance of the great comet in the sky.
This occurs roughly every four years, only astronomers and priests of
Dionysus know when. This festival is a time of revelry and wild
abandon when most social mores are set aside. Sometimes, even the
rules of the Gotterdammerung are forgotten while Dionysus himself
comes down to join in on the wildest of parties, freely giving gifts and
granting wishes to carefree revelers.
Mechanical clocks and pocket watches exist, but are somewhat rare
and beyond the means of most lower-class people, even within the
more urban areas of Pangaea. But, as the planet has little axial tilt,
most people can recognize six in the morning as the time of dawn,
noon as the sun's zenith, and six in the evening as sunset.

Placeholder Artwork
Imperial Calendar
Mercury – Venus – Mars – Kore – Ceres – Saturn –
Vesta – Neptune – Vulcan – Pluto – Pallas – Jupiter

Communication
Long-distance communication in the Old Empire was mostly carried
out by way of telegraph, a necessity for the world-spanning
Imperium. Unfortunately, most of the lines were destroyed in the
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Cataclysm, and the decades of neglect that followed. Today, working
telegraphs are a luxury for the rich and powerful, and they are well
guarded. Outsiders who wish to make use of them can expect a heavy
fee and to have their messages monitored by the powers that be. The
majority of the population makes extensive use of carrier pigeons as a
cheaper, if somewhat slower and less reliable, substitute.

found. Those who are wealthy or members of the nobility spend their
teens in a private university, usually one which was segregated by
gender and, in the case of Templar, which will prepare them for
military life. Most temples of Athena also double as schools for
children whose parents are unable or unwilling to teach them or for
older children who are unable to afford a university education but still
wish for a life other than that of a laborer. In some towns, the
communality maintains a public schoolhouse, usually one taught by
an educated widow who has no other means of support.
Within the Imperial heartland, virtually the entire population is
educated and literate. In the frontier this is not the case; most people
are too busy trying to survive to teach their children unnecessary
skills. Frontier universities are prohibitively expensive for most
people, and even the apprentice system has broken down as mass
production facilities and slave labor become more prevalent.

Currency
The currency of the Imperium was the Thari. A one thari coin
contains 1/144th of a stone worth of gold and is inscribed with the
face of King Arthur on one side and the sword Excalibur on the
reverse. Thari were minted in great numbers and backed by the
crown, and are thus still the standard medium of exchange across
Pangaea.
A thari was the standard daily wage for a peasant in the Old Empire,
and this was enough to provide for a working-class family.
The Imperium also issued silver shillings for day-to-day use,
inscribed with images of the Empress and the Holy Grail, each worth
one-twelfth of a thari. Templar Lords were also authorized to
manufacture copper pennies, each worth one-twelfth of a shilling.
For larger purchases, gold ingots, bars, and bricks are used as well as
many forms of gems and jewelry. While platinum and other rare
metals generally have a value equivalent to that of gold, their purity is
not backed by any governing body and are only accepted if their
quality can be verified.
The most valuable coins are those of Orichalcum, an alloy of purified
gold, the secret of which was lost with Atlantis. Many chests of this
valuable currency were brought to Pangaea with the first Templar and
distributed across the land. An Atlantean orichalcum coin is etched
with a phoenix on one face and the concentric rings that were the
symbol of that island nation on the other. Orichalcum is worth twelve
times its weight in gold.
Paper money and letters of credit are sometimes issued by banks,
corporations, governments, and even wealthy individuals, but they are
only accepted by vendors who can be sure of their authenticity.
Bartering is commonplace throughout Pangaea, and rice is typically
accepted as readily as any coin.

Economy
All commerce within the Imperium was backed by precious metals. It
was strictly illegal to loan out more money than one had currency in
the vault; this strict adherence to the gold standard is often cited as
one of the major factors which led to the Masarian revolution.
Within the Old Empire, the Templar owned all of the land and
everything in it. They employed a peasant class to harvest its
resources; farmers, miners, quarrymen, lumberjacks, ranchers, and the
like as well as construction crews, sheriffs, militia, foremen, and
bureaucrats to ensure that their society ran smoothly, and merchants
to sell these goods within the community or transport them to distant
provinces.
All of these peasants were paid steady wages rather than being
allowed to keep a portion of their own products; however many
worked out arrangements to keep some of their goods in exchange for
lower wages. Well-to-do plantation owners would often rent sections
of the land from the Templar to work as they saw fit.
Imperial peasants were not serfs. They were free men with the right to
travel and to own property, and even to negotiate better wages and
working conditions or seek employment elsewhere. They even had
ownership right to the homes which their families built and
maintained on the Templar’s land.
Corporations, guilds, banks, and trading houses were allowed to exist
within the Empire, but they were tightly regulated and never fully
trusted by the aristocracy.
Skilled craftsmen and merchants were free to conduct business within
Templar lands, although they were typically required to rent the space
upon which they set up shop in lieu of paying taxes.
Imperial citizens were also free to live in the wilderness without
Templar interference. They did not need to pay taxes or tithes and
could work the land freely, although there was no guarantee that they
would be protected from bandits, raiders, or wild beasts. Still, many
hermits and wanderers made good livings as woodsmen, trappers,
prospectors, bounty hunters, treasure seekers, explorers, and even
homestead farmers.
The Templar were required to give half of the goods that their lands
produced, or the coin they earned from selling said goods back to
their people, to the Paladin to whom they owed their fealty. The
paladins were likewise required to pass half of these proceeds on to

Diet
All manner of diets can be found amongst the peoples of Pangaea.
Superior strains of seed brought by the survivors of Atlantis,
combined with Pangaea’s rich natural chi, mean that it is a land of
plenty, and each farmer can provide for many people; few go hungry
in the heartland, and even the poor eat meat. Of course, the
Wasteland’s influence over the frontier grows daily, as does the threat
of starvation faced by the poor.
Rice is by far the most common foodstuff in Pangaea, although wheat
and corn follow it closely.
Education
In Pangaea, small children are typically taught by their mother or, in
the case of the rich, a private tutor. When nearing puberty, children
learn their parent’s trade, boys working with their father or being
apprenticed to a craftsman outside of the house, while girls learn how
to keep house from their mother until a suitable husband can be
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the crown. The Imperial treasury was free to do with this wealth as it
pleased, although the majority of it was given as gifts to Templar
Lords in poor lands or stored in the Imperial vaults for use in times of
emergency or to regulate inflation.
There was no law stating what a Templar Lord could do with his
share of the land’s profits, although it was customary to give at least
half of it to local churches, which would, in turn, use it for charitable
ends. The Templar were expected to use the remainder to pay the
peasants, keep a militia, maintain local infrastructure, pay a stipend to
all non-landed knights, upkeep their own household, and keep
themselves trained and equipped in order to answer the call to battle
at a moment’s notice.
At one time, the Imperial economy dictated commerce across
Pangaea, and within the heartland this still holds true. As one ventures
into the frontier, Imperial customs slowly fade, often replaced by
simple free-market capitalism and barter-level economies. In place of
a landed aristocracy, you tend to find elected officials and in place of
a feudal system, you find taxes.
Each settlement within the Warlord’s domain is required to pay
tribute in gold, goods, and conscripts. The amount of tribute is
generally dictated by the community’s size. The Warlords do not care
how they come up with the tribute, but taxes and slavery are the most
common answers.
Such communities are not under any illusion that the Warlords will
provide anything in return for the tributes. They can usually expect
protection, if only because the Warlords do not want someone else
taking the tribute that is rightfully theirs. Still, if things look bad, the
Warlords will often cut their losses and simply burn and pillage a
community that is within their territory but too costly for them to
hold.
These are, of course, only the most common economic traditions
within the region that was once the Imperium. Pangaea is vast and,
across its face, one will find nearly every system of commerce
imaginable; including the unrestrained capitalism of the Masarian
Commonwealth, the byzantine trade laws of the Dwarven Holds, the
slave-owning dictatorship of Narshal, the cold communism of
Arunoch, the socialism Avalon, or the complex system of promises
and favors that takes the place of commerce amongst the Sidhe.

marriage is discouraged, but not forbidden by the laws of chivalry; a
childless marriage is not desirable, but is preferable to one in which
the participants are miserable or prone to forsaking their vows.
Templar are allowed to marry whomever they desire. Ideally, they
will choose someone who is especially attractive for some reason,
thus strengthening the gene pool of the nobility. Templar men and
women share titles, with disputes settled by their superior. As with
commoners, women typically run the household and handle civil
affairs while the man goes off to war, but this is not always the case.
Intercourse outside of marriage is forbidden by the Templar's vows.
This helps keep the bloodline pure and upholds ideals of romantic
love and purity. It is also to control the actions of Templar in
conquering armies who might be tempted to take advantage of their
enemy's wives and daughters, tarnishing the image of the Imperium as
a whole.
Among the peasantry, it is customary to marry one's childhood
sweetheart shortly after adulthood, and thus similar monogamous
traditions exist, although many will take a second spouse if their first
is killed. Among the merchant class, such ideas of chastity are mostly
forgotten.
The Imperium was made up of a wide variety of disparate cultures,
and unusual arrangements such as polyamory, arranged marriage,
incest, and even pederasty are tolerated in many regions, even
amongst the Templar.
Outside the Imperium's borders, most people are simply struggling to
survive. Families do whatever they can to get by, with no established
roles. Orgies, rape, prostitution, and all manner of sexual deviance run
rampant in the Warlord's domain, and although some speak out
against it, they are the minority.
Atlantis was a wholly egalitarian society, and the Imperium and most
of the lands that it once controlled are relatively free of enforced
gender roles, and as such few people recognize a distinction between
gender and biological sex.
Likewise, alchemy and transmutation magic means that changing
one’s sex is an achievable goal for any save those from the poorest or
most conservative backgrounds. As a result, intersex or gender
nonconforming people are far more likely to be met with confusion or
religious awe than hostility or prejudice.
Obviously inhuman species have different views on sex, gender, and
family, and many creatures lack such concepts entirely. While many
humanoid species have adopted human notions of family over the
years, there are many differences. For example, among the elves of
Avalon, bisexuality and polyamory are the norms, while the dwarves
of Aureth have tight family bonds and closely enforce gender roles
and curtail marriages between clans.

Family
Within the Imperium, males and females are equal in most things.
Adulthood begins, for girls, once they start menstruating, while boys
are considered men when they can afford their own household, or
when their father or the craftsmen to whom they are apprenticed
decide they are ready to take over the business. Typically, the man
works while the woman cares for the house and the children, but this
is not always the case. Women of the Imperium are both allowed to
own land and earn income, and most are qualified to do so, however,
the mechanics of pregnancy and nursing keep most in the home.
Adults were free to do as they liked for the most part, and sexuality
and marriage were not regulated by law, although many churches
would forbid extramarital affairs, polygamous relationships,
interspecies pairings, or same-sex couples, and would refuse to
perform marriage ceremonies to honor such unions or even
excommunicate offenders. Among the nobility, nontraditional

Fashion
Pangaea is an enormous and diverse place, and it would be impossible
to catalog the manner of dress for all humanity, let alone the various
other species. Still, as with most things, the Imperium has had an
extremely strong influence on the fashions of Pangaea, and it is
Imperial customs that shall be used to give insight into the whole.
Most humans wear clothing regardless of the environment. In some of
the more remote regions, particularly in warmer climates, people of
one or both genders will go about topless, and some even remain fully
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nude. Although such things are uncommon in more civilized lands,
they are not unheard of or forbidden, there are few laws enforcing
modesty outside of certain church strictures. Likewise, body
modifications such as tattoos, piercings, and ritual mutilation are
extremely rare in the Imperial heartland, and even pierced ears are
considered low-class, but in many areas of the frontier, such arts are
embraced as an important fashion statement or as a part of the local
culture.
Casual dress amongst the upper class usually takes the form of a silk
kimono or toga, worn over bare legs and sandaled feet. On formal
occasions, members of the nobility wear full armor along with a
ceremonial cape, while scholars or priests wear elaborate robes and
wealthy commoners don tailored suits or fancy ballgowns.
Peasant attire varies by profession, but typically consists of a loose
cotton tunic worn over wool or linen breeches with matching leather
work boots. Those who work outdoors typically wear a broadbrimmed hat to protect them from the sun and the rain alike. On the
frontiers, many peasants have adopted more modern attire, wearing
denim pants and buttoned-up shirts.
Long hooded cloaks are worn by almost everyone in inclement
weather, but capes are reserved for the nobility. Most noblemen wear
a silk or velvet cape to formal occasions and within the military, a
stylized cape worn over the armor is a mark of station, and few
Templar go into battle without one. In the frontiers, the servants of the
Warlords and the wealthy merchants typically copy this fashion,
while in small towns and rural areas, cloaks have been abandoned
entirely in favor of rugged leather overcoats. Likewise, platform shoes
and high heels are often worn by wealthy members of the bourgeoisie,
meant to show up the riding boots of the nobility.
Women almost always wear dresses when not riding or performing
manual labor; although the fashion and material of such dresses
depend on the wealth and region of the wearer, and how much skin it
is appropriate to reveal varies by time and place.
The one exception is of course the Templar; although most
noblewomen choose to look after the house in times of war, those
who do train to fight and take the Templar vows wear full armor
almost indistinguishable from that worn by a man.
If they can afford it, most women, and some men, wear simple
makeup at all times, usually in the form of red lips and nails and kohl
blacking around the eyes with a mild floral perfume. Jewelry is
likewise worn on formal occasions, but only by the very wealthy, and
most noblewomen realize that it is in poor taste to wear excessive
amounts of decoration. Women in the frontier have no such standards
of modesty and most wear excessive amounts of jewelry, makeup,
and perfume as well as exaggerating their figures with corsets, padded
dresses, and ludicrously tall shoes.
In the Warlord's domain, there is a strong division between the
working class and the indigent masses, with the latter wearing
whatever they can scavenge or cobble together with little thought to
fashion.

devastated by the Cataclysm and the ensuing wars and plagues, and
the most advanced areas of Pangea now lie within the Wasteland.
Most of the population of Pangaea lives in what was once the frontier,
and those communities that survived were mostly small outposts and
farming settlements, lacking sophisticated technology even before the
Cataclysm. There are very few modern cities that have not been
abandoned or destroyed, and those that still stand make up the
dilapidated skylines of the Warlord's capitals.
As a general rule of thumb, any technology that existed on Earth in
the early 1800s will exist in Pangaea. There are, however, a few
anachronisms; for example, matches exist but bicycles do not.
Most educated people still comprehend the concepts of modern
science and technology, but few understand its practical applications.
The world is not industrialized, and most objects which cannot be
produced by hand only exist when scavenged from ancient ruins.
The streets of the major cities are lit by gaslight, and most buildings
are illuminated by oil lamps or flaming braziers. Electricity is almost
unknown, although the very wealthy utilize neon lanterns that emit
glowing witch-light with no need for fuel or risk of fire.
There is little mass media. Most books are printed rather than being
written by hand, but they are not widely distributed. Some of the
larger and wealthier cities publish local newspapers, although they are
almost always heavily censored by the Warlords.
Plumbing and heated water are found in the homes of the wealthy,
while most towns possess one or more public bathhouses, often run as
a nonprofit service to the community by a local church.
The three areas in which Pangaean science is truly advanced are
medicine, astronomy, and metallurgy, traditions perfected in Atlantis
that have endured in the Imperium ever since. Imperial doctors are far
more knowledgeable than those of our Earth, and the semi occult skill
of alchemy allows the creation of medicines far beyond anything
made by modern man. Still, without the resources of the Imperium, let
alone Atlantis, many operations and chemicals are impossible to
replicate with the tools at hand. Many skilled doctors lived within the
Imperium and the churches provide free healing to the poor, but the
people of the frontier are not so fortunate. In the Warlord's domain,
most qualified doctors are beyond the means of the commoners,
leaving them to the hands of struggling charities or disreputable
charlatans.
Mineral science is likewise highly developed. In the time of Atlantis,
much of their technology was in the form of crystals, many of which
were on the same frequency as the human body, allowing it to be
controlled directly by the wielder's own thoughts. While such tools
are now the stuff of myth, the techniques by which they were grown
are not entirely lost, and the glassware and lenses of Pangaea's master
craftsman are virtually flawless. Likewise, Imperial steel is second to
none, and the best metalworkers can create adamant tools composed
of a single unbreakable molecule.
Advancing Technology
There are numerous inventors in the world, and there is plenty left to
learn. Still, Pangaea is technologically stagnant, and in the current
environment it is unlikely for any new technology to catch on
globally, and there are several good reasons why it has not done so
before.

Industry
At the time of Imperial collapse, Pangaea was in most ways similar to
our Earth in the early stages of the industrial revolution. This is no
longer the case. The majority of the Imperium's infrastructure was
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The gods shared their secrets with the people of Atlantis, but did so in
a seemingly haphazard manner. The people did not research their own
technology, and thus many transitional methods were left
undiscovered. A modern scholar trying to recreate their science
would, even if they had access to full Atlantean records, be missing
several underlying techniques.
The gods also made sure to only share knowledge that would enhance
humanity’s place in the world rather than diminish it. As a result,
automation technology is very poor even now, thousands of years
later.
The crystal skulls of Atlantis kept records on much of the island's
technology, and it was with this knowledge that the Old Empire was
forged. But, the crown is very conservative with what information
they let loose, and the Illuminated Templar actively work to suppress
novel technology that does not fit with their master plan, hoping to
avoid another catastrophe like that which befell Atlantis. Since the
loss of the Empress, the rate of information release has slowed to a
crawl.
If a character tries to invent new technology, the Gamekeeper is free
to allow or disallow it as they see fit. Make sure to think over such
innovations carefully, as both the setting and the rules can be heavily
impacted by such drastic changes.
The Gamekeeper is under no obligation to allow players to use reallife scientific knowledge to force advancement upon the world, and it
is possible that the subtly different physics of the world of Heart of
Darkness render such things entirely nonoperational.

and most also speak Terran with an exaggerated Imperial accent.
Duergar is extremely formal with strict rules, it has not evolved in
recorded history, and to human ears sounds like indistinct murmuring
broken by occasional guttural consonants. Dwarves write in bold
runes that have no phonetic or pictographic connection to the words
they represent.
The so-called "savage peoples" including orcs, goblins, giants, ogres,
dionjen, and trolls, possess many languages of their own, usually
segregated by region more than species. The orcs of Gorrelek, for
example, speak a language more similar to that of the ogres of the
Canyon Lands than to the orcs who dwell in the Northern Wild. All of
these languages were outlawed within the Imperium and, as a result,
have mostly been lost in the modern world. Even those creatures who
have escaped from the Imperium after its collapse continued to speak
Terran rather than return to their native tongue.
All Morlocks all speak variants of their own tongue, called Derro, as
do many other subterranean creatures and members of the Under
Kingdom.
Originally, the lizard people of Arunoch spoke a debased form of
draconic. Modern lizard men have learned to speak Terran, but as
they lack true vocal cords they do it with their own peculiar accent
which involves hisses, whistles, pops, and clicks that are almost
impossible for a human to replicate, although it is a simple matter for
the two species to figure out what the other is saying.
Some species such as bodak, coatl, and manargus, have complex and
beautiful song-based languages which are not only impossible for
humans to replicate, but few can even recognize that they are
speaking at all.
The merrow speak a language that is completely unpronounceable by
a human tongue. Even in writing it would appear as so much
gibberish, with long strings of consonants or vowels grouped in an
alien manner. Those merrow who deal with humans learn Terran, but
cannot speak it, usually requiring an interpreter unless they write
Terran or find a human who is able to grasp their strange spiraling
script without losing their mind.
The huldrefolk, who lack any sort of speaking organ, are in a similar
situation, although for them an interpreter is not an option.
The language of the spirit world is called Enochian. It was taught to
mortal priests during the time of Atlantis and is still spoken by some
holy men and sorcerers today, as well as the possessed who
sometimes speak in tongues. Demons speak Infernal, which is the
same language but spoken backward, and amongst demon cults, most
rituals are performed in this black speech.
The elves of Avalon speak a variant of Atlantean called Eldar, while
most fey on the mainland speak a dialect of Terran called Sylvan. In
both cases the languages are similar to those spoken by humans, but
with a slightly different structure and cadence which gives the
language a musical quality that makes every sentence feel like a song.
Draconic is the oldest tongue in all of Pangea, predating even
Enochian. The dragons do not teach it to others, and most speak
Terran when they deign to communicate with lesser races at all. In the
ancient past, the lizard people spoke a pidgin form of this language
which they gleaned from their masters, but many words were
unpronounceable to them, as they are even to dragons who have not
attained a certain size and age.

Language
The language of the Imperium is a Gaelic-sounding tongue called
Terran. It evolved over time as Atlantean absorbed influences from
the various native dialects spoken throughout the region that would
become the Imperial Heartland. Today, Terran is spoken by almost all
of humanity, with both their native tongues and pure Atlantean being
abandoned save in the most isolated regions.
Terran uses a phonetic alphabet, each letter representing a single
distinct sound with no redundancy or digraphs. By default, Terran
uses neutral pronouns, but it has many, not all of them dependent
upon gender but also species, social class, and spiritual state of being.
Atlantean was once the common tongue of the Imperium. It was a
very formal sounding Romantic language, designed to give the
speaker an heir of dignity and importance when spoken aloud.
Although many scholars can still read and write in Atlantean, few
people actually speak it. It is usually reserved for ceremonies
officiated by the nobility or the priesthood. The alphabet of the Old
Tongue is runic rather than phonetic and is frequently used on family
crests or when engraving weapons and armor.
There are also thousands of "barbarian" languages spoken throughout
Pangaea; so diverse that little can be said about them as a whole.
Within the area that was once the Imperium, these languages have
mostly been replaced by Terran, although there are many who still
keep their indigenous oral traditions alive, and in the depths of the
Wild and the islands of the Endless Sea, there are many who have
never heard the speech of civilized men.
Dwarves speak Duergar, a language that is completely independent
from those of men. Dwarves do not teach this language to outsiders
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Magic
Magic has long been feared and misunderstood by the common man,
and with good reason. Sorcery is mysterious and unpredictable, and
those who practice it are often socially isolated or emotionally
unstable. Magic is dangerous, both to the user and those around them,
and, without proper care, it can have far-reaching consequences, death
among the least of them.
Within the Imperium, magic has been outlawed since ancient times,
with both the Holy Templar and the Illuminati hunting down and
executing those who practice it openly. Those who downplay their
magic, refraining from frequent use or overly flashy displays, often
avoid attention, and those who practice magic to aid the local
community might even be pardoned by the Templar. Some Templar
even keep court magicians in their employ, granting them a
permanent license to use sorcery so long as they swear to use their
magic for the good of the Empire. Even so, most court wizards are
held under close scrutiny, and are only tolerated because they are
either eminently useful or simply too dangerous to go to war against.
Most churches consider magic blasphemy, although they sometimes
employ "miracle workers," priests who are trained to cast spells
within the school of magic over which their god has dominion.
Outside the Imperium, the attitude toward sorcery varies greatly. Most
small towns will either be awed or terrified by it and might put a
magician to death or treat them like a god, depending on the area and
the nature of the wizard.
Magic is considered a natural part of life amongst the fey, and no
division is made between sorcerers and the practitioners of any other
trade. Most barbarian races consider mages to be strange outsiders but
still a part of the tribe, and those who can perform such wonders are
treated with fear and respect. Among the non-mammalian races, the
ability to use sorcery is rare, but is considered a potent tool and those
who are able to utilize it are expected to use their gifts to their fullest
ability.
The Warlords are themselves sorcerers, and they do not ban the
practice in their lands. Still, they recognize that magic is a potent
weapon in the right hands, and most wizards that become so strong
that they threaten the Warlords’ rule will be forced to serve them, put
to death, or even have their very souls torn asunder.

these fifteen deities. Churches to the Olympians can be found
throughout Pangaea.
Within the Imperium, worshipping the Olympians is encouraged.
While veneration of local gods and nature spirits is tolerated by the
Templar, outright worship of demons or the Titans is forbidden and
their cults must remain underground. Despite their churches’
standing, the state religion of the Imperium is not worship of the
Olympians, but adherence to the Imperial Tao.
The Imperial Tao was collected by the paladin Lord Tyrion after the
Imperial Civil War, although most of the text was not originally his
but rather transcriptions of older works on religion and philosophy.
The Tao contains the mythic history of Pangaea, including the
creation of the world, the Titanomachy, and The Reckoning, as well
as a romanticized version of the Empire's founding. Although the Tao
includes scriptures and parables from the fifteen Olympians, they are
not the primary focus of the book. Instead, the Tao teaches a
philosophy that holds the Goddess as supreme and the Empress as her
earthly embodiment.
The majority of the Tao is actually a treatise on philosophy and
includes lessons on how to tell the difference between right and
wrong and how to make one's own judgment in difficult situations. It
also incorporates the code of the Templar, including the oaths that
they all must swear to obey, as well as interpretations and
extrapolations of what the oaths mean and what to do when they
conflict with each other or the general principles of honor and
morality.
The Imperial church teaches the Tao to the people and worships the
Goddess as well as honoring the Emperor and Empress and preaching
of their inevitable return which will lead to a new golden age.
Although grand cathedrals are rare, most major cities will likely have
a temple to each Olympian, while smaller settlements will likely only
have a single temple and a handful of small shrines. There is normally
a chapel dedicated to the Goddess in every Imperial village, even if
most are small and lack a clergy, merely serving as a place for the
community to pray.
Churches in Pangaea are concerned with life on Earth as much as the
hereafter, and many faiths do not include an afterlife at all. It is the
goal of the priesthood to imbue the people with moral virtue and to
help those who need them. Thus, most churches serve as charities and
social services and they are a vital part of the Imperial system.
Commoners are not asked to tithe, but wealthy merchants and the
Templar are expected to give the majority of their income over to the
local churches, allowing them to continue the good work.
Within the Warlord's domain, churches still exist but, without the
support of the Templar, they are weak and nearly powerless. Most are
unable to offer the people anything but hopeful words as the clergy
itself is struggling to get by, and those churches that do ask for tithes
from their flocks have grown obviously corrupt.
The Warlords despise the gods and could have long since wiped out
the churches in their domain and forced their religion underground,
but they have chosen not to. Instead, they want people to turn away
from the gods on their own, and as people grow increasingly
desperate many find their faith is among the first things to go. The
Warlords subtly support the spread of cults that venerate their own

Religion
Man's relationship with the spirit world has always been a complex
and interdependent one. Few mortals can be sure that the spirits even
exist, and fewer still that they can hear their prayers. Still, people
depend on the favor of the gods, for it is by their will that the wheel of
fate turns and men prosper. Of course, this works both ways, for it is
human imagination that gives form and substance to the gods and it is
from mortal belief that they derive their awesome powers.
Humanity has paid homage to the spirits of nature since the dawn of
time, and it was their ideals that would eventually give birth to the
loa, who would overthrow the Titans. In Atlantis, the gods interacted
directly with men, sharing their wisdom and sending angels to aid
them in their daily struggles. Although Atlantis turned against the
gods and was destroyed, knowledge of the Olympians was carried to
the mainland by the survivors, and most of humanity still worships
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dark masters while exterminating those of their rivals with as much
fervor as any pious inquisitor.

including Nightholm, slaves actually make up a majority of the
population. Humans, orcs, ogres, and trolls serve as physical laborers
or are forced to fight in the military or gladiatorial arenas, dwarves,
gnomes, and goblins are made to work as craftspeople and other
skilled laborers, while so-called lesser fey are used in intellectual or
domestic positions. Brownies and fairies often serve as chancellors,
butlers, maids, or nannies, while nymphs and satyr are prized as
prostitutes and concubines.

Slavery
As long as there have been concepts of possession, there have also
been men who had the idea of owning their fellows. In the days
before the Old Empire, it was common practice for the victors of a
warring tribe to enslave those who surrendered in battle or the
families of those who had fallen. This custom persisted for many
years after the Empire’s founding.
Early in the Empress' reign, she abolished the practice of human
slavery, and within a century only “subhuman” species who were
believed to be too unintelligent or savage to get along in society were
enslaved. As the Empire grew into a more civilized state, even these
practices were abolished, and in the lands of the Empire at the time of
its collapse, it was illegal to own any sapient creature, although for
many species this was still a blurry line.
Slavery is still prohibited by Imperial laws in the areas where the
Templar have the strength to enforce them, but now the Empire has
collapsed, and with it the pretext of civility. Slavery has begun to
reemerge throughout the frontier, in most regions it is neither opposed
nor endorsed by the governing body, although some small kingdoms
and a few of the Warlords have a bit more say in the matter. In most
areas of the Warlords’ domain it is common for those who have the
money and lack morals to both buy and sell slaves, and there are even
thriving slave markets in nominally Imperial towns like Concordance
or Golgotha.
In the wilds and the wastes, where no man truly rules, the status of
slavery varies greatly. In many abhuman societies, the old means of
excreting physical dominance upon others to own them is still
observed, while in others slavers are hunted tirelessly and all peoples
are considered worthy of freedom.
Slavery is still officially illegal in Masaria, although indentured
servants and convicts forced to work off their sentences are
commonplace. In addition, there are many gangsters who buy or sell
slaves on the black market for work in sweatshops, harems, laboratory
test rooms, or even as raw parts for those in need of living organs.
The lizard people of Arunoch are avid slavers. It is common for lizard
men to sell one another into servitude on the mainland, but this is not
the main focus of their slave system, rather the lizard people often
serve as middle men in a system of trade, purchasing or kidnapping
people from the mainland or the islands of Che and then sending them
across to sea to be sold in the marketplaces of Dungenus,
Gwandolain, Narshal, or the countless other ports in Pangaea, Aureth,
and the islands of the endless sea.
The fey have never truly understood the concept of slavery. Among
the Sidhe and the hengeyokai, it was never even seriously considered,
and thus never practiced or outlawed. On Avalon, the ownership of
elves was unheard of, but alien races and artificially created beings
were introduced by Jaypok, and it was on the profits of these
commodities that he was able to found his empire. After the
banishment of the dark elves to Aureth, they continued their slaving
ways. Although they no longer had the resources to make large
numbers of artificial servitors, the dark elves had no shortage of what
they considered to be lesser beings. In most dark elven communities,

Social Status
Although the Imperium is a feudal society, with the Templar clearly
above the common man, all men are more or less free. Commoner and
noble alike are allowed to own property, express themselves, and
travel freely. All citizens of the Empire are given the protection of the
law and the army, and the church provides adequate education,
shelter, and healthcare to those who cannot afford it. However, in
these dark times, the Imperial remnant is extremely limited in
resources, and very few beings are granted citizenship unless they can
prove their ancestry.
In the frontier, things such as rights are mostly forgotten. While the
Imperium remains feudal, the Warlords are dictators, those with
wealth or skills that are useful to them can do almost whatever they
please, justice is mostly meaningless, and the weak exist only as tools
for the strong. The Warlords' domains are rife with slavery, and
anyone who speaks out against their overlords will be quickly
silenced. Churches are often unable to provide a charitable role as
they are not financially supported by the government, and civic
services exist only to keep the war machine running smoothly and
efficiently.
Prejudice, at least between the different branches of humanity, is
mostly absent from modern Pangaea. Men and women are granted
equal rights under Imperial law and most of the frontier.
Humanity on Pangaea does not have clearly delineated ethnicities,
mostly due to the ease of travel between distant regions of the single
continent, and the unifying atmosphere of the Imperium that
promoted intermixing of people. Although distant corners of the
world speak with strange accents and people in equatorial regions
tend to be darker than those nearer the poles, these differences are not
enough to provoke more than a few mild stereotypes and
superstitions. The only humans who are likely to face discrimination
are mutants and those who have the strikingly unusual features that
result from changeling ancestry.
Inhuman species, on the other hand, often faced intense racism within
the Imperium, and likewise, humans face prejudice when traveling in
distant lands such as Arunoch. Many non-human peoples were feared
by the Imperium, and many races only joined the Imperium after a
long war that ended with their defeat. Such old hostilities run deep,
and many groups such as the Hammer work hard to reinforce them or
escalate them into outright violence.
Transportation
Short-distance transportation is mostly accomplished by riding upon
animals or in pulled coaches. Although a few crude motorized
automobiles existed at the time of the Cataclysm, they were always
considered toys and anomalies, doubly so for those that survive into
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the present day. Few roads are well maintained enough to support
them, and the cost of refined oil is astronomical.
Imperial highways are well built and still exist throughout central
Pangaea. Their foundations are sunk into the earth, and the surface
level consists of tightly packed paving stones with an almost perfectly
smooth surface. In many places, the road is actually elevated above
the ground, usually in areas of rough or uneven terrain, in a manner
reminiscent of a modern overpass. Most have collapsed or fallen into
ruin, but many still stand, and serve as secret pathways throughout the
desert for those who know where they are still sturdy and accessible
from below.
A few trains still run, and it is possible, though costly, to travel or ship
items between the major cities of the frontier using them. The
conservative central region of the Imperium contained few tracks, and
most rail systems are now firmly within the Warlords’ control. The
Warlord Livonia has been actively working to restore the railroads
within her realm, most of which were badly damaged in the
Cataclysm, and she has even gone so far as to repair those within the
territories of her rivals.
Ships are still common. Most are powered by sails, with the few that
run on steam being highly prized and valuable commodities; there are
very few facilities that can still craft working steamboats and most are
century-old Imperial models.
The wealthiest travelers can purchase tickets on one of the few
dirigibles that were built before the Cataclysm and survived the
ensuing dark age. They provide the only means of air travel over
Pangaea for those who were not fortunate enough to be born with
wings. Helicopters and airplanes are both absent from Pangaea and
most scientists think them to be impossible, although the warlord
Devorus possesses a fleet of magical aircraft and believes that he is on
the verge of unlocking the secret of motor-assisted flight.
While humans tend to ride horses or camels as their primary means of
transportation, different cultures and species have varying needs in a
riding beast. Dwarves tend to use oxen for riding, creatures that are
short, sturdy, and stubborn, like their masters. Halflings make use of
ponies, while gnomes ride large rams and mountain goats. Orcs ride
upon massive wild hogs, while the smaller goblins mount large dogs
or wolves. Larger creatures such as ogres use elephants or illtempered rhinoceros, while giants tend to ride upon indricotheriums
or perhaps even dinosaurs. The lizardmen of Arunoch tend to use
striders as their primary means of transit while the asuras ride upon
great cats. The fey on the mainland usually ride large stags, while
those on Avalon and Aureth ride unicorns and perytons respectively.
Trolls, creatures with endurance to outdistance any mount, rarely ride
other animals, but when they do they prefer large creatures with
powerful sprinting abilities like bears and crocodiles.
Under the sea, mounted travel is less of a necessity, but tamed beasts
are still used. The nereids domesticate dolphins and the lamia sharks,
while the merrow ride upon massive undersea scorpions that most
surface dwellers would find horrific and terribly dangerous.

last decades of its existence, the Imperium was ever at war with
Masaria and other alien powers until the Cataclysm rendered both
sides impotent. Then the Warlords came and smashed what was left
of the Old Empire before beginning their own unending crusade
against one another. As such, it should be no surprise that the
manufacture of weapons is one of the most prolific industries in
Pangaea.
Most people use the same styles of weapon and armor they have for
millennia. Swords, spears, axes, maces, bows, and crossbows are the
primary weapons of Pangea, and most soldiers wear shields and
quilted, leather, or mail armor, while elite and noble warriors wear
heavy suits of plate.
Lighter armors, including crude flak jackets, layered silk and linen,
and even fabrics spun from enchanted cloths which can deflect bullets
can be found protecting wealthy noncombatants.
Firearms have existed since the rise of the Imperium, but never fully
replaced archaic weapons. There are many reasons for this, first
amongst them being the incredible cost and difficulty of
manufacturing and maintaining such weapons, especially in the wake
of the Cataclysm. The secrets of mithril and adamant which were
carried to Pangaea by the Templar allowed the creation of lightweight
armor which can easily deflect a bullet and allowed them the luxury
of safely closing into melee combat. In addition, most Templar are
always conservative and consider such weapons dishonorable and
discourage their use.
Those guns that do exist are primarily six-shooters and single-shot
rifles. Experimental flamethrowers, shotguns, sniper rifles, and even
Gatling guns have emerged in the wake of the Cataclysm and eluded
the Illuminated Templar's ability to stifle creativity, but they are not
yet widespread.
Large-scale weapons include trebuchets, ballista, and catapults, while
cannons and mortars see use in some frontier regions. In addition,
alchemists have invented all manner of grenades, explosives, and
chemicals both toxic and incendiary, all of which are seeing
widespread usage in the savage abattoirs that mark the battlefields of
the borderlands.
Even deadlier weapons exist, most utilizing either sorcery or
Atlantean technology in their construction, or perhaps some of each.
Within the Imperium, such weapons were hunted down and destroyed
by the Illuminati, but who knows how many remain unaccounted for;
at any time one of the Warlords could play their trump card and pull a
potential doomsday weapon from their pocket.
Appearances
Pangaea is a strange land filled with strange events, not all of which
can be explained. Sometimes, one will find people, objects, or even
places for which there is no rational explanation. Perhaps they are the
dreams of the primordial gods made flesh and blood, or perhaps the
barriers between the worlds have grown so thin that something
slipped in from beyond.
There are no limits to what one may find in the wilds of Pangaea, and
when dealing with such anomalous occurrences you should let your
imagination run free. Though Pangaea is vast and wondrous, it pales
in comparison to worlds beyond, worlds which the Heart of Darkness
is sometimes known to call upon.

Weapons
Pangaea is a land of constant conflict, almost unending since the
Titanomachy. Arthur and his knights built an Empire on conquest,
and the frontiers were enveloped by war for much of its life. In the
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Chapter Two
Rules
Heart of Darkness is best played with four to seven people, one of
whom will take on the role of the Gamekeeper and with each
additional player controlling a single character. Heart of Darkness
can, however, be played with as few as one character and one
Gamekeeper and can involve as many people as can fit around the
table.

Realism
Yes, Heart of Darkness is a game of magic, spirits, fantastical
technologies, and impossibly alien beasts, however when those things
aren’t directly involved, the world works pretty much like our own,
and even when they are, they tend to follow their own internally
consistent laws. Also, keep in mind that the rules are somewhat
abstract by design to allow for ease of play.
This means that a general sense of realism and consistency should be
present in the world, and it is the Gamekeeper’s job to try and explain
everything that occurs in a feasible manner and to disallow
occurrences that the rules would seem to allow but cannot be
explained in any rational way.
Some groups may prefer to stretch what constitutes reality, and it is
common to apply “action movie” physics to the campaign where
realism takes a back seat to what is fun and exciting, and groups may
even go so far as to adopt a style where the world acts more like a
cartoon or a tall tale.

The Gamekeeper’s Role
The Gamekeeper's main job is to bring the world to life around the
players. The setting provided in this book is a solid framework, but it
is incomplete. It is the Gamekeeper's duty to fill in the gaps and to
change or throw away the aspects that do not fit with his or her vision
of the world. The Gamekeeper sets the scene, maps the layout of
terrain, determines the personality of the non-player characters, and
decides how they will behave in any given situation. It is also the
Gamekeeper’s responsibility to keep the story moving and to referee
the other players. So long as it is within the rules and external to the
player characters, it is the domain of the Gamekeeper.
Note that while the Gamekeeper has complete control of the world
around them, the player’s characters are outside of the Gamekeeper's
dominion. Unless a player character is actually under some form of
mind control, their motivations are solely determined by their player
and the Gamekeeper has no right to dictate their actions.

It's Your Game
The book which you hold contains both a rule system for the game
and a world in which it can take place. Both are yours to use and to
change. The Gamekeeper can freely alter the setting, or even abandon
it completely and replace it with one of his or her own creation or
another author's fictional universe. Likewise, the Gamekeeper can set
the game in any part of the world, as well as any point in the past or
the future, changing history to suit their own needs.
The Heart of Darkness rules should work with most science fiction,
fantasy, or horror settings with a little modification, and games set on
modern or historical Earth are easy to run by simply removing the
more fantastic elements.
The stories, places, characters, species, and history of the world are
all just suggestions, and the Gamekeeper is encouraged to add,
remove, or change them all to fit his or her game. The players are
also encouraged to take some liberties when creating their character’s
culture and backstory as this will help flesh out the world beyond
what the Gamekeeper or the rulebook could do on their own.
The rules are also yours to tinker with. I have tried to strike a balance
between fairness, fun, and realism in writing them, but everyone has
different opinions on exactly where this balance lies. Your gaming
group is free to alter the rules as they need, or even remove them
entirely and use the Heart of Darkness setting with a different game’s
rule system.
Changes to the rules must be carefully thought out and then shared
with and agreed upon by all players well in advance. A Gamekeeper
suddenly changing the rules in the middle of a game is almost certain
to anger players and the resulting argument might harm the game or
even end it completely.

The Player’s Role
The player’s job is to create a character they want to play and then to
direct that character's actions. It is up to the player to decide how
their character acts and what they do, and although they may roll dice
to determine how successful they are, there is no limit to what a
player can or cannot have their character attempt to do.
Note that while players have total freedom, there will of course be
consequences to reckless behavior, and if the character’s actions are
too disturbing or antagonistic for the other players to handle, the
offending player will likely not be invited back in the future.

Optional Rules:
Throughout the book, you will find boxes like this one which contain
optional rules that can be used to alter the mood or the complexity of
play. Although the Gamekeeper generally has the final say about
whether to use an optional rule, it is important that the entire group be
aware of which rules are being used and agree to them.
There is also nothing wrong with changing your mind. So long as all
the players agree, it is fine to decide to adopt or to stop using optional
rules at any time during the game.
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The Game Board
The world of Pangaea exists primarily in the imaginations of the
players and the words of the Gamekeeper. Still; during tense scenes
where positioning is important, such as combat or navigating a
twisting labyrinth, it is often easiest to play the game upon a board.
The board can be as large or as small as is convenient considering the
scope of the scene and the available playing area. The most efficient
board is one that can be drawn on, such as a dry erase mat or sheet of
newsprint, that has been crossed with a grid of one-inch squares
called zones, each representing one pace within the world of Pangea.
The Gamekeeper should place models or markers for the player
characters, as well as any other characters they can see, and then draw
or use miniature scenery to illustrate the landscape.
A character of roughly human size should use a model or marker with
a base that is roughly one inch across, occupying a single zone on the
board.
Two characters cannot normally occupy the same zone unless one of
them is lying prone or being carried by the other, although the slip
past ability can be used to move through another character’s zone.

Characters
Characters are the lifeblood of Heart of Darkness. Each character in
the world has their own abilities and desires which are modeled by the
rules of the game and the decisions of the players.
Characters are divided into two categories; fated characters and
extras.
Fated Character
The first and most important type of characters in Heart of Darkness
are fated characters. Each player creates and controls a single fated
character and it is through these characters that they will experience
and interact with the Game World.
The Gamekeeper is also free to create fated characters of their own,
typically representing people with whom the players regularly interact
such as allies, mentors, and rivals, as well as recurring villains and
major world figures.
Fated characters utilize all of the rules for characters presented in
Chapter Three, and they should also have detailed personalities and
backgrounds as well as room to develop and grow.
The player characters will band together to form a team. Other fated
characters may be part of the team, but typically play out their own
stories in the background when they are not directly interacting with
the player characters. These characters’ advancement is up to the
Gamekeeper, but typically mentors and villains advance slowly, rivals
and allies advance at the same rate as player characters, and students
and upstarts advance more quickly.

Distance and Measuring
Distances are measured by counting zones on the board, which
players are allowed to do at any time.
Diagonal measurements and movements are allowed, however any
zones that are clipped count as being wholly passed through for the
purposes of cover, friendly fire, perilous terrain, and the like. This
means that a wholly impassible zone will block diagonal movement.
If at all possible, characters and objects should be placed wholly
inside zones rather than straddling borders. Always round
measurements up to full zones; for example many spells and
explosives have a radius of one pace, which means you should center
the effect on a single zone and then count all adjacent zones as within
range, effectively creating a three by thee area of effect.
Vertical distances are normally not represented on the board, but it is
still important to keep track of everything’s height for the purposes of
reach and range. When moving or tracing range at something below a
character, use only the longer of the two distances; horizontal or
vertical. On the other hand, when moving or tracing range at
something above you, add the vertical and horizontal distances
together.

Extras
Extras are less full characters than they are dressing for the scene,
typically acting only as tools for the player characters to use or as
obstacles for them to overcome. Rather than taking the time to write
out their attributes and abilities, extras use one of the templates found
in Chapter Ten, but may then be customized with as much detail as
the Gamekeeper desires.
Extras need only as much individuality as the scene calls for, most do
not have fully fleshed out abilities, appearances, personalities, or
histories, and many do not even have a name! Obviously, the more
interaction a given extra has with a player character, the more
deployment will be necessary to give them.
Extras do not normally advance at all, though they might be able to
receive training as detailed in Chapter Three.

Measurements
Heart of Darkness uses Imperial measurements rather than any realworld systems. The Old Empire used a base-twelve number system,
and their units were said to be based on the Empress’ proportions;
their precise values are left intentionally vague.
Weights are typically measured in stones which are one twelfth the
Empress’ mas and Tons which are twelve times her bulk.
Distances are measured in paces, the length of the Empress’ stride,
and Leagues, the distance which she could see someone crossing the
horizon.
Short periods of time are measured in ticks, the time between the
Empress’ breath, and moments which are twelve times this value.
Longer units of time are based on the movements of the heavens and
similar to those found on Earth.

Alternate Player Setups:
A typical game of Heart of Darkness has one Gamekeeper and a
single player character for every other player. It is possible to alter
this dynamic; sharing or swapping characters, taking turns being the
Gamekeeper, allowing players to control multiple characters, or even
allowing the Gamekeeper to run the game and control a player
character at the same time.
Although such setups are perfectly possible, they are dangerous.
Conflicts of interest can easily arise, and the more roles a person is
required to do, the more their performance will suffer as they split
their focus. It is generally safer to stick to the standard model unless
people are sure they know what they are doing.
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or narrative time. An act can represent a fight, bypassing an obstacle,
a chase, a conversation, a bartering session, or exploring a small area
such as a ruined building or a single floor of a larger structure.
A given mission usually includes about a half-dozen acts, but this is
not a hard rule. A mission might be comprised of a series of several
dozen brief encounters or a single climactic battle along with the
narrative scenes leading into it and dealing with the aftermath.
Acts come in two types, narrative scenes and action scenes, and a
single act can, in theory, switch back and forth between the two.
A narrative scene is played out with the characters describing their
actions in a relaxed manner where exact time and position aren't
terribly important.
An action scene takes these things seriously and usually consists of
combat or some other immediately threatening situation. During an
action scene, characters should be positioned upon the game board
and time is further divided into turns, as described below.

Time
Time in Heart of Darkness is described in two ways; narrative time
and game time. Narrative time represents the seconds, minutes, hours,
days, months, and years that take place in Pangaea over the course of
the story. It may travel as slow as real-time, such as when the
characters are having a conversation acted out by the players, or as
quickly as the Gamekeeper simply stating that weeks pass as the
player characters travel to their destination.
The second measure of time is more strictly controlled. It is referred
to as game time and, rather than real-world units of time, it is
measured in games, missions, acts, and turns.
Game
A game begins when the players create their characters and lasts until
the storyline is concluded. There is no set length for a game, it is
possible to play out an entire game of Heart of Darkness in a single
evening or have an ongoing game play out over the course of the
player’s lives.
Players will usually create a character at the start of the game and then
retire it at the game's conclusion. There is no rule against players
retiring a character early if they grow bored of them or if it is
dramatically appropriate to do so, and a character’s death can come at
any time. Hopefully, the players will want to continue playing when
this happens and they can create a replacement character to finish the
game.
There is nothing wrong with a player wanting to continue playing a
character throughout multiple games, either because they enjoy the
character or because they feel that their story isn’t over yet. In this
case, a player can choose to use a character from a previous game
rather than creating a new character, although it is up to the
Gamekeeper to approve all characters, especially if they weren’t
running the game in which the character was originally played. Also
note that Heart of Darkness works best if all the characters have
roughly the same power level, and experienced characters should not
be mixed with new characters unless they are created using the
optional veteran rules in Chapter Three.

Turn
In a narrative sense, all characters act more or less simultaneously, but
due to the constraints of the gaming table, actions must be divided
into discrete units of time called turns.
All characters on the same side share a turn. Generally, the player
characters' team will comprise one of the sides and their enemies the
other. Each team alternates taking turns until the action scene is over.
During a team's turn, each character on that team can perform a single
basic action and any number of quick actions (see below). A team’s
members may act in order.
Note that even if a character cannot act during their turn, for example,
if they are stunned or unconscious, they still have a turn. This is an
important distinction because many ongoing effects occur every turn
or last a set number of turns.
Characters who are present but not actually on a team always take
their turn at the end of the sequence after all sides have acted, as do
any inanimate objects which are called upon to take a turn for
whatever reason.
The exact length of a turn in narrative time varies based on the
situation, but is generally about one tick, or five seconds.

Mission
A mission represents the characters' attempt at accomplishing a major
goal such as the rescue of a prisoner, raiding an outpost, recovering a
relic from ancient ruins, assassinating a powerful enemy, undertaking
an expedition into the wild, gaining the trust of a town, making a
perilous journey, or fighting a large battle.
A mission usually takes up to a month of narrative time and between
four and eight hours of real-time to accomplish.
Completing a single mission over the course of each play session is an
ideal pace for most gaming groups, although if the players are
extremely focused and efficient they may be able to squeeze several
missions into one sitting, and if they take their time it may take
multiple sessions to complete a mission.

The Recovery Phase
Characters usually have a period of downtime between missions in
which they can rest and recuperate. This is called the recovery phase.
The recovery phase usually lasts between a week and a month of
narrative time but, depending on the story, might last as little as a few
minutes or as long as several years. During the recovery phase,
characters usually have a chance to relax, resupply, do research, craft
items, train, or pursue personal goals.
Most events that occur during the recovery phase will be glossed
over, although the players are free to play their actions out if they like.
Under normal circumstances, action scenes do not occur during the
recovery phase.
During a typical recovery phase, a character will heal all their
wounds. Any concentration, destiny, or mana which is left over from
the previous mission that is not used by the end of the recovery phase
is lost; characters will begin their next mission with a fresh supply.

Act
An act represents a single scene within the game and generally occurs
in one location and typically lasts no more than an hour of real-time
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The players then tell the Gamekeeper what they want to do and how
they want to accomplish it. For example:

Playing the Game
The first step of any game of Heart of Darkness is making characters.
The full rules for creating characters are given in Chapter Three,
though a brief walkthrough can be found in the book's introduction.
There is far more involved in character creation than simple
mechanics; the player also needs to have a vision for the character
they want to play. The character's personality, appearance, ethos,
history, and their role on the team should all be considered, and
although the player doesn't need to have all of this information laid
out beforehand, they should have a general idea of who their character
is.
All of the player characters need to be able to work together and with
the Gamekeeper. They need to be compatible with one another and
must have a compelling reason to work together; a common goal or
allegiance, a shared history, or some similar bond. Although a small
amount of tension between the characters will spice up the story, out
and out conflict can ruin the game, especially if the characters
actually come to blows or refuse to work together. Likewise, the
characters must have a reason to agree with and care about the
missions that the Gamekeeper wishes to put before them.
These concerns apply to the character's abilities as well as personality.
The team should have a good variety of characters that can work
together mechanically. The team will be more effective if the group
splits all of the skills among them with roughly equal ability.
Although striking up a perfect balance is unnecessary, the team
should always be able to work together in a manner that is greater
than the sum of its parts.

"I slowly walk across the room, being careful not to make
unnecessary noise, then cautiously open the door on the far wall and
look beyond."
"I draw my pistol and fire, attempting to put a bullet into the troll's
belly."
"I'll try to convince the mayor to give us an advance on our reward by
telling him that our chances of successfully rescuing his daughter will
be significantly higher if we are able to resupply first."
After listening to the player's intent, the Gamekeeper determines what
sort of ability will be used to accomplish their task, as well as the
difficulty of any tests that are required to pull it off, and announces
them to the player.
Then, the player rolls the dice to determine how well they did on the
task, following the rules for tests presented below.
Next, the Gamekeeper interprets the result of the dice based on the
guidelines in this book. Usually, the higher the dice roll the better, and
if the dice roll + the character's relevant score exceeds the task's
difficulty, they were successful. The Gamekeeper then narrates the
result of the player's action to the group, using as much detail as they
feel necessary to maintain both the mood of the story and the pace of
the game.
Finally, the player moves his or her piece to the appropriate zone on
the board and marks any resources that were consumed (or gained)
during the action on his or her character sheet. If the character
interacted with other characters, the Gamekeeper will also move their
piece or mark down any status changes as appropriate.
Timing is very important during an action scene; characters can only
act during their turn and are limited in the number of abilities they can
use at any given time.
After a character has announced an action (or lack thereof) but before
it is resolved, the other players should be allowed a moment to decide
whether they wish to respond to the action, usually by way of a
reflexive action of their own.
A player can always ask questions of the Gamekeeper to gain more
information about their surroundings or the world as a whole, but the
Gamekeeper is only required to provide information to which the
player's character would reasonably know the answer.
Other characters follow much the same procedure as players during
their own turns, although the process is somewhat streamlined as the
first few steps need only occur in the Gamekeeper's mind.

What Can I Do?
The simplest answer is; whatever you want. This is a game of makebelieve and you are free to perform any action you choose. But, at the
same time, it is a role-playing game, meaning you must always
consider the character you play; their motivation, their knowledge,
and their capabilities, when deciding what you want to do.
The second part of a role-playing game is, of course, the game, and
like all games, it should be fun and fair. As a result, it is up to the
Gamekeeper, using the guidelines set down in this book, to determine
the chance of success for any given action. Detailed rules for how to
resolve a test are given later in this section.
Players and Gamekeepers are encouraged to invent their own actions
for characters to perform, but this book contains many examples of
common abilities. Most abilities are tied to a character's skills, which
will be detailed in the next chapter, while this chapter includes a list
of generic abilities which anyone can perform.

Subjects
Whenever a character performs a task, they must choose a subject for
the action. A subject is the person, object, or place which is acted
upon by the character.
The act of choosing a subject is called targeting.
To target something, a character must usually be aware of its location
as well as be able to reach it, although certain abilities may loosen
these requirements.

Using Abilities
In a typical scenario, the Gamekeeper sets the scene, describing the
sights and sounds of the player characters' surroundings as well as the
appearance and actions of any other characters who may be present.
In an action scene, the Gamekeeper should also place markers on the
board for all relevant characters and scenery, and let the players know
where they can choose to place their own character markers.
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Automatic
Sometimes, a character will be instructed to take a test without
actually using an ability, typically to avoid consequences when being
acted upon by another character.
A character can perform automatic actions even if they are stunned,
disabled, or otherwise incapacitated. A character may not, however,
use mana to modify the results of a physical test while paralyzed or
any test made while unconscious.

Action Types
All abilities in Heart of Darkness fall into one of six action types;
Basic, Quick, Reflexive, Complex, Laborious, and Automatic. These
action types determine when the ability can be used and how long it
will take to accomplish.
Basic
Most actions fall under this category. A character can only perform
one basic action at a time. During an action scene, a character can
perform a single basic action during each of their turns.

Action Categories
In addition to the six major action types, most abilities have additional
categories which limit how or when they can be performed or how
they interact with other abilities.

Quick
A quick action is one that is especially fast or straightforward and
does not interfere with other actions. A character can perform any
number of quick actions during their turn, although once a given
quick action has been attempted, a character must wait until the start
of their next turn before performing the same quick action again.
Although quick actions can be taken in the same turn as other
abilities, the character must typically wait until one task is completed
before starting another rather than performing both actions
simultaneously.

Simple
A simple action requires no great concentration or skill. A character
who has been incapacitated might be restricted to simple actions.
Ambulatory
An ambulatory action is one that involves the character's legs or some
other means of locomotion. A character who attempts an ambulatory
action must wait until the start of their next turn before undertaking
another.

Reflexive
A reflexive action is one that is performed as a response to something.
Examples include evading an attack, using the riposte maneuver, or
taking a delayed action.
Reflexive actions can be performed at any time they are called for and
do not generally interfere with other actions taken during the
character's turn or with other reflexive actions.
Reflexive actions are normally resolved after the triggering event has
occurred but before it has taken effect. The Gamekeeper might need
to arbitrate the precise timing of some reflexive abilities.
Most reflexive actions require the character to be aware of the
triggering event; they can't react to what they don't see coming.
A character may only perform a single reflexive action in response to
any given triggering event.

Conviction
An action with the conviction tag requires an enormous amount of
effort and perseverance to accomplish. A character must expend a
point of mana before they attempt to use these abilities.
Extras and other characters without a mana score may only perform
these actions if the Gamekeeper rules they are facing extreme
circumstances with high personal stakes.
Implement
Characters must use tools to perform this action. Characters who do
not have proper tools may improvise them from materials that are at
hand, but will suffer a -5 penalty on any tests which the ability
requires. More information on tools can be found in Chapter Five.

Complex
A complex action is one that takes a significant amount of time to
perform correctly, usually a matter of minutes or even hours.
Complex actions cannot normally be performed during an action
scene.

Mulligan
This task can be attempted repeatedly so long as the opportunity
presents itself. The normal penalties for retrying do not apply.
Mulligans still require a player to take the time to perform a second
attempt and to pay any costs over again.

Laborious
A laborious action is an even more time-intensive version of a
complex action, requiring at least a full day’s work, and possibly
taking weeks, months, or even years to accomplish.
Laborious actions require a lot of focus and discipline, as well as time
management. Every laborious action requires that a character expend
at least one point of concentration per attempt.
Laborious actions are normally performed during the recovery phase
and never during an action scene.
If a character is interrupted during a laborious action, the
concentration is not refunded, but they do not need to pay the cost
over again if they resume work at a later point.

Precision
Certain tasks require the character to know what they are doing to
have any realistic chance of success. For example, anyone can pick up
a knife and stab someone with it, but few people would be able to use
that same knife to perform surgery.
Precision tasks require a character to have familiarity with their
operation. Should a character whose background does not include
experience in this field attempt such a task, they will suffer a -5
penalty to their test. This penalty is waived if the character has a
competent instructor or manual to guide them through it.
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Characters may overcome this penalty by practicing during the
recovery phase, usually with a suitable guide on hand.
The Gamekeeper can also apply a narrative penalty to actions that do
not have the precision descriptor but still fall wildly outside of a
character’s area of expertise.

Generic Abilities
The following are sample abilities that require no special skill to
accomplish and can be performed by almost any character.
Move
Quick Action (Ambulatory)
The most basic ability is simply walking from one place to another. A
character can use this ability to move up to their speed score in paces.
A character can move at any angle and change direction as often as
they like. A character may not move through solid objects or zones
occupied by other characters.
Characters without some means of flight are restricted to moving
along the ground, though they can move up or down gradual slopes
normally. A character who moves over a ledge will land at the
bottom; such vertical movement does not count against a character's
distance traveled but may require tumbling (see Chapter Three).
Cluttered ground, chasms, steep slopes, ladders, water, tight passages,
slippery terrain, and narrow ledges can all be moved through, but
characters who transverse such ground may suffer penalties or need to
use other abilities. The full rules for such alternate movement types
are presented in later chapters.

Verbal
A verbal action is one that involves a character's mouth such as
speaking, eating, drinking, biting, or holding one's breath. A character
who attempts a verbal action must wait until the start of their next turn
before undertaking another.
A character may not perform verbal actions while gagged or
suffocating.

Speak
Quick Action (Simple, Verbal)
During their turn, a character can speak several sentences worth of
dialogue. Normal speech can be heard by all characters within
earshot.
Any time that a character would speak, they can choose to shout
instead. Shouting triples the distance at which they can be heard, but
is never a simple action.
In addition, a character can mumble or whisper if they only wish to be
heard by adjacent characters.
Activate Artifact
Quick Action (Verbal)
Artifacts are objects imbued with mystical power and supernatural
abilities. Once a character has attuned to an artifact, activating or
deactivating it is a simple matter involving no more than holding the
receptacle aloft or pointing it at a target while speaking the magic
word.
Crawl / Stagger
Quick Action (Ambulatory, Simple)
A character who is otherwise immobilized can always stagger or drag
themself along. This ability moves the character a single pace in any
direction, even diagonally. This action can be used regardless of the
character's speed or condition, so long as they are not unconscious,
paralyzed, or held in place by an external force.
Defend
Basic Action
A character who uses this ability focuses solely on defense, protecting
their body from harm at the expense of all other activities.
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Until the start of their next turn, a defending character rolls an
acrobatics test anytime they are targeted by an attack and may then
choose to substitute the result for their dodge score. If they are still
hit, they will then roll a fortitude test and may substitute the result for
their resilience score.

Pick Up
Quick Action (Simple)
A character may pick up one or more items using their free hands,
provided said items are resting on an adjacent surface, handed to
them, or readily accessible on their person in a bandolier, holster,
scabbard, or belt pouch.
Retrieving an item from one's baggage or bending over to pick an
item up from the floor is a basic action.

Don / Disrobe
Basic Action (Simple)
A character can use this ability to put on or remove an article of
clothing or an accessory such as a cloak, belt, helmet, or piece of
jewelry. Particularly elaborate garments such as heavy armor or a
corset require a complex action, although they can often be torn away
as a quick action, suffering a level of wear in the process.

Reload
Basic Action
Reloading a firearm is a basic action. A typical gun can fire six bullets
before it needs to be reloaded.

Drink Potion
Basic Action (Simple, Verbal)
A character may drink a potion as a basic action. The full rules for
potions are found in Chapter Five.

Rest
Complex Action
Resting removes one level of exhaustion brought about by fatigue.
While resting, a character is vulnerable and can perform only simple
actions.

Drop
Quick Action (Simple)
A character can drop a held object as a quick action. This ability can
also be used to set an item down upon a table or similar surface, hand
an item to a friend, or place an item in a holster or pouch.
Securing the item in a backpack or other container is a basic action.
If a character is holding multiple items, they may drop some or all of
them using the same action.

Stand
Quick Action (Ambulatory)
A prone character may stand up during their turn so long as they
aren't physically held down or lacking healthy legs.
A character may stand as a simple action so long as they have free
hands and a sturdy object or helpful character to brace against.
Use Device
Basic Action (Simple)
This ability is used to manipulate objects and activate simple
mechanisms. This includes opening or closing doors and containers,
fastening latches, pulling levers, flipping switches, striking matches,
turning pages, moving light objects, pushing buttons, etc.
If a character is unfamiliar with the operation of such a device, they
may need to pass an alertness or reason test to use this ability.

Fall Prone
Quick Action (Ambulatory, Simple)
A character may go prone by sitting, crouching, laying down, or
simply dropping to the ground. Being prone helps the character hide
and provides protection from ranged attacks.
While prone, a character cannot perform ambulatory actions save
crawling or standing up again. Being prone has additional combat
implications, as described in Chapter Four.
Although falling prone is an ambulatory action, it can sometimes be
combined with other ambulatory actions; for example, diving into
cover by moving and then falling prone.

Yield
Quick Action (Ambulatory, Simple)
Movement in combat is dangerous, but if one is careful to always
back away from their opponent they can minimize the damage of their
opponent's strikes. Yield ground functions exactly like the stagger
ability except that it does not provoke a riposte. After using the yield
ability, the character’s turn immediately ends and all delayed actions
are lost. A yielding character may clip a single opponent’s corner.

Feat of Strength
Basic Action
Pushing, pulling, lifting heavy objects, forcing open doors, breaking
down walls, and other impressive feats of strength are all options for
powerful characters. Such endeavors are usually basic actions
although, depending on the nature of the task, the Gamekeeper can
rule a feat of strength to be a laborious, complex, quick, or even a
reflexive action.
Sometimes a feat of strength is a straightforward task that does not
need any sort of a roll, however, a feat of strength usually requires a
might test. Further information about feats of strength can be found in
Chapter Ten.

Tests for Generic Abilities
Generic abilities are automatically successful under ordinary
circumstances and do not require any sort of test.
A character whose hands are full or injured, or a member of a species
without prehensile limbs, may need to pass a larceny test to perform a
simple ability that requires delicate manipulation of an object.
Likewise, a character who is attempting to interact with an object that
is being actively guarded must win an opposed larceny or might test
against the character who is attempting to stop them.
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damaging a tool, falling prone, moving into an unfavorable position,
becoming exhausted, drawing undue attention to oneself, exposing
oneself to a disease, or producing some bizarre alchemical or magical
side effect.
If a character exceeds the difficulty of a task by exactly twenty, they
may also suffer a setback while also achieving a critical success.

Tests
Most abilities in Heart of Darkness are resolved by means of a test. A
test represents a character attempting a task where success is in
question. The method for rolling a test is simple; the Gamekeeper
determines the difficulty based on the guidelines presented in this
book and announces it to the player, and then the player rolls a
twenty-sided dice and adds their character’s relevant score to the
result. If the total is greater than the difficulty, the character succeeds;
if it is equal to or less than the difficulty, the character fails.

Fortune
Even the best of us can make a mistake, and even the most inept can
stumble upon the correct solution. Fortune comes into play if a natural
1 or 20 comes up on the dice when rolling a test.
Note that this is the actual number seen on the dice before applying
any adjustments or modifiers.
If a character rolls a natural 20, they roll the test again with a +20
bonus. If another natural 20 is rolled, roll again with a further +20
bonus.
Likewise, if a character rolls a natural 1, they roll the test again with a
-20 penalty, and if another natural 1 is rolled, they repeat the process
again with a cumulative penalty.
There is no upper limit to how many fortune dice can be rolled, and
there is no additional effect for rolling a natural one on a fortune dice
granted by a natural twenty and vice versa.
Do note that one need not actually calculate the bonuses and penalties
for fortune unless someone’s skill is so great they succeed on a 1 or so
poor they fail on a 20. Otherwise, one can simply assume that each
good fortune dice upgrades the result of the second dice by one level
(fumble to failure, failure to success, success to critical success) and
that each bad fortune dice likewise reduces it.
A character cannot reroll a fortune dice by using destiny or the like,
though they can still reroll the initial test after a fortune dice is rolled.
If the new result would also invoke fortune, a new fortune dice is
rolled.
Mana can modify a fortune dice, but cannot cause or prevent one
from being rolled in the first place.

Difficulty:
5:
Trivial
10:
Routine
15:
Easy
20:
Challenging
25:
Hard
30:
Formidable
35:
Daunting
40:
Seemingly Impossible
If no difficulty is listed for a given task, the Gamekeeper is free to
assign one. Most tasks that characters regularly have to test for are
considered to be challenging (difficulty 20).
Critical Success
If a character's roll exceeds the difficulty of a test by more than 20,
they have garnered a critical success. A critical success has achieved
results above and beyond what the character set out to do. The exact
effect of a critical success is up to the Gamekeeper, but most tasks
have examples included in their rules and usually amount to twice the
benefit of an ordinary success.
Fumble
A character who fails to meet the difficulty of a test by twenty or
more has fumbled. When a character fumbles, not only do they not
achieve what they set out to accomplish, they actually make the
situation worse. The penalties for fumbling are written out in the
descriptions of most abilities, although the Gamekeeper can choose to
go with a different effect if the listed one does not impose any real
penalty or just doesn’t make sense in the current situation.
Some fumbles provide the character with incorrect information; a
problem if the player knows that this information is gained as the
result of a fumble. Most players are mature enough to still act on their
character's beliefs even if they know they are false, but it is still
difficult to simulate correctly, and in such a case the Gamekeeper
should make liberal usage narrative penalties while the character is
performing actions based on faulty knowledge.

Assisting
Multiple characters may attempt to work together toward a common
goal, achieving more reliable results than they would accomplish by
working on their own.
In most respects, assisting works exactly like performing the task
individually; the difficulty and action type are unchanged, and all
characters must be able to target their subject.
There is no hard limit to the number of characters that can assist with
a given task, although space limitations and common sense should be
followed. Any costs to perform the task such as concentration or
mana must be paid separately by every character involved. Facilities,
but not tools, are shared by the group.
Characters may not normally assist one another on automatic or
reflexive actions or when casting a spell.
When assisting, each character rolls a test individually. If there are
more individual successes than failures, the group succeeds on the
task as a whole, and if there are more failures than successes, the
whole endeavor is a failure.
If there are an equal number of successes and failures roll a dice, on
an odd result the task fails, on an even result it succeeds. At the

Partial Success
If the result of a test is equal to the difficulty, the Gamekeeper might
allow a character to make some progress toward what they set out to
accomplish or succeed but also suffer some sort of setback.
Such setbacks should be small and temporary, they should never be
worse than simply doing nothing. Examples include dropping or
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Gamekeeper’s option, such ties might instead result in a partial
success on the whole endeavor.
A critical success while assisting cancels out a failure and then
becomes a success. If there are still critical successes left after all
failures have been canceled out, the entire effort is a critical success.
Likewise, each fumble cancels out a success and then becomes a
failure, and if there are still fumbles left after all successes have been
canceled out, the entire effort is fumbled.
During social interactions, any character who took part in the
conversation may assist on charisma-based skill tests, but doing so is
not mandatory unless one character is actually delivering a message
from another.

action repeatedly until they have succeeded enough times to complete
their task, usually between three and ten.
A critical success counts double and, when all is said and done, if
more of a character’s tests resulted in critical successes than ordinary
success, they will also achieve the additional benefits for critically
succeeding on the task as a whole.
A fumble removes one success that the character has already
accumulated. If a fumble comes up while a character has no
successes, the entire effort is spoiled with the usual consequences.
Any costs required to perform the task, for example, the mana for
abilities that require conviction or the concentration for a laborious
action, are only paid once at the onset of the task.
A character is normally allowed to take a break between attempts if
they are interrupted or need to rest or focus on something else.
Multiple characters may be allowed to alternate working on a task,
but simultaneous work counts as assisting one another.
A character can attempt to perform a complex ability during an action
scene as an extended series of basic actions, usually requiring a
number of successes equal to one-fifth of the difficulty. Many such
actions require delicate work and may also count as ambulatory
actions and/or make the character vulnerable.
Laborious actions are typically performed when time is no issue such
as during the recovery phase, but the Gamekeeper can call for an
extended roll when a laborious action has a looming deadline.
In some situations, the Gamekeeper might count failures rather than
successes. A classic example of such a situation is an infiltration
mission where a certain number of failed stealth rolls will attract the
attention of the guards. Such a scenario might be on an individual
basis or could apply to any member of the team, and might utilize the
same or different skills. Fumbles and critical successes are reversed in
such a situation, with the former counting double and the latter
removing previous failures.

Competitions
Sometimes, characters will engage in a true contest of skill with one
another. Examples include a foot race, an arm-wrestling match, a
game of chess, or a debate to convince a third party.
In such situations, both characters roll their test normally and the
character with the higher result wins. In the case of a tie, a stalemate
is reached with no clear victor.
If characters are assisting one another during a competition, roll
against a difficulty of twenty and then award victory to the team with
the highest ratio of successes to failures.
Dice Rolling Conventions
Most dice rolls should be made in the open by the player who controls
the character that is performing the task.
Dice which are rolled for abilities that the player’s characters are not
aware of (for example enemy stealth tests) can be rolled in secret by
the Gamekeeper. Likewise, if one of the player characters wishes to
do something without their fellows knowing about it, they can roll in
private so long as the Gamekeeper is made aware of what is going on
and observes the result of the test.
Dice that land off the table or cocked against an object should be
rerolled. Likewise, when the wrong number of dice are rolled, you
should discount the result, pick up the right number of dice, and roll
again.

Handedness
Most characters will be either right or left-handed. If a character is
forced to perform a task using their off hand, likely because their
primary hand is injured or otherwise occupied, they will suffer a -2
penalty to any tests that are called for. Characters with the
ambidextrous trait do not suffer this penalty.

Earshot
A character's earshot is the distance at which they can make out
noises without needing to take a listen test. A character's earshot is
normally equal to their perception score in paces.
Especially quiet noises might reduce this range, and loud noises such
as gunshots, clashing swords, or shouting triple the listener's effective
earshot. Exceptionally loud noises such as explosions, thunder, or a
collapsing building might extend earshot even further.

Inspiration
An inspired character is in a heightened state of mind; in a good
mood, filled with renewed determination, or imbued with mental
clarity. There are many effects and abilities which can inspire a
character, and the Gamekeeper can award inspiration for indulging in
vices, meeting personal goals, or simply experiencing something
wonderful.
A character can choose to expend their inspired status to modify a
dice roll in exactly the same manner as a point of mana.
Inspiration is not cumulative; a character is either inspired or they are
not. There is, however, an even higher state of mind called ecstasy.
An ecstatic character is nearly delirious with happiness or on the
verge of enlightenment. Few effects provide ecstasy, and the
Gamekeeper should only hand it out very rarely for meeting major life
goals such as landing a dream job, getting married, finally besting a

Extended Rolls
Sometimes a character will need to accomplish an action one step at a
time, for example tracking an enemy over long distances, cracking a
safe, or besting an opponent in a drawn-out contest.
An extended roll follows the usual rules for taking a test; however, it
is broken up into multiple attempts.
A character attempting an extended roll does not succeed or fail based
on the results of their first test. Instead, the character must attempt the
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longstanding rival, or making a grand discovery in one's field of
work. Ecstasy works exactly like inspiration save that it is tracked
separately from and is wholly cumulative with standard inspiration.

Fortune dice are rolled individually for each dice that comes up a
natural one or a twenty. Only a single fortune dice is rolled for each.
Narrative Modifiers
If a scene contains elements which the game rules do not account for,
the Gamekeeper is free to assign a narrative modifier to any roll. Such
modifiers are usually small, plus or minus two is most common.
For example, a character who is walking across slippery rocks or
crouching as they move through a hallway with an especially low
ceiling might suffer a -2 penalty to all physical tests, while an assassin
who has learned about his target’s secret weak spot might receive a
+2 bonus when testing for damage.
A Gamekeeper might also give a small narrative bonus to represent
extreme familiarity with a task. For example, a doctor performing a
routine operation on a regular patient; a character searching for
something out of place in their own home; a blacksmith making the
same goods which he normally keeps in stock; a performer who has
rehearsed their act many times; or possibly even a soldier once again
doing battle against their old rival.
The Gamekeeper can also reward a player who comes up with an
especially clever plan or entertaining description with a small
narrative bonus to their roll, although this should be a rare occurrence
rather than a routine part of play.
Narrative modifiers must be applied before the dice are rolled, not
after the fact.

Intentionally Failed Tests
A character may wish to fail, or even fumble, a task, and they can
normally do so without needing to roll. The Gamekeeper might
disallow automatic failure on certain tests such as lore tests, automatic
fortitude or alertness tests, or tests which they are being forced to take
against their will as the result of mind control or a fumble.
Characters who wish to fail a test inconspicuously, making it look like
they tried their best, might need to pass an expression, perform, or
larceny test opposed by the observer's social skill.
Languages
All player characters are assumed to speak Terran, the trade language
of the Imperium and the most commonly spoken tongue in Pangaea.
The Gamekeeper might also allow characters to select an additional
regional, racial, or religious dialect appropriate to their background or
allow an Imperial character to speak Atlantean.
A -5 penalty is applied to most charisma-based skill tests when not
conversing in a shared language. In addition, an expression test might
be required to communicate ideas across the language barrier.
Once a character has grown accustomed to a foreign language, they
can usually learn a pidgin form of it, reducing the penalty to -2 and
negating the need for expression tests to communicate most concepts.

Opposed Tests
Many tests are opposed by their subject; one character attempting to
overpower or impose their will on someone who is trying to fight
them off. An opposed test has a difficulty of ten plus the defender’s
relevant score.
If the defender is allowed to roll multiple dice with the score they are
opposing a test with, their opponent must roll multiple dice and invert
the result; taking the worst roll instead of the best or vice versa.
If multiple characters are working together to oppose a test, the other
character must roll against each of them separately and then tally the
results in the same manner as an assisted roll.
If an entire group is opposing the efforts of another group, treat the
entire ordeal as an assisted competition.

Modifiers
A modifier is an increase or decrease to one of a character's scores.
Modifiers are usually temporary, often only for the duration of a
single test. Positive modifiers are called bonuses and negative
modifiers are called penalties.
Multiple modifiers are cumulative so long as they are from different
things. For example, a warrior who receives a bonus to their melee
roll from an exceptional quality blade and from a wizard's spell will
apply both, however, two wizards both casting the same spell will
only affect the warrior once.
Modifiers are applied in whatever order the controlling player finds to
be the most beneficial.
Multiple Dice
Certain circumstances may cause a character to roll multiple dice and
only apply the best or worst result.
When an effect rerolls or modifies a dice, it applies to all dice rolled
as part of the test, not just to one of them.
If different effects require a character to roll multiple dice, they are
not cumulative, apply only the most extreme.
Likewise, when told to both roll multiple dice and keep the best and
roll multiple dice and keep the worst, these extra dice cancel each
other out on a one for one basis.

Range and Reach
Most abilities require that the character be able to reach their subject,
and most characters have a reach of one pace in all directions.
Larger characters will have a longer reach, as described in Chapter
Eight. In addition, some tools will extend a character’s reach as noted
in Chapter Five.
Some abilities can be performed on subjects outside of a character's
reach, for example firing a gun, scrutinizing another character, or
casting a spell. Unless otherwise specified, assume that such actions
have a range equal to the character's perception score in paces.
Attempting these tasks at greater distances might impose additional
penalties, if they are possible at all.
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Rerolls
There are many abilities that allow a character to reroll a dice, destiny
being by far the most common.
Characters are typically only allowed to reroll tests which they are
personally taking or opposing. Depending on the source of the reroll,
there might also be additional restrictions.
Dice can be rerolled multiple times, but the final result always stands,
even if it is worse than the original.
If multiple characters wish to reroll the same dice, they may do so in
any order, even going back and forth several times until they are both
satisfied with the result or unwilling to expend any more rerolls on it.
Keep in mind that rerolls must be used immediately, although players
should be allowed a moment to decide whether they want to use a
them. For example, if a character is hit with a sword, they must decide
to reroll the accuracy test before damage is rolled, it is too late to go
back and reroll the hit after seeing whether or not a wound is inflicted.

When to Roll
The Gamekeeper can decree that the chance of failure or success is
too remote or too trivial to be worth rolling for. A character does not
need to roll to walk down the street or tie their shoes, nor should they
be allowed to attempt jumping to the moon or pushing a mountain.
The Gamekeeper does not need to roll dice for every action which
occurs in the world when the player characters are not directly
involved. When the players aren't around, it is usually better not to
roll at all, and the Gamekeeper should feel free to allow the story to
progress as they see fit.
Likewise, when large numbers of characters are affected, for example
checking for survivors of a city-wide disaster, it is best to simply go
by averages, assuming a roughly equal distribution of all results
between 1 and 20. Fortune, both good and bad, should generally be
ignored except for individual cases of dramatic import.
Unusual Situations
Although the rules of Heart of Darkness provide a solid base to work
with, it is impossible for them to cover every situation that could
conceivably occur over the course of the game. When a situation
comes up which falls outside the rules, it is the Gamekeeper's job to
find a workable solution and keep the game moving.
When making a ruling, the Gamekeeper should do their best to keep it
consistent with the printed rules, previous rulings, and with the
established reality of the setting.
It is also important that the Gamekeeper ensures that the rules are fast,
fun, and fair; it is vital to keep the game going and make sure that
everyone is having a good time. After the session is over, you can
spend more time developing proper house rules in case such a
situation ever comes up again.

Retrying
Most abilities grow increasingly difficult after the first attempt. After
all, if someone failed to do something, there was usually a reason, and
future attempts will need to overcome it before they can proceed.
If the same character tenaciously refuses to give up on a task, they can
try again, but each time they do so the action type of the ability
increases by one step; from quick to basic, basic to complex, and
complex to laborious. Laborious actions can be retried indefinitely.
In order to retry an ability, the character must pay any costs associated
with performing the ability over again, including mana costs for
conviction abilities or concentration costs for laborious actions.
A character cannot retry a task once the opportunity to do so has
passed; you cannot continue to attack a character that has left the
battlefield, you cannot evade an explosion that has already hit you,
you cannot apply first aid to a wound which has already killed the
patient, etc.
All penalties for retrying a task are cleared once a mission ends and
characters are free to start fresh in the next mission.
A character who desires a critical success can retry an ordinary
success using the above rules. Doing so does not negate previous
successes except in the case of a fumble, which may do so instead of
applying the usual penalties for fumbling.
If a character fails a test and then later increases their relevant score to
the point where their first attempt would have succeeded, the
Gamekeeper may allow that character to retry once without penalty.
The Gamekeeper may also choose to apply a cumulative -5 narrative
penalty for each previous ally, hireling, or teammate who has already
failed on the same task over the course of the mission.

Six-Sided Dice:
If you would like for a game that is less random and more realistic, or
if you lack access to twenty-sided dice, you can instead play the game
by rolling three standard six-sided dice and adding them together.
All three dice are treated as a single dice for the purposes of rerolls
and the like.
Effects that cause a character to roll an extra dice such as cantrips
only add a single dice, and then the character takes the best (or worst)
three from amongst all those rolled.
Instead of the normal rules for fortune, if all the dice display the same
face, successes become critical and failures become fumbles.
If a character fails on a roll of a natural eighteen, roll another dice. If
it comes up 2-5 the test is upgraded to a success, and on a six it is a
failure. Likewise, if a task is succeeded on a natural three, roll another
dice. On a six it remains a success, on 2-5 if is a failure, and on a one
it is a fumble.
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Chapter Three
Characters
Characters are the lifeblood of Heart of Darkness, representing all the
various people and animals of Pangaea. It is through their characters
that players interact with and experience the world, and it is with
other characters that most interactions, both challenging and
rewarding, come about. As befitting their importance to the game, a
great deal of effort goes into writing the rules that detail characters
and their abilities.
Characters are defined by many different characteristics, some
concrete and others abstract. A player makes note of these on their
character sheet, and they come in five main categories: Details,
Attributes, Aspects, Skills, and Traits.
If you are playing Heart of Darkness for the first time and want to
jump right into making a character, the introductory chapter has a
quick walkthrough to aid you along.

Attributes
All characters are defined by eight attributes that measure their innate
physical and mental capabilities. Attributes are rated on a scale from
one to ten.
Attributes seldom affect the game directly, instead, they set the base
values for aspects and skills.
Agility
Agility is a measure of the character's mobility and capacity to move
their entire body with grace and speed. It is used to determine how
quickly a character can travel and how difficult they are to hit, as well
as influencing several key skills.
Agility is typically improved over time by doing exercises that
improve flexibility and range of motion.

Details

Charisma
Charisma measures a character’s ability to act successfully in social
situations and represents their innate charm, likeability, and force of
personality. Charisma is a major factor in all interpersonal
interactions and also determines a character’s destiny.
Improving charisma can represent studying the rules of etiquette or
diplomacy, controlling their impulsive speech or other annoying
habits, or learning to better groom themselves to put forward a
presentable face.

Though they have little impact on the game's rules, details are the
heart and soul of a character, describing his or her appearance,
motivation, history, and personality. Most details are completely up
to the player; so long as they can create a consistent concept for their
character that is fun for them to play, anything is fair game.
Details listed on the character sheet include the character’s name,
their homeland, their species and gender, their religious beliefs, their
body build, handedness, and the color of their hair, eyes, and skin.
Another important detail is a character’s ethos; a short summary of
their morals, allegiances, and personality.
It is advised that characters have a much firmer understanding of
their character’s personality and background than what is listed on
the sheet, especially after playing them for some time.
It is also recommended that players have a picture of their character,
either one they or someone else drew for that purpose or a good
representation photocopied from another source, as well as a
backstory explaining the events that shaped their character's
development, led them into their current situation, and which made
them the person they are today.
A character's details don't typically have any effect on the rules, but
they might provide small narrative modifiers. For example, a nonplayer character might react favorably toward people from the same
homeland or religious background or might be attracted (or disgusted
by) characters with certain physical features, providing a narrative
modifier on charisma-based skill tests. Likewise, a character who has
a background in a certain profession might receive a small narrative
bonus when practicing a routine task in their area of expertise.

Dexterity
Dexterity is a measure of a character’s physical coordination and
precision as well as the deftness of their fine motor movements.
Dexterity helps a character with initiative and accuracy as well as the
larceny and ride skills.
If a character improves their dexterity over the course of play, they
have grown more comfortable with their body as they have gained
experience.
Endurance
Endurance is a measure of the character's health and toughness as
well as their body’s ability to handle injury and stress. Resisting
damage, fatigue, poisons, diseases, and even magical assaults on the
life force all require endurance.
Endurance is used to determine vitality and resilience. Raising
endurance represents becoming healthier through regular exercise
and a better diet as well as toughening up from exposure to a harsh
world.
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Intelligence
Intelligence is a measure of a character’s mental faculties and their
ability to understand and assess the world around them. It includes
memory, logic, cunning, creativity, and the speed and accuracy with
which they process information.
Intelligence influences cleverness, wisdom, and good judgment, but
is not the sole determining factor, and thus it is the controlling player
which determines these facets of a character's personality, not the
numbers on their character sheet.
The primary function of intelligence is determining the diversity of
skills known by the character and is also a vital component of many
lore and knowledge-based tests.
Characters can raise their intelligence, but doing so is very difficult
and requires a strict regime of puzzles, brainteasers, and memory
exercises to forcefully expand their way of thinking.

Raising Attributes
A character can raise their attributes over the course of play by
spending character points between missions. There is normally no
limit to how often or how many times an attribute can be raised so
long as the character's score does not exceed ten.
The blood of Atlantis flows freely throughout the people of Pangaea
and most possess nearly unlimited natural potential. Still, this system
can create some narrative disconnect. For example, if a puny
weakling becomes a massive hulk over the course of a matter of
months as the player puts all of his character points into raising his
strength. This can generally be rationalized in the character's
description, such a character might have been naturally huge and
powerful all along, but allowed themself to atrophy into their current
pitiful state.
An increase to an attribute can also be described as simply learning to
better use one's natural gifts and developing the determination to
regularly push one's limits.
As an optional rule, the Gamekeeper can decide to limit how often a
character can raise a given attribute or limit the total number of times
each attribute can be raised over the course of the character's career.

Perception
Perception measures the acuity of the character’s five senses; vision,
hearing, taste, smell, and touch, as well as their ability to notice
details and assess what is going on around them. A character's
perception score is used to determine the distance at which a
character can see or hear reliably, spot that which is hidden, and
notice small but vital details in a situation. Perception is also a major
factor in investigation and ranged combat.
Raising perception is a matter of becoming more open to the world
and better at processing sensory input.
Strength
Strength is a measure of a character’s brawn, derived from sheer size
and muscle mass. Strength determines encumbrance, might, and a
character's ability to deal damage.
Training strength represents exercising to add bulk and tone to the
character’s muscles as well as growing hardened by the trials they
have endured over the course of their travels.
Strength is perhaps the easiest attribute to measure; a character with
an average strength is roughly strong enough to carry their own body
weight, and every two points of strength doubles a character’s overall
physical power, although a character might be able to display brief
flashes of greater strength in times of duress.
Willpower
Willpower is a measure of a character’s determination, perseverance,
and mental fortitude. It represents discipline, courage, confidence,
and good old-fashioned stubbornness.
Willpower is used to resist assaults on the character’s mind, be they
psychological or magical in nature, and to keep the character going
when the body and soul are overwhelmed.
Willpower determines a character’s resistance to persuasion, torture,
and magic as well as their concentration, mana, and tenacity scores.
A character who improves their willpower over the course of play
does so by pushing themself to their limits and beyond.

Attribute Demographics
1
Pitiful, severely handicapped.
2
Bad, functionally handicapped.
3
Poor, often the worst in a given group.
4
Fair, below-average human capability.
5
Ordinary, of average human capability.
6
Good, above-average human capability.
7
Exceptional, often the best in any given group.
8
Great, often the best in any given town.
9
Incredible, often the best in any given realm.
10
Heroic, among the best in the world.
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Aspects
Destiny
The destiny aspect represents a character’s good luck and the subtle
influence of friendly spirits upon the physical world.
Characters begin each mission with an amount of destiny equal to
their charisma score. If a character's charisma score changes over the
course of the mission, it does not retroactively change their destiny.
A character can spend a point of destiny to reroll a test which they
have just attempted or opposed. If the new result is higher, something
fortunate has occurred to help the character. If the result is lower,
something unforeseeable has made the task more difficult; not all
luck is good.

Aspects
Aspects are the next major character facet. Aspects are similar to
attributes, but their values are dependent upon one or more of the
character's other scores, called their key attribute(s).
If an aspect's key attribute is ever changed during play, the value of
the aspect is immediately recalculated.
Aspects are often used as passive values to determine a character's
capabilities rather than actively tested.
Animus
Animus is the spiritual energy that suffuses all beings, and in living
creatures takes the form of life force. All objects and creatures have a
small measure of this essence, but as a character performs great deeds
and alters the course of history, their animus grows stronger and more
firmly entrenched in the fabric of reality.
Animus has no effect by itself except to serve as a gauge of the
character's innate potential.
All player characters begin play with an animus score of one. After
completing twenty missions, the character's animus score is increased
by one, to a maximum of five.
A character's animus score is never be modified by traits, spells, or
equipment.

Dodge
Dodge measures how hard it is to strike the character and is used to
oppose incoming attacks in both close quarters and ranged combat. It
represents one's ability to get out of the way of attacks, knowledge of
proper combat footwork and defensive fighting techniques, and
general situational awareness.
A character’s dodge score is equal to their agility plus five.
Encumbrance
Encumbrance is a measure of how much a character can lift and is
equal to their strength score. A character can carry a number of
stones equal to their encumbrance score without penalty.
A character who carries more than their encumbrance value in stones
is rendered vulnerable and suffers a -5 penalty to initiative, athletics,
acrobatics, and stealth tests. In addition, the character doubles any
exhaustion they receive while encumbered.
Carrying more than double their encumbrance value in stones makes
also counts as intense exercise, and leaves them unable to perform
anything other than simple actions. A character’s absolute maximum
carrying capacity is found in Chapter Ten along with information on
the feat of strength ability.
The Gamekeeper may choose to give a small narrative bonus to
agility-based skills if the character is carrying a very light load or
nothing at all.

Chakras
A character's chakras are a representation of the mystical energies
that encompass their body. Chakras are used to power certain
enchantments, and more details on the use of chakras is found in
Chapter Six.
A character has a number of chakras equal to their animus score.
Concentration
Concentration is a measure of a character's ability to focus on
prolonged tasks and maintain their drive in the face of tedium and
exhaustion.
A character receives an amount of concentration equal to their
willpower score each mission. If a character's willpower score
changes over the course of the mission, it does not retroactively
change their concentration.
A character must expend concentration each time they attempt a
laborious action. Some abilities allow characters to expend additional
concentration for greater effects.

Initiative
Initiative is a measure of how fast a character can react to their
surroundings. The character’s initiative score is determined by adding
their dexterity and perception attributes together. Chapter Four
contains an in-depth guide on how initiative is used.
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Mana
Mana represents the character's force of spirit and their reserves of
mental energy. Sorcerers utilize mana to power their spells while
spirits and the fey use it to sustain their lives, but mana is far from
useless for more mundane characters.
Characters begin each mission with an amount of mana equal to their
willpower score. If a character's willpower score changes over the
course of the mission, it does not retroactively change their mana.
A character can utilize mana to push themself beyond their
capabilities and accomplish something that is truly important to them.
Immediately after rolling a dice, a character may expend a point of
mana to alter the result by one in either direction A character can
expend multiple mana to adjust the dice roll further, but can never
take it above twenty or below one.
If a test is rerolled after mana has been spent, the alteration will still
apply to any future iterations.

Tenacity
Tenacity is a measure of a character's tolerance for pain and their
ability to keep going in spite of their wounds. A character's tenacity
score is equal to their willpower attribute.
Once a character has taken damage equal to or exceeding their
tenacity score, they are disabled, as described in Chapter Four.
Vitality
Vitality is a measure of a character's ability to survive damage and
overcome injury. A character's vitality score is equal to their
endurance attribute.
Once a character has taken damage equal to or exceeding their
vitality score, they are dying, as described in Chapter Four.

Might
Might is a representation of a character's physical power, mass, and
stability. A character's might score is equal to double their strength
attribute.
Might is normally used when a character is utilizing the feat of
strength ability. It is also used to perform or avoid some combat
maneuvers, including disarm, grapple, shove, strangle, or trip, as
detailed in Chapter Four.
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Resilience
Resilience is a measure of a character's toughness and how difficult
they are to injure. Resilience is normally equal to the character's
endurance score, but is often modified by armor as described in
Chapter Five.
Size Rating
A character's size rating is a rough measure of their height and weight
and modifies damage, resilience, and reach. Virtually all humans and
similarly sized creatures have a size rating of zero, but there are
species out there with size ratings as great as twenty or as low as
negative twenty. Each difference in size rating represents a roughly
twenty-five percent increase in height.
The full rules for size rating can be found in Chapter Eight.
Speed
Speed is a representation of how quickly a character can travel under
their own power. A character’s base speed score is equal to their
agility attribute.
During a narrative scene, a character can travel at a rate equal to their
current speed score in miles per hour.
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Skills
Disciplines
Each skill represents a broad range of knowledge and may be further
divided into disciplines. Most characters are equally competent in all
disciplines, but certain traits or backgrounds may alter familiarity in
some areas of study.

Skills
Skills are the fourth important facet of a character. Rather than
representing innate potential as attributes and aspects do, skills
measure a character's knowledge and familiarity within a given field
of study.

Skill Descriptions
The following pages detail the skills and their uses. Each entry gives
a brief description of the skill, the key attribute and tools for the skill,
some abilities which can be performed with a skill test, and a half
dozen disciplines.
The listed abilities include effects for critical successes and fumbles.
These are not set in stone, and the Gamekeeper is free to substitute
similar effects if those listed are not appropriate under the
circumstances or if the stated effect would not cause a significant
(dis)advantage over a standard success or failure.
The lists of sample abilities and disciplines are not exhaustive.
Players and Gamekeepers are free to indulge their creativity by
inventing new ones at character creation or over the course of play.
Likewise, one can come up with entirely new skills, although doing
so is generally a lot of work, and most areas in which a character
could have training are already represented by one of the listed skills.

Proficiency
There are three levels of proficiency, each representing a more
serious degree of training. The levels are untrained, secondary, and
primary.
An untrained skill is one that a character has received no serious
training in. The score for an untrained skill is equal to its key
attribute.
A secondary skill is one in which the character has received some
training, but is not a major focus of their life. It may be a hobby,
ancillary to the character’s primary role, a skill that they are still in
the process of learning, or one that they just don't have a natural
aptitude for. A character's score in a secondary skill is equal to its key
attribute +3.
A primary skill is one that the character has completed training in and
dedicated a large portion of their life to learning and mastering. A
character's score in a primary skill is equal to its key attribute +5.
A character's starting proficiencies are tied to their intelligence score.
At character creation, every odd point of intelligence allows a
character to choose two secondary skills and every even point of
intelligence one primary skill. All other skills are untrained.
Short-term changes to a character's intelligence score do not alter
their proficiency in skills, however, long-term changes cause a
character to adjust their proficiencies during the recovery phase.
The controlling player decides which proficiencies are gained or lost,
although new proficiencies usually require some form of training and
lost proficiencies should come from those skills which are used least.

Skill Summary
Academics
Acrobatics
Alertness
Art
Athletics
Business
Domestics
Expression
Fortitude
Gaming
Insight
Larceny
Leadership
Marksmanship
Medical
Melee
Metalworking
Performance
Reason
Resolve
Riding
Science
Social
Stealth
Stoneworking
Survival
Technology
Unarmed
Woodworking
Occult

Key Attribute
Each skill is keyed to one of the eight attributes. The key attribute for
each skill determines the character's base score in that skill, and if the
value of the attribute changes, the skill’s value is recalculated
immediately.
Tools
Most skills have a tool that can be used to boost a character’s score.
Some actions will also be listed as requiring implements, and if a
character attempts to perform such a task without proper tools, they
will suffer a -5 penalty for improvisation.
High-quality tools can provide a bonus on tests made using the skill,
even if they are not required. The character doesn't necessarily have
to use the tools to claim the bonus; they merely need to have them on
hand in case they are needed.
Some skills have multiple tools attached to them, different equipment
being required for different tasks. It should be obvious from the text,
as well as common sense, what sort of tool is used for a given task,
but if it is unclear, it is up to the Gamekeeper to make the call.
Some skills do not have tools, instead relying on a trait to provide a
similar bonus.
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Key Attribute
Intelligence
Agility
Perception
Intelligence
Agility
Charisma
Intelligence
Charisma
Endurance
Intelligence
Perception
Dexterity
Charisma
Dexterity
Intelligence
Dexterity
Intelligence
Charisma
Intelligence
Willpower
Dexterity
Intelligence
Charisma
Agility
Intelligence
Intelligence
Intelligence
Dexterity
Intelligence
Enlightenment

Tool
Library
Pole, Limber Trait
Investigator's Kit
Artist's Tools
Shoes, Climbing Gear
Manipulative Trait
Household Utensils
Beauty Trait
Fast Metabolism Trait
Gaming Pieces
Seer’s Crystals
Thief's Tools
Confident Trait
Ranged Weapons
Doctor's Bag
Close Combat Weapons
Blacksmith's Tools
Instruments
Eidetic Memory Trait
Obstinate Trait
Saddle, Vehicles
Laboratory
Empathy Trait
Camouflage Clothing
Mason's Tools
Survivalist Gear
Tinker's Tools
Brass Knuckles
Carpenter's Tools
Grimoire
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Academics

Acrobatics

Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Library
The academics skill is a measure of a character's general knowledge
and education level, particularly in the various soft sciences.
Academics is typically possessed by scholars, sages, writers, lawyers,
and teachers.

Key Attribute:
Agility
Tools:
Pole or the Limber Trait
The acrobatics skill is a representation of how well a character has
learned to control their natural grace and flexibility. It is used by a
wide variety of nimble characters including acrobats, contortionists,
gymnasts, and those who are simply light enough on their feet to
escape from danger.

Lore
Quick Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Routine (10)
The academics skill is commonly used to check what a character
knows. This ability is performed by asking a question of the
Gamekeeper and then rolling a test. On a success, the Gamekeeper
will reveal the answer, while on a failure, the character has no idea.
Once a character has learned something over the course of the game,
they will not need to roll a lore test to remember the answer.
Retrying a lore test usually involves spending time studying in a
library or other place of learning, a complex or laborious action.
Lore can only answer questions about things that are general
knowledge or in the public record. The Gamekeeper should not allow
it to be used as a means of investigation or extrasensory perception.
A character may substitute their proficiency level in another skill
when answering questions about that field. For example, a warrior
who is normally untrained in academics but with a primary skill in
melee receives a +5 bonus when answering questions about weapons
or fighting styles. This might also apply to mental traits such as
prodigy, specialty, or legendary skill.
The difficulty for a lore test is modified based on how obscure the
information is. A basic difficulty ten test is for common knowledge.
The Gamekeeper is also encouraged to make liberal use of narrative
modifiers based on the character’s background.

Balance
Automatic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Routine (10)
A balance test is called for whenever a character moves over terrain
upon which it is difficult to keep one's feet. Examples include steep
slopes, slippery surfaces, tightropes, uneven or cluttered ground,
grates, narrow ledges, or unfamiliar territory in the dark.
A character makes a balance test at the end of any turn in which they
moved across an unstable surface. This a test is only called for once
each turn at the highest difficulty. A character that uses this ability is
also vulnerable until the end of their next turn.
A character who fails this test falls prone. If the surface is too narrow
to lay upon, they are instead dangling by their hands and may need to
use the climb ability to pull themselves up.
Critical Success:
The character does not become vulnerable.
Fumble:
The character goes sprawling. If there is a hazard or drop along the
course of the path, they fall into it and suffer its effects. If there is no
such hazard, simply test for damage against the character with an
adjustment equal to their might score.
Difficulty Modifiers:
-4
The character is staggering or crawling
-4
The character is prone
+4
The character is running
+4
The surface is slippery or wet
+4
The surface is sloped
+4
The surface is moving
+4
The surface is poorly lit or the acrobat is blinded
+4
The surface is especially narrow such as a tightrope
+8
The surface is icy or greased

Difficulty Modifiers:
+5
Common knowledge among the educated
+10
Technical details
+15
Specialized knowledge
+20
Obscure trivia
+25
Cutting edge information
+30
Secrets or lost knowledge
Critical Success:
The character happens to be quite familiar with the subject at hand
and the Gamekeeper provides them additional supporting information
and context.
Fumble:
The character is wrong. They are given a false answer and may
receive a narrative penalty on tests when interacting with their subject
until they discover the truth.

Escape
Basic or Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A character that is tied up, chained, trapped in a confined space, or
held in a grapple may use the escape artist ability to escape. The
difficulty to escape is usually twenty, but may be modified by the
quality of the bindings. Should a character succeed, they are
immediately freed.
Escaping from a hold is a basic action, escaping from restraints is a
complex action.
Critical Success:
The character escapes from a hold as a quick action or bonds as a
basic action.

Samples Disciplines:
Geography, History, Law, Literature, Philosophy, Politics
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Fumble:
The character is wounded by their useless struggling.

Heroic Sacrifice
Reflexive Action (Conviction)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability allows a character to put themself in harm’s way in order
to save an ally, and can be used in response to another character
being hit by an attack or failing to evade.
If successful, their savior is hit instead, suffering any ill effects,
including those brought about by critical successes or fumbles.
To use this ability, the savior must either be within reach of the
subject or between them and the source of the attack. If they are not
in range, they can attempt to move into position first, but doing so
suffers all the same modifiers and drawbacks as movement taken
when using the evade ability.
A character may choose to make an even more extreme sacrifice to
save an entire group, for example throwing their body upon an
incoming grenade. The character must move to the origin point of the
environmental attack and suffers the full effects of fumbling their
evade roll.
The Gamekeeper can veto the use of this ability in certain extreme
situations such as an explosion so intense it would simply vaporize
anyone who got in its way. In addition, intangible characters may not
be able to block corporeal attacks and vice versa.
Critical Success:
The character is so nimble that they manage to avoid the attack
entirely, escaping harm while still protecting the person they are
trying to save.
Fumble:
The character succeeds in putting their own body in harm's way but
fails to move their ally out of it and both are affected.

Evade
Reflexive Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A character may use this ability to escape from the area of an
environmental attack such as the blast radius of a grenade, a volley of
arrows, being on top of or under a falling object, in an area affected
by a harmful spell, or standing in the path of a wave, mudslide,
avalanche, or other natural disaster.
This ability can also be used when a character that is not directly
within an environmental attack would still become trapped or
surrounded by one, for example being underneath a falling cage.
On a success, the character is moved out of the area an instant before
the attack hits. On a failure, they remain where they are and will be
affected normally.
A character may take additional acrobatics or athletics tests to climb,
jump, leap, swim, or squeeze as necessary to escape the area.
A character can leave the area by whatever route they wish but,
unless they are going by the most direct route, they must declare their
path before rolling their acrobatics test.
If a character doesn't think they can make it out of the area entirely,
they may instead decide to dive behind cover.
Inanimate objects or characters who are immobilized, paralyzed,
unconscious, trapped in a small confined space, or otherwise
anchored in place may not evade at all.
Movement taken while evading is subtracted from the character’s
speed score until the end of their next turn.
Critical Success:
Movement taken as part of this ability does not penalize the
character's speed score.
Fumble:
The character dodges into the danger rather than away, the
environmental attack receives a +20 bonus when testing for damage
against the acrobat. If the attack does not normally inflict damage, the
character suffers some other misfortune such as being stunned,
knocked prone, or dropping what they are holding.

Jump
Basic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Varies
An acrobatics test is called for when a character wishes to jump,
usually to ascend a ledge or to reach something held above them.
The difficulty to use this ability is ten for every pace, or part thereof,
which the jumper’s objective lies beyond their reach.
Characters may not use this ability if they are paralyzed, immobilized,
or prone.
Critical Success:
The jump is a quick action.
Fumble:
The character falls prone.

Difficulty Modifiers:
+4
Stunned
+4
Prone
+4
Must move further than current speed score in paces1
+4
Evading through an occupied zone
+4
Not leaving the area by the shortest possible distance
1: This penalty is cumulative. This means that someone who moves
more than double speed is at -8, more than triple speed at -12, and so
on.
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Kip Up
Basic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
The character rises to their feet, immediately recovering from the
prone condition. Unlike normal standing, this ability does not count
as an ambulatory action and it does not provoke a riposte or interfere
with other movement.
Critical Success:
The character rises as a quick action.
Fumble:
Kip up counts as an ambulatory action, provoking a riposte and
interfering with any further attempt to stand or crawl until the start of
the acrobat’s next turn.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-5
Moving through a willing ally
-11
Each point of difference in size rating2
+5
Moving through an opponent:
1
+5
Moved through another character earlier in the turn 3
1: Cumulative.
2: A prone character is considered four size ratings smaller than usual
for the purposes of slipping past.
3: If moving diagonally through multiple characters at once, make a
single roll at +10 difficulty.
Squeeze
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Routine (10)
This ability is used when a character attempts to move through an
area that is smaller than their space. While squeezing, characters are
vulnerable and all movement counts double. The Gamekeeper may
also apply a narrative penalty to any actions utilizing body parts
which the character is unable to move properly.
If a squeezing character wishes to turn, they must first pass an
acrobatics test with a difficulty 10 higher than entering the area in the
first place. Turning also uses up one pace of movement for every
ninety degrees.
Critical Success:
The character is not vulnerable and can enter the area as a quick
action.
Fumble:
The character is stuck. While stuck, they are unable to move at all
and are considered stationary, although they might receive a cover
bonus from whatever they are stuck in. A stuck character cannot
leave without using the escape artist ability or being pulled free by an
external force.

Leap
Reflexive Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability allows a character to leap over something during the
course of an ordinary move. This ability does not allow a character to
move any further than their speed would allow. On a success, they
land on the other side and stop, while a failure ends their movement
without crossing the obstacle.
The difficulty for a horizontal leap is five times the length of the leap
in paces. This is sufficient to cross chasms, prone characters, and
most forms of rough or perilous terrain.
If jumping over a vertical obstacle, the difficulty is further increased
by ten for every pace of height or part thereof.
Critical Success:
The character lands on their feet and can continue their move.
Fumble:
The character lands prone upon the obstacle. In the case of a pit or
perilous terrain, they will fall into it, tumbling or testing for damage
normally.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-10 Character is an invertebrate
+5
Area is less than half of the character's space
+10 Area is less than a quarter of the character's space
+20 Area is very tiny, barely larger than the character's head
+30 Moving through a tiny hole smaller than the character’s head1
+40 Passing under a door crack or through a keyhole1
1: Characters may not even attempt this task unless they lack a solid
skeletal system.

Slip Past
Quick Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
An acrobat may use this ability to move through a zone occupied by
another character. If successful, they can continue their move
normally, but they may not stop in the occupied zone unless one or
both of them are prone.
On a failure, the character cannot find a way past and stops in front of
the other character.
Movement through an occupied zone counts as two paces for the
purposes of determining the total distance traveled. Moving through
an enemy’s zone also leaves the acrobat vulnerable to their attacks.
Critical Success:
Movement made with a critical success does not count as two paces
and does not leave the acrobat vulnerable.
Fumble:
The character falls prone at the feet of the being whom they were
trying to slip past.
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Tumble
Automatic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
An unsupported character falls approximately one hundred paces per
turn. Upon hitting a solid surface, they must take a tumbling test to
represent their skill at landing without injury; usually by twisting in
the air to slow their fall and rolling with the impact.
On a success, the character lands prone but is otherwise uninjured,
while on a failure they also suffer a wound.
Landing in water or on especially soft and forgiving ground such as
snow, sand, mud, or a pile of foliage allows the character to roll twice
and take the best result.
Landing on especially hard or uneven ground forces the character to
roll twice and take the worst result.
Characters landing on extremely soft surfaces such as a haystack or
custom made pillow do not need to test, they automatically land
safely, but are still knocked prone.
Critical Success:
The character lands unharmed and on their feet.
Fumble:
The character suffers an additional wound. In addition, they must
make a fortitude test with a difficulty equal to the amount they
fumbled by or be killed.

Alertness
Key Attribute:
Perception
Tools:
Investigator's Kit
While a character's perception score represents how acute their
senses are, the alertness skill is what allows them to interpret and
make sense of their observations. Alertness can be used to notice
important clues, pick out subtle details, or perform other difficult
sensory feats.
Do not roll alertness tests for characters who cannot succeed without
fortune.
Difficulty Modifiers:
The following modifiers apply to all alertness tests. They also
apply when using alertness to oppose stealth.
+X
-4
-4
-4
-2
-2
-2
-1
1:
2:
3:

Difficulty Modifiers:
-X
Small characters subtract their size rating from the difficulty
-20 Falling a distance less than one’s own height
-10 Falling less than one story
-5
Voluntarily jumped from the ledge
+10 Falling multiple stories
+20 Falling more than ten paces
+30 Falling more than a hundred paces
+40 Falling more than a thousand paces
+5
Character is stunned, paralyzed, or unconscious

4:

5:
6:
7:
8:

Sample Disciplines:
Balance, Contortion, Evasion, Gymnastics, Jumping, Tumbling

Observers receive a modifier equal to subject’s size rating
Observer is deaf1,2
Observer is asleep3
Observer is more than ten paces away4
Large amount of ambient noise in the area1
Subject is hiding in a crowd
Subject has concealment5,6,7
Per 25% obscured by cover1
Does not apply to purely visual tests.
Purely audio tests automatically fail under these conditions.
Sleeping characters automatically fail purely visual tests,
but are awakened upon passing other alertness tests.
This penalty exponentially doubles every time the distance
increases by a factor of ten. The curvature of the Earth
makes it impossible to sight objects more than a league
away; although elevation may increase this limitation.
A character using a spyglass halves distance penalties for
visual tests, and a properly calibrated telescope negates
them entirely.
Per level.
Doubled for purely visual tests.
Does not apply to purely audio tests.
Opaque cover doubles this penalty in regards to purely
visual test. Subjects fully obscured by opaque cover also
receive full concealment and an additional -2 per every
pace of thickness.

Listen
Automatic Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Varies
The listen ability is used to overhear distant noises, eavesdrop on
conversations, and identify quiet sounds. On a failure, the character
does not notice the sound, while on a success, they can hear it and
have a general idea of its source.
Note that you don't have to take a listen test unless doing so is
dramatically appropriate. Simply talking to other people does not
require a test unless significant mitigating factors are present.
The difficulty to use the listen ability is equal to the number of paces
between the observer and the source of the noise, but is then
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multiplied by the sound’s volume. Note that these rules supersede the
normal modifiers for using alertness at a distance.
Critical Success:
The character can tell exactly what sound they are hearing and
pinpoint its location.
Fumble:
The observer misidentifies what they hear.

Search
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability is used to search a small area. The investigator might be
looking for a specific item, hidden treasure, booby traps, secret
passages, or even a camouflaged creature. Searching can also be used
to investigate the aftermath of an event in an attempt to figure out
what occurred there or to notice a significant clue.
The difficulty of a search is typically 20, but this is highly situational
and the Gamekeeper should take into account how well hidden the
object of the search is as well as its size and how much it stands out
from the surrounding area.
When searching for a hidden character, this ability is opposed by
their stealth score.
If a character is entering an area where something important is
hidden, the Gamekeeper should secretly roll an automatic alertness
test for them to see if they notice it by chance. Failing this test does
not hinder active searches of the area made at a later time.
During an action scene, one may search out hidden opponents as a
basic action.
Critical Success:
The character finds additional details beyond what they were looking
for, perhaps the mechanism for opening a hidden safe or disarming a
trap or the meaning behind a clue.
Fumble:
The character damages or sets off what they were looking for or finds
a red herring.

Difficulty Modifiers:
1/1000 Thunder, collapsing buildings, explosions
1/100
Gunshots, passing trains
1/10
Shouting, animal calls, falling trees
x1
Voices, shutting doors, attacks, using tools
x5
Footsteps, whispering, drawing a weapon
x10
Pushing a button, breathing, wingbeats
Read Lips
Basic Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
A lip reader can get the gist of what a person is saying by watching
the movements of their mouth and other gesticulation. A character
must be able to see the subject's face and understand their language to
read their lips.
Critical Success:
The observer can make out every word and pick up on subtle details
such as the speaker's emotional state.
Fumble:
The lipreader misinterprets what is said.

Spot
Automatic Action
Difficulty:
Routine (10)
This ability is used to notice another character. This test is made in
secret by the Gamekeeper as soon as the subject enters the observer’s
field of vision.
So long as they remain within line of sight, this test is retried without
penalty once per act or whenever they do something which draws
attention to themselves or decreases the difficulty.
On a success, the observer spots the subject. On a failure, they don’t
notice anything.
Hidden characters cannot be spotted and are instead detected using
the rules found in the stealth skill.
A subject that emits or reflects light is much easier to spot than
normal and may provide a large narrative bonus.
Critical Success:
The observer can clearly identify the subject.
Fumble:
The observer misidentifies what they see.
Difficulty Modifiers:
-4
Observer is actively watching or guarding the area that the
subject is passing through. While watching an area, a
character is limited to simple actions which do not require
them to target anything outside of the watched area.
-2
Observer has high ground
+4
Observer is patrolling an area
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Track
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Tracking is an attempt to follow another character by observing the
signs of their passing. This usually involves looking for footprints,
but can also be based on more subtle clues such as disturbances in the
environment or cast-off items.
A group that is moving slowly and taking time to cover its tracks
adds its average stealth score to the difficulty to be tracked.
Critical Success:
The tracker learns additional information about their quarry such as
their size, shape, numbers, and how much time has passed since the
trail was made.
Fumble:
The tracker follows the wrong trail, leading them in the wrong
direction and perhaps into danger.

Art
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Artisan's Tools
Art is the ability to shape the world to one's own liking, transforming
ideas into physical reality and enhancing the aesthetic appeal of
places and objects. Art has little functional value, although many
characters will find it a useful outlet for their creativity or vanity, and
such pursuits can either make or cost large sums of money.
Exactly what constitutes art is open for debate, but in Heart of
Darkness, it is anything that is created which has no greater purpose
than to appeal to the senses and includes traditional fine arts such as
drawing or sculpture as well as subtler arts such as calligraphy,
photography, musical composition, and the ornamentation of
utilitarian objects.
Create Art
Laborious Action (Implement)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A character can use this ability to create artwork. The art may either
be an independent piece such as a painting, statue, or bit of jewelry,
or an augmentation of a more utilitarian item, for example adorning a
building in sculpture, illustrating a book, etching a suit of armor, or
even applying body art to a living creature.
Each time this ability is used, the artist must expend two points of
concentration. On a success, a beautiful work of art is created and
can either be sold to increase the artist’s wealth score by one or
increase the value of an embellished object by one.
Critical Success:
The character produces a true masterpiece worth double the usual
amount.
Fumble:
The character ruins valuable materials and decreases their wealth
score by one or creates art that offends an influential person or
otherwise hurts their reputation.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-4
Moving through snow, sand, or mud
-4
Quarry is bleeding from an untreated wound
-4
Tracker is moving slowly
+4
Trail was made more than twenty-four hours ago
+4
Tracker is moving quickly
+4
Tracking across hard or paved ground
+4
Inclement weather since trail was made
+4
Trail crosses water
Crowds
Larger creatures are easier to notice than smaller beings, and all
observers receive a modifier to their effective perception score equal
to the size ratings of characters which they are observing.
Large groups of smaller creatures are likewise hard to miss, and thus
when using the alertness skill against a large group, their effective
size rating is increased by two each time their numbers double.
If the group contains creatures of different sizes, work them out
separately and then combine them, for example, four humans and one
ogre would have an effective size rating of six; the size rating zero
humans receive +4 for doubling their numbers twice, and then they
combine with the size ogre who is naturally a size rating of four for
another doubling, leaving a total modifier of +6.

Sample Disciplines:
Calligraphy, Cartography, Carving, Composition, Engraving,
Glassblowing, Mosaic, Painting, Photography, Pottery, Sculpture,
Tattooing, Topiary

Alertness and Groups
Putting more eyes on a problem is often helpful, but too many people
can easily get in the way or provide distractions. When several
characters are willing and able to communicate their findings to one
another, they may choose to either assist one another with alertness
tests or nominate a lookout to do the searching for them.
During an action scene, characters are typically on their own, each
rolling to see if they notice something separately.
Sample Disciplines:
Auditory, Gustatory, Investigation, Olfactory, Tactile, Visual
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Run
Basic Action
Difficulty:
None
Normally, characters are either moving casually to conserve energy
or cautiously to keep aware of danger. A character who focuses on
speed at the expense of all else can choose to run.
After using this ability, the character adds their athletics score to their
speed until the start of their next turn.
Running characters must move in a more or less straight line to keep
up their speed and all turns must be gradual. Turning while running
uses up an additional pace of movement for every ninety degrees.

Athletics
Key Attribute:
Agility
Tools:
Shoes, Climbing Gear, Flippers, Sporting Goods
Athletics represents the character's overall athleticism and physical
fitness. This skill is used to display bodily prowess as well as to
compete in sports and similar games.
Climb
Basic or Complex Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
The climb ability is used when a character wishes to scale a vertical
surface. If successful, the character moves a distance up or down the
slope equal to their own height and is then suspended indefinitely.
During future turns, the character can choose to let go or to continue
climbing.
While climbing, a character is considered vulnerable and does not
gain the benefits of high ground.
Characters can step over or onto obstacles that are less than half their
height without needing to climb them and a series of such obstacles
can even be used as stairs. Depending on their precise shape and
placement, such tiny obstacles might still constitute rough terrain.
Long climbs such as building walls, tall trees, or cliff faces should be
resolved as a single complex action if undertaken outside of an action
scene. Especially long climbs should be resolved with an extended
test but lose the mulligan tag.
Critical Success:
The character can move their full speed score while climbing.
Fumble:
The character slips and falls, tumbling to the ground.

Sports
Complex Action (Implement*, Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Competition
There are a huge variety of sports and games in existence, but nearly
all follow the same basic principles; direct competition between two
individuals or teams in a fair contest of athleticism. Normally this is
resolved with a straightforward athletics competition, although some
sports might require that the entire team assists one another, be
played over a number of periods, or impose a handicap on one side.
Obviously, this ability is a very abstract representation and players
who are sports fans may wish to work out a more complex system for
representing the various games in which their characters might
participate.
Swim
Automatic Action (Ambulatory, Mulligan, Precision)
Difficulty:
Special
A character must use the swim ability as soon as they enter water
which is too deep for them to stand in, and must use the ability again
at the start of each turn they remain immersed in water.
A swimming character’s speed score equals one-fifth the result of
their most recent swim test, rounded down.
If a character rolls a negative result, they go under and are considered
to be suffocating on their following turn.
Swimming characters may not run, although they can double their
swimming speed as a basic action.
A swimming character cannot jump or leap without something to
push off of.
If there is a current, all characters are automatically pulled along with
it as they swim, and thus they may need to roll well on a swim test
just to stay in place.
A character cannot swim in water that is less than waist-deep and
cannot wade through water that is more than chest-deep unless
somehow weighted down by equipment or biology.
Characters who walk through water suffer penalties for rough terrain,
as described in Chapter Ten, and those who are in over their heads
will be suffocated.
Certainly especially dense beings such as skeletons or automatons
made from living metal or stone may never swim and must choose to
walk across the bottom if they wish to traverse a body of water.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-20
Climbing a Ladder1
-8
The upper ledge is within the climber's reach
-4
The climber can reach another wall to brace against
-4
The surface is tilted away from the climber
-4
Numerous handholds2
-4
Moving downward
+4
The climber's legs are crippled
+4
The climber has only a single free hand3
+4
The surface is slippery or wet
+4
The surface is tilted toward the climber
+4
The surface is smooth with no handholds
+8
Climbing horizontally across a ceiling
+8
The climber has no free hands3
1: Creatures without bipedal locomotion cannot make use of ladders.
2: A tethered rope will provide a similar benefit. Characters who are
free climbing a rope without a surface to brace against will only gain
this benefit if the rope has been knotted.
3: Hands used to hold climbing tools are considered free, crippled
limbs or those used to hold shields or lanterns are not.
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Difficulty Modifiers:
-2
Per stone of dense equipment
-4
Per arm which is crippled or carrying something
-4
Swimming in rough water or rapids
-4
Swimming in stormy weather
-8
The swimmer is lame

Business
Key Attribute:
Charisma
Tools:
The Manipulative Trait
The business skill represents a character’s knowledge of goods and
money as well as their ability to barter or run a shop. This skill also
applies to knowledge of large-scale market factors such as
economics, investments, or corporate operations.

Sample Disciplines:
Climbing, Running, Swimming, Various Sports

Appraise
Basic Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
Appraise allows a character to determine the approximate quality and
value of an object by examining it.
When appraising an object, a character may substitute their
proficiency in business for those in skills relating to the item. For
examples, a character with a primary skill in marksmanship will
receive the full +5 proficiency bonus when appraising a gun.
This also applies to mental merits such as prodigy and legendary
skill.
Critical Success:
The character discovers something special about the item which
might give them a bonus on business deals involving it or uncover
clues to other more important matters.
Fumble:
The character is grossly wrong about the price, opening them up to
being swindled or letting opportunities pass them by.
Barter
Laborious Action (Verbal)
Difficulty:
15 + 5x Quality
Bartering works exactly like the haggle ability (see below) except
that rather than incurring debt, the character takes the time to make
an exchange. To use this ability, the character must offer up an item
or items of the same or greater quality, value, and condition as the
one that they wish to acquire.
The Gamekeeper might also allow someone to use this ability to
pawn a suitably valuable item to avoid taking on a debt.
Critical Success:
The quality of the acquired item is one higher than expected.
Fumble:
The character loses what they were bartering with, but without
getting what they want. Perhaps they were robbed or maybe they just
couldn't find a buyer and let their merchandise go for a song.
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Haggle
Complex Action
Difficulty:
20 + 2x Item Quality
This ability can be used to find high-end equipment at a reasonable
price. To use this ability, the character must declare what item they
are looking for and visit a suitable marketplace.
On a success, the character acquires the item and takes on a number
of debts equal to its value. Items acquired in this manner normally
have a quality equal to the team’s essence score. Seeking out higher
quality gear increases the final debt by a factor of ten per level, and
lower quality gear halves total debt in a like manner.
On a failure, the buyer cannot find the item they want at a reasonable
price. At this point, they may choose to either pay an exorbitant
amount, taking on a number of additional debts equal to the amount
they failed by, or walk away empty handed. In the later case the
character will take on a single debt, representing fruitless leads, bad
investments, burning through contacts, impulse buys, money put
down toward a future purchase, or squandered shopping time.
A partial success allows a character to find just the item they want,
but its current owner will not accept money for it. Instead of taking
on debt, they must strike some sort of a deal with the current owner
or resort to duplicitous means.
Critical Success:
The character makes a remarkable find, a rare item whose owner has
no idea of its true value or is desperate for funds. The item has a
quality one point higher than expected, an innate artifact power, or
costs only a single debt.
Fumble:
The character is robbed or swindled; they incur a number of debts
equal to the item’s value and do not receive a useful item in return.

Domestic
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Household Utensils
The domestic skill represents the myriad tasks that are useful around
the house including cooking, cleaning, grooming, and sewing.
Although they are usually the purview of homemakers and
chambermaids rather than heroes, there are still numerous times when
the domestic arts come in handy, and it is a good idea to have at least
one practitioner around the camp.
Many characters that specialize in the domestic skill are not content
to be mere servants and will go into business themselves as
beauticians, brewers, chefs, or tailors.
Cook
Complex Action (Implement)
Difficulty:
Routine (10)
The act of preparing food involves turning the raw ingredients into
something people want to eat, usually by applying just the right
amount of spice and heat. On a success, the food is tasty, while on a
failure, the food is bad and most people would throw it out, although
those who are starving or trying to be polite might choke it down.
A higher difficulty test will allow a chef to transform rancid or
inedible substances into a palatable meal for those who are desperate
for sustenance.
Critical Success:
The character prepares a truly amazing meal. Those who partake in
the feast gain the inspired condition, if they are already inspired, they
instead become ecstatic.
Fumble:
The food is tainted and any who consume it are exposed to disease.

Sample Disciplines:
Accounting, Appraisal, Bartering, Corporate, Economics, Haggling
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Sew
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to mend or alter clothing or other cloth items and
requires a sewing kit plus extra material.
The difficulty to repair an object is five for each level of wear it has
suffered. On a success, the wear is removed and the object returns to
its initial quality.
Note that a character must repair the object completely, although if
this is too daunting a task for them, they can still break it down into
its components and salvage them to create a lower quality piece.
Critical Success:
The item is good as new and ignores the next level of wear it suffers.
Fumble:
The item is damaged by the inept attempt to repair it and gains an
additional level of wear. If the item was already broken, the materials
are ruined and not even good for scrap.

Expression
Charisma
Tools:
The Beauty Trait
The expression skill represents a character’s talent for speaking,
reading, and writing, and is used to convey complex ideas or argue
one's point of view.
Face-to-face dealings use the beauty trait in lieu of a tool; other
applications of the expression skill are accomplished with the aid of a
library.
Though expression abilities can be used on player characters, the
controlling player has the final say in how their character will react.
Challenge
Basic Action (Mulligan, Verbal)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's resolve
A character can use their expression skill to provoke an attack from
one or more enemy combatants who are within earshot.
If successful, the subject(s) of the challenge must fight the challenger
on their next turn. Any attacks or other offensive actions they take
must target the challenger, and any movement must be made to get
into a position to better strike at the challenger; they cannot retreat or
move to strike one of the challenger’s allies.
This skill does not turn the subject into a mindless berserker, they
still act to preserve their own life and can take actions to protect or
support their allies. Still, any offensive actions the subject takes must
target the challenger if they are able, and their environmental attacks
must include the challenger in the affected area.
Critical Success:
The subject flies into a rage; they will continue attacking the
challenger for the remainder of the act and will not even attempt
reason tests to change targets unless the subject of their attacks
suddenly becomes significantly more difficult or dangerous to harm.
Fumble:
The target sees that they are being manipulated. Not only will they
not bite, but they might actually use this knowledge to their
advantage. The subject may freely switch between the challenger and
other targets for the remainder of the act.

Tailor
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
A tailor can craft items from cloth or leather, including bedding,
clothing, cloaks, light armor, rope, shoes, and tapestries. This ability
follows the usual rules for crafting found in Chapter Five.
Tie Knot
Basic action
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to tie a rope into knots, usually for the purposes of
holding someone or something in place. The difficulty to tie a knot is
typically fifteen, but varies greatly based on exactly how much
weight the rope needs to bear.
On a success, the rope will hold, on a failure, the character just can't
get the knot to work right.
A character can use a rope to tie up a willing prisoner or one who is
pinned, paralyzed, or unconscious. There is no set difficulty for this
task, instead, the result of the domestic test sets the difficulty to
escape from the rope with acrobatics or a feat of strength.
The rope itself is considered to be the tool for this ability, and its
quality applies a modifier to the domestics test.
Critical Success:
This is a very sturdy knot and will hold up to all but the most extreme
stresses.
Fumble:
This knot looks secure but isn't. It will burst free on its own at some
point in the future, possibly at a very inopportune moment.

Difficulty Modifiers:
+2
Per additional subject challenged
+4
The subject does not speak the challenger’s language
+4
The challenger is difficult for the subject to injure1
+4
The challenger is difficult for their subject to reach2
+4
Attacking the challenger is dangerous to the subject3
+4
The subject is a thrall
+8
The challenger is impossible for the subject to reach
+8
The challenger is impossible for the subject to injure4
1: For example, the subject cannot be hit or damaged without fortune
or is resistant to the subject’s primary form of attack.

Sample Disciplines:
Brewing, Cleaning, Cooking, Cosmetics, Rope Use, Tailoring,
Tanning
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2: The attacker must cross rough terrain, climb, swim, jump, crawl,
squeeze, dismount, run, or land to reach the challenger or will take
multiple turns to move into position to attack them.
3: The subject cannot reach the challenger without provoking a
riposte, crossing perilous terrain, being subjected to a damaging
shroud, etc.
4: The challenger is invulnerable to their subject’s primary form of
attack or is ethereal, incorporeal, etc.

+2
The task requires the subject violate their allegiance
+4
The task requires a great deal of time or effort
+4
The task is very risky
+4
The subject is an enemy
+8
Subject is under conflicting mind-control
The Gamekeeper is free to apply further narrative modifiers based on
the scope of the request or the manner in which it was asked.
Provoke
Complex Action (Simple, Verbal)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's reason
Provocation is similar to a challenge, but is used against a
noncombatant to goad them into action. If successful, the subject will
attack the provocateur. The attack is usually physical but, depending
on the nature and skills of the subject, they might instead attack the
challenger verbally, non-lethally, or financially or they might call for
assistance.
Provocation can also be used during a verbal, non-lethal, or otherwise
limited fight to provoke the opponent into escalating the level of the
conflict.
A subtler character can provoke a fight between two other characters,
although they test against each subject separately.
Critical Success:
The subject legitimately believes that the conflict was their idea and
will continue their vendetta against all reason.
Fumble:
The subject is aware that they are being manipulated and will react
accordingly. Multiple subjects might gang up on the provocateur.

Cower
Reflexive Action (Mulligan, Simple)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the attacker's resolve
Any time a character declares an offensive action, their target may
choose to use the cower ability. Utilizing the cower ability stuns the
character as they attempt to feign harmlessness, and a character who
is already stunned will prolong this condition by an additional turn.
On a success, their attacker must declare a new target. If there are no
other targets, they will attempt to end the conflict without violence,
usually by either capturing the cowering character or offering a
ceasefire, depending on the situation.
Critical Success:
The attacker lowers their guard and is stunned.
Fumble:
The cowering character is stationary against the attack.
Persuade
Standard or Complex Action (Simple, Verbal)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's resolve
The most common use of the expression skill is to convince another
person to do something. This is an opposed test, although the
difficulty will be further modified by many factors, including but not
limited to the following:
Critical Success:
On a critical success, the target is legitimately swayed to the
speaker's side and will do almost anything in their power to help,
including expending resources or advocating on their behalf.
Fumble:
The subject is insulted or angered and will attempt to foil the speaker,
going out of their way to refuse or impede future requests.

Subterfuge
Complex Action (Simple, Verbal)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's social
This ability is used to scam, bluff, or lie to the subject. On a success,
the subject will buy into the deception, while on a failure they will
remain skeptical. The liar may receive a narrative bonus if the lie is
especially plausible or if the subject wants to believe. On the other
hand, if the lie is perpetually farfetched or requires the person to go
out on a limb, there might be a substantial penalty instead.
When someone lies to the player characters, the Gamekeeper should
oppose their deception using the best social score on the player's
team and inform them of the deceit on a failure.
Critical Success:
The subject becomes genuinely convinced of what they are told, and
it will take strong evidence to the contrary to correct them.
Fumble:
Not only is it obvious that the character is lying, but they let slip
something in their attempts, usually their motivation for lying or the
truth behind the lie.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-4
The task is urgent and compelling
-4
The subject is a loyal friend or loved one
-4
The task requires only trivial effort
-4
Extreme bribery or threat is employed
-2
The orator bribes or threatens the subject
-2
The task requires little effort
-2
The subject is a friend
-2
The subject wants to comply deep down
+/- 2 The subject's allies apply peer pressure to comply / refuse
+2
The task is somewhat risky
+2
The task requires significant time or effort
+2
The subject is hostile
+2
The subject will suffer a financial loss for complying
+2
The task requires the subject violate their morality

Sample Disciplines:
Debate, Diplomacy, Etiquette, Linguistics, Lying, Provocation
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Fortitude

Gaming

Key Attribute:
Endurance
Tools:
The Fast Metabolism Trait
Fortitude represents a character’s conscious control over their body's
normally involuntary systems as well as their resistance to pathogens
and their ability to safely take a blow.
Fortitude is almost always rolled reactively as it represents a
character's ability to resist all manner of physical threats including
blood loss, disease, fatigue, poison, and mangled body parts.

Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Gaming Pieces*
Gaming represents a wide variety of recreational activities which are
primarily social or intellectually driven, as opposed to the physical
sports covered under the athletics skill. Gaming is typically used for
fun and relaxation, but it can also be used as a means of getting to
know someone, resolving a conflict, or wagering money.
Most games are played with the same pieces, meaning that neither
side receives a bonus for their quality, although this is not always the
case, and certain dishonest individuals might use pieces that have
been tampered with to give them an unfair advantage.
In games where both sides use the same pieces, a certain trait might
provide a bonus instead, for example in Blackjack the eidetic trait is a
huge benefit, as is empathic for Poker.

Feign Death
Basic Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
The character suppresses their bodily systems, slowing their
breathing and heartbeat while dropping their body temperature. If
successful, the character's appearance takes on the likeness of a fresh
corpse, appearing dead to casual observers.
The character may remain in this state for an entire act, at the end of
which they must either end the charade or make a new test with a
cumulative -2 penalty. While feigning death, a character can take no
physical actions without breaking the effect and is considered
stationary.
Critical Success:
The character's act is so good that they can fool a trained medical
examiner or even supernatural abilities which detect their life force.
Fumble:
The character is unable to get their body started again. They can take
no physical actions until they receive medical attention (difficulty
20), and will eventually die of starvation or thirst if left to their own
devices.

Gamble
Special
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Gambling is the art of wagering one’s money on games of chance or
contests of skill. A player may choose to gamble in their downtime
between missions.
On a success, the character increases their wealth score by one, while
on a failure they reduce their wealth score instead. If a character rolls
exactly twenty, they break even.
Critical Success:
The gambler wins big and increases their wealth by two.
Fumble:
The gambler gets in over their head and reduces their wealth by two.
Play Game
Complex Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Competition
A game’s winner can usually be determined by a simple gaming
competition. As with sports, players should feel free to invent more
complex gaming mechanics involving different roles, multiple turns,
and bringing other skills and attributes into play if they want to play a
detailed game within a game.

Second Wind
Quick Action (Verbal)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
The character breathes deeply and centers their mind, flooding their
body with chemicals that negate exhaustion and soothe pain, allowing
them to push on no matter how tired they may be, though they will
certainly be sore tomorrow.
Attempting this ability inflicts one point of damage. On a success,
one level of exhaustion is removed.
Critical Success:
The character does not suffer damage.
Fumble:
The character feints from the exertion, leaving them unconscious for
the rest of the act.

Sample Disciplines:
Specific Games

Sample Disciplines:
Bio Control, Constitution, Going Without Sustenance, Immune
System, Resisting Poison, Steeling Oneself
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Sometimes a sensitive character might be allowed a premonition
when a disaster is about to befall a loved one, or even a place or
object that is important to them, although when and if this occurs is
up to the Gamekeeper.
Premonition tests suffer a -10 penalty if the attack will come from a
soulless assailant, utilize a cold iron weapon, or occur within a null
zone.
Critical Success:
The character receives a vivid premonition that gives enough forewarning to escape or even prevent the disaster entirely.
Fumble:
The character receives a premonition, but the shock to their psyche is
too great. They do not receive any useful information and suffer a
psychic wound instead.

Insight
Key Attribute:
Perception
Tools:
Seer's Crystals
The insight skill measures the acuity of the character's sixth sense, an
innate spiritual connection to the ebb and flow of the ether and the
pull of destiny. Insight is often used for identifying spells and
artifacts, but it can also interpret useful information from dreams and
warp the fabric of the Astral Realm.
A character with the channel, changeling, dragon blooded, or
enlightened, trait is sensitive. Characters with the minor version of
enlightenment are only sensitive to spells and effects related to their
chosen school.
The Gamekeeper should roll an automatic insight test for a sensitive
character any time they come into the proximity of a source of
supernatural energy, for example when a spell or artifact is used in
their presence, when they enter or leave supernatural areas, or when
they meet the subject of a standing enchantment. Failing this test does
not impede active usage of the insight skill later.
A sleeping character can use insight normally. The results are
conveyed to them in dreams and, if they are in immediate danger,
through nightmares severe enough to waken them from normal sleep.
These automatic tests are not normally rolled for those who cannot
succeed without fortune.

Read Aura
Basic Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
The first lesson a seer learns is how to sense a being’s spiritual
energy. On a success, the seer will learn the subject’s general
emotional state, whether or not they are enlightened or soulless, and
their current mana supply. The seer can also tell if the subject is a
spirit, a changeling, possessed, or undead.
When used upon an object, this ability will tell the seer if it is an
artifact, as well as its school and power level. The spellcraft ability
may then be used to determine its type.
Soulless beings have no auras to read, and particularly powerful and
malefic entities, locations, or artifacts might inflict psychic wounds
upon those who willingly open their mind's eye to them.
Critical Success:
The character learns the subject's ren or, in the case of an artifact, the
magic word.
Fumble:
The character makes a critical mistake in reading the aura and comes
away with a false impression.

Evaluate Terrain
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A character can use insight to assess the spirit world in their
immediate vicinity, sensing whether they are in a null zone, holy
ground, ley line, locus, or nexus. They can also read the current and
maximum mana scores of a nexus and identify a wonder in the same
manner as an artifact.
Critical Success:
The character becomes momentarily in tune with the surrounding
terrain, telling them the location and exact nature of magical locales
in the area.
Fumble:
The character is mistaken, sensing something that isn't there.

Aura Colors
Anger
Anticipation
Apathy
Boredom
Confusion
Curiosity
Disgust
Fear
Hatred
Joy
Love
Pride
Sadness
Serenity
Shame
Wonder

Premonition
Automatic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A sensitive character who is about to be subjected to an assault that
they have no way of knowing about can have a premonition.
Examples include being shot by a sniper in hiding, pounced upon by
a lurking predator, subject to a magical attack cast by a mage in
distant lands, in an area about to be hit by a large explosion, or in the
path of a natural disaster.
When such an event is about to occur, the Gamekeeper should roll an
insight test on the character's behalf. If successful, they can dodge
and evade normally and, in the case of a large-scale disaster, the urge
to leave the area or to find shelter. The premonition does not give
specific details, more of a generalized feeling of dread about a certain
time or place.
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Orange
Turquoise
Gray
Brown
Multi-Colored
Pink
Beige
Green
Black
Yellow
White
Gold
Red
Blue
Transparent
Purple
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Sense Magic
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability is used to determine if the subject is under a spell as well
as its school and approximate strength. Sensitive characters will
automatically use this ability to sense spells that are cast by or target
something in their presence.
After successfully using this ability, a character may reflexively use
the spellcraft ability to determine what spell they are sensing.
This ability can also be used to sense the resonance left by old magic,
be it an enchantment or evocation, as well as minor magic such as
that found in spellbooks, elixirs, or constructs.
Critical Success:
The character learns the caster's ren as well as their exact location
when the spell was cast. In addition, the spellcraft test made to
identify the spell receives a +20 bonus.
Fumble:
The character discerns false information.

Larceny
Key Attribute:
Dexterity
Tools:
Thief’s Tools
Larceny represents the character's ability to make small movements
with their hands to trick and befuddle others, bypass security, or
commit other nefarious deeds. Larceny is typically the domain of
thieves and street performers, although there are many lawful
professions that make use of larceny, primarily those who are
interested in stopping said thieves.
There are numerous mechanical defenses located in the strongholds
of the wicked or abandoned ruins, which makes this skill extremely
useful for crusaders and treasure hunters alike.
Catch
Reflexive Action
Difficulty:
Special
A dexterous character can try and catch a thrown item or low velocity
projectile. Catch must be declared immediately after the target is
chosen but before any dice are rolled.
A character can only use this ability if they have a free hand and the
projectile’s target is within their reach.
The difficulty to catch an object is equal to the attacker’s
marksmanship roll.
On a success, the thrown object is caught before it can strike its
target. The attack will automatically miss and the projectile is now
held by the catcher, who can do whatever they like with it in
subsequent turns, even throw it back at the attacker.
Caught potions are not consumed or broken, however, a lit explosive
will detonate at the end of the catcher's next turn unless it is
extinguished or otherwise disposed of.
A character can use a delayed action to drop something they are
holding or move into position before attempting a catch.
If the thrower wants the item to be caught, the difficulty of the
larceny test is always ten.
Critical Success:
After catching the projectile, the larcenist may use it as a reflexive
action; stowing it in a pouch, handing it to an ally, throwing it at a
target of their own, extinguishing an explosive, etc.
Fumble:
The catcher is critically hit by the thrown object.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-20
Spell is difficulty 40 or more1
-15
Spell is difficulty 35 or more1
-10
Spell is difficulty 30 or more1
-5
Spell is difficulty 25 or more1
-5
The seer is the subject of the spell
+5
Spell is difficulty 15 or less1
+5
Resonance of recent incantation or suppressed enchantment
+10
Spell is difficulty 10 or less1
+10
Resonance of an old incantation or broken enchantment
+5
Subject is more than 10 paces away2
+10
Subject is more than 100 paces away2
+15
Subject is more than 1,000 paces away2
+20
Subject is more than 10,000 paces away2
1: After modifiers for metamagics.
2: In the case of spells that are currently being cast, the seer can
instead measure the distance to the spell's caster. Distance modifiers
cannot cause a fumble.
Sense Presence
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Seers can sense the presence of nearby spirits and ethereal beings.
Success tells them how many spirits are present as well as their
nature and circle. A seer can also identify specific spirits if they are
already familiar with the spirit or its ren.
Critical Success:
The seer is aware of the spirit's ren and current mana supply.
Fumble:
The seer senses a spirit that isn't there or misidentifies one that is.

Disarm Trap
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
Once a character has located a trap, they can then attempt to disarm
it, allowing safe access to whatever it was protecting. On a success,
the trap is destroyed or sprung in a way that doesn't harm anyone.
The difficulty to disarm a trap is usually equal to the roll that was
made to build it in the first place.
Critical Success:
The character can disarm the trap without damaging it, allowing them
to either steal the components for future use or to reset it once they
and their companions have passed, leaving it as a threat to others,
perhaps even turning the trap on those who set it in the first place!
Fumble:

Sample Disciplines:
Astral Warping, Auras, Landscapes, Premonitions, Sensing Magic,
Sensing Spirits
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The character sets off the trap in their attempt to disarm it and suffers
its full effects.

This ability can be used to ignore the initiative penalty for drawing a
weapon. Approaching combat without a readied weapon is also an
excellent way to lull opponents into a false sense of security.
Critical Success:
The gunslinger receives a +20 bonus on the resultant initiative test.
Fumble:
The would be gunslinger suffers a -20 penalty on their initiative test
as they fumble about trying to draw their weapon at all.

Open Lock
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
Picking a lock when one doesn't have a key is a tricky proposition,
but learning to do so is a crucial skill in many quasi-legal lines of
work. On a success, the character bypasses the mechanism and is able
to open the lock as if they had the key.
The difficulty to pick a lock receives a modifier equal to five times
the lock's quality.
Critical Success:
The lock is opened quickly and quietly without leaving a trace.
Fumble:
The lock will either be damaged and jammed shut or the larcenist
attracts undo attention.

Smuggle
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Opposed by the searcher’s alertness
This ability is used to smuggle an object, or perhaps a person, into a
restricted area, for example getting a concealed weapon past a palace
guard, a bag of untaxed spices into a marketplace, or a prisoner out of
jail hidden in a cart. The difficulty for this test is increased if the
objects are especially bulky or numerous and decreased by distracted
guards.
Critical Success:
The smuggler can pick the guard’s pocket or make a diversion for
allies.
Fumble:
The smuggler is caught and suffers the consequences, being attacked,
arrested, or having their goods confiscated.

Pickpocket
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's alertness
Picking pockets is the art of removing or planting an item on another
person without their notice. Doing so is a relatively straightforward
task so long as the pickpocket is able to avoid detection.
On a success, the pickpocket can take an item of their choosing,
while on a failure they do not have the opportunity to grab it. After an
item has been taken, the mark will quickly realize that the item is
missing, although they may not know who stole it.
A character who is hidden receives a +5 bonus to their pickpocket
roll and a character who is being actively watched or interacted with
by the mark suffers a -5 penalty.
Attempting to steal an item that is fastened to the subject's body
imposes a -5 penalty, and if the item is actively being used at the time
the penalty increases to -10.
Critical Success:
The character removes the item and the mark has no idea that it is
missing until they next go to use it, and even then, they aren't sure
when or where it was lost.
Fumble:
The character not only fails to steal the item but is caught red-handed,
likely provoking hostile behavior from their mark.

Snatch
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Opposed by the guardian's larceny
Snatch is the ability to quickly grab an object during an adverse
situation. The most common use of snatch is to pick up an object
which is being guarded by someone else. Multiple guards may assist
one another in opposing such endeavors.
If a character attempts to pick up a dropped weapon in combat, that
weapon is considered to be guarded by anyone they are currently
engaged with.
This ability can also be used to grab something without stopping as
the larcenist passes by. Doing so is normally difficulty ten when
walking (plus the guardian’s larceny if opposed), but increases to
twenty if running or racing. The difficulty increases by a further ten
if the object is out of reach so that they must stand upon or hang from
their mount in order to get it.
Critical Success:
Snatch becomes a quick action.
Fumble:
The larcenist overbalances when reaching for the item and falls
prone.

Quickdraw
Reflexive Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
There is a fine line that separates the quick and the dead. Quickdraw
is the ability to initiate combat suddenly so that enemies don't see it
coming, possibly killing or incapacitating them before they can
retaliate.

Sample Disciplines:
Disarming Traps, Forgery, Juggling, Locksmithing, Nimbleness,
Prestidigitation, Thievery
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Rally
Basic Action (Verbal)
Difficulty:
Varies
A leader can attempt to bolster the courage of subordinates who have
lost the will to fight or advise those who have made poor judgment
calls. Rally can be used to assist allies with morale tests and resolve
or reason tests made to resist the expression skill.
This ability can be used after the fact, allowing the leader to allow
nearby allies to resume acting normally after a failed resolve or
morale roll.
Critical Success:
The leader is particularly inspiring, and all allies gain a +5 bonus to
morale tests for the rest of the act.
Fumble:
The leader loses confidence and agrees with their subordinates,
joining in on whatever behavior they are undertaking.

Leadership
Key Attribute:
Charisma
Tools:
The Confident Trait
Leadership is the ability to offer guidance through one's words and
actions or to be noticed in a crowd. It is used to teach and to lead as
well as to coordinate the efforts of large numbers of people, up to and
including battlefield tactics and managing governments or
corporations.
Coordinate
Basic Action (Mulligan, Verbal)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A leader can coordinate their allies to work better as a team using a
combination of planning, inspiring speech, observation, and forced
compromise. If successful, the leader and all allies within earshot
receive a +2 bonus to all of their skills until the start of their next
turn.
Teammates do not all have to be using the same skill to receive this
benefit, but they do have to be working toward the same general goal
and be willing to listen.
The leader does not need to be trained in the skills being used,
however, if they are unfamiliar with the capabilities of their
teammates or do not understand what the task entails, they may suffer
an unfamiliarity penalty to leadership.
When used outside of an action scene, the dice for coordination are
not rolled until the characters being instructed have committed to
their task and can’t back out as the result of a bad leadership test.
Using the coordination ability to provide a bonus on a complex or
laborious action requires the same amount of time and concentration
as the ability which it is to affect.
Critical Success:
The brilliant plan increases the skill bonus to +4.
Fumble:
The plan is a bad one, but sounds plausible, applying a -2 penalty to
skills in place of the usual bonus.

Motivate
Basic Action (Verbal)
Difficulty:
Special
This ability can be used to talk people into overcoming their
limitations, sometimes using logic but more likely involving appeals
to duty or emotion or simply pleading with someone to do the right
thing.
This ability can be used to assist with resolve tests made to use the
determination or snap out of it abilities.
Teach
Laborious Action
Difficulty:
Special
This ability is used to train hirelings and retainers and to turn raw
recruits into competent professionals.
To use this ability, the leader must have an existing follower they
wish to upgrade or a pool of raw conscripts and hopeful youths that
they wish to transform into something more.
Using this ability requires an amount of concentration equal to the
student’s value, as described in Chapter Five. Upon success, they
become an extra with an animus score equal to their teacher’s, using
the values found in Chapter Ten.
The student will be trained in three skills, which are chosen by the
teacher and must be skills in which the teacher, or an assistant, is
themself proficient.
Critical Success:
The recruit gains a minor mental merit related to their training such
as dweomer mastery, martial technique, prodigy, sagacious, or
specialty.
Fumble:
The recruit is either injured or disenfranchised during the training,
leaving them no longer willing and able to go through with this or
any future training.

Intimidate
Basic Action (Verbal)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A character can inspire fear in their opponents with threats both
subtle and direct, as well as those that are merely implied by a steely
gaze.
In a social situation, intimidation can be used to provide a bonus to
the persuade ability. During an action scene, the intimidation ability
will force all enemies within earshot to take a morale test.
The Gamekeeper should make heavy use of narrative modifiers based
on the situation, as it is far easier to make threats when one has the
capacity to make good on them.
Critical Success:
The subject suffers a -5 penalty to their resolve score for the rest of
the act.
Fumble:
The attempt at intimidation comes across as comical. For the
remainder of the act, their subject receives a +5 bonus to resolve for
the purposes or morale and persuasion.

Sample Disciplines:
Coordination, Government, Instruction, Intimidation, Rallying,
Tactics
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Marksmanship

Medical

Key Attribute:
Dexterity
Tools:
Weapons
Marksmanship is one of the three main combat skills and represents a
character's ability to make attacks against distant foes. Marksmanship
is used with all manner of guns, bows, crossbows, siege engines,
grenades, and even more exotic forms of weaponry.

Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Doctor’s Tools
The medical skill represents knowledge of the body as well as the
diagnosis and treatment of the various injuries and illnesses that
plague it. This skill is the domain of field medics, doctors, nurses,
and healers of all sorts.
Patients are required to remain stationary while being tended to by a
medic. The Gamekeeper might apply a heavy narrative penalty for
doctors who use this skill on themselves, depending on the nature of
the procedure and the quality of available assistance.

Shoot
Basic Action (Implement, Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Routine (10) or opposed by the target's dodge
The shoot ability is used to attack with a ranged weapon. A character
equipped with such a weapon can fire at any target whose location
they are aware of.
The difficulty to hit a stationary target is 10, while a moving target
opposes the attack with its dodge score.
If the attack is successful, the target is hit and the attacker may
proceed to test for damage as described in Chapter Four.
Chapter Four also describes the many accuracy modifiers which
might result from combat maneuvers, fighting styles, or battlefield
conditions.
A character that uses the shoot ability will be vulnerable to close
combat attacks until the start of their next turn.
Critical Success:
The attack strikes a vital or undefended part of the enemy's body. A
+20 bonus is applied when testing for damage from the attack.
Fumble:
The shot goes wild and strikes an unintended target. Randomly select
an ally, bystander, or another target that the shooter doesn't want to
hit and is in their line of fire and then test for damage against them.
If there are no such targets, the shooting character is hit instead,
injured in some sort of accident or misfire.

Examine
Complex Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
This ability is used to determine the underlying cause of a malady as
well as to judge the subject's overall state of health. It can be used to
assess damage, poisons, diseases, or injured limbs, as well as identify
their causes. Certain particularly exotic or insidious afflictions might
call for a more difficult test.
Critical Success:
The character discovers something about the subject's body or finds
an easy way to treat their maladies.
Fumble:
The affliction is misdiagnosed, making treatment both more difficult
and potentially dangerous.
First Aid
Complex Action (Implement)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
It is possible for a medic to treat injuries by cleaning the wound,
applying stitches, bandages, splints, or tourniquets, using anesthetic
and coagulants, and sometimes even performing simple surgery.
A successful application of first aid treats one of a character's
wounds. A treated wound only inflicts one point of damage rather
than the usual two.
Certain esoteric wounds such as those caused by poison might require
additional materials to treat.
Critical Success:
The wound is healed entirely instead of being treated, leaving the
patient almost as good as new.
Fumble:
The subject suffers an additional wound. This wound may be treated
normally by further uses of the first aid ability.

Sample Disciplines:
Artillery, Bows, Crossbows, Firearms, Primitive Weapons, Throwing

Long-Term Care
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Special
A medic may care for a patient who is dying or struggling with an
illness. Whenever the patient makes a fortitude test as a result of
these conditions, the doctor can use their medical skill to assist.
The Gamekeeper might require that a medic have access to
specialized drugs or tools to assist with certain conditions.
Although long-term care is not a constant task, the medic needs to be
on hand and the patient must cooperate with the medic's care.
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A medic can care for a number of patients equal to their willpower at
any given time.

Melee
Key Attribute:
Dexterity
Tools:
Weapons
Melee is one of the primary combat skills, representing a character's
ability to handle a weapon in close combat, affecting their chance to
hit and wound their opponent while at the same time defending their
own body.

Surgery
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Hard (25)
Surgery is used to correct a lasting condition such as a physical flaw
or permanent injury. Most surgeries require specialized equipment
and those which involve replacing a defective or missing body part
usually require a suitable donor or the ability to culture tissue using
magic or Atlantean science.
Surgery is an extremely traumatic experience for the patient and
requires that they make a difficulty twenty fortitude test.
On a critical success, the patient suffers no ill effects.
On a success, the body part which was operated upon is injured.
On a failure, the body part is crippled.
On a fumble, the patient dies from surgical complications.
Should a player character gain a merit or lose a flaw due to surgery,
they will need to pay back the character point cost as soon as they are
able.
One skilled in the Atlantean sciences can also seamlessly change a
character’s cosmetic details, including their gender, although the
rarity of such practitioners and the associated costs, risks, and social
stigma mean it is not undertaken lightly.
Critical Success:
The patient receives a +20 bonus on their fortitude test.
Fumble:
The patient suffers a -20 penalty on their fortitude test.

Attack
Basic Action (Implement, Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Routine (10) or opposed by the target's dodge
The melee skill is used to attack with a close combat weapon. A
character equipped with such a weapon can attack any target which
they can reach.
The difficulty to hit a stationary target is 10, while a moving target
opposes the attack with its dodge score.
If the attack is successful, the target is hit and the attacker proceeds to
test for damage as described in Chapter Four.
Chapter Four also describes the many accuracy modifiers which
might result from combat maneuvers, fighting styles, or battlefield
conditions.
Critical Success:
The attack strikes a vital or undefended part of the enemy's body. A
+20 bonus is applied when testing for damage from the attack.
Fumble:
The attack goes wild and strikes an unintended target. Roll damage
against a random ally or bystander within the attacker's reach.
If there are no such targets, damage is rolled against the attacker, the
result of either hitting oneself simply being injured through
overexertion.

Torture
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Some unscrupulous doctors, or those working toward a cause which
they feel justifies the sacrifice, will act as interrogators, intentionally
inflicting the maximum amount of pain upon their subject, who
suffers a single wound.
Successfully using this ability provides the interrogator and their
allies with a +5 bonus on their next attempt to persuade the subject.
A failure still provides a +2 bonus.
Obviously, torture requires a helpless prisoner who is both restrained
and susceptible to their interrogator’s techniques.
Critical Success:
The bonus is increased to +10, or there is no lasting damage.
Fumble:
The prisoner either deceives their captor with false information or
dies due to an overzealous interrogation.

Sample Disciplines:
Axe, Dagger, Lash, Mace, Polearm, Sword

Sample Disciplines:
Dentistry, Disease, Midwifery, Surgery, Toxicology, Veterinary
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Metalworking

Performance

Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Blacksmith's Tools
Metalworking is the ability to craft or repair metallic objects. Having
a metalworker as an ally means access to quality gear, and some
training in this skill allows one to upkeep and repair their equipment
while in the field.

Key Attribute:
Charisma
Tools:
Instruments or the Soothing Voice Trait
Performance is the act of entertaining others by appealing to their
senses, usually in the form of music or oration, although dancing,
acting, comedy, and many other forms of performance exist.
Performance is typically used for entertainment, but it can also
influence the emotions and opinions of others and is a great way to
win people over to a cause.
A character must choose the type of performance they wish to use,
each with its own drawbacks. The most common are singing, which
is a verbal action, instrumental, which requires the manipulation of
implements, and dance, which is an ambulatory action. There are also
more intimate forms of performance that appeal to one's tactile senses
such as massages or even carnal techniques.
Typically, a character chooses one or two types of performance to
train in and will be considered unfamiliar when operating outside
their comfort zone.

Craft Metal
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
A character can use this ability to craft metal objects, including most
weapons and armor. The full crafting rules are found in Chapter Five.
Repair
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to repair damaged metal items; sharpening edges,
pounding out dents, and in extreme cases replacing or reshaping
missing or cracked pieces.
The difficulty to repair an object is five for each level of wear it has
suffered. On a success, the wear is removed and the object returns to
its initial quality.
Note that a character must repair the object completely, although if
this is too daunting a task for them, they can still break it down into
its components and salvage them to create a lower quality piece.
Critical Success:
The item is good as new and ignores the next level of wear it suffers.
Fumble:
The item is damaged by the inept attempt to repair it and gains an
additional level of wear. If the item was already broken, the materials
are ruined and not even good for scrap.
Sample Disciplines:
Armorer,
Blacksmithing,
Shieldsmithing, Spearmaking

Bladesmithing,

Battle Hymn
Basic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A battle hymn is a short song or inspiring speech used to motivate
and coordinate one’s fellows in the thick of the action. On a success,
the audience becomes inspired until the start of their next turn.
Critical Success:
The audience also becomes ecstatic until the start of their next turn.
Fumble:
The audience must take a morale check.
Influence
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
A skilled performer can play upon their audience's thoughts and
feelings, instilling in them the proper mood for what is to come. A
successful influence test applies a +2 bonus or penalty (performer’s
choice) to the audience’s reason, resolve, or social scores for the
purposes of opposing charisma-based skills and morale tests. The
effects last until the end of the next act.
Critical Success:
Increase the modifier to plus or minus four.
Fumble:
The performance achieves the opposite effect, providing a penalty
instead of a bonus or vice versa.

Macecrafting,

Perform
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
This ability is used to put on a performance for an audience. On a
success, the audience is invigorated and compelled to action, gaining
the inspired condition.
As one’s heart hardens, it becomes harder to find true inspiration.
Each time this ability is attempted upon a given character over the
course of the same mission, the difficulty is increased by five.
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A character can, of course, choose to opt out of receiving the benefits
of a performance before the dice are rolled, and is almost certain to
do so if already inspired.
Critical Success:
The performance truly resonates with the audience's souls, also
granting them the ecstatic condition.
Fumble:
The discordant performance fills the audience's minds with despair
and inflicts a psychic wound.

Reason
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
The Eidetic Trait
Reason represents a character's ability to think and to perform mental
exercises or feats of memory, and in many ways, is to intelligence
what might is to strength. Reason is possessed by deep thinkers and
intellectuals of all sorts including logicians, mathematicians,
philosophers, and riddle-masters.
Abort
Reflexive Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Opposed by one’s own initiative
Sometimes completing an action can be wasteful or even dangerous.
The abort ability is used anytime a character's other actions would
cause an unforeseen complication, for example setting off a trap or
triggering an enemy's delayed action.
The difficulty to abort is based on the user's initiative score;
sometimes the body reacts so quickly the mind just can't keep up. If
successful, the character stops the action they were performing before
something bad can happen. On a failure, they go through with it as
normal.
Note that even if a character aborted an action, they cannot attempt
any mutually exclusive actions until the start of their next turn.
Critical Success:
The character can change their mind and choose to perform a
different action in light of the circumstances. The new action must be
one that they could have undertaken in the first place.
Fumble:
The character panics and performs an action that is even worse. The
action is usually chosen by the opponent, but the Gamekeeper must
agree that such an action is somewhat reasonable. For example, a
character might leap out of a window to avoid a trap, but not because
of an unexpected turn of conversation.

Ventriloquism
Reflexive Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Ventriloquism is the act of throwing one's voice, and it can be used as
a method of entertainment, distraction, or trickery.
Ventriloquism can be used alongside any verbal action. It allows the
character to throw their voice up to ten paces in any direction. All
listeners calculate earshot from this point rather than the speaker's
actual location, which could push some listeners into or out of range.
This ability can easily distract or trick observers, who may be entirely
unaware of who is speaking, and an advanced ventriloquist can even
make it sound like another character is the one speaking by imitating
them and throwing their voice to that character's location.
Critical Success:
The character may throw their voice in a different direction for each
potential listener.
Fumble:
The character gives away their position and fails to communicate
what they were attempting.
Sample Disciplines:
Courtesan, Dance, Instrumental (Choose
Massage, Oration, Singing, Ventriloquism

instrument),

Jester,

Fixate
Quick action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Once an enemy has chosen a target, they will normally continue
attacking it until it is defeated and then move on to the nearest
unengaged combatant; if they wish to choose a new target
prematurely, they must first use the fixate ability.
This ability is not required to change targets if one’s current opponent
is killed or otherwise incapacitated, becomes dangerous to attack or
impossible to injure, uses the defend ability, or moves out of range.
If the current target is the subject of the guard maneuver, any attempt
to fixate on their protector is automatically successful.
Player characters need not use this ability, their actions are for their
player to decide.
Critical Success:
The character can freely switch back and forth between both
opponents for the remainder of the battle.
Fumble:
The character becomes completely focused on their current target and
will not stop until one of them is defeated.
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Intuition
Quick Action (Conviction, Simple)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
The intuition ability represents a character's experience, judgment,
instinct, and common sense. A player may use this ability to receive a
small hint from the Gamekeeper, either because they are unsure of
the best course of action or simply stuck and don't know how to
proceed.
The hint is usually minor, but can be about almost anything, even
seemingly random choices such as whether to turn left or right. This
represents the character interpreting subtle clues or memories which
are lost on the player.
This ability should also be used by the Gamekeeper on behalf of
extras to see if they make an unwitting tactical blunder due to a lack
of information, for example wandering into a trapped area, allowing
themselves to become cornered or isolated, or attacking something
that has been made invulnerable to their weapons.
Critical Success:
The character makes a brilliant leap of logic and gets far more
information than they had hoped for, perhaps even a full answer
rather than merely a hint.
Fumble:
The character makes a false assumption which they will act on until
they are indisputably proven wrong.

Resolve
Key Attribute:
Willpower
Tools:
The Obstinate Trait
Resolve is a measure of the character’s dedication and grit. It is
primarily used to resist pain and fear or to ward off hostile magic, but
it can also be a defense against more mundane forms of spiritual or
emotional duress such as torture, psychological trauma, temptation,
and corruption.
Resolve is possessed by most sorcerers and those who hunt them, but
also by hardened soldiers, monks, spies, and even extremely stubborn
commoners.
Determination
Reflexive Action (Conviction, Mulligan, Simple)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
When badly hurt, most people will simply curl up and wait for the
worst to be over. Some particularly strong-willed individuals can
work through the pain, and even ordinary folk can find superhuman
perseverance if enough is at stake.
A character can use the determination ability immediately before
performing any other action and, if successful, it allows them to
perform the action unhindered by the disabled or exhausted
conditions.
A character who has been knocked unconscious can also use this
ability to remain awake until the end of their next turn, at which point
they will fall unconscious unless they successfully use the
determination ability again. This can be repeated so long as the
character continues passing resolve tests and has mana to spend.
In extreme cases, a dead character can continue to act in the same
manner, fighting off the reaper just long enough to perform one final
task. This follows the same rules as resisting unconsciousness, but
costs two mana per attempt and has a difficulty of 30.
Using this ability with a laborious action requires an amount of mana
equal to the amount of concentration spent.
Critical Success:
The mana expended to perform the test is refunded.
Fumble:
The character passes out from the pain and falls unconscious for the
remainder of the act.

Solve Puzzle
Basic action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability is used when the character comes across a puzzle such as
a math problem, a riddle, a complex lock, or a more pragmatic
mystery like discerning the strategy behind enemy actions or piecing
together the villain's motives from the clues they have gathered.
The Gamekeeper is free to modify the difficulty based on the
complexity of the puzzle and the quality of available information.
Many groups will prefer that the players actually solve puzzles for
their characters, in which case success should provide hints rather
than solutions.
Critical Success:
The full and complete solution is given or the character stumbles
upon the correct answer by pure luck.
Fumble:
The character is wrong, but is convinced they are correct, or at least
on the right track.
Sample Disciplines:
Logic, Math, Memory, Puzzles, Riddles, Tactics
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Resist Magic
Automatic Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Though sorcery can be used to alter a being's nature, their mind and
body are ultimately their own dominion, and one's soul has the
potential to fight off any hostile sorcery, no matter how potent.
Whenever a character or their equipment is subjected to a spell, they
may use this ability to shake off the effects. A character can
voluntarily forego their resistance, although they cannot be tricked
into doing so.
An unconscious character can use this ability normally.
A dead character cannot resist spells, however, if they are later
revived, they can immediately attempt to resist any mind or soul
affecting magic cast upon them while they were deceased.
A particularly superstitious character can choose to ward off magic as
a basic action. This typically involves saying a prayer, invoking the
sign of the evil eye, presenting a lucky charm, or performing a similar
rote. After performing this action, the character receives a +2 bonus
on all resist magic tests made until the start of their next turn.
Critical Success:
The character becomes immune to similar spells for the remainder of
the mission.
Fumble:
The spell's effects become more severe, increasing in intensity or
duration, perhaps even leaving permanent effects. Damaging spells
typically inflict an additional wound.

Ride
Key Attribute:
Dexterity
Tools:
Saddle, Vehicles
The ride skill is used to control steeds of all sorts. Although horses
are the most common mounts, Pangaea is home to a wide variety of
creatures that can be ridden as well as numerous vehicles, including
coaches, chariots, ships, trains, balloons, and even more exotic
contraptions.
A mounted character who is untrained in the ride skill receives a -4
penalty to all agility and dexterity-based skill tests (save ride itself). If
the character has ride as a secondary skill this penalty is reduced to 2, and if ride is a primary skill the penalty is waived.
A living mount that is itself untrained in the ride skill suffers a like
penalty, representing their lack of practice at carrying a rider's bulk.
Latch On
Basic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the mount's dodge
A brave character can attempt to climb on top of an unwilling
creature's back, possibly even during combat! If successful, the
character is considered mounted atop the creature as normal. While
mounted, the character receives the standard cavalry bonuses and
moves along with the creature.
An unwilling steed is vulnerable to the rider's attacks and suffers
penalties for high ground when attacking the rider, but is otherwise
unhindered.
The subject must be a suitable mount, which means it must be at least
two size ratings larger than the rider and have a long body shape or
be four or more categories larger and have an upright body shape.
As a basic action, a mount may attempt to buck its passengers. This
requires that they make a new latch-on test with a difficulty equal to
ten plus half the mount’s might score or be dismounted. Note that this
applies to all riders; a mount cannot choose to dislodge stowaways
without also endangering its rightful master.
Critical Success:
The character can actually drive the creature, choosing the direction
in which they move. In addition, the mount may not attack the rider
this turn and suffers a -2 penalty to any agility or dexterity-based
actions which the rider does not wish it to take. The critical success
lasts until the mount bucks or the rider is dismounted.
Fumble:
The character is thrown from the mount, landing prone at its feet and
testing for damage with an adjustment equal to the mount's might
score.

Snap Out of It
Quick Action (Conviction)
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
When a character is under the influence of mind control such as
charm magic, hypnotism, spiritual possession, psychoactive drugs, or
mundane brainwashing, they can use this ability to fight the effect
and temporarily disobey their master's orders and act normally for the
remainder of the act.
Should an extra be forced to do something which is against their
nature, they may use this ability without needing to expend mana.
Examples include violating a code of honor, a parent being
commanded to attack their children, a priest tasked with committing
blasphemy, a loyal spouse forced to be intimate with their new
master, a miser made to give away large amounts of wealth, or
simply being told to stand by while loved ones are tortured or killed.
Critical Success:
The effect breaks entirely and the character permanently returns to
their right mind.
Fumble:
The character’s mind snaps and they are broken, either going insane
or permanently losing the will to fight their captor.

Mount / Dismount
Basic Action (Ambulatory, Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Trivial (0)
An experienced rider can use this ability to get onto or off of an
animal or vehicle with little effort, and even an untrained rider should
be able to manage the task more often than not. It is far more difficult
to slip into the saddle when time is of the issue, or to dismount and
hit the ground running.
A character who fails to dismount tumbles with a difficulty equal to
the mount’s current speed + size rating.

Sample Disciplines:
Brave, Independent, Obsessive, Pain Tolerance, Psychic Defenses,
Stubborn
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The difficulty to perform this action is increased to ten for a moving
steed and twenty for one that is running or racing.
Critical Success:
Mounting is a quick action and is not ambulatory.
Fumble:
The character falls prone, either lying at their mount's feet or tangled
up on its back.

Science
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Laboratory
The science skill is a measure of a character's knowledge about the
various hard sciences used to describe and understand the natural
world; biology, chemistry, physics, and many others.
Science is primarily used with the lore ability as well as to utilize the
Atlantean art of alchemy.

Pilot
Basic or Complex Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Routine (10)
This ability is used to drive a vehicle. It is usually a complex action
that is rolled once during a day’s journey, but during an action scene
it may instead be a basic action that is rolled every turn.
The pilot plots their course and chooses their speed before rolling. On
a failure, they are unable to proceed and may become stuck.
Critical Success:
The vehicle covers half again as much distance as expected and
attacks against it or its passengers suffer a -4 accuracy penalty.
Fumble:
The vehicle crashes. All passengers are knocked prone and test for
damage with an adjustment equal to its speed. Those who are
restrained roll for damage twice and take the lowest result, while
those without a proper seat roll twice and take the highest. If the
vehicle was airborne or pushed over a ledge, the passengers must also
tumble to avoid injury in the fall.
The vehicle itself will usually be damaged in a crash, although the
exact severity and effects are up to the Gamekeeper.
Difficulty Modifiers:
Traveling below base speed (per pace)
Traveling above base speed (per pace)
Inclement Weather
Moving over slippery ground
Moving over rough terrain
Moving over perilous terrain
Pilot is distracted
Taking sharp turns
Traveling along a narrow path
The vehicle is under attack by a credible threat

Alchemy
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
The practice of alchemy is one of the many Atlantean techniques that
blur the line between science and magic, allowing the scientist to
brew potions with seemingly supernatural effects.
Most potions contain no true sorcery, they merely employ esoteric
principles which seem magical to the uneducated masses, but some
do replicate actual magic.
Alchemy follows the crafting rules found in Chapter Five and can be
used to make potions and explosives of all types, save periapts.
Attempting to brew a potion requires two concentration.
The difficulty to brew most potions is based on their quality, while
tonics are always difficulty twenty, and elixirs are the same difficulty
as casting the spells they replicate, including metamagics.
Critical Success:
Twice the usual number of tonics are created; explosives, holy water,
and poisons increase their quality by one, to a maximum of +6, and
elixirs may add or remove the effects of a metamagic of the
alchemist’s choice.
Fumble:
Poisons usually expose the alchemist, tonics may be harmful to the
imbiber, explosives will either create duds or detonate prematurely,
and elixirs can have all manner of unforeseen side effects. Fumbling
in the creation of holy water often invokes divine ire.

-2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2

Lore
Quick Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Varies
The science skill can be used to perform lore tests in a manner similar
to the academics skill, the only difference is that it is used to answer
scientific questions about the operation of the natural world.

Race
Basic Action
A skilled rider can get the most out of their mount, pushing their
steed to its limits. This ability works exactly like the run ability,
except that the driver’s ride score is added to their mount’s speed.
Racing is also a basic action for the mount.
Sample Disciplines:
Ballooning, Charioteer, Coachman, Horseback, Locomotive, Sailing
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Research
Laborious Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability is used to learn something about the world, and often
functions like the lore ability but for questions to which no one
knows the answer.
When performing research, a character must first set out to decide
what they wish to study. This can be almost anything they are able to
observe; a species of animal, a disease, social patterns, the
movements of the heavens, chemical reactions, or anything else that
falls within the purview of science.
The difficulty to perform research is typically twenty, but is modified
by the methods of research, the availability of subjects, and the
amount of established knowledge they have to draw upon.
On a failure, a character learns nothing of note, while on a success
the character has learned several important facts and will be a minor
expert in whatever field they have studied, perhaps receiving a
substantial narrative bonus on future lore tests about the subject of
their research.
Critical Success:
The character makes a major discovery that improves the whole of
human understanding and likely has some practical applications.
Fumble:
The character has made a very large mistake and drawn a false
conclusion from their data. At best they will only be found out and
discredited, but someone else might actually use this bad research in
future activities and studies, tainting entire schools of thought and
resulting in potentially dangerous consequences such as the belief
that bleeding the sick will cure them.

Social
Key Attribute:
Charisma
Tools:
The Empathic Trait
The social skill represents a character's knowledge of human
behavior and study of the social sciences. It is useful for
understanding and interpreting an individual's thoughts and motives
and for predicting their actions. Social can also be used for lore tests
to understand people's beliefs, cultures, and the workings of their
societies.
Assess Competence
Reflexive Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
This ability can be used anytime that one character watches another
use an ability. If successful, the observer is aware of the subject’s
score in the relevant aspect or skill.
A character can intentionally cover up their true ability, in which case
they may oppose assessing competence with their perform skill,
however, doing so might apply a small narrative penalty to whatever
they are attempting to do.
Critical Success:
The observer gains a deep understanding of the subject's traits and
attributes, possibly even hinting at secret powers or abilities.
Fumble:
The observer takes the results of the specific task to heart, getting a
false impression of their subject's abilities based on anecdotal
evidence, suffering a -2 penalty on related tasks.
Gauge Mental State
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability is used to scrutinize a subject's psyche and determine
what psychological ailments they suffer from. Success can reveal the
presence of psychic wounds, brain damage, and mental quirks or
flaws.
This ability generally requires an extended period of observation and
interaction with a willing subject, narrative penalties will likely be
assessed if this isn't available. A deceptive patient can also roll a
perform competition against their analyst’s social score if they wish
to give a false impression of their mental faculties.
Critical Success:
The subject is potentially cured of one of their mental afflictions.
Fumble:
The therapist misdiagnoses their patient and comes away with a false
impression of their mental state.

Sample Disciplines:
Alchemy, Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics

Gather Information
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Gather information is used to speak with the locals in an attempt to
learn something. This ability is normally used to find someone or
something, make contact with a local expert or a dealer of illicit
goods and services, gauge public opinion, or pick up local gossip and
rumors.
Critical Success:
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The character finds just the information they needed, even if they
didn't know exactly what they were looking for.
Fumble:
The character is given wrong and potentially dangerous information
or attracts unwanted attention.

Stealth
Key Attribute:
Agility
Tools:
Camouflage Clothing
Stealth is the ability to move about unseen and is a vital skill in a
dangerous world where not everyone fights fair. Stealth is commonly
used by scouts, thieves, assassins, spies, and animals; both predators
and prey. Stealth normally involves remaining unseen and unheard,
although it can also be used to disguise oneself or bluff others into
thinking there is nothing out of the ordinary going on.
Most stealth abilities are impossible when being actively watched. To
watch something, a character must be facing it and must not have
performed a non-basic action against any other subject during their
most recent turn.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-4
Looking for common knowledge
-4
Bribery or threats are used to loosen tongues
-4
Being indiscreet in the search
+4
Looking for dangerous or illegal knowledge
+4
Looking for very obscure knowledge
+10 Looking for secret or guarded knowledge
+20 Looking for seemingly lost or undiscovered knowledge

Hide
Basic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the observer's alertness
A character can attempt to hide from view. If successful, the
character remains hidden until they draw attention to themself or they
are found by someone using the search ability. Characters cannot
target something that is hidden from them.
A hidden character may choose to reflexively yield or drop prone to
avoid being revealed by someone passing through their zone.
Critical Success:
The character is even hidden from those who are observing them.
Fumble:
The character believes they are hidden when they are not and may
take unusual risks as a result.

Sense Motive
Reflexive Action (Simple)
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's expression
This ability is used to gauge another character's emotions and state of
mind. It can also read a subject's motives and get at what they want
from a conversation and why.
This ability can also be used to tell if someone is being compelled to
do something by magic, alchemy, or old-fashioned trickery.
Critical Success:
The analyst can not only see the subject's motives, but also the
reasons behind them, perhaps gaining insights into secrets about their
past.
Fumble:
The analyst is mistaken about their subject's feelings but is convinced
that they are correct in their assumptions.

Sneak
Reflexive Action
Difficulty:
Opposed by the observer's alertness
A hidden character must roll a new stealth test when performing an
action that could draw attention to them such as moving, speaking,
opening a door, or interacting with an attended object. On a failure,
they are revealed.
Actions that make a lot of noise such as running, shouting, or firing a
gun apply a -4 penalty to sneak tests. Likewise, especially subtle
tasks such as whispering, staggering, or attacking by shoving
someone or using a poisoned needle apply a +4 bonus.
Only one such test is required in a given turn, but it will always be
under the least favorable circumstances.
Sneaking through an area or interacting with a subject that is actively
being guarded is impossible without a critical success.
If a character attacks an opponent who is unaware of their presence,
they will roll sneak against them. On a success, they can use the
ambush ability and may even catch their foe stationary.
Unless a critical success was achieved, the victim will automatically
spot their attacker, and unless they are somehow prevented from
warning their comrades (for examples being stunned, disabled, or
rendered mute), they may also point out their assailant, automatically
revealing them to all allies against whom the attacker’s sneak test did
not achieve a critical success.

Therapy
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Therapy is the process of helping the patient overcome psychological
trauma. It typically involves a long period of observation or discourse
with a willing or coerced subject and various corrective treatments.
Not all therapy is so formal, confessing to a priest or spilling one's
heart out to a bartender can often have much the same effect.
Therapy functions exactly like the first aid ability but treats psychic
wounds rather than corporeal ones.
More in-depth therapy can actually treat underlying issues, curing
some mental flaws or quirks, but doing so is a laborious action and
has a difficulty of thirty.
Critical Success:
The psychic wound is removed completely rather than merely being
treated, leaving the patient completely at peace with what happened.
Fumble:
The therapist does more harm than good, inflicting an additional
psychic wound upon their patient.
Sample Disciplines:
Anthropology, Judging
Sociology, Streetwise

Character,

Pop

Culture,

Psychology,
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Spy
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Opposed by the observer's alertness
In addition to actively concealing oneself, stealth also entails a good
deal of hiding in the open. This ability is used to trail someone,
eavesdrop on a conversation, look over the subject's shoulder, or even
snoop through their belongings without being noticed.
This ability is also used by predators, both animals and the human
variety, to follow their victim until it is alone and vulnerable.
On a success, the character is able to follow the subject long enough
to get what they need without being noticed, while on a failure, the
character loses the trail or misses their opportunity.
Critical Success:
The character catches their victim completely unaware and they let
slip some vital secret. In the case of an ambush, the spy receives a
+20 bonus to their initiative score when determining who can act in
the first turn.
Fumble:
The character is noticed and their victim might call for help or
confront their pursuer directly.

Stoneworking
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Mason’s Tools
Stoneworking is amongst the most tedious of all forms of manual
labor. It consists of carving rock and assembling vast edifices from
stone, brick, and concrete. It can also represent a more primal form of
construction, either the planning done by architects and engineers or
the gathering of raw materials by miners and quarrymen.
Architecture
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
Architecture is the task of planning and then building a structure.
This requires a great deal of time, effort, and raw materials, as well as
a suitable plot upon which to build.
The difficulty to build a structure is based on its complexity, usually
10 for a crude shelter, 15 for a modest home or business, 20 for larger
buildings or simple fortifications and towers, 25 for mansions and
temples, 30 for skyscrapers, palaces, and cathedrals.
Architecture usually requires one point of concentration to be spent
for every zone of floor space in the finished structure.
The largest projects may take many months to complete, and some
might not be finished in the architect's lifetime.
Critical Success:
You have created a true wonder of the world, a beautiful and durable
structure that will withstand all but the hardiest of assaults and could
be standing well into the next age of the world. The structure receives
a +5 bonus to resilience as well as the difficulty of any feat of
strength tests made to topple or break it.
Fumble:
The structure looks sound, but it has a fatal flaw, and the first time it
is subject to any stress it will collapse, ruining the materials and
possibly harming the people or objects contained within.

Groups and Stealth
Using stealth against a group poses both unique opportunities and
challenges, though there are many eyes to detect a stealthy character,
there are also more distractions and obstructions; one can literally be
lost in the crowd.
As a general rule of thumb, it is best to simply roll a single stealth
test regardless of the number of observers. Those whose alertness is
high enough to oppose the stealth roll will see the character, the rest
will not. Work out critical successes and fumbles on an individual
basis.
If a group of characters is moving together while sneaking or a group
of guards is working together to watch an area, they will use the rules
for assisting one another on their stealth and alertness tests.
Remember to also use the rules for crowds as described in the section
on alertness.

Cut Periapt
Laborious Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (Twenty)
This ability is used to craft a periapt, a valuable stone which contains
ambient magical energy that can be harnessed by a sorcerer to power
their spells. The rules for crafting can be found in Chapter Five.
Each periapt can only power spells from a single school, determined
by the type of crystal that it is crafted from.
Critical Success:
The periapt can be used to power spells from any school.
Fumble:
The gems are ruined and a debt is incurred.

Sample Disciplines:
Camouflage, Disguise, Hiding, Sneaking, Spying, Stalking

Engineer Earthworks
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
Given a few hours, a competent engineer can erase almost any
obstacle and transform neutral ground into a fortified position. This
ability can be used to clear or create rough or perilous terrain or to
create roads, fox holes, trenches, and barricades. If given proper
materials to work with, the engineer can fashion more complex
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fortifications such as battlements, bridges, retaining walls, and
lookout towers.
Each use of this action can alter a number of zones equal to the
engineer's willpower score, plus two for each unskilled laborer under
their command.
Critical Success:
The maximum size of the transformed area is doubled and the
earthworks are of exceptional strength and quality, and can contain
advanced designs such as arrow slits.
Fumble:
Some sort of accident occurs during construction, for example, a
collapsing embankment buries someone alive.

Survival
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Survival Gear
The survival skill represents a character's knowledge of the natural
world. It is primarily used to make lore tests about nature but also has
a number of practical applications while attempting to travel through
the wilderness or live off the land.
Forage
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Varies
Foraging typically includes gathering edible plants and fungus,
fishing, hunting, and trapping small game, or scavenging from the
scraps of others. A character can attempt to forage once each day and,
if successful, they can feed themself or another character, avoiding
starvation without consuming any provisions.
Multiple foragers working together to feed the same group must use
the rules for assisting one another to represent depleting the area.
Critical Success:
The character is able to find an abundance of food, adding one stone
of provisions to their inventory.
Fumble:
The character is injured while foraging, finds toxic or tainted food, is
turned upon by their prey, is themself hunted by a larger predator, or
faces legal trouble from the rightful owner of the land.

Repair Stonework
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to repair damaged stone objects such as tools,
statues, walls, and edifices.
The difficulty to repair an object is five for each level of wear it has
suffered. On a success, the wear is removed and the object returns to
its initial quality.
Note that a character must repair the object completely, although if
this is too daunting a task for them, they can still break it down into
its components and salvage them to create a lower quality piece.
Critical Success:
The item is good as new and ignores the next level of wear it suffers.
Fumble:
The item is damaged by the inept attempt to repair it and gains an
additional level of wear. If the item was already broken, the materials
are ruined and not even good for scrap.

The difficulty to forage is based on the terrain type:
10
Pastoral
15
Grassland, Tropical, Urban
20
Forest, Hills, Plains, Wetland
25
Mountain, Scrubland
30
Desert, Tundra
35
Glacier, Wasteland
+5
Foraging to feed an entire team or family
+5
Inclement Weather (Including drought, cold season, etc.)
+10
Foraging to feed an entire tribe or war-band

Sample Disciplines:
Architecture, Engineering, Jeweler, Mining, Quarrying, Sculpture

Gauge Direction
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
This ability allows the survivalist to determine which direction they
are heading, as well as the approximate latitude and longitude,
elevation, biome, season, and time of day.
Critical Success:
The character is able to identify almost exactly where they are and
the direction of local settlements and landmarks.
Fumble:
The character is mistaken and becomes lost after traveling in the
wrong direction.
Light A Fire
Complex Action (Implement)
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
This ability is used to start a fire that will spread and consume
available fuel, providing light and warmth. The fire can then be used
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to cook food, heat forges, or even burn down unwanted structures or
pieces of terrain.
Critical Success:
A controlled blaze is created, which has a temperature, duration, and
direction which is dictated by the survivalist.
Fumble:
A wild blaze is created and it might spread out of control, injuring
characters, burning up their gear, or scorching the surrounding area.

Technology
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Tinker's Tools
The technology skill is a more refined version of the other craft skills,
used for inventing and maintaining complex machines with moving
parts or intricate mechanisms. As the world grows increasingly
advanced, the need for those who can craft machines grows ever
greater and as society collapses, the need for those who can repair
and maintain them eclipses it.

Difficulty Modifiers:
-5
Survivalist has access to a lighter or matches
+5
Damp or gusty weather
+5
Barren land with little in the way of fuel

Clear Jam
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This ability is used to clear a jammed gun, ejecting the bad bullet and
allowing the weapon to be fired normally in the future.
Critical Success:
Clearing the jam is a quick action.
Fumble:
The gun is damaged and gains one level of wear.

Tame Beast
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Opposed by the subject's resolve
This ability is used to calm an aggressive animal, stopping it from
attacking the survivalist or their allies. Dissuading a hungry predator
might impose a penalty to this roll, and territorial creatures might
require a second roll if one wishes to remain in their domain.
If a domesticated creature’s trainer can beat the survivalist’s result,
they can override this ability in much the same manner as a leader
would rally their troops.
Critical Success:
The animal takes a liking to the character, following them and doing
their best to help in any way they can. If the survivalist wishes, they
can also train the animal to become their long-term companion.
Fumble:
The animal goes berserk, automatically passing all morale tests for
the remainder of the act.

Craft Machine
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to craft machinery, vehicles, firearms, bullets,
tools for most other skills, and all manner of toys and gizmos. The
full crafting rules are found in Chapter Five.
Repair Machine
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to repair damaged tools as well as guns, vehicles,
and most other forms of complex machinery. It normally involves
cleaning or readjusting the internal workings, but might also require
replacing damaged or worn-out components entirely.
The difficulty to repair an object is five for each level of wear it has
suffered. On a success, the wear is removed and the object returns to
its initial quality.
Note that a character must repair the object completely, although if
this is too daunting a task for them, they can still break it down into
its components and salvage them to create a lower quality piece.
Critical Success:
The item is good as new and ignores the next level of wear it suffers.
Fumble:
The item is damaged by the inept attempt to repair it and gains an
additional level of wear. If the item was already broken, the materials
are ruined and not even good for scrap.

Train Beast
Laborious Action
Difficulty:
20 + 2x subject’s animus
This ability is used to domesticate an animal and teach it to follow its
owner's commands. The survivalist needs to have access to a suitable
subject and a calm environment in which to train it. Such animals can
be acquired by purchasing them, capturing wild beasts, breeding
domestic stock, or simply finding an infant and raising it.
This ability costs a number of concentration equal to the animal’s
willpower. If successful, the animal gains training in a single skill of
the trainer’s choice or learns to follow number of commands equal to
its intelligence score using one of its existing skills. In the latter case,
the Gamekeeper must decide that these commands fall within the
beasts physical or mental capabilities.
Critical Success:
The animal gains a minor mental merit related to the chosen skill
such as prodigy, specialty, or martial technique.
Fumble:
The animal is injured, tries to escape, or attacks its trainer.

Set Trap
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Varies
The tinkerer can set up a trap with a little bit of time and ingenuity.
Common traps incapacitate interlopers with snares or falling cages
and nets, trap them in rooms, drop them into pits, smash them
beneath falling rocks, impale them on springing spears, poison them

Sample Disciplines:
Agriculture, Animal Training, Botany, Camping, Fishing, Specific
Environments, Zoology
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with toxic needles, release gas clouds, detonate landmines, or simply
set off an alarm.
Common activation mechanisms include pressure plates, tripwires, or
booby-trapped mechanisms such as levers, latches, or doorknobs.
The tinker chooses their own difficulty before setting out to work on
the trap.
The difficulty for potential victims to detect, disarm, evade, or escape
from the trap are all equal to that set by the tinker, and a damaging
trap has an adjustment equal to the difficulty minus ten.
The trap maker can choose to make a special trap that receives a +5
bonus to one of its values but a -5 penalty to all others, for example,
one that is very easy to avoid but packs an incredible punch if it
manages to strike true.
The trap maker can also utilize special materials in the trap’s
construction, for example expending a vial of poison to create toxic
darts, a grenade to create an especially large explosion, a bag of silver
to catch a werewolf, etc.
Most traps will effect a single zone, but a laborious action can be
used to create larger and more involved traps. Generally, these
require an amount of concentration equal to the trap’s radius in paces.
Critical Success:
The trap can be reset and reused any number of times.
Fumble:
The tinker unintentionally springs their own trap and suffers its
effects.

Unarmed
Key Attribute:
Dexterity
Tools:
Brass Knuckles or Melee Claws
The unarmed skill is one of the primary combat skills. It involves
attacking with a character's body; punches, kicks, elbow strikes,
holds, throws, jabs, head butts, and even the use of brass knuckles or
a creature's horns, teeth, and claws.
This skill is the primary domain of martial artists, sports fighters, and
wild animals, but it is a useful addition to any warrior's arsenal. After
all, who knows when they will be disarmed or caught without their
weapon?
Attack
Basic Action (Mulligan)
Difficulty:
Routine (10) or opposed by the target's dodge
The most common use of the unarmed skill is to attack another
character with one's own body. A character can attack any target
which they can reach.
The difficulty to hit a stationary target is 10, while a moving target
opposes the attack with its dodge score.
If the attack is successful, the target is hit and the attacker may
proceed to test for damage as described in Chapter Four.
Chapter Four also describes the many accuracy modifiers which
might result from combat maneuvers, fighting styles, or battlefield
complications.
If an untrained character makes an unarmed attack, they are
vulnerable to close combat attacks until the start of their following
turn.
Critical Success:
The attack strikes a vital or undefended part of the enemy's body. A
+20 bonus is applied when testing for damage from the attack.
Fumble:
The attack goes wild and strikes an unintended target. Roll damage
against a random ally or bystander within the attacker's reach.
If there are no valid targets, the attacker tests for damage against
themself, likely the result of an injury brought on by overextension.

Sample Disciplines:
Engineering, Gunsmithing, Mechanic, Tinkering, Toy Making,
Trapsmithing

Sample Disciplines:
Brawling, Boxing, Kicking, Martial Arts Styles, Natural Weaponry,
Wrestling
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Restring Bow
Basic Action
Difficulty:
Challenging (20)
This simple procedure allows the woodworker to quickly break down
and restring a damaged bow or crossbow, allowing it to fire normally
in the future.
Critical Success:
Restringing the bow is a quick action.
Fumble:
The bow is damaged by the clumsy attempt and gains one level of
wear.

Woodworking
Key Attribute:
Intelligence
Tools:
Carpenter’s Tools
Woodworking is used to create and maintain various wooden objects
including simple tools, furniture, many buildings in poor or rural
areas, and armaments such as bows, crossbows, staves, and most
shields. Some woodworkers are responsible for acquiring raw
materials as lumberjacks, woodcutters, and charcoal burners.
Build Structure
Laborious Action (Implement, Mulligan, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
One of a carpenter's primary duties is designing and building
structures out of wood. This requires a great deal of time and effort,
as well as materials and a plot upon which to build. The difficulty of
completing a structure is based on its complexity, usually 10 for a
fence or palisade, 15 for a crude shack, 20 for a modest cabin or
watchtower, 25 for an elaborate home or shop, and 30 for a great
mansion or wooden fortification.
This ability requires one point of concentration for every zone of the
final product.
Critical Success:
A beautiful and durable edifice is created. It receives a +5 bonus to
resilience and can potentially sell for a small fortune.
Fumble:
The structure looks sound, but it has a fatal flaw, and the first time it
is subject to any stress it will collapse, ruining the materials and
possibly harming the people or objects contained within.

Recover Ammunition
Complex Action
Difficulty:
Easy (15)
This ability is used after a battle to scavenge expended ammunition
such as arrows and bolts. Most will be lost or destroyed, and it takes a
skilled fletcher to extract embedded arrows without damaging them
or to repair those that were shattered on impact.
This ability represents both finding the ammunition and ensuring that
it is in decent shape. On a success, the ammunition is recovered, on a
failure, it is lost or too badly damaged to repair.
This ability cannot be used to recover bullets, explosives, or other
chemical weapons which are expended on use.
Difficulty Modifiers:
-5
The ammunition is especially durable
-5
Open battlefield with little camouflage or clutter
+5
Per level of concealment during the search
+5
Shot at a flying target
+5
Ammunition was shot toward open water, deep pits, or
otherwise impassible terrain
+5
Shooting at or toward something which would destroy
ammunition such as solid iron or an open flame

Carve Wood
Laborious Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
A woodworker uses this ability to craft wooden items and tools,
including furniture, bows, bludgeons, polearms, shields, and vehicles.
The full rules for crafting can be found in Chapter Five.

Critical Success:
The character rescues an extraordinary missile that is far superior to
its kin. Before rolling an attack, the character can choose to use this
missile to increase the success of their shot; a fumble to a miss, a
miss to a hit, a hit to a critical hit, and the effects of a critical hit
doubled. If not used before the end of the mission, this benefit is lost.
Fumble:
The character finds a seemingly good projectile that is subtly but
fatally flawed, and puts it with the others. At some point during the
mission, the Gamekeeper can reduce the success of one of the
character’s attacks when using the recovered ammunition; from a
critical hit to an ordinary hit, a hit to a miss, or a miss to a fumble.

Mend Wood
Complex Action (Implement, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
This ability is used to repair or replace parts of damaged wooden
objects such as tools, furniture, bows, staves, fences, doors, ships,
carts, and wooden walls or palisades.
The difficulty to repair an object is five for each level of wear it has
suffered. On a success, the wear is removed and the object returns to
its initial quality.
Note that a character must repair the object completely, although if
this is too daunting a task for them, they can still break it down into
its components and salvage them to create a lower quality piece.
Critical Success:
The item is good as new and ignores the next level of wear it suffers.
Fumble:
The item is damaged by the inept attempt to repair it and gains an
additional level of wear. If the item was already broken, the materials
are ruined and not even good for scrap.

Sample Disciplines:
Bowyer, Carpentry,
Lumberjack
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The Schools of Magic
There are fifteen occult skills, each allowing for the casting of spells
from a different school of magic. Each school of magic has a separate
focus and utilizes different spells. The fifteen schools are as follows:

Occult Skills
Key Attribute:
Enlightenment
Tool:
Grimoire
The occult skills invoke the energy of one of the Elemental Planes
and the caster’s emotions to manipulate the world around them. This
allows wizards to perform seemingly impossible feats, altering reality
itself by sheer force of spirit.

Abjuration, the magic of earth and protection.
Charm, the magic of thought and emotion.
Chronomancy, the magic of time.
Conjuration, the magic of space.
Divination, the magic of knowledge and memory.
Evocation, the magic of fire and destruction.
Illusion, the magic of light and sound.
Mysticism, the high magic of balance.
Necromancy, the magic of death and emptiness.
Primalism, the magic of life and nature.
Restoration, the magic of flesh and blood.
Technomancy, the magic of metal and machines.
Thaumaturgy, the magic of air and movement.
Transmutation, the magic of water and change.
Wyrd, the magic of fate and chaos.

Cast Spell
Automatic Action (Conviction, Mulligan, Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
The primary use of the occult skills is spellcasting. To perform
magic, the wizard must choose a spell from Chapter Nine, target a
viable subject, and then expend a point of mana.
Casting difficulty is based on the spell and modified by metamagics.
More in-depth rules for spellcasting can be found in Chapter Six.
The enlightened trait is required to cast spells.
Critical Success:
The spell's mana cost is refunded.
Fumble:
The character miscasts and the spell goes horribly wrong. The exact
effects of a miscast are extremely unpredictable and up to the
Gamekeeper, but usually involve the spell rebounding with triple
intensity. See Chapter Six for more details.

Sample Disciplines:
Abjuration
Ground, Magnetism, Matter, Protection, Security,
Stone
Charm
Emotions,
Influencing
Thoughts,
Memory
Manipulation, Mind Control, Sleep and Dreams,
Social Interactions
Chronomancy Accelerating Time, Age, Altering the Past or
Future, Sensing the Past or Future, Slowing
Time, Time Travel
Conjuration
Dimensions, Manipulating Space, Sensing
Space, Summoning, Transportation, Travel
Divination
Communication, Knowledge, Information
Gathering, Ideas, Memory, Mind Reading,
Evocation
Creating Fire, Destruction, Energy, Manipulating
Fire, Strength of Arms, Temperature
Illusion
Glamers, Light, Sensation, Sound, Spying,
Taste and Smell
Mysticism
Anti-Magic, Justice, Land Energies, Mana,
Souls, Willpower
Necromancy
Anguish, Cold, Death, Emptiness, Hexes,
The Undead
Primalism
Animals, Creation, The Heavens, Life, Plants,
Terrain
Restoration
Blood, Disease and Poison, Healing the Body,
Healing the Mind, Raising the Dead, Stamina
Technomancy Electricity, Indifference, Machines, Metal,
Rationality, Tools
Thaumaturgy
Air, Animation, Force, Movement, Physics,
Weather
Transmutation Acid, Creating Liquids, Manipulating Liquids,
Shape Changing, Transformation, Water
Wyrd
Chaos, Ectoplasm, Irreverence, Luck, Probability,
Miscellanea

Spellcraft
Reflexive Action (Precision)
Difficulty:
Varies
Whenever a character observes a wizard attempting to cast a spell,
they can try to identify it. The difficulty to use this ability is equal to
the spell's casting difficulty minus ten (after adjustments for
metamagics). On a success, the character knows what spell is being
cast.
This test is made immediately once the wizard begins casting, but
before they have rolled to see whether they are successful. A
character can take a spellcraft test before deciding to respond to the
spell with a reflexive action such as a counterspell.
This test is made using the same skill that the wizard is using to cast.
Unenlightened characters may substitute their intelligence attribute in
place of enlightenment for the purposes of spellcraft.
This test requires precision, meaning that those who are unfamiliar
with magic will always suffer an unfamiliarity penalty. Non-wizards
do not need to learn to cast spells to become familiar with them,
merely working with or battling against wizards who regularly utilize
the same school should be sufficient.
Note that spellcasting is not always obvious; although a wizard who
attempts to utilize a wand or grimoire typically makes use of chanting
and elaborate gestures, one can also attempt to cast a spell with no
outward signs at all, and in such cases, one must employ very careful
observation or sense the magic with insight to use this ability.
Critical Success:
The character learns the subtle details of the spell such as
metamagics, subjects, and specified parameters.
Fumble:
The character misidentifies the spell.
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who has sworn to never lie might receive a bonus when attempting to
convince someone they are telling the truth, while at the same time an
addict might suffer a penalty when attempting to convince someone
that they can stay sober long enough to accomplish an important task.
The Gamekeeper should also apply a small narrative bonus to resolve
when the character is attempting to act in accordance with their
quirks and a penalty when acting against them.

Traits
Traits are the fifth and final component of a character. Traits make
each character unique; unusual characteristics that cannot be
expressed through a combination of skills and attributes and which
allow a character to play against type.
Traits are selected during character generation, and most can be taken
multiple times; either applying their effects to a different facet of the
character or with cumulative ranks.
Traits are divided into three types; Merits, Flaws, and Quirks.
A merit is usually beneficial and is purchased with character points.
A flaw is primarily detrimental; it provides extra character points to
offset the disadvantages.
Quirks are traits that have both positive and negative aspects and
neither cost nor award character points.
Merits and flaws are further divided into three levels; major traits
which are worth four character points, medium traits which are worth
two character points, minor traits which are worth one character
point.
Chapter Eight also has a list of inborn traits. These function exactly
like the traits presented in this chapter except that they are restricted
to inhuman characters and mutants.
In addition to the sizeable list presented below, players and
Gamekeepers are free to invent new traits so long as they can come to
an agreement about the proper costs and effects. New traits should be
substantially different than existing traits and have a noticeable effect
on the game.
Players should also be able to change what a trait represents to better
mesh with their character concept. For example, a character could
have the beauty merit represent hypnotic powers rather than good
looks. The Gamekeeper should approve such substitutions to make
sure they fit with the game's desired mood.
Some traits are modified based on the character's animus score. These
traits are cumulative with one another and, if a character's animus
score ever changes, the effects of the trait are recalculated
accordingly.

Trait Categories
Traits are divided into four categories based on their nature and
origin.
Physical traits are those that involve the shape of a character's body.
Most physical traits are innate, stemming from birth defects or
bloodlines, but some are the result of exceptional training, an old
injury, chronic conditions, or the aging process.
Mental traits are those that involve the character's mind and often
represent learned knowledge.
Spiritual traits are those that deal with the character's soul or
supernatural capabilities.
Resource traits are those which are external to the character and
involve their relationships with other people and material goods.
Changing Traits
Though most traits are selected at character creation, it is also
possible to gain or lose them over the course of play.
Some merits can be purchased in the recovery phase by spending
character points, representing training and hard work. Likewise, some
flaws can be bought off by paying back the character points they
granted as a character learns to overcome their disabilities.
With the Gamekeeper’s permission, a character can also add flaws or
remove merits based on the events that occur during the course of
play.
Physical traits are typically lost or gained after suffering a traumatic
injury or recovering from a serious illness. Sometimes the resultant
flaws are worse than the injuries that caused them, perhaps due to
infection or even amputation.
Mental traits are typically lost or gained after the character has
fumbled a resolve test, perhaps to represent the effects of shellshock
or lasting psychological anguish. Mental changes might also occur
after a serious head injury or an overdose of mind-altering chemicals.
Resource type traits can be gained or lost based on a character’s
actions and twists of fate over the course of play.
Spiritual traits are sometimes altered after a character invokes a
supernatural curse or grossly violates their code of ethics or the tenets
of their faith.
There are also some spells and magical effects which can grant or
remove traits from their subject, perhaps permanently. The full
effects of such spells will be detailed in Chapter Nine.
Should a character gain a flaw or lose a merit over the course of play,
they receive one additional character point at the end of each mission
until their character point total is once again in balance.
If the Gamekeeper agrees that it is appropriate to the narrative, a
character can add, remove, or change the details of a single quirk
during each recovery phase to represent their personal journey as they
grow and change in the face of their experiences.

Quirks
Quirks are traits that are not purely beneficial or detrimental. They
typically lack tangible effects and instead deal with who the character
is and how they interact with the world.
A quirk might cause a character to make a tangible sacrifice or
undertake a clearly suboptimal course of action in an important
situation. When this happens, the Gamekeeper shall award the
character with a point of destiny if they agree that the action was
significantly detrimental and appropriate to the quirk. Decisions that
hinder a teammate may instead give destiny to that character.
On the other hand, many mental quirks inflict psychic wounds when
they are ignored, representing mental turmoil. It is up to the
Gamekeeper to decide if any given breach of conduct is serious
enough to inflict a psychic wound and what constitutes a new event.
The Gamekeeper might also apply small narrative modifiers because
of a quirk. These typically apply to charisma-based skill tests which
play toward or against a character's type. For example, a character
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Absent Minded
Mental Flaw
This character is extremely forgetful and unaware of their
surroundings, too wrapped up in their own thoughts to pay attention
to the task at hand. This flaw reduces the character's reason score by
five.

home to provide support. They might also be a contact within an
influential organization or even a spy or double agent working for the
enemy.
An ally is usually controlled by the player whose character took the
trait, particularly during action scenes. The Gamekeeper can,
however, take control of the ally at any time, usually during face-toface interaction with the controlling player character or if they feel
that the player is taking advantage of them.
The ally trait requires a great deal of compromise and trust between
the player and the Gamekeeper as well as the rest of the group. It can
be a potentially very powerful trait, allowing a character to
effectively play two characters at once, and should not be used in a
large group or one that is not comfortable with a single player having
a disproportionate amount of influence.
As a major merit, this represents an ally who is roughly as powerful
as the player character, a medium merit for someone who is
competent and helpful, and a minor merit for someone who means
well but is simply not very capable and is sometimes as much of a
hindrance as a help.
The Gamekeeper should factor in the power of any allies who will be
traveling with the team when calculating the difficulty of a mission
(see Chapter Ten).
Assuming they are an active follower, an ally’s equipment is paid for
out of the controlling character's pocket.
It is also possible to have a more powerful ally who is more distant
and not always on hand to help; an influential contact, patron, or
mentor who has affairs of their own to deal with.

Acute Hearing
Minor Physical Merit
The character's ears are especially sharp. Their perception score is
treated as one point higher than normal for the purposes of using the
listen or alarm abilities, detecting a sneaking character, or
determining whether they are within earshot.
Acute Vision
Minor Physical Merit
The character's eyes are especially keen. Their perception score is
treated as one point higher than normal for the purposes of using the
read lips and spot abilities, detecting a hiding character, or
determining the range of their shooting attacks and spells.
Addict
Mental Quirk
The character is dependent on something, typically a mind-affecting
chemical such as alcohol, tobacco, or opium. An addict must
consume this substance regularly or go into withdrawals.
The exact effects of withdrawal vary, but can usually be represented
by a -2 exhaustion penalty until they get their fix.
Most drugs have side effects, but some are merely expensive, illegal,
or otherwise hard to procure. The Gamekeeper and the player will
need to work out exactly what mechanical effects result from being
under the influence.

Ambidextrous
Physical Merit
Most characters are adept at using either their right or their left hand.
Characters with the ambidextrous trait have no such limitations, they
are equally proficient with the usage of either extremity. A character
with this trait will never suffer a penalty for using their off hand.
In addition, ambidextrous creatures can choose which side counts as
their primary hand at the start of each turn, which is useful when
engaging an opponent from the corner or wielding mismatched
weapons.

Allergies
Variable Physical Flaw
This character's immune system has a critical weakness, either a
dangerous overreaction to a normally harmless substance or a
complete inability to deal with something that is actually dangerous.
When selecting this trait, choose a substance. Whenever the character
is in the presence of said substance, they suffer a -2 exhaustion
penalty.
A second rank of this trait represents an allergy that is so severe it
could prove fatal. The character automatically suffers a wound at the
end of any turn they spend in direct contact with the allergen.
These effects are cumulative with any harmful properties that the
allergen might have on its own.
The severity of the trait depends on how common the allergen is;
minor traits represent something that is obscure, medium traits
something which is common, and major traits for things that are
nearly ubiquitous such as water, sunlight, or wood.

Animal Friend
Spiritual Merit
To the beasts of the forest, most humans are alien creatures that
represent a threat, an unguarded meal, or both at once. But some rare
individuals are born with an innocence that keeps them in harmony
with the natural world.
A character with this trait will not inspire fear or anger in wild
creatures. Normally timid animals will not flee without good cause
and will likely even approach such characters, making taming a
rather simple proposition. Likewise, predators or aggressively
territorial beasts will not attack the character without provocation.
Trained animals will generally attack a character with the animal
friend trait if directly ordered by their master, although they are
unlikely to be aggressive or raise the alarm of their own volition.
Keep in mind that this trait only applies to the character who takes it,
not to their companions.

Ally
Variable Resource Merit
The character has a devoted follower of some sort. This could be a
sidekick, a servant, a student, a pet, a mentor, a family member, a
lover, or just a close friend. Allies are always fated characters.
The exact capabilities and role of the ally must be worked out
between the Gamekeeper and the player. The ally might travel with
the character like another member of the team or simply remain at
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Amputee
Major Physical Flaw
One of the character's arms is severely handicapped, perhaps even
missing entirely. The character cannot use the arm for anything, even
simple actions or holding equipment. They may not wield twohanded weapons or utilize fighting styles. The character must also
forego the use of their primary hand if they wish to use a shield or
lantern.
If both of a character's arms are amputated, they cannot perform
many actions which most people take for granted such as activating
simple devices, carrying equipment, or utilizing tools without
assistance, although they may be able to make do using another body
part if they first pass a larceny test. Attacks made by such a character
must apply the struggle maneuver.

can choose whether they want to suffer the exhaustion penalty. This
decision is made before testing, and on a fumble, the character's
wishes are reversed.
The difficulty to resist a spirit is sometimes modified by time and
place, for example, a demon will have a harder time forcing a
character to obey when on holy ground and an animal spirit will have
an easier time taking control under the full moon.
A character may purchase up to four additional ranks of this trait,
each representing a higher circle spirit (see Chapter Six for more
information). Each rank increases the character’s maximum attributes
by one, the difficulty to resist the spirit by five, and the exhaustion
penalty brought on through defiance by one.
When creating an avatar, the player and the Gamekeeper need to
work out exactly what type of spirit possesses them and its motives;
although the spirit’s goals need not be in opposition to the player
character's, they should not see eye to eye on everything.

Arthritic
Physical Flaw
The character's body is unusually stiff and inflexible, often the result
of one of the many joint diseases that afflict humanoids as they age.
This flaw reduces the character's acrobatics score by five.

Beauty
Physical Merit
This character is not merely attractive, but a nearly perfect
representation of physical beauty. They are likely considered the
fairest in any given group and there are many who would argue that
they are the loveliest being in all the world. Beautiful characters are
sure to receive favorable reactions wherever they go and can easily
find work as a model or live off of gifts from their admirers.
This trait increases the character's expression score by five.

Asthmatic
Minor Physical Flaw
This character has a respiratory ailment which makes it difficult to
exert themself for long periods of time. Each rank of this flaw
reduces the character’s endurance score by two for the purposes of
fatigue.
Attention Deficit
Minor Mental Flaw
This character has a short attention span and is unable to fully devote
themself to any task for long periods of time. The character begins
each mission with two fewer points of concentration.

Berserker
Minor Mental Merit
Berserkers as resistant to pain, either because they are numb to
sensation, have overcome their natural instincts, or learned to channel
their agony into a battle rage. Each rank of this trait increases the
character's tenacity score by one.

Avatar
Major Spiritual Merit
The character shares their body with a possessing spirit, granting
them incredible abilities in exchange for their autonomy and,
perhaps, their very soul.
The creation of an avatar usually occurs after a mortal makes a pact
with a spirit, such as in the case of the demonic hellions, but it can
also result from a religious ritual, using a cursed object, entering a
spirit’s earthly abode, or even being assaulted by a lycanthrope.
This trait increases the maximum score in each of the character’s
attributes, including enlightenment, to eleven, unless it would
naturally be higher due to mutation or inhuman heritage.
Possession is a two-way street, and being an avatar is not without its
costs. The character can be wounded by holy water and suffers
psychic damage when exposed to relics of a faith opposed to the
possessing spirit's. In addition, the spirit requires magical sustenance,
and the avatar will begin to suffer ill effects if kept within a null zone
for extended periods of time.
The avatar also gains a weakness to the spirit's bane material, usually
cold iron or silver, as described in Chapter Five.
Spirits have agendas of their own. Should the avatar fail to follow the
spirit's orders or perform an action which it doesn't approve of, they
must pass a difficulty 20 resolve test. If the character succeeds, they
may behave normally for the rest of the act, but will also suffer a -1
exhaustion penalty if the did not score a critical success.
On a failure, the character loses their free will for the act, though they
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Bilingual
Minor Mental Merit
A bilingual character has extensively studied a second language and
is now fluent in its use. Each time this trait is selected, choose a
language in which the character can converse in without penalty.

Channel
Spiritual Merit
A few rare beings are gifted with a highly developed second sight,
the ability to see the etheric world of spirits that flows about them in
a torrent that is simultaneously as close as one's own breath and more
distant the farthest stars. These characters are called channels, and
they have the ability to perceive spirits and their realms with all five
of their senses without infringing upon their ability to view the
material world.
Note that while a channel can see, hear, and even feel spirits, they
cannot interact with them, and unless the spirit also has the channel
trait, it will not be able to perceive the character in return.
A minor version of this trait exists which only allows the character to
see a single class of ethereal beings; for example ghosts, demons,
angels, elementals, etc. or which only functions for a single one of
the character’s senses.

Blasé
Minor Mental Flaw
This character is apathetic and emotionally withdrawn; they have no
true motivation or conviction in life. The character begins each
mission with two fewer points of mana.
Blind
Major Physical Flaw
This character’s eyes are nonfunctional, leaving them unable to see.
They suffer all of the penalties for being blinded as presented in
Chapter Four.
Blind characters may still purchase the poor vision flaw.
Blind Sight
Mental Merit
This character has trained extensively without the use of their eyes,
leaving their other senses hyper-attuned to their environment.
Characters with this trait ignore the concealment penalties for using a
precision ability or making a close combat attack, and halve those for
making a ranged attack or detecting someone who is sneaking.
The other penalties for concealment still apply, and even with this
trait a blind character can never detect color or read without the aid of
engravings.

Chi
Major Physical Merit
This character has unlocked their full physical potential through a
combination of mental discipline and the harnessing of mystical life
energies.
Chi adds the character’s animus score to their alertness, athletics,
insight, larceny, resilience, riding, stealth, survival, and unarmed
scores as well as their damage adjustment in unarmed combat.
The skill bonuses are suppressed any time the character is using a
tool to assist with the relevant skill. The unarmed damage bonus is
likewise suppressed anytime the character uses a manufactured
weapon, and the resilience bonus is suppressed anytime the character
wears armor, including armored clothing.
Inborn traits, enchantments, shields, and helmets do not interfere with
chi. Artifact powers do not interfere with chi, but their receptacles
might.
Most animals possess the chi trait, representing the innate superiority
of the bestial form rather than any sort of mystic understanding.
Spirits and some magical creatures can also apply chi to their occult
scores.

Changeling
Spiritual Merit
One of this character’s ancestors was not of this earth; a god or spirit
from the realms beyond. The spirit’s ichor, combined with mortal
blood, has left the character standing with one foot in each world.
Most changelings have some sort of physical sign of their divine
heritage; usually in the form of unusual hair and eye color or pointed
ears, while those descended from manitou often possess animalistic
features such as bestial ears or a tail.
Whenever a changeling takes damage from poison, disease, or the
second wind ability, they can choose to suffer psychic damage
instead.
In addition, whenever a changeling suffers psychic damage, they can
choose to convert the damage into physical injuries, their mental
anguish manifesting as sickness or bleeding lesions.
A changeling can also choose to suffer one or more points of damage
to alter the results of a dice roll in the same manner as they would by
expending mana.
The increased vigor of the god-born comes with a price. Changelings
are imbued with magical essence and take sustenance from the
etheric winds in addition to mortal fare. Changelings depend on mana
to survive, and will wither away if kept in a null zone for extended
periods of time.
A changeling's body and mind can also be influenced by strong
spiritual energies such as those that pervade the Wasteland and other
sites of great depredation or wonder, causing illness or insanity with
no apparent cause.

Child
Physical Quirk
A child character is especially young, typically no more than thirteen
years of age. Children are unlikely to be trusted with great
responsibility, their ideas are not taken seriously, and many
characters will bar them from exposure to the various vices of the
world.
On the other hand, most people are hesitant to harm children, are
quicker to forgive their shortcomings, and will often underestimate
them despite their abilities.
Especially young children might also have one or more ranks of the
tiny flaw. These work like normal except that they are cumulative and
can be bought off with character points.
This trait can be removed once the character has come of age.
Chronic Injury
Variable Physical Flaw
This character suffers from a malady that leaves them in nearconstant pain. The exact nature of the affliction varies, it might be a
slow-acting illness, the accumulation of minor injuries, joint damage,
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a buildup of toxic chemicals in one's system, or an old wound that
never really healed.
To see if the injury is acting up roll, a dice at the start of each day. As
a minor flaw, the injury acts up on the roll of a 1 or 2; as a medium
flaw, it acts up on any roll of a 10 or less; and as a major flaw, the
pain is constant.
While this injury is acting up, the character counts as being
encumbered. If they actually are encumbered, the penalties are
doubled.

Non-player characters with this trait suffer a -5 penalty to all morale
tests and impose a -5 penalty on leaders attempting to rally them.
Deadeye
Minor Mental Merit
The character is an especially deadly shot, able to aim a weapon like
it was an extension of their own body. Each rank of this trait
increases the character's effective strength score by one when testing
for damage with a shooting attack.
Deaf
Major Physical Flaw
This character is completely unable to hear, likely the result of a
genetic defect, sudden trauma, ear infections, or long-time exposure
to loud noise combined with the natural aging process. A deaf
character cannot perceive verbal speech and must rely on sign
language, lip-reading, or written communication.
Deaf characters automatically fail listen tests and have an effective
earshot of zero, meaning they are cannot be affected by most
charisma-based skills unless special accommodations are made such
as gesticulation or written messages.
Deaf characters may still purchase the poor hearing flaw.

Civilian
Minor Mental Flaw
Like most people, this character is not used to the rigors of combat
and will quickly give in if seriously injured, being unable to cope
with the pain. This flaw reduces the character's tenacity score by two.
Code of Honor
Mental Quirk
The character has a strict moral code which they are unwilling to
break. They may have made an oath to an organization, their god, a
friend, or merely to themselves; the logic behind the code matters
little. The code itself can be as simple as a decision to never kill an
opponent or as complex as following the Imperial Tao to the letter.
The character suffers a psychic wound each time they seriously
violate the tenets of their code.

Deep Sleeper
Physical Flaw
This character is an especially sound sleeper who is nearly impossible
to wake. A deep sleeper suffers a -4 penalty on alertness tests made
while asleep and doubles exhaustion penalties brought on by lack of
sleep.
A character with the deep sleeper flaw is not automatically awakened
by rough physical contact unless it is severe enough to test for
damage. This flaw does have one slight benefit; the character can
sleep through almost anything and can get restful sleep in
environments that would keep most characters awake.

Color Blind
Minor Physical Flaw
The character’s eyes are unable to perceive the full spectrum of color.
A single level of this trait represents the inability to distinguish
between two colors, while a second rank means the character is
unable to perceive color at all and can only see the world in shades of
gray.
Confident
Major Mental Merit
The character is especially sure of their abilities. Their force of will is
obvious to any who look upon them, making them a natural born
leader who inspires loyalty in the masses. This trait increases the
character's leadership score by five.

Defensive Training
Minor Mental Merit
This character has extensively studied martial art styles which focus
on avoiding enemies and turning their own attacks against them.
Each rank of this trait increases the character's dodge score by one.
Deformity
Minor Physical Flaw
There is something extremely unusual about the character's
appearance. It could be the result of a birth defect, mutation, magical
curse, disfiguring injury, or medical experimentation. The deformity
does not necessarily hinder the character’s abilities or attractiveness,
indeed it might even enhance them, but it does mark the character as
unusual. Many beings will be distrustful and prejudiced toward those
who are different, and some societies even cast out or kill those who
are deformed.
Deformity does not apply to physical manifestations of merits such as
changeling, hybrid, mutant, ugly, or witch’s mark unless they are far
more disturbing than is normal.

Constitution
Minor Physical Merit
The character is in amazing physical condition and is able to keep
going almost indefinitely. Each rank of this trait increases the
character’s endurance score by one for the purposes of fatigue.
Courageous
Minor Mental Merit
This character's bravery is known far and wide, an unflinching hero
who will not back down in the face of danger. This trait provides a +5
bonus to resolve tests made for the purposes of morale or to resist the
effects of intimidation and fear-inducing sorcery.
Coward
Mental Flaw
This character is a coward, completely unable to control their fear
and fleeing at the slightest hint of danger. Player Characters with this
flaw must take morale tests in the same manner as non-player
characters, although they can use the snap out of it ability to regain
their composure after a failed morale test.

Delicate
Minor Physical Flaw
The character's body is especially soft and easy to damage, usually a
result of a narrow frame or fine bone structure. Each rank of this trait
reduces the character's resilience score by two.
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Discipline
Minor Mental Merit
This character is extremely driven and single-minded, able to ignore
distractions and selfish desires in order to dedicate themself to a goal.
Each rank of this trait grants the character an additional point of
concentration at the start of every mission.

Certain animals, usually those who are themselves tainted by foul
magic, will accept such characters, although these creatures are
exceptionally rare and prized by unholy beast-masters.
A character can select both this flaw and the animal friend merit, in
which case they mostly cancel each other out. Most animals react
neutrally toward such characters, showing them no more favor or
disdain than any other humanoids, although such a character will
retain a special kinship with the creatures of the night.

Dragon Blooded
Spiritual Merit
Many mages would claim that they are one with the magic, but their
words lack truth. They know nothing of what it truly means to be one
with magic, to have the mana not only flowing through their veins
but composing them.
This extremely rare trait is only applied to beings who are literally
born of magic. Those whose life began from a spell such as
impregnate or genesis, or whose parents belonged to normally
incompatible species or genders until they were altered by a
transmutation spell.
This trait derives its name from a myth that those who possess it are
the product of unions between noblewomen and dragons who took on
human form after being unable to find a suitable female of their own
kind to bear their spawn.
Whenever a dragon blooded character fully resists or counters a spell,
they add the mana used to cast it to their own supply.
Do note that this means that area spells, magic missiles, renew spells,
and those which have multiple targets or were cast with a critical
success will not normally provide any mana.

Eidetic
Mental Merit
Characters with this trait have a photographic memory, the ability to
record actual events as they perceive them rather than mere
impressions.
This trait increases the character's reason score by five. In addition,
this character retains the benefits of owning a library while they are
in the field.
Empathic
Mental Merit
An empathic character has the innate ability to read other people and
share in their emotions. The character is so attuned to the workings of
others’ minds that they often know them better than they know
themselves. This trait increases the character's social score by five.
Enemy
Resource Flaw
Someone will not let go of a grudge against this character. Their
nemesis will constantly work against them, hoping to see their efforts
fail, to discredit and possibly even kill them.
The enemy need not be constantly present nor overly powerful, but
they should represent a noticeable obstacle often enough that they are
not forgotten. The player and the Gamekeeper should work together
to figure out exactly what the motives and capabilities of the enemy
are.
When the enemy interferes with the actions of the player characters,
it should be in addition to the standard difficulty of missions that the
Gamekeeper puts before them.
Should the character kill, imprison, or make peace with their enemy,
they should either spend character points to pay off the flaw or get a
short reprieve before a new enemy appears, likely an accomplice of
their old antagonist out for revenge.

Dull Witted
Minor Mental Flaw
This character is slow to react, preferring to take things in fully and
think them through before responding. As a result, they are at a
disadvantage in situations that requires snap decisions and quick
actions. Each rank of this trait reduces the character’s initiative score
by four.
Dweomer Master
Minor Mental Merit
Through practiced study and pursuit of forbidden lore, this character
has become adept at the application of one chosen metamagic.
Whenever the character applies a level of this metamagic to a spell,
the difficulty modifier is reduced by one, to a minimum of +1.
This effect is cumulative with multiple metamagics or if multiple
levels of the chosen metamagic are applied to the same spell.

Enlightened
Variable Spiritual Merit
Most mortals are numb to the spirit world; their minds simply cannot
channel the raw power of their souls. A rare few have opened their
inner eyes and felt the powers of the invisible world flow through
them. These beings are referred to as the awakened or, more
commonly, enlightened.
Enlightened characters are allowed to expend mana to cast magic
spells using the occult skills, enacting sudden and tangible changes in
the world using only the force of their emotions guided by mystic
rote.
Each rank of this trait gives the character one point of enlightenment.
Enlightenment functions exactly like one of the eight attributes
except that its only purpose is to serve as the key attribute for the
character's occult skills.

Eerie
Supernatural Flaw
There is something unusual and otherworldly about this character, a
sense of utter wrongness that puts animals and sensitive people on
edge. This trait is usually the result of a curse or supernatural taint
such as undeath or possession by an unclean or predatory spirit.
Animals, both wild and domestic, will not tolerate the character's
presence and will attempt to flee. If flight is impossible, they will
attack. Particularly aggressive or territorial beasts will always attack
rather than flee, but even the most desperate predators will not feed
on the tainted flesh.
Only loyal or very well-trained beasts will tolerate the character's
presence, and even they will not allow such a character to interact
with them directly.
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Although the exact frequency varies from society to society,
enlightened beings are always very rare; typically about one in every
ten thousand. Most enlightened characters are born that way, though
some only gain their powers as they enter puberty and a rare few
achieve enlightenment later in life after an epiphany, exposure to
supernatural forces, or a serious brain injury.
There are many downsides to enlightenment that are not at first
apparent. Untrained psychic powers and wild talents are a mixed
blessing, and the threat of witch hunters and soul-eating monsters is
always there, especially for those with the greatest untapped
potential. As magic is emotional in nature, enlightened beings often
have much stronger emotions than their peers can imagine, and as
such have difficulty controlling them. With the increased sensitivity
to psychic energy come nightmares generated by emotional turmoil
both internal and external, and during dark periods the enlightened
may be unable to sleep restfully for weeks on end.
Though enlightened is normally a medium trait, some characters have
a particular affinity with a single emotion and may choose
enlightened as a minor merit. These beings only count as enlightened
in regards to one specific occult skill of their choice.

Follower
Mental Flaw
This character does not like to think for themself, instead preferring
to follow other people's lead, even when doing so is not in their best
interest. This flaw reduces the character's resolve score by five.
Foolhardy
Mental Quirk
This character is impulsive and lacking in both common sense and
life experience. They often act rashly and without thinking the
consequences through, though they typically come out all right in the
end; for it is said that the gods look after fools.
A foolhardy character may suffer a psychic wound if they listen to
reason and allow an ally to talk them out of their course of action.
Frail
Minor Physical Flaw
The character is especially small and delicate, a fact which their
opponents can use to their advantage. This flaw reduces the
character's might score by four.
Harsh Voice
Physical Flaw
This character's voice is especially grating and displeasing to the ears,
sometimes the result of an old injury to the tongue or larynx, a severe
speech impediment, or an annoying accent. This trait reduces the
character's perform score by five while singing, reciting poetry, or
giving a speech.

Fame
Resource Quirk
This character is especially famous, likely from being born to a
wealthy family, becoming a popular artist or entertainer, holding a
prestigious position, or having performed a great or noteworthy deed.
This trait is a mixed blessing, while the character will have many fans
eager to please them, they will also likely have many detractors, and
it will be nearly impossible for them to keep a low profile in a place
where they are well known.
A famous character's reputation may take on a life of its own, and
their public persona might not perfectly sync up with who they are in
real life. Thus, this trait might provide a narrative modifier in social
situations if the person who the famous character is talking to has
already formed an opinion about them based on their public image.

Heirloom
Minor Resource Merit
The character owns an object of incredible value, likely a family
legacy or the prize of an amazing adventure that occurred during their
youth. Choose one item from the character’s starting gear to become
an heirloom.
Each rank of this trait provides a +1 bonus to the quality of the item,
to a maximum of +5.
An heirloom can be upgraded normally with crafting skills, and its
quality bonus is not factored into the cost or difficulty to do so.
If this upgrade would increase the object's quality beyond +5, it
instead gains an innate artifact power of the craftsman's choosing.
An heirloom does not necessarily have to be an object, it can also be
a piece of property, a pet, or perhaps something even less tangible.
If an heirloom is permanently lost or destroyed, the character should
be refunded the cost of the merit. If an heirloom then comes into the
possession of another player character, that character must purchase
the heirloom merit.

Fast Metabolism
Physical Merit
This character's body burns with energy, their system far quicker and
more efficient than the norm, able to rapidly heal, fight off infections,
and process toxins, as well as allowing them to eat as much as they
want without ever giving way to sloth or corpulence.
Most characters with this trait are born that way, however, its effects
can also be acquired over a long period of rough living as the
immune system builds up a tolerance for the various substances and
parasites to which it has been exposed and grows accustomed to an
especially demanding lifestyle.
A character with this merit adds a +5 bonus to their fortitude score.

Hemophiliac
Minor Physical Flaw
A hemophiliac character's body has great difficulty coping with
injury and even minor wounds can prove fatal. This trait reduces the
character’s vitality score by two.

Fat
Minor Physical Flaw
The character is substantially overweight, slowing their movements
and making them a larger target. Each rank of this trait reduces the
character's dodge score by two and increases their weight by one
stone.

Hex
Variable Spiritual Flaw
The character has run afoul of a malevolent supernatural being or has
absorbed the tainted essence of a cursed place or object. The
character is permanently under the effects of a harmful enchantment,
chosen from Chapter Nine. The exact value of this trait needs to be
worked out with the Gamekeeper. Typically, a minor hex is one that
provides a small penalty or annoyance, a medium hex is one that
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causes a significant disadvantage, and a major hex is one that is
nearly debilitating.
Hexes follow all the normal rules for enchantments. They will never
fade, but can be suppressed normally. If a hex is ever broken, the
flaw must be bought off.

Immunity
Minor Physical Merit
This character has built up a tolerance to a particular poison or
disease, either through a genetic quirk or repeated exposure. They
automatically pass all fortitude tests made to resist said toxin.
Impoverished
Resource Flaw
The character has significant monetary problems. Perhaps they have
an addiction or medical condition that they must constantly pay for,
took out a large loan before the beginning of the game, are not
willing/able to work to support themselves, live above their means, or
are simply terrible about holding onto their money. This trait can also
represent a character who has taken a vow of poverty, has to pay dues
to an organization, or regularly donates to a cause.
During each recovery phase, the character reduces their wealth score
by one per rank of this flaw. In addition, the character reduces the
quality of their starting gear by one level per rank.

Hollow
Minor Spiritual Flaw
The character may appear strong on the outside, but their soul lacks
depth and a true capacity to feel. This trait reduces the character's
effective enlightenment score by two when testing for damage from
their spells.
Honest
Mental Flaw
This character is completely unable to tell a lie or to guard their true
motivations. This trait reduces the character's business score by five
and imposes a -5 penalty on all expression tests made to deceive or
mislead.

Inept
Mental Quirk
This character has tried their best to learn a skill, but they just aren’t
any good at it, and often screw up in a spectacular fashion. Inept may
replicate the effects of the prodigy, sagacious, or specialty merits, but
whenever the character tests for an ability using the increased score,
their threshold for bad fortune is increased by one. Normally, this
means they will reroll at -20 if they roll a natural 1 or 2.

Huge
Major Physical Merit
A character with this trait is simply enormous, up to half again as tall
and thrice as heavy as the average for their people. Although this trait
is rare amongst males, it is virtually unheard of in females, although
for reptilian and insectile races the roles are usually reversed.
A huge character's size rating is increased by two. The full effects of
increased size rating are detailed in Chapter Eight and include
bonuses to might, resilience, and damage, a decreased ability to
remain undetected, and a penalty when using equipment that is not
custom made at great expense.

Ka
Major Spiritual Merit
This character has carefully bonded their soul to their life force
through long hours of deep contemplation, increasing their chakra
score by one.

Hybrid
Physical Quirk
A hybrid character is a mixture of two species, not quite one or the
other but something wholly unique. The hybrid has the advantage of
being able to fit into either society, though probably not as well as a
purebred. Hybrids are almost always sterile.
Hybrid characters average the attribute modifiers of their parent’s
folk and may select inborn traits from either side. The hybrid must
select any inborn traits which are mandatory for both of their parent’s
people.
The Gamekeeper must approve all hybrid character's pedigrees and is
free to disallow half breeds with the blood of creatures not normally
allowed to player characters.

Lame
Major Physical Flaw
This character is unable to walk, likely the result of a serious injury to
the legs, hips, or spinal cord. This character is permanently prone
unless they are supported by an ally, leaning on a crutch, or seated
upon a raised surface, mount, or wheelchair.
A lame character is always considered to be immobilized and can take
no ambulatory actions other than to crawl/stagger.
A lame character may still purchase the slow flaw.
Legendary Skill
Major Mental Merit
This trait represents a sublime mastery of a skill that is beyond the
wildest dreams of most practitioners of the art. The chosen skill
receives a bonus equal to the character's animus score that is
cumulative with all other modifiers.
This merit is extremely rare, representing only the very best in their
field. Even at low levels, the character is a world-renowned expert,
and as they grow more experienced, they may become the best in
Pangaea or perhaps even the greatest of all time.
A character can choose to have a lesser version of this merit which
only applies to a single discipline within the skill, a sort of legendary
specialty. This version of the trait costs only two character points, but
is still a major merit and can be upgraded to the full version by
spending an additional two character points during a subsequent
recovery phase.

Ignorant
Minor Mental Flaw
This character never had the drive or the opportunity to receive a
proper education. Each time this trait is selected, the character either
reduces their proficiency level in two skills by one or their
proficiency level in one skill by two.
Illiterate
Mental Flaw
The character does not know how to read or write. This has many
obvious disadvantages, including the inability to use written works as
tools.
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Light Sleeper
Mental Merit
This character sleeps very little, likely due to an odd quirk of
metabolism, chronic nightmares, substance abuse, or intense mental
training. Such characters only require about four hours of sleep a
night and even when they do sleep it is not deeply; suffering only a -4
penalty to their alertness score.

Meek
Minor Mental Flaw
This character lacks a killer instinct, being unwilling or unable to
bring themself to harm their foes. Each rank of this trait imposes a -1
penalty to the character's effective strength score when they are
testing for damage against an enemy.
Mutant
Variable Trait
Due to an odd quirk of parentage, exposure to strange chemicals,
magical tinkering, or genetic engineering, the character's body is
substantially different from a normal member of their species.
Each time this trait is taken, a character can choose from one of
several effects, each with a varying cost.
As a major merit, the character can receive a +1 bonus to any of their
attributes, including enlightenment. This is cumulative with multiple
purchases, but can never take a character’s attribute scores beyond
fifteen.
The character can purchase an inborn merit for double the usual
character point cost or an inborn flaw for half the usual character
point gain.
A mutant can also neglect to take an inborn trait which is normally
mandatory for their species. They must pay half the normal cost for a
missing merit. In the case of an absent flaw, the character receives no
additional character points for it, but must instead pay a number of
character points equal to half the usual value.
A full list of inborn traits and their costs can be found in Chapter
Eight.
Lastly, the character may increase their size rating by one as a major
merit or decrease it by one as a major flaw. This is cumulative with
multiple purchases.
The Gamekeeper may veto this trait if a player wishes to use it to
purchase an ability that is not normally available to any player
character species.

Lightning Reflexes
Minor Physical Merit
This trait represents incredible speed and awareness of one's
surroundings, and such characters are always on edge, constantly
ready to snap into action. Each rank of this trait increases their
initiative score by two.
Limber
Physical Merit
Some people’s bodies are far more flexible than normal, allowing for
a greater range of motion than their ilk. The character increases their
acrobatics score by five.
Loyal
Mental Quirk
The character is fanatically devoted to a person or ideal. Such beings
are usually weak-willed and easily swayed, but when doing their
master’s bidding or resisting the temptation to betray them, they can
call upon deep reserves of faith to see them through.
A loyal character receives a +5 bonus on resolve tests made to resist
failing or betraying their master. On the other hand, they receive a -5
penalty on all resolve tests made to disobey their master and will
suffer a psychic wound should they ever seriously fail them.
Lucky
Minor Spiritual Merit
A powerful magical being, or perhaps the universe as a whole, has
taken a special liking to this character, and uses its subtle influence to
protect them. In addition to being constantly showered with minor
good fortune, lucky characters receive an additional point of destiny
at the start of every mission.
Manipulative
Mental Merit
This character has a silver tongue and is extremely capable when it
comes to reading people and telling them exactly what they want to
hear, all the while keeping their own motivations obscured. This trait
increases the character's business score by five.
Martial Technique
Minor Mental Merit
The character has studied long hours to perfect their fighting style,
allowing them exceptional speed and precision when utilizing one of
their well-practiced techniques. When this trait is selected, the
character may choose one of the combat maneuvers found in Chapter
Four. Whenever the character performs the selected maneuver, they
receive a small bonus, as detailed in the maneuver's description.
Meditation
Minor Spiritual Merit
Through long hours of intense self-reflection, a character can expand
their spiritual self indefinitely.
Each rank of this trait provides an additional point of mana at the
start of every mission.
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Mute
Major Mental or Physical Flaw
This character lacks the ability to speak. A mute character is unable
to perform most verbal actions and cannot communicate their ideas
with others except through gestures and signs, suffering a -5 penalty
to most charisma-based skill tests.
When this flaw is selected, the player must decide whether it is to be
a mental or physical impairment.
A mental trait represents a character who has simply never learned to
speak and cannot understand Terran. This version of the flaw can be
bought off with character points should the character ever learn the
language.
The physical version of the flaw represents a character who is
incapable of speaking, likely the result of an injury to the throat or
mouth. Such a character can never speak, but can understand
language normally.
A mute character can still read and write unless they also take the
illiterate flaw.
A character can take this flaw along with the bilingual merit,
representing a character who can only speak a language other than
Terran.

their lands and risks imprisonment or death should they return, and
must remain forever hidden or in exile.
Once each mission, the character can reroll a dice as if they had spent
a point of destiny. This ability can only be used if they are currently
in the area which they were outcast from.
If the character faces prosecution by an especially powerful or
draconian foe, they might be able to use this ability multiple times a
mission, pending Gamekeeper approval.

Mystic Gift
Major Spiritual Merit
Due to supernatural heritage or eldritch experimentation, this
character has developed an innate magical power. They can cast a
single spell, which is chosen from Chapter Nine.
The character’s adjustment when casting the spell is equal to five
plus five times their current animus score. The character gains no
bonuses from spellbooks or enlightenment, but can modify the roll
normally with coordination, mana, or similar effects.
A character may modify their mystic gift with metamagics, and these
metamagics may be modified by dweomer master or wands.
The character must spend mana as normal to use their mystic gift, but
does not need to be enlightened. A soulless character with this trait
will not gain the benefits of the soulless trait against their chosen
spell regardless of who or what casts it.
There is a weaker version of this trait which only allows the character
to target themself when using their mystic gift. This version costs
only two character points to purchase, but is still a major trait.

Phobia
Mental Quirk
The character is absolutely terrified of something. The character
suffers a psychic wound any time they meet the source of their fear,
and extras must also take a morale test.

Paralyzed
Major Physical Flaw
This character is completely unable to move, likely a result of severe
spinal injury or neurological disease. They may not attempt any
abilities that require them to move their body or to manipulate tools.
In addition, the character is considered stationary and helpless
against most foes. The character can still perform mental actions,
observe their environment, speak, and cast spells normally.
Paralyzed characters are not required to put any points into their
agility, dexterity, or strength attributes as they are mostly useless for
them. Should the character's paralysis ever be cured, they may raise
these attributes normally.

Poltergeist
Spiritual Quirk
This character randomly manifests wild talents; supernatural abilities
which they can neither control nor understand. Unexplained things
happen in the their presence, often related to their emotions or
subconscious desires. These effects are typically subtle and, though
they are occasionally beneficial or detrimental, they are normally just
weird.
Poltergeist is typically taken alongside the enlightened, mystic gift,
hex, or priest traits and wild talents usually utilize the powers these
traits grant. Fully soulless characters cannot select this quirk.
Polyglot
Mental Merit
This character is a master linguist and can freely converse in almost
any tongue spoken in modern Pangaea. If exposed to a new language,
the polyglot will become fluent after a short period of exposure.

Naive
Mental Flaw
This character is extremely gullible and trusting, unable to read the
deeper motives of others and falling for even the simplest of ruses.
This trait decreases the character's social score by five.

Poor Hearing
Minor Physical Flaw
This character's hearing is compromised and they are unable to make
out subtle sounds. The character's effective perception score is
considered two points lower than normal when measuring earshot,
performing the listen or alarm abilities, or detecting a sneaking
character.

Obstinate
Mental Merit
This character has a knack for maintaining their free will and
resisting outside influence. They might be naturally stubborn and
bullheaded, or they may have achieved a higher state of
consciousness after long years of disciplined thought. In either case,
there is very little that can change an obstinate character's mind and
they increase their resolve score by five.

Poor Vision
Minor Physical Flaw
This character's eyesight is worse than normal, and they might even
be missing one of their eyes entirely. The character's effective
perception score is reduced by two when measuring the range of
shooting attacks or spells, utilizing the spot or read lips abilities, or
detecting a hiding character.

Outcast
Resource Quirk
This character has been accused of a horrible act against a certain
organization, perhaps legitimately. This character is not welcome in
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It is possible for a character to acquire eyeglasses that mitigate this
flaw. Such spectacles are rather expensive and hard to come by, and
they are also very fragile and will need to be frequently replaced by
those with an active lifestyle.

Miracles
Bless
Basic Action (Verbal)
A priest can bless themself or a single ally within earshot. Once
blessed, a character may reroll a single test that falls under the deity’s
domain without expending destiny.
Exactly which tasks fall under a given god’s domain should be
worked out with the Gamekeeper when the priest trait is first selected
using the guidelines found in Chapter Seven.
An unused blessing lasts forever unless the priest or their deity
decides to revoke it. A character can benefit from the blessings of any
number of gods simultaneously, but once a blessing is used, it and all
other blessings upon the character fade.
A given priest can only have a number of blessings equal to their
willpower active at any given time.
Priests who are prevented from speaking may instead issue a blessing
by making sacred gestures with a free hand.

Priest
Spiritual Merit
The divine compact Gotterdammerung prevents the gods from
directly intervening in worldly affairs, but the rules do not extend to
their mortal followers. Thus, each deity maintains an elite priesthood
chosen from their most pious servants.
Priests act as vessels for a god’s will, simultaneously protecting the
flock and spreading the word. In exchange for the priest’s services,
the deity will provide guidance in times of trouble, and when things
are bleakest, they might even use their divine powers to pull the
priest back into the light.
Priests act as the eyes and ears of their god, and a deity can always
observe its priests and their surroundings. In exchange, divinities
allow priests to channel their holy power through prayer, and even
perform miracles (see sidebar).
If a priest does not follow the doctrines of the faith or the desires of
their god, they may lose the benefits of the merit until they enact
proper penance. A priest's god can, at any time, deny the use of a
miracle or rescind one that has already been granted.
The gods of the Wild are less formal than those of civilized man.
While priests must work to gain a god’s favor by following scripture
and tradition, totem spirits merely choose their own. A being so
marked by a totem is favored by the fickle spirit and, so long as they
remain to the totem's liking, they will receive the spirit’s protection.
This trait may be purchased multiple times, representing faith in
multiple gods, however, it is very difficult to do so. Not only does the
priest have to follow tasks set for them by multiple masters, but they
must also follow the tenants and tithes of all their faiths, some of
which may even contradict the others.
A priest who follows a kami may bless any dice roll that occurs
within the bounds of their god’s domain. It is recommended that this
trait’s cost be adjusted to be equal to the spirit’s circle if the game is
to be based in or around such a region.

Consecrate
Complex Action (Conviction)
This ability is used to dedicate the priest’s surroundings to their
patron, permanently transforming their zone into holy ground as
described in Chapter Six.
If the ground is already dedicated to a different spirit, the priest must
first best that entity in a resolve competition, on a failure the ability
fails and the mana is wasted.
Holy Word
Basic Action (Conviction, Verbal)
This ability requires the priest to hold aloft their holy symbol and
speak the true name of their god. At the start of the priest’s next turn,
all unholy creatures within earshot of the priest test for damage with
an adjustment equal to five plus five times the priest’s animus score.
So long as the priest keeps their holy symbol raised, a basic action,
they can repeat this ability indefinitely for no additional mana.
This ability affects all undead, even incorporeal ones, and spirits,
including ethereal ones, who are opposed to the priest’s god. For
Olympians, this typically means demons; for Hellish powers, it
means angels and loa; and for Titans, it means fallen demiurge of the
same type and all demiurge who belong to the opposing elemental
parliament. What spirits oppose more obscure faiths needs to be
worked out with the Gamekeeper.
The avatars and changeling descendants of affected spirits must also
test for damage, but are considered resistant to this effect.
Sanctify
Basic Action (Conviction)
This ability grants an object the sacred innate artifact power (see
Chapter Five) for the rest of the mission. This allows it to be used by,
and upon, spirits and other ethereal creatures.
This ability can also be used to create a single dose of holy water (see
Chapter Five) with a quality equal to the priest’s animus score. This
holy water lasts indefinitely, but is not replenished during the
recovery phase.
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Prodigy
Minor Mental Merit
The character has exceptional ability in one skill, either due to natural
aptitude or lifelong experience. Each time this merit is selected, the
character increases their score in a skill of their choice by one.

Sagacious
Minor Mental Merit
This character has devoted a great deal of time to their studies, likely
receiving a full education before their career began. Each time this
trait is selected, the character increases their proficiency in a chosen
skill by one level.

Psychosis
Mental Quirk
This character suffers from a serious mental condition or highly
eccentric personality, perhaps the result of a traumatic experience,
head injury, or chronic substance abuse. The exact nature of the
psychosis varies, but should be severe enough that it impacts a
character's ability to live their daily life.
A character with the psychosis trait needs to work out exactly how
their madness manifests as well as what triggers it. When a character
is exposed to their trigger, they will have an episode and begin
behaving erratically, although they can use the snap out of it ability to
maintain a semblance of control if things get out of hand.

Sanctum
Minor Resource Merit
Nexuses are rare spots of magical power, places where the energies of
the spirit world pool in the Veil and can be tapped by those in the
physical realm.
Anyone who spends a full act meditating within a nexus gains one
point of mana. Any number of characters can tap into a nexus as
often as they wish, but once a nexus’ energy has been depleted, it will
remain so for the remainder of the mission.
A character with the sanctum merit is known as a warden and begins
play attuned to a nexus that stores one point of mana per rank of this
trait. The warden remains attuned to their nexus until they are killed
or voluntarily sever their connection, at which point any character
can claim the mantle by performing a ritual of attunement within.
While attunement is not a requirement for utilizing a nexus, the
warden becomes instantly aware of the location and the ren of any
being attempting to draw energy from their nexus and may then
choose to block their access.
Characters can purchase this trait after character creation, but it
requires them to either find an undiscovered nexus in the Wild or to
take one from its current master by persuasion or force.
There is no limit to how powerful a single nexus can be or to how
many nexuses a character can be attuned to at a given time.

Primitive
Mental Flaw
This character was raised in a isolated society or archaic sect which
had no access to modern technology. The character is considered
unfamiliar with all tasks that involve the operation of machines or the
implementation of advanced manufacturing techniques.
Relic
Variable Resource Merit
This character has come into possession of a potent artifact, a
priceless vessel of arcane power.
When this trait is selected, choose one of the character's possessions,
that item is now the receptacle for an artifact with a power chosen
from Chapter Five. The character point cost of this trait is equal to the
power level of the chosen artifact.
A relic can also be affected by the heirloom merit if a character has
purchased both traits.
A character can also choose to have this merit represent being the
warden of a piece of land which has been imbued as a wonder. Such
wonders can also be nexuses if the character purchases the sanctum
merit.
If a relic is permanently lost or destroyed, the character should be
refunded the cost of the merit. If a relic then comes into the
possession of another player character, that character must purchase
the relic merit.

Seizures
Major Physical Flaw
This character has a serious medical condition such as epilepsy which
occasionally causes them to lose control of their body and succumb
to violent convulsions.
When the character is created, choose a number between one and
twenty. Whenever the character rolls that number on a dice (before
modifiers or adjustments) they have triggered a seizure and will be
stunned once they resolve their test.
A character may attempt to use the determination ability to fight off
the seizure and act normally, but on a fumble, they will suffer a more
serious seizure and fall unconscious for the remainder of the act.
This method allows for more or less random seizures. If the player
likes, they can instead work out a certain stimulus with their
Gamekeeper which will trigger a seizure whenever their character is
exposed to it.

Rich
Resource Merit
A rich character has vast monetary resources to call upon, usually due
to a wealthy family, tremendous good fortune early in life, or an
acetic lifestyle that allows them to devote all their resources toward
accomplishing their goals.
During every recovery phase, this character increases their wealth
score by one for each rank of this trait.
In addition, each rank allows the character to begin play with one
additional piece of equipment or modification to an existing piece of
equipment.

Shaky
Minor Physical Flaw
Although the mind is quick and agile, the hands are simply unable to
follow its orders, fumbling when fine motor control is required. The
character suffers a -1 penalty to skill tests when using an intelligence
or charisma-based skill with a physical component such as crafting
an item, dancing, playing an instrument, performing surgery, etc.
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Shy
Mental Flaw
This character is extremely scared of being judged and unwilling to
take social risks, often keeping quiet even if they have a genuinely
good idea. This flaw reduces the character's leadership score by five.

Slow Metabolism
Physical Flaw
This character's system is extremely slow to heal and their body is
somewhat sluggish and vulnerable to infection. This flaw reduces the
character's fortitude score by five.

Skirmisher
Mental Merit
This trait represents a character who has become adept at blocking,
parrying, and dodging attacks by learning defensive martial arts,
proper footwork, and the best way to dive for cover. The character
adds their animus to their dodge score.

Soothing Voice
Physical Merit
The character has a truly unique voice that is especially pleasing to
the ear; musical, innocent, or dignified beyond the norm. This trait
increases the character's perform score by five when singing, reciting
poetry, or giving a speech.

Slayer
Minor Mental Merit
The slayer is a master of anatomy who knows exactly where to strike
to inflict the maximum amount of pain. Each rank of this trait
increases their effective strength score by one when dealing damage
in close combat.

Soul Fire
Minor Spiritual Merit
The character's spirit burns with an intensity that far outshines the
grace of their magic. The character's effective occult score is
increased by one when calculating the damage adjustment of their
spells.
When purchasing this trait, the character may choose to apply it to a
single school of magic, in which case the effects are doubled, or to a
single spell in which case they are tripled.

Slow
Minor Physical Flaw
The character possesses a short-limbed and stocky body that is not
built for swiftness. Each rank of this trait reduces the character's
speed score by two.

Soulless
Spiritual Quirk
Due to an odd twist of fate, this character lacks any presence in the
spiritual realm. As a result, magical assaults break against them like
waves against the rocks, and these rare individuals are especially
prized as witch hunters.
This character can never be the subject of a spell, harmful or helpful,
and is unaffected by alchemical elixirs. They can still be affected by
area spells or magic missiles and can make use of tonics or artifacts
normally.
Should a character gain this trait while under an enchantment, it is
automatically suppressed while they remain soulless.
A soulless character cannot make use of the enlightened merit. Mystic
Gift or the minor version of enlightened work normally, but the
soulless trait does not apply to any spell which the character has the
potential to cast.

Soulmate
Spiritual Merit
This rare trait allows multiple beings to share a single powerful soul.
Soulmates are usually twins, but that is not always the case, indeed
they need not be related or even know of one another's existence.
A soulmate may draw upon their partner's mana in place of their
own.
Soulmates receive a +10 bonus on social tests to know what their
partner is thinking or feeling and a +10 bonus on expression tests to
communicate something to them. They are also so in tune with one
another's movements that they do not require an acrobatics test to
move through one another's spaces.
As a basic action, a soulmate can make a difficulty twenty insight test
to sense the approximate location of their partner as well as their
physical and emotional condition. A critical success provides exact
details while a fumble gives false information.
Though many people know their soulmates, they are often not aware
of the bond unless they one day become skilled mages or consult with
those who can sense such things. However, there is one telltale sign;
they often share the same dreams.
The player and the Gamekeeper should work out who the character’s
soulmate is when this trait is selected. It can be an ally, a teammate,
or even a complete stranger. Both characters must purchase the
soulmate trait.
This trait may be taken multiple times. Each time it is selected, an
additional being shares their soul.
If a soulmate also possesses the changeling or witch's mark traits,
they may draw upon not only their partner's mana, but also their
vitality or destiny respectively. In addition, vampiric characters with
this trait can use stolen vitality to heal or inspire their soulmate rather
than themself.

Specialty
Minor Mental Merit
The skills listed in this chapter represent very broad ranges of
knowledge. Few characters can learn everything, and most have
different areas of focus within their skills.
Each time this merit is selected, the character gains the effects of two
levels of the prodigy or sagacious merits (or one of each). These
merits can be applied to any skill or combination of skills, but they
only affect tests that fall under the purview of a chosen discipline.
Stamina
Minor Physical Merit
Due to rigorous exercise and physical training, the character has a
great reserve of energy and can keep on going through almost
anything. Each rank of this trait increases the character's vitality score
by one.
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Sterile
Physical Quirk
This character cannot have children. This is both a blessing and a
curse, as the they do not have to deal with the consequences of
unintended pregnancy, but must also face the social and
psychological ramifications of being unable to start a family.
The second rank of this trait renders the character completely
impotent and unable to perform sexually, leaving them unable to
enjoy the pleasures of the flesh but also resistant to many forms of
seduction and temptation.

Tiny
Major Physical Flaw
This character is extremely small, likely a result of youth or a genetic
disorder such as dwarfism. Most tiny characters weigh only half as
much as an average member of their species and are about two-thirds
the height, but some are even smaller.
A tiny character's size rating is decreased by two. For the full effects
of decreased size rating, see Chapter Eight. It includes a penalty to
might, resilience, and damage as well as an increased ability to
remain undetected.

Strong Arm
Minor Physical Merit
One of the character's arms is exceptionally powerful. They increase
their effective strength score by one any time they deal damage with
a one-handed weapon or attempt a feat of strength using that limb.

Title
Resource Quirk
This character holds a ranking position in some powerful
organization such as a military, government, corporation, or secret
society. The exact position and organization should be agreed upon
by the Gamekeeper and the player before play begins.
Although a title provides power and opportunities, it also demands
time and responsibility; it is a two-way street.

Strong Back
Minor Physical Merit
The character's back is broad and powerful, leaving them well suited
to carrying the heaviest loads. Each rank of this trait increases the
character's encumbrance score by one.

Toughness
Minor Physical Merit
The character is solidly built and capable of withstanding incredible
damage. Purchasing this trait after character creation usually
represents acquiring the scars, calluses, and thickened bones that
result from enduring repeated injury.
Each rank of this merit increases the character's resilience score by
one.

Sturdy
Minor Physical Merit
The character has an especially solid build and can use the excess
bulk to their advantage, being nearly impossible to push around or
take off their feet. Each rank of this merit increases the character's
might score by two.
Swift
Minor Physical Merit
The character’s legs are long and powerful, built for speed. Each rank
of this trait increases the character's speed score by one.

Ugly
Physical Flaw
The character's visage is especially disturbing for others to look at.
This is sometimes the result of deformity or injury but is typically
just an unfortunate combination of features.
This trait reduces the character's expression score by five when
dealing with someone face to face.

Suspect Morality
Mental Quirk
The character has a dramatically different ethos than the rest of their
team. They might be a sociopath amidst a group of law-abiding
heroes, a criminal with a nagging conscience, an unwilling conscript,
a double agent, or someone with conflicting loyalties.
The character may suffer a psychic wound any time they give in to
peer pressure and act against their moral compass.

Unbalanced
Physical Quirk
This character has an unusual makeup that leaves them lacking in
certain areas but excelling in others. Each time this trait is selected,
choose one of the character’s attributes. It counts as one point higher
than normal for determining the value of one of the character’s aspect
or skill ratings for which it is the key attribute, but one point lower
for another. The Gamekeeper may disallow this trait if they do not
feel that both have roughly the same value for the character.

Taboo
Spiritual Quirk
This character is under the effects of a supernatural curse. One of
their traits, skills, attributes, spells, or even descriptive characteristics
only applies in certain situations, or has other limitations on how it
can be used.
Examples of possible limitations include only being active at certain
times of day, days of the week, phases of the moon, or months of the
year, activating randomly, only affecting those of a certain gender or
species, affecting anyone touched or looked upon, activated
automatically in response to certain stimuli, affecting only certain
materials, only useable in certain emotional states, only working in
certain places, or activating whenever a particular word is spoken.
The player needs to work together to determine the exact nature of
the taboo and how it manifests. If it is purely detrimental, this quirk
might become a flaw, and if it is purely beneficial, it might become a
merit, but the Gamekeeper has the final say on if it is worth character
points and, if so, how many.

Unlucky
Minor Spiritual Flaw
This character is extremely unlucky, the result of a curse lain by an
offended witch or spirit, a gross violation of honor, or simply being
born under a bad sign. The character begins every mission with two
fewer points of destiny.
Vice / Virtue
Mental Quirk
This trait represents one of a multitude of excessive personality traits
which might drives a character’s behavior.
Ignoring one's nature is a trying experience; the character suffers a
psychic wound any time they pass up a serious chance to indulge in
their vices or ignore their conscience and act against their virtues.
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Ward
Resource Flaw
A ward is someone who depends upon the character to protect,
support, or assist them. Exactly what happened to make the character
responsible for the ward varies, but usually it involves a bond of
family, friendship, or honor. The ward's details and abilities, as well
as the nature of their relationship with the player character, should be
worked out with the Gamekeeper before selecting this trait.
A ward must be looked after, and doing so requires a good deal of
time, effort, and possibly money on the part of the character. The
ward might live with or even travel with the character, whatever they
feel will best keep them safe.
Any character can be made into a ward, even another player
character, though allies are by far the most common. Typically, the
Gamekeeper will work with the player to create an individual from
their character’s backstory to serve as their ward.
Should the character fail to protect their ward from a serious injury,
emotional trauma, or financial loss, they will suffer a psychic wound.
If the ward is killed or abandoned, the character cannot replenish
mana during the recovery phase until this trait is bought off.
A female character can take this flaw to represent being pregnant.
Such a condition might entail other physical flaws and requires that
the mother avoid certain dangerous situations lest they risk harming
their baby.

This ability can also be used to avoid misfortune; for example,
deciding not to open a trapped chest after setting it off, not taking the
left-hand path after finding it leads into a hydra's lair, or not insulting
the duke's sister after learning that he is both able and willing to
avenge such an insult with bloodshed.
The Gamekeeper has the final say on what decisions can be taken
back and will generally not allow a player to reroll dice or replay an
entire scene.
For example, a character who decides to climb down a cliff and
fumbles could use wise to decide to find an alternate route, but not to
simply try again and hope for a better roll. Likewise, a player should
not be allowed to play out an entire battle and then decide not to have
attacked in the first place when defeat looks inevitable.
Witch's Mark
Physical and Spiritual Merit
A witch's mark usually takes the form of a supernumerary nipple and
in many lands, they are believed to be gifts from devils by which
familiars take nourishment, while in other cultures they are signs of
good luck; in reality, there are elements of truth in both theories.
A character with this trait may expend destiny on behalf of willing
allies who are within a number of paces equal to triple the character's
perception score. This can occur at any time the ally could spend
destiny of their own accord, and there is no limit to how often it can
occur so long as the marked character has destiny left to spend.

Weak Arm
Minor Physical Flaw
One of the character's arms is atrophied and significantly weaker than
the other. This flaw reduces the character's effective strength score by
two when dealing damage with a one-handed weapon or performing a
feat of strength with that limb.
Weak Back
Minor Physical Flaw
This character has a bad back due to deformity, injury, illness, or
simply being out of shape. Each rank of this flaw reduces the
character’s encumbrance score by two.
Wise
Minor Mental Merit
This character has a great deal of life experience, good judgment, and
incredible foresight. Once each mission, the controlling player can
retroactively decide that their character would have done something
differently.
The character may then make any rolls or expend any resources that
would have been required to accomplish their goal. Wise is typically
used for minor things like remembering to acquire an item, cast a
spell, bind a wound, look something up, or share a vital piece of
information with their allies.
For example, after encountering a werewolf, a player might decide
that their character would have had the foresight to plan for the event
and ask if they could have picked up some silver bullets when they
were last in town. If the Gamekeeper deems such a request
reasonable, the character can then add the bullets to their inventory
along with the corresponding debt.
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Trait
Absent Minded
Acute Hearing
Acute Vision
Addict
Allergies
Ally
Ambidextrous
Amputee
Animal Friend
Arthritic
Asthmatic
Attention Deficit
Avatar
Beauty
Berserker
Bilingual
Blasé
Blind
Blind Sight
Channel
Changeling
Chi
Child
Chronic Injury
Civilian
Code of Honor
Color Blind
Confident
Constitution
Courageous
Coward
Deadeye
Deaf
Deep Sleeper
Defensive Training
Deformity
Delicate
Discipline
Dragon Blooded
Dull Witted
Dweomer Master
Eerie
Eidetic
Empathic
Enemy
Enlightened
Fame
Fast Metabolism
Fat
Follower
Foolhardy
Frail
Harsh Voice
Heirloom
Hemophiliac
Hex
Hollow

Effect
-5 Reason score
+1 Earshot
+1 Range
Indulge in periodic self destructive behavior
Weakened while in the presence of allergen
Earn the assistance of another character
Ignore off hand penalties
Unable to use chosen arm
Favorable reactions from animals
-5 Acrobatics score
-2 Endurance for the purposes of fatigue
-2 Concentration
Host to a spirit
+5 Expression score
+1 Tenacity score
Speak an additional language
-2 Mana
Permanently blinded
Reduced blindness penalties
Able to perceive the spirit world
Can exchange mana for vitality and vice versa
Add animus score to skills without tools
The character is unusually young
Encumbered while injury is aggravated
-2 Tenacity score
The character refuses to perform certain actions
Cannot perceive colors
+5 Leadership score
+1 endurance for the purposes of fatigue
+5 Morale
-5 Morale
+1 Shooting damage
Character is unable to hear
-4 Alertness while sleeping
+1 Dodge
Highly unusual appearance
-2 Resilience score
+1 Concentration
Can absorb resisted spells
-4 Initiative score
Reduced difficulty for a chosen metamagic
Unsettling to animals
+5 Reason score
+5 Social score
Character has a recurring nemesis
Ability to cast spells
Character has a widespread reputation
+5 Fortitude score
-2 Dodge score
-5 Resolve score
The character lacks good judgement
-4 Might score
-5 Perform score
Increase quality on a chosen piece of gear
-2 Vitality score
Character is under a debilitating magical curse
-2 Spell damage

Type
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Quirk
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Quirk
Flaw
Flaw
Quirk
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Quirk
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Quirk
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
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Level
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Variable
Variable
Medium
Major
Medium
Medium
Minor
Minor
Major
Medium
Minor
Minor
Minor
Major
Medium
Variable
Medium
Major
Medium
Variable
Minor
Medium
Minor
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Minor
Major
Medium
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Variable
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Minor
Minor
Variable
Minor

Category
Mental
Physical
Physical
Mental
Physical
Resource
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Physical
Mental
Spiritual
Physical
Mental
Mental
Spiritual
Physical
Mental
Spiritual
Spiritual
Physical
Physical
Physical
Mental
Mental
Physical
Mental
Physical
Mental
Mental
Mental
Physical
Physical
Mental
Physical
Physical
Mental
Spiritual
Mental
Mental
Spiritual
Mental
Mental
Resource
Spiritual
Resource
Physical
Physical
Mental
Mental
Physical
Physical
Resource
Physical
Spiritual
Spiritual

Multiple
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Ranks
1
*
*
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
*
*
5
1
*
1
*
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
*
1
2
1
*
1
1
*
1
1
*
1
*
Unlimited
1
*
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
*
1
1
*
1
5
*
1
*

Purchase
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Special
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Traits
Trait
Honest
Huge
Hybrid
Ignorant
Illiterate
Immunity
Impoverished
Inept
Ka
Lame
Legendary Skill
Light Sleeper
Lightning Reflexes
Limber
Loyal
Lucky
Manipulative
Martial Technique
Meditation
Meek
Mutant
Mute
Mystic Gift
Naive
Obstinate
Outcast
Paralyzed
Phobia
Poltergeist
Polyglot
Poor Hearing
Poor Vision
Priest
Primitive
Prodigy
Psychosis
Relic
Rich
Sagacious
Sanctum
Seizures
Shaky
Shy
Skirmisher
Slayer
Slow
Slow Metabolism
Soothing Voice
Soul Fire
Soulless
Soulmate
Specialty
Stamina
Sterile
Strong Arm
Strong Back
Sturdy

Effect
-5 Business score
+2 Size Rating
Can choose traits from multiple races
-2 Proficiency
Unable to read
Immune to a chosen disease or poison
-1 Wealth per mission
Increases skill training and bad fortune
+1 Chakra
Permanently immobilized
Add animus to chosen skill
Requires half as much sleep
+2 Initiative score
+5 Acrobatics score
Character will not act against their patron
+1 Destiny
+5 Business score
Increased effect when using chosen maneuver
+1 Mana
-1 Damage
Select inborn traits or attribute bonuses
Unable to speak
Able to cast a chosen spell
-5 Social score
+5 Resolve score
Character faces persecution in certain lands
Character is paralyzed and unable to move
The character is terrified of something
Inexplicable phenomenon follow the character
Able to quickly learn any language
-2 Earshot
-2 Range
Able to perform blessings and miracles
Unfamiliar with modern technology
+1 to chosen skill
Character suffers from a serious mental illness
Character owns an artifact
+1 Wealth per mission
+1 Proficiency
Character is bound to a nexus
Character suffers from periodic seizures
-1 to intelligence-based skills
-5 Leadership score
Add animus to dodge score
+1 Damage in close combat
-2 Speed score
-5 Fortitude score
+5 Perform Score
+1 Spell damage
Cannot be targeted by supernatural powers
Can share mana with chosen character
Increased proficiency in chosen discipline
+1 Vitality
Cannot have children
Increased damage and might with chosen arm
+1 Encumbrance score
+2 Might score

Type
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Quirk
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Quirk
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Variable
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Quirk
Flaw
Quirk
Quirk
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Quirk
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Quirk
Merit
Merit
Merit
Quirk
Merit
Merit
Merit
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Level
Medium
Major
Medium
Minor
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Major
Major
Major
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Minor
Minor
Minor
Variable
Major
Major
Medium
Medium
Medium
Major
Medium
Medium
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Variable
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Minor
Minor
Minor

Category
Mental
Physical
Physical
Mental
Mental
Physical
Resource
Mental
Spiritual
Physical
Mental
Mental
Physical
Physical
Mental
Spiritual
Mental
Mental
Spiritual
Mental
Variable
Variable
Spiritual
Mental
Mental
Resource
Physical
Mental
Spiritual
Mental
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Mental
Mental
Mental
Resource
Resource
Mental
Resource
Physical
Physical
Mental
Mental
Mental
Physical
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Spiritual
Spiritual
Mental
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Multiple
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Ranks
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
*
Unlimited
1
1
1
*
1
1
Unlimited
1
1
Unlimited
*
Special
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
*
*
1
1
*
1
1
Unlimited
2
Unlimited
1
*
1
1
*
*
1
1
*
1
1
*
*
2
*
*
*

Purchase
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Maybe
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Trait
Suspect Morality
Swift
Taboo
Tiny
Title
Toughness
Ugly
Unbalanced
Unlucky
Vice
Virtue
Ward
Weak Arm
Weak Back
Wise
Witch's Mark

Effect
Values differ from those of their team mates
+1 Speed score
One traits only functions in certain situations
-2 Size rating
Hold a position of power in an organization
+1 Resilience score
-5 Expression score
Key attribute effects facets unequally
-2 Destiny
Has trouble resisting a moral failing
Goes too far upholding one of their ideals
Must protect another character
Reduced damage and might with chosen arm
-2 Encumbrance score
Character can perform actions retroactively
Able to share destiny with allies

Type
Quirk
Merit
Quirk
Flaw
Quirk
Merit
Flaw
Quirk
Flaw
Quirk
Quirk
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit

Level
Medium
Minor
Medium
Major
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Medium
Minor
Minor
Minor
Medium

Category
Mental
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Resource
Physical
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Mental
Mental
Resource
Physical
Physical
Mental
Multiple

Multiple
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Ranks
1
*
1
1
1
*
1
*
*
1
1
1
*
*
Unlimited
1

Purchase
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

if the team contains another character who does all of their buying
and selling for them.

Traits Summary
The preceding pages contain a table that lists the various merits and
flaws. Note that the description provided in the table is merely a
summary and the text always takes precedence.
The multiple column denotes whether the player can select a trait
multiple times and apply it to a different facet of their character.
The ranks column indicates how many times this trait can be selected
and applied to the same facet of the character with cumulative effects.
An entry marked with a * can be taken any number of times so long
as it does not bring a character's scores beyond a value that would be
possible with key attributes between one and ten. These limitations
are calculated before modifiers for proficiency, tools, bonuses, or
traits without this limitation. If a character raises an attribute to the
point where this trait would have no effect, the character point cost of
the merit is subtracted from the cost to raise the attribute.
Note that these minimums and maximums might be modified by a
character’s species, the avatar trait, or certain artifacts.
The purchase column indicates a merit that can be purchased without
extenuating circumstances by spending the appropriate number of
character points during the recovery phase. The column also
indicated whether or not a flaw can be bought off by repaying the
character points it provided.

Sample Vices and Virtues:
Abstinent, Active, Ascetic, Assertive, Authoritarian, Benevolent,
Biased, Boisterous, Calm, Carefree, Cautious, Charitable, Chaste,
Cold, Compassionate, Conservative, Craven, Cruel, Curious,
Deceitful, Diligent, Dogmatic, Excitable, Extroverted, Forgiving,
Friendly, Gluttonous, Greedy, Honest, Honorable, Humble,
Humorous, Indifferent, Intemperate, Introverted, Irrational,
Irreverent, Judgmental, Just, Kind, Lazy, Liberal, Logical, Lusty,
Malicious, Melancholy, Merciful, Merciless, Mirthful, Mischievous,
Noble, Open Minded, Passionate, Passive, Patient, Pious, Prejudiced,
Reckless, Restless, Progressive, Reliable, Reserved, Responsible,
Scoundrel, Serious, Spontaneous, Stern, Submissive, Tolerant,
Traditional,
Trustworthy,
Unconventional,
Understanding,
Untrustworthy, Vain, Vengeful, Vigilant

Getting on the Same Page
Many traits have open-ended effects, and the players must discuss
what they will mean with the Gamekeeper to avoid conflicts during
the course of the game. This is particularly important for mental
quirks like Code of Honor or Suspect Morality where the
Gamekeeper and the player might have different opinions on matters
of ethics.
The Gamekeeper might also have to step in and discuss certain
combinations of traits as well as set limitations on open-ended traits
like mutant or relic. In addition, flaws which the character has found
a way to bypass the effects of should not be worth any character
points, for example, the naïve trait may not be worth character points
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Character Advancement
Character Advancement
At the end of each mission, all characters receive a single character
point to represent learning from experiences in the field as well as the
time spent training during the recovery phase.
A character may spend their character points immediately or save
them for later. They can save up as many as they like, but can only
use them to make a single improvement to their character in a given
recovery phase.
Attributes can be raised at the usual cost of two character points each.
Likewise, certain merits allow characters to purchase them over the
course of play and some flaws can be bought off by paying character
points equal to their initial gain.
There is no upper limit to how long a character can be played or to
how far they can advance. In Heart of Darkness, 200 character points
is generally considered to be about the limit of human ability, and the
game is written with characters between 100 and 200 character points
in mind, but there is no reason you can’t continue playing past this
point.

Veteran Characters:
Many players will become attached to characters which they have
played in previous games. With the Gamekeeper's permission, it is
possible to bring such a character out of retirement.
This won't usually be a problem unless the character has far more
character points than the rest of the group. Although a small
discrepancy shouldn't be too big an issue, it might be best to either
disallow overpowering veteran characters or give the rest of the
group additional character points to build their characters with. In
addition, the following options exist to bring a veteran character
down to their comrades’ level:
Aging:
Normally, characters are young adults fresh out of training, but a
veteran character is somewhat older and more experienced. As
characters grow older, their bodies begin to deteriorate even as their
skills and life experience increase. As characters age, they suffer the
following penalties:
Characters receive a -1 penalty to their endurance attribute upon
reaching approximately half their species' average lifespan. This
penalty is increased by a further -1 each time the character ages 10%
of their species' lifespan.
If this penalty gets severe enough that it would reduce their
endurance score to zero, the character will die from organ failure.
In addition, most characters pick up at least one other flaw or reduced
attribute per decade of aging.
Humans have a lifespan of 80 years, which means that they will
suffer their first endurance reduction at around forty and a further
loss roughly every eight years thereafter. This means most humans
will live between 72 and 80 years before natural death, while some
exceptional individuals might live as long as 120 years.
Different species have different lifespans, and some are eternal,
meaning they are immune to aging entirely.

Advancement Penalties
Heart of Darkness is designed around the assumption that all of the
player characters will have the same number of character points, and
the Gamekeeper should not hand out advancement bonuses or
penalties based on a player's attitude or ability to portray a
convincing character.
Likewise, a character should not be penalized for a player's poor
attendance. If someone has to miss a game session, then they should
allow the Gamekeeper or another player to control their character in
their absence unless there is a compelling storyline reason for the
character to be absent. In either case, player characters should still
receive character point rewards at the same rate as the rest of their
team, as well as a share of the profits.
Short Term Games
Ideally, a game of Heart of Darkness will begin with all players
creating fresh characters with 100 character points and then
continuing to play them for as long as the characters still have stories
left to tell.
Few people have the time or the inclination to play a full game of
Heart of Darkness in this manner. It is perfectly fine to play shorter
games, perhaps even ones which last only a single mission.
If you want to play a short-term game, it is acceptable to create more
advanced characters. The group simply needs to agree on a power
level and give all players an amount of bonus character points and
gear with a quality appropriate to that power level.
Be cautious, however; the game grows increasingly complex as
characters grow in power, and inexperienced players may have
trouble adjusting to a high-level game.
It is also permissible to play a faster-paced game, one where the
players earn multiple character points for each mission (perhaps
based on the number of objectives completed), or a slower-paced
game where characters must complete multiple missions before
earning a single character point.

Atrophy:
Characters that undergo long periods of inactivity during which they
are not practicing their skills or exercising will find their body and
mind beginning to atrophy. An atrophied character loses a certain
number of character points, the exact amount determined by how
long they have been out of action and how sedentary their life has
been during their break.
When an atrophied character returns to action, they are usually able
to bounce back into fighting shape relatively quickly and they earn
two character points per mission for a number of missions equal to
the number of character points lost due to atrophy.
The atrophy rules are typically used to represent a veteran character
coming out of retirement to help a group of younger characters,
however, with some creative storytelling, they can also be used to
represent a flashback or the untold adventures of a character that
occurred during their youth, either before the previous game started
or during the downtime between missions.
A variant of this rule allows for a mentor character who guides their
less experienced teammates, doubling the rate at which they gain
character points until they have caught up with their mentor.
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Combat
Pangaea has always been a savage place. In the distant past, the
beasts of the forest battled openly for food or dominance, and later
the Imperium would forge an empire by the sword, masking their
brutality with talk of chivalry and honor. Now, the Imperium is
fading, and the frontier has lost all pretext of order; only the strongest
survive and, eventually, all conflicts will be settled on the field of
battle. Life in Pangaea is dangerous and terrifying, but it is also
exciting; some even relish the thrill of knowing that any moment will
be their last, and player characters in Heart of Darkness are no
exception.

Turn Order
To facilitate combat on the game board, the characters' actions are
separated into turns, breaking the chaotic swirl of an action scene into
manageable chunks.
When an action scene begins, the players' team automatically
receives the first turn, however individual characters may not be able
to react in time.
All player characters must take an initiative test with a difficulty
equal to ten + the most common initiative score on the enemy team.
If there are no characters opposing the players, for example, a race
against time or a natural disaster, then the Gamekeeper instead
assigns a difficulty based on the urgency of the situation.
Characters who succeed on the initiative test may act in the team’s
first turn. Those who fail must wait until their team’s second turn
before acting.
Characters who achieve a critical success may choose to either take a
bonus turn immediately before their team's first regular turn, or to
warn an ally who failed or fumbled their test, allowing both to act
normally in the first turn.
Characters who fumble their initiative are usually stunned until the
end of their team's second turn or misread the situation and are
startled into performing an inappropriate action such as attacking an
ally they mistook for an ambusher.
After the players’ team takes its turn, the enemy team will take a turn.
If there are more than two sides present, each non-player team will
take a single turn in order of descending average initiative scores.
Once the enemy team(s) has taken its turn, the players will take a
second turn. Both sides alternate in this manner until the action scene
is ended; usually by one side being defeated, driven off, or forced to
surrender.
During a given turn, each character can perform a single basic action
and any number of quick actions, although the same quick action
cannot be repeated within the same turn.

Setting Up an Action Scene
When an action scene begins, the Gamekeeper lays out the board,
drawing or placing model scenery to illustrate the area in which the
player characters find themselves, then setting out models or markers
to represent any characters who are present.
The players are then allowed to place models or markers to represent
their characters. The Gamekeeper will designate one or more
deployment points on the board, and player characters must be placed
no further from these points than their perception score in paces.
Player characters must be able to reach the spot in which they deploy,
they may not, for example, be placed inside a locked room, on the
other side of an impassable obstacle, or atop a terrain feature which
they had no way of climbing.
The placement of deployment points is up to the Gamekeeper, as is
their size and shape. Generally, they are fairly easy to determine, for
example, if the characters burst into an enemy’s lair, the door will be
the deployment point, if the player characters are attacked during
dinner, the table will be the deployment point, and in a chanceencounter, the deployment points will be separated by the distance at
which both sides become aware of one another.
In the case of a pitched battle or change encounter, the player’s
deployment zone will be about twenty meters from the enemy,
although in areas with especially poor visibility it may be closer and
clear conditions may move it further back.

Players on Different Teams
The basic turn sequence assumes that all of the player characters are
on the same team, and any other characters on their team follow the
same procedure.
If you have player characters on both teams, things are handled a bit
differently; at the start of the action scene, roll an initiative test for
each team using its average initiative score and then determine the
turn sequence in descending order. Fated characters can use destiny,
mana, and similar resources to modify their team's test.

Turn Based Problems:
The turn-based system of resolving actions is a workable abstraction,
but there are a few cases where the following rules might be needed
to prevent ridiculous outcomes or tactics:
If a character uses an object, including picking it up and moving it,
no other character can use that object during the same turn.
A character cannot enter a zone if a number of creatures that exceeds
their speed score have occupied that zone since the start of the
character's most recent turn.
If a character uses the delay ability to act after the start of another
character's turn but before they have had a chance to act, that
character will retain any benefits which would normally fade at the
start of their turn.
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Sequence
All characters on a team share a single turn, and they can act in
whatever order they want.
It is usually easiest for the players to work out a standard rotation
such as going clockwise around the gaming table or acting in
ascending initiative order, but such arrangements can be ignored
freely if there is a tactical reason to change action order, and they
may even act simultaneously if they so desire.
If there is a disagreement over turn sequence between two
teammates, roll an initiative competition and let the winner decide
who goes first.

Note that a character can adjust their aim as the result of a delayed
action. For example, if the subject of an attack uses a delayed action
to move to a new position, the attacker may fire on the new location
and use any remaining movement to keep their target in range.
Readying
At any time, a character can choose to ready themself. When
readying, the character can choose up to three conditions; an event
that will cause them to act, a subject to act upon, and an ability that
they are going to use.
After readying themselves, the character receives a modifier to their
initiative score, a bonus if they are acting in accordance with their
conditions, and a penalty if acting against.
For example; a character is watching a door and readies an action to
"Wait until it opens and then shoot the first person I see." If the door
opens and the character decides to shoot the person on the other side,
they will receive a +6 bonus to initiative. However, if they are then
attacked from behind and turn to shoot this new threat they will only
receive a +2 bonus (+4 for the right subject and action, but -2 for the
wrong event).
A character does not have to be overly specific with their conditions,
for example, declaring an attack against the nearest enemy or the first
enemy to come into range is perfectly viable, one does not need to
nominate a particular individual. The Gamekeeper has the final say as
to whether or not a given condition is too vague.

Defection
If a character wishes to switch sides during an action scene, they
must declare their desire to do so at the start of their current team's
turn instead of taking any actions.
The defector's former allies then make a reflexive social test opposed
by the defector's initiative. Those who succeed see the betrayal
coming and may act accordingly, those who fail must consider the
defector an ally until their following turn.
If the character is defecting to another team, they will act during that
team’s turn. If they are instead setting out on their own, they will take
a turn immediately after the team they defected from.
Delaying
A character may choose to delay their turn, waiting to see what their
opponents are doing before acting. Delaying is a basic action
(simple).
After a character has used the delay ability, they may perform a quick
or basic action as a reflexive action in response to anything which
occurs before the start of their next turn.
The character may take supporting actions before taking their delayed
action, for example, drawing a weapon or moving into position, but
not if they have already taken a mutually exclusive action during
their turn.
A character who is delaying may interrupt the action which they are
responding to by winning an initiative competition against the one
performing said action.
The winner of this competition acts an instant before the loser. On a
critical success, the loser is overwhelmed by surprise and indecision
and loses their action.
In the case of a tie, both characters act simultaneously, each
completing their action before applying the effects of the other
character's action. This might require some Gamekeeper arbitration,
for example, two characters who charge toward one another will
likely meet roughly halfway between their starting positions.
If multiple characters wish to take delayed actions in response to a
single event, or if multiple characters acting simultaneously are
interrupted by a delayed action, all characters involved roll initiative
tests and then act in descending order based on the results. A
character can voluntarily drop their place in this sequence until after
someone who rolled lower than them.

Standoff
Sometimes you will get a situation where two or more characters
delay and refuse to act until the other does. In this case, both
characters must take a difficulty 20 resolve test at the end of the other
character's turn. Each turn that the standoff continues, the difficulty
increases by a further +1.
On a failure, the character must act immediately. On a fumble, they
lose their nerve and are stunned, allowing their opponent to act
without fear of reprisal. The difficulty does not increase on a critical
success.
Modifiers to Initiative
If a character meets any of the following conditions, they apply a
modifier to their initiative score. These modifiers apply when seeing
who can act in the first turn, resolving the delay ability, and
determining turn sequence for teams of non-player characters.
+4
+2
+2
+2
-2
-2
+2/-2
+2/-2
+2/-2
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Hidden from the character(s) that are being tested against
Acting suddenly and without warning
Attacking with a reach weapon
Delayed during their previous turn but never took their
reflexive action
Need to draw a weapon (or other object) before acting
Need to move into position before acting
Readied an ability
Readied for an event
Readied a subject

Morale

Morale

Attacking

A warrior's courage will be tested repeatedly throughout the course of
battle. A morale check is a special sort of resolve test which occurs
when a character is exposed to a frightening, stressful, or otherwise
unexpected occurrence during an action scene.
A morale test is called for each time a character is placed under stress.
The difficulty starts at ten, but is increased by five for each additional
stress the character is currently under.
This difficulty might be modified further based on the warrior's
motivation, mood, respect for their commander, dedication to their
cause, or experience with similar situations.
On a success, the warrior’s nerve holds.
On a critical success, the character ignores that source of stress for the
remainder of the battle.
If the test is failed, the character has lost their nerve. They will
attempt to fall back, negotiate a ceasefire, or hole up in cover and wait
for the worst to be over. The character will not quit the field entirely,
and can be rallied by a commander, overcome their fear with the snap
out of it ability, or be forced to stand and fight if backed into a corner.
On a fumble, the character is done fighting; wildly fleeing,
surrendering unconditionally, or withdrawing into a catatonic state.
Player characters do not have to take morale checks, their players
simply decide when it is reasonable for their characters to retreat and
then do so.

To make an attack, a character must first choose a subject. This
requires that the attacker knows where their target is and has at least a
partially clear line of fire to it. Characters making close combat
attacks must also be able to reach their subject.
There are two major components of an attack; accuracy and damage.
Accuracy
An accuracy roll is a skill test on the part of the attacker. The type of
weapon that is being used determines whether the test is with the
marksmanship, melee, or unarmed skill.
The difficulty to hit a stationary target is ten, but a target that is
moving or actively defending itself opposes the test with its dodge.
Weapons, fighting styles, maneuvers, and battlefield conditions often
modify accuracy.
If the test fails, the attack misses.
If the test succeeds, the attack has hit, move on to testing for damage.
Critical hits usually provide a +20 bonus to the ensuing damage test.
Fumbles may strike an unintended target, perhaps even the attacker.
Testing for Damage
After a successful hit, the attacker tests for damage to see if the target
is wounded. A damage test has an adjustment equal to the attacker’s
strength score and is modified by their weapon.
A damage test is opposed by its target’s resilience score.
On a failure, the attack inflicts only superficial injuries, perhaps
failing to even penetrate the target's armor.
On a success, the subject has been wounded, suffering significant
blood loss, bruising, or tissue damage.
On a critical success, the victim suffers an additional wound.
Damage inflicted by an unattended object or hazard is rolled by the
Gamekeeper, but otherwise follows the same rules.

Typical stresses include:
A close friend is killed or grievously injured
An ally is defeated in a particularly gruesome manner
An opponent proves to be virtually impervious to one's attacks
Betrayal by one's allies
Facing an awesome foe such as a gigantic beast or demigod
Facing an unusually terrifying foe such as the undead or a demon
Given orders which conflict with one's ethos
Infantry charged by cavalry
Being the last man standing
One's leader is defeated, surrenders, or retreats1
An opponent offers a chance to surrender or escape2
Being outnumbered 2 to 1 or more3
Subject to a supernatural attack which one does not understand
Under attack from an unseen enemy
Unprepared for this type of engagement or not used to battle at all
Weapon breaks or runs out of ammunition
One's side suffers more casualties than expected4
1: A test is taken each time someone higher up in the direct chain of
command falls, but the difficulty increase is not cumulative.
2: This condition only applies if one's side appears to be losing.
3: Every two points of difference in size rating doubles a character's
effective numbers and small size likewise halves it.
4: This obviously varies from battle to battle, but is usually about half
of a force. Characters who expected a routine engagement against an
inferior foe might have to test if any casualties are suffered, while
troops who knew they were going on a suicide mission may not ever
meet these criteria. Small groups or lone fighters track injuries
instead.

Fumbled Damage Tests
The effects of a fumble depend on the sort of weapon being used:
Close combat weapons are typically dropped, either knocked from the
wielder's hand, stuck in the enemy's armor or a nearby terrain feature,
or have simply slipped into a position where the wielder must take an
action to readjust their grip.
Projectile weapons typically jam or break a bowstring, although they
might also ricochet off a particularly tough target.
Thrown weapons may be lost or end up in a location where recovery
is difficult.
Unarmed attackers typically injure the body part which was used to
make the attack or suffer a wound in the scuffle.
Wounds and Damage
Each wound inflicts two points of damage upon the character,
although once a wound is treated, its damage is halved.
Keep a running tally of all damage which a character suffers
throughout the mission. If a character’s damage total ever equals their
vitality score, they are dying, and if their damage total ever equals
their tenacity score, they are disabled.
Unhealed damage is removed during the recovery phase.
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Exhausted
A character becomes exhausted if they push themself too hard or are
exposed to something which saps their energy. An exhausted
character suffers a -1 penalty to their dodge, initiative, and might
scores as well as to all skill and damage tests.
A mount's exhaustion penalties also apply to its driver's ride tests.
If a character’s exhaustion penalty ever exceeds their endurance
score, they fall unconscious. At double this value, they are dead.
Exhaustion penalties may be removed by using the rest or second
wind abilities.

Ailments
Blinded
A blinded character is incapable of seeing, usually the result of
injured or covered eyes. While blinded, a character cannot read,
automatically fails any purely visual alertness test, and treats
everything as having full concealment.
Dead
There are many ways to die on the savage battlefields of Pangaea,
including suffering a mortal wound, fumbling a test to stay alive
while dying or fighting off a poison or disease, or being killed
outright by certain spells, artifacts, or combat maneuvers.
A dead character can take no actions and is unaware of their
surroundings. Their body falls prone and is considered an immobile
object or, if large enough, an obstacle.
A character will remain dead permanently barring supernatural
intervention. Corpses do not heal naturally over time and cannot be
healed with standard medicine, alchemy, or magic, although a skilled
mortician or taxidermist can manipulate the remains into a more
pleasing form.

Immobilized
A character that is immobilized is prevented from moving, likely as a
result of their legs being injured or held in place. An immobilized
character may not perform any ambulatory actions except for simple
ones, and even those may not be possible if the character is tethered in
place by some external force.
Immobilized characters are considered vulnerable as they cannot
properly move to avoid incoming attacks.
Injured Body Parts
Sometimes a character will suffer damage to a portion of their body
which reduces their mobility and effectiveness. An injured body part
is usually the result of the mangle maneuver, but can also occur when
a character strains themself or when injured by certain traps or
environmental hazards.
The exact effects of an injured body part vary depending on the
location, but usually involve a -2 penalty to one of the character's
attribute scores.
The effects of multiple injuries to the same body part are cumulative.
Injured body parts heal during the recovery phase.

Disabled
If a character's damage total ever equals or exceeds their tenacity
score, they are disabled. A disabled character has pushed their body to
the limit and simply can't go on. So long as the disabled condition
persists, the character is vulnerable and can only perform simple
actions.
Dying
If a character's damage total ever equals or exceeds their vitality
score, they are dying.
A dying character must take a fortitude test at the end of each act and
immediately after attempting a non-simple action or suffering another
wound.
The difficulty for the fortitude test is 10, +5 for each point by which
their current damage total exceeds their vitality score.
On a success, nothing happens.
On a failure, the character immediately suffers another wound.
On a fumble, the character succumbs to their wounds and dies.
On a critical success, the character stabilizes and loses the dying
condition until they take further damage.
Wounds brought about by failing this test do not incur further tests,
nor does the initial wound which brought about the dying condition.

Location1
Legs
Arm
Torso
Neck/Shoulder
Face
Throat
Ear
Eye
Head

Injured
-2 Agility
-2 Dexterity
-2 Endurance
-2 Strength
-2 Charisma
-2 Charisma3
-2 Perception
-2 Perception
-2 Intelligence

Crippled
Lame
Amputee
Lung Injury2
Paralyzed
Ugly
Mute
Deaf
Blind
Comatose4

1: An unlisted body part typically imposes a -2 penalty on all related
abilities and, if crippled, takes away whatever trait the extraneous
organ provided.
2: This character is suffering from an injury such as a collapsed or
punctured lung and is considered to be suffocating any time they are
not being tended to by a trained medic.
3: Verbal actions only. The character is also unable to shout.
4: The character remains unconscious for the remainder of the
mission.

Engaged
When a close combat attack is made against a character, they count as
engaged until the start of their attacker's following turn. A close
combat attack is one made with a melee weapon or unarmed strike
against a target that is within the attacker's reach.
An engaged character suffers a -2 accuracy penalty to shooting
attacks, becomes susceptible to the riposte maneuver, and risks being
flanked or surrounded.
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Crippled Body Parts
A crippled body part is similar to an injured one, but more severe. The
damage to the location is so extensive that it is rendered virtually
useless, perhaps severed entirely.
Crippled body parts impose a disabling flaw upon the character rather
than an attribute penalty.
Crippled body parts are downgraded to injured during the recovery
phase.

Two similarly sized characters can occupy the same zone if one or
both of them are prone.
Stationary
A stationary character is one that remains still and is unlikely to make
any sudden movements. They are always difficulty 10 to hit, their
dodge score is not used. Accuracy modifiers apply as normal.
To be stationary, a character must not have performed any physical
actions since the start of their most recent turn and must not be
actively defending against incoming attacks, either because they are
willingly allowing themself to be hit or simply unaware of their
attackers.
A character who is being carried or transported in a vehicle is not
stationary unless the attacker is aboard the same conveyance.
Unattended inanimate objects are always considered stationary.

Mortal Wounds
Any wound can be potentially fatal, destroying an organ or major
blood vessel, and certain powerful attacks can kill instantly through
decapitation or dismemberment. In extreme cases, the victim's body
might be destroyed entirely; torn to shreds, crushed to jelly, blown to
bits, or burned to ash.
To represent such extreme misfortunes, a character is killed outright if
a damage test against them ever succeeds by more than forty.

Stunned
A stunned character has been rendered temporarily unable to act.
Until the end of their next turn, a stunned character is both vulnerable
and limited to simple actions.
If a character who is already stunned becomes stunned again, they
must wait for an additional turn before recovering. There is no limit to
how long a character can be stunned.

Paralyzed
A paralyzed character is unable to move at all, likely as a result of
spinal injury, restrictive magic, or simply being held in place by
heavy bonds.
A paralyzed character may not use any ability which requires them to
move their body or manipulate a tool.
Paralyzed characters can think, speak, observe their environment, and
even cast spells normally, though they will require assistance to
utilize any tools which might aid in these tasks.
A paralyzed character is also considered stationary and can be carried
about as if they were an object. They suffer a -10 penalty on any
might tests made to resist being pushed, shoved, or tripped.

Unconsciousness
An unconscious character immediately falls prone and is considered
stationary until they awaken. Unconscious characters are not aware of
their surroundings and can perform no actions of any sort save
automatic fortitude and resolve tests.
A character that is merely asleep can also be awakened by loud
noises, as described in the alertness rules, or through rough physical
contact.
A character that is knocked out by injury or stress can only be
awakened by medical treatment, healing magic, or the passage of
time.
An unconscious character can be carried about as if they were an
object. They suffer a -10 penalty on any might tests made to resist
being pushed or shoved.

Prone
A prone character has dropped low to the ground, moving on all
fours, and may not perform ambulatory actions other than crawling or
standing up.
A prone character is considered vulnerable to close combat attacks,
but all ranged attacks against the character suffer a -2 accuracy
penalty.
Prone characters receive a -5 penalty on acrobatics tests to evade;
however, if they are behind cover, a prone character increases the
resilience bonus against environmental attacks by +1 per level.
Prone characters are difficult to notice; they receive a +2 bonus to
stealth. Shouting only doubles the distance at which a prone character
can be heard instead of the usual tripling.
Prone characters halve their vertical height and adjust their reach
accordingly.
A prone character is considered to be four size categories smaller than
normal for the purposes of friendly fire or slipping past.

Vulnerable
A vulnerable character is unable to properly defend themself and
applies a -2 penalty to their dodge score. Vulnerability penalties are
cumulative so long as they come from separate sources. Being
vulnerable cannot reduce a character's dodge score below zero.
Wounded
Wounds are a catch-all term for injuries or stress to the body. An
untreated wound inflicts two points of damage, treating a wound
reduces that damage by one.
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During the recovery phase, do not continue to test daily. Instead roll a
single test; on a success the character recovers while on a failure the
disease lingers. On a fumble, the character passes away from the
disease, while on a critical success they will become immune to
similar diseases in the future.
Each disease is unique, and Gamekeepers should feel free to add
symptoms and modify the difficulty and frequency of tests. Doctors
can often help fight a disease with the proper medicines, both by
treating the symptoms with long-term care and using drugs to cure the
disease outright.

Sources of Damage
Burning
There are few things as horrifying as being burned alive. Fortunately,
the human body is not terribly flammable, and not all fiery attacks
will set their target alight. Still, Still, a few horrifying attacks such as
flamethrowers, magical balefire, and dragon’s breath provide enough
fuel to set anything they damage aflame, and mundane fires might
serve the same purpose if their victim is soaked in oil or wrapped in
flammable clothing. Being hit by such an attack sets a character on
fire.
A burning character tests for damage at the end of each of their turns,
not counting the one in which they were initially set alight. This
damage is head-based and has a modifier equal to that of the initial
attack. If hit by multiple flaming attacks, use only the highest
adjustment.
At the Gamekeeper’s option, burning subjects will also damage
nearby creatures and objects, and if these are also flammable the fire
could continue to spread indefinitely.
A burning character typically produces light equivalent to a lantern,
and applies their size rating to the radius of light that they emit.
A character may use a basic action to put themself out unless they are
standing inside a burning area or soaked in accelerant. They may also
be put out by depriving the fire of oxygen; immersing themself in
water, entering a vacuum, being buried, etc.
Allies can attempt to put another character out, doing so usually
requires a difficulty 20 larceny test, although the Gamekeeper should
make liberal use of narrative modifiers to reflect the environment. A
fumble sets the helper on fire.
An extra that is set on fire must take an immediate morale test.

Sample Diseases
Common Cold
Dysentery, Influenza, Salmonella
Gangrene, Malaria, Pneumonia
Black Plague, Cholera, Smallpox
Anthrax, Ebola, The Wasting Disease
Ghastly Fever, Kuru, Rabies
The Red Death

Potency
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Energy Damage
There are many sources of injury beyond mere physical force. Fire,
extreme heat and cold, electricity, reactive chemicals, focused light
and sound, even raw elemental or magical energy is harmful to the
human body. Such attacks follow the normal rules for damage with a
strength determined by their intensity.
Many creatures are weak, resistant, or even invulnerable to certain
forms of energy damage.
Attacks which consist solely of energy damage might be unable to
inflict certain secondary effects on their victims, usually those that
involve physical forces acting on the subject such as the disarm,
shove, or trip maneuvers. Lightning, for example, can perform the
subdue maneuver, but will be unable to mangle a body part, while fire
can scar a person but cannot sever a limb. The Gamekeeper always
has the final say on whether an energy attack can impose a given
secondary effect.
The most common forms of energy damage are heat, cold, electricity,
and chemicals. Concentrated light or sound can inflict sonic or radiant
damage respectively, and shockwaves often inflict force damage. Pure
magical or elemental damage can be inflicted by supernatural sources
and void damage represents being unmade on a fundamental level.

Disease
Microscopic parasites can be as deadly as any other predator in the
wilds of Pangaea, and epidemics more devastating than any war. Even
great heroes have to be constantly vigilant to avoid sickness.
Whenever a character is exposed to a disease, they risk infection.
Common sources of exposure include consuming tainted food or
drink, traveling through filthy areas, being bitten by a diseased
animal, close contact with a sick person, and failing to disinfect a
serious injury. In such a situation, the character must take a fortitude
test with a difficulty based on the potency of the disease and modified
based on the level of exposure.
On a failure, the character is infected and suffers whatever symptoms
the disease manifests. Symptoms can usually be abstracted down to
exhaustion, but some particularly exotic diseases allow the
Gamekeeper to come up with more unique symptoms.
An infected character must make an additional fortitude test each day.
This test has a difficulty equal to the disease’s potency. On a failure,
the character suffers a point of damage. A fumble is fatal.
If a character achieves a critical success, they have overcome the
infection. The symptoms are removed and any damage already
inflicted will heal normally over time.
If a character is still sick during the recovery phase, roll one final
fortitude test for them. On a success, they recover, while on a failure,
the disease lingers into the next mission. Fumbles kill as normal, and
critical successes confer lasting immunity.

Environmental Attacks
Some sources of damage are not singular attacks, but instead spread
over a wide area. These effects include man-made efforts such as
grenades, booby traps, and volleys of enemy fire, as well as indirect
catastrophes such as collapsing buildings, sinkholes, falling trees,
avalanches, lightning storms, and tidal waves.
Environmental attacks do not roll to hit; anything in their path is
affected and tests for damage and other secondary effects
automatically, though nimble characters may use the acrobatics skill
to evade them first.
When testing for damage from an environmental attack, one should
start as close as possible to the source of the damage and work
outward. If this damage test is fumbled, those who are further out are
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protected, usually because the closer subject absorbed the full force of
the disaster and shielded those behind them.
As a rule of thumb, it is not necessary to test for damage against
objects in an area, including an affected character's equipment, unless
there is something particularly valuable and delicate.
At the Gamekeeper's option, certain environmental attacks might also
apply the effects of various combat maneuvers. Waves and mudslides
might trip someone, lightning strikes might subdue, and traps might
be designed to mangle a specific body part.
In addition, certain scenarios which would seem to spell unavoidable
death such as being under a guillotine blade, crushed by a massive
boulder, fully immersed in lava, or falling from orbit will replicate the
effects of the coup de grace maneuver.

When a living character is exposed to poison, it must take a fortitude
test with a difficulty equal to the poison's potency.
If the test is failed, the character suffers a wound, and if it is critically
failed, they will succumb to the poison and die.
On a critical success, the character will become immune to similar
poisons for the remainder of the mission.
Anesthetic poisons are designed to incapacitate rather than to kill,
shutting down muscular or nervous function and perhaps lulling the
victim to sleep. Wounds inflicted by anesthetic poison inflict
exhaustion instead of damage. The effects of most anesthetic poisons
wear off during the recovery phase, but some have a much shorter
duration.
Most poisons are inhaled or eaten, but others work through injection
or mere contact. It is possible to poison a weapon with the latter types,
in which case it only takes a successful hit, not damage, for a
character to be exposed to the toxin. A mere scratch might poison a
person without wounding them, and a wounding hit might crush an
armored man without ever allowing the venom to enter their body.
When attacking with a poisoned weapon, any modifiers to damage
from maneuvers or critical hits also apply to the poison's potency, but
the attacker's size rating does not.
Creatures apply a modifier equal to their size rating to fortitude tests
made to resist poison unless the dose was specifically tailored for a
creature of their size.
Armor is of no use against inhaled or ingested poisons. It does,
however, provide a small defense against contact or injected poisons;
+1 for armored clothing, +2 for light armor, +3 for medium armor, +4
for heavy armor, and an additional +1 for a shield. The carapace trait
also provides a +1 bonus per level, but isn’t cumulative with worn
armor.
Medics cannot help poisoned characters unless they have access to an
appropriate antidote. Doctor’s kits usually include antidotes for
common poisons, but more unusual toxins usually require a skilled
alchemist to create a cure and an intrepid woodsman to track down
the necessary herbs and other exotic ingredients.
Applying an antidote follows the same rules as the first aid ability.
Treating anesthetic poison reduces the exhaustion penalty
accordingly.
Multiple applications of poison are cumulative. Especially large doses
of poison might increase potency, but doing so is not generally cost
effective and is often impossible to disguise.

Fatigue
A living being can only be pushed so far, and without proper rest
performance will begin to suffer as their body starts to break down.
A character who performs strenuous activity for a number of intervals
exceeding their endurance score suffers a level of exhaustion.
Time spent participating in a strenuous activity does not have to be
continuous to apply exhaustion, but the rest ability will reset the
count.
Activity Level
Intense Exercise (Combat, Feat of Strength, Running)
Exercise (Jogging, Sports)
Casual Exercise (Labor, Swimming, Walking)

Interval
Turns
Minutes
Hours

Hostile Climates
Some climates are inimical to human life. Maybe the pressure or
temperature is off, the makeup of gas in the air is not quite right,
small quantities of toxins or allergens suffuse the area, the landscape
is radioactive or cursed, etc.
Hostile climates impose a level of exhaustion on characters after they
have spent a number of minutes inside of them equal to their
endurance score.
Mildly hostile climates instead impose exhaustion after a number of
hours equal to the character’s endurance score, and extremely hostile
climates impose exhaustion after a number of turns equal to the
character’s endurance score.
Characters must seek shelter before they can recover from the effects
of a hostile climate by resting.
Note that these rules only apply to places that are unsuited for human
life, not those that are out and out deadly. Areas that will crush, burn,
freeze, suffocate, or otherwise kill in short order are better represented
by perilous terrain as detailed in Chapter Ten. Likewise, a toxic
environment might simply expose characters who pass through to
poisons or diseases.

Psychic Damage
Psychic damage is different from other forms of injury in that it does
not represent physical harm, but rather stress and emotional trauma.
Characters typically suffer psychic damage as a result of their quirks,
fumbling resolve tests, or being subjected to supernatural attacks that
harm the mind or soul rather than the body.
Each point of psychic damage reduces a character's store of mana by
one. If they have no mana left to lose, they will instead suffer a
cumulative -1 exhaustion penalty to represent their broken spirit.
This penalty lasts for the remainder of the mission, although if the
character somehow gains additional mana (for example through a
nexus or a zen tonic) they can expend a point of mana to remove these
penalties on a one for one basis.

Poison
There are many ways a character can be exposed to a toxin, including
skin contact, ingestion, inhalation, or being injected by a poisoned
needle or the fangs of a venomous creature. Regardless of the specific
source and symptoms, poisons come in two main types; lethal and
anesthetic.
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If an inspired character suffers psychic damage, they can choose to
end the inspiration to negate a point of psychic damage. Becoming
inspired cannot, however, be used to remove existing penalties for
excessive psychic damage.
Extras that suffer psychic damage must use inspiration to negate it. If
they are uninspired, they must immediately take a morale test. The
stress continues until they receive therapy, and new psychic wounds
will force new tests and apply cumulative penalties.

type and some creatures might have a weakness, resistance, or even
invulnerability to different attack forms.
Edged weapons are sharp and are used to cut, slash, stab, pierce, or
chop the target.
Blunt weapons are those that apply direct force to smash, crush, bash,
squeeze, bludgeon, or beat their target.
Projectile weapons are typically used in ranged combat and launch
missiles at their target with the goal of puncturing flesh.

Starvation and Dehydration
Every third day that a character goes without food, they will
automatically suffer a single point of damage due to starvation. These
days need not be consecutive so long as they occur during the same
mission.
Dehydration is even more severe, inflicting damage for every twelve
hours that the character goes without water. Especially hot or arid
conditions can inflict dehydration at an even greater rate.
Damage from hunger or thirst cannot be treated with first aid, but can
be healed through supernatural means. This damage will be removed
during the recovery phase if the character has access to adequate
sustenance while recuperating.
A sedentary character might be able to go for longer periods of time
before taking damage, as may one who is merely receiving inadequate
sustenance (either in quality or quantity) rather than going completely
without. It is also said that some animals, as well as masters of
fortitude, can enter into a state of hibernation that suppresses their
body’s needs for prolonged periods of time.
Sleeplessness
Characters may remain awake for a number of hours equal to triple
their endurance score without penalty. Past that, they suffer a level of
exhaustion that lasts until they get a full night’s rest.
This penalty is cumulative for extended periods of wakefulness, and
each night’s sleep cures only one level of exhaustion.
Suffocation
A living creature that cannot breathe is unable to perform verbal
actions and must take a difficulty twenty fortitude test at the start of
their next turn.
If this test is failed, the character takes a level of exhaustion.
On a critical success, the character automatically passes the next such
test they are required to take.
On a fumble, the character falls unconscious; if they are already
unconscious, they die.
Exhaustion brought about by suffocation is removed by using the rest
ability in an environment where the character can breathe normally. A
character who doesn’t know how to swim, or a practiced swimmer in
rough water, cannot rest until they reach shore or find something
stable to hold on to.

Healing
The injuries that a character suffers over the course of a mission will
heal naturally with time, being completely removed during the
recovery phase.
There are also several methods of healing during a mission. The most
common form of healing is the first aid ability, which allows a medic
to treat wounds, effectively halving the damage they inflict.
There are also certain mystical means by which damage can heal
damage more directly. These include tonics of vigor, restoration
spells, and the vampiric trait.
It is up to the character doing the healing to choose which wounds are
healed and in what order. Note that a wound that is partially healed by
magic, alchemy, or similar effects can still be treated normally with
first aid and vice versa.

Weapon Types
Most weapons inflict one of three types of damage; edged, blunt, or
projectile. These categories have no innate effects, but some
maneuvers are more effective when performed with a certain weapon
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an environmental attack if the obstacle is between the victim and its
source.
There are three levels of cover, soft, medium, and hard. Soft cover is
provided by flimsy objects which are unlikely to stop a direct hit and
imposes a -1 penalty per 25% obscured.
Medium cover represents solid objects which will stop most attacks
and imposes a -2 penalty per 25% obscured.
Hard cover represents impervious obstacles that will stop almost
anything and imposes a -3 penalty per 25% obscured.
The effects of cover scale based on what percentage of the target's
zone(s) is obscured. This should be a generalization rather than an
exact measurement. For example, a 25% obstruction could be a kneehigh barricade or the trunk of a narrow tree, a 50% obstruction could
be a waist-high barricade or a wall with an open window in it, and a
75% obstruction could be a chest-high barricade or wall with arrow
slits or murder holes in it.
In the case of multiple objects granting cover, or composite cover
made from multiple substances, apply only the best protection for
each section of the character's body. For example, imagine a character
who is standing behind a glass window set in a brick wall. The wall is
medium cover and obscures the lower half of his body, imposing a -4
penalty, while the window is soft cover and obscures the upper half of
his body, imposing a -2 penalty, for a total penalty of -6.
Cover which obscures the entirety of the character's zone(s) also
grants concealment. The level of concealment depends on the
obstacle, stained glass or a fence might provide partial concealment, a
thick bush or a paper door might provide standard concealment, and
an opaque wall provides full concealment. Transparent obstructions
such as glass or ice do not provide any concealment.
Being wholly obscured by especially thick obstacles might provide
additional protection or even prevent attacks entirely, at the
Gamekeeper's discretion.

Battlefield Conditions
Alarm
Many battles are won or lost by stealth alone; even the strongest
warrior can be defeated if they are surrounded and bogged down by
foes until fatigue does them in. It is thus crucial to know which
characters are aware of the conflict going on around them.
There will be times when the player’s team is operating in unfriendly
territory; combats that occur in enemy strongholds or just out of sight
of a massive force. In such cases, one can use the rules for
reinforcements.
First, the Gamekeeper should determine what the reinforcements
should consist of, normally either single enemies or small patrols.
Each reinforcement should be a relatively trivial fight on its own, but
exceedingly dangerous in larger numbers.
At the start of each enemy turn, the Gamekeeper rolls an alertness test
for a single patrol with a base difficulty of thirty.
On a failure, nothing happens. However, the patrol receives a
cumulative +1 bonus to their next roll.
On a success, a reinforcement shows up on the edge of the board.
They will not be able to act on the turn they appear. Any bonuses for
previous failures are reset.
On a fumble, the adjustment is reset as if a reinforcement shows up;
the enemy decides it was a false alarm.
On a critical success, reinforcements who are roughly twice as
powerful or twice as numerous show up.
Difficulty Modifiers:
-4 Players made loud noises on their last turn such as shouting,
gunshots, or explosions
-4 Already on high alert due to knowledge of the attacker
-2 Patrols have high ground relative to the team
+2 The team is operating on high ground obscured from patrols
+4 Something is distracting the patrols such as a diversionary attack
+4 Players kept especially quiet during their last turn; not speaking
above a whisper, not running, and only attacking from ambush

Facing
All characters have four faces; front, back, left side, and right side. It
does not usually matter which direction a character is facing, and they
are normally assumed to automatically turn to face the subjects of
their abilities or foes whose attacks they are currently dodging.

Concealment
Concealment represents a lack of visibility. A character is considered
to be concealed if they are in an area of low light or obscured by
clouds of smoke, fog, dust, etc.
If the subject has concealment, a -2 penalty is applied to all accuracy
tests, alertness tests with a visual component, and precision tasks.
There are three levels of concealment; partial, standard, and full, each
with cumulative effects. Exactly what constitutes a given level of
concealment is further elaborated upon in Chapter Ten.

Firing from a Moving Platform
A character who is mounted upon a vehicle or swift steed may suffer
penalties for firing while moving. When riding a moving mount,
ranged attacks suffer a -2 accuracy penalty which is increased to -4 if
the mount is running or racing.
This penalty does not apply if the target is also riding the same
conveyance or moving alongside it at a comparable speed.

Cover
Cover is similar to concealment but more solid, representing a
tangible obstacle between the attacker and their subject. A target has
cover if a zone they occupy is obscured from the attacker's point of
view by a substantial object.
Cover applies a penalty to accuracy when attacking an obscured
subject. Cover also provides a penalty when testing for damage from

Flanking
Fighting in a tight formation has its advantages; it minimizes the
number of enemies who can attack at a given time and ensures that
allies will not get isolated and picked off one by one. It is also
disadvantageous in that it limits individual mobility and the ability to
dodge attacks, particularly if the formation is engaged on multiple
sides.
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Allies and bystanders count as obstacles for the purposes of trapping
(see below) if they are themselves engaged to an enemy or impeded
by an obstacle on the opposite face.
Always use the current attacker's reach to figure out the clearance
needed, regardless of who they are attacking. For example, an ogre
with a reach of two paces attacks the closer of a pair of humans who
are standing between the ogre and a wall. If the distance between both
one human and the other and between the further human and the wall
is less than two paces, the closer human will be trapped. On the other
hand, if either the distance between the humans or the distance
between the far human and the wall is two paces or more, they are not
trapped.

attacking with such a weapon doubles their natural reach. For a
normal human, this means attacking enemies up to two paces away.
An exceedingly long weapon can be more of a nuisance than a benefit
in very close quarters fighting, and as a result, a reach weapon suffers
a -2 accuracy penalty when used against an opponent in an adjacent
zone.
When making a close combat attack with a long weapon, the penalty
for attacking through a single ally’s space is halved.
Phalanx
When a character who is equipped with a shield chooses to use the
defend ability, they may form a phalanx, choosing an ally to protect
so long as they remain within reach, applying a -2 accuracy penalty to
all attacks against them.
A phalanx provides no benefit if the target is directly between the
attacker and their protector. The effects of multiple phalanxes are not
cumulative.
If a parrying dagger or buckler is used to form a phalanx, the accuracy
penalty only applies against close combat attacks. If a tower shield is
used to form a phalanx, the accuracy penalty is doubled.

High Ground
All close combat attacks made against a target with high ground
suffer a -2 penalty to accuracy. Shooting attacks only suffer this
penalty is the target is protected by a ledge, simply being suspended
in the air provides no protection whatsoever.
Attackers with high ground against their targets receive a bonus
perception score by +2 for the purposes of calculating long range.
To claim high ground, the surface upon which the character stands
must either be at least half as high as their opponent is tall, or they
must be further up a sloping surface such as a staircase or hillside.
Note that many high positions are also considered precarious.
Flying creatures are always considered to have high ground against
land-locked foes and less maneuverable flyers. They do not have to
actually be airborne at the time, merely able to take flight if needed.

Precarious Positions
A character that stands next to a ledge, perilous terrain, an open body
of water, or similar hazards is in a precarious position and risks being
knocked in.
If a character in such a position is tripped or stunned, they must take
an acrobatics test or fall in and suffer whatever ill effects that may
entail.
The difficulty of this test is equal to the difficulty to resist being
stunned or knocked prone in the first place. If there was no test to
avoid the effect, assume a difficulty of 20.
Characters who are already prone receive a +5 bonus on their
acrobatics test to resist falling when stunned, and a character who has
a railing between their body and the danger receives a +10 bonus on
their acrobatics test. Slippery ground imposes a -5 penalty.

Human Shields
One character may grab another to use as a human shield if they are
pinned, paralyzed, unconscious, bound, or just too scared to resist.
Furthermore, a fresh corpse can be used as a human shield in a pinch.
A human shield's bearer is considered engaged by their victim for the
purposes of friendly fire. Human shields require a free hand to carry
and tend to be rather heavy if not supporting themselves.
Picking up a human shield is normally a basic action, however, if a
character has a free hand, they may take an opponent as a human
shield as a reflexive action immediately after killing or incapacitating
them in close combat.

Pushing Opponents
A character can attempt to use brute force to bullrush another
character, knocking them back against their will. Pushing is a basic
action that is used alongside the move ability. The pusher must move
into contact with the subject and then rolls a might test. The defender
may oppose this test with either their might or acrobatics score.
If the pusher is successful, they can move a number of paces equal to
the amount by which they won the test (although never further than
their speed would ordinarily allow them to move) pushing their victim
along in front of them.
On a critical success, the target is also knocked prone. On a fumble,
the pusher falls prone at their target’s feet if they resisted with might
or continues on past them if they resisted with acrobatics.
If a character is pushed into a solid obstacle, they stop and test for
damage with an adjustment equal to the remaining distance they could
have been pushed. The pusher can then try and perform a feat of
strength to actually shove their opponent through the obstacle and
keep on going, see Chapter Ten for more details.

Ignoring Obstructions
Characters may ignore the penalties for cover or friendly fire imposed
by adjacent characters and obstacles, provided that the attacker is no
more than fifty percent obscured by them and they are closer to them
than their target is.
Examples of this would include waist-high or lower walls, peeking
out from around the corner of a building, standing behind a prone or
much small character, or attacking out of a copse of trees.
Specially made fortifications such as pillboxes and arrow slits can
allow attackers to ignore obstacles that obscure 75% of their zone but
limit them to a single ninety-degree arc of fire.
Long Weapons
Weapons such as spears, flails, whips, and halberds possess the ability
to make close combat attacks against distant opponents. A character
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A character who is pushed into a hazard may attempt a reflexive
acrobatics test to catch themself, instead stopping at the edge and
falling prone, likely dangling off a precipice or clinging to a nearby
object. On a critical success, the pusher will fall in instead.
The difficulty for this acrobatics test is equal to fifteen + the amount
they lost the initial contest by. Before this test is rolled, the pusher can
declare they are also tackling their opponent. Tackling imposes a -5
penalty to their target’s acrobatics test, but the tackler will fall into
the hazard themself regardless of the outcome.
Pushing can also be performed as a quick action, but suffers a
drawback based on speed; it makes the pusher vulnerable while
running, suffers a -5 might penalty while moving normally, and a -10
might penalty while staggering.
A character can push multiple characters with a single action so long
as their movement is sufficient to bring them into contact with each.
Likewise, multiple characters can work together to push one or more
opponents. If there are multiple beings on each side of a pushing
contest, they all assist one another.

A character that is unable to escape their opponent's blows is at a
serious disadvantage in combat. A trapped character is vulnerable to
both shooting and close combat attacks.
A character is considered trapped if their movement on the side
directly opposite their current attacker is impeded by obstacles such
as walls, pits, ledges, perilous terrain, or objects too bulky to move
past without climbing, jumping, squeezing, or crawling under (usually
more than 25% of the character’s height).
Flyers are not trapped by ledges or obstacles which are less than their
own height.
The trapping obstacle must be no further from the target than the
attacker's reach, meaning that, when being attacked by an opponent of
average size and reach, a one-pace clearance is required. Ranged
weapons use their target's natural reach to determine clearance.
The penalty for being trapped is doubled if the character’s lateral
movement is also blocked on both sides.
Underwater Combat
Characters who are more than waist-deep in water are vulnerable to
close combat attacks from those on the surface or those made by
creatures with the aquatic or fins traits.
Water provides soft cover against ranged attacks, and murky water
might also provide concealment.
Shooting attacks made while underwater consider all targets to be
fully obscured by soft cover unless the attacker is using thrown
weapons that are designed to be used in water such as nets or javelins.
Most explosives and firearms will not function underwater at all.
A character who is wholly underwater is resistant to heat and fire but
has a weakness to electricity. Characters who are merely soaking wet
apply a two-point resilience modifier instead.

Range
Shooting attacks become increasingly inaccurate and lose force the
farther they have to travel before striking their target.
Shooting attacks can be made at target’s which are within a number of
paces equal to the marksman’s range at no penalty.
If a character is firing at a target further away than their perception
score in paces, they suffer a -2 penalty to their accuracy.
This penalty is increased to -4 at more than double perception, -6 at
more than triple perception, -8 at more than quadruple perception,
and so on.
Shooting in Close combat
It is difficult to bring a ranged weapon to bear against a foe at close
quarters, and it is even more difficult to aim at a distant foe while
defending oneself from a more immediate threat.
Engaged characters suffer a -2 accuracy penalty when making a
shooting attack. Making a shooting attack also leaves a marksman
vulnerable to close combat attacks.

Weather
It is very difficult to fight when the weather does not agree with you.
The ground turns to mud, which can slow movement and mire melee
combatants, while heavy rain, snow, or dust storms can obscure vision
and create concealment.
Wet gunpowder and bowstrings have greatly reduced effectiveness,
and a strong wind can ruin the accuracy of a shot; shooting attacks
made during severe weather suffer a -2 accuracy penalty.

Surrounded
A character who is engaged from multiple sides is in dire straits,
forced to split their attention between numerous foes as well as trying
to defend against simultaneous attacks.
If a character is engaged by an enemy, they count as being trapped
(see below) by an impassible obstacle on the face which their attacker
currently occupies.
Several characters can all benefit from surrounding if they attack the
same target simultaneously.

Placeholder Artwork
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Swarmed
It is very distracting to defend oneself from small opponents, and
even if they do no real damage, they will still cause pain and limit
mobility. A character that is engaged by a smaller creature inside their
own zone is vulnerable to all other attackers.
Trapped
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Friendly Fire

Cavalry

It is quite possible that allies or innocent bystanders will get into an
attacker's line of fire, forcing the marksman to either abandon the shot
or risk hitting an unintended target.
If a direct line drawn from any part of the attacker's zone to any part
of the target's zone would pass through an interposing character's
zone, that character is considered to be in the way of the attack and
applies a friendly fire penalty.
Friendly fire normally imposes a -4 penalty to accuracy. If the
obscuring character is of a smaller size rating than the target, the
penalty is reduced to -2, and is increased to -8 if they are larger.
If multiple characters are in the way of the attack, the penalties are not
cumulative, only count the largest.
If a character fumbles their attack roll while suffering a friendly fire
penalty, they will almost always take an unsafe shot and hit an
unintended target.
This penalty typically applies to shooting attacks, but close combat
attacks can also suffer this penalty when a character uses their reach
to attack through a zone occupied by another character or clips a
character’s zone by attacking at a diagonal.
Large creatures measure friendly fire from every zone they occupy to
the nearest zone their target occupies.

Those fighting from the backs of horses or other beasts have many
advantages over infantry, as well as several limitations.
Riders always move with their mount. If a mount moves, or does not
move, in a way the rider doesn't like; for example being pushed,
falling from a ledge, moving out of control, or failing to evade an
environmental attack, the rider may take a reflexive ride test
(difficulty 20) to perform an emergency dismount. They may then
move on their own instead of traveling with their mount, taking any
acrobatics or athletics tests that are required of them.
If a mount’s movement provokes a riposte, the attacker can choose to
strike its rider instead.
Ranged attacks which target cavalry always consider the rider and the
mount to be in the way of one another for the purposes of friendly
fire.
A rider and their mount never get in one another's way for the
purposes of friendly fire unless one of them is grappling with their
target.
A rider is assumed to occupy the same spaces as their mount. Their
reach is unchanged, but interacting with objects on or near the ground
while mounted might require the snatch ability.
Attackers who are as large or larger than the mount can attack and be
attacked by a mounted character normally.
Attackers who are smaller than the mount suffer high ground
penalties when attacking the rider.
Characters who are more than four size categories smaller than the
mount cannot attack or be attacked by the rider without using reach
weapons or the lunge maneuver.
Attackers more than eight size ratings smaller than the mount cannot
attack the rider at all. If the rider is also more than eight size ratings
smaller than their mount, they must use both a reach weapon and the
lunge maneuver to strike these targets.
Shooting attacks and close combat attacks made by or against flying
opponents ignore such limitations. Mounted characters attack enemy
cavalry as if the riders were the same size rating as their mounts.
If a rider is knocked prone, they are dismounted and land at their
mount's feet. If a mount is knocked prone, the rider must perform an
emergency dismount or fall prone with it.
A rider that is knocked prone risks being trampled or injured in the
fall and must test for damage with an adjustment equal to the mount’s
might score.
Mounts spook easily, and many horses, especially untrained ones, will
be frightened by the noise and pain of battle. Mounts test morale
independently of their riders and, should they fail, will flee the battle,
carrying the rider along with them. A rider can attempt to rally a
frightened horse in the same way that a commander can rally their
troops, except they use their ride skill in place of leadership.
When one creature rides another, the mount bears the full weight of
both the rider and all their gear. Larger mounts divide their rider's
effective weight by the difference in size ratings while smaller mounts
multiply it. In addition, a rider's effective weight is doubled if they are
not carried with both hands or sitting upon a quadruped's back. As a
result, the vast majority of riders chooses a quadrupedal mount which
is about four size categories larger than they are.

Shooting into Close Combat
Making a ranged attack against a character who is engaged in close
combat is a risky proposition; the possibility of shooting one's allies is
a major concern.
Shots fired into close combat always suffer a friendly fire penalty. If
the target is engaged by multiple enemies, only count the largest.
The shooting into close combat penalty is cumulative with normal
friendly fire penalties, and the same character can invoke both
penalties if they are both in the path of the shot and engaged to the
target.
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Fighting Styles

Combat Maneuvers

The following options allow a character to make use of their off hand
during combat.

Whenever a character makes an attack, they may decide to utilize one
or more of the following combat maneuvers. As most maneuvers
modify the accuracy of the attack, they must be declared before
rolling to hit, although players may wish to establish a default routine
with the Gamekeeper in case they forget.
A character may apply any number of maneuvers to a given attack
with cumulative accuracy modifiers. The same maneuver cannot be
applied to the same attack multiple times unless otherwise specified.
Most maneuvers can be performed alongside any form of attack,
although some require the right conditions or certain weapon types.
Unarmed strikes and talons are considered to be weapons for the
purposes of maneuvers.
The martial technique merit can be used to enhance the effects of
various maneuvers, as described below.

Bash
A character can make a quick punch with their shield to catch their
opponent off guard. If a character who is holding a shield makes an
attack, they can choose to add a +1 bonus to their accuracy after the
dice is rolled. Doing so negates the protection provided by the shield
until the start of their next turn.
Block
A character who is carrying a shield can attempt to hide behind it.
This provides a +1 bonus to their resilience, but the shield also suffers
a level of wear. The decision to do so is made after testing for damage
but before applying the result.

Aim
+2 Accuracy
Rather than attacking immediately, an aiming character takes their
time, holding their shot until they are sure to get it just right.
Aiming turns the attack into an ambulatory action, meaning that it
prevents the attacker from moving during the same turn.
Aim can only be applied to a shooting attack made by an unengaged
character.
Martial Technique:
The character may stagger while aiming.

Brace
A character who is attacking with a one-handed weapon may choose
to hold it in both hands. This allows them to add either a +1 bonus to
accuracy or a +1 bonus to damage, this decision is made immediately
after rolling to hit.
Dual-Wield
A character that is holding a weapon in each hand can attack with
both of them simultaneously, generally using one weapon to draw the
enemy's attention while striking with the other.
Dual-wielding provides a +2 bonus to accuracy.
A character may not claim the bonus for dual-wielding with a
secondary weapon that lacks the range to reach their target.
When ranged weapons are used for dual wielding, both the primary
and secondary weapons consume ammunition.
A character may not dual-wield unarmed strikes, but can utilize this
technique when attacking with a pair of brass knuckles or melee
claws.

Ambush
+2 Accuracy
Ambush can only be used against an opponent who is unaware of the
attacker’s presence. This maneuver’s accuracy bonus does not apply
against an enemy who is already stationary.
Martial Technique:
The attacker receives a +4 bonus on sneak tests made to avoid
revealing themselves when ambushing.
Charge
-2 Accuracy
The charge maneuver allows a character to make a close combat
attack immediately after using the run or race abilities and moving in
a straight line directly toward their target.
When performing a charge maneuver, the character's momentum can
be used against them, leaving them vulnerable to polearms until the
end of their following turn.
Mounted characters, fleet creatures, and diving flyers receive a +2
bonus when testing for damage when utilizing this maneuver, but also
suffer a -2 resilience penalty against polearms until the start of their
next turn.
Martial Technique:
The charger is not vulnerable to polearms.

Slam
A slam is a massive unarmed strike involving the attacker's entire
body. This fighting style provides a +2 bonus when testing for
damage, but requires that the character not be holding anything in
either hand.

Cheap Shot
+2 Accuracy
A cheap shot is a sudden and unexpected attack that violates the rules
of civilized combat. Examples would include throwing sand in the
opponent's eyes, faking an injury, hitting below the belt, or suckerpunching a distracted opponent.
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The attacker will suffer a -5 penalty to all charisma-based tests for the
remainder of the fight and any social situation that follow. Certain
honor-bound characters may also face further stigma.
Cheap shot can only be used while the element of surprise is fresh,
typically once per battle.
Martial Technique:
The character is a known scoundrel and their unconventional tactics
only add to their charm. The charisma penalty is waived.

Martial Technique:
The target suffers a -4 penalty on their fortitude test.

Cleave
-4 Accuracy
An especially mighty being can fell many opponents with a single
blow, their attack traveling along a fixed path and knocking aside or
passing straight through anyone too slow to get out of the way.
When performing a cleave maneuver with a close combat attack, all
characters who are in front of the attacker and within reach of their
weapon will be targeted; roll to hit each of them separately.
When performing the cleave maneuver with a shooting attack, draw a
straight line in any direction from the center of the attacker's space
and roll to hit the first target in its path. Unless the hit or damage test
is fumbled, the attack will then continue on, sequentially rolling to hit
every character in its path until it fumbles or runs into a substantial
obstacle.
Characters who are directly between the attacker and their target
protect those behind them as if by friendly fire, even if they are also
hit by the attack.
If a character combines the cleave and flurry maneuvers, they may
turn between attacks, counting each direction as a separate target. A
given opponent will still only be attacked once, even if it lies within
multiple arcs.
Martial Technique:
The attacker may choose to exclude potential targets that lie within
the path of their attack.

Water
Glass / Cloth / Paper
Dirt / Plaster
Wood
Adobe / Ice
Brick / Stone
Metal
Adamant
Forcefield
Thin (Window, Door, Sheet)
Attacker has good armor penetration
Attacker has poor armor penetration
Thick

Crush
No Accuracy Modifier
Crush is a powerful attack that attempts to smash through intervening
obstacles. Before rolling to hit their subject, the attacker rolls a might
test for each obstacle in their way with a difficulty determined by its
thickness and composition:
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
-5
-5
+5
+10 per pace

If the might test is successful, the attacker punches through the barrier
and ignores any protection it might provide. On a failure, the attack is
stopped cold.
A critical success destroys the obstacle, or at least makes a hole large
enough for the attacker to move or strike through unimpeded.
The penalty for fumbling is typically the same as for a damage test.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to might tests made to pierce obstacles.
Dead to Rights
No Accuracy Modifiers
A character can utilize this maneuver when attacking a stationary
opponent. Rather than striking immediately, they hold the target in
their sights until the time is right.
The dead to rights maneuver works like a delayed action and requires
the character remain ready to strike indefinitely.
If the character attacks, lowers their weapon, moves out of range, or
loses track of their subject, they have missed their chance to benefit
from this maneuver.
The character can take their attack at any time. When they decide to
do so, they take an initiative test opposed by their subject. On a
success, the target is stationary. On a failure, they are vulnerable.
On a critical success, the target is also stunned. On a fumble, the
attacker loses their opportunity to attack and the subject slips away.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to initiative tests when trying to keep the target
stationary.

Combo
-2 Accuracy
This maneuver does little by itself, instead, it is designed to force
opponents into a situation where they are unable to defend themselves
from the more brutal attacks which follow.
If a combo hits, the subject will be vulnerable to future attack’s from
the same opponent. This vulnerability lasts until the end of the
attacker’s next turn.
Martial Technique:
The target is vulnerable to all attacks until the end of the attacker's
next turn.
Coup De Grace
-2 Accuracy
A coup de grace is an attempt to kill the subject outright, either a
decisive strike against a helpless foe or repeated savage blows made
to tear them to bits. This is a complex action that can only be made
while within reach of an opponent who remains stationary the entire
time. Sleeping targets should be allowed an alertness roll to wake up
first.
Upon being wounded by this attack, the subject must take a fortitude
test with a difficulty equal to ten plus the amount by which the
damage test succeeded. On a failure, they are killed.
Suicidal characters can perform this attack upon themselves.

Disarm
-2 Accuracy
The disarm maneuver is an attempt to knock the opponent's weapon
from their grip, leaving them defenseless. On a successful hit, the
attacker rolls an opposed might test against their opponent.
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If the attack critically hit, the attacker receives a +20 bonus to their
might test.
On a success, the subject drops one item of the attacker's choice,
while on a critical success they drop everything they are carrying.
On a fumble, the attacker’s own weapon is knocked from their grasp.
If a character successfully disarms an opponent with an unarmed
attack, they may reflexively use the snatch ability to take the object
for themself.
This ability can be used multiple times to disarm separate objects.
Attempting to disarm with a shooting attack increases the accuracy
penalty to -4.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to the might test to disarm the subject.

Feint
-2 Accuracy
A feint is a close combat attack that is meant to distract or misdirect
the opponent rather than cause serious injury. A feint does not cause
the target to become engaged.
After attacking, the feinter rolls an expression test opposed by their
target’s social score. If successful, the attacker is no longer
considered to be engaged by their subject.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus on expression tests made as part of this maneuver.
Fend-Off
-2 Accuracy
A character with a longer reach may be able to attack a target that
cannot retaliate, for example by striking through a narrow opening,
across a pit, or down from a ledge. In such cases, the victim can use
the fend-off maneuver to strike at the extended body part while it
makes the attack, possibly grabbing and yanking it toward the victims
for further retribution.
Fend off only works with a delayed attack in response to a close
combat attack, and measures range to their target’s subject rather than
to the target itself.
Martial Technique:
The character receives a +4 bonus to initiative tests made to interrupt
their enemy while using this maneuver.

Dive-Bomb
+2 Accuracy
This maneuver allows a character to attack as they fall, turning their
momentum into deadly force.
To perform the dive-bomb maneuver, the character must begin their
turn with high ground in regard to their subject and must then move
downward by a distance equal to their own height before they attack.
It doesn't matter how the movement is performed, falling, jumping,
climbing, or even sliding down a slope are all permissible. Flying
characters may also use this maneuver if they dive before attacking,
however, they will lose their high ground bonus until the end of their
next turn.
Martial Technique:
The character receives a +4 bonus to any acrobatic or athletics tests
which result from movement made while dive-bombing.

Flurry
-4 Accuracy
A truly great warrior can defeat vast numbers of lesser opponents by
striking them down with a ferocious flurry of blows. A flurry might
consist of numerous rapid strikes, wildly fanning the hammer of a
firearm, or even launching multiple arrows with a single bowshot.
Rather than attacking a single character, flurry targets two separate
enemies. They must both be viable targets, and each attack is rolled
separately. Other maneuvers are applied to each attack separately.
This maneuver may be applied to the same attack multiple times, each
allowing for an additional subject. The accuracy penalty applies to all
attacks.
Note that each attack uses up ammunition as normal and a character
may not reload in the middle of a flurry. When using a thrown
weapon or potion, each attack must use a separate object, although
characters are allowed to draw any number of weapons from a
bandolier or holster as they attack.
Martial Technique:
Flurry targets two additional enemies rather than one.

Dolorous Stroke
+2 Accuracy
This blow channels a character's spiritual power into a single
devastating attack. A dolorous stroke gains the conviction property.
If combined with cleave, flurry, or stomp, only a single mana need be
spent for all attacks.
Martial Technique:
The attack also receives a +2 bonus when testing for damage.
Fatal Strike
-4 Accuracy
A fatal strike targets a major blood vessel, likely one located in the
subject's throat. After being wounded by this attack, the subject must
take a difficulty 20 fortitude test at the start of each of their turns.
On a failure, they suffer an additional point of damage from blood
loss (two on a fumble). This damage cannot be treated by first aid,
although a blood transfusion can transfer this damage to a suitable
donor and it can be healed normally by magic or alchemy.
The character continues bleeding until the initial wound is treated,
completely healed by magic or alchemy, or the victim achieves a
critical success on the fortitude test to resist blood loss.
This maneuver can only be performed with an edged or projectile
weapon.
Martial Technique:
Fortitude tests to resist bleeding are made at a -4 penalty.

Focused Defense
-2 Accuracy
A combatant can use this maneuver to anticipate the attacks of a foe
whose tactics have become stale or predictable. The attacker chooses
a maneuver, and anyone who attempts to use it against them before
the end of their following turn suffers a -4 accuracy penalty.
A player does not have to reveal which maneuver they have chosen to
defend against until it comes up, perhaps writing their choice down in
secret.
Martial Technique:
The defender receives a +4 bonus on any might, resolve, acrobatics,
or fortitude tests made to avoid the secondary effects of the chosen
maneuver.
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Follow-Up
No Accuracy Modifiers
The follow-up maneuver allows a character to use excess momentum
to bring fresh targets into the path of their attack. After achieving a
critical success on a damage test, an attacker may choose to make a
reflexive attack utilizing this maneuver instead of inflicting an
additional wound.
Follow-up is a standard attack that must be made with the same
weapon as the initial attack but against a different target.
There is no limit to how often a character can use this maneuver,
however, once a character has targeted a given opponent with a
follow-up attack, they must wait until their next turn before doing so
again.
Follow-up cannot be used with attacks that strike unintended targets
such as those that hit allies or bystanders as the result of a fumble or
the strafe maneuver.
Martial Technique:
After striking their initial target, the attacker may reflexively yield
before taking their follow-up attack, even if they have already
performed an ambulatory action since the start of their last turn.
If they did not move in their previous turn, the attacker may yield a
total number of paces equal to their speed score, divided as they like
between any number of follow-ups.

they must roll against each and limit their movement to their worst
result.
Grapplers may not use the riposte maneuver against one another as
their movements are too closely intertwined.
If a character who is involved in a grapple is moved against their will,
for example by the shove maneuver, the other character must move
with them, although they can assist on any might tests made to oppose
the forced movement.
Multiple beings can attempt to hold the same target so long as each
has room to remain within reach. Each grapple is rolled separately
and the penalties for being held are cumulative.
A character can release a held opponent at any time, immediately
ending the grapple.
A character can attempt to break free from a hold by making an
escape artist test as a basic action (difficulty 20). The penalties for
being held apply to this test. If successful, the grapple ends. If a
character is being held by multiple enemies, they may attempt to
escape from them all with a single action, testing separately to escape
from each opponent.
If a grappler is held, stunned, unconscious, paralyzed, or dead,
anyone they are holding is immediately freed.
A bola can be used to grapple a foe with a ranged attack. This
functions as a standard grapple except that the attacker need not
remain close to the target and can act normally on future turns. The
target of a ranged grapple remains held and can only stagger until
they successfully use the escape artist ability or destroy the bola.
While involved in a grapple, both the attacker and their target are
considered to be engaged by one another. In addition, they are
considered to be in the way of all attacks that originate from outside
of the grapple for the purposes of friendly fire.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to the might test made to hold the subject.

Grapple
-2 Accuracy
Grappling is a form of attack meant to hold one's foe in place and
restrict their movements. The grapple maneuver can only be
performed with an unarmed attack or a weapon specially made for
grappling such as a lasso, net, or bola.
On a successful hit, the attacker rolls an opposed might test against
their opponent.
If the attacker achieved a critical success when rolling to hit, they
receive a +20 bonus on their might test. The attacker also receives a
+2 bonus on this test if they utilized the slam fighting style or a twohanded weapon.
If the attacker wins the might test, their target is held. A held character
suffers a -2 penalty to all tests which require them to move their body
or manipulate a tool; this penalty is cumulative with multiple
applications of the grapple maneuver. A held character is also
vulnerable.
If the attacker achieves a critical success on their might test, the target
is pinned. After scoring a pin, the grappler may either apply a hold to
their opponent with double the normal penalty or bind their target as a
reflexive action. This binding can take the form of manacles, a gag, a
blindfold, a ball and chain, a length of rope, or whatever else the
grappler has on hand.
If the attacker fumbles their might test, they immediately release any
characters they are holding and become vulnerable until the end of
their next turn.
While holding an opponent, a grappler cannot use the limb(s) they
made the initial attack with for any purpose other than continuing to
attack the character they are holding.
A character who is involved in a grapple cannot move or evade
without their opponent’s consent unless they first win a might
competition. The winner’s speed may never exceed the amount they
won the contest by. If a character is grappling multiple opponents,

Gruesome Blow
-2 Accuracy
This attack is made to intimidate as much as to incapacitate, focusing
on making the attacker look as terrifying as possible, and the wounds
it inflicts seem especially gory and horrific.
After being wounded by this attack, the subject must immediately
take a morale test. In addition, if the subject is taken out of the fight
by the attack (killed, disabled, paralyzed, knocked unconscious, etc.)
any allies within a number of paces equal to their perception score
must also take a morale test.
Martial Technique:
Morale tests caused by this maneuver are taken at a -4 penalty.
Guard
-2 Accuracy
Upon using this maneuver, the attacker declares that they are standing
guard over a person, place, or unattended object until the start of their
next turn. Guarding something is not subtle, and it is clear to all
observers exactly who is guarding what.
If someone attempts to interact with something that is being guarded,
its protector may immediately make an attack or other offensive
action against them exactly as if they had used the delay ability.
A character who attacks in such a manner may not do so again until
the start of their next turn, even if they used the guard ability more
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than once. A character can, however, guard several things at once by
using this maneuver repeatedly or applying it to the same attack
multiple times.
A character cannot simultaneously be guarded and guarding
something else. A character can, however, choose to stop guarding
something or reject being guarded at any time.
Guarding something counts as interacting with it for the purposes of
stealth and alertness.
A character that is protecting a place chooses a number of contiguous
zones equal to or less than their perception score and which all lie in
front of them. They may attack anyone who enters the area, but not
those who were already inside.
At the Gamekeeper’s option, a guardian can watch over a small group
such as a huddle of refugees or a tableful of valuable goods.
Martial Technique:
Attacks against targets that are under the guardian’s protection suffer
a -4 accuracy penalty. This bonus is applied as soon as the guardian
declares their intent and lasts until the start of the guardian’s next
turn. Guarding a place protects it from volleys and the like.

attacks, including this one, until the end of the attacker's next turn. On
a critical success, the subject is instead stunned and on a fumble the
attacker telegraphs their intention and automatically misses.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to the expression, leadership, or perform tests made
as part of this maneuver.
Leaping Attack
+2 or -2 Accuracy
Swinging on chandeliers, darting across tabletops, running along
walls, backflipping over opponents, and leaping from enemy to
enemy using their heads like stepping stones; these are all examples
of daring feats that an agile fighter may attempt.
After narrating their stunt, the attacker rolls an acrobatics test
opposed by their subject's dodge; if the attack has more than one
target, test separately against each of them.
If the test is passed, the maneuver provides an accuracy bonus, but on
a failure the character slips up and suffers a penalty instead.
On a critical success, the maneuver's accuracy bonus is doubled, and
on a fumble the attacker falls prone.
Martial Technique:
The character receives a +4 bonus on acrobatics tests made while
using this maneuver.

Hacking
-2 Accuracy
This attack is designed to weaken the structure of the opponent's body
and slowly accumulate into a debilitating injury. If the attack wounds,
the victim will suffer a -2 penalty to avoid the secondary effects of
maneuvers that target a body part of the attacker’s choice.
Hacking always applies a -2 penalty to fortitude tests made to avoid
maiming the wounded body part, while hacking the legs penalizes
might tests made to oppose tripping, hacking the arms penalizes might
tests made to oppose being disarmed, and hacking the head penalizes
resolve tests made to negate subdue, and so on.
This penalty is cumulative with multiple applications and lasts until
the wound is treated with first aid or entirely healed by alchemy,
magic, or the passage of time.
A character may target additional body parts by applying this
maneuver to the same attack multiple times.
Martial Technique:
The penalty imposed by the injury is increased to -4.

Lockdown
-2 Accuracy
A character can brace their feet against the ground, holding their
position come Hell or high water. After utilizing this maneuver, the
attacker receives a +2 bonus to all tests made to avoid being moved
against their will, including the shove or trip maneuvers, until the end
of their following turn. In addition, enemies suffer a -2 penalty on
tests to slip past them.
This maneuver may be combined with aim, even if the attacker is
engaged or making a close combat attack.
Martial Technique:
Increase the bonus on tests to avoid being moved to +4 and increase
the penalty for attempting to slip past the character to -4.
Lunge
-2 Accuracy
The character leans into the swing, extending their limbs for
maximum range. This maneuver doubles the attacker’s reach with a
close combat attack. If using a weapon that already doubles natural
reach such as a lash or polearm, reach is instead tripled.
Martial Technique:
The character receives a +4 bonus on all initiative tests made to
determine action order when attacking with this maneuver.

Hit and Run
-2 Accuracy
The hit and run maneuver allows a character to move and attack
simultaneously. This means that a character can potentially move into
range, attack, and then move out of harm's way before their foes can
respond.
If combined with the charge maneuver, hit and run can allow the
attacker to run in a straight line past their subject rather than directly
toward them.
Martial Technique:
The character receives a +4 bonus on all initiative tests made to
determine action order when attacking with this maneuver.

Maim
-2 Accuracy
Attackers ordinarily aim for the opponent's center of mass or
wherever they see an opening, but a warrior can instead choose to
focus their attacks upon a specific location in an effort to cripple their
enemy.
When using this maneuver, the attacker chooses a part of the
opponent's body that must be both within their reach and not wholly
obscured by cover.

Kiai Shout
-2 Accuracy
The warrior lets out a fearsome battle cry, startling or demoralizing
their opponent. Immediately before striking, the attacker takes a
reflexive (verbal) expression, leadership, or perform test opposed by
the subject's resolve. On a success, the target is vulnerable to all
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If the attack wounds, the subject must take a fortitude test with a
difficulty equal to 15 + the amount the damage test succeeded by.
Edged weapons increase this difficulty by a further five.
On a failure, the body part is injured. On a fumble, it is crippled.
A character is allowed to apply this maneuver to the same attack
multiple times, each striking a different body part and rolling fortitude
separately. This represents a might blow that makes contact at several
points.
Martial Technique:
The target suffers a -4 penalty on their fortitude test.

use the riposte maneuver to make a close combat attack against them
as a reflexive action.
Riposte automatically interrupts the target, striking after the
ambulatory action is declared but before it takes effect.
Martial Technique:
Enemies are always vulnerable to the character’s ripostes.
Set Up
-2 Accuracy
This attack is made not to defeat an opponent, but rather to put them
off balance and render them unable to defend against future attacks.
When the attack hits, designate one other maneuver. Until the start of
the attacker’s next turn, the subject suffers a -2 penalty to their might,
fortitude, and resolve scores to oppose or avoid the effects of the
chosen maneuver.
Multiple uses of this maneuver are not cumulative.
Martial Technique:
The penalty imposed by this maneuver is increased to -4.

Mocking Blow
-2 Accuracy
This attack is not made to kill or even disable the target; rather it is
designed to infuriate them through pain or humiliation. After being
the victim of a mocking blow, the subject must focus on their
attacker. If the target attempts to use the fixate ability before the end
of the attacker’s next turn, they suffer a -2 penalty if the attack hit and
a further -2 penalty if they were wounded by it.
Martial Technique:
The subject suffers a further -4 penalty to fixate tests made before the
end of the attacker’s next turn.

Shove
-2 Accuracy
Shove is a powerful attack that attempts to push the target away from
the attacker. On a successful hit, the attacker rolls an opposed might
test against their opponent.
If the attack critically hit, the attacker receives a +20 bonus to their
might test, while shooting attacks suffer a -5 penalty.
If the attacker succeeds, the subject is pushed a number of paces equal
to the attacker’s reach. On a critical success, add the attacker's
strength score to the distance that their opponent is pushed.
If a character is shoved into a hazard, they may take a reflexive
acrobatics test to avoid falling in. The difficulty is equal to 15 + the
amount by which their attacker succeeded on their might test. If the
victim passes the test, they manage to leap aside or catch themself at
the last minute and are stopped just before going over the edge.
Unarmed attackers or those equipped with lassos and harpoons can
choose to use this maneuver to pull enemies toward them rather than
pushing them away.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to the might test to push the subject.

Parry
-4 Accuracy
A character that performs a parry maneuver concentrates on defense,
taking care to only attack when they can do so without lowering their
guard. The attacker receives a +2 bonus to their dodge score until the
start of their following turn.
The bonuses for multiple uses of this maneuver are not cumulative.
When used with a ranged weapon, parry represents suppressing fire;
attacks made to drive off the opponent or force them into cover rather
than attempting to injure or kill.
Martial Technique:
The accuracy penalty for this maneuver is reduced to -2.
Precise Strike
-4 Accuracy
This attack is performed with almost surgical precision, striking at
lightly armored spots or the most vulnerable portions of the target's
anatomy. A precise strike receives a +2 bonus when testing for
damage.
Martial Technique:
The accuracy penalty for this maneuver is reduced to -2.

Stomp
-4 Accuracy
Especially massive warriors can use their bulk to simply crush the
tiny foes which swarm around them.
Stomp is a quick action that can only be applied to an unarmed strike
made against a foe who is at least four size ratings smaller than the
attacker.
A creature can make additional stomp attacks assuming that each
targets a different foe and the attacker is an additional four size
ratings larger than their target; for example a second stomp requires
an eight level difference, a third twelve, and so on.
Martial Technique:
The accuracy penalty for stomping is waived.

Reckless Offense
+2 Accuracy
A character can attack relentlessly and without concern for their own
safety. A character who performs a reckless attack suffers a -4 penalty
to their dodge score until the end of their following turn.
The penalties for multiple uses of this maneuver are not cumulative.
Martial Technique:
The dodge penalty is reduced to -2.
Riposte
No Accuracy Modifier
It is extremely dangerous to turn one's back on an opponent, as it
provides them the opportunity to bypass defenses and strike freely.
When a character who has been engaged by an attacker takes an
ambulatory action (other than yield), that attacker can immediately

Strafe
Special
A character can use a ranged weapon to fire upon a mass of opponents
rather than aiming at a specific target. The attacker nominates an area
which is no larger than their perception in paces in any direction.
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This attack receives a bonus to accuracy equal to the number of
characters in the chosen area, to a maximum of ten.
When the attack is made, randomly select one of the characters in the
area and roll to hit them normally. Assuming they are the same size,
all characters have an equal chance to be hit. Large characters
multiply their chance to be hit by their size rating and small
characters reduce their chance to be hit by a like amount.
If it is not possible to randomize between all targets evenly, favor
those nearest to the attacker.
This attack ignores friendly fire penalties caused by other characters
in the area.
The attacker may not exclude potential targets who lie within the
chosen area, even if they are allies or innocent bystanders.
Martial Technique:
The attacker may roll twice and choose the result when determining
who is struck.

Should their resolve test fail, the target is stunned. On a fumble, the
target is knocked unconscious for the remainder of the act.
Martial Technique:
The opponent suffers a -4 penalty on resolve tests made to avoid
being stunned.
Submission Hold
-2 Accuracy
This maneuver is meant to force the target's compliance through
ongoing pain and the fear of death. On a successful hit, the attacker
may use the persuade ability as a reflexive action.
If the attack successfully wounds the target, the attacker receives a +4
bonus on their test, +8 if it did so critically. On a fumbled damage
test, it instead suffers a -4 penalty.
The victim will follow through with their agreement so long as the
threat of further violence is present, although they can use the snap
out of it ability to come to their senses and continue to resist.
Defenders gain a +1 bonus to oppose the attacker's expression test for
each rank of the berserker merit that they possess. Creatures that do
not feel pain cannot be persuaded by the use of this maneuver.
Martial Technique:
The attacker receives a +4 bonus on the resultant expression test.

Strangle
-2 Accuracy
This maneuver squeezes the target's neck and restricts their ability to
breathe. On a successful hit, the attacker rolls an opposed might test
against their opponent.
If the attack hit with a critical success, the attacker receives a +20
bonus to their might test. The attacker also receives a +2 bonus on this
test if they utilized the slam fighting style or a two-handed weapon.
If the attacker succeeds, the subject suffocates on their next turn. If
the attacker critically succeeds, the subject automatically fails their
fortitude test.
A character can only strangle an opponent with unarmed attacks or
specially made weapons such as lassos, nets, bolas, or garrotes.
Martial Technique:
The subject suffers a -4 penalty on the resultant fortitude test.

Sunder
-2 Accuracy
A character can strike to destroy an opponent's equipment. The
attacker chooses a piece of gear that is being worn or carried by their
subject and then, if the attack hits, tests for damage against it rather
than their subject. The rules for damaging objects can be found in
Chapter Five.
A character can utilize this maneuver multiple times to sunder
multiple pieces of gear, or to strike at someone’s gear in addition to
their body.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus when testing for damage against the object.

Struggle
-2 Accuracy
A character who has no weapons available and whose hands are
injured, occupied, or restrained is still not completely helpless. Such
characters can still struggle; thrashing wildly, kicking, biting, head
butting, and striking with elbows and knees.
A struggle requires no weapons and can be performed even if one is
restrained or lacks free arms.
A character who performs the struggle maneuver is vulnerable until
the end of their next turn.
Martial Technique:
The attacker is not made vulnerable.

Surgical Strike
No Accuracy Modifier
This attack aims to disable rather than kill, going for precision over
raw carnage. Surgical strikes suffer a -4 penalty when testing for
damage.
This penalty is not applied when calculating the difficulty to avoid or
oppose the secondary effects of other maneuvers which are applied
alongside surgical strike.
If the -4 penalty causes the attack not to wound, the secondary effects
of maneuvers which normally require their subject to be wounded by
the attack are still applied.
Martial Technique:
The target suffers a -4 penalty on might, fortitude, or resolve tests
made to avoid the secondary effects of other maneuvers which are
applied alongside surgical strike.

Subdue
-2 Accuracy
The attacker attempts to disable their opponent without killing them,
usually by means of a dazing blow to the head, knocking the wind out
of them, striking a particularly sensitive nerve, attacking with the flat
of a weapon or its pommel, or cutting off blood flow with a
chokehold. Projectile weapons may not utilize the subdue maneuver.
After being hit by this maneuver, the subject must take a resolve test.
The difficulty for this test is normally fifteen (twenty if a blunt
weapon is used), but a successful damage test increases the difficulty
by the amount it wounded by and a failed damage test reduces the
difficulty by the amount it failed by.

Sweeping Strikes
+2 Accuracy
A sweeping strike maximizes impact at the cost of localized force,
usually taking the form of a broad clothesline swing or a short burst of
fire, and receives a -4 penalty to damage.
Martial Technique:
The damage penalty is reduced to -2.
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Throw
Special
A thrown object follows the standard rules for a shooting attack but is
made using a close combat weapon or potion. Hit or miss, a thrown
object will usually come to rest near its target and must be retrieved
before it can be used again.
A throwing attack is normally made using the marksmanship skill but
can instead utilize melee or unarmed if the thrown object is a close
combat weapon of the appropriate type.
The accuracy penalty for this maneuver is equal to the thrown object’s
weight in stones.
If the target is further away than the attacker's strength score in paces,
the attack suffers a -2 accuracy penalty. This penalty is doubled at
greater than double strength, tripled at greater than triple strength, and
so on.
Martial Technique:
Strength-based accuracy penalties are halved.

To perform a volley, both the shooter and their target must have a
good deal of open space above them; and it cannot normally be
utilized indoors or beneath a forest canopy.
Attacks made with the volley maneuver halve the accuracy penalties
imposed by cover, friendly fire, and long-range.
When firing a volley, the character aims at a zone on the board rather
than an individual. The difficulty to hit the zone is always 20.
On a failure, the attack does not miss completely, instead, it scatters a
number of paces equal to the amount by which the attack failed.
To determine scatter direction, roll a dice; on a roll of 1-12, the
missile scatters in the direction rolled as if on a clock face, on a 13-20
the missile instead falls short and scatters back toward the attacker.
Characters occupying a zone that is struck by a volley must evade or
be hit by the attack. The difficulty to evade is calculated normally, but
suffers a -20 penalty if the attacker hit with a critical success.
If a character cannot see a zone that they are targeting, the effects of
full concealment are applied. Do note that characters should not be
allowed to volley into a hidden character’s space without good reason.
Maneuvers which require hitting a specific target are nearly
impossible when volleying and are often accomplished by mere
chance. The accuracy penalty for such maneuvers is doubled when
they are combined with a volley.
Martial Technique:
Characters suffer a -4 penalty on acrobatics tests made to evade the
volley.

Trip
-2 Accuracy
A character may attempt to trip an opponent by striking at their legs,
sweeping beneath their feet, or simply bowling them over. On a
successful hit, the attacker rolls an opposed might test against their
opponent.
Should the attacker succeed, their subject immediately falls prone.
A critical success also stuns the tripped character while a fumble
might knock the attacker down in their stead.
A character who is tripped while in the act of standing up, for
example by a riposte, remains prone.
It is extremely difficult to trip someone with a shooting attack due to
the lack of mass, but one can achieve a similar result by injuring a
knee or pinning an article of clothing to a nearby wall.

Wild Strike
-1 Accuracy
This maneuver strikes the target many times with varying effects, an
expression of either wild enthusiasm or complete lack of care as one
simply lets the blows fall where they may.
Wild strike can replicate the effect of any other maneuver, determined
randomly by rolling on the following chart.

The following modifiers apply to the attacker’s might test:
-5
Projectile weapon
-5
Subject’s legs are behind cover or otherwise out of reach
+5
Target is standing upon slick or cluttered ground
+20
Attack hit with a critical success

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Flyers can be tripped normally if their wings or other means of lift can
be targeted. A tripped flier drops approximately fifty paces. If this
movement is sufficient to contact the ground, they will receive a +20
bonus to their tumble roll unless their attacker achieved a critical
success on their might test.
Tripping a swimming character pulls them underwater and causes
suffocation on their following turn.
Martial Technique:
Apply a +4 bonus to the might test to trip the subject.

Maim (Head)
Maim (Face)
Maim (Throat)
Maim (Ear / Eye)
Maim hot (Arm)
Maim hot (Leg)
Maim hot (Neck)
Maim hot (Torso)
Combo
Disarm

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Fatal Strike
Gruesome Blow
Hacking (Random Location)
Mocking Blow
Shove
Strangle
Subdue
Sunder
Trip
Roll Twice

Wild strike may be applied to the same attack any number of times,
roll separately for each but do not reroll duplicates.
Martial Technique:
The attacker may roll twice and choose the result when determining
which maneuver is replicated.

Volley
No Accuracy Modifier
Volley is a special ranged combat maneuver that can be attempted
with most primitive projectiles as well as some siege engines and all
thrown objects. Rather than traveling directly, the missile arcs high
into the air, allowing it to fall upon the target from above.
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Optional Combat Rules:
If you want a gritty and dangerous game that is significantly more
realistic, you can use one or more of the following optional rules.
Note that these options will slow down the pace of the game as well
as making it more dangerous. Only use them if you want combat to be
a serious affair that is not entered into lightly.
Open Ended Damage:
Rather than always inflicting two points of damage, wounds inflict an
amount of damage equal to the amount by which the damage test
exceeded the victim's resilience score. There is no limit to how much
damage can be inflicted by a single wound.
-Vitality equals 10 + 2x endurance.
-Tenacity equals 10 + 2x willpower.
-The effects of traits, spells, or artifacts which modify tenacity or
vitality are doubled.
-Treating a wound heals one point of damage for every full five points
by which the medical test exceeds ten, there is no maximum. Fumbles
likewise inflict one point of damage for every five points or part
thereof by which the result is below zero.
-The difficulty of fortitude tests brought on by the dying condition is
equal to 10 + double the amount by which the character's damage
total exceeds their vitality score.
-When dealing with something that wounds automatically on a failed
test, such as poison or tumbling, the wound inflicts an amount of
damage equal to the amount the test was failed by.
-Instead of modifying resilience, the resistance and weakness traits
respectively double and halve the damage total of wounds, round
down.
-Instead of the usual rules for mortal wounds, characters are killed
outright if their damage total ever equals or exceeds double their
vitality score.
-Critical hits double an attack’s damage adjustment rather than
providing a flat +20 bonus. Attacks which would have a negative are
instead halved. Fumbled evade or resolve tests for damage effects
have a similar effect.
-Burning, fatal wounds, and the second wind ability inflict two-point
wounds rather than single points of damage.
-All potions and spells heal double the normal amount of damage.
-The cauldron or fury spell inflicts a two-point wound. Each level of
the empower metamagic exponentially doubles this damage total.
Mutilation:
Whenever a character suffers a wound, they must take a fortitude test
with a difficulty equal to double the amount by which the damage test
exceeded their resilience score. On a failure, a random body part is
injured. On a fumble, it is crippled.
Edged weapons impose a -5 penalty on this test.
The effects of mutilation are not cumulative with those of the maim
maneuver. The maneuver instead allows the attacker to choose which
body part is hit. The martial technique applies to the mutilation roll.

Going to Ground:
Whenever a character is hit by an attack, they must roll a might test
with a difficulty equal to its damage adjustment. On a failure, they are
knocked prone. Blunt attacks impose a -5 penalty on this test, and
projectile weapons and energy attacks a +5 bonus.
Shock:
A wounded character must immediately roll a resolve test with a
difficulty equal to ten plus the amount by which the attack exceeded
their resilience score. On a failure, they are stunned; while on a
fumble, they pass out from pain for the rest of the act.
Malaise:
This optional rule represents a slow degradation of ability as pain and
fatigue continue to build. Divide the character's tenacity score by five
(do not round fractions). Rather than being disabled once a character
has taken damage exceeding their tenacity, they suffer a level of
exhaustion that lasts until their damage total again falls below this
threshold.
This penalty is cumulative if a character's damage total exceeds their
tenacity multiple times over.
Permanent Wounds:
After a character suffers an injured body part, they must immediately
roll a fortitude test; difficulty 20 for a standard injury and difficulty
40 for a crippling one.
On a failure, the character suffers a permanent -1 penalty to the
related attribute score. On a fumble, they lose the use of the body part
entirely and gain the relevant flaw. Permanent head or chest injuries
might impose other mental or physical flaws.
Note that the permanent effect might be worse than the initial injury,
likely a result of infection or extreme treatments such as amputation.
Permanent injuries do not heal in the recovery phase, though they can
be repaired by magic or surgery.
The Gamekeeper might choose to grant bonus character points to
offset permanent injuries.
Gradual Recovery:
Rather than simply healing to full during the recovery phase, injured
characters roll a fortitude test each night as they sleep. The difficulty
of this test is normally 15, but is reduced to 10 if the character has
spent the day resting and undertaken no serious exertion and
increased to 20 if the character has performed any sort of strenuous
activity such as manual labor, fighting, or traveling by any means
more demanding than as a passenger in a vehicle.
On a success, the character heals one point of damage.
On a critical success, they heal two points of damage.
On a fumble, the character's wound have become infected and the
character suffers an additional point of damage and a cumulative -4
penalty to their fortitude score. This penalty lasts until the character is
healed of all damage or the infection is cured by alchemy or magic.
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Players are free to manage their resources however they like. The
decision to take on a group debt is made by the team as a whole, with
a vote being taken to resolve disputes, although characters can also
volunteer to take on additional debts to cover their teammates who are
either unable or unwilling to contribute.
Likewise, players are free to give or loan items or wealth between one
another however they like, so long as they can agree on the terms.
Be wary of disputes that might arise in such a situation, and the
Gamekeeper or an in-game arbiter might need to settle disagreements
if they disrupt the player characters’ ability to work together.

Wealth
Every player character has a wealth score which represents their
financial stability. Wealth is not a tally of the coins in their pocket,
nor is it a measure of their social class or total worth, instead it is an
abstract measure of how much fluid capital they can draw upon at any
given time. This may be in the form of money, trade goods, credit,
contacts, or even favors and goodwill.
At the start of the game, a unit of wealth has roughly the same buying
power as one Imperial thari, but its value increases exponentially over
time as the characters grow in prestige and influence.
Player characters begin play with wealth equal to their business score.
At the end of each recovery phase, characters increase their wealth
score by the number of objectives they completed during the mission
and decrease it by the number of debts they took on.
Note that while the player characters may carry money or other
valuables, the majority of their riches are secured at their base and
will not be lost if they are robbed or defeated during a mission.

Acquisition
A character may purchase new equipment or upgrade their existing
gear by visiting a suitable marketplace and using the haggle ability
(see Chapter Three).
Making bulk purchases of low-quality gear, for example when
equipping a retinue, is instead handled by either taking on a debt or
making a business roll.
If a piece of equipment is permanently lost; destroyed, stolen, left
behind, etc., its owner may replace it with an equivalent piece during
the next recovery phase at no cost. This replacement item has a
quality one level lower than the original and does not retain artifact
powers or other unique properties.

Objectives
Characters gain wealth by completing objectives during their
missions. These objectives might represent payments or favors owed
to them by their employers, rewards for their deeds, or treasures found
in the field. Objectives apply to the team as a whole.
More information on objectives can be found in Chapter Ten.

Scrounging
If a character is in desperate need of a piece of gear, they can often
find what they need through less than honorable means such as
looting a dead body or stealing. Such items are usually assumed to be
of ordinary quality; these items are not fitted for their new owner and
are often damaged or mere display pieces.
The Gamekeeper is the final authority on whether an item is available,
as well as its quality. Scrounged items may be used for the rest of the
mission and are then discarded, although a sentimental character
might use the normal crafting or acquisition rules to refurbish a piece
of scavenged gear for permanent use.

Debts
Over the course of their adventures, characters will inevitably accrue
debt. Debts might be incurred by hiring assistance, arranging for
travel, paying fines and ransoms, offering bribes or gifts, sending an
urgent message, training and supplying minions, developing
landholdings, or other extravagant displays of wealth. Some particular
grandiose expenditures might even incur multiple debts at a time.
Some debts are individual, others apply to the team as a whole.
A character can make small day-to-day purchases and acquire
materials for repairing or crafting equipment without incurring a debt.
There is no debt for restocking in a friendly settlement, replenishing
the team’s store of ammunition, food, drink, and lamp oil; but doing
so in enemy territory or an impoverished region might incur debt.

Upkeep
Characters do not need to worry about minor expenses incurred
between missions such as maintaining gear or restocking supplies, or
for mundane living expenses like housing, taxes, food, tithes,
furnishings, clothing, and keeping themselves entertained.
It is assumed that these costs are paid for with a combination of
leftover mission rewards, family holdings, and using one’s skills to
earn money during the downtime between missions.

Destitute
If a character’s debts ever exceed their current wealth score, they are
considered destitute. A destitute character has exhausted their liquid
assets and may not voluntarily take on any further debts; even
normally trivial purchases might be beyond their means.
A destitute character might still be able to beg, borrow, salvage, steal,
or arrange alternative means of payment to get what they need.
A character with a negative wealth score is always considered
destitute.
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Materials
Most equipment will be built from relatively mundane materials such
as cloth, leather, wood, or steel. Increasingly high-quality items tend
to be made from purer or more advanced versions of common
materials, the most well-known of which is adamant.
Equipment composed of more exotic materials is significantly more
expensive. There is little practical benefit to having one's possessions
made from more esoteric components, although some supernatural
creatures may have an affinity or enmity for certain materials, for
example, the elves’ disdain for cold iron or a werewolf's vulnerability
to silver.

Equipment Quality
All objects have a quality rating which represents the wide range of
possible designs, materials, and manufacturing techniques used to
construct them, not all of which are equal.
Tools apply their quality modifier to their user's score in the relevant
skill. Weapons also add positive quality modifiers to their damage
adjustment and armor adds positive quality modifiers to its wearer's
resilience score. The modifiers for multiple tools are not cumulative.
Quality:
Improvised
Crude
Poor
Ordinary
Fine
Exquisite
Adamant
Atlantean
Mythic

Modifier:
-5
-2
-1
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Creation Difficulty:
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Adamant
The secret of Adamant was first revealed to the people of ancient
Atlantis, and its legacy was brought to the mainland with the Templar
who used it as the foundation for their Empire.
Adamant is metal that is grown like a crystal and composed of a
single molecule regardless of size or shape. Adamant is stronger than
any natural material; virtually indestructible.
Common adamant is a metallic substance grown from various ores in
a mysterious alchemical process. One can also make adamant using a
seed of flawless crystal, and the resulting metal will take on the
vibrant hue and supernatural properties of the mineral that was used.
Some of the most valuable forms of adamant are made from pure
samples of common metals and retain those metals’ spiritual essence.
Adamant made from iron is commonly called meteoric iron as most
terrestrial ore is too fouled to make into adamant.
Solarium, or burning bronze, is made from the truest copper and is
both incredibly durable and radiates a soothing warmth.
Mithril is adamant forged from liquid moonsilver. It is extremely
lightweight, cool to the touch, and is perpetually polished to a mirror
sheen.
Orichalcum, or true gold, is the most valuable of all metals. It is
extremely strong and always seems to glitter with an inner light.

Improvised tools are hardly proper tools at all, rather they are
whatever objects the character could scrounge up to do the job in a
pinch, either from natural objects, scraps and scavenged cast-offs, or
manufactured items meant for a different purpose.
Crude items are those made with technology far below that which is
prevalent in the modern world such as those made by stone age
civilizations.
Poor quality items are shoddily made, usually produced cheaply from
inferior materials or by a lazy or untalented craftsman.
Fine quality items are made from either high-end materials or with
modern manufacturing techniques, truly exquisite pieces utilize both.
Adamant goods are made from materials far beyond those found in
nature. The most prevalent are the various secret metals that were
brought to Pangaea by the progenitors of the Templar, but this
category also includes those made from the bodies of supernatural
creatures or harvested in enchanted landscapes. Goods of this quality
are virtually indestructible and can remain in pristine condition for
eons. It is said that adamant weapons can cleave through ordinary
steel and adamant armor can stop a bullet cold.
Goods made in the true Atlantean style contain many technologies
that were lost with the sunken kingdom. Some rare craftsmen can still
replicate these techniques, but no one truly understands the principles
behind them. Many people believe them to be magical in nature, and
although this is mostly just folk superstition, some contain eldritch
crystals that can form a psychic connection with a living being.
Mythic equipment is rare and valuable beyond measure, each piece is
a unique item with a legend and a history of its own. Such relics are
almost priceless, and many are created through unique circumstances,
most are the handiwork of a legendary artisan or made from the
remains of a fallen god.
Tools that have suffered through long years of use or neglect might
have a lower quality than their construction would indicate, and the
masterpieces of a talented craftsman might be higher.

Weight
The weight of a character's equipment is handled rather abstractly
based on a combination of its mass and bulk. Most equipment has a
weight listed in stones, an Imperial measurement that was said to
equal one-twelfth of the Empress' mass. Objects without a listed
weight are assumed to be small enough to have a negligible effect if
carried in reasonable quantities.
It is up to the Gamekeeper to determine how many stones an item
without a listed weight is worth. Generally, it should be assumed that
most man portable items weight about a stone, if they have an
appreciable weight at all.
Carrying an object usually takes a free hand unless it is secured in a
holster, backpack, purse, etc. Especially large objects might take both
hands, and several very small objects might be carried in the same
hand. A quadruped doesn’t need to use any hands to carry an object
which is lain across their back.
Objects which are pushed, pulled, or dragged reduce their effective
weight by a factor of five, ten if they can be rolled or are mounted on
a wheeled cart. The slope and texture of the surface might also modify
the effective weight of a dragged item at the Gamekeeper's discretion.
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Crafting and Materials

Equipment Sizes
Creatures come in all different shapes and sizes, and those of
drastically different dimensions require specially made gear. The cost
for such custom-made equipment can be found in Chapter Eight.
When carrying gear designed for a larger character, its effective
weight is multiplied by the difference in size ratings between the
bearer and the item's intended wielder. Items sized for smaller
characters instead divide their effective weight by the difference.
When using improperly sized tools, a character suffers a penalty to
their skill tests equal to the difference in size between them and the
intended user. Small weapons suffer this penalty to damage instead of
accuracy, while large weapons also receive a bonus to damage tests
equal to half the difference.
A character may use a standard shield designed for a larger creature
as a tower shield or one designed for a smaller creature as a buckler,
and vice versa.
Characters may not wear clothing or armor which is made for a
wearer with a different size rating in any effective way.

Crafting
Certain skills allow a character to utilize the craft ability to make their
own goods and equipment. Information on which items can be made
with each skill can be found in Chapter Three. Crafting is a laborious
action with a difficulty determined by the item’s quality.
Crafting a piece of gear requires an amount of concentration equal to
the item’s value. If a character does not have enough concentration to
finish an item, they may start work on it and spend concentration over
time, only rolling the test once they have spent the full amount.
A character is normally limited to crafting equipment with a quality
equal to or lower than their animus score, though the Gamekeeper
might lift these restrictions if they have access to exceptional
materials or are altering an existing piece of the same quality.
Before a character can begin crafting, they must assemble the
necessary materials in a workshop. This is normally a straightforward
task if the character has access to a suitable marketplace, but trying to
find quality materials in the hinterlands might incur a debt or require
that the character gather the raw materials themselves by mining,
cutting trees, slaughtering exotic beasts, plundering old ruins, melting
down scrap, or harvesting herbs.
A critical success creates a true masterpiece, either increasing the
quality of the created item(s) by +1, to a maximum of +5, or imbuing
it with an innate artifact power of the craftsman’s choice.
A fumble may destroy the item and all materials going into it
(possibly incurring a debt), injure the craftsmen, or produce an item
that will fail at a crucial moment.
A character may also use the crafting rules to upgrade an existing
item, by increasing its quality or by adding or removing
modifications. The difficulty and concentration costs are the same as
creating an item from scratch, but artifact powers or the heirloom trait
are preserved.

Provisions
A week's supply of food weighs one stone. Characters can usually
restock their provisions freely in civilized lands, but in certain areas,
particularly deserts or regions hit by famine or drought, resupplying
will incur a debt.
It is only important to keep track of food and drink in a survival
situation such as an impoverished character living on the streets, one
who is on the run from the law and can't risk public markets, traveling
through the wilderness, or being in a land which is under siege, in the
grip of a famine, or suffering through some other disaster.
A character who is in a desert or other arid region must consume an
extra stone of water each day or suffer the effects of dehydration.
Material
Steel
Wood
Iron
Silver
Platinum
Lead
Bone
Bronze
Amber
Amethyst
Beryl
Diamond
Emerald
Gold
Jade
Onyx
Opal
Pearl
Quartz
Ruby
Sapphire
Topaz

Adamant Variant
Adamant
Star Wood
Meteoric Iron
Mithril
Empyrean Steel
Plutonian Steel
God Flesh
Solarium
Phlogiston
Dreamstone
Bedrock
Prism
Viridium
Orichalcum
Sand of Time
Ebon
Warpstone
Life Force
Knowstone
Bloodstone
Deep Coral
Thunderstone

Strong Against
Doppelgangers, Gremlins
Lemures, Fomori
Elves, Kami, Loa, Manitou
Lycanthropes, Lampades
Cambions, Demons
Angels, Nephilim
Erinyes, Bugbears
Djinn, Marids
Water Elementals, Nereids
Cartesians, Fairies
Air Elementals, Sylphs
Annis, Nymphs
Terro, Tindalos
Asuras, Shi
Bogarts, Hobgoblins
Dryads, Spriggans
Gnomes, Maruts
Fomori, Rakshasa
Blood Elementals, Pooka
Barghests, Sphinxes
Salamanders, Fire Elementals
Earth Elementals, Oreads
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Affinity School
Technomancy
Primalism
None
All
Holy
Unholy
Necromancy
None
Evocation
Charm
Abjuration
Illusion
Conjuration
Mysticism
Chronomancy
Necromancy
Wyrd
Primalism
Divination
Restoration
Transmutation
Thaumaturgy

Opposing School
Wyrd
Necromancy
All
None
Unholy
Holy
Primalism
None
Transmutation
Illusion
Thaumaturgy
Charm
Chronomancy
Mysticism
Conjuration
Primalism
Technomancy
Necromancy
Restoration
Divination
Evocation
Abjuration
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Armor
Armored Clothing
Light Armor
Medium Armor
Heavy Armor
Shield
Buckler
Parrying Dagger
Tower Shield

Resilience
+2
+4
+6
+2
+1
+2

Barding / Ironclad
Gas Mask
Helmet
Spiked (Armor)
Spiked (Shield)

+1
+1
-

Good Penetration
Poor Penetration
+1
+3
+2
+6
+3
+9
+1
+3
+2
+1
+3
Upgrades
+1
+1
+1
+1
-

Shields

Masterwork Armor
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Dodge
+1
+2
-

Penalty
-2
-4
-6
-

Weight
1
2
3
1
1
1
2

Value
4
6
8
10
4
2
4
8

-

*
-2
-

-

+4
+2
-

Armor

Light Armor

Medium Armor

Heavy Armor
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Armored Clothing
Armored clothing is made from special cloth which can dissipate the
impact of an incoming blow and possibly even deflect a projectile.
Armored clothing provides no benefit over ordinary clothing at the
base level, however, high-quality armored clothing provides a
resilience bonus in the same manner as real armor.
Basic armored clothing usually involves numerous intricately tailored
layers of silk or linen. Higher quality garments are typically spun
from the fibers of magical plants or the silk of giant spiders, and the
greatest armored clothing, called robes of the magi, are woven from
enchanted fabrics which are tougher than steel.

Armor
Armor is worn to protect the wearer by deflecting incoming attacks.
Although few attacks will fully penetrate armor, the impact and the
resulting deformation of the materials may still inflict some damage,
and even attacks that pierce the armor will still expend energy in
doing so, turning a potentially deadly wound into a mere
inconvenience.
Worn armor increases the wearer's resilience score. Certain weapons
have good or poor armor penetration, which modifies the armor's
resilience bonus against their strikes, and some attacks may ignore
armor entirely.
In addition to its weight, armor is somewhat restrictive to a character's
range of motion and imposes a penalty on all skill tests for which
agility is the key attribute; acrobatics, athletics, and stealth.
A character gains no additional benefits from wearing multiple suits
of armor at one time, although they may benefit from both armor and
a shield.

Shields
Shields are plates of solid material strapped to the forearm and held in
the hand. They are used to block enemy blows and are positioned in
front of vital areas to deflect incoming fire. The most primitive
shields are thick hides or boiled leather stretched over a wooden
frame, but modern shields are typically made from some combination
of metal and wood.
Shields come in all shapes and sizes, although most are roughly the
size of the wielder’s torso. Larger shields cover a greater area but are
less maneuverable; thus the ideal form is a matter of opinion.
While a character is holding a shield, they gain a +2 bonus to
resilience. This protection works like armor and is affected by the
attacker's penetration.
A character loses this bonus and may not regain it until the end of
their following turn if they ever drop the shield, use the hand holding
the shield to perform an ability, or work toward a complex or
laborious action.

Light Armor
The lightest armors range from simple quilted or padded gambesons
to leather armors of varying hardness, often in the form of a buff coat,
cuirass, or rugged duster. The sturdiest light armors will sometimes
have metal studs or strips attached.
This category also includes especially thin or skimpy suits of mail
which are often worn by barbarians or gladiators who wish to display
their physique or maximize mobility and give only the barest nod to
social decency.
Light armors are typically found on conscripts and militia as well as
duelists and scouts who do not wish to encumber themselves.
Light armor made from the cured hides of animals is typically the
only form of protection available to primitive societies.

Parrying Dagger
A parrying dagger is held in a character's off hand and works in all
ways like a shield except that it grants a bonus to dodge instead of
resilience.

Medium Armor
Medium armors usually consist of some form of mail; swathing the
wearer’s body in links of metal rings or metallic scales sewn onto a
leather backing. More complex suits also include banded armor,
brigandine, and lamellar.
This category also includes solid steel breastplates worn with little
other armor to increase mobility while still protecting vital organs, as
well as primitive meshes of woven bone.
Medium armor is worn by most professional soldiers the world over.

Buckler
A buckler is an especially light shield that is strapped to the forearm,
allowing for graceful parries but lacking in sturdiness. The buckler's
resilience bonus is reduced by one but it also provides a +1 bonus to
dodge.
Tower Shield
Especially large shields are called tower shields. A tower shield
provides no additional protection in normal combat; though the shield
covers a much larger area it is far heavier and thus more difficult to
maneuver into position.
Tower shields double their resilience bonus against environmental
attacks.
A tower shield also applies its resilience bonus to its wielder’s dodge
score while they are using the defend ability.
Tower shields apply their benefits to their wielder's mount and to
anyone whom they are protecting with the guard maneuver, so long
as they remain within reach.

Heavy Armor
Heavy armor is made entirely out of metal, usually solid sheets of
steel over a mail backing, leaving only the joints exposed, and in the
highest quality armors not even then. Examples of heavy armor
include the plate armor worn by Imperial knights and the splint mail
of the west.
Heavy armor is typically worn by wealthy soldiers as well as shock
cavalry. Those who live on the edges of society; raiders and
scavengers, will often craft crude suits of heavy armor from the castoff materials of the industrial world.
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Armor
Helmet
A helmet is armor specifically designed to cover the head and neck,
and many suits of armor incorporate helmets by default. Although
helmets provide additional protection, they limit the wearer's field of
vision, make it hard to turn one's head, and muffle sound.
Most front-line soldiers, as well as miners and other laborers in
dangerous lines of work, wear a helmet as a matter of course; but
scouts, military officers, and adventurers have to balance out the loss
of awareness with the extra protection against shots to the head.
A helmet increases the armor’s resilience bonus by one but imposes a
-5 penalty to alertness. Helmets are not affected by armor penetration.

Armor Upgrades
Barding / Ironclad
Barding is armor that has been specially designed to be worn by an
animal, while an ironclad vehicle is one that has been reinforced with
heavy sheets of metal to protect it from harm. Both barding and
ironclad plates provide the same protection as normal armor, but also
apply their penalty to the driver’s ride skill.
Armor Quality
Extremely wealthy fighters such as high-ranking officers, the children
of nobility, or royal bodyguards, can afford armor of exquisite
craftsmanship made from the finest and most exotic materials such as
indestructible adamant, silk light mithril, the bark of a star wood tree,
or perhaps even the hide, scales, or carapace of a magical beast. Some
are simply tougher and harder to penetrate, others are so lightweight
that they can provide similar coverage and thickness to armors of a
heavier type without limiting mobility.
Armor adds its quality, if positive, to its resilience bonus. This extra
resilience is applied after the attacker's armor penetration, and attacks
that ignore armor entirely still take these quality modifiers into
account.
Low-quality armor does not reduce its resilience, but rather limits
mobility, applying its quality to the armor's penalty.
A high-quality shield does not apply its quality bonus to the wielder's
resilience, but aids in blocking and can sustain more damage before
becoming useless.

Buckler

Gas Mask
A gas mask is a sturdy but cumbersome faceguard that filters out bad
air. A gas mask works like a helmet, but also provides a +5 bonus on
fortitude tests made to resist inhaled poisons, suffocation caused by
smoke or other smothering gases, or overpowering stenches.
A character wearing a gas mask automatically fails any alertness tests
which are based on their ability to smell and cannot use the scent trait.
Spiked (Armor)
This armor has large spikes on it to dissuade enemies and wild
animals from getting too close. Opponents suffer a -5 penalty to their
might test when using the grapple, push, shove, strangle, or trip
maneuvers against the wearer.
Spiked (Shield)
This shield is covered with long spikes or serrated blades, allowing it
to be used as an improvised weapon as well as a defense. A spiked
shield modifies damage tests rather than accuracy when using the
bash fighting style.

Spiked Shield

Tower Shield
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Short Blade

Blade

Long Blade

Fine Blade

Two-Handed Blade

Great Blade

Sap

Mace

War Hammer

Baton

Staff

Maul

Scourge

Whip

Flail

Nunchaku

Mace (Curved)

Meteor Hammer
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Weapons
Unarmed Strike
Brass Knuckle
Melee Claw
Short Blade
Blade
Long Blade
Fine Blade
Two-Handed Blade
Great Blade
Sap
Mace
War Hammer
Baton
Staff
Maul
Kama
Spear
Lance
War Scythe
Halberd
Pike
Scourge
Whip
Flail
Nunchaku
Fighting Chain
Meteor Hammer
Blowgun
Pistol Bow
Crossbow
Heavy Crossbow
Sling / Atlatl
Short Bow
Bow
Long Bow
Low Caliber Pistol
Pistol
High Caliber Pistol
Low Caliber Rifle
Rifle
High Caliber Rifle
Net
Lasso
Bola

Pistol (Low Caliber)

Accuracy
+4
+4
+4
+2
-2
+2
-2
+2
-2
+2
-2
+2
-2
+2
-2
+2
-2
+2
-2
+4
+2
-2
+4
+2
-2
+3
+1
-1
+3
+1
-1
+5
+5
+5

Damage
+1
+1
+1
+3
+5
+7
+5
+7
+9
+3
+5
+7
+5
+7
+9
+3
+5
+7
+5
+7
+9
+3
+5
+7
+5
+7
+9
+1
+3
+5
+7
+3
+5
+7
+9
+4
+6
+8
+6
+8
+10
-

Hands
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2

Pistol

Weight
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1

Value
2
2
4
4
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
8
8
8
2
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
6
6
6
12
12
12
2
2
2

Rifle
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Special Properties:
Blunt, Unarmed
Blunt, Unarmed
Edged, Unarmed
Edged
Edged
Edged
Edged
Edged
Edged
Blunt
Blunt
Blunt
Blunt
Blunt
Blunt
Edged, Polearm
Edged, Polearm
Edged, Polearm
Edged, Polearm
Edged, Polearm
Edged, Polearm
Blunt, Lash
Blunt, Lash
Blunt, Lash
Blunt, Lash
Blunt, Lash
Blunt, Lash
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Volley
Projectile, Ranged, Reload
Projectile, Ranged, Reload
Projectile, Ranged, Reload
Projectile, Ranged, Reload
Projectile, Ranged, Reload
Projectile, Ranged, Reload
Blunt, Grapple
Blunt, Grapple, Reach
Blunt, Grapple, Ranged
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Brass Knuckles

Blow Gun

Melee Claw

Kama

Spear

Lance

War Scythe

Halberd

Pike

Sling

Pistol Bow

Crossbow

Short Bow

Bow

Long Bow

Net

Lasso

Bola
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who may be caught out of formation, and great pikes used by men
fighting in multiple ranks to break apart cavalry charges.
Polearms double the attackers natural reach and halve friendly fire
penalties in close combat as described in Chapter Four.

Weapons
Blades
Blades are the most common weapons in Pangaea, lengths of pointed
metal which have been attached to a hilt and sharpened on one or both
sides, making them ideal for cutting, stabbing, or slashing.
Short blades are generally less than a foot long and include all manner
of knives and daggers, from simple utilitarian tools to specially made
weapons.
A standard blade is a short sword such as a gladius or a long knife
such as a machete and is generally about two feet in length.
A long blade represents a true sword such as an arming sword or a
broadsword and is usually three or four feet in length from pommel to
tip.
A fine blade is roughly the same length as a long blade but is thinner
and more delicate, meant to be held in both hands or with a free hand
to support balance. Examples of fine blades include sabers, rapiers,
and epees.
A two-handed blade is too large to be wielded effectively in one hand,
up to five feet in length. Examples include bastard swords and long
swords.
Great blades are the largest of all swords, sometimes longer than their
wielder is tall. Examples include the claymore and the zweihander,
and they are typically used by mighty warriors who need to strike out
against polearm-equipped troops, mounted foes, or massive monsters
that are impervious to lighter blows.
Blades are the default melee weapon, useful in most situations but
excelling in few, great for slicing up and killing foes but lacking the
ability to effectively incapacitate or synergize in a formation.
All blades have one additional use; their sharp edge can serve as a
cutting tool in a pinch.

Lashes
Lashes are weapons with a flexible length of leather, rope, or chain,
allowing them to use the principles of rotational velocity to greatly
enhance the force of their strikes. These weapons combine many of
the properties of blunt weapons and polearms, although they are
rarely seen on the battlefield as they are difficult to master and harder
still to use effectively in a tight formation.
The lightest weapon in this category is the scourge, a short lash with
several rope, leather, or chain heads, often tipped with blades or
hooks, that is used primarily as a means of punishment of flagellation.
Heavier one-handed lashes take the form of full-length bullwhips
capable of striking at supersonic speeds and parting flesh from bone.
The heaviest of all single-handed lashes are flails; maces with a joint
or chain between the haft and the head.
Two-handed lashes are rarer and even more difficult to use, the
lightest being the nunchaku, two pieces of wood or metal that can be
used as either a grip or a bludgeon and bound together by a thin
length of rope or chain. Heavier two-handed lashes include specially
weighted fighting chains and meteor hammers, heavy metal balls on
the end up lengths of rope.
Lashes are versatile weapons that can strike at distant foes and can be
used to trip, disarm, or entangle their opponents with ease. They
combine the properties of both a polearm and a blunt weapon.
Bows
The ability to strike from a distance is vital in any sort of tactical
combat, and a great way of evening the odds. The earliest ranged
weapons were simply melee weapons that could be hurled at an
opponent, but more advanced mechanical devices were soon created
to launch projectiles great distances.
Chief among these devices are the various forms of bows, bent wood
held taught by a string which can be drawn to fire arrows at distant
foes. Although bows were on their way out in most parts of the world
at the time of the Cataclysm, they have recently seen a resurgence as
only a precious few can afford modern firearms.
Arrows are normally kept at the side or on the back in quivers and are
reloaded with the same action used to fire them. Lighter short bows
are developed for hunting small game or for use by cavalry who enjoy
the extra speed and mobility which is lacking in the heavier longbows
that can drive an arrow through an armored man but require
tremendous strength to draw, let alone fire with any accuracy.
Crossbows are a variant form of bow that adds a stock, trigger, and
simple machinery that allows the crossbow to hold its short arrow,
called a bolt, ready to fire, and can be used with one hand. Firing the
crossbow is simple, but it takes a good deal of strength and effort to
reload one.
Although not truly bows, there are several light weapons that can be
used to similar effect, including slings, blowguns, and atlatls.

Bludgeons
Bludgeoning implements are the most basic form of weaponry. They
range from light hand-held saps to massive war hammers, and they
can be as straightforward as a simple club or as elegant as a
quarterstaff. Although blunt weapons lack the sheer damage of some
other forms of attack, they can be useful in pummeling an opponent
without killing them or making a huge mess.
Blunt weapons are similar in many respects to edged weapons,
however, most receive a bonus when attempting to perform combat
maneuvers that incapacitate the opponent.
Polearms
Polearms are a diverse group of weapons that include some sort of
cutting or stabbing implement mounted atop the end of a long shaft.
Polearms are among the earliest weapons, evolved from simple
hunting spears which allowed primitive hominids to kill animals
without getting in range of their claws and teeth.
One-handed polearms range from light spears to lances so long that
they are only fully effective when used from horseback. Two-handed
polearms consist of war scythes, a military adaption of the common
farming implement, heavy halberds favored by guards and soldiers
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Guns
Guns have many advantages over more primitive weapons, they are
easy to use, always ready to fire, can strike from great ranges, and
allow even the puniest marksman to take down an armored foe. Guns
are also extremely difficult to create and maintain, no mass
production facilities exist and competent gunsmiths are few and far
between. Still, guns are probably the most effective weapon of the
modern age for those who have the means to acquire them.
Most modern firearms have a cylinder that can hold six bullets, but
some old-fashioned pistols and sniper rifles hold only a single shot
and advanced weapons hold larger magazines. Once a gun is out of
bullets, it must be reloaded.
Guns rely on a chemical propellant to provide the force for their
attack rather than the user’s strength, but it is extremely difficult to
handle a gun with too much kick and most characters are assumed to
be using guns with a caliber that they can control.

Non-Lethal Weapons
Sometimes the goal is not to kill an opponent but merely to restrain or
capture them, and these weapons are perfect for such situations. Nonlethal weapons include weighted nets made to be thrown over
enemies in close combat, lassos used to ensnare more distant foes, and
bolas which can trip or entangle targets at range.
Attacks made with non-lethal weapons do not test for damage; though
a desperate fighter could use one as an improvised weapon in a pinch.
These weapons can make use of the disarm, grapple, shove, strangle,
or trip maneuvers. The attacker receives a +2 bonus on their might
test to restrain their opponent if the weapon is held in both hands.
Improvised Weapons
A character will often find themself in a fight without a proper
weapon at hand and will need to make do with whatever is nearby.
Arming oneself with an improvised weapon is a basic action, which
may require a larceny test if the object is being actively guarded.
Almost anything can be used as an improvised weapon; a broken
bottle or a bit of jagged metal, a stick, a shovel, a ladder, a tool, a
chain, a chair, a table leg, even rocks off the ground.
A character can attack with an improvised weapon using either the
melee or unarmed skills. Improvised weapons have base damage and
accuracy modifiers of two plus their wielder’s animus score.
Improvised weapons are ruined if they suffer even a single level of
wear; and are almost certain to be broken on a fumble or partial
success when testing for damage.
The weapon has whatever properties are deemed appropriate by the
Gamekeeper. This includes base traits, damage type, and even
modifications. Especially heavy objects receive a +2 bonus to damage
and a -2 penalty to accuracy, and vice versa for those that are small
and quick. An improvised weapon that requires two hands likewise
receives a +2 bonus to damage.
For example, a silver letter opener can, in a pinch, be used as an
ornate edged weapon with a bonus to accuracy and a penalty to
damage.
Characters can use fighting styles with improvised weapons,
assuming there are proper materials at hand, for example using a
tabletop as an improvised shield or a torch as an improvised parrying
dagger.
Though the Gamekeeper has the final say on the properties of any
given weapon, they should keep the player’s desires in mind, for
example suggesting the use of a nearby ladder if a player says they are
looking around for a bludgeon with exceptional reach.

Unarmed Combat Aids
There are numerous forms of weaponry designed to make the
unarmed combatant hit harder than they could with their flesh alone.
Most consist of simple metal bands or rings worn over the knuckles,
but they can also take the form of heavy metal gauntlets called cestus,
steel-tipped boots, and even stranger implements. In all cases the goal
is the same, to increase the mass and hardness of the striking limb.
A character equipped with brass knuckles will never be considered
vulnerable for making unarmed attacks. Higher quality brass knuckles
will provide a bonus to accuracy and damage as would any other
weapon. They are typically carried around by those who want to be
prepared for everything, but are seldom used by dedicated martial
artists as such crude tools interfere with their natural grace and the
flow of chi.
Melee claws are a popular variant of brass knuckles that consist of
one or more blades attached to a glove or wristband.
This arrangement allows the unarmed combatant to perform cutting
and slashing maneuvers with an otherwise blunt hand.
Unarmed combat aids can utilize any upgrades which can be applied
to a melee weapon.
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Spear (Jagged)

Long Blade (Hand and a Half)

Blade (Double Weapon)

Short Blade (Jagged)

Blade (Jagged)

Great Blade (Jagged)

Short Blade (Curved)

Blade (Curved)

Long Blade (Curved)

Fine Blade (Curved)

Two-Handed Blade (Curved)

Short Blade (Pick)

Short Blade (Throwing)

Short Blade (Throwing, Axe)

Short Blade (Hilt Guard)

Sap (Throwing)

Kama (Throwing)

Long Blade (Pick)
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Bayonet
A bayonet is a large blade attached to the barrel of a gun or crossbow
which allows it to be used in close combat, and similar modifications
to bows and slings allow them to function like staffs. Such weapons
are unwieldy, but serve adequately as a last resort.
Although it still counts as a shooting attack, a weapon modified with a
bayonet will engage targets and can be used to perform the riposte
maneuver against foes who are within the attacker’s reach.

Weapon Modifications
These modifications can be applied to weapons, altering their abilities
and changing their cost and weight.
Most modifications are limited to a single category of weapons; close
combat, ranged, and firearms.
Artillery
Artillery pieces are massive weapons that have been modified to
allow men of ordinary stature to operate them. The artillery upgrade
can be applied to any bow or rifle, turning it into a ballista or a
cannon respectively.
Each level of this upgrade provides a +2 bonus to damage and a +2
bonus on any might tests that are be called for by maneuvers.
Artillery also suffers an accuracy penalty equal to the amount by
which its damage bonus exceeds the target's size rating. So, for
example, a cannon with two levels of the artillery upgrade will suffer
a -4 penalty to accuracy against a man-sized target, a -2 penalty
against a size rating two subject such as a troll, and no accuracy
penalty when used against a subject of size rating of four or greater
such as an ogre or a giant.
Artillery cannot be brought to bear against targets who have engaged
the operator in close combat.
An artillery piece must be deployed before it is fired. Deployed
artillery takes up an area with a diameter of one pace per level of the
upgrade.
Deploying, reloading, or packing up an artillery piece requires one
basic action per level of the upgrade. Multiple characters can work
together to speed the process.
Each rank of this upgrade exponentially doubles the weapon's weight
and cost as well as that of its ammunition.
The lightest artillery pieces are only supported by a tripod, but most
are wheeled about on a cart, while those that are larger still are often
mounted on a ship or train. The heaviest artillery of all is completely
stationary, built into fortifications.

Bipod
This upgrade can be applied to any ranged weapon, giving it a small
pair of legs that can be extended for extra stability when resting
against the ground. Characters firing a bipod mounted weapon
receives a +2 bonus to accuracy while prone.
Concealed
This weapon has been carefully made to look like something else or
to fit inside of a larger object. Common examples include sword
canes and ring guns. The weapon is easy to hide and will not appear
to be a weapon at all to a casual investigation.
Concealed weapons provide a +5 bonus to the bearer’s larceny tests
when they are being smuggled.
Curved Blade
This blade is elegantly curved, creating a weapon that is light,
graceful, and extremely accurate, but which lacks force behind the
blow and will sometimes slide along thick armor rather than cutting
into it. Examples of curved blades include the kukri, scimitar,
falchion, cutlass, talwar, shamshir, wakizashi, katana, and the twohanded versions thereof, as well as polearms such as glaives, maces
with large flanges upon them, and lashes which have been made into
graceful urumi whip swords.
Curved blades receive a +2 bonus to accuracy, but reduce the
weapon’s armor penetration to poor.
Double Weapon
A double weapon consists of multiple armaments emerging from a
single handle. Guns with this upgrade tend to have two barrels next to
one another which can be fired almost simultaneously, while double
melee weapons typically involve a long shaft with a blade or
bludgeoning head on each end, and double bows are designed to
launch multiple arrows at once.
Although these exotic weapons are hard to find and harder to train in,
they provide considerable benefits as the opponent can never be sure
where the next attack is coming from.
This weapon suffers a -4 penalty when testing for damage, but allows
the bearer to make two attacks simultaneously against the same or
different targets.

Axe
An axe is a blade with a long haft that ends in a compact, wedgeshaped, head. Axes are traditionally used for labor rather than combat,
but their versatility as a tool and superior ability to chop through
heavy armor means that they are brought to battle often enough.
There are many styles of battle axe, from small one-handed hatchets
and tomahawks to the massive two-handed axes used by executioners.
There are also many pole-axes, most notably the bardiche, which
combine exceptional reach with the cutting power of an axe, and
many blunt weapons have an axe blade on the reverse face.
Although powerful weapons, axes are unwieldy and difficult to parry
with; they receive a -2 penalty to accuracy, but their armor
penetration is upgraded to good.
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Long Blade (Axe)

Two-Handed Blade (Axe)

Great Blade (Axe)

Short Blade (Axe)

Melee Claw (Throwing)

Brass Knuckles (Throwing)

Melee Claw (Axe)

Mace (Jagged)

Rifle (Artillery)

Rifle (Double Weapon)

Rifle (Scatter)

Rifle (Increased Range)

Pistol (Increased Capacity)

Rifle (Flamethrower)

Rifle (Gatling)

Bow (Artillery)

Sling (Trebuchet Siege Engine)

Sling (Catapult Siege Engine)
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Expanded Capacity
A gun with expanded capacity is built to hold a large number of
bullets, either loaded into a prototype spring clip or belt-fed.
Extra bullets do exactly what one would think, each allowing one
additional shot to be fired before needing to reload. The complex
mechanisms make such weapons delicate and prone to malfunction,
each level of this upgrade also applies a -1 penalty to the firearm's
durability score.

Hilt Guard
This weapon has been designed with a large or oddly shaped hilt that
can be used to catch the opponent's weapon as well as protect the
wielder’s hand. This weapon can be used as a parrying dagger when
not being put to offensive use. In addition, it grants a +2 bonus to the
wielder’s might test when they are using the disarm maneuver.
Brass knuckles with this upgrade typically take the form of armored
bracers which are worn over the forearms and allow martial artists to
deflect their opponent's blows.

Flamethrower
A flamethrower is an experimental form of gun that fires a spray of
burning oil that sticks to the target's flesh. A character that is
wounded by a flamethrower is set on fire as described in Chapter
Four.
Should a character who is equipped with a flamethrower test for heatbased damage, a separate damage test is also rolled against the
flamethrower. If a flamethrower is destroyed by a heat-based attack, it
will explode and set its wielder on fire.
Flamethrowers suffer double the usual accuracy penalty for being
fired at long range.

Jagged
This weapon’s blade is especially jagged or wavy, perfect for doing
horrible damage to soft tissue. Examples of jagged blades include the
khopesh, falchion, kris, flamberge, and voulge. It can also represent
attaching spikes to a blunt weapon or tying blades to a lash.
Jagged weapons receive a +2 bonus when testing for damage but
reduce the weapon’s armor penetration to poor.
Long Barrel
This gun's barrel is especially long, giving it increased range at the
cost of concealment and making it awkward to use in close quarters.
This upgrade double's the wearer's effective perception score for the
purposes of measuring its range, but suffers an additional -2 penalty
to accuracy when the wielder is engaged in close combat.
When applied to primitive weapons, this modification usually
represents a composite structure that enhances range but leaves the
weapon somewhat cumbersome and delicate.

Gatling
This weapon has an extremely high rate of fire, launching a
continuous hail of projectiles from rotating barrels.
When a Gatling gun is used to perform the flurry maneuver, it may
target the same subject with multiple shots.
If using both the cleave and the flurry maneuvers together, a Gatling
gun can target the same area multiple times, striking each target
within the area once per burst.
Automatic weapons tend to jam and overheat if fired continuously.
Make sure to apply the effects of a fumble to all subsequent shots; if a
Gatling gun jams or is destroyed, the remaining shots in the burst will
be wasted.
This upgrade can also be applied to crossbows, representing a
sophisticated repeater mechanism allowing it to fire a steady stream
of bolts by turning a crank.

Ornate
Ornate weapons are made from or incorporate exotic materials such
as gold, silver, ivory, ironwood, gemstones, or cold iron. Such
weapons are costly and difficult to make, but have a potent
supernatural resonance.
When purchasing a weapon made from an exotic material, it is
important to specify exactly what material it is made from. This
weapon functions normally, although many magical creatures have a
weakness to various materials, particularly cold iron or silver.
Note that it is the material of the projectile rather than the weapon
which inflicts damage, so an ornate ranged weapon will not benefit
from this property unless it is being used as an improvised bludgeon.

Harpoon
A harpoon is a sturdy spear with a hooked or barbed tip made for
catching the opponent and holding them in place. This upgrade can be
applied to any polearm or lash weapon, the latter representing a
harpoon anchored to a rope or chain.
A harpoon can be used to perform the grapple maneuver; however, it
suffers a -2 penalty to accuracy when used for any other purpose. A
harpoon can be thrown to grapple at range.

Pick
A pick consists of a relatively small pointed head attached
perpendicularly to a long wooden shaft. Although the wounds caused
by a war pick are not as large as those from a full-length blade, they
are still more than enough to kill or cripple a man and have the
potential to punch through any armor.
Weapons with a long slender blade designed for piercing armor, such
as the stiletto dagger or the pilum spear also use the rules for picks,
and many blunt weapons have a pick mounted on the reverse face.
Picks receive a -2 penalty when testing for damage, but their armor
penetration is upgraded to good.

Hand and a Half Grip
This modification may be applied to any weapon that only requires
one hand to wield. The weapon is significantly longer and heavier
than most of its type, almost as large as a true two-handed weapon.
This weapon's grip is modified to accommodate being wielded with
either one or two hands, and as a result, allows the wielder to receive
a bonus to both accuracy and damage when bracing.
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Sawed Off Barrel
This weapon has an especially short barrel which makes it easy to
conceal and especially deadly at close range. It suffers no accuracy
penalties for being used while engaged, but doubles any penalties for
being fired at long range.

Silencer
Any firearm can be fitted with a device to minimize the noise and
light caused by the combustion of the projectile. Firing a silenced
weapon does not count as making an exceptionally loud noise for the
purposes of the alarm, listen, or sneak abilities.

Scatter Gun
This gun is designed to fire a hail of shrapnel or small pellets which
are exceedingly deadly at short range. This weapon receives a +2
bonus when testing for damage, but any accuracy penalties for firing
at long range are also applied to damage tests.

Single Shot
This upgrade can be applied to any projectile weapon. This weapon is
either designed for a sniper who will only get one chance at the attack
or by primitive cultures that have yet to figure out complex loading
mechanisms. A crossbow with this modification is one that is too
heavy to reload without a windlass.
A single shot weapon receives a +2 bonus to accuracy and durability,
but must be reloaded after every attack.

Scope
This weapon has a special lens mounted on its upper surface which
provides additional benefits to a shooter who takes the time to look
through it. A weapon with a scope doubles the accuracy bonus for
using the aim maneuver.

Throwing
This weapon has been balanced so that it can be thrown with very
little difficulty. Throwing weapons suffer a -2 penalty to accuracy
when used in close combat.
This upgrade can be applied to any one-handed melee weapon. The
most common forms are light weapons such as daggers, hand axes,
chakrams (blades), javelins (polearms), boomerangs (lashes), or small
throwing hammers (maces). Thrown brass knuckles or melee claws
take the form of darts or shurikens respectively.

Siege Engine
This upgrade can be applied to slings or pistols, creating mortars,
catapults, and trebuchets. These weapons follow all the rules for
artillery except that they must be fired using the volley maneuver.
Larger siege engines can hurl truly enormous missiles, and such
weapons hit with such force that even those who avoid a direct hit are
often sprayed with deadly shrapnel or knocked to the ground by the
force of the shot. Anything within one pace of the point of impact
must evade or test for damage. Every four levels of this upgrade
increase this radius by one pace in all directions.
Catapults can be loaded with explosives, burning oil, toxic chemicals,
plagued bodies, beehives, and even stranger payloads; the precise
effects of which are up to the Gamekeeper.

Weapon Chain
This weapon has a fine chain or other locking mechanism which
connects it to the wearer's glove, bracelet, or vambraces. It is virtually
impossible to knock this weapon from the wielder's hand unless it is
hit with enough force to actually shatter the chain.
The wielder receives a +2 bonus on any tests made to resist having the
weapon taken from them or knocked from their grip.
If the character is disarmed or drops their weapon due to a fumble or a
magical curse, they can re-arm themselves on the following round as
a basic action without using the snatch ability or risking another
character picking it up first.
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Modification
Artillery
Axe
Bayonet
Bipod
Concealed
Double
Expanded Capacity
Flamethrower
Gatling
Harpoon
Hand and a Half Grip
Hilt Guard
Jagged
Long Barrel
Ornate
Pick
Sawed Off
Scatter
Scope
Siege Engine
Silencer
Single Shot
Throwing
Weapon Chain

Close Combat

Ranged (Primitive)

Ranged (Firearm)

Weight

Value1

Location2

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

x2
x2
x2
x2
-1
-

x2
+2
+2
+2
x2
+2
x2
x2
+2
+2
+2
x2
+2
x2
+2
1/4
+2

Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Hilt
Hilt
Shaft
Hilt
Hilt
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Shaft
Hilt

1: The cost of multiple modifications is not exponential, it is calculated off the base cost and then added together.
2: A given weapon may not have multiple upgrades applied to the same location.
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Ammunition
damage scatter rounds explode into showers of tiny blades called
flechette. Simpler weapons, such as arrows, bolts, and thrown
weapons typically employ fierce hooks and barbs, making them
nearly impossible to remove without even greater damage to the flesh.
High damage rounds receive a +2 bonus when testing for damage but,
due to their tendency to flatten out against their targets, have poor
armor penetration.

Ammunition
All ranged weapons are assumed to come with a dozen units of
ammunition; their weight is included with that of the weapon and the
cost to restock them during the recovery phase is negligible.
If a character wishes to carry extra ammunition they can, but each
extra quiver of a dozen arrows or bolts weights one stone, and every
extra bandolier of twelve bullets incurs a debt.

Incendiary
Fire is one of the oldest and most impressive forces wielded by
humans, and it is no surprise that many have found ways to
incorporate it into their weapons. Incendiary rounds are designed to
set the target ablaze, burning them horribly even if the initial wound
fails to kill. Incendiary ammunition is soaked in or contains a pocket
of potent chemicals that burn with fierce intensity once ignited by
sparks or open flame.
Anyone wounded by an incendiary round is set on fire. Incendiary
ammunition suffers a -4 penalty to accuracy.

Ammunition Variants
The following is a list of variations that can be applied to ammunition
or alchemical explosives. A variant arrow can simply be drawn from
the quiver and fired, but when using a firearm, the marksman needs to
keep track of which type of bullet is being used every time they
reload.
Armor-Piercing
Armor-piercing ammunition comes in a wide range of shapes and
designs. Armor-piercing bullets usually take the form of jacketed or
solid-cored rounds, but sometimes they are simply made of ultradense materials like uranium or adamant. Armor-piercing scatter guns
fire solid slugs and armor-piercing arrows and bolts are bodkins or
heavy pile arrows.
Armor-piercing rounds increase their penetration to good, but tend to
punch straight through the target rather than expanding or
fragmenting, and are less than ideal for injuring lightly armored
opponents, suffering a -2 penalty when testing for damage.

Long Range
When striking at distant targets, it is best to use ammunition
specifically made for the job. Light and carefully fletched flight
arrows allow for far greater distance, as do specially made
aerodynamic bullets and long-handled stick grenades.
Long-range ammunition doubles the wielder’s effective perception
and strength scores when determining range penalties, but suffers a -2
penalty when testing for damage.
If fired from a weapon with the long barrel upgrade, the character's
effective perception score is instead tripled.

Exotic Material
Amongst those who hunt supernatural beings, there is a market for
bullets made from all manner of exotic materials despite their expense
and difficulty to cast. Silver bullets are used to hunt werewolves, cold
iron slugs can kill the fey, and ammunition made of gold or tipped
with gemstones is not unheard of amongst those who expect to face
truly bizarre foes.
These rounds have no innate effects, but certain creatures may have a
supernatural weakness to the specific material used.
Each quiver of exotic arrows or bandolier of exotic bullets incurs an
additional debt when acquired.

Non-lethal
Non-lethal ammunition is often used to incapacitate or stun opponents
whom the attacker would rather take in alive such as rioters, petty
criminals, those who are needed for interrogation, or innocents who
are caught in the crossfire. Examples of non-lethal weapons include
rubber bullets, blunted fowling arrows, and stinger grenades.
Non-lethal ammunition suffers a -2 penalty when testing for damage,
changes the weapon's type from projectile to blunt, and always counts
as having used the subdue maneuver.

Fragmentation
This upgrade increases the blast radius of grenades, inhaled poisons,
and flash bombs by one pace.
Fragmentation can be applied to the same explosive any number of
times with cumulative effects, but each level increases item’s value by
two.

Toxic
There is nothing for increasing the lethality of a weapon like an oldfashioned coating of poison. For arrows, bolts, and thrown weapons,
it is simply a matter of dipping the weapon in the toxin as one would a
melee weapon, but more advanced ammunition needs a special
cartridge to hold the toxin within.
A toxic bullet is a special dart capsule that does not test for damage
normally, instead, it exposes anyone who it hits to its payload. The
payload is typically poison but can also be holy water or even an
alchemical tonic or elixir.
Potions must be acquired separately but can be stored in the cartridge
indefinitely.

High Damage
Humans have always strived to find ways to make their weapons
inflict the maximum amount of pain and suffering upon their foes,
and there is a wide array of ammunition types designed to do just that.
High damage bullets are usually hollow point rounds while high
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Gaming
Most games can be played with simple cards, dice, boards, and
chessmen. More elaborate games might require expensive pieces, and
many ornamented and high-quality variants exist, however, few
games give an advantage to a player using higher quality components.
Still, some games might benefit high-quality tools, and a cheater
might be able to tamper with theirs to gain an advantage in others.

Tools
Tools assist in the usage of the various skills listed in Chapter Three.
They come in many varieties, but descriptions of the most common
tools are presented below.
Academics
Academics use entire libraries as their tools. A library is not a single
object, but a collection of books, possibly numbering in the hundreds
or even thousands.

Insight
Crystals contain threads of calcified mana which seers can use to
attune to magical resonances. Especially high-quality gemstones
might even vibrate or be drawn toward strong sources of supernatural
energy, their subtle songs and movements only detectable to those of
great spiritual awareness.

Acrobatics
Most uses of the acrobatics skill do not use a tool of any sort, instead
relying on the bonus from the limber trait; however, a suitable pole
can be of use in some situations.
Poles can be held out to improve balance when tightrope walking or
crossing a slippery surface; assuming there is room to do so, and can
be vaulted upon for additional distance when jumping.
Such a pole has limited uses and is very large and cumbersome; only
dedicated acrobats carry one with them while traveling.

Larceny
A thief’s tools include numerous objects designed to break or bypass
security measures; lockpicks, stethoscopes, wire cutters, and prying
bars as well as objects designed to enhance the thief’s safety such as
small periscopes, tar paper, and prods.
The greatest thieves’ tools even include enchanted skeleton keys that
can, given time, open any lock.

Alertness
A simple investigator's kit is built around a magnifying glass as well
as various other lenses and tools to amplify images, sounds, and
smells. It will also include various powders and fluids which will
make fingerprints, dried blood, gunpowder, and similar residues stand
out to the naked eye.

Medical
A standard doctor's bag includes scalpels, forceps, clamps, splints,
and a stethoscope as well as common medicines such as antibiotics,
pain killers, anti-venoms, coagulants, antihistamines, and
disinfectants, plus lots of bandages. This kit is good for standard first
aid, treating most common diseases or toxins, and even field surgery,
but more complex procedures or exotic illnesses will require
specialized equipment or medicines.
The Atlanteans had healing crystals that were attuned to the
frequencies of the human body, allowing medics to treat diseases and
injuries without ever actually touching the patient, and some modern
tinkers have managed to recreate this lost art.

Art
Artist's tools vary based on their discipline, but typically consist of
pigments, canvases, brushes, and, in the case of sculpture and pottery,
the very clay and rock that is to be molded as well as the tools to work
it.
Athletics
Most athletic endeavors require only a good pair of shoes to provide
support and protect the feet. Various tools assist in other means of
locomotion, flippers and other diving gear help while swimming,
climbing utilizes ropes, pitons, and a harness, while skiing would
require both skis and poles. Most sports also use their own specialized
equipment.

Metalworking
A standard smith's tools include a hammer, tongs, whetstones, and a
few replacement parts. This is good enough for field repairs and
creating simple items, but elaborate projects will require a full forge,
including a furnace and an anvil, which is most certainly not portable.
It is said that great rune hammers exist, magical tools which guide the
smith's hands and provide such force and energy that they require no
external source of heat, merely a sturdy surface to pound against.

Domestic
Domestic is a broad skill, and a fully stocked set of tools will include
a huge number of components such as needles and thread, spare
fabric, brushes of various sorts, polish and cleaning fluid, spices,
cooking and eating utensils, as well as various soaps and perfumes for
personal hygiene. Brooms and other large tools are also used by
domestics, but are generally too large to carry about outside, although
there are legends of enchanted brooms that will move about under
their own power and sweep on command.

Performance
Many forms of performance use nothing more than the entertainer's
own body and voice, but when a tool is called upon, it is usually an
instrument of some sort. The weight and price listed are for a standard
portable instrument such as a violin, flute, trumpet, harp, or guitar, but
there are many larger and grander instruments such as drums, pianos,
and even massive organs. In addition to the various mundane
instruments, there are also Atlantean pieces that can produce pitches
and volumes which no mundane device can match.
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Ride
Standard riding tools include a saddle, a bridle, and a crop or pair of
spurs. Tools are not used when driving a vehicle, the pilot’s ride skill
is instead modified by the quality of the vehicle itself.

and a few basic cooking and eating utensils.
Technology
Common toolbelts include hammers, wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers,
bolt cutters, clamps, welding irons, vices, and the various wires,
screws, bolts, and nails required to hold things together. This is
sufficient for quick repairs and tinkering, but a full workshop is
usually required for larger projects.

Science
The most common form of scientific apparatus is the alchemical
laboratory, which is required to brew potions and explosives. Such
laboratories contain vast numbers of glass vials, flasks, and test tubes
as well as containers in which to store reagents and tools to
manipulate them. The centerpiece is usually a great cauldron in which
the ingredients are brought to boil and mixed in just the right way,
and many are enchanted to provide enhanced strength to the potions
brewed within.
When the lore ability is being used, science can utilize the same
library as academics. When research is being performed, science will
utilize many different tools, usually instruments to make
measurements and observations up to and including the massive
telescopes located in some observatories.

Woodworking
Carpenter's tools usually include saws, hammers, nails, hatchets,
vices, sanders, shaft straighteners, whittling knives, and lots of spare
wood, string, and feathers. As usual, specialized tools or full-blown
workshops are required for more ambitious projects.
Occult Skills
Nearly all sorcerers own a book in which they keep detailed notes on
their spells as well as carefully planned out magic words. These
grimoires are usually great tomes, but there are other forms, including
clay tablets, mystic tattoos, and Atlantean data crystals, while some
miracle workers channel their god's power through their holy
symbols.
Grimoires are receptacles of a magician's knowledge, and when read
aloud, they can serve as a focus for spellcasting, allowing sorcerers to
tap into the same ancient rites which the spirits utilize to maintain the
universe.
Most grimoires are made of common paper and are thus vulnerable to
fire, water, and other environmental conditions, and most wizards go
to great lengths to protect their spell books.
To properly use a grimoire, a character must have a free hand to hold
it, or at the very least a stationary surface to rest it upon, and the
ability to turn the pages. The wizard must then read the words of
magic aloud in a strong voice, which makes casting a verbal action.
Mages can, over their career, improve the quality of their grimoire by
copying the information they glean directly from other sorcerers or
their captured and borrowed spell books as well as purchased scrolls.
A single grimoire can apply to any number of schools of magic
without increasing its weight, but its quality is tracked separately for
each occult skill, and upgrades to each must be purchased
individually.

Stealth
Typical stealth tools involve clothing that is appropriate to the terrain;
simple camouflage colors in the wilderness, muted colors in urban
environments, and dark clothing for use indoors or at night. Elaborate
suits include padded shoes, ghillie cloaks, and fabric wound around
clanking metal bits to further increase stealth.
The Sidhe are said to sew enchanted cloaks which take on the color of
the background, making the wearer all but invisible.
Stoneworking
Mason's kits consist of relatively basic tools; hammers, chisels, picks,
shovels, and the like. Grander tasks will of course require much larger
and more specialized equipment.
Survival
Survival tools are amongst the most eclectic of all; each environment
requires different gear to survive in, and even then, survival strategy
can vary with the local weather and the needs of those involved.
Typical survivalist's kits will include a canvas tarp, a tent or bedroll, a
fishing pole and tackle, a survival knife, a compass, flint and tinder,

Placeholder Artwork
Tools
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Tools
Skill
Academics
Acrobatics
Alertness
Art
Athletics
Athletics
Athletics
Athletics
Athletics
Domestic
Gaming
Insight
Larceny
Medical
Metalworking
Performance
Ride
Science
Stealth
Stoneworking
Survival
Technology
Woodworking
Occult Skills

Description
Library
Pole
Investigator's Kit
Artist's Tools
Shoes
Flippers
Climber's Tools
Skis
Sporting Goods
Household Utensils
Gaming Pieces
Seer's Crystals
Thief’s Tools
Doctor's Bag
Smith's Tools
Instrument
Saddle
Laboratory
Camouflage Clothing
Mason’s Tools
Survivalist Gear
Tinker's Tools
Carpenter’s Tools
Grimoire

Weight
N/A
2
1
1
1
1
1
1+
1
1
1
1
1
1
1+
1
1
1
1
1
1

Value
8
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Crafted With
N/A
Woodworking
Technology
Domestic
Domestic
Technology
Domestic
Woodworking
Varies
Technology
Woodworking
Stoneworking
Technology
Technology
Technology
Woodworking
Domestic
Technology
Domestic
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
N/A

Adventuring Supplies
Item
Battering Ram
Caltrops
Camera
Carrier Pigeon
Compass
Diving Suit

Weight
1
1
1
3

Value
2
2
4
2
2
4

Item
Grappling Hook
Lantern
Lighter
Manacles
Phonograph
Pocket Watch

Weight
1
1
1
2
-

Placeholder Artwork
Adventuring Supplies
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Value
2
2
4
2
4
4

Item
Prosthetic Limb
Rope (10 Paces)
Snow Shoes
Spyglass
Sunglasses
Whistle

Weight
1
1
1
1
-

Value
4
2
2
4
2
2

Adventuring Supplies
Battering Ram
A battering ram is a thick bit of metal and wood designed for
amplifying the character's strength when bashing down doors. A
standard ram provides a bonus equal to its quality toward might tests
made to break something.
In addition, if two characters assist one another in using a battering
ram, they both receive a +2 bonus on their might tests.
Larger rams exist, exponentially doubling their weight as well as the
number of characters required to use them. All users must assist one
another and receive a cumulative +2 might bonus for each doubling of
size.
The largest battering rams are typically mounted on vehicles as they
are simply too large and awkward to be carried or operated by hand.

civilization. Lanterns will not work in a vacuum or underwater, and
may explode if exposed to flammable gasses.
A torch, flare, or candelabra functions like a lantern but will only last
for one act before being consumed.
Manacles
Manacles are used to restrain a prisoner’s arms, effectively granting
two levels of the amputee flaw. The prisoner can attempt to get loose
with an escape artist test or break the manacles with a feat of
strength. The difficulty is 30 plus double the manacles' quality.
Manacles can also be opened with the key or by picking the lock
using the larceny skill at a difficulty of 15 + 5x the manacle's quality.
Securing or unlocking manacles is a basic action. An unwilling
subject must first be pinned, paralyzed, unconscious, or similarly
incapacitated before manacles can be applied.
A ball and chain is identical to a set of manacles but immobilizes the
prisoner instead of restraining their arms.

Caltrops
Caltrops are small metal spikes that are kept in a bag and scattered
about an area to slow pursuit. A standard pouch contains enough
caltrops to cover one zone with a basic action.
A zone that contains caltrops is considered rough terrain and perilous
terrain with a modifier equal to ten plus double their quality.
A prone character can attempt to clear the caltrops as a basic action
which requires a difficulty 20 larceny test. Sweeping the caltrops
away with a broom or similar object is likewise a basic action but
does not require any test and can be done while standing.

Prosthetic Limb
A character who is missing a hand can acquire a replacement to
restore some of the lost functionality. The most common type of
prosthetic limb is a crude hook, but there are more elaborate variants
with attachments to assist in a variety of tasks.
A prosthetic limb can hold items and perform simple actions, but
cannot be used to climb, swim, support the character's weight, utilize
fighting styles, carry a shield, or wield a weapon.
It is possible to make a prosthetic limb with a weapon attachment,
although these cost and weigh twice as much as standard weapons of
their type. These devices cannot be used to perform simple tasks or
carry anything, but do allow the wearer to fight normally.

Diving Suit
This sealed suit includes a spherical metal helmet that allows the
wearer to survive underwater. Some have independent air supplies,
allowing the wearer to breathe comfortably for a single act before
needing to refill the tank. Others are operated by pumps that allow
one to breathe underwater indefinitely so long as there is someone to
man the bellows, although the cord which connects the pump to the
suit limits their mobility and might be severed.
The strongest diving suits allow their wearers to survive the crushing
pressure of the ocean depths so long as they remain intact.

Snowshoes
Snowshoes are designed for spreading a character's weight over as
large an area as possible. Wearing snowshoes negates the terrain
penalties for moving over rough ground which consists of sand, snow,
or thick mud but renders the character unable to run.
When traveling overland, snowshoes reduce the distance multipliers
of snowy terrain by one.

Grappling Hook
A grappling hook can be tied to the end of any rope and then thrown
onto a higher surface. If the throw is accurate (a difficulty 20
marksmanship test) and there is a suitable lip, the rope will be
anchored in place and provide a substantial bonus to climb tests.

Spyglass
While looking through a spyglass, a character can view distant objects
as if they were nearby. A standard spyglass increases magnification
by about tenfold, but higher-quality pieces may be even more
powerful, those that include Atlantean crystals even allow characters
to peer through the heavens and observe distant worlds.
It is difficult to utilize a spyglass and keep aware of one's own
surroundings, and thus looking through one is a basic action.

Lantern
A lantern is a glass case that houses an oil lamp. All darkness within
five paces of a lit lantern is negated, save for shadows cast by objects
which block the lantern's light. Holding a lantern requires a free hand,
which may interfere with a character’s ability to attack, benefit from a
shield, or manipulate tools.
A lantern that has been hung or placed on an elevated surface
continues to provide illumination normally, but one which is resting
on the ground only illuminates a one pace radius.
Lanterns are normally safe, but can easily start a fire if dropped or
damaged, spraying burning lamp oil about the area. In addition, a
lantern makes a character stand out as a beacon for enemies and
hinders stealth. Some lanterns contain a built-in hood that can cover
the light or focus it into a single arc.
Lanterns need to be supplied with fresh oil periodically, though oil is
light and plentiful enough that characters should not need to worry
about their supply unless spending an extended period away from

Sunglasses
A character wearing sunglasses always considers the light level to be
one step darker than normal, possibly invoking or negating
concealment. In addition, flash bombs roll twice to beat their
resilience and take the worst result.
Whistle
A whistle is commonly used as a signal. Blowing a whistle is a basic
verbal action. If blown in combat, it can alarm nearby characters with
a +20 bonus.
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Starting Equipment
A newly created character begins play with the following equipment:

A week's worth of food.

A suit of armor. This armor may be light, medium, heavy, or armored
clothing and may include a helmet, gas mask, or spikes.

A canteen, drinking skin, or bottle with enough water or wine to last
them for a week.

A single two-handed weapon of their choice OR a pair of one-handed
weapons of their choice OR a single one-handed weapon of their
choice and their choice of a shield, buckler, or parrying dagger.
Modifications that do not increase the item's value are also allowed.

A furnished home of a size and quality appropriate to the character's
background.
One additional item of their choice. This can be one of the options
presented above, a potion, a modification to a weapon or suit of
armor, a miscellaneous piece of gear, or, with the Gamekeeper's
permission, a pet, mount, vehicle, or servant.
Each level of the rich merit allows the character to select a further
item of their choice.

Twelve rounds of ammunition for each ranged weapon they carry.
A tool for each skill in which they are trained.
Combat skills instead allow an additional pick from the weapon
choices presented above or add a modification to a previous selection.
Skills that do not have an associated tool instead allow the character
to select an additional personal effect (see below) related to the skill.

A bedroll or sleeping bag.

One personal item of the player’s choice. This item should be small
and mostly useless save for cosmetic or sentimental reasons. Possible
choices include a piece of jewelry, a journal or piece of slate and
writing utensil, an art object or photograph, a tobacco pipe or hip
flask, a hand mirror, perfume or makeup, a hairbrush, a toy, a favorite
book, a music box, a scroll or letter, or a holy symbol.

A backpack or sack and enough quivers, bandoliers, scabbards, and
holsters to transport their other equipment.

All starting equipment is of ordinary quality, although it can be
enhanced by the heirloom or artifact merits.

Clothing of a style and quantity appropriate to their background. This
may include reasonable accessories such as belts, hats, cloaks, coats,
or shoes.

A character might not be able to carry all their starting gear; it is
perfectly acceptable to leave some or all of it at the character's home
or the team's base of operations.

A purse or coin pouch with enough money to make minor purchases.
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Durability
Objects are considered to have the resistance inborn trait against
energy attacks, receiving an effective +5 bonus to resilience against
them. Most materials have at least one energy type they are
susceptible to which ignores this resistance.
Metal objects conduct electricity, meaning that even if the metal itself
is not damaged by an electric attack, anyone in contact with it may be
harmed as if they were directly struck by the energy.

Durability and Wear
In addition to standard wear and tear or accidental breakage, objects
can be damaged by direct attack. The process for striking an object is
in most respects like attacking a living creature except as noted
below.
Unattended objects are almost always considered stationary and are
thus difficulty 10 to hit. Objects moving under their own power, for
example, vehicles or stones rolling down a hill, add their current
speed score to the difficulty to hit them. An attended object is
attacked by using the sunder maneuver on its bearer.
Attacks against objects do not typically receive the +20 damage bonus
for critical hits.
The difficulty to damage an object is called its durability. An object's
durability score is based on its material and modified by its quality
and size rating. Note that this is only a rough guideline, the
Gamekeeper should take other factors into account when deciding the
durability score of any given object; thickness, shape, and how it is
anchored are all very important considerations for how easy it will be
to damage an object.
Whenever an object is successfully damaged, its structure is
compromised and it gains a level of wear. Each level of wear imposes
an effective -1 penalty to the object's quality.
If an object is reduced to -3 quality, or if a damage test achieves a
critical success against it, the object is considered broken, rendered
almost totally non-functional in whatever capacity it was designed for
until it is repaired. Broken armor provides no protection but continues
to penalize its wearer.
Objects are not normally affected by the secondary effects of combat
maneuvers unless the Gamekeeper deems them reasonable. Common
examples would be shoving or tripping a free-standing object or
maiming a specific section of a device with moving parts. For the
purposes of resisting maneuvers, objects typically have an effective
might score equal to triple their weight in stones and an effective
fortitude score equal to five plus five times their quality.
Particularly large objects, such as vehicles or buildings, are made up
of many components and it is permissible to attack and damage them
individually, although it is up to the Gamekeeper to determine how
damage to each component affects the whole.
Objects do not have vitality or tenacity scores and can never become
disabled or dying. Objects are not alive and are therefore immune to
poison and disease. They also do not suffer from fatigue or
suffocation, but may wear out with too much use and require oxygen
to perform certain mechanical operations.
Weapons with poor armor penetration suffer a -5 penalty when testing
for damage against objects of any sort while those with good armor
penetration receive a +5 bonus.
Malleable objects such as a stretched hide, rope, or piece of cloth
receive a +5 bonus to their durability against blunt weapons, but
suffer a -5 penalty against cutting attacks.

Material
Paper
Glass / Ice
Ceramic / Cloth
Bone / Leather / Wood
Stone / Mail
Metal
Adamant

Durability
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Susceptibility
Heat
Sonic / Heat
Force / Heat
Heat
Force / Chemical
Chemical
Void

Object Size Ratings
-20
A Grain of Sand
-18
A Grain of Rice or Raindrop
-16
A Bean, Coin, or Jewel
-14
A Berry, Dice, or Thimble
-12
A Card, Egg, or Watch
-10
An Apple, Cup, Section of Rope, or Utensil
-8
A Bottle, Hat, or Scroll
-6
A One-Handed Weapon or Tool
-4
A Two-Handed Weapon or Tool
-2
A Chair, Jacket, or Shield
0
A Door or Suit of Armor
2
A Table, Fence, or Bush
4
A Column, Rowboat, or Wardrobe
6
A Coach or Piece of Luxury Furniture
8
A Shack or Small Tree
10
A City Gate or Train Car
12
A Sailboat, Cabin, or Tree
14
A Storefront or Watchtower
16
A Lighthouse or Large Tree
18
A Barn or Castle Wall
20
A Tenement, Keep, or Galleon
25
The Largest Trees
30
A Castle, Coliseum, or Skyscraper
40
A Mountain
50
An Island
60
A Continent
70
The Moon
80
The Earth
90
A Gas Giant
100
The Sun
Note that the listings for equipment sizes assume they are made for a
man-sized character, those intended for larger or smaller beings adjust
their own size accordingly.
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may spend character points to purchase the ally trait, upgrading the
companion to a fully fleshed out fated character under their control
that will earn character points along with them.

Livestock
In much the same way that a character can purchase equipment, they
may also come into possession of living creatures in the form of pets,
mounts, beasts of burden, mercenaries, servants, and even slaves.
Purchased creatures typically use the templates for extras found in
Chapter Ten.
Living creatures are acquired in the same manner as equipment, with
a quality equal to their animus score and a base value of four,
modified by the following chart.

Services
The team may require the assistance of a skilled expert to perform
some task that they cannot accomplish on their own. Such services
include hiring a guide through the wilderness or a navigator to pilot a
vehicle, having their wounds treated, getting their equipment repaired,
coordination, priestly blessings, receiving therapy or confession for
psychic trauma, or being inspired by a performance.
These services are always successful and incur one debt from each
character who partakes of them.
Exceptional services which are beyond the means of ordinary
tradespeople to perform might incur additional debt or require
tracking down and convincing someone of extraordinary capability.
Wizards can also be hired to cast spells, although they are difficult to
find and often request exorbitant favors in return. As a general rule of
thumb, purchasing a spell follows the same procedure as procuring an
elixir (see below).
If a character commissions someone to craft custom gear for them
they must still purchase it using the normal acquisition rules.

The following modifiers apply to a creature’s value:
-2
Unbroken animal or rebellious slave1
+X Relevant trait not normal to the animal's species*
+X Add the creature’s size rating
+2
Per useful skill which can be used on command
+2
Loyal
+2
Animal belongs to a species which is not domesticated
+4
Sapient animal or humanoid slave
+4
Exotic species not native to the region
+8
For each full level of danger which their species’ represents
*: Merits add their character point cost to value, flaws subtract it.
There is no limit to the number of creatures that a character can keep,
but one might start to incur periodic debts if they are trying to stable
an excessive menagerie or maintain a sizeable entourage.
During an action scene, a character will have trouble guiding more
than one creature at a time, although those animals with a pack
instinct can often be instructed as a group. If a character wishes to
bring a massive stampede with them into battle, they will have to
make increasingly difficult survival tests to keep some semblance of
order.
Ordinarily, livestock and slaves will not turn against their master
unless mistreated or given a good reason to, nor will they try and
escape given decent living conditions and no easy opportunities to
just walk away.
Loyal livestock and servants are either duty-bound or emotionally
attached to their owners. They will not attempt to escape or turn on
their owner except in the most extreme circumstances, and they will
often go above and beyond the call of duty to help, please, or protect
their master.
Unbroken creatures are the exact opposite. They are strong-willed and
do not appreciate being enslaved. These beings will do everything in
their power to make life miserable for their owner and will attempt to
escape at every opportunity. They will not work unless forced, and,
depending on their temperament, they might turn on their master if
they are abused or think they can get away with it.
Good treatment over a long period of time might raise the attitude
level of servants and livestock although, depending on their
personality, they may never completely change their outlook.
Likewise, poor treatment and abuse can quickly decrease loyalty and
all but the most faithful and stoic among them will eventually give up
on a truly despicable master.
Should a character grow sufficiently attached to a companion, they

Henchmen
The team might also require help from mercenaries, retainers, and
guides to accompany them on a mission. These folks are called
henchmen; extras who use one of the templates found in Chapter Ten.
Henchmen are controlled by the player who hired them, but they are
individuals with their own goals and motivations and usually take
steps to avoid being taken advantage of. Henchman will usually
require additional compensation to undertake particularly dangerous
or immoral tasks, if they agree to help at all. Likewise, most
henchman will ask for their payment upfront and make arrangements
for their gear to be delivered to their kin if they don’t survive.
Any items which a henchman creates throughout the mission are their
own property, and spellcasters will typically only expend mana if it is
toward the goal they were hired to accomplish.
Hiring a character for one mission normally incurs a single debt for
the entire team.
Every point by which the henchman’s animus exceeds the team’s
doubles their cost, and every point below halves it, as does every star
of danger rating for an inhuman hireling. Unskilled laborers, or those
with significant flaws, halve their value, and those with relevant
major merits double their value. Fractional debts should be resolved
by hiring servants in groups or extending the length of a contract.
Characters with whom the players have a good relationship might be
willing to work for a discount, a share of the profits, or in exchange
for a favor.
If a character has a pool of followers to draw from, for example, if
they are the leader of a warband, the ruler of a territory, or hold a
ranking position within an organization, they can recruit followers by
expending concentration equal to four times the debt they would
ordinarily incur and making a leadership test with a difficulty of
twenty plus double their minion’s animus score.
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Vehicles
Vehicles
Speed
Size Rating
Capacity
Value
Power Source
Balloon
5
10
4
12
Wind
Cart or Chariot
*
4
2
8
Animals (Usually 1 Horse)
Coach or Sleigh
*
6
6
10
Animals (Usually 2 Horses)
Galleon
5
20
400
40
Steam or Wind
Iceboat
25
10
15
16
Wind
Rowboat
*
4
5
6
Oars
Sail Boat
20
10
15
14
Steam or Wind
Frigate
10
18
200
30
Steam or Wind
Schooner
15
14
50
20
Steam or Wind
Siege Tower1
*
8
15
14
Animals (Usually 4 Humanoids)
Sloop
15
16
100
24
Steam or Wind
Train
15
14
50
30
Steam
Wagon
*
8
10
14
Animals (Usually 2 Oxen)
Yacht
20
12
25
18
Steam or Wind
* Equal to the animals pushing it. Additional animals do not increase speed, but they do divide encumbrance between them.
1: A basic siege tower is 2 stories tall. Each additional level increases their size rating and value by two and their capacity by 5.
2: This is the cost for the locomotive only. Additional cars are purchased separately and have a value of 20.
Speed
This is the vehicle's base speed score. A vehicle that is actively being
driven can go even faster, although doing so increases the difficulty to
pilot it and may result in a collision.
Vehicles need a proper power source and conditions for travel; trains
need tracks, boats need water, and sleighs need snow.
Wheeled vehicles depend on a smooth road or similar surface and
rough ground might provide additional penalties or mire them
entirely.

Riding in a Vehicle
While aboard a vehicle, all characters are moved along with it
normally and, if the vehicle is large and stable enough, they can also
move about and act independently within it.
Passengers may receive high ground and cover against attacks that
originate outside of the vehicle.
Sailing
While most riverboats are powered by steam paddles, those that sail
the open seas tend to use the wind. A steamboat’s speed is more or
less constant, but a sailing vessel will move up half again as fast when
traveling with the wind and double in the case of a particularly strong
gust.
On the other hand, moving against the wind halves a sailing vessel’s
speed, and a total lack of wind leaves it dead in the water.
Modifiers for wind are applied after calculating the difficulty to pilot
a sailing vessel.

Size
This is the overall size rating of the vehicle. Most vehicles have no
reach and occupy a rectangular area on the board with a length up to
twice its size rating in paces and half its size rating in width.
Capacity
This is the number of characters who can ride the vehicle, including
the crew, while still leaving room for luggage and cargo. It is possible
to board a vehicle at up to double capacity, although doing so is both
unsafe and extremely uncomfortable for everyone involved.

Attacking Vehicles
Attacking a moving vehicle has a difficulty equal to 10+ its current
speed, and successfully wounding it inflicts a level of wear. A moving
vehicle that is reduced to -3 quality or is knocked prone will crash,
testing for damage against its passengers and cargo as described in
Chapter Three.
Vimanas
The people of Atlantis were said to have been able to build shining
vehicles out of weightless materials that could carry them across land,
sea, or air. Most of these vimanas were the size of a coach, but some
were as small and maneuverable as a chariot and others as great as a
galleon and bristling with all manner of eldritch weaponry.
Most were lost in the calamity that sank the island, and those few that
remained upon Pangaea were abandoned wrecks that had been left
behind after a crash or destroyed in battle. Most who find such ancient
hulks have no idea of their true value, let alone the skill to repair
them, but some enterprising artificers have cleared away the centuries
of dirt and growth and begun the slow process of restoration. If they
manage to get one working again, they will have a vehicle as rare and
valuable as any magical talisman.

Placeholder Artwork
Soldiers on a Train
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Bokor's Formula
This noxious potion can be poured into the mouth of a corpse to
imbue it with blasphemous second life and an endless hunger for the
flesh of the living.
This potion has the same quality and effect as an elixir of animate
dead, dance of the dead, fetch, or last rights.
A critical success when brewing the formula perpetually holds the
undead creature in thrall to the alchemist or their designated proxy.

Potions
Alchemists can brew a wide variety of chemicals, both magical and
mundane, including elixirs, tonics, poisons, and explosives. These
concoctions are lumped together under the catchall term potions.
Using a potion is a basic action that requires a free hand. Drinking a
potion is a simple verbal action while activating an explosive usually
requires a lighter held in one’s off hand.
Holy water and elixirs which replicate magic missiles can be thrown
with an accuracy modifier equal to the potion’s quality.
Area affecting potions such as flash bombs, grenades, smoke bombs,
and elixirs that replicate an area spell can also be thrown using the
volley maneuver or dropped within the user's reach. Unlike a normal
volley, these potions do not rely on momentum to deal damage and
can thus ignore the usual restrictions about being used indoors; they
can even be thrown into an enclosed space or banked around a corner,
although such situations usually impose a concealment penalty if the
target cannot be seen.
Other potions can be forced upon an unwilling character with the
unarmed skill, although doing so imposes a -5 penalty to accuracy
and receives no accuracy bonus for the potion’s quality.
Elixirs, tonics, holy water, and injected poisons can also be applied to
arrowheads, edged weapon, or specially made bullets. The first
successful hit will expose the subject to the potion, although they can
avoid the effects normally with fortitude or resolve.
Only one potion can be applied to a given weapon at a time. In
addition, the potion will evaporate and be wasted if not used before
the end of the act.
A character's size rating is not considered when dealing with tonics or
holy water. Explosives will apply the user’s size rating to their
damage adjustment if custom-built for a character of that size.
Potions have a negligible weight when carried in reasonable
quantities.

Explosive Charge
An explosive charge is like a grenade but relies on a potent localized
shockwave rather than fragmentation. Explosive charges are typically
used to blast holes in walls or blow down doors, although they can be
brought to bear against a particularly tough opponent in a pinch.
Explosive charges are unwieldy and typically used against stationary
objects, but they can be used in combat; attached with unarmed or
thrown using marksmanship. This attack follows the usual rules and
suffers a - accuracy penalty to accuracy.
Explosive charges inflict force damage with an adjustment equal to 15
+ 5x their quality.
Flash Bomb
A flash bomb is used to stun and disorient enemies by emitting a
blinding burst of light. When a flash bomb goes off, nearby characters
must test for stunning is they are within a number of paces equal to
their perception score.
The test has an adjustment equal to triple the bomb's quality and is
opposed by its target’s resilience score before armor. If this test
succeeds, the target is stunned, if it scores a critical success the target
is also blinded for the remainder of the act.
The character who throws the bomb does not themself need to test
except in the case of a fumble.
Characters who are wearing eye protection such as sunglasses roll this
test twice and take the lower result. Creatures with the night vision
trait instead roll twice and take the higher result.
Each rank of the acute vision merit increases the range at which a
character must test for stunning by one meter and each rank of poor
vision reduces it.
Characters who are already blind cannot be stunned by a flash bomb.
There is no evade test to escape the flash, it occurs far too swiftly, and
the best characters can hope for is to turn their head or shield their
eyes.
Some flash bombs work off of sound or scent rather than light. These
potions function identically to standard flash bombs, but cause
deafness or anosmia on a critical success rather than blindness, and
instead of being extra effective against creatures with night vision,
they prey upon the echolocation and scent traits respectively.
Flash bombs can also be made into a powder which is thrown into the
opponent's face. Such powder can be used to attack directly rather
than with a volley, and follows the normal rules for a flash bomb
except it only affects a single target. Roll to hit using unarmed,
marksmanship, or melee with no base accuracy modifier.

Acquiring Potions
All potions have a value of two.
Tonics, war paint, and periapts have no innate quality and must be
haggled for normally. The difficulty is always twenty, as more potent
reagents are required to restore beings with stronger life forces and
brighter souls. A critical success provides an additional dose.
Explosives, poisons, and holy water are acquired in the typical
manner for an item of their quality. Any potions of these types which
a character has acquired are automatically replenished during the
recovery phase.
The difficulty to craft or to haggle for an elixir or formula is equal to
the total casting value of the spell it replicates, including modifiers for
metamagics. A critical success adds or removes a single level of any
metamagic.
The rules for brewing potions using alchemy can be found in the
description of the science skill in Chapter Three.
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Potions
Grenade
A grenade is a clay or metal sphere that is filled with explosive
powder and has a long fuse emerging from its surface. Once the fuse
is lit, the grenade will violently explode after a few seconds, just
enough time to throw it first.
When the grenade explodes, everything within one pace of the point
of impact must evade or test for force damage with an adjustment
equal to 10 + double the explosive's quality.

A standard periapt can only be used to power spells from a single
school of magic, but a periapt that is created with a critical success
will work for any school of magic.
Drawing energy from a periapt does not require any sort of action on
the part of the caster, they merely need to make the conscious choice
to drain a periapt that is stored on their person while casting a spell.
Unlike most potions, periapts are created using stoneworking rather
than the science skill.
Mana taken from a single school periapt may not be converted into
generic mana, even through the use of another spell such as gift of
magic or a critical success on calcify magic.

Guru's Tonic
This tonic contains the distilled essence of life and amplifies the
imbiber's connection with the universe. The user gains a bonus chakra
for the remainder of the mission.

Poison
Poisons are chemicals that have harmful effects on living bodies,
numerous examples of which can be found in nature or created in the
laboratory. When brewing poison, the alchemist chooses a method of
delivery; contact, ingested, inhaled, or injected, as well as whether the
poison is to be anesthetic or lethal.
Anyone who is exposed to the poison in the prescribed manner suffers
damage or debilitation as described in Chapter Four.
Ingested poisons must be consumed and are usually added to food.
Characters can use the alertness skill to notice the peculiar odor or
taste of poisoned food and drink. The normal difficulty is 20, although
some particularly rare and expensive poisons are especially insidious
and have a much higher detection difficulty.
Contact poisons are used to coat an object and will affect anyone who
handles it without care. Contact poison can also be blown into an
opponent's face in powder form. Doing so follows the normal rules
for an unarmed attack.
Inhaled poisons follow the same rules as grenades, being hurled with
a volley and then bursting into a cloud of poisonous gas with a onepace radius. The cloud lasts for the remainder of the act unless
somehow dispersed. A character must test for exposure any time they
begin their turn within the cloud.
A standard poison has a potency of 15. This potency is increased by
five times the poison's quality modifier.

Holy Water
Clear water imbued with the essence of the divine, this liquid can be
used to wash away supernatural taint from the world. This purification
comes in several forms, but all have the same goal, to draw out
magical corruption from the afflicted.
Holy water burns undead, demons, cambions, hellions, lampades, and
lycanthropes on contact. Holy water blessed by a specific god also
damages demiurge of an opposing school of magic as well as their
avatars and fey children. If such an unholy creature comes into
contact with holy water, the water tests for damage against it with a
+5 adjustment. Holy water can be used upon ethereal or incorporeal
creatures as if they were tangible.
If holy water is splashed upon a person, place, or object under the
effects of an enchantment, roll an anti-magic test against each
enchantment with a +5 adjustment.
To target an area enchantment, a character must either pour the holy
water over the affected ground or shatter the vial upon it using the
volley maneuver.
There also exists blasphemous water which is sacred to the unholy
powers. This foul liquid is identical to standard holy water but
damages angels, loa, and spirits of nature rather than demons or the
undead.
Each level of quality provides a +5 bonus to any anti-magic or
damage tests made by holy water.

Smoke Bomb
A smoke bomb is a chemical concoction that, when mixed and
exposed to air, produces great clouds of obscuring smoke. A smoke
bomb can be dropped or thrown like a grenade and creates a one-pace
cloud of smoke around its point of impact.
Those obscured by the smoke cloud gain partial concealment. The
smoke does not cause any damage or suffocation, it merely interferes
with vision.
When a smoke bomb is first dropped, those within the cloud can
attempt to hide as a reflexive action.
Increasing the quality of a smoke bomb upgrades the level of
concealment (from partial to standard or from standard to full) or
provides a +5 bonus on the resulting stealth test.

Magic War Paint
This tonic comes in a small jar of colored pigment. When smeared
upon one's face or body in ritual patterns, it protects the wearer with
both increased toughness and good fortune in battle.
After applying the paint, the user can ignore the next wound they
suffer. A character can only wear a single dose of war paint at a time,
and the effects fade if not used before the end of the mission.
Periapt
A periapt is a small crystal that collects the magical energy which
permeates the world. Whenever a character attempts to cast a spell,
they can channel the periapt's energy, destroying the crystal but
removing the need to spend mana to power the spell.

Tonic of Drudgery
This tonic reinvigorates the subject's mind and relieves boredom,
granting the imbiber an additional point of concentration.
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Tonic of Heroism
This potion temporarily imbues the imbiber with superhuman
dynamism. Drinking a tonic of heroism is a quick action.
After using the tonic of heroism, the character moves into a state of
hyper-alertness and can immediately perform a single quick or basic
action that does not interfere with their other actions in any way.

Elixirs can incorporate most metamagics. The exceptions are those
which modify the action type to cast the spell such as alacrity, those
which modify range such as reaching, those which tether the spell
such as delay, or those that change the number of subjects like multi.
With the Gamekeeper’s permission, these metamagics can have
similar effects; for example a mass elixir might create a vapor that
affects everyone who is within five paces when it is opened, and an
alacritous elixir might be mixed in with another elixir, allowing them
both to be used as a single action.
Elixirs are created by alchemists from a variety of herbal and
chemical formulas mixed with magical reagents. Reagents are
material objects which are imbued with the subtle magical energy that
permeates the world. Reagents for minor potions are common and can
be gathered in most lands, but ingredients for more powerful
concoctions may require unique components with mythological or
historical significance, and are extremely costly. Acquiring reagents
for alchemists is a great source of income for many adventure seekers.

Tonic of Serendipity
This tonic is distilled from the essence of four-leaf clovers and other
potent sources of good luck. Drinking this tonic grants the imbiber a
single point of destiny.
Tonic of Vigor
This ruby red potion nourishes the user's body, relieving pain and
allowing wounds to heal with supernatural speed. Drinking this tonic
heals one point of damage.
Zen Tonic
This tonic contains pure magic painstakingly distilled from esoteric
reagents. Drinking this tonic grants the imbiber a single point of
mana.

School
Universal
Abjuration

Elixirs
Elixirs are the most diverse form of alchemy; a blending of magic and
Atlantean science given liquid form. Each elixir replicates one of the
many spells listed in Chapter Nine and is then exhausted.
Most elixirs come in the form of philters which affect a living
creature that drinks them, although some are oils that are poured upon
inanimate objects or even volatile flasks containing area spells or
magic missiles that are hurled at their target. Elixirs may not replicate
spells that require focus.
Elixirs function like spells, although anyone can use them without the
need for enlightenment, mana, or occult skills. Unwilling or unwitting
imbibers may use resolve to resist as normal, and those caught in an
area effect can evade, while those targeted by a magic missile in a
bottle must be hit first. Elixirs do not affect soulless beings nor do
they function within null zones.
Elixirs that replicate damaging spells test for damage with a +10
adjustment before modifiers for metamagics.
All decisions normally called for during the spell's casting must be
made by the alchemist while brewing the potion, usually influenced
by the components of the elixir. For example, a metamorphosis potion
requires a drop of blood from the creature which it is to transform the
subject into, while a teleport potion needs a pinch of earth from the
location to which it transports the imbiber.

Charm
Chronomancy
Conjuration
Divination
Evocation
Illusion
Mysticism
Necromancy

Primalism
Restoration
Technomancy
Thaumaturgy
Transmutation
Wyrd
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Common Reagents
Angel Feathers, Black Lotus, Phoenix Ashes, Red
Fern, Silver, Tears
Beryl, Geode, Salt, Soil, Slate, Spider Silk, Turtle
Shell
Amethyst, Bunyip Horn, Copper, Nymph’s Hair
Clocks, Fossils, Jade, Rust, Sand
Blood Moss, Door Knobs, Emerald, Mercury, Piece
of What is Being Summoned, Sandalwood, String
Entrails, Quartz, Sage, Tarot Cards
Amber, Fire, Giant’s Hair, Guano, Iron Pyrite,
Obsidian, Sulfur, Volcanic Ash, Wicker Effigies
Diamond, Glass, Makeup, Mirrors, Prisms
Dragon Egg, Dragon’s Teeth, Gold, Mandragora
Bat Wing, Bone, Cemetery Dirt, Ghoul Tongue,
Lich Dust, Mummy Wrapping, Onyx, Vampire
Blood
Eggs, Fruit, Ivory, Milk, Pearl, Seeds, Semen,
Sweat, Wood
Alicorn, Blood, Fire Flower, Garlic, Ginseng, Roses,
Ruby, Troll’s Blood
Batteries, Cog Wheels, Fuel, Oil, Springs, Steel
Feathers, Magnetite, Pixie Dust, Pure Air, Pwdre
Ser, Tin, Topaz
Coral, Kelp, Pure Water, Sapphire, Sea Foam,
Serpent Scales, Toad’s Eye
Clover, Coins, Dice, Ectoplasm, Feldspar, Opal

Artifacts
Creating Artifacts
Few artifacts were created during the time of the Empire, and those
mages who did craft them typically found their labors confiscated by
the Illuminated Templar. Thus, artifacts in the Imperium were usually
taken from the Sidhe or discovered amongst the surviving relics of
ancient Atlantis, and most are now buried in the ruins of old.
In the wake of the Cataclysm, the ancient arts of the Atlantean
magewrights are being rediscovered and the strongest sorcerers and
most influential Warlords have once again taken up the practice of
creating new artifacts.
The player characters will typically become involved with the
creation of artifacts over the course of their missions by aiding a mage
in acquiring the materials needed to craft one or stopping an enemy
sorcerer from performing such a feat. As they grow in power and
wealth, they might be able to commission a wizard to create a custom
artifact for their use or, if they are themselves powerful magicians,
they might even be able to shape artifacts of their own.
Artifacts are made when a wizard casts a spell modified by the imbue
metamagic upon a physical receptacle. The full rules for the imbue
metamagic can be found in Chapter Nine.
A worthy receptacle must be an object which can make use of the
enchantment, for example, a weapon for a magic armament or a worn
item for a talisman. The material and quality do not matter, but if
someone is going to the expense of creating an artifact, they generally
use the best receptacle they can get their hands on.
Receptacles with a great historical, mythological, or sentimental
significance related to their enchantment readily accept sorcery and
can greatly reduce the difficulty of imbuing them, and some may even
imbue themselves spontaneously as their legends grow.
Nothing is stopping a single object from being a receptacle for
multiple powers. As a rule, each power has its own magic word, and
each must be activated individually.

Artifacts
Artifacts are the stuff of legends, objects which have been imbued
with a living soul and granted miraculous abilities. Extremely
powerful and valuable beyond mere coin, these relics are amongst the
most prized items in existence. All artifacts are self aware, and many
possess an intelligence or a will of their own and may end up
manipulating or even dominating their bearers.
Most artifacts are protected by a secret magic word. These are words
in the old tongue which are chosen by the item's creator at the time of
its birth, and learning an item's magic word is key to unlocking its
power.
Normally, the bearer must speak the magic word aloud to activate or
deactivate the powers of an artifact. Some artifacts have their magic
word written upon them, but most are kept hidden. They might be
learned with difficult academics or insight tests or divined by magic,
but often the only way to discover the magic word for an artifact is to
learn it from the item's previous owner.
An artifact's owner is called its bearer. To become an artifact's bearer,
a character must first learn the magic word and perform a ritual of
attunement, merely holding the receptacle is not sufficient.
Once attuned, the bearer may utilize an artifact by making use of its
receptacle. Armaments must be attacked with, talismans are be worn,
tinctures are be put to the lips or tossed, and trinkets typically require
the bearer be holding them while speaking the magic word.
Wonders, or magical areas, function slightly differently, but typically
obey their bearer’s wishes while he or she is within its bounds.
A soulless character can use or be affected by most artifacts normally.
Artifacts can innately sense harmful magic and will always roll to
resist unless the artifact was created from the caster's own soul. An
artifact's wielder cannot voluntarily suppress this resistance, although
if their resolve score is higher than their equipment’s, they can resist
on its behalf.
Destroying an artifact's receptacle does not destroy the power within,
although it will render it temporarily inaccessible. The magic will
remain dormant inside the remnants until they are repaired or its
power is transferred into a new vessel.
Permanently destroying an artifact usually requires a very specific
ritual that is unique to that artifact, often involving unlikely
circumstances such as an attack by a specific weapon or individual or
being unmade at the place of its creation.
Artifacts are rendered temporarily mundane while inside of a null
zone.

School
Most artifacts are created with a single school, although some are
universal and others prismatic.
Universal artifacts can be created with any sort of magic, while
prismatic artifacts gain different properties based on the school used
to create them.
Ambrosia
Before an artifact can be made permanent, it must be imbued with the
essence of a living soul. This is accomplished by sacrificing a portion
of one's own essence and transforming it into ambrosia.
In its raw form, ambrosia resembles a luminous cloud of energy that
is only semi substantial, half in the spirit world and half in the real,
with the properties of a solid, liquid, and gas all at once.
Ambrosia is measured in motes, a unit of energy that is roughly
equivalent to one point of mana in a living soul.
Some spells can also be augmented by sacrificing motes of ambrosia,
which must be on the wizard’s person at the time of casting.
Ambrosia is rarely traded in the mortal world save amongst the most
discriminating clientele. Ambrosia has a value of twenty and no
quality. It is haggled for normally, and a critical success halves the
cost.

Power Level
Every artifact has a power level, a measure of spiritual potency and
the strength of its legacy. Power level scales from one to twelve, with
the average artifact having a power level of four.
An artifact's power level determines the difficulty to create it, as well
as its cost; be it the mana required to create the item, the ambrosia
used to make it permanent, or the character points needed to acquire it
as a relic.
Some artifacts are listed as having a range of power levels to
represent variations in the artifact’s strength or operation.
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Skill Ratings
Although artifacts have a spiritual presence and a living essence, they
are not truly characters and are limited in their ability to interact with
the world. Most have only a rudimentary consciousness, but others
are fully sentient and might be able to communicate telepathically
with their bearer or even speak aloud for all to hear.
All artifacts can use the resolve and insight skills normally, usually in
response to being subjected to a magical assault. More cognizant
artifacts might be able to use the full array of intelligence, charisma,
or perception-based skills.
An artifact's scores in their various skills are usually equal to two and
a half times their power level, although certain artifacts, particularly
sapient ones, might have different skill levels based on their
personality and interests.
Meta powers, curses, and innate properties do not affect the artifact's
skill values.

Attunement
A character cannot use an artifact unless they first attune to it. Note
that a character can still be affected by artifacts that are used by other
characters even if they are not themselves attuned, for example being
harmed by an armament, subject to a spell cast from a staff of power,
or given mana by the bearer of a phoenix egg.
If a character is not attuned to an artifact, they can still use its
receptacle as a mundane piece of gear. If an artifact has multiple
powers, each must be attuned to separately.
In the case of wonders, only the warden needs to be attuned, all other
characters can benefit from its effects normally.
Attuning to an artifact is a basic action that requires the character to
be in contact with the receptacle and know the magic word. If the
artifact is already attuned to another character, the current owner must
give consent to share the attunement.
If a character goes an entire mission without using an artifact, the
attunement is broken.
A character can only be attuned to a number of relics whose total
power level is equal to or less than four times their animus score.
Artifacts that are purchased with the relic merit or created with
ambrosia taken from the character's own soul are always attuned to
them and do not count against their normal animus limits.
If a character owns more artifacts than they can attune to, they may
purchase the relic merit after character creation to represent their
deepening bond to their possessions.
Potent sentient artifacts can allow themselves to be used without
attunement, but unattuned wielders may find themselves compelled
by the artifact in much the same way that a spirit influences its mortal
avatar.
The Gamekeeper may allow two characters to trade attunements in a
dramatic moment. For example, setting down one's own armament to
pick up one belonging to a fallen comrade or swapping artifacts with
an ally when a change of tactics is needed.

Acquiring Artifacts
Artifacts are rare and valuable objects more precious than silver and
gold, and even the wealthiest individuals should not own more than a
handful.
There is no market value for artifacts; the demand is simply too high.
Those who possess them would never sell them for mere money and
most who desire them could not afford them; although on rare
occasions an artifact might show up at auction or in the hands of a
merchant who does not realize what they have. If artifacts are to be
treated like commodities at all, it is usually only to be bartered for
favors or other artifacts of a similar power level.
Typically, characters will receive artifacts in one of three ways; taking
them from a defeated enemy, receiving them as a reward for great
deeds, or finding abandoned artifacts that have been lost in ancient
ruins or hidden in secret vaults.
It is also possible for characters to produce their own artifacts,
although doing so requires a source of ambrosia as well as the
services of a powerful wizard.

Placeholder Artwork
Reliquary
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Armaments
Celestial Fire
Evocation Level 4
These blades were originally crafted for angelic guardians and they
still burn with holy fire. Anything damaged by this weapon is also set
ablaze, burning as described in Chapter Four.

Sample Artifacts
The following is a list of common artifacts. These examples are not
set in stone, and the form of the receptacle or the function of the
enchantment can be modified at the Gamekeeper's discretion.
This list is by no means exhaustive and Gamekeepers or industrious
players should be allowed to invent their own varieties. The
Gamekeeper determines a new artifact’s power level.

Dampening
Illusion Level 4
This weapon is utterly silent, and some say that it is capable of eating
its victim’s screams. Attacking with this weapon does not cause
alarm, nor does it require an ambusher to make a sneak test. Listen
tests may not be made to hear this weapon being drawn or sheathed,
and even dropping or throwing it makes no sound.

Armaments
Many cultures believe that a hero is only as great as their weapon, and
many weapons have a legacy that surpasses that of their bearers.
Magical armaments typically bestow an additional property onto the
wielder's attacks, increasing their damage or inflicting some sort of
penalty on those struck by them.
The receptacle for a magical armament is usually a weapon; however,
there are also magical fighting gloves that apply these properties to
the bearer’s unarmed attacks and enchanted collars which imbue a
beast’s natural weaponry with supernatural properties.
A character can only gain the benefit of a single armament at any
given time, even if the powers share a receptacle. A character who is
dual-wielding artifacts will only gain the benefit of the weapon held
in the primary hand. As usual, ambidextrous characters can choose
before each attack which hand is considered their primary.

Defender
Abjuration Level 4
This weapon has a rudimentary intelligence and awareness of its
surroundings, as well as an overwhelming desire to keep its wielder
safe, pulling itself into the path of oncoming blows.
If the bearer is ever stunned, stationary, or using the defend ability,
the weapon guides the bearer’s hands of its own accord; if hit by an
attack while in this state, they automatically roll a test of their own
using the combat skill appropriate to their weapon, with a difficulty
equal to the result of their attacker’s hit. On a success, the shot is
harmlessly deflected, while on a critical success it is reflected back at
the attacker, hitting them automatically.
Elemental Shank
Prismatic Level 4
The elemental shank is sheathed in a corona of pure energy. The
energy type is determined during the artifact's creation but must be
something that can be invoked by a magic missile of the school that
was used to create it.
Elemental shanks receive a +2 bonus when testing for damage. This
bonus is increased to +4 if the enemy has a weakness to the weapon's
energy type and reduced to +1 if they are resistant to it. The weapon
receives no damage bonus against enemies that are invulnerable to its
energy type.
In addition to their combat abilities, elemental shanks can be used for
more mundane means; a flame shank can ignite flammable materials;
an acid shank can eat through metal barriers, a lightning shank can
power simple machines, etc.

Athame
Mysticism Level 4
The athame is a special dagger with the ability to strike at a foe's
shadow, possibly pinning it to the ground or even severing it from the
body entirely.
Every point of damage inflicted by an athame also inflicts a
cumulative -1 penalty to all of the victim’s occult scores until healed.
Avenger
Mysticism Level 4
This weapon has been enchanted to tear through ether as well as flesh,
allowing a witch hunter to stand toe to toe with even the most heavily
shrouded mages.
When an avenger strikes a target with one or more active
enchantments, roll an anti-magic test against each of them with an
adjustment equal to the attack's current damage adjustment.
Free-standing magical constructs such as illusions, forcefields, or
ectoplasm can be attacked directly with this blade in an attempt to
suppress them in the same manner. Such spells are usually stationary.

Envenomed
Primalism Level 1-12
This weapon constantly drips with deadly venom. Anyone who is hit
by it is poisoned and must pass a fortitude test or suffer the effects as
described in Chapter Four. Whether the poison is lethal or anesthetic
is determined during the artifact's creation.
A standard envenomed weapon has a power level of four and a
potency of twenty. Reducing the potency by five reduces the power
level by one, to a minimum of one, and increasing the potency by five
increases the power level by two, to a maximum of twelve.

Baneful
Necromancy Level 4
This is a weapon with a grudge. When forging a baneful weapon, the
artificer imbues the armament with hatred of a specific enemy. This
weapon receives a +4 bonus on damage tests against the subject of its
fury.
When this weapon is created, the artificer must choose what group it
is to be baneful against. Examples include species, professions,
families, nationalities, organizations, age groups, genders, or even
broad classifications such as humanoids, spirits, mammals, flyers, or
forest dwellers.

Frenzied
Evocation Level 4
A frenzied weapon is warm to the touch and, if one listens carefully,
they can hear it scream with uncontained rage. This weapon starts out
listless and slow when the battle begins, but awakens to its true power
as it is bathed in blood.
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Each time this weapon kills an extra or wounds a fated character /
large monster, it receives a +1 bonus to both accuracy and damage for
the remainder of the act.
This awesome power is not without its drawbacks; once the blade is
awakened it often refuses to go back to sleep. At the end of the battle,
the bearer must take a resolve test with a difficulty equal to 20 plus
the current bonus of the blade. Should the character fail, they will not
stop fighting, instead turning upon their allies or innocent bystanders
in their battle lust, killing anyone they come across for the remainder
of the act. Should they fumble, they will spend the remainder of the
mission searching for new victims.

If a weapon that is already an armament is used to fire imbued
ammunition, its normal powers are suppressed.

Giant Killer
Mysticism Level 4
This weapon is designed to destroy the biggest threats, biting deep
and using its enemy's weight against them. A giant killer receives a
damage bonus equal to half its target's size rating. It does not receive
a corresponding penalty if used against a small target.

Long Tooth
Transmutation Level 1, 2, or 4
This weapon will freely alter its length for one who knows its magic
word. A lesser long tooth can transform into similar weapons of
different sizes, for example, a blade can turn into a dagger, a great
sword, or anything in between.
The standard version can also add or remove weapon modifications.
The strongest form of long tooth can change weapon types, turning
from a blade into a mace or a set of knuckledusters. A close combat
weapon can even turn into a shooting weapon or vice versa.

Life Drinker
Restoration Level 4
This artifact greedily feeds upon the life force of its victims, sharing a
portion of the fodder with its wielder. All attacks made with this
weapon, including shooting attacks, heal the wearer in the same
manner as the vampiric inborn trait.
If the wearer is already a vampire, the healing is not cumulative
except on a critical hit. If already at full health, a critical hit will
render the vampire ecstatic.

Hammer of Justice
Mysticism Level 4
These hammers were forged in the heart of the sun by Hyperion
himself for the senior members of the Tribunal, and amplify the
darkness within their target’s soul to increase the hammer’s
effectiveness.
This weapon cannot hurt those who are truly virtuous or innocent.
This includes most children, dedicated pacifists, enlightened
spiritualists, career healers, and more. It deals normal damage to
normal people, those who balance their own needs with those of
others.
Against villainous foes, this weapon receives a bonus to both its
accuracy and damage. This bonus is +1 against those who lead selfish
or violent lives but still retain morality and have reasonable limits.
Against those who care nothing for others and will hurt, steal, or even
kill out of greed or anger, this weapon's bonus is increased by +2.
Against mass murderers and sadists, genocidal overlords and criminal
masterminds, this weapon’s bonus is increased to +3. Against
demons, rakshasa and diabolic cultists this weapon receives a +4
bonus. The bonus is increased to +5 against beings of purest evil
whose souls border on the utter darkness of the Abyss.

Mage Blade
Mysticism Level 1-12
This artifact is favored by those who are practiced in both combat and
wizardry. It has no innate abilities, but the wielder can easily mimic
the powers of any other armament with a power level equal to or less
than its own.
By speaking the magic word, the wielder can change this artifact into
a different armament of their choosing save for spell kissed, wand,
rod of supremacy, or baneful.
Speaking the magic word is a quick action (conviction, simple,
verbal). The wielder must be trained in the occult skill used to imbue
an armament of the new type. The effects last until the wielder imbues
the mage blade with a different power.
Merciful
Illusion Level 4
Injuries inflicted by this weapon draw no blood and cause no pain;
instead they simply sap the their target’s will to fight.
If a living target would be wounded by a merciful weapon, they
instead suffer two levels of exhaustion which last until they get a
restful night's sleep.
This armament cannot perform maneuvers that mangle the target such
as maim, fatal strike, or coup de grace, but can still subdue its target
in the usual manner.
Merciful weapons can damage objects and constructs normally.

Huntsman
Divination Level 4
This artifact has senses far beyond those of the material world, and
can unerringly find its target once loosed. Attacks made with this
weapon ignore concealment and can even be used to make attacks
against hidden opponents or those whose locations are unknown to
the bearer, although they still have to have some idea of who or what
they wish to strike.
Cover, reach, friendly fire, and long-range penalties apply normally.

Penetrator
Technomancy Level 4
This weapon has been enchanted to slip through all manner of
supernatural defenses and mystic immunities. Its attacks ignore all
shrouds upon the subject as well as spells or artifacts such as mana
shield or heart of stone which ignore wounds entirely or circles of
protection made to block the weapon itself.
In addition, reflexive magical defenses such as a contingent spell will
never trigger in response to the attack.

Imbued Ammunition
Varies
Any power which can be imbued into an armament can also be placed
upon ammunition. The casting difficulty and cost are unchanged, but
up to a dozen such projectiles can be imbued at a time. Any shot made
using the ammunition gains the normal benefits of the armament.
Imbued ammunition can be reused, assuming the receptacle can be
found after it has been fired.
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Phantom
Conjuration Level 4
This weapon can slip in and out of reality as needed. Attacks made
with a phantom weapon ignore accuracy penalties imposed by cover
or friendly fire, its attacks passing through obstacles like they were
shadows.
A phantom weapon can be used to perform the volley maneuver
indoors or against a target underneath cover.

enchantment is typically placed on throwing weapons, but can also be
used to assist in drawing traditional weapons or recovering those that
have been dropped, stolen, or disarmed.
There is no initiative penalty for summoning a returning weapon to
one's hand from the holster.
Rod of Supremacy
Prismatic Variable Level
This rod functions as a wand except that it is far more martial in
nature. Any magic missile cast through this rod gains the benefits of a
single armament, chosen during the rod's creation. The school and
power level of the rod are the same as those of the chosen armament.

Quick Blade
Chronomancy Level 4
This weapon strikes impossibly rapidly, the wielder’s movements a
barely perceptible blur of motion falling upon enemies like a tide of
steel. A character who is about to attack with a quick blade receives a
+20 bonus to any initiative test they are required to make.
In addition, this weapon can be sheathed or drawn as a quick or
reflexive action as often as the wielder likes with no initiative penalty.

Seeker
Divination Level 4
This weapon twists itself in its owner's hands to find gaps in the
enemy's defenses or vulnerable portions of their anatomy. During its
creation, the artifact’s maker chooses a single combat maneuver.
A seeker receive a +2 bonus to accuracy whenever its bearer utilizes it
to perform the chosen maneuver. If maim is chosen, the creator must
also choose which body part it is to apply to.

Ray Gun
Technomancy Level 4
The weapons of ancient Atlantis were created with a technology so
advanced that those which remain are indistinguishable from magic.
Although most were lost to the waves, a few remain hidden away
within armories and bazaars in the far corners of the world. Among
the most notable of these are the ray guns, elegant firearms that shoot
beams of luminous energy which unbalance the quantum structure of
their target, causing it to disappear without a trace.
Any ranged weapon can be imbued with this power. The artifact
makes no noise when fired, never jams, and does not ever need to be
reloaded; their strange lenses are powered by zero-point engines that
can last for an eternity.
As a ray gun never needs reloading, it cannot use specialized
ammunition, however, several variants exist. The laser shoots beams
of light focused to razor sharpness and is treated as being loaded with
armor-piercing rounds. The plasma gun fires blue orbs of unearthly
heat which function as high damage rounds. The arc gun fires
paralyzing bolts of electricity and is considered loaded with non-lethal
rounds.
Each ray gun fires a different sort of energy. Most inflict either
radiant or void damage, but virtually any type of energy is possible.
Variants of the ray gun which can affect close combat weapons,
replacing the blade with a stream of deadly energy. Such items are
less useful than guns as ammunition was not a concern to begin with,
but they do make for impressive pieces that will never tarnish or
break, and receive a +1 bonus to both damage and accuracy.

Soul Drinker
Necromancy Level 4
The soul drinker is a spiritual void that constantly seeks to engulf
mystic energy. Wounds from this weapon inflict a like amount of
psychic damage. This means that soul drinkers effectively wound
spirits twice.
Soul Stealer
Necromancy Level 4
This artifact traps the souls of those who are killed by it, leaving them
unable to be raised from the dead by any means until released with the
magic word. Trapped spirits remain in slumber indefinitely.
Spell-Kissed
Prismatic Level 1-12
This weapon was shackled to a specific spell, chosen at the time of its
creation. Virtually any spell can be selected, but those that harm or
incapacitate their subjects are by far the most common.
Any decisions which are required of the spell’s caster must be made
during the artifact’s creation or left random.
Upon being hit by a legitimate attack from this weapon, the subject is
affected by the spell within, although they can roll resolve to resist as
normal. If they are not a viable subject, nothing happens.
Soulless characters can wield a spell-kissed weapon, but cannot be
affected by the spell within if they are struck by one.
Calling spells, akashic spells, area spells, and magic missiles may not
normally be bound into a spell-kissed weapon.
Damage and other skill-based variables have an adjustment equal to
5+5x the bearer’s essences score.
The spell contained within the weapon must be of the same school
that it was created with. The artifact’s power level is determined by
the spell’s casting difficulty, including modifiers for metamagics. A
standard level four artifact contains a spell with a difficulty up to
twenty, reducing the casting difficulty by five reduces the power level
by one and increasing the casting difficulty by five increases the
power level by two.

Reaper
Necromancy Level 4
This horrid artifact has the power to fell even the mightiest foes,
snuffing out their life force with the smallest scratch. An enemy who
is wounded by this weapon must make a fortitude test or be killed
outright. The difficulty of this test is equal to ten plus the amount by
which the damage test exceeded their resilience score.
Returning
Thaumaturgy or Conjuration Level 4
Upon saying the magic word, this weapon is instantly transported to
the wielder's hand regardless of distance or interposing obstacles. This
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Thunder Hammer
Thaumaturgy Level 4
This property can be laid upon any blunt weapon to imbue it with the
power of the storm, giving it incredible inertia and striking power. All
fortitude, might, and resolve tests made to resist the secondary effects
of a maneuver performed with the thunder hammer suffer a -5
penalty.
A Thunder hammer also receives a +5 bonus when testing for damage
against an inanimate object.

Note that using a wand requires that the character hold it up and wave
it at their subject, meaning that it requires the use of one of the
character’s hands.
Each wand's metamagic is chosen during its creation and cannot be
changed later.
There are three types of magic wands, lesser, greater, and cosmic. A
lesser wand can contain metamagics with a difficulty modifier of +1
or +2, a greater wand +3, +4, or +5, and a cosmic wand can contain
any metamagic regardless of difficulty.

Tomb Blade
Necromancy Level 4, 8, or 12
Any living creature that dies from a wound inflicted by this ancient
weapon will rise as a zombie at the start of its bearer’s next turn.
These creatures are held in thrall to the current bearer of the blade as
if under the control undead spell.
If the artifact's bearer is killed or breaks the attunement, or if the
artifact itself is destroyed, the undead created by it are freed from its
control and will revert to their natural instincts to consume the living.
While a standard tomb blade can only create zombies, there also exist
greater tomb blades that can make wights or wraiths, and the most
powerful can even raise revenants or vampires.

Weapon of Shooting
Thaumaturgy Level 4
This close combat weapon is imbued with the power to strike at
distant foes. When the armament is swung, it emits a fierce
shockwave that travels through the air with enough power to wound
or even kill those it hits.
The weapon can be used to attack targets at any distance. This is
considered a shooting attack and all the usual rules apply including
accuracy penalties for long-range, but it does not require any form of
ammunition or make its bearer vulnerable to close combat attacks.
The skill used to strike with this weapon and the damage type and
adjustment are unchanged. Shooting weapons can be used to strike
adjacent foes normally without utilizing this power.

Tormentor
Restoration Level 4
This blade seems to be dull and jagged, maybe even a bit pitted and
rusty, hardly a decent weapon, but it can be wielded with a grace that
belies its odd shape. The gashes which this blade inflicts ache
incessantly and do not heal; even as the days turn into weeks, months,
and finally years, the wound still drips fresh blood.
A wound inflicted by this blade will not heal naturally over time. Any
attempt to repair the wound with the medical or restoration skills
suffers a -10 penalty. Vampirism and tonics of vigor do not undo
wounds caused by the tormentor.

Wing-Clipper
Conjuration Level 4
The wing-clipper creates a mystical bond between the receptacle and
its victims. After being wounded by a wing-clipper, the target may not
voluntarily move away from the weapon. This effect lasts until the
wound is treated or completely healed and applies to all forms of
movement including flight, burrowing, swimming, leaping, and even
magical transportation.
The subject can be moved against their will, but they cannot
voluntarily place themself into a situation where this will occur, for
example stepping over a ledge, boarding a departing vehicle, or
commanding a mount to carry them away, nor may they voluntarily
fail might or resolve tests made to resist being moved away from the
weapon.
Note that the character is free to move however they like so long as
they don't increase their distance from the receptacle. They may move
closer or parallel to the receptacle freely and they do not have to
follow if the receptacle is carried away from them.
Note that there is no limit to how many characters can be locked to a
wing-clipper at once, and the same target can be bound by multiple
wounds simultaneously.

True Flight
Thaumaturgy Level 4
Missiles fired from this weapon will fly true over great distances
before losing impetus. This armament ignores the accuracy penalties
for being fired at long range, potentially traveling forever if its bearer
can draw a clear line of sight to their target.
Vorpal
Conjuration Level 4
This blade is impossibly sharp, able to slice through the thickest
armor effortlessly. This power can be applied to any edged weapon,
granting it good armor penetration.
If the receptacle normally has poor armor penetration, the effects
cancel one another out, if it already has good armor penetration, the
base value of enemy armor, shields, and carapaces is ignored, but not
modifiers for quality, helmets, etc.

Zanbato
Thaumaturgy Level 4
This weapon is huge. Ordinarily, such a thing could barely be lifted
by a warrior, let alone used effectively in combat, but the
enchantments placed upon it guide its otherwise ponderous bulk.
Characters receive a +2 bonus to damage when using a zanbato. In
addition, they double their natural reach when attacking with one, or
tripling it in case of a lash or polearm.
The weight and value of a zanbato’s receptacle are both doubled.

Wand
Universal Level 2, 4, or 8
A magic wand is an aid to a sorcerer that usually takes the form of a
short truncheon made from wood or bone. If a magician casts a spell
through a wand, it gains the effects of a single metamagic without the
corresponding increase in casting difficulty.
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Beast Tooth Charm
Mysticism Level 2
This corded necklace is threaded through the claws and teeth of great
beasts, preferably those that the bearer has killed with their own
hands. The charms fill its wearer with the ferocity of a wild animal
and provides a +1 bonus to their tenacity score.

Talismans
A talisman is an artifact that imbues its bearer with some sort of
supernatural power or ability, often by augmenting their scores,
granting a new trait, or replicating the effects of a beneficial
enchantment.
The most common receptacle for a talisman is an enchanted ring or
amulet, but other jewelry, articles of clothing, or even full suits of
armor are not uncommon. A character must be able to physically wear
a talisman's receptacle to gain its effects.
So long as the character can wear all of the receptacles at once, the
effects of multiple talismans are cumulative and many receptacles are
imbued with multiple copies of the same power to provide stacking
benefits.
Bonuses provided by a talisman cannot increase a character's
attributes above fifteen and may not increase a character's score in an
aspect or skill beyond what they would have with a fifteen in its key
attribute(s).
Some talismans grant traits. If the character already has that trait,
either naturally or as the result of another spell or artifact, it will
instead provide an additional rank, up to the normal maximum
available. If a character already has the maximum number of ranks
possible, most talismans will instead provide an alternate effect.
Such talismans can also be used to negate mirroring flaws, for
example, a magic compact could negate ugly rather than granting
beauty.

Armor of Freedom
Thaumaturgy Level 1
This armor is incredibly light and supple, always perfectly fitting the
contours of the wearer's body. This power reduces the armor’s penalty
to agility-based skills by one.
Belt of Giant's Hair
Transmutation Level 4
This rugged girdle is said to be woven from the hair of a cloud father
and gifts its wearer with unnatural power.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's strength score.
Bionic Limb
Technomancy Level 4
These gleaming metal appendages have the shape and articulation of
ordinary body parts. When placed upon the stump of a severed limb
the magic word may be spoken, at that point they will clamp to the
body as firmly as natural flesh. From that point on the bearer can use
the limb exactly as they would if it were a part of their own body.
Typically, injured characters use bionic limbs to offset the effects of
injury, others will amputate healthy flesh to acquire the strength of
steel.
Virtually any body part can be replaced by a determined artificer.
Common bionics include eyes that remove blindness, ears that
remove deafness, arms that remove amputation, legs that remove
lame, spines that remove paralyzed, jaws that remove mute, and even
organs that remove systemic flaws such as seizures, asthma,
psychosis, or the like.
The bearer also receives a +2 bonus to their effective score in one
attribute when it relates to the chosen body part, for example, visual
perception for bionic eyes, auditory perception for bionic ears, or
strength when using a bionic arm to attack or perform a feat of
strength.

Aegis
Prismatic Level 2-12
An aegis is a protective talisman that is usually bound into a suit of
armor, helmet, shield, or cloak. The aegis protects the bearer with a
single shroud type spell, chosen during creation from those that can
be cast with the school used to imbue it.
Aegises do not require any chakras, but must still abide by the
restrictions on multiple shrouds affecting a given subject.
A standard aegis has a power level of four. Stronger varieties replicate
the empower or harmonious metamagics and increase their power
level by four per level.
Weaker aegises also exist; those that have a weakness that bypasses
their protection reduce their final power level by a fourth, and those
that only protect from a single type of harm reduce their total power
level by half.

Bodhi Stone
Mysticism Level 4
This charm is inscribed with simple runes and worn smooth by
constant attention. The receptacle is so overflowing with mystic
energy that it spills over into the wearer's body and the magical fields
that surround it. A bodhi stone grants one additional chakra to its
bearer.

Amazon Girdle
Primalism Level 2
These girdles were once manufactured for members of the Amazon
Guard who would need to go on long journeys which separated them
from the life-giving waters of the grail. The belt's bearer benefits from
the changeling trait. If the bearer is already a changeling, it instead
allows them to ignore exhaustion brought about be null zones.

Bracelet of Hulking Power
Evocation Level 1
This heavy bronze bracelet imbues the wearer with unnatural strength
and allows them to easily hoist and manhandle obstacles and
opponents alike. The bearer receives a +1 bonus to their might score.

Armlet of Health
Restoration Level 4
These simple pieces of ornamental jewelry bless the wearer with great
vigor and accelerate their body's natural healing to an almost magical
degree, wounds sometimes even seeming to knit closed before an
onlooker's eyes.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's endurance score.

Brass Mentor
Divination Level 1
This artifact can be created from any tool, including a weapon. The
receptacle guides the bearer's hand as if had intimate knowledge of its
craft and imbued books turn to the right page of their own accord.
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A brass mentor increases a character's proficiency level in the relevant
skill by one step. If this would take the character's proficiency level
beyond a primary skill, it grants a rank of prodigy instead.

Diadem of Influence
Charm Level 2
This regal tiara allows the wearer to sense the thoughts of those
around them while simultaneously hiding their own motives.
This talisman grants the manipulative merit to its bearer. If they
already have the manipulative trait, it instead functions as a talismanic
tool for business.

Cloak of Animalia
Primalism Level 2
This cloak is woven from forest leaves and allows its bearer to
become one with nature, granting them the animal friend trait. Should
a being who already possesses this trait don the cloak, they instead
gain the ability to speak and understand the language of beasts.

Dream Catcher
Mysticism Level 2
A dream catcher is a curious net that collects magical energies and
stores them for later use. This talisman grants the bearer the dragon
blooded merit.
If they already had the dragon blooded merit, the caster can choose to
have the spells that they resist absorbed by the dreamcatcher rather
than providing mana. This effect functions like a mirror of spell
storing.

Cloak of Comfort
Evocation Level 2
These plain garments will protect their wearer from all ordinary
environmental conditions, rendering them immune to hostile climates.
Cloak of Stars
Conjuration Level 8
An ornate cape marked by oddly glinting lights that seem to bear the
likeness of the night sky and allow its wearer access to the worlds
beyond. The bearer gains the ethereal trait.

Earrings of Allure
Charm Level 4
The wearers of these glorious golden earrings find themselves to be
the center of attention and always knowing just what to say.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's charisma score.

Crown of Dominion
Mysticism Level 4
This majestic golden crown renders its wearer's heart and mind
virtually unassailable.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's willpower score.

Enchanted Lenses
Illusion Level 4 or 8
These glasses enhance the wearer's vision beyond the normal human
range. The bearer gains one of the following traits; night vision,
ultraviolet vision, infrared vision, life sense, echolocation, tremor
sense, x-ray vision, or electroreception.
The vision type granted by the standard lenses is chosen during their
creation and cannot be changed, the stronger version allows the bearer
to switch between any of the listed vision types by speaking the magic
word.

Crystalline Heart
Prismatic Level 8
A crystalline heart is a talisman that creates a far more intimate
connection than most. The receptacle takes the form of a hollow glass
container filled with a strange liquid. To attune, the bearer must
actually swallow the contents, at which point it becomes part of their
body and changes their anatomy and physiology, granting them an
inborn trait.
To deactivate this artifact, one must speak the magic word and then
spend a full turn stunned as it is thrown up. If one goes too long under
the effects of a crystalline heart, they might find it altering their body
and personality in odd ways.
The specific trait granted depends on the school used to imbue the
heart as well as the liquid that fills it.
School
Abjuration
Charm
Chronomancy

Contents
Mud
Tears
Sand

Conjuration
Divination
Evocation
Illusion
Mysticism
Necromancy
Primalism
Restoration
Technomancy
Thaumaturgy
Transmutation
Wyrd

Silt
Ink
Magma
Tar
Phosphorous
Bile
Sap
Blood
Mercury
Hollow
Brine
Wine

Ether Goggles
Illusion Level 2
This thick pair of glasses provide visions of the worlds beyond.
Characters gain the channel trait while wearing them. If the character
already has the channel trait, they gain the ability to look into the
deep Astral or Abyss.
Fetish
Prismatic Level 8
A fetish is a small token that provides supernatural good luck within a
certain field. When the artifact is created, choose a single aspect or
skill; whenever the bearer tests using that score, they are considered
to be under the effect of a cantrip; rolling two dice and taking the best
result.
A fetish can only be created by a school of magic that could affect the
same sort of test with a cantrip type spell.
A necromantic fetish can be made to affect one of the following types
of damage tests based on the skill used to make the attack;
marksmanship, melee, unarmed, or occult.
Multiple fetishes are cumulative, each allowing the bearer to roll an
additional dice on effected tests.
The effects of fetishes are not cumulative with cantrip type spells,
apply only the stronger of the two. Baleful cantrips cancel out bonus
dice on a one-for-one basis.

Effect
As body of earth spell
Wail
Functions as a personal tonic of
heroism once per turn
As phase spell
Extra Head
As body of fire spell
Swarm
As ascension spell
Anguish
Immortal
Vampiric
Construct
Incorporeal
Amorphous
Shapeshifting (Major)
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Fisher's Ring
Prismatic Talisman Level 2 or 4
These extremely rare rings are imbued with a portion of their creator’s
magic, granting the bearer the ability to cast spells of their own. The
bearer gains the ability to replicate the spell that it was imbued with as
a mystic gift.
If they already have the chosen mystic gift, the fisher’s ring instead
acts as a staff of power for the chosen spell.
The level two variant can only target the bearer with its effects, while
the level four ring allows them to choose subjects normally.
The artificer can fortify the fisher’s ring with additional mana during
its creation; each mote allowing it to be used once per mission
without depleting its bearer’s mana score.

Gris-Gris
Wyrd Level 2
A gris-gris is a simple charm that brings good fortune to the bearer's
comrades, turning them into something of a good luck charm. The
gris-gris grants the benefits of the witch's mark merit.
Halo
Abjuration Level 4
This talisman has been enchanted to protect the wearer with a corona
of glowing energy that deflects all damage so long as its power
remains. The bearer of a halo ignores the first wound they suffer in
each act.
Iron Torque
Prismatic Level 2 or Mysticism Level 4
This collar is wrought from cold iron and binds seamlessly around
one’s neck. The wearer gains soulless trait so long as the collar
remains around their throat. This effect works regardless of whether
or not the wearer is attuned to the iron torque, but only its true bearer
can speak the magic word to seal the collar in place or to take it off.
The iron torque protects from witchcraft, either as a ward against
hostile spells when worn into battle or when used to incapacitate
hostile sorcerers, as characters with the enlightened or mystic gift
traits may not utilize them while wearing this talisman.
The lesser version of the iron torque only makes the wearer soulless
with regard to spells from the school in opposition to the one it was
created with.

Flying Carpet
Thaumaturgy Level 4, 8, or 12
When the magic word is spoken, this intricately woven carpet hovers
above the ground, carrying its rider aloft and perfectly anticipating
their desires. The carpet's bearer gains the wings trait.
The bearer can bring passengers along, although they count against
encumbrance normally.
There are many variations of this artifact including witch's brooms,
enchanted mortars, cloaks of levitation, and even winged ebony
steeds. A standard flying carpet is power level four; a level eight
version grants two ranks of the wings trait and a level twelve version
provides a third.
Friendship Bracelet
Mysticism Level 2
This talisman consists of a pair of lovingly crafted leather bands.
when two people wear them, they gain an intimate connection that
allows energy to flow freely between them as if they possessed the
soul mate trait.
If they were already soulmates, it instead allows them to communicate
empathically and use charisma-based skills on one another regardless
of distance.

Leggings of Prancing
Transmutation Level 4
These supple garments grant their wearer undreamt of mobility and
grace.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's agility score.

Girdle of the Gargantua
Transmutation Level 8
This ornate belt is woven from the hair of titans and imbues its bearer
with enormous size and strength, increasing their size rating as well
as that of their equipment by two.

Lens of Truth
Divination Level 4
Anyone looking through this ornate monocle will see other beings and
objects as they really are, piercing disguises both mundane and
magical, including enchantments from the illusion or transmutation
schools.
This talisman also allows the bearer to read any language and
provides a +5 bonus to reason tests made to decode ciphers or
obscured text.

Lenses of Seeing
Illusion Level 4
These crystal-clear glasses grant their wearer unnaturally keen senses.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's perception score.

Gloves of Nimbleness
Transmutation Level 4
These thin leather gloves allow the wearer to move their hands with
unnatural precision and deftness.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's dexterity score.

Living Armor
Technomancy Level 4
This armor seems to move and squirm of its own volition like an evershifting second skin. It can sense the wearer's movements, rippling
and hardening to accommodate motion and deflect incoming blows.
Living armor can also produce spikes, ridges, and even crude jaws
from its surface, granting the wearer the benefits of both the quills and
thrasher traits in close combat.

Golden Fleece
Abjuration Level 12
These legendary artifacts have been passed down since the time of
Atlantis, incredible symbols of power and status which gift their
bearer with absolute invulnerability. A character who is wearing a
golden fleece can never be wounded.
A golden fleece does not protect itself or its bearer's other equipment
from harm, and combat maneuvers or spells which do not require
their subject to be wounded can hinder or incapacitate them normally.

Locket of the Ages
Chronomancy Level 4
This small keepsake is bound to history, forever tied to the moment of
its creation. So, too, is its bearer bound to the moment they attuned to
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it, never aging, and gaining the eternal trait so long as the attunement
lasts.

Oculus
Illusion Level 4
These necklaces are crafted from shards of bewitched glass which
reflect and distort magical sight. While wearing such a talisman, the
bearer is invisible to all information gathering magic. They or their
actions cannot be revealed with divination, may not be analyzed or
assessed by sorcery, can slip through sentinel spells undetected, their
minds cannot be read, will not appear to clairvoyance, postcognition,
or crystal balls, and cannot trigger most tethered spells.
Note that the bearer can still be targeted or affected normally by spells
which do not glean information about them, even seeking spell.

Magic Compact
Transmutation Level 2
This simple box contains numerous paints, powders, and perfumes.
When applied as cosmetics, these items do more than mask
imperfections or call attention to the wearer, they reshape the flesh,
erasing all that is ugly and amplifying their host's best features.
This talisman grants the beauty merit to its bearer. If they already
have the beauty trait, it instead functions as a talismanic tool for
expression.
This makeup cannot be removed until the magic word is spoken, at
which point it will flake off and reappear in the compact which
spawned it.

Pentacle
Abjuration Level 2
This talisman imbues the bearer with a certain degree of protection
against magical assaults and mental manipulation.
This talisman grants the obstinate merit to its bearer. If they already
have the obstinate trait, it instead functions as a talismanic tool for
resolve.

Magic Feather
Thaumaturgy Level 2
This talismanic feather contains memories of the sky and the blessing
of the clouds. Anyone who adorns themself with it will be perpetually
light on their feet, the wind always at their back.
This talisman grants the limber merit to its bearer. If they already
have the limber trait, it instead functions as a talismanic tool for
acrobatics.

Phial of Moonlight
Mysticism Level 4 or 8
This glowing talisman fills the wearer with burning courage and
vivacity. The bearer is permanently inspired, although they can only
use this inspiration once per test. The stronger version also leaves the
bearer perpetually ecstatic.

Mantle of the Salamander
Evocation Level 2
This ash-colored cloak will never burn or conduct heat and makes the
wearer nearly impervious to flame. Neither this cloak nor its bearer
can be set on fire, even if doused in accelerant.

Phylactery
Primalism or Necromancy Level 8
This immense jewel or tiny leather box houses the bearer's soul. So
long as they are wearing it, they cannot by killed be any means and
will continue to heal from even the most horrific wounds.
The wearer gains the immortal trait; if they already have the immortal
trait they instead gain the relentless trait.
A character who is suffering from mortal wounds will die when the
artifact is removed or suppressed, but will be revived if the artifact is
later returned to their corpse.

Memento Mori
Necromancy Level 2
These gruesome talismans usually take the form of shrunken heads,
ornate skulls, or silver teeth. When these charms are worn, they imbue
their master with the essence of the grim reaper and provide a +1
bonus to the bearer's strength score when calculating the damage
adjustment of their attacks.

Pixie's Bracelet
Transmutation Level 2
This delicate charm bracelet reduces the wearer's size, allowing them
to slip unnoticed through the tiniest passages. When activated, this
talisman reduces the bearer's size rating by two and automatically
adjusts their equipment to match their new stature.

Monarch’s Raiment
Charm Level 2
This fabulous robe surrounds the wearer with an aura of majesty and a
natural sense of leadership.
This talisman grants the confident merit to its bearer. If they already
have the confident trait, it instead functions as a talismanic tool for
leadership.

Prayer Bangle
Wyrd Level 4
This artifact typically takes the form of a heavy bracelet or rosary
which has been blessed by a divine being.
The bearer of a prayer bangle gains the benefits of being a priest of
the god it is dedicated to. If a character who is already a priest of the
appropriate religion dons a prayer bangle, they may perform miracles
as quick actions.

Necklace of the Lake
Divination Level 2
These aquamarine pearls are said to have been given to King Arthur
by the Goddess as a wedding gift, and jewelry made from these stones
blesses their wearer with supernatural understanding and sympathy.
This talisman grants the empathic merit to its bearer. If they already
have the empathic trait, it instead functions as a talismanic tool for
social.

Prowler’s Boots
Thaumaturgy Level 4 or 8
These supple leather boots allow the bearer to weightlessly walk
across any sort of material, negating the stealth penalties for running
or moving over rough terrain. In addition, each pair allows the beater
one of the following forms of exceptional movement; ignoring
slippery ground, ignoring perilous terrain, ignoring rough terrain,
spider-climbing, water-walking, or springing.

Necklace of Intellect
Technomancy Level 4
This delicate piece of jewelry expands the wearer's mind and fills
their head with alien ideas.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to the bearer's intelligence score.
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The movement type is chosen when the artifact is created and cannot
be changed, but the greater form of this artifact allows the bearer to
swap between exceptional movement types with the magic word.
Quicksilver Anklet
Chronomancy Level 1
This lightweight ring of crystallized mercury grants its bearer
supernatural swiftness and reaction time, providing a +1 bonus to
their initiative score.

Talismanic Tool
Technomancy Level 2
A talismanic tool possesses extensive knowledge of its craft and
subtly guides its bearer's hand toward success. A talismanic tool
provides a +1 bonus to one of its bearer's skills.
Precisely which skill gains this benefit is determined during the
artifact’s creation and is usually the one associated with the
receptacle, for example, a talismanic sword that provides a bonus to
melee or a talismanic saddle that provides a bonus to ride.

Ring of Elemental Command
Prismatic Level 2
These ornate rings are adorned with priceless crystals of their
synergistic material. They allow their wearers to access deeper levels
of reality which are normally the sole domain of the demiurge who
maintain the aspect of nature to which the ring corresponds.
These rings function as rings of power (see below), but their effect
only applies to the school that was used to create them.

Tears of the Prim
Prismatic Level 1 or Mysticism Level 2
These elegant earrings are sculpted from drops of obsidian and
imbued with the essence of pure magic. This artifact functions as a
ring of power, but its effects only apply when calculating the damage
adjustment of its bearer's spells.
The level one version of this talisman will only affect spells cast with
the school that birthed it.

Ring of Power
Mysticism Level 4
This simple band of silver or gold is inscribed with runes of ancient
power. A character who dons this ring receives a rank of the
enlightened trait, up to a maximum of fifteen ranks.

Thought Bottle
Divination Level 2
This rugged amphora holds the waters of memory within it, storing
any recollections that the bearer desires in the form of perfect sensory
records of the events. Such thoughts can be re-lived by the character
who initially placed them into the bottle or shared with other bearers.
This talisman grants the eidetic merit to its bearer. If they already
have the eidetic trait, it instead functions as a talismanic tool for
reason.

Robe of Purity
Restoration Level 2
These pristine white robes constantly cleanse the bearer's body and
purify their blood. This talisman grants the fast metabolism merit to
its bearer. If they already have the fast metabolism trait, it instead
functions as a talismanic tool for fortitude.

Vambraces of Deflection
Thaumaturgy Level 2
These sturdy metal wristbands deflect incoming attacks and provide a
+1 bonus to their bearer's dodge score.

Shawl of the Martyr
Restoration Level 2
This humble garb stems the flow of blood and hastens the bearer's
natural healing abilities, allowing them to endure suffering that would
kill or cripple an ordinary person.
This talisman provides a +1 bonus to its bearer's vitality score.

Winged Sandals
Conjuration Level 2
These streamlined leather boots have wings upon their heels and
make their wearer feel light and full of energy. This talisman provides
a +1 bonus to the bearer's speed score.

Siren's Brooch
Illusion Level 2
This elegant pin is carved from a seashell and can be held to the
bearer’s throat to give their voice an utterly pleasing tone.
This talisman grants the soothing voice merit to its bearer. If they
already have the soothing voice trait, it instead functions as a
talismanic tool for perform.

Wolfskin Belt
Primalism Level 4
This belt is created from the hides of murdered hengeyokai and is
used by warlocks who wish to simulate the effects of demonic
possession, granting them some of the abilities of a werewolf but with
the added benefit of being able to remove the belt in situations where
a descent into mindless savagery would be inconvenient. While the
belt is active, the bearer's features become feral and savage, but they
retain a mostly human visage.
The bearer gains one level of the avatar trait with all the powers and
weaknesses that entails. If the belt is ever deactivated, any scores
boosted beyond the bearer’s norm are suppressed, but so are their
weaknesses and compulsion to obey the beast within.

Soul Tattoo
Abjuration Level 2
These talismanic symbols are inked, cut, or branded into the bearer's
flesh as part of the attunement process. From that point on, they will
protect those that they mark, providing supernatural toughness, good
fortune, and prowess in battle.
This artifact provides a +1 bonus to its bearer's resilience score.
Talent
Divination Level 1
This small ornament houses the memories of ancient masters and
constantly whispers their secret techniques into its bearer's mind. The
bearer of this talisman gains one of the following merits: dweomer
master, martial technique, or specialty. The merit and which
discipline it applies to is determined at the artifact’s creation and
cannot be changed at a later point.

Zephyr's Shoes
Conjuration Level 4
These elegant shoes allow their bearer to race the wind itself, granting
them the fleet trait.
Horseshoes, oars, sails, or wheels can also be imbued with this power
to augment the speed of one's mount.
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Eldritch Mechanism
Prismatic Level 1+
These strange clockwork devices are patterned after the technology of
a mysterious civilization that vanished long before the time of
Atlantis. Their myriad mechanisms can be calibrated to produce
strange alterations to reality. The creator chooses a single spell from
the school used to imbue the mechanism and, once per mission, its
bearer can then cast that spell with parameters and metamagics of
their choosing using reason rather than occult. The user need not be
enlightened, and the device supplies mana equal to its power level.

Tinctures
Tinctures are artifacts that replicate the effects of alchemical
concoctions. Some can be used repeatedly, while others may deplete
their power and need a rest before being used again.
Tinctures are activated in the same manner as the potion they mimic,
being guided by hand and then either drank or thrown. Using a
tincture is a basic action.
Arkenstone
Technomancy Level 1-12
An arkenstone is a magnificent jewel of unsurpassed beauty and
craftsmanship, merely having it in their possession kindles ambition
in the bearer's heart.
The arkenstone can be used once per mission in the same manner as a
tonic of drudgery which provides concentration equal to its power
level.

Lucky Charm
Wyrd Level 1+
Every superstitious man carries some object which they believe to
grant good fortune and supernal grace. It is a simple manner for a
chaos mage to imbue such objects with wyrd, allowing them to truly
twist their bearer’s fate.
A lucky charm can be used once per mission in the same manner as a
tonic of serendipity which provides destiny equal to its power level.

Blasting Powder
Evocation Level 4 or 8
This bag contains a seemingly endless supply of enchanted powder
that explodes when tossed. When this artifact is created, the caster
chooses what sort of explosive it will replicate; flash bombs,
grenades, smoke bombs, or explosive charges.
Throwing blasting powder follows the normal rules for using an
explosive of its type and requires a free hand and a basic action but no
source of flame.
There is no limit to how often the bag can be used, but a fumble on a
damage test will exhaust it for the remainder of the mission.
At the artificer's option, all explosives produced can have the high
damage, incendiary, armor-piercing, or cluster ammunition upgrades.
This choice must be made when the artifact is created and cannot be
changed later.
A bag of blasting powder can also be imbued as an armament,
applying its effects to any attacks made with it.
Standard blasting powder replicates explosives with a quality equal to
the bearer's animus score. The greater version replicates explosives
with a quality equal to the bearer's animus score +1.

Magic Stopwatch
Chronomancy Level 1
This small trinket is not content to merely watch the passage of time,
instead, it controls it directly. Anyone who depresses the button will
find themselves momentarily outside of time, able to act while the rest
of the world stands still.
A magic stopwatch can be used once per mission in the same manner
as a tonic of heroism.
Activating a magic stopwatch is a quick action.
Magic Thread
Technomancy Level 1
This enchanted needle and thread can be used to seamlessly attach
virtually anything. It can automatically treat a wound or repair a level
of wear as a complex action.
A skilled tailor can perform even more incredible feats, both
wondrous and perverse, such as reattaching severed limbs or even
binding together creatures and objects in a manner similar to the
fusion or adhesion spells. It is also possible to mend space itself,
closing portals, rifts, vortexes, and the like.
Magic thread can be used once each mission.

Chalice of Succor
Restoration Level 1-12
This blessed chalice is built in imitation of the Grail and flows with
blood-red wine that can restore health to those who drink from it.
The chalice of succor can be used once per mission and functions in
the same manner as a tonic of vigor which heals an amount of damage
equal to its power level.

Phoenix Egg
Mysticism Level 1+
The phoenix egg is a delicate orb of shining moonsilver which
contains a spark of creation. Should the egg be cracked, the inside is
filled with liquid light that burns like the sun and revitalizes the very
soul of any being brave enough to put it to their lips.
A phoenix egg can be used once per mission in the same manner as a
zen tonic which provides mana equal to its power level.

Exalted Censer
Mysticism Level 4 or 8
This censer consists small bit of rope or chain attached to a metal
sphere that contains an ever-burning ember of sacred fire. When the
receptacle is swung about, purifying smoke billows forth to cleanse
the unholy.
The exalted censer works exactly like a vial of holy water except it is
not consumed after use. It can be used as often as it is needed,
although if it fumbles a damage or anti-magic test, it will be
exhausted for the remainder of the mission.
The standard exalted censer replicates holy water with a quality equal
to the bearer's animus score. A greater version replicates holy water
with a quality equal to the bearer's animus score +1.

Star Jewel
Universal Level 1
This pristine jewel replicates a universal periapt that can be used once
each mission.
Strange Brew
Universal Level 1-12
This talisman takes the form of an enchanted cauldron. Once per
mission, it can be used to brew an elixir which grants its imbiber an
additional chakra that lasts for a number of acts equal to the artifact’s
power level.
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Cold Fire
Illusion Level 1-12
This candle is the antithesis of all other fires, it provides no warmth
and the black flame casts dreary shadows instead of light.
This artifact provides concealment within ten paces. The artifact's
power level determines the nature of the concealment, 1 for partial, 2
for standard, and 4 for full.
One can also increase the artifact's radius to one hundred paces by
doubling its final power level or to one thousand paces by tripling it.

Trinkets
The artifacts listed in this section do not fit neatly into other
categories.
Bag of Holding
Conjuration Level 1+
This seemingly ordinary pouch is far bigger on the inside than on the
outside, and both the bag and its contents are completely weightless.
Objects contained within the bag can be retrieved by its bearer as
easily as if they were in a holster.
A bag of holding can hold a number of stones equal to its power level.
If the bag is suppressed or destroyed, the items within are inaccessible
until it is restored.

Cornucopia
Primalism Level 2, 4, 8, or 12
This nondescript animal's horn is always filled with fresh food and, no
matter how much is consumed, there will always be more the next
day. A lesser cornucopia produces enough to sustain a healthy adult,
while the standard version can provide for an entire team. The greater
versions can feed a whole army or even the entire population of a city.

Banner of Command
Charm Level 4
This elaborate battle standard is enchanted to motivate those who
follow its bearer. While the banner is held aloft, its bearer can use the
instruct ability as a quick action, allowing one to motivate their allies
while fighting alongside them.

Crystal Ball
Illusion Level 4 or 8
This translucent crystal orb can be used to peer across vast reaches of
space, providing clear images of distant lands. To activate the orb, the
bearer must place their hands upon it and picture a person, place, or
object while speaking the magic word. The crystal will then show the
subject and their immediate surroundings.
Beings spied on by this orb can take an insight test (difficulty 20) to
sense that they are being watched, and on a critical success know who
is spying on them and from where. This orb cannot picture subjects
within a warded area or null zone, nor can it view soulless subjects.
There are legends of more powerful crystal balls which can also peer
into their subject’s past or their future.

Black Casket
Necromancy Level 4, 8, or 12
This ebony coffin seems to be a perfectly ordinary receptacle for the
deceased; the only problem is those interred within never stay dead.
At the stroke of midnight, the corpse will rise as a zombie, skeleton,
talos, vodyannoi, antediluvian, dybbuk, or mummy, depending on its
condition.
A level eight casket can be constructed to make either wights, wraiths,
or ghosts, as chosen at the time of creation, and there are also legends
of even stronger caskets that can create revenants, shades, or even
vampires.
Book of Shadows
Mysticism Level 1
These dark and blasphemous tomes contain the secrets of the elder
universe, secrets which no one was ever meant to know. Upon reading
this book, a character will gain a wealth of forbidden knowledge and
understanding. Such insight is not without its price; these tomes often
contain very disturbing truths, and many who read them regret it as
the universe will never look the same again. At the very best, a
character who repeatedly reads these books will lose their purity, but
in more severe cases they will invoke neurosis, psychic damage, or
even full-blown madness.
A character must carefully read the book to attune to it, a process that
grants them a bonus character point. This character point is lost if the
attunement is ever broken, the mortal mind is quick to forget such
knowledge once its source is out of sight.
A character can only benefit from reading a book of shadows once,
but they can read multiple volumes with cumulative effects. There is
no limit to how many characters can benefit from reading a given
book of shadows.

Crystal Skull
Divination Level 4
This smooth piece of transparent quartz is given the shape of a skull
and represents not death, but rather that which protects the mind. Its
crystalline matrix forms an Atlantean computer that uses the same
language as the human brain.
The skull's bearer can impart their knowledge into it as well as read
information placed within by previous users. Any knowledge within
the skull can be accessed, although some secret information might be
locked with a password, and a specific piece of lore might take time
to find in the same way as a single page in a vast tome.
It is said that in ancient Atlantis, thirteen crystals skulls composed a
grand library network in which the people stored all of their wisdom.
Most were lost in the destruction of the island, but at least one was
carried to Pangaea by the survivors, who would go on to found the
Imperium guided by the secrets within. The sorceress Morgana was
employed to read the skull for King Arthur, and it is believed that she
currently keeps it in her possession. It is unknown if any other
Atlantean skulls made their way to Pangaea or even survived the
island's destruction, but if they could be found, the knowledge stored
within could be as valuable as any artifact.

Chime of Clarity
Mysticism Level 4
The sound of this elegant porcelain bell soothes the minds of all who
hear it and pierces even the thickest mental haze. Ringing the bell is a
basic action, and anyone within earshot may immediately use either
the determination or snap out of it ability as a reflexive action without
needing to pay the normal mana cost.

Dancing Tool
Thaumaturgy Level 4
If the magic word is spoken while the receptacle is held aloft, a
dancing tool will come to life, moving under its own power and
directed by the will of its master. Dancing tools function exactly like
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mundane gear of the same type except they do not require hands to
guide them.
The protection provided by a dancing shield is never lost, although
the benefits of multiple shields are not cumulative, be they dancing or
mundane.
A character can always utilize the dual wield fighting style with a
dancing weapon, even if they are also equipped with a shield, lantern,
or two-handed weapon.

Drums of War
Illusion Level 4
This battered instrument has seen countless battles and knows exactly
how to use music to inspire the troops and keep them marching in
unison to its beat. The instrument’s bearer can use the battle hymn
ability as a quick action, provided they have a free hand with which to
play it.
Variants of this artifact include combat boots which allow their bearer
to dance as a quick action (ambulatory) and medals of heroism that
allow their bearer to give rousing speeches as a quick action (verbal).

Decanter of Endless Water
Transmutation Level 2
This drinking vessel is always full of water and allows a small group
to stay hydrated in the driest conditions. The flow of water is slight,
barely above a trickle, and if left upended will take a very long time to
fill a cistern, let alone create new rivers or oceans; however, it is
possible to create more powerful decanters which may be able to do
just that.
There are rumors of decanters that create liquids other than water,
typically milk or fruit juice, but some technomancers have created
versions that produce unending oil and many treasure hunters have
spent their lives searching for decanters of endless wine.

Enchanted Instrument
Charm Level 4
These instruments are imbued with the power to tug at the hearts of
those who listen and to feed the audiences' emotions back to them
until they are amplified to near manic levels. Anyone who hears this
music is affected by an emotion spell with effects appropriate to the
song being played, unless they can pass a resolve test with a difficulty
equal to the result of the bearer’s perform test. Reactions are typically
mild unless the test is fumbled.
Though the musician will feel the emotional pull of the instrument,
they will not be forced to act upon it while playing.

Dimensional Anchor
Conjuration Level 4
A dimensional anchor is a small rune that has been embedded with
the essence of a place. All area spells which are cast into the rune are
transported to that place and transportation magics that give the rune
as a destination will instead send the subject to the spot it is bound to.

Enigmatic Fan
Thaumaturgy Level 4
This simple paper fan exponentially increases the force it is shaken
with, able to produce gentle breezes or mighty gales. As a basic
action, the bearer can blow it at a single creature or small group,
forcing them to take a difficulty thirty might test. Those who succeed
can move toward the bearer at no greater speed than they succeeded
by, and those who fail are also blown back by the amount of their
failure.
This fan has numerous uses for a creative bearer, it can slow a fall,
blow out or guide a fire, fill a ship’s sails, clear a cloud of smoke or
gas, etc.

Dirge
Charm Level 4
This small bauble usually takes the form of a decorative clasp or pin
and gives its wearer the ability to touch even the coldest hearts. When
using the perform skill, the bearer can inspire their thralls, allowing
them to motivate lifeless minions in the same way that they would
their living followers.

Force Grapple
Technomancy Level 4
These relics of drowned Atlantis resemble nothing more than small
metal cylinders to the untrained eye. As a basic action, their bearer
can choose to shoot a beam of strange energy toward the target. This
does no damage, but will instantly pull the bearer to their target’s
location. In the case of elevated targets, the bearer will be suspended
indefinitely until they deactivate the artifact or use it again to pull
themselves down. Targets who are less massive than the bearer will
instead be pulled to the force grapple and into its bearer’s grasp.
A force grapple adds its receptacle’s quality to its accuracy and
suffers the normal penalties for long-range, cover, concealment, etc.
The difficulty to hit most stationary objects and terrain features is ten.

Dragon's Tooth
Technomancy Level 1-12
A dragon's tooth is a bone seed that, when it is lain upon the ground
and has the magic word spoken over it, sprouts into a fully formed
warrior. This warrior is not a true living being, but a magical servitor,
and has both the construct and thrall traits. The servitor precisely
follows the bearer's wishes, regardless of whether or not they are
spoken aloud.
The servitor will fall to dust at the end of the act. After this has
occurred, the tooth can be recovered from its remains and may be
used again in the future, and any damage it previously received will
be fully repaired when it is next summoned.
The servitor is an extra and uses one of the templates found in
Chapter Ten. The servitor's skills and equipment are determined when
the artifact is created and cannot be changed. Its equipment is part of
its body and cannot be removed. The extra uses the template which
has the same animus score as its current bearer.
Most are made in the likeness of humans and have a power level of
four. Those created in the likeness of other creatures modify their
power level by one for each half star of danger rating, higher for more
powerful creatures or lower for meeker forms.

Fraudulent Papers
Illusion Level 2
These enchanted documents will appear to be whatever they are
presented as. They can be identification cards, orders, receipts, or
anything else, and will hold up to even the most rigorous scrutiny.
Generator
Primalism Level 4
The generator is a mysterious artifact that holds the power to create
life. Each generator is keyed to a different simple life form, and upon
speaking the magic word, said creature will emerge from the object,
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fully substantial and alive. Such creatures are small but can be deadly
and include venomous serpents, swift-winged birds, stinging insects,
or vicious plague rats. Such creatures are weak-minded, but can be
directed toward simple short-term tasks by their creator before
wandering off to live their own life.
More powerful generators which can create larger or more potent
creatures, perhaps even people, are rumored to exist.

multiple creatures are summoned, their templates are reduced by one
step each time their number is doubled.
The horn of calling can be used once per mission. Blowing the horn
again will dismiss any minions it has already called.
Imbued Scabbard
Varies
Any armament power which can be imbued into a weapon can instead
be placed upon its housing. When the magic word is spoken, the
enchantment within is transferred to the weapon for the remainder of
the act or until it is re-sheathed, at which time the power returns to the
scabbard and can be transferred to a different weapon in the future.
A magical armament that takes on the power of a scabbard has its
original power suppressed until the borrowed power fades.
A common variant of the imbued scabbard is the magic quiver which
transfers it power to the last projectile to have been drawn from it.

Grave Dirt
Necromancy Level 4
This crate of enchanted soil carries with it the living essence of the
landscape, twisted and befouled. An undead creature that sleeps
within it finds its flesh restored, allowing it to pass as a living creature
until the rot once again takes hold.
An undead bearer heals normally during the recovery phase and
vampiric bearers can survive without blood.
Guardian’s Shield
Abjuration Level 4
This robust shield attracts incoming projectiles with an almost
magnetic pull, spoiling their aim and causing most to bounce
harmlessly from the shield’s surface. All shooting attacks targeting
the bearer's allies suffer a -4 penalty to accuracy. Shots that are
actually directed at the shield’s bearer do not suffer this penalty.
This shield's bonus does not function if the wielder would not be a
viable target for the projectiles it attracts, for example, if they are
behind a solid wall, made ethereal, or simply out of sight.

Jewel of Majesty
Charm Level 1-8
Imbuing this lustrous gemstone magnifies its beauty and brilliance to
maddening levels. As a basic action, the gem's bearer can hold it aloft
and speak the magic word to enrapture those around them, allies and
enemies alike.
Anyone who can see the jewel as it is activated must take a resolve
test with a difficulty equal to five times its power level. Those who
fail are mesmerized by its brilliance and stunned.
Those who fumble remain entranced for as long as the jewel remains
within their sight, unable to do anything but follow the gem about and
stare in wonder, though they might be able to use the snap out of it
ability to come to their senses.
A critical success leaves a character immune to the effects of the
jewel for the remainder of the mission.

Hag’s Eye
Illusion Level 4
This small crystalline trinket resembles a glassy human eyeball. It is
linked with the bearer’s mind, and allows them to perceive anything
that occurs in the receptacle’s presence with all of their senses,
including ones that have been granted magically or which have been
hindered through injury or bondage.
The bearer can always draw range from the receptacle for the
purposes of any alertness or insight test as well as when determining
earshot or the range of their attacks, although it grants no ability to
ignore cover or concealment or to attack through obstructions,
including the curvature of the Earth.

Kachina
Mysticism Level 4
A kachina is a small effigy that contains the essence of a slumbering
spirit. The spirit must be bound into the receptacle prior to the item's
creation, either willingly with its possession ability or against its will
with the bind soul spell.
The bearer can direct the doll to use its kismet ability to reroll a single
dice each turn, so long as the dice roll affects something which falls
under the spirit’s demesne.
A kachina is normally created with mysticism, however other schools
can be used to craft kachinas linked to their respective demiurge.
A given receptacle can be imbued with the kachina power multiple
times, each allowing an additional reroll, so long as the total number
does not exceed the circle of the spirit contained within.

Hearthstone
Mysticism Level 2
A hearthstone is a bit of rock that is bound to the essence of a place of
power. The bearer of this stone can draw upon the mana contained
within the nexus as if they were physically within its bounds.
Horn of Calling
Conjuration Level 4
This ornate horn can only be sounded in times of dire need, but its
blast is loud enough to be heard outward to the ends of the Earth.
Upon use, one or more characters who are amenable to the bearer's
goals and capable of assisting with their current task will be
summoned to their location. They will generally assist the bearer,
although they may require compensation for especially dangerous or
difficult tasks.
Creatures summoned by this horn use one of the templates for extras
found in Chapter Ten. They can be of any species or skill set, but their
animus score plus danger rating can never exceed the bearer’s. If

Kettle of Storm Calling
Thaumaturgy Level 4
This ornate kettle can brew far more than simple tea, for it has the
power to call forth the very forces of the heavens. Upon speaking the
magic word and placing the receptacle over a fire, the local weather
conditions will change to whatever the bearer desires for as long as
the kettle continues to boil.
Lucky Coin
Divination Level 2 or 4
This coin has remarkable instincts; if its bearer tosses it in the air and
asks a question, it will always land heads up if the answer is yes, tails
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up if the answer is no, and on its edge if the answer is more
complicated.
This coin only has knowledge of the present, and cannot see into null
zones or warded areas or answer questions about soulless beings.
Likewise, it has no knowledge of subjective issues or a being’s
private thoughts, though there may exist stronger coins that can
bypass some of these limitations.

A standard mask of disguise is limited to forms that have the same
size rating and general body shape as the wearer, a human could
transform into other humanoid species but not into animals or pieces
of furniture, but more powerful masks with a wider range of potential
disguises are certain to exist somewhere in Pangaea.
Mirror of Spell Storing
Mysticism Level 4
This elegant hand mirror has the power to refract magical energy,
trapping a spell indefinitely. A spell that is cast upon this mirror is
quietly absorbed with no effect. When the magic word is spoken, the
spell is then released at whatever it is pointed at.
Releasing a spell is a basic action. If the mirror is pointed at a viable
subject for the spell, it is affected as if the spell had been freshly cast,
although unwilling subjects can resist the effects normally.
The subject can avoid magic missiles by taking a dodge test with a
difficulty equal to 10+ the caster’s score in the relevant occult skill,
plus any modifiers for metamagic difficulty.
Any spell can be stored in the mirror, even those that normally cannot
target an object, including area or calling spells. If a spell has multiple
subjects, the mirror can only store the portion of the spell which
targeted the mirror.
Only a single spell can be stored in the mirror at a given time.

Magic Abacus
Technomancy Level 2
This simple device is both a novelty and a useful tool. Although it
appears to be an ordinary abacus, the artifact will, to a bearer who
knows the magic words, be able to instantly and automatically
perform even the most complex mathematical calculations without
fail.
Magic Portrait
Illusion Level 1
This painting is bound to its subject, be it man, beast, object, or
landscape. Although it never moves when one is actually looking at it,
the painting always depicts the subject as they currently are rather
than when the portrait was first painted. Anyone who observes it will
always know the subject's condition and have a view of their
immediate surroundings.
Magic Pipes
Charm Level 4
These pipes are enchanted with the power to cloud men's minds and
steal away command of their bodies. When the bearer plays the pipes,
a basic verbal action, all beings within earshot must pass a resolve test
or dance as long as they continue to hear the music. The difficulty of
this test is equal to the result of the musician's perform test result
minus the distance in paces between them and the listener. A dancing
character is considered vulnerable and can take no physical actions
other than simple ones.
Dancers may not voluntarily move away from the source of the
music. If the musician moves while playing, the dancers will follow.

Navigator's Compass
Divination Level 2
This ornate compass will point toward whatever the bearer is thinking
about. Setting the compass requires a fair bit of concentration and is
usually a basic action, and if someone is distracted or has strong
emotions on their mind, the compass might lead to the source of their
preoccupation rather than its intended goal.
If the target is soulless, inside of a null zone, on a different plane of
existence, or otherwise shielded from detection, the compass will spin
wildly.
The compass can be used to track down people, places, or things, but
might also be able to track down intangible concepts if held by a
strong-willed and driven navigator. If the target is in multiple places
at once, the compass will usually point toward the closest.

Mask of Nightmares
Charm Level 4
This simple bandana or domino mask distorts the bearer’s features
into a horrifying panoply. Strangers will not approach the wearer for
any but the direst circumstances, and those who stand up to them
suffer a -4 penalty to morale and attempts to resist intimidation.

Philosopher’s Stone
Transmutation Level 2
The philosopher's stone is a small mustard-colored rock with
remarkable properties. Objects left in close proximity to the
philosopher's stone will be purified and slowly transformed into solid
gold.
A character in possession of a philosopher's stone will become
extremely rich over time, increasing their wealth score by one during
each recovery phase.

Mask of Disguise
Illusion Level 4
This ornately carved stage mask allows the wearer to play any role to
near perfection. Upon speaking the magic word, the bearer can
assume a form of their choosing. The chosen visage can be something
minor, a different hair color or facial feature, or something extreme, a
member of a different species, age, or gender, or even a specific
individual. The illusion is near perfect and will fool every sense,
changing not only the appearance but the texture of hair and flesh, the
timber of voice, and even the smell of the body. Should the form grow
tiresome or too real, the wearer need only speak the magic word again
and remove the mask.
Note that the changes are purely cosmetic and do not alter the being's
attributes or abilities in any way, although they may apply narrative
modifiers to charisma-based skill tests.

Polar Orb / Sun Sphere
Evocation Level 2-12
The chilling polar orb and its balmy cousin, the sun sphere, are small
metal balls that, when the magic word is spoken, hover in place and
alter the surrounding climate, either colder or hotter respectively.
At the weakest level, these trinkets alter the temperature within ten
paces by one category. Every two additional power levels can either
increase the temperature change by one step, the radius by a factor of
ten, or allow the bearer to switch between heating and cooling by
speaking the magic word.
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Portable Hole
Conjuration Level 4
A portable hole is a bit of tangible nothingness which resembles a
circle of black velvet. When the magic word is spoken, it transforms
into a circular hole in whatever it is in contact with. A standard
portable hole is one pace across and up to three paces deep.
This hole is a warp in space and does not actually harm whatever it is
going through in any way and the interior walls of the hole resemble
the outer surface upon which it was placed. Objects or persons can
travel into or through the hole normally.
The bearer can return the hole to its tangible form by speaking the
magic word a second time. Anything inside the hole when this
happens may be trapped inside a solid object, but is otherwise
unharmed.

Seven League Boots
Conjuration Level 4
The heels of this magnificent footwear can be clicked together to
instantly carry the wearer across great distances. As a quick action,
the bearer can instantly transport themself up to ten paces in any
direction, ignoring all obstacles and intervening characters save
soulless ones and null zones.
While traveling overland, the bearer can always travel seven leagues
in a day regardless of terrain or weather conditions.
Ship in a Bottle
Transmutation Level 4 or 8
This bottle contains a tiny replica of a sailing vessel, perfect in every
detail. When the magic word is spoken, the ship slips free of the bottle
and transforms into a mighty galleon upon a nearby body of water.
The ship is completely functional and manned by an ephemeral crew
who obey the bearer without question. When the voyage is over, the
bearer may speak the magic word again to return the ship to its
shrunken state.
There are many variants of this artifact that create other vehicles or
structures. One can even design a greater artifact that functions as a
portable tower, mansion, or even an entire castle.

Quiver of Plenty
Conjuration Level 4
This enchanted quiver will never run dry, and no matter how many
arrows are fired there always seems to be another waiting to be
loaded. The type of arrows drawn from the quiver always match those
that it was last filled with. One can change the type of arrows by
refilling the quiver, but the previous batch will be lost in the process.
Alternate forms of this artifact include quivers of crossbow bolts,
pouches of sling stones, and even bandoliers of bullets.

Skin of the True Beast
Primalism Level 4
This fur cloak is made from the freely given hide of a manitou and
blessed by druids or shamans. The wearer may speak the magic word
and transform into the likeness of their spirit animal. This
transformation functions exactly like the wild shape spell, except that
the form assumed is set; either based on the animal who donated the
receptacle or the bearer's totem spirit.

Reflective Shield
Mysticism Level 4
This shining silver shield will reflect hostile magic as easily as a
mirror reflects light. Any time the bearer of this shield, their
equipment, their mount, or a character they are guarding is targeted
by a spell, they may take a reflexive marksmanship, melee, or
unarmed test with a difficulty equal to the final casting value of the
spell. If successful, the caster is subjected to the spell instead of the
initial target.
On a critical success, the wielder may choose to reflect the spell to
any other viable subject. On a fumble, it may strike an unintended
target instead.
The wielder may still resist the spell normally if the test to reflect
fails, and the caster may resist a reflected spell as normal.
If a spell has multiple subjects, the shield can only redirect the portion
which targets its bearer or their charge.
A reflective shield does nothing against area spells, but if the bearer is
in the direct path of one with a tangible component such as fireball or
lightning bolt, they may be reflected back to the caster's position at
the Gamekeeper's discretion.

Sky Hook
Thaumaturgy Level 4
When the magic word is spoken, this antiquated hook can be hung
from nothing at all, and remains there until deactivated. It can bear
any amount of weight. A difficulty forty might test is required to
move the hook even a single pace, and the difficulty to escape one’s
bonds is increased by ten if bound to it and left hanging.
Soul Gem
Mysticism Level 4
This crystal is created in imitation of the Heart of Darkness itself and
is given the power to imprison and feed upon the souls of the
departed. Whenever the bearer kills an enemy, its essence is absorbed
by the soul gem. Extras reduced to zero health are considered killed.
The killing blow can be inflicted in combat or with magic, but it must
be direct. Merely ordering a subordinate to kill an enemy, setting up a
trap, or wounding an opponent who later succumbs does not count.
An absorbed soul is trapped as with the bind soul spell. In addition,
the artifact's user can consume the soul to power a spell in the same
manner as a periapt.
The spell can be from any school, but its casting difficulty can be no
greater than 15+ 5x the soul’s animus before modifiers for
metamagics.
Spells that require focus can only be powered by a soul with an
animus score that equals or exceeds that of their subject.
A soul gem can only house a single soul at any given time, and if the
bearer kills again before using the previous soul the more potent of
the two remains in the gem while the other is released. The user can

Seeing Stones
Illusion Level 4
This artifact usually takes the form of a pair of smoky glass spheres.
Both receptacles are bound to serve as windows to one another,
anyone who peers into one will look out the other and any sound
which occurs in the presence of one stone will be replicated by its
mate. The receptacles retain these properties regardless of distance
and can be used to instantaneously pass a message or to keep watch
upon distant lands.
It is possible to create more powerful versions of these stones which
transmute senses other than sight and hearing, link more than two
receptacles together, or only permit one-way communication unless
one knows the proper magic words.
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release a soul voluntarily with a magic word and shattering the
receptacle will free any souls currently held within.
Once a soul has been freed, magical attempts to bring the character
back to life now require focus.
Any sort of creature can have its soul absorbed, even constructs and
spirits, although soulless beings are immune.
If a character is equipped with multiple soul gems, the controlling
player chooses which gem will store the soul each time an enemy is
killed.

A fumble leaves them unable to fight the artifact for the remainder of
the mission.
The artifact's power level determines the maximum potency of the
spell contained within; the casting difficulty may never exceed five
times the artifact's power level, including modifiers for metamagics.
A supplicant’s cap has no effect on soulless wearers.
Trick Rope
Thaumaturgy Level 4
The trick rope has long been used as both a simple display of magic
and a useful tool. When the magic word is spoken, the trick rope will
become completely straight and rigid and can be balanced at any
angle without falling over. When in this state, it can hold virtually any
amount of weight without tipping or bending and can be climbed with
a difficulty 15 athletics test, but when deactivated it will fall into a
limp heap along with anything it was supporting.

Staff of the Forest
Primalism Level 4
This long and twisted staff is carved from ever-living wood. Should it
be planted in the earth and the magic word spoken, the staff will
transform into a great tree that can provide shelter, cover, a lofty
vantage point, fruit, kindling, or a focusing point for druidic magic.
Speaking the magic word again will return the tree to its portable
form.

Voodoo Doll
Conjuration Level 4
A voodoo doll is a small effigy of a person that can be linked to any
character through a complex ritual which requires the being's ren and
either a piece of their body, something they have created, or an object
which holds great sentimental value to them.
Once a voodoo doll has been linked to a person, they will be affected
by any spell the bearer casts upon the receptacle, regardless of
distance. The subject can still resist the spell normally, and they must
still be a valid subject for the spell. A voodoo doll cannot find a target
that is currently inside a warded area or null zone.
A voodoo doll can only be linked to one subject at a time.

Staff of Power
Prismatic Level 4
The wizard's staff has long been a symbol of power and authority, and
most are carved from exotic woods, shod with precious metals, etched
with arcane runes, and crowned with glittering gems. Oftentimes,
these accouterments are not meant to merely provide a sense of
grandeur, but to serve as focusing points for the powers stored within.
When creating a staff of power, the artificer must choose a spell of the
same school that it was imbued with. Whenever the staff's bearer casts
the chosen spell, whether it be through normal spellcasting, a mystic
gift, or even another artifact, it gains the renew property.
Staffs of power can be used alongside grimoires and wands normally.
Fumbles deplete a staff of power for the rest of the mission.
If a staff of power is used to cast an enchantment type spell, it cannot
be used again until the initial enchantment has faded or been broken.
This includes spells that have been tethered by a metamagic such as
hang, delay, or contingency.
A magic missile that is cast with a staff of power always refunds
mana, even if the attack misses, and will only be depleted if it
fumbles a damage test. Critical successes and fumbles with such a
staff follow the normal rules for shooting attacks.
A staff of power may not contain a spell with the focus property or an
incantation that calls something.

Widget
Transmutation Level 4
A widget is an object which can alter its shape, material, or
appearance when the magic word is spoken. A widget can be
transformed into virtually any object which is not significantly larger
than its initial receptacle. A widget's quality is unchanged.
A widget that is given the form of a book or record will always be
blank. A widget cannot transform into weapons or armor.
Wormwood
Necromancy or Primalism Level 1-8
This foul object is made from the heartwood of a tree which once
grew upon tainted ground. The artifact is now a vector for disease,
exposing anyone who comes near to illness unless they take the
greatest care. If the trinket is placed in a water source, it will become
befouled, sickening anyone who drinks from the corrupted waters.
Legends say that if one implants the wormwood in their own flesh,
they will become a carrier for the disease, immune to the effects of
the illness but passing it on to whomever they meet. The bearer will
become a living avatar of plague; bringing death to their enemies but
forever forsaking the pleasures of human company lest they cast
down any who come too close.
The creator chooses which disease is to be housed in the wormwood
when the artifact is imbued. It can be any disease they like, perhaps
even one of their own devising, but its potency may never exceed five
times the artifact's power level.
Some druids have managed to create a beneficent version of
wormwood called springwood that cleanses nearby lands rather than
putrefying them, turning even barren desert into a verdant paradise.

Supplicant's Cap
Charm Level 1-12
This artifact usually takes the form of a helmet or collar which is
locked in place and cannot be removed without the proper key. While
it is worn, the bearer gains almost complete control of the wearer's
mind.
When the artifact is created, the caster can choose any enchantment
which influences the subject's thoughts or behavior. The exact
parameters of the spell are chosen during the artifact's creation and
cannot be changed.
The wearer will be constantly under the effects of the chosen spell,
and the artifact's bearer is considered to be the spell's caster.
The wearer can use the snap out of it ability (difficulty 20) to act
normally until the start of their next turn, while a critical success
allows them to ignore the artifact for the entire act.
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Immaculate
Primalism Level 1-3
This artifact is always pristine and can never be soiled or dirtied no
matter what environments it is exposed to or what contaminants it is
smeared with.

Innate Powers
Innate powers do not affect the artifact's wielder, but rather the
receptacle itself, changing its physical or spiritual properties.
Innate powers are always active, require no attunement, and cannot be
voluntarily deactivated by their bearer, although their effects can be
suppressed or broken normally.
Innate abilities are power level one when bound into equipment, level
two for vehicles, and level three for buildings or landmarks.

Mercurial
Transmutation Level 1-3
Upon speaking the command word, this artifact's bearer can change
the receptacle's material composition to another substance of their
choosing.

Atomic
Abjuration Level 1-3
This object is all but indestructible, rendering it impervious to even
the most determined attackers. This object can never suffer wear or be
destroyed by ordinary means, and if it is somehow damaged it will
slowly mend itself over time. Atomic shields block normally, but will
automatically repair one level of wear at the end of each act.

Moon Letters
Illusion Level 1-3
While imbuing this artifact, its creator inscribed a certain symbol,
pattern, or text upon the receptacle. This mark is normally invisible,
but when the artifact is viewed by the same light it was crafted under,
usually a phase of the moon, the magical symbols glow with silvery
light.
Many enchanted tomes are written entirely in such a script, and other
artifacts have their own magic word branded upon them in moon
letters lest their secret names be lost forever.

Chaotic
Wyrd Level 1-3
A chaotic artifact can be made from any sort of tool, which will now
perform extremely unpredictably but with great potential. When using
this tool for a skill or damage test, the threshold for fortune doubles,
invoking bad fortune on a 1 or 2 and good fortune on a 19 or 20.
This power can be applied to the same receptacle up to ten times, each
increasing the threshold by a further one point in each direction.
Fortune dice are not themselves affected, only the initial roll.

Moonstone
Illusion Level 1-3
A moonstone is an object which has been enchanted to glow with an
aura of fluorescent witch-light. A moonstone perpetually emits light
equivalent to a lantern with a color and intensity chosen during the
artifact's creation.
The most common receptacle is a small stone worn about the neck as
an amulet, but anything can be imbued with this power, and it is
common for adventurers to acquire glowing weapons which allow
them to fight without having to carry a torch or etch their armor with
fluorescent runes in the color of their patron's flag to both announce
their allegiance and light their path.

Chimerical
Mysticism Level 1-3
The receptacle is one thing in the physical world and another thing
entirely in the Dreamtime. For example, a common pen could be a
sword used to battle spirits or a business suit armor to ward off
magical threats. When crafting this artifact, both objects must be
present as separate receptacles which are then magically tied together
as one of them is thrust into the Dreamtime.

Pandimensional
Conjuration Level 1-3
A pandimensional item can hop freely from one side of the Veil to the
other. When the magic word is spoken, it can become ephemeral, as
described in Chapter Six, and can be returned to its material state by
speaking the word a second time.
Pandimensional items are sometimes combined with chimerical items
for discrete transport, allowing an object's corporeal and ethereal
forms to switch places when the magic takes effect.

Feather Weight
Thaumaturgy Level 1-3
This artifact is virtually weightless, lighter even than mithril. Reduce
the item's weight by one stone, to a minimum of zero. Multiple copies
of this power are cumulative.
Glamered
Illusion Level 1-3
This artifact is deceptive, it appears to be one thing but functions as
another. The artifact takes on the look and feel of an object with a
similar size and shape as chosen by its creator. This is often used for
smuggling dangerous items, for example, a sword which is made to
appear as a walking stick or armor which is disguised as something
more stylish; ordinary clothing, a fantastic gown, impractical but eyecatching ceremonial armor, or even nothing at all. Glamered artifacts
maintain their normal size, weight, and properties, it is merely their
outward appearance that is changed.

Psychoreactive
Transmutation Level 1-3
This artifact is extremely adaptive and will reshape itself to perfectly
fit its bearer. This artifact can be used by any character regardless of
their body shape unless they are entirely lacking the appendage which
the artifact is meant to adorn.
A psychoreactive artifact can even change size over time, though it
will gradually resume its original form if not worn regularly.
Sacred
Mysticism Level 1-3
This object exists in all dimensions simultaneously. As such, it can be
manipulated by beings in either the spirit realm or the material. A
mortal using a sacred weapon can strike spirits and other ethereal
targets. Likewise, an ethereal character can use sacred objects to
interact with the physical world, even to the point of donning sacred
armor to adopt a physical shell. To an unaware mortal, such items

Idol
Mysticism Level 1-3
This object has the priest trait, allowing the chosen deity to perceive
its surroundings and possibly even perform miracles or bless nearby
characters who show proper piety and respect while making the
appropriate offerings.
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might seem to float through the air and move under their own power
as if haunted.
Sacred gloves allow a character to touch, grab, or strike an
incorporeal creature with their hands.

fiercely, emitting a sour odor, or whatever other sensation its maker
designed.
When this artifact is created, its maker chooses what it is set to watch
for, which can be anything, as specific or general as they like, and can
even read minds or histories. Most serve as alarms toward members
of certain races or organizations.
It is always possible to tell how close the nearest member of said
group is from the artifact by its intensity, and provides the bearer with
a +20 bonus on all alertness tests made to spot or search for them or
to oppose their stealth.

Watchman
Divination Level 1-3
This object has been trained to look for something or someone, and in
regards to its target, it is all but omniscient. As its target draws closer,
it lets off a warning; glowing brightly, shrieking in alarm, vibrating

Meta Powers
These properties are not independent powers, instead, they are
attached to one of an artifact's other properties and modify its power
level accordingly.
If multiple meta powers are applied to the same artifact, the costs are
not exponential, it is only the base power level that is multiplied.
Meta powers do not alter an artifact’s skill values.

uses the coordinate ability, all allies within earshot also gain the
artifact's benefits until the start of their next turn.
A magic banner with an armament power will apply its effects to all
weapons within range so long as they are carried by allies and are not
already an active magical armament.
Symbiotic
Standard Power Level
A symbiotic artifact is unique in that it lacks a receptacle and is
instead bound directly into the bearer's flesh and soul. An unwilling
bearer can resist the spell which imbues them with power, while a
truly willing recipient can provide their own mana to power the
enchantment or even use unspent character points in place of
ambrosia.
The symbiotic property can be applied to almost any artifact.
Talismans function normally, while armaments apply their effects to
the bearer's unarmed attacks.
Most symbiotic trinkets work normally, although a few might require
some Gamekeeper interpretation. Classic examples would be
replicating a philosopher's stone by making a goose that lays golden
eggs, a decanter of endless water with a goat that produces mead
instead of milk, or an enchanted instrument in the form of a singer
with a truly bewitching voice.
Artifacts that require a hand to aim such as wands or tinctures still
require a free hand to direct. Innate powers cannot be made symbiotic.
Oftentimes, a symbiotic artifact has some sort of physical presence;
some are tattoos, piercings, war paint, ritual scarification, mysterious
implants, exotic hairstyles or makeup, or other types of body
modification.
Regardless of their form, symbiotic artifacts cannot be removed or
utilized by a different character, and so long as the power remains
active, it will always be attuned to their bearer and count against their
attunement limits.

Anointed
x2 Power Level
Anointed powers are tied into one of the artifact's existing powers,
allowing it to be activated or deactivated with the same action.
In the case of an anointed armament, both effects apply to all attacks
made with the enchanted receptacle, although multiple copies of the
same power still aren't cumulative.
Faithful
+2 Power Level
This artifact is tightly bound to its bearer, creating a psychic bond that
transcends mere attunement. A faithful artifact can be activated as a
quick action regardless of the distance between the artifact and its
bearer. No magic word needs to be spoken aloud, and the artifact
knows what its master would want it to target.
In addition, a faithful artifact's bearer can use insight to sense its
location and condition in much the same way as a character with the
soul mate merit can sense their twin.
Imperishable
+2 Power Level
This artifact's power cannot be contained, allowing it to function
normally within a null zone.
Inexhaustible
x2 Power Level
This property can be applied to any artifact which has limited uses or
the possibility of becoming depleted. This artifact can ignore the first
time it would become depleted in a given mission and continue to
function normally.
This power may be applied multiple times, each allowing the artifact
to ignore a further depletion.

Twin
Standard Power Level
A twin artifact's powers are split between two or more receptacles and
they will only attain full power when used as a set. Typically, this
power is used as a security measure or to force loyalty from
supplicants, but it can also be useful in creating paired weapons for
the purposes of dual-wielding.

Magic Banner
x2 Power Level
A magic banner is a flag or similar icon which is enchanted with the
passive effects of another artifact, usually a talisman. When the bearer
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If the magic of the wonder is suppressed, it will stop and slowly drift
to the ground. Only if the magic is broken entirely will it crash to the
earth with disastrous results for anyone within, to say nothing of those
below.

Wonders
A wonder is an artifact whose receptacle is a place rather than an
object. Wonders are the most diverse category of artifacts and they
can be found in all manner of locales, both natural and manmade.
Most wonders are small; a forest glade, a pond, a house, a tower, or a
shrine. Larger wonders can exist, and the grandest encompass whole
cities, mountain ranges, forests, seas, or even entire kingdoms.
Some wonders apply their effects to anyone who enters the area and
others are possessed of unusual properties that affect the land directly.
A character who is attuned to a wonder is called its warden and they
can often command its powers while within its bounds.
Many wonders exist on loci, holy ground, or ley lines, and such
wonders are easier to create if their effects are in line with the innate
tendencies of the land.
A nexus that is made into a wonder can power itself, reducing both
the nexus' power and the wonder's creation cost in both mana and
ambrosia on a one for one basis. If a character is already attuned to
the nexus, they can resist the creation of the wonder or choose to
automatically become its warden.

Crashing Cliffs
Abjuration Level 4
This wonder takes the form of a canyon, underground tunnel,
mountain pass, or narrow ocean strait. The warden can open or close
the passage on command, granting or forbidding access as they
please. Anyone who is within the passage at the time of closing must
evade or they will be crushed and almost certainly killed, their
remains buried until the way is opened once more.
Dead Zone
Mysticism Level 4
This land is drained of all magical energy, the spirit and the physical
worlds forever parted. This wonder functions as a null zone.
Fairy Ring
Conjuration Level 4
This simple ring of mushrooms serves as a beacon for dimensional
travel. The casting difficulty for a conjuration spell that transports
something into or out of a fairy ring is reduced by five. This effect is
cumulative if there is a fairy ring at each end of the journey.

Battlefield
Evocation Level 4 or 8
This land loves violence and carnage, greedily drinking up any blood
which is spilled upon its soil. All damage tests made upon the
battlefield receive a +2 bonus. The stronger version of the wonder
increases this bonus to +4.

Firelands
Evocation Level 4
This region is imbued with the essence of a fire that can never be
extinguished. Sometimes this fire is contained and controlled; a hearth
which is always warm, a lighthouse that burns bright and clear in the
damp weather, or hot springs which soothe travelers through frigid
lands. Others are wild and dangerous, wounding or even killing those
who travel through without great care, volcanoes that never stop
erupting, or forest fires that burn hot but never fully consume the
blackened trees.

Blighted Heath
Necromancy Level 2, 4, or 8
Anyone who enters this region will find their life force slowly leeched
away. This land is considered a hostile climate to all living beings.
The weaker version is only mildly so, while the stronger is extremely
deadly.
Caverns of Prophecy
Divination Level 4
These deep caves are home to the ancient wisdom of the Earth and if
one turns their ear to it, they can hear the wind whistling through the
tunnels and speaking with the voice of stone. The prophecies spoken
by this cavern are always true and, if one asks the right question, there
is almost unlimited knowledge within, but most people lack the
serenity or wisdom to heed its words. Typically, each pilgrim to these
caves is only permitted a single question per visit.
Variants of the cavern include pools of clear water which allow the
viewer to see distant events reflected back at them or hostels which
grant their occupants dreams of times past or those yet to come.

Forbidden Zone
Abjuration Level 1-8
This land is locked to a certain class of creatures or objects. During
the wonder's creation, the abjurer chooses exactly what is to be
blocked. It can be anything; a species, an age, a gender, an allegiance,
etc.
Anything which falls within the excluded class is stopped from
entering the area. Sentient beings and artifacts can force themselves
past the threshold by making a resolve test with a difficulty equal to
five times the wonder's power level. Soulless characters pass this test
automatically.
Fountain of Youth
Chronomancy Level 8
This legendary fountain is said to grant renewed youth to those who
bathe in it, the infirmities of old age disappearing and the specter of
death drawing ever more distant. Those who bathe in this pool are
returned to the prime of their life, although if they are not careful they
may absorb too much of the water's power and pass adolescence and
into childhood, possibly even becoming helpless infants as their
previous lives are washed away.
There are rumors of similar fountains which bestow different
transformations upon bathers and they follow the same rules except
they are created with transmutation. Some grant great strength or

Castle in the Sky
Thaumaturgy Level 4
This wondrous structure is capable of leaving the Earth behind,
carrying its inhabitants to the clouds and across the land. An
inhabitant of the dwelling who knows the magic word can command
it to rise to any altitude and to fly in any direction.
These wonders usually take the form of small cottages or towers and
are capable of traveling at roughly the same speed that a human can
run. More powerful versions may have increased size or speed, some
swift enough to race the wind and large enough to be worthy of one of
the cloud fathers of legend.
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beauty, others change gender or even species, and a few contain the
essence of the philosopher's stone and transform dipped objects and
careless swimmers into solid gold.

Obelisk
Divination Level 4 or 8
This powerful shrine invigorates the minds and bodies of the warden
and their allies. Characters who begin their turn within the wonder's
proximity become inspired. The greater version instead leaves them
ecstatic.

Halls of Mystery
Transmutation Level 4
This wonder usually takes the form of a manmade building, labyrinth,
or natural cavern. This place has no set form, the floor plan is slowly
shifting, doorways appearing and disappearing as rooms change size
and halls alter their direction. This process is slow and can either be
commanded by the warden or happen of the wonder's own accord.

Pocket Dimension
Conjuration Level 4
This wonder does not exist on any map. It is a location that is sealed
away and completely inaccessible, lingering in a dimension that
borders that of Pangaea without ever actually touching. The pocket
dimension can only be accessed from a very specific place, and even
then, only to one who has the warden's blessing or knows the magic
word.
Some pocket dimensions can be accessed from a mobile doorway, the
most common of which are enchanted portraits that depict the parallel
world hidden on the other side and which can be entered like a
window by those who know the magic word.
There are legends of more powerful pocket dimensions which can be
accessed from any suitable portal. For example, students of the
infamous Black School can enter its halls from many doorways so
long as they recite a pledge to the school's masters before opening
them. Characters who exit a pocket dimension are almost always
returned to the same spot from which they entered regardless of their
means of egress.

Hidden Vale
Primalism Level 4
This region has been protected from the ravages of man and nature,
allowing for a lost world of primeval beauty to exist in desolate
wastelands. Pollution, spiritual corruption, and natural disasters never
make their way into this sacred land and the climate is always ideal
for whatever plants and animals live within, even if it is drastically
out of place with its surroundings in the outside world.
Living Grove
Primalism Level 4
The plants within this enchanted forest are especially lively and
almost self-aware. Some are even able to converse with each other
and the few druids who can make sense of their language, which most
people mistake for an eerie wind rustling through the leaves. The
plants here are truly alive and can replicate spells such as animate
plants, entangle, deadfall, and tree singing if they feel it necessary to
defend themselves or are commanded to by the warden of the grove.

Portal
Conjuration Level 4
A great stone ring which is intimately bound to both the place where
it stands and to another such edifice in a faraway land. Should one
pass through the gate, they will not step through to the other side but
rather emerge from the matched portal, traveling vast distances in an
instant. Each portal is unique; some are larger than others, some only
open at certain times or in a certain direction, some require the magic
word or some other criteria to be met before entry, and others are
themselves portable.
Regardless of the distance between them, both ends of the portal are
considered a single artifact, the creation ritual must be repeated at
each end of the portal with the mana and ambrosia costs split between
them.

Mirror of Night
Divination Level 1
This wonder usually takes the form of a standing mirror or reflecting
pool. The surface is normally dark and smoky, but if one says the
magic word and stares into it long enough, it will reveal something
about the viewer. Exactly what is shown depends on the nature of the
wonder, but it can be from the subject's past, future, or even fantasies,
all are reflected perfectly within the crystalline depths.
Examples include showing what the viewer will look like at a certain
point in time, displaying the moment of their death, showing how they
would appear if they had made different choices, or distorting their
image into that of a different age, gender, or species.
Other mirrors allow one's inner beauty (or lack thereof) to shine
through onto their reflected visage or display their desires, dreams,
and fears for all to see.

Runic Anvil
Technomancy Level 4
These enormous iron anvils are etched with glittering runes and were
given to the dwarves by their creator in the distant past. It is said that
at one time, each dwarven hold contained such a wonder, but over the
ages, many have been lost, stolen, or otherwise thrust out into the
wider world.
Objects created upon a runic anvil can be imbued with magical
powers as artifacts, glyphs, or runes. Such creations require the usual
expenditure of ambrosia and mana, but the crafter does not need to be
enlightened or skilled in sorcery. Rather than using an occult skill to
imbue the receptacle, the craftsman tests with whatever score was
used to make the receptacle’s mundane form; the difficulty and cost
are unchanged.

Monolith
Charm Level 1-8
This eerie stone pillar clouds the minds of the weak and influences the
thoughts of the wise. Anyone who draws near may fall under the sway
of its mental domination. The exact effect depends on the spells used
to craft the wonder and can be chosen from any of the various spell
effects of the charm school. There is usually no direction to the
monolith's powers, people who are nearby simply enter into the
appropriate state of mind, but some actually allow their warden to
dictate the actions of those who fall under their sway.
To resist the effects of the monolith, one must pass a resolve test with
a difficulty equal to five times the wonder's power level.
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Spirit Gate
Conjuration Level 4
This arch is carved from sturdy wood and engraved with mystic
symbols and etchings. Should one speak the proper magic words
before passing through, they will find that they have crossed over into
the Dreamtime, either the twilight realm directly on the other side of
the Veil or perhaps one of the distant Elemental Planes.

Spells can be cast normally within a vault of iron. Many vaults also
have a magic word that allows the owner and those they trust to
bypass its protection.
Wandering
Conjuration Level 4, 8, or 12
This realm does not exist in a set place, rather it travels the world,
warping space to accommodate it at the warden's command. As a
complex action, the standard wandering realm can be moved to any
suitable site within the region, displacing the existing geography and
rearranging the landscape as if it belonged there.
The greater version of this wonder can move to any suitable location
in the entire world, while the very strongest are also capable of
moving reactively to evade detection or enhanced with chronomancy
to move through time as well as space. The most famous of these
wandering wonders is the Sidhe capital of Tir-Na-Nog.
There is also a variant of this wonder that takes the form of a structure
that physically travels from place to place, like the fabled hut of Baba
Yaga which was said to walk about on a pair of gigantic chicken legs.

Standing Stones
Mysticism Level 1-12
An ancient ring of monoliths is built to focus the mystical energies of
the ether. The land is treated as a nexus with a mana capacity equal to
its power level. If the land was already a nexus, the mana stores are
cumulative.
Tenebrous Reach
Illusion Level 4 or 8
The sun never rises over this region, leaving the land shrouded in
eternal night. Variants of this wonder might be in a state of perpetual
sunshine or twilight, and greater versions allow the warden to change
the time of day with a word.
Time Zone
Chronomancy Level 8
The passage of time is not universal, it is merely a matter of
perception, and can change from one region to another. Within this
wonder, the flow of time is strongly altered, passing at a much greater
or slower speed than the rest of the world, and those who enter may
find hundreds of years have passed when they exit, or perhaps no time
at all.
Some time zones play with aging if someone spends too long inside,
either allowing them to grow old within and then returning their youth
to them when they exit or allowing them to stay young, but with time
rapidly catching up to them should they ever leave.
Note that a time zone is primarily intended to be a plot element, and if
a player has unregulated access to one, the Gamekeeper should set
strict rules for its use to limit its strategic applications. For example; if
a character takes a recovery phase within a time zone, the
recuperative effects might be lost when they leave, along with
anything they created with their ill-gotten mana or concentration
while inside.

Water of Life
Restoration Level 4
This sweet spring or fountain pours forth the purest water, matched
only by the tears of the Goddess herself. Any who drink from it are
immediately cured of any poison or disease, and those who bathe in
the water will find all of their wounds miraculously treated.
The water of life can be bottled, acting like an elixir or cure, but the
bearer must act swiftly, for the water's potency will quickly fade
unless it is taken for utterly selfless reasons.
Wishing Well
Wyrd Level 8
This humble well is imbued with virtually unlimited power to alter the
fabric of reality. To activate a wishing well, one simply tosses money
down it and makes a wish. The well may or may not choose to grant
the wish, although the more money that it is given the more likely it is
to comply, and dramatic wishes almost always incur a significant
debt.
The powers of a wishing well are unpredictable, and many are fickle,
capricious, or judgmental. A wish which is overly large, selfish, or
petty may be granted only partially, with unforeseen consequences, or
deliberately twisted wording.
It is virtually impossible to recover money that has been thrown into
the well, and even attempting to do so will earn the well’s ire and
result in extreme bad luck.

Unmappable Locale
Illusion Level 1-8
This region is protected by the fog of obscurity, confounding and
befuddling any who try and find it if they do not speak the magic
word. This wonder cannot be stumbled upon by mere chance and
even a determined search will automatically fail to locate it unless the
explorer passes a resolve test with a difficulty equal to five times the
wonder's power level.

Wuthering
Thaumaturgy Level 4 or 8
Neither the dance of the seasons nor the lines of latitude and longitude
hold any power within the bounds of this wonder. The climate of this
land never changes, and the weather is fixed in whatever manner the
creator desired. The land could be eternally blanketed by winter snow,
scorching summer heat, gentle spring rain, howling monsoon winds,
or any combination thereof.
The greater version of wuthering ties the region's climate to the
warden's mood and can change in an instant.

Vault of Iron
Abjuration Level 4
This sanctum is protected by powerful wards which block all manner
of spellcasting, protecting the wonder and those within as if were a
null zone. Spells cannot be cast into the vault, and even illusion or
divination spells that gather information about those within or
augment mundane viewing of the area will fail, as do spells which
transport their subject into or out of the vault.
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Catastrophic
This artifact will cause trouble if not watched properly, attempting to
slip up the user's hands. Whenever this item is used as a tool, the
normal range for bad fortune is doubled, usually occurring on any roll
of a natural 1 or 2.
More potent catastrophic items increase the bad fortune range further
or do not restrict their mischief to tasks for which they are used,
perhaps affecting everything the wielder does or even those around
them.

Cursed Artifacts
Not all artifacts are beneficial, and some are downright dangerous.
Cursed artifacts are usually the result of a fumble on the part of the
wizard who attempted to imbue the item, but some particularly lazy or
vindictive sorcerers will apply a curse voluntarily.
A cursed artifact has one or more drawbacks. Multiple curses do not
interfere with one another or with an artifact's normal properties.
Most cursed artifacts also have beneficial powers, as unless the
receptacle is of special value or inevitable, a cursed item with only
downsides will be quickly discarded once its nature is revealed.
A curse laid upon a beneficial artifact may reduce its power level. The
amount of the reduction, if any, is determined by the Gamekeeper on
a case-by-case basis. Indeed, it might even be raised, for example, a
selfish or paranoid character might prefer an item that only they can
use.
If anti-magic is used against a cursed artifact, it can suppress the
effects for an act. The difficulty of the anti-magic test is normally ten
plus two and a half times the artifact's power level. A critical success
will suppress the curse for an entire mission.
The following is a list of some of the most common curses, but it is
just a small sample of the near-endless forms a curse may take.

Compulsion
This item puts a certain mental prohibition into the user's mind. The
character must not engage in, or perhaps refrain from, one or more
activities. Some compulsions are universal, others apply only to
certain groups, at certain times, or in certain situations.
A character can resist the compulsion by winning an opposed resolve
test with the artifact. On a success, the character can ignore similar
compulsions for the remainder of the act and on a critical success for
the entire mission.
There is danger involved in resisting, for a character that fumbles the
test is in thrall to the item and must do exactly as it says until the
artifact is satisfied.
Some artifacts do not actually force the character to obey the
compulsion, but if the compulsion is not respected, the item's
beneficial powers shut off or a more dangerous curse takes hold.

Backbiter
This treacherous item can turn upon its bearer, sometimes inverting
the benefits of its power or perhaps even the quality of the receptacle.
The circumstances under which the backbiter effect applies vary from
artifact to artifact, allowing it to function normally if the curse has not
been triggered.

Common Compulsions Include:
Associating with certain groups or individuals
Bathing
Cleaning, repairing, or engaging in some other form of labor
Dancing
Drinking alcohol or taking drugs
Eating excessive amounts
Eating certain foods
Engaging in sexual intercourse
Entering a building
Fighting
Giving to charity
Greeting anyone
Killing
Laughing, crying, smiling, or engaging in other displays of emotion
Praying
Shaving or cutting one's hair
Speaking or singing
Spending or earning money
Sleeping at an unusual time or place
Traveling a certain direction or to a certain place
Wearing clothes or jewelry

Backlash
Whenever this item is used to harm another character, the wielder, or
perhaps one of their comrades or loved ones, also suffers some or all
of the negative effects.
When this item is used to help an ally, for example curing or
preventing a tragedy, the affliction is instead transferred onto the
wielder or another friendly subject.
Bedeviled
This item is bound to a powerful entity, usually a demon or other
malicious spirit. This being always knows where the item is and
might be able to watch the bearer or target them with spells across
great distances.
Brittle
The power within this artifact constantly struggles to be free of its
receptacle. It suffers a -10 penalty to resilience and gains a level of
wear each time its user fumbles a test for which it is an implement.
Cancerous
This item infects the bearer with all symptoms of a disease so long as
attunement is maintained. Most cancerous items merely inflict the
symptoms without actually causing damage, but some may harm the
bearer normally, and the vilest also prevent natural healing during the
recovery phase.

Fickle
This item's powers don't function all the time. Perhaps they only work
under certain circumstances or a complicated ritual is required in
place of a simple magic word. Maybe the item turns off randomly or
is sapient and fades when the wielder needs it most or has offended
the artifact.
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Gluttonous
This item must be constantly fed. The wielder requires twice as much
food, drink, and/or sleep as normal. Some particularly potent curses
prevent the wearer from taking in sustenance while under their effects
or simulate an addiction.

Locked
This item can only be used at a certain time or place. This restriction
might be something general, such as at night, during the full moon, in
the forest, or outdoors, or it might be something more specific such as
on a specified holiday or in a particular building, town, or geographic
region.

Haunting
Something is off about the bearer of this artifact. Perhaps their eyes or
skin glow with unnatural colors, their voice takes on an unusual
timbre, the air around them grows hot or cold, or they lose their
footsteps, shadow, or reflection. Bad omens and strange occurrences
follow this character everywhere and they are unlikely to receive a
warm welcome.

Ponderous
This item's receptacle weighs considerably more than a standard
object of its type.
Restricted
These items either bear a curse that will only affect certain users or
have beneficial effects which will not function at all for specified
beings. Exactly who is barred varies from item to item, but it might
involve all members of a certain gender, organization, or species.
Some restricted items require that the wielder belong to a certain
group or even refuse to function for anyone who is not its chosen
bearer.
Other restricted items are limited in what they can affect, for example,
an armament that won't strike women or children.

Inevitable
This artifact cannot be gotten rid of. It might befuddle the mind of the
wielder so that they believe it to be beneficial, it might physically
stick to the bearer's body, it might teleport to the wearer's location, or
it might simply twist fate so that it is always at hand when it wants to
be.
Most inevitable curses can be broken if the wielder performs a certain
task or ritual of atonement. Some can only be removed if a secret
magic word is spoken. Others must be passed on to another character,
either willingly or under specific circumstances. The most forceful
inevitable artifacts can never be lost without being unmade.

Sacrificial
This item requires payment for its services. Each time the artifact is
used, the wielder must sacrifice something to it. The exact nature of
the sacrifice depends on the item, but examples include concentration,
destiny, mana, vitality, wealth, or even lives. Some artifacts will
instead require their wielder to endure great pain or cross an ethical
line. Continuous artifacts follow the same procedure as those with
limited charges for determining when they incur a cost.

Insatiable
This item does not know when to stop. It will invoke its powers at
totally inopportune times, perhaps randomly or in response to certain
stimuli, or maybe it never turns off at all. This artifact cannot be
voluntarily deactivated.

Simple Curses
The most straightforward curses apply a penalty to one of the
character's scores or impose a flaw, typically one related to the item's
nature.

Inscrutable
This artifact is a mystery. Its powers cannot be revealed through
insight or magic, only experimentation can decipher the nature of its
enchantment, and one can never tell what other properties might
remain undiscovered.

Transfiguring
This item warps the bearer's body, either slowly over time or as soon
as the item is attuned. Some curses change the wearer's species,
gender, age, height, weight, or appearance while others slowly corrupt
their bearer, adding strange mutations or transforming them into a
wretched creature or raging beast.
Many cursed artifacts still maintain a memory of the hero they were
forged for or whose soul they were created from and will transform
any wielder into their likeness.
More dangerous curses will alter the mind in place of or in addition to
the body, changing the personality, ethos, religion, allegiances, goals,
or perhaps even the very identity of the cursed character.

Intractable
This artifact cannot be lifted by one whom it deems unworthy, the
exact definition of which depends on the artifact's nature. Particularly
potent artifacts cannot be moved by any means without their consent.
Limited Charges
This property is not so much a curse as it is a limitation placed on the
incredible powers within the artifact. It can only be used a certain
number of times before being depleted.
The number of uses and the recharge period varies from item to item.
Most items recharge each month, but some recharge every day or
even on the hour.
Artifacts which normally have continuous effects such as talismans or
armaments can be used automatically by their bearer immediately
after a dice is rolled for a test which they can effect, for example
activated a shank after testing for damage with its attack or activating
an aegis after an opponent does the same.

Untamed
This artifact does not have a magic word, instead, it activates itself
whenever it wants. Although an untamed artifact usually keeps its
wearer's suggestions and wellbeing in mind, it has the final say on
when and how it is active, and many untamed items are known to be
extremely temperamental and stubborn, if not outright spiteful.
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The Armor and Shield of Pendragon
Level 8 Talismans
One of the many heirlooms passed down to King Arthur from his
Atlantean father was Priwen, the great shield of Pendragon. This
pavise was originally a gift from the dwarves of Aureth who were not
to be outdone by their elvish rival’s creation of Silence. This kite
shield was crafted from polished lunarium and gleamed like a mirror,
broken only by an orichalcum edging engraved with the seal of the
house of Pendragon. This ornate shield is imbued with spell
reflection. Its current whereabouts are unknown, but some legends say
that the dark elves of Aureth have reclaimed the shield which they
feel was rightfully theirs.
Later, when Arthur attempted to make peace with the fey of Pangaea,
Queen Titania and Lord Oberon presented him with a matching suit of
armor, the Mantle of Cornwall. This masterwork plate was crafted
from mithril and edged with orichalcum, a priceless gift for the King,
and is imbued with a four levels of the armor of freedom power.
Unfortunately, both the armor and the goodwill between Camelot and
Tir-Na-Nog have been lost.
When both items are used together, all shooting attacks which target
their bearer suffer a -4 penalty to accuracy; this effect counts as a
shroud.

Unique Artifacts
The following pages contain the powers and histories of some of the
most awesome artifacts of all. Each is unique, and characters will
need the Gamekeeper's permission to purchase them as relics or to
create new artifacts with similar properties.
The artifacts in this section are assumed to have mythic quality
receptacles, each modified by several innate powers, but
Gamekeepers are encouraged to give them properties appropriate to
the game in which they appear.
The Animal Stones
Level 8 Talismans
These twelve mysterious orbs are said to be linked with the life forces
of the great totem spirits and are treasured heirlooms of the
Hengeyokai, possessing one is a sign of leadership over one of the
great packs. Their locations are unknown to the outside world, but the
green wolf stone is thought to be held by Emperor Rexxus of the
Cerillian gnolls, the black raven stone is kept at the Mesa of the
Sunset Sands, and the purple coyote stone is displayed in a circus
which travels the frontier.
The wielder of the stone can channel the power of its totem spirit to
assume the form of the spirit beast associated with the stone. This
functions like the primalism spell beast shape, but also grants the
huge, chi, and ethereal II traits and allows the bearer to retain their
powers of speech in animal form.
The Apples of Discord
Level 8 Trinkets
Long ago, the spiteful dragon Eris realized that the most complete
victory was in forcing your enemies to destroy themselves. Thus, she
crafted the golden Apples of Discord, imbuing each with a measure of
her own pride and lust for gold, and inscribing upon them eldritch
runes of flattery that appeal to each viewer's vanity in a unique way.
Eris has given many such apples as gifts over the years.
Once the bearer reveals the apple, anyone who is aware of it must
make a difficulty twenty resolve test at the start of each of their turns.
Those who fail are preoccupied with the apple and can take no actions
save for trying to get it for themselves. Critical successes allow one to
ignore it for the act, while those who fumble completely lose sight of
morality or self-preservation in trying to earn their prize.
Once a character has possession of the apple, they will always keep it
close and must use the snap out of it ability to leave it behind, and a
critical success is needed to break the attunement.

.
The Core of Infinity
Level 12 Trinket
The ancient priest-king of the Merrow was given a crown that was
imbued with the Core of Infinity, a direct link to Erebus and a source
of endless potential and limitless creation which could take on any
form.
When the merrow were broken and their rulers bound in slumbering
cities beneath the waves, the Titans took their greatest treasures, and
Cronus claimed this prize for himself. During the Titanomachy, the
Core was lost and now resides in parts unknown.
The bearer of the Core of Infinity can choose to rewrite reality in their
presence. Anytime that the bearer observes the results of a test, they
may choose to reroll that test. This power can only affect a given test
once.

Apshai's Talons
Level 4 Armaments
The mantis god Apshai gifted his children with a pair of magical
silver swords which were fortified with his luck and grace and molded
in the shape of his own scything claws. Each sword is a curved long
blade made from mithril silver. When attacking with these blades,
neither the accuracy roll nor the damage test can ever be rerolled by
anyone but their bearer.
If both blades are dual-wielded as a set, both their hit and damage
tests roll twice and take the best as if under the effects of a cantrip.
Both weapons were once kept by the animal folk who dwell at the
Mesa of Sunset Sands, but each was stolen from them by raiders at
separate points in history and are now in the hands of the thieves Gaid
and Raven-Dies-Talking respectively.

The Cornerstones of the World
Level 8 Wonders
At the time of its creation, the universe was held in place by the
primordial deities' divine will. When their progenitors receded and the
Titans claimed the cosmos, they found that it was beset by chaos and
would slowly fall into madness driven by the astral winds or be
ground to dust by natural entropy. In a great project, the Titans
erected eight cornerstones to hold reality in place. Each stone
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regulated the flow of one of the spheres of existence, held nature in
shape, and enforced the line between science, magic, and the
impossible.
The Cornerstones are not meant for active use. The Titans studied
them, for within they hold all the wisdom of their sphere, and
occasionally made the slightest modifications when the laws of nature
seemed to go off course.
A foolish mortal sorcerer who possessed one of the stones could use it
to alter the divine mandate, changing the default shape of the world
and altering the balance which all the spirits of the Dreamtime seek to
keep. Were they to remove it from its resting place, the bearer could
also use them as a staff of power for any spell that falls within their
sphere of influence.
At the far points of the map, the Titans constructed immense temples
to house and protect the cornerstones and guide those who wished to
study them without losing their minds. To guard these temples,
elemental hosts were placed under the command of a lordly
mysticism spirit bound into the body of a great beast, the parents of
the draconic race.
A great library stands on the farthest eastern shore, accessible only at
the lowest tides. In this library, the Blue Stone of Mind regulated all
thought and knowledge held in the minds of man or the etheric
vibrations of the Akashic record.
Beyond the burning western deserts, the Red Stone of Energy blazes
like a miniature sun in the heart of an enormous volcano, regulating
forces across the cosmos.
In the deepest southern jungle, the Green Stone of Life guides all
living beings, from the ivy that clings to the walls of its temple home
to the men of the Empire who endlessly ponder their own origins and
destiny.
Resting atop the cold northern roof of the world, where the sky is
locked in an endless gray twilight, the White Stone of Void lies still
within a temple frozen beneath the coldest glacier. From its chill
abode, it regulates death, emptiness, and loss.
Above the highest mountain peak lies a temple eternally wreathed in
clouds. In this place, where the air is so thin that even the strongest
wings should not be able to hold fliers aloft, the Yellow Stone of
Space buoys hearts and bodies up without a care for gravity even as it
holds apart all the endless reaches of the universe.
Underneath the world lies a hidden vault, protected by a vast labyrinth
and doors so heavy that even the Titans who shaped them could not
push past, and a silent temple sits undisturbed within. At the heart of
this temple, the Brown Stone of Mass is secure, as is all the matter of
the world, which it holds stable.
Flitting through the gauzy ether one can see the vague outline of a
temple just beyond the horizon. Deep in the spirit world, this material
edifice exists like an ambassador from our realm. In the temple's core
is the Purple Stone of Aether, and it alone decides how much magic
can be permitted in the physical world and regulates what access its
fellow denizens of the Dreamtime will have to it.
At the dawn of history, a great temple once stood in the center of a
vast prairie. The Orange Stone of Time sat within it like an hourglass,
measuring out the steady march of years. However, no temple stands
now, its foundation stones have gone over to kudzu, its guardians are

dead or wandered off. The stone itself is here no more, for it was sent
into the future, and will one day reappear; but when? And why?
It is whispered that a ninth stone was built in secret, a Black Stone of
Entropy cast out into the dark realm of the Abyss, a secret even to the
Titans. A master stone to which all the others must pay heed, an agent
of a will so vast and ancient that even the elder gods must
acknowledge it as the true master of the realm.
Some still search for the temples, especially mages who wish to use
the cornerstones to gain ultimate power or enlightenment for
themselves or to bring about a change to the entire world. Also
seeking these stones are the Brothers of the Shadow, who wish to
destroy them and cut off the flow of magic to our world completely,
forever locking reality into a single static truth.
Cubic Gate
Level 8 Trinket
This iron box is worn about the neck on a leather thong in the manner
of an amulet. Inside the box are thousands of iron filings, each
holding the magnetic resonance of a different corner of the globe.
The gate functions as a pair of seven league boots, but as a basic
action they can also transport their wearer to any place that they know
the name of, regardless of distance or direction.

Excalibur
Level 12 Armament
The legendary sword of kings was the symbol of Imperial authority
and the future of all mankind. Forged by the Titans in ancient times,
the blade was buried to the hilt within the Stone of Destiny, the spirit
within waiting for someone noble enough to elevate all of humanity to
new levels.
When young Arthur began his quest to unite the human tribes of
Pangaea into the Imperium, the Goddess showed him to the Stone of
Destiny where the sword was held and where his worthiness to draw
it would be revealed.
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With the might of the blade, Arthur succeeded in forging an empire
that would last a thousand years and bring an era of previously
unknown peace to Pangaea. However, in the end, he would prove
unworthy to wield the blade, which shattered when he attempted to
use it to slay the pure woman whom he believed unfaithful. When
Arthur passed beyond the endless sea, he left the broken shards of
Excalibur with the elves of Avalon.
Should someone with a noble heart unite and re-forge the shards of
Excalibur, they would have the mightiest weapon in the land and,
more importantly, a symbol capable of rallying all the disparate
peoples of Pangaea under their banner.
Excalibur has a hilt of gleaming orichalcum and eight runes are
inscribed upon its shining silver blade which read "The one who
wields this sword is the rightful ruler of Pangaea," in the tongue of the
ancient spirits.
The sword itself is an imperishable hand and a half long blade made
from glowing moonsilver. Anyone damaged by the sword suffers
double the usual number of wounds, however, it will refuse to strike
an ally or innocent victim, even if its wielder falls to madness of
magical coercion.
This sword is normally indestructible, but it can break if its owner is
no longer worthy of wielding it. If this happens, it cannot be repaired
without first being returned to the Stone of Destiny, a holy place from
which it cannot be drawn without the Goddess' consent.

learned to serve humanity rather than their own desires. To be freed
forever, the genie must accomplish three tasks for its master, granting
his or her deepest wishes.
A genie can use any resources at its disposal to accomplish the task.
Although a genie's magical powers are great, they are not unlimited,
and they may have to resort to mundane abilities or calling in favors
to get the job done. Or they can simply refuse and wait for an easier
wish to come along.
Although many djinn are thankful for their chance at freedom and
eager to repay their liberator, many more are bitter about their long
imprisonment and humiliated at having to serve a mere mortal. The
latter will often attempt to pervert their master's requests.
Until the third wish is granted, the genie remains bound to the prison,
although someone else may rub the lamp and usurp control during this
time. The genie is freed immediately upon granting their third wish,
the artifact fades and the receptacle becomes non-magical, leaving the
genie free to do whatever it likes, possibly even getting revenge upon
a cruel or careless former owner.
Grimoirum Infinitum
Level 8 Trinket
It is often said that knowledge is power, and if that is true then this
ancient book is the most powerful artifact in Pangaea. All knowledge,
past, present, and future, is written within the tome. The book is,
however, a treacherous beast, for its limitless pages contain twisting
labyrinths of useless knowledge, dead ends, and maddening truths.
Attempting to find a specific fact within the book requires a contest of
wills, a resolve test with a difficulty based on the potency and
obscurity of the lore which is being sought. On a success, the truth is
gleaned, on a failure, only useless trivia.
While on a critical success the reader might learn something without
even meaning to search for it, a fumble will result in the book
showing them something they never wanted to know. It might be a
dark secret, something which will drive one mad with the knowing,
intentionally misleading information, or knowledge of one's own dark
fate, but whatever the case it is undeniably true; the book is never
wrong.
The Grimoirum Infinitum was known to have been hidden somewhere
within the great library of old Dungenus before it was consumed by
the Wild. It is possible that the library still stands, located somewhere
in the catacombs beneath the city streets, but no one can say if the
tome is still housed within.

The Fiend Slayers
Level 8 Armament
This pair of revolvers are thought to have been made by Merlin in a
covert attempt to fight the Warlords. Seeing that the old ways had
faltered, the mage is said to have crafted guns rather than swords, a
new weapon for a new era.
These sacred pistols are composed of the best adamant, they will
never tarnish or crack and have yet to misfire. They are imbued with
the avenger power and are always considered to be firing holy
ammunition.
According to legend, the Fiend Slayers' bearer cannot be touched by
the powers of Hell, granting them immunity to kismet used by
demonic spirits. It is uncertain how far this protection extends, but
Brad Weston, the pistol's current champion, has never fallen in battle
against the unholy despite overwhelming odds.
Gaia's Avenger
Level 8 Armament
Gaia's Avenger, the sword of the Green Knight, is a long blade crafted
from living crystals, giving it a semi-transparent shaft and a ghostly
green glow. The same enchantments that bind the Green Knight also
bewitch the blade, and it receives a bonus to both accuracy and
damage equal to the target's animus score, evening the odds against
stronger foes and ensuring the wielder does not gain an undue
advantage against less experienced opponents.
Though the sword is with the Green Knight, it is not unheard of for
him to lend it to a pious and outmatched champion on the eve of a
desperate battle.

Hands of the Builder
Level 8 Talisman
These gauntlets are woven together from delicate links of chain and
pass their unsurpassed skill at crafting onto the hands within. The
Hands of the Builder protect the wearer's hands and form a bond to
any tools they hold. The bearer is immune to the disarm and sunder
maneuvers as well as maiming of the arms.
The gauntlets also provide the earthborn trait and can remember
every item they have ever made, guiding their current wearer in
recreating past works and negating any unfamiliarity penalty for such
projects.
This artifact was the treasured possession of the elven master smith
Hakkake and it is said that he never took them off, even in his sleep.
When he was slain by Jaypok and his body laid to rest in the Forest of

Genie’s Lamp
Level 4 Trinket
When the Djinn were defeated by king Solomon of Atlantis, they
were bound within brass bottles and magic lamps until they had
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Silence, the gloves were supposedly taken to the stars by Merlin and
allowed to fall freely to the Earth in a location of their choosing to
await their new master.

intentions. So far, the Amazons have not allowed anyone near the
gem, and no one has as of yet attempted to force the issue.
Others would see it destroyed, but that presents its own problems.
The Heart of Darkness is apparently indestructible. Physical attacks
cannot even touch it, and it absorbs all energies or sorceries put
against it. Should a way be found to damage the artifact, it would
likely greatly weaken evil in the world and might destroy the Black
King and his shades as well as remove the curse of vampirism
forever, and its destruction may even cause the Warlords to lose
interest in the Imperium, or at the very least change the dynamic of
their rivalry. Perhaps its protections could be nullified by the sacrifice
of an equally potent source of positive energy such as Excalibur or the
Holy Grail as well as the essence of the Goddess within, but surely
such a price is too high even to put an end to the mad soul of the
Night.
The Heart of Darkness is a stone pendant roughly the size and shape
of a human heart, blacker than the void between the stars. The
amulet’s powers are near limitless, those of an elder god given sway
over the darkness, and their full extent is known only to itself, but its
primary purpose is the dissolution of souls.
The Heart of Darkness bestows the soul drinker property upon any
attacks made by its bearer, including damaging spells. These effects
are cumulative with the properties of whatever armament they might
be wielding.
Whenever the bearer kills a sapient being or worthy beast, they gain
one point of mana as the Heart of Darkness consumes its soul. If the
victim is fated or enlightened, any mana they possessed at the time of
death is transferred to the Heart of Darkness' bearer.
There is no limit to the total amount of mana that can be stored in the
Heart of Darkness at a given time, and once a being's soul has been
absorbed, it cannot be revived in any way unless the Heart of
Darkness chooses to let it out rather than consuming it.
The Heart of Darkness itself is both soulless and dragon blooded.

The Heart of Darkness
Level 12 Talisman
At the end of the Age of Twilight, the Dragon and the Night clashed
in a fiery battle that would serve as the catalyst for the world’s
creation. At the climax of this epic conflict, the Dragon tore out the
very heart of the Night, and from its body, the waters of the world
came into being. But not even the silver eyes of the Goddess observed
what became of the Night’s eternal heart.
Eons later, the heart was found by the Titans in the farthest corner of
antiquity. Heedless of the cost, they used it to capture the most
befouled souls of the cosmos and it became the prison for countless
demons. When the Titans fell, the location of the Heart of Darkness
was lost, and it was all but forgotten until the young girl Pandora,
seeking a weapon to defeat Eris, came upon it sealed within an
alabaster box amongst the titanic ruins of Othrys. She struck a deal
with the departed spirit of Nyx, losing her name and becoming the
first vampire, while releasing the demons within to begin the
Reckoning.
Lucifer carried the Heart of Darkness during the Reckoning, but when
he learned that it was the Night, not he, who was in control, he gave it
to Uther Pendragon for safekeeping, declaring that so long as he held
it, he would be the appointed ruler of the Earth. It was given to his
pregnant queen as she fled the destruction of Atlantis, and bestowed
upon her son, King Arthur, when he came of age. After Arthur's fall,
the talisman was lost until it eventually returned to Pangaea around
the neck of Kain, the Black King.
In the first battle of Armageddon, the Empress captured the Heart of
Darkness from Kain, thus disrupting his control of the dead and
allowing him to be defeated. While the Empress sleeps in Camelot,
the Heart of Darkness lies about her neck, held in check by the power
of the Holy Grail and kept safe by the Amazon guard.
But Lucifer's old decree stands, and the Warlords believe that if one
among their number captures it, they shall be made Demon Emperor
and given dominion over all the Earth.
Most lords of the Imperium feel that this artifact should be used only
in the darkest hour when all other options are lost. Others believe that
time has already come. The Heart of Darkness might give a Templar
Lord the power to stand up to or even defeat the Warlords, but the
cost might be too great, the loss of their soul and their noble

The Hecantochires
Level 8 Armaments
Even when they ruled the Earth, the Titans were not universally
loved, and to many, they were tyrants of the worst sort. Amongst
those who had the most hatred toward them were a group of spirits
called the Hecantochires or the hundred-handed ones. Spirits of the
primeval Wild who were enslaved and horribly mistreated, they
would have done anything to defeat the Titans. When the Olympians
rose up during the Titanomachy, the Hecantochires allowed
themselves to be bound into weapons for the gods so that they could
finally have their revenge.
After the war, the Hecantochires remained bound in service to the
Olympians. During the Reckoning, each of the gods created a mortal
avatar so that they could assume physical form to battle the demons in
the material world, and these avatars were armed with the
Hecantochires. When the Reckoning ended, the Hecantochires were
left on Earth as relics of the churches, where they remain to this day,
only loaned out to the greatest of Templar heroes in times of direst
need. Should all-out war once again engulf the Dreamtime, it will be
from amongst their ranks that the new avatars of the gods will be
chosen.
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There are some among the Templar who wish to use the
Hecantochires to call upon the gods and imbue their champions with
enough divine essence to bring the fight to the Warlords. Others fear
that this could be disastrous, if the Templar refuse to relinquish the
god's power they could well conquer the entire world with it, or
worse, if they are defeated or imprisoned by the Warlords it could
leave the Heavens defenseless against a demonic onslaught.
Each of the Hecantochires is a tool, usually a weapon, as well as a
prayer bangle of the associated god. Each of the Hecantochires is also
imbued with additional powers as described in Chapter Seven. It is
said that a truly pious wielder can also draw the power of the god into
themself, purchasing up to five levels of the avatar trait.

Once per month, the holy grail can also perform a miracle. For
example healing an old injury, curing a poison, disease, or genetic
disorder, breaking a curse, bringing a corpse to life, restoring a
being’s youth, or even reigniting a destroyed soul.
Even the Holy Grail will run dry eventually, and only a select few are
allowed to drink of its waters. The only way to replenish the Grail
once it is emptied is with the sacrifice of a truly great and noble soul,
and though some of the essence of the Goddess remains within the
chalice, the majority is the blood of King Arthur.
Today, the Holy Grail is housed in the Palace of Lucia at the center of
the Imperium, where it purifies the waters of the sacred lake and
through them keeps the heartland free of the corruption of the
encroaching waste. The Empress’ Amazon handmaidens act as the
guardians of this most precious relic, and in return, they are granted
eternal youth by its waters.

Hippolyta’s Girdle
Level 8 Talisman
Long ago, the nymph queen Hippolyta ruled northern Pangaea
through a combination of magic and raw charisma. She was said to be
a terrible sorcerous served by spellbound genies and protected by the
ancestors of the Valkyrie, the original Amazons.
When her thousand-year reign was ended by the Atlantean demigod
Hercules, her treasures were taken into the world of men, the greatest
of them being her magic girdle. Legend maintains that it was last seen
during the battle of Jericho, when the warriors of the Imperium fought
against the minions of the vampire queen.
The girdle can only be worn by a female, but once attuned to a
woman it grants her stature as great as any man, increasing her height
by a full head.
This girdle increases the wearer's size rating by two and provides both
the changeling and eternal traits. When worn by one who is naturally
fey, it also grants its bearer invulnerability to their bane material.

The Imperium Crystal
Level 4 Talisman
The crown of Atlantis was a simple circlet of Orichalcum, not nearly
so ostentatious as most of the ornaments of nobility, let alone royalty,
in those ancient times. Set in the crown just above the wearer's brow
is a brilliant jewel the likes of which has never been found within the
Earth, a crystal which many believed to be the hearthstone of Atlantis
itself.
The crystal, and by extension the crown, grants its bearer incredible
insight into the secret workings of all things, and it has allowed the
royalty of Atlantis, and later the Imperium, to see all things clearly
and escape supernatural befuddlement.
The weightless crown functions as a tool for both the insight and
alertness skills and provides the benefits of a helmet with none of the
drawbacks. It also serves as a lantern whose light can only be seen by
the bearer and their allies.

The Holy Grail
Level 12 Tincture
A relic of Harmonia, the Goddess brought this golden chalice into
Pangaea from the lands beyond. Later, when Cronus decreed that time
would be the enemy of all men, the Goddess anointed it with her own
essence; the tears of the Huntress, the milk of the Mother, and the
blood of the Savior, combining them into the rich wine of the Holy
Grail.
The Grail kept Pangaea pure for many years until it was sought out by
King Arthur who used it to cure the Empress of her curse. It then ran
dry and the Wasteland began to corrupt the Earth, and Arthur would
need to make the ultimate sacrifice and replenish its wine with his
own life's blood.
The bearer of the grail becomes a font of living energy, gaining the
eternal and immortal traits as well as healing one point of damage at
the start of each of their turns. If left to its own devices, the holy grail
will continually purify the surrounding terrain.

The Judgment of Heaven
Level 8 Talisman
According to legend, the gods would curse many mortals who earned
their ire in the times before the Gotterdammerung bound their hands.
The worst criminals would be condemned to walk the Earth forever,
the full weight of their crimes shackling their souls to the mortal
world and denying them their final rest. To dissuade others from
sharing in their torment, these damned souls were marked so that any
who brought arms against them would suffer their torments seven
times over.
Over time, many such cursed beings have found a home within the
legions of the Black King, and he has stripped the god's curses from
them and bound them into his helm. From the profaned proclamations
of Olympus, Kain has created the Judgment of Heaven, a crown of
twisted thorns and fossilized albatross bones which projects a halo of
damnation and retribution about its wearer. When the dark lord was
defeated at Armageddon, none dared to lay hands on this
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blasphemous artifact and thus it was interred with him, and it remains
on his black brow to this day.
This artifact counts as a shroud. Anyone who hits the bearer with an
attack or spell must also test for damage against themself. This test
has the same adjustment and damage type as the initial attack as well
as any other properties such as maneuvers, armor penetration,
armament powers, poisons, etc.

parchments made from human flesh with ink distilled from virgin
blood. Over the years, these works came together and were bound into
the black book of the dead, the Necronomicon.
The Necronomicon is a repository of the secret dreams of the Black
King, and its words were never meant for living eyes. The book holds
many secrets, most of which would drive a man mad or render them
forever incapable of taking joy in their life after their placenta of
blessed ignorance was ripped away.
Now that the Black King has once again risen, the book has come to
him, and the Necronomicon never leaves his hand. It is entombed
with him in the great pyramid in the south where he vigilantly
protects the living from the secrets contained within.
Among the more practical knowledge held within the book are the
many spells of the Black King, and the Necronomicon can be used as
a grimoire for any school of magic.
If someone wishes to study it deeply at a cost of their sanity and
purity, they will uncover the deeper secrets of the universe and
increase their animus score by one so long as they remain attuned to
the book. This effect ignores the usual prohibition on artifacts raising
animus and can increase the bearer's score above five.
The increased animus does not affect the quality of purchased gear.

Kindred
Level 4 Armament
Fables tell of a dryad who fell in love with a mortal hunter and chose
to give up her immortality so that she could be with him, only to
succumb to the red death and die in his arms. From the heartwood of
the tree that had once been the dryad's home, the huntsman carved this
mighty bow and carried it along with him wherever he went so as to
never forget his lost love.
Kindred is a wooden longbow. The weapon amplifies the emotions of
its wielder, allowing them to tap into the love of the dryad and the
grief of the woodsman. When shooting this bow, any transitory bonus
to the bearer's marksmanship test also applies when testing for
damage. This includes the bonuses provided by mana, inspiration,
coordination, or cantrips.
Merlin's Rainbow
Level 12 Armament
The great enchanter created many wonderful artifacts in his long
years upon the Earth, but none of them were so intricate and amazing
as Merlin's Rainbow. A delicate machine constructed from dozens of
sparking periapts and wands like a massive kaleidoscope, Merlin's
Rainbow can amplify any spell cast into it in an almost unlimited
number of ways if the user takes the time to properly calibrate it first.
Merlin's Rainbow is used as a wand; however, it can apply a single
level of any metamagic that the wielder desires. The original rainbow
was a massive machine of many parts, fragile and impossible to move
from Merlin's tower above Camelot, but it is believed that the design
may have since been perfected and condensed into a more portable
form.
When Morgana captured Merlin’s heart, he gave the rainbow to her as
a gift, and like so many other treasures over the years it has become a
permanent fixture within her hoard.

The Necrontyr
Level 8 Armament
When he first rose from the grave and made his initial move to
dominate Pangaea, Kain broke many of the oaths that he had made
during his lifetime as well as violating some of the fundamental laws
of reality, being perhaps the most potent entity not bound by the
Gotterdammerung. When his crimes became evident, he was beset by
two of the eldest members of the Tribunal, who were sent to bring
him before the eye of The Dragon for judgment.
After an intense duel, Kain triumphed, defeating both of the ancient
spirits of justice in combat, but he did not let them die. Using his
necromantic powers, the Black King twisted the bones of their mortal
hosts into a fighting staff which he reinforced with meteoric iron and
then bound their souls within their own skulls. His desecration did not
end there; he ripped the enchantment from their hammers and
corrupted it, imbuing it with the essence of death rather than justice,
and locked it into the staff to create the Necrontyr, a fitting scepter for
the king of the dead.
The Necrontyr is a quarterstaff composed of meteoric iron as well as
the bones of previous victims. When used as a weapon, the staff is
considered baneful to all living creatures. In addition, it can be used
as a wand that bestows five levels of the piercing metamagic onto any
spell cast through it.

The Necronomicon
Level 8 Talisman
The dark lord Kain spent centuries bound by the Sidhe within an iron
coffin beneath the Island of Oaks, and though he was forbidden to
influence reality, he was not cut off entirely. His dreaming spirit was
able to slip through the cracks in his prison, and the same
enchantments that tied his powers also granted him immunity from
the outside world, including the wards of binding which were lain
upon the ancient places. Thus did the Black King travel through all
the lands of matter and of spirit, from the sunken crypts of the
forgotten merrow kings to the far reaches of the Elemental Planes. He
studied the works of long-dead philosophers that rested in lost
libraries and sat listening at the feet of the secret masters, and he
heard the whispered words of sleeping dragons and watched the
primal rites of isolated fey.
Within their hidden tombs, Kain's loyal servants, the lich priests,
heard their master's words on the wind, and transcribed them onto

The Petals of the Rose
Level 4 Talisman
The great fire flower is a legendary plant that grows in a remote patch
of the Wild that few humans have ever seen. Its nectar shines with the
light of the sun and is said to be able to grant any wish. In all the long
years of its existence, the flower only heard a single truly selfish wish,
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one born out of unrequited love but untainted by bitterness or selfish
desire.
Thus, did the flower reward the seeker with a portion of its own body.
The returning hero presented their beloved with a magnificent
wedding gift, a pair of flower petals of the most vivid colors anyone
had ever seen, and it is said that the petals never faded, nor did their
bearer's love. Eventually, the petals' owners died, happy and together
in their old age, and the talismans passed on to a younger generation,
as they would for thousands of years to come.
Those who hold the petals will always be joined. Both characters may
freely spend concentration, destiny, or mana, on behalf of the other.
Any damage one bearer takes is evenly split with their partner,
including psychic damage, as are the penalties for injured body parts,
exhaustion, or magical curses. Alternate rounding odd penalties or
damage totals as evenly as possible.

The wearer of this robe can perfectly blend in with any environment.
If they choose to use it for mere stealth, it functions as an aegis of
invisibility, but its powers are far more; for it allows the wearer to
blend in with people, animals, and objects as well as the landscape,
and is the perfect addition to any disguise.
The Screaming Trident
Level 8 Armament
The Screaming Trident is the personal weapon of the Warlord
Balthazar, crafted in the Hell Forge by Dagon from those pure souls
that found their way into his possession; hellions and fallen angels
who sought repentance and wished to escape from the hells or those
who tried to atone for their misdeeds by striking out against their
former comrades and masters in the underworld.
The blade screams with their regrets when swung through the air and
chills the souls of all who hear it. The Screaming Trident is a jagged
sonic shank halberd. It is also baneful to Olympians and their angelic
servants as well as their priests, avatars, and nephilim descendants.

Reaver
Level 8 Armament
Once, this massive battle axe was the personal armament of the great
King Thrym, lord of all trolls, before he fell to the fomori in the battle
that ended the troll empire forever. Centuries later, the trolls would
threaten to retake Jotunheim, and the fomorian warlocks plucked
Thrymr’s axe from the hands of his stone carcass in Balor’s garden
and imbued it with the cauterizing essence of pure fire, as much a
symbol of the troll’s humiliation as a weapon of their defeat.
Reaver is a massive ebon great axe that burns with balefire so hot that
even its wielder is not safe. Reaver counts as a flame shank and burns
with celestial fire, however, on a critical hit, it will burn so intensely
that it will also set its bearer alight.

The Shadowed Crystal
Level 4 Trinket
The Shadowed Crystal is a window and a mirror, and in its dark
depths, all things become visible. There are many ill-defined shadows
and shapes within its murky recesses, and light refracted through this
crystal is always distorted in strange and inexplicable ways. The
crystal can easily be used to view the spirit world, and its bearer gains
the channel trait, and if held aloft their allies can also benefit from the
channel trait by looking at the shadows it casts.
If the bearer is already a channel, the Shadowed Crystal's benefits are
even greater. Whenever they successfully pass an insight test, those
affected receive some additional revelation, usually additional
information about the nature of whatever it is that provoked the
insight test in the first place. Those who study the Shadowed Crystal's
interior can also see across time and space and even into the great
beyond.
The Shadowed Crystal can be used to look across the curve of the
world, beyond the Veil, and even into the echoes of the past and
future. It can peer into alternate realities, see the worlds next door as
well as distant and completely alien realms, and it can even observe
the dreams and regrets of the viewer and see what could have been.
Interpreting these images, let alone directing them, requires an insight
test. On a fumble, one might see something they regret, or worse,
notice something horrible looking back.
The Shadowed Crystal was discovered by the Illuminated Templar in
the Wyrm Tongue Islands, but it was taken, along with all their other
treasure, by the great dragon Gehenna, and it is likely that the stone is
still hidden somewhere within his lair.

The Ring of Nibelung
Level 8 Talisman
The origin of this ancient ring is lost to the mists of time, but it likely
predates the birth of the mortal races. It is a potent symbol of power
that has changed hands many times, for it can bring its bearer one step
closer to godhood. However, it is as much a curse as a blessing, for
those who have born the ring often attempt to use it to upset their
place in the world, and must constantly be on their guard from those
they wish to supplant as well as those who want it for themselves. The
ring played a key role in both the Reckoning and the Titanomachy,
and was even present during Iblis' rebellion, and has spent times in
the hands of each faction of spirits as well as those of mortal men.
When worn by a mortal bearer, this ring grants them legendary skill in
a field of their choice, or increases the bonus granted by a current
legendary skill by one, to a maximum of six. The bearer chooses
which skill it applies to each time they attune to the artifact.
Its effect on mortals is only a shadow of the ring's true power, for
when on the finger of a spirit, it increases their circle by one, to a
maximum of five, amplifying their powers and abilities accordingly.

The Shards of Creation
Level 8 Armaments
The Shards of Creation are the masterpieces of the elven master
Hakkake, the greatest bladesmith who ever lived. Each sword is
composed of a different color adamant and, if the legend is to be
believed, a sliver of Excalibur brought to him by Merlin.
In the modern era, the Shards of Creation have been scattered. Each
was presented to a champion of the light, and over time each fell to
the darkness. Some say that the shards are in the possession of the

The Robe of the Trickster
Level 8 Talisman
This robe was given to Merlin when he managed to defeat the
incarnation of the trickster god Coyote in a battle of wits. This
enchanted garment can alter its appearance to match any sort of
clothing or armor, though it normally takes the form of a sable black
robe with a woven ivy pattern traced along the sleeves and hood in
green thread.
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Warlords, given to them by their dark master as symbols of their
authority over the mortal world, but surely this is only a story.
The Shards of Creation are ornate two-handed swords. In addition to
their individual powers, each is attuned to a certain type magic and
provide their bearer with the same benefits as a ley line of its
respective school.

Silence is an adamant two-handed blade. This sword is infinitely
sharp, keen even by the standards of a vorpal weapon. Silence
completely ignores the base resilience bonuses of armor, shields, and
carapaces; though quality and helmet bonuses remain. In addition, it
gains a +10 bonus when testing for damage against objects, and
legend claims that it can even cut through forcefields or the Veil
itself.

The shards of creation are as follows:
Singing Sword
Level 8 Armament
Legend has it that Mordred long sought to wield the sword Excalibur,
for that alone would prove without a doubt that he was the rightful
king. Unfortunately, he was unworthy, and though Morgana tried
many times to coax the sword of kings into accepting her son, it saw
through her every deception, so instead, she decided to try and create
a forgery. The Singing Sword was that replica, and though it was an
imperfect imitation, it is still a potent weapon in its own right.
This long blade is imbued with the skills of a master tactician, its
resonating sound guiding the wielder toward perfect technique.
Attacks made with the Singing Sword benefit from every martial
technique, and it counts as a seeker for any maneuvers for which its
bearer already has selected as a martial technique.

Dream; amethyst blade of charm, spell kissed with slumber
Evanescence; diamond blade of illusion, merciful
Fresco; beryl blade of abjuration, defender
Fury; amber blade of evocation, berserker
Heart; pearl blade of primalism, envenomed
Justice; golden blade of mysticism, avenger
Logic; steel blade of technomancy, penetrator
Memory; quartz blade of divination, seeker of sweeping strikes
Mist; topaz blade of thaumaturgy, dancing
Serenity; ebon blade of necromancy, reaper
Stardust; sapphire blade of transmutation, radiant shank
Stasis; jade blade of chronomancy, quick blade
Survival; emerald blade of conjuration, vorpal
Tears; ruby blade of restoration, life drinker
Wild; opaline blade of wyrd, chaotic tool IV

The Shield of Solomon
Level 8 Talisman
This shield’s precise origins are unknown, for it is one of the few
relics to have been salvaged from sunken Atlantis and has since made
its way into the hands of the dynasties of the western Empire. It is a
round shield edged in gold with a mirrored black surface emblazoned
with the six-pointed star that was the symbol of King Solomon’s
house.
The shield can be thrown like a discus with no accuracy penalty,
inflicting damage as a mace, and has the returning power.
In addition, the shield can absorb kinetic energy and adds its quality
to the resilience bonus it grants its bearer. If the shield ever prevents a
wound, it suffers a level of wear.
As a basic action, the bearer can order the shield to release its stored
energy in a blinding beam of magical power. This is treated as a
cleave attack using the bearer’s melee skill and has a damage modifier
equal to five times the shield’s current level of wear. The shield is
then automatically repaired to pristine condition.

If the Shards of Creation truly contain the essence of Excalibur, a pure
soul might be able to break them and then reunite the pieces with their
hilt, drawing forth the renewed blade of kings from the Stone of
Destiny.
The Siege Perilous
Level 12 Wonder
In ancient Camelot, Arthur held court from a great round table where
he sat with his knights, no man at the head; however, there was a
throne in the hall, one that was always empty. This great ash gray
chair, the Siege Perilous, was never used, for any who sat upon it
were slain instantly. It is said that Arthur kept the dreadful thing as a
reminder that no matter how great a king is, they are still but a servant
of the true lords of the Earth.
It is unknown precisely what powers are bestowed on a worthy being
who sits in the chair, nor is it known what abilities the chair itself has,
and even such a mighty mage as Merlin was nearly destroyed trying
to find out. It is not clear where it originated, but it is older than any
living man or god. It is said that in castle Discordia, at the end of
time, the Siege Perilous still stands before the splintered ruins of the
round table, and when she looks upon it, even Eris knows fear.
Among other blessings, the Siege Perilous will grant a being which it
finds worthy the ability to attune to double the usual number of
artifacts. The Siege Perilous itself never counts against this limit.

The Spear of Hope
Level 8 Armament
Amongst the greatest treasures of the Titans was the Spear of Hope,
the secret weapon of Hyperion. It is believed that the spirit tethered
within the artifact is none other than the Titan's own daughter, slain
by the Nidhogg and bound into a physical object to keep her soul
from succumbing to the taint that the demon serpent infected her with
so long ago. The spear was never used, Hyperion could not bring
himself to do it, and it was hidden away lest it be found by one of the
Olympians or less reserved Titans.
The spear is said to be able to defeat any opponent no matter how
powerful or well-guarded, all it takes is to throw the spear with a clear
mind and heart and it cannot miss. But doing so will destroy the spear
and forever extinguish the spirit of hope within, the corruption burned
away in one last burst of purifying fire.

Silence
Level 8 Armament
Silence, the sword of Solomon, is an ancient lunarium song-blade
forged by the elven smith Hakkake as a gift to the royal house of
Atlantis from the people of Avalon. This blade was long thought lost
in the destruction of the island kingdom, but it has recently
reappeared in the hands of Talakeal, the matriarch of the Night Blade.
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If used as a mundane armament, anyone wounded by the Spear of
Hope loses the ability to cast spells on their following turn, while a
critical wound steals magical ability for an entire act.
The vault of the Spear of Hope is well hidden, and to access the spear
one must pass numerous tests of virtue and purity that were ordained
by Hyperion in the elder times. The angel Blue Xariel claims to know
where the spear is and longs to possess it, but he has yet to find
anyone who is both willing to help him and has the good heart needed
to acquire it.

The tree is bountiful, but still limited, and its fruits are a prized
delicacy, demanding a price that only emperors can afford.
Still, the fruit of immortality can be acquired by those who know
where to look, and though the goddess of time protects the source
vigilantly, trespass within her garden is not entirely unheard of.
The Veil of Darkness
Level 4 Talisman
The Veil of Darkness was created by the Titans for the Aloadae, first
amongst the Gigantes. Composed of pure shadow, this spiked helmet
shrouds the wearer's head and obscures their features but does not
interfere with their own senses or mobility in any way. This helm
provides the usual resilience bonus but does not penalize alertness.
All attacks which strike the bearer's head automatically fail, the
helmet is utterly impenetrable and stops even the impact of the blows
cold. The wearer is immune to the secondary effects of the stun
maneuver as well as attacks that seek to maim the head, face, neck,
ears, or eyes.
The Veil of Darkness was lost for a time when its bearer was thrown
from the peak of Olympus by the gods, but there are rumors that it
was found by mercenaries from Cardiff, and may still be in the giant’s
possession.

The Swarm King's Crown
Level 8 Trinket
This odd metal circlet was discovered in Midway Station and,
although its origin is unknown, is believed to be of a technological
rather than magical construction. It was once held by the elves of
Avalon, but has been stolen and it is now thought to be in the
possession of the Nameless Traitor.
The bearer of this crown can command all manner of arthropods as it
translates their brainwaves into signals which the simple creatures
cannot ignore. Colonial insects, including manargus, dumbeldore,
yvurn, and yokhori, will regard the bearer as if they were their own
queen and will obey them without question, although they will be
allowed a resolve test to snap out of it if forced to betray their true
mother.
In addition, the bearer can control other insects more directly. It
counts as a fisher's ring for both the insect swarm and geas spells, the
latter of which must target an arthropod.

Vine
Level 4 Talisman
Vine is the legendary scabbard of Excalibur, said to be woven from
the last living piece of the world tree, a delicate shoot which was
nourished by the blood of the Goddess spilled by the enraged Titans.
Vine was believed to have been interred in the chapel within the
Black Pyramid of King Arthur at Necropolis, although it is unknown
if it survived the eruption of Krackenrock.
This scabbard heals the wearer so long as they remain courageous in
battle, giving them near invincibility and limitless endurance against
lesser foes.
Vine counts as an aegis that bestows the vampiric trait upon its
bearer. If the wearer is already a vampire, the effects work together in
the same manner as a life drinker.

The Thrones of Olympus
Level 12 Wonders
Long ago, the Titans sought to establish their dominion over the
young Earth, and brought great stones from the cores of the Elemental
Planes to mark their territory. These stones were enchanted to connect
the Earth to the force of the elements, and allowed the Titans divine
senses to encompass the entirety of the mortal world. Then the Titans
fell.
The gods who overthrew the ancient elemental lords took these
magical stones and used them as materials to carve the thrones which
would overlook the Well of Souls on the peak of high Olympus.
The spirit who sits upon this throne can infinitely extend the range of
its foresight ability, able to sense anything which is connected to its
domain as if it were holy ground. For example, the throne of Ares,
God of War, makes him instantly aware of any combat that occurs
anywhere upon the face of the Earth.
Upon their fall from the heavens, the arch-devils built their citadel
Pandemonium in the bowels of the underworld, and the many demons
and tortured mortal souls bound within it have given them a similar
power, and likewise, the Titan’s connections to the thrones were
never fully severed, allowing them to still sense the elements on
Earth.

Warpsong
Level 8 Talisman
Warpsong is an ancient astral spirit that grew too concerned with the
affairs of the mortal world and became calcified in its thinking,
unable to return to its own fluid realm with its newfound semblance
of sanity. Eventually, it would fall into despair and become a demon,
one of the few qliphothic entities to ever enter such a state.
Warpsong would be summoned by Lord Skulmar in his quest for
ultimate power, and the spirit was impressed by just how much he
was willing to sacrifice for his goals. He won a lifetime of service
from the qliphoth, who became obsessed with him, always wanting to
be close to the warrior and to keep him safe, although the entity’s
motivation was something almost completely unlike the love or lust
felt by mortals in the throes of obsession.
Warpsong bound itself with his armor and granted him all the strength
he had ever hoped for and more. Warpsong is a suit of heavy armor
composed of ebon which symbiotically links itself to the wearer by
mingling flesh and it can never be fully removed.
Warpsong is a suit of living armor. Any time the bearer suffers a
wound, including internal wounds such as those caused by poison or

The Tree of Life
Level 12 Wonder
Of all the plants which bloom in Hera's garden, none are so cherished
as the majestic Tree of Life. Amidst its shining silver leaves grow
wondrous fruits that hold the promise of eternity within them. Anyone
who eats such fruit will find their body invigorated and the hardships
of time washed away, leaving them a full decade younger.
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Imperial vault on the island of San Portus. During the Empire’s fall, it
was forgotten, said to have been taken by the dark forces of the Lost
Temple of Gaia and used to power some obscene necromantic ritual.
Since the apparent death of Hulbaaron, many young ogres have
sought out this weapon, hoping it can be used as a symbol to
revitalize their people and motivate them to establish their own
homeland. None have returned.
The White Bone Club allows its wielder to strike with the power of a
much larger creature. The bearer receives all the benefits of a +2
bonus to their size rating but none of the drawbacks.

disease, the armor suffers a level of durability damage in its stead.
This damage is healed at the end of each act.
The Well of Souls
Level 12 Wonder
Of all the wonders in the world, none are so potent as the shining
Well of Souls which rests upon the summit of Mount Olympus. In the
mortal realm, it resembles a calm pool of water that perfectly mirrors
the cosmos above, even at midday. In the spirit world, the Well of
Souls manifests as a great fountain of silver fire.
The Well of Souls is the shared domain of all mortal souls, and
whenever a new being is born, the well imbues them with the
Goddess' sacred gifts. Some believe that when they die, mortal souls
will return to the well, awaiting the day when they can be born again.
The Titans sought to extinguish the sacred fire, and the Olympians
tried to twist it to their own ends. In both cases they failed, for the
Goddess alone is the well's warden, and they could not overcome her
conviction. The full powers of the Well of Souls are unknown to any
save the Goddess, and to access them one would first need to get past
the Olympians who consider themselves the protectors of humanity
and have arranged their thrones overlooking the silver fire.
Once each mission, the warden, or their chosen champion, can
meditate upon the Well of Souls to restore themself completely,
healing all wounds and replenishing mana, destiny, and concentration
as if they had taken a full recovery phase in the space of a single act.

The White Wolf Cloak
Level 4 Talisman
Jonathan Kain was a barbarian chieftain who was said to be the son of
the wolf god Fenris, whose pelt adorns this very cape. Jonathan was
picked by the gods for travel to Atlantis, and it is from his lineage that
King Solomon was born. The cloak was passed down the royal line
and then carried to Pangaea for young Arthur. Mordred took it as his
birthright upon the Emperor’s death, and his descendants have worn it
ever since, even down to the traitors of the last three generations. The
cloak's golden rim is marked with the runic names of the entire family
line, from Jonathan Kain to Nightwolf.
This cloak serves as a tool for stealth, not because it is shrouded in
darkness, but because those who are unworthy of looking upon its
bearer's glory reflexively avert their gaze. In addition, it grants the
courageous trait to all allies with line of sight to the wearer while
their enemies gain the cowardly flaw.

The White Bone Club
Level 8 Armament
Among the ogres, a tale is told, of the giant Gwair who lived in the
time when the world was covered in ice, a giant so large that he ate
mountains and drank seas. The ogre race emerged from the folds of
Gwair's body, and he was their father and their god. Once the ogre
children had grown strong, they rose up and ate their patriarch. Why
they did this depends on the beliefs of the clan whose lore master tells
the tale, some say he was a cruel slave master and the ogres overthrew
him to win their freedom, others say he was naïve and couldn’t
understand the ambition and power of his children, and the more
heretical tribes claim that the ogres grew to love him so much that
they engaged in the ultimate act of communion.
Regardless of their reasons, once his flesh had been consumed, the
ogres took to fighting over the scraps. While most ogres were content
to gnaw on his bones or break them open to suck out the marrow, one
brilliant young ogre had an idea. He took the massive shinbone of
their progenitor and fashioned a sturdy club from it, hammering
shards of molten iron into it to make it even more deadly. With this
fearsome weapon, he became the first tyrant of the ogres and smashed
in the skulls of any who refused him.
When at last the ogre-king was slain by a mountain avalanche, the
other ogres brawled over the club and the strongest became the new
tyrant, until he finally grew too old and slow to defend himself even
with the mighty club. And so, in this way the club passed to the
strongest young ogre of each generation, a symbol of lordship over all
the clans.
This chain of succession was ultimately put to an end by the
Imperium at the climax of the wars that shattered the ogre kingdoms.
The White Bone Club was forcefully taken by human hands, and the
line of ogreish kings was broken. The artifact itself was held in an

The World's Edge
Level 8 Armament
This enormous sword is said to have been crafted by ancient servants
of the dragons, forged in the nuclear fires of the Astral during the
final battle against the merrow kings and tempered by the lightless
void of the Abyss in the battle's wake. Some claim that this sword is
the deadliest weapon ever made by mortal hands, and though it lacks
some of the more extreme enchantments, the blade itself is said to be
of a quality that rivals that of Excalibur but, unlike the sword of kings,
the World's Edge has never broken.
Each generation, the dragas would choose their greatest champion to
bear the blade into battle, and so it went for millions of years before it
was finally lost in a duel of honor and came into the possession of a
Terro paladin, the last king of Dungenus before the city was lost. It
has since fallen into the hands of the dark elves of Aureth and is the
personal armament of Lord Skulmar.
The world's edge is a zanbato with an impossible +6 quality.
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Holy ground is disorienting to all undead as well as avatars,
changelings, and spirits with a resonance opposite to that of the god it
is dedicated to. The beings suffer a two-point exhaustion penalty as
long as they remain within.
Priests and devout parishioners will become inspired after spending
an entire act praying upon ground that is dedicated to their faith.
Spirits who spend a full act resting on ground that is dedicated to
them or their master will find all of their psychic wounds treated.

Cosmology
The Earth, along with all the stars and planets that compose the
physical universe, is but a tiny cross-section of the cosmos as a whole.
Beyond the physical dimensions lie the endless expanses of the spirit
world. To picture the ultimate shape of existence, first imagine the
Veil as a great pandimensional sphere. The physical world exists
along the exterior surface of the sphere, while the Dreamtime and all
the Elemental Planes exist on the interior surface. The Astral Plane
lies within the core of the sphere, while the Abyss exists outside of
the sphere entirely.

Ley Line
Ley lines are the circulatory system of the world, conduits of flowing
magical energy that travel along the strands of the Huntress' web.
Thousands of ley lines exist, intersecting Pangaea in a grid whose
ultimate shape is only visible to observers outside our dimension.
Each ley line channels the energy of a single Elemental Plane drawn
from the thrones of Olympus.
Although practiced mediums can see the rivers of mana clearly, the
clues are available to any trained observer, the world itself responds
to the flow of the mana. For example, Martian ley lines pull flickering
flames along their path, Jupiter's can be seen in the movements of
clouds and felt on the wind, Neptune's ley lines create currents in the
water, Elysian ley lines can be seen in the growth of plants, and Ceres'
ley lines affect the grain of the earth itself.
Most ley lines are about a hundred paces across although, as with
physical streams, some are but narrow creeks and others mile-wide
rivers, and they sometimes extend into the sky and plunge beneath the
earth or sea.
The bulk of a ley line lies outside of the material world, and though it
is contiguous, its path often takes it through dimensions where
mortals can’t follow. This means that it is impossible for material
beings to follow the ley lines’ path as it will often seem to disappear
and reappear at random and take strange turns that do not follow the
natural geography.
Characters who are in the path of a ley line can tap into its spiritual
currents to bolster their supernatural abilities, rolling two dice and
choosing the best result in the same manner as a cantrip whenever
they cast a spell from the associated school.

The Dreamtime
The Dreamtime is the world of spirits, an alternate dimension that
exists as close to the material as a lover's caress but eternally just out
of reach. The Dreamtime serves as a reflection of the physical world
and, in most ways, resembles it, though its vistas are often warped to
reflect the emotions, beliefs, and dreams of the people who dwell
there.
Change comes slowly to the Dreamtime, and alterations to the
physical world might take decades or even centuries to be reflected in
the spirit. When the works of man do cross over, they often take on a
look of timeless antiquity within the Dream, always a few generations
out of date and tinted by recollections of the glory days of old.
Newer settlements might not have crossed over at all, their reflections
in the Dreamtime still resembling unspoiled wilderness save for the
few structures which have seen surging emotions or powerful dreams.
Likewise, the edifices of the spirits are not reflected in the world of
substance, and many wondrous and ethereal palaces, temples, and
entire communities exist hidden just out of mortal sight.
The primary difference between the physical world and the
Dreamtime is the inhabitants. People and animals are completely
absent from the Dreamtime, replaced by spirits of all sorts. Plants and
trees exist in both worlds, but they are not the same entities, plants in
the spirit world are all interconnected portions of Elysium, heart of
the Plane of Elemental Wood.
The Veil
The Veil is the web of the Huntress, a gauzy wall that separates the
Astral and the Abyss, giving clear definition to what was once fading
obscurity. It is the Veil which separates the physical and the spiritual
world, a fact bemoaned by many sorcerers and changelings, but it is
also what both realms cling to for substance, without it there would be
nothing between them and the unformed madness of the Astral and
the empty nothingness of the Abyss.

Locus
There are places in which the world has gone wrong; where reality
itself is slightly out of sync with the rest of the cosmos. Sometimes
these are naturally occurring, the product of ley lines that have been
damaged and bleed off their energy into a singular pool where it
becomes stagnant and foul. More often, they are the result of mortal
hubris, too many magical spells cast in quick succession, artifacts or
enchantments left running without supervision, or attempts to twist
magic into something it was never meant to be. The strongest arise
from mages or ghosts who have suffered great emotional trauma
which forever stained their domain, and in their madness, they and the
land have become one as it reacts to their subconscious desires.

Holy Ground
Holy ground has been consecrated in the name of a deity, and that
deity is aware of everything that occurs within.
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All loci are strange. The mild ones are simply unlucky, the magic
twisting probability. Natural disasters and diseases of the mind or
body occur with great frequency, their nature often related to the
magic which birthed them; for example, a town where every house is
lit by a magic lantern may be subjected to frequent wildfires, while a
community that feeds upon enchanted crops may find their bodies
riddled with cancer caused by the excess primalism energy.
Most loci are also home to all sorts of strange magical phenomena;
bodies rise spontaneously as undead, beings in the physical and spirit
worlds can observe or even touch one another for brief periods, the
physical properties of the location shift when no one is looking,
rooms that are bigger on the inside than the outside, reversed gravity,
bleeding walls, unusual weather, warped time and space, or whatever
other unsettling cosmetic effects the Gamekeeper wishes to evoke.
In more extreme cases, the laws of physics, and the game rules that
represent them, behave differently within their bounds. Likewise, the
world itself might appear to belong somewhere else, a different time
or place, or perhaps a world out of a fairytale. In the end, these realms
do not last long, for they will eventually be ejected from Pangea
entirely to become their own demiplanes adrift in the Astral sea,
making castaways of anyone who dwelt within.
All loci are somewhat psycho-reactive and many even respond to the
events and emotions that occur within, others will bring the dreams
and nightmares of their inhabitants to life. The strongest may even
become sentient, able to control their own existence. This is
particularly troublesome if they are also wonders, as they may
become their own warden and take on many of the properties of a
cursed artifact.

same type intersect, it is possible to get a nexus that provides mana of
a single type that can only be used to cast spells which fall under its
domain.
Null Zone
Null zones are the places on Earth where magic is dead. The Veil has
grown ponderously thick here, pushing the spirit world and the
physical apart. These places are eerie and still, even the most
insensitive mortals will notice they seem lifeless, the colors drab,
tastes and smells flat, sounds hollow, the beauty and majesty of nature
absent.
Ethereal beings cannot enter a null zone, it is as if the location simply
does not exist to them, and should they try they will instantly emerge
on the other side. Spirits cannot use kismet or foresight within null
zones unless using a mortal priest as a conduit for their power.
Magical beings such as avatars, changelings, coalesced spirits,
undead, and magically powered automatons are weakened by nullzones and suffer a level of exhaustion for every minute they spend
within. Even supernatural constructs are effected, as their magical
batteries power down, despite normally being immune to exhaustion.
Magic spells automatically fail if either the caster or their subject is
within a null zone. This includes miracles, mystic gifts, and even
elixirs.
The effects of artifacts and enchantments are suppressed while inside
a null zone.
Area spells or spells with multiple subjects will stop at the edge of a
null zone if they come to it, but the portions of the spell outside the
null zone function normally. Spells can be cast around null zones but
not through them.

Nexus
Mana which catches in the Huntress' web will flow toward places
where the strands of emotion intersect and pool. These reservoirs of
magic are called Nexuses and are the most sacred sites on Earth.
Nexuses are rare and valuable; most are either well-guarded or well
hidden, although some still lie undiscovered in the heart of the Wild.
An undisturbed being who meditates within a nexus will gain one
mana each act. The total amount of mana that a nexus may restore in
a given month varies by the strength of the nexus, but is typically
about five. The weakest nexuses might only provide a single point of
mana and the strongest, such as Olympus or the Palace of Lucia,
might provide up to a hundred.
Most nexuses are attuned to a specific being by way of the sanctum
trait. To meditate in an attuned nexus, one needs the permission of the
owner. If the players are on an extended quest for a cause which the
warden is sympathetic to, permission will likely be given freely,
otherwise, it will usually come at a very dear price. Of course, those
less inclined to bargain might simply kill the nexus' guardian to break
the attunement or rape the nexus directly with twisted spells.
There are fewer nexuses than there are mages, and they are all hotly
contested. Most powerful sorcerers are attuned to a single nexus,
which they guard fervently, the strain of attuning themselves to
multiple nexuses, let alone defending them all, is generally more work
than it is worth.
Most nexuses are universal, however when multiple ley lines of the

Rift
Rifts are places where the barriers between dimensions have worn
thin. One can use them to cross over between the physical world and
Dreamtime, and some can even be used to travel from Earth to one of
the Elemental Planes. Each rift is unique, some are always open,
others can only be traversed at certain times or under very specific
circumstances; some only allow travel in one direction or even change
their course periodically. Still, these rifts are potent tools, and
travelers and seers alike work hard to locate and master them.
Vortex
Vortexes are rare magical storms that randomly travel across the
world before dissipating. Many resemble ordinary weather, but with
an intensity far exceeding anything found in nature, and with no
respect for the time of year or existing conditions.
The most common are storms of raw elemental energy, rains of fire,
acid, stones, or small animals, typhoons powerful enough to topple
mountains, and ice storms so intense that they freeze anything beneath
them solid in an instant. But many have far stranger effects, rains that
put people to sleep or turn them to stone, sonic pulses that incite
strange behavior, lightning that imbues those struck by it with
supernatural powers, or fogs that impregnate the region’s inhabitants
with children who will have strange forms or stranger abilities.
Fortunately, most vortexes are temporary affairs, exhausting
themselves after a few hours of supernatural fury.
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Luna's energy is seemingly endless, but some speculate that even the
creation of the Goddess may one day by depleted, while others
believe it is possible to tap into the moon directly, stealing limitless
powers at the expense of the rest of the world.

The Abyss
The Abyss is the realm of utter emptiness and eternal darkness, an
endless void from which life and light are completely absent. The
Abyss was once the domain of Nyx, and is now a prison for his
shadow as well as those of all lost souls. Those who travel to the
Abyss feel no pain, only a cold emptiness as their existence slowly
ebbs away. The entirety of the Abyss is treated as a giant null zone, all
light or flame brought into the Abyss is instantly extinguished and all
sound quickly falls into silence. Living creatures can survive here for
a time, they do not suffocate, freeze, or burst as if brought into a
physical vacuum, but in time they will fade away, nothing can survive
in the Abyss for long.
The Abyss is empty. Some use it as a way to dispose of people or
objects which they do not want to ever be found; any but the most
potent magic will fail to find them in the utter darkness that the
Akashic records do not pierce. Others, mostly powerful wizards and
the undead, will make lairs here, their magic allowing them to
survive, at least for short periods, and their solitude is ensured. It is
said that one can even find Solomon's Cave of Wonders in the empty
dark, the royal treasury of Atlantis which has been lost to time.

Heaven
The heavens are the spiritual kingdoms that exist in the skies above
the Earth. At the center of Heaven is the summit of Mount Olympus,
the court of the gods, who sit on their fifteen thrones channeling the
powers of the Elemental Planes and guarding the Well of Souls.
Numerous celestial kingdoms spread outward from Olympus, most
built atop the vast clouds which travel the skies of the Earth and are,
at least in the world beyond the Veil, as solid as any stone.
Heaven is largely populated by angels, the loyal spiritual servants of
the gods who have chosen to leave the Elemental Planes behind and
watch over the Earth. Other spirits who are in good standing with the
Olympians dwell among them, as do the einherjar, mortal souls who
have been granted the ultimate favor of the gods and allowed to live
forever amongst them. The grandest locations within the heavens are
the seven golden palaces of the archangels as well as the great cities
of Asgard, Nirvana, and Vanaheimr.

The Astral Plane
The Astral Plane is the formless chaos that existed before the world.
Within the Astral Plane, logic and rational thought break down and
concepts such as linear time and space have no meaning. Anything is
possible, and even the most incoherent paradoxes can come into
being. The entities that dwell in the deep Astral are of a form and
logic even beyond the ken of other spirits.
Although the Astral is not inimical to life as is the Abyss, it is still a
dangerous place, an alien and unpredictable sea where madness and
consumption are ever-present threats. Strong-willed beings can even
shape the Astral about them, transforming reality to fit their
preconceived notions of the world, their own mentality creating
pockets of stable insanity within the chaotic swirl.
As a basic action, a character can force their reality onto the astral for
the remainder of the act, assuming they can win an opposed insight
test against anyone who objects. This is reality as they believe it to be,
complete with misconceptions and superstitions, rather than reality as
it truly is.

Hy-Brasil
There are few cities in the spirit world. Spirits, at least those smart
enough to build towns, are few and far between when compared to
mortals, and most are independent beings who have very little in
common. Still, several spiritual settlements exist such as the fabled
metropolis of Shangri-La. The spirits of the Wild are even less
inclined to build cities than their ilk, and their only known settlement
of any size is the island of Hy-Brasil.
The most powerful spirits of nature fled to Hy-Brasil after the
destruction of the Titan's capital at Othrys. They were unsure about
what to do or where to go, many feared the Olympians would purge
the Earth of all the wild spirits or force them into slavery, while others
were still loyal to the Titans and demanded revenge. Cooler heads
eventually prevailed, the twelve great totem beasts and the kami
Thetis succeeded in convincing her brothers Tellus and Nereus to
stand down.
When it became clear that the Olympians were themselves war weary,
the spirits of nature disbanded, but some chose to remain behind upon
Brasil, the bonds of friendship they had developed in their time as
refugees holding them together. It is here that the Totem Beasts still
hold court, as do many of their lesser kin.
The island of Hy-Brasil exists solely in the spirit world and is never
found in the same place twice, drifting about with the tides. The
island is sometimes visible to those without second sight, although it
appears unremarkable. Perpetually shrouded with mists, the island is
flat and temperate, covered in sparse woodlands and grassy meadows
under wet gray skies. The domiciles of the native spirits, as well as
the hostels and meeting halls used by visitors, are of an unassuming
nature, seemingly hammered together from driftwood rather than built
from cut lumber. Most who see the island will simply pass it by,
taking no notice of it even as it slips away into the mist.

Luna
Luna is the spiritual reflection of the Earth's moon. Although many
worlds have moons, the physical sides of their various demi-planes,
the Earth's is unique. Luna is the repository for the vast energies of
the Goddess, shed when she transformed from the Huntress into the
Mother and again from the Mother into the Savior. Luna is the source
of all mana, and it is through the rays of the moon that the souls of
mortals and the spirits of the Dreamtime are reinvigorated throughout
the month.
In the spirit world, Luna is a shining silver disk of liquid lunarium, at
the center of which is an endless fountain of pure magic. The moon
grows dark as it gives its light to empower the Dreamtime, but the
Goddess' energy is too potent to ever be fully consumed and each
month it is reborn.
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single style save only that it was constructed by uniquely disturbed
craftsmen from rusty wire and linked chains. The city is home to both
abusers and the abused, and it is simultaneously a place of riotous
anarchy and soul-crushing oppression.
Few travel to Dis save on truly dire business and even fewer ever
leave. The city has a huge population of powerful creatures and its
vast markets are a source of much information and power, but one
must ever be on their guard lest they find their own flesh or soul
amongst the merchandise. The city is ruled by the Dispater, a fourth
circle balrog, and the puppet through which Lucifer controls the
subjugated demons.

Hell
As Heaven is the domain of the angels above, so too is Hell home to
the demons below. Hell is the spiritual underworld, the Dreamtime as
it exists deep within the core of the Earth. It is a place of fire and
darkness, a winding maze of tunnels burrowing down into the mantle,
smelling of sulfur and lit by the glow of lava and hellfire.
After the Reckoning, the demons and devils alike were banished to
the hells, which were given unto them as their eternal domain. The
bowels of Hell are inimical to human life, the physical world dark and
alternating between burning hot or freezing cold, and the spirit world
is home to the most dangerous and depraved beings in the cosmos;
only the bravest or most deranged mortals would ever attempt a
journey to Hell.

The Labyrinth
The Labyrinth is the darkest corner of Hell, a place of punishment and
eternal torment for damned souls. When a mortal dies, their soul is
drawn to the underworld if it is not saved by miraculous intervention,
and those souls who are too heavy with regret to board Charon's skiff
will instead become lost in the Labyrinth.
The Labyrinth is ever-shifting, its form never the same, always
twisting to match its prisoner's most traumatic fears and memories.
The Labyrinth does not play fair. It is a place of illusion, it befuddles
the mind and changes the rules, prisoners forget where they are and
are forced to live out torturous scenarios both subtle and gross. There
is no limit to the depth of obscenity to which the Labyrinth will sink,
and even if one escapes they will never truly be free; the scars will
haunt them forever.
The Labyrinth is seen as a place of punishment and damnation, and it
is what many people imagine when they think of Hell. However, the
Labyrinth has a deep secret, it is a place generated solely by the mind
of its prisoners. There are no judges and no jailors, people enter the
Labyrinth of their own free will because they demand punishment,
when the weight of their sins is too great for them to overcome even
in death.
Even in the Labyrinth, all hope is not lost, and within each of the
nightmare scenarios that plays out is a kernel of salvation. It is rare,
but some prisoners are able to utilize the lessons of the Labyrinth and
find the ability to forgive themselves, and with forgiveness comes
peace and realization that the exit stands open before them.

The Black School
The Olympians were born of mortal souls, and it only seemed right to
the gods that they would permit their followers to use those souls to
their fullest potential. Thus, the gods shared their sacred fire with
mankind and allowed the people of ancient Atlantis to practice
sorcery openly and without fear. Lucifer, herald of the gods, was
personally tasked with instructing the mortals in the use of magic and
he did his job admirably by constructing the Black School for his
students.
Even now, the Black School exists, although it is no longer in
Atlantis, sinking not below the waves with the rest of the city but
below the surface of the Earth itself. The school would continue its
original function, to teach mortals to utilize sorcery, and Lucifer was
still the headmaster, but its new purpose was not enlightenment but to
sew dissension and corruption within the mortal world.
The school itself is a dreary place, built in a cavern above a
bottomless pit. Students are provided simple accommodations, quiet
places to study, and access to vast libraries of forbidden lore. They
may come and go as they please, there are hidden portals to the school
in almost every city on Earth, and they are allowed free conduct
within the school's halls; Lucifer would not think of restricting or
reprimanding his students' behavior. There are no lessons and no
lectures, questions are answered by books which open to precisely the
right passage seemingly of their own volition. Likewise, students are
never directly catered to, there is no staff, and instead, the food and
drink to sustain their bodies and the reagents to sustain their rituals
are always waiting for them in their quarters when they arrive.
There is no fee or test to enter the school, one must merely pledge
oneself as a student and then learn the location of the nearby gateways
from the whispers which only enlightened students can hear. Though
there is no tuition, attendance to the Black School is not without cost,
for each year Lucifer takes the brightest pupil as his own, either
casting their essence into the Soul Forge and returning the body to
Earth as one of his prize hellions or secreting them away to
Pandemonium for his own unspeakable ends.

Malebolge
While the Labyrinth is a prison for those damned by their own guilt,
Malebolge is a penitentiary for those who have been condemned by
the powers of the universe. The prison was built in concert between
the Olympians and the Arch-Devils as a place for those who are
simply too wicked and dangerous to be allowed to go free. The gods
wished to keep the prison secure, but did not want to corrupt Heaven
with its presence, and thus it was built in the bowels of Hell.
Malebolge stands as a squat fortress warded by powerful
enchantments that keep the prisoners trapped and invaders out, and
which nullifies any magic save that used by the guards. It is protected
by a legion of devils and a host of angels, both working together to
keep the prison secure, sworn to never release its convicts even at the
behest of their respective masters. Malebolge is home to spirits of
such power and corruption that they are a threat to both the
Olympians and the Devils; traitors to the forces of Hell, powerful

Dis
The great city of Dis is the largest in the underworld, and perhaps the
mortal world as well, a sprawling metropolis of corroded metal that is
home to countless demons and devils. The city has been built over the
centuries by an endless procession of mad architects and it has no
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invaders from the Elemental Planes or the Astral, and worse. Also
imprisoned within are undead creatures, diabolical constructs, cursed
artifacts, and even a few mortal sorcerers who overstepped their
bounds and attempted to destroy or reshape the entire world with
reckless magic. In the physical world, Malebolge is composed of
near-solid rock, and material prisoners are housed within tiny vaults
of open space, their life forces sustained by magic but without even
the barest light to preserve their sanity.
Malebolge is run by two fourth circle spirits, the seraphim Zaphkiel
and his demonic counterpart, the balrog Alastor. The two have known
each other since before the Reckoning, when they fought on the same
side, and have continued their partnership to this day. Both are grim
believers in tough punishment, Zaphkiel is virtuous but without mercy
while Alastor is wicked but lacking in sadism.

The Soul Forge
The flow of souls into Hell is unending. Mortals pledge their souls to
the dark powers in exchange for temporal favors, and spirits who fall
in battle against the legions of the damned are dragged back to Hell in
leaden chains. Eventually, they all find their way to the Soul Forge.
The Soul Forge, sometimes called the Hell Forge or the Demon's
Forge, is a vast workshop in which souls are bound into artifacts of all
sorts, for use by the Devils and the commanders of their legions or
lent to mortal Hellions as part of the payment for their own soul.
The Soul Forge is home to countless demonic artisans and sorcerers,
but it is the sole dominion of one being, the fourth circle demon
Dagon. Dagon is a multi-limbed creature who is a master of many
crafts, and works constantly to fashion all manner of weapons and
wonders from bound souls.

Pandemonium
After being cast into Hell, the Arch-Devils had no time to lick their
wounds. They were in hostile territory, weakened by their defeat, and
even with their host of fallen angels, they were outnumbered ten to
one by the demons who shared their abode. Lucifer took quick action
in subjugating Hell, and his first step was the construction of
Pandemonium.
Pandemonium is the largest fortress in the cosmos, a palace of twisted
iron grown directly from the rocks of Hell, its walls serrated and
resemble thorny vines of the blackest rose. This fortress is a dark
reflection of Olympus, a great capital for the Devils located in the
deepest pit of the Earth, and within the fortress is a vast cathedral of
darkness dedicated to each of the fifteen fallen archangels. But
Pandemonium is not just a fortress, it is also a wonder, one which
replicates the thrones of Olympus.
The countless demons who fell to the devilish conquerors during the
battles for dominance that followed the Reckoning were bound into
the edifice, and their screaming visages can still be seen rippling just
below the surface of the fortress walls. While in Pandemonium, the
Devils are granted senses nearly as acute as their rivals on high.
Although the Olympians invariably win a direct contest of wills, the
Devils still manage to use Pandemonium to wreak untold havoc and
sew limitless misery across the world.
Pandemonium has never been breached. It has survived attacks by
demons and angels alike, and it is uncertain if even the Gods could
successfully storm the demonic citadel. Pandemonium represents
perhaps the ultimate challenge to mortal heroes and should a group of
crusaders somehow manage to conquer the bastion of evil, they would
be lauded as the greatest champions of all time.

The Styx
There are seven great rivers that cross Hell. Acheron the river of pain,
Lethe the river of memory, Phlegethon the river of fire, Cocytus the
river of screams, Eridanos the river of tears, Alpheus the river of
blood, and Styx, the river of death. Those souls who manage to avoid
the Labyrinth or the attention of the powers of light and darkness
must eventually cross each of the seven rivers before they can reach
their final destination. Their guide on this journey is Charon the
ferryman, a fifth circle spirit who is not a demon but rather the kami
of the underworld itself.
The journey across the rivers is an introspective one, each serves as a
trial that examines the mind and the experiences of the traveler,
eventually stripping away everything but the pure core of the being's
personality and experiences, purging from them everything which
they would prefer to forget. Such is the power of the Styx that even
the gods fear it, for the river Styx can wholly unmake a being by
washing away its very nature.
What waits for mortal souls beyond the last river? Even Charon
cannot say. Some believe that they will return to the Goddess or be
reincarnated in new bodies to live their life again. Others think that
people receive rewards according to their deeds in life, the good being
allowed to live out the fantasies which they were never able to
experience in the living world and the wicked suffering unending
torments that make even the Labyrinth seem meaningless. More
pragmatic people say that there is nothing past the Styx, the river
destroys souls utterly and leaves them emptier than the Abyss, and
dreamers believe that each mortal soul which crosses the threshold
blooms as a rose in Harmonia, their experiences serving as the seed
from which an entirely new universe may grow.
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Jupiter, the Plane of Elemental Air
Jupiter is the Plane of Elemental Air and even in the physical world it
lacks any solid ground. Although it is the largest of the planets, its
orange shape is smaller than either the Moon or Mars due to its
greater distance from Earth. But, even from Earth, one can see the
body of Leto, Celestial of Jupiter, a massive red storm that has been
whirling for centuries like a child who refuses to cease play.
The Plane of Elemental Air is an endless sky, a place where one could
fall forever and never hit the ground. The plane is empty and open,
but the wind is never still, and storms blow about in constant motion,
threatening to send even the steadiest fliers spiraling off course to the
far horizon.

The Elemental Planes
The Elemental Planes are the spiritual realms best known to the
people of the Earth. Each is aligned with a single school of magic and
they are home to the elemental demiurge and their Titan masters.
Each Elemental Planes corresponds to one of the celestial bodies
within the material sky; existing alongside them as the Dreamtime
exists alongside the Earth.
Though the Elemental Planes each correspond to a different planet,
there are extra-dimensional borderlands where they overlap with
Pangea’s Dreamtime. These regions are typically only accessible to
wizards of the related school and can be used as shortcuts or hiding
places when traversing the material world, and many even contain
rifts that allow entry to the elemental plane proper.
These borderlands mirror the physical world they abut, but influenced
by the associated element, charred, frozen, drowned, overgrown, etc.

Kore, the Plane of Elemental Light
Kore is often called the Plane of Elemental Radiance, or sometimes
the Plane of Mirrors. It is rarely seen in the mundane sky, as it is a
small and distant planet that save, for a slight purple tinge, looks no
different to any other star, and is often obscured by the black disk of
Pluto.
The plane’s spirit is brighter than Mars and Sol combined, and
flickers with all the colors that can be imagined and some that can't. It
is beautiful to those who can stare at it without going blind, perhaps
even more so than Venus, however it is a treacherous beauty, for it
can reflect and distort incoming light and make people see things that
are not there, or perhaps things that are all too real but they have
forced themselves to ignore.

Bacchus, the Plane of Elemental Chaos
Bacchus is the Plane of Elemental Chaos. In the physical world,
Bacchus is the domain of the comets which rests at the very edge of
the solar system and is called the Oort Cloud by some astronomers.
The plane will, seemingly at random, launch pieces of itself in chaotic
orbits around the sun that can be seen in the skies of Earth as comets.
These unknown celestial bodies send many superstitious or ignorant
folks into a panic, while learned men try and study and understand
their orbits, but no matter how precisely they are measured, they
never seem to return at quite the right time or place, and sometimes
never reappear at all.
Bacchus rests on the edge of the twisting madness that is the Astral
Plane and is wholly indescribable. It is constantly changing and never
the same on any two visits, and even pilgrims who travel to Bacchus
together may leave with different recollections of what they
experienced.

Mars, the Plane of Elemental Fire
Mars appears to be a cold dead world, a large red planet that drifts
through the skies near the Earth, its rocky surface rusty as if the
ground itself has been slowly burning for centuries.
In the spirit world, Mars is an orb of pure flame burning in the void,
its heart an inferno even hotter than the sun. Those who venture to
this realm must be well protected lest they be burned to ash by the
primal fury of Mars.

Ceres, the Plane of Elemental Earth
The Plane of Elemental Earth was once a solid realm where motion
was only possible by slowly tunneling, and all manner of riches could
be found within. During the Reckoning, the Demon Prince
Apocalypse shattered this world to display his awesome power,
transforming what was once the most solid and stable of the
Elemental Planes into a million shards of splintered rock and minerals
which twist eternally through the void, now called the Asteroid Belt
by mortal astronomers, to whom it looks like a diamond bracelet
glittering in the evening sky.

Mercury, the Plane of Elemental Space
Mercury is sometimes called the Crossroads or the Plane of Doors. A
faint gray orb, seen always near dawn or dusk, is all that Mercury
shows the physical world, the shadow of a planet that is whisked
around the sun at a tremendous speed. In the spirit world, Mercury is
a nexus between the other planes, a world that is nondescript save for
its nearness to other places. It is said that from Mercury one can even
find the road leading to Harmonia, a paradise amidst a field of flowers
from which one can book passage on a ship made of clouds to the
infinite realities beyond.

Elysium, the Plane of Elemental Wood
The plane that is the source of love and of life exists just beyond the
Dreamtime, for it was atop this realm that the Earth was built. Once,
Elysium intertwined with the Earth in the form of the world tree
Yggdrasil, but it was destroyed by the Titan's wrath. Now, doorways
to Elysium can still be found, opened by mages or existing naturally
in the holes between the roots of the eldest trees in the deep Wild.
Elysium takes the form of an endless forest canopy, trees and plants
growing forever with no roots and no crown. Amidst the endless
forest, all manner of animal spirits lives out their lives in a complex
ecosystem more harmonious than any found in the physical world.

Neptune, the Plane of Elemental Water
The pale blue orb that is Neptune can often be seen drifting peacefully
through the distant reaches of the firmament. It is a globe of pure
water, an ocean whose sapphire depths have no surface and no floor.
It is possible for those who can come here without drowning to swim
from the top of the world to the bottom unfettered like at the dawn of
time. This realm is peaceful and free of pressure or the dark chill of
the ordinary ocean depths, instead supporting and nurturing all
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manner of spiritual life, including leviathans so great that no mortal
ocean could hold them.

Its blazing heart is a glorious golden palace, home to the souls of
ancient dragons and seat of power for the mighty Tribunal, as well as
the lair of the Dragon; still recuperating from its age-old battle with
the Night. It spends its days here, judging all of existence with its
unblinking eyes.

Pallas, the Plane of Elemental Thought
Pallas, the Plane of Elemental Knowledge, is an endless hall that is
sometimes like a library and sometimes like a museum. All that has
been learned by man or god is archived somewhere on the plane, and
all that has ever been crafted is enshrined.
In the dark catacombs at the base of the plane are vaults of secrets
guarded by puzzles to which not even Metis knows the answer, and
storage rooms filled with art no one alive has ever viewed. Many
conclude that these catacombs are the final resting place of that which
has been forgotten, and leave with a sense of deep despair, but this is
not the truth, in actuality, it houses that which has yet to be
discovered.

Venus, the Plane of Elemental Darkness
Amongst all the worlds it is Venus, the Plane of Dreams, which most
closely resembles the Earth. In the physical realm, it can be seen as a
brilliant white star, perfect and beautiful to wish upon and completely
unlike the sulfuric swamp of the planet’s surface.
Venus’ soul is truly breathtaking. Being there is like unto waking life,
but pure and beautiful as only dreams can be, too real to exist. The
plane exists in eternal twilight, and most of it is covered in a sea
which is infinitely dark and deep but as reflective as black glass, and
the islands that rise from that sea are blanketed in forests and
mountains, all of which are impossibly tall. The colors of the forest
are too sharp, more brilliant than any rainbow, the scent of the world
stronger than mere flowers, the sound of the dew upon the leaves and
the distant surf is as close as one's own voice, and every sensation is
like the touch of an unobtainable lover in a half-forgotten dream.
The horizon is in a constant state of twilight and the dome of the sky
above impossibly clear, the other realms dance close, the foreground
to an infinite backdrop of burning stars and galaxies spiraling away
into the void.

Pluto, the Plane of Elemental Ice
Pluto, the Plane of Elemental Ice, is a cold dead world. In the material
sky, it cannot be seen at all save as a dark patch that blots out the stars
as it moves past. The planet itself is a small icy orb barely warmer
than empty space, and in the spirit world it is not much better. It is a
frozen ball of corpses, most rotted to bone but some still preserved
after only a few centuries in the cold. Undead and loathsome
scavengers wander the permafrost and occasionally burrow into the
crust to find what little passes for food and warmth in this abysmal
realm. Legions of rakshasa inhabit this plane and its satellites, eager
to make war and mischief upon the spirits that inhabit the other planes
and the mortals that dwell on Earth, both at the behest of their
maharajas and to slake their own dark desires.

Vesta, the Plane of Elemental Flesh
Vesta is the Plane of Elemental Blood. It is the closest world to Sol,
and can be seen from Earth as a small red ember in the pre-dawn or
dusk. It is a small planet, one eternally baked by the sun like the
inside of the hearth.
In the spirit world, it is an endless sea of crimson, an ocean of blood
that has no bottom. From the sanguine depths rises only a single
island, covered in roses, the home of the Titaness Rhea.

Saturn, the Plane of Elemental Time
In the night sky, Saturn appears as a hazy yellow sphere surrounded
by glorious rings. Its spirit is an endless desert, and if one wanders
long enough through the sands of time, one can find gateways into the
past, some leading all the way back to the beginning and perhaps
beyond, but one must beware, for such journeys can take an instant or
an eternity all at once.
One can travel into the future as well, but it is more perilous as there
are many paths, none of which are fixed, and they all end at one place,
in Eris’ realm of Discordia built at the end of time from the ruins of
all the civilizations that have perished before.
In this future time, Pangaea is but an empty wasteland of glass and
windblown sand, and in the skies above the lonesome Earth, the
shattered remnants of the other planes twist in the endless astral
nether, victims of some unknowable stellar catastrophe. One may be
able to return to Saturn from Discordia, if Eris wills it, but the price is
high, for one must leave hope behind them as they exit.

Vulcan, the Plane of Elemental Metal
Vulcan, the Plane of Elemental Steel, appears to be a large green
world, its orbit rounder than any other planet’s. It was once a perfect
sphere of solid metal, like a ball bearing set to rolling on a track
around the sun. This is no longer the case.
In recent times, the plane took on a life of its own, and machines
began to be built upon its surface. The machines appeared to have no
goal other than to manufacture and maintain further machines, all of
which had the same purpose and, like a cancer, they spread until the
entire world was a single device of endless complexity, composed of
limitless cogs and gears, pipes, levers, and stranger parts whose
purpose can only be guessed at. Where the machine came from or
what its function is are unknown, as is the method by which it is
operated. The spirits of this plane now live only to maintain and
expand the machine. The goal of this metamorphosis is a mystery
even to Themis, but it cannot bode well for the cosmos.

Sol, the Plane of Elemental Magic
Sol, the Plane of Justice, is the nexus around which all the other
worlds orbit, for its physical representation is no planet, but rather the
Sun itself.
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Ether

Spirits

The spirit world is composed of ether, a substance that has no direct
correlation to anything in human experience. It can best be described
as the resonating chords which connect all things to the heart of the
Astral Plane, each with a unique song and an existence of its own.
It is the vibrations of the ether which spirits and sensitive mortals can
hear and even manipulate, and it is the notes of this song that
determines the outcome of all things, influencing fate on a
fundamental level. There are infinite varieties of ether, but most can
be classified in one of four broad categories.

Spirits are creatures formed of ectoplasm, born of the Astral and
Elemental Planes and shaped by the beliefs of mortal beings. Spirits
are extra-dimensional creatures that exist independently in the spirit
world, similar to but distinct from the souls of mortals.
Spirits are composed of ichor, and though they aren't alive in the
traditional sense, they are still creatures. They do not require food,
drink, oxygen, or rest to sustain themselves, instead, they survive by
inhaling mana directly. Spirits do not reproduce in the manner of
mortal men and women, rather they arise spontaneously, generated by
cosmic forces, powerful sorcery, or the psychic energies of the
collective unconscious.
A spirit can move freely about in any direction and can use magic as
naturally as humans manipulate the physical world around them, but
the Veil prevents them from interacting directly with the material
world through either physical or magical means.
All spirits have a demesne, a concept or thing which they are
mystically bound to. Spirits have a limited ability to influence their
domains and, if their demesne is localized in a place or object, they
are also aware of everything that happens in its presence.
A spirit’s true form is almost totally incomprehensible to the human
mind. When viewed by a mortal medium, or a being who is granted a
brief glimpse into the spirit world when near death or during a
weakening of the Veil, they appear only as eerie globes of colored
light. These apparitions are often seen drifting about ancient places of
deep magic and are called Will O’ Wisps by those who are ignorant of
their true nature.
Spirits can appear in a more traditional shape through the
manifestation spell, in which case their visage is built around the
expectations of the audience, usually a member of one's own species
idealized toward whatever concept the spirit embodies, although no
matter how familiar the form, it is always made slightly unearthly as
the spirit's true nature shines through.
Spirits have no gender, although some may prefer to appear as one
sex or the other.

Ephemera
Ephemera is the spiritual equivalent of inanimate matter. It serves as
the animus for most objects, as well as composing the landscape, the
weather, and the strange phenomenon that sweep across the spiritual
realms. Ephemera is also the stuff with which spirits create ethereal
objects and cities, and it is from ephemera that the plants of the spirit
world grow. Ephemera is invisible to most mortals and intangible to
those on this side of the Veil but, to beings within the spirit world, it
is almost indistinguishable from mundane matter.
Ephemeral objects function like those made from physical materials
except that they are only tangible to characters with the ethereal trait.
Corporeal beings cannot touch or be acted upon by ephemeral items
and cannot even perceive them without the channel merit.
Ichor
Ichor is the flesh of the spirit world, and it is from ichor that the
bodies of spirits are formed. Most living beings have a soul composed
of ichor, as do objects which have been imbued as artifacts.
Ichor which is forced into the physical world manifests as a waxy
substance called ectoplasm.
Mana
Mana is the energy of the spirit world, a limitless reservoir of power
that flows from the primordial gods and is the food of spirits and the
source of all magic. All living beings are imbued with mana by the
Goddess, even constructs or otherwise soulless beings possess a store
of mana which provides them with mental strength and allows them to
push their bodies beyond the normal bounds. Spirits, artifacts, and
enlightened beings have an even more potent form of mana, allowing
them to manipulate reality on a fundamental level and utilize sorcery
to perform miracles great and small.
Mana is replenished each month by the cycle of the moon, through
which the energy of the Goddess flows over the world and heals all
souls.

Slumber
Spirits cannot truly be killed. Should a spirit's ectoplasmic corpus be
destroyed, they will enter a dormant state called slumber where they
lie inactive and vaguely dreaming, like a human in a deep coma. A
slumbering spirit’s essence is dispersed throughout the spirit world
but will slowly coalesce into a new corpus at the heart of their
demesne.
The amount of time a spirit spends in slumber depends on two major
factors. The first is the power of the spirit, greater spirits simply
require more energy to live and gods may take hundreds or even
thousands of years to recover their power.
The second factor is the amount of psychic energy people expend
thinking about the concept it represents. Prayers and sacrifices are
good, but not always necessary, mere acknowledgment or interaction
with what the spirit represents will suffice.

Ambrosia
Ambrosia is raw magic given lasting physical form, a luminous
substance with the power to create permanent enchantments and
artifacts which are typically created from the caster's own soul or
those of men desperate enough to bargain away the gifts of the
Goddess.
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Spirits that dwell inside of tangible objects such as kami will
regenerate much more quickly than normal if that which they embody
survives, however, this comes with a price. If the object they
represent is destroyed, they can only return so long as their memory
stays alive. Once the spirit and that which they dwelt in have been
forgotten, they might well sleep forever.
Sometimes, that which the spirit embodies will only be a passing
thing. For example, a storm, an earthquake, or a forest fire could give
birth to a kami, but they would likely not grow in power, let alone be
able to restore themselves from slumber, after the event has passed.
However, if legends of the incident endure, or people hold an annual
festival to honor those that died in the tragedy, the spirit of that event
could survive and prosper for as long as the people's memories.
Some sorcerers know ways to bind spirits into objects rather than
allowing their sleeping forms to regenerate naturally; this is how the
greatest artifacts are created. Some spirits also choose to consume
their fallen brethren in an act of diablerie, merging the two beings into
one composite entity.
Once a spirit awakens from slumber, it will typically be the same
being, however, if there has been a significant shift in how the spirit
or their demesne is perceived, their power level, personality, physical
form, and similar traits may be significantly altered. For example, if a
war spirit was formed in a time when the kingdom was ravaged by
barbarian invaders the spirit will likely be a savage brute, violent and
cruel. Should the kingdom enter a period of peace, when war is
romanticized and seen as a glorious crusade, the spirit could awaken
from slumber to find itself a shining exemplar of chivalry and
courage, with its previous existence being only a half-remembered
dream.

Spirits who violate the Gotterdammerung are ostracized by their
brethren, and particularly honorable spirits might suffer psychic
damage as a result. Serious breaches of the divine compact will cause
members of the Tribunal to hunt down and punish the offender.
Should a high-powered spirit commit a major violation of the
Gotterdammerung, the Dragon itself might intervene lest the truce
between Heaven and Hell break down and result in a second
Reckoning that could bring about the end of the world.
Devils are masters of manipulating legalese, and many of their
demonic cohorts were never forced to sign the Gotterdammerung at
all. As a result, the Arch-Devils have found many ways to manipulate
the wording of the pact, mostly involving stretching the definition of
willing priests and followers, and much of the current trouble in
Pangaea is the result of such devilish interference.
Incarnations
The minds of spirits are not like those of mortals. They are
simultaneously broad and narrow, encompassing vast amounts of
spiritual energy but still limited in their perspective. Ares, The God of
War, might, for example, sense numerous conflicts occurring across
distant reaches of time and space, but be utterly incapable of looking
at any event except as it relates to battle. Even spirits who began their
life as ascended mortals will have an almost entirely alien outlook,
their motives and methods are seemingly irrational to the human
mind.
When spirits choose to interact with mortals, they typically do so
through incarnations, which are essentially three-dimensional crosssections of the entity's whole. For example, Ares might appear as
Thor to the people of the northlands or as Morrigan to the people on
the frontier. Morrigan is Ares, as is Thor, but neither encompasses the
whole of Ares, nor are Thor and Morrigan the same being. Even the
Ares of Imperial myth is not the whole of the god of war, it was
merely the incarnation with which the people of Atlantis first came to
know the god and after whom they named the divinity.
Incarnations have a much more human outlook on matters than the
whole of the spirit, none of which quite encompass the entirety of the
spirit's existence, but which serve as decent personifications. Young
spirits might only have a single incarnation to assume when dealing
with mortals, but the eldest gods might have dozens of names and
faces to choose from when called to do business with the material
realm.
Incarnations have no hard-mechanical effects. They are merely
personas that spirits will take on when dealing with mortals and allow
the Gamekeeper to give the same spirit a vastly different appearance
or outlook depending on who summoned it or what part of the world
it is encountered in.

The Gotterdammerung
The Reckoning was ended with an oath. A pact of noninterference
authored by The Dragon and signed by each of the fifteen Olympians
along with all of the angels, both loyal and fallen, and as many
demons as could be captured or reasoned with.
Over the years, many spirits would sign this Gotterdammerung, those
loa and nature spirits who did not wish to oppose the Olympians’ rule
as well as the Titans and demiurge who wanted free passage upon the
Earth.
Spirits who have sworn to abide by the Gotterdammerung are
prohibited from directly interfering in the affairs of mortals unless
bidden. They may not coalesce or possess unwilling beings, nor may
they cast spells across the Veil save when channeling them through a
willing priest. Spirits' kismet abilities are unrestricted and they are
allowed to defend themselves against aggressive mortals so long as
they take care not to escalate the scope of the conflict unnecessarily.
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A spirit has an authority score that is based on its circle and which
limits the maximum casting difficulty of the spells they can attempt.
Authority is determined before applying modifiers for metamagics.
Authority is increased by five within a school that is linked to their
domain (for example a fire elemental or angel of Ares casting an
evocation spell) but is reduced by five for diametrically opposed
effects (a water elemental or angel of Poseidon doing the same).

Spirit Rules
Spirits vary greatly in power, from tiny wisps of ectoplasm with no
more awareness of the wider world than an insect to literal gods.
Spirits are divided into five circles.
First circle spirits are barely sentient beings that serve almost
mechanical roles in maintaining the cosmos. They are the most
common spirits, but most lack any true power or personality, and all
but the most pathetic of humans exceed them in skill and ability.
Second circle spirits are the commoners of the spirit world. They are
roughly as capable as an average human and fulfill much the same
role in the hierarchy of the spirit world, typically serving as laborers,
servitors, and soldiers for their betters.
Third circle spirits are roughly as competent as exceptional humans
and are the elite of the spirit world. Most are in a position of middle
management or members of some exclusive group, and independent
spirits of this level are generally free to pursue their own destiny.
Fourth circle spirits are mighty individuals and they are the great lords
and heroes of the spirit world. Each is a powerful being equivalent to
the very greatest of mortals. Typically, each species has no more than
a few dozen fourth circle spirits, many of which may be in slumber at
any given time.
Fifth circle spirits are often revered as gods, and are the most
powerful beings in the cosmos. Each represents a broad section of
reality and they are nearly omnipotent within their own domain. No
mortal has ever been as competent as a fifth circle spirit in their area
of expertise. Fifth circle spirits are incredibly rare, and most species
either have a single fifth circle spirit, called an exemplar, or a group
of seven or fifteen unified deities called a pantheon. For more details
about individual fifth circle spirits, see Chapter Seven.
It is possible for a spirit to change its circle, although not through any
action of its own. If a spirit, or the concept it embodies, takes on a
larger role in the beliefs of the people of the mortal world, the spirit
may eventually find its power increasing, and likewise if it is
forgotten its circle may drop. A spirit’s masters might also, through an
extreme display of gratitude or displeasure, grant it a promotion or
demotion in station.

Corpus
Spirits do not have a physical body to damage, rather they exist as an
ectoplasmic form called a corpus. Spirits add their endurance score to
their mana, but convert all damage they suffer into psychic damage.
Spirits are never disabled or dying based on damage.
If a spirit is ever reduced to zero mana it is put into slumber.
A spirit's corpus does not need to eat, drink, sleep, rest, or even
breathe unless it coalesces into a material form.
Demesne
All spirits are tied to a particular demesne. A demesne can be almost
anything; a concept, a place, an object, a person, or an organization.
Exactly what falls under a spirit's demesne depends on the individual,
but Chapter Eight shows the usual limits for each spirit's species.
Diablerie
A spirit can attempt to consume one of its fellows who lies in
slumber. This is a complex action that requires an opposed resolve
test. The attempt costs the initiator mana equal to both spirits’
combined circles.
On a failure, the attacker is free to try again in the future, though the
mana cost must be paid anew. On a fumble, the victim has the option
of consuming their interloper instead and hastening their own rebirth.
If the attacker wins, the consumed spirit is unable to resist and the two
beings will merge. Unless a purging ritual is performed in short order,
the union will be permanent.
The result will be the destruction of both spirits and the birth of an
entirely new gestalt entity. This being has the combined memories
and powers of both spirits, taking on their composite traits and
proficiencies as well as the higher attribute scores and circle.
Except in the case of a critical success or fumble, the new being is a
perfect merger of the two spirits, with a personality and nature
somewhere between the two, although the spirit with the higher initial
willpower has a greater influence over the whole.

Spirit Traits
A spirit’s score in its attributes, including enlightenment, is
determined by its circle with only minor variances between
individuals. A spirit’s ability scores may never be taken outside of
this range by spells, mutations, or artifacts.
All spirits possess the eternal, ethereal, and immortal traits. All spirits
are also enlightened, though demiurge only possess the minor version
of the trait. Most are also channels.
A spirit's animus score is always equal to its circle.

Ephemeral
All spirits possess the ethereal trait which means, in short, that they
cannot be perceived without the channel merit, cannot interact with or
cast spells into the physical world, and can move freely in any
direction. Likewise, spirits cannot be acted upon by material objects
or forces, although they can still be harmed by sacred objects, holy
water, or spells modified with the conduit metamagic.
There are certain magical means by which spirits can directly interact
with the mortal world such as through sacred objects, the
manifestation or coalesce spells, or the conduit metamagic, although
the latter two are often forbidden by the Gotterdammerung.

Authority
A spirit's magic is fundamentally different than that of a mortal.
While mortals use their sorcery to alter reality, spirits use their magic
to reinforce it. Although many spirits, especially demons, scoff at
their duty and seek to undermine existence, they all ultimately serve
their nature.
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Foresight
Spirits do not have sensory organs in the same manner as mortal
beings, but they are still aware of the world around them, taking in all
the information that is perceptible to mortals and more.
In addition to their normal senses, spirits undergo every sensation
which their priests experience, or which occurs in the presence of one
of their idols. Totems can also see through the eyes of any member of
the species they represent as if it was their priest
Spirits are aware of absolutely everything that occurs on holy ground
dedicated to them, though they lack the ability to read minds. A kami
has a similar awareness of everything which occurs on the terrain to
which they are linked or in the presence of an object they inhabit.
Spirits can hear mortal prayers and know the general location of the
prayer's source. Many superstitious folks avoid saying the names of
devils or other feared spirits lest they take such exclamations as an
invitation.
The Olympians and the Arch-Devils have created great thrones in
their palaces at Olympus and Pandemonium respectively. While
seated upon these thrones, they are aware of anything that occurs in
the entire world so long as it relates to their domain. Likewise, the
Titans' ancient connection to the stones allows them to sense
elemental activity across the world.
A spirit's foresight ability can pierce the Veil, viewing corporeal
events even if the spirit is not a channel.

Possession
Spirits can attempt to possess living beings, seizing control of the
body from their own soul. Possession is normally prohibited by the
Gotterdammerung, but many mortals waive that right and sell their
souls to a spirit or invite possession through sorcery or tampering with
cursed places and objects.
To initiate possession, a spirit must move into an area of the spirit
world that corresponds to the subject's physical body and then spend
an amount of mana equal to its own circle. The spirit then ceases to
exist as an independent entity. Soulless subjects are immune to
possession attempts.
Next, the mortal and the spirit enter into a resolve competition with
tests taken once each day. The loser of each test immediately suffers a
psychic wound.
Spirits that lose all of their mana in this manner are put into slumber
and the possession attempt is ended.
The mortal will become fully possessed should they fail a test when
they have no more mana left to lose, if the possessing spirit achieves a
critical success, or if they decide to stop fighting and invite the alien
presence into their soul.
If the mortal receives a critical success on their resolve test, or the
spirit decides to give up, the spirit is forced back into its own
ephemeral body and may not attempt possession of that individual
again for the remainder of the mission.
Extras with no mana are fully possessed once they have lost a test
after suffering a number of psychic wounds equal to their animus
score.
Upon becoming fully possessed, the character immediately gain levels
of the avatar merit equal to the spirit's circle. Player characters must
spend character points for this merit at the first opportunity.
A spirit may not voluntarily abandon its avatar, but can be forced out
by exorcism or their host's death. In either case, the spirit will then
return to its ectoplasmic state in an area of the Dreamtime adjacent to
its former avatar's body.

Kismet
Even though the Veil prevents spirits from directly touching the
material world, they are still capable of affecting probability by
influencing the energy which flows into the physical world from the
Astral by using an ability called kismet.
Kismet is a basic action on the part of the spirit. It then grants its
mortal teammates a number of rerolls equal to its circle. These rerolls
function exactly like destiny except that they can only affect tests
which fall under the spirit's demesne. If these rerolls are not used by
the start of the team's next turn, they are lost.
These rerolls are shared amongst all members of the team. If there is a
dispute over how they are to be spent, the spirit's controlling player
has the final say.
The effects of multiple spirits using kismet to enhance the same team
are not cumulative but do overlap. For example, if a third circle angel
and second circle demon both use kismet upon the same team, their
mortal allies get a total of three rerolls, any of which can be used
defensively for resilience, but two of them can also be used
offensively when testing for damage.
If both sides have spirits with overlapping domains, they can choose
to expend their rerolls to negate their opponent’s on a one for one
basis, the decision to do this is made after the reroll has been declared
but before the dice has been rerolled.
Rerolls granted by kismet can never be used by another spirit, but
they can be used to influence unattended objects; for example, a dryad
could use kismet to influence the direction that a felled tree falls.
Spirits who have taken on a physical form through possession or
sorcery are considered to be mortals; they can be affected by other
spirits’ kismet ability but lose access to their own until they once
again assume their celestial form.

Size
A spirit's true form is a pandimensional string of energy that does not
neatly translate into mortal size. Spirits are always assumed to occupy
a single zone on the board, although mortals may perceive them as
being much larger depending on their power and nature.
A spirit's size rating is always treated as zero unless it has adopted a
corporeal form.

Circle
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
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Spirit Characteristics
Attributes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15

Authority
15
20
25
30
35
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Chronomancy
Titles:
Chronomancer
Chronomancy is the magic of anticipation and it grants the power to
speed or slow the passage of time and to part the veil of destiny and
see what has happened in the past or will not happen until ages yet to
come. The most powerful chronomancers can even turn back the
clock or open wide the gates of time and travel into the past or the
future, possibly even rewriting the pages of history. The endless sands
of Saturn are home to the energies of chronomancy.
Ley lines of time are often found in the desert, for out amidst the sand
and the dust lies the fate of all things as even the rocks have
succumbed to the call of the hourglass.

Magic
Magic is the ability to harness the leftover energy of creation,
temporarily altering the laws of reality to match the caster's wishes.
Originally, magic was the domain of the spirits, who used it to
maintain and guide the sphere of existence which they had been
created to watch over.
Later, the Goddess would sacrifice part of her own immortal essence
to imbue mortal souls with the same power so that their waking life
could better match their dreams. Mortal magic is emotional in nature
and an enlightened being can alter reality by merely wanting
something bad enough.

Conjuration
Titles:
Conjurer, Summoner
Conjuration is the essence of fear and is closely linked to the sphere
of space; after all what does the frightened want but to get away?
Distance, speed, and travel are all the tools of the conjurer.
At the higher levels, conjuration allows travel at undreamt of speeds
and even instantaneous transportation as well as stretching, folding,
and stacking the fabric of space itself.
Mercury serves as the nexus for all conjuration energy.
Conjuration has many ley lines, typically at a crossroads or along a
lonely highway, but also in the deep and uncharted wilderness, places
which are the domain of the lost who fear that they will never again
find their way home.

The Schools
Magic is divided into fifteen separate occult skills, each called a
school. Each school of magic stems from a different Elemental Plane
and is bound to a different emotion. The schools are also linked to
different aspects of reality, their limits defined by the group consensus
of all living things as well as the Cornerstones of the World.
Mortal wizards typically have varying skill in each of the schools
which determines what sort of spells they can cast.
Abjuration
Titles:
Abjurer, Geomancer
The earth is eternal. It waits patiently, shrugging off even the most
grievous of assaults. The magic of abjuration is like unto earth, with
the patience and fortitude of stone. Linked to the emotion of boredom,
abjuration is anything but quick and flashy. Abjuration effects are
typically slow to form and often revolve around a solid defense,
protecting rather than attacking, yet this is not always the case; a
master of abjuration can use the earth itself as a weapon, waking the
stones and changing the very face of the world.
Abjuration energy originates within the shattered remnants of Ceres,
the Plane of Elemental Earth.
Abjuration ley lines are typically found in the deepest recesses of
caverns that stretch beneath the surface of the earth. In these places,
the stones themselves have, over countless millennia, pulled
themselves into wondrous shapes wreathed in glorious crystals.

Divination
Titles:
Diviner, Oracle, Prophet
From the emotion of curiosity springs a desire for knowledge, an
insatiable craving that exists in the wise and compels them to learn all
of the universe’s secrets. Divination is the magic of the mind.
Unlike charm, which influences emotions and desires, or
technomancy, which influences cold logic and reason, divination is
the magic of pure thought. Knowledge, communication, and memory
are all within the diviner's domain.
Pallas is the Elemental Plane associated with the school of divination.
Divination tends to cling to places of learning; libraries, museums,
schools, laboratories, and ancient oracles deep in the wilderness far
from the sight of the uninquisitive mind.

Charm
Titles:
Beguiler
Charm is the magic of wonder and is unique in that it encompasses all
other emotions within its purview. The power of charm is to cloud the
mind; influencing emotions, thoughts, and dreams. The most powerful
enchanters can even alter the nature of a being's very soul.
Venus, the Plane of Dreams, is composed entirely of charm energy.
Ley lines for the school of charm are found in isolated spots far from
civilization and close to the sky; lonely mesas and forgotten plateaus
where one can be alone save for the wandering winds and let their
hearts drift free amongst the stars.

Evocation
Titles:
Invoker, Pyromancer
Evocation is the magic of violence, flame, and unbridled fury. Only
through the purity of fire can that which is wrong be burned away and
vengeance fulfilled.
Evocation spells are particularly offensive in nature, though they can
also provide warmth and strength to those in need. Mars is the Plane
of Elemental Fire, the source from which all other flames are lit.
Only locations of great heat and natural fury are home to evocation
ley lines; active volcanoes or the sites of raging infernos. As these
places are deadly even to magi, they are rarely visited, but cooled lava
fields, dormant volcanoes, and the ashy stumps left after a forest fire
often contain a memory of the flame and may work just as well.
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Illusion
Titles:
Illusionist
Illusion is the magic of shame, a desire to hide the truth and in its
place show something that is either glorious or mundane. It has
dominion over deception, sensation, color, sound, light, and
perception. Illusionists project false impressions and images upon
what is true, making one thing appear to be another, conjuring
phantasms from nothing, or hiding what is right before the eyes.
Illusions are just that, and they have no substance, and though they
may look, sound, and even feel real, they cannot interact with the
tangible world, though they can trick the weak-minded or the
unobservant into believing that they can.
All illusion originated on Kore, the Plane of Elemental Light.
Illusion ley lines are often shrouded in fog and mist even in the bright
light of day and are often found at the bases of mighty waterfalls or
the rainbow’s end, as well as upon the shimmering tundra or within
crystal clear glacial ice.

Elysium, The Plane of Elemental Wood, is composed of pure primal
energy. Primalism loves life, and it is no surprise that most primalism
ley lines are in vibrant forests and jungles, places where plants and
animals are found in abundance and never seem to grow sick or old.
Restoration
Titles:
Blood Mage, Healer
Restoration is the essence of sadness. It is the solemn magic of blood,
pain, and sacrifice, but from this sacrifice comes healing. Practitioners
of restoration can mend broken bodies as well as broken spirits; the
strongest even pulling lost souls back from the misty shores of death.
Healers are the most accepted amongst magi, as they can banish
poisons and diseases from the populace and soothe their many aches
and pains, and though their actions are often considered miraculous or
divine, but they are still hunted and feared in many lands. The bloodred oceans of Vesta are the source of restoration magic.
Restoration ley lines are typically found in vast prairies and fields of
flowers, as well as upon ancient blood-soaked battlefields and spots
where martyrs have met their end.

Mysticism
Titles:
Mystic, Practitioner of High Magick
Pride is the power and soul of mysticism. Honor, justice, valor, and
strength of the heart and mind are the tools of the mystic. Mysticism
gives control over other magics and directly manipulates the flow of
mana through the ether.
Within Sol, the Plane of Elemental Magic, lies the Dragon; guardian
of the realms and progenitor of all mysticism.
Mysticism ley lines are normally located atop majestic mountains
which stare directly into the eye of the sun.

Technomancy
Titles:
Technomancer
Order and logic rule technomancy, the magic of apathy and uncaring
metal. Technomancers have power over machines and electricity, as
well as law, numbers, and rational thought.
Vulcan, Plane of Elemental Steel, passionless and gray, is linked to
the school of technomancy.
Most technomancy ley lines are in the urban hearts of the largest cities
as well as abandoned factories, train depots, industrial quarries, and
oil fields.

Necromancy
Titles:
Necromancer
Necromancy is the power of hatred and in its wake comes death.
Necromancers are the most feared and reviled of all mages, and have
power over decay and disease, death and the dead, as well as cold,
emptiness, and the void. Necromancy is used to destroy and hurt, and
the only things it can create are the undead, mockeries of life who are
less than they once were. Pluto is the source of all the darkness and
death that necromancy embodies.
Necromancy is strongest in places of death and decay, festering
swamps and bogs, fog-shrouded moors, great cemeteries, and ancient
mausoleums.
Primalism
Titles:
Druid, Primalist
Primalism is the magic of life and of love. Romance, fertility,
compassion, plants, and beasts all fall under the sway of the druids,
masters of nature magic. Primalism is somewhat unique amongst the
schools in that many of its spells can be duplicated, although
significantly less efficiently, by other schools, however, the one facet
of primalism which is truly unique is creation.
Primalism alone has the power to manufacture physical matter from
the base energies of the universe and a master druid can make
something from nothing, possibly even producing new life.
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Thaumaturgy
Titles:
Aeromancer, Thaumaturgist
The magic of joy is the magic of the sky. Air and motion, wind and
force, gravity and grace, and all manner of weather spins happily at
the thaumaturgists' command. Thaumaturgy is born of the Plane of
Elemental Air and the storms that dance eternally in its endless sky.
Thaumaturgy ley lines are typically high in the air, on floating islands
and stable cloud banks, although occasionally a windswept prairie,
cliff face, or lonely peak surrounded by the sky will be disconnected
enough from the world to attain some connection with thaumaturgy.
In such places, the world seems light and the air thick and
revitalizing, and those who visit are so happy they feel that at any
moment they could spread their arms and fly away.

abysses. Lakes, rivers, and beaches are sometimes so closely attuned
to the spirit of water that they attract ley lines, and some dried-out
river or lake beds retain their magical nature, and even some areas of
seemingly dry land that were thrust from the ocean millions of years
ago still remember the calming touch of the sea.
Wyrd
Titles:
Wild Mage, Chaos Mage
Wyrd is everything and nothing at once. Uninhibited and chaotic, it is
the essence of pure confusion. One who dares to call upon the power
of wyrd can never be sure of the results, indeed the magic itself is not
likely to know its final form until it arrives. Wild mages can directly
manipulate chance, chaos, and luck, but they can potentially affect far
more if that is their fate.
Wyrd is a very potent school, but very unpredictable, able to bring
undreamt of fortune or eternal torture along with even the mildest
spells, and it alone has the power to rewrite the fabric of existence.
Those who have achieved great skill and experience with this school
abound with self-control or, more likely, dumb luck.
Wyrd energies are born in Bacchus, and periodically wash outward
with the comets, bringing change and madness to the rest of the
realms.
Any place can become a wyrd ley line, although areas of drastic
change such as new islands thrust from the sea are the most likely.
Wyrd ley lines are known to move, and sometimes blink in and out of
existence without warning, perhaps vanishing forever.

Transmutation
Titles:
Hydromancer, Transmuter
Transmutation is as fluid as the endless seas, ever-changing yet
soothing and calm, the magic of tranquility. Transmuters have power
over the water, and indeed all liquid matter, as well as possessing the
gift of change. Transmuters can alter the shape and substance of
people and objects, ensuring that they will always be amongst the
wealthiest of mages.
Although normally serene; transmuters can be deadly when brought to
action, much like the ocean itself, and can drown their foes with
showers of acid and the force of tidal waves. Transmutation is born in
the depths of Neptune, Plane of Elemental Water.
Most transmutation ley lines are outside of human reach; located on
the ocean floor where they inspire beautiful reefs, grottos, and watery

School
Abjuration
Charm
Chronomancy
Conjuration
Divination
Evocation
Illusion
Mysticism
Necromancy
Primalism
Restoration
Technomancy
Thaumaturgy
Transmutation
Wyrd

Emotion
Boredom
Wonder
Anticipation
Fear
Curiosity
Anger
Shame
Pride
Hatred
Love
Sadness
Apathy
Joy
Serenity
Confusion

Aura Color
Brown
Purple
Turquoise
Green
Pink
Orange
Clear
Gold
Black
White
Red
Gray
Yellow
Blue
Rainbow

Opposition
Thaumaturgy
Illusion
Conjuration
Chronomancy
Restoration
Transmutation
Charm
Mysticism
Primalism
Necromancy
Divination
Wyrd
Abjuration
Evocation
Technomancy
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Material
Beryl
Amethyst
Jade
Emerald
Quartz
Amber
Diamond
Gold
Onyx
Pearl
Ruby
Steel
Topaz
Sapphire
Opal

Plane
Ceres
Venus
Saturn
Mercury
Pallas
Mars
Kore
Sol
Pluto
Elysium
Vesta
Vulcan
Jupiter
Neptune
Bacchus

Deity
Demeter
Aphrodite
Hera
Hermes
Athena
Ares
Persephone
Apollo
Hades
Artemis
Hestia
Hephaestus
Zeus
Poseidon
Dionysus

Magic

Spell Types

Spells

There are two types of spells; incantations and enchantments. In
addition, some spells have one or more subtypes.

Magic is focused into spells, specific demands placed upon the
universe by the sorcerer. Each spell is used to make a single change to
reality and, given enough mana and skill, there is literally nothing that
magic cannot do. When a wizard utilizes a spell, it is called casting.

Incantation
Incantations are the most common sort of spell. An incantation makes
a sudden change to reality and is then gone, any lingering effects are
completely non-magical and play out according to the normal laws of
nature.

Casting Procedure
The ability to cast a spell is briefly outlined in Chapter Three; the
process is presented here in greater detail.

Enchantment
An enchantment is a sustained spell that continually alters reality
regarding the spell's subject. Examples include a fire that burns
without fuel or a man that flies without wings. Enchantments have
continuous ongoing effects. The methods of ending an enchantment
are detailed below.

Step One:
Casting a spell is a basic action that requires conviction. Only
enlightened characters can cast spells.
Step Two:
Decide which spell is to be cast. Chapter Nine lists hundreds of
sample spells to choose from; a character does not need to learn a
given spell before they can attempt to cast it.

Augment
An augment spell is one which amplifies a character's abilities. There
are limits to how much arcane energy a given being can take on,
represented by their chakras.
A character can never have more augment-type spells active at one
time than their current chakra score. Any additional augment spells
are automatically suppressed. If a character gains an additional chakra
or if an active augment spell is ended, these suppressed spells will
become active in the order in which they were cast.
Characters do not need to use chakras on augment spells that
duplicate pre-existing abilities such as those from natural traits,
artifacts, or prior spells.
Some particularly powerful spells will require more than one chakra.
A character may always have a single enchantment at work upon
them, even if they have no chakras or only a single chakra to power a
spell which requires multiples. Such spells do, however, always
function at their minimum power level without the effects of the
empower metamagic.

Step Three:
The character may apply metamagics to alter the effects of the spell,
chosen from those in Chapter Nine.
Step Four:
The character must roll a test using the appropriate occult skill. If a
character is reading from a grimoire, they receive a modifier to their
skill test equal to its quality, but casting becomes a verbal action.
If the test is failed, nothing happens and the mana is wasted.
On a critical success, the mana spent to cast the spell is refunded.
On a fumble, the character miscasts.
The exact effects of a miscast can vary greatly, but typically follow
the rule of threes; the caster suffers the ill effects of the spell three
times over. If the effects of the spell are normally beneficial, the
effects might be reversed, for example, a spell used to grant the caster
a +1 bonus to their strength score might apply a -3 penalty instead.

Cantrip
A cantrip is an alteration of fate so subtle that most observers cannot
tell if the wizard did anything at all. They are the first spells most
apprentice sorcerers learn, and even experienced wizards will often
fall back on cantrips when they wish to remain unnoticed or conserve
their power.
Each school of magic has a different cantrip and will affect different
sorts of tests.
Until the start of the subject’s next turn, they will roll two dice and
choose the best result when making a test that falls under the cantrip’s
influence.
If the subject is called upon to oppose another character’s test using a
score that is affected by a cantrip will roll two dice and use the worst.
If both characters are under the effects of a cantrip, these bonus dice
cancel each other out on a one-for-one basis.

Step Five:
Choose an appropriate subject for the spell (see below).
Step Six:
During this step, the caster makes any decisions called for by the
specific spell, limited only by their knowledge of the world.
Step Seven:
The spell's subject may roll to resist with resolve. If they are
successful, they are unaffected by the spell.
Magic missiles and area spells skip this step.
Step Eight:
The spell is cast successfully. Follow the spell's description in
Chapter Nine for details on what happens next.
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Focus
Spells that require focus transmute the energy used in the casting into
a different form, making the spell impossible without a mana
expenditure.
Focus spells do not refund mana on a critical success; instead, they
allow the caster to apply a metamagic of their choice.
If a metamagic such as mass or multi spell is used to give a focus spell
additional targets, the caster must expend one point of mana for each
subject.

Metamagics
Metamagics are techniques that affect other spells, modifying their
properties. Wizards can choose to apply one or more metamagics to
any spell which they cast by altering the difficulty. The effects and
difficulty modifiers of all common metamagics are given at the end of
Chapter Nine.

Damaging Spells
Many spells inflict damage upon their subjects or those caught within
their area. Unless the spell specifies otherwise, the adjustment when
testing for damage is equal to the magician's score in the relevant
occult skill.
Modifiers for traits and equipment do apply to damage, but temporary
skill modifiers such as instruction or inspiration do not.
Damage inflicted by a standing enchantment uses the magician's score
at the time of casting.

Link
Spells of this type allow the caster to command their subject. The
subject gains the thrall trait. Further, the caster can command their
thrall by thought alone, bypassing the need for language.
The caster can give orders as a quick action (simple). These orders
have a range equal to three times either the caster’s or the subject's
perception score in paces, whichever is greater. These mental
projections can pass through obstructions and do not require the caster
to know the subject's precise location, but will be disrupted if a null
zone or soulless object lies directly between them.
Magic Missile
Magic missiles are incantations that hurl conjured matter or energy
toward the subject with deadly effect.
Magic missiles have a difficulty of ten, but against an animate target,
the roll is opposed by the subject’s dodge score. Difficulty modifiers
for metamagics are then applied normally.
Magic missiles may not be resisted with resolve or evaded with
acrobatics and can even affect soulless targets or be cast into a null
zone from outside.
Magic missiles function as shooting attacks. All the normal accuracy
modifiers apply to the casting roll, and the caster is vulnerable to
close combat attacks until the start of their next turn. Magic missiles
may not utilize combat maneuvers.
After striking their target, magic missiles test for damage against them
with an adjustment equal to their caster's relevant occult skill.
A critical success on casting a magic missile provides a +20 bonus to
damage rather than refunding the mana cost, and a fumble strikes an
unintended target rather than miscasting.

High Magic Games:
Heart of Darkness assumes that magic is rare and wondrous. If you
want to make it feel a bit more prevalent, or make its practitioners
flashier, you can allow spells with mostly cosmetic effects or those
that could have been easily accomplished by mundane means to be
cast without expending mana. Examples include an evoker lighting a
fire without flint, an illusionist making their shabby clothes look like
a finely tailored suit, a thaumaturgist opening a door from across the
room, or a conjurer pulling a bouquet of flowers from their hat.
To take this one step further, you can also allow certain spells with
tactical uses to be cast without expending mana, allowing a dedicated
spellcaster to use magic on every combat turn.
The Gamekeeper should be careful about what spells they allow to be
cast mana-free, and might put limits on maximum difficulties or the
number of metamagics allowed for these free spells, and this should
never apply to those with the focus property.

Renew
Spells with the renew descriptor call upon some outside power source
rather than the mage's own soul. After this spell has been successfully
cast, the spell's base mana cost is refunded.
On a critical success, the wizard can apply a metamagic of their
choice to the spell.
Shroud
A shroud is a special type of enchantment, a magical protection that
surrounds the subject with a shield of mystical energy. Every school
of magic has its own shroud, each with a slightly different effect.
A character can only have a single shroud active at any given time. If
multiple shrouds are cast on the same subject, only the more recent
takes effect and the others are suppressed, although the subject can
voluntarily switch which shroud is active as a quick action (simple).
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Area
Area spells do not affect a single subject, but rather a point in space or
part of the landscape itself.
When casting an area spell, the wizard chooses a single zone as their
initial target and the effects then expand outward from that point by
one pace in all directions.
As partial zones are always rounded to full zones, this means that a
basic area spell can at most affect a three-pace cube, but the enlarge
metamagic can greatly increase this area.
There is no roll to resist an area spell, but characters who are caught
within its radius can use the evade ability to escape.
Area affecting enchantments are typically fixed to the world, but
casters can choose to instead affix them to particularly large vehicles
or structures with the Gamekeeper’s permission.
If multiple area spells with the same or very similar effects overlap,
they are only applied once. If they have varying power levels or
properties, only the strongest applies, as determined by the
Gamekeeper. Note that this determination might be made on a caseby-case basis, for example, a conflagration with the amplify
metamagic is normally more powerful than one affected by
annihilate, but the latter will still take precedence against a character
who is immune to fire.

Subjects
A subject is that which the spell acts upon. To target a subject, the
caster must be aware of its location and be no further from it than
their perception score in paces.
Spells can be cast through solid objects provided the caster knows
exactly where their subject is, and that the intervening obstacle is not
warded or soulless.
Some spells allow or even require multiple subjects, all of which must
be targeted separately during the casting.
Most spells have a limitation as to what sort of subject they can affect,
as listed below.
Any
This spell can affect any tangible subject.
Being
Spells that affect beings can be cast upon characters. Some spells
narrow this down further, such as living creatures, thinking persons,
plants, spirits, undead, animals, etc.
Once a creature dies, its corpse becomes an object, not a being,
although any enchantments which were already cast on them will
remain active upon their body.
Parasitic and symbiotic organisms, including unborn children, are
treated as a part of a character's body and are affected accordingly.
For example, if metamorphosis turns a woman into a wolf her
stomach microbes would turn into those normally found in a wolf and
if she were pregnant her baby would become a wolf cub.

Area (Line / Plane)
This spell follows all the normal rules for an area spell but, rather than
a three-dimensional sphere, the effect is either a flat plane or a straight
line.
Unless otherwise stated, the caster is free to align the spell in
whatever direction and angle that they like; vertical, horizontal,
diagonal, or any combination thereof.

Object
These spells cannot affect characters; only pieces of inanimate matter.
Some spells might apply additional restrictions such as mechanical
objects, metallic objects, liquids, etc.
Exactly what constitutes a single object is up to the Gamekeeper. For
example, a pouch of coins, a shelf of provisions, or a clip of bullets
would probably be considered one object, while a sack full of various
goods probably wouldn't be. Liquids and gases count the entire
contiguous body as a single object as do piles of fine objects such as
sand or powder.
Inanimate plants are both beings and objects.
Most objects will not resist magic, however objects which are made
from reagents or affinity materials will innately resist spells from their
opposition school with an adjustment equal to ten plus double their
quality, and iron objects are treated as having the soulless trait.

Calling
Calling spells involve creating or summoning something into a
location that has been targeted by the caster.
Upon arrival, the subject will push aside gasses, liquids, and loose or
flexible objects such as powder or foliage. If the destination is
occupied by a solid obstacle, the subject will be shunted into the
nearest free zone large enough to contain it. If no such space exists
within the spell's range, it automatically fails.
Subjects can be made to arrive in mid-air, although such an arrival
might damage that which is called. If a dangerous object is called
above or near a character, they may use the evade ability to get away
before it fully materializes.
Size Limitations
When attempting to affect a large subject, it is possible that there
simply isn’t enough magic to go around. If a large subject, be it an
object or a creature, is affected by a spell, roll a dice immediately
after the spell is cast. If the result is equal to or less than the being’s
size rating, it will automatically pass its resistance test. This is not a
test and may not be rerolled or modified as one or voluntarily failed.
Magic missiles and area spells do not allow for resistance rolls and
thus ignore these limitations.
In addition, sorcerers can utilize the maximize metamagic to allow
their spells to reliably affect larger subjects.

Akashic
Every event that occurs begins an everlasting vibration in the ether. A
skilled wizard can read these vibrations to learn virtually anything,
and the collective vibration of the Dreamtime is known as the Akashic
Records, the repository of all information in the universe.
Spells that tap into the akashic records do not need to target a specific
being or place; instead, they simply provide the caster with the
necessary knowledge. Information about objects or events that occur
in a warded area or null zone cannot be gathered in this manner.
Questions about a specific character's secret actions or private
thoughts can be resisted as if they were the spell's subject.
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Anti-Magic and Metamagics
Anti-magic normally ignores metamagics entirely, the difficulty
modifiers do not apply to the difficulty to affect the enchantment with
anti-magic. There are, however, a few exceptions.
The maximize and piercing metamagics directly penalize anti-magic
tests made against spells to which they have been applied.
Enchantments that have been made to affect multiple subjects by
metamagics such as mass, multi, or plague are targeted separately;
applying anti-magic to one subject does not affect the others.
If a metamagic such as glyph, rune, or delay causes a spell to remain
dormant, the tether can be affected by anti-magic normally,
preventing it from being triggered, but the spell inside is unaffected.
Metamagics which directly boost an enchantment's numeric effects
such as amplify, empower, or enlarge will be affected piece by piece.
When making an anti-magic test against an enchantment affected by
these metamagics, roll an additional test for each such metamagic. For
each test that beats the spell's base casting difficulty, you may
suppress the effects of one metamagic. If every dice comes up a
success, suppress the spell normally. Each critical success completely
removes a metamagic from the enchantment, and if all the tests
achieve critical successes the spell is broken entirely.

Ending Enchantments
There are three ways to bring an enchantment to an end.
Fading
Most enchantments will automatically fade over time. Once an
enchantment has faded, it is gone, although its indirect effects might
still linger.
Standard enchantments last for the entirety of the act in which they
are cast, up to a maximum of about an hour of narrative time, and will
automatically fade at the act's end.
Some metamagics alter the time before an enchantment fades or allow
an enchantment to exist indefinitely without fading.
Breaking
A broken enchantment is one that is forced to fade prematurely,
ending its effects immediately. Breaking an enchantment usually
requires a critical success from anti-magic, but there are also certain
spells and metamagics that can break an enchantment.
Suppression
A suppressed enchantment still exists, but its effects have been made
dormant. There are several ways to suppress an enchantment,
including anti-magic or a lack of chakras. A suppressed enchantment
has no effects and, for all intents and purposes, is completely inactive.
A suppressed enchantment will, however, return at full strength once
the conditions which caused the suppression are removed.
Time passes normally for a suppressed enchantment and it will still
fade when its time is up.

Multiple Spells
The effects of different spells are usually cumulative, but if a subject
is under the same enchantment multiple times the effects are only
applied once. Spells which provide a bonus to one of a character's
scores (or its key attributes) are not cumulative, only apply the largest
bonus and the worst penalty to any given score.
If two spells have contradictory effects, incantations are always
overwritten by enchantments and more recent incantations.
Contradictory enchantments can be a little trickier. First check to
make sure that they really do contradict one another, for example, a
geas and enthrall spell with different orders might seem to contradict
each other, but they really don’t as geas affects the person’s thoughts
and enthrall their actions.
If the spells truly do contradict, then the enchantments cancel each
other out with no effect. If one enchantment fades, breaks, or is
suppressed, the other spell will immediately resume functioning.

Prolonging Enchantments
When an enchantment ends, the subject can choose to prolong the
effect through their next turn. Doing so is a reflexive action
(conviction, simple) and can be performed repeatedly, so long as the
subject has mana to burn.
This option is usually employed by those whose life depends on the
enchantment, for example, a character deep underwater who is relying
on magic to breathe or a flier who is using magic to remain aloft.
Anti-Magic
There are some effects such as holy water or certain mysticism spells
that can bring an enchantment to a premature end. When a source of
anti-magic comes into contact with an enchanted subject, it makes a
test with an adjustment based on the strength of the anti-magic and a
difficulty equal to the base casting value of the enchantment.
On a success, the enchantment is suppressed for the remainder of the
act. On a critical success, it is broken.
To affect an area spell with an enchantment, one need only expose a
portion of the enchanted area to the source of the anti-magic.
Calling type enchantments can be affected by anti-magic by targeting
that which they have called.

Limits on Information Gathering Spells
Unless modified by certain metamagics or chronomancy effects,
spells are unable to read the past or the future, only the present. For
example, a sentinel spell could be set up to warn if an evil man passed
into the area but could not identify a criminal based on previous acts,
locate could tell you where the subject is but not where they are
going, and omen cannot tell you who killed your brother unless they
are currently in the act at the moment when the spell is cast.
Likewise, standard spells lack the ability to read minds or see across
space. A circle of protection cannot be set up to stop anyone with
treasonous thoughts, and a contingency cannot be triggered by events
that happen in a distant country. The all-seeing and part the misty veil
metamagics can relieve some of these restrictions.
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Magic
When spontaneously casting a new spell, a mage is always considered
to be unfamiliar.
A character may formally develop a new spell as a laborious action
that has a difficulty equal to its casting value (including the
unfamiliarity penalty) and which costs concentration equal to onefifth the spell's casting difficulty. If successful, the character can now
cast their new spell without penalty in the future and may even teach
it to others.

Opposition Schools
Each school of magic has an opposite, another school of magic with
effects and energies that are diametrically opposed. This typically
comes into play in the abilities and weaknesses of spirits and fey who
are empowered by the school, but certain spells and magical effects
will counter those of the opposition school.
The opposition school for each type of magic is listed below:
Abjuration
Charm
Chronomancy
Divination
Evocation
Necromancy
Technomancy
Mysticism

opposes
opposes
opposes
opposes
opposes
opposes
opposes
opposes

Thaumaturgy
Illusion
Conjuration
Restoration
Transmutation
Primalism
Wyrd
Mysticism

New Schools of Magic
It is possible for a character to develop a new school of magic
composed of thematically linked spells from several existing schools.
For example, a “Weather Wizard” who uses weather-based spells
pulled from primalism, technomancy, and thaumaturgy, a “Flesh
Crafter” who employs body-altering spells from primalism,
restoration, and transmutation, or a "Cryomancer" who uses coldbased spells from evocation, necromancy, and thaumaturgy.
Such new schools must be approved by the Gamekeeper on a case-bycase basis and must be linked thematically rather than just cherrypicking whatever effects will be most useful to the character.

Equipment and Spell Effects
If a character is subject to a spell, their equipment is normally
unaffected, although there are a few exceptions.
Spells that transport or imprison the subject will take their gear with
them.
Shrouds protect anything that the subject is carrying at the time of the
attack.
Spells that damage or destroy a character will not directly harm their
equipment, although especially powerful effects may inflict some
collateral damage upon the subject's gear.
Spells that require a living subject never affect equipment unless
modified by the materialistic metamagic.
Mounts and vehicles are always targeted separately from their riders
or passengers, and they are not protected by one another’s shrouds.

Preserving the Mystery
Magic is not an exact science, and its effects depend upon the
emotions and beliefs of not only the caster, but the collective
consciousness of all living creatures as well as the will of the spirits
who govern the spell's domain and ancient cosmic laws that are all but
incomprehensible to the mortal mind.
As a result, the descriptions of spells in Chapter Nine are only
approximations, and the specific details and cosmetic effects can be
modified by the caster, within reason. For example, a mage casting
flame might choose to shoot energy bolts from their hands, breathe
fire like a dragon, rain cinders from the sky, or call flaming serpents
from the ground, all with the same mechanical effects.
Likewise, magic doesn't always interact predictably with the laws of
physics or other magics, and the Gamekeeper has the final say as to
the effects of a spell in an unusual situation.
Magic is a resource, and it is a finite one. Should a character push an
enchantment too hard, it might fade prematurely, and an overworked
artifact may shut down until it has a chance to recharge. Additionally,
too many magical spells or artifacts in close proximity will deplete or
corrupt the spirit world or bend reality so far that it breaks entirely.
This can have unforeseen and disastrous consequences for the local
terrain, creating loci, vortexes, and all manner of unpredictable
Fortean phenomena.
If pushed too far, the local spirit world might be destroyed, unleashing
a backlash of supernatural energy that leaves behind a null zone, the
magic of the place forever exhausted. It is believed that such
backlashes played a large part in the fall of Atlantis, and much of the
ocean where that proud island once rested is a vast null zone called
the Quiet Sea.
These restrictions probably won't come up in the game unless a player
character gets the idea to suddenly "industrialize" the world using
magic, or find some loophole between magic and science to generate
infinite or near-infinite amounts of energy, mana, or wealth, at which
point the Gamekeeper is free to step in.

Twisting Wording
Many spells require that the caster declare their intention for the
spell’s effects. In Heart of Darkness, it is the spirit, rather than the
letter, of the words which are followed, and a caster’s wishes should
not be twisted through poor phrasing or legalese.
This is not to say that a caster should be immune to their own
oversights and mistakes, merely that the Gamekeeper should be sure
of the caster’s intent before deciding the effects.
Note that there is nothing to stop a character in the game world from
twisting a character’s words, for example when signing a contract
with a scheming devil or forcing a djinn or other bound spirit to
perform tasks against its will.

New Spells
Characters can accomplish almost any feat they could ever hope to
perform using the sample spells listed in Chapter Nine, but there may
still come times when a mage would like to step outside these
limitations.
A sorcerer who wishes to create a new spell can do so at any time,
although it is up to the Gamekeeper to assign a difficulty and school
to the spell and to arbitrate its effects using the published spells as
guidelines.
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Chapter Seven
Religion
Pangaea is a land of great religious diversity with a close connection
to the world of the gods. Most rural towns and primitive tribes pay
homage to at least one local spirit, and many also have rituals to
appease the gods of nature. The Imperium is mostly divorced from the
worship of gods and spirits, instead following the philosophy of the
Tao and reverence of the Goddess through the Empress. Still, the
Imperium does not outlaw the worship of spirits or ancestors, and the
churches of the Olympians serve a vital role in Imperial society,
receiving stipends from the Templar and wealthy parishioners in
exchange for providing much-needed community service.
Belief in the Olympians is too widespread for the Imperium or the
Warlords to ever root it out, even if they were so inclined; other
religions are less tolerable. Some faiths are branded as cults and
openly persecuted, they must induct their members and perform their
ceremonies in secret. Typically, cults follow demons or devils and
work to summon their dark masters into the world and commit
atrocities to provide them with psychic energy. In addition to demon
worshipers, there are Titanic cults who believe that if they give the
vanquished elementals enough worship, they will grow strong enough
to return to the Earth and overthrow their Olympian oppressors; these
Titan cults are rare in civilized lands, but not uncommon amongst the
Sidhe. Stranger sects also exist, some of which follow the Qliphothic
deities, the Nidhogg, or even the Night, attempting to summon
unimaginable horrors to Earth and perhaps unmake reality entirely.
There are also a great number of unconventional religions. Some
people, usually sorcerers, venerate the celestials of the Elemental
Planes, while others follow complex philosophies rather than
worshipping any one god. Others honor departed heroes or saints.
There are also many religions that are entirely made up, although if
the faith is strong enough, a new god will eventually be born of their
beliefs.
Though not prevalent in this era, there are also numerous
monotheistic religions that venerate a mostly unknowable being
above all which may or may not actually exist.
Some pantheists follow an entire group of gods, others are animists
who follow the entirety of the spirit world and Gnostics embrace the
inner divinity of their own soul. Deists, on the other hand, care little
for matters of the spirit and follow no god while agnostics have yet to
declare an allegiance.
Atheism is on the rise in the wake of the Cataclysm. Many believe
that the gods have turned their back on mankind, or perhaps never
existed in the first place, and most people are too busy just trying to
survive to waste their time on spiritual matters.

The Nature of the Gods
A god is a spirit with a significant mortal following. There is no
absolute cutoff, and there are many relatively minor local spirits who
have a devoted following and have earned the title. As a general rule,
when someone talks about a god, they are referring to a spirit of at
least fourth and usually fifth circle with a universal domain and a
well-established church and widespread mortal followers. The most
well-known and widely worshipped gods are the Olympians, the
Titans, and the Arch-Devils.
Deities find it bad policy to directly interfere with the mortal world,
and as a result, most have sworn to uphold the Gotterdammerung.
This is not to say that deities are inactive, far from it. Most of their
works are subtle, typically manipulating fate to their own ends or
acting through their spiritual emissaries and mortal clergies. In
extreme cases, a deity may empower an avatar or use their magic to
perform a miracle, but such intervention is rare and only ever
undertaken at mortal behest.
For every benevolent god, there is a malicious demon, and thus much
good which deities would normally accomplish is counteracted by
their hellish equivalents, and vice versa. For every spirit of order,
there is one of chaos, for every spirit of healing, there is one of
destruction, for every spirit of the wilderness, there is one of the city,
and thus the universe is kept in balance.
Deities in Heart of Darkness are not omnipotent, although they are
incredibly ancient and arguably the most potent and influential beings
in the cosmos. Gods follow the same rules as other characters and are
treated in most respects as extremely powerful spirits of their
respective types.
It is generally not advisable for player characters to come across true
deities directly, especially in an adversarial role. Defeating a deity in
combat is a task that is beyond all but the most capable and
experienced of groups, and even an avatar is a cut above anything else
they are likely to have faced, but it is not impossible.
Note that the deities listed in this chapter represent the Heart of
Darkness interpretations of most of the major figures present in
classical mythology. In addition, many deities and spirits from other
cultures exist either as incarnations of the existing gods or as fourth
circle spirits, although there is not room to list, let alone describe, all
of them. Gamekeepers are free to incorporate whatever gods they like
from myth, fiction, or their own imaginations, and likewise, players
are invited to do the same when developing their characters’ belief
systems.
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compassion to love and to be loved. The Night gazed upon her and
was instantly enraptured by her charms, and moved to possess her, but
before it could reach her, the Dragon descended upon it and after an
epic battle, the Night's immortal heart was torn from its lifeless body.
The Goddess had no desire to belong to the Night, but was still
saddened at its death. She shaped the ocean from its liquid body and
placed it around the realm of Elysium at the edge of the Abyss, and in
so doing created the Earth. She then proceeded to sing into existence
an entire universe, balanced precariously in her web, hanging between
the Astral and the Abyss, and from each of the Elemental Planes she
created a new world. She then retired to her silver home upon Luna,
the Huntress Moon, from which she would watch over all of her
beloved children. She only descended to Earth to give birth to new
creatures, which she did with great joy, and soon the world was
teeming with life.
The Goddess allowed her children free reign of the new world and
those beyond. But soon she became distressed, for while she was
content to love and nurture her children, the Titans and the spirits of
the Dreamtime wanted to dominate and devour the helpless mortal
creatures that spread across the young Earth. Further, she saw that
many mortals were miserable, unable to enjoy the gift of life due to
their own shortcomings or those of the world around them. The
Goddess wept and resolved to aid them.
She then gave up the majority of her limitless power, allowing the
silver fire to flow across the world and imbue every living thing with
a soul of its own, as well as the will and the wisdom to harness the
sacred fire for themselves. Cronus, eldest of the Titans and God of
Time, foresaw what the Goddess meant to do, but arrived too late to
stop her. He approached her seat at the peak of the world tree
Yggdrasil, and demanded that the Goddess rescind her gift, but she
refused. He commanded her to strip the mortals of their free will, and
again she refused. He told her that they would use their gifts to
destroy and dominate each other but, though she was saddened, she
did not relent. Cronus decreed that he would not allow men to become
as gods, and that all mortals would burn in the fires of time, growing
old and dying before they ever learned to master the silver fire that in
the past had been the province of the gods alone.
She did not stop him. Instead, she merely took up the golden cup
which had been given to her as a girl and filled it with her own life's
blood before tossing it into a spring in central Pangaea. She told
Cronus that there was no harm that he could inflict which she could
not heal. Cronus called to his brothers and sisters, and the Titans came
together before the Goddess and again told her to yield. When she
once more refused them, they took up arms against her; and though
she could have destroyed them all, she did not lift a finger to stop
them.
Cronus impaled her with his terrible sword, which had been forged
from a fang of the Dragon which had lodged in the Night's chest. The
blade pinned her to the tree's crown and transformed into pure moonsilver as it bound her essence to the prison in which she remains
trapped to this day. Cronus told the Goddess that he was sorry, and
that if she would simply relent, she would be free. She did not.
The Goddess remained upon the husk of the world tree for eons,
trapped and alone, until the great tree had withered and turned to
stone beneath her, but still, she did not relent. When the Olympians,

Primordial Gods
The three primordial gods are older than the universe and the wisest
and most powerful beings in existence. Each represents a fundamental
aspect of reality; creation, preservation, and entropy respectively, and
their abilities are as far beyond a god's as a god is a mortal's.
Should a primordial god ever appear directly in a game it should be
impossible, or nearly so, for their opponents to stand against them and
their attributes may exceed the normal limits.
Gaia
Goddess of Preservation
In Atlantis she was named Sophia, for the rural folk of Pangaea she is
Gaea or Mother Earth, she was Danu to the Sidhe, hengeyokai know
her as Kitchi Manitou, goblinoids call her Jord, her unpronounceable
merrow name translates to the Queen in Red, and to the people of the
Imperium, she is simply the Goddess.
She is without question the most glorious being to ever set foot upon
Pangaea, and many consider her the only true deity in the world, a
view which is backed by the Imperial Tao. She is as merciful as she is
mighty, and often refrains from interfering in the mortal or the spirit
worlds; she refuses to take sides in a conflict or to harm or restrict the
free will of any of her children, even the most delinquent among
them.
It is said that she is the Daughter of Hemera, the omnipotent spirit of
the dawn. For eons, they dwelt together in a house of mirrors at
Harmonia, a great flowered garden which is the crossroad of all
realities.
But when Hemera inadvertently ignited Erebus with his fiery gaze, he
sent his daughter out into the world to make peace between the
warring light and darkness while he remained behind to repent for his
misdeeds.
In the beginning, she was the Huntress, an entity who shaped and
pruned the dark waters of the Dreamtime before the formation of the
world. Most sages interpret the moniker of the Huntress as something
akin to the modern image of Artemis, but that is far from the truth.
The merrow have a closer idea, for to them she is amongst the most
terrifying of creatures, a predator to their gods. Their name for her,
The Queen in Red, is more literally translated as Female Coated in
Blood. They depict her as a limitless spider, and she was one of the
few things which the Qliphothic deities they serve truly feared.
The Huntress was merciless and cold, but never cruel, and she
destroyed fallen spirits quickly and efficiently, but she also protected
the pure, and spun her vast web around the entirety of the Dreamtime,
trapping some and saving others from the Abyss. Eventually, she
came upon a foe she could not defeat, the Night, the spirit of
primordial darkness which sought to extinguish all of creation. She
could not best it alone, and so she sought the aid of the Dragon, but
the Night proved too clever to ever face them both at once, and so she
came up with a new plan. She decided to change herself, to sacrifice
her own strength and purity, and overcome him through the power of
love.
She cast off the mantle of the Huntress, her shed power taking flight
and becoming phoenixes. What was left of the Goddess was a being
not completely unlike the Huntress, infinitely beautiful, with endless
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born of mortal hopes and dreams, waged war with the Titans, they
came seeking her aid, telling her that they would release her and allow
her revenge against those who had trapped her. But she did not accept
their offer; for she would not take sides in her children's battles no
matter how great their crimes.
The Gods, knowing that no amount of persuasion or torture could
ever break the Goddess' will, decided instead to mimic her, or rather
what she had been, recreating for themselves the Huntress in human
form. They made a perfect woman, a mortal girl gifted by all the gods
and trained in the arts of healing and song. They delivered this young
girl to the Goddess, to attend to her on her lonely mountaintop prison,
to ease her suffering and her loneliness. Then they would free the
Goddess and allow this girl to serve as her vessel in the mortal world,
a perfect body for a perfect soul, and in her gratitude, they hoped to
win the allegiance of the Goddess and cement their rightful place as
rulers of the Earth.
The young child was delivered to Gaia, and though she could not free
the Goddess from her prison, she sang to her and tended her wounds
and became like a sister unto the tormented Goddess. For nearly a
decade, she remained alone with the Goddess atop the spire, but the
Gods never came to free her from this prison; they had defeated the
Titans on their own and saw no need to intervene further.
But Cronus did not forget the Goddess, and when he foresaw his
defeat, he tasked the dragons with guarding the sacred places, and
Eris, the most terrible wyrm of all, was assigned to the Goddess'
prison. When the dragon saw the girl, it could have killed her, but
instead, it chose to make the young woman watch as it tortured the
Goddess before her eyes.
The girl fled, but she promised the Goddess that she would return, and
when she did, she would shatter her prison and slay the foul beast.
The dragon, amused, pursued her into the deep south until she took
shelter in the ruins of an ancient Titan city. There, she found a heavy
box locked in the dark corner of the ruins, and though she felt nothing
but dread emanating from within, she opened it, hoping for a weapon
that might destroy the dragon once and for all. What she found was
the Heart of Darkness, the still-living heart of the Night itself. The
Night had not forgotten the Goddess who had betrayed it and had not
forgotten its desire for her. So, it came to pass that the Night would
strike a bargain with the determined young woman and set in motion
a plan that was older than the stars, to bring the Goddess and the
entire world under the shadow of eternal Night.
Though she remained trapped in her prison, the Goddess was not
completely powerless or blind to the world at large. When King
Arthur prayed at the Sangrael's edge after drinking of the water of life,
the Goddess appeared to him in a vision, rising from the lake and
promising him a great destiny lay before him. She led him to the
sword Excalibur which allowed him to found the greatest empire the
world has ever known in the heart of Pangaea.
Although the worship of the Olympians and local gods is permitted,
the Goddess is the official matron of the Imperium. The Imperial Tao
teaches that the Empress is the living embodiment of the Goddess,
and that in serving her they serve the Goddess directly, and further,
that every mortal has a bit of the Goddess within them and that they
strengthen her by being the best that they can be. Belief holds that the
stronger the Goddess becomes, the more able she is to aid mankind in

turn and that one day she will become strong enough to break free of
her prison and banish all darkness from Pangaea and lead all of her
children in a new era of unending peace and harmony.
Churches devoted to the Goddess can be found in almost every
settlement within the Imperium, ranging from the grand cathedrals of
the capital to tiny roadside shrines in the deep wilderness, abandoned
yet still welcoming to pilgrims. The church of the Goddess strives to
love all equally, and provides virtually unlimited charity to those in
need, while the Knights Templar serve as the church’s protectors, and
indeed most knights swear allegiance to her above all other deities,
and there are few castles in the Imperium which do not include a
chapel dedicated to the Goddess.
The Goddess rarely manifests directly to her children as she did to
Arthur upon the lake. Instead, she usually visits them in dreams or in
a perfectly mundane guise. When she does appear to mortals it is in
the form of a gravid young woman who is incomparably beautiful and
innocent. She does not show her true face; instead, she takes on the
idealized visage of the female who is most important to the onlooker,
usually their first love or their own mother, but the features of sisters,
daughters, close friends, and even idolized celebrities or fictional
characters can all frame the compassionate silver eyes of the Goddess.
Nyx
God of Entropy
The Night is given many titles; it was Nyx to the Imperium, the
dragons refer to it as Zotha, the Atlanteans named it Uranus, the
natives of Pangaea called it Yavress, to the merrow it was the ultimate
horror and they only dared speak of it as That Which Must Not be
Named. The Night is the spirit of oblivion, the utter nothingness that
lies beyond the edge of the universe. At the dawn of time, it existed in
perfect silence, its meditation undisturbed; then the Astral came to life
and burned like fire, its radiations piercing and defiling the perfect
emptiness of the Abyss.
The Night vowed to extinguish the Astral, and it traveled to the edge
of the spirit world and consumed anything that spilled over, bringing
it to oblivion. The Night lurked in the twilight between the Astral and
the Abyss, and it extinguished the flame of any spirit who dared get
lost in the darkness. Eventually, the Night may have grown strong
enough to engulf Erebus itself in shadow, but then the Huntress
intervened.
She built the Veil and cut the Astral off from the Abyss, and when the
Night continued to prey upon spirits that were caught within the web,
she took more drastic measures, transforming herself into the Goddess
and seducing the Night. As the Night looked upon her, it felt a stirring
of obsession within its normally empty heart, and as it moved to claim
her it was beset by Hyperion. In the titanic battle, two of the most
powerful beings in existence clashed. Even with the element of
surprise, the Dragon was outmatched, its own fire unable to light the
darkness of the Night, and in an act of desperation, the dying Dragon
tore the Night's heart from its chest.
The Night was killed and the Goddess shaped the world from its
body, but the Night's shadow was eternal. It was cast back into the
Abyss, a hungering emptiness forever unable to touch the worlds of
matter or spirit again. It remained in the darkness for all time, but it
still has one tiny entrance into the world. Its heart was never
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destroyed, merely removed, and the Heart of Darkness lives on.
Through its heart, the Night can see and affect the physical world and
continue to consume souls. With this window, the Night has seen and
shaped all things happening on Earth, and soon it will be ready to put
its final plan into motion, consuming the essences of its usurpers and
claiming the Goddess as its prize before finally bringing eternal
darkness to all worlds.

impossible creatures to the Earth and bind themselves to them,
allowing them to enter our world and for the first time take on solid
shapes. The primordial chaos at the heart of the Astral was their chief
object of fear and worship, and upon it, they bestowed many names
which are unpronounceable by human tongues.
Erebus represents unrestrained creation and is the counterpart to the
Night. The two creatures do not hate each other, but they are inimical
to one another's existence, and if not for the Goddess erecting the Veil
and maintaining the balance between them, then one would have long
since destroyed the other, dooming the entirety of the universe to
stark emptiness or ever-shifting uncertainty.

Erebus
God of Creation
At the heart of the Astral Plane, there exists a being of
incomprehensible motive and power. It is a living quasar of immense
size, and all the energy of the Dreamtime flows from it, energy which
eventually makes its way to the edge of the universe and falls into the
Abyss or gets caught in the Huntress’ web and becomes part of
physical reality.
The true motives of this creature, if it has any, are completely
unknowable to the mortal mind, and most consider it either blind or
completely insane. This may be true, but it is more likely that it is
simply operating on a completely different level of existence than the
rest of the cosmos.
Erebus was born in the first instant that the outsider intervened and
gave life to the spirit world, the central consciousness of all that was.
It was soon joined by countless other qliphothic spirits, many as
unknowable and nearly as massive as the first. Much later, they would
come to be worshipped by the merrow, who would summon these

Deity
Gaia, Nyx, Erebus
Aphrodite, Asmodeus, Phoebe
Apollo, Geryon, Hyperion
Ares, Moloch, Surtur
Artemis, Samael, Ophion
Athena, Beelzebub, Mnemosyne
Demeter, Behemoth, Antaeus
Dionysus, Abaddon, Typhon
Hades, Azrael, Ymir
Hephaestus, Mammon, Themis
Hera, Mephistopheles, Cronus
Hermes, Astaroth, Crius
Hestia, Bhaal, Rhea
Persephone, Azazel, Iapetus
Poseidon, Leviathan, Pontus
Zeus, Lucifer, Atlas
Kami
Totems
Demon Princes
Arch-Angels
The Great Beast, The Norns
Hercules
Iblis
Lilith, Nidhogg, Pazuzu
Astral Gods

The Norns
The Norns are the three-faced incarnations of the primordial gods.
The ancient Atlanteans knew them as Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos
and depicted them as weaving the tapestries of the lives of both men
and gods before finally cutting them when their time had come. To
the Sidhe, they were Urd, Verdani, and Skuld, and they represented
the past, present, and future. In modern tradition they are sometimes
identified as Hecate the Goddess of Magic, Haja the Unborn, and
Papa Legba the Black Wanderer.
The Norns can be found by anyone in need, and their domain can be
anywhere from the roots of Yggdrasil to the depths of Pandemonium,
from the gates of Eden to the back room of a pub in Rhybar. The
Norns never take sides, nor actively participate in the affairs of others
save to offer advice which is often cryptic but unerringly true.

Priestly Domains
Any (Chosen at character creation)
Charm, Expression, Social
Business, Insight, Mysticism
Evocation, Marksmanship, Melee
Primalism, Survival, Unarmed
Academics, Divination, Reason
Abjuration, Stoneworking, Woodworking
Gaming, Wyrd, Miscellaneous Skills
Necromancy, Resolve, Stealth
Metal Working, Technology, Technomancy
Alertness, Chronomancy, Domestics
Acrobatics, Conjuration, Larceny
Healing, Medical, Restoration
Art, Illusion, Perform
Ride, Science, Transmutation
Athletics, Leadership, Thaumaturgy
Anything that happens in their domain
Anything involving their species
Damage
Resilience
Initiative
Might
Dodge
Anti-Magic
Untyped Dice Rolls
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Gods of the Heavens
The gods of Heaven are the most widely worshipped deities in
Pangaea, often eclipsing even the Goddess within the Imperium. Such
devotion is not without cause, for it is these divinities who hold
mortals in the highest regard and have goals most in line with those of
humanity.
Heavenly gods are primarily loa, beings shaped from the beliefs of the
mortal mind. They are aware of this, and attempt to shepherd the
humanoid species, both as thanks for their creation as well as ensuring
their continued existence.
In Atlantis, the gods of Olympus guided mortals directly with

Zeus
God of Kings

disastrous results. Now they are subtler, answering prayers with signs
and providence rather than miracles and manifestations.
There are two categories of heavenly gods. The first are the
Olympians, the loa who overthrew the Titans thousands of years ago
and have since come to rule the Earth from the thrones of Olympus.
The second are the angels; demiurge, loa, and even mortal souls who
pledged allegiance to the gods and were transformed into a new sort of
being. Fifth circle angels, or archangels, were granted power nearly
equal to that of the Olympians to better serve mankind, although most
squandered that gift during the Reckoning

Domain:
Hecantochires:
Incarnations:

Athletics, Leadership, Thaumaturgy
Gungnir (Lightning Shank Spear)
Dagda, Hammon, Huitzilopochtli, Indra, Marduk,
Odin, Olorun, Raiden, Shu, Tawhiri
Mighty Zeus is the greatest of all loa and the king of Heaven. Zeus is the
spirit of leadership, and he makes good on his position, carrying himself with
a sense of authority and a regal bearing that leaves no doubt as to his absolute
power.
Zeus leads the Olympians, and in times of emergency the other gods will
usually bow to his authority; the angelic host always obeys him without
question.
Zeus is mighty and wise, but not so great that he is infallible, a fact of which
he is all too aware. He is willing to listen to the other gods, who often
disagree vehemently with his judgment, but in the end, the ultimate decision
is his alone.
Zeus is a passionate god, and he is known to have given in to lust or anger on
numerous occasions, but he has a strong mind and a good heart and always
does the right thing in the end.
It is sometimes said that Zeus is the son of Cronus and Rhea, and it was he
who led the other Loa against them. His leadership held the gods together
during the Titanomachy and again during the Reckoning. Although he has
been overpowered before, most notably by Typhon and Apocalypse, he has
ultimately proved that his rule was absolute.
Zeus is the father of many spirits and mortal heroes. Some of these mortals
have since ascended to immortality such as Heracles; God of Might. Another
mortal hero who caught Zeus’ eye was the invincible Atlantean warrior
Achilles, a descendant of Zeus and son of the kami Thetis. Upon his death by
a poisoned arrow to the heel, he was elevated to become the commander of
Zeus’ einherjar as well as his personal bodyguard.
The tenets of Zeus’ church revolve around knowing one's place in the world,
with complex guidelines for how one should treat their betters, their
subordinates, and their equals.
Temples of Zeus work closely with the Imperial church in reinforcing the
grandeur and the glory of the nobility and man’s faith in the gods; they also
serve as liaisons between the various religions and will support other temples
in times of great need. Templar dedicated to Zeus wear white armor with
yellow edging and often ride into battle side by side with secular Templar.
The great cathedral of Zeus is located in the Imperial capital, where it adjoins
the walls of Camelot itself. The patriarch of the cathedral constantly butts
heads with Octavian and his Imperial church, and Zeus' Templar, led by the
Grand Master Ganymede the Pious, remain within the city. Nominally it is for
an extra layer of defense should the Warlords make a move on the capital, but
in truth, it is to check the Archbishop's influence over the Paladins.
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Aphrodite
Goddess of Lovers

Apollo
God of Civilization

Domain:
Charm, Expression, Social
Hecantochires:
Brisingamen (Jewel of Majesty)
Incarnations:
Balder, Ishtar, Ku, Lakshmi, Nut, Osun, Quetzalcoatl
Aphrodite is the spirit of passion and is said to be the loveliest of all the goddesses. She
is the youngest of the Olympians, and arose from the sea during the final days of the
Titanomachy, even as the Olympians marched upon Othrys. The other gods were
immediately smitten by her and readily offered her a place amongst them.
Now, she dwells amongst the court of the gods, beloved by all. She has good relations
with each of her fellow deities, but she is closest to her herald Eros, the angel of love.
The dogma of Aphrodite is one of ethical hedonism, the greatest pleasure for the greatest
number. People are encouraged to follow their passions and live out their own dreams so
long as they do not hurt others, and Aphrodite is amongst the most liberal and pacifist of
gods, although like her followers she is often petty and vain.
Aphrodite's churches are places of passion and emotional wellbeing. They offer many
services to soothe the soul, from psychological counseling to sacred prostitution. They
also perform ceremonies which the temple of Hera will not, such as unconventional
unions between same-sex or interspecies couples, polygamous relationships, or second
marriages. Templar who protect the church of Aphrodite rarely see direct combat and
wear armor of white edged in violet.
The seat of power for the church of Aphrodite is the cathedral at Cythera, a beautiful
island in the Tethys sea which, despite its proximity to San Portus, remains firmly held
by Templar hands. The current Grand Master of the Templar of Aphrodite is Adonis, said
to be the most handsome man of all and a lover of men and women across Pangaea.
Domain:
Hecantochires:
Incarnations:

Business, Insight, Mysticism
The Solar Bow (Long Bow of Celestial Fire)
Amaratsu, Amun, Belenus, Frey, Hoenir, Invictus Sol, Mithra,
Osoosi, Ra, Rangi, Surya, Xochipilli
Apollo is the spirit of civilization and he delights in light, health, music, and cleanliness.
He stands in stark contrast to the wild debauchery of his brother Dionysus, as he teaches
his followers to do all things in moderation and with respect and dignity.
Apollo is the twin brother of Artemis. He is fiercely protective of his sister as well as her
mortal followers and temples.
Apollo believes in justice and equality for all mankind, but those who squander their
equity on ignorance and malice are quickly brought down. His church is amongst the
largest and best established in Pangaea, in many regions it eclipses even those of Zeus
and the Goddess. His clergy is instructed to look for the dignity in everyone and to
elevate even the poor and the sick to the level of kings.
Apollo's churches primarily serve as mediators, assisting the government in maintaining
order and finding nonviolent solutions to disputes between individuals and complaints
against dishonest business practices. In most regions, they have no authority to enforce
these judgments, or indeed any laws whatsoever outside of heresy or witchcraft, but the
Templar seldom go against a decision made by a priest of Apollo. The church of Apollo
sometimes works to protect individuals as well, serving as legal counsel to those who
stand wrongfully accused or repentant. Templar of Apollo wear white armor plated with
pure gold, and are amongst the strongest and most martial of all knightly orders.
The seat of power for the church of Apollo is the great temple at Heliopolis, a mighty
city-state located near Kassandra. Phoebus, the Templar Master who rules Heliopolis, is
a mighty Buddha and the entire region looks to him for guidance and protection.
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Ares
God of Soldiers

Artemis
Goddess of Nature

Domain:
Hecantochires:
Incarnations:

Evocation, Marksmanship, Melee
Mjolnir (Ponderous Returning Thunder Hammer)
Agni, Kuan Ti, Morrigan, Nergal, Oro, Reshef, Sango, Sekhmet,
Tezcatlipoca, Thor
Ares is the lord of battle, the cruelest and most violent of the Olympians. When the gods
go to war, he is always first amongst them, charging headlong into combat atop his iron
chariot, accompanied by his heralds, the aeons Phobos and Deimos, caring not a whit
who he kills or how much pain and bloodshed he inflicts. Although Ares has no
compunction about mangling others, he considers himself above retribution, and if
someone should actually manage to wound the god of battle, which is no small feat, he
will return to Olympus howling in fury and demanding the other deities punish those
who would dare to strike a god.
His cruel demeanor and boorish attitude leave him among the least popular Olympians,
but he has a strong following amongst mortals who always seek an edge in battle, and
most armies keep a few priests of Ares as chaplains who serve to bless their ranks.
Ares' followers hold to a simple belief system; might makes right. Those who follow the
war god endeavor to be the best in all things and to never back down from a fight.
Tomes of Ares' teachings tend to read like manuals of tactics, but contained within is the
pragmatic wisdom of a veteran warrior and vital lessons about learning when to fight
and when to recognize that a battle is beyond winning.
Churches of Ares serve the community in times of disaster. Their russet armored
Templar are the fiercest of any of the holy orders, and even their priests are competent
fighters, always eager to assist the local militia and even the Imperial Guard in time of
invasion or insurrection. Ares is also the master of fire, and his clergy serve as public
firefighters in many communities.
The seat of power for the church of Ares is the great monastery lodge of Valhalla,
located in the mountains of the northern Wild on the edge of the great frozen tundra.
There, they battle constantly against savages, giants, and fallen Templar. Their Grand
Master and High Priest is Sigurd, said to be the greatest warrior among men and eager to
launch a crusade against the Warlords.
Domain:
Primalism, Survival, Unarmed
Hecantochires:
The Lunar Bow (Merciful Long Bow)
Incarnations:
Brigid, Chang'e, Diana, Durga, Freya, Isis, Orya, Tane, Xochiquetzal
Artemis is the Goddess of the wild, twin sister of Apollo, and a deadly marksman and
huntress. She is a spirit of chastity and purity as well as nature, and she is the most
feminine of the Olympians, never having been known to take on a male incarnation or
avatar or even a mortal lover. She has had several suitors over the ages, but their pursuit
of the Huntress led only to their demise. The angels who follow Artemis are all distinctly
female, most having the appearance of winged nymphs.
Artemis teaches a philosophy of self-reliance and purity. Her faithful live on their own,
away from cities, and most lead a solitary life, for chastity is the highest virtue, and many
sects demand absolute celibacy from their priestesses. Artemis is a goddess of mercy, but
is not a pacifist, and does not hesitate to kill when necessary.
Artemis has few formal temples, most taking the form of wilderness shrines, hunting
lodges, or secret places in the deep Wild where sacred rites are performed. The church of
Artemis has good relations with the Amazons and the Rangers, and works closely with
both groups. Priestesses of Artemis often serve as midwives and her temples provide
shelter for orphans and unmarried women.
Templar who follow Artemis wear armor of solid white and are almost exclusively
female, many hoping to one day be inducted into the Amazon guard. The church of
Artemis lacks a central seat of power, typically making do with sacred groves deep in the
Wild or rural shrines. The closest thing to a base of power for the church is the temple at
Ephesus near Heliopolis. There, Iphigenia, the mistress of the order, works closely with
the temple of Apollo to protect the south from the dead and the damned.
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Athena
Goddess of Scholars

Demeter
Goddess of Farmers

Domain:
Academics, Divination, Reason
Hecantochires:
Harpe (Avenging Long Sword)
Incarnations:
Benzaiten, Horus, Ogma, Orunmila, Sarasvati, Sif, Tu
During the early days of the Titanomachy, Zeus attempted to emulate the Titan Cronus
whom he wished to usurp, and as Cronus and his fellow Titans had consumed many loa,
so did Zeus attempt to consume Metis, a Celestial who had come to Earth to aid the
Titaness Mnemosyne. Zeus felt his essence changing and knew that if he continued down
this path, Zeus would be lost and a new Titan emperor would take his place. So Zeus
purged himself of Metis, only to find that she had been forever altered by his essence,
and thus was reborn as Athena, the loa of wisdom.
Athena aided her father against the Titans, and she proved to be the wisest and noblest of
all the Olympians, her strategies perfectly blending honor and tactical genius. She is a
studious being and always eager to learn more, and frequently confers with the barghests
and the wise totem spirit Owl.
As the goddess of wisdom, Athena's priests are in many ways more philosophers than
clergy, seeking enlightenment and new knowledge rather than simply clinging to church
dogma.
Most temples of Athena double as public libraries, museums, or schools that are open to
those who cannot afford a university education. Templar who follow Athena serve as
guardians of these sites or as archeologists, and wear white armor with violet edging.
The seat of power for the church of Athena is located at Parthenon, a cathedral monastery
built in the great plains between Concordance and Nightholm. There Psyche, the grand
mistress of the order, safeguards the manuscripts and pieces of art which the Templar she
commands work tirelessly to save from destruction or desecration at the hands of the
Warlords and the vandals who follow in their wake.
Domain:
Hecantochires:
Incarnations:

Abjuration, Stoneworking, Woodworking
The Labrys (Giant Killing Two-Handed Axe)
Brahma, Dana, Frigga, Geb, Konohana Sakuya-Hime, Maya, Oko,
Rongo
Demeter is the goddess of fertility, agriculture, and the gentle earth. Unlike Artemis, she
is not a goddess of the virgin and pristine wilderness, but rather nature as it exists in
harmony with humanity, and she watches over all manner of farming, raising of animals,
marriage, and childbirth.
In the past, Demeter worked hard to teach primitive humans the secrets of making the
earth fertile, and was one of the gods most responsible for the birth of modern
civilization. She is widely venerated by farmers and is often celebrated and sacrificed to
at the time of the harvest.
Demeter teaches a simple philosophy and those who follow her tend to live simple lives.
They work hard and form strong bonds with their families and the land, and through toil,
they grow strong. Most farmers and laborers follow Demeter, especially in rural areas.
Temples of Demeter serve to aid with the harvest and to store food for times of drought
or famine, and their larders are always open to feed the poor and hungry. Templar who
serve Demeter wear white armor with brown trim and tend to wield hammers, axes,
picks, and scythes which can serve as tools of labor as well as weapons of war.
The seat of the church of Demeter is located in the west of the Imperium, near the
borders of Umbriel's domain, at the rustic monastery of Thesmophoria. The Grand
Mistress of the order, the Templar Maia, seldom remains here for long, preferring an
aesthetic life on the road helping people across Pangaea wherever she can.
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Dionysus
God of Revelers

Hades
God of the Dead

Domain:
Gaming, Miscellaneous Skills, Wyrd
Hecantochires: Thyrsus (Exalted Censor and Decanter of Endless Wine)
Incarnations:
Bragi, Cernnunnos, Hotei, Kamapua'a, Osumare, Ptah, Shiva
Dionysus is the god of celebration and patron of freedom and hedonism. He is a
carefree and good-natured sort, and of all the gods he is the most likely to violate the
Gotterdammerung. He views mortals as equals rather than as delicate beings to be
shepherded, and he has been known to descend from the heavens to take part in
merrymaking and grant the careless wishes of his fellow partygoers.
Dionysus is a spirit of revelry and is fond of all the pleasures in life. His worshippers
typically venerate him with great parties or orgies that involve copious amounts of
alcohol and the reckless acts which follow.
The rules set by the edicts of Dionysus are simple; there are no rules. Those who follow
the path of Dionysus are free to do whatever makes them content, for only in freedom
can one find true happiness, and only if allowed to make and own up to their own
mistakes can men find true wisdom.
Temples of Dionysus are in charge of morale and often organize the many festivals and
feasts of the Imperial calendar. In addition, they provide services to the community in
helping people learn to use alcohol and other intoxicating substances responsibly, and
work toward the rehabilitation of addicts. Templar who serve Dionysus have no formal
uniform and most paint their armor in all manner of wild and garish colors.
The seat of power for the church of Dionysus is located at mount Nysa. The monks who
dwell here are renowned worldwide for their wine, and the temple's public grounds
resemble a casino more than a cathedral. The grand mistress of their order, Tyche; lady
of luck, believes that by maintaining an open and inviting atmosphere they can stave off
the Warlord's invasion, at least for the time being.
Domain:
Hecantochires:
Incarnations:

Necromancy, Resolve, Stealth
Tarnhelm (Aegis of Invisibility)
Anubis, Arawn, Babaluaya, Hel, Kali, Lono, Mictlantecuhtli,
Shinigami, Yama
Grim Hades is amongst the eldest of the Olympians, lord of death, and the underworld.
It was Hades who uncovered Lucifer's deception and oversaw the banishment of the
traitor hosts, leaving the hells and all of their prisoners are under his eternal watch,
along with the souls of vanquished mortals and the restless dead.
Hades’ mind is dark and gloomy, as is his realm, and he rarely holds court with the
other Olympians, although it is said that he is infatuated with the shining light of
Persephone.
Few openly follow Hades, for he holds no love or compassion in his heart and his
lessons do not lead to the salvation of the masses. Rather, he teaches a calm acceptance
of the darkness of the world and removing all desire from one's self.
Temples of Hades are always located within a cemetery or above a catacomb and his
priests also serve as morticians and funeral hosts, interring the bodies of the dead and
watching over their eternal slumber, as well as assisting those who have grown weary of
life in finding the peace of death. Templar who serve Hades wear armor of stark bone
white and raven black, and do unending battle against grave robbers, cannibals, and the
walking dead.
The great cathedral of Hades was located in Necropolis and was lost in the Cataclysm.
The current elders of the church lead from the mortuary town of Sheol, the cemeteries
of which rival those of old Necropolis, for there is no shortage of corpses on the
frontier. The grandmaster of the order of Hades is named Dumah, and he spends much
of his time wrestling the living dead from the grip of the Black King and delivering
them back to Hades' cold embrace.
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Hephaestus
God of Craftsmen

Hera
Goddess of Family

Domain:
Metalworking, Technology, Technomancy
Hecantochires: The Myrmidon's Shield (Aegis of Obscure)
Incarnations:
Aganju, Goibniu, Heimdall, Ku, Lodur, Maat, Tlazolteotl, Vishnu
Hephaestus is the spirit of industry as well as the patron of craftsmen and artisans.
During the Titanomachy, he was crippled in battle and has not made a full recovery to
this day.
Hephaestus is the greatest technical mind of all, and most of the tools of the gods were
of his design, many built by his own hands. In the days of Atlantis, he openly shared his
knowledge with mankind and is thus responsible for most of the Atlantean relics which
occasionally show up in the bazaars of Pangaea and which surpass any devices built by
modern men.
Angels who serve Hephaestus take the form of winged automatons, which he crafted
himself to assist him in the workshops of Heaven.
Hephaestus teaches the value of good honest work, and believes that as a laborer shapes
raw material so too do they shape their own soul. His church holds that one should
always strive for excellence in their craft and not to let greed or sloth usurp quality.
Temples of Hephaestus also serve as foundries and workshops which strive to produce
and stockpile material goods for times of emergency. His priests also strive to regulate
the economy, taking in and training many apprentices when there is a work shortage,
and freely assisting local craftsmen and entrepreneurs when there is a need for labor.
The priesthood also takes in large numbers of craftsmen who have been injured on the
job, finding a way to put their wounded spirits to work when their bodies fail them.
Templar who serve Hephaestus wear the highest quality gear of any order in the
Imperium and their masterwork armor displays elaborate white etching upon polished
metal.
The cathedral of Hephaestus was once located near Avarus and has since been lost to
Livonia. The priests were killed and the foundries made to serve her war machine, and
most of the clergy took refuge at the temple on the island of Lemnos. The grand mistress
of the Templar of Hephaestus, Nike, currently seeks to equip a force capable of retaking
their cathedral as the first step in driving the Warlords from Pangaea.
Domain:
Alertness, Chronomancy, Domestic
Hecantochires:
Polos (Lens of Truth)
Incarnations:
Chalchihuitlicue, Idun, Nuada, Oba, Papa, Set, Si Wang Mu, Sita
Hera is the spirit of tradition and the household. She is commonly said to be the queen
of Olympus and the wife of Zeus, and she spends much of her time dealing with the
affairs of the gods and keeping the heavens in order. She alone has power over time and
mortality, and there are legends that she has kept watch over the grail for the Goddess,
and that the fruit which grows in her garden at Hesperides grant eternal youth, while the
milk of her breast gives immortality.
The commandments of Hera are both rigid and practical. She is concerned with tradition
and ceremony and is amongst the most conservative faiths.
As the goddess of family and warden of time, Hera's priests have many duties which
bring them into direct contact with the common people as they officiate most
ceremonies such as weddings and births. The church of Hera also serves to keep records
for the citizens of the Imperium and works to conduct censuses. Although most
churches will perform weddings, Hera’s temples are the traditional places to hold them,
but they are very conservative as to whom they will marry and most refuse to honor any
form of non-traditional marriage or one where the bride isn't chaste. The church of Hera
also provides charity for widows and orphans.
Hera's church possesses few Templar, most of whom spend their time chasing down
witches and heretics, and their white armor is adorned with carved jade.
The church of Hera is seated at Hesperides, a cathedral in the far western mountains
surrounded by orchards that produce fruit of mythical quality. It is there that the current
Grand Mistress of the order, the child Hebe, is being protected until she comes of age.
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Hermes
God of Travelers

Hestia
Goddess of Healers

Domain:
Acrobatics, Conjuration, Larceny
Hecantochires:
Caduceus (Quick Quarter Staff)
Incarnations:
Esu, Krishna, Loki, Lugh, Maui, Thoth
The loa of trickery is god to thieves, jesters, and wanderers, while also serving as the
messenger of the gods. Hermes is a quick-witted spirit and takes great pride in using his
keen intellect to outwit the other gods and the wisest mortals; he delights in pranks and
mischief.
In the time of Atlantis, Hermes often walked amongst mortals and shared his wisdom
freely. Many of the spells which mortal mages cast were initially developed by the young
god, and many magical societies praise him still. He is also widely worshipped amongst
conmen, gamblers, merchants, and any who make a profit off of quick minds, tongues, or
fingers.
Hermes teaches people that they need to be free of entanglements and attachments,
although his philosophy contrasts with the hedonism of Dionysus and the bleakness of
Hades. He believes that people must constantly strive for new experiences and should
always be moving, changing, and challenging their perceptions of the world with an open
mind.
Temples of Hermes serve as traveler's rests, hostels, and shelters for those who have no
other roof above their head. Many temples of Hermes also employ numerous mail carriers
and messengers.
The Holy Templar of Hermes wear green edging to their armor and are often on the move,
keeping the roads safe and hoping to ward away criminals and charlatans before less
forgiving authorities find them.
The cathedral of Hermes is located within the borders of the northern Wild at a place
called Cyllene. It is believed that his priests are on good terms with the Sidhe, and that the
fey help keep the cathedral safe from its enemies. Some rumors indicate that the Templar
of Hermes have even named the satyr hero Pan as their Grand Master, although that may
just be one of their many jests.
Domain:
Fortitude, Medical, Restoration
Hecantochires:
The Hearth Fire Scalpel (Life Drinking Dagger)
Incarnations:
Diancecht, Erinle, Ixtlilton, Osiris, Pele, Tyr
Hestia is the goddess of healing and the hearth as well as the keeper of the Well of Souls,
the most valuable of the god’s treasures. She is rarely worshipped by the common man,
although most great cities have at least one temple to her which serves as a shelter for
guests and is always built around a sacred flame.
Hestia does not have a complex code of conduct for her followers; she is humble and
does not seek to impose her views on others. Those who are closest to her ideals are
equally humble and most live lives of selfless devotion to others and work constantly to
aid the unfortunate and heal those who suffer. Hestia is a god of pacifists and many of
her priests find themselves taking up the role of martyr.
Churches of Hestia serve as free hospitals and are amongst the most charitable of all the
temples, and her priests are welcomed at every city in the Imperium. Holy Templar
dedicated to Hestia are sometimes called Hospitallers and spend much of their time
traveling to distant and dangerous lands on missions of mercy, and their white and red
armor is a symbol of hope for all of Pangaea's people.
The center of worship for Hestia is located far south in Marhanna, at a great dome above
the eternal flame, guarded by the holy templar who ensure that it will never be
extinguished. The greatest Templar of Hestia is not a warrior at all, but a doctor named
Asclepius. Born of common blood, he was declared a miracle worker and quickly pushed
through the ranks. It is said that his hands are those of a true healer, perhaps the first who
has walked the land since the Empress fell to darkness. Some even whisper that he can
bring the dead back to life, although this is surely idle hope. After being ordained in
Marhanna, Asclepius has recently returned to the Warlord's Domain, where he is needed
most, and was last seen somewhere near Aires.
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Persephone
Goddess of Artists

Poseidon
God of Sailors

Domain:
Art, Illusion, Perform
Hecantochires:
The Lash of Proserpina (Whip of Torment)
Incarnations:
Haumia, Hodr, Ibeji, Math, Nephthys, Parvati
Persephone was a fresh spirit born into the world during the Titanomachy. She was once
innocent and beautiful, the spirit of art, music, and color, but something happened to her
during the Reckoning. She was captured by the Titans and later rescued by the dark lord
Hades, and during this imprisonment, her light dimmed; although many legends say that
it was not at the hands of the Titans which she suffered but those of her rescuer.
Devotees of Persephone put their art above all else. They follow their creative muse, and
they embrace pain and life experience so that it will make their art all the richer. Most are
jaded and cynical, forever working to preserve what beauty remains in the world before it
is all gone.
Temples of Persephone usually serve as museums, supporting bohemian artists by
purchasing their works and allowing the public to view such creative endeavors. Templar
of Persephone are rare, and when they act it is without ornamentation or decoration,
preferring to strike from the shadows.
The great cathedral of Persephone has fallen, annihilated when Khornal conquered the
land of Anthemoessa on which it stood, the priceless works of art contained within lost
without even a record. The current whereabouts of the order's grandmaster, Lelantos, are
unknown, but few believe him dead, for he is said to be a master of stealth. Many folk
legends say it was his subtle influence that allowed Balthazar to gain the upper hand over
Khornal, and many speculate that it was his arm that guided the shot which ended
Hulbaaron's grip over the Canyon Lands.
Domain:
Ride, Science, Transmutation
Hecantochires:
The Trident of the Seven Seas (Penetrating Lance of Storm Calling)
Incarnations:
Kanaloa, Lir, Njord, Olokun, Susanoo, Tefnut, Tlaloc, Varuna
Poseidon is the oldest of the loa and the most like a Titan in his essence. He is a spirit of
the natural world, and the tumultuous oceans and restless earth are both under his sway.
He often feels as if he, not Zeus, should rule the gods, but he lacks the power to challenge
Zeus directly or the charisma to turn the other Olympians to his way of thinking.
Poseidon is a hardy and generous god, he asks only for prayer or the occasional sacrifice
and, in exchange, he provides safe passage and the bounty of the sea. Still; he is spiteful
and proud, and is amongst the quickest gods to curse those who spurn him. He teaches
men to be strong and self-reliant, but to know their place in the world and never lose
respect for their betters or the vast and uncaring sea.
Temples of Poseidon provide relatively little charity to the population at large, although
they aid sailors who, being an especially superstitious lot, feel no ill will toward a church
that takes their donations without solid aid in return. The priests of Poseidon do provide
some material services; they maintain lighthouses, supervise trade and fishing, and even
insure ships or their cargoes against the ravages of the sea. The Templar of Poseidon
form a vast navy that keeps the sea clear of monsters, pirates, and enemy fleets. Such
Templar wear white armor adorned with blue ornamentation.
The largest church of Poseidon is located on the Arion, a massive man o' war which is
said to never drop anchor or seek harbor, even in the fiercest storms. This unusual
arrangement allows the Templar of Poseidon and their Grand Mistress, Amphitrite, to
strike against the Warlords without fear of reprisal.
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believes that if people can only see the value of their own lives and
embrace the compassion that rests within every mortal heart, then
Earth can truly be as blessed as any celestial realm.

Archangels
When an aeon, the highest choir of angel, performs so well that they
outshine all the fellows, they are granted the status of archangel, the
greatest honor that the Olympians can bestow. Such seraphim are
imbued with a large portion of the god's own essence and become
fifth circle spirits, demigods in their own right.
Once, there was a score of archangels, but that was long ago. When
Satan worked to spread dissent amongst the heavenly hosts, many of
the archangels let their prestige take hold of them and fill them with
self-importance, making them especially vulnerable to temptation.
While over a third of the angels fell, this rate was doubled for
archangels. As such, the gods have been extremely hesitant to
promote any angels to this rank in the years since.

Uriel
Archangel of Vigilance
Uriel is the guardian of the gates of Heaven and is the embodiment of
the holy flame and wielder of the celestial fire, embodiment of the
cleansing light of dawn. In recent times, Uriel has become
increasingly concerned with the spread of the Wasteland; both with
the sickness and mutation it causes and with the ancient evil at its
heart.
Ramiel
Archangel of Hope
The archangel Ramiel oversees keeping the morale of the angels high
and to assure them of their place in the heavens and the righteousness
of their gods. Ramiel is also in charge of making sure no mortal ever
truly loses the spark of hope, for that would abandon their soul to the
Abyss, a fate worse than damnation.

Gabriel
Archangel of Faith
The archangel Gabriel is the herald of the heavens, a position that
once belonged to Lucifer in the days before the fall of Atlantis. It is
Gabriel who is sent to intervene when men are dangerously close to a
fall from grace or when a champion of fate needs to be pushed toward
their destiny.

Raquel
Archangel of Harmony
It is Raquel’s job to make sure that all the angels are treated fairly and
to resolve any unsettled disputes within the heavenly host. When it is
necessary for angels to work directly with mortal crusaders or clergy,
it is Raquel who makes sure such interactions run smoothly, and she
is often sent as an emissary to the gods of the Wild or the demiurge,
and sometimes even to make peace with the hells.

Metatron
Archangel of Purity
Metatron is the custodian of white magic. The greatest sorcerer
amongst the angels, Metatron is charged with protecting both man and
angel from unholy energies and making sure that no one school of
magic gains dominance over the Earth. When a god or angel is
cursed, it is Metatron’s job to find and perform the counterspell, and it
is the Metatron who enchants the weapons and the wards of the
heavenly host.
Metatron must be ever vigilant, for if some demonic power or mortal
sorcerer seeks to change or destroy the very fabric of reality with a
careless spell, it is he who must hold the magic at bay until the
Olympians can decide on a course of action.
Michael
Archangel of Valor
Michael leads the angels to battle and is also the greatest warrior
amongst their number. During the Reckoning, it was Michael who led
the host that invaded Atlantis in an attempt to rid them of their wicked
ways and to persuade Lucifer to return to the light. Michael found
only blood in Atlantis, and was forced into battle against the fallen
one. In the end, Michael bested Lucifer, but the fallen angel and the
land of Atlantis were both beyond salvation.
Michael is eager to smite any evil which arises in the Dreamtime, but
is hesitant to raise his sword against more subtle threats and is deeply
saddened on the rare occasions when it is necessary to take a mortal
life.
Raphael
Archangel of Charity
Unlike many angels, Raphael rarely aids people directly, instead
trying to serve as an inspiration, guiding people to aspire for the
greatness which the angel knows they can attain. Raphael firmly
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Lucifer
Arch-Devil of Rebellion and Master of Fallen Air Elementals
The light bringer was created by Zeus to be the irreverent voice of
opposition who would challenge the old god’s judgments and call him
on his mistakes.
Lucifer was so charming and intelligent that he was soon favored by
all the Olympians and put first amongst the heavenly hosts, and in
time the archangel would come to serve as the Word Bearer of the
Heavenly Host, speaker for Olympus to the kingdoms of man.
It was Lucifer who guided the spiritual life of the people of Atlantis,
directly preaching the word of the Olympians from their cathedrals
and sharing with them all of the secrets of divine power. He was so
beloved by the people that they called him the Morning Star, and they
honored him above even their own kings and ancestors.
Lucifer’s pride had already reached a critical level when a young
woman from Pangaea traveled to Atlantis to seek aid in dealing with
the terrible curse she bore. Lucifer taught her many things, but in
payment, he took the source of her curse for himself, never telling his
fellow angels about it, let alone the gods above. It was not long before
Lucifer heard the whispers of the Night from every shadow.
In secret, Lucifer began to distribute literature amongst the hosts
under the pseudonym Satan (meaning The Adversary in Enochian).
These eloquent pamphlets consisted of many theological and
philosophical arguments over whether angels truly had free will and
whether the gods had any right to control them. Many angels were
influenced by Satan, and some lost their faith entirely.
Lucifer succeeded in turning a third of the angels against the gods,
and the Olympian's favored archangels joined him in the betrayal of
their masters. When at last it came to light that Lucifer was The
Adversary, the Heavens asked the Atlanteans to deliver him to them
for punishment, but the answer came back a shocking "No." The
people of Atlantis had grown to love the messenger far more than his
message, and they turned against the gods; humanity had chosen to
side with the demons.
In the final days of the Reckoning, Michael was chosen to lead a
small band of angels into Atlantis to stop Lucifer once and for all and
redeem its people. It is unknown exactly what transpired, but at great
cost, Michael was eventually able to best Lucifer and drag him before
the gods in chains. As for Atlantis, it could not be saved, and in one
night of divine wrath, it was returned to the ocean floor from which it
had been pulled.
Lucifer and the other traitor angels had their wings plucked and their
essences ripped from the Well of Souls and cast out of Heaven for all
time. They fell for what seemed like forever until they at last came to
rest in the sulfurous pits of Hell. Here, Lucifer established his
dominance over both the other fallen angels and the native demons,
erected his great capital of Pandemonium, and to his great surprise
found that he actually enjoyed his new position; he was free at last.
To this day, Lucifer rules all of Hell with a blood-drenched fist. He
rarely leaves Pandemonium save to entice a particularly promising
mortal soul onto the path of darkness or to seek out some long-lost
magical treasure. But Lucifer has not forgotten his destiny, to rule on
Earth and in Heaven as well as over Hell.
It is said that the time of Lucifer’s ascension is almost at hand. He has
already planted the seeds for his return in the form of his own mortal

Gods of the Hells
Numerous spirits who have been lost to their passions dwell in the
dark underworld, corrupted creatures called demons. The greatest
amongst them are the Arch-Devils; former archangels who defected
and were cast out of Heaven during the Reckoning, and the Demon
Princes; the seven great evils who have plagued the world since the
time of the Titans.

Arch-Devils
Lucifer worked for many ages to sow dissent into the ranks of the
heavenly hosts in the time before the Reckoning. Nowhere was he
more successful than with the archangels, whose authority and
relative autonomy had inflated their sense of power and self-worth to
the point where they chafed at obeying the gods or serving mankind.
They grew jealous of the gods for receiving the praise of men, and
they grew jealous of men for receiving the boons of Heaven without
having to sacrifice their free will.
When the Reckoning came, over two-thirds of the archangels fell into
darkness, openly rising against their former masters behind the banner
of The Adversary. When the demons were defeated, Lucifer exposed,
and Atlantis destroyed, the angels who had rebelled were forced to
agree to the Gotterdammerung, and then their essences were plucked
from the Well of Souls and cast into the fires of Hell.
Once in Hell, Lucifer erected the great citadel of Pandemonium and
rallied the fallen angels to his cause. The former angels now called
themselves devils, and over the years they established a mighty
empire in the darkness. Most demons have since become vassals of
the devils, and each of the fallen archangels has corrupted the domain
which the gods granted them into a dark and twisted sphere of
influence.
Currently, the devils work slowly, establishing thralls amongst the
demons and cults amongst mortal men. They make pacts with
humans, granting them power and the realization of their dreams on
Earth in exchange for their souls. The fallen archangels have twin
goals, the first is the complete corruption of the mortal world, making
Pangaea a kingdom of darkness ruled by demonic influence as
Atlantis was once designed to be a kingdom of Heaven on Earth, and
in this, they have all but succeeded. Their second goal is to make
themselves, and their kingdom of Hell, strong enough to rise up
against Heaven in a second Reckoning, one in which they will be
victorious and will finally have their revenge, to kill their fellow
angels and cast down the Olympians as they were once cast down
themselves.
Some heretical faiths whisper that the creation of the arch-devils was
no accident, and that their fall was part of the divine plan all along.
For the gods breaking the rules would make the entire universe appear
to be ultimately capricious and unfair, but if they were allowed to
blame such lapses on the renegades, everyone could save face. Thus
the devils provide a much-needed element of mercy in what would
otherwise be a cold and uncaring cosmos.
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offspring, who will one day come to unite all of Earth into a single
empire in the name of their dark father. And then, with the mortal
realm in his grasp, Lucifer will have little trouble pouring forth the
legions of Hell and grabbing the crowns of Olympus for his own.

premature and pointless deaths, especially those of folks who are
murdered or fall in dishonorable combat, and those souls she guides
invariably find their way into the Labyrinth.
Still, unlike her former master Hades, the grim reaper is not without a
sense of pity, and at times she has even been known to foil the
Olympian’s plans by refusing to allow them to collect a soul whose
proper time has come.

Abaddon
Arch-Devil of Madness and Master of Fallen Gremlins
Abaddon is often called the spirit of the bottomless pit; once the angel
of freedom and now the devil of madness unending. Abaddon watches
over all of the deranged beings of the mortal world, but his primary
domain is the Labyrinth. Abaddon is the one being in all of the hells
that can enter this dread land without fear, for only he can bend its
cruelty and insanity to his will.

Beelzebub
Arch-Devil of Lies and Master of Fallen Barghest
Beelzebub is the right-hand man of Lucifer, the prince of lies and the
lord of the flies. He works tirelessly to procure mortal souls,
promising their current owners their heart's desires in exchange.
Beelzebub is known for making complex pacts with mortals and then
twisting the wording of the deal or finding some loophole to either
take more than was planned or to give less than was promised.
Beelzebub is envious of Lucifer’s position, and constantly schemes
behind his back, and he has thralls in places of power throughout the
mortal world. Beelzebub has a longstanding rivalry with
Mephistopheles as they are always competing, both for mortal souls
and Lucifer's favor.

Asmodeus
Arch-Devil of Lust and Master of Fallen Annis
Asmodeus is the embodiment of the sin of lust. Once, he was the
archangel who oversaw marriage and romantic love, but he has been
changed by his time in Hell and now supports all manner of carnal
debauchery. Asmodeus enjoys seduction, and delights in such wicked
affairs as incest and adultery, but he finds outright rape distasteful and
barbarous, and thus has had a long-standing rivalry with Baphomet.
Asmodeus commands a vast cadre of succubae and incubi and
encourages them to seduce mortals and manipulate them carnally
even as he whores them out for souls and favors amongst the mortal
and immortal worlds alike. Asmodeus will also personally intervene
on behalf of those who will do almost anything to satiate their lusts;
for a price of course.

Behemoth
Arch-Devil of Gluttony and Master of Fallen Earth Elementals
Once the archangel of plenty, Behemoth presided over great feasts on
Atlantis and made sure that the food supply on Earth never ran short.
Now, he is the devil of gluttony and he keeps all food for himself.
This massive spirit’s hunger is insatiable and he will only assist
humans in acquiring food in exchange for his favorite meal of all,
mortal souls.

Astaroth
Arch-Devil of Sloth and Master of Fallen Bogarts
Sometimes called Belphegor, a corruption of his angelic name,
Astaroth is the arch-devil of the sin of sloth and is a slow creature,
both in terms of physical activity and in the scope of his plans. He
meddles subtly in the affairs of men, spinning his web like a great
spider, sowing laziness and fatigue throughout the mortal world. He is
fascinated by technology and works with Mammon to spread
industry, for the back-breaking labor of factory workers blinds them
to the true joys of their efforts even as that which they manufacture
allows the upper class to live in decadent luxury.

Bhaal
Arch-Devil of Pain and Master of Fallen Blood Elementals
Bhaal was once Belial, a spirit of martyrdom and the angel of
sacrifice, now he is less picky and wishes to bring pain and suffering
to all. As the devil of pain, Bhaal delights in torture and encourages
sadism. Bhaal garners mortal souls by promising his thralls either a
cessation to their own pain or the ability to inflict suffering upon
others. He has been known to be a long time in consuming the thralls
whose spirits come to him, preferring to make them suffer first.

Azazel
Arch-Devil of Vanity and Master of Fallen Cartesians
Azazel was amongst the most beautiful and beloved of the angels,
second in popularity only to Lucifer himself. During the Reckoning,
Azazel served as the standard-bearer for the armies of the fallen and
has retained that position in Pandemonium as the god of vanity.

Geryon
Arch-Devil of Retribution and Master of Fallen Shi
Geryon was once a judge among the angels and it was he who
declared which mortals were deserving of divine reward or
punishment as well as which spirits would need to be cast out of the
Heavens. Over time, his judgment would become tainted as he lost
sight of the true meaning of justice and would eventually find himself
on trial.
Geryon is sometimes called the three-faced god, as he has been
known to bind the souls of particularly wise hellions into himself to
give himself a broader perspective on issues. Not that it matters, for
his verdict is always the same.

Azrael
Arch-Devil of Murder and Mistress of Fallen Rakshasa
Azrael is sometimes referred to as the angel of death, and was once a
guide, delivering lost souls into the care of Charon or inducting
worthy recruits into the Einherjar. Now, Azrael is the spirit of
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Leviathan
Arch-Devil of Famine and Mistress of Fallen Water Elementals
Leviathan was once the beautiful angel of promise, possessed of a
mesmerizing voice and lithe frame that made her songs and dances
well known across Heaven and Earth. During the Reckoning,
Leviathan’s blood grew cold and she became one of the fallen. Now,
as the spirit of hunger, her forked tongue whispers false promises into
the ears of mortals, whom she encourages to break their vows,
promising to protect them from the consequences. The graceful
Leviathan is a mortal enemy of the brutish Behemoth due to their
contrasting domains and some forgotten sleight that occurred shortly
after the construction of Pandemonium.

Samael
Arch-Devil of Plague and Mistress of Fallen Dryads
Samael is the devil of plague, and she is one of the few fallen angels
to retain her original name. Samael is the patron of perverted life,
favoring parasites and those organisms that do not have a place in a
proper ecosystem. She is the mother of vermin, plagues, blight,
fungus, and pestilence; all unclean creatures are her children. Many of
her priests and minions serve as carriers for terrible diseases to which
they are themselves immune.
Lilith
Queen of Hell, Matron of Black Magic
Lilith is not a true arch-devil, for she was never an angel. She was
once a mortal woman, a sorceress who studied at Lucifer's Black
School before becoming his apprentice, and soon his lover as well.
Little is known about her life before she sided with Satan, some say
she is a queen of Atlantis exiled for her wickedness and others believe
that she is Pandora herself.
Lilith now serves as Lucifer's consort as well as the mistress of dark
magic, serving a similar function in Hell as the Metatron fulfills in
Heaven. Witches and warlocks the world over invoke her name at
their sabbats and succubus loyal to her are always stalking the mortal
world looking for converts.
It is unknown whether or not she still wears her mortal form or has
ascended into a spiritual body like a twisted reflection of the
einherjar. It is also possible that she descended bodily into Hell and
may be free to return to the mortal world at any time. Perhaps it is she
who will be revealed as the final Warlord, Lucifer's ultimate pawn in
the diabolic game.

Mammon
Arch-Devil of Greed and Master of Fallen Maruts
Mammon is the prince of greed and is quite popular amongst the
mortals of the world, who have always loved material things.
Mammon has a never-ending stream of thralls eager to share in his
wealth, and he always knows the right price to pay for a mortal soul.
Mephistopheles
Arch-Devil of Envy and Master of Fallen Tindalos
Mephistopheles, or Mephisto for short, is the spirit of envy and
manipulation. Like most devils, he works to bring mortal souls under
the sway of Hell and he specializes in the corruption of virtuous or
heroic individuals, beings who can offer much to the powers of Hell
even as they live.
Mephistopheles is a melancholy sort, unhappy with his exile from
Heaven as well as his inability to convince the devils that he would be
a better ruler than Lucifer. Beelzebub considers Mephistopheles a
threat and a rival, for even though Beelzebub is far more careful to
hide his schemes than the oftentimes direct Mephistopheles, the
rebellious prince is dearer to Lucifer’s heart.
Moloch
Arch-Devil of Wrath and Master of Fallen Fire Elementals
Moloch is the devil associated with the sin of wrath and is a force to
be reckoned with, both on and off the battlefield. He was among the
most gifted of Heaven's soldiers, and proved invaluable to the rebel
armies during the Reckoning. Without his leadership, they would
have never stood a chance; nor would they have been able to carve
out their empire in Hell if Moloch had not led the devils to victory
after victory over the native demons.
Moloch will often trade mortal warriors victory in battle or physical
contests in exchange for their souls, and will grant others a boon as
payment for any lives which are sacrificed to him; he no longer cares
who or what dies in his name.
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dissatisfied with the conflict and what little faith he had in the demon
armies and their cause waned completely. The demon slipped into a
deep depression and retired to its cave in the dreariest corner of Hell,
and once there he attempted to destroy himself.
Unfortunately for everyone involved, Ahriman lacked the power to
end himself for good, and as the miseries of the world grew he
awakened again. Ahriman rarely leaves the hells, so great is his ennui,
and he searches in vain for something that will either validate his
existence or end it forever.

Demon Princes
The demon princes are dark mirrors of the Olympians, spiritual
embodiments of concepts that have pained mankind since their birth,
seven monsters that arose from primordial evil in the infancy of the
world. They battled the Titans, and were eventually defeated one by
one and imprisoned within the Heart of Darkness. After long eons,
these terrible creatures were released by Pandora and led armies of
shrieking demons against the kingdoms of Heaven during the
Reckoning.
Fortunately, the demon princes' single-minded natures led to their
downfall and each perished during the Reckoning, and their
slumbering souls were bound in the underworld. But as the world
darkens and damned cults work to awaken their dead gods, it is only a
matter of time before Pangaea must face their atrocities once again.
Unlike the arch-devils, the demon princes never signed the
Gotterdammerung, and should they ever wake they will be free to
enter the physical world or to consume mortal souls at their pleasure.
In addition to the seven known demon princes, there may have been
more imprisoned by the Titans in the mists of prehistory, and there are
rumors that the birth of an eighth, Melinoe, the Demon Queen of
Nightmares, is imminent.

Apocalypse
Demon Prince of Violence
Apocalypse was not the youngest of the Demon Princes, but he was
the last to be imprisoned within the Heart of Darkness, so great was
his skill in battle. Apocalypse is the spirit of violence, and lives only
for destruction and bloodshed. The dark spirit’s first act during the
Reckoning was to announce his presence by destroying the world of
Ceres, leaving only a shattered chain of rocky asteroids as its legacy.
Apocalypse led the armies of Hell, and it is said that he did not cease
fighting for even a moment throughout the entire war. None could
defeat him, even the gods and their champions could not best this
dread demon in combat.
Eventually, the demon god of violence was subdued by the combined
might of Olympus and the titan Hyperion. Apocalypse has slept ever
since, but not dreamlessly. Every drop of blood that is spilled fuels his
heart, and it is only a matter of time before a war so large that he
cannot sleep through it will occur. Some fear that with the battles that
took place in the wake of the Cataclysm, this may have already
happened.
Apocalypse’s preferred form is that of a massive suit of shining
golden armor adorned with a plethora of sinister spikes and horns,
empty save for a baleful red light. The countless years that he has
spent in nonstop war have altered his image somewhat, as the armor is
now scratched and dented from countless blows, dozens of holes
punched through the metal plates by powerful attacks that landed
solidly but failed to slay the creature, and the entire suit is charred and
blackened by the flames of the Dragon that finally felled Apocalypse
at the summit of Olympus.

Abraxas
Demon Prince of Slavery
The demon prince of slavery was Abraxas, a cruel and domineering
creature with the head of a cock that held a barbed scourge in each
meaty talon. Abraxas mercilessly dominated any damned souls which
came into his possession, and the demons that followed all had their
free will stripped away as they entered into indentured servitude.
Abraxas forced his minions to go out and enslave others, either
through force or manipulation, and made a great profit selling these
slaves or their services to other demons and evil beings.
In ages past, Abraxas promised many mortals great wealth, power,
and multitudes of slaves in exchange for their own freedom after
death. Fortunately, he was defeated during the Reckoning, but his
dark influence can still be felt spreading over downtrodden peoples
across Pangaea.
Ahriman
Demon Prince of Despair
Ahriman is the spirit of despair, a creature who is itself without hope
and inspires hopelessness in all who encounter it. This dread
aberration took part in the early battles of the Reckoning, where it
displayed the shocking ability to actually destroy a soul, an ability
which none of the gods had even though possible.
Ahriman is widely believed to have been slain in the war along with
his brothers, but this is not the case. Ahriman merely grew

Baphomet
Demon Princess of Rape
Baphomet is the hermaphroditic spirit of rape, perversion, and sexual
abuse. It spent its time indulging in sexual debauchery with both its
willing demonic followers and any unfortunate mortals who it
happened across. Baphomet is eager to spread perversion across the
realms, and is happy to help mortals fulfill their darkest sexual
fantasies. Unlike many demons, Baphomet does not demand payment
for its services, for it knows that those who partake of them will be
damned just the same.
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Demogorgon
Demon Prince of Treachery
Demogorgon is the most powerful of all the demon princes, a frightful
beast which none can subdue. The god of treachery spent his
existence hunting down the worst traitors on Earth and then
consuming their bodies and souls, adding their darkness to his own.
During the Reckoning, none could slay Demogorgon, and so he was
instead imprisoned, frozen up to his waist in the infernal lake of
Caina. The other demons know of his location, and when mortals who
make a pact with them refuse to turn their souls over, they will be
tossed to the beast as a warning to others. The devils have, however,
made no move to free this terrible creature, for it is said that Lucifer
fears it above all else.
Demogorgon has the form of an absolutely enormous demon nearly as
large as a Titan, with three bestial heads forever chewing on the souls
of traitors.

amongst the heavenly ranks and causing their armies to flee or even
lose the will to fight entirely.
Mara was defeated in the battle of Tir-Na-Nog by a coalition of
angels and fey, and has remained trapped in a nightmare-filled sleep
to this day.
The demon prince is often depicted as a great serpent, but this is not
quite accurate. In truth, the demon prince’s form is as insubstantial as
smoke and is seen as whatever the onlooker fears most in the world.
Sin
Demon Princess of Torture
The great demon princess Sin is the spirit of torture and the matron of
spite, wickedness, malice, and evil within mortal souls, and is the
youngest of the demon princes.
Sin took great pleasure in manipulating demons and mortals alike into
performing acts of ever-increasing evil and villainy, using whatever
tricks or empty promises were at her disposal. Sin regards those few
angels who fell after she broke their spirits as her finest work.
Sin often appears in forms that are simultaneously seductive and
horrific, combining the features of human and serpent with hair the
color of drying blood and black lips that drip with deadly venom.

Mara
Demon Prince of Dread
The eldest of the demon princes is Mara, the spirit of dread. Although
he contributed little to the demonic armies in terms of physical might,
he nonetheless won tremendous victories for them by spreading fear
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Callisto the Bear
The mother of bears is a great and powerful being, slow to act and
even slower to influence. Callisto is a good-natured and distant sort
and is a kind and loyal friend if one can earn her trust, or an
unstoppable engine of destruction if one invites her wrath, usually by
threatening her children.

Gods of the Wild
Once, the gods of the Wild ruled the Earth unopposed and the Titans
stood over them all. During the Titanomachy, the Titans were
banished, and the other god of the wilderness scatted. Today, most are
independent creatures who keep to their own kind, and many have
agreed to the Gotterdammerung and continue to maintain an uneasy
truce with both the powers above and those below.

Chelone the Turtle
The wise turtle is the eldest of the totems, for he came into the world
before there was any land above the sea. Some people even say that
he created the land, or that Pangaea is built upon his back, but such
stories are surely exaggerations. Chelone is kind and steady, never
wavering or rushing while he works toward what he knows is the
right thing to do.

Totems
Totem spirits are fourth or fifth circle manitou who embody entire
species of plants and animals. Every species in the world is
represented by a spirit, but there is not necessarily a separate spirit for
each breed; for example, Anansi is the spirit of all spiders regardless
of type.
Most totems spend their time wandering the world and living like
ordinary members of the species they represent, although eventually
they all return to their home in Eden or meet at Hy-Brasil to share
counsel. The Totem spirits rarely make alliances with one another or
meddle in global affairs, preferring to work subtly and individually
for the benefit of the animals or plants they protect and that which
they represent, as well as the mortals of other species with whom they
share a special bond.
The twelve great Totems listed below are the eldest of the animal
spirits, fifth circle manitou born of the Goddess soon after the creation
of the world. They are the most powerful of the totem spirits but are
in most respects representative of the fourth circle embodiments of
the myriad plant and the animal species that inhabit Pangaea.
Even the sapient races are not without guardians, for they are
represented amongst the Totems by the three brothers, Epimetheus;
god of savages, Menoetius; god of fey, and Prometheus; god of men.

Epona the Horse
The spirit of horses is a bit of a paradox, as she loves both freedom
and labor. On one hand, she wants to see her children free to race
about the grasslands as she loves to do, but on the other, she is proud
of the role they play in the world of men, for no other beast has been
so critical to their success and survival. She prefers to leave the choice
between the wild and the city with her children, assisting both
mustang and draft horse alike, although she is loath to see a beast that
is overworked or abused remain in the grip of its captors.
Fenris the Wolf
Fenris is loyal above all things. He is a stout soldier and takes the
watch of Eden very seriously. He is a creature with a deep and
beautiful soul, but generally acts in a simple and straightforward
manner. He is a true friend to some, but any who would threaten his
pack will regret it forever. It is said that the royal line of the Imperium
is descended from Fenris' mortal avatar, and that the king’s cloak is
fashioned from his pelt.

Aetos the Eagle
Aetos is the mightiest of the totem spirits; lord of the skies and king
of all hunting birds. It is the strength and wisdom of the eagle that
guides the other totems in times of darkness, and when he calls they
all listen. Eagle spends little time amongst humanity, preferring a
solitary existence above the peaks, but he has been known to assist
mighty kings and leaders when their empires hang in the balance.

Kiyou the Coyote
Kiyou is the trickster, and amongst the Totem spirits, he is the most
frequently encountered by mortals, even if they don’t know it. Kiyou
is always scheming for the betterment of his own position as well as
those of his children. The coyote is simultaneously wise and foolish,
his plans brilliant and far-reaching but often with a simple flaw that
causes them to backfire.
Although Kiyou is a selfish being, he is not cruel, and his pranks
usually teach a valuable lesson to their victims, and when it truly
comes down to it Coyote will even sacrifice himself for the greater
good.
Kiyou is eager to experience the mortal world, its knowledge, its arts
and entertainment, as well as the minds and bodies of the mortals
themselves, for Coyote is a passionate and lustful being.
It is said that Coyote once fell in love with a mortal woman so strong
and beautiful that even his mercurial heart could never forget her, but
in the end, he realized that they could never be without destroying that
about her which made him love her, and thus he let her go. But to this
day, when her star rises in the evening sky, Coyote’s lament can be
heard rolling across the empty desert.

Apshai the Mantis
Apshai is a symbol of luck and good fortune and also a graceful
hunter who prunes the world of the unclean. Apshai is often seen as
an ideal for a monk's way of life, always traveling the world spreading
good fortune and cheer, but ever solemn and in prayer, ready to strike
at the wicked without a second’s notice.
Bast the Cat
Bast is a strong and independent spirit, as are her children. She is
curious about mankind and is eager to learn their ways and share in
their knowledge of the mundane and the occult, but she rarely spends
much time amongst society or forms long-term relationships. She is
the spirit of all felines everywhere, from domestic house cats to the
mighty lion prides of the savannah.
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Kumiho the Fox
The nine-tailed Kumiho is said to be the vainest of all animals, a
young woman who, like her children, is capricious and prone to
mischief, simultaneously charismatic and treacherous. She frequently
visits the mortal world, a charming rogue as likely to steal one’s
jewels as their heart, and many brigands and would-be swashbucklers
honor her image.

The Titans

Sedna the Whale
Sedna is the most solitary of the spirits, swimming alone in the oceans
of the Earth as well as the tides of the Dreamtime. She is a being of
creativity and insight, and it is said that those who are sensitive to
such things hear her song in their dreams and are inspired by them.
Whale is both vast and wise and, although it is perilous, a journey to
her realm in the middle of the sea will almost always prove a source
of great enlightenment.

The Titans are the demiurge embodiments of the elements, controlling
both the Elemental Planes and entire facets of nature. For millions of
years, the Titans ruled the entirety of the world under their emperor
Cronus and they existed without a care for living creatures,
dominating the Earth and acting on their whims.
With the rise of mankind and of the loa, the era of the Titans ended. A
great war, the Titanomachy, saw the Titans exiled and the ascension
of the Olympians, though with the signing of the Gotterdammerung
they have regained some of their former ability to influence the
natural world.
The Titans are primarily worshipped by the Sidhe and the primitive
tribal societies of the Wild. Titan cults are outlawed throughout most
of the Templar lands, although they are still venerated in some rural
regions as well as by philosophers and sorcerers who seek to
understand the pure elemental energies of the void.

Yaahl the Raven
Raven is a haughty spirit who believes herself to be the most glorious
of all the gods. She is quick-witted and swift-winged and has a noble,
if often self-serving, soul. It was she who assisted the Goddess in
distributing the sacred fire to the mortal races, although she could not
bring herself to share in the blame when the Titans found out.
Raven is present in the darkest nights, eager to aid men and birds in
feeling the heights and depths of passion, and she often helps people
realize the love and sadness that exists in their hearts. She has been
known to serve as a psychopomp, escorting the souls of the dead from
one life to the next, or assisting those who wish to accomplish one
final task before moving on.

Antaeus
The Geode, Titan of Earth
Antaeus is the spirit of earth, a living mountain that shakes the world
when it walks. It is said that during the Titanomachy, he could not be
bested by all the warriors of the gods while in contact with the Earth,
and was only subdued when mighty Hercules, son of Zeus, lifted him
into the air to be chained.
The Geode lay passive throughout the Reckoning, choosing to remain
neutral, indecision that cost him his entire world. In the wake of
Ceres' destruction, Antaeus has endeavored to change his nature into
something more proactive lest an even worse fate befalls his children
in the future.

Yue Tu the Rabbit
The meek rabbit is the least impressive of the twelve great totems, shy
and modest, preferring to flee from danger rather than to embrace
confrontation. Still, his compassion is without peer, and it is said that
he willingly sacrifices himself and his children to feed his predatory
brethren.

Atlas
The Tempest, Titan of Air
Atlas is the Titan god of air. Even in exile, he still labors endlessly to
keep the atmosphere breathable and clean, and is often depicted in art
as holding the entire world upon his shoulders.
Cronus
Father Time, Titan of Eternity
Cronus was the eldest child of the Elemental Planes, and it was he
who claimed dominion over the young Earth. Cronus was the spirit of
time, and his ability to see and move through the ages gave him an
undeniable advantage over the other spirits of the Wild, and for eons,
he went unchallenged. In the end, he grew complacent and failed to
see the gift of the fire and his own downfall at the hands of the
Olympians; for he viewed the loa only as a source of food until it was
too late to prevent Zeus from taking his throne.
Crius
The Bogey Man, Titan of Space
Crius is the spirit of space, gravity, and density, an aloof and
impersonal deity. He fought alongside the other Titans against the
gods and was defeated like all the rest. Crius is also the patron of fear,
and he is said to lurk in all the dark places of the world, waiting to
prey upon those who are alone and lost, from the deep stretches of the
Wild to the shadows under children's beds.
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Gods of the Wild
Hyperion
The Dragon, Titan of Magic
Hyperion is the spirit of magic and is believed to be the strongest of
all the Titans, dwarfing even Cronus in power. It is he who defeated
the Night in ages past and slew the demon Apocalypse during the
Reckoning. Though Hyperion is still recovering from wounds
suffered in such epic battles, he still watches the universe, ready to
spring into action should he be needed to preserve the balance.
Mortal dragons believe themselves to be the descendants of Hyperion,
and the Deva claim to be born of his flaming breath.

Surtur
Scion of Ignus, Titan of Fire
Surtur is the spirit of flame and a deadly and sadistic foe of the gods.
He is never careful to restrain his wrath to the spirit world, and many
mortal forests and cities were burned in his wake during the
Titanomachy and the Reckoning.
Surtur is the second Titan of Fire. His predecessor, Ignus, led a
crusade to set the realms aflame, and did not stop until he was
devoured by Hyperion.
Surtur would eventually defeat his rivals and ascend to the fiery
throne of Muspelheim as the undisputed master of fire. Though he has
readily fought alongside his fellow Titans, it is likely that a spark of
resentment still burns in his heart, and it is only a matter of time
before he carries on with his father's legacy.

Iapetus
The Invisible Eye, Titan of Light
Little is known about Iapetus, the shining lord of colors. This
mysterious being is one of the elder Titans, but no word of his history,
motives, or abilities can be found in the mythology of Pangaea.

Themis
The Machine, Titan of Order
Themis is the spirit of order and of metal, and one of the wisest and
most puissant of the Titans. She worked hard to bring a sense of
fairness and justice to the Titans, trying to get them to settle their
disputes in a fair manner rather than just beating into each other until
one submitted or was forced into slumber.
Themis worked hard to protect the Earth from the first demons, and it
was she who transformed the heart of the Night into the demonic
prison, though the ritual cost the Titaness her sight.
When the loa appeared, Themis urged the Titans to work with them
rather than against them, but when her warnings went unheeded, she
reluctantly sided with them in the Titanomachy that would be their
end.

Mnemosyne
Celestia, Titan of Thought
Mnemosyne is the spirit of thought and memory, and it is said that she
alone can restore what has been lost to the river Styx. She was
banished along with the rest of the Titans, but frequently visits the
Earth, for even the Olympians rely on her guidance and wisdom.
Ophion
The Green Man, Titan of Wood
Ophion, the green man, is the god of plants, and all trees bow to him.
He was said to be the lover of the kami Eurynome, and their children
are the manitou which represent the various species of flora that
blanket the Earth.

Typhon
The Harlequin, Titan of Chaos
The terrible beast called Typhon is the spirit of chaos and natural
disasters. It is said that he has one hundred faces and that no two can
ever agree. His nature is random and mercurial, and his motivations
are both unpredictable and unknowable.
Typhon refused to aid the other Titans against the gods, but no sooner
than they were defeated did he choose to rebel against the Olympians.
There he took the form of a living tidal wave of lava, and was able to
best Zeus in personal combat. Even after his banishment, it is said that
many of the natural disasters and monstrous abominations that plague
the Earth are a part of his legacy.
It is impossible to know what, if any, impact Typhon will have on the
Earth's future.

Phoebe
The Pregnant Moon, Titan of Darkness
Phoebe was the spirit of the night and the mother of many spirits.
Some even say that the Celestials themselves were born from Phoebe
after her union with Hyperion.
Pontus
Oceanus, Titan of Water
Pontus is said to be the most amiable of the Titans, as gentle and
soothing as the waters that he embodies. But, like those same waters,
he is amoral and treacherous, and only a fool would trust that his
tranquil demeanor extends beneath his placid surface.
The high elves believe that their messiah, Aquarius, is a child of
Pontus, and that he returned to his father's realm following his mortal
death.

Ymir
Scion of Melinoe, Titan of Ice
Ymir is the spirit of ice; his freezing breath is a blizzard and his touch
the onset of winter. Ymir is the youngest of the Titans, a replacement
for Mors, the ancient Titan of the Void, whose connection to the dead
had begun to turn him against the living, inciting his consumption by
the Nidhogg in the mists of prehistory.

Rhea
The Rose, Titan of Flesh
Rhea is an ancient spirit of life and fertility; the matron of all animals
as well as the elements of flesh and blood. She aided the Goddess in
creating the creatures that now populate Earth, and was the wife of
Cronus. Many legends state that she was the mother of Zeus, or at
least protected him from her husband. In either case, her compassion
did not save her and she was exiled along with all the other Titans.
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Charon
Kami of the Underworld
Charon the ferryman is the spirit of the underworld, the dark land that
has come to be known as Hell. Though his is the domain of demons
and devils, he is not one of them, he is still a kami, and though he is
cold and grim, he is not evil or completely free of compassion. It is
Charon who guides departed souls through the underworld and to
their final resting place.
Like his brothers, Charon has seven fourth circle kami as daughters,
each the embodiment of one of the great rivers of the underworld.

The Kami
There are many animistic religions on Pangaea, worshipping the land
itself alongside the spirits that inhabit it. The planet Earth is
exceptionally robust in animating spirits, and unlike the Elemental
Planes, is home to no less than four fifth circle kami. There used to be
a fifth, darling Thetis, the spirit of Atlantis, but alas, she has fallen,
her essence raped and shredded by Lucifer during the Reckoning, and
the pain of her passing has driven her siblings into the depths of grief
and rage.
Tellus
Kami of Pangaea
The mighty lord of the land is Tellus, the spirit of the super-continent
itself. He is the most powerful of all Kami, strong as a Titan, and he is
the unofficial leader of all the spirits of the Wild. However, a
combination of grief at the loss of his sister and the pain from the
spreading Wasteland have driven him mad. He has become
unpredictable and dangerous, and some fear that if a way cannot be
found to soothe his agony, he may one day fracture and break
Pangaea itself.
Tellus is father to seven daughters, each a fourth circle kami in her
own right. The seven daughters are Mielikki, the embodiment of the
Wild; Vellamo, Matron of the Imperium; Paivatar and Kuutar,
personifications of Aureth and Masaria respectively; Louhi, watcher
of mist-shrouded Avalon; Illmatar of the frozen poles; and Loviatar,
the spirit of the Wasteland. This latter is said to remain vigilant,
always warding mortals away from her perilous realm, always
perched on the precipice of the great basin even as she walks the
delicate line between kami and demon.
Should their father perish, they will likely each drift apart, the
mistresses of their own continents.

Clymene
Kami of the Sky
Clymene is the goddess of the empyrean, the endless blanket of sky
which encircles the Earth. She is carefree and unbounded, seldom
concerning herself with the world below or its inhabitants. She is
mother to seven fourth circle children; her sons are the four winds,
and her daughters are Aurora; spirit of the rainbow, Asteria; spirit of
the meteors, and Aeolus; spirit of fog.
Nereus
Kami of the Ocean
Nereus, the old man of the sea, is an ancient kami whose realm is the
endless hemisphere of water that covers half the globe. He is an aloof
and disagreeable spirit, and seldom sees eye to eye with his fellow
gods or mortal followers.
Nereus is the father of the seven tides, each a lovely daughter and a
fourth circle kami. Three represent seas, their names are Tethys,
Thalassa, and Tiamat. The remaining four represent an ocean, Arctica
the north, Atlanta the east, India the south, and Pacifica the west.
The Celestials
Kami of the Planets
Each of the Elemental Planes has a corresponding planet anchored in
the firmament, and these worlds are embodied by fifth circle Kami
called the Celestials. These beings often serve as heralds to the Titans,
and it was the Celestials who held the Titan’s parliaments together
during their time on Earth.
These alien spirits are not commonly worshipped on Earth, however,
mages who channel the energy of their world often invoke them
before rituals.

Placeholder Artwork
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Outsider Gods
twelve great labors, many of which would take him as far away as the
wilds of Pangaea or pit him against the remaining Titans and their
monstrous servants or fey children.
When Hercules was finally slain in an act of treachery which would
later be known as one of the preludes to the Reckoning, he ascended
to join his father on Olympus as one of the einherjar and continues his
heroic exploits to this day.

The Outsiders
Iblis
Sultan of the Djinn
Iblis was once an archangel, emissary to the Elemental Planes, and a
puppet of Lucifer, who was turned against humanity by Satan’s
words. He traveled the realms, transforming the demiurge into freewilled angels called djinn. When he had amassed an army, he attacked
Earth and was defeated by the people of Atlantis under King
Solomon.
Though the gods punished Iblis and stripped him of his wings, he was
not imprisoned or destroyed, and in the thousands of years since he
has established his own kingdom, the City of Brass, a court of Djinn
that travels the Elemental Planes hoping to convert others to their
cause.
Iblis is obsessed with revenge against the gods, but he does not have
the strength to face Heaven directly, and he cannot attack mankind
again as he has agreed to sign the Gotterdammerung, a concession
that was secretly motivated by fear rather than a genuine desire for
reconciliation. His only real chance at fighting back against the
heavens would be to side with the Arch-Devils, but he hates Lucifer
just as much as the gods he betrayed for the Morning Star.
Currently, Iblis busies himself with the affairs of the Djinn and is
always searching for his still imprisoned comrades. It is not
uncommon for a genie to seek out Iblis’ aid in granting a wish that
stands between them and freedom but is beyond their own power to
accomplish.

The Great Beast
Guardian of the End Times
It is said that the father of all tarasques sleeps beneath the ocean, a
many-headed monstrosity birthed from Nyx's final anguished
nightmares as it perished in the jaws of the Dragon. Long has it slept,
and some say that the great storms which have swept out of the
Tethys in recent years are harbingers of its wakening, and when it
finally rises from the sea, the world will be unmade by its hunger.
Some cultists believe that they can command or even control this
creature, and they seek the arcane rituals and artifacts that will bind its
will and bring its slumber to an end, but surely, they only work to
hasten their own destruction.
Nidhogg
The Serpent of Corruption
The Nidhogg was the first demon, a being even more ancient and
terrible than the seven demon princes. It began existence as a simple
lemure, feeding upon the corruption in the primordial soup of
creation, but soon absorbed too much taint and grew into a bloated
and monstrous serpent covered in writhing tentacles, many of which
ended in snapping maws. This abomination continued to feed and to
grow, nourished by all the rot and foulness of the spirit world, until it
finally grew large enough to threaten the Titans themselves. After
Nidhogg consumed the dark titan Mors, the other gods of the Wild
banded together against it out of fear and desperation.
After an epic battle that nearly cracked the world, the Nidhogg was
finally subdued, although even the Titans lacked the might to truly
kill the massive serpent. Instead, Nidhogg was bound beneath an
ancient volcanic tor in southern Pangaea, and with the potent earth
energies of the nexus feeding its wards, the Nidhogg should have
remained there forever, trapped in an endless waking dream.
The Cataclysm caused the mystic runes that bound the Nidhogg to
fracture, or perhaps it was the other way around. Though it is still
helpless and imprisoned, the Nidhogg has started to awaken and has
begun to test the cracks in the edge of its prison. Some of its smaller
tendrils have managed to squeeze their way out into the wider world
and spread their corruption to it. The serpent’s hold on the Wasteland
is plain to see, but its tentacles stretch far wider, and even in the
depths of the Wild or the deep sea there are places where its touch has
soured the milk of the cosmos.
Some truly deranged cultists actually worship the monster as a god,
and though they lack any knowledge of the Nidhogg's true nature, let
alone its location, their prayers still serve to hasten the inevitable
moment when it breaks free and ends the world. Without the Titans to
reinforce the damaged wards, it is only a matter of time before they
are entirely worn away, and when that happens all of reality will
descend into unending madness and depravity.

Pazuzu
Lord of the Wicked Wind
Pazuzu is the leader of the erinyes and is motivated only by his desire
to see the guilty punished and his enemies suffer at his hands. This
creature is called to do the bidding of the various gods, but none trust
him, and only madmen or those blinded by desperation or spite would
dare worship this treacherous creature or ask for his boon.
The Astral Deities
Gods of Primal Creation
Many fifth circle qliphothic spirits exist, some are servants and spawn
of Erebus while others are unknowable entities born of churning
chaos in the Age of Obscurity. The merrow knew many of these
creatures and worshipped them, giving them unpronounceable names
that translate into titles such as the King in Yellow, The Formless
Mist, The One Beyond the Threshold, or the Crawling Chaos. A
disturbing number of their cults endure to the modern-day, composed
primarily of the insane or the ignorant, as well as those arrogant
enough to believe they can deal with beings older and more uncaring
than the universe itself and come out ahead.
Hercules
God of Strength
Hercules was an ancient demigod, son of Zeus, and a champion of the
people of Atlantis. He was said to be the strongest man who ever
lived and the greatest warrior of all Atlantis, and he is famed for his
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If the same creature were encountered on dry land, it would probably
have at least a one-star reduction in difficulty, while a team
swimming across the open ocean would find it to be a full star more
dangerous than usual.
Also, keep the creature’s role in mind; a band of orc warriors led by a
nymph commander would be significantly more dangerous than if
their positions were reversed.

Humanity thinks itself sovereign over the Earth, a species chosen by
the gods. In reality, mankind is but one of the millions of life forms
that share Pangaea, many of which surpass humanity in population,
physical might, and even intellect. Still, humans have a unique
combination of attributes that allows them dominion over much of the
planet, at least for the moment.
This chapter contains descriptions, illustrations, and rules for several
hundred of the most fantastic and influential inhabitants of Pangaea,
as well as brief entries for ordinary members of the animal kingdom.

Danger Ratings
OOO Not dangerous under ordinary circumstances.
OO
Only dangerous in large numbers, when striking from
ambush, or when their victim is sleeping or injured.
O
Significantly less dangerous than a human, but not to be
underestimated.
Roughly as dangerous as a person, for good or ill.
*
Notably more dangerous than a human, but can still be slain
or driven off by a stoic posse or canny hunter.
**
A threat to an entire team, aggressive creatures of this nature
require concerted efforts by local militias or trappers.
***
This creature has no rivals in its territory, for it is a match for
an entire warband. If one roams into civilized lands,
intervention by the military or expert monster-slayers will be
needed to drive it off.
****
A super-apex predator as powerful as an entire army; regions
inhabited by these creatures are simply avoided and ghost
towns will be left in their wake.
***** An epic threat that is equivalent to a natural disaster. Such
beings are best hidden or fled from. Only demigods and
heroes of legend can hope to oppose such a creature.
Half stars of danger lie somewhere between the descriptions
☆
given above.

Reading the Entries
Each creature in the bestiary has a description as well as a table
summarizing their game rules.
Most creatures have an innate bonus or penalty to some or all of their
eight attribute scores. Entries with a - have capabilities roughly
equivalent to a human and receive no modifiers based on their
species.
The size entry is the typical size rating for a member of that species.
If the creature has a range listed, the exact size is chosen by the
controlling player when the character is created.
Size and weight categories determine the size of the creature in
narrative terms, given in feet and stones respectively. The listed
values are the average for an adult member of the species.
Lifespan is the approximate age in years that a member of this species
can expect to live before dying of natural causes, assuming they have
an average endurance score and no serious physical flaws.
Some of the entries in the bestiary are ailments that can be applied to
another creature; for example, werewolves and tarasques are the result
of mutation caused by spiritual possession of another creature, while
many undead can be created from the fallen bodies of most any being
in Pangaea. Entries marked with a * are in addition to the value of the
base form.
Listed traits are mandatory for members of this species. Traits marked
with an * are optional and may be purchased without the mutant trait.
Unless otherwise specified in its entry, a creature may only purchase a
single rank of an inborn trait.
All traits listed as belonging to a subspecies must be taken if the
creature is a member of said subspecies. Subspecies have all the traits
of the parent species save those which are contradictory; for example,
cyclops have poor vision, but triamantes have acute vision which
overwrites it.
Modifiers to a subspecies’ scores or danger ratings are cumulative
with those of the base species.

Making an Inhuman Character
Some players may wish to take on the role of a nonhuman character.
The player should first check with the Gamekeeper; there are many
diverse species in Pangaea, and not all of them are appropriate for all
games. Many are simply so alien they would be unable to function in
the region in which the game is set or even to interact with the rest of
the team. In addition, some races, such as Deva, Dragons, or
Gigantes, are so powerful that it just wouldn't be fair to the other
players, and besides; 100 character points probably aren’t enough to
do them justice anyway. Generally, species of the "Humanoid,"
"Fey," or "Hengeyokai" types make the best player characters.
Inhuman characters must purchase any traits which are mandatory for
their species at the usual costs. In addition, their attribute modifiers
alter the range for the character’s attribute scores; for example, an orc
has a +2 modifier to strength, and therefore an orc character may have
a strength score between three and twelve.
When creating an inhuman extra using one of the templates in
Chapter Ten, simply apply all attribute modifiers to the creature’s
scores along with the effects of their inborn traits.

Danger Rating
Danger rating is a measure of the threat such a creature possess.
A monster’s danger might fluctuate based on circumstances. For
example, a sea monster encountered by a team on a dock, the deck of
a ship, or in waist-deep water allows both sides to act more or less
equally.
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In addition, an arboreal creature's climb tests are not penalized by a
lack of prehensile limbs and climbing does not make them vulnerable.

Inborn Traits
Inborn traits represent the near-endless qualities that the myriad life
forms of Pangaea may possess. These include unusual body shapes,
strange organs, exotic body-chemistry, mystical aspects, and more.
Inborn traits are, from a rules standpoint, identical to normal traits,
save that they are mandatory for members of certain species and other
characters may not purchase them at all save with the mutant merit.

Arctic
Minor Physical Merit
The body of a creature adapted to survive in extremely cold
environments is protected by heavy fur, thick blubber, or strange
chemical processes. Arctic creatures always consider their
surroundings to be one step warmer than they are. The full rules for
temperature can be found in Chapter Ten.

Amorphous
Major Physical Merit
An amorphous creature lacks a fixed body shape. They generally have
no limbs, although they may be able to exude pseudopods if needed.
Amorphous creatures are immune to the secondary effects of any
combat maneuver which forces or inhibits movement or which harms
a specific body part.
Amorphous creatures receive a +20 bonus on squeeze tests.

Barrage
Physical Merit
This beast has a strange natural defense that allow it to attack at
range, allowing it to use the throw ability with its unarmed strikes.
The nature of this attack and the type of damage depends on the
species. For example, a creature that shoots spines will inflict
projectile damage, one that spits acid will cause chemical damage,
and one that breathes fire will utilize heat damage. Some creatures
spit their venom as a barrage; those hit by this attack do not suffer
damage but are exposed to the poison.
Utilizing a barrage takes a lot out of a creature, and it takes their body
some time to produce the ammunition. Most creatures can only use
this trait a number of times equal to their endurance attribute in a
given act. Further uses of the ability require conviction.
Some rare creature’s barrages also inflict anti-magic, have innate
artifact properties, or set their targets on fire.
Barrage attacks that utilize the volley maneuver strike an area with a
diameter equal to the creature's natural reach.

Amphibious
Physical Merit
An amphibious creature can breathe underwater without impacting its
ability to function on land. Most amphibians take in air through their
thin skins, but some carry an internal pouch or have both gills and
lungs. Amphibious creatures dry out quickly; they must consume
twice as much water as other creatures and suffer dehydration at
double the usual rate.
Anguish
Spiritual Merit
This creature can strike directly at its victims’ minds. Anguish is a
basic action that can target any character within the creature's reach,
even if one or both of them are ethereal.
The attacker rolls a resolve competition against their subject. The
loser then suffers a psychic wound. A character who loses this test by
twenty or more suffers an additional psychic wound.

Bioelectric
Physical Merit
Some creatures are capable of generating powerful electric currents
within their bodies. The creature can release an electric pulse as a
basic action.
All characters who are in a zone adjacent to the creature must evade
or test for electric damage with an adjustment equal to the creature’s
might score. Creatures who are currently riding or grappling with the
creature automatically fail this test.
If used in the water, this pulse has a range equal to the creature’s
natural reach.

Antenna
Minor Physical Merit
Antennae are long flesh stalks that carry some or all of the creature’s
sensory organs. Beings with antenna have an unlimited field of vision
and can watch or guard things from any direction.
Characters with this trait receive a +4 bonus to their alertness score
for the purposes of opposing the stealth and larceny skills.

Bioluminescence
Minor Physical Merit
A bioluminescent creature has special glowing cells and emits light
equivalent to that cast by a lantern.

Aquatic
Physical Merit
This creature spends a good deal of its time in the water and its body
has been shaped and adapted for swimming. It is long and
streamlined, perhaps with webbed digits or even rudimentary fins.
Aquatic provides a +4 bonus to athletics tests made to swim. In
addition, swimming does not make this creature vulnerable.

Bounder
Physical Merit
This creature's body shape lends itself well to jumping, and it may
move about by hopping rather than running or walking.
Bounder halves the difficulty of any jump or leap tests which the
creature is required to take.

Arboreal
Physical Merit
Arboreal animals have evolved to live off the ground, usually in trees
or on rock faces. The bodies of arboreal creatures are built for
climbing, often as a result of unusual limb structure, adhesive foot
pads, or grasping claws.
The arboreal trait provides a +4 bonus to athletics tests made to climb.

Breathless
Physical Merit
A breathless creature does not require oxygen to survive. It can never
be damaged by suffocation, although it can still be prevented from
taking verbal actions. It does not consider low-oxygen environments
or those that are full of suffocating gasses to be hostile climates.
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Burrow
Physical Merit
Burrowing creatures are capable of digging tunnels with amazing
speed, moving through the ground almost as easily as a fish through
water.
A burrowing creature can submerge as a basic action (ambulatory)
and can burst forth from the ground as a quick action (ambulatory).
A burrower has full concealment while underground, but is also
blinded. If they are near the surface, they can attack or be attacked
normally, although they will have cover.
A burrowing creature considers snow or sand to be rough terrain and
receives soft cover if near the surface. Most soil allows them to move
as if through very rough terrain and provides medium cover.
Especially dense or rocky areas count as extremely rough terrain and
provide hard cover.
Some creatures can even burrow through solid stone or metal, but not
at a rate that can be measured in turns, taking minutes, hours, or even
days to move only a few paces.

Cloud
Physical Merit
Some animals can emit a spray of thick vapor or pigment, temporarily
impairing vision and hiding their form. The most well-known
example of this ability is an octopus' ink.
A given creature can use this ability as a basic action that replicates a
smoke bomb that extends outward to the edge of the creature's natural
reach. The cloud will move with winds or currents but is otherwise
stationary and will disperse at the end of the act.
The second rank of this trait upgrades the cloud to standard
concealment and the third rank to full concealment.
Cold-blooded
Minor Physical Merit
Rather than produce its own warmth, this creature relies on
environmental heat sources to power its metabolism. They treat the
ambient temperature as one step colder than it actually is. Full rules
for temperature can be found in Chapter Ten.
Cold-blooded creatures need far fewer rations and suffer the effects of
starvation at half the usual rate.
A creature with both the cold-blooded and arctic traits always treats
the temperature as being one step more comfortable.

Camouflage
Minor Physical Merit
This being’s hide is colored in such a way that it can blend in with the
background and provides a +4 bonus to its stealth score while
unarmored.
As a minor trait, camouflage only functions in the creatures' native
environment, but the major version allows the creature to actually
change colors and blend in with virtually any backdrop.

Constrictor
Minor Physical Merit
A constrictor's body is designed to wrap around and crush its prey,
perhaps with a long sinuous form, numerous tentacles, grasping
tongues, or maybe even the ability to swallow its opponent whole.
Constrictors receive a +4 bonus on their might test when performing
the grapple or strangle maneuvers.

Carapace
Physical Merit
Some creatures are protected by an especially tough hide that
functions like armor. Each rank of this trait provides a +2 bonus to
resilience. Against attacks with good penetration, this bonus is
reduced to +1, and it is increased to +3 against attacks with poor
penetration.
Below is a guideline to how many ranks of carapace a creature should
have:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
+1:
+1:

Construct
Major Physical Merit
A construct is not truly alive, rather it is an animate object, often
mechanical or magical in nature. A construct automatically passes all
fortitude tests save those to avoid maimed body parts. This means that
constructs are effectively immune to poison, disease, blood loss, and
many of the other hazards faced by living creatures.
Constructs do not need to rest, eat, breathe, or sleep, however, most
require some form of fuel to operate and may wear out over time or
break down if they push themselves too hard.
A construct cannot be killed. If it suffers a mortal wound or takes
damage equal to double its vitality score, it is broken and returned to
an inanimate state until it is either repaired or wholly disassembled.
Constructs do not heal on their own, they must be repaired by a
craftsman using the appropriate skill, usually metalworking or
technology. Field repairs follow the same rules as the first aid ability,
while a full repair is a laborious action that simulates a recovery
phase. The difficulty to perform a full repair depends on the
complexity of the construct and fully repairing a large creature
requires an amount of additional concentration equal to its size rating
for each point of damage that is to be repaired.
If portions of the construct's body are missing, the crafter may need to
acquire additional materials before attempting repairs.
A construct is considered to be resistant to all forms of energy
damage save those to which the materials they are composed of are
susceptible.

Protected by thick skin, feathers, or heavy fur
Protected by scales
Protected by an exoskeleton
Protected by a partial shell
Protected by a full shell or composed of minerals
Protected by a thick mane or bony frill
Protected by a supernatural bloodline

Carapaces are fully cumulative with helmets, shields, shrouds, and the
chi merit. Armor is only partially cumulative with a carapace; if a
character has both a carapace and manufactured armor, the weaker of
the two will treat all incoming attacks as having good penetration.
Cerebrophage
Mental Merit
This ghoulish entity is able to devour the brains of its victims, and
with them the sum of their knowledge and memories. This ability
does not grant any skills or traits, but it does grant familiarity, and the
creature may be able to learn the skills of its victims on its own over
time without a tutor by reflecting on its meal.
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Deep Breath
Minor Physical Merit
A creature with this trait is adapted to survive between two worlds
and is able to hold its breath for a very long time. This trait is usually
found in aquatic mammals and reptiles which go for long periods of
time underwater or among marine invertebrates who dwell in regions
that are often left exposed to air by the tides.
This trait provides a +4 bonus on fortitude tests made to resist
suffocation. During narrative scenes, characters with this trait can
hold their breath for roughly ten times as long as other creatures.

Forming an elemental body is a basic action (conviction). The spirit
must be in an area of the spirit world which coexists with the
appropriate sort of matter at the time of creation. They then merge
with the elemental body, losing access to the ethereal and kismet traits
but gaining amorphous and construct. A spirit may abandon its
elemental body as a quick action (simple).
Elemental bodies cannot be harmed by normal means. Wounds
inflicted by holy water, sacred weapons, and spells modified by the
conduit metamagic can inflict psychic damage on the animating spirit
normally.
Elemental bodies require a constant influx of new material to
maintain their form. If they leave contact with their element for even
an instant, they will suffer a single psychic wound at the start of their
next turn.
More details on the capabilities of specific elementals are found later
in this Chapter.

Earthborn
Major Spiritual Merit
This creature has a mystical connection with the Earth itself, allowing
them to commune with minerals on an instinctive level. Earthborn
creatures add their animus score to their key attributes when taking a
metalworking, stoneworking, technology, or woodworking test or
making a might or acrobatics test to keep its footing. This bonus may
not take the character’s effective attribute beyond fifteen.
These bonuses only apply when the creature is standing upon the
Earth's surface, and are lost while climbing, flying, swimming,
mounted, or riding in a vehicle.

Energy Attack
Physical Merit
This creature's body emits copious amounts of deadly energy which it
can direct against its opponents. Exactly how this damage is inflicted
or what type it is depends on the creature, for example, its skin could
ooze acidic mucus, its body temperature could be high enough to
scorch those it touches, or it might suck the heat out of its victims like
a wraith.
The creature's unarmed attacks inflict both physical and energy
damage simultaneously. Only test for damage once, but use
whichever properties are most effective against the current target.

Echolocation
Physical Merit
Some beings’ hearing is so acute that they can pinpoint the source of
the slightest sound. Many creatures with this trait also emit their own
high-frequency sound pulses to further gauge the shape and distance
of otherwise silent objects. Creatures with echolocation can ignore the
penalties for concealment caused by a lack of light.
Echolocation does not function through solid objects, even transparent
objects such as sheets of glass, or in areas of total silence such as
vacuums or magical quiet. Areas with large amounts of ambient noise
will confuse such creatures and put them on edge, and sudden loud
noises may stun them for a turn if they cannot pass a resolve test.

Eternal
Special Merit
An eternal creature can potentially live forever. After reaching
maturity, eternal creatures stop aging altogether and will never
diminish with the passage of time.
Many fey possess the eternal trait, as do nearly all automatons, spirits,
and undead, but few natural creatures are eternal save the simplest of
organisms.
Eternal is a bit of a special case in that it does not fit into any one
clear category. It can be physical, spiritual, or both, and while it is
perhaps the most coveted of all traits from a narrative perspective, it is
of very little practical use over the course of the game.
Eternal does not cost any character points and cannot be selected
through the mutant trait without Gamekeeper permission.

Electroreception
Physical Merit
This creature is able to sense electromagnetic fields. They are
automatically aware of the presence of an electric current or magnet
within a number of paces equal to their perception score, including
the bioelectric field of a living organism. This does not give them any
idea of the subject's shape or appearance; it simply tells the position
and rough size of the field. The range of this ability is tripled
underwater. In addition, this creature can sense the Earth's magnetic
field, and can tell direction by it if there are no confounding fields
nearby.
Strong electric currents can be sensed even more clearly. Creatures
with electroreception ignore concealment when targeting electronic
devices or characters with the bioelectric trait or the voltage field
shroud.

Ethereal
Major Supernatural Merit
An ethereal creature is composed of ectoplasm rather than flesh and
exists in the Dreamtime. Ethereal creatures cannot interact with or be
acted upon by the physical world; even spells will require the conduit
metamagic to cross the Veil. Unless they possess the channel trait,
ethereal beings cannot perceive the physical world, and likewise
cannot be seen by physical creatures who lack said trait.
Ethereal creatures are outside of the standard dimensions of space and
time. They are unaffected by gravity, will not fall, and can walk upon
water and even air. They can move freely in any direction, even
straight up, and can pass through physical objects which are not
sacred or soulless. Ethereal creatures can never enter null zones and if
they try they will simply travel on to the opposite side.

Elemental Body
Spiritual Merit
Elementals are spirits that can imbue inanimate substances with their
own essence, creating an ever-shifting body of nonliving matter.
Elementals can inhabit any matter that is in a state appropriate to their
type; gas for air elementals, solids for earth elemental, liquids for
water elementals, and plasma for fire elementals.
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Ethereal creatures can choose to move deeper into the world of the
spirits, taking refuge in the Astral Plane. While in the Astral Plane,
creatures are too distant to see or be seen from the mortal world, even
with the channel merit, and cannot interact with sacred objects or holy
water. Spell's with the conduit property can still be cast into or out of
the Astral Plane, although the range of said spell might be
inordinately long.
Some creatures such as mirri and the dreadful dimensional shambler
possess the ability to move through the Veil freely. These beings have
two levels of the ethereal trait and take on the properties of whichever
side of the Veil they currently stand upon.

Fins
Physical Flaw
This creature's limbs are designed for moving through the water rather
than overland, ending in flippers or elegant fins instead of hands or
feet. While on land, a creature with fins is considered immobile.
Creatures with fins do need to use the swim ability, they can move
about in the water as easily as terrestrial creatures can walk on dry
land and swimming does not render creatures with fins vulnerable.
Creatures with fins can jump or leap from the water's surface.
Fleet
Physical Merit
This creature is incredibly fast, particularly if given a few moments to
get up to full speed.
After using the run ability, a creature with fleet doubles its final speed
score until the start of its next turn. A fleet creature also gains this
benefit when its rider uses the race maneuver.
Moving so swiftly tends to rapidly tire most creatures out, and a fleet
character cannot cover significantly more ground while traveling long
distances.
If a fleet creature also has wings, it might be able to move even faster,
particularly during a dive, although such speeds require time to build
up and are of little use during a typical action scene.

Expanded Hearing
Minor Physical Merit
This creature has evolved to hear sounds that exist in a range
imperceptible to humans. Many creatures can also make vocalizations
in the same frequency, which carry over a great distance and allow for
messages that are imperceptible to most eavesdroppers. In addition,
the creature will be allowed to take an alertness test to receive
advance warning against many hazards due to subtle sounds like the
inaudible groans that predate a collapsing tunnel or the respiration of
a hidden creature.
Extra Head
Major Physical and Mental Merit
Some extremely bizarre beings have more than one head. Sometimes,
these heads even house separate minds within, creating creatures with
several personalities at once.
Each extra head allows the creature to perform one extra action during
each of its turns. Bonus actions can be of any type, even if they
already took a mutually exclusive action, but cannot utilize the same
body part or tool as the creature's other actions. For example, a twoheaded humanoid who wishes to attack twice must be holding a
separate one-handed weapon in each hand and does not gain the
benefits of shields or dual-wielding.
These bonus actions can be taken even if the creature is stunned,
although crippling a head denies it any actions.
Creatures with more than one head also receive a +2 bonus to
alertness when using the search ability, opposing stealth or larceny,
or making an alarm test.
All heads share the same skills, attributes, and traits.

Float
Physical Merit
Creatures with this trait are lighter than air, and though they cannot
truly fly, they do hover a few feet above the ground. Many such
beings can actually alter their internal density, allowing them to soar
to ever greater heights, although they typically drift about at the
mercy of the wind while they do so.
Floating creatures may never run, jump, or be prone. They receive
high ground against landlocked characters, but not against actual
flyers. Floating creatures ignore most forms of rough or perilous
terrain and can move across small obstacles and over narrow pits.
Floating creatures do not fall, and instead drift to the ground
unharmed if they are left unsupported.

Feral
Mental Flaw
This creature has a mind which is significantly different from that of a
human. Although the creature might be rather intelligent, it is still a
beast, and many advanced concepts such as abstract thinking and
language are beyond it.
Feral creatures cannot learn a language, even if they are physically
capable of speaking or writing. Furthermore, they cannot use any
ability which requires precision or anything else the Gamekeeper
deems to be beyond their mental capacity.
A particularly intelligent feral creature might be able to learn simple
tasks or to recognize a few words of speech, and many species can
instinctively perform precision tasks such as a bird building a nest.

Hive Mind
Mental Merit
This extremely rare trait is possessed by certain eusocial creatures and
allows them to direct their underlings into an almost singular
consciousness. The usual method of communication is chemical in
nature, but in a few species, it is actually a low-level telepathic field.
When using the coordinate ability, a creature with the hive mind trait
allows its subjects to use its proficiency level in skills as well as its
prodigy, specialty, or legendary skill traits.

Gills
Major Physical Flaw
A creature with the gills trait draws oxygen from the water rather than
the air. Such a being can breathe indefinitely while under the water,
but will suffocate outside of it.

Hooves
Minor Physical Flaw
This creature's locomotive limbs end in rigid hooves, durable but
incapable of delicate movements. Creatures with hooves receive a -4
penalty to athletics tests made to climb or swim and to sneak tests
made to move across hard ground, but also receive a +4 resilience
bonus against perilous terrain.
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Immortal
Major Physical or Spiritual Merit
An immortal creature cannot be killed by conventional means. Even if
its physical body is destroyed, an immortal creature may eventually
return in a restored form. Typically, only spirits or powerful
supernatural creatures possess such undying vitality, although some
living organisms are able to completely regenerate from only a few
surviving cells.
Immortal creatures can never be killed and are immune to any effects
that cause death outright. They can still die of old age if they do not
also possess the eternal trait.
Immortality functions differently for each type of creature and will be
further elaborated on in the descriptions of said immortal creatures.
Creatures who are immortal due to purely biological processes can be
permanently dealt with by burning or otherwise completely
destroying the body, but those with supernatural immortality require
very specific methods to put them down for good, maybe even the
ultimate necromantic discipline of extinguish the spark.
A creature that is both immortal and relentless will be incapacitated
and effectively paralyzed if it suffers damage that exceeds its vitality
twice over. It is still alive and perhaps even conscious, but lacks the
bodily integrity to accomplish its goals.

performed incorrectly. Some parasites will eventually die on their
own or prove fatal to their host.
Most large creatures with this ability do not infest their subject
directly, rather they inject their eggs or larva into the host and let their
young initiate the infestation process.
Infrared Vision
Physical Merit
This creature can observe light in spectrums far lower than most
humanoids, allowing it to see the radiation given off by warm objects.
Warm-blooded creatures gain no benefit from concealment provided
by low light and especially hot objects provide infrared light
equivalent to a torch.
Few creatures who are themselves warm-blooded have this trait, as
their own body heat would blind them. There are a few exceptions,
such as goblinoids, who have evolved adaptations to their eye
structure to negate such distractions.
Infrared vision fails in areas with large amounts of ambient heat,
particularly when looking at a large open flame. In such situations, the
heat might blind the creature or provide concealment in the same
manner as overly bright light.
Invulnerability
Major Physical Merit
Invulnerability is a stronger version of the resistance trait. The
creature simply cannot be wounded by the chosen attack form.
Note that the secondary effects of maneuvers that do not require the
subject to be harmed still apply as normal. For example, a creature
that is invulnerable to steel cannot be maimed or subdued by a steel
weapon, but could still be tripped or shoved by one.

Incorporeal
Major Physical Merit
An incorporeal creature does not have a solid physical form, perhaps
existing as gas or even pure energy. Incorporeal creatures cannot
physically interact with other beings, are immune to damage from
most weapons, and cannot use tools or wear equipment.
Incorporeal beings cannot be grappled, pushed, shoved, strangled, or
tripped, nor can they perform such maneuvers on other characters.
They might, however, be harmed by some forms of energy and, if
capable of utilizing energy attacks, can harm others with them.
Incorporeal creatures can be affected normally by spells that do not
rely on a physical component.
Incorporeal creatures receive a +30 bonus on squeeze tests.

Iron Stomach
Minor Physical Merit
This creature can eat almost anything. The exact methods of
consumption vary from one species to another; they might be able to
endure rotten or toxic food, break down normally indigestible
materials like bone or cellulose, or even derive sustenance from
inorganic materials. This creature can automatically feed itself by
foraging in most lands, and rarely needs to carry rations.

Infestation
Physical Merit
This creature is able to invade the body of a living being and
influence or even completely take over their mind. Most are parasites
that enter a victim's body and eat away at the nervous system,
replacing portions of it with their own flesh or affecting it with
chemical secretions.
When first exposed to a parasite, the subject must make a fortitude
competition against it. If they lose, they are infected, and must
continue to make another such test each day. If the host wins three
tests in a row, or a single critical success, the parasite dies. If the
parasite wins three tests in a row, or the host fumbles, it permanently
infects the host and alters their body chemistry.
The exact effects vary from creature to creature, but normally consist
of simple changes in metabolism and behavior. The parasite can
influence the host's actions, usually by releasing mood-altering or
addictive narcotics, in which case the host must pass a resolve test
(opposed by the parasite's fortitude) to resist.
Infestation is normally permanent; though some medical treatments or
spells can remove the parasite, they can also kill the patient if

Life Sense
Spiritual Merit
The walking dead are imbued with shadowy senses that allow them to
see by the un-light of the Abyss. They can see perfectly well in any
level of darkness, even after their sensory organs have rotted away.
Life sense can be used to see the life force within living and undead
beings and can also determine a creature's general state of health.
Life sense is not exactly like standard vision, rather it is a blurry
world of stark black and white, with the faded grays between forever
blurred by the winds of the Abyss. Living organisms glow with faint
light while the undead are blacker than black and sentient beings,
particularly those of great physical or magical power, appear as
brilliant shapes of radiant white light. Those who walk between the
worlds of the living and the dead, such as vampires, exist as intricate
webs of light and shadow not unlike the shape of the human
circulatory system.
Undead can turn their life sense on and off as a quick action (simple).
While it is active, their eyes, or the sockets where their eyes once
rested, glow with an otherworldly light. The color of the light varies,
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but is typically a baleful red or eerie blue that borders on ultraviolet.
This light is not strong enough to illuminate anything around the
undead, or even negate its concealment, but it can still give away their
position in the dark or reveal their undead nature to a careful observer.

Polarized Vision
Physical Merit
This creature's eyesight is sensitive to the polarization of light,
allowing it to perceive shape without color. Characters with polarized
vision ignore most optical illusions, including the camouflage trait or
the invisibility spell.

Mimic
Minor Physical Merit
This species’ mouth and throat are shaped in such a way that its
members can copy human speech. Although such creatures often lack
the mental capacity to actually learn a language, they can be
conditioned to say a few words in response to certain stimuli and
might even be able to master simple concepts or names. Many mimics
are kept as pets and taught to speak as a curiosity, but some predators
have learned how to imitate a human voice to lure prey into a trap.

Prehensile
Physical Merit
Prehensile limbs are required for the fine manipulation of objects and
tools. A prehensile limb usually takes the form of a non-locomotive
forelimb that ends in dexterous fingers and an opposable thumb,
though prehensile toes, trunks, and tails are not uncommon.
A creature that does not have any prehensile limbs cannot utilize most
tools and must pass a larceny test to activate simple machines, carry
objects, climb ladders, and perform other tasks which most characters
take for granted.
Creatures without prehensile limbs suffer a -4 penalty on might tests
made to perform the grapple or strangle maneuvers unless they
possess suitable natural weapons for holding their prey such as
snapping pincers or robust jaws, or have the constrictor trait.
Humanoids, fey, hengeyokai, and spirits are all assumed to have two
prehensile limbs unless otherwise specified.

Night Vision
Physical Merit
Creatures with this trait have eyes adapted for picking up the
maximum amount of light and will usually have slit pupils or a
reflective eyeshine. A character with night vision always perceives
their surroundings as being one level brighter than they actually are,
which may negate or impose concealment.
Noxious
Minor Physical Merit
This creature's flesh is highly toxic and perhaps coated with
venomous slime. Anything which bites or eats this creature is exposed
to poison.
This poison can be either anesthetic or lethal, depending on the
creature's species. The base potency of the poison is 10 per rank of the
noxious trait.

Quills
Physical Merit
The creature’s body is covered with dangerous points and barbs,
ranging from the tiny stinging cnidocytes of the jellyfish to the long
spines of an urchin or the barbed quills of the porcupine. While
unarmored, this creature gains the benefits of spiked armor but none
of the downsides.

Pallesthesia
Physical Merit
This being is extremely sensitive to vibration. Characters with
pallesthesia receive a bonus on alertness tests against moving
creatures and can partially ignore concealment, depending on the
surface that their subject is in contact with.
Against a flying subject, the alertness bonus is +2.
Against a subject on land, the alertness bonus is +4 and one level of
concealment is ignored.
Against a swimming subject, the alertness bonus is +6 and two levels
of concealment are ignored.
Against a burrowing subject, the alertness bonus is +8 and three
levels of concealment are ignored.
Against a creature touching a web, the alertness bonus is increased to
+10 and all concealment is ignored.
A creature must be in physical contact with the same surface as its
subject to gain the benefits of its pallesthesia.

Relentless
Major Physical Merit
Each part of this creature's body is possessed with a life force of its
own and cannot be stopped. A relentless creature can never be
disabled, and body parts that are severed will continue to live on
despite separation from the host body, being good as new once
reattached; and in some species are even capable of growing into a
whole new creature over time.
Relentless extras act normally while incapacitated.
Rending
Physical Merit
This creature's claws are designed for one purpose, to puncture their
enemies’ flesh, no matter how well protected it may be, and their
unarmed attacks have good penetration. This bonus is lost when using
any sort of weaponry, including magical armaments.
Resistance
Physical Merit
The creature's body is designed to withstand a specific form of
damage, usually one that is common in the environment in which they
dwell. The creature receives a +4 bonus to resilience against attacks
to which they are resistant.
This bonus also applies to fortitude and resolve tests made to avoid
attacks of this type which wound without testing for damage.
Resistance usually applies to a form of energy or a subtle threat like
poison or disease. Resistance to materials or weapon types is
significantly rarer and usually supernatural in origin.

Photosynthetic
Physical Merit
Most plants and some animals are able to turn ambient energy directly
into food. Creatures with this trait do not need to eat so long as they
spend a good portion of their time exposed to sufficient levels of
energy. Sunlight is normally required for this process, although some
organisms utilize radiation, chemical reactions, or magic, and the
mighty Gigantes can feed off the energies of the Earth itself.
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Scent
Physical Merit
Humans have a rather poorly developed sense of smell, but there are
many creatures in the animal kingdom for whom scent is a primary
method of finding their prey. Such beings can identify other creatures
and objects by smell alone, and can recognize an individual by scent
as easily as a human would by looking at their face.
A creature with this trait receives a +4 bonus to their alertness score
when searching for, tracking, or opposing the stealth test of a creature
or an object with a recognizable scent. This bonus is increased to +8 if
the subject has the stench trait.
Favorable wind conditions might increase this bonus, but masking
odors and unfavorable weather conditions might hinder it.
A character cannot use scent while suffocating.

ailments that are normally removed with sleep by spending several
hours at rest.
Slimy
Minor Physical Merit
When under stress, this creature's flesh exudes copious amounts of
slippery mucus. In addition to making the creature generally
unappetizing to predators, this defense allows it to easily escape from
them. Slimy characters receive a +4 bonus to the escape artist ability.
Slither
Minor Physical Flaw
A slithering creature is adept at moving without legs. It can move
normally while prone, but may never use the jump, leap, or run
abilities, nor may its rider race.
Slithering characters may have extra difficulty moving over or
climbing certain surfaces and can never make use of a ladder.

Sessile
Major Physical Flaw
This organism is anchored in place and lacks the ability to move at
any noticeable speed. It can never use ambulatory actions or the evade
ability. On the other hand, it can never be knocked prone or moved
against its will without first being ripped from the ground.

Specialized Digestion
Minor Physical Flaw
This creature has an unusual diet and is only able to draw sustenance
from an extremely specific food source. Such foods are typically hard
to find or prepare and may be very costly to procure.

Shapeshifting
Variable Physical Merit
There are creatures that wear many shapes in their life, often entering
a chrysalis as a larva and emerging as an adult. Somewhat rarer,
although not unheard of, are creatures who can rapidly change their
shape, and, even more rarely, change it back.
As a minor merit, shapeshifting is linked to one of the creature's other
traits. As a quick action, the character can activate or deactivate said
trait, hiding it or rendering it inoperative when it becomes an
inconvenience. For example, a humanoid mutant that can hide his
extra appendages to pass as an ordinary man and then reveal them
when it is time to feed.
As a medium trait, a shapeshifting creature can freely alter its
cosmetic features so long as its rough size and shape remain constant.
Such creatures can even mimic a specific individual if given time to
study them first.
As a major trait, the creature can completely change its form. As a
basic action, the creature can add a single physical trait, including
inborn ones, or alter its size rating, but must give up a number of
existing physical traits with an equal character point value.

Specialized Respiration
Minor Physical Merit
This creature has unusual lungs, able to metabolize a gas other than
oxygen to fuel its body. This creature can breathe the chosen gas in
addition to oxygen and will not be harmed by the presence of said gas
if it is normally toxic.
Spindly
Physical Flaw
This creature is precariously balanced on appendages that are illsuited to supporting its bulk. Spindly creatures receive a -4 penalty on
acrobatics or might tests made to avoid falling prone or being moved
against their will.
Spinnerets
Physical Merit
This creature can exude sticky strands of webbing from its body.
Webs are typically used to capture prey, but have many additional
uses.
Building a web is a laborious action that requires a domestics test. The
difficulty to spot, escape, avoid, or damage the web is equal to the
result of the domestic test. Attacks against the web or attempts to
escape with a feat of strength also apply the weaver's size rating to
their difficulty.
A given web has a radius equal to the weaver's reach in paces and is
considered rough terrain. Spotting the web requires an alertness test
and anyone who comes into contact with it must pass an acrobatics
test or become stuck. Creatures with spinnerets are never caught in
their own webs.
A stuck creature is effectively paralyzed until it can succeed at an
escape artist test or feat of strength to pull free. Characters may assist
their allies in escaping the webs with a feat of strength of their own or
the larceny skill.
A web is resistant to blunt attacks and weak to heat. Successfully
damaging a web cuts a one-pace hole in it and will free any stuck
characters who were wholly within the destroyed area. A critical

Sheltered
Major Physical Merit
Unique physiology grants this creature a highly unusual form of
protection. This trait replicates the effects of one of the shroud type
spells chosen from Chapter Nine; which one varies from species to
species.
The protection granted by this trait is physical rather than
supernatural. It cannot be suppressed, requires no chakras, and is
cumulative with magical shrouds of differing sorts. Additional levels
of this trait replicate the effects of the empower metamagic upon the
chosen shroud, if any.
Sleepless
Physical Merit
This being will never become exhausted from lack of sleep, although
it otherwise becomes fatigued normally. This creature can cure
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success destroys the entire web, and a fumble gets the weapon stuck
or, in the case of an unarmed strike, the attacker's own body.
As a basic action, a creature with the spinnerets trait can create an
impromptu ladder or rope. In addition, they can shoot their web at
enemies using the unarmed skill, replicating the effects of a lasso, net,
or bola with a quality equal to their animus score.

insects moving through a thorn bush or a bed of nails, but are weak to
other forms of perilous terrain.
Swarms do not have tenacity or vitality scores. Instead, each time a
swarm suffers a wound, it reduces its size rating by two as constituent
creatures are injured, killed, or driven off. Once the size rating of a
swarm has been reduced to that of its component creatures, it is
considered to have been dispersed.
Swarms cannot be healed, but can increase in size during the recovery
phase if they have an opportunity to reproduce, recruit, or regroup.

Stable
Physical Merit
This creature is extremely steady and hard to move against its will.
This is usually the result of having numerous sturdy legs or a long
muscular tail. A stable character receives a +4 bonus on any test made
to avoid falling prone or being moved against its will.

Talons
Minor Physical Merit
This creature has fearsome natural weaponry such as horns, claws,
teeth, stingers, antlers, and spiked or clubbed tails. When making an
unarmed attack, the creature can choose to take a -4 penalty to
accuracy and receive a +4 bonus to damage. In addition, the creature's
attacks count as either edged or blunt weapons, whichever is more
effective at the time.
Creatures with talons can use the slam fighting style even if they lack
prehensile limbs. Likewise, creatures never need to resort to using the
struggle maneuver if their natural weapons are free.

Stench
Physical Merit
This creature’s body exudes a horrible smell that deters all but the
most voracious predators. Characters that move into its reach must
pass a fortitude test (difficulty 20) or suffer a -2 exhaustion penalty.
This penalty disappears once the character moves away and spends a
basic action coughing and clearing their lungs, but if they move back
into range, they must take another fortitude test lest the penalty return.
If an enemy successfully bites a stinking creature, they must pass a
second fortitude test of the same difficulty or be stunned on their
following turn as they retch uncontrollably from the foul taste.
Creatures who have spent a long time around such stinky beasts will
eventually become used to the smell and automatically pass their
fortitude tests. Creatures are immune to their own species' stench, but
other foul odors, including those exuded by unrelated species with the
stench trait, affect them normally.
Creatures with the scent trait receive a -4 penalty on their fortitude
test to resist the effects of stench and those with the breathless trait or
who lack a sense of smell are immune.

Thrall
Major Mental Flaw
This creature has no free will and is utterly dependent upon its master
to make decisions for it. Exactly how one becomes a thrall's master
depends on the creature; most are magical beings that follow their
maker or constructs who will obey anyone that knows the password.
A thrall automatically passes all morale tests and cannot be persuaded
to do something without its master's approval. Thralls can never be
inspired and cannot expend mana to modify their dice rolls.
Once a thrall has been given a command, it will do its best to follow
its instructions, no matter how long it takes, until it either finishes its
task or is ordered to stop.
Most thralls have enough autonomy to resist magic, evade
environmental attacks, and defend themselves from enemies if doing
so would not violate their master's commands.

Swarm
Major Resource Merit
This character is not a single entity, but rather a mass of smaller
organisms moving together as one. All swarms also have the
amorphous trait.
A swarm takes normal damage from attacks that spread out over a
large area such as flamethrowers or scatterguns. It is weak to
environmental attacks such as grenades and area spells, and is
resistant to all other forms of damage.
A swarm has no natural reach advantage over the individual creatures
that compose it, however, a swarm can move into another character’s
zone, and enemies who are in such a position are considered
swarmed.
Swarms can move through any space large enough for a single
member without squeezing and are not slowed by most rough terrain.
Swarms are resistant to perilous terrain in which individual swarm
members are smaller than the component hazards, for example,

Thrasher
Major Physical Merit
This creature has numerous ways to attack an enemy; multitudes of
prehensile limbs, a plethora of natural weapons, or a mass of
tentacles. Creatures with this trait receive a +2 bonus to accuracy.
This bonus is halved when using manufactured weapons unless the
character is wielding at least two similar weapons (four if utilizing the
dual-wield fighting style).
Characters with this trait are also able to perform additional simple
actions in a turn such as picking up objects or activating machines, at
the Gamekeeper’s discretion.
Thrashers receive a +2 bonus on their might tests when performing or
resisting the grapple or strangle maneuvers. This bonus is not
cumulative with that provided by the constrictor trait.
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Tusks
Physical Merit
The creature has enormous natural weaponry, often in the form of
elongated teeth, trailing tentacles, or an extendible tongue. Characters
with tusks can make unarmed attacks at double the normal range for a
being of their size, exactly as if they were armed with a reach weapon,
although they are not penalized for engaging closer foes.

provided by large size, and will never actually penalize a smaller
creature’s fortitude score.
Wail
Spiritual Merit
A wailing creature can kill with its voice alone. Anyone in earshot
when the beast speaks must test for sonic damage with an adjustment
equal to the speaker’s perform score. This attack ignores armor that
does not include a helmet and has no effect on deaf or nonliving
characters.

Ultraviolet Vision
Physical Merit
This creature's eyes are able to process light at unusually high
frequencies. This allows them to see in certain environments that
would otherwise be dark and negates the effects of concealment
caused by smoke, fog, or dust.
This creature will be dazzled when in the presence of strong sources
of ultraviolet light, such as fluorescent crystals or even the sun on a
clear day, applying partial concealment to all subjects.

Water Storage
Minor Physical Merit
This creature's body is built to store large amounts of moisture for
later use. Such a being suffers the effects of dehydration at half the
usual rate.
Weakness
Physical Flaw
Some creatures are especially susceptible to a certain form of attack,
usually an energy, material, or weapon type. Characters suffers a -4
resilience penalty against attacks to which they are weak.
If an attack of the chosen type would wound without testing for
damage, the weak creature instead receives a -4 penalty on any
fortitude or resolve tests made to avoid the effect.
This trait is usually a major physical flaw, but spiritual or mental
weaknesses exist, and especially specific weaknesses might only
classify as a minor flaw.

Vampiric
Major Spiritual Merit
A vampiric being feeds upon the life forces of others to sustain their
own existence. While most vampires are undead, some living beings
also possess this ability, the most common among them being the
half-human Dhampirs who are descended from true vampires and
retain their blood-drinking abilities.
A vampiric creature does not need to eat conventional food. Most
feed by drinking the blood of their victims, but some consume life
force through eating of the flesh or organs, sexual intercourse, or even
stealing their prey's breath.
After wounding an enemy in close combat, a vampire may feed upon
their enemy’s blood and choose to heal a single point of damage,
become inspired, cure an injured body part, or downgrade a crippled
body part to injured.
When feeding off a willing or paralyzed victim, the vampire can
simply transfer one point of damage from themselves to their prey as
a basic action. First aid cannot be used to heal damage that has been
drained in this manner, although a blood transfusion will allow
another compatible living creature to transfer damage to the vampire's
victim in much the same manner as the initial feeding.
Typically, only humanoids, fey, hengeyokai, beasts, and sea monsters
may be fed upon in this manner. Automatons, undead, and spirits lack
the necessary life force unless they also possess the vampiric trait,
while most plants and small animals lack the required bodily fluids.
Manargus and the mutants of the Wasteland usually have blood potent
enough to sustain a vampire, but few are willing to risk dining on
such toxic fare.

Wings
Physical Merit
Among the most impressive and effective adaptations that an
organism can possess is the ability to leave the Earth behind and soar
through the air.
Winged creatures are always considered to have the high ground
against landlocked foes and less maneuverable flyers. Note that they
don't actually have to be in the air at the moment, just able to take off
if need be. In addition, they are not trapped by obstacles which they
have the clearance to simply hop over, though they can be surrounded
by foes normally.
Winged creatures must land before they can go prone, and lose all
benefits of this trait while they remain in such a position.
There are three levels of maneuverability; gliding, flying, and
hovering, and each corresponds to one rank of the wings trait.
A gliding creature cannot truly fly, but can control its descent, usually
by means of patagia or similar structures. They take no damage from
a fall so long as they are able to slow their momentum by extending
their wings. A gliding creature can also move while falling, displacing
a horizontal distance equal to the height of its fall.
A glider doubles its jumping distance and increases its leaping
distance by an order of magnitude.
True flight is normally the result of feathered birdlike wings or
membranous batlike wings. Flying creatures can move vertically as
well as horizontally and do not need to remain in contact with the
ground. While airborne, they cannot fly backward and cannot move
upward at greater than a forty-five-degree angle, meaning that it may
need to clip an opponent's zone to take off while in close combat.

Venom
Minor Physical Merit
The creature's body produces vile toxins which can incapacitate or
even kill its prey. When an opponent is hit by a venomous creature's
unarmed attacks, they are exposed to the poison.
The venom can be either anesthetic or lethal, depending on the
species. The base potency of the poison is 5 per rank of the venom
trait.
Large creatures are assumed to possess venom in doses for a creature
of their own size, and subtract their size rating from their victim’s
poison resistance. Note that this only applies to the fortitude bonus
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A flyer cannot make more than a single ninety-degree turn per use of
the move ability unless they first perform an aerial maneuver, a basic
action that requires a difficulty 20 acrobatics test. A critical success
reduces it to a quick action.
It is extremely tiring to hold position while flying, and thus an
airborne flyer suffers a level of exhaustion at the end of their turn if
they do not perform any ambulatory actions.
Hovering is normally accomplished by way of diaphanous wings or
supernatural powers. Creatures with such great maneuverability can
move freely at any angle and change direction as often as they like.
Hovering characters have no minimum speed or penalty for remaining
stationary.
An injured wing reduces the creature’s maneuverability by one step,
while crippling a creature’s wings leaves it landlocked until they are
healed.
If an airborne creature is stunned, immobilized, tripped, or has its
maneuverability reduced to gliding, will be forced to land. A flier that
is paralyzed, unconscious, or has its wings crippled will fall and must
tumble to avoid being injured or knocked prone.
It is extremely difficult to fly while bearing a heavy burden, and
winged creatures double the effective weight of anything they carry
while airborne.

Regeneration
Different species have varying degrees of ability to recover from
injury. This doesn’t typically have any effect on the game rules, but
the Gamekeeper should keep it in mind when determining the
consequences of a battle or describing a character’s old injuries.
As a general rule of thumb, plants and simple invertebrates can
recover from any injury, and it is even possible for a small piece of
the creature to grow into an whole new organism if the conditions are
right.
Amphibians, arthropods, and mollusks can typically regrow lost limbs
freely, while reptiles can usually regenerate appendages provided the
wound was not exceptionally severe or the stump was not somehow
cauterized or otherwise aggravated.
Amongst mammals, regeneration is rare, but goblinoids are
remarkably tough and can save a severed appendage by crudely
reattaching it to the stump. Trolls, on the other hand, can often
recover from any injury, though healing especially horrific wounds
might result in odd mutations.
The fey do not have a greater aptitude for recovery than other
creatures, but their wounds always heal cleanly and never scar unless
the injury was inflicted by their bane material.
Also note that medicine in Pangaea often utilizes Atlantean science,
and that most talented doctors can cure chronic injuries such as
scarring and joint damage if given enough time and money, while
those who have access to true Atlantean technology can actually
culture new tissues for transplant, allowing the greatest physicians in
the land to repair almost any damage.

X-Ray Vision
Physical Merit
This creature's vision has adapted to perceive extremely small
wavelengths of light which can pass right through most substances.
Creatures with x-ray vision can see through solid objects and ignore
concealment granted by opaque obstacles.

Fabled Monsters
Legends are full of extraordinary creatures with all sorts of amazing
abilities that make them a suitable challenge for worthy heroes. This
includes ogres who can change their size and shape on a whim,
gorgons who turn anyone that looks at them to stone, krakens that call
storms, fomori who can curse with a look, dragons that poison their
environment, hydras who can instantly regrow two heads for each that
is cut off, beasts with blood so hot it melts weapons that strike them
or with impervious skin, those that can speak the human tongue or
even take on human form, and many more.
The creatures presented in this chapter are, for the most part, of a
more grounded sort, ordinary species that exist as part of the natural
world. But that doesn’t mean that such legendary creatures have no
place in Heart of Darkness. Such unique beings are usually the result
of divine heritage or arcane experimentation, and may even be the
progenitors of their more mundane kin.
If the Gamekeeper wants to create such a monster, it is normally a
simple matter of giving it one or more mystic gifts, taboos, mutations,
or inborn relics to replicate its mythical abilities. These should not be
common foes, but rather special creatures of singular importance,
those that terrorize entire realms and hoard vast fortunes.
Be aware that such fabled creatures make a big impact on the world,
and are likely to feature in local lore. Characters are likely to hear
legends about them when traveling through the lands they inhabit, and
if they put any stock in them at all they should know what they are up
against rather than thinking it is an ordinary member of its species.
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Trait Summary
Amorphous
Amphibious
Anguish
Antenna
Aquatic
Arboreal
Arctic
Barrage
Bioelectric
Bioluminescence
Bounder
Breathless
Burrow
Camouflage
Carapace
Cerebrophage
Cloud
Cold Blooded
Constrictor
Construct
Deep Breath
Earthborn
Echo Location
Elemental Body
Electroreception
Energy Attack
Eternal
Ethereal
Expanded Hearing
Extra Head
Feral
Fins
Fleet
Float
Gills
Hive Mind
Hooves
Immortal
Incorporeal
Infrared Vision
Infestation
Invulnerability
Iron Stomach
Life Sense
Mimic
Night Vision
Noxious
Pallesthesia
Photosynthetic
Polarized Vision
Prehensile
Quills
Relentless
Rending

Effect
Immune to the secondary effects of most maneuvers
Breathe both underwater and on land
Can attack a subject's mind
+4 alertness
+4 Bonus to swim tests
+4 Bonus to climb tests
Better ability to operate in cold environments
Can perform unarmed attacks at a distance
Can shock nearby creatures as a basic action
Produces light equivalent to a lantern
+4 Bonus to jump and leap tests
Immune to suffocation
Can move through solid ground
+4 Stealth
+2 Resilience
Gains memories by consuming brains
Create an area of concealment
Ability to operate in warmer environments
+4 Bonus to grapple tests
Automatically succeed at most fortitude tests
+4 Bonus to suffocation tests
Bonus to craft skills and stability while on solid ground
Able to pinpoint objects by sound
Ability to create a physical form from elemental matter
Able to perceive electric fields
Unarmed attacks inflict energy damage
Immune to aging
Exists in the spirit world
Hears outside of the normal range
Can take an action each turn
Unable to use precision skills or language
Can move through without swim tests
Doubles running speed
High ground. Ignores terrain. Cannot run or jump.
Can only breathe underwater
Shares skill levels with minions
-4 Penalty to climb, +4 Bonus against perilous ground
Impossible to kill through ordinary means
Cannot interact with physical creatures or objects
Ignores concealment from darkness
Can take over other creature’s bodies
Cannot be wounded by one source of damage
Can eat normally inedible food
Sees without eyes
Can replicate humanoid speech
Effective light level increased by one
Poisons those who consume the creature's flesh
Can locate creatures by vibration
Can survive without eating
Ignores camouflage
Can manipulate objects and use tools
Counts as wearing armor spikes
Cannot be disabled
Unarmed attacks have good armor penetration
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Type
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit

Level
Major
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Medium
Varies
Medium
Medium
Medium
Minor
Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Special
Major
Minor
Major
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Minor
Major
Major
Medium
Medium
Major
Minor
Medium
Minor
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Major
Medium

Category
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Mental
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Physical
Variable
Spiritual
Physical
Multiple
Mental
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Mental
Physical
Variable
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Multiple
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

Ranks
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
Unlimited
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Inborn Traits
Trait Summary
Resistance
Scent
Sessile
Shapeshifting
Sheltered
Sleepless
Slimy
Slither
Specialized Digestion
Specialized Respiration
Spindly
Spinnerets
Stable
Stench
Swarm
Talons
Thrall
Thrasher
Tusks
Ultraviolet Vision
Vampiric
Venom
Wail
Water Storage
Weakness
Wings
X Ray Vision

Effect
+4 Resilience against one source of damage
Can locate creatures by smell
Unable to perform ambulatory actions
Can switch between multiple forms
Replicates the effect of a magical shroud
Immune to fatigue from lack of sleep
+4 Bonus to escape artist
Can move while prone, cannot jump, leap, or run
Can only eat certain rare foods
Can breathe gasses other than oxygen
-4 Balance
Can create webs
+4 to resist being moved or tripped
Enemies must make fortitude tests to approach
Group of small creatures treated as one character
+4 Damage and -4 Accuracy in unarmed combat
No free will
+2 Accuracy
Double reach in unarmed combat
Can see through concealment granted by fog and smoke
Heals upon dealing close combat damage
Unarmed attacks poison the target
Voice damages nearby creatures
Halves water requirements
-4 Resilience against one source of damage
Can fly
Can see through solid objects

Type
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Flaw
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Flaw
Merit
Merit

Level
Medium
Medium
Major
Variable
Major
Medium
Minor
Medium
Minor
Minor
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Major
Medium
Major
Major
Medium
Medium
Major
Minor
Medium
Minor
Medium
Medium
Medium

Category
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Resource
Physical
Mental
Physical
Physical
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Spiritual
Physical
Variable
Physical
Physical

Multiple
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

Ranks
1
1
1
1
Varies
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
3
1

The multiple column denotes whether or not the creature can possess this trait multiple times and apply it to a different facet of their being.
The ranks column indicates how many times this trait can be applied to the same facet of the creature with cumulative effects.
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Reach
Longer limbs and a higher point of view greatly enhance a creature's
reach. This is the distance in paces at which the creature can attack or
interact with their subjects.
Creatures with a reach of zero must move into their subject's space to
interact with it.

Size Rating
All creatures and objects in Heart of Darkness have a size rating to
represent their size and weight as well as the area they occupy on the
game board. Characters are assumed to be of size rating zero unless
otherwise specified.
Effects of Size Rating
Larger creatures are simply more powerful, with longer limbs, bigger
muscles, and heavier weaponry. Their armor, both natural and
manufactured, is thicker, and most attacks damage a proportionally
smaller area of their body. Smaller creatures, on the other hand, tend
to be fragile and lacking in physical power.
A creature applies their size rating to their might and resilience scores
as well as to the adjustment of any damage tests when they attack
with natural or manufactured weapons.

Equipment Costs
Creatures must use equipment that has been specially made for a
being of their size. The value of equipment for a large creature is
multiplied by its size rating.
Equipment for a small creature has the same value as standard
equipment, the need for increasingly intricate craftsmanship offsetting
reduced material costs.
Height / Length / Diameter / Weight
This is the approximate narrative description for a creature of this size
rating. Obviously, this will vary greatly based on the body shape of
the species, let alone the individual, and should serve only as a very
rough guide.
The values given on the table below represent a creature with a shape
and density roughly equivalent to that of an average human. Creatures
with elongated necks, tails, or serpentine shapes may be significantly
longer.

Detection
Bigger creatures are impossible to miss, while a smaller being can
easily escape notice.
Observers apply their subject's size rating to their effective perception
score. This applies when calculating alertness, earshot, or the range of
shooting attacks and spells.
This can take a character's effective perception above fifteen. If it
takes a character's effective perception score below one, they instead
treat it as one, but apply a flat penalty equal to the remainder for all
resulting tests.
For example, a man with a perception score of five wishes to shoot a
gun at a fairy (-6 size rating). His range increment is reduced to one
pace, and he suffers an additional -2 penalty on his marksmanship
test.

Penalties for Size Differences
When performing a task that requires complex manipulation of a
subject, the Gamekeeper might apply a narrative penalty equal to the
difference between the size ratings of the character performing the
action and their subject. As an example, a human might have trouble
performing surgery on a tiny insect or manipulating the massive
tumblers in the lock of a door designed to be opened by a giant.

Space
A creature’s space is the number of paces that it requires to move and
fight comfortably, and is generally about the width of its stance. On
the gameboard, a creature’s space is the number of zones which it
occupies, the distance to and from it which is measured when
determining reach and range. Creatures may not move through areas
smaller than their space without squeezing, and other creatures may
not enter another character’s space without slipping past unless they
are prone or carried.
The exact shape of a creature matters little, and as partial zones are
always treated as wholly occupied, one can simply assume them to be
square or, if vertical height is relevant, cubical.
Especially tiny creatures do not have a space at all, they are so small
that other characters can simply move over or around them. They can
enter any zone on the board even if it is occupied by other creatures or
objects so long as it isn't wholly filled by an obstacle.
Note that a character’s narrative size may not correspond exactly to its
space; appendages are normally accounted for in the creature’s reach,
and no two individuals have exactly the same proportions, especially
when their pose and posture change from moment to moment, but
these minor differences can generally be ignored on the gameboard
for the sake of simplicity.
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Size Rating
Size Rating
Space
Reach
Height / Length
Weight
Examples:
-20
0
1/10’’
Negligeable
Mite, Nematode
-18
0
1/4’’
Negligeable
Ant, Flatworm, Termite
-16
0
1/2’’
Negligeable
Bee, Beetle, Cricket, Spider
-14
0
1’’
Negligeable
Centipede, Dragonfly, Snail
-12
0
3’’
Negligeable
Lizard, Mouse, Tarantula
-10
0
6’’
1/10 Stone
Crab, Rat, Sparrow
-8
0
1’
1/4 Stone
Rabbit, Raven, Snake
-6
0
18’’
1 Stone
Cat, Fairy, Iguana
-4
0
2’
2 Stone
Brownie, Eagle, Monkey
-2
1x1
1 Pace
1m
5 Stone
Dog, Halfling, Lynx
0
1x1
1 Pace
2m
10 Stone
Human, Stag, Wolf
2
1x1
1 Pace
3m
30 Stone
Griffon, Lion, Troll
4
2x2
2 Paces
4m
80 Stone
Hippogriff, Horse, Ogre
6
2x2
2 Paces
6m
2 Tons
Ettin, Hydra, Rhinoceros
8
3x3
3 Paces
8m
6 Tons
Elephant, Giant, Wyvern
10
3x3
3 Paces
12m
20 Tons
Dinosaur, Gigantes, Yowie
12
4x4
4 Paces
16m
50 Tons
Dragon, Hodag , Lambton Wurm
14
4x4
4 Paces
20m
150 Tons
Longneck Dinosaur, Roc, Whale
16
5x5
5 Paces
30m
400 Tons
Apophis, Blue Whale, Orm
18
5x5
5 Paces
45m
1,000 Tons
Bahamut, Kraken, Megapede
20
6x6
6 Paces
60m
2,000 Tons
Colossus, Jormungandr, Tarasque
*
Every creature in the bestiary has a size rating that ranges from -20 to 20. Traits, spells, and artifacts take characters off this chart. The
effects of such extreme sizes continue following the patterns presented above indefinitely. Creatures which are smaller than size rating
-20 are microscopic and can typically be ignored.
Adjusting the Scale:
If most participants in a scene are of unusual size, it is generally easier
to simply change the scale of the board, with each zone being
appropriately sized for the most common character, and adjusting
everyone else’s space and reach values accordingly.
For example; a group of giants will have very little room to move
about on a standard board, so one can simply have each zone count as
four paces for them. Likewise, a battle between fairies will not move
at all as everyone must clump into a single zone on the board to attack
one another, so each zone would be counted as one-eighth of a pace.

Impervious Bulk:
Large creatures are especially difficult to injure; their armor, as well as
the flesh beneath it, is impossibly thick and cannot be penetrated by
attacks without tremendous power or those guided by incredible skill.
When using this rule, multiply a large creature’s tenacity and vitality
scores by an amount equal to half of its size rating (or 1.5 in the case
of a size rating 2 creature). This also applies to extras’ health.
If you want to preserve the normal feel of the game, it is
recommended that you also ignore the resilience bonus provided by
large size when dealing with player characters, but leave it in place
when extras are fighting other extras.
Small creatures do not reduce their scores accordingly.
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Cauldanni maintain several small city-states on and off the coast
several hundred miles east of Bhrayman, but they can occasionally be
found throughout the lands of Pangaea. Most Cauldanni are cerebral
and serene, valuing knowledge over gold and discourse over violence.

Humanoids
Humanoids are a broad group of mortal races with bodies and minds
like those of men. They usually stand erect, have prehensile hands,
and can speak. Most also manufacture tools and have some form of
society. Humanoids will likely make up the majority of the characters
that the players interact with, and those who are allowed to play as
inhuman characters it is likely to be some form of humanoid themself.

Cyclops
AGI CHA DEX END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★☆
6
18’
2 Tons
90yrs
Traits
Hooves, Poor Vision
Subspecies: Triamantes
Acute Vision, Changeling, Channel, +1 Intelligence
Some gods were not content to leave the mortals to their own devices,
and it is said that the sea god Poseidon produced many mortal
children with his kami mistresses. Some lived amongst the people of
Atlantis, but most sought to create a home of their own in southern
Pangaea at the city of Aquaria.
The greatest of Poseidon's children were the Triamantes, fey giants
with a third eye in the center of their forehead that allowed them to
see into the worlds beyond. They ruled the wondrous silver city of
Aquallonia for centuries until darkness found its way into the
kingdom. What exactly occurred is known only to Poseidon, but the
city was abandoned, its location lost amidst the endless waves, its
treasures and lore forgotten. In time, the blood of the Triamantes was
all but lost, and only a handful of these creatures remained, filled with
a great sense of silent loss and a gnawing pity for what has become of
their race, the Cyclops.
The Cyclops are as large as their forefathers, although their great
craniums possess only thick skulls and little intellect. They look much
like enormous and well-muscled men with but a single great eye upon
their face. Most cyclops are completely bald regardless of gender, and
adult males have a single horn jutting from their scalp.
Cyclops are most common on tropical islands or the shores of
Masaria, where a few colonies remain, some even boasting a sage
whose blood is still pure enough to retain the features associated with
the Triamantes. Throughout the rest of the world, Cyclops are rare
and are met with a mixture of awe and fear. Many communities enjoy
having such powerful laborers and warriors, but most will not
welcome a creature that could well turn hostile at any moment and
which they would be unable to stop.
Though they are not strong swimmers, the cyclops believe that all
water is their birthright. They often build and maintain aqueducts,
dams, piers, and reservoirs. This endears them to many communities,
unless they decide to charge a heavy toll for access to a water source
that would otherwise be free.

Bodak
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆
9 Stone
65yrs
Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Echo Location, Quills
A bodak is a small humanoid echinoderm that dwells underground but
emerges to forage the surface on dark nights. Bodak skin is graybrown in color, with some individuals having red or bluish tints. Their
faces are featureless save for a pair of monochromatic eyes. They
have a series of holes running down their necks which serve as
respiration, vocalization, and sonar organs. The most distinguishing
feature of the bodak is their quills, which not only serve as weaponry,
but can also be used to ingest food or inject gametes. Bodak's hands,
feet, backs, and scalps are covered in spines, and males also have
spines along their arms, legs, and chests.
Bodaks are adept climbers, but are slow both on land and in the water,
and thus usually hunt by ambushing their prey and grappling with
them until they are impaled on the bodak’s spines. Bodaks are not
cruel creatures and work well in groups, but they do not typically deal
with other races, only allying or attacking in times of extreme
desperation.
In ages past, a few bodaks sought to escape from the morlocks and
fomori and took refuge within the Imperium. Their language and
physiology were well documented, but there has been little contact
between the races since.
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Cauldanni
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WIL
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Weight
Lifespan
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8 Stone
100yrs
Traits
Fleet
Cauldanni are an advanced offshoot of homo sapiens with unknown
origins. They resemble humans, but are far taller and more graceful,
their facial features giving them an air of intelligence and their
movements giving the impression of health and vigor.
Cauldanni are completely hairless, with tiny noses, thin lips, and large
eyes. Their limbs and necks are impossibly long and thin by human
standards, with large heads, narrow hips and shoulders, and with only
a hint of typically mammalian characteristics such as breasts and
navels. Their skin tends to be a very pale brown or grayish-white.
Unlike most bipeds, they have a hock joint below their knee, giving
their legs an odd backward look and an exceptionally quick gait.
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Deva
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+3
-3
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★
n/a
Eternal
Traits
Bioluminescent, Breathless, Energy Attack (Radiant), Hover,
Incorporeal
The devas are beings of pure light, energy-based organisms evolved
from spiritually charged photons that dance about the corona of the
sun. These creatures were found by the titan Hyperion, and several of
them were brought to Earth in his service. Calling themselves the
Hyperboreans, these beings were gifted with the god’s own
knowledge and with it the ability to travel to worlds beyond their
home star and to interact with the beings they found there.
Most of the deva race remained on Sol, dwelling in a state of idyllic
harmony. Their minds and bodies move with nearly unlimited speed,
and for them, the concepts of time and death are alien, love, play, and
learning inundate all their activities, and it is nearly impossible for
them to be separated. These devas appear as scintillating globes of
multicolored light.
The Hyperboreans, however, have traded their innocence and
intangibility for influence in the world. They do not do this for power,
but rather because they cannot bear the thought of the pain and horror
that permeates the rest of the universe, and they strive to do
something about it. Hyperboreans take on humanoid shapes and their
alchemy allows them to clothe their forms in garments and armor of
physical matter, but their skin is still composed of pure white light
with a licking aura of energy like golden flames.
Most devas do not speak of the third faction of their society. In the
time before the fall of the Titans, a group of Hyperboreans traveled to
the edge of the universe, attempting to bring their light to the Abyss.
They were hopelessly unprepared for what they found, for the
shadows beyond space were so deep that even Hyperion himself
would have been blown out like a candle. A few hyperboreans
survived, likely because the darkness grew bored with them, but they
were forever changed by their experience. These devas, now called
Anathema, have come to one conclusion; that the world is a lie, and in
the end, even the stars will perish. The only release is a quick and
painless death, which they are all too eager to dispense as they seek
something which can finally end their own eternal torment.
Anathemas look much like humans, but ones lacking depth and with
all of the colors leached from them, like a black and white photograph
brought to life. Anathemas travel quickly but without moving,
seeming to float from place to place while remaining eerily still and
silent.

They say that the sharpest eyes in Pangea belong to the dionjen, a race
of forest-dwelling humanoids each standing over seven feet tall.
Although dionjen are relatively graceful, they have solid skeletons
and their bones are close to the surface. In places where the bones are
thickest such as the pelvis, ribs, knuckles, collar, cheeks, and brow,
the indent of heavy bones can be clearly seen through their skin and
the male’s bone spurs even protrude from the flesh. Dionjen skin is
usually dark brown, although pale beige and yellowish tones are not
uncommon. They have black eyes, and long dark hair grows from
their scalp, although their large ridged forehead is usually bare. The
dionjen have extremely long thin teeth and in males, they are
prominent enough to give the dionjen a maw not unlike that of a
baboon.
Dionjen live in deep forests where they are at constant odds with
other carnivorous humanoids such as trolls, wendigo, and even
manargus. Their cultures have a strong martial tradition where honor,
physical prowess, and hunting ability are the highest virtues, and
where each member of the clan is ranked according to their deeds.
They do not despise stealth, ambush, poison, ranged weapons, magic,
or technology, for in dionjen society all tactics are fair, but asking for
aid in a battle is a grave insult and dionjen will only do so if their
opponents outnumber them and refuse to yield to the dionjen's honor
by sending out champions to fight in one on one duels.
Dionjen usually travel in hunting parties, leaving the elders to care for
and teach the young who have not yet proven themselves worthy to
join the hunters by slaying a spirit beast on their own.
Dionjen are named based on the most significant celestial feature at
the time of their birth, and thus typically have names like Red Moon,
Sun Dog, Cloud Horse, Falling Star, or Mars Rising.
Dionjen know about humans but most are content to leave the
civilized people alone. Still, many are lured with promises of wealth
and glory to jobs as mercenaries or trackers, although they usually
prefer roles such as assassination or infiltration where their keen
senses and independent spirits serve them best. A few dionjen even
dwell hidden within urban lands, secretly protecting those who cannot
defend themselves or preying on those who can.
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Dragas
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☆
0
6.5’
12 Stone
120yrs
Traits
Barrage (Heat), Carapace III, Cold Blooded, Talons, Wings II
It is said that in ancient times, before the warm-blooded creatures had
come down from the trees, the world was ruled by dinosaurs, but in
truth, even the mightiest carnosaur hid in fear from the true lords of
the Earth; the dragons. The lizard people, the eldest of the sapient
races, have never been abstract thinkers, and rather than worship the
distant spirits of nature, they chose to prostrate themselves before the
great reptiles, paying for the dragon's protection and occasional
wisdom with their own labor and tons of sacred gold.
Although dragons were not so scarce as they are now, such large
creatures have never been common, for even an ecology so robust as
ancient Pangaea’s was strained almost to the breaking by even one of

Dionjen
END
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★
20 Stone
80yrs
Traits
Carapace, Infrared Vision, Scent, Talons
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the great beasts. And thus, in the long times between their mating
flights, dragons grew lonely, and occasionally they would invite a
comely young lizard person, nearly paralyzed with terror and awe, to
spend the night in their lair. The result of these dalliances were the
dragas.
Dragas resemble lizardfolk, but are far larger and more feral, with
primeval features, thicker scales, sharper claws and horns, and a great
pair of leathery wings. Although the dragas rarely inherited their
draconic ancestor's talents for sorcery, they do possess strength and
willpower that made them princes amongst the lizardfolk.
The dragas are rare now, although an occasional genetic throwback is
born in Arunoch or Vorchan. A few purebred tribes exist, and large
groups have been encountered upon the wyrm tongue isles, and in the
peaks of the Canyon Lands or central Masaria. During the time of old
Dungenus, it was said that the Terro were allied with several clans of
potent dragas warriors, and their descendants may still remain hidden
somewhere in the region.
Dragas society is much like that of the lizardmen, but individuals are
far more passionate and they tend to be vain, stubborn, and quick to
anger.
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Dwarf
END
INT
+1
Weight
10 Stone

mountain stone, and their thick bones can withstand incredible
punishment.
Dwarves of both sexes are broadly built. Their faces are rugged, with
prominent brows, deep-set eyes, bulbous noses, and large round ears.
Their skin tends to be earthy brown or slate gray, and their hair has
much the same range of colors as humans, but with reddish-brown
being by far the most common, though they tend to go gray relatively
early in life.
Dwarven hair is thick and luxurious, especially their beards, which
help to filter out the soot and dust of their subterranean homes.
Dwarves of both sexes can grow beards thicker than any human’s,
though girls often shave, especially if living in a mixed community.
For a dwarven man to cut his beard is all but unheard of and is the
mark of deepest shame.
Dwarven gestation lasts a full year, and though single births are the
norm, fraternal twins are nearly as common.
Dwarves have a strong connection with earth and stone, and indeed
can attune to it in a manner that humans could never understand.
Crafting is instinctual to dwarves, and in times of stress they will
often begin to reflexively tinker or carve; there are few bare walls in a
dwarven home. They find open spaces disconcerting, and take
comfort in right angles.
Dwarves are highly resistant to arcane energies, and dwarven wizards
nigh unthinkable. While dwarves lack traditional souls, their animus
and a bit of their personality often lingers on in their creations. As a
result, all dwarves are builders, and their religion places a heavy
emphasis on ancestor worship and communing with the elders
through their works.
Dwarves are proud and stubborn beings and their culture is built
around rigid traditions and respect for their elders, both living and
dead. Dwarves are very polite, however in dwarven society
dishonesty is considered a sign of utmost disrespect, and thus dwarves
are blunt in their speech and have a forward nature that makes many
other species uneasy around them.
Still, they are very practical beings with a strong work ethic, their
crafts are prized throughout the world, and they tend to have a great
wealth of valuable gems and metals plumbed from the depths of the
Earth. Dwarves make wonderful trading partners if one can get
around their disposition, and can learn that attempting to haggle with
a dwarf is akin to telling them that their goods are not so valuable as
they believe; an insult like no other.
Even the Imperium saw the value of dwarven trade goods, but found
the dwarves both too hardy to siege and too stubborn to win over with
their culture. Thus, most dwarven holds within mainland Pangaea
exist as independent enclaves, self-governed kingdoms that are
surrounded on all sides by foreign powers and subsist on robust trade.
Dwarven criminals face exile from their clans, and most are too
stubborn to move on. Instead, they sit outside the gates of their old
homes, waiting forever for an apology that never comes. It is said that
they remain here until they turn to stone, and the entrances to most
dwarven holds are marked by odd little cairns.
Others, however, stubbornly cling to life at all costs, they consider
their continued existence the ultimate act of revenge against those
who would dare cast them out. These beings go out clean-shaven into
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WIL
+3
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400yrs
-

Traits
Earth Borne, Night Vision, Soulless
Dwarves are humanity’s closest kin. They are enigmatic creatures, for
though they can be found across Pangaea, they mostly remain isolated
and rarely dwell amongst outsiders. Though they are technically fey,
their nature is grounded in material reality, and there is less magic
about them than mortal men.
It is said that Hephaestus was always against the creation of Atlantis,
for though he enjoyed sharing his inventions with its people, he knew
where such reckless use of sorcery would end. It is said that when his
brother Apollo decided to create a kingdom on Avalon, Hephaestus
sought to outdo him by fathering his own master race, free of dark
destiny he foresaw hanging over the Atlanteans.
Hephaestus’ chosen were taken from a different stock than the men of
Atlantis, instead, he drew from the hardy bloodline that would come
to be known as Almas. He came to them in the guise of Lodur, the
Stone Father, and he married the daughters of the seven greatest
craftsmen among their entire race.
Over generations, their descendants heard the whispers of the stone,
migrating to the feet of the tallest mountains and then tunneling
beneath them, following the twisted roads of ore which only they
could see, and building great mines and the subterranean cities in
which their descendants would become the first true dwarves.
The seven clans of Aureth each claim to be descended from one of
Lodur’s wives, but so to do many dwarf holds on the mainland, and it
is often impossible to tell where their history ends and mythology
begins.
Dwarves resemble short, stocky humans. They are remarkably tough,
capable of enduring both the heat of the forge and the chill of the
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the world of men, and never again speak the Duergar tongue or
acknowledge the race they left behind except in their works.
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Ettin
END
INT
-1
Weight
1.5 Tons

juveniles of both sexes have totally smooth scalps. The life cycle of
the fauth is a mystery to outsiders, but there appears to be some sort
of aquatic larval stage as they sometimes seem to arise spontaneously
from swamplands that were cleared out a generation ago.
Fauth speak their own language, only their wisest sages bother to
learn the tongues of men. They are a wildly xenophobic race; they
consider warm-blooded creatures to be prey and get along no better
with the lizardfolk or merrow. Fauth are scavengers, and will eat any
corpses they can find, even their own dead. Their tendency to unearth
and consume the contents of fresh graves has earned them great
enmity from other species who dwell near the habitats. If carrion is
scarce, fauth will kill what they can, dragging the bodies back to their
swampy abodes to ferment before the feast begins.
Fauth dwell in family clans where the largest member, usually the
eldest female, has absolute authority. The rest resolve disputes in
fearsome arguments which often devolve into physical violence, and
those who lack strength or refuse to submit to those above them often
end up in their family’s larder.
Fauth live above water, but it is painful for their skin to dry, and the
light of the direct sun blinds their sensitive eyes. Thus, they tend to
dwell in swamps, fens, and damp caves upon the moors, only
venturing out during rainstorms or under the cover of heavy fog,
where their ultraviolet vision gives them a natural advantage over
their prey. As they act under the cover of mist they have little fear of
reprisal, and as even an ogre would have trouble stomaching the
muddy taste of a fauth's flesh they have little to fear from predators
outside their own species.
Fauth rarely deal with other clans, although they occasionally barter
in lore and stolen goods as well as exchanging their offspring in order
to keep the gene pool fresh.
One might think that the Death Marshes would be a prime habitat for
the fauth, being vast, sparsely populated, wetlands. But in actuality,
the creatures seem to actively avoid the region, as if they have some
sort of ancestral memory of the horrors that occurred within.
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Traits
Extra Head
Ettins are a species of two-headed humanoids, commonly believed to
be the mutant hybrids of ogres and giants that somehow managed to
produce viable offspring. Ettins are shaped much like men, bulkier
and hairier than humans or giants, but nowhere near so much as ogres,
and lacking the latter's double rows of razor-sharp teeth. Their paired
heads are comelier than an ogre’s, but have a sloping, almost dwarven
shape.
The two heads of the ettin look very similar, and almost always have
the same hair and eye color, but are rarely identical. Although it is
extremely rare, occasionally an ettin is born with three or more heads,
and once in a blue moon, an ettin is born with only a single head, an
event which is considered so pitiable that the mothers usually drown
the infant rather than forcing it to grow up alone.
Ettins have two separate brains with two unique personalities. Both
share sensory data and motor control, and with great concentration,
they can actually access the thoughts and memories of their twin.
Conflicts between the heads are inevitable and have been the death of
more than one ettin.
Despite their savage culture, ettins are actually quite sociable. Having
a second head gives them a much broader point of view, more
experience in compromise, and a boost in confidence that comes from
always having someone there for them. Still, ettins are rather stupid
and lazy, and most ettins live in crude tribes rather than building great
cities or empires. Some live amongst other humanoids, but most
prefer their own kind and do not fear isolation, for they are never truly
alone. Ettins are frequently bribed by trolls, ogres, and other savages
to live with them, for they are usually agreeable company as well as
potent warriors.

Gargoyle
END
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PER
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WIL
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆
15 Stone
200yrs
Traits
Arboreal, Carapace III, Night Vision, Talons, Wings II
Gargoyles are an ancient race of flying humanoids that possess
leathery wings and scales so thick they are almost an exoskeleton.
Gargoyles of both sexes have a pair of large horns on the brow, with
a shape and direction varying from individual to individual. Most are
completely hairless, although some can grow a mane, usually of a
striking white color. Gargoyle's hands split into three clawed fingers
and a thumb, while their feet have three toes and a large dewclaw.
Their eyes are typically yellow, and they can consciously control the
amount of light which they reflect, and their heads usually terminate
in a beak-like muzzle. Many gargoyles have horns down their spines,
on their elbows, knees, or shoulders, and all have a large tail which,
though not prehensile, can be used for balance or as a club. Their
scales are often blue, gray, violet, or maroon, but more drastic colors
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Fauth
END
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11 Stone
65yrs
Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Cold Blooded, Ultraviolet Vision
The fauth are a race of humanoid amphibians native to the deepest
parts of the Wild. A typical fauth stands about two meters in height,
although they rarely stand fully erect, and are over three meters from
their snout to the tip of their tail. Their red eyes are narrow and
angular, and can see far into the ultraviolet range. They have long
fangs, talon-like claws, and a heavy clubbed tail. Their thick skin is
moist to the touch and usually a dark green in color. Older males
possess a pair of long straight horns curved back over their brow,
while mature females often have a dark mat of lank hair, but
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are peculiar to some strains.
Gargoyles have many reptilian characteristics, but are actually
monotremes; egg-laying mammals. They are warm-blooded and
infants are hatched from eggs that are over a foot in length.
Gargoyles were originally nocturnal hunters who haunted canyons
and crags, but most abandoned their wild ways to join the Imperium.
Due to their demonic appearance, they were feared and not welcomed
warmly, but this did not deter the gargoyles, who moved their society
above the other races. Now, most cities in the frontier are home to
thriving gargoyle communities, although most outsiders are
completely unaware of it. Gargoyles are only active at night, and they
dwell on the rooftops, and thus are rarely seen, and most who do
observe a gargoyle mistake them for statues. Most are content to live
alongside humans; some secretly crave power or revenge over those
who dwell beneath, far more are friendly and will not think twice
about swooping to the rescue of humans who are in peril below.

out of garbage bins better than the nightmare that is the Wasteland. In
the far south many ghouls have taken to worship of the Black King,
for he represents ultimate survival without hunger, without pain, and
without the self-loathing and regret that is at the core of each ghoul’s
being.
Giant
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★★
4 Tons
150yrs
Traits
Arctic
Subspecies: Cloud Father
Changeling, Eternal, Huge I-V
Before the rise of the Olympians, there existed untold eons in which
the Titans had complete dominion over the Earth. In accordance with
their primal natures, some made love or war upon the mortals. The
results of such unions were great men, nearly as large as the Titans
themselves, who strode across the ancient landscape like living gods.
As they bred, their great size and legendary deeds grew diminished,
but they were never forgotten. These mythical cloud fathers are gone,
either dead or retreated to the remote corners of the Earth, but their
legacies live on in tales of their deeds and the massive bones which
dot the land of Cardiff in the northern Wild, from which their
descendants have built great castles and cathedrals.
Modern giants are three to four times the height of a human and of
similar proportions. They are slightly sturdier to accommodate their
massive size and have a resultant loss in mobility. The giants are
clever and intuitive, but without the blessing of the Sangrael or the
adversity of creatures that could easily overpower them, the giants fell
behind their smaller kin, and most giant kingdoms were little more
than iron age tribes when they were laid low by the Imperium.
Giants are rare in human lands, most serving as wandering
mercenaries or lone hermits and raiders. Some have rebuilt their
kingdoms in the north since the collapse of the Imperium, and have
managed, so far, to keep both the Templar and the Warlords out. Deep
in the Wild, there exist many virgin giant societies which have never
even seen smallfolk, and several giant kingdoms have been
discovered in the cold forests that lie far north of the Imperium or in
southern Masaria.
A few of the ancient primordial fathers of the giant race might still
live, most dwelling atop mountain peaks or within magical castles
made out of the clouds. These Cloud Fathers are immortal and
possess an impossible size that dwarfs even their lesser descendants,
let alone ordinary men.
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Ghoul
END
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7 Stone
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Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Iron Stomach, Night Vision, Scent
Nowhere is the fall of civilization more evident than in the cursed
ghouls of the Wasteland. Once, the southern regions of the Imperium
were the height of culture, and the people who dwelt in the cathedral
cities were pious and proud of all that they had achieved. But the
Imperium would collapse, plague, famine, and war bringing it to its
knees and the eruption of Krackenrock severing its prostrate head.
The southern Empire fell, but its people did not disappear. Millions
were left behind, and the Wasteland was not forgiving.
Within one generation, those who could still conceive children and
carry them to term, which was a rare gift in the blighted wastes, bore
monsters more often than not. And over the next century, the former
humanoids had devolved into a new species, the ghoul.
Ghouls are tough, they have to be to survive, but they are
malnourished and diseased, their own bodies dying of a cancer
contracted before they even left the womb. Ghouls are roughly the
same size as humans, but they are stooped and scrawny from
malnutrition. Their skin is grayish and rough like that of a shark, their
hair has mostly fallen out to reveal bare skulls, their ears have grown
pointed, their eyes dull and catlike, their jagged teeth razor sharp.
Ghoulish bones are clearly visible through their tightly stretched
flesh, and their fingers have regressed into talons, their spines ending
in short bony tails.
Ghouls survive however they can. Most have long since resorted to
scavenging and cannibalism, digging up cemeteries and preying upon
travelers who were once their kin, and even other ghouls whose sense
of self-preservation grows weaker than the pain and horror of their
blasphemous existence.
Ghouls can be found haunting the ruins of the old Empire, deep
underground or far into the waste. Some have managed to escape the
Wasteland, living as reviled human refuse on the streets of the
frontier, and still, they find this existence of stealing scraps and eating
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Gigantes
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Traits
Arboreal, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Night Vision, Photosynthetic,
Soulless, Stable, Talons
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In the distant past, the Olympians rose up against the Titans who had
previously been the unquestioned masters of the Earth. The Titans
were taken aback by the sudden attack, but quickly regrouped and
pooled their power to form an army of their own, an army composed
from the life force of the Wild itself. For centuries they built up their
strength and, finally, they attacked the Olympians with their secret
weapons, a vast horde built with only one purpose, to cast down the
gods and set fire to the heavens.
The Gigantes were this army, and they represent the full fury of
nature. Massive reptilian creatures with a lower-body like a great sixlegged saurian behemoth and an upper-body with the grace and
intelligence of a hominid; powerful arms ending in dexterous hands, a
square jaw housing a mouth equally capable of speaking or rending
flesh, and a thick skull protecting a potent brain. The gigantes are
totally soulless, freed from vulnerability to outside assaults by sorcery
and internal assaults by their own morality, they are the perfect
killers.
Eventually, the gods proved triumphant and the Gigantes armies were
broken and scattered. Most buried themselves under mountain peaks
or deep within the womb of the Earth, allowing their bodies to be
nurtured by the energies of earth, sea, and storm as they entered into a
state of hibernation that would last for millennia.
Gigantes care only for combat. They do not require flesh to eat, their
metabolisms are far too slow for such vittles, instead, they feed
directly from the energies of nature. They do not fight in defense, for
no force is suicidal enough to attack a ten-ton mass of scale and
muscle. They do not fight for a cause, for their own kingdom is no
more. They fight for the sake of fighting.
The only virtue that gigantes society extols is surviving the day with a
mountain of broken foes behind them. They care nothing for honor or
restraint, only the kill matters. Still, those who remain wakeful grow
bored with the weak opponents the world throws at them and the petty
struggles in which they attempt to persuade the gigantes to take part
with shallow promises of gold. Few Gigantes still walk the earth, and
that number grows fewer each year as more and more Gigantes enter
into the sleep of ages, waiting until the one day when they would be
woken to be part of the final army, the one which will sunder the
foundations of the earth and tear down the sky.
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Glaistig
END
INT
Weight
20 Stone

The clawed hands of the glaistig are fully prehensile and so graceful
that they make those of other races seem like crude clubs. They lack
true vocal cords, but can imitate human speech in a manner similar to
a parrot, and have their own tongue made of high-pitched clicks and
whistles.
Despite their predatory diet, frightful appearance, and lethal
physiques, glaistigs are amongst the most peaceful and empathic of
the world’s creatures. They do not eat the flesh of sentient creatures
and take care to rear and slaughter their prey with the utmost
humanity. Their ancient society has evolved a complex moral system
where the image of their pack is of utmost importance, and thus they
treat outsiders with as much respect and dignity as is prudent. They do
not expect other races, especially the short-lived and flighty
mammals, to abide by their code, and unless they suffer an existential
threat would prefer their kin be wronged than to wrong others.
Glaistigs understand technology, and although little of the world’s
devices originated in their claws, many are adept at its use and
manufacture. Some dwell among humans, and many more can be
found amongst the reptilian denizens of Arunoch, but most live by
themselves or with their extended families. Their packs congregate in
farms and secret conclaves in all of the isolated places of the world;
the jungles of Masaria, the great plains of the frontier, and even the
lonely moors of Aureth.

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
+1
+1
Size
Height
-2
3.5’

Goblin
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
4 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
O

Traits
Infrared Vision, Photosynthetic
Goblins are small hominids, the first species to display the symbiotic
chlorophyll found in orcs, trolls, and kobolds. They average about
four feet in height and have a slight wiry build. Their skin is usually a
deep green, although yellowish, bluish, or reddish tints are common.
Goblins have the same range of hair colors as humans, but most males
are completely bald. They have thick lips, long noses, and large
backswept ears which come to a point. Goblins have long graceful
hands and feet. Females give birth to live young after a short
gestation.
Goblins are swift, clever, and coordinated. They are, however, small
and weak, and horribly taken advantage of by the much larger and
more powerful orcs. In their native culture, goblins are little more
than slaves, forced to do all of the work that is too trivial or hazardous
for orcs, including arithmetic and engineering.
Goblins discovered long ago that humans treat them better than orcs,
and thus their culture adapted well to life within the Imperium,
although they are still distrusted and seen as second-class citizens.
Goblin society tends to be both extremely materialistic and
superstitious, an unusual combination. They revere cleverness to an
extent, but ambition and greed are considered better virtues, and
wealthy goblins are the most respected of all. Goblins consider
obesity to go hand in hand with beauty and good health, for a fat
goblin is truly one who has the will and the way to take what they
want from life without restraint. Goblin culture is also extremely

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
★

Traits
Bounder, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Scent, Talons
The glaistig are an elder species, evolving from carnosaur stock in
ancient times. Physically, they are built much like the dromaeosaurs
from which they are descended, powerful and graceful, with long
claws, sharp teeth, curved horns jutting from their brow, and a thick
tail that gives them unearthly balance. They are among the fastest and
most precise of all animals, their brains and nervous systems evolved
over millions of years to perfect equilibrium. Their hides are
relatively thin and covered with scales that are usually orange or ash
gray in color, and they have glinting black eyes.
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misogynistic. Few goblin children survive to adulthood, and this high
infant mortality, when combined with a tendency for goblin men to
pass on the cruelty they receive from their orcish masters, leaves most
goblin women in the unenviable position of being little more than
breeding stock for abusive husbands.
Goblins lack a true civilization of their own, and most live as slaves to
orcs or as bankers and accountants in the lands of men. When left to
their own devices, most goblins are industrious capitalists and readily
form into mercantile cartels or trading caravans. Goblins have a knack
for business and for getting what their clients want, and there is little a
goblin cannot acquire if offered the right price. Many goblin markets
are hidden throughout Pangaea, in the Wild as well as within cities,
and all manner of contraband can be found therein, even that which is
magical and forgotten.
Although most goblins are grating and obnoxious in manner, they are
adept at business, and found great success in the Old Empire, and to
this day hold positions of power in many of the great trading houses
and investment firms. But, despite their wealth, humans still looked
down on them, and most went home at night to slums they shared
with orcs, who still possessed their need to lord their superior size
over the goblins, but now coupled with seething jealousy.
Goblins can breed with either orcs or humans, and the resulting
hybrids are rejected by both cultures. Such half goblins are
significantly taller than their purebred kin and have less exaggerated
features, but are still scrawny and funny-looking. Half goblins are
usually paranoid and scarred by abuse, lacking either goblin cunning
or orcish strength, they instead tend to rely on their quick hands and
ruthless instincts to get by in the world.

mount or a bodyguard, a task which the goliath, ever eager to please,
takes to naturally.
Goliaths generally live solitary existences, only coming together to
mate and raise children. They have little in the way of culture and
most are blind to the intricacies of social interaction, but their kindly
nature generally offsets this disadvantage. Only a few goliaths have
actually grown hostile toward other races, usually as a result of losing
family to a kidnapping attempt or because they took a liking to
something shiny or tasty which was also claimed by someone who
was a little too tenacious in its defense.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
+1
Size
Height
-2
4’

Halfling
END
INT
Weight
5 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
O

Traits
Night Vision
The halflings are a young race upon the face of Earth. They are a
hybrid species, hence the name, with traces of gnomish, elven,
dwarven, and human blood. Halflings resemble short humans, and
although they are fine-boned and delicate, most tend to of a stocky
build. They have slightly pointed ears, and while they have thick curly
hair upon their heads and the tops of their broad feet, they lack facial
hair.
Most halflings live in agrarian communes where they lack a concept
of private property, but instead, work for the good of the community
and the love of the Earth and the things which grow in it. Their largest
remaining community being the Grange, a massive province in
western Aureth that produces most of the food for the dwarven
kingdoms as well as their gnomish cousins. Like their ancestors,
halflings have an interest in a wide variety of arts and crafts, but tend
to lack the discipline to pursue any one path for too long.
Halflings are peaceful and their culture is anything but warlike,
though they are not helpless. Fearsome beasts, goblins, trolls, human
barbarians, and even some dark elves stalk the savage wilds of
Aureth, and the halflings seldom have the luxury to wait for their
dwarven allies before their farms are burned and their families and
fortunes carried off into the night.
All halflings are curious, and many go through a period in their life
when they feel an overwhelming need to explore the world. Most
grow out of this phase without great trouble, but more and more
young halflings are growing restless, and this brings many to the
mainland in search of adventure.
Mainland halflings typically dwelt on the frontier in settlements of
their own kind. Most of these appeared in the wake of the war with
the Black King, a product of the goodwill between humans and the
Sidhe. These communities were simply getting by and their people
were not much for wars or great change, model citizens of the
Imperium. Now the Warlords and the Wasteland have despoiled these
lands, and the halflings have been forced to pick up their roots or be
killed or taken as slaves. Many halfling refugees now wander Pangaea
in nomadic caravans or river barges and many have developed a
reputation as thieves and vagrants.

Goliath
AGI
CHA
DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-2
+1
-1
+1
-3
+2
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★★☆
10
25’
8 Tons
300yrs
Traits
Scent
The enormous forest goliaths are rare creatures, hard to find but
impossible to overlook. They are even taller than a giant and nearly
half again that length from the tip of their nose to the end of the blunt
tails. They stand with a stooped gait, their long arms nearly reaching
the ground, and walk upon thick legs ending in elephantine feet. Their
heads are bald, and their expressions are empty and good-natured. A
row of thick horns runs from the crest of the goliath's skull down their
spine to the place where their tail begins.
Goliaths are dim-witted creatures, but they are not generally
aggressive, their great size and vegetarian diet have kept them from
evolving the need for violence. Still, if their young are threatened,
they can fly into a crushing rage, uprooting entire trees to club their
enemies or merely smashing them with their enormous hands or
heavy feet.
Goliaths are sometimes trained to perform manual labor, and if they
receive enough positive attention while doing it will continue to work
without growing bored and wandering off. Some beings, particularly
orcs, have been known to befriend a goliath and train them as either a
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AGI
CHA DEX
Size
Height
0
4.5’

Huldrefolk
END
INT
-2
+2
Weight
6 Stone

some almost white, and those from equatorial regions are darker,
some almost black. Freckles are common, particularly in the Imperial
heartland.
Wavy or curly hair is not uncommon, nor are blondes, brunettes,
redheads, or those whose hair has gone gray or fallen out. Humans
with strong Atlantean blood tend to be mostly hairless save for their
scalps, though most men can still grow beards if they choose.
Brown, blue, and green eyes are all equally common, and more exotic
shades such as gray, amber, or violet are not unheard of.
Humans with a supernatural entity in their lineage might display truly
unusual colorations, vibrant skin, hair, or eyes of a color that is found
nowhere in nature. Such individuals are rare and might receive some
prejudice or favor in certain backwater regions, but are common
enough that they can usually pass without comment.
Humans are social creatures, readily forming tribal groups, but they
tend to be individualistic enough to value some diversity, and more
often than not put their own needs above those of others. Humans
tend to live in cities of their own construction with thousands of their
fellows, although some hermits dwell alone in the wilderness or settle
in rural areas with their families. Over time, human cities tend to band
together into kingdoms, and in ages past, nearly all of these kingdoms
were absorbed into a single all-powerful Imperium. But those days are
gone, and though the Warlords still try and maintain power over the
shards of the Old Empire, most human power rests in the hands of
roving warbands or isolated city-states.
Once, Pangea was home to several human subspecies, but most have
been bred out of existence after those of Atlantean stock united all of
humanity into a single Empire. The most notable human bloodline is
the Alma, who have mostly been lost in the temperate regions, but
purer stock can be found in the depths of the Wild. They resemble
humans, but with thicker bones, and minds more turned to memory
and harmony than creativity and abstract thought. Few people
recognize them as anything other than foreigners with strange ways,
and many rural villages are of mixed blood. These hybrids are short,
hairy, and rugged, standing in stark contrast to the tall glabrous
Atlanteans of the Imperial heartland.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
5,000yrs
-

Traits
Cold Blooded, Mute, Mystic Gift (Telepathy), Specialized Digestion
Huldrefolk are rarely seen in Pangaea, short hairless humanoids with
pale gray skin, long delicate fingers, and great black eyes set in an
enormous head adorned with a small lipless mouth and a tiny almost
nonexistent nose. Huldrefolk are physically delicate, but are
intelligent creatures with strong telepathic abilities. They are neither
reptiles nor mammals, but something else entirely, and many
superstitious people claim they are not of this world.
Due to their narrow pelvis and enormous craniums, few female
huldrefolk can survive giving birth, most fetuses are removed
surgically and raised in artificial wombs using technology lost to
humans in the fall of Atlantis. Their mouths have atrophied to the
point where eating solid food is difficult for them, and their breath is
so shallow that even speaking is a great strain, so they have developed
telepathic means to compensate.
If the huldrefolk ever possessed a society, it is now long gone. Some
were integrated into the Imperium, where their great intellects were
put to good use, but a few small conclaves remain independent. Most
of these are hidden within the Wild, where they study the Earth and
the stars and develop sciences far in advance of anything seen since
the times of Atlantis. Many also live amongst the primitive people in
the jungles of Masaria and the Southlands, treated as living gods due
to their alien appearance and the advanced knowledge locked away in
their bulbous heads.
The greatest bastion of the huldrefolk within the Imperium was
Midway Station, an old oil platform that had been converted into a
Templar research lab and given over to the huldrefolk to conduct
potentially dangerous research. The station has been abandoned for a
century now, lost to the manargus.

AGI
CHA DEX
Size
Height
0
6’

Human
END
INT
Weight
10 Stone

Kobold
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
+1
+2
-2
+1
-1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
-4
2’
2 Stone
20yrs
OO
Traits
Carapace, Infrared Vision, Photosynthetic, Talons
Kobolds are the smallest member of the goblinoid genus and the most
populous race in Pangaea. They are quick and perceptive, but weaker
than even goblins and not nearly as intelligent, and thus orcs and
goblins alike treat them as little more than vermin. Most kobolds are
unaware of how bad their lot in life is, and few care about much
beyond finding food and shelter enough to reproduce before the end
of their short lives.
Kobolds are tiny creatures with dark green skin that is so thick and
scaly it almost seems reptilian. They have small spines and horns
along their backs as well as broad webbed ears. Though they have
sharp claws and teeth and will fight voraciously if cornered, kobolds

PER
STR
WIL
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
-

The humans of Pangaea are much like those of modern Earth, though
due to the influence of Atlantean blood the people of the Imperium
tend to be somewhat taller and free of defect when compared to either
modern men or those of the Wild.
The differences in size and strength between the men and women of
Pangea are not terribly pronounced; the average man is still a few
inches taller than the average woman and has greater upper body
strength, but loses out in endurance and leg power.
Modern ethnicities do not exist on Pangaea, and due to the
cosmopolitan influence of the Imperium, almost any combination of
facial features or body shapes can be found amongst a given
population.
The average human has light brown skin and straight black hair.
People whose ancestors come from arctic regions tend to be paler,
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are no match for most creatures in a fair fight. Fortunately for them,
kobolds are masters of the ambush, improvised weaponry, and
ganging up on those whom they outnumber.
When kobold tribes come into contact with the world at large, it is
typically those who have become servants to stronger creatures whom
they scavenge from and seek to placate with obedience. Numerous
bands of kobolds can be found living in the shadows or orc or goblin
settlements or worshipping a minor spirit or powerful creature such as
a giant, dragon, or wild beast.
In civilized regions, kobolds sometimes find a place in society, for
they require very little food, space, or diversion and thus can be paid
trivial amounts to perform equally trivial jobs such as cleaning,
sorting, answering doors, or other positions which do not require
much mental or physical strength.
Kobolds are independent and isolated, and most of their nations exist
out of sight, in regions which the big people have deemed too harsh to
endure or too rough to navigate, but which the kobolds like just fine.
When left to their own devices, kobolds breed profusely and a few
isolated families can soon give rise to an entire warren. These groups
quickly scrape together their own culture, language, and religion,
cobbled from what they have seen former masters do as well as their
own imaginations. A few of these kobold warrens have existed for
hundreds or even thousands of years, providing networks of tunnels
that can never be fully explored by larger creatures, let alone
conquered or cleared of their inhabitants.
Sometimes a massive horde of savage kobolds will sweep out from
the underground or the deep Wild. Most have been driven out of their
native habitats by hunger after exhausting their own food supplies or
by terror of an emergent threat. These kobold hordes are emboldened
by numbers and driven by desperation and can pose a genuine threat
to those whose lands they invade.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
Size
Height
0
6’

Lamia
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
11 Stone

sensually shaped but with no expression deeper than a predatory
gleam. Their bodies are free of fins, save fine webbing between their
long graceful fingers and toes, and a pair of long elegant tails
emerging from the back of their skull shaped like the fins of a fighting
fish, creating the illusion of flowing, polychromatic hair. They have
large squalene deposits on the chest and hips, giving them the
seeming of a mammalian figure.
Male lamias are aggressive, and often band together to prey upon fish,
sea mammals, and occasionally to raid the settlements of other aquatic
races or even coastal human villages for flesh and other treasures.
Females feed parasitically off whales and sea cows but, since the
advent of seafaring, many have adapted to a more specialized method
of hunting. They find a sailing vessel where the sailors have been long
out from port and are desperate for companionship, and then surface
in the dead of night. The sailor who spots the lamia usually thinks her
a mermaid or nereid, or perhaps a woman of his own species fallen
overboard. If they throw out a line or jump overboard to rescue her,
the lamia will wait until they are alone to reveal her true nature and
drain the hapless seaman of blood with a massive pair of retractable
fangs in an otherwise toothless mouth. Most then return to the sea, but
some particularly stealthy or brave lamia stay aboard a ship for days
or weeks, slowly preying on the crew or perhaps even returning to
shore with them.
Lamia recognize others of their species and share a common
language, but have little in the way of culture. Females and males
only come together for mating, and though they give birth to live
young, lamias are not directly raised by the parents.
A few lamias, usually young females, have become enamored of the
surface folk’s lifestyle and follow them to shore to try living among
them. Most get bored quickly, but a few rough it out. They are
instinctively seductive, and most have little trouble convincing a male
human to support them, at least until their lack of mammalian
reproductive organs or ability to digest solid foods becomes apparent.
A few actually integrate themselves fully into human society and an
even smaller number evolve some measure of morality and the ability
to view mammals as something other than prey.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
Lifespan
Danger
280yrs
☆

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Carapace II, Electroreception, Pallesthesia,
Talons
Lamias are a race of cartilaginous fishes which have evolved a
humanoid form and a near-human intelligence. This species also
exhibits a strong sexual dimorphism to better enable their peculiar
methods of feeding.
Male lamias are fishlike, with broad heads and small flat eyes, a maw
filled with needle-like teeth, and webbing along the knees, elbows,
fingers, and toes. They usually have green or orange skin and scales
that are smooth but sharp. Male lamias are predators, like the sharks
they evolved from, and often ride as mounts.
The females, on the other hand, subsist on a diet of blood, preferably
mammalian, especially dense humanoid blood which would poison
the males of their species. The female lamia’s skin is every bit as
scaly and serrated as the male’s, but tends to come in softer gray or
pale blue colors and is somewhat smoother to the touch. They have
much more humanlike faces, with full lips and black eyes that are

AGI CHA DEX
-2
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Lizard Person
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
11 Stone
120yrs
-

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded
The lizard people are one of the eldest races on Earth, evolved from
small intelligent archosaurs long before the first primates emerged
from the jungle canopy. Lizard people of both genders are slightly
taller than humans, with a slender but densely muscled build. They
have large hairless heads and bright yellow eyes, lipless mouths, flat
noses, and ears lacking in external lobes. They also have narrow hips,
prehensile tails, and long clawed fingers and toes. Lizardfolk are
obviously reptiles, lacking hair and laying eggs and most are covered
in green, brown, or yellow scales, but black, blue, and gray
individuals exist. Some males also grow long spines that can be styled
to give the illusion of hair.
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In ancient times, the lizard people and their draconic masters nearly
controlled the world, contested only by the merrow. However, as the
climate changed over thousands or perhaps even millions of years,
mammals eclipsed the lizard people, who were slow to change, even
after the Goddess shared with them the gift of enlightenment. Lizard
people formed one of the largest non-human populations in the
Imperium, and at least two sovereign empires, the mercantile island
nation of Arunoch and the conservative matriarchy of Vorchan, are
known to be controlled by lizard men into the modern day.
Lizardfolk are cold and logical beings. They consider mammals
terribly flighty and irrational, driven by uncontrollable passions and
odd superstitions. They think little of honor or ethics and are thus
rarely considered moral or good, although they are seldom truly evil
either, as they find sadism and cruelty even less logical than blind
compassion. These traits make them excellent traders, particularly as
slavers, an occupation that makes mammals squeamish, and the lizard
man guilds were strong economic powers that were closely allied with
the Imperium, and today they have cordial relations with the
Warlords, Masaria, the various races of Aureth, and sometimes even
the high elves of Avalon.

AGI CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
6.5’

Merrow
END
INT
-1
+2
Weight
13 Stone

of supernatural intervention.
In ancient times, the merrow ruled the entirety of the seas and much
of the land. They worshipped the mad gods of the Astral Plane and
were granted soulless powers in exchange for summoning these
monsters into the world. Eventually, the lizardmen and their dragon
masters were forced to strike an alliance with the deva, and after
millennia of war the merrow were defeated, their empire sunk beneath
the waves and their god-kings entombed within their drowned
temples.
In the modern era, merrow are rare and most live solitary existences
under the sea. Although several merrow cities exist, their great
empires and kingdoms now rest uneasily in the cold dark of the deep
ocean floor. Merrow sometimes have impersonal dealings with the
kraken, vore, and melusine, but generally consider other races, both
aquatic and terrestrial, to be prey, rarely worthy of consideration.
Sometimes they even deal with their ancient enemies the lizard
people, bartering goods, information, and other services, although
both sides know that it is strictly business and no loyalty is lost
between them.
A few merrow lived within the Imperium, mostly those who enjoyed
the safety or wealth of information it provided. Their existence was
always tense as they restrained themselves from feeding on those
whom they think of as prey and avoid reprisal from those who think
of them as predators. In the modern era, a few merrow still dwell on
land amongst the other races, but most keep their identities secret,
along with their feeding habits.
Merrow speak their own language, which is almost totally
unpronounceable by the vertebrate tongue. Fortunately, merrow are
quick to pick up the languages of other races, but their alien mouths
have difficulty forming most words.
Merrow reproduce without sex. In the primeval past, they were
populous enough that they could simply release their gametes into the
open oceans and expect fertilization to happen by chance, but those
days are long since passed. Now, the merrow must rely on sacred
spawning pools which they have hidden across Pangea. They bathe in
these pools when their biology tells them it is time to reproduce, and
years later their young burst forth having never known their true
parents, instead being educated in the elder ways by one of the monks
who have vowed to watch the pools and preserve the legacy of the
merrow race.
Merrow are often thought to be the oldest intelligent race in Pangea,
although their own lore says they were originally bred as slaves to the
Ogdoad, hive-minded worms that devoured all flesh and made it part
of their selves, even devouring divine avatars and bending reality
under the weight of their thoughts. But they were destroyed long ago,
the last survivors kept in hidden merrow cylinders, made stupid by
their isolation and lack of numbers, but still ready to surge forth again
if their captors ever decide to open that particular can of worms.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
2,000yrs
☆

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Constrictor, Polarized Vision, Thrasher
The most intelligent beings in the primordial oceans were
cephalopods that developed increasingly larger brains to control their
multitudes of dexterous limbs, and eventually, their predatory instinct
became the first to evolve into true sapience. The merrow are far older
than any terrestrial race, with individuals reaching thousands of years
in age and the species as a whole sharing a genesis millions of years
in the past. Most have white, pink, blue, or purple skin. They stand
head and shoulders above humans, with a generally manlike shape
save for a broad finned tail. Their head retains their cephalopodan
shape, with eight tentacle arms ringing a venomous beak and a radula
tongue. They lack noses and have no external ears, only a pair of deep
canals on the side of their heads. Merrow eyes are intelligent and
remarkably human, their soft fleshy heads large and containing an
enormous brain of awesome power and complexity.
Merrow are quick and physically powerful, although their stamina is
somewhat limited, especially on land. They can exist both in and out
of the water, have polarized vision to cut through enemy camouflage,
are smarter than almost any other creature, and eat only flesh. Further,
they lack compassion for the weak and have a culture and morality
totally alien to humans. It is no surprise that merrow are feared and
hunted throughout Pangaea.
For their part, merrow treat other species no better than animals, and
do not even attempt to explain their motivations to any lesser beings
whom they find useful. Their own outlook is super-rational, for they
are able to see many ends, and place great ethical importance on
seemingly meaningless minutia. They are also known to perform
things that seem downright irrational simply to open up the possibility
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AGI CHA DEX
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0
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Morlock
END
INT
+1
Weight
7 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
-

Traits
Night Vision
The morlocks are a subterranean race that has existed beneath the
lands of Pangaea since before the rise of the Imperium. Morlocks
resemble small humans with pale skin and a body that is covered with
gray hair so thick it is almost a pelt. Their eyes are large and well
suited to seeing in dimly lit conditions, but sensitive to bright light.
Morlocks are believed to have, at one point, been hominids who took
to living in caves but have since become a separate species.
Morlocks mostly subsist off of fungi and yogurt made from
subterranean bacteria and crude oil, but on nights when the moon is
absent, they go hunting on the surface. Any humans they encounter on
these hunts are dragged back into the morlocks' underground lair, the
males used for slave labor and the females for breeding stock.
Morlock society is surprisingly well developed and their population
startlingly robust. Fortunately, the fomori kept the morlocks in check
and the Imperial military held them at bay in almost every encounter,
but the gulf in power was less than either side realized, and many
border settlements were lost beneath the Earth.
Morlocks speak their own language, a derivative form of the old
Terran. Their culture is similar to that of men but less enlightened.
They are rather brutal and easily amused, with most of their energy
being expended toward aggression, alcohol, and sporting events. They
are a strongly patriarchal society and most females are abused and
controlled by their fathers and their husbands. Morlocks are, however,
not thoroughly evil, and a number of morlocks are actually virtuous.
A few have even emerged from the bosom of the Earth into the
overworld to find their destiny.
In the modern era contact between the surface folk and the morlocks
is rare, but few people realize just how close they are. Many morlock
tunnels are less than a dozen paces below the streets of the cities of
man and it is not unheard of for construction on one end to break
through into the world of the other. These encounters seldom end in
peace or goodwill, as both sides are usually eager to exterminate or
exploit the neighbors they did not previously know existed.
Those who have actually spoken to the morlocks say that the creatures
see themselves in a different light; that they are noble sentinels who
protect the surface world from subterranean horrors, the Fomorian
Under Kingdoms and even worse things in the deep bowels of the
Earth. They say that once they even had a treaty with the Imperium,
signed by King Arthur in secret, allowing them to take slaves from the
surface world to replenish their own losses suffered in defense of the
human lands, and that it was they who were betrayed by the Empress,
a mistake she would come to regret when the morlocks stood idly by
and watched the battle unfold at Armageddon.

Ogre
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-2
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★
80 Stone
60yrs
Traits
Night Vision
Subspecies: Oni
Enlightened, +3 Intelligence, +1 Dexterity, +☆ Danger
Ogres are amongst the most powerful of all humanoid races, at least
physically. They stand nearly twice the height of a man; about three
meters tall with some exceptional bulls reaching four, and most are
nearly as broad. They have incredibly dense bones, covered in thick
slabs of tissue with no clear delineation between fat and muscle.
Ogres have tough skin, often with a yellow or gray cast to it, and
males tend to be bearded and bald-headed. Ogres have two rows of
pointed teeth which they use to consume vast quantities of food.
Ogres are violent, savage, and rather stupid when compared to most
humans. They dwell in high altitudes, their bodies are built for cold
weather and they do not like the heat of lower elevations. They have a
stone-age tribal society that is similar to, if more brutal than, that of
early men. In the bygone past, ogres were constantly at war with
humans, whom the ogres considered to be easy prey. After the
Imperium introduced the secrets of Atlantean steel to the mainland,
the ogres slowly learned to recognize them as a threat and retreated
higher into the peaks of their homeland.
After a brutal subjugation at the hands of the Imperium, the ogres
were mostly ignored, although some were allowed into human society
as soldiers or gladiators. These ogres were often swindled out of most
of their pay and, unwelcome in civil life, they would eventually return
to their own tribes, where the steel swords and tailored clothing they
acquired amongst the small folk made them seem like gods to their
fellows draped in animal hides and wielding crude clubs. Eventually,
entrepreneurs of both species would sell the secrets of steel and other
industries to the ogres, but they were slow learners and lazy workers,
and always several centuries behind the humans.
Today, ogres mostly keep to themselves in the mountains, although
increasing numbers are taking to raiding human settlements as the
land simultaneously becomes less fertile and the human militias less
organized. Some of them still live among men, and the biggest and
strongest are welcomed into the legions of the Warlords as massive
AGI CHA DEX
-1
-1
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Size
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4
10’
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shock troops or intimidating bodyguards for high-ranking officers.
The Canyon Lands have always been home to a very large ogre
population, and in Hulbaaron’s Unity, the ogres are considered
political equals and hold many positions of power.
Most ogres are cruel and selfish beings. Many care only about their
physical needs and keeping their small minds amused, but this is not
always the case. There are ogre sages and scholars, artists and
ethicists, and all manner of good and insightful beings; but they are
few in number and all but drowned out by the idiotic bellowing of
their fellows.
One subspecies of ogres is the oni, sometimes called kojin, dragon
ogres, or ogre magi. They are as large and powerful as an ogre but far
wiser and more graceful. They physically resemble true ogres, but are
slenderer, with features that are more dignified if not more
compassionate. They have brilliantly colored skin, often blue, green,
yellow, or magenta, most with long and wispy hair and one or more
horns upon their brow.
Oni are mighty creatures and have a strong social bond. They are,
however, very rare, and too proud to accept a lesser being as liege,
and thus they often form their own kingdoms. They strive toward
greatness; physical, social, or mental, and are often found at the head
of their own mercenary army or monastery. Outsiders and gangrel
creatures often flock to them, the wisdom, protection, and guidance of
the oni proving a great boon.
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Orc
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Traits
Infrared Vision, Photosynthetic
Orcs are the most numerous of the inhuman races, a savage mirror of
civilized men. They are slightly taller than humans, with a much more
solid build and greater musculature. Like their goblin relatives, orcish
flesh contains a tissue much like the chlorophyll of plants, which
gives them limited photosynthetic abilities, but also stains their skin;
all orcs are green, although some have a brown, yellow, or blue cast
to their flesh. They have black eyes which seem to shine red in the
darkness, long sharp nails and teeth that are almost but not quite claws
and fangs, and stand with a perpetual slouch. They are broadshouldered and short-legged; their faces are harsh with an upturned
almost porcine nose. Orcs of both genders are completely hairless,
probably to maximize their exposure to sunlight.
Orcs and related species, such as goblins, are warm-blooded, but their
flesh is significantly cooler than most mammals. Because they can see
in the infrared spectrum, their bodies, especially near their eyes, must
be relatively cold to avoid blinding themselves with their own
radiation. Orcs are photosynthetic, but they must supplement their diet
with meat if they wish to lead a more active lifestyle than simply
lying about naked in the sun all day.
Orcs have a strong martial culture, one which they often impose upon
goblins and kobolds. They are peerless warriors and tend to exist in a
perpetual state of war, raiding and conquering their neighbors to
support their clans while keeping their own numbers in check. Orcs
are very social creatures, much more so than larger beings like trolls,
dionjen, and even giants, and historically have been very successful.
Orcs favor a strong leader who can defeat all challengers and rule
with an iron fist. As a result, they are often found working as
mercenaries or as minions for ruthless tyrants across Pangaea.
Orcs often clash with humans as they tend to lack a concept of family
or even of civilians. Every orc is expected to be able to defend itself,
and their warriors often ask the same of their opponents.
Likewise, few orcs recognize bonds of matrimony or lineage, instead
forming polyamorous clan units and raising children communally. In
larger settlements, orcs of both sexes congregate in communal
breeding enclaves when their urge strikes them, and the children that
result from such dalliances tend to never know from which of their
many parents they sprang.
In olden times, orcs fought hard to preserve their way of life, but in
the end, most were either killed or absorbed into the Empire, where
their dull minds, raucous personalities, and fearsome temper kept
them from earning the acceptance of humanity as a whole, and most
orcs languished in impoverished ghettoes.
With the collapse of the Imperium, many orcs are returning to their
own roots, becoming fearsome raiders and soldiers in the Warlord's
armies. The orc warlord, Ghort'zan, rallied many to his flag in
Gorrelek, but now they exist as slaves to the city's dragon overlord, in
worse shape than they ever were under the Imperium.
The orcish people are at a crossroads in their history. Whether they

Olog
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Infrared Vision, Night Vision
Ologs are a mighty crossbreed of the ogre and troll lines. They are
taller and broader than either of their parent races, their bodies almost
completely hairless, their gray skin thick and rubbery. Their faces are
mostly ogreish with broad jaws, small noses, and underdeveloped
ears. They do not quite have the strength of an ogre or the healing
capabilities of the troll, but overall, they are physically superior to
either. Their fingers and toes are short and blunt, while their tails are a
good deal shorter and thicker than those of purebred trolls and lack
the hairy termination.
Ologs have no culture or language of their own, and usually live
amongst troll or ogre tribes. A few even dwell within human lands,
where they are prized as explorers and guardians. Ologs who dwell in
solitary or small family groups tend to live in sheer rocky areas,
especially mountain peaks and other high elevations, for their troll
heritage gives them the urge to climb while their ogreish side prefers
the cold climate.
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will continue to stagnate in a primarily human world, return to their
nomadic roots, or finally establish a lasting society of their own still
remains to be seen.
The ruling cast of orc society is composed of uruks, savage warriors
with a pseudo-Templar code who have pushed themselves into
positions of dominance. Uruks are stronger, longer-lived, and more
intelligent than their orcish brethren. Physically they resemble
ordinary orcs but they stand fully upright and their faces are
considered generally more attractive, if somewhat more feral. The
chlorophyll in their flesh is far more concentrated, and thus their skin
is much darker, from an intense jade color to a green so deep it
appears black in most light. In addition, uruks have some hair on their
scalps, typically only enough to make a topknot or ponytail, and some
males can even grow a beard.
During the long wars that resulted from Imperial attempts to pacify
the orcish peoples, the Uruks came to rule most orcish clans. Many
people believe that the uruks were a new race, the result of Imperial
tampering with the orcish bloodlines or perhaps even interbreeding
between the orcs and the Templar or the ogres.
Though the Imperium attempted to instill a sense of chivalry in these
brutes, for the most part, the uruks only acquired a sense of warrior
pride and a love of dominating those weaker than themselves into
jingoistic warbands.
Those few uruks who live amongst human society typically find
themselves somewhat better off than orcs due to their greater intellect
and discipline, but still far lower in social status than the prestige they
find in their own kingdoms. Uruks can, however, always find
lucrative work as athletes or soldiers and a few were even allowed to
become true Templar.
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Sasquatch
END
INT
-2
Weight
25 Stone

ceremonies where offspring are exchanged between clans.
Occasionally, a human will be adopted, sometimes by force, to serve
as a mate for a young Sasquatch if there are no eligible members of
their own species nearby.
Groups of Sasquatches can still be found throughout the wilderness,
in great numbers in the Wild and in smaller numbers throughout the
Great Plains, Canyon Lands, and even the Waste.
The large ape-men have readily integrated into human society. Many
tribes allied with the Imperium, or were impressed, and their
descendants have been part of human society for generations. The
great Gor nation, a confederation of Sasquatch tribes that stretched
across much of the area that is now the plains near Concordance, were
among the first to join the Imperium, being peaceably swayed by the
more advanced humans. Whether this arrangement was for the good
or ill of the Goren people has long been debated.
Though Sasquatches are not quick learners, they are not animals and
are more than capable of picking up human trades. They are typically
given difficult or hazardous jobs, which their large rugged bodies are
adept at, and paid very little, and most of them are kept in conditions
that most beings would consider active slavery, but for their part,
most “civilized” Sasquatch are content with their role in things.
Some sasquatches, called yeti, have adapted to living upon mountain
peaks or in the cold northern tundra. These yetis are physically very
similar to their woodland cousins, but have paler fur and ankle joints
configured to facilitate traversing steep surfaces.
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Scrag
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Traits
Sleepless
Distantly related to men, the mighty scrags are a wise and ancient race
native to the islands of the eastern sea. They stand four meters in
height with heavy feet and a straight back, but with relatively narrow
hips and shoulders. A scrag's thick skin is pale gray and their skulls
are large and massively elongated.
Scrags are one of the most intelligent of all biological creatures and
have a regimented society comprised of many great dynasties, each
with glorious family histories. Many of these families still rule island
kingdoms in the eastern sea, but their ancient homeland is lost. It is
said that the scrags once ruled a society as rich and diverse as any
found among men, and were even rivals to Atlantis in the times of
old. But their civilization fell into shadow at roughly the same time
that the Imperium of man rose to prominence. It is unknown exactly
what happened, but it is said that their elected spiritual leader,
Numidius, came into possession of an artifact which damned his soul,
and with it the fate of his entire people.
A few scrags escaped their people’s fate, settling on Avalon or
Pangaea. It is rare to see them now, but they still endure. Though their
extinction is inevitable, individual scrags live for thousands of years,
and thus it will be many ages before they are all gone. Some take to
physical or martial professions, but these arts are uninteresting to
most of their kind who prefer a purely cerebral existence. A scrag’s

Traits
Carapace
Subspecies: Yeti
Arboreal, Arctic
Sasquatches are giant, fur-covered humanoids who dwell throughout
the woodlands of the Imperial frontier. When standing fully erect,
these massive creatures can reach eight feet in height, and men the
world over are thankful for their normally placid demeanor. They
have big feet and hands, and a large head with a high domed apex.
Their fur is typically gray, red, brown, or black with slightly paler
skin beneath.
Sasquatches are primarily herbivorous, foraging for nuts, berries, and
roots, but they sometimes scavenge meat or catch fish or insects to
supplement their diets.
Sasquatches have no language of their own, communicating through
grunts, growls, crude signs, and body language, but they can be taught
to understand other languages, and with some difficulty even speak a
pidgin form of Terran.
Sasquatches have little in the way of culture or society. In the Wild,
they live in family groups, only coming together to perform marriage
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mind is expansive and many have found modest fame as sages,
scholars, archeologists, and even humble librarians.
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Troll
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Vertial
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Traits
Night Vision
Vertials are unusual amongst humanoids in that they have evolved
with no element of social behavior. Their ancestors did not hunt in
packs or congregate, nor do they today. They only come together to
mate, a brief affair motivated solely by biological urges, and then
part, the mother weaning the children as soon as they are able to
survive on their own.
Physically, vertials resemble humans in most ways, although they are
slightly taller and slimmer than men, and have the pointed ears which
are normally the mark of fey. Their skins are thin and pale, often with
a gray or yellow cast to them. Vertials have distinct eyebrows and a
bony crease across their foreheads, six graceful fingers, and several
ridges upon their lower belly. The orientation of these ridges varies
based on gender, and many people joke that they have evolved to hold
the vertial together long enough for coitus to occur.
Vertial want nothing to do with the wider world. They do not find the
comforts of society to be worth putting up with other people, and thus
most are hermits, preferring to trade by proxy and even then, only
when absolutely necessary. They do not have any form of culture and
they only know what little language they pick up from their mothers.
Still, they are bright beings and often scavenge and master the use of
tools cast off by other races.
There are no known vertial cities, let alone a nation or military force.
As with every species, there are of course rogue vertials, who can
tolerate, or perhaps even crave, the company of other people, or
perhaps they merely see the benefit of working as a group that eludes
their fellows. To most vertials, this is a completely alien way of
thinking, indeed many do not even understand that other beings have
thoughts or feelings of their own. These renegades live amongst other
species or with a companion who shares their feelings or simply lacks
the determination to drive them away. Still, others possess knowledge
or skills which others require for some vice or necessity they cannot
acquire on their own, and thus are persuaded to enter into partnerships
with outsiders. Although they are a terribly small minority, it is of
course these rogue vertial who are most likely to be encountered.

Traits
Night Vision
Subspecies: Jotun
Hex (Petrified in Sunlight), +2 Size Rating, Talons
Trolls are arboreal predators found throughout the lands of Pangaea.
They are renowned for their health and vigor, being able to survive
the most horrific injuries and be on their feet within moments. Trolls
stand nearly nine feet in height and have long legs with agile threetoed feet, bird-like hips, and long apelike arms which hang to their
knees and can be used to knuckle-walk or brachiate with ease. Trolls
tend to have very large pointed noses and the males have prominent
tusks. Troll flesh is usually green, although blue, brown, and purple
are fairly common, especially from trolls who have adapted to life
outside of the forest. Trolls have long straight hair on their heads and
the tips of their long donkey-like tails, usually brown, black, or
reddish-orange in color.
Trolls appear to have originally been a mutation of the goblin line,
their size and metabolism increasing to enormous levels. Their
overactive cells have subsumed their photosynthetic cells, and they
must now eat massive quantities of food to make up for the loss.
Trolls are constantly hungry, most look gaunt and malnourished, and
a fat troll is all but unheard of. As such, most trolls are not above
killing other sapient beings or even others of their own kind, both to
quell the competition and for a little extra meat.
Despite their strong systems, trolls lead a relatively short life. Many
people assume this is because their metabolism burns them out, but
this is not quite the case, rather a troll's body will inevitably fall prey
to cancer brought about by its own hyperactive cells.
Troll society is extremely savage and violent, and their religions often
demand genocide and sacrifice as matters of course. Trolls tend to
live in very small bands as fights frequently break out in larger
groups. Still, there are some large troll cities, primarily in the jungles
of Masaria.
The trolls once controlled a mighty empire on the mainland, however,
the vast subterranean city of Jotunheim was conquered by the fomori
and its inhabitants were scattered to the four corners of the globe.
Without their strong leadership, the troll empire fell swiftly into
infighting and civil war and was rapidly absorbed by the nascent
Imperium.
Some trolls have become accustomed to civilized life. They are prized
as laborers and guards, they are strong and dexterous, and never seem
to tire, although their grocery bills tend to be prodigious.
A distinct subspecies of trolls, the Jotun, lead many of the larger troll
tribes. The jotuns are huge trolls, dark-skinned and stooped over with
enormous tusks. These beings claim descent from spirits of the earth,
and when exposed to direct sunlight they are petrified, their skin
becoming harder than stone until nightfall.
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Yokhori
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Weight
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In essence, the Yokhori colony functions like a single organism with
mental functions split between different individuals in the same way
that the humanoid brain relegates tasks to certain regions. Yokhori
society is incredibly technically proficient, but unlike most races, they
see it as a cause in and of itself rather than a means to an end. Once
basic survival is handled, the yokhori colony cares for little, the hive
does not covet power, and none but the queen care for luxuries.
Rather, the hive only wishes to work toward their communal art,
perfecting their methods and their designs. Most colonies’ families
work toward a single goal throughout their queen’s lifetime. When the
queen nears death, she gives birth to several daughters and educates
them, along with their first entourage of drones, in all of the
inventions of their ancestors. Some will then carry on their mother’s
legacy after she has passed, but most instead choose to follow their
own dreams when they found a colony of their own.
Yokhori have no interest in being a part of other societies, but they
can be dealt with diplomatically, so long as one can convince the
males that they are no threat and that they should be allowed to speak
directly to their queen. It is for this reason that yokhori hives are
prized and usually not attacked by the wise. In exchange for
knowledge, resources, and protection from their enemies, mostly
other large insects such as yvurn or manargus, the yokhori will be
happy to share the products of their craft, which are often higher in
quality than anything made by the hands of men.
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Traits
Antenna, Carapace III, Electroreception, Talons, Wings III
Subspecies: Queen
+4 Intelligence, -4 Willpower, +4 Size Rating, +★ Danger
The yokhori are a race of highly advanced arthropods, likely related
to common termites, which inhabit secluded regions of Pangaea.
Their bodies are covered with a thick exoskeleton, typically bluishgray or reddish-brown in color, and their heads bear compound eyes,
antenna, and pincered mouths. They have two legs and two arms,
ending in four thick but dexterous fingers, and a blunt tail which is all
that remains of their ancestor's abdomens.
Females, there is usually only one per colony, are much larger, about
twice the height of a human, with a fully formed abdomen containing
a large egg sack. Both the queen and her drones possess prismatic
wings like those of a dragonfly. Yokhori males are rather limited in
intellect, but they are highly capable when it comes to physical labor
or crafts. In effect, the entire race is made up of idiot savants.
The queen, on the other hand, is highly creative and intelligent, but
lacks technical skills or precise planning ability. She envisions many
wonders, and tells her consorts what she has imagined, which in turn
they take to the hive's populous to make a reality.
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Fey
course, asuras are always held accountable for their violence and must
take on all debts, responsibilities, and obligations of the one whom
they have defeated.

Fey
The fey exist as equal parts flesh and soul, descendants of changelings
who were born of the union between spirit and man. Most
changelings are indistinguishable from a member of their mortal
parent’s race, but particularly powerful and reckless spirits might
produce offspring with dramatic supernatural abilities or a monstrous
form.
Should two changelings find one another, their offspring will breed
two, and their children’s supernatural traits will be enhanced with
each generation rather than diminished.
Over time, stable breeding populations of many changeling
descendants have formed, and these creatures have taken to creating
societies of their own and labeled themselves the fey.

Brownie
END
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2 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Weakness (Iron)
Brownies are the half-mortal children of kami which embody
civilized lands or objects made by human hands. They are tiny fey,
most less than half a meter in height, and are easily overlooked. They
usually stay in the land that gave them birth, hiding and tending to the
landscape while watching for threats to their parent.
There are as many subspecies of brownie as there are terrain types to
generate them, from the island menahune to the leprechauns spawned
by farmer's fields, the nunnehi who live in mountain shacks and the
ellyon that dwell in the mines beneath them, the fierce bearded korred
born from cabins in the deep woods, the clurichan of rustic villages,
and the silke who dwell in the basements and alleys of great cities.
Most brownies take the appearance of tiny humans, although many
breeds display minor cosmetic differences such as the fur the covers
domovoi, the tails of the lobs, or the huge noses of the kilmoulis.
Most brownies are not averse to people who make their homes on
their parent’s backs so long as it is done respectively. They are
usually very lonely creatures and take great pleasure in the proximity
of others, even if they do not show themselves directly, often
choosing to live within walls or between floors.
Brownies will often help their human neighbors, performing minor
chores for them in the dead of the night, finding what is lost or hidden
in the Wild, and calming the land in times of disaster or famine. Many
people repay helpful brownies by leaving food or interesting trinkets
out at night as gifts to the little folk.
Should people prove to be cruel or disrespectful to the land, the
brownie will play mean tricks to no end, hoping to frighten, annoy,
and ultimately drive off the unwelcome guests. If this does not work,
many brownies are not above poisoning the mortals or even attacking
the larger beings in their sleep.
Brownies are typically friends with the local animals as well as any
other fey that may dwell in the region. They seldom leave their
parent, and thus a group of brownies will likely all be at least halfsiblings. Some brownies do choose to travel, either on a singular
journey or a lifelong exodus. In addition, many brownies are born of
mortal women who did not stay long in the land with which they had
become intimate, and thus their tiny children may never know the
spirits from whom they claim their heritage.
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Asura
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Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Thrasher, Weakness (Gold)
Asuras are one of the few vertebrates with more than four limbs. They
stand close to seven feet tall and are graceful and powerfully muscled.
Their tough skin is brown, yellow, orange, or golden in color and
often has darker spots or stripes like the patterns of a jungle cat. Their
faces are much like a man’s, although they have stronger jaws and
receding hairlines, and their figures are also similar to a human's if
one can look past the second pair of arms emerging below the first.
Their hair tends to be long, dark, and straight. Asuras are omnivorous,
although they tend to favor meat.
Asuras mate for life, even in the Wild, and are very caring parents.
They give birth to live young and twins, both identical and fraternal,
are the norm, with even larger litters being far from uncommon.
Females care for their young until the elders of their dynasty decide
they are ready to begin life on their own, at which point they decide
the fate of the young adults, including home, spouse, and career,
based on their childhood aptitudes and preferences.
Most asuras dwell in highly structured family dynasties, with the
eldest and wisest members of the clan deciding the course of action
for the rest. Asuras are orderly creatures by nature, and find conflict
for conflict's sake horribly wasteful, and as such most of their lands
were peaceably absorbed into the Empire as was their capital of
Katar. With the collapse of Imperial rule, most Asura dynasties are
once again independent, although many grudgingly pay tribute to the
Warlords and provide them with soldiers for their armies.
Asuras are naturally mighty warriors, strong and graceful with the
ability to wield twice as many blades as most. It is a common
misconception that they are peaceful, but nothing could be further
from the truth. In actuality, asuras are eager to fight, but they choose
their battles wisely, only risking their life if the cause is worth dying
for. Violence is highly respected in their culture and taken very
seriously. Almost any conflict can be solved by a formal challenge in
asura society, and an asura challenging another for their property is
not seen as banditry, and even subduing paramours and taking them
by force is not seen as rape but as a legitimate form of courtship. Of
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Changeling, Infrared Vision, Stench, Weakness (Bone)
A bugbear resembles a tall and lanky creature of orcish descent, with
dark skin covered in a pelt of short hair. They have flattened faces,
large eyes, and triangular ears. Bugbears are believed to be descended
from the primitive ancestors of modern orcs or goblins and erinyes.
Bugbears are powerful warriors, strong as an orc, but significantly
more dexterous. They have fantastic climbing abilities and are at
home in the forests of the Wild and the cliffs of the Canyon Lands.
Bugbears are noted for having a terrible stench, and are sometimes
called skunk apes by the rural peoples who fear them.
Bugbears are common as fey go, but in the overall scheme of things
are relatively rare. They are usually found amongst orc clans and
often serve as the leaders of small groups or as the chieftain's elite
guard in larger tribes. As a rule, most bugbears adopt the orcish
language and culture rather than making one of their own.
Bugbears care little for the orcish cause, and during the wars between
the orcs and the Imperium they served as mercenaries on both sides.
This practice has continued to this day, as neither side ever fully ever
accepted the bugbears into their community.
Several clans of bugbears live in the mountains between Rhybar and
the Canyon Lands. They are militaristic and well organized, and
usually expend most of their energy fighting each other. They have
been allies and enemies to both their ogreish and dwarven neighbors
throughout history and have recently sided with the city of Union
against the Warlords Balthazar and Morpheus as well as their
dwarven allies.

Physically, cambions resemble humans but are marked by their
infernal parentage. Crimson skin, fangs, hooves, horns, black lips,
spade-tipped tails, and perhaps even membranous wings are all curses
that the cambions bear.
Hellspawn are often killed in infancy or burned at the stake by the
superstitious or the self-righteous. However, with the increasing
influence of the demons upon society, and the growing number of
hellions who willingly bind their souls to demonic forces, cambions
are increasingly more common. Though they still have no society of
their own, many who dwell in the shadows of the Warlord's domain
have hellfire burning in their blood.
Doppelganger
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Traits
Changeling, Shapeshifting, Weakness (Steel)
The doppelgangers are natural shapechangers, often seen throughout
Pangaea but seldom recognized for what they are. In their native
form, the gremlin-spawn have a roughly humanoid shape, gaunt and
gray-skinned, sexless and lacking any discernable facial features. This
form is very rarely seen.
Doppelgangers possess the ability to alter their appearance to match
that of any other species, even imitating individuals whom they have
studied.
Most doppelgangers live within other societies disguised as members
of a different race. More ambitious doppelgangers will actually
kidnap or kill specific beings and impersonate them, literally taking
over their lives, and for this reason, all doppelgangers are shunned
and mistrusted.
Doppelgangers are unable to reproduce in their natural form, although
they can conceive and even carry children with other doppelgangers
or humanoids so long as they maintain a sexed form throughout the
course of the pregnancy. Children born to doppelgangers will
themselves be doppelgangers, and most will not learn to control their
shifting abilities until adolescence, and thus hidden doppelgangers
must be careful about producing children lest they be revealed.

Cambion
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆/★
11 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Hooves, Night Vision, Resistance (Heat), Weakness
(Platinum), *Wings II
Born of a cursed union between man and succubus, cambions are
forever outsiders. These hellspawn are in for a difficult life, people
look upon them and assume their souls to be as dark and twisted as
their features, and more often than not they are correct to do so.
Cambions are the products of an evil seed, and there are few with the
desire to rise above it, especially in the face of the persecution and
mistrust they will face all their life.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Elf
END
INT
-1
Weight
9 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
-1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Weakness (Iron)
Elves are the most common of all fey species, born from a
combination of mortal blood and the essence of a loa. The mindset of
a loa is the most human of all spirits, and as a result, they are the most
likely to find their way into a mortal's bed, and thus many elven
changelings are born throughout the Imperium. Though most are left
in the wilderness for the Sidhe, some are raised in human society and
allowed to take their place in the world of men.
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Elves are independent and free-spirited. Though they are not solitary
creatures, they do not enjoy living in close quarters and have little use
for law or authority. Elven societies, most of which are built in the
trees of nexus enhanced forests, are more like loose communes than
human villages. All are considered equals, and knowledge and art are
shared freely amongst the community. Those who cannot live
peaceably with the others are exiled.
Most elves are altruistic in nature, but they tend to be condescending
and somewhat distrustful of outsiders, which leaves many put off by
their apparent arrogance.
Elven bodies are slightly taller and slenderer than those of a human
and with generally aesthetically pleasing features. Their ears are about
half again as long as a human's and come to vertical points. Their eyes
are large, with beautifully colored irises and reflective pupils.
Elven skin tends to be pale and lacking imperfections due to a
combination of their nocturnal lifestyle and fey vigor. Some mainland
elves, typically called gray elves, have a dusky skin tone which befits
their diurnal existence.
Elven hair is typically very fine and straight. Although the colors of
elven hair are typically much the same as in humans, they are often
more dramatic, black rather than brown, red rather than orange, and
yellow rather than blonde. Elves of either gender lack the ability to
grow beards, though the dark elves of Aureth often have enough
human blood to manage a thin goatee.
Elves have a very low fertility rate, but when an elven pregnancy does
occur, it is typically quick and without complication.
The most ancient of elven bloodlines are the Vanir who have dwelt on
the island of Avalon since before the fall of Atlantis. Their ancestors
were said to be the product of a union between Atlantis’ greatest
artists and entertainers and the god Apollo, whom the elves call
Hoenir the Radiant One.

The diminutive fairies are the children of mortals and the ephemeral
spirits of light and illusion. Fairies are the most delicate of fey,
resembling tiny humanoids, graceful, beautiful, and typically standing
less than a foot tall. They possess large backswept ears and vibrant
eyes rimmed by dramatic lashes. Faeries possess a pair of antenna and
insectile wings grow from their shoulders. Fairy skin can be of any
color but is usually a vivid pastel.
Most fairies are childlike and emotional. They can be mirthful,
stubborn, and self-centered, but they are most often mischievous.
They usually prefer to remain hidden from mortals and to play tricks
on them from afar. Some of these tricks are kindly and others
malicious, but most are mere pranks.
When fairies deign to wear clothing, it is usually simple garments
sewn from leaves and flower petals; but some also garb themselves in
diaphanous fairy silk that does not hinder their natural command over
light and darkness.
Fairies have the ability to change their color on a whim, and they can
even make themselves glow with neon light or fade from sight
entirely.
Fairies typically dwell amongst other fey, and while some are
powerful sorcerers or scholars, most are servants to the Sidhe, acting
as scouts, handmaidens, chefs, or artists. Fairies are never disciplined,
and typically spend most of their time playing throughout the Wild
regardless of their assigned role.
There are several subspecies of fairy, although the differences are
primarily cosmetic, based on the type of insect which their wings and
antenna resemble. The most common are butterfly-winged pixies,
dragonfly-winged sprites, and semi-aquatic nixies.
Firbolg
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+2
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★☆
4
12’
60 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Weakness (Iron)
The forest-dwelling firbolgs are the children of mortals and the kami
of the deep Wild and other areas of rugged and untamed wilderness.
A Firbolg stands as tall as an ogre, although they are not nearly so
broad or ill-tempered. Their lanky bodies are covered in tanned skin
and are completely hairless, their face inhuman and ugly, but not
unkind, and their great pointed ears stick almost straight out from
their head several feet on either side.
Firbolgs live in large family clans, often in close association with
other fey. They were staunch supporters of the Sidhe, serving as its
strong arms, filling many martial roles as guardians and soldiers.
Firbolgs are not an aggressive people, and put most of their combat
training to hunting beasts to feed their family and patrolling the Wild
for dangerous interlopers whom they will attempt to frighten off but
will not hesitate to kill if left with no choice.

Fairy
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
-6
1’
1 Stone
Eternal
OO
Traits
Antenna, Changeling, Camouflage II, Weakness (Amethyst), Wings
III
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Fomorach
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
9 Stone
Eternal
¼ Size
Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Scent, Talons, Weakness (Wood)
A fomorach (plural fomori) is a hideous creature that is amongst the
most callous and cruel of all fey. Fomori lurk in the shadows, their
own kingdoms built from slanted towers in the corners of the Wild or
in the vast caverns that stretched beneath the Old Empire. Since the
collapse of the Imperium, many fomori have taken to living in the
Wasteland, finding the twisted landscape an ideal representation of
their worldview. They are one of the few creatures that can survive in
such an environment, and the mutations it bestows upon them are
beneficial more often than not.
No two fomori are alike. They are, for the most part, ugly goblinoid
creatures, with short legs and broad bodies, their heads are hideously
ugly and lack a true nose or neck, possess an enormous mouth filled
with jagged and uneven teeth and are often crowned with horns. Most
fomori have bodies as twisted as their spirits, their skin is usually a
sickly lavender color and often covered in scales. Some are tiny as
brownies, others as tall as a colossus. Truly, the mutated fomori
encompass every fairytale ogre and goblin envisioned by the
frightened children of men.
Fomori are cruel above all else. Most are cannibals, slavers, thieves,
and rapists, and even the best of them will only act civil when it is to
their benefit. In the time of the Imperium, they remained hiding in the
Wild, the Under Kingdoms, or in the sewers and back alleys of the
cities of man. During the twilight of the Empire, the savage General
Sunder led a fomorian army against the Imperium, and many of man’s
treasures and weapons fell into his grasp. Today, they rule the
Wasteland, at least as much as any living creature can claim to control
that vile place.
Their own subterranean cities lay below the Wasteland, and many
formerly human settlements were inhabited by fomori when their
makers could no longer survive the toxic environment. The central
hub of the fomori kingdom is the old troll city of Jotunheim, and from
the darkness below the mountain reigns king Balor, a cyclopean
behemoth as large as a tower before whom all fomori are forced to
bow. It is said that at his command, General Sunder and the fomorian
armies are once again readying for war, and untold thousands of
twisted soldiers prepare to descend upon the remnants of the
Imperium and the Sidhe, as well as the domains of the Warlords and
anyone else who they come across.
Fomori have existed since ancient times, and it is believed that they
are descended from primordial lemures or manes. In recent years
there have also been numerous fomori born as changelings,
particularly near the edge of the Wasteland.

Gnome
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
3 Stone
Eternal
O
Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Weakness (Opal)
Gnomes are the children of maruts, creatures of the deep earth with a
natural inclination toward engineering and technology. Gnomes are in
many ways similar to dwarves, and scholars believe the two species
share a common ancestry. Gnomes are a good deal shorter than
dwarves, let alone men, rarely standing more than a meter tall. Like
dwarves, gnomes are stocky and short-legged, but they possess
disproportionately large heads with exaggerated childlike features.
Gnomish gestation lasts a full year and a half, and their huge craniums
make childbirth very difficult for the gnomes, and the mortality rate
for mothers is very high, particularly in the case of multiple births.
Gnomish hair can be nearly any color of the rainbow but is usually
very light with an almost pastel shade. Males typically wear a beard
or mustache and take great pride in grooming it in elaborate and
outlandish ways. Gnomish fashion is gaudy and colorful, and men
typically wear tall pointed caps. While females cannot grow facial
hair, they often make up for it with elaborate and over-the-top
hairstyles.
Gnomes have a better sense of tact than dwarves, but are still far too
forward for most people's comfort. They have a fast-paced and highpitched manner of speaking, a naive and hyperactive demeanor which
is at the same time annoying and endearing to other species in the way
children often are, however many gnomes also tend toward an all too
adult aura of intellectual arrogance.
Gnomes are highly intelligent and industrious, and though they are
not greedy like dwarves or men, they are flighty and overly creative.
Gnomes usually live in large family groups in deep caverns and mines
or sometimes in the depths of the Wild under the roots of the largest
trees. Gnomes have little use for trade or war, they are more than
happy to share knowledge with outsiders and will even aid in the
construction or repair of devices if asked.
For the most part, gnomes are content to be left alone, although some
few youths are driven by curiosity to see the outside world.
Ordinarily, they are seen rather than heard, and it is from the sound of
their tools and experiments that they get the nickname
tommyknockers, and miners associate them with all sorts of spirits
and haunting in the deepest shafts. Gnomes are often attacked by the
morlocks and other subterranean monsters who see them as food or
slave labor, and in dangerous regions, they often cohabitate with
dwarves for protection.

AGI
CHA
DEX
-1
-2
Size
Height
Any
5’

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
Size
Height
-2
3’

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+3
Size
Height
-2
5’

Hobgoblin
END
INT
Weight
5 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Changeling, Echo Location, Weakness (Jade)
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Hobgoblins are descended from bogarts, demiurges of fear. They
resemble large goblins, hence their name, but the two species have no
known biological link. They are short lanky creatures with incredibly
long sharp teeth, large ears, flattened noses, hairless black skin, and
small eyes that glow with a pale light.
Hobgoblins are creatures of the dark, horrible and sadistic beings who
love to stalk, ambush, and eat other sapient creatures while they are
still alive. They are cowardly and will not strike without the element
of surprise unless their victim is injured or, preferably, too young to
fight back.
Hobgoblins are not to be trusted, and although they are sometimes
tolerated amongst fomorian or orcish society, they are usually loners.
Still, they appreciate the safety of numbers, and occasionally band
together for protection should they be discovered, although such
groups are prone to backstabbing and infighting and are usually
temporary affairs. When other species tolerate a hobgoblin, it is
usually because they have need of their services as an assassin, but
even their own employers know that it is best to sleep with the lights
on when a hobgoblin is about.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Lampade
END
INT
-2
Weight
9 Stone

impression of a mourner's makeup. Their hair is, likewise, usually
black, or at least with deeply shadowed roots.
Lampades are lonely and melancholy creatures; they have an aura of
the grave and the unnatural about them that withers plants and repels
people and animals alike. They have no society of their own, and they
are seldom welcomed by other races save for the dark elves of Aureth
and a handful of death worshiping human kingdoms.
Most are drawn to death, and the lack of compassion they are given
by others seldom inspires them to resist the call of the grave that is
their legacy. Most forsake their immortality and kill themselves or
join their parent in undeath. Those who resist this lure are still drawn
to death and most make their living as coroners, morticians, eulogists,
gravediggers, or merely the composers of bleak art. Some take their
love of oblivion even further, working to bring death to others, out of
mercy or malice, whether or not they have their patient's consent.

AGI
CHA DEX
Size
Height
0
6’

Marid
END
INT
Weight
10 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Changeling, Lucky, Weakness (Bronze)
Marids are the children of djinn, either those whose parents decided to
stay on Earth after escaping imprisonment or those whose masters
required particularly personal services from them. Marids are
relatively rare fey, but are typically accepted by most human
societies, for they are said to bring good luck, and most are
adventurous folk with an incurable wanderlust.
Marids are usually indistinguishable from men save that most possess
an extremely vibrant coloration, often with blue, green, or purple hair
and metallic skin.
Marids are not known to form their own enclaves, although a few
djinn who have chosen to remain on Earth have started their own
family dynasties. Most are not really part of any society for long,
choosing to travel frequently and taking jobs as merchants, sailors,
explorers, or caravan guards.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Arctic, Changeling, Cold Blooded, Eerie, Life Sense, Weakness
(Silver)
Lampades are, without a doubt, the rarest of all fey, even more so
than the dying dragons. This is due to the unique biology, or lack
thereof, involved in their reproduction. They are the child of a living
being and a deceased one, be it a ghost or one of the walking dead.
Exactly how this occurs varies, but the circumstances are always
unique; perhaps powerful magic is involved, a lich drank of the grail
and had their ability to procreate restored, or the ghost of a dead man
visited his lover for one last night of passion.
Lampades resemble humans but with a dark, haunting, beauty and
grace. They have the thin bodies and pointed ears common to fey
while usually possessing sharp teeth. Their skin is pallid and cool to
the touch, their lips black as death. Their eyes are dark, often lacking
iris and sclera entirely or with thick black lashes that give the
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
Size
Height
0
6’

Nephilim
END
INT
+1
Weight
10 Stone

ruins, perhaps even Atlantis itself, have also been re-colonized by the
nereids. The largest and best-known nereid empire is the kingdom of
Lemuria, located somewhere in the Tethys sea.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
☆

Traits
Bioluminescence, Changeling, Weakness (Lead), Wings II
The gods have decreed that men and angels are to remain apart. Still,
angels are beings of love, and oftentimes, particularly amongst the
grigori, angels are unable to keep their affections purely platonic. The
product of these unions are the nephilim, rare and beautiful legacies
of a forbidden romance.
Nephilim are beings of exceptional health and beauty, resembling fair
humans except for the swan-white wings that grow from their
shoulders. Nephilim have androgynous features and, though some
resemble or identify with one gender or another, they lack genitals
and are incapable of normal reproduction. Thus, each nephilim is the
direct child of the heavens, when they congregate on Earth it is out of
a desire for companionship rather than bonds of blood.
Nephilim were usually accepted amongst both the Imperium and the
Sidhe. Although not typically blamed for the sins of their fathers, their
existence is still an affront to the gods, and many superstitious
societies stone them or cast them out. This practice has been
encouraged by the hellions who serve the Warlords, for they
instinctively know that each nephilim is a potential enemy.
Most nephilim are kind and good-natured, but also distant and
somewhat withdrawn. They are deeply troubled by the darkness in
Pangaea, and for each that rises above it to become a champion of the
light, far more simply withdraw from the world.

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
+4
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Nymph
END
INT
-2
Weight
8 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
-2
-2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
☆

Traits
*Arctic, Beauty, Changeling, Night Vision, Photosynthetic, Weakness
(Diamond)
The beauty of nymphs has long been held in awe by song and story,
and their reputation is well deserved. Born of spirits of primordial
wonder, nymphs are the fairest of all living beings, their faces and
figures are capable of enrapturing even the most hard-minded or
world-weary of men. The nymph species is entirely female, and they
are able to produce full-blooded nymph daughters with males of
almost any humanoid or fey species.
Nymphs are physiologically similar to beautiful human maidens, with
delicate facial features, full red lips, large intense eyes, and long
pointed ears. Most have long legs with wide feminine hips, narrow
waists, and voluptuous chests. A nymph’s form is graceful and well
defined, but tends to be more delicate and less powerful than that of a
mortal woman.
A nymph's daughters will always be pure-blooded nymphs regardless
of the father's species. Male children born of nymphs are extremely
beautiful and graceful, but are nonetheless mortal beings of their
father's species.
Pure nymphs, those born to annis, have a coloration reminiscent of the
twilight sky, with violet skin, silver eyes, and crimson hair. Later
generations adopt a coloration similar to their fathers’. The skin of a
nymph is smooth, soft, and free of imperfections save for a light
dusting of photosynthetic freckles.
Most nymphs live a solitary existence in the Wild, alone or with their
daughters and sisters. They obtain most of their sustenance from the
sun and the moon, and they forage for the rest as most lack the
discipline to farm or the killer instinct to hunt. Likewise, nymphs do
not manufacture tools of their own, and those they possess are either
found in the forest or gifts from suitors. Nymphs do not often wear

Nereid
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
9 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Changeling, Electroreception, Weakness
(Amber)
The ocean-dwelling nereids, and their freshwater kin the naiads, are
aquatic beings descended from water elementals. They have a
traditional fey appearance, with an intense elfin beauty. The most
extreme differences between a nereid and a terrestrial fey are the
webbings that run between their fingers and toes and the gill slits at
the base of their necks. Nereids typically have blue, green, or
turquoise skin and hair. They are equally at home on land or at sea,
but prefer to stay in the water, for it affords them extra freedom of
movement, as well as less competition from other sapient beings.
Due to the difficulty of forging metal underwater, nereids are not very
technologically proficient, using shells, coral, and woven seaweed to
manufacture their clothing and tools. They greatly prize trinkets from
the surface world whether or not they can make use of them as
anything but decoration.
There are a great number of nereid civilizations in Pangaea’s shallow
oceans, although their location, or even their existence, is unknown to
most surface dwellers. It is thought that many of mankind’s ancient
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
5.5’
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clothes, preferring to display their beauty openly, but they do favor
perfumes, makeup, jewelry, or exotic shoes which they can wear to
enhance their natural beauty without hiding it.
Nymphs are curious, and over their long lives they will pick up all
manner of skills, although they rarely possess the discipline to master
them. When a nymph does decide to dedicate serious time and energy
to a trade, it is usually a fine art, and when a nymph puts her mind to
crafting something, she will work at it until it is as beautiful as
herself.
Most nymphs are pacifists. They rarely need to fight, as even the
beasts of the forests are not above their charms. For most nymphs, the
only true threats are from mortal slavers and rapists or dark spirits
who take delight in the corruption of such innocence and beauty. In
the face of such dangers, nymphs prefer to flee rather than fight, and
they do not take risks, most choosing to retreat at the first sign of
intrusions into their domain.
Many look at nymphs’ affectionate and immodest nature and think
them vapid and promiscuous, but this is far from the truth. Nymphs
are, at heart, innocent and hedonistic beings, able to view the world
with an undying and almost childlike sense of wonder. Typically, they
go through periods of intense obsession followed by quick
indifference, in this manner they maintain their sense of wonder
throughout their long lives.
Occasionally, a nymph will become fascinated by an attractive
outsider, and as few beings can resist a nymph’s beauty this curiosity
will usually bloom into romance. Nymphs will be strongly infatuated
for the first day or so, but will then either lose interest and abandon
their lover or, more rarely, set their heart upon them forevermore.
They will remain eternally in the passionate state that follows first
love in humans, and nymphs are extremely possessive of their mate.
Most prefer to remain in the Wild, and their paramours are usually
willing to allow them their habitat and visit them whenever they can.
Others will insist the nymph leave behind their way of life, which the
nymph will do for them despite the danger. Should their lover spurn
them or, more likely, succumb to death, the nymph will become
sullen and withdraw to the wilderness, forsaking all mortal company
as they forever mourn their lost love.
Narshal and other old dark elven cities prize nymphs as wives or
mistresses for the elven nobility, whether they are willing or not. As a
result, the bloodlines have been mixed over the years, and in the dark
elven cities, many of the women are actually nymphs who have given
in to greed and vanity and given up compassion or the pastoral
lifestyle entirely.
The Valkyries are a tribe of nymphs who do not shy away from
combat as do their sisters, but rather seek out battle to win personal
glory in the eyes of the gods. Valkyries sometimes act as mercenaries,
but usually fight on behalf of other fey, usually at the behest of the
Sidhe or to defend the sacred places or their vulnerable nymph sisters.
They stood alongside the Imperium against the Black King, and have
since fought both for and against humanity on many occasions.
Valkyries resemble ordinary nymphs although they tend to be taller
and more muscular. They devote themselves to battle, to them combat
is a thing of beauty, and most sing battle hymns and practice fighting
styles that are as much dancing as martial arts. Valkyries do not mate

with any beings solely because they find attractive or intriguing, they
also have to be capable of defeating the Valkyrie in single combat.
Valkyries wander the world as individuals or in small groups. Their
only permanent settlement is within a monastery city located in the
mountains of Alfheim in the far north near the Templar fortressmonastery of Valhalla.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
-1
Size
Height
0
6’

Oread
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
14 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Carapace, Changeling, Weakness (Amethyst)
The mountain folk are known to be sturdy in both mind and body with
an affinity for stone that even the dwarves envy. Oreads appear much
like humans, with only a slight point to their ears to denote their fey
ancestry. They have generally attractive features, with wide lips and
noses. Both sexes are tall, muscular, and broad in the shoulders. Their
skin is smooth and cool to the touch and very resistant to injury. Most
oreads are of a rocky gray color, but some are alabaster white or onyx
black. Oreads are completely bald regardless of gender.
Oreads were originally born of a union between earth elementals and
humankind. They typically dwell alone in small villages high in the
mountain peaks, but they are not opposed to living amongst other
races. They do not typically wear clothing or armor regardless of
activity or climate, considering it a sign of weakness, preferring to
endure what the world throws at them and letting their tough hides
absorb the brunt of nature’s fury. They do, however, use a vast array
of tools, and many are master craftsmen, although they prefer to work
with their own hands rather than machinery, and are thus rarely
industrialized.
Oreads are not warlike, but are rather aloof and independent. They
will trade, but require the merchants to come to them unless they are
truly desperate for something their homeland cannot provide. They do
not march to war, but are always ready to fight if war comes to them.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Pooka
END
INT
+4
Weight
10 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
-1
-2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Changeling, Weakness (Quartz)
Pookas are rare fey that are descended from blood elementals that
dared to love a mortal in an inevitably tragic romance. Pooka
resemble attractive humanoids with tapered ears and heart-shaped
faces, and their eyes and hair are always of shockingly intense and
unusual shades. Their skin color varies, but is often pinkish in tone.
Pookas have a pleasant floral smell and some even grow flowers from
their hair or in their wake.
Pookas are bipolar creatures, their emotions are strong and
tumultuous and they will change mood with a moment's notice, going
from the depths of despair to giddy joy for no apparent reason. Pookas
are fragile, both physically and mentally, but they have an amazing
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recuperative ability which heals damage almost as fast as it can be
inflicted, and their bodies contain copious amounts of blood.

habitat needs. They are extremely endothermic and cannot survive for
long in normal temperatures, preferring to lair near volcanoes or hot
springs, in caverns burrowed deep into the mantle, or the warmest
deserts and equatorial jungles.
Salamanders are violent and brutal creatures, and only rarely trade
with other species. Few creatures could survive in the environs of the
salamander, and thus slaves are rare, invited guests rarer.

Ravana
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
+1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆
0
5.5’
8 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Weakness (Pearl)
Subspecies: Pisacha
+2 Size, Scent, Talons, +☆ Danger
The ravana are black creatures whose genesis stretches back to
ancient rakshasa rapists. They are spiteful and arrogant beings, dark
reflections of all the best qualities of the fey. They are seldom
welcome amongst the Sidhe or even the Dark Elves, but they have a
strong presence in both the fomorian Under Kingdom and the
Unseelie Court.
Most ravana have a perfect humanoid body, well-muscled but lithe,
healthy and glabrous. Their arms are strangely articulated, with
backward knuckles that provide surprising dexterity. Ravana look like
photographic negatives of mortal men, most with shining black or
albino skin, alabaster hair, and eyes that are dark save for glowing
white pupils.
The facial features of a ravana can come in one of two varieties.
Either a humanoid face, beautiful and with flowing white hair and the
long and tapered ears of the fey, or that of a beast. The bestial ravana
can be of any species, although mammalian predators such as wolves
or big cats are by far the most common. Their faces are devoid of fur,
and have an offsetting cruelty and savagery that sets them apart from
a natural animal.
Ravana are worshipped like gods by many savage peoples and even
lesser fey. They are lords amongst the fomori, and many of the Under
King's most trusted servants are ravana, including the notorious
General Sunder. Still, the ravana lack physical might, and even they
must bow to the true giants of the fomorian race.
While all fey exist part of the way into the spirit world, many Ravana
take this duality one step further. Most dwell in dark halls which lie
beyond the Veil; cruel spiritual citadels which are hidden just out of
reach of the mortals whom their inhabitants hunt for sport on
moonless nights.

Sphinx
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+3
+2
+3
+1
+1
Size
Length
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★☆
2
8’
30 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Night Vision, Scent, Weakness (Ruby)
The wise and enigmatic sphinxes are descendants of barghests and the
mortals they came to Earth to guide. A sphinx has the hindquarters of
a beast, usually a great cat, and the face of a human. Although their
hands are prehensile, their body shape lends itself to quadrupedal
movement when on the ground.
Sphinx are extremely intelligent creatures, with a berth of wisdom and
vast memories. Most are solitary scholars, roaming the world
searching for lore, or setting themselves up as oracles, probing the
Akashic records and trading their secrets to outsiders in exchange for
knowledge or mental stimulation.
Sphinxes are omnivorous and many have no qualms about eating the
flesh of sentient beings. They are typically aloof and will seldom
involve themselves in the affairs of man, but they can be driven to
near madness in their attempts to solve a puzzle or learn a secret
which eludes them, and will travel to the far corners of Pangaea
looking for answers.
Spriggan
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+2
+3
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★★☆
6 Tons
Eternal
Traits
Carapace IV, Changeling, Photosynthesis, Resistance (Cold and
Electricity), Weakness (Heat and Onyx)
Descended from dryads and other bucolic spirits, spriggans resemble
animate trees. Their tall bodies wrest on thick feet with roots for toes
that rise as long legs into a broad trunk. Emerging from the trunk are a
pair of powerful arms ending in sticklike talons. Their vaguely
humanoid face is set right into their trunk before it branches out into a
crown of stems and leaves. Their bodies are thick and covered with
barky skin that makes them nearly invulnerable to the claws of beasts
and the blades of men.
Most Spriggans stand between fifteen and twenty feet in height, but,
depending on their age and heritage, some are as short as a desert
shrub or as tall as the towering redwoods.
Spriggans have little in common with most animals, though they are
friendly toward forest creatures and many of the sylvan fey, and often
allow small creatures to make a home in their branches.
AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-1
-1
Size
Height
8
18’

Salamander
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆
2
7.5’
20 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Carapace, Changeling, Cold Blooded, Resistance (Heat), Slither,
Weakness (Cold and Sapphire)
Salamanders are the children of mortals and the spirits of fire. They
possess a scaly humanoid torso balanced upon a serpentine tail. Most
have scales the color of fire; red, orange, or yellow, with darker
brown or black stripes and patches. Salamanders are reasonably
numerous as far as fey go, but are rarely encountered due to their
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Fey
Spriggans are ponderous and patient beings that find the frantic and
needlessly wasteful lives of other sentient creatures quite puzzling.
They are seldom seen by outsiders, and few beings take the time to
separate them from the trees. Those who have the patience to seek
them out and treat with them will find a wise friend who is difficult to
offend or bring to anger.
Spriggans are not violent, for they have no natural predators or prey,
instead feeding on the rays of the sun and the vibrant life energy of
the forest around them. They tolerate other predators and toolmakers
doing what they need to survive, but those who burn or clear-cut
living trees simply to make space or build toys are one of the few
things that can rouse a spriggan to acts of violence.

Sylphs are not warriors, nor are they particularly diligent, instead they
forage what they need to survive or keep themselves entertained,
paying no heed to notions of personal property.
Most sylphs are capricious tricksters at heart. They sometimes travel
together or make their homes within the cities of man or their fellow
fey, but such arrangements are only temporary, and their presence is
as fleeting as a summer breeze.
Terro
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
O
-2
4.5’
5 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Child, Weakness (Emerald)
Terro are eternal children who are trapped forever between the sands
of the hourglass. Rare amongst fey, these children of time maintain
the appearance and attitudes of youth, with only the wisdom of their
eyes hinting at the long years of their existence.
Terro physically resemble human children, usually just shy of ten
years of age, although individuals may appear to be a few years on
either side. They maintain a youthful spirit and mindset, though they
are as fully capable of learning and mastering skills as any adult.
The great city of Dungenus was, before the fall of Atlantis, built by
terro over many years. It was destroyed long ago by the ancestors of
the manargus, and the modern city is built upon its ruins. It is
unknown if there are any other terro cities hidden in the Wild, but
terro do congregate within other fey communities, and are close allies
to the Sidhe. Some can also be found amongst the cities of humanity,
indistinguishable from any number of street urchins save for the look
of ageless innocence that even these dark times cannot completely
erase.

Sylph
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-2
-1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆
6 Stone
Eternal
Traits
Changeling, Ultraviolet Vision, Weakness (Beryl), Wings III
Children of the sky, the sylphs are delicate and graceful fey who live
atop the highest peaks and in the branches of the tallest trees. Sylphs
are vain and playful creatures, caring little for the world around them,
forever drifting about freely wherever the wind takes them.
Sylphs are tall and lean, with thin bones and angular features. They
are incredibly lithe and graceful, with delicate wings that seem too
fragile to lift even these hollow-boned creatures. Their sky-blue eyes
are large and sharp, their skin and hair so pale that it is nearly
transparent. The ears of a sylph are incredibly sharp and have delicate
points that rise vertically beyond their crowns.
AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+4
Size
Height
0
6.5’
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Other Hengeyokai
Many of the most common breeds of hengeyokai are described below,
but the list is by no means exhaustive. There are spirits for each
species of animal, and as a result, a hengeyokai can be created from
virtually any creature and even a few of the great beasts.
To create a hengeyokai from a species not detailed in this section use
the following simple guidelines:
Hengeyokai has the same attributes and most of the same traits as the
normal animal.
Hengeyokai lose the feral trait and gain the ability to speak as well as
a humanoid body shape with two legs and two prehensile arms;
wings, tails, and tentacles are maintained.
A hengeyokai’s modifier to size rating is typically equal to half that
of the base animal, rounded to the nearest even number at the
Gamekeeper’s discretion.

Hengeyokai
The hengeyokai, or animal people, are descended from the unions
between men and the spirits of beasts. Once they were populous, the
masters of their wild kin, but that was before the rise of the Old
Empire and the spreading of the wastes. Few hengeyokai remain
outside of the untamed Wild, their tribes surviving on the fringes of
civilization and the ever-shrinking wilderness, many of the thinblooded among them trying to blend into human society with limited
success.
Hengeyokai come in a nearly infinite variety of forms, the only
common factor being a blending of humanoid and animal features.
The most common body shapes resemble a bipedal beast with
prehensile hands and a human’s capacity for thought and speech.
Hengeyokai can breed with others of their kind as well as with mortal
men and beasts. Each generation of breeding with humans diminishes
the offspring's animal features and vice versa, and after many years
their descendants might be indistinguishable from normal people or
animals.
Psychologically, hengeyokai are both fully man and fully beast, and
will think nothing of performing behaviors that belong to either of
their halves.
Hengeyokai have many varied cultures, usually a cross between that
of their human ancestors and the behaviors of their animal kin. Those
hengeyokai who claim descent from highly social animals tend to
form large tribes and live in groups, while those with solitary beasts in
their ancestry tend to live similarly isolated lives.
Hengeyokai dwell primarily in the wild places of the world. Few ever
joined the Old Empire, for in their hearts they are creatures of the
Wild, and most sided with the Sidhe in their conflicts.
In the latter days of the Imperium, when their heartlands began to fail
and hunger became rampant, men pushed aggressively into the Wild,
and the hengeyokai fought back. The few hengeyokai who lived
within the Old Empire were forced to endure horrible prejudice and
suspicion from the populace.
The Warlords actively seek to annihilate the remaining hengeyokai,
who have no central leadership and whose petty rivalries and power
struggles have torn them apart. Throughout most of the frontier
kingdoms, hengeyokai are persecuted mercilessly and bounties are
offered for their hides by most local governments as well as the
church of Gollanthor and the Warlords. Most hengeyokai who travel
through human lands, let alone live there, must remain in hiding,
although those who have only a small amount of animal blood in their
veins can get by relatively unmolested, especially on the western and
southern frontiers where the Wild is distant and there are far greater
threats than the animal folk.
Hengeyokai can be born of a combination of human and any animal
species, but vertebrates are by far the most common, for vertebrates
hold the greatest place in humanoid mythology and are thus spirits
representing them are most populous, and also because the spirits of
invertebrates are very different than humans in both mind and body
and therefore far less likely to attempt to couple with them.

Empusae
While hengeyokai are the offspring of men and manitous, a similar
but far less common creature is the empusa, the offspring of loa and
common animals.
Empusae resemble humans from the waist up, but their lower bodies
are those of animals, their hips typically melding with the beast's
shoulder blades. By far the most common empusae are the centaurs,
horse folk who outnumber their bipedal kin by almost ten to one.
Empusae generally have good relations with the bipedal hengeyokai,
whom they call Ipotanes, and are often welcomed into their tribes.
Ipotanes and empusae can interbreed and produce fertile offspring
who retain the empusae’s shape, but with the upper body of an
anthropomorphic beast rather than a man.
Empusae follow all of the normal rules for hengeyokai but are usually
two size ratings larger than their bipedal counterparts and gain a
movement type associated with their parent race, for example, wings,
fleet, slither, stable, or fins.
Empusae increase their danger rating by ☆.
Satyr
Satyrs are a breed of Hengeyokai which are strongly masculine in
nature, descended from spirits of male virility. Satyr can be descended
from any hengeyokai breed, but the majority are found amongst the
fauns.
Satyrs are usually handsome and charismatic, but they are also
reckless hedonists. They are typically more welcome in humanoid
society than other hengeyokai, although most avoid honest work and
make their livings as gamblers, courtesans, and entertainers.
Most satyrs resemble thin-blooded hengeyokai, but with a strongly
masculine nature. Their humanoid bodies are hairy and they are in a
constant state of arousal. Satyrs are exclusively male, although there
are legends of beings whose animal portions are of a different gender
than their humanoid features.
Satyrs receive a +1 bonus to charisma and a -1 penalty to willpower
in addition to the usual modifiers for their species.
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AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+3
Size
Height
0
6’

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+1
Size
Height
0
6.5’

Acteon
END
INT
-1
Weight
9 Stone

Ahool
END
INT
Weight
7 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Amputee II, Bounder, Camouflage, Carapace III, Talons, Ultraviolet
Vision, Wings III
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Apshai are descended from mantises and like the praying mantis they
are simultaneously patient and deadly. Apshai are not social creatures,
but they typically dwell near other hengeyokai and share in their
culture. They are often found working as assassins for the beast
courts, locating threats to the Wild or the animal-folk and then
hunting down and eliminating them. Most resemble bipedal mantis,
their skins are mottled green and brown chitin, and their arms end in
cruel scything claws, deadly but ill-suited for manipulating tools.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
-

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
Size
Height
2
7’

Traits
Bounder, Hooves, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The stag folk are one of the more common hengeyokai, and can be
found throughout the forests of Pangaea and Aureth. Despite their
large population, they form few societies and most are solitary save
during times of mating and child-rearing. They are shy and gentle
creatures who spend most of their days frolicking amongst the forest
glades and are friends of beast and fey alike. Actaeons typically
choose to flee or avoid conflict; however, should their forest or its
inhabitants be threatened they can be fearsome in its defense.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Apshai
END
INT
Weight
11 Stone

Aqrabuamelu
END
INT
-2
Weight
25 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Carapace III, Talons, Thrasher, Venom IV (Anesthetic)
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Aqrabuamelu are probably the most loathed of all the hengeyokai.
They are not social in the slightest and they consider all other
creatures to be either predators or prey. Aqrabuamelu have no
compunction about feeding upon sapient beings, and even their fellow
scorpion-men are fair game. These creatures have little sense of selfpreservation and will only be deterred from their prey by an obviously
superior foe, simply being evaded or bested in combat will not stop
their relentless pursuit. Most aqrabuamelu have bodies covered in a
reddish-brown exoskeleton and have several arms, the top pair ending
in crude claws. They have long flexible tails which terminate in a
hooked stinger full of paralyzing venom.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
-

Traits
Echo Location, Talons, Wings II
Subspecies: Empusae
Arboreal, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Ahools are feared and shunned by most other creatures, the ill
reputation of the bat people far exceeding their true danger. They are
social creatures, most dwelling in large underground caverns, but they
associate only with their own kind, rarely interacting with other
hengeyokai or humanoids.
Most ahools are omnivores and they use their natural speed and flight
to pounce upon smaller creatures for fresh meat. They seldom attack
people, and when they do prey upon large creatures it is typically by
stealing their blood under the cover of stealth.
These creatures typically resemble furry humanoids but with the
heads of bats and great membranous wings tucked beneath their arms.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Attercop
END
INT
-1
-1
Weight
10 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Arboreal, Pallesthesia, Spinnerets, Talons, Venom IV (Lethal)
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Attercops are spider people and, as with most arthropod hengeyokai,
they are primarily hostile toward other species. Most are cruel and
cunning predators, taking great care to entrap living creatures within
their webs and then devour them alive. Attercop are generally solitary
beings, but they sometimes congregate in great colonies, transforming
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entire regions into dangerous minefields of webs. Most attercop
resemble humanoid spiders with a dark gray or brown carapace.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Avian
END
INT
-1
+1
Weight
8 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Acute Vision II, Electroreception, Talons, Wings II
Subspecies: Empusae
Amputee II, Fleet, -2 Size Rating, Scent, + O Danger
The avians are a broad category of Hengeyokai descended from birds.
Most have a feathered humanoid body with taloned feet, a birdlike
head, and broad wings spreading from their back. These creatures are
primarily social and associate freely with other avians and the
hengeyokai community as a whole.
The most populous avians are the eagle blooded Aquila, proud
warriors and noble rulers, the falcon swift raptoran, wise owl headed
mowgwie, silky-voiced sirens born of swans, and the ebon feathered
tengu who carry the blood of clever and curious ravens.
Another notable breed of avians are the harpies, a species of vulture
blooded empusa. They resemble humanoid women with lower bodies
of birds and wings in place of arms. This species is entirely female
and stable, through some odd quirk of parentage they can reproduce
through parthenogenesis, laying fertile eggs with no father. Harpies
live in great covens and are usually hostile to all other species;
cannibalistic witches who prey upon lone travelers and the lost.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
Size
Height
4
11’

Baku
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
90 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Balam
END
INT
Weight
9 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Arboreal, *Camouflage, Night Vision, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Balam are hengeyokai descended from a union of humanoids and cat
spirits, either small domestic cats or the ferocious hunting cats of the
Wild. Balam are socially adept but are generally aloof, holding few
strong ties. These tendencies, combined with their innate curiosity,
often find them traveling great distances from their homes, and most
tribes do not dwell communally. As a result, balam are amongst the
most common hengeyokai to be found living amongst humans or the
Sidhe, and due to the erotic fascination that many cultures have with
cats, thin-blooded balam are abundant in many regions.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Traits
Carapace, Expanded Hearing, Talons, *Tusks
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Baku are rare creatures, amongst the largest of all Hengeyokai,
standing taller than ogres and just as broad. Most take the form of
anthropomorphic elephants, but some resemble rhinoceros,
hippopotami, and other powerful megafauna. These creatures are
gentle giants, reclusive but welcome in hengeyokai communities;
however, should a baku be frightened or threatened they can quickly
fall into a terrifying rage which few can survive.

Borka
END
INT
-1
Weight
13 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
☆

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Carapace III, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision, *Venom
III (Lethal), Wings III
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Borka are the product of a union between humans and insect spirits
and are considered by many to be horrifying or nightmarish creatures.
Their mindset is vastly different from that of most other hengeyokai,
and when they congregate in groups it is typically only with their own
kind.
Most borka are bipeds covered in a colorful chitinous exoskeleton,
with two prehensile arms and one or more pairs of membranous
wings, often hidden beneath a thick shell. The head of a borka is
mostly insectile, with long antennae, fierce mandibles, and large
compound eyes.
Many borka are solitary creatures, but those descended from social
insects such as bees and wasps have a very complex and ordered
society and will move against outsiders as a coordinated group.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+2
Size
Height
0
6.5’

Booga
END
INT
+1
Weight
9 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
☆

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Height
2
8’

Traits
Bounder, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Arboreal, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The marsupial-men are perhaps the rarest of all hengeyokai, all but
unknown outside of a few small areas of the Southern Wild and some
of the islands of the Endless Sea. They are reclusive and vicious,
tending to stick to their own small family bands.
Those who get to know them see that they are intense and spiritual
beings, warrior poets who wear their hearts on their sleeves and have
turned their primal connection to the spirits of the Wild into a way of
living that appears simple but has a hidden depth that few outsiders
will ever take the time to truly understand.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
-1
Size
Height
0
6.5’

Cellunial
END
INT
+1
Weight
11 Stone

Centaur
END
INT
-1
Weight
30 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Hooves
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Centaurs are one of the most common of the animal folk, although
true horse hengeyokai are rare; at least nine in ten centaurs are
descended from empusa stock. The great centaur nations have dwelt
in the plains of central Pangaea for ages, and they have been at times
both allies and enemies of the Imperium. They fought with the Sidhe,
but unlike most fey, they remained loyal to the humans in the wake of
the war with the Black King. Most are nomadic hunters and they will
generally move on rather than fight for land, although with the spread
of the Wasteland they are finding themselves brought into increasing
conflict over the few fertile grasslands that remain, and one day soon
may need to pick sides and form a permanent allegiance with the
Templar or one of the Warlords.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
☆

Traits
Aquatic, Deep Breath, Echo Location, Expanded Hearing, Sleepless,
Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fins, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Cellunials are uncommon hengeyokai descended from spirits of
dolphins, whales, and other cetaceans. They rarely come ashore, for
their movement on land is awkward and almost comical.
Though cellunials readily interact with others of their kind, as well as
aquatic fey such as nereids or tritons, they rarely deal with humans
unless it is a matter of great importance. They are typically goodhearted creatures with a great deal of patience, and when they find it
necessary to come ashore or speak, they are not easily deterred.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Cynocephali
END
INT
Weight
10 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
70yrs
-

Traits
Expanded Hearing, Scent, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The most common of all Pangaea's' hengeyokai are various species
descended from canine spirits. Though there are many breeds with
distinct cultures, they are all known by the collective name
cynocephali.
Cynocephali with doglike features are called gnolls. Gnolls have a
well-developed culture and a strong pack mentality, with each tribe
constantly in competition, if not outright war, with its neighbors. They
do not enjoy civilized life, and most tribes were placed on
reservations by the Imperium rather than being integrated. Only a
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single gnoll empire exists, ruled by their emperor (or empress
depending on the generation) from the great city of Rexxus upon the
Cerillian Plains.
Loup-Garou are the noble wolf men of the Wild. They are strongly
social creatures, and it is the loup-garou who lead most mixed
hengeyokai tribes. Loup-garou cannot tolerate being told what to do,
and while they were mostly antagonistic toward the Imperium, they
are in a state of all-out war with the Warlords, and there is the
sizeable bounty on the pelts of the wolf people, just as there was on
their feral kin in the earliest days of the Imperium.
Far less common than either gnolls are loup-garou are the kitsune and
nanabhozo, hengeyokai descended from foxes and coyotes
respectively. Both species are typically lone wanderers and are known
for their keen intellects and charming personalities, as well as their
loose morals and trickster ways. These two breeds are responsible for
most thin-blooded cynocephali.
In southern regions, the fine-bodied annubisath, descended from
jackals, exist as scavengers on the edge of the Wasteland.
Flinds are the last major species of cynocephali. The hyena people are
not true canines at all despite their similar appearance and physical
capability. Flinds exist in almost as great a number as gnolls, although
their societies are less well ordered, typically existing in a matriarchal
despotism where the demands of the largest female are the only sort
of law. When large groups of flinds exist alongside cynocephali, or
indeed most other breeds of hengeyokai, conflict between the tribes is
inevitable. Such is the case in Cerillia, where flind dissidents, under
the leadership of the rebel queen Kishi, are even now preparing to
overthrow the emperor of Rexxus.
Some cynocephali, rare lone wolves or outcasts, travel into human
lands to start a new life for themselves, with varying degrees of
success. Even these romantics and loners typically find themselves at
odds with the crowds and routines that come with city life, and
typically wind up as vagrants or as part of a street gang or bands of
raiders, but there are a few notable exceptions.

El-ahrairah
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
8 Stone
70yrs
Traits
Acute Hearing, Bounder
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
El-ahrairah are rabbit folk, small and swift. Most are overly cautious
and are rarely seen, they choose to live by their wits and grace rather
than by force of arms or personality. Most are concerned primarily
with their survival, but they are typically kind-hearted and loyal
creatures. They will aid those in need, preferably without being seen,
although if push comes to shove most will rise to the call and stand up
for what they feel is right, possibly even sacrificing themselves for the
greater good in imitation of their god.
AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+1
Size
Height
0
5’

Erymanthian
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
-1
+1
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
12 Stone
80yrs
Traits
Iron Stomach, Hooves, Scent
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Erymanthians are descended from the spirits of pigs, boars, and
warthogs of all types. Most live solitary lives, rarely socializing
outside of their family clans. They are deceptively populous, most
living in the isolated wilderness and shunning contact with outsiders.
They are not cruel creatures, but they are curmudgeonly beings who
prefer to be left alone and may attack those who violate their territory.
Erymanthians are famous for their cast-iron stomachs, able to derive
sustenance from almost any organic matter with no ill effects.
AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Height
0
6’

Ebisu
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-2
-2
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
8 Stone
70yrs
Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, *Carapace, Constrictor, Quills, Thrasher,
Venom IV (Anesthetic)
Subspecies: Empusae
Sessile, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Ebisu are amongst the rarest and most diverse of all hengeyokai, those
descended from the spirits of soft-bodied marine invertebrates
including jellyfish, anemones, corals, starfishes, sea cucumbers,
urchins, and even sponges.
They are malformed and alien creatures who seldom have anything to
do with mankind, even those who can look past their freakish
appearance are often driven away by their alien mindsets. Still, these
creatures have a power and majesty all their own, and there are those
who find value in seeking out the unique perspective of one of the
children of the sea.
AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-4
+1
Size
Height
0
5’

Faun
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
9 Stone
75yrs
Traits
Bounder, Hooves, Night Vision, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Fauns are passionate creatures who are descended from the mixing of
the blood of men and spirits of rams or goats. They travel through the
wilderness in great herds and most care little for the rules of men,
they will actively attack travelers or raid small towns. They are
creatures of the Wild, with strange customs and stranger gods, and
they are amongst the most chaotic and uncivilized of breeds. They
are, however, not isolationists, and will tolerate the company of other
hengeyokai or even mortal men who do not object to their raucous
and slovenly ways.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Height
0
6’
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Among all hengeyokai there are more satyrs descended from faun
stock than any other. Such satyrs are likewise wild and uncivilized,
but they prefer to be a part of a cosmopolitan community rather than
isolated herds, for revelry is no fun when alone and they are always
eager to experience a wide variety of lovers. Most satyrs dwell
amongst the Sidhe.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+3
Size
Height
0
6’

Hanuman
END
INT
+1
Weight
8 Stone

Kappa
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
11 Stone
200yrs
Traits
Aquatic, Carapace IV, Cold Blooded
Subspecies: Empusae
Fins, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The turtle-born tend to live slow and solitary lives. Most spend the
majority of their time underwater and dwell in undisturbed pools and
streams. Kappas are extremely patient creatures, most are content to
simply watch and wait rather than taking part in the world at large.
There are many small towns that have a kappa living in a nearby body
of water, and most look upon them with fear and apprehension, but in
truth, they are gentle creatures and can serve as a source of wisdom
for those who have the patience to coax it out of them.
Some kappas are descended from sea turtles and live in the open
ocean, while others are land tortoises who dwell in dry regions, and
some even resemble snapping turtles and are likely to react with
violence to intrusions into their swampy lairs.
AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-1
-2
Size
Height
0
5’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Arboreal, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
+2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Primates are the animals closest to men and therefore many would
assume that the monkey-folk are the most human of the hengeyokai.
In truth they are as wild and savage as any other, their keen intellect
and dexterity serving only to assist them in acting on their primal
urges. Few hanumans interact in any meaningful way with either fey
or humanoid civilizations. They will steal from or capture travelers if
they can get away from it, but they primarily stick to themselves,
preferring to dwell in ancient ruins of previous civilizations that have
since been devoured by the Wild.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
5.5’

Heike
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
+2
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
15 Stone
60yrs
Traits
Amphibious, Amputee II, Aquatic, Carapace III, Talons, Thrasher
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Heike are hengeyokai descended from the spirits of crustaceans and
other aquatic arthropods, the most common of which are the crab
people. Most form simple tribes in shallow estuaries and are rarely
seen by their neighbors. They do not typically dwell in deep water,
and most are at home on land for short periods of time, although they
are slow and clumsy out of the water.
Heike rarely interact with surface folk, and when they do it is
normally out of great need, for example, fear or hunger might drive
them to pillage a seaside town. There is no malice in these creatures,
but most are simply too alien to even comprehend the possibility of
cooperation with vertebrates. During extreme low tides, their villages
are sometimes exposed to the air, and if they are caring for eggs or
larva the heike cannot retreat to deep water, and in these times, men
might raid the heike out of fear, hunger, or greed for the shiny trinkets
they collect.
Heike are powerful combatants, and some undersea or coastal powers
have managed to recruit them as mercenaries in times of war.
AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-1
-1
Size
Height
0
6’

Lendri
END
INT
Weight
9 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
-

Traits
*Aquatic, *Arboreal, Night Vision, *Quills, Scent, *Stench, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Burrow, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Lendri is a catch-all term for hengeyokai which resemble small
mammals, mostly badgers, weasels, moles, minks, skunks, squirrels,
opossums, beavers, and porcupines, as well as a few larger animals
such as otters and wolverines. Most are rather humanlike in
personality with simple needs and desires such as food, fun, and the
protection of their families, and they are unlikely to enter into
coalitions with their fellow fey or go to war, but personalities vary
greatly between both species as well as individuals.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
7’

Lusca
END
INT
-2
+1
Weight
10 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
☆

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Camouflage, *Carapace V, Cloud, Constrictor,
Polarized Vision, Talons, *Thrasher, Venom III (Lethal)
Subspecies: Empusae
Slither, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Luscans are hengeyokai descended from those humanoids who fell
into the tentacles of the spirits of mollusks, primarily octopus and
squid. Most luscans who are not of empusa descent are mistaken for
merrow by untrained observers. In truth the creatures are similar, but
the lusca lacks a tail, has a different tentacle arrangement, and shows
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some signs of sexual dimorphism. Empusa, on the other hand, have a
humanoid torso but a great mass of tentacles in place of legs.
Most luscans are powerful and intelligent creatures, yet at the same
time they are slothful. Most are worshipped by coastal creatures as
gods, a position which allows them great power and prestige without
the toil of labor.
Lusca descended from shelled mollusks such as clams or snails also
exist, but they are odd and alien creatures, heavily armored and barely
recognizable as hengeyokai.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Height
2
8’

Minotaur
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
35 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
-1
Size
Height
4
12’

Mokole-Mbembe
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-2
+4
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
1 Ton
110yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace II, *Scent, Talons, *Wings
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet or Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The largest and most powerful of all hengeyokai are the mokolembembe, descendants of the mighty thunder lizards. These powerful
creatures are extremely rare, most dwell in the jungles of Masaria or
on isolated islands. Occasionally they will live amongst other
hengeyokai, usually of the reptilian sort, and they are sometimes
found as mercenaries working for the lizard people of Arunoch. These
creatures are slow of mind and body but possess a terrible strength
and they are all but unstoppable when hungry or enraged.
Myrmidon
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+3
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
-2
4’
6 Stone
60yrs
Traits
Antenna, Burrow, Carapace III, Sleepless, Talons, Venom III
(Anesthetic)
Subspecies: Empusae
Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Myrmidons are hengeyokai descended from the spirits of ants, and
like ants, they go about their business paying little mind to the larger
creatures that walk amongst them. Most are simple farmers and
stoneworkers, their vast tribes toiling to create adequate food and
shelter for their queen and her larva. Few myrmidons are aggressive,
most are completely herbivorous, but some species do move across
the land in great swarms consuming all in their path. More often than
not it is the outsiders who start aggression, thinking the small and
puny creatures will be easy victims only to be destroyed by the vast
numbers and coordinated tactics of the myrmidon. Like most large
insects, myrmidons are hunted aggressively by the manargus and
might seek outside help against the invaders.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
★

Traits
Hooves, Night Vision, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The gruff bull people are among the best-known hengeyokai, and one
of the most likely to be encountered outside of Wild. Minotaurs are
extremely social creatures and live within their own tribes as well as
in many small towns and Imperial ruins throughout the frontier. Males
are violent and short-tempered, and many serve as mercenaries
throughout Pangaea. Females, on the other hand, are quite docile, and
are mostly concerned with food and raising their children. Minotaurs
of both genders are prolific breeders, and thus they are one of the
most populous of all hengeyokai.
Minotaurs stand upright, their hairy legs terminating in powerful
hooves. Just above their tail, the fur gives way to a hairless humanoid
torso, powerfully muscled and with prehensile hands. A pure-bred
minotaur has a furry bull’s head, but those with thinner blood
typically only retain the ox’s horns and ears on an otherwise human
face.
There are many subspecies of minotaur, including the yak-folk of the
mountains, the bison-like tatanka who dwell on the great plains, and
the numerous buffalo people who inhabit the far south of Pangaea.
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AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
-1
+2
Size
Height
0
6.5’

Naga
END
INT
-1
Weight
11 Stone

civilization and discover they are naturally adept scholars, tinkers, and
even sorcerers.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
110yrs
☆

Omukade
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-3
+2
+2
-1
-1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
0
6’
12 Stone
100yrs
Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, *Burrow, *Carapace III, *Stench, Talons,
*Venom IV (Lethal)
Subspecies: Empusae
Slither, Stable, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Omukade are hengeyokai that combine the features of men with those
of worms, millipedes, centipedes, and other crawling, wriggling,
creatures. Although they are rarely encountered, it is not because they
are few in number, in truth they are frighteningly populous, but rather
because they tend to inhabit places where humans rarely venture, arid
deserts, sweltering jungles, and dark caves far below the surface of
the Earth. It is even said that there are several large, slave-owning,
empires of centipede empusae clinging to life within the Wasteland.

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Constrictor, Infrared Vision, Talons,
Venom I-V (Lethal)
Subspecies: Empusae
Slither, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Subspecies: Gorgon
Thrasher, Venom VII (Anesthetic) , + ★ Danger
The naga are serpent folk and they are the most hated and feared of all
hengeyokai. Their reputation is mostly deserved, they dwell in large
tribes and they view all other species as prey, and even the small and
weak of their own kind will likely end up as a meal for their stronger
kin. Most dwell in warm regions, preferring homes built by other
species and either abandoned or made empty when the naga moved in
and killed their previous inhabitants.
In the distant past, the naga ruled great empires throughout the
warmer regions of Pangaea, but most have fallen into ruin since the
rise of men. Still, the remnants of these ancient civilizations can be
found throughout the jungles of Marhanna and Masaria and their
inhabitants are but one of the many threats to those who travel the
southern jungles.
One particularly feared subspecies of naga is the dreaded gorgon,
spawn of the cursed demigod Medusa. Gorgons resemble thinblooded naga, mostly human save for a few scales and fangs but,
rather than hair, a mass of writhing vipers grows from their scalp.
According to legend, their progenitor was so ugly that a mere gaze
could turn a man to stone and, while modern gorgons lack such
hideous powers, they can still petrify their prey using a paralytic
venom more potent than anything found in the natural world.

Potkoorok
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
3 Stone
90yrs
Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Bounder, Cold Blooded, Night Vision,
*Noxious IV (Anesthetic), Sleepless
Subspecies: Empusae
+2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Potkoorok are frog men, most of which dwell in the warm southern
jungles. They are small and savage creatures, attacking from ambush
and poisoning their victims before taking them back to their tribes to
eat and loot their treasures. The frog men are easily frightened and
will run rather than face a superior opponent or one who is immune to
their toxins. Should such a being manage to convince the potkoorok
of both their strength and goodwill, they might be able to establish
friendly relations with the frog folk, although it is not known to have
ever happened.
While the potkoorok of the jungles are small and cowardly, they have
relatives in other lands, enormously fat toad creatures who live a
solitary existence preying upon anyone who is smaller than they are.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Height
-2
4’

Nezumi
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
3 Stone
30yrs
Traits
Acute Hearing II, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Arboreal, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Of all the hengeyokai, it is the nezumi who dwell closest to mankind.
These creatures are descended from the spirits of mice and rats, and
most never enter the Wild, instead choosing to dwell in the sewers,
alleyways, and abandoned buildings within human cities. These
creatures are said to be thieves and scavengers as well as carriers for
numerous diseases.
Nezumi normally stay hidden, an easy task in the great frontier cities
of the Warlords where the dead outnumber the living, but when their
population grows too large to subsist on the cast-offs of humanity,
they will often move out into the city at large and prey upon the sick
and the weak. Most nezumi live short frantic lives, but those who
survive into old age tend to come to appreciate the value of
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+2
Size
Height
-2
4’

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
Size
Height
2
8’

Samebito
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
35 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Carapace II, Electroreception, Night Vision,
Pallesthesia, Sleepless, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fins, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
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strange relics and unusual pets that don’t belong. Sebeks make
excellent guides for those whom they prefer not to simply devour.

Samebito are the strongest of all aquatic humanoids, and they are well
aware of this fact. The shark-folk are of two main types, those who
see the value in community and those who spurn it. The latter are
simply lone killers and they see other life only as a source of food.
The other type is no less brutal, but is somewhat more sophisticated in
their methods. They work as cruel tyrants or gangsters, intimidating
all the other creatures of the ocean into being their servants, and
banding together to help them drive off krakens and other monsters
too large for them to handle alone. In many cases, these samebito will
bond together into a shiver, a small group of killers who can
intimidate and overcome almost every other species in the sea, and
some even think to expand their dominions onto the land.

Selkie
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-2
+1
+2
+1
-1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
0
5’
10 Stone
80yrs
Traits
Aquatic, Arctic, Deep Breath, Night Vision, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fins, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Selkies are created from a blending of human stock and seal spirits.
These creatures show one of the strongest dichotomies between their
human and animal natures and the struggle between two worlds that
exists in all hengeyokai is especially visible within. Most live on the
seashore and survive by fishing, but they have both a desire for
human company as well as the open ocean. There are many tales of
selkie coming to shore and making themselves part of an accepting
seaside community, living on land for years before mysteriously
disappearing with the tide.
Selkie can be jovial and friendly with outsiders, but such emotions are
at war with their animal natures. Many villages of selkie exist in the
frozen north, the greatest of which possess the tusks of walrus.
Visitors to such villages might be welcomed in the plentiful summer
months and find its fires and fish shared freely, and then the same
visitor could come by in the winter and find themself on the menu as
the selkie's animal sides demand that survival comes first.

Sauriel
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
+2
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
12 Stone
80yrs
Traits
*Camouflage II, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Arboreal or Aquatic, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The cold-blooded sauriels are stereotypical reptiles in every way.
They are strong and savage, but slow-moving and stupid. These lizard
hengeyokai are brutal creatures, most with little thought except for the
source of their next meal, although many also construct crude
religions which venerate local natural phenomenon or great beasts as
gods which they appease by sacrifice.
Sauriels can be trained to make great warriors, single-minded and able
to ignore most injuries that would debilitate mammals, and these
reptilian soldiers are often drafted by their more advanced kin from
Arunoch or other species of hengeyokai.
AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
-1
Size
Height
0
6’

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
-1
Size
Height
2
8’

Sebek
END
INT
+1
Weight
40 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Height
0
5.5’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
☆

Tanuki
END
INT
Weight
9 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
-

Traits
Night Vision
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Raccoon folk are among the most curious and intelligent of all
hengeyokai. They are sociable and eager to live amongst other
species, but they are almost incapable of following rules. Most have
little respect for others’ privacy or property, and although they
possess an almost childlike innocence, they are seldom welcome in
any one place for long. When they are at last driven out tanuki are not
spiteful or dangerous, although they might play a few pranks before
departing.

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath, Night Vision,
Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Everything which can be said about sauriels goes double for the
brutish sebek. These hengeyokai are descended from alligator or
crocodile spirits and are little more than savage eating machines. Few
have any sort of concept of society, let alone of crafts beyond
fashioning crude clubs and totems. Most exist as solitary creatures
who are as apt to fight with other sebeks as actually cooperate in any
meaningful way. Sometimes they can be befriended, usually by a
lizard person or troglodyte, and their great strength put to proper use.
Sebeks are known for their geographic memories, and over their long
sedentary lives, they memorize every inch of their domain. They
concern themselves with mysteries and curiosities, and often collect
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Triton
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
10 Stone
90yrs
Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Carapace II, Pallesthesia
Subspecies: Empusae
Fins
Of all the hengeyokai, none are so numerous or varied in appearance
as the tritons. Most resemble humanoid fish, with soft and iridescent
scales, multitudinous fins, webbed hands and feet, and long powerful
tails. These creatures are equally at home on land and in the sea, but
most prefer to remain in the oceans where there is more space and
fewer aggressive humans. Tritons are typically on good terms with
nereids and enemies of the lamias, who feed upon them and secretly
fertilize their eggs to create hybrid infiltrators within triton society.
Empusa tritons resemble comely humans with the tail of a fish in
place of their legs. Such beings are often referred to as mermaids and
although they are rarely seen by surface folk, they are well spoken of
in myth and many sailors spend long and lonely nights searching the
waves for them.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Height
2
7.5’

Ursus
END
INT
+2
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
★

Traits
*Arctic, Scent, Talons
Subspecies: Empusae
Fleet, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
The mighty bear-people are thought to be exceedingly rare, although
this might simply be an illusion brought about by their gruff and
solitary demeanor. Like most bears, ursus are gentle creatures, but can
fly into a deadly rage when threatened. Most live a simple life in the
Wild, existing like hermits or mountain men, coming together only to
mate, with the females caring for the cubs. A scant few live in
civilized areas, although a few large hengeyokai tribes have several
ursus members, often acting as wise men, shamans, lore-keepers, or
rite-masters.
Ursus stand upright, with shaggy fur covering their bodies and long
powerful claws on the fingers and toes, a small tail, and a large bruin
head. Most are powerfully built and stand between eight and nine feet
tall, although those descended from great Kodiaks or polar bears
might reach ten feet or more.

Troglodyte
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
5 Stone
60yrs
O
Traits
Amphibious, Cold Blooded, Electroreception
Subspecies: Empusae
Aquatic, +2 Size Rating, + ☆ Danger
Among all the cold-blooded folk, it is troglodytes that are most likely
to interact peaceably with outsiders. They are descended from
salamanders, and as amphibians, they spend equal time on land and in
the water, although they must lay their eggs below the surface. Most
live in tribes of several dozen individuals, usually in the deep Wild on
the shores of a protected lake. They have cordial relations with other
species and are one of the few peoples who can deal peaceably with
sauriels, sebek, and mokole-mbembe, and many tribes consider
themselves members of the Sidhe.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Height
-2
4’
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Beasts

Archon
END
INT
+4
Weight
Intangible

Beast is a catch-all term for creatures that do not fit into other
categories. Beasts are typically living terrestrial creatures that cannot
be found on modern Earth and lack a humanoid anatomy or mindset.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+3
+2
Size
Length
0
9’

Acephali
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-3
+2
-3
+1
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
0
5’
9 Stone
80yrs
Traits
Blind, Carapace, Echo Location, Feral, Prehensile, Scent
The acephali are unique amongst vertebrates in that they lack any
form of head or neck. In most other respects they resemble
humanoids, a thick coat of tan hair covers dark pink skin, their arms
are long and spindly, their hands and feet large and dexterous.
The acephali’s nervous system lies within its broad chest, in a brainlike organ situated behind the heart and between the lungs. The mouth
of the acephali rests between its shoulders and is ringed by a sensitive
membrane that functions as a sophisticated sonar organ. The
acephali's throat is a muscular tube rimmed with saw-like teeth which
it uses to crush the foraged nuts, berries, and insects that make up the
majority of its diet.
Though not predatory, acephali are fiercely territorial, and will often
attack people that enter their domain or even other acephali whom
they do not recognize. Due to their aggressive nature and lack of
speech, acephali have no true society of their own and are rarely
domesticated or taken into the cities of men except as sideshow
curiosities.

Traits
Bioluminescence, Breathless, Eidetic Memory, Enlightened,
Incorporeal
The archon is a delicate being of transcendent beauty and mystery.
They are ethereal creatures that appear to be made of pure light and
have a vaguely humanoid visage and a form like that of a radiant
long-tailed butterfly.
Archons are not a species in and of themselves, rather they are beings
of pure thought, the only remnant of powerful psychics who have
transcended their physical form. An archon can be created either
through a spontaneous metamorphosis caused by intense reflection
and meditation, or as the vestiges of a being who has been destroyed
on a physical level but whose mind remains intact.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
Size
Height
0
6.5’

Akua
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
13 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+2
Size
Diameter
2
3’

Argus
END
INT
+2
+2
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
-5
+3
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
700yrs
★☆

Traits
Antenna, Cerebrophage, Constrictor, *Extra Head, Float, Mute,
Talons, Thrasher, Tusks, X-Ray Vision
Arguses are nightmarish creatures of impossibly alien physiology.
Their origins are unknown, but cannot be natural, and many people
believe that they are the result of a magical accident, but they might
share a biological relationship to either shedim or squonks, both of
which tend to have similar physiologies.
The argus' entire body is a single unblinking eye, its gaze emotionless
and unfaltering. The eye is covered by a leathery lid, unbroken by any
feature. At the rear of the eye, where the optic nerve should be, is
instead a ropy mass of tentacles.
The tentacles can be used to manipulate objects and contain one of
two organs concealed within their fleshy tips, either a syringe-shaped
claw or an auxiliary eye.
The claws are used as a feeding apparatus, but they do not consume
the flesh or blood of their victims, the argus subsists on more exotic
fare. The feeding claws instead puncture the victim's skull and suck
out the brain.
Though they lack both the desire and the capability to speak, argus are
undoubtedly intelligent, and feeding on the nervous systems of other
creatures makes their own minds even more complex. The auxiliary
eyes slowly gain sapience over time, and the argus can receive any
number of ranks of the extra head trait.
It is hard to discern an arguses’ motivations, but they appear to take
the idiom “knowledge is power” very literally. Most seek to learn as
much as they can, but they also endeavor to render everyone else,
even other arguses, ignorant. They will not part with their secrets, and
many go out of their way to suppress knowledge, killing sages,
burning libraries, and even disseminating lies.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+3
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
☆

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Extra Head, Feral, Mimic, Night Vision,
Prehensile, Scent, Talons
Akuas dwell in the Death Marshes northeast of the Warlord’s domain,
although their range was once much larger, and they appear to be
expanding outward once again. The akua walk upright and have two
heads atop short necks, each shaped like that of a crocodile. An
akua’s hide is covered in thick magenta scales with small dorsal
spines. They possess a long clumsy tail that drags on the ground while
on land but proves a great asset when they must swim the deeper
channels of water that cross their marshy homes.
The akuas hunt alone, chasing after the smaller animals of the swamp.
However, when they detect larger prey, they may rally packs to bring
them down. These creatures know no fear, and travelers have learned
to beware their warbling hunting calls.
Akuas are stupid beasts, dimmer than most herbivores, and their
packs lack even the simplest hierarchy or social structure. Though
they possess working vocal cords, they lack a language of their own,
and even if domesticated they can do little better than to mimic a few
words of human speech.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
+3
Size
Length
-2
3’

Armouchi
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
4 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
140yrs
☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-1
-1
Size
Length
18
200’

Traits
Arboreal, Bioelectric, Bioluminescence, Feral, Night Vision,
Prehensile, Resistance (Electricity)
Armouchis are small, spindly, sub-humanoid creatures of the night.
They are strange arboreal beasts that vaguely resemble sloths, and
they are so flexible that many believe them boneless. They are seldom
seen, usually only the brief glow of their shining orange eyes as they
disappear into the foliage. These creatures are not predators, but they
will kill if they outnumber their victims or have the element of
surprise. They enjoy stealing shiny objects and will loot the dead or
rob people in their sleep.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
+2
Size
Length
0
6’

Arrach
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
14 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Length
10
25’

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
350yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace IV, Cold Blooded, Feral, Stable
Of all the animals that walk upon the Earth, the bahamut is the largest,
an enormous creature weighing hundreds of tons and shaking the
ground as it walks. Although their body shape resembles that of a
sauropod dinosaur, the bahamut's thick shell betrays their true lineage,
great land tortoises. Bahamuts have evolved an additional pair of
tower-like legs to support their massive bodies, their tails and necks
have elongated, and their nose has transformed into a stubby trunk.
Bahamuts travel in herds through the most verdant areas of Pangaea,
moving across the open spaces and decimating any vegetation they
encounter. They have no natural predators, and nothing short of a
Wasteland behemoth, elder dragon, or tarasque could hope to survive
a strike from their heavy tails or stomping feet, let alone bring one
down for a meal. Occasionally bahamuts are hunted by humans, but
they are nearly impossible to injure without artillery, and though a
slain bahamut would provide a feast for an army, the carcass would
require a terrific effort to butcher and transport.
Bahamuts are not aggressive and they have never learned fear as they
are formidable beasts as soon as they hatch. Although they might
crush a human they fail to notice, they will not attack without
significant provocation.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
☆

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace III, Echo Location, Feral, Prehensile, Scent,
Stable, Talons
An arrach is a large insect that lurks in caves and canyons. They are
long-bodied with six walking legs and a pair of thin scissor-like claws
that they use to capture prey and which assist in feeding. Arrachs are
ambush predators, normally lairing in crevasses that are not much
wider than their own body, allowing them to remain hidden and dart
out to snatch prey and then retreat if threatened by survivors or
scavengers.
Asipatra
END
INT
+1
-3
Weight
5 Tons

Bahamut
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
500 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+1
Size
Length
2
3’

Bandersnatch
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
35 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+4
Lifespan
Danger
50yrs
★

Traits
Bounder, Carapace, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Bandersnatches are aggressive hunters which are distantly related to
both the buraq and the Wasteland ammut. They resemble a cross
between large hairless bulldogs and bears, with loose skin, large ears,
and flat ugly faces. Most are stubborn and aggressive creatures,
although they can be placated or even domesticated by an experienced
animal handler. Females and juveniles typically hunt in packs, but
they seldom attack people; it is the lone bulls that are the bane of
travelers.

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Talons
Subspecies: Grub
Quills, Slither, Venom V (Lethal)
Subspecies: Adult
+2 Agility, +2 Dexterity, -1 Endurance, +2 Intelligence, +4
Perception, -1 Strength, -1 Willpower, Antenna, Stench, Wings III
The asipatra is a gigantic moth that dwells in the gloomy reaches of
the deep Wild where the sun never seems to penetrate the trees.
Although they are herbivorous, they are also highly toxic and terribly
aggressive, making them a constant threat to anyone nearby.
In their larval form, the asipatra resembles a massive grub coated in
long barbed quills, in their adult forms, the very movements of their
wings blanketing the forest floor in nauseating toxins.
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AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
-2
-1
Size
Length
0
7’

Basilisk
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
12 Stone

Bunyips are distant relatives of whales, mammalian creatures with a
shape somewhat resembling a crocodile. They are mostly hairless,
with long bodies, short legs, and very large jaws. These creatures are
clumsy and slow-moving to the extreme, especially on land, and they
typically feed by simply waiting for something to move within reach
of their powerful maws.
Bunyips are fierce and stubborn creatures and, if provoked, they will
attack with such tenacity that they often drive off far larger creatures.
They are known for their extremely loud baying vocalizations and are
sometimes raised from very young ages as pets.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
120yrs
★

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Infrared Vision, Stable, Talons,
Venom VIII (Lethal)
A basilisk is an extremely dangerous reptilian predator. Its body
resembles that of a large monitor lizard, but one possessing double the
usual number of legs. They are smaller than humans and would be
hardly noticed amongst the great predators of Pangaea if it was not for
their venom, which is renowned for being the most potent in all the
world, bringing swift death to anything bitten by the basilisk.
These creatures are rare and very stealthy, but many people hunt them
despite the danger, for alchemists and assassins will pay a small
fortune for their venom sacs.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+1
Size
Height
4
10’

Boobrie
END
INT
+1
Weight
50 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-3
+2
Size
Length
8
20’

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
-2
Size
Length
6
15’

Bunyip
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
20 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★★

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Barrage (Chemical), Constrictor, Deep Breath,
Feral, Resistance (Blunt), Slimy, Slither, Soulless, Talons
The burach bhadi is an enormous slug-like mollusk that inhabits
warm forests and jungles. It is a fearsome carnivore and is known to
devour smaller creatures with its tooth studded tongue after
entangling them in strands of sticky mucus. These creatures are not
overly smart, and will frequently raid humanoid settlements or camps,
a proposition which usually results in the death of the burach but not
until after it has already eaten several people. Perhaps even more
horrific, the burach bhadi has trouble telling when its prey is dead,
and as a result, often begins eating while its victims are still very
much alive.
These creatures are rumored to feed upon magic, and go to great
lengths to devour the brains of the enlightened. Some people even call
them Wizard’s Shackles, because they believe that they can suck the
magic right out of someone, leaving a wizard helpless in their grasp
and unable to cast. There are even legends of small parasitic larva that
will enter a magician’s body and feed upon their soul, and no sorcery
can get them out.

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Fleet, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision, Wings
The boobrie is among the largest and most aggressive of the so-called
terror birds. These huge flightless avians are incredibly swift and
strong, and are quite effective hunters, chasing smaller creatures over
open ground, dense forests, and even into shallow water.
Boobries are loud and colorful; they are not ambush predators,
preferring instead to use their great speed and strength to overcome
smaller creatures. They typically nest in reeds at the borders of lakes,
and although they are very protective of their eggs, they will not die
to defend them.

AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
+2
Size
Length
2
12’

Burach Bhadi
END
INT
+2
-3
Weight
2.5 Tons

Buraq
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
2 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Scent, Talons
The buraq is a powerful beast, shaped like a large hippopotamus with
a flat hairless tail and a strangely human-like face, with an enormous
mouth, pointed ears, and a plaited beard on its chin. Despite their
fearsome appearance, these creatures are mostly herbivorous and
seldom aggressive, although if smaller creatures attack them or
wander too close to their cavernous mouth, they will be swallowed
whole.
Buraqs are rather slothful and dense, but if one can be domesticated,
they make for strong mounts or beasts of burden and remarkably loyal
companions.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
+4
Lifespan
Danger
35yrs
☆

Traits
Aquatic, Deaf, Deep Breath, Feral, Pallesthesia, Talons
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AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-4
+1
Size
Length
4
45’

Burrower
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
50 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
35yrs
★☆

AGI CHA DEX
-2
-4
-1
Size
Length
6
12’

Traits
Burrower, Carapace II, Constrictor, Iron Stomach, Feral, Pallesthesia,
Resistance (Blunt), Scent, Slither, Talons, Thrasher, Venom IV
(Anesthetic)
The burrower is one of the largest and most dangerous worms, a huge
polychete predator. They resemble enormous annelids, with
segmented bodies that end in a blunt head with small eyes and a
mouth containing dozens of feeding tentacles, each coated in
anesthetic poison.
The burrowers ordinarily feed on decaying organic matter and
specialize in animals that have been buried by landslides or floods. In
more recent times, they have adapted to living beneath cemeteries,
subsisting on the freshly buried dead and breaking into older
catacombs.
Burrowers do not normally emerge from the soil, spending most of
their life a few paces below the ground, but they will sometimes be
driven to the surface by hunger, bursting from the earth and
ambushing potential prey with their poisonous tentacles. They are
also a danger for those who make a habit of exploring caves, sewers,
or subterranean ruins.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+3
Size
Length
4
15’

Carbuncle
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
1 Ton

Catoblepas
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
2 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
+3
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
★★

Traits
Carapace III, Hooves, Stench, Talons
A catoblepas resembles large bison with a short shaggy neck and long
ropy tail. Their bodies are covered in yellowed scales similar to those
of a pangolin, but far harder and thicker. The catoblepas is an
herbivorous creature that primarily lives in swamps and scrubland and
spends most of its time foraging for food.
The catoblepas is known to be extremely ugly; in appearance, in
personality, and in odor. The creature can be smelled for miles around
and its stench is strong enough to nauseate from a great distance;
according to legend, a direct whiff is powerful enough to kill.
These creatures are territorial and easily startled, they will attack
interlopers as soon as they take notice. Catoblepas are typically driven
off it they approach a human settlement, as they are extremely
unpleasant and potentially dangerous to be around, however, due to
their hard scales it is difficult to kill one from a distance and they will
certainly attack rather than flee if they can identify the source of the
barrage.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Length
2
8’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-2
Lifespan
Danger
240yrs
★☆

Cerberus
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
20 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
★

Traits
Extra Head II, Feral, Scent, Talons, Venom IV (Lethal)
Named after the legendary guardian of Hell, the cerberus is one of
many mutated animals which has appeared in great numbers since the
Cataclysm. These creatures resemble huge three-headed hounds, and
can be found throughout Pangaea. They are larger and more
aggressive than any known wolf, and to make matters worse some
possess a toxic sting and fangs like a viper. Fortunately, these
creatures are not social like normal canines, and do not form packs.
Instead, the mother chases out pups before they can rival her in size. It
is unknown whether they can be tamed or not, but if domestication is
possible, they will surely make guardians every bit as feared as the
fabled hound of Hades.

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Camouflage, Constrictor, Deep Breath, Feral,
Slither, Talons, Thrasher
Subspecies: Mimic
Carapace IV, Sessile
Carbuncles are dynamic mollusks, creatures which are distantly
related to simple limpets. They have a large flat body with two longer
tentacles that emerge from the underside and which can be used for
manipulation of objects, grappling prey, or aiding in locomotion.
Carbuncles are ambush predators and are known for their ability to
alter their rough body shape and color, usually pressing against a wall,
ceiling, or floor and waiting for hours or even days and then
enveloping prey that walks by.
Carbuncles are able to create a shell, although unlike most mollusks
the shell is not actually part of their body, rather it is an excreted resin
that they have allowed to harden in the desired shape. Such shells are
typically used to provide cover or camouflage for the carbuncle, and
many have learned to shape them in such a way as to mimic human
furniture; useful in setting up an ambush.
Carbuncles are known to store large deposits of minerals within their
bodies and they are sometimes hunted or farmed by people who wish
to collect the gems within, although such hunters must be extremely
alert lest they become the prey.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-1
+2
Size
Length
4
12’

Chimera
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
75 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
120yrs
★★☆

Traits
Barrage (Heat), Carapace, Extra Head II, Feral, Night Vision, Talons,
Wings II
Chimeras are the abominations that result from a union of manitou
and mortal animals that are not of their own brood. When an animal
spirit mates with a beast of a different sort, the result will be an odd
merger of the two. There is no single form of chimera, they can be an
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amalgam of any two or more animal species, their body parts merged,
patched together, or accumulated.
Chimeras generally combine the best traits of both species and are
more competent than either of their parents. Most are singular
creatures, although some can reproduce with members of one or both
of their parent species or other chimeras, and a few clans of stable
chimeras exist. Indeed, many common beasts such as cockatrices,
griffons, manticores, and pegasi are descended from chimeras who
managed to breed true long enough to stabilize into distinct
bloodlines. Many hengeyokai have an affinity with those who are
likewise descended from animal spirits and have managed to
domesticate such beasts.
The classic chimera is a stable breed that combines the features of a
lion, a goat, and a serpent, and has developed fiery breath, batlike
wings, and a multitude of predatory heads.
Attributes for the classic chimera are presented here, and several other
examples are given throughout this section. Gamekeepers should feel
free to create their own chimeras, taking inborn traits and attributes
from two or more animals and combining them however they see fit,
possibly even adding additional limbs or heads.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+3
Size
Length
10
35’

Chivato
END
INT
-1
Weight
9 Tons

reality, they are probably just highly unusual animals who happen to
have evolved a disturbing morphology. These creatures are, however,
carnivorous, and swarms of them will attack and kill humans and
other large prey.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+3
Size
Length
-2
3’

Chonchon
END
INT
+1
Weight
1 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
15yrs
☆

Traits
Arboreal, Bounder, Camouflage, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Chupacabras are predatory creatures that inhabit many temperate
regions of Pangaea. They resemble a cross between tigers and
kangaroos, and they have a large row of spines running down their
body. They are extremely quick and clever, and they are known for
the ability to blend in almost perfectly with most foliage. Their red
eyes and long fangs give them an almost supernatural appearance and
reputation, but they are completely mundane predators who are not
above attacking a child or possibly even a grown man if they have the
element of surprise or the backing of their kin.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★★★

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+3
+1
Size
Length
4
30’

Traits
Antenna, Barrage (Venom), Burrow, Carapace III, Pallesthesia,
Slither, Stable, Talons, Venom IV (Anesthetic)
Chivatos are enormous members of the amphipod family, terrestrial
relatives of the tiny skeleton shrimp that hunt organisms that cling to
the undersides of docks the world over. The chivato has adapted to a
life on and in the land and has become the bane of farmers throughout
Pangaea. They average about ten meters in length and can spray toxic
saliva up to three times that distance.
The chivato's body is long and almost worm-like, composed of many
segments, with numerous pairs of limbs, some for walking or digging,
some for grasping and killing, others for breathing or sensory input.
They have adapted to a burrowing life, they can dig with an incredible
speed and can breathe direct air as well as absorb oxygen from the
moisture in the soil. They are known to destroy farmland by
burrowing just below the surface and tearing apart the plants and then
popping out to consume livestock and any humans who attempt to
drive them off.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+3
Size
Wingspan
-4
3’

Chupacabra
END
INT
+1
Weight
4 Stone

Coatl
END
INT
-1
+2
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
4,000yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace, Constrictor, Infrared Vision, Slither, Venom V
(Anesthetic), Wings II
Coatl are an ancient race of wise avian beings, evolved from the
archosaur line and combining the features of both reptiles and birds.
They have a limbless, serpentine body about ten meters in length with
pastel scales so fine that they are virtually indistinguishable from the
skin. Their wings are large and brilliantly colored, with every shade of
the rainbow represented in their plumage. The head of the avian is
shaped more like a man than a serpent and is dominated by large dark
eyes which shine with intelligence.
Coatl are a peaceful race, their pursuits are motivated by curiosity
rather than greed or pride, and they hold the ability to share wonderful
experiences with others and believe that making great art is far more
important than striving for physical or mental perfection.
Coatl society reached its peak in the time of Atlantis, with crafts more
exquisite than anything humanity has ever achieved. They dwelt
within their massive scoria cities, spires of blue crystal which were
themselves part of the art they housed. The avian architecture was
psychic in nature and was powered by the ambient energy of the
world, the same mana which spirits feed upon, and this energy was
collected by the spires.
Eventually, the manargus rose up from the desert and destroyed the
coatl and their society. The peaceful avians were massacred, but some
survived, fleeing into the surrounding jungles of the Southlands,
where they were worshipped as gods by primitive hominids from
Masaria to Marhanna, where some of their descendants still dwell.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
O

Traits
Echo Location, Feral, Talons, Wings II
Chonchons are a strange breed of bat which resembles a severed
humanoid head given flight. According to legend, they are the souls
of men wrongfully executed who have come back for revenge, but in
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The scoria continued to siphon the mana from the lands without the
coatl to watch after them, and the region is now part of the great
desert called the Dead Lands which borders on the Waste. Some
people say that it is the Scoria which are to blame for creating the
great deserts of the south, and perhaps even the Wasteland itself.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
Size
Length
-2
3’

Cockatrice
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
3 Stone

Dimensional shamblers can move freely between the spirit realm and
the material, and can interact physically with the denizens of each.
Normally they exist only to kill and devour, like pathogens infecting
our reality, but they are sometimes bound, or rather lured, to a specific
task by an especially clever sorcerer.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
-1
Size
Length
10
30’

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Talons, Venom VIII (Anesthetic), Wings
Subspecies: Fenghuang
Energy Attack (Heat), Venom VIII (Lethal)
These tiny chimeras are descended from a crossing of mortal hens and
the spirits of serpents. They resemble overly large roosters with
brilliant plumage, elaborate head crests, and a long scaly tail. They
are clumsy flyers, but unlike normal chickens can manage to briefly
stay aloft. The danger of a cockatrice is not in its talons, but its beak,
which contains a paralytic venom so potent that legends say those
bitten by one will turn to stone.
Cockatrices usually prey upon small creatures; rodents, lizards, and
large insects, but they are highly territorial, and will attack humans or
other mid-size animals which get too close, paralyzing them and then
mauling their helpless forms. Most cockatrices dwell in flocks with a
single cock and numerous hens.
There is a brightly colored subspecies of cockatrice called the
fenghuang which is notable in that its venom causes death rather than
paralysis and bursts into flames when exposed to air.

Dinosaur
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
8 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
★★

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral
Subspecies: Armored
+2 Carapace, Talons
Subspecies: Carnosaur
+2 Agility, +1 Dexterity, +1 Intelligence, +2 Perception, +2 Strength,
*Arctic, *Camouflage, Night Vision, Scent, Talons, +★ Danger
Subspecies: Duck Billed
+2 Agility, +3 Charisma, Aquatic, Deep Breath, Expanded Hearing
Subspecies: Horned
+2 Carapace, Talons, + ☆ Danger
Subspecies: Longneck
+2-6 Size Rating, +★ Danger
Subspecies: Plated
-1 Intelligence, +1 Strength, Talons
Subspecies: Raptor
+5 Agility, +2 Dexterity, Bounder, Martial Technique (Leaping),
Night Vision, Scent, Talons, -10 Size Rating, -★☆ Danger
Subspecies: Swift
Fleet, -8-14 Size Rating, -★★ Danger

Dimensional Shambler
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-2
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
Size
Length
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
14
150’
90 Tons
5,000yrs
★★★★☆

Subspecies: Winged
Arboreal, Talons, Wings II, -10 Size Rating, -★★ Danger
Dinosaurs are enormous reptiles that ruled the Earth for millions of
years before the appearance of man. Though the species are now in
decline, they are not yet extinct, and there are many regions of the
Wild where the terrible thunder lizards still reign.
Common dinosaurs are mid-sized herbivores without large horns or
claws such as an iguanodon or plateosaurus.
Armored dinosaurs are exemplified by the ankylosaurus. They are
smaller than most of their relatives, but they are very heavily shielded,
most with a turtle-like carapace and numerous horns and spikes. They
are herbivores, but like most dinosaurs they are rather aggressive and
unintelligent, prone to attacking creatures that get too close, and with
their heavy natural armor and club-like tails, they can be quite
dangerous indeed.
Carnosaurs are enormous predators, the most well-known of which is
the tyrannosaurus rex. These bipedal creatures are amongst the largest
carnivores, some weighing in excess of ten tons and reaching over
fifty feet in length, their powerful jaws filled with teeth the size of
daggers. Despite their speed and power, these beasts are ill-suited for
long-distance running and their small forelimbs are incapable of
breaking their fall should they trip. As a result, many have evolved to
become ambush predators, with tiger-striped hides and surprising

Traits
Breathless, Carapace IV, Ethereal II, Prehensile, Rending, Slither,
Talons
Horrific nightmares from beyond the edge of the known universe,
dimensional shamblers prey upon both spirits and mortals. No one
knows where they initially came from, and their thoughts are too
incomprehensible to glean a motive from, if they even have thoughts
at all.
The dimensional shambler is a massive creature, bigger than a giant,
with a vaguely humanoid torso. Their flesh is a transparent
exoskeleton with pulsing alien organs visible within. The elongated
skull-like head is adorned with a pair of huge red compound eyes and
jagged tusks. Their three fingered-hands are powerful, with bladed
claws that move like scissors. They have no lower body, instead their
spinal column supports their bulk, anchored in some far distant realm.
Their name comes not from their walk, for they have no legs, but
from the odd shuddering motion they make as they move through the
Veil.
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stealth. Most simply choose to drive off smaller hunters and devour
their kills.
Ornithopods are large herbivorous bipeds, sometimes called duckbilled dinosaurs because of their unusual beak structure and semiaquatic lifestyle. Most have a large crest on their head used for
ornamentation, defense, or communication displays. They are larger
and faster than most dinosaurs, although they lack the heavy armor
and bulk of many other herbivores.
Horned dinosaurs are large quadrupeds, the most well-known of
which is the triceratops. Larger than an elephant, these creatures have
a beaked mouth and a large head, surrounded by a bony frill and
adorned with several horns. Horned dinosaurs are plant-eaters, but are
highly aggressive and not overly intelligent, attacking rival herbivores
and potential predators with equal fervor.
Sauropods are the largest of dinosaurs, of which the best known, but
by no means largest, is the brontosaurus. These creatures have long
tails and longer necks, suitable for grazing from the highest foliage of
the forest canopy. The lizard people of Aureth are even known to
domesticate such sauropods and use them as living caravans.
Although powerful, these creatures are docile, and will generally flee
rather than fight, and will not attack humans, however their stampedes
shake the earth itself and will crush anything in their path.
Plated dinosaurs are similar to horned dinosaurs, except rather than
horns and frills about their tiny heads they possess twin rows of bony
plates along their spines and a cluster of spikes upon their tails. The
most well-known plated dinosaur is the stegosaurus. These creatures
use their armored plates both for protection and heat regulation, while
the tail spikes are used to ward of predators with lethal force. Plated
dinosaurs are remarkably dumb creatures and often have trouble
telling friend from foe, and are thus very dangerous and
unpredictable.
Raptors are small predatory dinosaurs. They are bipedal, extremely
fast and intelligent, and most are social hunters who use sophisticated
pack tactics. Their forelimbs are almost prehensile and their lower
legs end in large curved talons which are used for deadly leaping
attacks. Raptors are among the most advanced dinosaurs and many
boast a fine coat of feathers.
The most common dinosaurs are smaller omnivorous bipeds, built for
speed and maneuverability. Common swift dinosaurs include
coelophysis, struthiomimus, and the tiny compsognathus. Most are
about the size of an ostrich, but some are smaller than chickens.
Pterosaurs are not true dinosaurs, but rather a closely related group of
flying reptiles which includes the pterodactyl and pteranodon. They
are large four-limbed flyers with a wingspan of about five meters,
most lacking feathers or a tail. They are predators, and many possess
a long, toothed beak as well as a crest atop their head. Most live in
coastal environments and feed primarily on fish.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Length
-2
3’

Dobhar Chu
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
2 Stone

Commonly called earth hounds, dobhar chu are small and extremely
nasty mammals. They are burrowing creatures, normally content to
feed upon other subterranean creatures such as moles or gophers, but
they are opportunistic hunters that do not fear men. They frequently
burrow into basements or storerooms to steal from humans, and they
are notorious for haunting cemeteries and feeding upon the recently
buried. Earth hounds also dig into barns or homes, killing livestock or
small children. Dobhar chu have been known to attack adults, but
usually refrain from doing so without the support of a pack and rarely
strike until their victim is asleep.
A related creature, the water hound, is sometimes mentioned in
folklore, but many people believe these are simply distorted stories
about common otters or bunyips.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+3
+3
Size
Length
12+
75’+

Dragon
END
INT
+3
+3
Weight
20 Tons+

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+4
+4
Lifespan
Danger
3,600yrs
★★★★★

Traits
Barrage (Sacred Fire), Carapace III, Changeling, Deep Breath, Night
Vision, Prehensile, Scent, Talons, Thrasher, Wings II, *Venom IV
(Lethal)
The dragon is the most majestic beast in all of Pangaea. An enormous
reptilian creature possessed of terrific strength, super-human intellect,
the ability to fly, and able to breathe fire that burns hotter than the
sun. All dragons are proud and magical beings, immortal and capable
of learning sorcery to augment their already formidable prowess.
Dragons are descended from exalted mysticism spirits who were
bound into the most powerful beasts of Pangaea by the Titans and
tasked with guarding their sacred sites. Dragons ruled the world in the
ancient times before the birth of man. They were served by the lizard
people, who worshipped them as living gods, and allied with the Deva
in the great war that drove the Merrow beneath the sea. Eventually,
the world would change, and the dragons’ own savage natures would
fracture their society.
Today, most dragons live more akin to beasts than gods. They are
solitary beings, most going their whole life without seeing another
dragon. Even in Pangaea, few ecosystems can support multiple adult
dragons, and most will fight to the death in territorial displays should
their lairs be too near one another. They only come together
peaceably to mate, which is itself a rare occurrence. Even if two
dragoons become emotionally attached and mate for life, they will lair
separately and only live together during rutting season or while
rearing young. Dragons are simply too proud and territorial to
maintain close relationships with others of their kind. Still, dragons
recognize their bloodlines, and should an outsider kill a member of
their family, they can expect harsh and fiery retribution.
The one exception to the dragon's normally solitary nature is those
who shared the same egg. These twin dragons, often soulmates, will
spend their lives together and work as a unified pair. Still, such
relationships are volatile, and would be argumentative and sometimes
violent by the standards of humanity. In some cases, these twins share
a single body between them, although such two-headed dragons dwell
mostly in the realm of myth.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
Lifespan
Danger
15yrs
-

Traits
*Aquatic, Burrow, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
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In ancient times, there were a few draconic settlements, home to
flights of dragons living together. The last of these, a gigantic magical
tree in which both Alexandretta and Crocotta were born, was
destroyed in the southern jungles during the Reckoning. It is not
known if any such draconic sanctuaries still exist, but if they do, it is
sure to be in one of the most remote corners of Pangaea. The closest
thing modern dragons have to a governing body is the Ring of Fire, a
group of ancient wyrms who meet periodically to discuss the destiny
of the world and whether any form of large-scale draconic
intervention is required. They sat by and watched the Titanomachy
and the Reckoning, the rise of the Black King, and the wars that saw
the birth of the Imperium, as well as the Cataclysm which marked its
death, without acting. Should the Ring of Fire ever be moved to
action by a suitably shocking threat against their existence, they will
call together all of dragonkind, and such intercession is unlikely to
recognize any mortals as innocent, and the world of man will once
again know the touch of flame.
A dragon has a vaguely saurian body shape, with a long tail and
serpentine neck. A dragon’s form is more graceful than a lizard's or a
dinosaur's, and its skeleton and muscular system is closer to that of a
large cat. The dragon's four limbs each end in feet that are tipped with
talons sharp enough to pierce the strongest armor yet graceful enough
to guide a quill. Their tails are long and powerful, and although not
prehensile, they can be used for balance, as a powerful weapon, or to
support the dragon, allowing it to stand upright with a posture
resembling a kangaroo's, which, although not comfortable, keeps their
front limbs free to manipulate tools.
The dragon's head vaguely resembles that of a carnosaur, with an
enormous mouth full of large predatory teeth, and many possess
horns, spines, or crests of some sort. From the dragon's shoulders
emerge a pair of wings, the membranes composed of dark and
leathery scales. Each wing is, when fully extended, nearly as long as
the dragon's body. Even these massive wings would not be sufficient
to allow for a dragon’s flight without the aid of the lighter-than-air
gasses and the mystical furnaces that exist within the dragon's heart.
The scales of a dragon are strong as steel, rendering the beast
impervious to almost any attack, and vary greatly in hue. Although
dragons of almost every color in the rainbow have been recorded,
most are dark brown, green, red, or black with pale underbellies and a
glossy, almost metallic, luster.
A dragon's most notable physical characteristic is its fiery breath.
They keep two sacs of venomous fluid in their body, that when
expelled at the same time, create a jelly that, when exposed to air,
burns hot enough to melt metal and stone and which even crosses
over into the spirit world.
Dragons are born from large eggs which are usually buried in a warm
area in or near the mother's lair. Newborn dragons are about a meter
long and are already more than a match for most beasts.
They live with their mother for the first few years of life, until they
are the size of a large ox, at which point the mother will stop caring
for them and, if they do not leave, they will soon be driven away with
force. Most young dragons are killed soon after, usually by their
siblings or an older dragon. They grow rapidly, molting each year,
and within a few decades have reached maturity and a size that dwarfs

most creatures, and many grow to upward of twenty meters in length
and weigh dozens of tons.
Dragons of this age are rarely sophisticated, most have not learned to
speak or cast spells, and live like beasts. Due to the conditions of the
spirit world, few female dragons are born in this era, and many males
are killed competing over mates or by older females who reject their
advances. Many dragons resort to mating with beasts or even human
women, behavior which does not endear them to would-be dragon
slayers.
As dragons grow larger, a process that takes many centuries, two
changes undertake them. First, their feral rage cools and they begin to
see the world in a manner more like a man than a beast. They will
attempt to learn language, sorcery, and any number of skills, perhaps
interacting with people, although rarely in a peaceable manner, as
dragons are still savage and arrogant creatures. Second, their bodies
become too large to support themselves through purely natural means
and they begin to hoard gold and magical objects to sustain their
metabolisms. A dragon that has reached full maturity is considered a
wyrm. Wyrms continue growing throughout their life, the oldest
wyrms reaching well over a hundred meters in length from nose to tip
of tail and weigh nearly a thousand tons; the largest creatures in
Pangaea.
Dragons have unusual metabolisms, with alternating periods of
dormancy and activity. They can lie in a low activity state for years,
or in the case of some older wyrms even decades, and then be fully
awake and alert in an instant if disturbed. Dragons eat primarily meat,
but, fortunately for the rest of the world, much less than most
creatures of their size. Dragons supplement their diet with charred
vegetable matter, usually after waking from a long dormant period.
During this time, they will start forest fires and then consume great
quantities of the ash that is left in the wake. Dragons, like all fey
creatures, also sustain themselves on magic, and most will lair on
enchanted ground or in the path of a ley line. In many cultures, it is
believed that they are the source of the ley line, and they are called
dragon nests in many regional dialects. Dragons, being creatures of
mysticism, also choose to surround themselves with gold and other
magical objects, and their love of such wealth often brings them into
conflict with the races of men.
A full-grown dragon is the rarest and most powerful of all living
creatures. They are solitary beings, and most are completely
withdrawn from the world, although a few maintain empires of slaves
such as lady Crocotta of Gorrelek. They make for dangerous enemies,
and there are few antagonists more epic and worthy of the greatest
heroes humanity has to offer. Still, some dragons are wise, serene, or
even kind, and such individuals can make for wondrous patrons or
tutors to a suitably enlightened individual. It is said that Merlin
himself was, in his youth, taught sorcery from an ancient golden
dragon who wished to pass on its wisdom before returning to its
maker.
Although dragons are eternal and never stop growing, their bodies are
continually put under greater strain as they gain in size and strength.
To ease the pain of their growth, they require more and more mystical
energy, and most wyrms sleep upon beds of gold so large that they
could fund an empire and possess artifacts that most any sorcerer
would give up their soul for; yet still they need more. Eventually,
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most dragons will give in to the call of the spirit world and they travel
to the mythical Isle of the Dragons to devour their hoard and die.
This ancient island is one of the most powerful and secluded nexuses
in the world, and at its heart lies the dragon's graveyard, where the
bones of the ancient wyrms rest. This site is valued for its magic and
for the wealth the dying dragons bring with them, but also for the
skeletons themselves. Although their souls have gone to Hyperion for
final judgment, scraps of their essence remain, and the bones
themselves are powerful reagents and contain ancient wisdom for one
who can speak with the dead. The Black King has searched endlessly
for this island, which he has only seen in his dreams, and should he
gain access to it he will have a force that can bring down the world.
The sizes listed above are for an average young adult dragon. As a
rule, assume that a dragon who is old enough to have left the nest has
a size rating of ten plus double its animus score.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
Size
Length
2
15’

Drake
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
75 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Length
2
10’

Dumbeldore
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
35 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
5yrs
★

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Carapace III, Feral, Rending, Talons, Ultraviolet
Vision, Venom IV (Anesthetic), Wings III
Dumbledores are a species of great wasps, each nearly the size of a
horse. They are dangerous creatures on their own, and they almost
always travel in swarms. Should a nest spring up in an area, it is best
to destroy it quickly; if these creatures breed in large numbers, they
will soon become a hazard to the entire region.
Dumbledores are carnivores, and unlike bees, they do not collect
pollen or produce honey, however, the queen’s royal jelly is an
extremely dense and delicious foodstuff. Many hunters attempt to
collect it, but usually, all they achieve is driving the nest into a frenzy
and producing a swarm that spells doom for everyone in the area.

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
★

Echidna
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+4
-1
+2
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★★☆+
70 Stone+
Eternal
Traits
Acquired Traits, Cerebrophage, Constrictor, Hive Mind, Immortal,
Photosynthetic, Slither, Talons, Venom VI (Anesthetic), Witch's
Mark
Subspecies: Echidna Spawn
* + Acquired Traits, Shapeshifting (Minor), Thrall
The echidna is one of the most frightening and disturbing of all
monsters, not only because of its physical power, but the promise of
utter corruption that follows. Superficially, echidnas resemble
humanoid women with the lower bodies distended into grotesque egg
sacks. Their appearance is only skin deep, for their minds are utterly
alien and their bodies are not a single creature at all, but rather a
colony of thousands of misshapen organisms.
Echidnas have a unique method of reproduction, swallowing their
prey alive and conscious and then commingling flesh. In the echidna's
stomach, the prey is completely digested and broken down, the
echidna absorbing it utterly, and then reassembled and born again as
spawn.
Any traits or skills possessed by the spawn can be taken on by the
mother, who will then evolve and breed new organisms within her
body. In addition, any spawn she births in the future can be given any
traits possessed by the echidna, including those taken from previous
meals. Copying or modifying children takes a great deal of energy on
the mother's part, and she must show some restraint in spawning
children lest she impede her own health and continued growth.
Echidna can consume plants as well as animals, and soon the entire
region around an echidna's nest resembles an alien jungle filled with
mutated and fleshy plants and beasts which hunt intruders with eerie
unity. It is unknown what would happen if an Echidna attempted to
ingest nonliving beings such as automatons, undead, or materialized
spirits, let alone what traits the spawn would have.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
-1
Size
Length
4+
15’

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Scent, Talons, Venom II (Lethal)
Subspecies: Racing Drake
Fleet
Subspecies: Fire Drake
Resistance (Heat), +2 Size Rating
Subspecies: Flying Drake
Wings II
Drakes are a broad category of creatures that includes most large
reptilian synapsids, and they are distantly related to both dinosaurs
and modern reptiles. Most drakes are moderately social carnivores
that are surprisingly strong and quick, mildly venomous, and with
large sails on their back which they use for regulating their body
temperature. They are known to be dangerous, aggressive scavengers,
and often attack livestock, and there is a bounty on these creatures’
hides in many lands. They would likely be unremarkable if not for the
presence of several notable subspecies.
Racing drakes have longer legs and necks, as well as a pair of smaller
sails. They are remarkably fast sprinters, capable of chasing down
almost any prey. Though they are ornery creatures, they can be raised
from eggs to serve as a remarkably valuable mount.
Another common subspecies is the fire drake, which lairs in caves and
hot springs and is significantly more sedentary, but its larger size and
ability to withstand great heat sees them raised by salamanders as
hunting hounds and, occasionally, as mounts.
One rare breed of drakes has sails that are adapted into wings,
allowing it clumsy flight, and it is believed that these creatures are the
primeval ancestors of true dragons. They are extremely rare and their
eggs hard to come by, but they are amongst the most prized of all
mounts.
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It is uncertain how many echidnas exist, but when one is found, it
must quickly be destroyed lest it infect the entire region, absorbing all
life into its own insane ecosystem. Although most spawn are hardy,
they are still mortal, but the echidna itself must be thoroughly
incinerated once killed. If even a single organism survives, and some
are incredibly tiny and hardy, it can eventually replicate itself into a
new colony.
Echidnas have only been encountered in the wake of the Cataclysm.
Some think they are a mutated creature out of the Wasteland, others
are not so sure. Some have postulated that they are a creation of the
Titans, a sort of immune system for the planet as a whole. The
Cataclysm and the spread of the Wasteland has awakened them, and
they are working to evolve the entire biosphere into a form capable of
surviving in or perhaps even healing this dying world.
An echidna can eat any creature which is smaller than itself. The
echidna may then choose to take on any of its traits. Generally, only
animate creatures the size of a human child or larger can pass on their
traits to an echidna in this manner, although that does not stop smaller
creatures or inanimate organisms from being recreated as spawn.
Echidna do not actually absorb the flesh of creatures they eat, instead,
they typically feed upon strange fruits and nectars which are produced
by plants that they have converted. Echidnas do not gain the size of
their prey, rather they grow slowly over time, and there is believed to
be no upper limit to how large a truly ancient echidna can become.
The echidna's spawn superficially resembles their "father", but it has
been completely replaced with a colony of new organisms which are
totally loyal to their mother. These echidna spawn travel in groups,
and work to find new prey to feed their mother and enhance the
evolution of their younger siblings.
Some are copies so perfect that they could pass a thorough medical
examination, most are facsimiles that look slightly off upon casual
inspection, have one or more noticeable oddities, and whose insides
are made up of a tapestry of bizarre alien life forms. Others are more
divergent still, being an unrecognizable mass of organs and
appendages, sharing only the vaguest shape or a few misplaced
features of the original.
Typically, only a single spawn is created for each father creature that
is consumed, although a very well-fed echidna might sometimes give
birth to a small brood of identical creatures.
Most echidna spawn possess all of the abilities of the parent, plus a
few additional mutations taken from the mother's previous victims.
Most of these mutations are camouflaged by the minor variant of the
shapeshifting merit.
Echidna-spawn all serve as the sensory organs of the mother, for she
is aware of anything they experience. She can, if she wants, send them
whatever information or commands she likes, allowing them to
communicate through her even borrow her skills. They are utterly
incapable of refusing the mother.
Echidna-spawn can consume and transform other creatures into
spawn in the same way as the mother, although they usually lack the
size and appetite to do so on as grand a scale. These spawn may only
be given traits possessed by the spawn that consumed them. Secondgeneration spawn are still loyal to the original echidna they are
descended from and, if they possess any traits she finds useful, they
will be recalled to her nest for consumption and a second rebirth.

When two echidnas meet, they consume one another as well as their
spawn in an act that is both procreation and predation. Their bodies
then break down and merge into a gelatinous mass which will soon
burst to reveal a mass of squirming larva ready to begin the cycle of
infection anew.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Wingspan
6
35’

Ethon
END
INT
-1
Weight
1 Ton

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
180yrs
★☆

Traits
Acute Vision II, Carapace, Fleet, Mimic, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision,
Wings II
The majestic ethon are a race of enormous golden eagles. They are
kind, but aloof, preferring to stay apart from the humanoid world.
They are highly intelligent and perfectly capable of understanding and
speaking Terran, although they have no language or tool-making
abilities of their own.
Ethon live in high mountain aeries, with the oldest and wisest acting
as leaders to their juniors. Although they do not normally concern
themselves with the world below, ethon will sometimes help a
desperate traveler or attack a particularly vile or destructive creature.
It is said that the ethon were created by Zeus to serve as messengers
for the nascent Olympians during the Titanomachy. It is unknown if
the great eagles still serve as the sky father's emissaries, or indeed if
there was ever any truth to the legend at all.
The ethon have a cordial relationship with the Sidhe, who supply
them with medicine and lore. A few ambassadors from the ethon live
amongst the Sidhe and serve as couriers for their pressing
correspondence and occasionally allow themselves to be ridden by a
particularly favored fey. Their relationship with the Imperium is less
friendly. Although ethon are widely respected, they are sometimes
hunted by humans on whose livestock they prey, and some rural
peoples believe that killing the great eagles will bring them luck and
seek to make charms from their feathers.
During the great war against Kain, the ethon aided the Sidhe and the
Imperium in battle. Many of the Warlords fear that this could happen
again, and their minions often hunt down the massive eagles or their
nests to thin their numbers.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-2
-1
Size
Height
2
9’

Fachan
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
20 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
☆

Traits
Bounder, Feral, Night Vision, Prehensile, Spindly, Talons
Fachans are strange creatures that are likely the result of mutation or
magical mishap. They resemble small ogres, or at least, half of a small
ogre. These creatures have only a single leg, a single arm, and a single
eye. They move by hopping and leaping about and they are extremely
fond of man flesh, chasing anyone they encounter and hoping to eat
them, regardless of danger. Fachans typically travel in packs,
although they often bicker amongst one another, and individuals will
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usually be killed or driven out if they prove unpopular with their
fellows.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Length
14
75’

Garuda
END
INT
+2
Weight
25 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-3
+3
Size
Length
4
20’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
250yrs
★★★★

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Length
4
10’

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
400yrs
★★☆

Traits
Arboreal, Camouflage II, Carapace II, Constrictor, Electroreception,
Feral, Night Vision, Prehensile, Scent, Slither, Talons, Thrasher,
Venom VI (Lethal)
The grendel is a nightmarish amalgam of insect, reptile, and mollusk
which lurks in the dark places of the world. Their lower bodies are
long, boneless, and serpentine, their torso has several clawed limbs
including one pair of great mantis scythes, and their head and
underbelly have numerous tentacles and feeding appendages. These
creatures are incredibly toxic, and have the ability to alter their
coloration and blend in almost perfectly with their surroundings.
Grendels typically remain hidden in or near the lair of a large
population of animals or people, stalking and slowly picking them off
one by one; there are few things that can survive an ambush from the
Grendel.

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Electroreception, Feral, Fins, Talons,
Venom V (Anesthetic), Wings II
Garudas are enormous flying creatures that are distantly related to the
great ocean-going manta rays. They glide silently on their vast
leathery wings and no one is quite sure of the exact mechanic by
which they take flight. Garudas typically feed by locating a smaller
flying creature, usually a large bird, and overtaking it before
swallowing it whole. They do not generally attack terrestrial animals
unless they are very hungry, as landing is a difficult and risky
proposition for these creatures. If they do come into conflict with a
land-based foe, they normally hover overhead and envenom it with
their barbed tail before descending to feed.
Goblin Spider
END
INT
Weight
90 Stone

Grendel
END
INT
+3
+1
Weight
50 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+2
Size
Length
2
6’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
★☆

Griffon
END
INT
+1
Weight
25 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
75yrs
★

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Fleet, Night Vision, Talons, Wings II
The griffon is the most common of all chimera, a noble beast that is
bred from both bird and cat. Most look like a lion with the wings,
head, and foreclaws of an eagle, and all griffons follow this same
basic form, although some have tiger stripes or leopard spots and
plumage that ranges from the inky black of a raven’s quills to the
vibrant colors of a tropical parrot.
Griffons are normally solitary hunters, although they have been
known to form family prides in richer hunting grounds. They locate
potential prey from the sky and then dive upon it, tearing it to shreds
with their powerful talons and eating it on the spot. Mothers return
scraps of meat to the nest in the manner of most birds.
Most griffons are smart enough to recognize humans as too much
trouble for too little food, and will not hunt them, however, their
livestock, particularly horses, are always at risk.
Griffon eggs are highly valued, for one that is raised from hatching
will make for an exceedingly loyal companion. Although they are illsuited for mounts, griffons make excellent hunting beasts and can be
taught to serve a falconer who wishes to tackle big game.

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace III, *Mimic, Pallesthesia, Spinnerets, Stable,
Talons, Venom IV (Anesthetic)
The goblin spiders are enormous predatory arachnids, among the
largest and most intelligent of all arthropods. An adult male is as large
as a human, while a female can be bigger than a horse. Most spin
heavy webs which trap birds and arboreal mammals, but they also
supplement their diet by ambushing larger prey. To better facilitate
their hunting strategy, most goblin spiders prefer to dwell in dense
terrain such as overgrown forests, caverns, or old ruins.
Goblin spiders are smart and also extremely sadistic. Their paralytic
poison allows them to slowly torture prey as they drain it of blood and
other bodily fluids. Many goblin spiders go to great lengths to create
elaborate traps and take immense pleasure in stalking wounded prey.
Goblin spiders are normally solitary creatures, although lone males
seek others of their kind to mate and then do their best to escape
before being eaten. Sometimes older females act as queens to large
clusters of their descendants which dwell in a particularly overgrown
forest or ruined city. Such colonies can communicate through a crude
language and some scholars speculate that goblin spiders can
understand or possibly even speak Terran.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Length
-2
2’

Grue
END
INT
-1
+2
Weight
3 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+3
-1
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
O

Traits
Allergy (Light), Arboreal, Feral, Night Vision, Prehensile, Talons,
Wings
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Grues are tiny creatures descended from large bats. They are
colloquially referred to as flying monkeys due to their vaguely simian
body shape and wings that are fully capable of reaching forward and
manipulating objects in the manner of most primates. They are small
cowardly creatures, possessing the rudiments of intelligence but rarely
reaching more than two feet in height. Grues typically eat insects or
fruit but will consume flesh and blood if they can ambush a larger
creature when it is sleeping or greatly outnumbered.
Grues can see in total darkness with their acute night vision, but are
painfully blinded in daylight, and are thus strictly nocturnal creatures,
lairing in caverns and other forgotten places where the light of the sun
never penetrates.
Grues dwell in packs in the wild, where the strong rule and manners
or language have yet to emerge. They are easily frightened and are
aggressive toward other beings, but some have been successfully
tamed and brought into civilized lands as pets, messengers, or thieves.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
+3
Size
Length
0
3’

Gruagach
END
INT
+3
+1
Weight
8 Stone

nearby colonies to hunt together in a pack to take down larger or more
dangerous prey, although few remain together beyond the post-kill
squabbling that decides whose nest the meat is taken to.
Gruagaches are dangerous and stealthy predators, easily capable of
killing a man or their livestock. Worse, if one is killed, another will
soon be along unless the warrens can be tracked down and burned out,
and many large cities have at least one such colony nestled deep in
their oldest crypts and sewers.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
Size
Height
0
3-9’

Gug
END
INT
-2
Weight
4-40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+3
Lifespan
Danger
Unknown
☆

Traits
Blind, Carapace II, Scent, Thrasher
Gugs are, in many respects, like a cross between locusts and great
apes. They appear suddenly, in vast numbers, and then swarm over
the area, devouring or driving off all other forms of life. They attack
with mindless ferocity, and even great beasts are often pulled down
before the relentless might of their swarms, which are heedless of
their own losses.
Gugs are vaguely humanoid, with four long arms that are used for
locomotion as much as for grasping. Their bodies are covered in a
dark carapace, and their face lacks eyes or nose, being instead split
vertically by a large toothy maw. They appear to be capable of
speech, indeed they are rarely silent, but do not appear to speak any
language of their own, let alone Terran. Instead, gugs alternate
between ceaseless gibbering and screams of inarticulate rage.
Nobody knows where the gugs come from. No young have ever been
found, and bodies that are examined show no signs of gender or
reproductive organs. Their sudden explosive populations have led
many to speculate that they gestate from underground spores,
although some crackpot theories say they are not native to Pangea at
all, and instead tear through the fabric between realities when their
native dimension draws close to ours.
Although most gugs are of roughly human size, they vary greatly, and
the tiny and huge traits are extremely common. Some people believe
that they continue to grow throughout their life, and that the larger
ones are merely those that have managed to survive long enough to
gorge themselves on flesh. Still, size might be an indication of either
gender or caste, and some even speculate that all gugs are sexless
drones spawned by wasteland akuma.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
☆

Traits
Arboreal, Berserker II, Blind, Echo Location, Feral, Scent, Water
Storage
Subspecies: Rat King
Prehensile, Wings, +2 Size Rating, +☆ Danger
Horrible subterranean monsters, the gruagaches are descendants of the
mole-rat, the only mammal to live in crowded colonies like unto those
of social insects. The gruagach are far larger than any rodent has a
right to be, indeed some are larger than any man has a right to be.
Gruagaches are not so different from enormous mole-rats, hairless
and wrinkled with long claws and teeth and atrophied, almost
nonexistent, tails and eyes. These creatures spend most of their life in
warrens deep underground and although they are dangerous,
particularly in a pack, they are not especially horrible foes. They
primarily eat roots, but are always on the lookout for protein.
Each colony contains a single pair of breeders, the female often so
obese and engorged with young that she is nearly immobile, while the
breeding male attains a sleeker but still massive size. The male is
often encountered on the surface, emerging in the dead of night to
find fresh meat for himself and his mate as well as the churning
masses of offspring that wait below.
The father can walk upright or on all fours, and has an appearance
reminiscent of their rodent ancestors. Their heads are rat-like save for
their great horns, and they possess a pair of leathery wings stretching
out from their backs, allowing them to glide. Their bodies are mostly
hairless, but their heads and paws are covered in wiry brown fur.
As with many colonial species, if either of the breeders is killed or
prevented from returning to the nest the largest of the immature
Gruagach of their respective sex will grow to giant size and become
sexually active, replacing the missing parent. Especially large or
productive hives will sometimes outgrow their warrens, and the
parents will banish the new young who will move on to establish a
colony of their own. It is not unheard of for the males of several

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Length
4
10’

Hippogriff
END
INT
+1
Weight
80 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
70yrs
★

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Fleet, Hooves, Talons, Wings II
A hippogriff is a close relative of the griffon, but larger and with a
sturdier frame. The main cosmetic difference between the two species
are the hippogriff’s prominent ears and the hooves which replace the
claws of their hind legs. Hippogriff’s are somewhat more even363
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tempered than griffons and more stable in flight, and while griffons
are prized as hunting beasts, hippogriffs are often used as mounts. In
the wild, griffons and hippogriffs are fierce rivals and, if they share
the same territory, they will inevitably come to conflict which does
not stop until the weaker has been driven off or killed.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Length
12
25’

Hodag
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
30 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Length
8
30’

Hydra
END
INT
+4
-1
Weight
1.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
50yrs
★★★

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons, Wings II
The illiopterix is a close relative of the carnosaur, the major
difference between the breeds being a massive pair of leathery wings
which it can use to glide for great distances, and even fly for short
periods of time. Although not quite as large as a full-grown carnosaur,
the illiopterix more than makes up for its size with speed and stealth,
often dropping upon unsuspecting prey from the canopy above.
Most illiopterix live on mesas or plateaus, or in wooded regions
where they will make a nest from the trunks of ancient trees.
Illiopterix mate for life and raise their young as a pair. The male is
larger than the female and possesses a pair of curved horns on its
head. The female primarily hunts for the family, while the male
defends the nest against large predators, including other illiopterix.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★★☆

Traits
Carapace, Feral
The hodags, or indricotheriums, are amongst the largest of all
mammals, over twice the height of a bull elephant. They are similar to
huge hornless rhinoceroses, with much longer legs and necks. Hodags
are grazing creatures that lead a solitary existence or live as part of a
small family group. They are relatively docile, but like most
mammals, will stampede if frightened and will kick if startled or
backed into a corner. Giants sometimes breed these creatures, as they
are one of the few species sturdy enough to serve as their mounts, and
in times of war, a charge of hodag cavalry is an awesome force
against which few foes can stand.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-3
+2
Size
Length
6
50’

Illiopterix
END
INT
+2
Weight
4 Tons

AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
-3
+1
Size
Height
6
15’

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
800yrs
★★★+

Jabberwocky
END
INT
+5
Weight
2 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★★

Traits
Carapace III, Feral, Night Vision, Prehensile, Noxious VI (Lethal),
Stench, Talons, Wings
The mythical jabberwocky is among the rarest and most bizarre of all
beasts. These creatures are ancient mutants, spawned from a far older
source of corruption than the Wasteland, and are so rare that most
believe them to be nothing more than a fairytale.
The jabberwocky resembles a cross between a fifteen-foot ape, a
dinosaur, and a plucked turkey. They walk upright; although they
typically support themself upon their knuckles like a primate. A
Jabberwocky possesses a long dragging tail and smallish leathery
wings. At the end of their long flexible neck is a large and
fantastically ugly head with a flattened face, trailing antenna,
numerous wattles, and great glowing eyes.
Jabberwockies move with a clumsy gait, sometimes flapping their
wings to assist in their lurching jumps. Their awkward movements are
deceptive, for the jabberwocky is exceedingly quick and powerful.
Jabberwockies cannot truly fly, only glide for short distances to
bypass difficult terrain or chase down fleeing prey.
Jabberwockies are nearly immortal, and it is believed that they are
sterile; the few that are left in the world are thought to be thousands of
years old. They possess a regenerative ability that would shame a troll
and it is said that given time they can recover from any injury short of
decapitation.
The jabberwocky's spectacularly ugly appearance, combined with its
clumsy and thick-headed nature, makes them seem almost comical.
They will curiously play with and inevitably destroy small animals
and manmade objects they come across, and it is easy to
underestimate one. That is a fatal mistake, for they are voracious

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath, Extra Head I-XI, Feral,
Infrared Vision, Slither, Talons, Venom VI (Lethal)
Subspecies: Orochi
Barrage (Heat), Not Venomous
The hydra is an enormous multiheaded serpent sometimes found in
bogs or fens across Pangaea. The hydra is well over ten meters in
length when fully extended and most are reddish-brown in color,
although some possess vivid black or white bands. Most hydras have
seven heads, although individuals with as few as three or as many as a
dozen have been reported. The hydra can survive with even a single
head remaining and will eventually regrow lost heads over time. They
have an amazing, almost supernatural, regenerative ability, and there
are legends that some grow two heads for every one that is severed.
The hydra is an extremely deadly predator, and those few beasts that
are too large for it to crush with its coils can be quickly brought down
by the hydra's venom, which is exceedingly potent.
Hydras are virtually impossible to tame, as even a hatchling possesses
enough venom to kill a grown man and the will to use it, however,
some are compelled by magic to serve as guardians or beasts of war.
A more common strategy is to lure one into an area of great
importance and trap it within.
Some hydras have lost their venom, and instead developed a fiery
breath something like that of a dragon. These creatures are called
orochi, and can be identified by their bluish scales, curling horns,
beaked mouths, and bifurcated tails.
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predators and will quickly and painfully kill anyone that they can
catch.
A jabberwocky is an extremely poisonous animal.
The flesh of the jabberwocky is so poisonous they have nothing to
fear from natural predators, and their blood congeals into foul sludge
and boils with vapor that can send a man into a hallucinatory
wonderland with even a single breath. Considering how much
punishment a jabberwocky can survive, few warriors can withstand
close combat against the monster.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
+1
Size
Length
4
9’

Jishin
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
90 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+3
+1
Size
Length
4
12’

Kalidah
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+3
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★☆

Traits
Barrage (Anti-Magic, Heat), Bounder, Carapace II, Fleet
Kirins are said to be agents of the Tribunal, mystical creatures imbued
with blazing solar energy. They resemble large horses with great
flowing manes and skin that is covered in golden scales. A single
curving horn emerges from the Kirin's forehead.
Kirins resemble unicorns, and many believe that one may have been
created in imitation of the other. However, while unicorns are passive
creatures of lunar purity, kirins actively seek out areas of spiritual
corruption and work to burn them away with their blazing breath.
They will even enter loci and null zones, for their presence will
actually repair the spirit world. Kirins are arrogant creatures and will
not accept help from outsiders, nor will they tolerate areas of spiritual
abnormality no matter how sacred or useful.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
5yrs
★

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Carapace III, Feral, Stable, Talons, Ultraviolet
Vision
Jishins are subterranean horrors that resemble long-bodied aquatic
arthropods. They have a wormlike form perched atop six pairs of legs,
with a longer pair of claws extending out to their front and great heads
with bulbous compound eyes. They live deep in the earth, inhabiting
subterranean tunnels and underground lakes, and in these deep places,
only the morlocks have to worry about them.
Jishins do, however, occasionally find their way into the sewers or
even the surface world proper, usually after escaping a deep mine
shaft or when their larvae are swept along through the groundwater to
an open-air pond.
These creatures are dangerous carnivores the size of a cow and,
though they do not fear men, they are terrified of bright light and will
not venture out during the day.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
Size
Length
8
20’

Kirin
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
80 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-3
+2
Size
Length
4
6’

Kongamato
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
★

Traits
Constrictor, Feral, Float, Lame, Quills, Thrasher, Tusks, Venom V
(Anesthetic)
The kongamato is a curious predator adapted to life in the upper
atmosphere. It resembles a large jellyfish; mostly transparent and
filled with lighter than air gas. While hunting, they increase the
density of the gas in their bodies and drop to lower altitudes, where
their tentacles dangle down and grasp for small flying creatures such
as insects, birds, or pterosaurs. Once they have a sufficient supply of
meat paralyzed in their tentacles, they float back to the higher
altitudes to digest.
Kongamatos rarely interact with men, although they might attempt to
prey upon a land animal that has climbed to the peak of a high
mountain or maybe even an extremely tall tree or tower. But, should a
storm blow them away from their usual feeding grounds, they may
become disoriented and descend closer to the earth and attempt to
ensnare landlocked prey in their dangling tentacles.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+3
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
★★

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Talons
The kalidah is an enormous ground sloth nearly the size of an
elephant. Although slow-moving they are extremely dangerous,
possessing powerful bodies with incredibly dense skeletons and
enormous claws.
Kalidah are omnivores. They can stand on their hind legs, balanced on
their broad tail, to reach the delicate leaves several stories above the
forest floor. Although kalidahs are not active hunters, they will
scavenge meat and will not hesitate to devour animals that attack
them, finish off wounded creatures, or steal fresh kills from smaller
predators.
Kalidahs will not typically attack a human unless they draw too close.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+4
+2
Size
Length
10
30’

Kujata
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
12 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+4
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
4,000yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Antenna, Carapace, Talons
Kujatas are majestic beasts which consider themselves the emperors
of the Wild. Each is larger than a dinosaur, a shaggy creature that
resembles a cross between a bull and a bison, with thick fur that is
brighter and more colorful than the plumage of a peacock. Their tails
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are long and graceful and their heads are adorned with four pairs of
intense eyes and a double crown of towering antlers.
Kujata are aloof and arrogant. Though they will not go out of their
way to attack humans or beasts, they will trample anything that gets in
their way, even if it would be easier to simply go around. If someone
dares to attack or annoy them, the kujata will hold a grudge that lasts
longer than the foundations of the Earth.
Kujatas are omnivorous, but extremely selective, never deigning to
eat carrion or common fare, preferring such exotic delicacies as the
sweet nectar of rare flowers, the eggs of tropical birds, fragrant herbs,
the dew which collects under a full moon, and the first snowfall of the
season.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-3
+1
Size
Length
8
15’

Ladon
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
6 Tons

managed to tame these beasts, particularly the dwarves of Tahrr, who
have an affinity for bovines and the endurance to withstand riding on
such a torrid creature.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+1
Size
Length
12
90’

Traits
*Arboreal, *Aquatic, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Constrictor, Feral,
Scent, Slither, Talons
Subspecies: Swamp Wurm
Carapace -1, Amphibious
Subspecies: Grootslang
Tusks
Wurms are great serpentine reptiles, close relatives of drakes and
wyverns. They have a long, limbless body that can measure twentyfive meters or more in length, and a saurian head full of serrated teeth.
Wurms are predators, and usually ambush smaller creatures, waiting
until something comes close and then grasping it with their powerful
jaws. Against beasts that are too large to be held in the mouth, such as
horses, they will bite first and then constrict their prey. Wurms are not
terribly bright, but they can move through the forest with surprising
speed, especially in dense undergrowth where their low bodies are
mostly unimpeded.
Most wurms have a long snout, narrow eyes, a frill of small horns
around their head, and a body coated in thick green scales, but there
are many variants.
Wurms who live in marshy environments and have blunt noses and
fatty bodies lacking in scales, while those who live an amphibious life
in rivers or ponds have tiny fins and smooth opalescent scales which
are highly prized by skinners. Some who live in deep caverns or cold
mountain peaks have retained tiny vestiges of arms and legs to assist
in climbing.
The rarest of all are the grootslangs, aggressive creatures which
possess long tusks and muscular trunks that greatly increase their
striking distance and lend them the common name of elephant snake.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+4
+4
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
★★★

Traits
Burrow, Carapace III, Deep Breath, Feral, Night Vision, Pallesthesia,
Scent, Talons
Sometimes called a land shark, the ladon is amongst the most
dangerous creatures in Pangaea. Although there are larger predators,
there are few who are as single-mindedly ravenous as the ladon, an
apex predator with an endless appetite and no fear. The ladon is a
distant relative of the pangolin, and is roughly the size of an elephant.
It is dull gray or brown, with a thick scaly hide and a large dorsal fin
that gives it its name. The creature has a short neck and a huge mouth
filled with row after row of cutlass-sized teeth. Although the ladon is
a proficient digger with long claws, it does not travel underground.
Instead, it buries itself while sleeping and, if it senses something
moving above, lunges out of the ground for a sneak attack that is fatal
more often than not. Although the ladon is fearless, it is not
completely stupid, and if attacked by an enemy it cannot reach or
locate, it will burrow deep into the ground until the threat has passed.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-3
Size
Length
6
10’

Lamassu
END
INT
+3
Weight
2 Tons

Lambton Wurm
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-1
+4
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
15 Tons
225yrs
★★★☆

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+3
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★★

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Length
6
12’

Traits
Carapace, Energy Attack (Heat), Feral, Hooves, Night Vision,
Resistance (Heat), Talons, Wings
The lamassu, or red bull, is a monstrous bovine descended from a
mighty ox who had long been suffering from demonic possession.
These creatures resemble common cattle, but far larger and more
fearsome, being taller than a grown man and possessing huge curving
horns and razor-sharp teeth. Their skin is hairless, bright red in hue,
and hot to the touch. They possess a pair of leathery wings, allowing
them brief flight, and their steaming breath is hot enough to burn flesh
and set timber alight.
The lamassus are aggressive and strongly territorial beasts, violent to
most other creatures, and in the case of bulls even others of their own
kind who travel too near their cows or calves. Still, some folks have

Leucrotta
END
INT
+1
Weight
1.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
35yrs
★★

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Hooves, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
The leucrotta is amongst the largest mammalian predators, over two
meters at the shoulder and weighing more than a ton. They have a
body that resembles a large wolf with a much longer and more
massive snout, as well as hooves, a very rare feature for a predator.
Due to their great size, they are adept at taking down many of the
larger herbivores which most predators avoid, and their extremely
powerful jaws are capable of killing even a very large creature in
short order.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+1
+2
Size
Length
0
6’

Lindwurm
END
INT
Weight
15 Stone

When the beast is not in control, a lycanthrope is virtually
indistinguishable from a normal member of its species save for
slightly enhanced senses. They do not receive any of the attribute
bonuses or traits listed above.
Lycanthropes can call upon the power of the spirit bound within at
any time, doubling in size and gaining the features of the animal
which binds them, looking much like a savage caricature of a
hengeyokai. Such strength and power is not without cost; while in
bestial form the spirit is in control, and it wants only to destroy
civilization and act out its feral impulses.
Lycanthropes will attack anyone and anything which they do not
consider to be part of their pack, either in gluttonous acts of predation
or savage displays of territorial dominance.
The beast will not relinquish control of the host until its wild instincts
are sated, although the human mind can temporarily subdue its bestial
nature through use of the snap out of it ability.
Manitous are energized by the moon, and on nights of the full moon,
even the most reluctant lycanthropes will fall under the thrall of the
spirit whether they want to or not, losing their humanoid guise while
the moon hangs in the sky.
Fallen manitous are not bound by the Gotterdammerung, instead they
have their own rules. Anything that survives being bitten by a
lycanthrope will take on its curse and invite possession from one of
the beast's pack-mates. Those who hunt werewolves must be careful
not to be injured in the process lest they find themselves ridden by the
very same spirit that dwelt in the creature they just vanquished.
If the victim is not exorcised by the next full moon, the possession
will become permanent and the mortal becomes a lycanthrope, a
savage beast that wears the skin of a man.
The statistics listed above are for the most common form of
lycanthrope; the werewolf, a man held in thrall by a demonic
hellhound. Somewhere in Pangaea, there are people possessed by
every type of fallen animal spirit one can imagine. The Gamekeeper
can customize the capabilities of other sorts of werecreatures, for
example, a weretiger might have lower strength and higher agility
than a werewolf and gain the night vision trait in place of scent.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★

Traits
Carapace, Cold Blooded, Feral, Fleet, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Lindwurms are a distant relative of dragons and are thought to be a
missing link between drakes, wurms, and wyverns. They are bipedal
pack hunters that resemble raptors in overall hunting style but with
grace and tactics taking a back seat to brute force. They dwell in large
packs and their call, an odd baying hiss, brings fear to the hearts of
travelers, for they seldom call off their hunt until the prey is dead, and
only the swiftest horse can outrun them.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
-2
Size
Length
8
15’

Llamhigyn Dwr
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+4
-1
+2
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
5 Tons
60yrs
★★☆

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Cold Blooded, Feral, Talons, Tusks, Water
Storage, Wings
The llamhigyn dwr is sometimes called an amphibious dragon due to
its unusual appearance; it resembles a cross between an enormous
toad and a salamander and has a pair of vast membranous wings.
These creatures cannot truly fly; however, they can leap astonishing
distances, their wings steering them and slowing their fall so that they
are not injured upon landing their great bulk.
Llamhigyns are lazy creatures, most are content to sit about and snare
prey with their slimy tongue, and they are large enough that few other
predators will get in their way. People who see one are advised to
steer clear, as the languid amphibian will not usually pursue their prey
unless very angry, very hungry, or merely curious.

AGI
CHA DEX
*+2
*
*+2
Size
Height
*+2
*+25%

Lycanthrope
END
INT
*+3
*
Weight
*x2

PER
STR
WIL
*+3
*+2
*
Lifespan
Danger
*
★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-1
+2
Size
Length
4
10’

Traits
Feral, Scent, Shapeshifting (Minor), Talons, Weakness (Silver)
When the Reckoning came, there were many nature spirits who had
not forgotten the Titanomachy. They hated the Olympians for
overthrowing their gods and dominating the wilderness, and they
hated humanity for defacing the Wild with their civilizations. Many of
these creatures gave into rage and joined the legions of Hell as fullfledged demons.
Mortals may become possessed by these fallen manitous through
diabolic magic, entering into an infernal pact, or simply by wandering
into a place where the walls between dimensions are thin before being
assaulted directly by the enraged spirit beasts. Those who carry their
curse will eventually devolve into skin-changing beasts called
lycanthropes.

Manticore
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
70 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★★

Traits
Barrage (Projectile), Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons, Venom V
(Lethal)
Manticores are one of the cruelest and most intelligent of all chimera.
They resemble large cave lions with the face of an ogre and the tail of
a scorpion. These creatures are dangerous and not fond of company,
they will kill anything they think they can get away with out of pure
spite, but will only put themselves at risk if they feel slighted by their
victim in some way.
Most manticores lair in caves located far from society, but not so far
that an occasional traveler won't stumble into their path. Some people
actively hunt manticores, and manticores have responded by
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developing the ability to launch poison quills at attackers who attempt
to shoot them over distances or from the air.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
+3
Size
Length
18
250’

Megapede
END
INT
-2
Weight
300 Tons

Nommos are small and lacking in civility, but with great endurance
and dexterity. Their scaled hides are usually magenta in color, but can
shift to match their environment. Their broad faces are like those of a
river salamander framed by broad webbed ears so large they almost
make up a frill. They possess quick and powerful bodies and can jump
great distances, and their claws are long and sharp.
These creatures are typically ambush-predators, but they are
extremely adept at stalking and will trail prey for many leagues,
waiting just out of sight for the perfect time to strike.
Nommos are not stupid, indeed they are fairly clever, and when
hunting as a group, they are masters of misdirection and diversionary
tactics. Still, they lack any conception of civilization or culture. They
have no society of their own and rarely travel in groupings outside of
their extended family save for a few chance meetings in the Wild.
They can be appeased with shiny objects or sweet foods and are
sometimes lured back to civilization, where they can be taught to
perform simple jobs and direct their aggression toward their master's
enemies.
Female nommos reproduce by laying eggs in a gelatinous mass which
is fertilized externally by the males. Nommo cannot speak, but the
cleverest among them can learn simple signs.

PER
STR
WIL
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
★★★★☆

Traits
Antenna, Carapace III, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal), Slither, Stable,
Stench, Talons
Megapedes are the largest of all arthropods, seventy-five-meter
relatives of the common centipedes that exist in all warm climates.
These creatures are toxic and predatory, but not usually a danger to
humans, they do not waste their time with such insignificant prey,
although a horse might catch their attention and draw the megapede's
gaze toward its rider.
Megapedes simply move through an area of rich foliage and swallow
the topsoil, along with whatever small animals inhabit it, in much the
same way that a whale filters water. Should a megapede spy a large
gathering of smaller creatures, such as a human army or festival, they
will see it as an opportunity to feed and attack, and once they have
decided upon a course, there is nothing that can dissuade them.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+1
+1
Size
Length
0
4’

Mirri
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
7 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+3
Size
Length
6
12’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
50yrs
☆

Nommo
END
INT
+3
+1
Weight
6 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-2
Lifespan
Danger
180yrs
★★

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace III, Deep Breath, Feral, Gills, Night Vision,
Pallesthesia, Prehensile, Talons, Venom IV (Lethal)
Nuckalevees are large amphibious predators which haunt shallow
coastal waters. They are six-limbed creatures larger than a horse, with
four long walking legs and two smaller feeding limbs emerging from
the middle of the main body, giving them an almost tauric
appearance. Their carapace is thick and barnacle-encrusted, but in
many places the creature's large gill organs spill out between cracks in
the shell, resulting in an odd inside-out look.
Nuckalevees hunt by waiting in the surf and then bursting onto land to
attack terrestrial creatures, incapacitating them and dragging them
back to the sea. They only come ashore when hunting, and they will
not leave their watery homes behind. If a person can outrun one long
enough, which is no easy task, they will eventually give up the
pursuit. Likewise, they will not enter an unfamiliar body of water, and
folklore tells that the only way to escape the nuckalevee is to cross an
inland stream.

Traits
Ethereal II, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
The mirri are a breed of canine which has learned to penetrate the
Veil, one of the few creatures which can enter and exit the Dreamtime
freely. It is unknown how the mirri came by this ability, but it likely
involved large amounts of uncontrolled magic in the distant past.
Mirri are in many ways similar to normal wild dogs, usually traveling
and hunting in packs. They do not normally react to humans with
hostility, instead acting out of curiosity, following and watching with
their odd red eyes and retreating into the spirit world if they are
approached. Still, like all wild animals, they can attack if hungry,
sick, or threatened, and some people even train them to serve as guard
dogs, hunting hounds, or spies.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+2
Size
Height
-2
5’

Nuckalevee
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
2 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
600yrs
★

AGI
CHA
DEX
+3
+2
Size
Length
0
6’

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Bounder, Camouflage II, Carapace II, Cold
Blooded, Feral, Prehensile, Scent, Talons, Venom IV (Anesthetic)
Nommos are a race of amphibious sub-humanoids. They were
initially native to Masaria, but many were set loose on the mainland
during the revolution, and they have adapted well to hunting the soft
men of Pangaea.

Onza
END
INT
Weight
11 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
★

Traits
Arboreal, Bounder, Feral, Night Vision, Talons, Thrasher or Wings II
Onzas are lean black felines similar in many respects to enormous
panthers. They would be unremarkable in the world of big cats except
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that they have evolved a pair of tough fibrous appendages from their
shoulder blades. In most onza, these appendages function like
tentacles and assist in subduing their prey or helping with climbing,
but some individuals have developed the ability to use them as crude
wings.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+3
Size
Length
0
6’

Orang Bati
END
INT
+3
Weight
10 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+2
Size
Length
10
45’

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
-1
Size
Length
16
300’

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+4
+2
Lifespan
Danger
350yrs
★★★☆+

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Extra Head I-XI, Feral, Night Vision,
Talons
A relative of the hydra and the drake, the Orthrus is a multi-headed
killing machine. It has a huge sauropod body, with four stubby legs
and up to a dozen predatory heads.
Unlike the hydra, the Orthrus cannot regenerate lost heads, though the
exact number of heads still varies from individual to individual, those
with more numerous heads are increasingly rare.
Though orthruses lack the mystical properties of the hydra, as well as
its venom, they more than make up for it in sheer brute strength, and
are among the most dangerous of beasts, a fitting challenge for any
would-be hero.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+3
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★

Traits
Bioluminescence, Camouflage, Carapace, Feral, Night Vision, Wings
II
Orang bati are flying creatures with an almost humanoid shape. They
possess broad white wings and furry heads with wide luminous eyes,
their mouths and necks are squat and almost nonexistent. These
creatures are not intelligent nor are they carnivorous, but they are still
dangerous. They are extremely malevolent, and will kill or chase
away any humans who encroach on what they consider to be their
territory, often resorting to traps or sabotage when fear and fury is not
enough.
Folklore holds that these creatures are capable of seeing the future and
that they will often appear to chase people away from impending
disasters, but the more level-headed believe that they are likely the
cause of the disasters in the first place.
Orm
END
INT
+4
-3
Weight
200 Tons

Orthrus
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
10 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
+1
Size
Length
4
6’

Pegasus
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
80 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
75yrs
★

Traits
Feral, Fleet, Hooves, Night Vision, Wings II
The majestic pegasus is praised as the noblest of all steeds and the
most agreeable of chimeras. These creatures resemble great horses
with large swan-like wings that allow them to fly as gracefully as a
bird. Pegasi are rare and typically dwell in the deep Wild, a single
stallion leading a herd of foals and mares. They behave much like
wild horses, although they are prouder and more intelligent, but like
wild horses, they can be broken and taught to accept a rider. A
pegasus mount is a symbol of status amongst the nobility of many
cultures, a lofty goal that only a few ever obtain.
It is said that if a pegasus lays with a unicorn, they sometimes
produce a hybrid offspring with all of the powers of both species, the
rarest of all animals and a mount fit for an empress.

PER
STR
WIL
+4
+4
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★★★

Traits
Amphibious, Burrow, Constrictor, Deep Breath, Feral, Pallesthesia,
Resistance (Blunt), Slither, Talons
Orms, often called sandworms, are one of the largest of all animals
and can reach hundreds of feet in length. These creatures are
primarily subterranean, and can burrow at great speeds. When
exposed, they resemble massive earthworms with leathery hides and a
great circular mouth that encompasses the entire front end of their
body and can swallow creatures larger than an elephant whole; their
typical means of feeding. These monsters prefer loose soil, and are
often found in deserts as well as the silt of the ocean floor. Attempting
to hunt one of these creatures is folly, they are too large and powerful
to be killed by conventional means even if one could force the orm to
surface, and even traveling through an area inhabited by the worms is
a suicidal endeavor.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+3
Size
Length
2
5’

Peryton
END
INT
+2
Weight
30 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
50yrs
★

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
+1
Size
Length
4
10’

Traits
Bounder, Feral, Fleet, Hooves, Mimic, Scent, Talons, Wings II
When the dark elves found themselves banished from Avalon, few
unicorns would accompany them, the noble beasts were bound to the
undying lands and would not follow their masters further into
darkness. The dark elves would find a suitable replacement in the
highlands of Aureth; for though the perytons lacked the strength and
nobility of a unicorn, they made up for it with flight and killer
instinct.
Perytons resemble large carnivorous antelopes, but with the addition
of savage fangs and broad black wings. These creatures are cruel and
spiteful beasts, and must regularly be fed flesh and blood lest they
turn upon their masters. Many feral perytons still remain in the
mountains of Aureth and the wilds of Pangaea, and are a dangerous, if
somewhat cowardly, predator.
Perytons are intelligent creatures that are capable of mimicking
human voices, and most domestic specimens can understand a few
calls and commands. Although they have no real concept of language,
many perytons have discovered that if they call for help, they can lure
people into an ambush, and some have even learned to mock those
who fall into their traps.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-4
+2
Size
Length
0
10’

Priodontus
END
INT
+2
-3
Weight
7 Stone

Questing Beast
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+3
-1
+1
+2
+3
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
90 Stone
75yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
A questing beast is a species of enormous monotreme, or egg-laying
mammal, that is as large and powerful as a bear but with a savage
avian beak and long webbed claws. A questing beast is known for its
call, which sounds like a pack of hounds baying, and is notoriously
overzealous in defending its terrain from perceived threats.
In ancient times, the questing beast was seen as the limit of what a
human being could reliably kill in melee combat. As a result, many
Templar knights would test their skills by hunting down and slaying
such a creature, although the monster would often triumph and prove
that the Templar were not so mighty as they thought. For a while,
these creatures became exceedingly rare, their young hunted by
overzealous knights, but since the Cataclysm they have emerged from
the Wild in renewed numbers.

AGI
CHA
DEX
+2
+2
Size
Wingspan
18
200’

Roc
END
INT
+2
+2
Weight
80 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
300yrs
★★★★☆

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Scent, Talons, Wings II
The roc is the lord of all birds, an enormous hunting hawk a thousand
times the size of the largest eagle. Indeed, rocs may well be the largest
creatures to have ever flown, barring some of the most ancient
dragons and winged tarasques. They live in warm open areas where
they can easily take flight and find plenty of updrafts, and hunt by
diving upon smaller creatures such as elephants or whales and then
carrying them aloft, dropping them near their nest, and then feasting
on the remains of the fall. Rocs are generally not dangerous to
humans, although they have been known to mistake a small boat or
stagecoach for a living creature and carry it away.

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
-

Traits
Amphibious, Feral, Slither, Talons
These disgusting worms are found inhabiting both the deep ocean and
the muck of primordial swamps. The priodonts have fatty bodies over
a foot wide and several meters in length. Their thick brown hide is
slimy and featureless, although the head can be withdrawn in a
disgustingly phallic manner to reveal a proboscis that ends in a
sphincteric maw rimmed with multiple rows of teeth.
Although priodonts live in water, these creatures are poor swimmers,
preferring to burrow through silt and mud. They are voracious
predators and will attack any large animals moving through the
vicinity. Although they often gather in vast numbers, they are not
social creatures. They do not hunt together, and although they will
assist one another in attacking prey, it is out of greed rather than a
sense of cooperation. These creatures are hermaphrodites that
reproduce asexually and will readily eat their own kind if food is
scarce.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-3
+3
Size
Length
12
30’

Roperite
END
INT
-2
Weight
20 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
15yrs
★★

Traits
Antenna, Amphibious, Feral, Quills, Resistance (Blunt), Sessile
Roperites are a large breed of hydrozoan polyp, a sort of radially
symmetrical animal which is usually found in shallow water or deep
underground. When unmoving, these creatures resemble trees, their
five long tentacle arms swaying like branches in the breeze, their five
eyes closed, and their mouth only visible from above. When they
detect that a living creature has drawn near, they quickly snap their
tentacles into action, usually seeking to strangle or break the neck of
their prey, holding it helpless in the air until it expires and then
consuming it. These creatures must be careful; they are unable to
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move with any speed, and are therefore extremely susceptible to
attacks by missile weapons, and will do their best to never strike
unless they can be sure to kill all witnesses.
In addition to their five main arms, roperites have dozens of thin
retractable tentacles which they can use as lassoes to ensnare prey.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+3
Size
Length
0
6’

Sandewan
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
9 Stone

Shedim are truly bizarre creatures that originate from somewhere
outside of this dimension, perhaps as physical manifestations of the
Astral Plane. They resemble a cross between a brain and an octopus,
with a great cyclopean eye in their middle. Normally, they are found
in places where reality is weak such as loci or in the aftermath of a
vortex. The shedims’ motives are unknowable, and they seem to act
as little more than animals, or at least operating on a level of intellect
beyond that of men, whom they view merely as annoyances to be
quashed.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
★

Shoggoth
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+4
-1
+3
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★★★☆
2.5 Tons
Eternal
Traits
Amorphous, Amphibious, Antenna, Changeling, Constrictor, Energy
Attack (Chemical), Night Vision, Pallesthesia, Quills, Scent,
Shapeshifting (Major), Thrasher
The shoggoths are horrible and barely contained in physical reality,
nightmarish beings descended from forgotten gods. When the
incomprehensible mind of a qliphothic spirits deems it necessary to
steal the essence of a living being to produce a half-breed child, the
resulting atrocity occasionally produces a shoggoth. The mortal parent
rarely survives the conception, let alone the birth.
The shoggoth’s form is mutable and liquid, and not even alive in the
traditional sense. They exist as languishing pools of viscous
protoplasm, growing eyes, teeth, and tendrils as they see fit. They do
not need to eat, and care nothing for living beings except as toys for
their amusement.
Most shoggoths are millennia old, having survived in the dark corners
of the world since the time of the Titans, when the qliphothic gods
were worshipped, and summoned into the merrow spawning beds for
their blessing. They are dangerous and mysterious, their motives
beyond mortal understanding; facts which are all the more terrifying
now that some have learned to assume a human shape.
AGI
CHA DEX
-3
+3
Size
Diameter
6
15’

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Stable, Talons
The sandewan is a relative of the wolverine, but much longer and with
several extra pairs of legs. These creatures are known to be
exceptionally vicious predators, and when they decide to attack
something, they literally tear their prey to pieces; only death will stop
their frenzy. The sandewan will not actively pursue larger creatures
unless they approach the sandewan or its intended prey, in which case
it will attack heedless of the threat to its own life.
The hide of the Sandewan is much prized, as it is amongst the softest
and highest quality furs in all the world, and its young are often kept
in cages and then released as living weapons. Hunting a sandewan is
difficult; in addition to the danger of the animal's claws, sandewans
are very stealthy, and they move with incredible speed, their long low
bodies able to travel through underbrush and scale slopes with terrible
proficiency. The best trick to finding a sandewan is waiting until after
it has fed and then following the trail of blood back to its lair,
sandewan are not the cleanest eaters and will typically walk away
from a kill coated in gore.

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
-1
+1
Size
Length
0
10’

Scoffin
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
14 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
-

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Infrared Vision, Scent, Talons
Scoffins are curious reptilian predators which have lost their front
limbs but still stand upright, balanced by their powerful tails. They are
not particularly dangerous, no more so than any other predator, and
are sometimes domesticated and used as tireless mounts for short
creatures such as halflings, or to pull chariots and war wagons.
Scoffins tend to dwell in cold climates and they are known for their
love of heat. It is not uncommon to find them breaking into buildings
or trains and steamboats to be closer to their furnaces.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+4
Size
Length
14
45’

Sirrush
END
INT
+1
Weight
50 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+4
Lifespan
Danger
130yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
The sirrush is a huge relative of the drake, nearly as large as a true
dragon. They are wingless and have exceptionally long necks and
whip-like tails. The sirrush's head is large with a carnivorous maw
and they have backswept horns at their brow and fan-shaped ears,
unusual for a reptile. Most inhabit large caves or ancient tombs and
ruins in deserts and other dry regions. They collect shiny objects and
eat smaller creatures that catch their notice, although they can be
trained as guardians so long as they can be convinced that it is in their
best interest not to eat their keeper and tricked into thinking that
whatever they are looking after is their property.

Shedim
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
★★★
7 Tons
2,000yrs
Traits
Breathless, Carapace, Constrictor, Feral, Fins, Poor Vision II, Talons,
Thrasher, Wings III
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Length
10
35’
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Slime
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-3
-3
+2
+3
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
☆ + ¼ Size
Any
Eternal
Traits
Amorphous, Arboreal, Constrictor, Energy Attack (Chemical), Feral,
Slither
Slime is a collective term for a family of similar monsters, each a
colony of small fungal or protozoan organisms. As a whole, these
colonies resemble great blobs of quivering ooze which move slowly
toward the smell of meat and offal. Slimes typically attack by
engulfing potential prey, usually after dropping from above, and then
beginning to digest it as it suffocates. Slimes are mostly fearless, they
do not comprehend pain, although the colony will ooze away from
sources of intense heat, cold, or strong chemical odors.
Slimes are slow-moving and thorough. They exist in many sewers and
other dark places of the world with plenty of decaying animal matter
to consume. Many believe they are beneficial, as they serve to clean
such dank places, but the problem is that they will inevitably find
their way out. Slimes continue to grow eternally, there is no
maximum size for a slime if it gets enough food. They reproduce in
much the same way as single-celled organisms, splitting into multiple
component creatures, however, they do not split on their own, rather
as a result of damage which removes large portions of slime from the
main body without killing it.

Striders are large creatures that many believe to be the missing link
between reptiles and birds. They have a body shape reminiscent of a
large ostrich, but with a longer tail and totally lacking in feathers,
wings, or a beak. Striders are extremely quick and agile creatures that,
though predators, normally feed only upon insects. They are only a
danger to humans when injured or backed into a corner.
A larger danger from striders is their tendency to steal food or shiny
jewelry, and few can catch such a thief. Striders typically live in
warm coastal regions, generally sleeping under the cover of foliage
but spending their days on open beaches or seaside bluffs. They are
fast and agile and are prized as racing mounts, although they lack the
carrying capacity or endurance of a proper horse.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-4
+1
Size
Length
Any
Any

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-3
+1
Size
Length
8
25’

Squonk
END
INT
+3
Weight
3 Tons

Stymphalian
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-2
+1
-1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2 Stone
3yrs
OO
Traits
Carapace III, Echo Location, Feral, Infrared Vision, Scent, Talons,
Wings III
According to legend, the stymphalian is a carnivorous bird with
feathers made from brass. In truth, the stymphalian is an insect, with a
long beetle-like body and a mosquito's head and thirst for blood. They
are tenacious creatures; their tough body allowing them to continue
feeding on creatures who attempt to fight them off.
Generally, a stymphalian will drink its fill and leave, with neither side
being too much worse for wear, but a swarm of these creatures will
drain a man dry. Most stymphalians nest in large trees, dozens of
individuals hanging from the branches like bats, and although they
generally feed alone, large creatures which waken them from their
sleep might find themselves in the middle of a killer swarm out for
blood.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+2
Size
Wingspan
-4
2’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
120yrs
★★

Traits
Amphibious, Antenna, Aquatic, Carapace, Constrictor, Iron Stomach,
Feral, Resistance (Blunt), Slither, Stench, Talons, Thrasher
Sometimes called a bog octopus, the squonk is said to be the ugliest
of all beasts. It is a great misshapen lump of slimy flesh which spends
its life floating in fetid water that stinks nearly as badly as the creature
itself. Their central body is supported by four stubby legs and has no
discernible features but a great mouth.
The squonk's body is normally completely submerged, using its
tentacles to interact with the outside world. Buried under the fleshy
bulb at the end of each tentacle is a large retractable eye stalk which
the creature extends to survey its surroundings, allowing it to perceive
the world and assess the capabilities of predators and prey before
exposing its vulnerable parts. They eat not but rotting organic matter.

AGI
CHA DEX
+4
+1
+2
Size
Length
2
10’

Strider
END
INT
+1
Weight
25 Stone

AGI
CHA
DEX
-1
+1
Size
Length
2
10’

Su-Monster
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
35 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★

Traits
Bioluminescence, Carapace III, Constrictor, Feral, Night Vision,
Sheltered (Acid Blood) I-III
The su-monster is a distant relative of the scorpion which dwells in
warm and heavily forested regions. This creature has lost many of the
features which made scorpions so ferocious, they have no pincers,
fewer walking legs, and their venomous stinger has evolved into a
broad paddle-shaped tail that is held aloft by females to shade their
young from the sun. Su monsters are noted for their extremely keen
senses, their antennae are large and can double as tendrils in combat,
and the su-monster has a unique glowing ocular fluid that that allows
it to see in the dark and blind it’s prey, which consists primarily of
small nocturnal mammals.
Su-monsters are hunted for their eyes, which remain luminous for
years after the creature's death, as well as for their young, which can
be trained as pets or guardians with a built-in night light. Su-monsters

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
15yrs
☆

Traits
Bounder, Carapace II, Feral, Fleet
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are not completely defenseless, however, as they have not lost their
venom entirely. The bodily fluids of the su-monster are highly
volatile, and it is this volatility which many believe to be the source of
the creature's bioluminescence, but it makes hunting and them and
harvesting their bodies extremely hazardous for the unwary.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Length
-2
3’

Tailypo
END
INT
+2
Weight
2 Stone

sleep, but some guide the tarasque to their own ends like a living
weapon of mass destruction.
Fortunately, tarasques spend most of their time sleeping, and only
wake during the greatest upheavals of the earth, sea, and sky. It is
commonly believed that such natural disaster awakes the tarasque, but
in truth, it might be the other way around, no one knows the depth of
the link between the tarasques and the planet from whose nightmare's
they are born.
According to myth, the greatest of all tarasques is Garm, spawn of
The Nidhogg and The Guardian. It sleeps now, deep beneath the
world, but when it hears the call of its master, it will awaken and
devour all of Pangea and bring back the eternal dark.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
4yrs
O

Traits
Arboreal, Feral, Mimic, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
The tailypo are a sort of raccoon-like coatimundi blessed with
fantastically long tails and claws as well as the ability to mimic
human speech. Though they are still animals, they are extremely
clever and coordinated, and there is great debate over just how far
their ability to speak extends. These creatures are often trained as
pets, and many thieves and spies use them as assistants in their
nefarious arts. They are also hunted for their pelts. Tailypos are very
dangerous for their size, and they can easily slay a person with their
claws if given the motivation and an opportunity to strike before their
victim can react.

AGI
CHA DEX
*
*
*
Size
Height
20
75’

Tarasque
END
INT
*
*
Weight
800 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-2
+2
Size
Length
-2
6’

Tatzelwurm
END
INT
-2
Weight
3 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+3
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
-

Traits
Arboreal, Bounder, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Infrared Vision,
Pallesthesia, Rending, Slither, Talons
A tatzelwurm is a large skink that dwells in cold and rocky regions.
They usually live between boulders and feed upon small birds,
mammals, and reptiles. Tatzelwurms are known for their talons,
which are amongst the hardest in the animal kingdom. Although their
claws have evolved to allow the tatzelwurm to climb and burrow into
solid rock, they are more than capable of cutting through steel armor.
Tatzelwurms do not hunt larger creatures, and most prefer to hide
rather than fight. Still, they are slow and easily startled, and will often
lunge out at larger creatures if spooked, leaping at the face and throat
with claws extended. After their initial pounce, they use their foe's
injuries as a distraction to escape, and in many ways facing a
tatzelwurm attack is more like an environmental peril than a combat.
Some warbands have been known to hurl captured tatzelwurms over
the enemy’s walls during a siege, creating a form of living booby trap.

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
*
★★★★★

Traits
*+ *Aquatic, Barrage (Any), *Burrow, Sheltered (Any), *Wings I-III
Beset by Hyperion, the Night shed much blood upon the young earth,
and when its owner was slain, that blood transformed into the
tarasques, spiritual reflections of their master's torment. In their true
form, tarasques are shadowy beings of roiling nightmare that growl
and wail incessantly and bear a passing resemblance to dragons.
Tarasques have lost their purpose, instead, they only seek to destroy,
feeding upon the sorrow and terror they inflict upon the populace, as
well as the passion they inspire in those who have the courage to
stand up to them.
Most tarasques do not interact with the physical world, however,
when they come upon a sleeping beast of fearsome size and power,
they will possess it through its dreams. Such creatures will grow to
truly immense proportions and gain many supernatural
augmentations. The new monster then ravages the world, eating
anything it comes across trying in vain to satiate a hunger that it
doesn't understand. They destroy entire regions, and should one come
upon an inhabited community its destruction is almost assured. When
two tarasques encounter one another, they fight fiercely until one is
vanquished, their battles often wreaking even more destruction on the
surrounding world than their feasts.
For all their spiritual sensitivity and fearsome wrath, tarasques are not
sorcerers, and most of their higher consciousness has been lost. It is
not unheard of for some ambitious wizard to overcome the tarasque's
vast will. Most simply seek to drive the beast off or lull it back to

Tomb Scarabs
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-2
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
n/a
1yr
OO
Traits
Arboreal, Carapace III, Feral, Infrared Vision, Swarm, Talons, Wings
III
The dead reign supreme in the southern deserts, and they have little
use for flesh. To aid in their goals, the undead have bred a unique
form of scarab with a voracious appetite for the meat of the living and
the dead. These vermin dwell in great colonies located within charnel
pits where the Black King’s servants toss their human and animal
victims to be stripped to the bone.
Once skeletonized, the skeletons can then be animated as a proper
force. The scarabs themselves are sensitive to the psychic powers
which necromancers use to command the undead, and great swarms
of scarabs follow the Silent Legions into battle, darkening the sky and
engulfing any living creature they come across.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+3
Size
Length
-6+
6’’
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AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Length
10
40’

Tsuchinoko
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
9 Tons

are unusually devoted parents for invertebrates, and if any larvae
survive long enough to mature into their terrestrial form, they will
return to shore where the adults will protect them.
Should these young be unable to find more of their own kind, they
will readily accept humanoid surrogates. Once they have imprinted
upon a master, they will be loyal unto death, and thus many societies,
particularly merrow and the vore, breed undine to serve as mighty
bodyguards. Undines do not have the intellect or the dexterity to learn
a language or utilize technology more complex than a club, but then
again, they rarely need to.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
70yrs
★★★

Traits
Antenna, Arctic, Burrow (Snow and Ice only), Carapace III, Energy
Attack (Cold), Feral, Pallesthesia, Resistance (Cold), Slither, Stable,
Talons
Many of the world's great glaciers are home to no visible life save for
the tiny worms which feed upon algae and other microorganisms
growing in the ice and snow. In recent years, some of these minuscule
creatures have mutated into enormous monstrosities which have come
down from the glaciers in search of more plentiful fodder.
Tsuchinoko reach about fifteen meters in length and will hunt any
large creature they come across, preferring the bears, caribou, and
seals that inhabit the arctic regions. The larger a creature is, the more
likely the worm will see it as a potential meal, although it is uncertain
how they would react to a creature that is bigger than themselves.
Tsuchinoko are not social creatures, but they are not anti-social either,
families will share a nest and a hunting area, and if food or space is
scarce, they will simply move further afield rather than chasing one
another off or fighting over the territory. These worms are warmblooded and have an amazing ability to regulate their body
temperature, creating heat in great snowstorms or if they are buried in
ice, and intense cold if they must travel into warmer regions. This
process is not fully understood, but their bodily fluids are much prized
by alchemists who wish to learn more.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+1
-1
Size
Height
4
10’

Undine
END
INT
+3
Weight
1 Ton

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+3
+1
Size
Length
4
6’

Unicorn
END
INT
+3
+1
Weight
80 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★

Traits
Fleet, Hooves, Night Vision, Relic (Symbiotic Avenger), Talons,
Tusks, Weakness (Iron)
Unicorns are magical creatures that exist in the purest and most
primal areas of the world. A unicorn resembles a large white horse
with cloven hooves and a long flowing tail, while males are bearded.
The most notable feature of a unicorn is the long golden horn that
spirals from the forehead of both sexes, a powerful organ capable of
purifying the land and repairing the fabric of the spirit world.
Realms inhabited by unicorns tend to be unusually free of spiritual
corruption, and are often nexuses or ley lines of remarkable strength.
Unicorn horns are extremely valuable to alchemists, and many
unscrupulous hunters will slay unicorns to gain access to them.
Unicorns are intelligent and free-willed creatures, they will not be
tamed, although they will often come to the aid of those who are pure
in body or spirit, and especially noble and chaste individuals might
even gain one as a mount, at least for a time.
The elves of Avalon, themselves magical creatures who are close to
nature, have managed to domestic numerous unicorns. Although these
creatures are less majestic than their wild kin, they are still far
superior to any mortal horse. On the mainland, unicorns are only
ridden by the most virtuous of the Sidhe, but many elven steeds have
small traces of unicorn blood in their lineage.
Unicorns are dying throughout Pangaea, actively killed or poisoned
by foul spirits and deeds. It is said that they may soon be extinct, and
when the last unicorn is gone, the Wasteland will cover the entire
world.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+3
-1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
★

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Burrow, Carapace III, Echo Location, Feral,
Talons
Undines are enormous crustaceans, distantly related to tiny mole
crabs but much larger and more intelligent. They are massive beasts,
as large as an ogre, with long powerful arms, short legs, and
incredibly broad shoulders. Undines have an insectile face, with great
compound eyes and powerful pincers, and their four limbs end in
large spade-like claws which can rend a man in twain. Their bodies
are covered in an exoskeleton, usually blue-black in color, with an
especially thick shell along the creature’s dorsal surface.
Undines typically live by the sea, digging through the sand and
dwelling in coastal or marine cavern complexes. They prefer the
moist and the dark, although they can survive perfectly well in arid
environments, and can burrow and see with sonar when open spaces
are scarce. Undines have no society and only come together to mate
and raise young. They are carnivores, but normally only feed on tiny
seaside creatures and will not attack larger or more intelligent beings.
If injured, they will flee unless cornered or defending their families.
Undines reproduce sexually and lay their eggs in the sand. When the
eggs hatch, the larva are carried into the open ocean to grow. Undines
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Some unicorns have actually embraced the corruption. These black
unicorns of the waste are called shadavar, and they are exceptionally
cruel, with twisted or branching horns, their very bodies emitting
deadly radiation that mutates anyone who encounters them and
survives.

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-2
-1
Size
Length
4
9’

Veo
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
1 Ton

Vores are almost universally feared and hated by the other races, and
the feeling is mutual. Even the merrow view vores with suspicion,
although they are more willing to trade and make pacts with their
fellow aquatic predators than any other race.
Vores are cruel and sadistic creatures, and they love nothing more
than to slowly eat a living creature over the course of many hours or
days. Many subsist by waylaying human travelers. Larger groups will
even raid nearby human communities. If there are more humans than
can be eaten, the vores will sometimes take the survivors back to their
lair to enslave or consume at their leisure. These captives are often
left free to escape or die trying, for their inability to climb sheer walls
or breathe water will mean that a cavern that is comfortable for a vore
will be an inescapable prison for a man.
Vores who have the inclination to travel abroad are seldom welcomed
anywhere, their race’s appearance and reputation preceding them.
However, there are a few vore who have managed to find a place in
human society, even if that place is in the sewers where they wait for
young children or pets to wander off alone.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
★

Traits
Carapace IV, Feral, Talons
Sometimes called a glyptodont, the veo is an enormous relative of the
common armadillo with a great domed shell, a shaggy armored head,
and a thick tail that ends in a flail-like knob of bone. The glyptodonts
are almost as tall as a man and many times heavier.
Veos are primarily herbivores that spend much of their time foraging,
although they also dig for grubs and other small invertebrates to
supplement their diet. Their heavy armor makes them ideal livestock,
for few predators can prey upon them, while human tools can still put
them down relatively easily. In addition, they are sometimes used to
tow war machines as they have great endurance and are highly
resistant to injury.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+2
Size
Length
2
10’

Vore
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
30 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Height
4
12’

Wendigo
END
INT
+1
Weight
70 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★☆

Traits
Arboreal, Arctic, Carapace, Feral, Mimic, Night Vision, Prehensile,
Talons, Wings
Wendigos are a species of great predatory primates, standing four
meters in height and possessed of a sleek but powerful build. They
have long arms and legs which end in sharp talons, a weasel-like tail,
and are covered in long white fur which grows straight and thick,
concealing the ice blue skin beneath. Their heads are savage and their
faces flat and horrific, with wide eyes, a mouth filled with jagged
teeth, and a pair of ram-like horns emerging from their head. Their
most unusual feature is their sides, which have evolved a membrane
like that of the flying squirrel, allowing them to glide for short
distances when they choose to extend it and ride upon the storm.
Wendigos are primarily nocturnal and prefer to hunt during blizzards
when they can camouflage themselves against the falling snow and
mask the sounds of their approach with howling winds.
Wendigos live in deep forests and tall peaks, usually solitarily but
sometimes in family groups. They are fearsome predators, eating any
beasts or smaller humanoids which they can catch, and every wendigo
prefers the taste of their own kind above all others. They have a crude
language, high and shrieking like the night winds, but they almost
never use tools.
Wendigos seldom interact with other beings, it is not in their nature to
refrain from attacking, and like many wild beasts, they are especially
paranoid when hurt or needy and are likely to take help poorly. It is
unlikely that a wendigo has ever been domesticated, let alone brought
back to civilization, although Pangaea is a vast and unpredictable
land.
Most wendigos located within Imperial territory have been killed, the
few who remain are isolated on mountain peaks or in the deep forests
where even the trolls and dionjen fear to go. Most dwell in the Wild,

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
1,300yrs
★

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Arboreal, Electroreception, Mimic, Prehensile,
Slimy, Stable, Talons
A vore resembles a monster out of a nightmare. An ancient race
descended from hideous jawless fishes, the vores are terrible
predatory beings, standing nearly three meters in height, with a
twisted centaur-like form. Their lower body is long and protected by a
rib cage that stretches to the barbed tip of the tail and curves under
their belly. A large leg emerges from each corner of their body and
terminates past the knee in a great spear of bone. The upper body is
only vaguely humanoid, their arms resemble the spinal cord of a
mammal more than an ordinary limb, flexible and with many
vertebrae, and their arms end in seven long graceful fingers. The
vore’s head is shaped like that of a lamprey, with a ringed mouth
filled with razor-sharp teeth and which rests below a pair of baleful
red eyes.
The skin of a vore is pallid blue color and is slick with mucous.
Within the belly of the vore live great colonies of leech-like worms,
symbiotic organisms that break down solid food for the vore to digest
and which are passed down from one generation to the next in an
unspeakable ritual.
Vores live in watery caves where they build hives out of their ropey
excretions. They live either a solitary existence or in a clan of their
extended family, with the largest, usually the eldest female, killing
any who disagree with their leadership or wish to leave the group.
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especially in the coniferous portions at high elevations or northern
latitudes, where the cold and the snow are their allies.
The sasquatch of the Goren tribe tell tales of a time before they came
into the Imperium when the wendigo were not so rare in their lands
and a constant danger to them. They say that the wendigos were once
sasquatch, who turned upon their brethren in the dead cold of a winter
so long that no food could be found for many months save for the
frozen bodies of those who had already starved. This story is often
regarded as a myth, but anatomical studies do seem to verify that at
one point in the not too distant past the two species were indeed one
and the same.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Height
2
7’

Wose
END
INT
-2
Weight
30 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+3
Size
Length
8
30’

Wyvern
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
3 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Scent, Talons, Venom VII (Lethal),
Wings II
Subspecies: Snallygaster
Constrict, Venom VII (Anesthetic)
A smaller relative of both wurms and dragons, the wyvern is a large
winged reptile that prowls the high places of the world. Wyverns have
a long reptilian body, with powerful hind legs, a serpentine tail, a
graceful neck, huge leathery wings, and a horned head with powerful
jaws. The creature is distinct among dracoforms in that it has only
four limbs, lacking forelegs entirely. The wyvern's body is nearly ten
meters in length, and its wingspan is over double this, the creature's
size and strength alone would make it a formidable predator, but the
wyvern also has a secret weapon; its tail ends in a stinger not unlike a
scorpion's and drips with an extremely potent venom.
Wyverns normally dwell in cliffside nests and they are most prevalent
in the Canyon Lands, although some may also live in the Wild atop
the largest trees. Wyverns are highly dangerous, and any creature up
to the size of a dinosaur can fall prey to their powerful claws and
poisonous sting. Wyverns are perfectly willing to hunt humans, and
thus areas that they inhabit are dangerous for travelers. Many people
kill wyverns in retaliation, both for the security of local communities
and to harvest their venom and their eggs. It is not unheard of for a
wyvern to be hatched in captivity and trained as a stubborn but
dedicated mount to be ridden in times of war.
There are many subspecies of wyvern, from the great cold-wyrms of
the north to the fearsome snallygaster, which has lost its stinger and
traded its jaws for a mass of paralyzing tentacles.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
-2
Lifespan
Danger
35yrs
☆

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Mimic, Night Vision, Prehensile, Talons, Wings
Woses are a sub-humanoid race descended from flightless birds, who
have since lost their feathers in the darkness beneath the world. They
stand taller than a man, seven feet at least, with their powerful
shoulders hunched forward. Their arms end in long hooked claws, illsuited to manipulating fine objects but well equipped for climbing or
rending flesh. Their heads are avian, with a yellowed beak, and their
flesh is smooth and nearly black.
Woses are paranoid of outsiders, and are rarely found traveling
abroad. They live in simple family groupings, usually underground or
in the deep forest. These flocks have rudimentary cultures; primitive
but complex, with veneration of tribal spirits, savage rituals, and
rigidly enforced pecking orders. Woses have a crude squawking
language, and it is said that they could learn to understand or even
mimic human speech, but it is unlikely that any have ever chosen to.
Woses are predators, but do not usually go out of their way to hunt or
attack people unless they look especially vulnerable, enter the wose’s
traps, or carry shiny objects that catch the beast's eyes. Woses do not
make tools of their own and do not appreciate items made by other
species, although if they see one in action, they may attempt to learn
its use, or merely keep it as a “magical” token.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
+1
Size
Length
16
120’

Xexeue
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
25 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+4
+2
Lifespan
Danger
250yrs
★★★★

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Length
2
12’

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Pallesthesia, Night Vision, Slither,
Talons, Wings II
The xexue is an enormous relative of the wyvern which has lost its
hind legs and stinger completely. They are often called thunderbirds
due to the noise made by the beating of their wings, which, on a
cloudy day, is often mistaken for distant thunder. A xexue is an active
predator, using its flight and size to its advantage. These creatures
prefer to attack other fliers or animals which they can snatch without
having to land such as climbers or men atop watchtowers, but will not
hesitate to engage terrestrial prey if feeling desperate or unassailable.
Xexeues often lair in remote nests which are nearly unreachable from
the ground, often preferring cliffside caverns or underground
crevasses, but will sometimes settle for a long-abandoned mineshaft
in the hinterlands.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-2
+1
Size
Length
12
80’

Yowie
END
INT
+3
Weight
8 Tons

Yuvrn
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
12yrs
★

Traits
Burrow, Carapace III, Feral, Stable, Talons
The yuvrn are a species of large colonial insects found in many
regions of Pangaea. They are omnivorous and cultivate large patches
of subterranean fungus as their main source of food, but they also
hunt and most hives have not yet learned to restrain their urges to feed
upon men. Yuvrns are not overly dangerous unless someone gets
close to their nest or threatens their queen, and usually conflict with
yuvrns starts when humans decide to colonize the insect’s territory.
Since the appearance of the manargus, yuvrns have become a
threatened species. The manargus view them as rivals and work hard
to eradicate the more peaceful insects.
Most yuvrns are the size of a small cow and have six limbs; four large
walking legs and two smaller feeding appendages. Their heads are
built right atop their thorax, and they have very large beaked mouths
which can easily inflict a fatal bite.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+4
+3
Lifespan
Danger
160yrs
★★★★

Traits
Arboreal, Barrage (Electric), Bioelectric, Burrow, Carapace II, Cold
Blooded, Deep Breath, Feral, Pallesthesia, Stable, Talons
A yowie is a distant relative of the wurm which possesses numerous
short stubby legs that they use to burrow or to scale uneven terrain.
The yowie is a large ambush predator which attacks prey by pouncing
from rocks above or bursting from the sand below, and they are often
considered to be nearly as dangerous as a true dragon. The yowie is
also able to generate a strong bioelectric current and is even able to
focus this electricity into a single point, creating a discharge that can
paralyze prey or knock enemy fliers from the air.
The origin of these creatures is unknown to modern science, but some
giants boast that the original yowies were bred by their ancestors to
wage a secret war against the dragons who dominated Pangaea by
burrowing into the great wyrm’s lairs and devouring their eggs.
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Sea Monsters
AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
Size
Length
0
3’

So-called Sea Monsters are similar in many respects to beasts, but
dwell in the water instead of on land or in the sky. Sea monsters are
rarely encountered directly, the odds of swimming in the presence of
a hungry sea monster are, fortunately, rather small. Sea monsters do,
however, disrupt sea life, and fishermen or sailors might hire
renowned monster hunters to trap and kill such beasts. Likewise,
many sea monsters have learned that boats are easy sources of food
and will often attempt to capsize smaller vessels, while larger sea
monsters might simply pick sailors of the deck of a ship or sink it
entirely. Many sorcerers and animal tamers have even persuaded a sea
monster to lair near an island fortress or aquatic treasure and act as a
deterrent to potential thieves.
The Earth of Heart of Darkness is a younger world than the one we
are familiar with, and as a result, the salinity of the ocean is
significantly lower. Most sea creatures can therefore adapt to either
fresh or saltwater; it is perfectly reasonable to encounter many of the
smaller sea monsters in rivers or lakes.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-2
+1
Size
Length
8
25’

Acipenser
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
3 Tons

Ambize
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
12 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
15yrs
☆

Traits
Antenna, Carapace III, Feral, Fins, Gills, Talons
The anomalocaris is a very distant relative of the shrimp and is
commonly found in the Tethys sea. They have a leaf-shaped body
stretching one or two meters in length, with a feathery tail, two small
arms near the head, and a single pair of stalked compound eyes.
Though anomalocarids are predatory, they are adapted for feeding off
marine invertebrates, and they usually have more to fear from humans
than humans do from them.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-1
+1
Size
Length
14
150’

Cadborosaurus
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
+4
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
35 Tons
350yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace II, Constrictor, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Talons
The cadborosaurus is a true sea serpent, an aquatic reptile distantly
related to a terrestrial wurm. These creatures are very long, often
exceeding fifty meters, and have a scaly serpentine form with several
maneuvering fins located along the body.
Cadborosauruses are commonly spotted by sailors when they surface
for air, but they spend most of their time hunting in deeper waters.
They have learned that humans are easy prey in the ocean, and larger
specimens frequently attack ships, picking lone sailors off the deck or
smashing smaller vessels after entwining them within their coils.

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
150yrs
★★★

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace II, Deep Breath, Electroreception, Feral, Gills,
Slither, Talons
The acipenser is a huge lungfish that lurks in bayous and coastal
mangroves. It has a long sinuous body and powerful tail, and though
it has several tiny maneuvering fins, it only has a single pair of
locomotive limbs, about halfway down its body, which are strong
enough to propel it through the water at great speed or provide limited
mobility on land. Acipensers are especially aggressive and dangerous,
they have been known to breach the water to pursue prey with little
fear of becoming beached.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
Size
Length
10
20’

Anomalocaris
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
6 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
Size
Length
2
12’

Carcolch
END
INT
+3
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
★

Traits
Amphibious, Feral, Fins, Talons, Venom IV (Anesthetic)
The carcolch is a large mollusk that is distantly related to the tiny
cuttlefish. It has a large fleshy body roughly the size and shape of a
seal's, with several small tentacles about the mouth and one much
larger tentacle which protrudes from the creature's back.
The carcolch frequently extends its dorsal tentacle just above the
waves, where it appears to be the head and neck of a much smaller
creature; this is thought to be an attempt to lure prey much like an
angler fish. Carcolchs often beach themselves to clear parasites and
are far more aggressive on land than in water due to the increased
feeling of vulnerability.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★★☆

Traits
Amphibious, Carapace II, Feral, Fins, Pallesthesia, Talons
The sea hog, sometimes called an ambize, is an odd amphibious
creature that has a body that resembles a cross between a fish, a boar,
and a crocodile. It is very rotund, with a flat tusked head, four limbs
ending in webbed claws, and a blunt paddle-shaped tail. Ambize are
omnivorous, and they seldom attack humans unprovoked, however
they are said to be a source of delicious meat, and therefore
provocation comes often when they are spotted by sailors who have
gone a long time without proper food.
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AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Length
16
90’

Cetus
END
INT
+2
-3
Weight
100 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
150yrs
★★★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-2
+3
Size
Length
6
100’

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Fins, Gills
The cetus is amongst the largest of all fish, a great giant of the seas
which can exceed thirty meters in length. They are not active
predators, instead, they merely filter microorganisms from the water
in the same manner as most larger sharks and whales, and are often
hunted for their copious meat and oil.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
Size
Length
10
25’

Chelone
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
15 Tons

Charybdis
END
INT
+4
-3
Weight
90 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
5yrs
★☆

Traits
Camouflage, Constrictor, Feral, Fins, Gills, Slimy, Talons, Thrasher
The con-rit is an enormous flatworm that can be found in both the
open ocean and inland bodies springs and cisterns. These creatures
have a slimy and nearly translucent body, and though they are only a
few wide, some can stretch over fifty meters in length. Con-rit are
filter feeders, consuming the decaying corpses and waste of other
organisms, but they are not helpless. Their heads contain poisoned
teeth and tentacles which they use to kill any large creature which
comes too close. No one is sure why they do this, they are incapable
of feeding on flesh. Perhaps it is out of fear or a sense of competition;
more likely they are simply wishing to add more nutrients to the water
lest they exhaust their food supply and destroy the local ecosystem.
Water which is inhabited by a con-rit is quickly rendered remarkably
clean and clear, the beast sucking up any detritus within. As a result,
the con-rit is seen as beneficial despite the danger, although those
who bathe in the water or congregate near its edge must remain
constantly alert.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
500yrs
★★★

Traits
Carapace IV, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Scent, Talons
The chelone is an enormous snapping turtle that has evolved to
survive in the open ocean. It is a tough creature, with a thick shell
adorned with numerous serrated barbs to discourage parasites and
hangers-on. The cetus is also an aggressive predator, often attacking
whales several times its own size, although it is generally slow
enough that if it doesn't wound its prey in the initial attack, it will be
swiftly outdistanced. Chelones generally hunt near the surface of deep
water, they must breathe after all, but they usually rest on the bottom
of shallower lakes and estuaries or in aquatic caves.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-4
+2
Size
Diameter
14
50’

Con-rit
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
40 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
Size
Length
8
20’

Dingonek
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
150yrs
★★

Traits
Deep Breath, Carapace II, Fins, Talons, Tusks
The dingonek is a dangerous river monster distantly related to the
common walrus, which it dwarfs in size. Like a walrus, it possesses
long tusks, but it also has a thick scaly carapace like that of an
armadillo as well as a long tail that is tipped with a razor-sharp barb,
useful when hunters attempt to trap or surround its long and clumsy
body.
The dingonek is extraordinarily territorial, and is sometimes
considered to be a blessing as they are not carnivorous and will clear
their habitat of dangerous creatures such as sharks and crocodiles,
leaving it safe and bountiful for swimmers and fisherman alike so
long as they can avoid the monster's ire.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace V, Constrictor, Feral, Gills, Lame, Quills, Talons, Thrasher,
Tusks, Venom VI (Anesthetic)
The charybdis is a huge colonial organism, similar in many ways to a
Portuguese man o' war. The creature's central body is contained
within an armored covering, and thousands of tiny tendrils extend out
from this shell, many floating on the water's surface. Each tentacle is
covered in millions of tiny venomous cnidocytes, and creatures
without immunity are quickly paralyzed should they swim into the
monster’s reach, a common occurrence, as each tentacle is so fine
they are seldom visible to the naked eye. Once paralyzed, the
creature's body is broken down by legions of tiny crablike creatures
that make up the charybdis' digestive system before being brought
into the main body. Charybdises have no natural predators and few
parasites, and they typically only die when ripped apart by a
particularly fierce storm. In the wake of such a death, the creature's
mating pouches are torn open, spilling countless larva into the open
water, some of which may develop into a new charybdis over time.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
Size
Length
6
35’

Dunkleosteus
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
2.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace III, Feral, Fins, Gills, Pallesthesia, Talons
Dunkleosteus are a species of enormous armored fish the size of a
small whale. They are carnivorous creatures who hunt smaller
organisms and rely on their own shells to protect them from larger
predators. These beasts are slow but powerful, and their beak-like
mouths are much stronger than the jaws of similarly sized sharks.
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Dunkleosteus are found in nearly all large aquatic habitats, from deep
rivers to the open ocean.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
+2
Size
Length
2
6’

Haniver
END
INT
+2
Weight
20 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
+2
Size
Length
0
6’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+3
-1
Lifespan
Danger
70yrs
★

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+2
Size
Length
4
15’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
☆

Traits
Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Pallesthesia, Talons
An ichthyosaur is a marine reptile with an overall shape resembling
that of a dolphin. They are not quite so intelligent or playful as
cetaceans, although they can still be easily domesticated by those with
patience and a large supply of fresh fish. Ichthyosaurs are trained by
some fishermen to work much like sheepdogs, herding schools into
their nets in exchange for a share of the catch. Other ichthyosaurs are
driven off or killed by people who cannot afford the competition, and
some schools have even turned aggressive and learned to prey upon
swimmers.

Traits
Amphibious, Bounder, Carapace II, Feral, Fins, Pallesthesia, Talons,
Venom III (Anesthetic), Wings
Hanivers are an unusually shaped species of sea ray which hunt in
large packs. They are longer than a man is tall and their underbelly is
composed of a wide toothy mouth and an almost humanoid face.
Hanivers are known to come ashore on occasion, waddling upon their
lower fins, and are powerful jumpers; even said to propel themselves
onto the decks of ships so that they might eat the crew.
Hippocampus
END
INT
+3
Weight
80 Stone

Ichthyosaur
END
INT
+1
Weight
10 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+1
Size
Length
18
150’

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
★☆

Jasconius
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
300 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
3,000yrs
★★★★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Fins, Gills, Pallesthesia, Talons
The Jasconius is amongst the largest of fish, sometimes mistaken for
an island on the rare occasions when they surface. It is primarily a
creature of the deep sea, a hunter of the inky black depths, however,
when food is scarce they will move into shallower waters.
The jasconius itself has a massive scaly body, blunt and rounded for a
fish, with an enormous jaw full of great fangs that it can open
inordinately wide. Jasconiuses will eat any creature they come upon,
even others of their own species, and eggs are fertilized by males after
the female is already long gone. Jasconiuses do not normally notice
tiny humans unless they do something to bring attention to
themselves, but should they be near enough to the surface to
encounter boats, they will attempt to eat them whole along with any
passengers they might contain.

Traits
Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Talons
Often called a water horse due to the shape of its head and neck, the
hippocampus is actually a large marine reptile. They are intelligent
predators and will not attack humans if they think they are in any
position to defend themselves. Instead, the hippocampus will appear
to be friendly, allowing itself to be touched or fed by humans and
perhaps even ridden. This is, however, a sadistic ruse, and the
hippocampus will attack anyone whom they find swimming alone or
whom they have carried out into open water.
Ichneumon
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-2
-1
+1
-2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2 Stone
20yrs
OO
Traits
Amphibious, Carapace II, Feral, Fins, Quills, Talons, Venom V
(Anesthetic)
Ichneumon are flattened fish whose sides are covered in dangerous
toxic spines. These creatures are parasites, and usually stick to the
hides of much larger sea monsters, feeding upon cast-off skin and the
remains of their meals. Ichneumon are sometimes found clamped to
the side of a boat or even resting in the sand of a beach, and woe to
the man who accidentally steps upon one, for although their toxin is
merely used to numb a larger creature, it will cause complete
paralysis of a man, who will then likely be drowned or killed by
predators, at which time the ichneumon will happily feast upon the
scraps.
AGI
CHA
DEX
-1
-3
Size
Length
-4
3’

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
Size
Length
20
500’

Jormungandr
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+4
+1
+4
+4
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
1,000 Tons
25,000yrs
★★★★★

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Fins, Gills, Pallesthesia, Talons
The jormungandr is the largest of all living creatures. This enormous
deep-sea eel has a long serpentine body that can reach hundreds of
meters in length and thousands of tons in mass. Only a few
jormungandr are thought to exist, and most spend their time in the
open water above the deepest seas. Regions that they travel through
are often wiped clean of life in their wake. Though these creatures
destroy entire ecosystems, they are not active hunters, they merely
open their mouths wide and filter all organic matter through their
bodies. They will feed upon smaller creatures by swimming through
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the greatest concentration of life, but rarely taking time to go after an
individual organism that is smaller than a whale.
Jormungandar have no natural predators; even a kraken would be
foolish to try. They do, however, attract parasites, and when one nears
the coast human hunters sometimes foolishly decide to kill one for the
sake of the local fishermen. In either case, the jormungandr is capable
of launching itself from the ocean, the force of the impact killing all
nearby creatures and capsizing the sturdiest vessels.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+4
Size
Length
16
200’

Kraken
END
INT
+4
Weight
200 Tons

Libans are a curious sort of seal which inhabits cold waters. Their
bodies are covered in thick white hair and they have no distinct head
or face, instead, the front of their body terminates in a prehensile
appendage similar to an elephant's trunk. These creatures are
dangerous predators to smaller invertebrates, they specialize in
feeding off of giant crustaceans and shellfish, but they are slow and
awkward in open water and usually fall prey to larger creatures,
although their size is usually enough to deter any threats smaller than
a pod of orcas.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
★★★★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
Size
Length
16
75’

Traits
Amphibious, Cloud, Constrictor, Fins, Immunity (Neurotoxins),
Mimic, Polarized Vision, Resistance (Blunt), Talons, Thrasher
The kraken is a truly monstrous cephalopod, resembling both the
gigantic octopus and the colossal squid, while being larger and more
horrific than either. They are considered by many to be the most
dangerous creatures in all the oceans, possessing not only a size
exceeding the largest whales, but also a superhuman intellect.
A kraken has a massive fleshy body nearly ten meters across as well
as a dozen tentacles, each well over fifty meters in length. Ten of
these tentacles are amazingly dexterous, while the remaining two end
in hooked barbs. A kraken possesses a single pair of intelligent eyes
as well as a yawning mouth and barbed tongue.
Krakens will eat almost anything and take particular joy in feeding on
humans. They are strong enough to smash most ships, and they
possess the intelligence and dexterity to pick larger vessels clean with
their tentacles. Their normal diet consists of large fish and sea
mammals, particularly whales and sharks. Smaller sea monsters give
krakens a wide berth, and they will not usually pursue fleeing prey
unless they are feeling particularly hungry or malicious at the time.
Krakens are capable of surviving out of the water, however they are
slow and clumsy on land and do not enjoy the feeling of vulnerability.
Krakens do not have a society. Although a solitary kraken is virtually
immortal, they die soon after mating, leaving their young to survive
alone in the deep ocean. They have no language of their own but are
capable of learning the language of other species, many speak the
tongue of the merrow and some even know Terran.
Most krakens are content to live a solitary existence until boredom or
lust drives them unto their death, however, others choose to carve out
undersea empires, using their great strength and intelligence to force
smaller creatures to accept them as gods. Many kingdoms of Nereid,
Lamia, and even Merrow ultimately serve one of these great
mollusks.

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
+1
Size
Length
10
50’

Liban
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
13 Tons

Liopleurodon
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
80 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
250yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Night Vision, Pallesthesia,
Scent, Talons
The liopleurodon is the largest and most dangerous of all marine
reptiles, a 25-meter pliosaur with an insatiable appetite for flesh.
These creatures have short stocky bodies and tails, propelled by four
long flippers and with a head that resembles a huge and extremely
powerful crocodile. Liopleurodons are apex predators in most regions,
although their need to breathe means that they will often lose out in
direct contests with deep-sea monsters that enter their domain.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
Size
Length
10
45’

Lotan
END
INT
+3
Weight
15 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
★★★

Traits
Feral, Fins, Gills, Talons
The lotan is an enormous tadpole that inhabits many seas throughout
Pangaea. They have a large oval-shaped body with a brown back and
a yellow underbelly, and a long thin tail which they use as a
flagellum. Lotans are slow and clumsy, but relentless, and they will
pursue smaller animals for great distances. They are omnivorous and
dangerous to humanoid divers, they will also do their best to overturn
boats to get at the people within. Although lotans are feared, they are
not so great as the danger which some become, for if they live long
and feed well, they will eventually travel to the ocean floor and
metamorphose into the slitherydee.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+1
Size
Length
6
25’

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
120yrs
★★☆

Melusine
END
INT
+2
+2
Weight
2.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★

Traits
Constrictor, Deep Breath, Fins, Gills, Quills, Talons, Thrasher
Melusines are a race of huge ocean-dwelling creatures which predate
most terrestrial life. They have an enormous body shaped roughly like
a large fish or small whale, with three pairs of fins and a vertical tail
fluke. Their fore-body is home to dozens of tentacles, each covered in

Traits
Arctic, Carapace, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Prehensile, Talons
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thousands of jagged spines. Amidst the tentacles is a great boneless
head with a large tooth-filled maw and a single angular eye, reflective
and red, lacking in pupil or sclera. Although they seem to combine
many features of fish and squid, they are in fact related to neither.
Melusines are cnidarians, free-swimming polyps whose closest
animal relatives are the tiny sail jellies which are sometimes found
beached upon sandy coasts by the thousands.
Melusines are solitary beings who generally avoid others of their
kind, although they can communicate through an instinctual language
of electrical and chemical signals released into the water. They cannot
speak in the human tongue, although a few have learned to understand
some Terran over the years. They generally avoid other intelligent
beings, although they sometimes trade goods or share information
with the merrow.
Melusines are carnivorous. They filter incoming water through their
tentacles, and their spines skewer any smaller creatures which pass
through them and then draw the meat into their maw. They generally
ignore larger ocean creatures, although if they find a fresh carcass or
are forced to kill in self-defense, they will eat the corpse without
hesitation. Melusines generally avoid eating what are obviously
sapient creatures such as swimming humans, although they often fail
to spot the smaller creatures or notice them for what they are. They do
not do this out of any concept of morality or respect, but rather
because they know that men can be dangerous, especially in groups,
and do not wish to jeopardize their existence for such a small meal.
Melusines are unique amongst sapient beings in that they reproduce
through fission. Once a melusine has become old and well-fed
enough, it will split into two smaller creatures, each a near-perfect
copy of the original, who will each go their own way in search of
food. This method of reproduction has many advantages; their entire
population is fertile and does not need to seek out a mate, they are
effectively immortal if not killed and, most importantly, their
geographic minds can remember all the way back to the origins of
their race in the murky past. This means that most melusines have
vast reserves of knowledge. It also means that they readily understand
one another and have an ease in dealing with others of their kind, after
all at some point in the past they were the same being. Some can even
remember back to the Mesozoic wars when their race first budded off
from a lost merrow superweapon called the Dreamer in the Dark.
Melusines rarely deal with humanoids other than the occasional
merrow or lamia. They do not make tools of their own, and few tools
made by other races can be used by one with their physiology or
habitat.
Usually, they simply ignore humans unless they are attacked, or
someone gets caught in the melusine's tentacles, but a few creative
beings have found ways to communicate with them and, if they can,
offer one enough to catch its interest, gain access to a veritable
library, one containing nearly all the knowledge of the sea.

Mosasaur
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-2
+1
+1
-1
+2
+1
Length
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
10-60’
50-800 Stone
60yrs
1/4 Size
Traits
Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Mosasaurs are marine lizards that are common predators in many of
the shallow seas around Pangaea. Most are between five and ten
meters in length and they possess a long almost serpentine body.
Mosasaurs are one of the more dangerous sea monsters due to their
aggressive natures, prolific numbers, and ability to swim right up to
shore without becoming beached, and attacks by mosasaurs are
roughly as common as those by sharks.
There are many subspecies of mosasaur, and while most are not much
larger than humans they never stop growing, and some are true
leviathans rivaling megalodons in size and appetite.
AGI
+1
Size
4-14

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+3
Size
Length
12
120’

Naitaka
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
15 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
250yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Constrictor, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Gills, Pallesthesia,
Scent, Talons
The naitaka is a form of sea serpent descended from enormous deepwater eels. Most naitakas dwell in large lakes rather than the ocean,
and as a result, there are frequent sightings of such lake monsters,
although they are adept at hiding from those who foolishly wish to
kill or capture them. Naitakas have a long and sinuous body with
numerous pairs of very small fins to guide them and a long, almost
beaklike, snout.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+2
+1
Size
Length
6
45’

Plesiosaur
END
INT
-1
+1
Weight
1 Ton

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
50yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Talons, Tusks
Plesiosaurs are large marine predators which are common on many
Pangaean shores. They are reptiles, albeit warm-blooded ones, and
they need to breathe frequently and lay their eggs on the shore like
turtles. Plesiosaurs are characterized by a large body with a squat tail
and four large flippers, their necks are extremely long and most have
relatively small heads. They typically swim with their heads above the
surface of the water and feed upon fish, cephalopods, and marine
birds, as well as invertebrates that dwell in the tide pools and on the
sides of rocks. Plesiosaurs are often hunted for sport or food, and
some have learned to hunt humans in turn, often picking unsuspecting
victims from docks or the deck of a ship and then diving with them
before their fellows can react.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+3
Size
Length
12
60’

Rahab
END
INT
-1
Weight
20 Tons

host's flesh that attempting to separate them would become a death
sentence.
Colonies of sargassians adhere to one another and do not respect the
boundaries between organisms. Once they have latched onto a beast
they do not let go, if it dies it is consumed and its nutrients divided
amongst the whole, if it survives it becomes part of the mass.
The eldest sargassian colonies move like living islands, with hundreds
of victims bound together and unable to escape from the whole. The
base of the colony is pulled by entombed sharks, whales, and sea
monsters, drawn by primal hunger and forced to drag their captors
behind them. Embedded within the squamous mass are all manner of
sea creatures and fallowing organisms as well as birds and even a few
unfortunate sailors, their humanoid features warped and all but
unrecognizable beneath the sea of parasites, their minds shattered by
pain and hunger, and their pleas for death drowned out by the clicking
of the chitinous feeder tendrils which emerge from their flesh.
Sargassians grapple their enemies and they do not let go. If a creature
dies in their grasp it is eaten, and even if it escapes it may succumb to
the infestation if the creature's young managed to rake root within its
flesh. Should a survivor fail to escape their captor, it will be fused to
the rest of the colony. All such creatures move as if they were
grappling with one another and cannot escape without being torn
apart in the process.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+4
Lifespan
Danger
240yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Night Vision, Pallesthesia,
Scent, Talons
Rahabs are sometimes called sea drakes, as they share similar body
shapes and dispositions. These creatures are foul-tempered and
aggressive, eagerly attacking other large sea monsters as well as
human sailors and swimmers. Rahabs require air to breathe and their
legs are suitable for walking on land, but they still spend virtually
their entire life in the water, most making their home in coastal
caverns, the entrances to which are rarely accessible from the surface.
Rahabs are prized guardians, and their eggs and young are quite
valuable, if trained early enough they can learn to serve as war-beasts
in naval battles and even to act as mounts, although the ill-natured
creatures are likely to turn on their master if mistreated in the
slightest.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
+1
Size
Length
-2
3’

Rusalka
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
4 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
Lifespan
Danger
1 Year
-

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
+1
Size
Length
8
12’

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace III, Deep Breath, Feral, Scent, Stable, Talons,
Venom V (Lethal)
Rusalkas are a giant species of voracious waterbugs. They are only
moderately dangerous as individuals, but tend to congregate in large
schools, and if one of them detects potential prey, the entire group
will enter a frenzy. The sting of the rusalka is amongst the most
painful in the animal kingdom, and even a single bite can incapacitate
a grown man, while a whole school will slay a much larger creature in
moments and reduce it to a skeleton soon after.

AGI
CHA DEX
*-2
*
*
Size
Length
*
*

Sargassian
END
INT
*
*
Weight
x3

Scylla
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
10 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
★★☆

Traits
Amphibious, Antenna, Carapace III, Feral, Stable, Talons
Scyllas are immense crustaceans that are worshipped as gods by many
primitive communities. Most are not active predators, preferring to
feed on the corpses of large aquatic creatures which have sunk to the
ocean floor.
Scyllas are not strangers to combat; they are very protective of their
food and work hard to drive other scavengers away, especially those
who were there before the scylla arrived. Scyllas will hunt if food is
scarce, and they are also capable of moving across dry land for brief
periods of time, usually only to travel from one body of water to
another. Scyllas drive other large aquatic predators from a region and
are thus seen as a sign of good luck and are often encouraged to stay
in an area by gifts from the local population; the great crabs do not
attack swimmers or compete with fishermen for smaller prey. They
are, however, not overly grateful or intelligent, and have no
compunctions against coming ashore and consuming coastal villages
or raiding their livestock if desperate.

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
*
☆

Traits
* + Amphibious, Carapace IV, Constrictor, Infestation
There are many colonial organisms in the ocean, paired with either
symbiotic species or members of their own kind, but only the
sargassian is so virulently parasitic. The sargassians are colonies of
barnacles, conical shells ranging in diameters from less than an inch
to almost a meter, with protruding claws and hooked feeder tendrils
emerging from the ossified crevices of their shells.
Unlike most of their kind, the sargassians do not adhere to rocks,
instead, they infest larger sea creatures and multiply until their host's
hide is thick with a crust of barnacles and they are too weighed down
to fight back. The sargassians then burrow hooks so deep into their

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
+2
Size
Length
2
9’

Sea Bishop
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
30 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Gills, Prehensile, Talons
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The sea bishop is an odd bipedal fish named for the strange shape of
its head, which resembles a priest’s miter. Though its form is
humanoid, their mind is more akin to a shark's, and when they come
ashore it is almost invariably to search for food or to escape some
greater threat in the water. In the latter case, they are often seen as
mere curiosities, but in the former, they are a source of much concern
and are often met with violence from local militias or monster hunters
before being driven back into the sea.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-2
+2
Size
Wingspan
6
50’

Sevra
END
INT
-1
-1
Weight
2.5 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-3
+3
Size
Length
8
30’

Slitherydee
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
400 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+2
+4
Lifespan
Danger
180yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Aquatic, Blind, Constrictor, Deep Breath, Extra Head IV, Scent,
Talons, Venom VI (Anesthetic)
A taniwha is a strange creature, a conjoined beast that stalks the
shallow seas. It has a long serpentine body supported by four thick
stubby legs. At one end is a long whip-like tail ending in a flowing
fan of fins that float in the water like scintillating seaweed. The other
end breaks apart into numerous serpentine necks, each ending in a
mouth ringed in dozens of tiny tentacles, resembling a large and very
toxic sea anemone. Taniwhas are notable for their colors, their scaly
hides and fleshy tentacles can be found painted with all manner of
bright and vibrant shades, and their fins are actually prismatic,
generating an ever-changing pattern of rainbows and sparkling lights
to lure unwary prey from both above and below the waves.
Taniwhas generally live in shallow water, where they are voracious
predators, known to sweep the ocean floor of prey and devour entire
tropical reefs in a period of weeks. They do not normally come on
land to hunt, although they will raise their long necks above the water
to snatch a shorebird or a beached sea mammal or to drink a tide pool
dry along with its inhabitants. The monster is not afraid of humans,
and will not hesitate to snatch a fisherman off a dock or from a low
boat. Though they will not willingly venture onto dry land, they are
often exposed by the lowest tides and will then prowl the tidal
mudflats. The taniwha can become easily confused during these
forays, venturing into estuaries, up inland waterways, and possibly
even onto dry land in search of food and the departed ocean.
It is on these rare inland ventures that the taniwha is most dangerous.
The longer it spends away from the ocean the hungrier and more
desperate it becomes, and it will readily attack almost any animal it
comes across, and will raid even a densely populated settlement,
heedless of attack or fortification. If it does not first perish from
dehydration or at the hands of men, it will settle in the first large body
of water it comes across. If this happens to be an inland lagoon or
swamp, it will likely die from strange pathogens or starvation, but no
few taniwha have taken permanent refuge in bayous and billabongs
across Pangaea. Here they remain, preying upon travelers, and often
get mistaken for the more familiar hydra, much to the dismay of those
who venture into the strange creature's lair in hopes of slaying the
monster.

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
-2
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
★★

Traits
Bounder, Carapace II, Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Gills, Talons, Wings
II
Sevras are huge flying fish that extend their vast wings to soar out of
the water for brief periods of time. They are carnivores, and have
evolved their unique form of movement to take advantage of seals and
other land-locked creatures who lack mobility out of the water, but in
recent years have perfected the strategy of leaping over ships and
grabbing sailors as they pass. As a result, sevras now eat more
humans than virtually any other sea monster.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+2
Size
Length
18
250’

Taniwha
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
4 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+4
+2
Lifespan
Danger
500yrs
★★★★☆

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Carapace, Feral, Prehensile, Talons
The slitherydees are the largest of all amphibians, gigantic marine
salamanders which trudge across the vast ocean floor. They are truly
massive predators which prey upon other sea monsters, only the great
jormungandar are beyond their reach, although battles between
slitherydees and krakens are uncertain.
Many folks might consider the slitherydee to be a blessing, as they
feed upon other creatures which are more likely to be a danger to
human lives or business while the slitherydees themselves stick to the
deep ocean where no man ever goes. Still, they are not without risk,
for they are sometimes distressed into traveling onto dry land, usually
the result of hunger, disease, or being disturbed by a great storm.
During these occasions, they are sometimes drawn to coastal cities
where they cause great destruction and loss of life and are often
mistaken for tarasques.
There is little that can be done to hurt a slitherydee, and most people
simply hide and wait for them to leave, and even when artillery is
deployed to drive them off, it usually does little more than anger the
behemoths.
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AGI
CHA
DEX
+3
-3
+2
Size
Length
12
60’

Uktena
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
20 Tons

surface, and it can live for thousands of years, often allowing an entire
ecosystem to develop on its back. No one is quite sure how a zaratan
feeds itself, they do not appear to be filter feeders, and they are
certainly not predators; they despise combat and are reluctant to even
defend themselves, normally they are content to let their great shells
deter attackers. Some postulate that they feed off the life force of the
plants and animals that grow upon their shell, or perhaps engage in a
form of limited photosynthesis with the algae that cling to them.
When zaratans are seen eating, it is usually upon plants, nipping at
seaweed which floats upon the ocean's surface, and maybe with the
creature's glacially slow metabolism, this is enough.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Bioelectric, Carapace II, Electroreception, Feral, Fins, Gill, Prehensile
Uktenas are ugly creatures that are distantly related to electric eels.
Their long slimy bodies are slightly flattened with runners along their
entire length to give them momentum. The creature's fins have
evolved to be crude grasping arms, and the head resembles a gharial
with a long thin snout full of sharp teeth. These beasts are typically
found inland, they usually make their homes in very large rivers or in
estuaries near the open sea. Uktenas are capable of sensing electric
currents in the water and have several organs along their body capable
of producing a fatal jolt.

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-1
Size
Length
20
100’

Zaratan
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
600 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Length
14
60’

Zeuglodon
END
INT
Weight
40 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
120yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Deep Breath, Feral, Fins, Night Vision, Talons
A zeuglodon is a predatory whale with a long serpentine shape. They
are huge creatures and dangerous hunters, smaller whales being their
favorite food. They rarely come into shallow water for fear of
becoming beached, although sometimes hunger will drive them to it.
Though they are not extremely aggressive, zeuglodons will not back
down from a fight and are occasionally seen battling other sea
monsters or overly ambitious whalers.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
+4
Lifespan
Danger
50,000yrs
★★★★☆

Traits
Carapace IV, Deep Breath, Iron Stomach, Feral, Fins, Talons
The zaratan is a gigantic sea turtle so vast that many mistake its shell
for a small island. A zaratan spends virtually its entire life on the
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Undead
No group of creatures garners so much fear and suspicion as the
undead. They are beings created from the corpses, spirits, and
disembodied life forces of the dead, and thus they represent not only
physical danger but the terrifying possibility of joining them in their
curse for all eternity.
Undead are typically created through necromancy, although
sometimes they are generated by the psychic energy released when a
mortal dies a particularly tragic or violent death or takes unfinished
business with them to the grave. Some tainted lands also give rise to
the walking dead spontaneously, those who die within their borders
rising again to seek the flesh of the living.
Most undead are nearly mindless, maintaining only vestiges of their
previous memories or the personality they possessed in life. Unless
commanded by a necromancer, they exist only to consume the living,
and rarely seek to communicate or make use of their skills.
Undead feed on animus rather than flesh, and will quickly lose
interest in victims once they have died. Likewise, they tend to ignore
plants, constructs, spirits, and other undead; and they will prey upon
members of their previous species above all others.
Mindless undead typically prioritize feeding over their own safety,
although they are not completely without an instinct for selfpreservation. They will not knowingly walk into a trap unless they are
sure they can take their victim out with them, and will never enter
holy ground unbidden.
Any sort of creature can become undead, although those without a
skeleton of some sort will likely rot away to nothing within a few
years if not preserved.
Undead retain any traits or proficiencies they possessed in life.
Though undead never change, the magic which holds them together
becomes sturdier and more potent over time. As they age, undead
creatures grow faster and stronger, their eyes become hypnotic and
able to gaze into the worlds beyond, and their minds grow vast with
centuries of accumulated knowledge and increasing detachment from
their corporeal forms. Undead can spend character points normally.
Greater undead all possess the avatar trait that grows stronger as they
age. Newly created undead have only a single rank, while those that
have been dead longer than they were alive have a second. Those
elders whose undeath is measured in centuries have a third rank, and
millennia-old ancients have four.
Undead who lose their self-control as a result of the avatar trait will
give in to their undead natures, usually their hunger for the flesh or
blood of the living or pursuing whatever obsessions or passions led
them toward becoming undead in the first place.
Undead continue to decay and do not heal, be it through natural,
magical, chemical, or medical means, although necromancers can
repair them and vampires can steal vitality from the living.
Undead which suffer damage which equals or exceeds double their
vitality are destroyed and returned to ordinary corpses. Such corpses
must be repaired before they can be animated again except as
dybbukim.
The danger rating for undead is in addition to that of their base
species, although the Gamekeeper may need to make adjustments for
redundant or useless abilities on a case by case basis.

AGI
CHA DEX
*
*-3
*
Size
Height
*
*

Antediluvian
END
INT
*
*-3
Weight
1/2

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
☆

Traits
Carapace V, Construct, Life Sense, Thrall, Weakness (Blunt)
After untold ages, the bones of ancient creatures may undergo a
process of fossilization, transforming them into stone. Should a
necromancer unearth such ancient bones, they can use them to create
skeletons of exceeding durability known as antediluvians.
An antediluvian is treated as a normal skeleton, but its ossified form
makes laying it back to rest a difficult endeavor indeed.
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*
*
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*

Banshee
END
INT
*
*
Weight
Intangible

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★☆

Traits
Construct, Energy Attack (Cold), Incorporeal, Life Sense, Wail
A fey being's body, soul, and life force are all inseparably intertwined.
Should one die under circumstances that would give rise to a ghost or
a wraith, a banshee is created instead. A banshee is an ectoplasmic
creature that resembles the being it was in life, only luminous,
semitransparent, and twisted by the trauma of death.
Banshees can attack in the manner typical of wraiths or ghosts, but
their most deadly weapon is their voice; a mere word from a banshee
can snuff out the spark of life within a man’s heart.
Banshees are not tied to any object, even their own body, but damage
from a spell, holy water, or sacred weapon can put them to rest.
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Dybbuk
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
*
*-4
*
*
*
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
*1/25
Eternal
OO
Traits
Amorphous*, Construct, Incorporeal*, Life Sense, Slither, Thrall
A Dybbuk is the result of necromantic magic applied to an incomplete
corpse, leaving separate body parts which are able to move and act
independently such as crawling hands, hopping feet, rolling heads,
skulking skins, slithering intestines, or peeping eyeballs.
Some are even stranger, such as oozing pools of blood or clouds of
roiling ash leftover from a cremation. A truly creative necromancer
can even create a sentient brain in a jar that functions as a grotesque
computer, undying organs that can mesh with still living tissue, or use
taxidermy to create a mounted hide that puppets a wicker frame like a
macabre marionette.
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Ghast
END
INT
*
*
Weight
*

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
*
-

Traits
Feral, Scent
Ghasts, or plague zombies, are a form of undead that are created by
science rather than magic. Humans who die while under the effects of
ghastly fever slip into a comatose state between life and death. They
will awaken several hours later, their conscious mind forever
shattered, leaving their body a feral beast that lives only to feed and
spread the plague.
Unlike most undead, ghasts require a minimal amount of food, water,
and oxygen to survive, although they never sleep and are unaffected
by holy water or null zones. The rate of decay in a ghast is greatly
slowed as the plague they carry destroys most parasites and
decomposers, but after several years their bodies will finally wear out.
Ghasts carry themselves with quick jerky movements, and have keen
senses of smell; they do not suffer the penalties of normal zombies. In
addition, ghasts carry the plagues which animated them, and those
they bite risk infection. Living beings wounded by a ghast’s unarmed
attacks are exposed to ghastly fever and will rise as a ghast should
they die while under its effects. Most forms of ghastly fever will only
infect mammalian humanoids, but other strains might also affect
reptiles or beasts.
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Ghost
END
INT
*
*
Weight
Intangible
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*
*
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*
*
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*
*
*
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★-★★★

Mummy
END
INT
*
*
Weight
1/2

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Construct, Life Sense, Thrall, Weakness (Heat)
Mummies are raised from the carefully preserved dead. Their bodies
have been desiccated and fortified against the ages, providing
additional durability when animated. Most mummies are made with
an elaborate ritual that involves embalming and then wrapping the
flesh, but they can also be created through other means or even arise
naturally from corpses which have freeze-dried in glaciers or
preserved by anaerobic bogs, salt, or environments that are simply too
toxic for the normal process of decay to take hold.
Mummies are similar to zombies and skeletons, but they do not
possess any of the disadvantages of those lesser forms and they are
typically content to guard their tombs rather than wander in search of
the living. Mummies do have one weakness, they are desiccated and
often held together by dry wrappings or preserved with flammable
oils, and this leaves them extremely vulnerable to heat and flame.

Traits
Avatar, Channel, Construct, Enlightened, Ethereal, Immortal, Life
Sense, Sleepless
According to folklore, a ghost is the soul of a dead person that has
remained behind, but in truth, it is only an echo. Ordinarily, a
person’s mana flows out into the world with their last breath, but
when a strong-willed person dies in the grip of powerful emotions, it
may not rejoin the flow of ether in the Dreamtime. Rather, it clings to
the place of death, or perhaps an object at the scene, especially if it
held a strong emotional connection with the deceased.
That which absorbs the mana is considered to be haunted, and the
mana that clings to it will form a ghost. A ghost is in most respects
treated as a spirit, one with a personality and visage like that of the
deceased but driven mad by death and the emotions that were its
genesis.
Ghosts may be vengeful and aggressive, solemn and forlorn, or even
compassionate and eager to help or educate. Most do not even realize
that they are dead, or that they are not the person whom they imitate,
and will reject any evidence to the contrary, perhaps violently.
Some ghosts will haunt people rather than places. Although they are
sometimes aggressive, most are just obsessed. Some ghosts act in an
almost rational manner and serve as guides and advisors to their stillliving protégées or loved ones.
Ghosts can often be put to rest by destroying or exorcising that which
they haunt, or simply smashing their spiritual form with a magical
attack. But, as with true spirits, there is a risk that as long as they are
not forgotten, they may always come back.
Ghosts gain an additional level of the avatar trait when they are
within the bounds of their haunt. If their haunt is a person or object
rather than a place, they instead receive this power boost while they
are in its presence.
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Revenant
END
INT
PER
*
*
*
Weight
Lifespan
*
Eternal

STR
WIL
*
*
Danger
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*
*
*
Size
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*
*

★-★★★

Traits
Avatar, Construct, Life Sense
Subspecies: Lich
Immortal
A revenant is the strongest form of undead that can be created through
traditional necromancy. They possess the full range of mental
faculties that they did in life, although the loss of their soul leaves
most emotionally hollow. Their bodies are merely a vessel for their
powerful magical existence, and its condition affects them little, they
do not possess any of the physical weaknesses of lesser undead no
matter how rotted or desiccated they might become.
Revenants or typically created in one of two ways. The first is by a
wild talent, when a strong-willed or enlightened being dies while
consumed by a powerful obsession. They will then rise spontaneously
to complete their unfinished business. These revenants will pursue
their goals tirelessly, refusing to rest until they have completed their
task or been driven insane; condemned by the very passions which
spawned them.
The second form of revenant is sometimes called a death knight and is
the result of a necromancer animating a corpse with the most
powerful magic they have at their disposal. Sometimes a potential
death knight volunteers, but usually they have no choice and are
forced into servitude like a mere zombie, although revenants are freewilled and powerful, making this a dangerous proposition.
Many prospective revenants willingly enter unlife, grateful for the
respite from pain and the fear of mortality. Many necromancers
carefully plan their transition into the next life, and most transfer their
soul into a phylactery first. Such revenants are called liches and are
amongst the most feared of all undead, and many of the great
kingdoms of the Dead Lands are ruled by liches, the closest servants
of the Black King.
Liches are identical to revenants in most respects save for their
connection to their phylactery. They receive an additional level of
avatar while they are in possession of it, and when separated they can
sense the receptacle as if it were their soulmate.
Should a liche's form ever be destroyed, their essence will live on in
their phylactery, and will soon be reborn into the nearest suitable
corpse.
Should another being acquire a liche’s phylactery, they may attune to
it and use it as normal, but once they do the lich travels with their soul
in its pocket. Once per mission, they liche may roll an opposed
resolve test against the bearer, and if it wins it can take control of their
body for the rest of the act. On a critical success, their soul is ejected
from the body and they permanently become the liche’s new host.
Should the phylactery’s wearer ever die, the liche will automatically
rise again, using their body as its new vessel.

Shade
END
INT
PER
*
*
*
Weight
Lifespan
Intangible
Eternal

STR
WIL
*
*
Danger
★-★★★

Traits
Avatar, Construct, Energy Attack (Cold), *Enlightened, Incorporeal,
Life Sense, Sleepless, Allergy (Light), Possession, Soulless
When a soul has been snuffed out entirely, through the vilest of
sorcery or the complete and utter loss of all hope, it leaves a hole in
existence, a hole which the spirits of the Abyss are eager to fill and
transform into a dark avatar of oblivion itself. A shade is a living
darkness that resembles the silhouette of the being whose soul they
took the shape of. They retain that person’s full memories, but not
even a shred of their emotions or humanity, only a relentless drive to
bring about the end of all that is.
Shades attack in the same manner as wraiths, but their strikes drain
magic as well as heat and are treated as soul drinker weapons. Shades
are vulnerable to bright light; they can be damaged by weapons with
the moonstone power, flash bombs harm them as if they were
grenades, and even lanterns can be used against them as improvised
weapons.
A shade is superficially similar to a wraith, although it is bound to no
corpse and feeds not only on life forces but also souls. What is worse,
a shadow can possess a being or object in the same manner as a spirit.
The only sign of such a union is the telltale glow of baleful red
embers that float like eyes in the shadow of the possessed.
While possessing a living creature, or an object whole enough to cast
a shadow, they are immune to the effects of light. A being possessed
by a shade has its soul slowly funneled into the Abyss and they
become soulless.
While this process is occurring, an enlightened being gets the best of
both worlds, being immune to magic while still being able to cast
spells of their own, but this is only a temporary process.
An enlightened host immediately suffers a -1 penalty to their
enlightenment score, and suffers a further -1 penalty in each recovery
phase. If these penalties ever reduce the subject’s enlightenment to
zero, they become permanently soulless. If the shade is removed
before this point, the penalties disappear at a rate of one per recovery
phase.
Even the strongest souls will be consumed in time, but there is a
prophecy of a dark messiah with a soul so bright that it will feed the
shadows indefinitely and bring about the return of the Night.
The greatest of all shades are the Shaitan, stillborn gods of
nothingness created from potential worlds that never were who dwell
within the Abyss. These beings gain an additional rank of the avatar
trait, but can only be called into Pangea by the Heart of Darkness
itself, although some say that the youngest of their number, the Black
King, has found a way around this limitation.
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Shang-Ti
END
INT
*
*
Weight
Intangible
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*
*
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*
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*
*
*
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Eternal
★☆

Skeleton
END
INT
*
*
Weight
1/5

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Construct, Life Sense, Thrall, Weakness (Blunt)
A skeleton is similar in most respects to a zombie, and indeed many
were zombies at one point before time removed their flesh
completely. Skeletons are animate bones held together by necromancy
rather than flesh and sinew, and though they are more vulnerable to
bludgeoning than zombies, they are faster and better able to recall the
skills they knew in life.

Traits
Allergy II (Sunlight), Construct, Energy Attack (Desiccation), Feral,
Incorporeal, Life Sense, Vampiric
It is, for all intents and purposes, impossible to permanently destroy a
vampire. This does not stop many vampire hunters from trying, and
many are the mutilations they inflict upon the dormant bodies of slain
vampires. Should a vampire's form be completely destroyed and
scattered, or encased deep within an inescapable prison, the vampire's
animus will, bereft of a body, eventually transform into a shang-ti.
A shang-ti, or devil tiger, is a hungry mist, a vaguely humanoid cloud
that attacks by engulfing the living and absorbing the moisture from
their bodies. A vampire in this state is in most respects similar to a
wraith, incorporeal and only dimly aware of its surroundings, but with
an all-consuming hunger for the blood of the living.
Eventually, a shang-ti will, if not destroyed, reform its corporeal
body. The more ancient the vampire, the longer this takes, and
folklore asserts that the vampire will be reborn once it has shortened
human lifespans by a number of years equal to the time since its own
mortal spark was first extinguished. Whatever the truth, sorcery can
speed up or delay this process, and damage from sunlight or holy
sources will weaken the shang-ti, prolonging its ephemeral state.
Should the shang-ti be destroyed, the vampire's essence will endure,
and may eventually form another such creature.
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Talos
END
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*
*
Weight
*+
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*
*
*
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Eternal
☆
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*
*
*
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*
*

Traits
Construct, *Extra Head, Life Sense, *Stable, *Thrasher, Thrall
Talos are hideous constructs born from a necromancer’s twisted
dreams. They are conglomerate creatures, made from many corpses
sewn together into a horrific mockery of the beings that they are made
from. There is no set shape to a talos, and the only limiting factor in
their size and form are the bodies that are available, and many even
include mechanical or inorganic components such as built in weapons
or armor.
To craft a talos, a necromancer takes various bodies and picks and
chooses the best of each, then sews them together into a new form.
Doing so is a laborious action which requires a difficulty twenty test
in an appropriate skill; usually science or medical, although a
competent taxidermist, mortician, or even a butcher may substitute
their own professions.
One corpse is chosen to be the creature’s base form, and may then be
modified by attaching additional body parts.
The creator may add any additional traits they like to their creation so
long as they have suitable body parts. Depending on the trait, this may
require access to corpses that already possessed the ability, for
example giving a human corpse wings might require grafting those of
a large flying creature onto it, but traits like thrasher, stable, extra
head, or huge might simply require melding multiple human corpses
together.
The concentration cost and the difficulty of the skill test to create the
creature are increased by the character point value of all such traits.
Once finished, the necromancer animates the creature with the usual
spells and the Gamekeeper gives its abilities a final common-sense
revision.
The talos' brains are far more difficult to divide, although it may
generally draw upon the skills of any creatures whose gray matter is
included in the horror's form.
Carefully made talos do not suffer any attribute reduction for decay,
however, they will eventually rot to a point where they become
skeletal unless they are mummified first. Such talos function as
normal but gain a weakness to blunt weapons or heat respectively.

Vampire
END
INT
PER
*
*
*
Weight
Lifespan
*
Eternal

STR
WIL
*
*
Danger
★-★★★

Traits
Allergy (Restoration Reagents), Allergy II (Sunlight), Avatar,
Breathless, *Code of Honor, Eerie, Immortal, Life Sense, *Soulless,
Talons, Vampiric
Most undead are decaying monstrosities who have left their previous
lives far behind. Others cling to their mortality, remaining forever
locked in time, refusing to move on and stealing existence from the
living one night at a time; they are the vampires.
Unlike many of the monsters that lurk in the night, vampires walk
unseen amongst humanity. They could be almost anyone, and by the
time their prey knows better, it's already too late. When the morning
comes, the body is often found drained of blood, leaving those who
discovered it to make their own assumptions as to exactly what did
the deed.
Vampires are undead creatures, but are almost indistinguishable from
living beings save for their flawless ivory skin, elongated fangs, and
eyes that glow when using their second sight. However, a vampire's
immortality and vanity come with a price that must be paid in blood.
Vampires must feed off the life force of living creatures by drinking
their blood. They find the blood of sentient creatures preferable to that
of beasts, and the blood of fated characters best of all. If a vampire
feeds with the greatest of care and takes only what it needs to survive,
a vampire can subsist indefinitely and its prey will recover quickly
and with no permanent harm done. Most vampires are not so merciful.
They either get greedy, require additional blood to survive an injury,
become lost in a predatory feeding frenzy, or simply do not wish to
endanger themselves by leaving a witness.
Vampires find prey in a number of ways. Some enter their victim's
homes like a thief in the night while others choose to seduce a comely
mortal and engage in a romantic illusion that peaks in a faux sexual
bloodletting episode. Other vampires engage in semi-legitimate
means of acquiring prey; buying slaves or convicted criminals to feed
from. Other are not so careful; they merely hunt like wild beasts,
preying upon unwary individuals who are out alone after dark and
leave their bodies to rot in a shallow grave or a nearby trash bin.
There are also those who willingly allow a vampire to drain their
blood, some are friends or family from when the vampire was alive,
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others worship them as deities or merely pity them, some wish to
curry favor with the undead, maybe even hoping to one day become
one, and of course, there are even those poor souls who had the
misfortune to fall in love with the damned.
Vampires have a soft heartbeat and they produce some body heat,
although their pulse is faint and their flesh cool to the touch.
Vampires do not ordinarily breathe, although they can choose to if
they wish to speak, track something by scent, or simply blend in
better with living humans. Vampires can also eat or drink ordinary
foods, but these cannot be digested and will be expelled the next time
the vampire rests. Vampires do not sweat or spit, and when they cry,
it is tears of blood.
Vampires are timeless beings, they neither grow nor decay. When a
vampire sleeps, its body repairs itself, closing wounds, growing back
lost limbs, and even undoing such minor effects as the trimming of
the hair or nails.
Though vampires are creatures of stasis, those with peculiar feeding
habits might suffer gradual mutation over the centuries. Those who
feed upon dead blood slowly become nosferatu, bald and corpse-like
creatures with pointed ears and mouths full of fangs, while those who
prey upon animals will transform into huge bestial monsters called
wurdulac, beings which come to embody the worst aspects of bats,
wolves, and other creatures of the night.
Vampires can also spread their curse. When a living being drinks
from a vampire’s blood, they must pass a resolve test with a difficulty
of ten plus five per rank of avatar the vampire possesses. Should they
fail, they will die, but unless they are laid to rest in holy ground, they
will rise again as a vampire on the following sunset.
On a fumble, they will simply die and not rise again, while a critical
success might transform them into a dhampir or the like.
Vampires do not reproduce often, typically only choosing to grant the
gift of undeath to those whom they feel will be a worthy addition to
their race or to those whom they cannot bear to let die. Vampires
know that every other nightwalker is a potential rival and that creating
spawn reduces the potency of one's own blood.
Vampiric society is as complex as any mortal culture, with its own
customs, laws, and history passed down from the elders of the
bloodline or shared between families in times of peace. Most
vampires live in loose clans within urban areas. These vampire
societies tend to act as secret cabals, often pooling their resources to
better survive and to manipulate the mortals around them.
Vampires like to be discrete and tend to cover up their activities, and
when they are together in a group, they often restrain from overt
displays of supernatural might, producing superfluous offspring, and
killing too many victims or not properly disposing of desiccated
bodies. When a vampire refuses to follow these rules, or a strange
vampire moves into an already crowded area, they are either chased
off, made a scapegoat for local vampire hunters, or merely staked and
left out for the sun.
Vampire hunters do not fight one vampire but many, and those they
encounter often have friends in both mortal society and within their
bloodline. In most areas with a strong vampire presence, the undead
can at the very least monitor and influence the local government and
law enforcement. It is not uncommon for a vampire hunter to find the
sheriff ignoring the wave of disappearances that result from the

vampire's predation but show up immediately to arrest him when he
attempts to fight off one of the beasts or set fire to the vampire's
haven as it sleeps.
It is important to understand that not all vampires are evil, only most.
Truly selfless vampires cannot stand the thought of preying upon the
living or the loss of their soul and many greet the sun the very next
morning. Others have too strong a survival instinct or sense of duty
and wish to use their supernatural powers to do right or finish their
life’s work. Some feed only sparingly or from those who are willing,
while others choose to prey upon predators; punishing bandits,
gangsters, enemy soldiers, and criminals who have managed to escape
mortal justice. Still, time with other vampires, repeatedly preying
upon the living, and watching those they care about grow old and die
around them tends to wear out the light within what’s left of their
soul, and as one looks at older vampires it becomes progressively
harder to find one that is not a monster.
Vampires have many enemies. Not only does their prey attempt to
fight back directly, but they also come under attack by the local police
or military, church inquisitors, and even career monster hunters. They
also deal with other vampires, opposing bloodlines and rivals within
their own group. Sorcerers hunt vampires for reagents and to plunder
the knowledge gained from centuries of unlife, and necromancers and
vampires both consider the other to be an insult to undeath. Vampires
also hunt, and are hunted by, other urban predators, especially
werewolves. Not only do they compete for prey, but they also
encounter each other when out hunting and mistake each other for
careless mortals, and worst of all the victims of one are often
accredited to the other, bringing more monster hunters and other
mortal enemies than either predator would attract were they alone.
The first vampire was Pandora. She did not reproduce save for a few
of her chosen handmaidens. Most modern vampires descend from one
of the five great blood-fathers, the fey Jaypok Oathbreaker, the
nosferatu Orlok, the Lady Carmilla of Casmir, the cursed warrior king
Akrothi Nherg, or Count Dracula.
Dracula was said to be the first Templar born in Pangaea, a ward of
the fey who pledged his sword to Arthur after encountering the young
king on his quest to find the source of the Sangrael. Eventually, the
knight would betray his king in the vilest way imaginable; his original
name was corrupted to Dracula, Son of the Devil. He was slain by
Arthur, but he did not stay dead and was cursed to wander the Earth
for all time until his king would return and offer him one last chance
to redeem himself, a great quest that would forever change the fate of
Pangaea.
Vampires possess many strengths and weaknesses, both physical and
supernatural. They can of course heal by drinking blood and all
possess the vampiric trait. Vampires are immune to most poisons and
diseases but can still temporarily contract symptoms from feeding on
tainted blood.
Vampires are immune to suffocation, dehydration, and inclement
weather, but suffer from fatigue and sleeplessness normally.
Vampires follow the normal rules for starvation, but the only food
that nourishes them is the blood of living creatures.
When a vampire sleeps, its wounds disappear, but any damage it has
suffered is not healed.
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Sunlight and holy water will both harm vampires, readily burning
away their flesh. In addition, most vampires are sickened in the
presence of restoration reagents, especially garlic, which their body
attempts to absorb as blood but without the vital life essence.
Vampires have no shadow and cast no reflection in the mirror, likely a
side effect of their vulnerability to light combined with their soulless
natures.
Vampires can be affected by spells that normally require a living
subject, but their effects will always be undone when the vampire
rests.
Vampires are immortal. If a vampire is drained of blood, decapitated,
or has their heart destroyed, it will become a normal corpse. Should a
vampire's corpse ever come into contact with fresh blood, they will
rise again the following evening, although they will be very weak and
cadaverous until they feed properly. If a vampire's body is completely
destroyed or sealed away, the vampire may generate a shang-ti if not
buried on holy ground.
The only way to destroy a vampire for good is with extremely potent
necromantic magic, although similar restoration magic can restore
their humanity. Barring this, one must track down the Heart of
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+2
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*
*

Vodyannoi
END
INT
+2
-5
Weight
*

Darkness or the blood of Pandora from which their curse ultimately
stems.
Vampires can have sex with other vampires or with mortals, although
few mortals survive the experience and the vampire's pleasure pales to
that of feeding. When this occurs, vampires are sometimes capable of
producing half-vampire children called Dhampirs. Such creatures are
fully mortal but possess the vampiric trait.
Becoming a vampire often destroys a being's mortality, leaving them
soulless. Those whose souls survive the experience intact are often
changed by it and may become enlightened, particularly in the school
of necromancy. In addition, many vampires gain one or more codes of
honor, compulsions which they cannot resist such as the inability to
cross running water, disobey their sire, enter a home uninvited, or
refrain from counting small objects.
Vampires receive an additional level of the avatar trait if they feed on
the blood of a potent magical creature such as werewolf,
jabberwocky, dragon, or even a significantly more powerful vampire
or blood elemental. This bonus is lost at the next sunrise, however, the
progenitor of each vampiric bloodline retains this bonus perpetually,
as do those who have drunk from the holy grail.

PER
STR
WIL
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Eternal
☆
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Traits
*Carapace I-V, Constrictor, Construct, Life Sense, Sessile, Sleepless,
Talons, Thrasher, Thrall, Weakness (Heat)
The result of insightful necromancers who sought to work beyond the
animal medium, or unfortunate plants that took root in cursed soil,
vodyannoi are the animate remains of plants. Granted mobility, roots
that absorb blood, the ability to perceive the world, and a desire to
feast on the life forces of the living; animal and vegetable alike, the
vodyannoi is a dangerous and often surprising foe. Vines and trees are
the most common vodyannoi, most still rooted in the earth,
Herbaceous plants make vodyannoi which are quick but somewhat
fragile, while shrubs and even trees are slower but far sturdier. Each
rank of the carapace trait imposes a -1 penalty to the creature's agility
and dexterity scores, representing a vodyannoi made from a tougher
but less flexible plant.

Wight
END
INT
*
*
Weight
*

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
☆

Traits
Construct, Life Sense, Relentless, Talons, Thrall
Wights are lesser undead fortified by the dance of the dead spell.
They resemble ordinary corpses made feral, with long sharp claws
and teeth and wild eyes that burn with unnatural light.
Uncontrolled wights are vile and sadistic, even by undead standards,
and will often go out of their way to torture or terrify their prey.
Furthermore, they are utterly relentless, they simply will not stop. A
wight can never be killed or disabled, and even detached body parts
will remain animate on their own. The only way to end the threat of a
wight is to reduce them to a twitching pile of broken bones and rotting
flesh or to incinerate it completely.
If a wight ever suffers a crippling injury, the severed appendage will
continue to fight on as a dybbuk.
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AGI
CHA DEX
*
*
*
Size
Height
*
*

Wraith
END
INT
*
*
Weight
Intangible

Zombie
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
*
*-2
*-2
*
*
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
*
Eternal
Traits
Construct, Life Sense, Thrall
Zombies are the most common sort of undead, a corpse that has been
animated by dark magic, little more than an automaton composed of
rotting flesh. A zombie looks much as it did in life but with a slack
expressionless face and an ever-putrefying form.
Zombies have no will of their own and will always follow the
commands of their creator. If they are left without commands, outlive
their creator, or arise spontaneously from bodies buried upon profane
ground, they will instead shamble around aimlessly and attack anyone
they come across.
Zombies are nearly mindless and their coat of rotting flesh slows their
movements, providing penalties to most of their attributes.

PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★

AGI
CHA DEX
*-2
*-2
*
Size
Height
*
*

Traits
Construct, Energy Attack (Cold), Feral, Incorporeal, Life Sense,
Sleepless, Thrall
A wraith is the result of a living being's body being forcibly separated
from its animus, a corruption of vital energies caused by death in a
foul place or a botched attempt at reviving the dead through magic or
strange sciences. The resulting wraith is a displaced essence that takes
the form of a dark shadow of vaguely humanoid shape.
Wraiths are slow and purposeful, but never tire and can slide through
the tiniest cracks. They are eternally pained by the loss of their living
form, and this sense of separation gnaws at them like a mortal’s
deepest hunger; thus, they are drawn to the breath of the living, vainly
seeking to re-establish the connection with any warm body they come
across. Not only are they unable to regain their life by doing so, but
they achieve only a brief respite from their pain before killing their
victim.
Wraiths are not generally malicious, rather they are lost, confused,
and in pain. Some, however, come to grips with their state, and either
go mad or attempt to make the best of their unlife. Such creatures are
often drawn to the service of the Black King, who can satisfy their
hunger and share with them the secrets of necromancy, and these dark
emissaries, garbed from head to toe in blessed shrouds and funeral
masks, travel the land obeying the will of their dark lord.
Wraiths maintain a tenuous connection to their bodies and cannot
travel far from them. This means that if one can find the proper corpse
and dispose of it, the wraith may be destroyed for good, and thus most
wraiths are trapped in places of death and the dark corners of the
world that spawned them.
Wraiths are animated by negative energy and they suck the heat out of
all things. Living beings’ life energies sustain them, and their natural
attacks inflict cold-based damage.
Wraiths are incorporeal and thus immune to most physical attacks,
though energy weapons, even those as simple as a flaming torch, can
harm them normally.
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windswept ruins of old Imperial towns, resting in the shadows during
the hot day and emerging to hunt at twilight or during the frequent
dust storms, when their ultraviolet vision serves them best.
It is unknown if akuma have any language or society, but they are
always seen alone and it is uncertain if they even retain the capacity to
conceive of social cooperation. Whatever the case, they have certainly
made no effort to approach human society as anything other than
predators and tormentors. Those few mystics who have managed to
divine anything about their motives say that they believe themselves
to be the Lords of Disgust who come from a place called the
Windblown Desert of Endless Flesh, but what this means is anyone’s
guess.

Wasteland Abominations
Long exposure to the Wasteland has created many strange beasts,
horrible mutations caused the presence of physical contamination and
dark spirits. Most simply died or became singular monstrosities,
unable to reproduce anything viable or resembling their parents. The
largest and most stable of the mutant strains adapted to the wastes,
becoming ruthless predators able to thrive in the toxic lands. Some of
these creatures even managed to escape the wastes and threaten
nearby lands, where they are called abominations.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+3
Size
Length
0
6’

Ahuizotl
END
INT
+3
Weight
7 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-4
+1
Size
Length
12
30’

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Deep Breath, Feral, Night Vision, Noxious II
(Lethal), Prehensile, Resistance (Poison), Talons, Thrasher
The ahuizotl is a strange mammal descended from opossum-like
creatures. It is an adept climber and is usually found in the petrified
remains of ancient forests, although it is not averse to living in rocky
chasms or under stone ledges. It is an ambush predator which drops
on its prey from above or snatches birds and insects from the air with
its tail.
The ahuizotl’s tail is its most unique feature, for it has evolved a
prehensile termination rather like a large clawed hand. The rest of the
creature’s two-meter body is mammalian, with thick almost hairless
skin and a long snout filled with enormous incisors. They are
marsupials and carry their larva within a pouch on their abdomen,
although their young leave this pouch early, for the mother will
consume her own offspring if she discovers them.

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
+2
Size
Height
4
12’

Akuma
END
INT
+2
Weight
90 Stone

Ammut
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
35 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
+4
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace III, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal), Resistance (Poison), Scent,
Sleepless, Talons, Tusks
Amongst the most terrifying of all the Wasteland's creatures is the
dread ammut, named after the mythological devourer of unworthy
souls. An enormous creature growing to nearly ten meters at the
shoulder, this brute is a quadruped, with forelegs somewhat longer
than the rear. Its body is covered in a thick carapace, sporting many
twisted horns and spines, its face a flattened snout, with a great toothfilled maw and a pair of elephantine tusks.
Ammuts are the most aggressive monster in the wastes, perhaps the
world. It will attack anything on sight, even larger predators such as
the apophis or the baragon, heedless of its own mortality. An ammut
will kill others of their kind, and reproduction only occurs between a
dying ammut and its killer in the brief period before consumption
begins.
If the survivor is female it will then lay and abandon an egg sack.
Months later the young are born, their births staggered so they do not
kill each other upon emerging. The young ammuts are the size of a
cow, and their carapace is transparent, their horrific organs can be
clearly seen pulsating within, their lack of tusks not diminishing their
aggression.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
140yrs
★★

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace III, Feral, Prehensile, Resistance (Poison), Talons,
Thrasher, Ultraviolet Vision
The akuma haunt the waste like dread phantoms. Their ancestors may
once have been bodaks, as they share a similar form and lack of facial
features, but they are far larger and more horrifying. Their twelve-foot
frame is protected by an oily carapace of purple-black chitin and their
four powerful arms end in talons the size of butcher’s knives.
Akuma are presumed to be carnivores, but as nobody has ever been
able to figure out how they feed, this is pure supposition. It is wholly
possible that they gain no sustenance from flesh, and kill only for the
love of the hunt.
Akuma were first observed in the years predating the Cataclysm,
shadowy entities rarely seen in rural areas and sometimes even in the
back alleys of Imperial cities; figures out of an urban legend, always
poised to prey upon those who would wander alone at sunset. Since
the fall of the southern Empire, the akuma have thrived in the
Wasteland where all others perish. They make their homes in the

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+2
Size
Length
14
150’

Amphisbaena
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
50 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+3
-1
Lifespan
Danger
60yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Burrow, Carapace III, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath, Feral, Noxious II
(Lethal), Pallesthesia, Resistance (Poison), Sessile, Talons
Amphisbaena are enormous serpentine creatures that dwell in the
world underneath the Wasteland. They resemble snakes but with great
horns upon their snouts and a thick almost insectile carapace covering
their flesh. They are in truth not snakes at all, but eels, adapted for life
outside of the water.
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The amphisbaena spends its entire life in a camouflaged burrow, deep
enough that the fall will kill most interlopers, leaving their carcass for
the awakening amphisbaena to devour. When the amphisbaena is
hungry, it will emerge from its hole or rest near the top, and quickly
snatch up anything unlucky enough to chance by.
Should a burrow become uninhabitable, due to lack of food in the area
(something which is almost inevitable with such a large predator
nearby) or geologic instability, the amphisbaena will move to find
another of its species to mate with, and then die. When the young
hatch, they will move about until they find a prey-rich area with a
nearby source of underground water and construct their own burrow.
Should a clutch of eggs be laid near an area such as an oasis which
forces large numbers of creatures to approach, it is not uncommon for
many amphisbaenas to create lairs just out of each other’s reach,
making those who wish to use the watering hole run a deadly gauntlet
through the garden of serpents. According to legend, some of these
colonies are actually the same creature, for amphisbaena are never
encountered out of their hole and some believe that their heads are
merely the tips of the tentacles of some vast underground horror.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
+1
Size
Length
14
60’

Apophis
END
INT
+1
Weight
200 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+4
+1
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
★★★★

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath, Feral, Mimic, Noxious II
(Lethal), Night Vision, Resistance (Poison), Talons
One of the largest of the wasteland abominations is the fearsome
baragon. Resembling an enormous lizard with violet scales, this
twenty-meter reptile boasts enormous bull-like horns and a pair of
baleful red eyes set in an oddly expressive face.
The baragon spends most of its time basking in the sun on or near
geothermal vents. Any small creatures that happen by are snapped up
by the beast’s long tongue without a second thought. When it is not
especially hungry it will instead toy with its prey for long periods of
time. The baragon has been known to torture animals for days, and
stalk sentient beings for far longer. The baragon is an accomplished
mimic and will often use this ability to further harass those
unfortunates who happen across one.

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
+1
Size
Length
6
15’

AGI
CHA
DEX
+2
-2
+3
Size
Length
16
80’

Baragon
END
INT
+1
+3
Weight
80 Tons

Basilus
END
INT
+1
Weight
1 Ton

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
-2
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Fleet, Noxious II (Lethal), Resistance (Poison),
Scent, Talons
The basilus are long-legged creatures that devolved from shorebirds
in ancient times. They have three long legs, each a full four meters in
height, and balanced atop them is a long body with no clear neck or
tail, an enormous beak at one end, and a sail at the back. The basilus
is covered in thick orange or yellow scales, and travels in great flocks.
They are predatory, preying upon small invertebrates and birds which
happen to fly into their domain, although a flock may work together
to bring down much larger creatures.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
240yrs
★★★★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
+1
Size
Length
2
12’

Traits
Barrage (Heat), Carapace II, Feral, Resistance (Poison), Scent, Talons
No terrestrial carnivore has ever been so large. The apophis, often
called the Wasteland behemoth, is the apex predator of the southern
deserts, and perhaps all of Pangaea. An enormous quadruped, the
apophis is like a cross between a hunting cat and a rhinoceros in
overall body shape but is covered with thick blue scales. The
behemoth has armored plates of violet keratin along its spine and a
maw filled with sharp teeth and a pair of warthog-like tusks.
The most distinct feature of the apophis, aside from its fifteen-meter
height, is its saliva, which is composed of chemicals that, when
exposed to air, boil hot enough to strip flesh from bone.
The apophis is, fortunately, very rare. It is a solitary creature,
although it mates for life and actively raises its young. Most smaller
animals escape the gaze of its burning red eyes, but anything man-size
or larger will be quickly pounced upon and devoured.

Buru
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
35 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+4
Lifespan
Danger
350yrs
★

Traits
Burrow, Carapace III, Cold Blooded, Electroreception, Feral, Noxious
II (Anesthetic), Quills, Resistance (Poison), Talons, Venom IV
(Lethal)
The buru is a large relative of the horned toad. This predatory creature
has a thick blue carapace, rimmed in wicked spines, and equally
impressive teeth, claws, and horns. The buru is not overly aggressive
as far as abominations go, its armored body serving to dissuade most
predators smaller than an apophis from attacking. The buru typically
eats small vertebrates.
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AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
+2
Size
Length
8
25’

Cacus
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
4 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-2
13
+1
Lifespan
Danger
8yrs
★★

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
+2
Size
Length
6
25’

Traits
Amphibious, Arboreal, Carapace II, Feral, Pallesthesia, Prehensile,
Resistance (Poison), Slimy, Slither
The cacus is a species of gigantic chiton, mutated from tiny fleshy
mollusks which are found in tidepools throughout the world. These
enormous creatures are taller than a grown man and several times as
long, oblong lumps of flesh which wander blindly across the waste,
consuming all organic matter which they trample over, be it vegetable
or animal, living or dead. The cacus' only noticeable feature is a long
fleshy radula that emerges from the front of its body and acts as a
crude trunk.
Cacuses pose little danger unless they come upon a sleeping person or
one that is persistent enough in harassment for the creature to trample
it. They are often raised as herd animals by those living on the borders
of the Wasteland, for although they are tough to kill and their meat
bland, they are a rare source of nontoxic protein in the dying lands.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Length
6
15’

Carcadann
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
2 Tons

Carrion Spider
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-1
+4
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2 Tons
15yrs
★★☆

Traits
Arboreal, Camouflage, Carapace III, Feral, Noxious II (Anesthetic),
Resistance (Poison), Spindly, Talons, Venom IV (Anesthetic)
The enormous carrion spiders are descended not from terrestrial
arachnids but the tiny sea spiders which dwelt in the ancient ocean.
They now wander the waste mounted on four or more pairs of towerlike legs, their central body small and with few discernible features
save for a long poisonous proboscis.
The carrion spider is an ambush predator, normally standing amidst
tall rocks or the trunks of petrified trees and lowering its proboscis
upon those who tread beneath them.
Once their victim is dead, they pull the body into their feeder tendrils
where it is slowly digested before the liquified remains are finally
consumed. This is a gradual process, and it is from the smell of these
liquifying bodies that the carrion spider takes its name. Scavengers
who come looking for the source of the smell often find themselves
eaten in turn.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
50yrs
★☆

AGI
CHA
DEX
-4
-4
Size
Diameter
-4
2’

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Hooves, Resistance (Poison), Talons, Tusks, Water
Storage
The carcadann is one of the only herbivorous creatures in the
wasteland, clinging to the small patches of soil near the edges of the
waste which can still support some manner of plant life. As such they
are fiercely territorial, the bull’s permitting only their mates and
young within their domain and killing any intruders regardless of
species.
Carcadanns are great shaggy beasts that stand between two and three
meters at the shoulder. Their bodies are covered in long brown hair,
and little skin is visible. They have thick tails which hang down near
to the ground, and columnar legs ending in four-toed feet. Their
horned heads resemble a cross between a rhinoceros and a moose and
are always kept low to the ground. The carcadann's most notable
feature is its great horn which juts from its forehead like a lance.
Though dangerous prey, carcadanns are prized game. Ogres and
ghouls hunt them, despite the risk of goring, and the less nomadic
tribes often claim a herd for themselves, killing the calves and elderly
females that the bull drives out. There are however, many creatures in
the Waste larger and more dangerous than even the fiercest bull, and
even those within the herd are likely to end their lives as prey.

Cerastes
END
INT
+3
-3
Weight
2 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-3
+2
+3
Lifespan
Danger
400yrs
O

Traits
Burrow, Carapace V, Camouflage, Constrict, Feral, Pallesthesia,
Quills, Resistance (Poison), Sessile, Talons, Venom V (Anesthetic)
Most bivalves were unable to adapt to terrestrial life, although some
mutated filter feeders have managed to thrive in and near the sour
seas of the waste. One notable species which can live outside the
water is the cerastes, a half-meter wide shellfish that buries itself in
soft sand and then goes into suspended animation, coating itself with
a membrane of paralytic goo. It can remain in this state for years, but
at the first sign of pressure on the sand above, it instantly snaps shut
like a beartrap upon whatever creature was unfortunate enough to trod
upon it. This cerastes' paralytic saliva, combined with the impossibly
sharp blades that cover the beast's shell, ensures that the victim cannot
fight back, and the cerastes digests its prey before blood loss and
infection can claim them.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-4
+2
Size
Dimeter
2
10’

Cuero
END
INT
+3
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+4
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★

Traits
Amorphous, Amphibious, Camouflage, Energy Attack (Chemical),
Noxious III (Lethal), Resistance (Poison), Slither
Cueros are aquatic creatures that occupy the few oases and watering
holes in the waste which, aside from muddy ditches and storm
flooded washes, are all that serve to hydrate the various abominations
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that still inhabit the Wasteland. They are amoebic life forms, a single
enormous cell of dark cytoplasm which blends in perfectly with the
murky waters which they prefer, and which resembles a living oil
slick in clear water.
Young cueros feed by allowing themselves to be drunk and then
excreting acidic fluids that kill from within, while larger cueros
simply ambush and engulf their prey.

AGI
CHA DEX
-3
-1
+2
Size
Length
12
25’

Dreadnaught
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
40 Tons

Vision, Resistance (Poison), Slimy, Slither, Talons
The irkuiem are the descendants of whale-like creatures that took to
the land when the Sedge Sea became too toxic to support life. They
move with irregular undulating motions, their fins almost completely
useless, their skin covered with greasy toxic slime. They are predatory
now, feeding upon the sessile organisms in great quantities, and able
to charge at animals that draw with brief bursts of unbelievable speed
too close.
Minhocao
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-3
+1
+1
-1
+1
+1
Size
Length
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
0
15’
15 Stone
4yrs
☆

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+4
+1
Lifespan
Danger
45yrs
★★★☆

Traits
*Amphibious, Carapace III, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal), Rending,
Resistance (Poison), Talons, Thrasher, Ultraviolet Vision
The dreadnaught is a gargantuan crustacean weighing many tons. Its
abdomen is held aloft by four enormous legs, its upper body and tiny
head rise above centaur-like, equipped with a huge pair of scything
talons. These creatures are equally at home on land or in the water,
and are believed to be distantly related to undine, for they share
common physiology and can even be domesticated for heavy labor, a
feat which is only common amongst the yokhori. Like most creatures
of the Wasteland, the dreadnaught is a fearsome predator and its huge
size, thick exoskeleton, and crushing bladed limbs make it one that
few would dare oppose.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+1
+3
Size
Length
4
12’

Huspalim
END
INT
+1
Weight
80 Stone

Traits
Barrage (Chemical), Bioelectric, Deep Breath, Feral, Noxious II
(Lethal), Pallesthesia, Quills, Resistance (Poison), Slimy, Talons
The death worm minhocao is a huge caecilian, an amphibian with a
form not unlike a five-meter earthworm, albeit one evolved to survive
in the harshness of the wastes. The minhocao spends most of its time
underground, where it seeks out organic matter lodged in the sand and
mud. Should it be unearthed or trod upon it has two potent defenses.
First, it can produce an electric discharge strong enough to kill a
grown man. Second, its body is covered in caustic oil which breaks
down the rock it moves through, making it nearly impossible to grab
and giving a nasty burn to any who tries. Of course, the minhocao is
an opportunist, and should it be forced to kill a creature in defense, it
will consume their flesh with its trilateral beak.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-3
+2
Size
Length
2
10’

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal), Night Vision, Resistance
(Poison), Stench, Talons
The huspalim, or cactus cat, is a reptilian creature that vaguely
resembles a scaled feline, particularly in the shape of the head. It has
thick ruddy scales, webbed ears, and large green eyes that glow in the
dark. The huspalim has surprisingly long legs, with tough spurs of
razor-sharp bone emerging from its elbows. The huspalim is
omnivorous, and is a voracious eater of cactus, hence its common
name. The huspalim is known for its intense musk, a scent like rotted
fruit, which can be smelled for many miles and attracts mates while
driving away all but the most determined predators.
An amphibious subspecies of the huspalim called the mishipeshu is
somewhat rarer, but has a much larger range than their terrestrial kin,
and can be found outside of the Wasteland as far away as the Wilds.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Length
10
50’

Irkuiem
END
INT
+3
+1
Weight
14 Tons

Mogdug
END
INT
+2
+2
Weight
25 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★

Traits
Carapace II, Feral, Night Vision, Noxious II (Lethal), Resistance
(Poison), Scent, Talons
The mogdug are frightening scavengers and pack hunters that inhabit
many regions of the wasteland. The creatures resemble great
misshapen wolves or rats, and perhaps it is from one of these species
that the mogdug mutated in the wake of the Cataclysm. Mogdugs
have hairless hides which are, in many places, split by great thorny
protrusions that leave pulsing organs and muscles visible in the slimy
depths below. Mogdugs are dangerous and intelligent, they will use
advanced pack tactics and won’t hesitate to flee from a fight they can't
win, while being unlikely to be scared off from one that they can.
It is rumored that some have even managed to escape the Wasteland
and made their way into the cities of the Imperial frontier, where they
remain in hiding, eating from garbage cans and preying upon the
homeless and the lost.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
Lifespan
Danger
180yrs
★★☆

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace, Deep Breath, Feral, Noxious III (Lethal), Night
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AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
+1
Size
Length
4
10’

Nandi
END
INT
+4
Weight
40 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
+1
Size
Diameter
10
30’

Traits
Carapace III, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal), Resistance (Poison), Stable,
Talons, Water Storage
The nandi is a large predator, similar in body shape to a massive
eight-legged bear. Its body is fatty and hairless, its skin tougher than
boiled leather and incredibly thick and rubbery, leaving the creature
impervious to most attacks. Nandis are relatively rare in the deeper
waste, most live in caverns near its edge, and many have managed to
escape the Wasteland entirely, migrating into the savannah where it is
sometimes called a Kerit or Chemosit.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+2
Size
Length
8
20’

Ntouka
END
INT
+2
-3
Weight
4 Tons

Orobon
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
35 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
★★★

Traits
Amphibious, Carapace, Constrictor, Feral, Immortal, Noxious II
(Anesthetic), Pallesthesia, Resistance (Poison), Slither, Talons
Enormous sunflower stars were one of the chief predators of the
Sedge Sea, meter-wide starfish, some with toxic spines and as many
as two dozen arms, each covered in thousands of tiny tentacles.
Enormous soft-bodied starfish were amongst the first to leave the sea,
and even during the time of the Empire they were a dangerous
predator, wrapping their slimy bodies around their prey, holding it in
their tentacles as they digested the helpless creature.
As time has passed, these creatures have grown larger and bolder and
are now one of the strongest predators in the waste, growing to over
ten meters in diameter; utterly fearless and voracious. They are very
difficult to kill as they can regenerate from the most grievous wounds
and each separated limb can become an entirely new creature.
These beasts are still mostly aquatic, and they only leave the polluted
seas and lakes they call home to hunt for prey. When they reproduce,
they do so in vast numbers, their larva often cover the beaches of their
homes in a living carpet of purple and orange starfish which quickly
consume all nearby life, including most of their siblings, until only a
few great monsters remain.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
65yrs
★★☆

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Feral, Night Vision, Noxious II (Lethal),
Resistance (Poison), Scent, Talons, Tusks, Venom IV (Lethal)
The ntouka are the most common herd animals in the wasteland. They
resemble a rhinoceros, although their heads are predatory and
reptilian, with only a single great horn, their skin covered in deep
purple scales, and their long tails end in fearsome pincers. They are
omnivorous, but serve a role similar to grazers like bison in most
ecosystems, devouring massive numbers of sessile organisms and
Wasteland adapted plants. They are fearsome creatures but still serve
as prey to the larger organisms of the waste and the largest tribes of
ogres, ghouls, and fomori, who also raise them as mounts or for blood
sport.

AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Length
2
6’

Pycnopodian
END
INT
+4
-2
Weight
20 Tons

AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
-2
-1
Size
Length
6
18’

Sarmatian
END
INT
+3
-1
Weight
2.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
140yrs
★★

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Carapace IV, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal),
Resistance (Poison), Slimy, Slither, Talons
The sarmatian is an enormous gastropod, resembling a common snail
but thousands of times larger, with a shell covered in barbs, a pair of
clawed feet emerging from the front of the body, and an almost
reptilian head complete with razor-sharp teeth and a spiny radula. The
sarmatian ordinarily feeds upon algae and plant-like organisms, but is
fully equipped to defend itself should it come under attack from a
creature large and determined enough to penetrate its shell. The
sarmatian is sometimes used as a slow-moving mount or goaded into
pulling a war wagon by ghouls or morlocks who know how to
approach and drive the creature without sending it into a frenzy.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
-

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Iron Stomach, Infrared Vision, Photosynthetic,
Resistance (Poison), Talons, Water Storage
The orobon is a pig-like creature that is a distant ancestor of the
goblinoid races. The orobon has thick brown, green, or red skin, with
many horny protrusions, and a long tapir-like snout. The orobon is
one of the few photosynthetic creatures in the waste and is thus a
staple prey animal for most other species. Little sunlight permeates
the thick volcanic smoke of the Wasteland, and thus the orobon must
supplement its diet by rooting through areas of loose soil and feeding
on fungi, algae, microbes, and small annelids that dwell within the
earth, a diet that would poison most other creatures.
The orobon are domesticated and raised as food animals in many
areas, particularly by the orcs who dwell in the southern reaches of
Ghort’zan’s domain.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Length
4
15’

Shadow Fang
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
1 Ton

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
250yrs
★★

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace IV, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath, Echo Location,
Extra Head, Feral, Noxious II (Anesthetic), Resistance (Poison),
Talons, Water Storage
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These strange marine turtles have always existed in the caves beneath
the Sedge Sea. With two long necks ending in predatory heads, four
taloned legs equally adept at swimming or walking, and a long spiny
fin along its shell.
These creatures are aggressive predators, although they generally only
hunt fish unless something larger attacks them or invades their lair. In
recent years. many bales of these creatures have abandoned
waterways destroyed by pollution or geological activity and moved
into terrestrial habitats where they have become more active
predators.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-3
+2
Size
Length
6
25’

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
+3
Size
Length
2
6’

Thesslemonster
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+3
-1
+3
+3
+3
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2 Tons
90yrs
★★★

Tuyul
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
40 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
★☆

Traits
Arboreal, Amphibious, Constrictor, Feral, Infestation, Resistance
(Poison), Slither, Thrasher
The many-tentacled warper is amongst the most nightmarish of all
parasites. Although this creature has many traits in common with a
mollusk like a slug or octopus, it is actually a relative of corals. They
begin their life as microscopic parasites which are injected into a
vertebrate’s body by their parent’s sting. They feed off of the host's
fluids as well as their own siblings, taking several months to reach
adulthood. As they become larger, they slowly eat away at their host's
flesh to make a space for their own body, being very careful to not kill
or incapacitate them in the process. As they grow, they replace more
and more nervous and muscular tissue and come to influence the
host's behavior, pressing them to abandon their normal goals and find
more food for their passenger.
Eventually, the warper will become so large that the death of their
host is inevitable, at which point they will begin the second stage of
their lifecycle. They will entirely consume the flesh, but continue to
use the skeleton as a vessel, their own tentacles bonding with them in
place of muscles. Warpers are transparent at first, but as they grow
larger their pigment becomes darker with symbiotic algae that help to
feed the creature. In this stage, they resemble skeletons covered in
transparent flesh, and if one does not look closely they might be
mistaken for undead. The creature then begins to grow tentacles that
are not bonded to the skeleton, using them to assist in locomotion or
capturing prey.
When the warper overgrows the skeleton completely, it will abandon
or consume it. At this point, they resemble a flattened slug larger than
a carriage, possessing a toothed sphincter mouth, several large flat
eyes, and up to a dozen huge tentacles. The creature travels about
searching for prey, moving by undulation aided by tentacular
dragging. In this last stage of its life, the creature is less concerned
with eating prey than wounding it, as the stinging cells in its skin each
carry within them a fertilized egg, and thus anything that escapes
from the father will likely become host to the next generation.
It is nearly impossible to remove a warper once it has taken hold of its
victim as it has replaced a good deal of tissue, and if it feels
threatened, say by a surgeon's knife, it will sting, almost certainly
killing the host and possibly the doctor as well. Should the creature be
removed and not killed, or abandon the host for whatever reason, it
can survive independently. Such creatures resemble large transparent
worms with a dozen tentacles. They can live in water or on land, but
while they are small, they actually prefer to live in the trees,
brachiating through the canopy with their tentacles and preying upon
small mammals and birds, or dropping down to ambush larger
creatures below. At this stage, they have not yet developed eggs in
their stingers or algae in their flesh and are ravenous predators.

Traits
Antenna, Barrage (Chemical), Carapace II, Cold Blooded,
Constrictor, Feral, Infrared Vision, Noxious III (Anesthetic),
Resistance (Poison), Talons, Thrasher, Venom IV (Lethal)
One of the most iconic beasts of the waste is the thesslemonster, a
relative of the hydra which has evolved for speed and endurance and
which is determined enough to pursue its prey to all corners of the
Wasteland and beyond. The thesslemonster has a bipedal body with a
long whip-like tail ending in a great poisonous pincer. It lacks a single
head, rather it has an anemone-like ring of tendrils surrounding a
sphincter mouth which hides an enormous beak nearly two meters
long and powerful enough to snap a draft horse in two. Each tentacle
ends in a serpentine head which resembles that of a spitting cobra.
The thesslemonster has a thick scaly hide, purple-black in color, as do
many of the larger creatures of the waste.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+3
Size
Length
12
60’

Warper
END
INT
+3
Weight
2.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
140yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Carapace IV, Feral, Noxious II (Lethal), Resistance (Poison), Stable,
Talons, Venom V (Anesthetic)
The tuyul is an enormous chelicerate, a distant relative of the
horseshoe crab. It has a long body topped by a thick yellow carapace
supported by ten stubby legs, each like a talon rimmed column. At
one end of the body is a large scorpion's tail, and the other a curved
mantle of bone concealing the creature's primitive brain. It has four
eyes, two large and apparent and two small and subtle, and numerous
feeding appendages on the underside of its head which serve to tear
paralyzed prey to pieces as it is passed back to the mouth.
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-2
+2
Size
Height
4
10’

Yozi
END
INT
-2
Weight
70 Stone

located within the beast’s gut. The yomi have few concerns in life
aside from feeding. Their two mouths are constantly hungry and they
care little who or what is on the menu.
Although they share a similar genesis to their yozi cousins, the yomi
have thrived in the Wasteland, mutating into even larger and more
powerful beings. They retain the intelligence to lead a tribe, and some
can be found at the head of packs of their feral yozi kin. Others have
returned to ogre society or work as mercenaries for the fomori, their
might purchasing massive feasts and numerous slaves, most of whom
end up on their table in the end.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
★☆

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Feral, Night Vision, Prehensile, Resistance
(Poison), Scent, Talons
Subspecies: Yomi
Fat, +3 Intelligence, Thrasher, Loses Feral
After the eruption of mount Krackenrock, the city of Necropolis was
left in ruins, undefended before all the enemies of man. The first to
reach the tarnished jewel that had been the center of civilization in the
south was a vast ogre horde, who swept into the city virtually
unopposed, and took its riches for their own.
Ironically, the ogres were also defeated, but not by any human hand.
The land itself, toxic before the Cataclysm, was now outright hostile
to all living beings. The ogres attempted to rebuild the city to their
liking, with their own crude stone-work, and for a few years, they
managed to survive, the Imperial granaries sustaining them. By the
time the food ran out and the ogres were forced to move on, they had
been changed, the poisoned land had laid waste to them, mind, body,
and soul.
The yozi are the descendants of those ogres. They are similar to
ghouls, but of a much larger stock. They resemble ogres in rough
shape, nearly four meters tall, but they are gaunt like no living ogre.
Their arms are so long that they can easily walk on their knuckles and
their fingers end in wicked claws. The skin of a yozi is thick and
stretched taught over their muscles and steely tendons, pale, almost
white in color, and nearly devoid of hair. Their heads are ogreish, but
their teeth are exaggerated and predatory, their eyes small and dark
but almost blind to the sun.
Yozis are similar in many respects to ghouls, but ogre’s minds are
simpler than those of men, and the yozi have no conception of what
they once were. They know nothing but pain and lack the imagination
to see anything else, all that is left in their mind is a cold predator’s
instinct. Yozi are eternally hungry and have no compunction about
eating other intelligent creatures or even their own kind. They
normally dwell in caves, for the light of day has become painful to
them, but at night they prowl the desert, eternally moving north in
search of food. Occasionally a tribe of ogres or ghouls will befriend a
yozi, or at least keep it satiated enough that it has yet to turn on them,
but as a whole yozi are irredeemable and have no place in any society.
A superior subspecies of the yozi is the yomi, descendants of oni
whose ogreish traits have been enhanced rather than retarded by the
Wasteland. Yomi are enormously fat beings even by ogreish
standards, with large bald heads and bulging bellies that can split
open to reveal their most disturbing feature, an enormous second maw

Wasteland Mutants
Although the abominations described above have stabilized into
specific species, there are many creatures of the Wasteland who are
not so predictable. Many of the Waste's inhabitants are so badly
mutated that it is impossible to tell what sort of creature it or its
forbearers may have been, and the odds of it being able to breed more
of its ilk are minuscule.
The Gamekeeper should feel free to create original creatures to
populate the Wasteland, creatures that have any sort of bizarre form
or combination of attributes and traits imaginable. Such creatures tend
to be predatory and resistant to poison, but the only thing they all
have in common is that they are universally bizarre.
Wasteland Flora
Most of the flora in the Wasteland is not actually plant matter, but
sessile animals. Enormous gooseneck barnacles, corals, and giant
anemone encrust rocks in the more fertile regions, feeding upon any
small creatures foolish enough to get too close. Most anemone are
extremely toxic, and some are large enough and fast-moving enough
to capture and kill people with their envenomed tentacles.
Other plantlike organisms are even more horrific, as they are
seemingly random conglomerations of plant and animal tissue. There
are tales of nightmarish scenes of forests of tentacles and vines that
end in predatory mouths and seek prey like masses of serpents, bushes
of eyes blindly staring at passersby, and putrid pools in which float
masses of flesh that look like pulsing disembodied organs.
Although disquieting and perhaps dangerous to those rare pilgrims to
the wastes, such organisms serve as the basis of the food chain, the
closest thing to producers in the twisted ecosystem, food for creatures
who have evolved resistance, if not immunity, to their toxins.
Most of these creatures feed by means of limited photosynthesis,
mostly due to symbiotic algae within. They also supplement their diet
with chemical energy produced by volcanic vents, and some actually
feed upon radiation emanating from long-forgotten artifacts of the
ancient world.
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Manargus bodies are extremely fast, powerful, and tough, so much so
that many doubt that their origin is entirely the result of natural
evolution. They possess a healing capability that might actually
exceed that of a troll and several redundant organs. Manargus have a
large amount of muscle mass, but have lost most of their digestive and
reproductive systems and carry no fat in their bodies. All manargus
except for queens depend on the rest of the hive to feed themselves.
Anyone who falls prey to hunting manargus is devoured, unless they
are unlucky enough to be taken alive for breeding purposes. Rather
than digesting their meat, the manargus instead return to the hive
where it is regurgitated, broken down by larva, and mixed with the
sap of the symbiotic vines in the communal feeding pool, creating
nutrient-rich nectar that nourishes the entire hive.
It is a complex and inefficient feeding system, but one which frees
active manargus from a complete digestive tract and prohibits
renegades from surviving away from the colony.
Manargus nectar is extremely valuable. It is a potent energy source
that burns far longer and hotter than oil, and it is edible to humans,
being highly nutritious for its mass and intoxicatingly sweet.
According to folklore, a skilled alchemist can use the nectar to create
all manner of elixirs that make imbibers nearly as ferocious as the
manargus themselves.
Only the manargus queen can reproduce, and she does so without the
assistance of any male; once she reaches maturity her body produces
eggs that are already fertilized. Each day, the queen lays a single egg
inside the body of a living creature which her children have brought
before her. The eggs liquefy the host's innards and reconstitute the
biomass into that of a manargus larvae. The manargus believe that
their young not only take on the flesh of their host, but also their life
force and spiritual essence.
Within a few days, the larva bursts forth from the desiccated sack that
was once its host's skin. If the larva is healthy and free of deformity,
the queen will one day inject it with her royal jelly. This cocktail of
potent hormones will trigger metamorphosis and the larva will enter a
chrysalis and pupate, emerging a few days later as a worker.
Manargus who are strong and perfect will be allowed to continue their
growth by proving themselves worthy to their mother, who can inject
them with fresh hormones to trigger further metamorphoses into the
next stage of their lifecycle.
Should a manargus go more than seven years in a single stage of their
lifecycle, they will begin to rapidly age and die, their carapaces losing
all pigment and their strength leaving them until they are chased out
or devoured by their stronger siblings.
Although there are rumors of manargus renegades who exist outside
of the hive, they are extremely rare. Most die without access to their
hive's nectar or simply lose the will to survive when parted from the
queen and their purpose in life. Still, some manage it, usually mutants
whose deformities are entirely beneficial but still abhorrent to the
manargus image. Manargus have a strong sexual dimorphism as well
as a different body shape and role in the colony at each stage of life.
The various manargus forms are detailed as follows.

Manargus
Manargus are voracious insects whose colonies are amongst the
greatest threats facing humanity in the modern era. Once, these
creatures were confined to the islands in the southern Tethys, but
since the ascension of Lael, their queen of queens, they have
reproduced at an alarming rate and spread to every corner of Pangaea.
All manargus dwell in hives, each consisting of a single queen and
several hundred of her offspring.
The basic manargus body has six limbs, the lower pair strictly
locomotive, the middle a graceful set of curved claws used for killing
prey, and the upper set is a prehensile arrangement that can be used
for locomotion, combat, or manipulating tools. Most manargus have
long tails with a venomous barb at the tip and some form of wings.
The head of a manargus has an almost reptilian shape, but with a large
pair of insectile mandibles and flat black eyes.
Manargus possess both internal and external skeletons. Their outer
carapace is extremely tough and fortified with minerals, but it is also
interlaced with blood vessels that allow it to heal when damaged and
to feel external sensations. Although the exact coloration varies from
hive to hive, most manargus’ carapace is a deep metallic green that
looks black in the moonlight and takes on a golden shimmer in the
sun.
Manargus are intelligent, but their minds are very different than those
of men. They rarely think as individuals, instead only living to serve
their queen, and lesser castes have no appreciation of higher culture.
Manargus are nocturnal predators and anything which they encounter
at night is fair game. They do not actively seek out humans, but if
they come across them while hunting, they will treat them like any
other food source, stalking and ambushing them if they feel they are
capable of doing so without suffering casualties of their own.
Manargus are unlikely to attack during the day unless another creature
provokes them or approaches the queen uninvited. Manargus do,
however, wage a constant war against other large colonial insects,
including other manargus hives. They also target nearby threats, and
even enter human cities to eliminate dangers to the environment,
either mundane or magical, lest they disrupt the ecosystem that the
manargus favor. Likewise, manargus will go to great lengths to
pursue those who attack them, and will likely kill anyone they
associate with just to be sure.
Manargus have very sharp senses and their mandibles contain an
organ that, when breathed through, can emit a wide variety of sounds.
It can mimic humanoid speech, although only drones and queens are
likely to learn Terran, but can also serve as a sonar organ, which is the
manargus' primary means of perception. Manargus communicate by
singing to one another in a language that sounds to most people like a
cross between a dove's cooing and distant silver chimes.
Manargus dig vast underground hives which they reinforce with
secreted resin. The inside of these hives and the surrounding areas are
carpeted in thick vines which are cultivated by manargus workers.
These specially bred vines give off copious amounts of oxygen, as
manargus prefer an atmosphere so dense that it would make most
species ill. In addition, it is the same color as manargus carapace in
both the visual and ultraviolet spectrums, which allows the manargus
to hide within and launch ambushes at anything that threatens their
hive.
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and such encounters rarely end well. Manargus warriors spend their
days sleeping, only roused if their home is under attack. At night, they
prowl the area around the hive, their territory ever-expanding. Any
creatures they come upon during their hunts are killed, their carcasses
eaten and the flesh returned to the hive. Those who are paralyzed by
the manargus' venom or do not put up a fight are instead dragged back
to the hive, injured to the point of helplessness, and used as hosts for
the next generation of larva.
Manargus warriors almost always travel in small packs, up to a dozen
depending on the population of the hive and the strength of the game
they are after. Manargus warriors sometimes choose to hunt specific
threats. They typically go after large or supernatural creatures or hives
of other giant insects, including rival manargus, but may also include
humans who have hunted the manargus or threatened their hive, as
well as those who disrupt the manargus' natural environment through
industry or careless use of sorcery. In such cases, manargus will stalk
the shadows, picking off their prey one by one until the threat is
eliminated. Such hunts usually take the manargus well outside their
normal hunting grounds.
Manargus warriors are of roughly human size, standing about two
meters when fully erect, and have shed their wings as they are
cumbersome and easily damaged.

Larva
Manargus larvae resemble meter-long white worms. They lack any
limbs, although they possess a segmented dorsal carapace and a
dangerous pair of mandibles. Larvae spend the first year of their life
near the queen, being fed by the adults and producing nectar for the
hive. Most die after their first season, their bodies consumed by their
siblings, but those who are strong and without defect are chosen by
the queen to become workers.

Worker
Manargus workers have a body that is lean and low to the ground.
Although they are not much longer than a larva, they are significantly
bulkier, having developed six limbs along with large diaphanous
wings.
Manargus workers spend most of their time tending to the hive,
digging and repairing tunnels, reinforcing it with secreted resin, and
nurturing the vines which grow about it. Manargus workers are not
normally fighters, but they are still very dangerous creatures. If they
are provoked, they will attack in a coordinated swarm, and if they
happen upon something weak and edible they will not hesitate to prey
upon it.
Workers make up the majority of the population of any hive, with
fewer than one in five being found worthy to advance to the next
stage of life.

Hive Guardian
Manargus warriors who have mastered the arts of stalking and killing
and also survived bringing down the strongest game are allowed to
evolve into hive guardians. Hive guardians stand nearly twice the size
of warriors and are significantly bulkier. They have grown great
membranous wings that allow them to fly once again, although with
nowhere near the grace they possessed as workers.
As their name would suggest, they spend most of their time guarding
the hive, only leaving to dispatch potential enemies which have drawn
too near the hive without the queen's leave. They spend most of their
time silently watching the queen and her larva and listening for the
sound of intruders.
There is usually one hive guardian for every four warriors in a hive.
The queen, as well as any immature queens in the hive, are
accompanied by no less than three hive guardians at all times, the
remainder patrolling the hive and responding to any nearby threats.
Even when the hive is under direct attack, the queen is never left
alone.

Warrior
Warriors are the manargus most likely to be encountered by outsiders,
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The mature queen starts her hive alone. Before beginning her
metamorphosis, she captures large numbers of creatures and injects
them with a venom that puts them into a state of suspended animation.
This is the most dangerous part of her life, as if she is not careful her
captives' comrades will track her down and destroy her while she is
pupating. During this time, she is weak and vulnerable, but not totally
helpless.
After she finishes her metamorphosis, she must begin her own hive.
She lays eggs in the sleeping captives and cultivates the seeds of the
vine she brought with her from her mother's lair. She must hunt for
herself and defend her own nest, but as her first generation of
offspring reaches maturity, she grows more and more sedentary.
Once her hive is up and running, she will not leave it unless forced
out or ordered by Lael. She relies on her children to feed and protect
her and bring her whatever news or relics of the outside world she
desires. A manargus queen is thought to be able to live forever,
although the species is young enough that this has yet to be proven.

Immature Queen
Hive guardians who are exemplars of their species are granted one
final metamorphosis by their mother, becoming young queens. They
resemble hive guardians but are even larger and more graceful,
standing nearly five meters in height and with a vast wingspan.
During this stage of life, their head elongates and develops a broad
crest which is the symbol of their station.
Young queens spend most of their time in the hive with their mother,
where they are taught what passes for higher education among the
manargus. They learn to speak the languages of men as well as the
basics of science, history, and the intricate workings of manargus
society.
Immature queens seldom leave the hive, although they are allowed to
accompany warriors on hunts if they so choose, and their mother
often entrusts them with hunting the most dangerous game, albeit also
while under the watch of a trio of hive guardians.
Once the young queen nears maturity, she leaves her mother and her
hive and begins her journey. She travels great distances alone,
attempting to put as much distance between her and her previous life
as possible, it will not do for her children to make war on her siblings.
Once she has completed her exodus, she will live on her own until she
finds a suitable site for a nest and clears the area of immediate threats.
She then buries herself in the ground and enters a state of hibernation
while she undergoes her final metamorphosis.

Drone
Manargus males are rare, typically less than one-tenth of the hive's
population. Drones resemble females, but are larger and more heavily
armored, though not as quick or powerful and their limbs lack full
articulation. While male manargus follow much the same life cycle as
females, they have a drastically different role in the hive.
Drones are psychically sensitive creatures and are educated in a wide
range of skills beyond simple hunting and killing. They are typically
trained in leadership, medicine, and some combination of crafting
skills. Individuals might also pick up more esoteric knowledge such
as academics, expression, or social, although such disciplines are
normally reserved for queens.
Drones have a unique ability to impart their knowledge upon nearby
females using a combination of chemicals and psychic impressions,
and they use them to direct nearby manargus in more precise
activities. It is the worker drones who possess knowledge of
agriculture and construction that they share with their sisters, and it is
warrior drones who possess knowledge of their enemies and of
tactics. Hive guardian drones are usually responsible for arcane
defenses, guarding the hive against magical intrusions and assaults
from the spirit world and serving as priestly channels for the spiritual
might of Lael.
The eldest drones are the equivalent of immature queens and are
sometimes called manargus kings. They never metamorphose into a

Queen
A mature queen has grown to an enormous size, greater than an
elephant. Her crest is large, her carapace is dark, and she loses her
wings entirely; she is too massive to make use of them. The queen's
body is reshaped into a stooped position, she can no longer stand fully
erect and walks on all fours. Her tail thickens and develops a large
egg sack along the underside, the stinger becoming an ovipositor.
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reproductive form, although they can survive in this state indefinitely.
Typically, such "kings" serve as companions for their mother and
teach and organize the younger males, and thus serve to coordinate
the hive as a whole in a manner that is pleasing to the queen. The
eldest manargus kings also hone their psychic abilities into true
enlightenment and serve as sorcerers.
A drone's size is roughly equivalent to that of a female of the same
age, with the drone being slightly shorter and bulkier. Their carapace
is significantly thicker but they lack the ability to manipulate complex
tools.

These creatures travel the world, periodically returning to their
mother and reporting what they have found. They journey from hive
to hive, spreading the word of Lael to all her daughters. It is through
the praetorians that the manargus species as a whole is coordinated,
and it is only at their behest that multiple hives will cease their
constant warfare and work together to destroy a threat to the entire
manargus species.
Praetorians do not just travel amongst manargus, they also infiltrate
human society. These creatures have the ability to absorb the
memories and assume the visages of those whom they consume and
spend much of their time hidden amongst the lesser races, as well as
assassinating and devouring individuals whom Lael perceives as
threats.
Praetorians have a fully functioning digestive and reproductive
system and are outside the standard manargus life cycle. They can lay
their own eggs in the bodies of other creatures, and when the eggs
hatch it is as praetorians with the skills and memories of their host,
but eternally bound to Lael's will.
Manargus praetorians resemble other manargus with a size and
physique somewhere between that of a standard warrior and hive
guardian. They are hermaphrodites and have an elongated head with a
crest not quite so impressive as that of a queen.
Praetorians are unusual among manargus in that they possess four
pairs of red eyes and their carapaces appear purple rather than green.
They have broad membranous wings, poisons that are extremely
lethal to other manargus, and can regenerate from almost any injury
short of being burned to ash.

Praetorian
Lael is the queen mother, the queen of queens, the progenitor of the
entire manargus species and their living goddess. She seldom leaves
her hive in the Wyrm Tongue islands, yet all manargus across the
world carry out her will. She maintains this control through a special
caste of manargus praetorians who serve as her eyes and ears as well
as her voice.

Life Stage
All
Larva
Worker

Manargus
END
INT
+4
Weight
Varies

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
7yrs
Varies

Size Rating
n/a
-4
-2

Template
n/a
Apprentice
Amateur

☆

Traits
Echo Location, Night Vision, Noxious III (Lethal), Talons
Carapace II, Slither
Camouflage, Carapace III, Fleet, Prehensile, Wings III

Warrior

0

Professional

★

Camouflage, Carapace III, Fleet, Prehensile, Thrasher, Venom V (Anesthetic)

Hive Guardian

4

Expert

★☆

Praetorian

2

Paragon

★★

Immature
Queen
Queen

6

Champion

★★☆

8

Master

★★★

As Female

As Female

As Female

Drone

Danger
n/a
-

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+2
Size
Height
Varies
Varies

Camouflage, Carapace III, Fleet, Prehensile, Thrasher, Venom V (Anesthetic),
Wings II
Camouflage, Carapace III, Cerebrophage, Camouflage II, Channel, Enlightened,
Eternal, Fleet, Immortal, Prehensile, Shapeshifting, Thrasher, Venom V
(Anesthetic), Wings II
Camouflage, Carapace III, Fleet, Prehensile, Thrasher, Venom V (Anesthetic),
Wings II
Camouflage, Carapace III, Eternal, Fleet, Prehensile, Stable, Thrasher, Venom V
(Anesthetic)
Camouflage, Carapace IV, Channel, *Enlightened, Hive Mind, *Priest, Thrasher

*: Due to their multi-purpose limbs, manargus must choose between using fleet, prehensile, thrasher, and venom in any given turn.
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However, one line of amalgam has suffered a mutation, either through
random chance or contact with some unknown cosmic force.
It has decided to investigate what became of the Earth and created the
harbingers (see below) to find out what happened to its Atlantean
masters. Upon reaching Earth, the amalgam found the planet had been
corrupted, indeed in most cases, the ground itself was so tainted that
the amalgam could not replicate itself and soon died, but a few seeds
landed in relatively untainted sand and began to reproduce.
Now, these ever-expanding colonies move across the world like pools
of living mercury. They are continuing to do their duty, processing all
minerals into a functional state, and destroying any biological
organisms which interfere. No one has yet figured out a method of
reliably destroying or reasoning with these creatures, and if a solution
is not found soon they may transform the entire world into a second
Vulcan, a planet of pure metal and clockwork frozen forever in
smooth perfection.

Automatons
Automatons are machines that have many of the properties of organic
life, including the ability to move, think, and perhaps even reproduce.
Most are the result of binding a spirit into a mechanical body,
although some are purely technological devices and others a melding
of science and magic.
All automatons possess the construct trait. In addition, most
automatons are virtually immortal, living forever with proper
maintenance and being able to survive all but the most extreme
damage if repaired by a skilled craftsman.
Note that, as constructs are crafted rather than born, they are
immensely customizable, and physical "mutations" are common.

AGI
CHA
DEX
+2
+1
+4
Size
Diameter
0+
3’+

Amalgam
END
INT
+4
Weight
12 Stone+

PER
STR
WIL
+4
+4
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★☆+

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace II, Construct, Echo Location, Electroreception,
Scent, Slither, Swarm, Talons
Eons ago, the people of Atlantis gazed into the heavens and saw that
Earth was but one of many worlds in the cosmos. They also realized
that these other worlds could be both beneficial and dangerous,
especially when a piece of one would fall to the Earth, bringing with
it fiery destruction as well as mineral wealth. So, it was decided that
they would use their knowledge to bring these rogue worlds under
their control.
The result was the amalgam, a colonial organism composed of
countless tiny machines, their primitive minds forming a collective
intelligence. Their task was simple, enter space and break down
asteroids, using the precious minerals within to build more of their
own kind.
Eventually, the amalgam was to be called back to Earth and melted
down, but that never happened. The Reckoning occurred and Atlantis
was lost, and with it the means to communicate with and control the
amalgam. This did not bother the amalgam, and it went about its
business undeterred.
Now, over a thousand years later, the amalgam has reproduced
exponentially and has finished its task, clearing the Earth's orbit of
asteroids and space-borne debris. The majority of the species then
coalesced and went into sleep mode awaiting news from Atlantis.

AGI
CHA DEX
Varies
-2
-1
Size
Height
20
60’

Colossus
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
1,200 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★★★★

Traits
*Barrage, Carapace I-V, Construct, Prehensile, Thrall
Colossi are the largest and most powerful of all automatons. They are
extremely rare, and most take vaguely humanoid forms, many with
small fortresses built into their backs. Colossi are created in much the
same way as a golem (see below) except that numerous spirits must
be bound into the body, and the creation requires resources and
engineering skills the likes of which are not to be found in the modern
world.
Colossi can be built from a wide range of substances. The heavier the
material, the more durable the colossus will be, but this extra
sturdiness comes at the cost of mobility. Each rank of the carapace
trait imposes a -1 penalty to the colossus' agility score.
Most colossi were lost in the Cataclysm and are now waiting for a
new master to give them purpose and a worthy task to accomplish.
The largest known colossus is the Dominus Terra, an Imperial
superweapon developed during the Masarian war and lost in the
Cataclysm. It was captured by the ravana General Sunder and
currently serves as his mobile base of operations.
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AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
6’

Eidolon
END
INT
+2
Weight
10 Stone

to their alien minds, serve no perceptible function and are thus seen as
mysteries and potential threats.
Those few unfortunate men and women who have returned from
captivity by the eidolon are always heavily scarred. Their
recollections are of unending rooms filled with bizarre machinery and
rusted tools which the eidolon put to constant work tending to the
flesh of their captives. The eidolon are masters at manipulating living
flesh, and their torturous experiments are both excruciating and
endless, never allowing their subject to escape into unconsciousness
or death until they are well and done. The motives behind these cruel
ministrations are as unreadable and the eidolon's faces, for they ask no
questions and make no demands. Perhaps they are conducting some
sort of grand research, or maybe the torture is the end as well as the
means, the eidolons might feed on pain or value themselves based on
their talent when it comes to inflicting it.
No one is quite sure what the eidolons’ long-term goal is, if indeed
they have one. They often seem completely amoral, but have been
known to deal with men on occasion, often matching wits or sharing
knowledge with the very keenest of mortal minds, they have a love of
puzzles and dear wagers, and they do not act with casual indignation
or malice. Whatever cruelty there is to them runs deep, beneath a
solid layer of clinical detachment. They have even been known to act
altruistically on occasion, often by warning of an impending threat.
Whether they do this out of a sense of duty or purpose, or if they are
merely tending to their chattel like a good herdsman, is up for debate.
It is likely that the eidolons were brought into existence by ancient
humans who accidentally stumbled upon merrow technology. As the
merrow gave many of the unformed spirits of the astral bodies with
which to walk the mortal world that resembled nightmarish
invertebrates, so too may have the eidolon been called into existence
from the formless chaos to act as a voice for the mad astral, its best
attempt at understanding human logic. Some also theorize that they
are related to the Brothers of the Shadow, for they have many traits in
common with the enigmatic men in black.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
-

Traits
Construct, Ethereal II, Sonar
Deep within the mists of the astral plane lurk the eidolons, unseen
watchers who dwell just beyond the Veil. Some walk as men,
venturing onto the soil of Pangaea, but a sense of otherworldly
wrongness clings to them like a perfumed cloud. Some believe them
spirits, others fey beings or even aliens, but in truth they are none of
these things.
Eidolons resemble men, but only in the grossest sense, as if they are
an impression of a human rather than the real thing. Most are tall and
gaunt with featureless gray skin, large dark eyes, and pointed teeth.
They are bald and their facial features tend to be mild, their chins and
brows little more than suggestions, their noses and ears almost an
afterthought. Most wear drab clothing with a loose flowing style that
hides the shape of their body, and dark glasses to conceal their
perturbing gaze. When they ornament themselves, it is in the form of
piercing and scarification which often straddles the border between
decoration and self-mutilation.
If one is to cut them open, they will find little of note. Their organs,
like their features, are minimal, and their veins flow with oily goo.
Their lungs are something resembling primitive gills, filled with
tendrils of flesh and small wedges of bone which makes the clicking
sounds that pass for speech among their own kind. How they manage
to speak Terran is a mystery. They should not be able to survive with
their tacked-on anatomy, but survive they do, sustained by their own
dark will.
Eidolons are most often encountered as raiders. They are prone to
kidnapping humans, often slipping out of the spirit world just long
enough to drag their victim into the shadows, seemingly gone without
a trace. On rare occasions, they will attack en masse, raiding mortal
villages with a swift and forceful purpose. Although human beings
always seem to be the true goal of these raids, they often take
treasures and trade goods with them, maybe as plunder or perhaps
merely as souvenirs. Eidolons have been known to leave treasures,
both valuable and magical, untouched while taking simple handcrafts
or art objects, perhaps motivated by curiosity toward baubles which,

Golem
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
Varies
-2
+3
-2
-1
+3
+3
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
Any
Any
Any
Eternal
Varies
Traits
Avatar, *Barrage (Any), Carapace I-V, Construct, *Prehensile,
*Rending, *Stable, *Talons, Thrall, *Thrasher, *Tusks
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A golem is a mechanical being that was given life when a sorcerer
bound a spirit into it. Golems do not need a complex body with
moving parts, merely movable or pliable joints; the spirit provides the
rest. Golems can come in almost any size or shape.
A standard golem is made out of clay and has one rank of the
carapace trait. Denser golems can exist, being made out of almost any
material imaginable; each additional level of carapace imposes a -1
penalty to the golem's agility.
Crafting a golem's body involves a laborious metalworking,
stoneworking, or woodworking test, and it is assumed to have a
quality equal to its animus score. It requires a number of additional
concentration equal to its size rating and the character point cost of all
its merits. All golems are trained in unarmed combat and have
additional skills based on the animating spirit’s demesne.
To animate a golem, a spirit must be bound into it, either with the
bind spirit spell or when using their own possession ability to fulfill a
contract with the golem’s owner. At the Gamekeeper’s discretion,
minor spirits may have trouble controlling a golem of excessive size
or quality, and their makers must either find more powerful spirits or
bind several into their creation in the manner of a colossus.
A golem is unable to disobey its controller, or indeed take any action
at all unless ordered to by one who knows their magic word. Golems
are allowed to defend themselves if attacked unless explicitly ordered
not to.
The spirit that is bound into a golem determines its nature. Maruts or
earth elementals are typically chosen, as they tend to have very
grounded personalities as well as an affinity for the stone, metal, or
clay that makes up most golem's bodies. Should the golem ever be
ordered to take an action that goes against the spirit's nature, they can
use the snap out of it ability and may go berserk or turn upon their
master.
Some golems possess ranged attacks, often in the form of guns or
other weapons which have been mounted upon their frames. Others
are only loosely bound, allowing the spirit’s within to emit great gouts
of deadly energy.
Golems are one of the most varied of all monsters, as virtually any
form one can imagine can be realized with enough technical
proficiency. It is rumored that there is a secret society of golemsmiths who operate on the frontier, well out of sight of the Illuminated
Templar, who meet in secret to compare notes and perfect their
designs, and who also hold underground tournaments to pit their
creations against one another in high stakes arena combat.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-3
Size
Height
6
15’

Harbinger
END
INT
+4
-2
Weight
3 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+4
+4
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★

Traits
Bioluminescence, Carapace V, Construct, Energy Attack (Heat),
Feral, Prehensile, Quills, Sleepless
Harbingers are living meteors, constructed of raw iron and stone
which streak from the heavens onto the world below. These creatures
burn with the heat of reentry, scorching the land around them as well
as any beings that get in their way or are deemed impure.
Should a harbinger be destroyed or allowed to cool on its own, it will
shatter and violently explode, spraying the surrounding region with
shards of molten glass. Anyone in this area must evade or test for
damage with an adjustment equal to the harbinger's might score.
No one in Pangaea knows what a harbinger is or where they come
from, although some astronomers and sorcerers have managed to
predict their appearance and use it to their advantage. In truth, they
are constructs created by the amalgam (see above), used to find a
suitable location for a colony of the tiny machines to grow, and their
bodies are filled with numerous amalgam seeds which are plunged
into the surrounding earth upon their death, only to emerge weeks
later as fully forged amalgam blobs if the stones are right.

AGI
CHA DEX
Size
Height
0
6’

Homunculus
END
INT
Weight
12 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
☆

Traits
Carapace III, Construct, Prehensile
Homunculi are machines that are crafted in the likeness of humans,
made so expertly that they were granted souls of their own by the
blessing of the Goddess. The secrets of homunculus' creation were
first discovered by Jaypok of Avalon.
Most homunculi resemble a living man with flesh composed of
smooth metal or stone. The most elegant homunculi are virtually
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indistinguishably from humans, with a metal skeleton covered in
rubbery skin that looks and even feels like living flesh.
Many homunculi are solitary beings created by a master mechanic or
technomancer for their own reasons. Most live as servants or children
to their creators, and when they inevitably outlive them do their best
to blend into human society. Most fail and are destroyed or chased off
by fearful mobs.
There are few societies of homunculi7. The largest are the Artillans, a
group of freed slaves who left Avalon after the defeat of Jaypok. They
settled on one of the Wyrm's Tongue islands, where they established a
small society after defeating the indigenous yokhori. They mastered
the technology of their birth as well as that of the yokhori, and are
now considered the finest craftsmen of the modern age.
The most populous of all homunculi are the battle drones of Avarus.
The warlords Livonia mass produces these metallic soldiers and
powers them with infernal spirits. They resemble other homunculi,
but their bodies are featureless and non-descript and they have only
limited autonomy and intellect.

AGI CHA DEX
-3
-5
-2
Size
Height
12
30’

Juggernaut
END
INT
+4
-1
Weight
30 Tons

AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Height
8
20’

Lithovore
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
10 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★

Traits
Carapace V, Construct, Electroreception, Feral, Stable, Talons
Lithovores are automatons that are created not by the hands of men
but rather by the forces of nature. They are strange silicon-based
lifeforms with mica like scales, multitudes of eyes, strange tubes and
spined appendages, and legs which piston like sewing needles.
These creatures are normally peaceful, although they are known to
consume vast quantities of minerals with their numerous radula, and
this makes them a pest and a hazard to the economic interests of
miners and those who leave metal equipment unattended in their
presence. Many people attack or kill lithovores on sight out of
superstition or a desire to protect their resources, and as a result, many
lithovores have learned to fear man and to kill proactively.

PER
STR
WIL
+4
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
★★★

Traits
Barrage (Projectile), Carapace V, Construct, Slither, Stable
Juggernauts are vehicles that have had a spirit bound into them,
allowing them to function without a driver or fuel. Most are simple
machines; boats or carriages which move about of their own volition,
but others are mighty war machines, far larger and more powerful
than anything which could be driven by mere steam. Such juggernauts
take the form of crude battle tanks or ironclad vessels, and many are
adorned with thick armor and heavy weapons as well as decorations
designed to enhance their frightful appearance.
Such juggernauts are virtually indestructible and extremely valuable,
they are thankfully rare in the modern world. It is unknown how many
exist, and in whose hands, but the Imperium was building several for
use in the Masarian war when the Cataclysm destroyed the facility in
Orta. It is rumored that they were claimed by Baltazar and have since
been completed and are now guarding the palace in Dungenus.
Juggernauts are created by building a vehicle following the rules in
Chapter Five and then binding a spirit into the vehicle in much the
same manner as a standard golem.
The statistics listed above represent a potent war machine too heavy
to be crafted by modern technology without magical assistance.

AGI
CHA
DEX
-5
Size
Height
Any
Any

Numen
END
INT
-3
Weight
Any

PER
STR
WIL
-2
Lifespan
Danger
Eternal
OO

Traits
Carapace I-V, Construct, *Float, *Talons, Thrall
Numina are simple inanimate objects which have been given
sentience and the ability to move about on their own or at the
command of their creator. When a spirit is bound into an object which
is not a worthy receptacle for an artifact or articulated enough to
become a juggernaut or golem, the result is a numen.
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Numina resemble ordinary objects, but most can move about in a
rubbery manner while others can simply float in the air of their own
volition. The exact size, attributes, and traits of numina are as varied
as the items they are made from, and the Gamekeeper will need to use
their judgment in assigning them.
It is said that some numina, while physically inert, are psychically
active, possessing miracles, mystic gifts, or even full enlightenment.
Such accursed things usually take the form of effigies or dolls.
Most numina are created with a specific task in mind and forced to
perform that service repeatedly. Others have no specific instructions
and do their best to act in accordance with the nature of the spirit
trapped within.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
+3
Size
Height
Any
Any

Watcher in the Walls
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-1
-1
+2
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
Any
Eternal
★+

Traits
Carapace V, Construct, Lame Pallesthesia, Talons, Thrasher
Certain profane rights can be used to bind a fallen spirit into the very
foundations of a building, imbuing the walls with a strange life of
their own. Some say that these creatures will also arise spontaneously
in places that were built upon defiled burial grounds or with murdered
bodies hidden beneath them, and some particularly superstitious and
twisted architects will entomb their workers alive within their
creations hoping their souls will make such a transition.
The watcher lives its entire life within the structure that it is bound to,
unable to ever leave. When they are at rest, they are undetectable,
perfectly enveloped in their home. But when they decide to become
active, they press against the edge of their prison; their vague shapes
can be seen straining against the surface and always threatening to
burst through. The impressions they make are almost humanoid in
shape, but vague and half-formed, like a fetus still in the mother's
womb. They have long fingers with sharp talons and horrifically
elongated skulls.
Wall watchers are sadistic creatures, and though they derive no
sustenance from mortal flesh they are still predatory, choosing to
terrify their victims and then strike when they are alone, sometimes
leaving their broken bodies behind for their comrades to puzzle over
or even enveloping them, entombing their bodies within the very
walls themselves to keep the watcher company.
Why they choose to attack in this manner is a mystery; perhaps it is
out of a sense of frustrated sadism at their own condition, or maybe
they are hoping to provoke someone into retribution, shattering the
edifice forever and freeing the watcher from its cursed existence.
Watchers in the walls can move about freely within the barriers of
their prison, they can instantly manifest appendages at any point along
the wall's surface, and any damage done to the wall harms their
essence. Their most horrific ability, however, is to actually move their
earthly abode. Though they must remain anchored to the structure
they are bound to, the inhabited wall can still stagger, grinding its
way slowly but inexorably along the floor. This process is slow, but if
they manage to pin their victims between two walls, death is almost
assured, those who survive being crushed will slowly suffocate and
die alone in the claustrophobic dark.

Shadow Centurion
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
Any
Eternal
Varies
Traits
Avatar I-V, Construct, Carapace IV, *Fleet, Life Sense, Soulless,
Talons, *Wings II
The Black King has been busy in the south. Kain has realized that in
ages to come, even bones will be reduced to dust, and he has decided
it is time for the undead to move on to the next stage of their
evolution, to give up on their corporeal remains entirely, and thus are
born the Shadow Centurions. These constructs are made from sturdy
materials, heavy stone and steel reinforced with adamant. They hold
the last physical remains of the undead within them as they are slowly
ground away to dust by the eons, leaving only darkness behind.
The resulting sarcophagus beasts combine the best, or perhaps worst,
aspects of both automatons and undead. Each is possessed by a shade
that guides its movements and its actions and blesses it with the vision
of the damned.
Shadow centurions take many forms. Most are massive creatures that
resemble the beasts of legend or the statues that guard the southern
tombs, although some are spindly flying creations resembling birds
with sharpened steel feathers and other subtler centurions are
indistinguishable from humans garbed in very heavy armor.
Shadow centurions are created in a manner virtually identical to
standard golems, but with the undead spirits that power them are
bound by a different sort of necromantic ritual.
AGI
CHA DEX
Size
Height
Any
Any
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affected as if by the enthrall spell. These effects are not magical and
cannot be suppressed by anti-magic, though snap out of it works as
normal. The difficulty of this test is 20 +2 for each additional rose in
range (maximum 40).
Blood roses are treated as very rough terrain and perilous terrain with
a damage adjustment equal to the roses' might score.

Animate Plants
While most plants are content to rest in place and grow in the
nourishing Pangaean soil, others have developed the ability to uproot
themselves and move about of their own volition. This extra mobility
also comes with a price, many of these creatures need to feed on more
tangible fare than mere sunlight, making them dangerous predators.
Also included in this section are animate algae and funguses which,
though not technically plants, follow many of the same principles.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Length
2
6’

Barometz
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
30 Stone

AGI
CHA
DEX
+1
-1
Size
Height
0
5.5’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
200yrs
☆

Blood Roses
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
15 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
-

Traits
Noxious II (Anesthetic), Photosynthetic, Prehensile
Druagr are a species that has mutated from humans lost in the Wild in
ages past. They dwell in the damp and overgrown places of the world,
and their stone-age tribes can be found from the jungles of Masaria to
the taiga of the north.
Druagr resemble humans, but rather than hair, they are coated from
head to toe with a layer of thick green moss. This moss slows their
movements and addles their minds, but provides them with
photosynthesis, regenerative abilities, and a pleasing smell.
Druagr have few predators, as their mixture of plant and animal
tissues leaves them unpalatable to both herbivores and carnivores.
Likewise, they do not need to hunt, subsisting solely on sunlight and
nutrient-rich swamp water. As they are mostly apart from the food
chain, they are peaceful creatures. They regard civilized humans with
awe and reverence, but are often greeted with violence and fear due to
their outlandish appearance.

Traits
Arboreal, Bounder, Breathless, Camouflage, Carapace, Feral, Fleet,
Photosynthetic, Resistance (Cold and Electricity), Talons, Weakness
(Heat)
Barometz are believed to be the result of the cross-breeding of animal
spirits and plants or vice versa. They resemble normal beasts in rough
body shape, but have wooden flesh and fur made of leaves; to a casual
observer, one might seem to be a living topiary. Barometz are
omnivorous, preying upon both animals and their immobile kin, and
are dangerous to humans, although they are not so fearless that they
will attack without the advantage of numbers or the element of
surprise. Unfortunately, an unmoving barometz camouflages almost
perfectly with the surrounding foliage, so surprise is almost
guaranteed.

AGI
CHA DEX
-4
+2
Size
Height
0
3’

Druagr
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
9 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+3
Lifespan
Danger
250yrs
-

AGI
CHA
DEX
-2
-2
+2
Size
Height
2
6’

Traits
Breathless, Carapace, Photosynthetic, Resistance (Cold and
Electricity), Sessile, Talons, Weakness (Heat)
Blood roses are said to grow from ground upon which innocent blood
was spilled. These roses are beautiful; with a powerful scent and vivid
red petals far lovelier than those of their mundane kin. They are also
possessed of thorns that are longer and sharper than any natural
flower and are ever so eager to use them.
Blood roses are not truly animate, they are rooted in place and they
are capable of only subtle movements, usually just enough to trap or
impale creatures moving through them. Blood roses do, however,
have a very special ability; their pollen can cloud men’s minds.
Blood roses use their scent to lure creatures into their branches where
they will bleed a great deal, their vital fluids feeding the roses. Blood
roses are also not above enrapturing the weak-minded, forcing them
to defend the roses from those who wish to harm them or even
coercing them into murder and burying the body amongst the flowers.
Anyone who begins their turn within a number of paces of one or
more blood roses equal to three times their perception (10x if they
have the scent trait) must roll a resolve test. On a failure, the subject is
affected as if by the command spell, on a fumble, they are instead

Dweomerling
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
20 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
3,000yrs
★

Traits
Amorphous, Amphibious, Dragon Blooded, Photosynthetic,
Resistance (Heat), Sleepless, Weakness (Electricity)
Dweomerlings are shambling, slouching, vaguely humanoid hulks
made from masses of algae and rotting muck. They are colonial
organisms, composed of numerous species of algae and microbial life
as well as inorganic mud and slime. Their shape and composition are
ever-shifting, gaining and losing matter as they slither across their
environment.
Dweomerlings are not a species in any natural sense; rather they are
decidedly unnatural creatures who are made from whatever organisms
happen to be at hand. Their genesis is magical in nature; when an
environment becomes saturated with supernatural energy, they arise
spontaneously from their surroundings. The source of magical energy
varies, but it normally occurs when a permanent spell is abandoned,
an artifact lost or hidden in the uninhabited wilderness, or when
nexuses and wonders are forgotten with nobody around to utilize their
excess magical energy.
Dweomerlings are simple creatures with simple lives. They have no
real place in the ecosystem, feeding off ambient magical energy, but
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they are fiercely protective of their homes and will destroy anything
that seeks to disrupt its environmental balance or remove the source
of the magic that gives them life.
Dweomerlings will greedily consume any tonics or elixirs that they
find and have no compunctions about killing or robbing their previous
owners. If they come across an artifact, they will likewise do
whatever it takes to acquire it and then hide it within themselves or
their habitat, and if they happen upon a magical creature or sorcerer,
they will do their best to slay them and fertilize the land with their
remains.
Although usually found in swamps and bogs, dweomerlings can dwell
in any terrain that is rich in moisture and organic matter. They are
sometimes encountered living in the sewers beneath urban
laboratories and hidden covens, and there are legends of
dweomerlings that dwell in arid lands which are born of sand or snow.
Dweomerlings cannot survive long outside of their home habitat, and
if they are parted from it they will slowly starve without a fresh
source of magic and organic matter to replenish themselves. They are
sometimes tamed or beguiled by wizards who feed them spells in
exchange for their services, and can serve as dull but loyal spies,
servants, and bodyguards.
Sometimes dweomerlings incorporate the decomposing corpses of
those who died in their habitat and absorb some of their memories.
These rare creatures might even believe themselves to be the fallen
and may leave their home to set about questing toward what they
think to be their unfinished business, completing great projects,
avenging their untimely death, or merely trying to reclaim the life that
they have lost.

AGI
CHA
DEX
-3
-3
-3
Size
Length
14
50’

Gas Spore
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
2.5 Tons

The adult does not want to kill the host, which is the main reason it
has such a fearsome larval stage, hoping that only the strong will
become infected. When death is finally near, the fungus will
completely take over the victim's body, killing it and then sprouting
numerous mushroom-like growths. These fungi are semi-sentient, and
many are said to possess the memories and abilities of their host. Still,
an immobile mass of fungus is unable to make use of these abilities,
unless of course, the host happened to be a sorcerer.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-3
+4
Size
Length
-2
30’

Keyari
END
INT
-3
Weight
2 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
-1
Lifespan
Danger
5yrs
-

Traits
Breathless, Constrictor, Feral, Photosynthetic, Resistance (Cold and
Electricity), Sessile, Sleepless, Weakness (Heat)
Keyari are carnivorous vines that have learned to move about like
tentacles. They attempt to strangle and ensnare their prey, striking
from ambush, and each vine is tipped with a single thorn which drains
the victim’s blood, killing them and feeding the plant.
Keyari are notoriously hard to kill, not because they are exceptionally
tough or resilient to damage, but because it is so hard to find their
main body. They are typically seen growing out of trees or intermixed
with other vines and can stretch for a dozen meters in each direction,
which makes finding and killing all the vines, let alone the roots, a
difficult task. It is often far easier to simply cut oneself free and run.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
-1
+2
Size
Length
4
10’

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
★★☆

Kelpie
END
INT
+3
Weight
60 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
-4
Lifespan
Danger
70yrs
★★

Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, Constrictor, Feral, Fleet, Photosynthetic,
Resistance (Cold and Electricity)
The kelpie is an aggressive aquatic beast similar in many ways to a
barometz. They resemble large horses, except that their bodies are
composed of green algae, their manes long tendrils of grasping
seaweed. Kelpies typically wait for someone to come too close to the
shore or to swim out amongst the reeds and then grab them and drag
them under, holding them until they drown. Funnily enough, kelpies
are not predators, they are merely sadistic creatures with a hatred of
land animals, and some are even clever enough to lure their victims
into the water with a pretense of playfulness or the promise of a free
ride.

Traits
Breathless, Carapace, Feral, Float, Infestation, Resistance (Cold and
Electricity), Sleepless, Talons, Weakness (Fire)
Gas spores are extremely unusual parasites. A full-grown gas spore is
a massive beast that floats like a living zeppelin and consumes entire
forests, stripping the canopies of plant and animal matter. They also
aggressively seek out and attack the largest and most powerful
creatures they can find.
The gas spore is, however, a trickster rather than a monster. The
floating spore is only the larval form of the organism. When it is slain,
hopefully by a powerful predator or hero, it will explode into a cloud
of thousands of tiny spores. When eaten or inhaled by the killer and
surrounding creatures, the spores will infect them and begin the adult
phase of life.
The adult gas spores invade the bodily systems of their host and are
considered a disease with a potency of twenty. While infected, the
majority of the host's calories go to supporting the fungi living within
their veins, and each time they exhale they spew out a cloud of
microscopic spores, some of which will eventually grow to gigantic
proportions and start the cycle anew.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
Size
Length
12
40’

Leontophone
END
INT
+4
-2
Weight
18 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
★★★☆

Traits
Carapace, Feral, Noxious III (Anesthetic), Pallesthesia, Resistance
(Cold and Electricity), Talons
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Animate Plants

Leontophones are giant fungal beasts roughly the size and shape of a
carnosaur. They typically dwell underground or in dense jungles, they
prefer damp places without direct light. Leontophones are predators,
requiring large amounts of food to sustain their bulk, and they have
little fear about what they fight, for their death is linked with the birth
of the next generation.
Any sizable portion of the creature which is torn from the body of the
beast will eventually grow into a new leontophone. These creatures
have no other method of reproduction, and when two grown members
of the species meet, they will literally tear each other to pieces in a
ritual that is both combat and mating dance.

limitations, and often work out a partnership with others of their
species or nearby predators, sharing food in exchange for luring
people into an ambush. Some people even cultivate these creatures to
serve as traps or guardians.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
+2
Size
Length
18
250’

Mantrap
END
INT
+2
-3
Weight
1.5 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
-2
+4
-1
Lifespan
Danger
7,000yrs
★★★★

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Feral, Night Vision, Noxious III (Anesthetic),
Pallesthesia, Resistance (Cold and Electricity), Slither, Talons
Muskats are enormous fungal creatures that are distantly related to the
leontophone. Most dwell deep in the earth, where they subsist by
feeding off the slow and steady trickle of nutrients that reach them
through the ground-water. Should one be exposed to the surface
world, they will be lured out by the prospect of food, but will quickly
become lost; blinded and enraged by the sun. When in such a state
these creatures destroy whatever they come across, killing and eating
until they are killed in turn or find their way back into the
underground, a tricky proposition as they are incredibly stupid.
Muskats resemble great worms composed of fungus, with a broad
mushroom-like head filled with teeth and covered in heavy slabs of
protective chitin.

Mandrake
AGI
CHA DEX
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Size
Height
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
*
*
*
*
*
Traits
* + Photosynthetic, Resistance (Cold and Electricity), Sleepless,
Weakness (Heat)
Mandrakes are unusual creatures that are found in many lands. They
exist as perfectly normal roots until meeting tissue from a living
creature. When this occurs, the mandrake root will bloom into a large
fleshy pod. After several days, the mandrake will have poured all of
its stored calories into this pod and then expire, the pod bursting to
reveal a clone of the person which triggered its gestation.
Such clones are virtually indistinguishable from the beings which
spawned them save for a few subtle tells such as their lack of a naval
and green blood. They are born fully grown, and though they do not
possess any of the knowledge or skills of their "parent", they have
access to its full mental faculties and are quick and eager to learn.
Such mandrakes will then attempt to make their way to a humanoid
society and become a part of it. If a mandrake should ever encounter
the person they were copied from, they will do their best to kill them
and take their place heedless of danger or the possibility of exposure.
Eventually, mandrakes will attempt to replace the entire community
with more of their kind, exposing individuals to their sprouts and
replacing them one at a time. The mandrake's goal in such
masquerades is unknown, perhaps even to the mandrake itself.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-3
+1
Size
Diameter
6
15’

Muskat
END
INT
+4
-3
Weight
450 Tons

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
-1
Size
Height
0
5’

Sciapod
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
7 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
-1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
-

Traits
Carapace, Noxious II (Anesthetic), Photosynthetic, Resistance (Cold
and Electricity), Stench
Sciapods are notable in that they are an almost humanoid race
descended from fungal stock. They resemble man-size mushrooms
with crude arms, legs, and facial features. These beasts are unable to
speak in any way, but they are intelligent enough to use tools and
have rudimentary societies roughly on par with the most primitive
stone-age humans. Sciapods are vegetarians, although they are
aggressive enough to defend themselves and know how to make
simple spears and dirks. It is possible for someone skilled in
diplomacy to win the friendship of these odd mushroom people and
even establish a lasting alliance, although the difference in customs
and physiology leaves such relationships strained.
Sciapods communicate with one another by exchanging empathic
spores. When threatened, they release clouds of unique spores that
alert their fellows but also disorient their attackers, and in humans,
they induce sickness and disorienting vertigo.

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
+2
Lifespan
Danger
90yrs
★

Traits
Breathless, Camouflage, Carapace, Constrictor, Feral, Photosynthetic,
Resistance (Cold and Electricity), Sessile, Sleepless, Talons,
Weakness (Heat)
Mantraps are the quintessential carnivorous plant. They resemble
enormous Venus flytraps, but rather than preying on tiny insects, they
will attempt to consume any animal, and instead of merely holding
them until they starve, they actively chew and tear their victims apart.
These plants are dangerous, but sessile, and thus are relatively easy to
avoid if one is not ambushed. The mantraps are aware of their
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AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-3
-1
Size
Height
4+
10’+

Shambler
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
50 Stone+

light, sound, heat, cold, radiation, or even raw magical energy. These
varieties can be dangerous, but also useful, serving as organic lamps,
alarms, or even living heating or cooling systems when properly
cultivated.
There is one family of ensorcelled moss that is especially dangerous
and insidious. It spreads out in large patches that have a color, odor,
and texture that is simultaneously sickening and narcotic. When it is
disturbed, it sends out sticky pseudopods, the tiny barbs of which tear
through the flesh and nourish the plant and deposit its spores in
exchange.
Witching moss is both perilous and rough terrain. Anyone who moves
through it is exposed to its infestation, either through injection or
simply inhaling the tiny cloud of spores that surround it.
The mold itself is incredibly tough and very difficult to kill. The only
reliable way is intense heat or potent herbicides, but these methods
tend to release clouds of spores in the mold's violent death throes that
can infect those who inhale the smoke.
Once a host has been bewitched by the moss, they will slowly lose
their mind as their flesh is replaced by fungal threads. They begin to
act aggressively and erratically as they forget their previous lives, but
their memories are not lost, only absorbed, and once their brain has
been wholly replaced with an herbaceous mass, they will retain their
skills and life experience.
Eventually, this being has all the host's faculties and capabilities, up
to and including magical talent, but nothing is left of them save their
bones and the barest hint of their previous personality. The host then
lives only to spread the moss, which it can do by defecating in any
dark and isolated place, or it can directly infect another living being
by blood contact.
Such mold-men are dangerous creatures. In many ways, they are like
ghasts or zombies, but they are far cleverer and more insidious, and
no less insensible to pain.
Eventually, even the bones will rot away and the body will collapse
into a fresh patch of mold upon the ground where it expired. This
colony loses its human shape and mobility, but even in this disgusting
form retains its host’s memories, intelligence, and even
enlightenment, and many people say that it even traps the remnants of
the victim's soul.

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+3
Lifespan
Danger
800yrs
★☆+

Traits
Amorphous, Breathless, Carapace, Feral, Pallesthesia, Photosynthetic,
Resistance (Cold and Electricity), Sleepless, Slither, Talons,
Weakness (Heat)
Shamblers are enormous mounds of kudzu that have grown animate
and are always expanding. Shamblers move from place to place like
giants, and they never stop eating. Any animal that they can catch is
crushed and then swallowed, their decaying meat serving as nutrients
for the shambler and the parasitic organisms that dwell within.
Though their metabolism is still driven by photosynthesis, their rapid
growth requires a steady supply of fresh biomass, and there is no true
upper limit to how large such a creature might become if not slain.
Shamblers normally dwell in the deep Wild, but if one should come
across a village, they will enter it and do their best to catch and eat
everyone who dwells within.
Witching Moss
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+3
-2
-2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
Any
10yrs
Traits
Amphibious, Berserker, *Bioluminescent, Infestation, Noxious III
(Anesthetic) Photosynthetic, Resistance (Cold and Electricity),
Weakness (Chemical and Fire)
Subspecies: Mold Man
As Host + Weakness (Heat)
Subspecies: Remains
Sessile, Swarm
Pangaea is home to many strange plants. Among the most alien are
the various molds, lichens, and mosses which have fed off the myriad
ambient magical energies that pervade the world. There are many
strange breeds, those whose metabolisms either absorb or give off
AGI
CHA DEX
-2
Size
Height
Any
Any
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Spirits
only one result, the inevitable descent into damnation.
Demons are fallen spirits, those who can no longer perform their role
in the Dreamtime and instead exist to further their own selfish or
malicious desires.
When the Reckoning occurred, a third of the angels rebelled against
the gods and joined the demons in their bid to take over heaven. After
their defeat, these fallen angels were forced to sign the
Gotterdammerung and cast out of Heaven into the underworld, where
they joined the demons and took to calling themselves devils.
Demons are usually motivated by sadism, as well as whatever sins
their masters represent or which led to their initial fall. Most of their
time is spent battling or abusing other demons. The arch-devils and
their minions constantly fight for dominance over the demons, as well
as using political and martial means to supplant each other. Although
all-out war has not occurred between Heaven and Hell since the
Reckoning, it is only a matter of time, and demonic forces are
constantly engaged in skirmishes with the angels, the spirits of nature,
and various demiurge.
Most demons use their influence upon the mortal world to bring pain,
suffering, and destruction to humans and ruination to their works, as
well as garnering power for themselves and their diabolic masters.
Demons are often summoned and bound by mortal mages, although it
is usually at the sorcerer’s peril.
The arch-devils have found a loophole in the Gotterdammerung that
allows them to consume souls given willingly, and thus mortal souls
are the most valuable commodity amongst the lords of Hell. Among
the devils, there exists a group called the Succubus (or Incubus while
in masculine forms) which exist only to seduce mortals. They use
their master’s nearly unlimited magical powers to grant the mortal
whatever unreachable or forbidden desires they may have. The cost
for these gifts is almost always the mortal’s soul, although some
shrewd bargainers will get off merely performing a favor for the
underworld, increasing the amount of sin in the world, or allowing
their body to serve as host to a demonic spirit for a time. But
regardless of the cost, the mortal almost always regrets their choice
once it is too late.
The weakest demons are tiny creatures called imps, but as demons
increase in circle they grow greatly in size and power, and their
appearance becomes increasingly fearsome and personal. Second
circle demons are called fiends, third circle malebranche, and fourth
balrogs. The fifth circle demons are arch-devils and the seven demon
princes, creatures of godly power who were imprisoned in ages past,
but are now breaking free.
Although the most well-known demons are the fallen angels, any sort
of spirit can fall, even a mortal soul. These latter entities are known as
Onryo, and serve as dark counterparts to the einherjar, beings who
died in such torment that they become a permanent stain upon the
cosmos, existing only to share their misery and pain.
Kismet: Damage
Traits: Demons keep whatever traits they possessed before their
fall. Their material weakness, if any, is inverted to what was
once their synergistic material. Devils are weak to holy
weapons and those made of platinum.

Spirits
Spirits are extradimensional entities composed of ectoplasm. They are
immortal creatures and many predate the world, although their forms
and abilities are constantly shaped by the beliefs of mortal men.
Spirits are unable to interact with the physical world directly, but
most have the ability to affect probability and work potent sorcery.
All spirits have the eternal, ethereal, and immortal traits. Most are
also enlightened and possess the channel, foresight, kismet, and
possession abilities.
Angel
Angels are servitor spirits of the gods, most created from demiurge
who willingly sided with the Olympians against the Titans. They are
attuned to holy energy, opposite the demons, and dwell in the
heavens, the spirit world located in the skies above Earth. Most angels
are virtuous and loyal, serving man and god to the best of their
abilities, and many angels are sworn into the service of a single divine
master.
Unlike terrestrial spirits, angels are not the animating force of any one
object or concept, but rather the collective will of the entirety of
Heaven.
Most angels remain in Heaven tending the needs of the gods or spend
their existences exploring art and philosophy and training endlessly
for the inevitable battles against the forces of Hell. Angels do,
however, occasionally intervene in the mortal world at the behest of a
deity or its mortal followers.
There is one group of angels, called the Grigori, also known as
watchers or guardian angels, who spend their time wandering the
mortal realm, subtly guiding promising mortals and looking out for
the innocent as well as banishing interfering demons.
Angels are divided into various choirs which roughly correspond to
their circles. First circle angels are cherubim, second circle elohim,
third circle seraphim, and fourth circle aeons. The highest tier of
angels, the archangels, are nearly as mighty as the gods they serve.
There are currently only seven archangels; during the reckoning,
fifteen of the initial archangels fell and took over a third of the lesser
choirs with them.
One special group of angels are the einherjar. Great human heroes and
saints, who were granted immortality upon their death, freed from
their mortal existence by the gods. They have been elevated to serve
their deities for all time, transformed into perfect angelic forms. Many
of the greatest Atlanteans have been transformed into Einherjar, but
few mortals in this day and age warrant such eternal reward. There are
few einherjar amongst the fallen, but it is not unheard of for a Devil to
gift a particularly vile thrall with a similar fate upon their death.
Kismet: Resilience
Traits: Weakness (Unholy Weapons and Lead)
Demon
Spirits lack the true range of emotion given over to mortal beings.
Rather, they exist within their sphere, their mental state never far from
the concept they embody. Still, sometimes something happens to a
spirit that changes its outlook on life, an event that scars them so
deeply that they will never be the same. When this happens, there is
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Erinyes
Sometimes called furies, the erinyes are spirits of primal aggression.
Technically, erinyes are a type of demon, although, unlike most other
demons, they have never fallen, but were born into a state of pure
malice. Erinyes are violent creatures and the gods and devils are both
known to send them after humans who have provoked their ire, using
their anguish ability to slowly drive their victims to madness. Erinyes
have a simple society in which most members ignore the others,
although their absolute leader is the fifth circle exemplar Pazuzu, lord
of the wicked wind.
Kismet: Might
Traits: Anguish, Weakness (Bone)

edifices. Their abilities resemble those of elementals made from the
matter that currently surrounds them, and they suffer a psychic wound
each time they begin a turn outside of their own country.
First circle kami tend to represent a single terrain feature; a grove, a
rock, a hill, a tree, a house, a boat, or small streams and ponds.
Second circle kami represent large terrain features or small areas such
as woods, mountains, valleys, islands, lakes, swamps, rivers, roads,
ocean straits, simple fields and prairies, and perhaps even a storm or
cloud formation. Small towns and villages may also be home to
second circle kami, as are the largest of ships and structures made by
men.
Third circle kami represent large terrain features such as inland seas,
great forests, mountain ranges, primeval bayous, broad grasslands,
vast coral reefs, large islands or archipelagos, and broad regions of
Pangaea or the ocean surrounding it. Most cities are home to a third
circle kami, but for a single structure, monument, or vehicle to
maintain a kami of this power it would need to be one of the wonders
of the world.
Fourth circle kami represent an entire nation or region of the world, a
sub-continent, a sea, or the like. Each of the four realms of the world
has seven fourth circle kami, the children of their fifth circle parents.
There are four fifth circle kami on Earth, representing the land, the
ocean, the sky, and the underworld respectively. In addition, each of
the planets within the solar system has its own kami ruler. More rules
about these deities can be found in Chapter Seven.
It is not unheard of for a kami to become a demon. This usually
happens when the land they represent has become despoiled.
Sometimes this is natural, when a severe natural disaster changes the
landscape to such a degree that the kami is a stranger in its own body;
seas that dry up or swallow plains and fires or volcanoes that desolate
once verdant ecosystems. More often though, this occurs through the
hand of man, clearcutting, strip mining, damming rivers, or creating
toxic waste dumps. Within the Wasteland, fallen kami are the norm.
Kismet: Anything which occurs within their domain
Traits: Elemental Body, Weakness (Iron)

Genie
When the fallen angel Iblis led a host of spirits against Atlantis in a
failed attempt to bring down the gods, the majority of his forces were
composed of djinn. The djinn were once demiurge, but through potent
rituals, they expanded their minds and opened up their souls to new
emotions and new magics. After their defeat, most of the djinn were
bound into genie bottles, forced to serve mortals in exchange for their
freedom.
Many djinn who escaped imprisonment or who had been granted their
freedom chose to assist the demons in the Reckoning, and in the end,
most fell and became demons themselves. Such infernal djinn are
called Efreet.
Most djinn choose to return to the Elemental Planes upon their
release, but sometimes a genie will decide to remain on Earth, either
because they have become enamored with the world or its inhabitants,
or simply because it realizes that it no longer has a place amongst the
demiurge. More than one genie has remained on Earth because it has
established an earnest friendship, or perhaps even fallen love with, its
mortal master, and chosen to continue to serve them beyond the initial
three wishes.
A genie typically manifests as a large humanoid, although they often
have bright and outlandishly colored skin and burning eyes. Djinn are
usually surrounded by an elemental corona, representing the plane
from which they were born. It is not uncommon for the lower bodies
of a genie to fade into a puff of smoke or a pillar of flames, or to
emerge directly from the earth or a pool of water.
Kismet: Dodge
Traits: Weakness (Bronze)

Lemure
Lemures are spiritual decomposers, eating discarded ether and mental
energy and returning it to the cycle. They are typically harmless, and
other spirits often prey upon them, but they may descend upon
wounded spirits in great numbers and devour them as easily as
carrion. Likewise, if a lemure somehow enters the material world, or a
mortal enters the Dreamtime, they will readily attack helpless victims.
Most lemures are very weak spirits, only barely sentient. As they eat
they grow larger until one day they burst, giving their energy back to
the Dreamtime. Many, however, become corrupted and turn into
abominations called Manes. They eat the rot of the spirit world, and
such taint does not always wash clean. Higher circle manes take on
the appearance of serpents or eels and become increasingly aggressive
as the taint builds. As they grow larger and more befouled, they may
grow teeth, tentacles, and possibly extra heads, oftentimes on opposite
ends of their body. The greatest and most foul of all such Manes is the
dread Nidhogg, the Serpent of Corruption.
Kismet: Anti-Magic
Traits: Weakness (Wood)

Kami
Kami are the spirits of the land, each bound to a specific piece of
terrain. Most are nature spirits who have existed within the land since
its creation at the dawn of time. Those who represent civilized areas
often take on a human manner of thinking, and in the modern world,
there are many kami who represent manmade objects and places such
as towns, buildings, monuments, and even sailing ships or trains.
Kami are aware of whatever happens within the borders of their
domain and can control the land like it was their own body. Their
physical forms are many and varied, but they can only form an
elemental body within their domain and will rapidly lose strength
should they leave it. The elemental body of a kami can draw upon any
inanimate matter within their terrain, including plants and manmade
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Loa
Amongst all the spirits of the Dreamtime, it is the loa who have the
closest ties to humanity, from whose thoughts and dreams they were
born. Loa are the spirits of concepts, the embodiments of the ideas,
beliefs, and imaginations of mortal men and women. Most spend their
time in the spirit world, traveling freely and giving their blessings to
mortals they find attempting a task within the loa's sphere of
influence. It is very rare for a loa to directly take sides or interfere
with the affairs of men unless summoned by a mage or ordered by a
deity such as one of the Olympians, who are themselves the greatest
of loa.
Although many loa are solitary, others form their own spiritual
societies, and there are many mystical cities in the Dreamtime. Tales
are often told by travelers who claim to have stumbled across a
strange inn or tavern at twilight with a most unusual clientele, only to
find it vanished when they went seeking it by the morning light.
One variant of the loa is the Muse, which take their form and
personality from the myths and legends of humanity. For example,
while Robin Hood may never have existed, there is a Loa who claims
to be the bandit prince and is attended by a spiritual band of merry
men, and many of Arthur's knights and enemies live on as Loa even
though their mortal souls have long since departed this world.
Another variant is the Zeitgeist, a loa that represents a time period, the
spiritual incarnation of a bygone era. The greatest of all zeitgeists are
the Horae, fourth circle incarnations of the four seasons.
Traits:
Kismet: Varies by the individual loa and the concept they represent
Traits: Weakness (Iron)

shed her skin to become the Goddess. Only a few of these creatures
exist, but each is older than time itself; and if some great force of
darkness manages to overcome their light, it is only a manner of time
before they are reborn.
A phoenix is a being of pure energy, resembling a massive bird
composed of shinning soul fire in a multitude of iridescent colors,
their beauty indescribable. Their virtue and might is beyond that of
even the gods.
Phoenixes dwell in the deepest reaches of the Dreamtime and almost
never visit the Elemental Planes, let alone Earth. They have been
summoned a few times in history, either to fight against the darkest
evils or by amoral usurpers in an attempt to steal their fire and use it
as a source of everlasting energy.
Kismet: None
Traits: Replenish one point of mana at the start of each turn
Qliphoth
Qliphoths are the spawn of the primordial world, spirits of alien and
irrational concepts that were given life apart from the Elemental
Planes. They exist on a lower level of reality and are perceived only
vaguely. Most dwell in the unformed vortex of the deep Astral Plane,
and many are leftovers from the Age of Obscurity that existed before
the coming of the twilight, and some are even left over from a
previous reality altogether and represent ideas and things which
correspond to nothing in the material world.
There exist uncountable multitudes of qliphothic spirits, each imbued
with unique traits and goals. Some may even wish to understand the
mortal world or to unleash their desires upon it. Whether or not they
are actually baleful, these entities do not normally allow the desires of
other spirits, let alone mortals, to enter into their thoughts. Whether
they are motivated by curiosity, friendship, anger, hunger, lust, or
even more alien obsessions, they are unlikely to ask permission or
take the mortal's concerns into account.
Qliphothic beings exist in many dimensions beyond those known to
men, and they do not bother constraining themselves to finite realms
when manifesting as do other spirits. Their physical forms can be of
literally any sort and most defy description completely. Those that are
well known to Earth likely had dealings with the merrow, and as such
most of them have forms that represent their role in the merrow
world, and thus vaguely resemble dangerous predators reminiscent of
an aquatic invertebrate, but far more alien, with forms that could not
possibly exist in living creatures.
Many qliphothic entities were worshipped by the merrow as gods, and
some are still revered by mad sorcerers and fringe cultists in the
modern world. Such beings are often willing to exchange dark
revelations about the universe in return for temporal favors, but such
secrets often carry the additional cost of one's sanity.
The greatest of the qliphoths are as mighty as the gods, perhaps more
so. These unknowable deities are often attended by hosts of servitor
spirits. Most are no more than parasites, clinging to the great bulk of
their progenitor, hoping to catch small scraps of knowledge or
emotional energy that slip beneath the larger being’s notice, but some
are forces to be reckoned with, terrible demigods in their own right.
Kismet: Unknown
Traits: Heal one point of damage at the start of each turn

Manitou
The children of Gaia fill the world and guide it with their songs, and
the most numerous of these spirits are manitou, or animal spirits. Such
spirits fulfill much the same role in the Dreamtime as mortal animals
do in nature. Most are amoral beings concerned only with the
wellbeing of their own little corner of the world, although many enjoy
the worship of respectful mortals or punish those who callously harm
the environment.
Manitous do not represent a single animal, but rather the species as a
whole. They typically live like the beasts in question, although with a
greatly anthropomorphized mindset, and dwell in the wilds of the
Twilight Realm. Some animal spirits even live amongst their mortal
children and living gods.
When manitous do manifest, they appear as a perfect member of their
species glowing with an otherworldly light, and they work to guide
mortals to whom they are bonded and to protect a large group of
mortal animals from a great threat.
There is only one fourth circle manitou per species, while the twelve
fifth circle manitou are the great Totem Spirits (see Chapter Seven).
Kismet: Any task performed by a member of the species they
represent.
Traits: Weakness (Iron)
Phoenix
The rarest of all spirits, the phoenix is the immortal soul of the
Dreamtime, embodiments of purity born of the Huntress when she
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Demiurge
Demiurges are not native to the Earth, rather they are the denizens of
the various Elemental Planes. A demiurge is a spirit composed of a
single emotion, and although they might display other feelings from
time to time, they do not run deep, and the passion from which they
are born guides all their actions.
Demiurge organize themselves into parliaments, grand tribunals
where they merge with unliving elemental matter to form a sort of
hive-mind, and it is from these parliaments that the Titans derive their
vast authority.
Recently, with the rise of the Black King on Earth, the balance of the
Elemental Planes has shifted, and pockets of cancerous undeath are
spreading across the planes and giving rise to corrupted necromentals,
and if something isn’t done soon the cosmic cycle may break forever.

Barghest
Barghests are the wisest of spirits and denizens of the Plane of
Knowledge. They are reclusive, preferring to stay in their home plane
and study the libraries of the akashic records rather than going out and
gaining knowledge first hand. When they do leave Pallas, it is usually
to issue a warning, and as such the sight of one is often considered to
be an omen of extremely bad luck.
Barghests are often summoned to act as teachers or oracles, and many
spirits of the Elemental Planes or the twilight realms welcome them
and will pay great treasures for their council. They have long been on
friendly terms with the gods of Earth, from the old goat Amalthea
who tutored Zeus to Huginn and Muninn, his raven-shaped advisors.
Barghests usually possess animals or manifest in animal form when
advising or warning the mortal world. Such creatures are usually jet
black with glowing eyes, and the most powerful of all barghests often
appear as celestial whales. These massive entities float freely through
the ethereal sea of the Dreamtime, pondering the deep meaning of the
cosmos and filling the akashic winds with their song.
Kismet: Academics, Divination, Knowledge
Traits: Enlightened (Divination), Soulless, Weakness (Ruby)

Air Elemental
Air elementals are carefree and capricious spirits of joy. They dwell
within the plane of Elemental Air, but travel freely throughout the
realms, rarely staying in the same place for long unless bound there
by a higher power.
As with other elementals, spirits of air can form an elemental body
from any gaseous material. While in elemental form, they are
incorporeal and cannot directly interact with physical matter, but they
can blow like wind, shoving, pushing, tripping, and even hurling
objects. Air elementals whose bodies are formed of thick or toxic
gases can also suffocate or poison living creatures by enveloping
them.
An air elemental can be damaged by cutting them off from the
atmosphere. This can be managed by burying or submerging them,
subjecting them to a vacuum, or simply destroying all air in their
vicinity with an intense fire.
Kismet: Athletics, Leadership, Thaumaturgy
Traits:
Elemental Body, Enlightened (Thaumaturgy), Incorporeal,
*Stench, Soulless, Weakness (Beryl)

Blood Elemental
Blood elementals are morose creatures that hail from the ruby depths
of Vesta. Their motives are alien to most mortals, but are always
driven by sadness. They are given the power to heal, but only do so
when the mood strikes them, sometimes they are so overcome by
depression that they do nothing at all.
Blood elementals can form elemental bodies out of nothing, great
tides of living blood. These elementals can freely pass through living
flesh and move through other characters’ spaces without a test or
penalty. Their elemental body suffers a point of psychic damage at the
start of each of its turns, but can heal these wounds with its vampiric
abilities.
Kismet:
Fortitude, Medical, Restoration
Traits:
Elemental Body, Enlightened (Restoration), Soulless,
Vampiric, Weakness (Quartz)

Annis
Annis are the demiurge of Venus, creatures made of elemental
darkness from the Plane of Dreams. When an annis manifests to a
mortal, they usually appear as a member of the mortal’s species with
exotic features and coloration. Their forms are representative of the
emotion they wish to inspire in their host, and most are either as ugly
or as beautiful as the observer can imagine.
Annis are known to visit mortals in their dreams, and it is from these
dreams that they gain strength. Often, they merely observe rather than
taking part, but some actively inspire or manipulate the dreamer to
greater levels of passion. Most do this by appearing as a sexual
fantasy for a yearning victim, but others are more forceful, and inflict
horrible nightmares upon the sleeper. Those who manage to resist
these attacks often awaken paralyzed, with the feelings that they are
not alone, a presence is with them which they can only personify as a
hideous hag.
Kismet: Charm, Expression, Social
Traits: Enlightened (Charm), Soulless, Weakness (Diamond)

Bogart
A Bogart is a spirit of fear that takes delight in inducing terror in
mortals. They are demiurge of the Plane of Doors and travel to Earth
by preying upon the fears of children and those who are alone in the
dark.
Bogarts are not warriors, and they will seldom actually kill people,
although some may attempt to actually frighten their victim to death.
They are not, of course, above inflicting pain to heighten fear, and
many will dispose of a victim who has reached the limits of their
terror.
Bogart do not have a collective society, usually only gathering to tell
stories of their exploits around the campfire in an attempt to frighten
one another, but they do sometimes work together when a victim is
too brave for one Bogart alone to do the trick. Bogarts are often
summoned by mages who require fear to break the spirits of their
rivals.
Kismet: Acrobatics, Conjuration, Larceny
Traits: Enlightened (Conjuration), Soulless, Weakness (Jade)
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Cartesian Daemon
The spirits of Kore are rarely seen in the mortal world, which is not to
say they aren't present. These beings are usually known as cartesian
daemons, or sometimes as watchers or observers, and they rarely
leave the spirit world without a disguise. In their true form,
manifested cartesians often appear as nothing more than an unusual
sensation; odd lights, ambient sounds, or lingering smells.
Illusion spirits are usually content to watch what is going on around
them, their enhanced senses taking in all the raw data of the universe.
They are, however, well adept at manipulating truth, and when it suits
their inscrutable purpose they will often use their powerful illusions to
distort reality to what they want people to see.
No one is exactly sure what cartesian demons do with the knowledge
they collect, or why they choose to cover up certain facets of reality.
It is likely that even they do not know the full reason, rather they are
simply caught up in the web of secrets and intrigue that has grown
around the titan Coeus over the eons.
Cartesians are often summoned by wizards to serve as spies or to
assist in a particularly complex deception.
Kismet: Alertness, Art, Illusion, Perform
Traits: Enlightened (Illusion), Soulless, Weakness (Amethyst)

Fire Elemental
Fire elementals are creatures of eternal seething rage, their fury
unquenchable. Interactions between fire elementals and outsiders are
almost never peaceful, and only the most restrained fire elementals
will deal with anyone unless forced, even if doing so is in their own
best interest. In the distant past, the fire elementals waged a great
crusade in an attempt to slake their fury and destroy all other worlds.
As a result, their exemplar, Ignus, was consumed by the Dragon,
although his lieutenant Surtur has since taken up his position as the
Titan of Fire.
Fire elementals can form an elemental body from any open flame or
other plasmic matter. Fire elementals are incorporeal, but they can
still set fires with a touch and burn living creatures on contact. They
suffer damage on any turn in which they are not in contact with an
open flame, but as their mere touch ignites flammable objects, this is
easier said than done, and is usually accomplished by luring the fire
elemental away from such objects, by submerging or burying them, or
exposing them to a vacuum.
Kismet: Evocation, Marksmanship, Melee, Unarmed
Traits: Bioluminescent, Elemental Body, Energy
Attack (Heat), Enlightened (Evocation), Incorporeal,
Invulnerability (Heat), Soulless, Weakness (Sapphire)

Dryad
Dryads are native to Elysium, the Plane of Wood, which exists
beyond Earth's Dreamtime. They are often said to be the spirits of
plants, but unlike Kami, who may be the spirit of a single tree or a
forest, or even totem spirits which represent whole species, dryads are
the spirits of plants as a concept, as well as love, nature, and growth.
Most are kindly creatures who bear little malice, but to those who are
cruel or careless and disrespect nature, they can be vengeance
incarnate.
Kismet: Primalism, Survival, Woodworking
Traits: Enlightened (Primalism), Soulless, Weakness (Onyx)

Gremlin
Creatures of pure chaos, the gremlins are spirits who live to make
everything go wrong. They travel the worlds playing pranks and
causing disorder. Most gremlins content themselves with breaking
machines, misplacing objects, randomizing carefully sorted shelves,
or changing the words upon a sheet of parchment. All things which
are mere annoyances, but can change lives under the right
circumstances. Greater gremlins work to bring down the structure of
civilization as a whole, collapsing governments, ending relationships,
and overthrowing tyrants and philanthropists alike.
Gremlins have no society, no plans, no long-term goals. They all act
upon whims and can be callously cruel or thoughtlessly kind in any
given moment.
Kismet: Gaming, Miscellaneous, Wyrd
Traits: Enlightened (Wyrd), Soulless, Weakness (Steel)

Earth Elemental
Earth elementals are slow and rarely take action, for they are creatures
of boredom, and there is nothing in the world that can truly spark their
interest. Earth elementals are often bound as guardians and laborers,
they are tough and good with stone and metal, and even the most
tedious tasks do not bore them any more than their banal existence
already does.
Earth elementals can form an elemental body from any solid
inorganic matter. An earth elemental's form is not fixed, but rather an
ever-shifting mass composed of whatever surface they move upon and
they can burrow or move through solid walls with almost no effort.
Earth elementals can interact physically with objects or creatures,
although they cannot be damaged and even if blown to pieces they
will simply slide back together. They do, however, require a constant
flow of new material and will suffer damage if they are lifted into the
air, submerged in water so deep they cannot touch the bottom, or
move across an organic surface.
Kismet: Abjuration, Domestic, Stoneworking
Traits:
Burrow, Elemental Body, Enlightened (Abjuration),
Pallesthesia, Soulless, Weakness (Amethyst)

Marut
Maruts are spirits of steel, loyal workers and disciplined soldiers
created to bring order to the chaotic universe. Each has a set role and
a specific place in the chain of command, and all act in the most
efficient manner possible. They are free of desire or emotion, and
travel the universe maintaining the great works, mending tears in the
Veil, untangling the fabric of reality when the laws of existence have
become worn down, and hunting gremlins and other beings who
callously defy universal order and logic.
Manifested maruts typically take the forms of perfect geometric
shapes, intricate and strange fractal figures which seem alien to our
dimension.
Although the maruts were created by the Titan Themis, most now
serve the enigmatic machine that has overtaken Vulcan. Many people
believe the machine is itself an emergent property of Themis' designs;
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a collective consciousness created by and composed of minds of the
entire marut race.
Kismet: Metalworking, Technology, Technomancy
Traits:
Enlightened (Technomancy), Soulless, Weakness (Opal)

forms of great serpentine dragons.
Kismet: Business, Insight, Mysticism
Traits: Enlightened (Mysticism), Soulless, Weakness (Gold)
Tindalos
Tindalos are the spirits of time, inhabitants of Saturn. They dwell
outside of linear existence and are able to move through the past and
future as most beings move through space. They work constantly to
smooth the flow of history and correct the ripples of probability that
are created by even the subtlest movement through the fourth
dimension. They are generally unable to undo direct changes to the
past which are performed by powerful chronomancers, but they will
still work to limit the consequences or to punish those who repeatedly
manipulate time for their own ends.
Kismet: Chronomancy, Initiative
Traits: Enlightened (Chronomancy), Soulless, Weakness (Emerald)

Rakshasa
Spirits of conflict and hatred native to the icy cold wastes of Pluto, the
rakshasas are the enemies of all other spirits as well as the living
world. Rakshasas have a tight command structure with the Titan Ymir
at the top. Some operate in small groups or as individuals, others in
vast legions, but their goal is simple, to subjugate and then
exterminate all the inhabitants of the multiverse.
As they frequently come to Earth and battle with the natives, it is not
uncommon for mortals to encounter rakshasas. They are also willing
to work with non-rakshasa, most do not care which side they are on as
long as someone is being destroyed, and they often hire or are hired
out as mercenaries for larger conflicts. During the Reckoning, the
rakshasa fought for both sides, although the majority aided the
bloodthirsty demonic legions.
Although rakshasa seem to be wholly immoral and pointlessly
aggressive, they do serve a role in the universe as a whole, though no
rakshasa save Ymir is aware of it. They exist to keep the world strong,
to keep it from growing complacent, and to give people an external
threat to unify against.
Kismet: Necromancy, Resolve, Stealth
Traits: Enlightened (Necromancy), Soulless, Weakness (Pearl)

Water Elemental
Water elementals are serene beings that spend their existence
swimming throughout the endless oceans of Neptune. They seldom
travel from their plane or take sides in conflicts, but exceptional
circumstances or coercion can move them to action.
Water elementals can form an elemental body from any large pool of
liquid. They cannot directly interact with physical objects, although
they can flow over them and push or shove them. Water elementals
can also grapple and drown living beings who irk them.
Like all elementals, water spirits suffer damage if separated from
liquid, and they normally choose to remain in lakes or oceans.
Although they can move over swampy ground or even subsist from a
canteen for a short while, the only time that they can move freely over
dry land is during a rainstorm.
Water elementals can be damaged by burying them, forcing them
away from water, or simply freezing or evaporating the pool they are
drawn from.
Kismet: Ride, Science, Transmutation
Traits: Aquatic, Elemental Body, Enlightened (Transmutation),
Soulless, Weakness (Amber)

Shen
Sometimes called Foo Beasts or Komainu, shen are spirits of justice,
proud creatures who believe that they are uniquely capable of
upholding the balance, a service for which all lesser creatures are
eternally ungrateful. They work easily with men, they always honor
their contracts, and they are eager to punish those whom they feel are
in the wrong.
Shen typically possess animals when working in the mortal world,
and such creatures invariable grow a covering of shining golden
scales. The fourth circle shi, called shen-long or ryu, usually take the
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mates with an ordinary beast. The result are fey beasts, animals that
are physically ordinary, if exceptionally gifted, but with the mental
and spiritual capabilities of the fey. Fey beasts have humanlike
intelligence and the capability to speak in the tongues of men, and
many also possess the ability to cast spells and perceive the spirit
world.
Most fey beasts are solitary creatures, living in the normal manner for
an animal of their kind. If they come from a social race they may be
part of a pack, although it is likely that only a single fey beast will be
found amongst a group of ordinary animals, and entirely fey packs are
exceedingly rare, usually the descendants of a single spiritual
progenitor.
Many fey animals seek out human society and dwell with other
intelligent beings, at least for a time, and some even allow themselves
to be taken in as pets. Most keep their true natures a secret until it
becomes necessary to do otherwise, for there are many circuses,
scientists, magicians, and collectors who would seek their capture,
and the common folk likely regard them with fear and suspicion.
Amongst the Sidhe, fey beasts are treated as equals and welcomed
into their courts.
Some of the more populous species sith are fiendish animals
descended from the hellhounds and other fallen totem spirits. They
typically resemble primeval beasts with jet black coats and glowing
red eyes, and some possess even more extreme variations such as the
fiery manes and hooves of nightmare steeds. Among the more
common are the warg wolves, kobab frogs, illhveli whales, hellcats,
abyssal sharks, oliphaunt mastodons, carnivorous sianach deer, and
the alien devilfish manta rays.
These creatures are cruel and spiteful predators and they are often
bound to serve demons or the undead, whom they do not fear as
normal animals do, and packs freely associate with werewolves and
savage raiders.
Rarer, but no less magical, are celestial creatures descended from
angels including the snow raven, rorqual whale, white stag, and elder
serpent, wise and benevolent creatures who are always eager to guide
the desperate and the lost.
All sith lose the feral trait and gain the changeling trait as well as the
ability to speak. Many are also enlightened, eternal, or channels and
have a weakness to iron.

Animals
Pangea is home to all of the same species as our own Earth, as well as
numerous extinct creatures and fantastic beasts. The following pages
list the attributes and traits for a few dozen of the species most likely
to interact with the players; either as pets and mounts or as dangers to
the life and safety of those who travel through the wilderness.
Note that the diversity of Pangaea is nearly infinite, and the
Gamekeeper should feel free to use these attributes for similar
imaginary or real-world creatures, modifying them as necessary.
All animals are feral.
Animal Gods
Sometimes, a powerful manitou will decide to lead its pack directly,
possessing a particularly noble example of the species it represents.
Such creatures grow to immense size, shine with an inner light, and
have a strength and cunning far beyond their kin. These creatures are
the lords of the Wild, enemies of civilization, exemplars of freedom
and natural beauty, and an ultimate prize for any huntsman with the
arrogance to seek to slay a god.
These creatures gain ranks of the avatar equal to their circle.
Capricorns
Capricorns are a broad group of chimeras that combine the features of
a fish and a terrestrial animal. The front portions of the Capricorn's
body are almost indistinguishable from whatever species they descend
from, but the lower body is a great fish's tail complete with fins. Goatbased capricorns are the most common, but many species have been
seen including horses, wolves, and even lions. Capricorns are bred
and domesticated by nereids.
Capricorns use the same rules as their terrestrial counterparts but gain
the fins and amphibious traits.
Giant Arthropods
There are many species of arthropods that have evolved a means of
overcoming their limited respiratory systems and taken on
tremendous sizes. In addition to monstrous races such as manargus
and goblin spiders, there are numerous species of giant arthropods
which are nearly identical to their smaller kin except for their
enormous size, which is enough to make them a grave threat to the
people of Pangaea.

Swarms
Ordinarily harmless creatures will sometimes congregate into
voracious masses called a swarm. Sometimes this is the result of mere
hunger or an anomaly in the breeding cycle, such as when
grasshoppers become locusts, but more often it is due to some sort of
magic; either the work of an angered druid or an anomaly in the world
itself.
To create a swarm, take a normally tiny or harmless creature, apply
the effects swarm inborn trait found at the beginning of this chapter,
and then increase its size rating and danger in proportion to its
population.

Primeval Beasts
There are many subspecies and variations of animals, and many of the
larger and more primitive breeds which have gone extinct on our
Earth may still survive in Pangaea. Typically, these creatures are two
size ratings larger than their modern kin, but some breeds exhibit an
even more extreme size disparity.
Sith
When an animal spirit mingles its essence with that of a human, a
hengeyokai is born. But a far more common, if less well-known,
being is produced when nature follows its course and an animal spirit
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Ant, Giant
END
INT
PER STR WIL
-3
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
1 Stone
1 Year
OO
Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Hive Mind, Talons, Venom II (Lethal)
Ants are orderly creatures and amongst the most populous beings on
Earth. According to Imperial superstition, they maintain the fabric of
the Veil through the harmony of their existence. They are extremely
social, dwelling in underground colonies or traveling bivouacs, and
they all exist for the good of their community and their solitary queen.
Though venomous, their tiny size means that they are seldom more
than an annoyance to humans, although there are some species whose
voracious swarms can engulf the unwary.
Giant ants are another story entirely. They are thought to have been
created by some long-dead wizard or alchemist. Each has swollen in
size to that of a housecat, and though still not a match for a human in
a one-on-one confrontation, they are never alone. Their swarms can
devastate a community, and there are legends of even larger ants
hidden away in the far corners of the Southern Wild to whom we are
the vermin.
AGI
CHA
+1
+3
Size
-6

there are legends of much larger specimens in the deep places of the
world, perhaps large enough to eat a man or carry one aloft, as well as
those who are truly vampiric.

DEX
+2
Length
1’

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
+2
Size
Height
2
5’

Ape
END
INT
+1
+3
Weight
20 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
+1
Size
Length
4
7’

Bear
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
60 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★

Traits
Arboreal, Carapace, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Bears are large shaggy omnivores that dwell in wooded regions the
world over. They are not normally aggressive, but they are powerful
and bold, and will often stand their ground against a human if
threatened or hungry.
The attributes given above work well for most brown bears, including
grizzlies, as well as for arctic polar bears. Black bears and panda
bears are smaller, while enormous cave bears and short-faced bears
are much larger and more aggressive.

AGI
CHA
-2
-3
Size
8

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
40yrs
☆

DEX
Length
12’

Beetle, Giant
END
INT
PER STR WIL
+1
-3
+2
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
10 Tons
20yrs
★★

Traits
*Barrage (Chemical or Heat), Carapace III, Stable, *Stench, Talons,
*Tusks, *Wings III
Beetles are the most diverse animals on Pangaea, and it is no surprise
that many of the ordinarily tiny creatures have grown to immense
sizes in the fertile reaches of the Wild. The largest are enormous stag
beetles the size of elephants, and although they are herbivorous, they
are far from harmless. These creatures are fiercely territorial and will
not think twice to crush a person with the bulk or skewer an opponent
with their massive curved horn.
Fortunately, most of these giant beetles are too big to fly, but some
have developed other strange mutations, such as bombardier beetles
that can spray toxic barrages that burn in the air. It is also said that in
the dark places of the world the Silent Legion has begun to crossbreed
these normally placid giants with their flesh-eating tomb swarms,
creating beasts that are even more horrific.

Traits
Arboreal, Prehensile
The great apes are man’s closest relatives in the animal kingdom,
hairy pre-hominids that dwell in the deep Wild and the more remote
corners of the frontier. They are generally peaceful herbivores, but
can be provoked into terrifying fits of rage, their long arms possessing
a strength That puts all but the strongest of men to shame.
The attributes given above are for a gorilla or large orangutan.
Chimpanzees and bonobos are smaller, but no less dangerous, and
there are also many forms of so-called missing links, early hominid
creatures that blend the features of both man and ape. Even larger
than the gorillas are the great gigantopithecus, primeval apes of
enormous stature that some speculate are closely related to sasquatch.
Bat
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
n/a
30yrs
OOO
Traits
Arboreal, Echo Location, Fleet, Night Vision, Talons, Ultraviolet
Vision, Wings II
Bats are small nocturnal hunters that flit through the air at dusk,
preying upon small insects using highly adapted echolocation.
Though they are often feared due to their propensity to carry diseases,
and a few species’ tendency to drink blood, they are mostly harmless
and serve to keep the population of parasitic insects in check. Still,
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Wingspan
-8
1’

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Wingspan
-4
6’

Bird
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
1 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
3-40yrs
O

Traits
Acute Vision, Carapace, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision, Wings II
An eagle is a powerful bird of prey, a swift flyer with incredibly keen
eyes. It is near the apex of the avian kingdom, and is often called the
king of all birds, although there exist a few albatross primeval teratorn
species that dwarf it in size.
There are various scavenger birds of a similar size to the eagle such as
vultures and condors who trade their acute vision for scent.
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Falcons are smaller and possess the fleet trait, and are often trained for
falconry and hunting. Smaller still are ravens and parrots, clever birds
that can be taught to mimic human speech, and various aquatic
waterfowl such as ducks and swans. Most birds, however, are smaller
songbirds, and the smallest birds of all are brightly colored
hummingbirds whose wings beat so quickly they can hover in place.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+1
-1
Size
Length
4
8’

Bull
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
75 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
-1
Size
Length
2
6’

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Length
2
5’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
-

Traits
Hooves, Water Storage
Camels are large ungulates that have adapted to life in arid lands, and
are domesticated as mounts, beasts of burden, and sources of milk by
many desert-dwelling cultures. Though not quite as swift as a horse,
they have considerable endurance, and their fatty humps allow them
to go great distances without food and drink.
The attributes here are for a common dromedary. Bactrians are
slightly larger, and the primeval titantylopus is bigger still. These
attributes can also represent their smaller alpaca and llama cousins
who are adapted to life in mountainous regions and are often raised
for their wool.

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
☆

Traits
*Arctic, Hooves, Night Vision, Quadruped, Talons
Cattle are amongst the most widely domesticated animals in Pangaea.
Vast herds of cows are bred for their milk or their meat, and oxen are
used as draft animals in many parts of the world, the dwarves even
train them for war. These large quadrupeds are normally placid, but
can be very dangerous if panicked or threatened, and many a man has
been gored by the horns of an aggressive bull or trampled under the
hooves of a stampede.
The attributes above work well for most forms of domestic cattle,
bison, buffalos, or yaks. Larger species such as aurochs, gaurs, and
giant buffaloes also exist in some remote corners of the world, and
vast herds of smaller gnus can be found throughout warmer veldts and
savannahs.
Boar
END
INT
+2
+1
Weight
15 Stone

Camel
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
50 Stone

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Length
0
4’

Canine
END
INT
+1
+2
Weight
7 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
-

Traits
Expanded Hearing, Night Vision, Scent
Canines are amongst the most successful hunters in Pangaea, social
creatures which can be found in wild packs as well as domesticated as
guard dogs, hunting hounds, or pets.
The attributes above work well for wolves or large dogs. Most dogs,
jackals, and coyotes are slightly smaller, while foxes and toy breeds
are tinier still. On the other end of the spectrum are great dire wolves,
larger creatures that are terrifying predators and often used as mounts
by goblins who are reckless enough to try and tame the big bad
wolves.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+2
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
-

Traits
Iron Stomach, Hooves, Scent, Talons
There are many varieties of wild pig dwelling in temperate climates
the world over. They are aggressive omnivores, and will eat almost
anything, including people if they think they can get away with it. On
the other hand, people also enjoy the taste of pork, and as boards
prefer scavenging and foraging to actively hunting, they are far less
likely to be predators than prey.
The attributes given above represent a common wild boar. Domestic
pigs, peccaries, and warthogs are slightly smaller, and there are
numerous pygmy species that are smaller still. There are also
monstrous forest hogs that are even larger and are often bred by orcs
as fearsome mounts that are every bit as violent and determined as
their masters. The true monsters of the species include predatory
daeodons, primeval creatures that are larger than a bear, and every bit
as dangerous.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
+2
Size
Length
2
8’

Centipede, Giant
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-3
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
50 Stone
5yrs
☆

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, *Burrow, Carapace III, *Night Vision, Slither,
Stable, *Stench, Talons, Venom III (Lethal)
Centipedes are elongated arthropods with dozens or even hundreds of
skittering legs, some of which are tipped with poisoned claws. They
are primarily nocturnal predators, and can debilitate or even kill a
man with their poison. Although most are less than a foot long, there
are giant specimens including the arthropleura who will actively hunt
humans, preferring to attack while their victim is sleeping, even going
so far as to squeeze below doors or through windows and enter houses
in the night. And of course, there are rumors from the Dead Lands of
truly monstrous centipedes that dwarf the arthropleura in the same
way that they dwarf their common kin.
Millipedes are similar to centipedes but less aggressive, typically
foraging rather than hunting. They have lost their venomous claws,
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but still maintain a toxic biology that grants them the noxious and
stench traits.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
-1
Size
Length
4
12’

Crocodile
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
40 Stone

younger males go rogue and kill for fun or to prove their dominance,
and it is said that an elephant who has been wronged will hold a
grudge, for everyone knows they never forget.
There are many subspecies of elephants, and those that are adapted to
arctic life often have great coats of shaggy fur. The best known of
these are the smaller mastodons and the enormous wooly mammoths.

PER
STR
WIL
+3
+1
Lifespan
Danger
100yrs
★

Fish
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-3
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2 Stone
5yrs
OO
Traits
Carapace II, Fins, Gills, Pallesthesia, Talons,
Fish are amongst the most diverse of all vertebrate groups, and can be
found in virtually every body of water in Pangaea. They come in a
wide variety of shapes and sizes, ranging from tiny minnows to
primeval leviathans that rival true whales. Some are herbivores, others
are carnivores, and most are opportunistic feeders, but as the old
saying goes, there is one truism in the ocean; big fish eat little fish.
The attributes given above are for the fish which are most likely to
pose a danger to humans; piranhas, barracudas, gars, and eels. But
overall, humans pose a far greater danger to fish than the other way
around; for fish are a staple of the diet for any community that exists
anywhere near a large body of water, and fishermen make up one of
the best-established professions in Pangaea, particularly along the
Tethys cost.
Fish can have many unique traits; bioelectric eels, slimy lamprey, fleet
sailfish, bio luminous deep-sea fish, venomous stonefish and lionfish,
amphibious lungfish, some of which can even slither across the land,
brightly colored tropical reef fish, and even bounding fish who can
leap from the water and glide upon their fins.
AGI CHA DEX
+1
-2
Size
Length
-4
3’

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath, Night Vision,
Talons
Crocodiles are an ancient lineage of reptilian predators. Most are
placid ambush hunters, who live in shallow water and wait for
something to draw too close, at which point they devour it with jaws
that are amongst the strongest in the animal kingdom.
Alligators are slightly smaller than crocodiles, while caimans and
gharials are significantly less massive. Crocodiles that dwell in
saltwater are larger and more aggressive than their inland kin, and
some primeval swamps are still home to massive crocodilian breeds
that reach over ten meters in length and are so powerful that they give
even dinosaurs pause.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+1
+1
Size
Length
2
8’

Dolphin
END
INT
+1
+2
Weight
30 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
-

Traits
Arctic, Bounder, Deep Breath, Echo Location, Fins, Night Vision,
Sleepless, Talons
Dolphins are graceful aquatic mammals with long streamlined bodies
and playful dispositions. They have highly developed sonar organs
which they use to hunt fish, and many people swear that they are the
cleverest of all animals and will refrain from hunting them or catching
them in their nets; many fishermen have even learned to work with
these creatures for mutual benefit.
Dolphins and their smaller porpoise kin are often preyed upon by
sharks and other monsters of the deep. Their larger orca relatives, the
so-called killer whales, are the size of elephants, and their pods use
pack tactics to bring down much larger creatures including true
whales, but like their smaller kin, they typically refrain from conflict
with humanity.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Length
8
18’

Elephant
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
6 Tons

AGI CHA DEX
+1
Size
Height
6
18’

Giraffe
END
INT
Weight
90 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
-1
Lifespan
Danger
25yrs
★

Traits
Hooves
Giraffes are gangly quadrupeds, well known for their elongated necks.
They are amongst the tallest mammals, and though they are relatively
docile creatures who spend most of their time foraging for leaves,
their kicks can easily put an end to anyone who gets too close, and it
is rare for them to be hunted or domesticated.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
65yrs
★★

AGI CHA DEX
+1
+1
Size
Length
-2
2.5’

Traits
Carapace, Expanded Hearing, Prehensile, Talons, Tusks
These massive pachyderms are notable not only for their great size,
but also their prehensile trunks, long pointed tusks, and great fanlike
ears. They can be found throughout Pangaea, both in the wild and
domesticated as mounts, beasts of burden, or even brought to war.
They are generally passive despite their great strength, but many

Goat
END
INT
-1
Weight
4 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
-2
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
O

Traits
Arboreal, Bounder, Hooves, Night Vision, Talons
Goats are common beasts, herded by many cultures as a source of
meat and milk. In the wild, they often dwell on rocky slopes that
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would confound most other creatures.
Sheep are similar to goats, although somewhat slower, with thick
coats that provide them with the arctic trait as well as a single rank of
carapace. Sheep are domesticated and watched over in many parts of
the world, as their wool is a staple of the fabric trade.
The larger species of mountain goats and mouflon are often raised by
gnomes as mounts or pack animals, and some have even been trained
as beasts of war.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
Size
Length
4
6’

Horse
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
75 Stone

There are several giant species of primeval hyenas, the largest of
which is the long-tailed hyenadon which is nearly the size of a grizzly
bear. They are known for hunting other large predators, and for
having teeth that are strong enough to devour them whole, bones and
all.
Insect, Giant
END
INT
PER STR WIL
-3
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
5 Stone
5yrs
O
Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Carapace III, Stable, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision,
Wings III
Pangea is home to a terrifyingly broad variety of giant insects. Most
are smaller than a man and of no real threat, the most common of
which are meter-long meganeura dragonflies. Still, some, much like
their smaller mosquito kin who are only dangerous due to the disease
they carry, have taken to actively feeding upon mammalian blood.
All giant insects possess six legs, diaphanous wings, and a rugged
carapace, as well as a simple nervous system which leaves them slow
to adapt but tough to kill and nearly impervious to pain. There are
many varieties, venomous wasps, bounding locusts, vampiric
mosquitos, hive-minded bees, and even some parasitic species who
infest their victims by laying eggs in their flesh and letting their young
eat them alive.
One can also use these attributes to represent a swarm of their smaller
kin driven to madness by hunger or strange alchemies.
AGI
CHA
+1
-3
Size
-2

PER
STR
WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
-

Traits
Fleet, Hooves, Night Vision
Horses are amongst man’s closest friends, having long been bred as
mounts; commonly ridden for transportation, leisure, and war, as well
as being put to work pulling coaches and plows the world over.
The attributes above work well for horses of various breeds as well as
for wild mustangs, tarpans, and zebras with their striped camouflage.
Donkeys, ponies, and mules are slightly smaller, and some isolated
woodlands are still home to the primeval ancestors of all horses which
are smaller still.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-2
-1
Size
Length
6
15’

Hippopotamus
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
+2
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
1.5 Tons
45yrs
★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Height
0
4.5’

Traits
Aquatic, Carapace, Deep Breath, Talons
Hippopotami are large semi-aquatic pachyderms. Though these robust
mammals are herbivorous, their massive jaws are more than able to
dispatch most anything they perceive as a threat, including people,
and even crocodiles know not to get too close.
There are several smaller subspecies of dwarf and pygmy hippos, as
well as the giant gorgops, solitary elephant-sized creatures whose
eyes are mounted upon short stalks, allowing them to survey their
surroundings without ever emerging from their river homes.

AGI
CHA DEX
+2
Size
Length
0
4’

Hyena
END
INT
+1
Weight
6 Stone

DEX
+2
Length
3’

Kangaroo
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
6 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+2
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
-

Traits
Bounder, Night Vision, Prehensile, Scent
Kangaroos are bipedal marsupials that are known for raising their
young in pouches as well as their swift bounding gait. They are shy
herbivores, and though they present some threat to pets, they rarely
attack humans, preferring to run rather than fight even when hunted
for their meat or hides.
These attributes can represent most marsupials, smaller creatures like
wallabies and wombats, tiny arboreal animals like opossums and
koalas, to taloned predatory marsupials such as the Tasmanian devil
or the camouflaged thylacine. There are also several larger and more
dangerous primeval marsupials such as the so-called marsupial lion or
the enormous diprotodon.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
-

Traits
Iron Stomach, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Hyenas are dangerous pack animals that, while normally cowardly
scavengers, have been known to take down much larger predators and
even people when hungry and with the weight of numbers. Though
they look and behave somewhat similar to wolves, they are actually
more closely related to cats, and are known for having the strongest
jaws of any mammal.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
Size
Length
2
9’

Lizard
END
INT
+1
-2
Weight
15 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
☆

Traits
Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Talons
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These attributes represent a large monitor lizard such as a Komodo
dragon, large enough to be a threat but not especially dangerous. Such
lizards are known for having toxic bites, for although their own
venom glands have atrophied, they harbor all sorts of pathogens in
their saliva.
Larger and more dangerous lizards exist, such as the primeval
megalania, but most reptiles are small and harmless. Still, there are a
wide variety of amazing lizards, including aquatic marine iguanas,
chameleons with the ability to change their color for camouflage, and
Gila monsters with truly venomous bites that cause debilitating pain
and sickness.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
Size
Wingspan
6
15’

Manta Ray
END
INT
+2
-1
Weight
2 Tons

fingers make them capable thieves, and many people have trained
them to do tricks, as well as to pick pockets or to burgle homes.
There are many smaller monkeys, and the same attributes can be used
for lemurs and marmosets. Larger monkeys are somewhat more
aggressive, and baboons and mandrills have large teeth and talons and
can travel in dangerous troops.
Octopus
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-2
+1
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
6 Stone
3yrs
Traits
Camouflage II, Cloud, Constrictor, Deep Breath, Fins, Gills,
Polarized Vision, Talons, Venom I-VI (Anesthetic)
Octopi are clever creatures, with eight dexterous limbs and the ability
to change their color to match nearly any environment. They rarely
attack humans, instead preferring to hide or release a cloud of
blinding ink and escape, but they have been known to drown sailors,
and the largest are said to feed upon fully-grown sharks.
All octopi are predators, and most are venomous, although in the
larger species that venom has grown rather mild.
Octopus come in all sizes, from tiny to gigantic. There are also
numerous smaller species of cephalopods such as cuttlefish as well as
armored nautilus and ammonites, protected by up to four levels of
carapace.
Squids are closely related to octopi, and although they are not nearly
so intelligent, they are faster and larger, some colossal species a
match for a young whale. Most have lost their ability to change their
colors or release ink, but they have also gained immunity to most
toxins.
AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+3
Size
Diameter
-2
12’

PER
STR
WIL
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
☆

Traits
Bounder, Electroreception, Fins, Gills, Night Vision, Pallesthesia,
Venom III (Anesthetic)
Rays are large flat bodies fish that are distantly related to sharks.
Though they pose no threat to humans, their large batlike bodies and
tendency to leap from the ocean make many seaside peoples wary of
them. Many of the smaller species keep venomous barbs in their tails
to deter predators, much to the misfortune of humans who step on
them while wading in the surf.

AGI
CHA
+2
-3
Size
2

DEX
+3
Length
12’

Mantis, Giant
END
INT
-3
Weight
25 Stone

PER STR WIL
+1
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
★

Traits
Antenna, Arboreal, Camouflage, Carapace III, Stable, Talons, Wings
III
Giant mantises are solitary ambush predators that are like the tigers of
the insect world. Their long bodies are capable of remaining
motionless for hours, perfectly camouflaged with the foliage, before
lashing out with blinding speed. Few can resist a surprise attack from
their scything claws, and their incredible speed, stealth, and mobility
leave them all but exempt from retribution. In many southern regions,
people use their presence as an excuse to clear-cut the forests and
forbid their children from entering the jungle under any
circumstances.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
Size
Height
0
7’

Ostrich
END
INT
+1
Weight
12 Stone

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
20yrs
-

Traits
Carapace, Fleet, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision
Ostriches are large flightless birds that dwell upon the savannah. They
are gangly creatures, but dangerous despite their odd looks. Though
they cannot fly, they are one of the few animals that exceed humans
in both speed and endurance. They are sometimes domesticated,
although they are unable to bear anyone of human size upon their
backs and their meat is often more trouble than it is worth.
Emus are similar to ostriches but much smaller. Smaller still are
various game birds which, while not as fleet as an ostrich, can still
glide for a bit on their stubby wings. Amongst the most common of
these are the chickens, which are raised by humans the world over for
their meat and eggs and are amongst the most populous creatures on
the planet.
Larger cousins of the ostrich include the elephant bird and the moa,
and some primeval terror birds which are dangerous apex predators.
Penguins and puffins use the same attributes as ostriches, but they
have traded in their long fleet legs for a short stubby body that is well

Monkey
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
4 Stone
20yrs
OO
Traits
Arboreal, Prehensile,
Monkeys are small, dexterous primates that dwell in many lands.
They are primarily arboreal herbivores, and have long prehensile tails.
Though they are not terribly dangerous, their curious nature and deft
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+3
Size
Length
-2
3’
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insulated and suited for diving, gaining the arctic, aquatic, and deep
breath traits.

AGI
CHA DEX
+3
+1
Size
Length
2
9’

Panther
END
INT
+1
Weight
30 Stone

Rhinoceroses are large savannah dwelling mammals known for their
tough grey hides and the prominent horns upon their snouts. They are
generally peaceful and good-natured creatures, but have poor vision
and are easily startled, and a defensive rhino can easily gore a fully
armored human or teach a coach to pieces.
There are several subspecies of rhinos, and their small hornless
relatives the tapir who have traded their horns for a small prehensile
trunk. There are also larger creatures such as the brontotherium, many
of which have all manner of strange horns and teeth, and as well as
the giant arctic wooly rhinoceros, herds of which are often seen upon
the northern tundra.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
15yrs
★

Traits
Arboreal, Camouflage, Night Vision, Talons
Pound for pound, cats are the most dangerous animals in Pangaea.
They are extremely quick and powerful, with unmatched agility, sharp
claws, and savage teeth. Most are asocial, meaning they hunt without
a pride and are difficult to train or domesticate, but not impossible.
The attributes listed above are for a tiger or large jaguar, and one can
replicate a lion’s man by swapping out camouflage for a rank or
carapace. While a lioness has neither, their ability to hunt in a group
makes them far more formidable foes.
Leopards and cougars are slightly smaller, as are cheetahs, the fleetest
sprinters in the animal kingdom. Bobcats, ocelots, lynxes, and servals
are smaller still, and there are many tiny species of hunting cut, both
feral and domestic.
On the larger end, there exist primeval spotted lions and saber-toothed
tigers, the latter of which have fangs so large they can function as
tusks.

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
+2
Size
Length
4
15’

Traits
*Amphibious, *Aquatic, Carapace III, Feral, Stable, Talons, Thrasher,
Venom IV (Anesthetic)
Scorpions are deadly hunters, equipped with a thick exoskeleton, a
pair of powerful pincers, eight walking legs, and a muscular tail
tipped by a venomous barb. These tiny creatures are dangerous
predators, and even grown men can be felled by their toxic stings.
Unfortunately, scorpions are not always small, and in the wilds of
Pangaea there exist larger breeds of scorpion, some over five meters
in length. These fearsome beasts are a danger to both livestock and
the ranchers that tend to it.
Many giant scorpions dwell in the southern deserts and jungles, but
there are several species found in more temperate climates. Aquatic
species outnumber them all, and the merrow sometimes domesticate
these sea scorpions to serve as mounts, beasts of burden, and guard
animals.

Rat
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
-1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
n/a
3yrs
OOO
Traits
Acute Hearing, Night Vision, Scent, Talons, Ultraviolet Vision
Rats are common vermin found in every environment in Pangaea,
especially in the cities of men, where they dwell in great numbers
living just out of sight and growing fat on our leftovers. Though they
are little more than an annoyance, they often carry deadly diseases,
and a swarm of them driven into a frenzy can spell the end of even a
strong man. There are also legends of giant carnivorous rats dwelling
in the sewers, and of swarms that have developed a communal hive
mind and a wicked, near-human, intelligence.
There are a vast array of rodents in the world. Tiny mice, hamsters,
and gerbils, burrowing species such as prairie dogs, gophers, and
colonial mole rats, arboreal species such as chipmunks and squirrels,
large semi-aquatic rodents such as beavers and capybara, and even
the quilled porcupines who are, while not aggressive, for more trouble
than they are worth.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-1
+2
Size
Length
-10
6’’

AGI CHA DEX
-1
-2
Size
Length
6
12’

Rhinoceros
END
INT
+2
-2
Weight
1 Ton

Scorpion, Giant
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+2
-2
-2
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
1 Ton
30yrs
★☆

AGI
CHA DEX
-2
-1
-1
Size
Length
10
30’

Sea Cow
END
INT
+2
Weight
10 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+2
+2
Lifespan
Danger
70yrs
-

Traits
Arctic, Carapace, Deep Breath, Fins
The massive sea cow is a gentle giant of the arctic waters that feeds
upon all manner of aquatic plants. These rotund creatures are nearly
defenseless, and are said to have especially tasty flesh, which leaves
them a common target of hunters who sail through otherwise desolate
lands. They are the largest member of the dugong family, and they
have many smaller kin who dwell in warmer waters, the best known
of that are the manatees which live in the estuaries and mangroves of
the Tethys Sea. Smaller and more enigmatic still is the curious
whiskered sea monkey.

PER STR WIL
-2
+1
+3
Lifespan
Danger
35yrs
★☆

Traits
Carapace, Talons
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AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
+1
Size
Length
0
9’

Seal
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
35 Stone

metabolisms; they eat only rarely and can take weeks to digest their
large meals. Most lack the ability to hear, but instead taste the air with
their forked tongues.
The attributes above are for a large python or boa constrictor. Larger
snakes exist, such as the semi-aquatic anaconda or the gigantic
primeval titanoboa.
On the smaller end there exist a wide variety of common snakes, such
as bull snakes which prey upon rodents, or king snakes which feed
upon other snakes and have developed a resistance to the toxins of
vipers. Smaller still are common garter snakes and grass snakes which
can be found in gardens the world over and pose no threat to people
but still serve to keep the population of rodents in check.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
☆

Traits
Arctic, Deep Breath, Fins, Talons
Seals are sea mammals who dwell along cold water coastlines the
world over. Though carnivorous, they normally restrict their feeding
to fish, although some leopard seals are known to hunt penguins and
could theoretically pose a threat to a human. This is, however,
extremely unlikely, as seals are friendly with humans and are often
playful and curious. This is something of a detriment, as cultures have
taken to clubbing their young for furs and meat while they wait on the
beach for parents who are hunting beneath the waves.
The attributes given here are for a common harbor seal or their more
dexterous sea lion relatives. Smaller seals are often found in lakes,
and larger versions such as the leopard seal or the tusked walrus dwell
in arctic waters. The largest seals of all are the elephant seals, bignosed creatures who can weigh several tons and whose sheer bulk
makes them a threat to anything that invades their territory during
mating season.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-2
Size
Length
6
15’

Shark
END
INT
+3
-2
Weight
1 Ton

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
+1
Size
Length
-4
6’

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
10yrs
O

Traits
Arboreal, Cold Blooded, Infrared Vision, Slither, Venom II-VI
(Lethal)
Many snakes have developed potent venoms to subdue their prey, a
toxic bite to help these cold-blooded creatures conserve their energy.
Vipers are widely feared, and for good reason, for their bite can easily
kill a grown man. Many have developed special organs which allow
them to detect their prey’s body heat and strike in the dark.
The attributes given here work well for a large asp or rattlesnake, but
there are a wide variety of snakes of all sizes and colors, and some
have even more toxic venom or have learned to spit a barrage of it
into their opponent’s eyes. The largest vipers commonly found are the
hooded cobras who prey upon their lesser kin and have grown
resistant to their venom. There are also legends of gigantic vipers
dwelling deep in the southern jungles and deserts, broad as a barrel
and dozens of meters long.
Sea snakes are vipers that have taken to an aquatic lifestyle to feed
upon fish, gaining the deep breath trait in the process.

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
+1
Lifespan
Danger
30yrs
★

Traits
Carapace II, Electroreception, Gills, Iron Stomach, Fins, Night
Vision, Pallesthesia, Scent, Sleepless, Talons
Sharks are feared in oceans throughout the world, remorseless aquatic
predators whose cresting fins herald an oncoming feeding frenzy. In
truth, sharks are not nearly so aggressive as most people believe, but
they are still far from harmless; they are aquatic carnivores who prey
upon fish and sea mammals alike with their triple rows of jagged
teeth.
The attributes given here are for a large predatory shark such as a
great white or tiger shark. There are many smaller and less aggressive
species, some with odds tusks or strangely shaped heads that function
as antennae. Most of the larger species are filter feeders such as
basking sharks or whale sharks, but there are also giant megalodons
who are as large as the whales upon whom they prey.

AGI
CHA DEX
+1
-3
+1
Size
Length
2
30’

Snake, Viper
END
INT
+1
-1
Weight
1 Stone

Spider
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2yrs
OO
Traits
Arboreal, Carapace III, Pallesthesia, Spinnerets, Stable, Talons,
Ultraviolet Vision, Venom IV (Lethal)
Siders are common eight-legged arthropods; tiny creatures which
serve to keep the insect population in check. They are notable for
spinning elaborate webs to catch their prey, and are often feared for
their venomous bites which are painful and sometimes even fatal.
Most are tiny, small enough to fit on a coin, although some species
are so large that they can catch birds in their webs. There are legends
of even larger specimens, but these are likely exaggerated reports of
the goblin spiders who descend from corrupted manitou or perhaps
even massive arachnid tarasques.
AGI
CHA DEX
+1
+2
Size
Length
-16
1’’

Snake, Constrictor
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
-1
+1
+2
+1
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
10 Stone
10yrs
O

Traits
Arboreal, Cold Blooded, Constrictor, Infrared Vision, Slither,
Constrictor snakes are limbless reptilian predators that attack by
wrapping around their prey and crushing the life out of it. They
typically avoid contact with humans, but are more than capable of
taking down an unarmed man if they are desperate. Snakes have slow
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AGI
CHA DEX
+2
+1
Size
Length
0
5’

Stag
END
INT
-2
Weight
8 Stone

Size
0

Weight
Lifespan
Danger
15 Stone
200yrs
OO
Traits
Carapace IV, Cold Blooded, Deep Breath,
Tortoises are ponderous reptiles protected by a heavy shell. These
gentle creatures are amongst the longest-lived of all animals, and are
said to be exceptionally wise. Aquatic tortoises are called turtles, and
most have replaced their legs with fins, and they prey upon jellyfish
with their beaked mouths.
Most tortoises are herbivorous or eat insects, although snapping
turtles are predators which commonly eat fish or birds and can give
humans a painful bite with jaws that function as talons.
There are many smaller varieties of tortoise and turtle, as well as giant
colossal tortoises and archelon sea turtles which are the size of
coaches and which have sometimes been domesticated as pack
animals or slow but steady mounts.

PER
STR
WIL
-1
Lifespan
Danger
5yrs
-

Traits
Bounder, Fleet, Hooves, Talons
Stags are amongst the most common of all beasts, graceful herbivores
that can be found in almost any land. They are exceptionally swift
animals, amongst the fastest in nature, although few but the sylvan
elves have even been able to ride them. Humans prefer to hunt them,
both for their gamey meat and for the sport of the chase. Though they
are gentle creatures who prefer to flee from danger, males possess
great racks of antlers that are prized by trophy collectors but can
easily gore the unwary.
The attributes above work well for most species of deer. Gazelle and
antelopes are slightly smaller and more accustomed to the open
plains, while larger caribou and elks prefer colder climates. The
largest species are the arctic moose and the primeval megaloceros.

AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-1
Size
Length
14
40’

Toad
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
-1
-1
+1
+3
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
n/a
10yrs
OOO
Traits
Amphibious, Aquatic, *Bounder, *Burrow, *Camouflage, Cold
Blood, *Electroreception, *Noxious III (Anesthetic), Pallesthesia,
*Sleepless, *Slither, *Tusks, *Water Storage
There are a wide variety of amphibians, thin-skinned and coldblooded, equally at home breathing air or the murky water of the
ponds and swamps that they call home. Although they are tiny and
toothless, many species are voracious predators to creatures that are
smaller than they are, and many trap their prey with long prehensile
tongues that can dart from their mouths with lightning speed.
Amphibians are notable in that most have a purely aquatic tadpole
stage early in their life before assuming their adult forms.
As they are amongst the smallest and most harmless creatures most
people can think of, transmuters are well known for incapacitating
those who threaten or annoy them by turning them into common
toads.
There are many species of smaller frogs, including tiny tree frogs with
vibrant colors and extremely noxious flesh. There are also many
newts and salamanders with extended tails, and slithering caecilians.
On the larger end of the spectrum, there are also giant salamanders
and carnivorous devil frogs, creatures the size of a small dog with
long teeth who can threaten people in sufficient numbers. There are
also numerous primeval amphibians in the far corners of the world,
some of which have sizes, shapes, and feeding habits reminiscent of
crocodiles.
AGI
CHA DEX
-1
-2
-1
Size
Length
-8
6’’

AGI
-3

CHA
-2

DEX
-1

Tortoise
END
INT
+2
-2

PER
-

STR
+1

Length
3’

Whale
END
INT
+1
+1
Weight
30 Tons

PER
STR
WIL
+1
+1
+1
Lifespan
Danger
80yrs
★★☆

Traits
Arctic, Deep Breath, Echo Location, Expanded Hearing, Fins, Iron
Stomach, Night Vision, Sleepless, *Talons
Whales are the largest of all mammals, enormous cetaceans weighing
tens of tons. Most are peaceful filter feeders, although some, like the
sperm whale, retain their teeth and are active hunters. Whales are
known for their deep resonating songs, which can travel for leagues
and can be used as communication or, in some species, true sonar.
Many coastal communities are home to whalers, who make a fortune
hunting these gentle giants and rendering their blubber into oil and
other luxury goods. But a whale’s sheer size often serves as an
adequate defense, and hunting them is a dangerous proposition at the
best of times.
The attributes above represent either a humpback whale or a toothed
sperm whale. Larger versions include the massive blue whales as well
as primeval predatory leviathans.
Smaller whales include gray whales, sei whales, fin whales, right
whales, and belugas, as well as the exotic narwhals with their long
spiraling tusks.
Wolverine
END
INT
PER
STR
WIL
+1
+2
Weight
Lifespan
Danger
2 Stone
1-20yrs
O
Traits
Arboreal, *Arctic, Burrow, Night Vision, Scent, Talons
Wolverines are large aggressive mustelids, known for their and
tenacity. Smaller mustelids include a wide variety of badgers with a
similar temperament, as well as tiny ferrets and weasels. This group
also includes aquatic otters as well as skunks who are known less for
their ferocity than their overpowering stench.
AGI
CHA DEX
-1
+1
Size
Length
-2
3’

WIL
+2
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Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the wall's resilience
by five as the composition grows denser, from clay to stone and
eventually into metal or even adamant.

Abjuration Spells
Analyze Substance
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Analyze substance tells the caster the exact composition of the subject
and all of its components. This does not inform the caster about its
structure or workings, only what it is composed of as well as its
physical and chemical properties.

Body of Earth
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
With this spell, an abjurer can take on the powers of mud and stone,
transforming their body into living rock. They gain the earthborn,
burrow, and pallesthesia traits.

Assault of Stone
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Assault of stone compels nearby rocks to launch themselves at the
subject. This spell can only be cast in the presence of earth or stone,
which includes most natural ground as well as bricks and
cobblestones set into the works of man. This magic missile inflicts
blunt damage.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to replicate a specific type of
stone or crystal, usually for the purposes of attacking subjects with the
weakness trait.

Bulwark
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Bulwark reinforces the subject, making it nearly impenetrable. This
spell can be cast upon a single object, usually a door, wall, or rocky
outcropping, or upon a single section of a larger structure or terrain
feature.
The subject grants hard cover to anything which it obscures and any
attempt to damage it with an attack or feat of strength suffers a -5
penalty.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic imposes a further -5 penalty on
attempts to damage the subject.

Asylum
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Asylum encases the target in a prison of diamond-hard crystal. While
the spell is in effect, the subject is paralyzed, immune to external
forces, and automatically passes all fortitude tests.
The prison is incredibly strong, with a resilience of 30. If it is
wounded, the asylum will shatter into a cloud of fine dust without
harming the subject.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the resilience of the
asylum by five.

Cantrip of the Ground
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip summons up the unchanging aspects of the earth,
affecting resilience and stoneworking tests.
Chains of Wrath
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Chains of raw iron burst forth from nearby walls or the very earth
itself to imprison the subject.
The subject is held immobile and paralyzed. Escaping the chains
requires an escape artist test or a feat of strength, both difficulty 30.
These chains are not indestructible, but they are extremely strong and
would require inordinately sharp weapons or hot flames to break.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty to
escape the chains by five.

Barrier
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Plane)
The barrier spell creates a thick earthen wall that emerges from
whatever surface it is cast upon. The wall impedes movement, grants
cover, and has a resilience of 30. Every time the wall is wounded, a
one pace hole is created, a critical wound will topple the whole thing.
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Circle of Protection
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Circle of protection forbids a certain class of things from entering the
enchanted area. Examples include living beings, minions of the
Warlords, animals, bullets, males, plants, heat, or virtually any other
category, as chosen by the abjurer during the casting.
Any nonliving object or force that matches the description will stop
the instant it reaches the edge of the enchanted area, its momentum
dissipating harmlessly.
Each time a character or artifact attempts to enter the enchanted area,
it must first pass a resolve test to resist the spell. This spell will not
impede the movement of soulless things.
Forbidden things may move about normally while inside the
enchanted area but, should they leave, the spell will block their
reentry normally.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can create a circle of protection that
functions as a prison, forbidding exit instead of (or in addition to)
entry.

Objects and characters within the spell's area will move with the
ground, being raised or lowered without harm. Larger objects which
are only partially within the spell's area might be partly buried or
knocked prone depending on the circumstances, although characters
in such a position can evade as normal.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic allows this spell to affect rock
or manmade surfaces such as wood or asphalt, two levels metal or
crystal, and three levels adamant.
Earth Bind
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The target is immediately tugged toward the ground, falling prone. If
they are flying at the time, they will be forced to land but need not
tumble. The subject may stand up and move normally on subsequent
turns.
A swimming subject is momentarily yanked underwater and will
suffocate on their next turn.
Earthen Maw
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Earthen maw causes the ground beneath the subject to open wide and
swallow the target in a strangely organic manner. The subject may
take an acrobatics test to evade and scramble out of the closing chasm
but, if they should fail, they are trapped several paces beneath the
earth. There is no resolve test to resist this spell.
A buried subject cannot break free unless they are capable of
burrowing and will begin to suffocate.

Crash of Earth
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Rock)
Crash of earth compels a stony terrain feature such as an earthen
bank, boulder, statue, or section of a rock face, to move up to five
paces in any direction. Anyone in its path must evade or test for blunt
damage. Anyone on top of the subject must pass a difficulty 20
acrobatics test or fall prone, and those who fumble will also fall into
the rock's path and must test for damage.
This spell can be cast upon a section of wall inside of a building,
making a room inaccessible and trapping or crushing those within, or
expanding a room and possibly opening up new passageways. This
movement will not usually collapse larger structures.
Metamagic Notes:
With the maximize metamagic, this spell can affect increasingly larger
rocks, starting with hills and small buildings and moving up to entire
mountains and castles. The very strongest abjurers can reshape the
face of the Earth itself by moving entire islands and continents.
The distance that the earth can be moved is exponentially doubled
with each level of the empower metamagic.

Fortify
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Casting fortify immediately sets the target on their guard. This spell
removes the engaged and vulnerable afflictions from the subject. If
the subject is in a situation that leaves them perpetually vulnerable,
this spell’s effects will last until the start of their next turn.
Heart of Stone
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Enchantment (Augment III)
Subject:
Any
The subject is rendered completely invulnerable. No amount of
damage can wound them, regardless of type or intensity.
The subject can still be exhausted, moved, restrained, or even
knocked unconscious, but cannot be wounded by any means. Poisons
and diseases cannot wound the subject, but other symptoms may still
manifest and the contaminant remains within their body.
The subject can still be affected by spells which do not inflict wounds,
even those that automatically kill or destroy their subject.

Dig
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Dig reshapes the earth, creating or removing trenches, holes, mounds,
walls, and even small hills. The caster can freely increase or decrease
the elevation of the soil within the spell's area.
This spell can affect all manner of dirt, mud, sand, dust, gravel, and
ash. Solid masses of stone or other dense materials are beyond this
spell's capability to affect.
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The heart of stone spell provides no protection against damage
resulting from the changeling merit or the second wind ability.

Pave
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Pave smoothes the terrain and pushes aside small plants, objects, and
clutter, creating a path that is flat and ideal for walking. All rough or
perilous terrain within the spell's area is negated. This spell can also
be used to maintain and repair manmade streets and roads.
Pave has no effect on large obstacles such as trees, buildings,
boulders, deep pools of water, or living creatures.
Metamagic Notes:
The shape metamagic can give this spell any shape that is desired so
long as the total area is not increased.

Magnetism
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
This spell creates a powerful magnetic field within the enchanted
area. Small metallic objects will be instantly pulled to the center
point, while more massive objects will move one pace each turn.
Affected objects cannot be moved away from the spell's center unless
their bearer passes a might test. The base difficulty is 20, and success
allows the object to be moved one pace, plus up to one additional
pace for every five full points by which the test was passed.
Metallic vehicles and automatons need to take a similar test to move.
Small attended objects are not normally affected by this spell, but
characters carrying significant amounts of metal or wearing metal
armor will be pulled in the same manner.
Anyone firing a metallic projectile (including most bullets and
arrowheads) out of the enchanted area doubles the effective distance
to the target, and any shots fired through the area suffer a -2 penalty to
accuracy. Shooting into the area is not affected.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles both the
distance objects are moved each turn and the penalties for ranged
combatants firing out of or through the area, and imposes a
cumulative -5 penalty on might tests made to escape.

Petrify
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Petrify calcifies the subject's body, transforming them into an
inanimate statue made up of a substance resembling common stone.
The character is now an object, unable to act or perceive the world in
any way.
A petrified character has no physical needs and does not age. They are
not dead, but not really alive either. They can be restored to an
organic state with the mysticism spell purge or the transmutation spell
transform along with the empower metamagic. There may be other
ways to restore someone such as the Holy Grail, taking on their curse
with compassionate spells, or strange wyrd effects. The character's
soul can also be extracted from its stony prison with the bind soul
spell as if they were a corpse.
Should the subject be returned to flesh, they will be unharmed,
although if pieces of the statue have been removed, they may find
themselves crippled or even killed by the absence of the
corresponding body parts.

Mana Shield
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Focus)
Subject:
Any
A nimbus of magical energy surrounds the subject and protects it
from harm. The mana shield negates the first wound the subject
suffers and is then broken.
If a single subject is under the effects of multiple mana shields,
damaging one damages them all.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic allows the mana shield to
absorb an additional wound before breaking and increases the spell’s
mana cost by one per subject. A character may only be protected by a
single mana shield at a time, the stronger breaking the weaker.

Protection
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
Protection's subject is rendered nigh-invulnerable to a certain form of
harm. During the spell's casting, the abjurer must choose one energy,
poison, material, or weapon category; the subject gains the resistance
trait against that form of damage, receiving a +4 bonus to resilience
against it.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic upgrades the resistance to invulnerability.
This spell can be cast with the prismatic metamagic, in which case it
can only be used to protect against damage types which that school
can conjure with a magic missile type spell.

Passage
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Obstacle)
Passage opens up a tunnel through a wall or similar obstacle. It is
large enough for a man to move through, about a pace across, and is
as deep as the subject is thick. The passage is structurally sound and
will not cause the wall to collapse.
Metamagic Notes:
The enlarge metamagic can be used to exponentially double the size
of the passage.
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Quagmire
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Quagmire transforms dirt and stone into loose earth such as gravel,
mud, sand, clay, ash, or dust. The enchanted area is considered to be
rough terrain.
Manmade structures composed of earth, brick, clay, or stone will
slowly collapse as they lose cohesion. Characters who are supported
by such structures will sink to the ground, although this change is not
violent enough to cause damage except in the case of especially long
drops such as a stone bridge crossing over a chasm.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the roughness of the
terrain by one step.

Although designed with doors in mind, this spell will also seal
virtually any sort of container, including pouches, chests, drawers,
buckles, knots, buttons, holsters, scabbards, or sacks.
Sentinel
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The abjurer is immediately aware of the size and location of any
character that enters an area that is under the sentinel spell, even if
they were previously hidden with stealth. If the caster is asleep at the
time, the sentinel will wake them.
Creatures of little import such as small vermin are noticed by the
mage but can easily be ignored or slept through.
Metamagic Notes:
The partial metamagic creates a sentinel which only screens against
certain beings, either a chosen individual or members of a specified
group.

Quake
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
A powerful tremor jolts through the earth. All creatures standing
within the spell’s area are knocked prone and all manmade objects or
terrain features wholly within the area, including trees and buildings,
are toppled. Objects which are too large to fit wholly within the area
may be partially collapsed or unaffected at the Gamekeeper’s
discretion.
Metamagic Notes:
Particularly sturdy or well-reinforced structures require the empower
metamagic to be toppled by this spell.

Shape Stone
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object or Area
Shape stone's caster can freely alter the form of natural or worked
stone, earth, and clay.
This spell can also be used to raise stone and earthworks from flat
ground, creating obstacles, barriers, and even simple structures.
Particularly complex, intricate, or aesthetically pleasing designs might
require a stoneworking or art test to pull off.
Changes made by this spell are relatively slow and subtle, and cannot
normally trap or deal damage to nearby creatures, but a creative
abjurer should have plenty of other means to accomplish such a feat.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic will allow this spell to work on other
inorganic minerals besides stone such as metal or glass. A second
level of empower is required to affect super hard materials such as
adamant or objects under the effects of the bulwark or reinforce
spells.

Razor Web
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Razor web functions in a manner similar to the standard web spell, but
it produces wires so thin as to be nearly invisible and tougher than
steel. Anyone coming into contact with the webs must test for edged
damage with an adjustment equal to their current speed score.
Reinforce
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Reinforce is used to strengthen and protect inanimate matter, making
it virtually indestructible. This spell replicates the atomic artifact
power upon its subject.

Sharpen Stone
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Sharpen stone causes a solid surface to erupt in spikes which will
skewer anyone who is nearby. This spell transforms the area into
perilous terrain with a damage adjustment of +0/+1.
Walls and ceilings can be affected, in which case anyone climbing on
or moving adjacent to the wall will be affected, as will anyone who is
flying or standing beneath the ceiling, although prone or especially
short characters may be unaffected.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the terrain's damage
by +5/+1.

Seal
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
A sealed object cannot be opened by any means, no key can turn in
the lock and no firm hand can twist the handle. An enchanted door
cannot be forced open, but can be destroyed.
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Soften
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Soften will make all dirt and stone in the enchanted area soft and
pliable, as easy to dig through as sand but without an increased
tendency to collapse. Any attempts to break an enchanted terrain
feature with damage or a feat of strength receive a +5 bonus.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides a further +5 bonus to
damage tests and feats of strength.

Charm Spells
Aura
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
This spell disguises the subject's aura. The caster can choose to either
hide it completely or provide a false impression to befuddle those who
attempt to read it with insight.
Autonomic Assault
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Upon being subjected to autonomic assault, the target's own mind
turns against them, their brain sending a cacophony of conflicting
neurological signals, disrupting breathing, circulation, and digestion
as well as causing muscles to rip themselves from bones and internal
pressure to become so great that tissue will seem to explode.
This spell tests for damage against the subject with a modifier equal
to the caster’s charm score.

Stone-Skin
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
Stone-skin encases the subject in a supple shell of sparking crystal
that is stronger than diamond. The subject gains a +2 bonus to their
resilience score. This bonus is reduced to +1 against attacks with
good armor penetration and is increased to +3 against attacks with
poor armor penetration.

Awe
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
The subject of awe becomes the center of attention, simultaneously
beautiful and terrifying like a figure out of a dream.
Anyone who wishes to attack the subject, either physically or socially,
must take a resolve test (difficulty 20). On a failure, they will back
down or select another target A fumble will stun the character as they
are overwhelmed by emotion or indecision.
Once a given character has failed to overcome the shroud, they may
not try again until the subject takes an offensive action against them
or their allies.
Exactly what is considered an attack is up to the Gamekeeper, but
physical attacks and spells which cause damage or disability always
fall under that category. Environmental attacks which center on or go
out of their way to affect the subject also count, but those which
merely catch the character in the area by chance do not.
Although awe is usually cast upon a living creature, there is nothing
to stop this spell from having a place or an object as its subject. This
will make it frightening or enticing to those who wish to enter, take,
or activate it.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of
resolve tests made to confront the subject by +5.

Tremor
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
A powerful jolt stuns all landbound characters within the spell's area.
Warding
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Warding creates a thin shell of anti-magic around the edge of the
spell's area. Spells cannot be cast into or out of the warded area.
Wards also completely stop all forms of teleportation or scrying into
or out of the affected area as well as akashic spells asking about
things or events which occur within.
Spirits may pass through the ward normally, although they cannot use
their kismet or foresight abilities through the barrier unless they have
a priest on the other side to act as a conduit for their power.
Web
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Web creates a thick sticky mesh like a spider's web. The web can be
anchored at any angle provided there are obstacles to support it,
otherwise, it simply coats the ground within the spell's area.
The web functions in all respects like one created by a living
creature's spinnerets as described in Chapter Eight. The web's base
resilience is 20, as is the difficulty to spot, avoid, break, or escape
from it.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the web's resilience
and the difficulty to spot, avoid, break, or escape from it by +5.

Binding Oath
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject is bound to keep an unbreakable promise, which they
must make of their own free will during the casting. Note that it is the
spirit of the oath, rather than the letter, which must be obeyed.
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Bravery
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
A being under the effects of the bravery spell is possessed of superheroic courage. They will feel no fear, automatically pass all morale
tests, and can ignore the phobia quirk.

Unlike lesser forms of mind control, the caster can force the subject to
spend mana to perform abilities that require conviction or to receive a
bonus on a test. The controlling player is still the sole authority on the
use of the character's destiny.
Dread
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The subject of dread will feel a sudden rush of danger emanating from
the caster. There is no roll to resist this spell, instead the subject is
forced to take a morale test. This has the usual effects in combat,
while in a social encounter or espionage mission it will encourage the
subject to find an excuse to leave the situation or look the other way
in an effort to avoid trouble.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the piercing metamagic imposes a -1 penalty on morale
tests that result from this spell as well as attempts to rally the subject.

Cantrip of the Heart
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip summons up the emotional power of dreams and affects
business, expression, leadership, perform, and social tests.
Compel
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
While casting compel, the beguiler must ask a question of their
subject. If the spell is not resisted, their subject must immediately
answer the question to the best of their ability, they may not
intentionally lie or answer the question in a way that is misleading or
unintelligible.

Edict
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Upon casting edict, the caster chooses a course of action for the
subject, who must then perform that action during their next turn.
The command does not need to be communicated to the target and
does not affect thoughts or emotions. Indeed, the subject may not
even be aware anything is wrong if the command is subtle enough.
The commands that can be given are greatly varied in nature, and
anything can be ordered so long as it takes only a single turn to
accomplish. The command could be something that the subject would
normally find morally reprehensible or even self-destructive but not
something that requires conviction.
The subject must take any quick actions which are required to
complete their task, for example drawing a weapon if commanded to
attack or moving to a cliff if commanded to jump off, however, the
caster cannot force the subject to take additional quick or reflexive
actions, nor can they prevent them from performing actions that do
not directly interfere with the command. Thus, a soldier ordered to
attack his comrade could speak, apologizing to his victim or pleading
with the beguiler to release him, but could not drop their weapon or
walk out of range.
Edict cannot be used to force a character to forgo resolve or fortitude
tests to resist a spell or some other hazard, and characters may oppose
self-inflicted effects normally. A character who is commanded to
remain still will, however, automatically fail any evade tests they are
required to take and is counted as being stationary.

Daze
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The subject is temporarily disoriented and stunned.
Distract
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Distract shifts the subject’s priorities. They automatically fixate on a
new enemy of the caster's choice, though it must be one that is
currently hostile and whom they are capable of harming.
The difficulty to rally a character who is affected by this spell is 20.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell can replicate a critical success on provocation.
Each level of the piercing metamagic imposes a -1 penalty on anyone
attempting to rally the spell's subject.
Domination
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Being
The most potent form of mind control actually enslaves the subject's
consciousness as well as their body. While under the effects of
domination, the beguiler controls how the subject thinks and what
they feel. Not only does this give them complete control over the
subject's actions, but also leaves them without even a suspicion of the
enchanter's presence, only curiosity at why they behaved the way they
did once the spell has faded.

Emotion
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject feels a powerful emotion of the caster's choosing; either a
generalized mood or one directed toward a certain person, place,
object, or activity.
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The subject's behavior will change accordingly, but their specific
reaction depends on their existing personality and the situation. They
will act as they would in their own wildest moments but still keep true
to their own nature.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically, but can only inspire the emotion
associated with the school, as described in Chapter Six.
The empower metamagic can be used to create overwhelming bursts
of emotion that override the subject's normal character and force them
to do things they would never do such as attack their closest allies in a
rage or make love to their worst enemy in a fit of passion.

Metamagic Notes:
The proxy metamagic is often applied to this spell, making a person
other than the caster into the object of the subject's obsession.
Inanimate objects and places can also be made into proxies for this
spell, in which case the subject will want to possess the proxy and
spend all of their time near it and protecting it from harm.
Fevered Dreams
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Being
The subject of the fevered dreams spell immediately falls into a deep
sleep. Their dreams will be unusually intense and vivid and will teach
the subject lessons which they will carry with them for the rest of
their waking life.
The subject gains one character point in the same manner as
completing a mission. This may increase the subject's animus score,
and a beguiler can only cast this spell if their animus score is higher
than that of their subject.

Enthrall
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Being
While they are under the effects of the enthrall spell, the subject loses
voluntary control of their body. They gain the thrall trait and consider
the beguiler to be their master.
The most horrific aspect of this spell is that the original being's mind
is still aware of what is going on. They will experience everything
their body goes through but are helpless to stop it. Enthrall cannot
affect purely mental actions and they use the beguiler's score in all
charisma-based skills when interacting with other characters.

Forbiddance
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
During the casting, the beguiler nominates either a single ability or a
target. The subjects will find themselves completely unable to use the
chosen ability or to select the chosen target.
Forbiddance cannot force someone to forgo defensive rolls or
involuntary actions such as thinking, hearing, or breathing.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to prevent all tasks which work
toward one particular goal, for example harming someone or
communicating an idea.

Fanaticism
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Fanaticism fills the subject's heart with a sudden burst of insipid
loyalty and insane courage. The subject of this spell becomes inspired
and is automatically rallied if currently fleeing as the result of a failed
morale test.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic causes its subject to go into an ecstatic state
rather than being merely inspired.

Geas
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
When geas is cast, the beguiler comes up with a task and compels the
subject to stop what they are doing and attempt to accomplish it. They
retain their free mind, if not their free will, and can choose how to
best accomplish the task so long as they stay within the parameters set
by the caster.
The task can be as complicated or as convoluted as the caster likes
and can even include duties that the target would never undertake of
their own volition, up to and including taking their own life.
Unless it directly interferes with their mission, the target will still
behave normally. So long as they do not go out of their way to
sabotage or delay their mission, they can still rest, eat, and take care
of their needs and defend themself as well as their friends, family, and
property.
If a character cannot, at a given moment, make any progress toward
their task by reasonable action, they will act normally until an
opportunity arises.

Fascinate
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
A being under the effects of the fascinate spell will become obsessed
with the beguiler. Positive thoughts about them are brought to the
front of the subject's mind and negative ideas will be dismissed. In
effect, the subject considers the beguiler to be their best friend and
may even think they have fallen in love with them.
The subject will do their best to stay near the caster and protect them
from harm. They will not harm the caster without serious provocation,
and can be readily seduced if they are attracted to the caster’s species
and gender and not morally opposed. Other favors will require a
persuade test as normal, albeit with a +4 bonus.
The subject of this spell will not normally turn on existing friends or
allies, however the beguiler can probably talk them into abandoning
or even betraying those with whom they share only bonds of
convenience.
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If a character is given a task with a singular set goal they may act
normally once they have completed it. Open-ended tasks must,
however, be pursued for as long as the subject is under the spell.

Oineromancy
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Unconscious)
Oineromancy allows the caster to view or alter the subject's dreams.
The beguiler may even take part in them if they so choose, but doing
so will also put them to sleep for the duration of the enchantment.
The subject can use the insight skill to sense the intrusion, and on a
critical success actually wrest control of the dream away from the
usurper.
Characters who are forced to experience especially horrific dreams
may use the snap out of it ability to wake up. In addition, if the
beguiler wishes to force the dreamer to take an action within the
dream, they must first win an opposed resolve test.

Gesture
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
With the casting of gesture, the subject is forced to make a single
unconscious movement. This must be something minor, blinking,
licking the lips, scratching an itch, taking a step, etc. However small,
such an act can turn the tide of a delicate situation, for example
momentarily lowering or pulling the trigger of a held gun, turning
one's head as a thief slips past, or stepping over a ledge one is
precariously positioned atop.

Paralysis
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Paralysis renders the subject's body completely motionless, imposing
the paralyzed condition. This spell can also affect mechanical objects
by locking their moving parts in place.
Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell.

Id Insinuation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject loses the ability for rational thought, gaining the feral
trait. They will behave like an animal, unable to utilize higher
reasoning or precision tasks. The subject retains their emotions,
memories, and basic personality, although they may not be able to
make sense of them.

Pathos
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The caster will become aware of the subject’s current emotional state,
either in general or toward a specific thing.

Madness
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject is afflicted with a crippling mental disorder or
overpowering obsession, gaining a mental quirk of the caster's
choosing. The specific nature and parameters of these quirks are
worked out between the beguiler and the Gamekeeper.

Presence
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Presence subtly alters the subject’s actions and appearance in the
minds of others, making them always appear in the most favorable
light. This enchantment provides a +1 bonus to the subject's charisma
score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the charisma bonus
by a further +1.

Mesmerize
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Mesmerize places the subject into a temporary trance. While in this
state, they will not be aware of their surroundings and will simply mill
about and passively follow orders. They will not take initiative in
anything they do and will be useless for any task that requires
dedication or skill. When the enchantment expires, they will have no
memory of what occurred.
This spell immediately breaks if the subject is wounded. The snap out
of it ability can also be used to break the effect. Fated characters
expend mana as normal, but extras can use the ability anytime they
are forced to stand by when something that is abhorrent to their nature
occurs, for example robbing a miser, molesting the chaste, or
attacking one’s close friends or family.

Reverse Ethos
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
This spell changes the subject's opinions, preferences, or allegiance.
The effect can be as subtle as changing a character's favorite color or
removing a pet peeve, or as extreme as turning a kind and generous
person into a sociopathic criminal. Only a single facet of a character's
personality can be altered per casting.
Metamagic Notes:
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The empower metamagic will allow for a sudden and drastic change
in behavior such as switching sides mid-battle.

Thought Crime
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Though crime functions exactly like the forbiddance spell, but rather
than simply preventing the subject from taking the specified action, it
renders them unable to even consider it.

Shape Consciousness
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
This spell allows the caster to manipulate the subject's mind, altering
their mental faculties and abilities. Each casting of this spell can add
or remove a single point of charisma, intelligence, or willpower from
the subject. Attributes may not be reduced outside of the normal range
for the subject’s species (1-10 for humans).

Tower of Iron Will
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
The subject's mind is locked in place. No experience, no matter how
wonderful or traumatic, can change their opinion on anything, and no
amount of argumentation can convince them that they are wrong.
The subject is effectively immune to persuasion and non-magical
mind control including hypnotism, drugging, or brainwashing. While
under this spell, the subject cannot gain or lose mental traits as a
result of fumbled morale tests, psychedelic drugs, or suffering head
injuries.
Tower of iron will does not grant any resistance to pain, morale,
psychic damage, or magical mind control, nor the ability to see
through lies and trickery. The subject can learn and gain character
points normally.

Sleep
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
This spell's subject immediately falls unconscious. They can be
awakened by damage or sudden jarring sensations such as loud noises
or violent motion. If not prematurely awoken, the subject will wake
up on their own several hours later as if they had fallen asleep
naturally.
Characters with the light sleeper merit are vaguely aware of their
surroundings and can use the resolve skill to snap out of it as normal.
Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic will replicate a head wound, leaving the
subject unconscious for the rest of the act regardless of external
stimulus.

Twist Identity
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The caster makes the subject believe that they are something or
someone they are not, and they will act out their new role to the best
of their knowledge and ability. The caster chooses the subject's new
identity, which can be a specific person, a profession, an animal, or
even an object. While the spell is active, its subject will refuse to
accept that their new persona is not genuine despite evidence to the
contrary.

Slumber
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject falls into a deep sleep and is rendered unconscious.
Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell, leaving the
subject comatose for the remainder of the mission.

Vision
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
This spell grants the subject a brief image of whatever the beguiler
imagines. The vision applies to all senses and only lasts for an instant,
but can give the impression of time passing and convey vast amounts
of information.

Suggestion
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The caster plants a false notion in the subject's mind and, so long as
they remain under the spell, they will take it for granted that it is true.
Should they be confronted with evidence to the contrary, a character
will try and rationalize it within their new paradigm, but may take a
reason test (difficulty based on how outrageous the suggestion is) to
realize that they are mistaken.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can create especially forceful beliefs that
persist in the face of contrary evidence. Each level imposes a -5
penalty on reason tests made to see the truth.
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Cantrip of the Hourglass
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip restructures the strands of time and affects initiative tests.

Chronomancy Spells
Acceleration
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Acceleration warps the time stream around its subject, causing them
to travel through time at a different rate than their surroundings. Until
the start of the subject’s next turn, they may perform complex actions
as basic actions.

Caress of Infinity
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Caress of infinity grants the subject endless time, indefinitely
preserving whatever youth they have left. Characters do not age while
they are under this spell, gaining the eternal trait.
Metamagic Notes:
Under ordinary circumstances, this spell cannot be modified with the
transfigure metamagic. The Gamekeeper might grant exceptions in
certain extreme cases, for example, if a fey being is willing to give up
their own eternal lifespan in exchange for the life of another.

Affect Age
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The target is enveloped in a raging whirlwind of time. Their age will
be changed to one determined by the caster, from infant to ancient.
The subject's memories are unaffected.
This spell can also be cast upon objects to modify the level of
deterioration, although it will neither repair nor cause wear or replace
missing parts.
Affect age can be cast upon living creatures with the eternal trait to
simulate the effects of old age upon their body.
Metamagic Notes:
The baleful metamagic can be applied to this spell if it is used to push
a creature further away from the prime of its life in either direction.
For example, it could turn an adult into an old man or an infant, but
not vice versa.
This spell can be modified by the transfigure metamagic, but doing so
requires that the caster fortify the spell with a mote of ambrosia.

Danger Sense
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Being
The subject is given a preternatural ability to sense events before they
occur, allowing them to avoid nearly all forms of bodily harm. The
subject will be warned of an impending attack with just enough time
to avoid it.
The subject's dodge, acrobatics, and initiative scores are never
penalized for being surprised or caught unaware. They cannot be the
subject of the ambush maneuver and will never count as stationary
unless they are actually paralyzed or otherwise held in place.
In the case of an imminent catastrophe, for example, a natural disaster
or explosive attack, the subject will get a sense of where they need to
go to avoid the hazard (or at least minimize the damage) with just
barely enough warning to escape.
As they can see danger coming and plan their path accordingly, the
subject receives a +20 bonus on evade rolls made to avoid being
affected by an environmental attack.
If the subject is about to take an action that would harm them, for
example opening a trapped door or insulting a seemingly harmless
master swordsman, they will have a bad feeling about the action an
instant before they act.

Anticipation
Difficulty:
*
Type:
*
Subject:
*
It is not uncommon for a chronomancer to catch brief glimpses of
their future, allowing them to react to events before they can occur.
This spell can be cast as a reflexive action immediately before the
caster is called upon to take an initiative test.
If the chronomancer chooses to cast this spell, they will not roll their
initiative test, and will instead use the result of their casting roll.
Blight of Years
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The caster lashes out at the target with a sudden wave of accelerated
time. An affected object will swiftly erode and decay while a
creature’s flesh will wither and die. Test for damage against the
subject.

Distortion
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Distortion is a stronger version of acceleration that allows activities
that normally require days or months to be performed within the space
of mere hours.
While under the effects of the distortion spell, the subject can perform
laborious actions as complex actions. Concentration costs are
unchanged. This spell can be combined with acceleration for even
more miraculous feats of speed.
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Duplicate
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Any
A quick ripple in the fabric of time transports the subject into the
present from an instant in the past or the future and holds them in
place. The subject is effectively copied, existing in two places at once.
Both the subject and the copy are considered separate characters and
both can move and act independently of one another.
Any sort of persistent change to one member of the pair also affects
the other. For example, wounds being inflicted or treated, mana and
destiny being spent and regained, equipment being damaged or
repaired, ammunition fired, potions drunk, spell effects gained or
broken, etc. Short-term effects such as being stunned, going prone, or
being engaged do not affect the other member of the pair.
If both members of the pair are affected by the same event, for
example, a multi spell or an environmental attack, the pair is affected
twice.
When the spell ends, the duplicate disappears, returning to its native
time, but leaves the subject with full memory of its experiences in the
present.

Glimpses
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Glimpses causes the subject to receive a brief vision of the future.
Until the end of their next turn, the subject can roll the dice for a
single skill test before using the ability. If the result of the test is
unfavorable, the character can choose not to perform the action. The
character suffers none of the consequences of the failed ability, even
if they would have fumbled, and does not need to spend any costs the
action would have required, for example, mana to perform an ability
requiring conviction or the loss of ammunition if firing a gun.
Halt
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The subject is briefly brought out of sync with the rest of the world,
their personal time stream moving impossibly slowly. A halted
character is stunned.
Haste
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The subject begins to move rapidly through time, acting and
perceiving the world at an impossibly accelerated rate.
The subject may immediately perform a single basic or quick action
of their choosing as a reflexive action.
Haste actions do not count toward or against the limit on repeated
ambulatory or verbal actions.
A character may not use the bonus action granted by haste to cast
another haste spell or to drink a tonic of heroism.
Haste gains the renew property if the caster is not among its subjects.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic allows the subject to perform a
single supporting ability, for example, a character who uses the haste
spell to attack could first draw a different weapon or move into a
better position.

Eternity in a Bottle
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
This powerful spell cuts its subject off from the rest of existence,
locking it in a perpetual time loop. This spell can be a curse or
blessing, depending on the subject's attitude and the time period in
which they are locked. Some casters even cast this spell upon
themselves, either to take a vacation or merely because they cannot
stand to face the future.
When this spell is cast, the subject is locked at that precise point in
time and space. If the enchantment ever fades or is suppressed, they
will immediately be pulled back to the point where the spell was cast
and the spell's power is renewed. This cycle can only be ended by
breaking the enchantment before its time, otherwise, the subject will
live out the same few moments forever.
The subject will retain all memories of the time they spent under the
spell but will otherwise be in exactly the same condition as they were
when the spell was first cast, even death cannot free them from the
enchantment. The Gamekeeper may need to limit the effects of
information-gathering spells used within the time bubble, and new
skills learned within do not translate to character points on the
outside.
If cast by someone who has neither the means nor the desire to ever
break the spell, they will be locked in an endless loop and the rest of
the world will continue on without them as if they had simply
vanished forever at the moment the spell first came into effect,
although a time traveler always has the potential to retrieve them.
Metamagic Notes:
Mass or multi will allow multiple characters to be trapped in the time
loop together, each returning to the same point in time with full
recollections of all past iterations.

Other Time
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Other time knocks the subject's personal time stream slightly off.
They will perceive the world before or after events actually occur and
are forced to gauge their own actions accordingly.
The subject must decide their action for the following turn at the end
of their current turn and may not deviate from it, even if it means their
action will be ineffective or self-destructive.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic pushes the subject further away
from the present, forcing them to choose their action an additional
turn in advance.
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Precognition / Postcognition
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
These spells extend their caster's senses into the past or future,
allowing them to observe their current location at a specific moment
in time.
This spell uses the caster's ordinary senses, although any magical
modifications to their sight will also modify their perceptions of the
past or future.
Metamagic Notes:
Ordinarily, the caster can perceive only a moment in time, usually
about a single turn. The extend metamagic allows the caster to
perceive longer periods of time in an instant. One level for about an
hour, two levels for about a day, three levels a month, four levels a
year, and each additional level increasing the effect by an order of
magnitude.
Empowering the spell can allow the caster to find a specific point in
history rather than picking a moment in time. For example, if a
character knew someone was murdered at their location but did not
know the exact time of death they could use the empowered version
of this spell to view the specified even regardless of when it occurred.

as well as its consequences, are to be negotiated between the
chronomancer and the Gamekeeper.
Each casting of this spell can add or remove a single trait of any type.
This trait must have been one which the character had the opportunity
to gain or lose over the course of their lifetime but did not take. This
is one of the few ways that a wizard can alter a character's resource
traits. Note that if a character gains the poor flaw or loses the wealthy
merit their current finances should be recalculated retroactively.
Changes to traits are permanent and follow the same rules as the
transfigure metamagic in regards to character points.
If another character's present state would be directly and significantly
altered by the change in the timeline, they may roll to assist the
subject in resisting the spell.
Memories of the previous timeline are lost for everyone except the
caster, although a sensitive being who is directly affected by the
changes might be able to take an insight test (difficulty 20) to tell that
something is wrong, with a critical success providing total recall of
both timelines.
Rewind
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
This spell reverses time and undoes a single malady which the subject
has suffered since the start of its previous turn. Examples include
wounds, psychic damage, poisoning, disease exposure, exhaustion, an
injured body part, or a spell that has been affected by the transfigure
metamagic. Objects affected by this spell can also have a level of
wear removed.
Note that this spell will only cure a single affliction per casting, even
if several were caused by the same event. For example, if a character
is wounded and poisoned by the same attack, the chronomancer must
choose which malady to undo.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic allows this spell to undo afflictions incurred
since the start of the current act, two levels the current mission, three
levels the current game, and four levels at any previous point in time.
An additional level of the empower metamagic can instead allow this
spell to remove crippling injuries and two levels can restore life to a
character that has been killed or petrified.
Each level of the cascade metamagic can undo an additional affliction
upon the subject.

Preserve
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
This spell will stop the subject from aging by preventing all minor
erosion and rot that it suffers, keeping it in pristine condition. This
spell only slows the passage of time, it does nothing to repair the
object or protect it from damage.
This spell can be cast on organic matter to keep it from decaying or
spoiling.
Regrets Like New Fallen Snow
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
This extremely powerful spell rewrites the subject's history, allowing
them to make a different choice in their past. A character could, for
example, change their mind about their career or their spouse, or undo
a single terrible mistake. This can even give someone back their
innocence; restoring virginity, taking back a criminal history, or
breaking an addiction before it started.
While this spell has the potential to alter someone's personal timeline,
it lacks the power to change the world. The experiences of people
who personally interacted with the subject will be altered accordingly,
but as the changes ripple outward from the subject their effects
become less noticeable.
Any major impact that the subject would have had on history will
instead have come about in a different manner, likely by the hand of a
different individual who lacked any such regrets.
The new timeline might not have turned out precisely how the
chronomancer or their subject anticipated and the limits of this spell,

Sense Anomaly
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Sense anomaly can scan a person, object, or place for temporal
manipulation. Any distortions or alterations in the local time flow
caused by natural or magical means are detected. In addition, if the
subject's past has been altered due to powerful magic, the
chronomancer will be aware of the change and remember time’s
rightful course.
A chronomancer may cast this spell reflexively in response to having
their own past rewritten.
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The duration of time stop is linked to the subject's personal timeline.
If the subject then casts the time stop spell on another character, they
will pull them into their own timeline, allowing them to act normally.
If a subject that is already under the effects of time stop is subject to
another casting of the spell, they will create another layer of time
stop, making other characters within the first time stop appear frozen
in time to the subject.
Metamagic Notes:
The mass or multi metamagics will allow several characters to exist
together in the altered time state, appearing to act normally to one
another within the otherwise frozen world.

Stasis
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject is frozen in time. They will not move at all, possibly
hanging suspended in midair, unable to even think or perceive the
world around them.
While in this frozen state, the subject can be acted upon normally,
being manipulated, moved, or even killed, and is always stationary.
All evade tests automatically fail, but reflexive resolve and fortitude
tests may be performed as if the subject was merely unconscious.
As the subject's biological needs are suspended, they do not suffer
from fatigue, suffocation, or the lack of sustenance, and poisons or
diseases introduced to their system will not take effect until the spell
ends.

Time Warp
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Time warp subtly alters the flow of time in relation to its subject.
Over the course of the enchantment, characters within the area can
undertake an activity that would normally take many hours such as
getting a full night’s sleep or having a long conversation.
The spell’s effects can also be reversed, allowing those within to
move swiftly forward in time, bypassing a boring event in minutes or
bringing an anticipated moment in the future ever closer.
The disruption to the normal flow of time is not so extreme that it will
cause any specific problems for characters who wish to move into or
out of the area or grant any additional actions to those within.
Metamagic Notes:
Metamagics which allow the spell's area to move such as wave or
inescapable can be used with time warp to allow a full day’s travel,
along with the corresponding consumption of supplies, to pass by in a
single act.

Synchronicity
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Synchronicity subtly alters the fabric of space and time to ensure that
events occur at precisely the right moment. When this spell is cast, the
chronomancer chooses one task which the subject will undertake of
their own free will, and ensures that they will perform it at precisely
the right moment.
Possible uses would include enchanting a highwayman to arrive at the
crossroads at precisely the same time as their victims, a spy to arrive
at the enemy’s base during the changing of the guards, or arranging a
chance meeting between a suitor and the object of their affection.
Timekeeper
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Timekeeper gives the caster a perfect understanding of the flow of
time and can tell them exactly what time it is or how much time has
passed since a known event.

Turn Back the Clock
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
This potent spell actually reverses time for the entire world, granting
its subject a second chance. The game is reset to the state it was in at
the start of the subject's previous turn. All actions are undone, and all
expended resources are refunded save those used to cast this spell.
The subject is fully aware of what occurred in the potential future,
however, there is no guarantee that things will turn out as they did
before as the slightest variation in the subject's actions can greatly
change the outcome of history.
Note that the Gamekeeper might have to restrict player knowledge if a
chronomancer uses this spell to simply avoid paying the costs for
information gathering spells and abilities. Likewise, the Gamekeeper
chooses which dice rolls from the previous timeline stand.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be empowered to allow for even greater jaunts into the
past. One level of empower allows the entire act to be undone, two
levels the entire mission, three levels allow the caster to return to any
point since the start of the game, and four levels allow for journeys to
any point in the subject's history.

Time Stop
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The ultimate permutation of the haste spell, time stop allows the
subject to act with infinite speed. The world appears to be frozen and
the subject can do whatever they please.
The subject can act normally and can interact with their surroundings
in the usual manner. The world is completely still and unchanging
except when directly acted upon by the subject.
If the subject manipulates another character or their equipment, they
are allowed a resolve test to resist the spell. If successful, the subject
is pulled back into normal time and the spell breaks. If they fail, they
are treated as being under the stasis spell.
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Note that this spell is a lot of work, both because you need to
remember what state things were previously in and then need to play
out portions of the game over again. Chronomancers should not be
allowed to cast the empowered version of this spell unless all of the
other players are willing to put forth the required effort.

Conjuration Spells
Aperture
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Aperture transports a heavy object into the air directly above the
subject, injuring them with its mass once gravity takes hold.

Vanish
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject of the vanish spell is sent forward in time to the
enchantment's end. The subject has no sense that any time has passed,
while the rest of the world perceives them as having simply
disappeared into thin air. The enchantment can be suppressed by
using anti-magic upon the location that the subject last occupied,
bringing them back into existence prematurely.

Astral Projection
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Calling
Astral projection allows the caster's soul to leave their body and travel
the world in a dream state, connected only by a thin silver cord. This
astral form is invisible, but channels can perceive it as an idealized
version of the conjurer’s normal visage.
The astral projection cannot interact with or be harmed by physical or
spiritual objects. It can, however, be affected by anti-magic. When a
conjurer casts a spell, they may use the astral projection rather than
their physical body to determine range.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic allows the conjurer to move
their astral projection by up to five paces in a turn. In addition, the
intimate metamagic allows them to share senses with it.

Time Travel
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Time travel transports the subject to any point in the past or future.
The character can act normally while in an alternate time period,
however, they will find changing the present to be exceedingly
difficult, there are numerous spirits who work to keep time on track
and will make sure to correct any changes to the broader course of
history.
Minor actions won't even be noticed, while major attempts to change
history normally force destiny to pick another path with events
occurring in a slightly different manner to reach the present. For
example, a character who goes back in time to assassinate a Warlord
as a child might find that they miraculously survived or that a
different individual stepped up to take their place.
If a second casting is used to send the subject back to their native
time, they will return in precisely the same condition as when they
left, although equipment may be lost or acquired normally while in an
alternate time period.
Note, however, that such objects will still disappear from their native
time period and the Gamekeeper has the final say on how any
resulting paradoxes are resolved.
Time travel is listed as an optional spell because it has incredible
potential for disrupting the game, on both a mechanical and narrative
level. It is normally used as a plot device for an occasional adventure
in a different time period. It works best when working to retrieve lost
information, acquire an object that no longer exists in the present,
preserve the timeline, or visit a potential future.
If multiple time jumps occur, the Gamekeeper has the final say on
what eras constitute the game’s true past, present, and future.

Banish
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Banish instantly transports the subject to a location that the conjurer
has previously marked with the familiar spell. This spell is often used
as a method of quick escape in an emergency, but it can also be used
to trap or imprison an enemy.
Blink
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Blink causes the subject to momentarily disappear and then reappear
in the same spot an instant later. If timed properly, this spell can
protect the subject from harm.
The next attack made against the subject automatically fails. It doesn't
matter if this is a direct assault or an environmental attack, it simply
misses with no roll to hit or evade. This spell has no effect if no
attacks are made against the subject before the start of the caster’s
next turn.
Cacodemon
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Cacodemon summons a first circle spirit. The caster can choose the
spirit's type and can even call a specific being if they know its ren,
although an unwilling individual who is called in such a manner may
roll to resist the spell.
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Once called, the spirit will use its kismet ability to assist the caster and
their allies with a single task. Exactly what constitutes a single task is
up to the Gamekeeper, but is not necessarily limited to a single act or
a single dice roll. Common examples would include summoning a fire
elemental to assist in winning a battle, summoning a blood elemental
to assist with treating injuries received in a battle, or summoning a
marut to assist with the creation of a single piece of equipment. Once
the spirit has upheld its end of the bargain, it will consume the mana
used to summon it and return to its spiritual realm.
If the conjurer requires a more involved service from the spirit such as
accompanying them for an entire adventure, spellcasting, coalescing,
or forming an elemental body, they will need to make a binding
contract with the spirit. Exactly what the spirit will demand in return
varies based on its nature and the scope of the services that it
provides. Common payments include sacrifices of mana, treasure,
vitality, or even lives, but performing services in return are more
common, up to and including periods of slavery or even favors to be
named at a later time.
Should a character summon a spirit and then force it into service with
threats and magical compulsions, or worse, steal its mana or bind it
into an object, they have effectively declared war on the spirit world.
In such a case, they are discarding the protection offered them by the
Gotterdammerung and can expect swift and brutal reprisal from the
spirit's superiors. This will likely mean the end of any character unless
it is performed as part of some grand scheme or they take great care to
select spirits whose brethren will not miss them.
Spirits who cast this spell are limited to summoning their immediate
subordinates, who must then be negotiated with separately.
Metamagic Notes:
Summoning more powerful spirits can be accomplished by applying
one level of the empower metamagic for each circle beyond the first.
The prismatic metamagic can be applied when calling a demiurge of
the associated school. Primalism can also be used to summon manitou
and kami.

Crack the Shell
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Some people say that beyond the limits of the cosmos all possible
realities exist, others believe that the heavens and hells of our dreams
lie just beyond the edge of sight, and many claim that we are alone in
the universe bounded on all sides by the endless void. Whatever the
truth may be, the caster is willing to find out.
With this, the ultimate application of conjuration, the subject is thrust
outward through the shell of dreams that surrounds the world and cast
blindly into whatever may be found beyond.
Assuming the Gamekeeper of both games approve of its use, this spell
can be used to transport characters between one game and another.
Create Space
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
This odd application of conjuration magic actually creates new space;
albeit temporarily. The caster targets a single point, which then
stretches outward to fill the normal area of the spell. Nearby beings
and objects are gently but irresistibly pushed away from the chosen
location, although the ground and other large terrain features will
instead stretch to accommodate the new area. When the enchantment
ends, the conjured space collapses, everyone nearby is pulled toward
it while those within the new space are gently but firmly pushed out.
Note that it is not possible to use the pushing aspect of this spell to
move an enemy into a hazard as all hazards will be pushed back by an
equal amount.
Metamagic Notes:
The caster can use the enlarge metamagic to increase the amount of
space that is created.
Drawing
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Drawing transports the subject to the caster. The subject can arrive
anywhere within the caster's natural reach. Objects can be called into
an open hand or any suitably sized container.
Characters who are summoned over a pit or other obstacle can take a
reflexive acrobatics test at difficulty twenty to catch themselves,
provided there is something to hold onto, including the caster's own
body.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell is often cast with reaching and seeking metamagics to
allow the caster to summon friends and enemies to them from distant
lands.
Each level of piercing imposes a -1 penalty to catch oneself.

Cantrip of the Road
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip summons up the endless reaches of space and can affect
athletics and ride tests.
Compress
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Compress will render the subject two-dimensional. Among other
things, this means that they can slip through the smallest cracks and
are virtually invisible when viewed from the side. This spell does not
remove the subject's ability to move or to interact with threedimensional objects and they can inflict or receive damage as normal.
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Dimensional Shield
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
A severe twisting of space around the subject makes striking at them
extremely dangerous as attackers find all but the most well-placed
attacks rebounding upon their allies.
This spell doubles any friendly fire penalties suffered by the subject's
attackers and halves the subject’s chance to be hit by the strafe
maneuver.
In addition, the subject of dimensional shield can move about freely
without drawing ripostes from those whom they engage, allowing
them to slip away as space stretches out between them.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic causes the spell to instead triple
friendly fire penalties, two levels of empower quadruples them, and so
on.

Imprisonment
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Imprisonment cuts the subject off from the world and traps them in a
tiny pocket dimension with no entrance or exit. While imprisoned, the
subject cannot be interacted with and cannot take any actions. At the
enchantment's end, they will be returned to the same place in exactly
the same condition. Beings held within the prison are kept in a state of
suspended animation, they can take no action and are only semiconscious, but might be able to communicate with outsiders through
supernatural means.
Jaunt
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Jaunt creates a short conduit through the Elemental Planes, allowing
the subject to transport themselves from one place to another nearly
instantly. The subject can freely move into any object with a
sufficient surface area and then instantly move out of any similar
object which is nearby. Such jumps count as only a single pace of
movement, but the actual distance displaced can be up to ten paces in
any direction. The subject chooses which object they will emerge
from and must know its precise location at the time of the jump.
Note that the subject must leave a separate object from the one that
was entered, and both objects must be large enough for the character
to fit through.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the
maximum distance of each jump and the empower metamagic can be
used to allow jumps into objects whose locations are not known.
This spell can be cast prismatically, but the objects which can be used
for jumps are tightly curtailed. Abjuration uses rocks and boulders,
evocation open flames, divination books, transmutation puddles,
thaumaturgy clouds, primalism trees, necromancy shadows, illusion
mirrors, chronomancy sand, technomancy manmade doorways, and
restoration living bodies.

Familiar
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Familiar creates a spiritual connection between the conjurer and their
subject. So long as the enchantment remains in effect, the caster can
always target the subject with their spells regardless of distance or
intervening obstacles, even if the caster is completely unaware of the
subject's location.
Objects which are familiar to a living being are protected by the
caster's resolve in the same manner as worn equipment.
The caster can choose a point in space as the subject for this spell, in
which case they may always target it with area spells, but do not gain
any additional ability to target things that occupy the area.
Gate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling x2
With this powerful conjuration spell, a mage temporarily connects
two points in space, creating a pair of wormholes through which
creatures can move, see, speak, or attack instantly over any distance.
When casting this spell, the caster chooses two points at which they
will anchor the gate. The gate is normally large enough for a man to
move through; about a pace across. Any character can move into
either end of the gate and instantly be transported to the other, and can
also observe, attack, or communicate with beings on the other side.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell is commonly cast with the reaching and seeking
metamagics to create doorways to distant lands. Empower can be used
to create one-way gates. The enlarge metamagic can be used to create
a much larger gateway capable of transporting massive loads or
several characters simultaneously.

Know Location
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Know location tells the caster exactly where the subject is located.
This spell can be used to find the exact distance to a subject and a
conjurer who has become lost can cast this spell upon themselves.
Metamagic Notes:
The reaching and seeking metamagics are often used in conjunction
with this spell to locate hidden subjects.
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Maze
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The Labyrinth is perhaps the most feared region in all of the
underworld, a prison plane, a place of eternal torture, ever twisting
and shaped by the darkest fears and desires of its inhabitants. It is to
this nightmarish realms that the subjects of the maze spell are
banished.
Although every maze has an exit, finding it is never easy. The
Labyrinth is a test of strength and of intelligence, and the journey is as
much one of self-discovery as physical peril. Should the subject find
this exit, they will be returned to the spot from which they were first
banished.

Oubliette
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
An oubliette is cut off from the world, a prison from which there is no
entrance and no exit. For all intents and purposes, the land no longer
exists, the space folded away into its own pocket dimension.
Anyone attempting to enter the oubliette simply travels straight
through to the other side, and any ranges calculated through the
oubliette do not count the spaces within. Characters on the outside
cannot see into the oubliette or interact with subjects that lie within,
and vice versa.
Creatures and objects which are inside the oubliette cannot leave or
even see out. The world simply folds back on itself, those who exit
one edge of the oubliette find themselves immediately entering on the
opposite side.
Metamagic Notes:
It is possible to use the empower metamagic to make a one-way
oubliette, one where it is possible to enter but not leave or vice versa.

Mobility
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
The subject of the mobility spell is given free rein to move about in
any environment, ignoring gravity, buoyancy, friction, and pressure.
This means that, among other things, terrestrial creatures can walk
freely along the bottom of the ocean and that aquatic creatures can
swim across dry land.
Although this spell protects from pressure and gravity, it does nothing
to allow its subject to survive suffocation, extreme temperatures,
environmental toxins, or similar dangers. Mobility will not remove a
creature's ability to fly or swim, or grant these abilities to one that
couldn't do so normally.

Phase
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
The subject of the phase spell is rendered partially intangible, flitting
in and out of this dimension. They can move freely through rough
terrain, other characters, and even through solid obstacles. The subject
has complete cover while wholly inside of an object, and unless it is
transparent, they will also receive concealment. A character who ends
their turn inside of a solid obstacle will begin to suffocate.

Multiples
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
At times, everyone wishes they could be in two places at once, and
with this spell that is actually possible. Whenever the subject of this
voluntarily moves, they may choose to do so in two different
directions. The character will count as being in both places, and may
measure the range of their abilities from either spot. Likewise, other
characters may target either location with abilities of their own. If
both locations are hit by the same environmental attack, only apply
the effect once.
Note that this spell does not actually make a copy or allow the
character to take any extra actions; it merely allows them to be in two
places at once.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic allows the subject to be in an
additional place at the same time.

Plane Shift
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Plane shift transports the subject from one world to another in no time
at all. The caster chooses which planet the subject is to be transported
to. The precise destination will be a location that roughly coincides
with their position in the world they stood upon before the spell was
cast.
Note that this spell does not guarantee survival in the new
environment. The climate of most planets will kill an unprepared man
in moments, although those who cross into the spirit world first may
find the Elemental Planes slightly more accommodating.
Realignment
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The subject instantly alters its direction, though its location and
momentum remain unchanged. Realignment can be cast on oneself or
one's allies to quickly change direction, or on an opponent to disorient
them.
A standing subject can be knocked prone or vice versa. In addition, a
character affected by this spell can turn freely until the start of their
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next turn even while utilizing the run, race, or leap abilities or the
charge maneuver.

Tear
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
While most conjuration effects deal with the movement of whole
objects, tear deals with the transportation of very small bits of matter
into or out of the subject's form. Test for damage against the subject.

Root
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Root intensifies the friction and gravity that acts upon the subject's
feet, leaving them immobilized.
Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell.
Applying the empower metamagic to root leaves the subject unable to
take any ambulatory actions at all, even crawl / stagger.

Teleport
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Teleport transports the subject from one location to another in the
blink of an eye. The total distance moved cannot be more than one
pace in any direction.
Teleport can transport subjects through solid matter so long as that
matter isn’t warded or soulless. This means that a restrained character
will instantly escape most bonds. The subject will arrive at their new
destination in the same manner as the subject of a calling type spell.
An elixir of teleport can either transport its imbiber in a
predetermined direction based on their current location or directly
toward the location whose soil was mixed into the potion during its
creation. In the latter case, additional movement will not cause the
drinker to overshoot their destination.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the maximum
distance traveled by a factor of ten. There is no upper limit, and truly
powerful conjurers can use this spell to travel to any point in the
world or beyond.

Sequester
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Sequester calls an object of the conjurer's choosing. The object must
be an ordinary quality item of the appropriate type. The caster can
specify broad details about the item such as material composition and
modifications.
This spell may not be used to summon an elixir, and if it is used to
call a tonic the spell gains the focus property.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic increases the quality of the conjured item by
one step. Conjuring items with a quality equal to the caster’s animus
score requires an amount of additional mana equal to the item(s) total
value which is not refunded with focus or on a critical success.
Conjuring items with a quality beyond the caster’s animus score is
impossible.

Walk Between the Walls
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Walk between the walls pushes the subject through the Veil, allowing
them to enter the Dreamtime. The subject gains the ethereal trait.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic grants its subject a second rank of the
ethereal trait, allowing them to move back and between world.

Summoning
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
Summoning calls a creature forth from distant lands. The individual is
selected at random, but the caster can set broad guidelines such as
skillset, experience, species, gender, and age which the spell will do
its best to meet from the available subjects.
Summoned creatures are always extras who use one of the templates
listed in Chapter Ten and which have a danger rating of O.
Summoned creatures will be generally agreeable to the caster’s cause,
but the caster will need to ensure their loyalty with bribery or mindcontrolling magic to force them to do anything especially difficult,
dangerous, demeaning, or otherwise against their nature. In addition,
some particularly aggressive beings will simply attack anyone nearby
when they are summoned into an unfamiliar location.
If a summoned creature has the ability to cast spells, it will draw upon
the caster's mana rather than its own.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the maximum danger

Warp Space
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
This potent spell actually warps the fabric of the universe and causes
space to twist and contract in unnatural ways. Anything within the
enchanted area is considered to be occupying the entire area, meaning
that anyone within reach of the area can interact with anything inside
it and vice versa. The entire area counts as only a single pace across
when working out range, movement distance, or line of sight.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic allows the caster to link noncontiguous
zones. Each zone must be targeted independently and the total volume
of warped space must remain constant with that of a standard area
spell.

of potential summons by ★. This can take the form of advancing the
template, choosing a more formidable species, or adding impactful
merits.
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If the empower metamagic is applied to babble, the subject will forget
all languages; the mutilate metamagic can then be applied to inflict
the mute flaw.

Divination Spells
Acumen
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Akashic
Acumen is used to give the caster an idea as to the nature of a
potential subject. When acumen is cast, the diviner pictures both a
spell and a potential subject in their mind. They are then made aware
of what metamagics, if any, would be required to target the desired
subject with said spell.
The caster can have as much or as little information about the subject
as they like and can even specify a vague idea such as the closest
enemy or the unidentified culprit of a crime.

Befuddle
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The subject suddenly forgets what they were doing and is stunned.
Cantrip of the Mind
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip evokes the endless knowledge of the Akashic records and
affects academics and reason tests.

Amnesia
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Amnesia erases all memory of a single fact or event from the subject's
mind. Though this spell can be used to strip specific knowledge, it
cannot actually remove a character's traits or proficiencies.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to erase large swathes of the
subject's memory; entire periods of the subject's life or knowledge of
entire subjects can be wiped away with a single spell.
The transfigure metamagic can be used to make this memory loss
permanent.

Communion
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The communion spell brings the caster into mental contact with a
spirit whose domain encompasses the spell's subject. This spell is
typically used to speak with kami inhabiting the local terrain or
objects to get more information about the area, but it can also be used
to contact more exotic spirits or even a living creature’s soul.
Contacting deities is possible, but the spell can only be cast when the
diviner is on holy ground dedicated to the god or surrounded by their
portfolio, for example, Ares could be contacted while engaged in
battle or Poseidon while sailing the sea.
The spirit may respond to the caster, but is under no obligation to do
so. Many spirits are good-natured, friendly, or just bored, but others
are very apathetic, hateful, greedy, or busy, and these latter might
need more persuasion. Typically, the more powerful a spirit is the
more likely it is to have information the caster needs, but the less
likely it is going to be to have the time or inclination to converse and
may require some sort of sacrifice, quest, or donation to their church
in exchange for information.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast with the prismatic metamagic if used to contact
a demiurge or deity associated with that school. Primalism can also be
used to commune with kami and manitou.

Analyze Mind
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Analyze mind will reveal the inner workings of the subject's brain.
The caster is aware of the subject's intelligence, willpower, and
charisma scores, mental traits, and their current reserves of
concentration and mana.
Augury
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Augury allows the caster to ask a single question of the Akashic
records. The oracle will be given a correct answer in the form of yes,
no, or maybe. If the question cannot be answered in such a manner,
the spell fails.

Contact
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Contact forms a mental bond between the caster and their subject,
allowing them to communicate with one another so long as the
enchantment persists. This communication is purely mental and
transcends verbal language, it will function even if one or both
subjects is mute, feral, or doesn't comprehend the other's tongue.
Such mental projections are a quick action (simple) that can contain a
single idea or sensory impression and have a range equal to three
times the caster or the subject's perception score, whichever is greater.

Babble
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
A subject under the effects of the babble spell will forget a language
of the caster's choosing.
Metamagic Notes:
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This communication can transcend physical barriers and one character
does not need to know the other's location, but this spell will be
blocked if a null zone or soulless object lies directly between them.
Metamagic Notes:
The intimate metamagic can either allow mental projections to travel
any distance or bypass any obstruction.

If this spell is made persistent, it will assist with all of the subject’s
tests that are made while under the enchantment, but also gains the
augment property.
Instruct
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
This spell attunes the subject to the whispers of the akashic records,
allowing them brief glimpses into the secrets of the universe. The
subject gains a +2 bonus to all of their skills until the start of the
caster’s next turn. This bonus works like and is not cumulative with
the coordinate ability.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic increases the skill bonus to +4.
If this spell is made persistent, it gains the augment property.

Copy
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Copy gives the caster intimate knowledge of the subject's structure
and, from that point on, the oracle can craft similar objects without an
unfamiliarity penalty.
Detect Lie
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Anytime the oracle hears a being who is under this enchantment
speak, they will know if they are lying, although the truth behind the
lies remains obscured.

Library of the Mind
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Library of the mind is similar to mind reading but, instead of
detecting surface thoughts, it burrows deeper into the subject's mind.
The caster can pluck any single fact from the subject’s knowledge or
view one event from their memory.

Forge Memory
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Forge memory implants a false memory into the subject's mind. This
memory seems completely real to them, although especially
intelligent characters may be able to realize something is wrong if the
memories are inconsistent with their other experiences, especially if
the new memories are particularly outlandish.
The memory can be of whatever the caster likes, but it cannot
overwrite existing memories unless they are first erased with outside
magic. This spell does not alter the subject's abilities or personality,
but it may influence their behavior toward specific individuals or
events.

Locate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Locate tells the caster the subject's precise location. This spell ignores
all the usual restrictions on selecting a target. The caster does not need
to know the subject's name or ren or even be personally familiar with
it; for example, it is possible to find the nearest hidden enemy, but not
to discern whether a known target is friend or foe.
Characters who do not wish to be found may resist this spell with a
resolve test as normal, and this spell will not find soulless targets or
those inside of a ward or null zone.

Guide
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Guide can be used to channel information about a wide variety of
subjects to better help its target with their task. Casting this spell
works exactly like assisting another character with a skill test except
that it is performed using the divination skill.
Metamagic Notes:
The personal metamagic can be used to allow a diviner to assist
themself with another skill test.

Meld
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
2 Beings
Meld merges the subject's mind and that of the caster into a unified
whole. Both gain the hive mind trait, but rather than linking to other
members of their species, they can only share skills with one another.
Metamagic Notes:
The multi and mass metamagics can be used to link additional
subjects into the hive mind.
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Mind Blank
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
This terrible spell completely erases the subject's mind, rendering
them helpless. All memories, skills, and learned mental traits are lost;
the person who was is entirely gone.
After the subject overcomes the initial shock, they are effectively
returned to mental infancy. Although their attributes remain
unchanged, they must learn everything over again from scratch and it
is almost certain that the new person they grow into will be
significantly different from their old self.

Perfect Culture
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
A being under the effects of this spell will be able to blend in
perfectly as they are granted a complete, if passing, knowledge of a
culture of the caster’s choice. They will become aware of local
customs, slang, etiquette, and accent, although they will not gain any
knowledge of the area or the ability to speak new languages.
Portent
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Portent is identical to augury but the answer may be any single word,
name, or title.

Mind Reading
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The caster learns exactly what the subject is currently thinking about.
Deeper memories, emotions, and opinions are not accessible to the
caster unless the target is currently going over them in their mind.

Presence of the Master
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Legendary skills are not recorded in the akashic records, their secrets
being too esoteric and arcane. Presence of the master instead reaches
into the minds of legendary heroes, both living and dead, and gleans
precious secrets of their craft.
The subject gains the legendary skill merit in a skill of the caster's
choosing.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic increases the bonus provided by the
legendary skill trait by one, to a maximum of five.

Omen
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Omen will answer a single question that the caster asks of the Akashic
record. The answer will be limited to a single phrase or sentence, and
it will likely be incomplete or misleading if the caster does not ask
precisely the right question.
Omniscience
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The ultimate power of divination allows the caster to merge with the
Akashic records, fully absorbing all information in their surroundings.
The caster is aware of absolutely everything that occurs within the
spell's area and nothing can remain hidden from them.
The oracle can attempt to read the minds of characters within the
enchanted area, although they are allowed a resolve test to resist this
effect. The minds of soulless creatures cannot be read in this manner.

Psionic Blast
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The subject is bombarded with psychic energy, overloading their
neurons without harming their flesh.
Test for damage against the subject. Creatures with a limited capacity
for thought are less affected by this spell, and subjects with either the
feral or thrall inborn traits are considered resistant to this damage,
and those with both are invulnerable.

Pathfinder
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject of the pathfinder spell will leave a glowing trail behind
them which is either visible to the naked eye or burned into the mind
of the spell's caster. The trail will travel across land and sea or
through the air and even into other dimensions. If the subject is
magically transported to a new location, the trail will stop, but a new
one will be started once they arrive at their destination. This spell will
make it nearly impossible for the subject to avoid pursuit without
some form of supernatural obfuscation.

Psychometry
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Strong emotions leave a stain upon the ether, forever moliating the
Dreamtime. With the psychometry spell, a being can read the
emotional history of a place or object and receive a vision of the
events that caused such warping. Psychometry initially shows the user
the most powerful and most recent events to stain the subject, but a
skilled diviner can perceive older or less significant events to better
see the past and solve mysteries.
Metamagic Notes:
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This spell can be cast prismatically, but the objects which it can affect
are limited to those with an affinity toward the school used to cast it
and each might reveal its secrets in a different way. For example, a
transmuter can cause a pool of water to replay reflections, an evoker
could cause a fire built on the ashes of an old campfire to cast
shadows of what has come before, dead men might tell a necromancer
tales of what happened in the proximity of their corpse, and an abjurer
can make rocks sing with the sounds that they have absorbed over
time.

whatever is required to give a complete answer. The akashic records
may even supplement the answer with additional knowledge if a
direct answer would be misleading.
Revelation may still give a cryptic answer to a diviner who oversteps
their bounds.
Ring of Eyes
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
Ring of eyes allows the subject’s senses to extend outward in all
directions. The subject's dodge score is never penalized for being
trapped or surrounded, and they are always considered to be
observing any nearby characters attempting to use stealth regardless
of whether or not they are distracted or facing in a different direction.

Read Data
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Read data allows the caster to immediately absorb all information
contained within the subject, which can be a scroll, a book, an
Atlantean crystal, a photograph, a gramophone record, etc.

Slight of Mind
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Slight of mind causes the target to forget certain arcane principles
upon which their magic is based. The diviner chooses any single spell
which the subject will then be unable to cast.
Slight of mind also prevents the use of artifacts, miracles, mystic
gifts, elixirs, and custom spells that replicate the effects of the chosen
spell.

Reformation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Reformation exposes the entirety of the subject's mind and memory
and holds it up to the pure knowledge of the Akashic records,
allowing the subject to reexamine their life and all they know, or it
can wipe away experiences as readily as the water of the river Styx.
This spell can add or remove a single rank of any medium mental
trait. Traits granted with this spell are cumulative with existing ranks,
up to the normal maximum.
If reformation is used to provide or remove a trait that affects one of
the subject's skills, it is the caster who chooses which skill or
discipline it is to apply to.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic can add or remove an
additional rank of a trait up to the normal limits, or it can allow the
spell to also affect inborn traits. The latter effect does not increase the
spell’s chakra cost.

Split Consciousness
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
The split consciousness spell duplicates portions of the subject's mind,
allowing them to maintain multiple trains of thought simultaneously.
This spell is extremely useful if a character has a limited amount of
time to solve a problem or simply needs to do two things at once.
While under the effects of this spell, a subject effectively gains the
extra head trait, meaning they may perform two basic actions during
each turn so long as they are physically able to do both at the same
time.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides an additional rank of
extra head.

Reveal
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
All hidden things within the spell’s area are immediately revealed to
the caster. This includes booby traps, secret passages, hidden
creatures, smuggler's compartments, and more. This spell does not
give the caster the ability to see through solid objects, and thus the
caster may not know the exact nature of what is hidden, but the
diviner can tell that something is there.

Switch Minds
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
2 Beings
The subjects' consciousnesses are swapped. Cruel sorcerers use this
spell to take control of a healthy body if theirs is old or enfeebled, or
perhaps if they just like the new one better.
Benevolent healers may transfer the mind of the sick or dying into the
healthy bodies of comatose or suicidal individuals and dysphoric
consciousnesses into more suitable bodies. Other mages may seek to
teach a lesson by making their subjects walk in another person’s
shoes. This spell also has numerous tactical applications, especially in

Revelation
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Revelation functions in a manner similar to omen, but the question is
answered completely. There is no limit to the length of the response,
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the field of espionage.
A character's consciousness includes their personality, memories,
ethos, mental and spiritual traits, and proficiency levels as well as
their charisma, intelligence, and willpower scores, and their current
stores of destiny, mana, and concentration.
Metamagic Notes:
Transfigure can be used to make the swap permanent.

Evocation Spells
Adaptation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
The subject becomes perfectly at home in any environment, from a
frigid glacier to a blazing furnace. The subject can ignore the
penalties for existing in a hostile climate.

Telepathy
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Telepathy communicates a simple message to the subject. This
message is equivalent to a few sentences of dialogue, although no
actual words are used; telepathy transcends verbal language.

Alter Temperature
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Alter temperature changes the ambient temperature of the affected
area by one step, as detailed in Chapter Ten.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic changes the temperature within
the enchanted area by an additional step.

Tongues
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
The subject gains the ability to speak and understand a single
language of the caster's choosing. The caster need not know the
language themself, or indeed even be aware of the name of the desired
language, it is perfectly viable to use this spell on an indecipherable
manuscript of unknown origin or a region's local dialect.
This spell may grant a mute character the ability to speak or an
illiterate one the ability to read and write.

Ball Lightning
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Ball lightning creates a glowing orb of superheated plasma which
follows the subject and attempts to burn it to ash. At the start of each
of its turns, the target must pass a difficulty 20 acrobatics roll or test
for heat-based damage.
Should multiple ball lightnings affect the same subject, each must be
avoided separately; all those which strike true will assist one another
in testing for damage against the subject.
A fumbled damage test extinguishes the orb and breaks the spell.
Metamagic Notes:
Multi can be used to affix multiple ball lightning effects to the same
subject.

Total Recall
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Total recall allows the subject to remember one memory of the
caster’s choosing which has been lost due to mundane forgetfulness,
psychological repression, hypnotism, or even magical or surgical
alteration.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell can bring back larger stretches of memory
which span prolonged periods of the subject’s life.

Burning Power
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Burning power greatly increases the subject’s physical capabilities,
providing a +1 bonus their strength score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the strength bonus by
a further +1.
The restrained metamagic can be used to create an enchantment that
only modifies the subject’s strength for the purposes of damage tests.
Body of Flame
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Any
Body of flame transforms the subject into living fire, granting them
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the incorporeal trait and allowing their mere touch to set flammable
objects alight. While in this state, the character is perfectly
comfortable in any ambient temperature and invulnerable to heat or
fire based attacks. Their unarmed attacks inflict heat-based damage.
This form is not without its drawbacks, for the subject also develops a
weakness to cold and water-based attacks. This spell is automatically
broken if the subject is ever extinguished by being submerged, buried,
subject to vacuum or high winds, etc.
Metamagic Notes:
The balefire metamagic affects the subject’s unarmed attacks.
An empowered body of flame can continue burning in any
environment.

Detect Energy
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Detect energy makes the caster aware of the subject's exact energy
potential including its temperature, velocity, and whether or not it is
flammable, explosive, or holds an electric charge. This spell is
commonly used to detect hidden traps or weaponry.
Disintegrate
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Disintegrate raises the subject's temperature to the point where it is
instantly vaporized, leaving nothing but a little ash and smoke in its
wake.
Living creatures are killed and objects are destroyed. Disintegrate
does not leave any remains, making any attempt to repair or revive the
subject futile.

Cantrip of the Furnace
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip calls upon the endless destructive wrath of fire, affecting
marksmanship, melee, and unarmed tests.
Cauldron of Fury
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Cauldron of fury blankets the target in blazing soul fire, penetrating
even the toughest defenses. The subject suffers a single wound.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of empower inflicts an additional wound.

Disjunction
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
The target of disjunction is blown to pieces, leaving only charred
scraps behind. The subject is destroyed and cannot be repaired.
Dry
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
This spell immediately dries the subject off and can be used to
evaporate a small body of water.

Conflagration
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
An area under the conflagration spell burns with an unnatural fire that
quickly consumes any flammable material within. The enchanted area
counts as perilous terrain with a +0/+1 damage adjustment and casts
illumination equal to a lantern.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the terrain’s damage
adjustment by +5/+1.

Extinguish
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Extinguish can be cast upon a burning subject to immediately put the
fire out. A mass of burning objects such as a pile of logs or kindling,
is considered a single target for the purposes of this spell.
When cast upon a creature of flame, for example, a fire elemental or a
salamander, they will test for damage.

Control Fire
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Fire)
An evoker can control the shape a fire takes or the direction it burns.
The caster can also alter the fire's intensity, causing it to roar to life or
die down to embers, as well as spreading to nearby objects or keeping
itself contained.
If cast upon a burning character, they may not attempt to extinguish
themself during their next turn, although they can quench the fire by
diving into water normally.

Ever-Burning
Circle:
10
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Objects that are affected by the ever-burning spell will not be
consumed by fire, though they can be set alight normally. This spell is
often used to make a small amount of wood serve as fuel which burns
long into the night.
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Fireball
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Fireball conjures a sphere of super-heated energy that explodes once
it strikes its target, scorching everything which is nearby. Anyone in
the spell’s area must evade or test for heat damage.

Damage inflicted by this weapon is heat-based and it can be used to
set flammable objects on fire. The blade is indestructible but can be
disarmed or suppressed normally.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides a +1 bonus to the
weapon’s accuracy.
The enlarge metamagic gives the blade the reach property and the
razor wind metamagic gives it good armor penetration.
The maximize metamagic can be used to create a blade suitable for a
larger creature to wield.
The amplify metamagic does not increase the damage inflicted by a
flame blade.

Fire Blast
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Fire blast calls forth a short eruption of flame. Though the heat and
smoke quickly dissipate, their intensity is enough to burn those who
are too slow to escape. Fire blast tests for damage against anything
that occupies the chosen zone unless it can evade.

Holocaust
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The invoker's ultimate art is transforming a subject into pure energy,
utterly destroying it along with everything in the vicinity.
Anything within one thousand paces of the subject tests for damage
twice, once as heat and once as force, with cumulative effects.
Characters can evade this explosion as normal, but due to the
extremely large radius, they are unlikely to do more than take cover.
Metamagic Notes:
The enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the distance at which
subjects test for damage.

Firebreak
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
While under the effects of this protective magic, the target cannot be
set on fire even if doused in accelerant, although it can be damaged
normally by heat and flame.
Fire Burst
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The spell creates a brief flash of burning heat, injuring or driving off
anyone who is nearby. The subject is completely unharmed, but
anyone who is within one pace of them must evade or test for heat
damage.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
distance at which damage is applied.

Ignite
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Ignite coats the subject with a burning residue of flame. The subject
must test for heat damage at the start of each turn. As long as the
enchantment persists, there is no way to avoid this damage, thus this
spell is a death sentence to anything which is not immune to heat or
extraordinarily tough.
Immolation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
The subject is engulfed in super-heated flames but does not burn.
Anyone who makes a close combat attack against the subject must
simultaneously test for heat-based damage with a +10 adjustment.
Metamagic Notes:
The single level of the empower metamagic increases the damage
adjustment to +20 and a second level increases it to +30.
Balefire increases the spell’s chakra cost by one.

Flame
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Flame conjures a small ball of fire and blasts the subject with it. This
spell is a standard magic missile that inflicts heat damage.
Flame Blade
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
Flame blade calls a sword of molten fire into existence. The blade can
be wielded by any creature of man-size or smaller using either the
melee or unarmed skills. This weapon has no accuracy modifier and
has a damage adjustment equal to the caster's invocation skill plus the
wielder's size rating.
This weapon can be wielded either one or two-handed, with the latter
option providing a +2 bonus when testing for damage with the blade.

Incinerate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Line)
Incinerate conjures a deadly column of fire, either a stream of flames
stretching outward or a burning pillar rising toward the heavens.
Anyone in the spell's area must evade or test for heat damage.
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Inferno
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
This horrific spell transforms all energy in the affected area into pure
heat, testing for damage against anything caught within.
Unlike most spells which bring about sudden catastrophe, inferno
slowly builds, dimming light and negating sound and movement
within the area before exploding in a fiery burst. It would seem that it
would be easy to escape such a slow buildup, except that one's own
momentum only feeds the fire.
This spell is evaded using the resolve skill rather than the acrobatics
skill. Soulless characters evade this spell with acrobatics as normal.

Pyrokinesis
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being or Object (Flammable)
The mage transforms their psychic energy into supernatural fire,
setting their subject aflame.
Rain of Fire
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Fire falls from the sky like rain. Anyone who begins their turn inside
the enchanted area must pass a difficulty 20 acrobatics test or be
struck by falling cinders, testing for heat damage.
Stationary objects are struck automatically, which means any
susceptible terrain features within the area will be slowly destroyed or
set alight unless they are inordinately sturdy or well-protected.

Irradiate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
The subject is made highly radioactive, strong enough to poison those
who interact closely with it or to power certain devices. Living
creatures in close proximity suffer a -2 exhaustion penalty and must
pass a difficulty twenty fortitude test each act or suffer a wound.

Scald
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
The subject begins to emit copious amounts of heat. The object itself
is not harmed, but each time it is used, it tests for heat damage against
its wielder with an adjustment equal to the caster's evocation score.
Worn objects such as clothing or armor test for damage against their
wearer at the end of each of their turns.

Make Combustible
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
This enchantment can make any form of matter burn as easily as dry
parchment. Any heat or flame-based attack will set the target alight so
long as adequate oxygen is available to fuel the fire.

Scorch
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The target of scorch is quickly heated to the point where its structure
begins to burn and break down.
Test for heat-based damage against the subject.

Meteor Storm
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge +5
Type:
Magic Missile
Subject:
Area
Meteor storm calls the fury of the heavens down upon those who earn
the evoker's ire. This magic missile rolls to hit every viable subject in
the spell’s area separately and inflicts both heat and blunt damage,
whichever is most effective.

Smolder
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Smolder inflicts a terrible curse upon the subject, enhancing the
amount of heat generated by all of their actions, the friction of their
own movements tearing them apart. The subject must test for heat
damage at the end of any turn in which it performs a non-simple
action.

Pyroclasm
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
Pyroclasm creates an ever-expanding pool of superheated magma.
Anyone who enters the pool for even a moment must test for heatbased damage, and must do so again at the start of every turn that they
remain within.
The pool starts out with a diameter of one pace, but at the beginning
of each of the caster's turns, it expands by one pace in all directions.
Solid cover can block the expanding lava, but it can flow through
gaps and around corners.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of empower allows the lava to penetrate one level of cover.

Thaw
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
The spell's area is immediately bathed in warmth, not hot enough to
injure or cook but pervasive enough to melt the thickest ice. Rough,
perilous, or slippery terrain caused by snow, ice, mud, or swampy
ground is removed from the spell’s area.
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Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic also evaporates any bodies of standing
water within the spell's area.

Illusion Spells
Affect Light
Circle:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
With this spell, the illusionist can alter the level of ambient light in
the enchanted area. The change in illumination is sufficient to provide
or negate one level of concealment.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic modifies the level of
concealment by an additional step.

Veil of Embers
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Veil of embers conjures a brief cone of flaming ash that arcs from the
caster's outstretched hand. This magic missile inflicts heat damage
and must perform the volley maneuver.
Volcano
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Volcano utterly destroys the landscape with molten fury. Terrain
features within the spell’s area, save for hills and fortified structures,
are destroyed. All characters within the spell's area must also test for
heat-based damage.
The heat subsides as quickly as came, leaving behind only a smooth
plane of volcanic glass.
Metamagic Notes:
The persistent metamagic spell can be used to create a standing pool
of molten lava. The lava is considered perilous terrain with a damage
adjustment of +10/+3.
If empowered, this spell will destroy even fortified structures. And
increases the danger of the persistent version by one step.

Agony / Ecstasy
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
This spell subjects its target to either horrible pain or indescribable
pleasure. In either case, the subject will be utterly debilitated by the
sensations. The subject is considered disabled so long as they remain
under the enchantment.
An illusionist who casts this spell as a reward or a threat gains a +4
bonus to persuade tests against the subject.
Alter Voice
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
This spell alters the subject's voice, changing the tone, pitch, and
volume, possibly even mimicking the sound of another being. Alter
voice can also affect objects by changing the sound they produce.
Note that this spell does not actually change the content of what is
being said.
The changes produced by this spell are relatively minor. You could
give someone a voice so small that others would need to strain to
listen, or so loud that it would be discomforting, but not to the degree
that it would be inaudible or heard over great distances, and certainly
not into something so loud that it would cause damage.
It is possible to use this spell to replicate the soothing or harsh voice
traits or to shift a subject's vocalizations into a range normally
imperceptible to human ears.

Wall of Fire
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area (Vertical Plane)
Wall of fire calls forth a burning sheet of flame. Any character who
passes through a wall of fire will test for heat-based damage at the end
of their turn. This damage is only applied once regardless of how
many times they pass through, and if they pass through multiple walls
of fire only the most potent takes effect.
A creature that begins its turn in contact with a wall of fire always
counts as having passed through it.
The wall provides soft cover as it can destroy projectiles and scald
attacking limbs. Anyone who is wholly behind the wall of fire also
receives partial concealment.
The wall of fire emits light equivalent to that of a lantern.

Blindness
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Blindness will render the subject completely unable to see, inflicting
the blind condition. The caster may choose to affect a sense other than
vision, instead rendering the subject deaf, numb, or unable to use
whatever other senses that they may possess.
Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell.
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Body of Light / Shadow
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
This spell transforms the subject into a being of pure energy, either
luminous or stygian. When this spell is cast, the illusionist must
choose either light or shadow.
A shadowy subject doubles the benefits it receives from being
concealed by darkness but gains no benefits from being concealed by
bright light.
An illuminated subject doubles the benefits it receives from being
concealed by dazzling light but gains no benefits from being shrouded
in darkness.

Dark Sight
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Dark sight greatly enhances the range of the subject's senses, allowing
them to operate in pitch blackness or other obscuring conditions. The
subject gains one of the following traits; echolocation,
electroreception expanded hearing, infrared vision, night vision,
pallesthesia, polarized vision, scent, ultraviolet vision, or x-ray vision
Dazzle
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Dazzle creates a sudden burst of light and sound at a point of the
illusionist's choosing. The flash of light has the same properties as a
flash bomb.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides an effective +1 to the
quality of the flash bomb effect.
Each level of the enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the flash
bomb effect's radius.

Cantrip of Eye
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip calls upon the mystifying power of illusion to bring truth
and duplicity into stark relief and affects alertness, insight, and stealth
tests.
Cataract
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Special
The ultimate refinement of the illusionist's trade is to create
something so perfect that the universe itself cannot tell that it is
fiction. Cataract is used to turn deceptions into reality; it can change
other illusion spells into real objects, shift a being's identity to match
a disguise or an assumed role, or otherwise bring fantasies to life.
Cataract can mimic any other spell, regardless of school or casting
value, so long as it has a suitable facsimile to build from.
Metamagic Notes:
Metamagics affect cataract in the same way as the spells that it
replicates.

Dim
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
A dimmed subject is nearly impossible to notice. Though the subject
is not actually invisible, observers will still overlook it and push
thoughts of it to the back of their mind.
The dim spell can be cast upon almost anything, a being, an object, a
place, or even an action or a magical effect. It may even be cast upon
only a portion or single aspect of the subject.
So long as the enchantment is in effect, the subject will not be noticed
by any observers.
Should the subject do something to draw attention to itself, including
being in a location that is actively searched or guarded, observers may
take a resolve test, difficulty 20, to notice the subject.
If the subject is interacting with them directly, characters receive a +5
bonus to this test, and if they are being harmed by the subject, they
receive a +10 bonus.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of
resolve tests made to notice a dim subject by +5.

Clairvoyance
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
The caster of the clairvoyance spell projects their senses outward to a
chosen point in space. The illusionist can see, hear, smell, taste, and
even feel from that point as if they occupied it bodily.
Having a clairvoyance effect up does not interfere with the caster’s
normal senses or abilities in any way.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic allows the caster to move the
effect by five paces a turn in the same manner as a spell with the link
property.

Disorient
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject feels detached and withdrawn from the world as their
senses grow dim. Disorient doubles the effective distance of all other
characters and objects when calculating earshot, the range of shooting
attacks or spells, and the difficulty modifiers for the stealth
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skill.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
effective range between the subject and their targets.

Glamer
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
A glamer is a conglomeration of light and sound which takes the form
of a being or object. The glamer can appear as whatever the caster
imagines and it looks, sounds, smells, and even feels wholly real.
A glamer cannot act upon anything else, nor can it be acted upon by
the outside world, and though it feels real, it provides no resistance
and inflicts no wounds. Should someone attempt to move a glamer or
use one to support their weight, they will simply pass through it.
A glamer is mostly stationary, although the caster can conjure one
which performs simple motions. These can be one time events, such
as a ball which appears to fly through the air before coming to rest, or
repetitive ones such a dog which endlessly chases its tail or a clock
that continues to tick away.
Metamagic Notes:
An empowered glamer can interact with the outside world in a simple
fashion. If pushed or carried it will move, if hit, it will appear to break
or die, if spoken to it will respond, etc. Empowered glamers are still
mindless illusionary beings that can only respond in a simple
predetermined manner and which lack physical substance.
The maximize metamagic can be used to create increasingly larger
glamers.
The wave metamagic is often used to create glamers that appear to
have a life of their own and can move from place to place.
The inevitable metamagic can be used to form a glamer that covers a
character, masking their true visage or that of their equipment or
adding something to their appearances such as phantom appendages
or a cloak of flames.

Eagle Sight
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
When eagle sight is cast, the subject may focus upon any target,
magnifying their view of it until it is crystal clear. There is no limit to
magnification, and a being can use this spell to scout far-off terrain,
observe distant stars, or even zoom in on nearby objects to view them
at a microscopic level. This effect lasts for as long as the subject
focuses upon their field of vision, once their concentration is broken,
it immediately ends.
While this spell is active, the subject doubles their effective
perception score for the purposes of weapon or spell ranges and
completely ignores distance penalties for visual observations, but is
blinded against anything that lies outside of their new field of vision.
Enrapturing Spasms
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
The subject of enrapturing spasms is overcome by a powerful
sensation of the caster’s choosing. The subject is stunned as they
spend their next turn wincing from pain, climaxing from pleasure,
retching from nausea, sneezing and choking from irritation, or
giggling from phantom tickling.
Flavor
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
The illusionist can alter the subject's flavor to anything they can
imagine, from sweet and succulent to vile and gut-wrenching. Flavor
is used for both aesthetic purposes and to conceal the true nature of
food, perhaps to disguise poison or some occult ingredient.

Grand Illusion
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject of the grand illusion spell perceives only what the
illusionist wishes them to; manipulating their perceptions completely
and adding or removing whatever sensations the caster desires.
Typically, these visions are kept subtle enough for the subject to
interact with the normal world, but this is not always the case, and any
scenario can be crafted, no matter how exotic or bizarre.
The caster sets the parameters of the illusion at the time of casting and
the illusionary world will continue to generate itself in a consistent
manner without further input.

Ghost Light
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Calling
Ghost light conjures a tiny ball of pale incandescence. It provides
illumination equal to a lantern and can be directed to float in any
direction at a speed of up to ten paces a turn.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the maximum
distance the ghost light can be moved by an additional ten paces per
turn.
Each level of the enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the radius
of illumination.

Invisibility
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
This spell dampens all light, sound, and scent emanating from the
target. This has the effect of causing it to fade from view, becoming
transparent and ghostly.
While under the effects of this spell, the subject is considered to have
partial concealment from all observers.
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Invisibility will also obscure the subject's shadow and reflection, but
other signs of their passing are not masked. An invisible source of
illumination will still cast light.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell will further increase the effect, making the
subject become even dimmer and eventually making them fade from
sight entirely. One level of empower upgrades the concealment to the
standard level, and two levels to full concealment.

appear to be another for the perfect disguise. The illusion applies to
all five senses but has no tangible effects.
The subject's equipment, if any, is not changed, but will appear to be
properly fitted to their new form.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the enlarge metamagic allows for a two size rating
difference between the subject and its illusory visage.
The materialistic metamagic can be used to cause the subject's
equipment to take on the appearance of a costume more fitting to the
subject's new identity.

Manifestation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject of manifestation will be visible across the Veil. A
manifested spirit can be perceived by mortal beings, although they
may appear differently for each observer, taking a form based on their
culture's impression of the spirit and what it represents, while a
corporeal subject's spiritual reflection is normally an idealized version
of its physical form.
Metamagic Notes:
The prismatic metamagic can be used to cast this spell upon demiurge
of the appropriate school.

Master’s Serenity
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Master's serenity creates a blanket of peaceful silence. All sounds
produced within the enchanted area are negated. Characters who are
inside become deaf, and all other characters are considered deaf to
noises which originate within.
Metamagic Notes:
The partial metamagic allows certain sounds to penetrate the
enchanted area normally, for example, music, footsteps, gunshots, etc.
The empower metamagic can create a one-way enchantment that
sound can enter but not leave or vice versa.

Mark
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
This spell will change the subject's color to any shade which the
caster can imagine. The change is purely cosmetic and alters the
structure of the object in such a minor way that all of its other
properties, whether they are physical or metaphysical, remain
unchanged.
It is possible to make something transparent or opaque. Something
rendered completely transparent is not invisible, but it may be slightly
harder for others to notice under certain conditions.
The color change does not have to be solid, and indeed can be in
whatever pattern of combination of colors the caster likes, including
writing in any language the caster can comprehend. Particularly
intricate or aesthetically pleasing designs might require an art test on
the part of the illusionist.
Mark can also be used to color the nonliving portions of a subject's
body such as their hair, nails, and the outer layer of their skin,
allowing it to replicate most cosmetics, albeit temporarily, as the color
will fade over time as dead cells are replaced by new tissue.
Metamagic Notes:
The transfigure metamagic can be used to invoke a permanent change
in the coloration of a living creature.

Mind's Eye
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
While casting mind's eye, the illusionist focuses on an emotion and
draws it forth from the subject's mind. This spell then creates an
image of that which most strongly embodies the chosen emotion for
the subject, from the partner of their dreams to the monster out of
their nightmares.
If the subject is unable to resist the spell's effect, they will be
overcome by emotion and unable to act normally, instead attacking,
fleeing from, staring in wonder at, or attempting to possess the
illusion, or perhaps simply breaking down.
Mirror Image
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Mirror image creates an illusionary copy of the spell's subject. The
image appears in contact with the subject, but may then move about
independently. Unless commanded to do otherwise, it will follow the
subject about and appear to assist them in whatever tasks they
undertake.
The mirror image is the caster's thrall and the illusionist can
communicate with it in the same manner as a spell with the link
property.
It is virtually impossible to distinguish the mirror image from the
spell's subject but, as the images cannot actually interact with the
world, hitting one with an attack will usually reveal it to be false, and

Mask
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The subject is given the illusory seeming of something else. The
assumed form can be anything the caster can visualize so long as it is
the same size rating. This spell is often used to make one being
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any changes to the subject's appearance will not retroactively alter the
image.
If the mirror image ends its turn in the same zone as the subject, it
will sync up with their current visage and it will be necessary to once
more identify which is the original and which is the copy.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic creates an additional image.

Prismatic Spray
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Prismatic spray concentrates light into a deadly beam that inflicts
radiant damage.
Scrying
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Scrying is similar to clairvoyance, but rather than targeting a point in
space, the caster targets an object, being, or place they are familiar
with. This spell has no maximum range and the caster does not need
to know the subject's current location.
While the enchantment is active, the caster will be aware of the
subject and their immediate surroundings (a radius equal to the
illusionist's perception score in paces) with all of their ordinary
senses.

Music of the Spheres
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Music of the spheres fills the area with an ambient sound of the
caster’s choice. Particularly complex or beautiful sounds may require
a perform test on the part of the illusionist.
Parasitic Sight
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Parasitic sight transforms the subject into the ultimate spy. Anything
they experience will also be perceived by the caster. Such perceptions
extend to all of the subject’s senses, including insight. These
perceptions do not interfere with the caster’s ability to act, and even
apply to senses that they do not possess, for example, a blind caster
can see through a sighted subject or perceive the spirit world through
a channel.
Certain objects such as cameras or phonographs are capable of
receiving sensory data and are valid subjects for parasitic sight.
Metamagic Notes:
The empowered version of this spell allows the caster to use their own
senses to augment the subject’s, for example, traits such as night
vision, scent, or channel. They can also use their own insight score to
detect magical phenomena if it is superior to the subject’s.

Shadow Play
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The illusionist can continually alter the nature of light and shadow
within the enchanted area, causing it to move or take on whatever
shape or pattern is desired. The total ambient light value in the area is
unchanged, but areas of darkness or illumination can be moved
around and the areas to which they grant concealment moved with
them.
Shatter
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Crystal)
Shatter concentrates sound waves into a dangerously high-pitched
resonance. This spell destroys objects made from brittle materials
such as glass, crystal, or ceramics. It has no effect on adamant.
Crystalline constructs test for sonic damage when subjected to this
spell.

Phantasmagoria
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject of phantasmagoria will perceive one thing as another.
Both the stimulus which is distorted and the form which it is distorted
into are chosen during casting and can be as general or as specific as
the illusionist desires.
Examples would include perceiving one person as another, viewing
all humans as monsters, seeing a bottle of poison as fine wine, hearing
screams instead of music, or inverting colors.
Note that the illusion does not change the apparent behavior of things,
only their appearance, sound, taste, smell, and texture. A dog made to
look like a dragon will, for example, still appear to bark and beg for
food rather than fly about burning villages and hoarding gold.

Sonic Boom
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
The target is blasted with a wave of intense sound that can deafen and
disorient those it strikes. This magic missile inflicts sonic damage.
Metamagic Notes:
If the thunderclap metamagic is applied to this spell, the caster suffers
a -5 penalty when testing for damage but their subject suffers a -5
penalty when rolling to avoid the secondary effects of the metamagic.
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Specter
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
A specter is similar to a glamer that has been given a life of its own.
A specter can act independently and move freely, and although it
cannot interact with the world physically, it can perceive its
surroundings and make decisions accordingly and can travel freely.
The specter will operate on its own without direction from the caster,
and will have whatever personality, motivation, and knowledge that
the caster gives it. Note that the caster cannot impart any knowledge
that they do not themself possess, but most specters are adept at
bluffing.

Suffering
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Suffering creates the illusion of horrible wounds upon the subject,
wounds that feel every bit as painful as those made by physical
blades. The subject automatically suffers a single wound.
When the enchantment ends, the wound is automatically healed,
although deceased characters are not brought back to life.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic inflicts an additional illusory
wound.
Tableau
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Tableau blanket's the landscape in illusion, making the terrain within
take on an appearance pulled from the caster's imagination. The
phantom terrain can be as subtle or as bizarre as the caster wishes,
from changing the decor of a room to making a house appear to be
made of candy.
The caster can create the illusion of natural or manmade terrain
features, although the art skill might be required for particularly
detailed or picturesque scenes.
The phantom terrain is intangible and cannot be climbed or impede
movement and though it can obscure something, it only grants soft
cover as attacks will pass right through it.
This spell can be used to disguise hazards such as ledges and rough or
perilous terrain.

Spirit Sight
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Spirit sight allows the subject to perceive the Dreamtime and grants
the channel trait.
Keep in mind that the subject cannot physically interact with anything
in the other world with this spell, and the inhabitants of that world
cannot see the subject unless they also have the channel trait.
Stinking Cloud
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The enchanted area is filled with an overpowering odor so strong that
it can make those within retch or become light-headed. Anyone who
starts their turn within the cloud must take a fortitude test (difficulty
20). On a failure, they are stunned. On a fumble, they will pass out,
rendering them unconscious for the rest of the act. A critical success
renders a character immune to the further effects of the cloud.
The exact nature of the scent is determined by the caster, and it might
even be pleasant, although it will still be overwhelmingly strong.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of
fortitude tests brought on by the cloud by five.

Unveiled Senses
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Unveiled senses greatly increases both the range and acuity of the
subject's sensory organs. This enchantment provides a +1 bonus to
their perception score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the perception bonus
by a further +1.
The restrained metamagic can be used to limit the effects of this spell
to one of the character’s senses.

Still Frame
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Still frame resembles a wall of mirrors, but instead of simply
obscuring the image, it shows whatever the caster wants it to. By
default, still frame simply shows the area as it was at the time of
casting, moving objects and events slowly repeating themselves in an
endless loop that is only apparent to a careful observer.
Anyone who enters the area will seem to disappear, and anyone who
leaves will appear to suddenly jump to the spell's edge.

Vocalize
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Vocalize amplifies the subject's volume. While this spell is in effect,
all listeners double their effective earshot in regards to the subject.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
increase in effective earshot.
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Wall of Mirrors
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Wall of mirrors creates a barrier to the senses that completely masks
everything which occurs on the far side. The wall of mirrors grants
full concealment to anything which it obscures. In addition, it blocks
all light, sound, vibration, and even smells coming from the other
side. Earshot, scent range, and even the insight skill must be traced
around the wall of mirrors. Light sources on one side of the wall will
not illuminate the other.
Metamagic Notes:
The partial metamagic can be used to place exceptions on what can
pass through the wall. These exceptions can be whole senses, such as
hearing or sight, specific characters, places, or objects, all stimuli of a
certain type, or those above or below a certain intensity.

Mysticism Spells
Align
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Align causes the subject to take on the supernatural properties of a
specified mineral. If the subject is used as a weapon, including a
living subject making unarmed attacks, it will count as if it was
composed of said material for all spiritual purposes, including the
weakness or resistance traits.
Anti-Magic Shell
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
An anti-magic shell temporarily cuts the enchanted area off from the
spirit world, transforming it into a null zone. This means spells cannot
be cast within or into the area, spirits cannot enter, and enchantments
and artifacts brought inside are temporarily suppressed.
An anti-magic shell does not suppress itself, but can be suppressed or
broken normally by other effects.
Metamagic Notes:
A prismatic null zone only blocks spells and artifacts of the school
opposed to the one it is cast with and will only forbid entry to
demiurge of said school.

Whispering Wind
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Whispering wind creates a sound that emanates from the chosen
point. The noise can be anything the caster is familiar with, even a
perfect imitation of another person's voice.
Whispering wind is commonly used either to deceive or to deliver a
message. It can also serve as a distraction, and anyone who is
surprised by the noise will not count as observing any characters who
attempt to use stealth before the end of their next turn.
Most characters can hear the sounds produced by whispering wind if
they are within a number of paces of the subject equal to their
perception score. This radius is tripled for especially loud noises and
is reduced to one pace for those that are especially soft. The listen
ability can be used normally.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
radius at which the sound can be heard, although it does not
necessarily amplify the volume.

Ascension
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Ascension allows the subject to shed their mortal shell and be reborn
as a being of pure spirit.
The spirit has a circle equal to the subject's animus score and has a
type and domain chosen by the caster. If the domain is already taken,
the new spirit will first need to persuade the incumbent to give up
their claim through diplomacy or force of arms.
If cast upon a subject who is already a spirit, the caster has one of two
options; they can either change the spirit's type or transform the spirit
into a mortal being with a species of the mystic's choosing.
Apotheosis
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Apotheosis is capable of altering its subject's very nature. This spell
can add or remove a single rank of any medium spiritual trait. Traits
granted with this spell are cumulative with existing ranks, up to the
normal maximum.
Apotheosis cannot effect traits that mimic other spells such as hex or
mystic gift.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic can add or remove an
additional rank of a trait, up to the normal limits, or it can allow the
spell to also affect inborn traits. The latter effect does not increase the
spell’s chakra cost.
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Bind Soul
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
2 Objects (One must be a corpse)
This spell yanks the soul out of a fallen body and places into an
inanimate object.
A soul which is bound into an object retains its thoughts and
memories and is vaguely aware of its surroundings. So long as a soul
remains trapped, the person whom it belonged to cannot be brought
back from death by any means.
While within an object, a soul may not cast spells or use supernatural
abilities. They do retain their resolve score and can resist hostile
magic normally, and can even communicate if someone establishes
psychic contact. If the object in question has mechanical parts, the
spirit might have some control over its operation.
A fated character bound into an object might give the object a few
supernatural powers. This should be minor and mostly cosmetic, and
if the object in question is an artifact, they probably increase the
versatility of existing powers.
This spell can be cast on a spirit's demesne while the spirit is in
slumber. In addition to the usual effects, any spirit bound into an
object which relates to their domain increases the object's quality until
it is equal to the spirit's circle.
An object which is imbued with a living soul is assumed to be both an
object and a being (albeit a nonliving one) for the purposes of
determining which spells it can be subjected to.
The corpses of soulless characters are immune to this spell.
If the receptacle is destroyed, the spirit is freed and the character can
be resuscitated normally.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell may be cast prismatically when used to bind demiurge of
the appropriate schools.

Calcify Magic
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Calling
Calcify magic creates a periapt attuned to a school chosen by the
caster. A critical success when casting this spell creates a periapt that
can be used with any school of magic.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell may be cast prismatically if used to create periapts attuned
to the same school that they are cast with.
Cannibalize Magic
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Renew)
Subject:
Object (Periapt or Ambrosia)
Cannibalize magic allows the caster to reclaim portions of their own
soul which they have stored in an object. If cast upon a mote of
ambrosia, the caster reclaims the character point they spent to make it
and destroys the ambrosia. If it is cast on a periapt that the caster has
created with the calcify magic spell, they gain a point of mana which
can only be used to cast spells of the same school as the periapt,
which is then destroyed.
Cantrip of the Sun
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
Cantrip of the sun invokes the purifying light of justice and affects
resolve or anti-magic tests.
Coalesce
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Spirit)
Coalesce transforms a spirit's ectoplasmic body into living matter.
The spirit loses the ethereal trait and is ejected from the Dreamtime
and into the physical world.
A materialized spirit retains its attributes, skills, and traits. A spirit's
cosmetic features are up to the Gamekeeper, but should reflect how
the spirit is perceived by mortal culture and will usually resemble the
fey species descended from that spirit type.
The spirit's physical body will still suffer only psychic damage,
although they can now be wounded by corporeal sources. A spirit that
is killed while in physical form is put into slumber.
Coalesced spirits are affected by gravity normally, being unable to
float without wings or the like.
While in the physical world, spirits are considered living creatures
(unless they possess the construct trait). They must feed, breathe, and
rest as normal, and can mate with mortals to produce fey children.
When the enchantment ends, the spirit’s, physical body will quickly
melt away into ectoplasm.
The subject’s body gains a number of inborn merits equal to its circle.
These traits are based on the spirit’s nature and may not be changed
each time this spell is cast. Instead of taking on a trait, a spirit may

Birth Spirit
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
It is said that even the gods envy mortals for their ability to create life
out of nothingness. For a spirit, the process of reproduction is much
more complicated. When this spell is cast, a new spirit buds off of the
caster. The created spirit will be first circle, and will have randomly
determined attributes, traits, ren, and personality features. Newly
birthed spirits have no skills or memories. In casting this spell, the
mystic must sacrifice a number of motes of ambrosia equal to the new
spirit’s mana score.
The spirit's type is determined by the caster. If another spirit is present
at its creation, they can give the new being a portion of their own
demesne to embody, or the caster can attach them to an object, place,
or concept in their vicinity which does not already have a spirit.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically but can only create demiurge of
the chosen school.
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instead choose to increase its coalesced size rating by two, or take on
additional inborn traits by reducing size rating.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic can give the spirit's material
body a physical or inborn trait of the caster's choosing or modify their
size rating by two points in either direction.
This spell can be cast prismatically to affect demiurge of the chosen
school.
The materialistic metamagic will allow ephemeral equipment to
coalesce with its owner.

Dispel Magic
Difficulty:
*
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Special
Dispel magic overwhelms its subject with a sudden burst of antimagic. This spell is automatically cast and affects a single standing
enchantment whose subject is a valid target for this spell.
The caster then rolls an anti-magic test against the enchantment with
an adjustment equal to their current mysticism score. Any metamagics
which are applied to dispel magic modify the difficulty of the antimagic test instead of the casting difficulty.
As dispel magic affects the enchantment rather than its subject, they
do not receive a role to resist or evade this spell, though they can
spend mana to sustain the enchantment as normal.
Metamagic Notes:
Dispel magic can be used as a counterspell for any other spell.
The prismatic metamagic can be applied to dispel magic, in which
case it will only affect enchantments of the same or opposition school
and the anti-magic test has an adjustment equal to the caster's skill in
the school used to cast it.
The extend metamagic applied to dispel magic increases the time
which an enchantment is suppressed by the same amount that it would
prolong an enchantment.
Metamagics that are normally applied alongside counterspell such as
reflect, alter, strengthen, or seize can be applied to dispel magic; their
effects being applied to the enchantment for a single act on a success
and permanently on a critical success.
If strengthen is used to reduce the length of a standing enchantment,
the time which it has already existed is not counted against it.
The new subject of a reflected spell or the current subject of a seized,
strengthened, or altered spell is allowed a roll to resist the effects of
dispel magic.

Consecration
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Consecration's rather unique effect is to keep the target exactly how it
is. This spell may seem useless, but it is far from it, for it will prevent
other sorceries from perverting the target.
If any other spell seeks to alter the mind, body, or soul of the target it
will contradict the effects of the consecration spell, following the
normal rules for overriding enchantments as given in Chapter Six.
Note that consecration only protects against transformations of
various sorts, it does nothing to protect against damage, death, or
other harmful effects.
Consolidate Veil
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
A mystic can use this spell to strengthen the Veil, the great barrier
between the spirit world and the physical that was erected in the time
before time.
Neither the kismet ability nor a priest's blessings can affect anything
that occurs within the enchanted area. In addition, any channel who
attempts to look into or out of the spirit world treats the enchanted
area as having concealment.

Draw Upon Inner Might
Difficulty:
*
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Enlightened)
In most souls, there burns an untapped and uncontrolled power, just
waiting for the right moment to be unleashed. With the aid of
mysticism, that time might come all too soon.
Upon casting this spell, the mystic chooses a spell which their target
could cast, either through enlightenment or a mystic gift, and which
has a total difficulty (including metamagics) less than the difficulty
that draw upon inner might was cast with. The subject then casts that
spell as an automatic action.
This casting is always successful, but costs mana normally. The
subject is considered to be the caster for the purposes of range, occult
scores, animus, and the like, but it is the mystic who makes all the
decisions about the spell, including parameters, metamagics, and
targets.
If cast on a character with the poltergeist trait, they suffer a -5 penalty
to their roll to resist, but will always cast the spell with the wild surge
metamagic.

Deep Water
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
All liquid within the area of the deep water spell is considered to be
holy water. All water that enters the enchanted area immediately gains
this property, and all water that leaves it immediately reverts to its
previous state.
The holy water will test for damage against unholy creatures if they
begin their turn in contact with it. If they are actually immersed in the
water, for example, swimming or standing out in the rain, the damage
test is rolled twice and the higher result is used.
Any enchantments which are suppressed by this holy water resurface
immediately once their subject leaves the area of deep water, even if
they are still wetted.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides a +1 bonus to the holy
water’s effective quality.
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Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically, but can only command spells of
the same school.

Eye for An Eye
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
Eye for an eye imbues the subject with the essence of pure justice and
retribution. Anyone who wounds the subject must immediately test
for magic damage with a +10 adjustment. This effect applies to any
direct attack, be it ranged, close combat, magical, or even setting off
an explosive or similar environmental attack. It does not apply to
standing effects which damage the subject at a later point such as
traps or enchantments.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic increases the damage
adjustment to +20 and a second level increases it to +30.

Enervation
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Enervation will sap the mystical energy from its subject, temporarily
crippling its spiritual fortitude.
While under this spell, the subject must expend two destiny to reroll a
test and two mana to activate an ability that requires conviction. The
mana cost to modify a test is doubled and changelings suffer an
additional point of damage each time they use their life force in place
of mana.

Feast Upon the Land
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
This dread spell permanently destroys a section of the spirit world,
leaving a null zone in its wake. All manner of ominous events occur
during the casting; animals flee, plants wither, the wind shrieks or
falls silent, and the skies weep blood. If the spell is cast upon a nexus,
it is destroyed, but its essence can be collected and distilled into a
number of motes of ambrosia equal to its maximum capacity.

Essence Filter
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Essence filter removes a small portion of the caster's soul and
transforms it into pure ambrosia. This spell can only be cast by a fated
character who has unspent character points. One of those character
points is then lost, purified into a single mote of ambrosia.
A character cannot be forced into casting this spell against their will,
although they can be coerced or tricked into it normally.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically, but the ambrosia it creates can
only be used to empower spells or artifacts of the same school it was
created with.
This spell cannot be cast with the proxy metamagic.

Font of Magic
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Font of magic enhances the subject's chakras with a field of mystical
force. So long as this spell is active, any other enchantments upon the
subject are unaffected by anti-magic.

Essence Leech
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Essence leech clings parasitically to the subject's life force, greedily
sucking their spiritual energy and giving nothing in return. This spell
consumes chakras but provides no beneficial effects.

Gift of Magic
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Being
Gift of magic transfers mystical energy from the caster into the
subject, fortifying their mind and granting them a point of mana.
Metamagic Notes:
Every level of the empower metamagic transfers an additional point
of mana from the caster’s supply to that of each subject.

Exorcism
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Exorcism ejects any entity which is currently possessing the subject,
and that entity may choose to resist the exorcism spell on behalf of a
willing subject.
This spell can remove the avatar trait, although the bond can be
reestablished again through the normal means. In addition, this spell
can be used to free a spirit that has been bound into an object,
although such spirits must always attempt to resist the spell, even if
willing.

Hallow
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Hallow transforms the affected area into holy ground dedicated to a
deity of the caster's choosing. If the chosen ground is already sacred
to another entity, that being may attempt to resist this spell with
resolve.
Metamagic Notes:
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This spell can be cast prismatically, but only to dedicate the ground to
a demiurge of the chosen school or a deity whose domain overlaps
with that of the school.

The empower metamagic allows the caster to create a new ley line or
nexus. The size of the newly created ground is up to the caster, but
can be no more than one league across.
Creating a new nexus requires the caster to sacrifice a number of
motes of ambrosia equal to its power level.
The enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the distance the
magical ground can be moved or the size of magical ground created.
The prismatic metamagic can be used to create ley lines of the same
school used to create it, or a nexus whose mana can only power spells
of that school.

Infusion
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Being
Infusion transforms mana into a form of energy that can sustain
beneficial enchantments. The subject of this spell gains one additional
chakra for the remainder of the act.
A willing subject can pay the mana cost of infusion for the caster.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically, but the chakras it creates can
only be used to power enchantments cast with the same school.
Each level of the empower metamagic grants an additional chakra to
each subject and increases the mana cost by one.
Each level of the extend metamagic increases the duration of the
chakra in the same manner as it would an enchantment's, but also
exponentially doubles the spell's mana cost.

Mana Bolt
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Mana bolt strikes its victim with pure magical energy. Mana bolts
follow the normal rules for magic missiles, but cannot harm soulless
targets or be fired into null zones.
One with Everything
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
The subject's body, soul, and life force merge into a single indivisible
whole. The subject gains the chi merit. If the subject already has the
chi merit, they increase its bonuses by one, to a maximum of +5.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the bonuses provided
by chi by +1.

Iron Will
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Iron will fortifies the subject's mind and greatly strengthens their
force of personality. This enchantment provides a +1 bonus to their
willpower score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the willpower bonus
by a further +1.

Orb
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Orb transforms the subject into a ball of pure glowing light, which is
then hurled toward any point within the spell's range. The subject will
reform when it reaches its destination, completely unharmed.
Anything in the orb's path must roll to evade or test for radiant
damage.

Last Breath
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Renew)
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
Last breath releases the mystical energy which is contained within a
deceased vessel after the soul's departure. If the spell is successful, the
mystic calls into existence a number of zen tonics equal to the
subject's mana at the time of death and a number of tonics of
serendipity equal to their destiny.
This spell has no effect if the energy has already been drained by a
previous casting of this spell. If the body is later brought back to life,
any mana or destiny drained by this spell is not refunded.

Purge
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Purge is a discipline known to mystics who wish to keep themselves
pure and whose pride will not allow their forms to be desecrated.
When a being's body, mind, or soul has been altered by a magical
incantation, purge can undo it, restoring the subject to its natural
form.
Exactly what transformations can be undone by the purge spell are up
to the Gamekeeper, but include any spell which has been modified by
the transfigure metamagic. Purge will never inflict or heal injuries.

Ley Worker
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Special)
Ley worker allows the caster to move a ley line, locus, null zone,
nexus, or patch of holy ground up to one thousand paces, or to change
the school affinity of a ley line.
Metamagic Notes:
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Quintessence
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Renew)
Subject:
Being
A mystic who has achieved this level of mastery can tap into the flow
of ether and draw mana directly into their soul. To those with the
ability to see the spirit world, all of reality seems to stretch and flow
into the subject as magical energy is redirected into them.
Quintessence can only be cast while a mage is within a nexus or in
possession of its hearthstone. The spell transfers one point of mana
from the nexus to the subject.
An unwilling warden can use resolve to resist this spell but cannot
forbid the transfer entirely.

than some objective value, and thus it is quite possible for two
mystics to get very different results from this spell.
Sigil of Divine Subterfuge
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
While the sigil is in effect, spirits may not use their foresight abilities
to hear prayers or sense events that occur within the enchanted area,
even if they have holy ground or priests within it. Even the thrones of
Olympus are foiled by this spell. Note that if a spirit is actually
present, it can still perceive the enchanted area with its normal senses.
Slip
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Slip pushes the subject through the Veil, transmuting matter into ether
and vice versa. It cast upon an ephemeral object, it becomes physical
for the duration of the enchantment. If cast upon a physical object, it
likewise becomes ephemeral.
Metamagic Notes:
The transfigure can be used to make the change permanent.

Rapture
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Spirit)
Rapture can be used to permanently alter a spirit's place in the
cosmos, increasing or decreasing its circle by one. This spell requires
the expenditure of three motes of ambrosia and cannot increase a
spirit's circle beyond the caster's animus score.
Righteousness
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Righteousness enters the subject’s name in the great book of fate and
forces the universe to recognize their existence and destiny. The
subject is now considered to be a fated character and can gain mana
or destiny normally in the future. This spell costs a number of
ambrosia equal to the subject's willpower score before enchantments
or artifacts.

Smite
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Supernatural)
Smite channels a concentrated burst of mystical energy which is
anathema to creatures of the unnatural world. This spell tests for
damage against the subject so long as they are undead or a spirit.
Characters with the avatar or changeling trait are also viable subjects
for this spell, but are considered resistant to the damage.

Sacrifice
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Renew)
Subject:
Being (Dying)
Sacrifice transforms the life force of an injured creature into pure
magical energy. The subject must have the dying condition and, if it
fails to resist this spell, it will succumb to its wounds and perish.
The caster may then call a periapt into existence. This periapt can be
used to cast spells from any school of magic, so long as the casting
difficulty (before metamagics) is no greater than fifteen plus five
times the subject’s animus score.
Spells used to bring a sacrificed character back to life require focus.

Spirit Shackles
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Spirit Shackles temporarily severs the subject’s connection to the
Dreamtime, granting them the soulless trait and rendering them
unable to use enlightenment or mystic gifts. Becoming soulless does
not automatically suppress this spell, but anti-magic affects it
normally.
Transubstantiation
Difficulty:
*
Type:
*
Subject:
Being (Spirit)
Transubstantiation can replicate any spell which normally requires a
living subject. It will now only affect spirits. This is typically done by
changing the form of the spirit's corpus.
A spirit that is killed by the spell will instead be put into slumber.
Transubstantiation lacks the power to change the spirit's type,
demesne, or circle.

Sense Ethos
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Sense ethos grants the caster knowledge of the nature and severity of
the subject’s ethos, giving the mystic an impression of their character.
Note that the information gained depends on the caster's beliefs rather
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Veil Snare
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Spirit)
Veil snare temporarily traps the subject within the Veil between the
worlds. The spirit may not use its kismet ability while under this spell.

Necromancy Spells
Absorb Magic
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Renew)
Subject:
Being
Absorb magic robs the victim of their mystical energy. The subject
loses one point of destiny or mana (caster's choice) which is then
added to the necromancer’s own supply.
Note that this spell has no effect on subjects who do not have any
destiny or mana to steal. Mana stolen from unenlightened characters
cannot be used to cast spells.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic steals an additional point of
mana or destiny.

Wheels of Justice
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Wheels of justice brings a being's own karma to bear against them,
inflicting upon them that which they have done to others in the past.
A violent subject affected by this spell will test for damage.
Characters who are neutral and meek with no great conviction or
ethical swings are immune to this spell.
When used upon a restorer or doctor, wheels of justice replicates the
heal spell and gains the focus property.
A character who is cruel or wicked but not actively violent will suffer
a psychic wound.
A character that is kind and caring and works to help others without
actually healing them will become inspired.
It is up to the Gamekeeper to determine which category the subject
falls under. If they have a tendency toward multiple extremes, then
the caster can choose how they are affected.

Affliction
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Affliction saps away the subject's natural talents. The necromancer
applies a -1 penalty to one of the subject's attributes or a -2 penalty to
one of their skills or aspects (save animus, chakras, or size rating).
Multiple afflictions are cumulative so long as they affect different
scores.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases an attribute penalty
by a further -1 or an aspect or skill penalty by -2.
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell to replicate an
injured body part.
Animate Dead
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
Animate dead fills the subject with unnatural energy and gives it a
false semblance of life, raising it as an undead creature.
The subject’s type is determined by the body's condition; typically
zombies from fresh carcasses and skeletons from older remains.
Dead plants become vodyannoi, fossilized bones become
antediluvians, partial corpses become dybbukim, and specially
prepared corpses become mummies or talos, as described in Chapter
Eight.
The wounds which slew the body are not carried over to the undead
form but missing, injured, or crippled body parts are not repaired and
wholly destroyed corpses are not valid subjects for this spell.
Metamagic Notes:
The bind metamagic can be used to enthrall the subject to the caster's
will in the same manner as those affected by the control undead spell.
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Barrenness
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Barrenness renders the subject both impotent and infertile.
Metamagic Notes:
The empowered version of this spell will cause a pregnant subject to
miscarry.
The mutilate metamagic can be used to induce lasting sterility.

Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell, replicating the
effects of a collapsed or punctured lung.
Contagion
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Contagion infects the subject with a disease of the caster's choosing.
The disease has a maximum potency of 15, but can be of any species,
including one of the necromancer's own creation.
Only living creatures will be affected by the contagion, but nonliving
subjects can still be contaminated and spread the disease.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell increases the maximum potency of the disease
by up to five or adds a complication such as resistance to medicine,
unusual incubation rate, high communicability, or other exotic
symptoms.

Blight
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
The blight spell will corrupt the land. Plants within the spell's area
will sicken and die and nothing will ever grow there again.
This spell will remove rough or perilous ground caused by
overgrowth in the area. Large plants such as trees will remain as
obstacles, their dead trunks a lasting testament to the necromancer's
power.

Control Undead
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Link)
Subject:
Being (Undead)
Control undead forces the subject to recognize the necromancer as its
master and obey them without question. Controlled undead will not
go out of their way to destroy living creatures, although they will
defend themselves with lethal force if attacked. Of course, the
necromancer can always order their thrall to attack or refrain in spite
of their natural instincts.
If the necromancer dies, their minion will continue to perform its last
task. If that task is ever completed, the subject will revert to its natural
instincts and once more give in to its unnatural hunger for the living.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic is required for wights, talus, and
antediluvians. Two levels can control ghosts, wraiths, and banshees.
Three levels can allow it to bind shades, revenants, and vampires.
Sapient undead may use the snap out of it ability to fight the
necromancer’s control.

Blood Ritual
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living or Vampiric)
Blood ritual draws the vital energy from a living being and uses it to
heal the caster’s wounds. The subject tests for damage and, if
successful, the caster heals a single point of damage.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell is often cast with the proxy metamagic to allow the
necromancer some limited ability to heal their allies.
Cantrip of the Grave
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip summons up the chill of death and affects damage tests
of all kinds.
Chill
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Chill saps the energy out of the subject, causing it to become cold and
still. Against living beings, this experience is quite dangerous and
sometimes fatal, although usually painless.
Test for cold-based damage against the subject.

Corpse Candle
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object (Corpse) and Being (Spirit)
Corpse Candle binds a spirit into a dead body, merging them into an
undead creature.
This creature has the same attributes and traits that the body had in
life as well as construct, life sense, and avatar equal to the spirit's
circle. It uses the spirit's proficiencies as well as its concentration,
destiny, and mana. A spirit cannot use its foresight or kismet abilities
while bound into a corpse.
The resulting being is in a state of perpetual decay, suspended in the
same condition as it was when the spell was cast. Fresh bodies are
almost indistinguishable from living beings while aged corpses might
be little more than ragged bones and ancient dust.

Choke
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Choke forces all oxygen from the subject's lungs and painfully
constricts their throat. The subject is considered to be suffocating so
long as they remain under the spell.
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The nature of the spirit often shines through the physical form. Bodies
inhabited by angels glow with an inner light, demon-haunted corpses
take on hideous leering visages, the husks ridden by fire elementals
are warm to the touch, water elementals give their vessels the look of
the drowned, and living plants often take root and bloom from the
flesh of those whose shells are possessed by spirits of nature.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the maximum circle
of the spirits which it can affect by one.
The transfigure metamagic turns this spell into an incantation, leaving
the spirit bound within the body until it is destroyed.
This spell can be cast with the prismatic metamagic, but only
demiurge of the associated school can be affected by it.

Doom
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Doom snuffs out the subject’s life force, killing it instantly. Although
no actual damage occurs, all of the being's bodily functions cease.
Dust to Dust
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Undead)
Dust to dust attempts to return the living dead to the grave by
disrupting their animating energy and testing for damage against
them.

Dance of the Dead
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
Dance of the dead functions like animate dead but transforms the
subject into a terrible wight, permanently imbuing it with wicked
teeth and claws, a cannibal instinct, and the relentless ability to
remain active despite any level of damage.

Extinguish the Spark
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Corpse or Artifact)
Extinguish the spark is the most dreaded of all spells, for contained
within is the power to end eternity and slay an immortal. A mortal
soul subjected to this terrible spell will be sundered and torn from the
firmament, leaving only a clump of meteoric iron to fall to Earth.
When cast upon a corpse, including a destroyed construct or
slumbering spirit, extinguish the spark destroys their soul and
prevents any attempt at bringing them back to life.
This spell can also be cast on an incapacitated creature with the
immortal trait to kill it for good, although such subjects can still
attempt to resist the spell.
If a creature's soul has been bound into an object using bind soul, this
spell must be cast on that object rather than the corpse.
This spell can also be used to destroy an artifact. The receptacle is
unharmed, but the powers within are snuffed out forever and the
ambrosia is lost.

Deathwatch
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Deathwatch grants the target blasphemous sight like unto that of the
dead, allowing them to perceive the life forces of the living. The
subject gains the life sense trait.
Desiccation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject of the desiccation enchantment will be constantly thirsty
and gain no hydration from anything they drink.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell is almost always combined with the extend metamagic,
which can cause the effects to become debilitating or even fatal over
time.

Fetch
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
Fetch functions like animate dead but, instead of empowering the
body, it transforms the departing animus into a wraith or, if the
subject was fey, a banshee.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to create a ghost or shade.

Dissolution
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Dissolution completely removes its subject from reality. Not a trace is
left behind, hiding all evidence and washing away any hope of repair
or restoration. This spell can destroy an artifact’s receptacle, but the
enchantment remains and might find its way into a replacement host.

Find Weakness
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Find weakness blesses the caster with knowledge of their subject's
vulnerabilities. This may be an individual frailty such as an allergy,
phobia, taboo, or a chink in one's armor, or it can be a species-wide
weakness; for example a vampire's vulnerability to sunlight and holy
water, an elf's bane of cold iron, a werewolf's fear of silver, or what
poisons best bring down a given organism.
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Flensing
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living) or Object (Corpse)
This horrific spell strips the flesh from the subject in a slow agonizing
manner. Flensing can easily kill a man, but is more often used for
punishment or interrogation as even the hardiest individuals are in for
a horrific and agonizing experience.
When cast upon a corpse, flensing strips the flesh from the bones,
reducing the body to a skeleton ready for animation.
If cast upon a living being, they gain the dying condition so long as
they remain under the enchantment. The difficulty of the fortitude
tests made to resist the effects of the dying condition is twenty.
If the subject is also dying due to damage, this spell instead doubles
the difficulty of fortitude tastes made to stave off the effects of the
dying condition.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic imposes a -5 penalty on all
fortitude tests made to stave off death.

Hand of Despair
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
As the caster summons up the dark powers of the Abyss, a shadowy
hand appears to grasp the sun, blotting out its light and letting
darkness reign. Within the enchanted area, all light is rendered dim,
providing one level of concealment to those within.
Vampires, shades, and other creatures that are harmed by light are
protected while they remain within the enchanted area. In addition,
foul spirits will always exert control over their host as if they were
under the most favorable conditions, for example, a demon on unholy
ground or a lycanthrope under the full moon.
Hunger
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject of this enchantment will gain no sustenance from the food
that they eat and will always be hungry no matter how much they
swallow.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell is almost always combined with the extend metamagic,
which can cause the effects to become debilitating or even fatal over
time.

Freeze
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Liquid)
This spell will suck the heat out of one body of liquid, freezing it solid
almost instantly.
Amorphous creatures may also be targeted with this spell, in which
case they are stunned.

Icescape
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Icescape coalesces the moisture in the air into a massive obstacle
composed of pure ice. The ice can take on any shape the caster desires
so long as it fits within the enchanted area, although particularly
elaborate designs may require the caster to first succeed at an art or
stoneworking test.
The icescape will float upon water and grants cover to targets whom it
obscures. The icescape has a resilience of 30 and has a weakness to
heat. If it is wounded, a one-pace area around the point of impact is
broken apart, while a critical success shatters the entire structure.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic increases the icescape’s cover rating to hard
and provides a +5 bonus to its resilience. Additional levels of
empower continue to increase resilience but do not improve cover.

Frost
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
The necromancer hurls a razor-sharp icicle at the subject. This is a
magic missile that inflicts cold damage.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to instead conjure spears of
bone which inflict projectile damage rather than cold damage and can
exploit the supernatural vulnerabilities of creatures that are weak to
bone.
Funeral Mask
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Undead) or Object (Corpse)
Funeral mask gives the subject the appearance of life by wiping away
the effects of rot and decay. The body is still cold and lifeless, but
fresh, as if death had occurred only moments before. This spell will
not repair injuries or restore missing body parts.
Undead who have recently been subjected to funeral mask can pass as
living creatures unless a medical examination is conducted.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell is commonly made persistent, leaving the corpse pristine
and immune to rot so long as the spell lasts and allowing the undead
to masquerade as living beings for prolonged periods of time.

Insomnia
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject of insomnia can never fall asleep, no matter how tired
they become. The subject can be knocked unconscious by magic or
injury, but they still count as being awake for the purposes of
sleeplessness.
Metamagic Notes:
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This spell is almost always combined with the extend metamagic,
which can cause the effects to become debilitating or even fatal over
time.

Numb
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Numb saps the energy from its subject, making them weak and
detached. This spell inflicts one level of exhaustion.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic inflicts an additional level of
exhaustion.

Last Rights
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
This dread spell transforms a once-living being into an undead
monstrosity. The target’s soul is immediately distorted into a profane
spirit, trapped within the rotting husk of its former body.
This spell functions like animate dead except the subject becomes a
revenant. If it has prepared a phylactery beforehand, it will instead
become a lich.
Metamagic Notes:
If cast with the empower metamagic, this spell will instead create a
vampire.

Permafrost
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The subject of the permafrost spell is frozen solid and encased in a
thick block of ice. While encased in permafrost, the subject is
unconscious but is also impervious to all external forces and has their
biological needs suppressed.
Once the ice melts, the subject will be awakened and unharmed. This
process can be accelerated by placing them in a warm area or delayed
indefinitely by keeping them cold. The ice automatically melts if
wounded by a heat-based attack, it has a resilience of 30.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the permafrost's
resilience by five as well as increasing the length of time it can exist
in a warm environment before melting.

Lungs of Adamant
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Lungs of adamant leeches the magic from the subject's body. The
subject cannot gain mana, rendering them unable to utilize zen tonics
or periapts, draw upon a nexus, be subject to the gift of magic spell,
etc.
In addition, magical creatures will find their vital essence drawn
away, and are considered to be inside a null zone for the purposes of
exhaustion.

Psychic Vampirism
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Renew)
Subject:
Being
Psychic vampirism reaches into the subject's mind and feeds on the
mental energy within. The victim feels withdrawn and emotionally
exhausted while the necromancer is invigorated.
The subject suffers a psychic wound and the caster becomes inspired.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic inflicts an additional psychic
wound and causes the caster to become ecstatic rather than merely
inspired.

Mortician’s Touch
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Focus)
Subject:
Object (Corpse) or Being (Undead)
This spell is used to heal dead and undead bodies. Each casting can
either remove a single wound or repair a single injured body part.
Crippled body parts can also be repaired, but a suitable replacement
must be provided from another corpse; this spell lacks the power to
generate a new limb out of nothing.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic removes an additional wound
or repairs an additional body part.

Raise Dead
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
This spell functions like animate dead, but the effects are only
temporary and the subject is automatically held in thrall to the caster
without the need to apply the bind metamagic.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic can replicate dance of the dead,
two levels fetch, and three levels last rights.

Necropotence
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
The subject of necropotence takes on the properties of a corpse. The
subject can lie still and suppress their biological functions, and though
they remain aware of their surroundings, time spent inactive does not
count toward suffocation, starvation, sleeplessness, dehydration, or
fatigue.
This spell also suppresses the subject's life force, rendering them
invisible to life sense. Undead with the thrall trait will not attack the
subject unless in self-defense or if ordered to do so by their master.
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Reaving Cold
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
The subject is made into a font of cold which sucks the heat out of
anything that comes near. This enchantment tests for damage against
any creature that ends its turn within the subject’s reach. This damage
has a +10 adjustment and is cold-based.
If a character ends their turn within range of multiple sources of
reaving cold, only the strongest tests for damage.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic increases the damage
adjustment to +20, and a second level of empower increases it to +30.
Each level of the enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the
distance at which characters must test for damage.

It is possible to use this spell to steal less tangible assets such as traits,
size, age, cosmetic features, or even the components of one's
personality or moral character. The nature of such exchanges must be
worked out with the Gamekeeper before casting.
The spell’s caster is also considered to be the subject of this
enchantment, and for them is has the augment property.
Tenebrous Grasp
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Tenebrous grasp summons up the very stuff of the Abyss, tendrils of
pure shadow that unmake anything they touch. This magic missile
inflicts void damage.
Vicissitude
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Undead) or Object (Corpse)
Vicissitude allows the necromancer to make a single cosmetic
alteration to a corpse. Typically, this spell has similar effects to the
transmutation spell sculpt features, but it can also be used to change
the apparent cause of death or to cause the corpse to take on the
visage of a particular being.
This spell can’t change the condition of the corpse, repair damage,
restore missing pieces, accelerate or reverse decay, or alter its size
rating.
This spell can also change the physical form of an undead creature,
but it does not change their scores or abilities in any way, the changes
must be purely cosmetic. A vampire that is affected by this spell will
return to its natural form the next time it rests.

Rime
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
An unnatural chill settles over the area, coating everything with frost.
The ground is considered slippery. It cannot be walked across without
a balance test and imposes a -4 penalty on any tests made to keep or
regain one’s feet or to resist being moved against one’s will.
Bodies of water within the spell's area will form a sheet of ice across
their surface which is thick enough to support the heaviest creatures.
Séance
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
Séance will pluck information directly from a dead man's brain. The
corpse will truthfully answer a single question to which it knew the
answer in life.
The knowledge granted by séance is usually imparted directly into the
necromancer’s mind, but a more dramatic caster can actually order the
corpse to speak the answer aloud for all to hear.

Void
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Void removes all oxygen from the enchanted area. Living creatures
will suffocate and all sound is negated. Most chemical reactions,
including combustion, cannot occur within the vacuum, rendering
most guns and explosives useless.

Steal Ability
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Steal ability allows the necromancer to swap characteristics with their
subject. Perhaps this trade is part of a dark bargain or maybe it is
simply an act of out-and-out theft. This spell functions exactly like
curse, but so long as it remains in effect the caster gains an equivalent
bonus to the same score.

Wither
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Plant)
With a simple casting of wither, the necromancer causes the subject to
die. Animate plants, such as barometz or spriggans, test for damage
instead.
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Plants receive inborn traits based on their type, for example, vines
may have tusks, shrubs and trees have carapace, flowers have stench,
thorns have quills, mushrooms are venomous, and so on.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic advances the subject’s template
by one step.

Primalism Spells
Affect Body Chemistry
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
This spell allows the druid to influence the metabolism, hormones,
and physiology which govern their subject’s body. The most common
application is altering brain chemistry, influencing the subject’s mood
and mental state.
Body states can also be manipulated; adrenaline flow can be altered to
represent agitation or calm, endorphin levels can be adjusted to make
a being feel more drowsy or alert, and reproductive systems can be
affected to trigger or end such states as menstruation, lactation, or
sexual arousal. This spell can bring about or delay labor in a pregnant
subject.
The primalist can replicate the effects of almost any drug, although
certain exotic substances may require a science test on their part.
Metamagic Notes:
With the transfigure metamagic, the druid can make a permanent
change to the subject’s body chemistry.
The empower metamagic can alter what a being considers sustenance
or grant immunity to certain toxins or microbes. The caster can give
the being the ability to breathe certain gasses (or liquids if the subject
has gills) or to eat normally inedible foods (though some substances
provide no sustenance to any form of life).
A more malicious caster might make it so that a being is unable to
survive on normal food or even make the atmosphere toxic to them,
replicating the effects of suffocation or a hostile climate.

Baldur's Doom
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Baldur's doom conjures a spear of living wood to impale its subject.
This magic missile counts as a projectile weapon.
Bark Skin
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Shroud (Augment)
Subject:
Being
The subject's flesh is transformed into supple living wood and their
hair into moss and flowering leaves. A character under the effects of
this spell ignores the penalties for exhaustion and is immune to
fatigue.
Beast Shape
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being (Living)
When beast shape is cast, the subject chooses a single animal that they
are familiar with and which has a size rating no greater than their
own.
The subject's body is transformed into that of the chosen animal. They
take on the animal's size and shape as well as its inborn physical
traits.
The subject retains their own traits and proficiencies but cannot speak
or use any abilities which require body parts they no longer possess.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the enlarge metamagic allows the subject to choose an
animal that is up to two size ratings greater than their normal form.
The empower metamagic can allow a character to assume the form of
a feral beast, sea monster, animate plant, or aberration.

Analyze Life
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
This spell analyzes the subject and provides the druid with a wealth of
information about their form. The caster learns the subject’s age,
species, gender, and physical traits as well as their current dexterity,
perception, strength, and endurance scores.
Awaken the Woods
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Object (Plant)
Awaken the woods grants its subject the ability to move about under
its own power as well as a rudimentary intelligence. The enchanted
plant is also held in thrall to the caster's commands.
The subject has the same scores as a human journeyman who is
trained in all skills, but cannot use any precision abilities. Its size
rating is unchanged, and rooted plants are immobilized but can still
stagger.
All plants are photosynthetic, possess a weakness to heat, and are
resistant to cold and electricity.

Blessed Union
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
While under the effects of the blessed union spell, the target will be
placed in a state of physical arousal and able to engage in intercourse
as often as it desires. The druid also chooses whether or not these
dalliances will produce a child as well as influencing said child's
health, gender, and inherited traits.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic will cause an additional
pregnancy, either identical or fraternal twins.
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Bountiful Harvest
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Bountiful harvest causes the area to burst into life with full-grown
plants. Their density, placement, and species are completely up to the
druid, but they must fit entirely within the spell's area.
Bountiful harvest can create rough and/or perilous terrain by
summoning especially tangled or thorny plants. The base damage
adjustment for perilous ground is +0/+1.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic may increase the roughness of
the terrain by one level and/or provide a +5/+1 bonus to the damage
of perilous terrain.
An empowered bountiful harvest might be harvested as a cash crop,
replicating the Midas touch spell.

The empower metamagic replicates a critical success with the survival
skill, creating a lasting bond between the druid and their subject.
Cantrip of the Forest
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip calls upon the endless bounty of life and affects survival
and woodworking tests as well as any ride or charisma-based skill test
made to influence or control a feral creature.
Clean Earth
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Clean earth will purge the land of disease and damage. The affected
area is cleansed of all pollution, pestilence, blight, and even spiritual
corruption, although this spell lacks the power to unmake a locus.

Call of the Wild
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Animal)
The caster lets out a psychic cry for aid. The nearest animal capable
of assisting with the druid’s task will hear the call and travel toward
them as quickly as they can and will then attempt to aid the caster to
the best of its abilities.
Animals that are currently undertaking an important task of their own
may resist the call until their business is concluded.
The druid cannot choose a specific individual, but can place
restrictions upon which species will answer the call, although doing
so might delay the animal's arrival or cause the spell to fail entirely if
there are no suitable specimens in the area.
This spell does not have a maximum range or require a specified
target, any animal that can reach the caster in time is a viable subject.
Metamagic Notes:
Large animals require the maximize metamagic to be affected by this
spell.
The empower metamagic allows the druid to call other feral creatures
that are not necessarily animals, including great beasts, sea monsters,
animate plants, and even wasteland abominations, though it will never
affect nonliving or sapient subjects.

Cocoon
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject is wrapped in a fleshy chrysalis. While within the cocoon,
the subject is unconscious. When the act ends they will emerge from
the cocoon fully rested as if they had a solid night's sleep.
If the subject is wounded while under this spell, the cocoon will be
destroyed and the enchantment broken.
Creation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Creation will form something out of nothing, transforming the mana
used to cast this spell into physical matter. Only raw materials such as
soil, stone, metal, wood, water, meat, cloth, etc. can be created.
The volume of material created depends on the value and rarity of the
substance, but will never be larger than one cubic meter.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can create valuable materials, replicating
Midas touch.

Calm
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Feral and Living)
The calm spell will soothe a wild or panicked animal. The animal is
effectively tamed by the caster as if with the survival skill. The
subject is not trained and may not follow orders, but it will not attack
the druid or their allies and has a generally friendly attitude.
Metamagic Notes:

Dawn’s Kiss / Night’s Embrace
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
These spells allow the druid to actually change the time of day.
Though magically induced, the new time seems natural for all
purposes. Once the spell has expired, the proper time will return.
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Deadfall
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
All plants within the area of deadfall immediately shed their leaves as
if in the dead of winter. Bare foliage grants no cover and walking over
the dried leaves imposes a -4 penalty to stealth.
Any character who is in the canopy at the time of casting must pass an
acrobatics test (difficulty 20) or tumble to the ground.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the piercing metamagic increases the difficulty to avoid
falling by one.

If the baleful metamagic is used to remove a creature's natural
immortality, and the subject is then killed, they will be revived should
the immortal trait ever be restored to them.
Fairy Fire
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Eerie glowing light surrounds the subject, wreathing it in a corona of
glowing colors. While under the effects of fairy fire, the subject gains
no benefit from concealment of any kind and will be spotted as if in
bright sunlight. Hidden subjects are automatically revealed unless
hidden behind an opaque obstacle.

Detect Life
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Detect life gives the caster an impression of the kingdom, location,
and size rating of all living organisms within the spell's area. This
spell will also tell the caster whether the creatures are animate or not.
Detect life does not provide any information about non-living
creatures such as spirits or constructs.

Force of Nature
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Force of nature grants the land a life of its own, allowing it to take
direct action against nature's enemies by forming a vengeful avatar.
The force of nature is similar in appearance to a kami's elemental
body.
The force of nature uses the paragon template and is considered to be
trained in all skills, but may never use abilities that require precision.
The size rating of the force of nature varies based on the location. It
will be 0 when cast in an urban environment and will increase in size
as the terrain becomes more rural, up to a maximum size rating of 20
in the very heart of the Wild.
The force of nature always has the chi merit. The Gamekeeper is
encouraged to give the force of nature various traits based on the
landscape in which it was summoned, for example, amorphous in the
ocean, carapace in the mountains, barrage in a volcano, or even
construct in a modern city.
If cast upon enchanted ground, the force of nature might have even
more exotic abilities, for example, a nexus might create an
enlightened force of nature that can draw on its mana stores, holy
ground could create a priestly incarnation and, if this spell is
somehow cast upon a null zone, the force of nature will be soulless.
Those created from a wonder might also benefit from its powers.
The force of nature is not bound to the will of the druid who
summoned it, but always acts in the best interests of the environment.
When it is killed or the enchantment fades, the body will return to the
landscape.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides the force of nature
with a +2 bonus to all of its scores, including size rating.
Bind can be used to compel the force of nature to obey its summoner.

Entangle
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
The plants within the enchanted area will wrap themselves around
anyone they can reach. Anyone who fails to evade gains the paralyzed
condition.
A paralyzed character can free themself with either the escape artist
ability or a feat of strength. Both tasks require a basic action and are
difficulty 30.
Characters who are not trapped can use an edged weapon to cut a
character free as a basic action, and fire will burn the plants easily
enough, although it may also harm those trapped within.
This spell can conjure magical roots, but works best in places of dense
foliage. When cast in an area that is lacking in vegetation due to the
local environment or the hand of man, all subjects receive a bonus of
+5 to their rolls to evade or escape from the spell, while characters
occupying particularly dense foliage such as tall grass, a jungle
canopy, a hedge, or a kelp forest suffer a -5 penalty.
Eternal Warrior
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being (Living)
With this mighty enchantment, the subject's thirst for life can never be
quenched and their torment can be made unending. They cannot be
killed by any means short of the complete destruction of the body.
They simply will not die and can continue to heal naturally until they
are again in perfect health. The subject gains the immortal trait.
Metamagic Notes:

Generation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Object (Special)
This spell changes one form of simple life into another. The subject
must be a plant that is either currently alive or has been freshly cut. It
is then transformed into a small animal. The animal can be of any
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This spell infuses the subject with the caster’s essence, producing a
child in their womb with the same traits as would have resulted from a
natural coupling. The child will always have the dragon blooded trait
and, if the caster is a spirit, will also be a changeling.
Note the caster does not need to be male. It is even possible for a
female druid to cast this spell upon herself.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to induce a pregnancy with a
supernaturally accelerated gestation, possibly one which comes to
term mere moments after the spell is cast.

feral species no larger than a rat, snake, or songbird. The created
animal has the normal capabilities for a member of its species and is
held in thrall to the caster's commands.
Genesis
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Among the most miraculous feats is the creation of new life. Genesis
can give life to an inanimate object, turning a statue, doll, painting, or
even a story into a real flesh and blood being.
The being has whatever attributes, traits, and skills the caster and the
Gamekeeper can agree are most appropriate, up to a maximum of 100
character points, and has an animus of one.
The new being is of whatever age, gender, and species the original
form represented, even if it is a purely fictitious one.
The subject has no memories. The caster can choose to give it
proficiency in skills or languages as normal, and any appropriate traits
save legendary skill, but has no experience in using them and will be
unfamiliar with precision tasks until it has adjusted to its new
existence.
The new being's ethos and personality are based upon the work they
are made from, but the druid can influence the subtle details.
The newly created being has no destiny or mana, but the caster can
choose to transfer any of their own mana or destiny to the subject
during the spell's casting.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides the creation with up
to twenty additional character points and a corresponding increase in
its animus score.

Insect Swarm
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Calling
The druid calls forth a writhing mass of the tiny biting and stinging
organisms which are found in virtually every environment on
Pangaea.
The insect swarm occupies a single zone. The swarm can move up to
five paces a turn and ignores most terrain, it can even scale sheer
surfaces. It can be directed by the caster's thoughts, but if left to its
own devices, it will attempt to feed on the nearest creature. A swarm
summoned on dry land cannot enter the water and vice versa.
The insect swarm can occupy the same zone as other creatures.
Anyone who shares its zone is considered to be swarmed as they are
subjected to numerous bites and stings.
These stings, though annoying, are not sufficient to actually harm
most folks, but characters who are allergic to insect stings will also
treat the swarm as a miasma (see below).
The insect swarm is immune to direct attack but can be destroyed by
environmental attacks or put to sleep by smoke. The swarm can also
be destroyed by passing through open flames or similar hazards.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic allows the caster to either
increase the swarm's speed by five or imbue it with one trait
commonly possessed by indigenous arthropods, including amphibious
(allowing it to enter or leave the water), wings (hover), web, or
burrow.
A swarm can also be made venomous, in which case everyone, not
just those who are allergic, treat it as a miasma.
Each level of the enlarge metamagic increases the swarm's radius by
one pace.

Gift of Speech
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Feral) or Object (Plant)
Gift of speech allows plants and animals to share their knowledge
with the caster. The subject can communicate verbally with the druid,
even if they are normally unable to speak or understand their
language.
Note that this spell does not guarantee that the subject will be friendly
to the caster or have the desired information. In addition, some
creatures, especially plants, might have an alien mindset which will
take some getting acquainted with before a genuine exchange of ideas
can occur.

Ivy Siege
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Monstrous growths of ivy burst from the ground and cover all terrain
features within the spell's area. The ivy can be climbed as easily as a
ladder, allowing characters to scale formerly impassable walls and
similar obstacles.

Impregnate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living Female)
The ability to create life from nothingness is normally the domain of
the gods, but some druids have found a far simpler method of starting
life.
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Long Strider
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Nature refuses to get in the subject's way, and the very earth holds
them aloft. The subject ignores rough terrain and leaves no footprints
or other signs by which they can be tracked.
Long strider does not allow a character to climb or walk up a steep or
slippery surface, nor does it stop them from leaving a scent. This spell
does not assist in swimming, but a character can wade through
shallow water unimpeded.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic allows the subject to move through perilous
terrain without testing for damage.

storm, earthquake, volcano, tsunami, even impending astral collisions.
Once targeted, the cataclysm dissipates harmlessly, its energies
calmly dispersing and stirred up matter returning to its resting place
with a minimum of fanfare.
Note that the phenomenon is only dissipated within the spell's area,
any portion of it which lies outside the radius will continue unabated.
Plant Form
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject is transformed into a plant which then roots itself in the
ground. While in plant form, a character can still think and perceive
their immediate surroundings but is otherwise immobile, effectively
paralyzed. The species of the plant is chosen by the caster but must be
of the same size rating as the subject's initial form.
Plant form can dispose of or imprison enemies, but it can also be used
to hide the druid's own body, prolonging their life and allowing them
to meditate in isolation.
The subject is immune to minor damage, but serious wounds inflicted
upon the plant will carry over onto their normal body and it can be
killed in the same manner as any other plant.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the enlarge metamagic allows for a two-point change in
size rating between the subject and their plant form.
The transfigure metamagic can be used to transform the subject into a
tree indefinitely.

Meekness
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Meekness saps the energy from its subject, rendering them weak and
helpless. The subject is always considered to be in an extremely
hostile climate. This is cumulative with the subject’s actual
surroundings.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic doubles the exhaustion
penalties imposed by this spell.
Miasma
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Miasma fills the area with a thick cloud of poisonous gas. Anyone
who begins their turn inside the cloud is exposed to a poison with a
potency of ten plus the caster's primalism score. The druid decides
whether the poison is to be lethal or anesthetic during casting.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the amplify metamagic increases the poison's potency by
two.

Purify
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Purify removes all manner of filth and corruption from the subject.
This spell can be used to clean a being or an object, to make spoiled
or tainted food and drink edible, or to negate the need to test for
infection after the subject is exposed to a source of disease.
Reincarnate
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
What a wondrous thing it is to live, even if only for a day. The subject
is restored to life, but only so long as the enchantment lasts.
Once the enchantment ends, they will return to the grave, but while it
is active the subject may act normally, with all the skills, motivations,
and memories they possessed in life.
The subject is returned in perfect health and retains any
concentration, destiny, or mana which they possessed at the time of
death. If they are killed again while under the spell, they remain
deceased.
Metamagic Notes:
The transfigure metamagic will cause reincarnate to replicate the
revive spell.

Nourish
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Nourish conjures up an amount of food and drink which is adequate
to sustain a healthy man for a full day or to provide a single meal for a
small group. The caster can create whatever sort of food they desire,
although particularly elaborate or tasty dishes may require a domestic
test.
Quell
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
By channeling the calming energies of the world, the druid can ease
nature’s wrath. This spell can be cast upon any natural disaster; a
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Sleep of Ages
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Sleep of ages causes the subject to fall into a state of suspended
animation. While in such a state, the subject requires no food, drink,
heat, or even oxygen, and will not age or decay. The subject will
remain in suspended animation until a set amount of time passes or a
specified event occurs, as determined by the caster. If the subject is
actually wounded while under the effects of this spell, they will
awaken prematurely.

Toxin
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Being (Living)
Toxin sprays the subject with a highly concentrated poison. This
poison has a potency equal to ten plus the caster’s primalism score,
and the druid decides whether it is to be lethal or anesthetic each time
the spell is cast.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the amplify metamagic can increase the potency by two.
Tree Singing
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Plant)
Tree singing manipulates the wooden body of its subject. Examples
include forcing a tree to bend over to allow unimpeded movement or
viewing, to grasp and restrain a nearby being in the manner of
entangle, or to lower its branches for ease of climbing and access to
fruit.
This spell can be used to permanently alter the form of a plant for
utilitarian or artistic purposes such as shaping plants into naturally
growing hedges and topiary. A truly skilled druid can actually create
living furniture or even entire structures with a successful
woodworking test.
Each casting of this spell can move a rooted plant up to five paces.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
distance that a rooted plant can be moved.
The transfigure metamagic can be used to permanently alter the
plant's growth pattern.

Soothe
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Soothe fills the subject with revitalizing energy, allowing them to
continue on despite their injuries. One of the subject’s wounds may be
ignored so long as they remain under the enchantment.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic affects an additional wound.
The transfigure metamagic heals affected wounds entirely.
Sun Ray / Moon Beam
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
This spell causes the ambient energy in the air to coalescent into a
single razor-sharp beam that burns through the target, testing for
damage against the subject.
This damage is normally considered to be inflicted by a pearl weapon,
but the caster can also choose to channel the essence of other celestial
bodies while they are visible in the sky.
If cast under the moon, it can inflict silver damage, and if cast under
the sun, gold. All of the other elemental planes can be called upon to
replicate damage of their synergistic material if the corresponding
planet is visible in the sky above, and the distant stars can be
channeled into cold iron.

Unleash
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Unleash lets loose the fury of nature. Exactly what occurs depends on
the area, but could include lightning strikes, rogue waves, landslides,
avalanches, falling trees, stampeding herds, shooting stars, and more.
The spell will test for damage against anyone who is in its area if they
do not evade. The damage type is determined by the nature of the
hazard, and might receive a modifier if the ground is particularly
harmless or unstable.

Thrive
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Plant)
Thrive strengthens and revitalizes the subject. The plant is
immediately healed of any blights or damage it may be suffering. If it
is already healthy, the plant will instantly bloom and grow up to two
size ratings. When used upon an animate plant, thrive replicates the
heal spell.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell may be empowered to increase the subject’s size by an
additional two.

Vermin Strike
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Calling
A master of nature magic is never alone, for Pangea is filled with
allies that are easily overlooked. This spell targets one of the small,
harmless creatures that exist in virtually any environment in Pangaea;
insects, worms, mice, songbirds, squirrels, starfish, lizards, frogs, or
even stranger organisms.
Though this spell technically targets living creatures, it functions as a
calling spell. The Gamekeeper has the final say on what, if any,
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creatures can be found in any given environment and where they are
located.
Some druids are not content to merely let nature dictate their allies,
and carry their friends with them, allowing birds to nest in their hair,
mice to live in their clothing, or even carry hives of stinging wasps
about in their packs.
Upon casting this spell, the creature swells with primalism energy and
grows to human size, and it becomes the druid’s loyal ally and
protector. Use the statistics found at the end of Chapter Eight, but
increase the creature’s size rating to zero.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the subject’s size
rating by a further two, with no upper limit.

Restoration Spells
Alleviate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Alleviate eases the symptoms of illness or injury without treating the
underlying cause. Until the start of the subject’s next turn, they can
ignore the effects of the exhausted, stunned, disabled, dying, or
unconscious afflictions.
Blood of the Martyr
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
The most intimate of all bonds is one of sacrifice, and sometimes only
by becoming martyrs can heroes truly protect the innocent.
Whenever the subject would be wounded, the caster will be wounded
in their stead. Non-damaging secondary effects are not transferred,
but those that are based on wounds, such as injured body parts, will
be.
This damage ignores any immunities the caster might have.
If the caster is killed, the spell is immediately broken. If the caster is
an immortal, spirit, or construct, the spell will instead break upon
them being incapacitated or put into slumber.

Wall of Brambles
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Wall of brambles grows a towering barrier of thorny vines and living
wood. The wall blocks movement, will test for damage against
anyone who attempts to climb or is pushed into it, and provides cover
to anything which it obscures.
The wall can be damaged by edged weapons or fire. It has a resilience
of 20, and each wound it suffers creates a hole up to one pace in
diameter or increases the diameter of an existing hole by one pace.
The wall rolls a difficulty 20 test each turn, with an adjustment equal
to the caster's primalism score. If successful, the wall has regenerated
to a sufficient degree to reduce the diameter of a single hole by one
pace. On a critical success, the wall is completely healed. This
regeneration continues even if the wall is wholly destroyed unless it is
burned to ash or torn up by the roots.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides a +5 bonus to the
wall's resilience score.

Body of Blood
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
Body of blood infuses the subject’s life force with the essence of
blood and suffering, allowing them to sustain themselves by inflicting
pain upon others. The subject gains the vampiric trait, however, this
trait can only heal damage that was suffered while the spell was
active.

Warp Terrain
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Warp terrain allows the caster to drastically alter the lay of the land
within the spell's area. The caster can freely rearrange the landscape,
swapping the position of all terrain features.
Warp terrain cannot remove existing terrain features or add new ones,
it merely shifts the position of standing terrain. This spell cannot
break apart single objects, and obstacles which are only partially
within the spell's area are unaffected.
Terrain normally includes plants, stones, earthen hills or mounds,
bodies of water, snow, sand, and even manmade furniture or
structures. It is up to the Gamekeeper to decide whether or not a given
object is classified as terrain.

Breath of Life
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
A wave of pure life and renewal washes outward from the caster and
envelops the target. As the subject's form is bathed in healing
energies, their body and mind are rejuvenated and reborn, stronger
than ever before.
This spell cures one or more quirks, flaws, or lost merits which are the
result of birth defects, genetic abnormality, or chronic conditions
which have accumulated over long periods of time.
Cantrip of the Flesh
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip calls upon the soothing powers of the body and affects
fortitude and medical tests.
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Create Blood
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Create blood will conjure approximately a gallon of blood out of thin
air. This spell can be used to frighten, create lubrication, or even as an
emergency source of water to avoid dehydration.
This blood can be consumed by a vampiric creature, allowing them to
heal a single point of damage. It can also be used to transfuse a
creature that has been preyed upon by a vampire, restoring a single
point of stolen vitality.
Metamagic Notes:
The maximize metamagic is required to feed large vampires or
provide a transfusion for a large victim.
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the volume of blood
by an order of magnitude and heals an additional point of damage for
a vampiric creature or their prey.

Fester
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
While under the effects of the fester spell, the subject cannot heal
damage naturally and medical or restoration tests made on their
behalf suffer a -10 penalty. Likewise, tonics of vigor have no effect on
the subject.
Heal
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Being (Living)
Heal infuses the subject's body with revitalizing energy, causing their
wounds to fade away and the pain to disappear. The subject
immediately heals one point of damage.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic heals an additional point of
damage and increases the mana cost by one per subject.

Cure
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Cure removes one disease, poison, or parasitic infection from the
subject's system. Symptoms will quickly fade, but any damage that
has already been inflicted will remain.
A single casting of this spell will not remove multiple afflictions, but
will cure multiple doses of the same poison.

Hopelessness
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Hopelessness causes a deep gloom to settle upon the subject's heart
and mind, squelching out optimism and embracing all the pain and
sorrow in the world. While under the effects of this enchantment, the
subject cannot utilize mana to modify their tests.

Diagnose
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living) or Object (Corpse)
Diagnose gives the healer detailed knowledge of the subject's health
and condition. The caster will learn about all the subject's afflictions
including wounds, diseases, poison, exhaustion, injured or crippled
limbs, and flaws brought about as a result of injury, birth defect, or
chronic illness.
This spell can also be cast upon a corpse to determine the cause of
death.

Invigorate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
The subject of the invigorate spell is instantly awoken from sleep.
Even coma, shock, unconsciousness, and fainting due to trauma or
injury can be undone by this incantation.
Numb
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
A subject under the effects of the numb spell is rendered utterly
insensible to pain and gains the relentless trait.

Diehard
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Shroud (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Diehard provides an inexhaustible supply of fortitude, allowing the
subject to keep going despite lethal wounds. Actions taken while
dying do not force the subject to take fortitude tests to avoid further
damage.

Open Wounds
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
With this terrible spell, agony is redoubled as the subject's wounds are
ripped open and made fresh. All of the subject's treated wounds are
aggravated and the effects of the treatment undone, though they can
be treated again normally in the future.

Exsanguinate
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living or Vampiric)
Exsanguinate causes the target to hemorrhage copious amounts of
blood. Test for damage against the subject.
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Psychic Surgery
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Special
Subject:
Being
A truly gifted mage can heal their subject's mind as well as their body.
This spell can be used to remove mental quirks or flaws which have
been gained as the result of psychic anguish.
If the mental disturbance is brought on suddenly or unnaturally, such
as by an injury, curse, birth defect, or singular traumatic event, then
this spell is an incantation and removes the trait for good.
If it is instead a natural psychosis brought on over time by the
subject's life experiences, this spell is a bit trickier. Psychic surgery
will function as an enchantment, suppressing the illness but leaving
the underlying cause untreated unless the mage actually travels into
the victim's mind.
The exact effects of traveling into the subject's mind are up to the
Gamekeeper, but typically involve both beings falling into a comatose
state while their minds work together to accomplish a quest in a
strange dreamscape built by their subconscious.

Rejuvenate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Rejuvenate repairs an injured body part, although the wounds which
caused the injury remain.
Metamagic Notes:
If empowered, this spell can heal either a crippled body part or a
permanent injury. Two levels of the empower metamagic will heal a
permanently crippled body part.
Resurrection
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Corpse) or Being (Undead)
Resurrection miraculously restores a dead character to life. The spell
can target any portion of the being, no matter how small or badly
damaged, so long as it was part of their body at the time of death. The
subject is returned to life in the same manner as the revive spell.
An undead being affected by this spell will be returned to life as a
member of their original species. Resurrected vampires become
dhampirs and retain the vampiric trait.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic changes this spell into a calling spell and
can be used to resurrect someone whose corpse is not present, even if
it has been disintegrated or wholly lost to time.

Recuperation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Being (Living)
The subject's blood is filled to the brim with positive energy, allowing
their body to heal from all but the most horrific attacks in the blink of
an eye, torn flesh and shattered bone actually knitting itself back
together in moments.
At the start of each of the subject’s turns, roll a dice. If the result is
even, they heal a single point of damage which they have suffered
while under the effects of recuperation. Repeat this process each turn
until all viable damage has been healed.
This spell can only heal damage that was suffered while it was active,
previous injuries or those that were suffered while the enchantment
was suppressed are beyond its ability to heal.
Metamagic Notes:
The empowered version of this shroud heals the subject at the start of
each turn without needing to roll a dice.

Replenish
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Replenish provides a fresh burst of energy, removing one level of the
exhausted condition.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic removes an additional level of
exhaustion.
Resurgence
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Resurgence boosts the subject's natural healing ability, minimizing
wounds without expending the energy necessary to remove them
entirely. One of the subject's wounds is treated.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic treats an additional wound.

Redemption
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
This hallowed spell frees the subject from the pain of life and the
weight of the world, purging psychic scars and erasing the shadows of
doubt and regret that lurks in the hearts of men and gods alike.
Creatures who have become “evil” over their lives are given a fresh
start, the innocence of the cradle returned to them. Creatures who are
partly composed of malice and wickedness, such as demons (but not
devils) or rakshasa, may be seriously diminished in power by the
spell, and creatures manifested of pure negative energy such as shades
or revenants driven by hatred may be destroyed utterly.
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Revitalize
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Revitalize reinvigorates the subject's body. When this spell is cast, it
resets the amount of time before the character will risk exhaustion
from fatigue, starvation, dehydration, sleeplessness, or being a
magical creature within a null zone or on holy ground.

Technomancy Spells
Activate
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Activate will instantly trigger the subject; a gun will fire, an engine
will start, a flue will close, a door will open, a match will light, etc.
Locked or otherwise protected objects cannot be activated unless the
unlock spell is used first.
This spell will not ignite flammable materials, including grenades,
unless they have some sort of built-in mechanism to automatically
start the fire.
This spell can be cast upon an artifact to bypass the normal
requirement of speaking the magic word, however, an unwilling
artifact may resist of its own accord.

Revive
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Corpse)
Anyone can take life, but only the strongest healers can return it.
Revive is the most basic form of resuscitating the dead, but even at
this level, it is a wondrous thing.
This spell restores the lost spark of life to a corpse. The character’s
body is still in the same condition that it was in at the time of death,
all wounds and debilitating injuries remain, as do any poisons or
diseases within. Reviving a character removes the dying condition,
though further damage may impose it normally.
A body that has decomposed or is missing vital organs is beyond the
reach of this spell.

Alter Conductivity
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
The technomancer can alter the conductivity of the subject, improving
or completely negating its ability to carry electricity. Alter
conductivity can be cast on armor to remove its ability to protect from
electricity and can add or remove an object's susceptibility to electric
damage.
Alter conductivity has many uses involving machinery, both
benevolent and malicious.

Sanguine Health
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Sanguine health imbues the subject's body with limitless stamina and
the ability to recover from wounds with supernatural speed. They gain
a +1 bonus to their endurance attribute, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the endurance bonus
by a further +1.

Analyze Device
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Technomancers can use this spell to get a psychic impression of the
construction, function, and operation of the subject, be it mechanical
or magical.
This spell does not reveal codes, magic words, combinations, or the
solutions to other forms of encryption.

Stanch Bleeding
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Stanch bleeding will cause the subject's wounds to cauterize instantly.
If the subject is dying or suffering from a fatal strike, that threat is
averted in exactly the same manner as a critical success on a fortitude
test.

Automate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Vicissitude)
Subject:
Being (Construct)
Automate can be used to heal a construct, repairing a single wound or
injured body part. This spell can also repair a crippling injury if
replacement parts or raw materials are at hand, but lacks the power to
create new matter from nothing.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic can repair an additional wound
or injured body part.
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Banality
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
This spell strips away the subject's soul, slowly leaving them a cold
shell devoid of emotion or imagination. The subject suffers a psychic
wound.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic inflicts an additional psychic
wound.

Decay
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Decay causes material objects to rot away and fall to pieces. The
subject gains one level of wear.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic breaks the subject, rendering it
nonfunctional until repaired.
Decrypt
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Decrypt reveals the secret codes which unlock the subject, be they
magic words, passwords, combinations, etc. Artifacts may roll to
resist this spell normally.

Calculate
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Calculate gives the technomancer the correct solution to any single
mathematical problem. The equation can be as complicated or
convoluted as the technomancer likes, but it must be solvable.

Detonation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Explosive)
Detonation causes the subject to release the potential energy held
within it. Grenades and similar devices activate normally, while
objects such as barrels of oil or sacks of gunpowder will ignite with
effects determined by the Gamekeeper.
If the object is being carried by a character, they may resist this spell
as normal. If they fail and the spell goes off, the character may not
then evade the explosion. Other characters caught in the blast may
evade normally.

Cantrip of the Machine
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip calls upon the indomitable perfection of steel and affects
art, domestic, larceny, metalworking, and technology tests.
Control Machine
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Control machine allows the caster to briefly take command of the
subject's functions. The machine can be forced to perform or refuse to
perform any task which it could normally be made to do by a skilled
operator. Control machine has no effect on automatons or other
artificial intelligences.

Deus Ex Machina
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being (Living)
The subject is transformed from living flesh into a mechanical
automaton, gaining the construct trait. The subject retains their
personality and abilities as well as their general appearance.
The precise mineral composition of the subject’s new body is up to
the caster, as are the specifics of their new artificial metabolism.

Corrode
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Construct)
Corrode causes the materials in the subject's body to rapidly break
down and fall apart, testing for damage against them.

Dictum
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Special
The ultimate power of the technomancer is to remove all randomness
from the world, leaving what was once up to chance in their hands
alone.
Until the end of their next turn, the caster can dictate the results of any
one test. Rather than rolling a dice, the technomancer simply chooses
a number between one and twenty and adds it to the test's normal
adjustment.
There is no resistance to this spell, it affects the dice rather than the
being on whose behalf it was rolled. Dictum does not prevent the dice
from being rerolled by destiny or similar effects.

Deaden Emotion
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Deaden emotion will dampen the subject's passions, negating the
effects of inspiration or a failed morale test.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be applied to remove the ecstatic
condition.
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If the caster’s body is killed while they are in an object, their
consciousness remains inside indefinitely in the manner of the bind
soul spell.

Drain Magic
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object (Artifact)
The subject is rendered powerless and non-magical while under the
effects of the drain magic spell. The receptacle is unharmed and
continues to function normally.

Harmony
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Object (Artifact)
This spell attunes the caster to the subject without requiring that they
learn the magic word. This attunement lasts for the remainder of the
mission.
Sentient artifacts or those already attuned to another character may
roll to resist this spell.
If the character is already attuned to the maximum number of artifacts
allowed by their animus score, the spell will still work, but requires
the caster expend additional mana equal to the artifact's power level
which is not refunded on a critical success or by the renew property.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically to attune to an artifact that was
created by the same school that was used to cast the spell.
The proxy metamagic can also allow a willing subject to pay the
spell’s mana cost for the caster.

Drain Power
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Drain power sucks all energy from one object, rendering it inert and
worthless. This effect applies to all manner of potions, fuel, batteries,
bullets, and explosives.
Fabricate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Fabricate transmutes raw materials into a finished product. As the
spell is cast, the technomancer must make a test using the appropriate
craft skill. The caster is never penalized for a lack of implements and
gains a quality bonus for their grimoire instead of the usual tools.
Creating an object from raw materials requires an amount of
additional mana equal to its value; this mana is not refunded on a
critical success or by renewal. Objects created in this manner have a
quality equal to the caster’s animus score.
This spell can also be used to transform one object into another object
with a similar composition and an equal or lower value and quality.

Leap of Invention
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Leap of invention allows the caster’s mind to jump to the next plateau
of innovation, inspiring them to invent some new technology along
whatever path they were pondering during the casting.
These ideas always work, although the character may have trouble
actually manufacturing the item and bringing the idea to life. Note
that the technology should only be one step ahead of what is currently
available, the character should not be allowed to craft futuristic gear
without first going through the industrial revolutions and the
development that follows!

Fan of Knives
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Fan of knives conjures delicate shards of razor-sharp metal that slice
into the subject. This magic missile inflicts edged physical damage.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to replicate a specific type of
metal to exploit a being's supernatural weaknesses.

Lightning
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Sparks of crackling energy flicker from the mage's fingertips and
streak toward their hapless target. This magic missile inflicts electric
damage.

Ghost in the Machine
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Ghost in the machine allows the caster to transfer their soul into an
inanimate object. While inside the object, their body is left
unconscious.
The technomancer’s mental faculties and perceptions remain intact, as
do their supernatural abilities. They gain complete control over any
mechanisms, magical powers, or moving parts the object may have,
even refusing to activate for someone attempting to use the item.

Lightning Bolt
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area (Line)
Lightning bolt is a powerful burst of electricity which leaps outward
in an arching line. Anything in the lightning’s path must roll to evade
or test for electric damage.
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Mend
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Mend will repair the subject and return it to a pristine state, removing
a single level of wear. This spell cannot create significant amounts of
new matter and if large portions of the object are missing,
replacement materials must be provided.
Metamagic Notes:
Repairing a high-quality object requires a number of levels of the
empower metamagic equal to its bonus.

Reprogram
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation (Link)
Subject:
Being (Construct)
Reprogram can be cast upon any automaton. The subject gains the
thrall trait and regards the caster as their master. If they were already
a thrall, they will now obey the technomancer and ignore any
instructions given to them by their original controllers.
Rust
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object (Metallic)
Rust causes the subject to oxidize and corrode away. Each time a
rusted object is used, it suffers a level of wear. Anything which tests
for damage against a character wearing rusted armor also tests for
damage against the affected garments.
Rusted obstacles always provide soft cover to anything they obscure,
regardless of their composition.

Overcharge
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
The subject is imbued with mystical energy, strengthening its form
and guiding the wielder's hand. The object's quality is improved to +1.
This spell has no effect on items that gain quality based on their
content such as grimoires or libraries.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell may be empowered any number of times, each time
increasing the quality of the item by a further +1, to a maximum of
+5.
This spell may be cast with the prismatic metamagic, although only
tools for skills associated with the school can be enchanted, for
example, a first aid kit with restoration or camouflage clothing for
illusion.

Shock
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Shock gathers static electricity from the surrounding environment and
discharges it upon the target.
Test for electric damage against the subject.
Short
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object (Mechanical)
This spell causes a small but critical malfunction in the subject, for
example jamming a gun or slipping a gear. The item cannot be used
until repaired. Such repairs are a basic action that requires a difficulty
20 technology test.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty to
repair the device by five.

Power
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Machines that are under the effects of this enchantment can operate
without any form of fuel or electrical charge.
Refine Thought
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Refine thought amplifies mental acuity and speed of consciousness.
This enchantment provides a +1 bonus to the subject's intelligence
score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the intelligence
bonus by a further +1.

Signal
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Signal allows the technomancer to send or intercept messages which
are sent through technological means such as telegraphs or radio
waves. This spell is of limited use in the modern world where such
devices are all but unknown, but some Atlantean artifacts or mad
scientist's inventions still utilize such technologies.
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Unlock
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
The envy of thieves everywhere, unlock will instantly open a single
locked object exactly as if the key had been turned. This spell will
also function on latches, knots, crossbars, and similar devices, but will
not remove barricades.
Metamagic Notes:
High-end locks require a number of levels of the empower metamagic
equal to their quality.

Thaumaturgy Spells
Adhesion
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
2 Subjects
The subjects of the adhesion spell, which must be within reach of one
another, are held together by a field or force stronger than any glue.
They cannot be separated without a difficulty 30 feat of strength on
their part or that of a nearby ally.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of the
feat of strength required to separate the subjects by five.

Voice of Lightning
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
All objects have a spiritual component, and this spell allows for
communication between man and machine, translating the
technomancer’s words into ideas the object can understand and vice
versa.
An object’s personality is simple and often formed from people’s
ideas about it, those that have been used to perform great deeds or
which have taken on totemic importance in people’s minds often have
more intense personas than those which are ignored or forgotten.
Objects contacted in such a manner are generally friendly to the caster
and can be asked questions about their operation or events which have
occurred in their presence, although they are under no compulsion to
obey the caster, cannot take physical action, and some might be
hesitant to betray their owners or reveal their secrets.
Metamagic Notes:
This spell can be cast prismatically when speaking to an object
closely associated with the new school, for example an abjurer who
talks to rocks.

Align Gravity
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Gravity is pointed in a direction of the thaumaturgist’s choosing
within the enchanted area. Those within will fall in the nominated
direction until they hit a solid object or the edge of the spell’s area, at
which point they will tumble. If gravity is pointed straight up, those
who leave the area will hang suspended in midair at the Lagrange
point between two gravity fields.
Characters can walk normally upon surfaces that the gravity field
considers to be below them, and characters can jump, leap, climb, and
fly normally within the spell's area.
When the enchantment ends, normal gravity resumes and any
unsupported characters will fall.
Amplify Friction
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area or Object
Amplify friction increases the resistance of the enchanted surface,
allowing it to grip tightly against a character's hands and feet.
Any balance tests or might tests made to avoid being pushed, shoved,
or tripped, receive a +5 bonus while in an area of amplified friction.
An object with amplified friction grants any character a +5 bonus
when resisting the disarm maneuver or using the snatch ability to grab
it.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the bonuses granted
by this spell by a further +5.

Voltage Field
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Being
The subject is electrified, surrounded by a crackling field of static
electricity. Anyone who touches the subject or strikes them in close
combat must immediately take a reflexive fortitude test (difficulty
20). If the test is failed, they are stunned, and if it is fumbled they are
thrown into a seizure and knocked unconscious for the remainder of
the act.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of the
fortitude test to thirty and a second level increases it to forty.

Amplify Gravity
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The strength of gravity is doubled within the enchanted area. All
objects double their weight, and each space of the enchanted area
counts as two paces for the purposes of moving, jumping, leaping, or
tumbling.

Wipe
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Wipe erases any information that is contained within the subject, be it
a book, scroll, Atlantean data crystal, phonograph record, photograph,
or any similar storage medium.
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Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases weights by an
additional stone and exponentially doubles distance modifiers.

Cloudscape
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Cloudscape causes the air to coalesce into a semisolid mass of clouds.
These magical clouds are soft and spongy, but still sturdy enough to
support the weight of those who wish to climb upon them.
Falling characters who land upon a magical cloud will never suffer
any damage regardless of the distance they have fallen.
The cloudscape provides soft cover to anyone who is obscured by it,
and high ground to those who are on top of it.
The cloudscape can be readily dug through and will not serve to
impede movement.

Being There
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Being there is the ultimate refinement of flight, flinging the target in
any direction with nearly unlimited speed. They will travel as far as
the caster wishes, even if it means transcending the laws of physical
reality. The subject will be unharmed by this transportation, pushing
aside minor obstacles and stopping prematurely if a collision with a
larger object is imminent.

Downdraft
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Downdraft makes flight extremely difficult; the enchanted air
becomes thin and refuses to hold anything aloft. All flight within the
spell's area is reduced by one level of maneuverability.
Those who are reduced to gliding must land, those who lose all
maneuverability drop like a rock to the bottom of the spell's area and
tumble if they strike a solid surface.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic reduces maneuverability by an
additional step.

Body of Air
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
Body of air transform's the subject's flesh into living clouds. While
under this enchantment, they gain the incorporeal trait.
Bubble
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Bubble creates an orb of natural air. This spell may be cast in a
vacuum, underwater, in a cloud of poisonous gas, or even while
buried alive. The bubble will expel all environmental gases, liquids,
and powders, allowing terrestrial creatures to breathe and move about
freely inside.

Enduring Breath
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
The subject's body is immediately flooded with oxygen. The subject
counts as breathing normally during their next turn, even if they
would otherwise be suffocating.
Objects which are affected by this spell can temporarily perform
mechanical operations that require combustion while underwater or in
a vacuum.
Metamagic Notes:
The persistent metamagic changes this spell into an enchantment
(augment) which grants the breathless trait to its subject.

Call Lightning
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Area
The thaumaturgist calls forth a supernatural lightning storm
concentrated above the enchanted area. Each turn, the caster may
direct the storm to strike something within as a quick action (simple).
Should the caster be unwilling or unable to direct the lightning bolts,
they will instead strike in the manner of mundane lightning, usually
hitting the tallest or best conducting targets in the area.
Anyone targeted by the lightning must pass an acrobatics test to
evade the spell or test for electrical damage.

Ensnare
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Ensnare solidifies the air around one of the subject's appendages,
imposing the amputee trait upon it so long as the enchantment
persists.
Metamagic Notes:
The mutilate metamagic can be used with this spell.

Cantrip of the Wind
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip calls upon endless reaches of the sky and affects
acrobatics or dodge tests as well as all athletics or ride tests made
while flying.
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Float
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
Float renders the subject virtually weightless. The object can be
carried about without encumbering the bearer, although particularly
large objects will still be awkward enough to limit mobility and make
the bearer vulnerable. If left unattended, the object will simply hover
in place.

Levitate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Levitate lifts the subject into the air, granting them greatly increased
mobility and limited flight. The subject is considered to have one
level of the wings trait, allowing them to glide.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases mobility and
provides an additional level of the wings trait.

Fog
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
A thick bank of mist rises from the ground and obscures vision.
Anyone within or behind the fog receives partial concealment.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic upgrades the effect to standard concealment
and a second level to full concealment.

Obscure
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
The subject of the obscure spell is surrounded by a field of force that
can turn away all but the direst blows. All close combat and shooting
attacks made against the subject suffer a -2 penalty to accuracy and all
environmental attacks suffer a -2 penalty when testing for damage
against the subject.
These penalties function exactly like and are not cumulative with
cover; apply only the best protection.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic increases the accuracy and
environmental damage penalties to -4 and a second level of empower
increases them to -6.

Force Bolt
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Force bolt buffets the subject with a sudden burst of high-velocity air,
inflicting force damage.
Metamagic Notes:
If the thunderclap metamagic is applied to this spell, the caster suffers
a -5 penalty when testing for damage but their subject also suffers a -5
penalty when rolling to avoid the secondary effects of the maneuver.

Phantom Servant
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Object
This enchantment imbues the subject with a life of its own, allowing it
to float through the air and act independently from any guiding hand.
The tool can move and act as if it was wielded by a human extra with
an animus score equal to its quality (use the corresponding template
found in Chapter Ten).
The subject is only trained in the skill that it was a tool for. Unless the
caster is trained in the same skill, the phantom servant will suffer a -5
penalty when attempting a precision task.
The phantom servant has an effective size rating equal to that of its
subject’s intended wielder.
Casting this spell on a suit of clothing or armor will create a phantom
servant that possesses no skills but can act on other people and objects
freely in the same manner as an unskilled human laborer.
The force which is animating the subject cannot be harmed, but the
tool itself can be sundered or affected by combat maneuvers which
force or impede movement.
While under the effects of this spell, the tool is considered to be a
being, albeit a nonliving one, and can be targeted by further spells
which require a being for their subject.
An enchanted artifact can always make use of its own powers.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can also be used to advance the effective
template of the phantom wielder by one step, to animate a pair of
weapons or a weapon and shield thereby allowing the phantom

Forcefield
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area (Plane)
Forcefield conjures a two-dimensional plane of magic energy. The
forcefield is invisible to those without second sight, although attentive
observers might see its outline in dusty, misty, or rainy environments.
Characters who are obscured by the forcefield have hard cover. Note
that the forcefield is not a tangible object but rather a field of energy;
though extreme force can push through it, the field itself cannot be
moved or destroyed by any means. Likewise, it does not have any
friction and is impossible to climb, and an object striking it will
swiftly lose momentum and stop without being damaged.
Heart of the Storm
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Heart of the storm gives the caster complete control of the local
weather, allowing them to create or dissipate wind, rain, thunder,
lightning, fog, and snow, as well as unseasonal cold or warmth.
Metamagic Notes:
The effects of this spell are usually subtle, but can be empowered to
create great hurricanes, typhoons, monsoons, tornados, and blizzards.
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servant to utilize off hand fighting styles, or to grant the phantom
servant training in an additional skill.

Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the size of
the demiplane.

Purify Air
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Purify air instantly removes all toxins, foul smells, suffocating gases,
and other airborne contaminants from the spell's area as well as
negating concealment imposed by dust, fog, or smoke.

Reduce Friction
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area or Object
Reduce friction makes the subject's surface incredibly smooth and
slippery.
An area of reduced friction cannot be walked across without first
making a balance test to keep or regain one's footing. In addition,
characters in the area receive a -5 penalty on all balance and climb
tests as well as might tests made to resist being pushed, shoved, or
tripped.
An object with reduced friction cannot be used without first making a
reflexive larceny test (difficulty 20). On a failure, the object is
dropped. Characters also suffer a -5 penalty when attempting to
snatch the object or resist having it disarmed.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases all penalties imposed
by this spell by a further -5 and increases the difficulty to use a
slippery object by five.

Puppet Master
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Being
The subject is wrapped in invisible chains of energy which allow the
thaumaturgist to control them like an automaton. The subject gains
that paralyzed flaw in regards to their own actions, but the caster can
command them to perform a single basic or quick action on each of
their turns. These actions are limited to purely physical ones, subjects
cannot be forced to speak, cast spells, or perform other mental tasks.
Each time they are ordered to take an action, the subject may attempt
to resist with a reflexive might test, difficulty 20. On a success, they
are stunned, and on a critical success, they may act freely until the
start of their next turn. On a fumble, they suffer a wound in their futile
struggle against the chains.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of
might tests made to resist the chains by ten.

Reduce Gravity
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
This spell greatly weakens the pull of gravity within the enchanted
area. Everything within the enchanted area halves its weight and
increasing their speed score by one, two if running.
In addition, falling through the enchanted area only counts for half the
actual distance.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the bonuses to
encumbrance and speed by a further +1 and once again halves the
effective distance for the purposes of tumbling.

Quantum Dawn
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Calling
Quantum dawn is used to inflate an entire dimension, giving rise to
near-limitless possibilities. This new world is a demiplane, an area of
the spirit world that may or may not correspond to a linked area of the
real world, although most demi planes are anchored to one of the
many uninhabited moons or asteroids in the solar system that has yet
to develop its own Dreamtime.
The new dimension is separate from the real world, although beings
with knowledge of conjuration or the ability to walk the spirit world
can find it if they know where to look. The caster can choose to leave
a permanent gateway at the location of its casting, allowing mundane
travel into and out of the new plane.
The demiplane may be up a league across. They are generally
spherical and often wrap around on themselves so that when one
reaches the edge they find themselves on the opposite side.
The new dimension starts out empty; devoid of matter, energy, light,
or even oxygen. For a sorcerer mighty enough to create a new world,
it is usually a simple matter to import these things or even create them
from scratch.
The general environment and the laws of physics which govern them
are up to the caster, and details such as temperature, weather, and
gravity are at their discretion, pending Gamekeeper approval.

Repulsion
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
A sudden force slams into the subject, pushing it up to ten paces in
any direction. Subjects who are pushed straight down will be knocked
prone and subjects who are thrown straight up will then fall, tumbling
normally upon landing.
If another character is holding onto the subject, they can take a might
test, difficulty 20, to hold it in place. Likewise, if the subject is a
living creature and they are themself holding onto a terrain feature,
they may take a similar might test to hold themselves in place. If the
subject is actually tied down, this spell will have no effect.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell exponentially doubles the distance the subject
is pushed. The empowered version will break most bonds that hold
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the subject in place and each level imposes a -10 penalty on might
tests made to hold the subject in place.

A character can choose to align themselves to a surface as soon as
they come into physical contact with it, and will remain aligned until
they reach another surface and choose to adhere to it.
Note that the subject is not actually stuck to the surface and can be
pushed or pulled off of it in the same manner that an unenchanted
character can be lifted from the ground they walk on.

Resonate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
The enchanted subject vibrates furiously, making it difficult to hide or
hold onto, causing noise and possibly knocking it from a delicate
perch.

Springing
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Until the start of the subject's next turn, they can jump or leap at
double the normal distance. The character need not tumble when
landing, even if jumping off a ledge, however, they will be harmed
normally if they come down on a perilous surface.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
distances that the subject can jump or leap.

Seize
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
The subject will slip from its owner and fall to the ground regardless
of how well it was fastened. This spell can affect multiple similar
items, such as a backpack of gear, a ring of keys, a bandolier of
ammunition, or even a full suit of clothing or armor.
Seize does not have to target an object worn by a living creature, it
can just as well liberate a coat from a rack, a book from a shelf, water
from a barrel, etc.
There is nothing to stop a character from simply picking the subject
back up, although this might require the snatch ability in a tight
situation such as combat, and worn items may take some time to
properly reequip, particularly in the case of armor or elaborate
clothing.
Metamagic Notes:
The seize spell may be empowered to guide the path of the object to
any other location within range of the spell, allowing the caster to
ferry it to an inaccessible location or even into their own grasp.

Symphony of Blades
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Symphony of blades creates a violent whirlwind of psychic energy.
All unattended objects within the area are lifted by invisible hands
and begin to move about in a circular pattern.
Anyone who enters the area must pass a difficulty 20 acrobatics test
at the start of each turn or be struck by the whirling objects. A struck
character must then test for damage. A storm composed of numerous
dangerous or heavy objects might receive a further bonus to damage
at the Gamekeeper’s discretion, and a storm composed of only soft
objects will strike using the subdue maneuver but inflict no actual
wounds.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of
acrobatics tests made to avoid damage by five.

Sky Sense
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Sky sense attunes the thaumaturgist to the surrounding environment,
granting them complete awareness of the region’s climate. The
character is able to use this information to form an accurate prediction
about the weather, although their forecast becomes increasingly
imprecise as they look further in the future, and this spell is generally
only accurate for a few days or weeks save for broad predictions such
as the general temperature or humidity of a coming season.

Telekinesis
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
The caster reaches out with their mind and manipulates the subject
from afar. The object can be moved up to ten paces and can then be
made to perform a single basic action.
The action can be anything the object could normally be used for.
Doors and containers can be opened or closed, machines can be
turned on or off, weapons can attack, and tools can be made to
perform the tasks for which they were created.
The caster uses their normal skill values for any tests required of the
object. If the subject is made to push or attack something, it is
considered to have might and damage adjustments equal to the caster's
thaumaturgy score, modified by the size rating of its intended
wielder.
This spell cannot affect an attended object or move one which is
anchored in place.

Spider Climb
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
The subject of spider climb can walk across walls or even ceilings as
easily as they could across the floor. This is not considered true
climbing, it works in the same manner as regular movement, and can
be over any surface solid enough to support the character's weight. A
character under the effects of this spell may go prone, run, jump, leap,
or crawl across the surface normally, and may even swim up
waterfalls.
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Metamagic Notes
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
distance that the subject can be moved.
The persistent metamagic can be used to perform complex abilities or
other tasks that take more than a single turn to complete.

Unleash Tidal Forces
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
With this incantation, the caster invokes horrible forces upon their
target, pushing, pulling, stretching, and crushing them. Test for
damage against the subject.

Tempestuous Grace
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
Tempestuous grace allows the subject to move with a nearly
weightless precision, allowing them to perform feats of acrobatics that
seem to defy the laws of physics. They receive a +1 bonus to their
agility score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the agility bonus by a
further +1.

Whipping Wind
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The area of whipping wind is beset by a powerful breeze traveling in
a direction of the caster's choosing. Any character who enters or
begins their turn within the enchanted area must make a difficulty 20
might test. On a failure, they are pushed back a number of paces equal
to the amount which they failed by, and even on a success, they can
only move against the wind at half speed. On a fumble, the character
is also knocked prone and, on a critical success, they can move
normally.
Any shooting attack which passes through the enchanted area suffers
a -2 accuracy penalty for inclement weather.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of the
might test by five and applies an additional -2 accuracy penalty to
shooting attacks.

Terminate
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
The subject loses all momentum and stops dead. If cast as a reflexive
action against something which has been thrown or shot, the object
falls to the ground harmlessly. If cast on a vehicle, it will not be able
to move on its next turn.

Whirlwind
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Area
Whirlwind creates a small but extremely potent tornado which the
thaumaturgist can command to move by up to five paces a turn.
Anyone who enters or begins their turn in the whirlwind must pass a
might test (difficulty 30) or be knocked prone; there is no test to
evade a tornado that moves over a character. Flying characters suffer
a -10 penalty to this test.
Anyone who fumbles their might test is thrown ten paces in a random
direction, as are all objects which the whirlwind passes over that are
not fastened down. Anyone in the path of a thrown object must evade
or test for damage with an adjustment equal to its remaining
movement plus its size rating.
Any shooting attack which passes through the enchanted area suffers
a -2 accuracy penalty for inclement weather.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the amplify metamagic increases the distance that
objects and creatures are thrown by two paces.
Each level of the piercing metamagic increases the difficulty of might
tests to keep one’s feet by +1.
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
whirlwind’s top speed and applies an additional -2 accuracy penalty
to shooting attacks that pass through the enchanted area.
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Better Body
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Better body is the ultimate refinement of the shapeshifter's art,
allowing for the perfection or ruination of the subject's form. Each
casting adds or removes a single point from one of the subject's
physical attributes; dexterity, endurance, perception, or strength.
Attributes may not be reduced outside of the normal range for the
subject’s species (1-10 for humans).

Transmutation Spells
Acid Blood
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Being
This shroud turns the subject's bodily fluids corrosive. This alteration
does not harm the subject, but woe to anyone who dares spill its
blood.
If the subject is wounded, the spell tests for chemical damage against
the weapon used to make the blow with a +10 adjustment. If the
attack was made with a natural weapon, the spell tests for damage
against the attacker instead.
Projectiles that wound the subject are destroyed and cannot be
recovered after the fight.
Metamagic Notes:
One level of the empower metamagic increases the shroud’s damage
adjustment to +20, and a second level of empower increases it to +30.

Body of Water
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
The subject becomes one with the water, allowing them to flow like a
liquid while still maintaining their natural shape. The subject gains the
amorphous trait.

Acid Lash
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Acid lash showers the subject with a gout of corrosive fluid. This
spell inflicts chemical damage on the target following the normal
rules for magic missiles.

Cantrip of the Tides
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip draws upon the vastness of the sea and the power of the
waves to affect both might and science tests.
Create Water
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
This incantation fills the area with a flood of pure water, suitable for
drinking, bathing, sustaining aquatic creatures, or irrigating crops. If
cast into a bowl-shaped object or depression in the earth, it will create
a pool of standing water.
Anything within the chosen area must evade the spell or be wetted.
This spell will extinguish most fires and may drown characters held
prone or otherwise trapped beneath the surface.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic can be used to create other liquids in place
of water; milk, oil, alcohol, mercury, etc. Particularly dangerous
liquids such as acid or molten lava might require multiple levels of
empower and harm those who come into contact with them. Complex
chemicals and beverages might require a science or domestics test to
create. This spell cannot create potions of any sort.
This spell cannot create especially valuable liquids, although anything
that is conjured can be modified by the Midas touch spell as normal.

Alter Mass
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
Alter mass increases the subject’s size rating by two. This doubles its
weight and increases its height and length by about a quarter.
If a being expands in a space that is too small to contain them, they
must pass a might test to burst free of the object. If the test fails, the
being will stop growing at a point where the constriction is confining
but not dangerous.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic adds two additional points of
size rating and modifies the subject's size and weight accordingly.
The baleful metamagic can be used to reduce the subject's size
instead.
Alter State
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Object
This spell transforms an object into a different state of matter, solid,
liquid, gaseous, or plasma. The object's temperature does not change
and, unless it is actively broken apart, the object will remain
contiguous and will return to its original shape when the enchantment
ends.

Dowsing
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
The transmuter is made aware of the location of the nearest body of
water that meets their standards for size and purity.
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Flesh Like Water
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being (Living)
Flesh like water is a potent transformation spell that can drastically
alter the subject's form. This spell can add or remove a single rank of
any medium physical trait. Traits granted with this spell are
cumulative with existing ranks, up to the normal maximum.
This spell has no effect on injuries; it cannot heal wounds or affect
traits that have been gained or lost as the result of damage.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic can add or remove an
additional rank of a trait, up to the normal limits, or it can allow the
spell to also affect inborn traits. The latter effect does not increase the
spell’s chakra cost.

Fusion
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
2 Beings (Living)
Fusion merges two characters into a single being. The exact details of
the merger are up to the caster, and the shape can be a freakish
melding of two bodies, a single normally formed body with features
resembling a cross between both subjects, or anything in between.
The final product has the same size rating as the larger of the two
component beings, or up to two size ratings larger if they were both
the same size. The final being can have any body parts that either
being had, but the total number of appendages may not exceed the
combined total of the component forms.
The body can have any traits possessed by either form and must retain
any traits possessed by both. The body’s attribute scores must be
somewhere within the range of those possessed by the component
beings. The conjoined being uses the highest animus score from
among its constituents.
It is up to the transmuter to determine which brain has control over or
receives sensory input from any given body part. It is also possible to
make a single part of the body, or the body as a whole, be under the
control of both brains simultaneously.
The subject is considered a single character and does not gain any
additional actions. Additional body parts might, however, provide the
thrasher, stable, or extra head traits.
If the brains are in disagreement over an action, the character suffers a
-5 penalty on any tests required to accomplish it. In addition, if they
both have control over the same body part, they must roll a resolve
competition to see whose will wins out. On a critical success, the
winner can ignore the -5 penalty, while they are locked in conflict and
stunned on a tie.
The conjoined body can use any skills possessed by either brain so
long as the one with the skill has control of the body parts required to
perform the task. The Gamekeeper may apply a narrative penalty to
physical tasks which require both minds to cooperate until they have
learned to work together in their new form.
Merged characters retain their own concentration, mana, and destiny
stores. If the effect lasts into the recovery phase, they will replenish a
shared pool of a size appropriate to a single character with their traits
and attributes. If they are later split, this pool is divided evenly
between them.
Metamagic Notes:
With the multi or mass metamagics, it is possible to join more than
two creatures together into a single entity. Such a being follows the
usual rules, but as all brains will probably get a say in things as each
additional mind brings with it a new level of complexity. To figure
out the maximum size of the new form, add together the weights of all
the various components and compare them to the size rating table in
Chapter Eight.
The empower metamagic can allow this spell to merge the being's
minds as well as bodies. Such beings can have any combination of
memories, skill proficiencies, personality traits, and ethos of the
component beings and mental attribute scores and traits are
distributed in the same was physical.

Flock
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
Flock transforms the subject into a mass of smaller creatures, granting
them the swarm trait. Their total size and abilities remain unchanged.
All animals in the flock are mentally linked and controlled by the
subject's mind. They can travel independently or as a group, but are
still limited to a single basic action in a given turn.
Wounds inflicted on the swarm carry over onto the subject, but the
subject cannot be killed unless each individual member of the flock is
slain.
Metamagic Notes:
The empowered version of this spell also replicates beast shape, for
example allowing the subject to gain flight by turning into a flock of
birds or fins and gills by turning into a school of fish.
Flood
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
This spell causes water to fill the affected area. If cast upon normally
dry ground, the area becomes sodden and swampy, creating rough
terrain. If cast upon an area containing an existing body of water, it
raises the level to fill the spell's area.
Flow
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Flow allows the caster to impose an unnatural shape, such as a wall or
spire, upon the liquid in the enchanted area. Such obstacles grant soft
cover.
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A second level of empower allows for a merger of the being's souls,
merging spiritual traits in a like manner.
The transfigure metamagic can be cast with fusion normally. The two
beings are then considered to be a single character and must pay back
excess character points over time. If left with additional body parts,
they must purchase the extra head, stable, or thrasher traits with
mutant and, if the component creatures were of different species, the
character also gains the hybrid quirk.

Relative age, size, gender, and appearance will be as similar as
possible, for example, a tall man with dark hair would become a large
male wolf with dark fur. Base attribute scores and proficiencies are
unchanged.
The character loses any inborn traits or attribute modifiers from their
current species and then gains those of their new species as well as
taking on its size rating.
The character's memories and personality are unchanged, although
they will instinctively know how to operate their new body, and if the
effect persists long enough their mind may change to match their new
form over time.
Metamorphosis cannot be used to assume nonliving shapes such as
those of automatons, spirits, or the undead.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic modifies the danger rating of
potential forms by ☆.
One level of the amplify metamagic allows for transformations
outside of the subject’s phylum, two levels outside of its kingdom,
and three levels can allow for truly alien life forms like the
mineralized lithovore or the photonic deva.
The transfigure metamagic can be applied to metamorphosis to
permanently change a character's species. If a player character is
changed into a species the Gamekeeper deems not fit for player use,
that character may become a non-player character until the condition
is reversed.
The baleful metamagic can be used if the subject is being transformed
into a form with a lower danger rating or one that cannot survive in
the current environment, for example, a fish out of water.

Hydro-Blast
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
Hydro-blast bathes the subject with a powerful jet of water. In
addition to inflicting damage, this magic missile can be used to
extinguish small fires and cool heated objects.
Metamagic Notes:
If the thunderclap metamagic is applied to this spell, the caster suffers
a -5 penalty when testing for damage but their subject also suffers a -5
penalty when rolling to avoid the secondary effects of the maneuver.
Lithe Blood
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
The subject's form becomes fluid and ever-shifting, allowing them to
move in odd ways that are hard for the eye to follow. They gain a +1
bonus to their dexterity score, to a maximum of fifteen.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the dexterity bonus
by a further +1.

Midas Touch
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Object
Midas touch transforms base elements into precious minerals such as
silver, gold, and gemstones. It can be used to ornament or increase the
value of an existing object or to turn something worthless into a
valuable resource.
The subject’s value is increased by one. If cast upon coins or jewelry,
their owner’s wealth score is increased by one instead.

Masquerade
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Masquerade transforms the subject into a perfect likeness of another
being. The assumed form must be of the same size rating and general
body shape.
This spell is often used for deception, fraud, and imitation, as well as
avoiding notice or simply giving someone the appearance of another
person whom they admire or desire.
This spell is purely cosmetic; the subject does not acquire the
attributes, traits, or skills of the assumed form, except for those with a
large cosmetic factor such as beauty, deformity, fat, or soothing voice.

Part Water
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Part water banishes all standing liquid from the spell's area. This
enchantment can be cast on a large body of water to lower the level or
to create a dry path in defiance of gravity. This spell has no effect on
the moisture within living beings or sealed containers.

Metamorphosis
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being (Living)
Metamorphosis is used to change the subject into a species of the
caster's choosing. The chosen species must be from the same phylum
and danger rating as the subject.
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Pseudopod
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Area
Pseudopod animates the water within the enchanted area, causing it to
rise up into a great liquid fist. The pseudopod uses the attributes of a
human extra with the journeyman template that is trained in unarmed.
All enemies are considered vulnerable to the psuedopod while they
are in the water, even if they are aquatic.
The psuedopod has the amorphous, chi, fins, and thrall traits. It
cannot be wounded or damaged, but the spell can be suppressed or
broken normally. The psuedopod will be destroyed if the water it
emerges from is evaporated and will be paralyzed if it is frozen.
Despite its liquid form, the psuedopod is quite adept at grappling and
any air breather that it has in a hold will suffocate until it can escape.
The psuedopod may not travel outside of the body of water or the
spell’s area, but it has a reach appropriate to a creature of its size.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the pseudopod's size
rating by two or advances its template by one step.

Simulacrum
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
Simulacrum creates a perfect copy of one living creature. To cast this
spell, the transmuter must either be in the presence of the original or
possess a piece of its body.
The simulacrum is created with empty pools of concentration, mana,
and destiny, although either the caster or the original can choose to
transfer any amount of their own into the copy immediately after
casting the spell. The simulacrum has the same memories, motives,
and personality as the original, but has free will and can develop in a
different direction over time. Even a copy of one's self may become a
rival in the end.
Metamagic Notes:
The transfigure metamagic will change this spell into an incantation,
making the copy a fully-realized living organism that can exist on its
own indefinitely. Simulacrums of fated characters are not necessarily
fated themselves.
Materialistic will also copy the being's equipment, but may not be
used alongside transfigure.
Partial can be used to copy only certain traits, such as duplicating a
being's body but leaving its memories blank.
Bind can be used to enslave the simulacrum to the transmuter's will.

Oasis
Difficulty:
25
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Oasis alters the local aquifer to channel water toward the subject,
creating a permanent and seemingly natural spring of drinkable water
in even the driest lands.

Switch Gender
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Switch gender changes the subject’s sex. The subject's body retains a
similar appearance, albeit altered to match their new gender, and has
the same scores, traits, and abilities.
The subject undergoes no real mental alterations, but hormonal
changes may have mild effects on the subject’s behavior.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell allows for the creation of hermaphroditic or
androgynous forms or can assign a male or female gender to a species
that normally lacks such distinctions.

Riptide
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Riptide creates a strong current that affects all liquids within the
enchanted area. This current has a direction of the transmuter's
choosing and a speed of one pace per turn.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic exponentially doubles the
speed of the current.

Tonsorial Modification
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being (Living)
Tonsorial modification is a simple transformation spell that can apply
minor alterations to the subject similar to those of a good barber or
cosmetician. Hair and nails can be styled, lengthened, shaved, cut, or
colored, and makeup can be removed or applied. This spell does not
prevent the subject's hair from growing normally in the future.
Metamagic Notes:
The transfigure metamagic can permanently alter a being so that its
hair, nails, or skin naturally grow in the chosen color or style from
that point on, no matter how bizarre or outlandish.

Sculpt Features
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being (Living)
Each casting of the sculpt features spell allows a single alteration of
the subject's body. The change can be anything so long as it is
appropriate for a being of the subject's age, species, and gender.
Some examples include changing texture or color of skin, eyes, or
hair, the addition or removal of markings, altering the size or shape of
a body part, or changing apparent ethnicity.
The change must be purely cosmetic and cannot alter a subject's
attributes or traits in any way.
Metamagic Notes:
The empower metamagic will allow for cosmetic changes outside the
norm for the subject's species, age, or gender.
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Transformation
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Transformation changes the subject from one substance into another.
The new substance can be whatever the caster likes so long as it is
made of traditional matter and does not significantly increase the
object's value. Objects which are transformed into organic substances
are dead and inert.

Wyrd Spells
Agitate Aether
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Agitate aether releases the magical energy contained within a potion
in a destructive burst of chaotic energy. This spell can target elixirs,
holy water, tonics, and periapts. The subject will explode and anyone
within one pace will test for damage with an adjustment equal to the
caster’s wyrd score.
A character who is carrying the subject can roll to resist the spell, but
if they fail they cannot evade the explosion. Other characters caught
in the blast can evade normally.
Metamagic Notes:
The enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the distance at which
characters must test for damage.

Tsunami
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Tsunami causes all water in the affected area to rise up and smash
down upon those within. This spell tests for damage against all
characters within its area and knocks them prone.
Characters who are swimming at the time are not knocked prone but
are instead pulled under and begin suffocating.
At least half of the spell’s area must be filled with water or other
liquids.

Bedlam
Difficulty:
*
Type:
*
Subject:
*
Bedlam can replicate any other spell regardless of school. It functions
as the new spell in every way except that it is cast using the wyrd skill
rather than that of its native school and uses the caster's wyrd score
for damage tests.
There is, however, one downside. The spell will perform somewhat
randomly, as determined by rolling a dice and consulting the chart
below.
Some of these results may require a ruling on the part of the
Gamekeeper to resolve. Reroll if the result is a spell for which the
current subject is not a viable target.

Walk on Water
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Any
This enchantment grants supernatural balance and buoyancy to its
subject. They may not swim, rather they can walk, sit, stand, jump, or
even run along a liquid surface as if they were on solid ground.
If the subject is underwater at the time of the spell's casting, it will be
drawn to the surface.
If the subject has fins, they may choose to swim normally while
touching the water’s surface, but may not dive deeper.

1-5
6-7

Water Breathing
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment)
Subject:
Being
This spell grants the amphibious trait to its subject, allowing them to
breathe both water and air with equal ease.
At the transmuter's option, water breathing can allow the subject to
breathe in liquids other than water, although it does not protect from
toxicity or other hazards, only suffocation.

8-9
10-11
12-13
14-15
16+

Apply a random metamagic to the spell
Bedlam replicates the effects of a similar spell from a
random school
Bedlam replicates the effects of a random spell from the
same school
Bedlam replicates the effects of a random spell from a
random school
The spell affects a random viable subject
The spell's parameters are determined randomly.
Roll twice and apply both results

Metamagic Notes:
Metamagics affect bedlam in the same way as the spell that it
replicates.
Benediction
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Being
Benediction gives the subject a temporary run of good fortune and
grants them a point of destiny.
Metamagic Note:
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Each level of the empower metamagic grants an additional point of
destiny and increases the mana cost of the spell by one per subject.

blessings upon the subject are immediately removed. If desecrate is
cast upon a vial of holy water or holy ground, it loses its hallowed
status.

Blaspheme
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Blaspheme wreathes the subject in ill fate, making them anathema to
the cosmos. The subject loses one point of destiny.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic removes an additional point of
destiny.

Determine Chance
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Akashic
Determine chance will tell the caster the odds of success for a single
event, from games of chance to quantum fluctuations. This spell can
be cast before deciding to undertake an action to know the precise
difficulty of a test.

Body of Chaos
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
The subject of this spell becomes an ever-shifting field of potential,
eternally changing into whatever suits them at the moment. The
subject gains the major version of the shapeshifter trait. Once the
enchantment ends, the subject returns to their initial form; more or
less.

Effluvia
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Calling
Effluvia causes ectoplasm to seep through the Veil and take on a
physical form resembling an object of the caster's choosing. It can
then be used as a normal item of the chosen type. The item is of an
ordinary quality and books or scrolls which are created by this spell
are always blank.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the object's quality
by one step, to a maximum of +5.

Cantrip of the Fool
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation (Cantrip)
Subject:
Any
This cantrip brings about gross alterations of luck which can only
result from complete insanity and can affect gaming and
miscellaneous skill tests as well as any dice which is rolled that is not
part of a traditional test such as generating a random result off a table.

Entropy Bolt
Difficulty:
Opposed by target’s dodge
Type:
Incantation (Magic Missile)
Subject:
Any
The caster blasts their opponent with a burst of ever-shifting chaotic
energy. This energy is constantly in flux and contact with it replicates
a random type of damage, as determined by a roll on the following
chart:

Control Chance
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Object
Control chance allows the wild mage to choose the outcome of one
small, random event such as the (in-game) roll of a dice, flip of a coin,
or drawing from a deck of cards.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Dark Age
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
All technology within the enchanted area shuts down and becomes
inert. Exactly what constitutes technology is up to the Gamekeeper,
but it certainly includes all manmade explosives, steam engines, guns,
and electrical devices.

Physical (Blunt)
Physical (Edged)
Physical (Projectile)
Wood
Bone
Holy
Unholy
Silver
Iron
Random Mineral

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Cold
Heat
Force
Sonic
Electric
Chemical
Void
Radiant
Magic
Roll twice and apply both results

Extrusion
Difficulty:
30
Type:
Enchantment (Augment II)
Subject:
Being
The caster shapes the target’s aura into a strange new form, and it
stains into the physical world as semi-solid appendages of raw
ectoplasm. The subject gains the thrasher trait.

Desecrate
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
Desecrate brings about a sudden rush of sacrilegious energy,
censuring the subject and belying the will of the gods. Any priestly
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Flux
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation (Focus)
Subject:
Special
The flux spell creates a small fluctuation in reality, altering the
immediate past. Casting flux is a reflexive action that can be
performed after a dice has been rolled but before the results have
taken effect.
The dice is then rerolled in exactly the same manner as if the caster
had spent a point of destiny, although any dice can be rerolled so long
as the character performing the task is a viable target for the flux spell.
There is no roll to resist flux as it targets events rather than the
characters performing them.
Metamagic Notes:
A flux spell cast with the alacrity metamagic does not count against
the usual limit of a single reflexive action being taken in response to
any given event.

Ooblek
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Ooblek coats the subject with blobs of sticky ectoplasm that limit
mobility and lift. Flying subjects lose one level of maneuverability;
those reduced to gliding will be forced to land and those who have
their ability to fly removed entirely will fall and must tumble upon
landing.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic removes an additional level of
maneuverability.
Ordain
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
A crafty wild mage can defy even the gods, stealing their power for
his or her own ends. The subject of this spell is blessed in a skill or
aspect of the caster's choosing as if by a priest.

Jinx
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Jinx infects its victim with horribly bad luck. The subject suffers a -1
penalty to all tests as everything that can go wrong does.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic applies an additional -1 penalty
to the subject's tests.

Reign of Chaos
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being or Area
Reign of chaos can be cast either upon a single subject or use to
blanket an area. In either case, the effects are the same, doubling the
threshold for fortune, both good and bad, on every task which the
subject, or those within the enchanted area, undertakes.
This normally means that when the subject rolls a natural 1 or 2 on a
test, they invoke bad fortune and a natural roll of 19 or 20 invokes
good fortune.
Note that reign of chaos only applies to the initial roll, the fortune
dice themselves are not affected.

Limbo
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
Limbo opens up a rift into the deep Astral Plane, allowing the
qliphothic entities that dwell there partial access to Pangaea. Although
the rift is not big enough for the beings to enter our dimension wholly,
they can still force their tentacles into our world, seeking victims to
drag back into their own maddening domain.
Any character that begins their turn inside the enchanted area is
automatically hit by the grapple maneuver as described in Chapter
Four. This works exactly like an ordinary grapple save that no
damage test is made. The tentacles have an effective might score
equal to the caster’s wyrd.
The tentacles can be damaged, perhaps freeing those trapped within,
but it offers only momentary respite as there are always more waiting
to take the injured tentacle's place while it regenerates.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic provides a +5 bonus to the
spell’s grapple tests.

Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell increases the threshold by a further one, to a
maximum of bad fortune on a 1-10 and good fortune on an 11-20.
Seal Fate
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
Seal fate solidifies the subject’s future, fixing it in the cosmos. While
under this spell, the subject cannot use destiny to reroll dice.
Sense Fate
Difficulty:
10
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Any
With the successful casting of sense fate, a wild mage is granted
insight into the twisted weave of chance and probability that swirl
around the target. The caster learns whether the subject is an extra or
a fated character as well as their current supply of destiny.
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Shift Tolerance
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject of shift tolerance must have some sort of supernatural
weakness, resistance, or invulnerability to a certain material. The
material which the trait applies to is changed to another material of
the wild mage's choosing.

This spell only works on active tasks; it cannot be used on defensive
abilities such as evading an area attack, resisting a spell, or staving off
the secondary effects of an attack with fortitude or might.
Metamagic Notes:
Empowering this spell will cause a fumble rather than a simple
failure.
Tulpa
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Link)
Subject:
Calling
Tulpa summons a mass of ectoplasm in the semblance of a living
creature. The shape must be that of a mundane humanoid or animal.
The nature of the tulpa is obvious to those knowledgeable in such
things as it is clearly made of ectoplasm rather than flesh and blood.
The tulpa uses the template for a journeyman member of any
humanoid or animal species that has a danger rating of zero or less.
The tulpa has the same proficiencies as the caster.
Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic can increase the creature's
template by one step, increase the danger rating of the available base
creatures by ☆, or give the tulpa any single merit, including an inborn
merit.
If a tulpa is given spellcasting abilities, it draws from the caster's
mana score rather than its own.

Spirit Armor
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment (Augment, Shroud)
Subject:
Any
Spirit armor forms a protective barrier around the subject, appearing
to those who can see into the spirit world as a gleaming suit of armor
inscribed with glowing runes of protection. This armor does not
protect from physical, or even most magical, attacks, instead it
defends the subject from cruel twists of fate.
Whenever the subject rerolls a dice (using destiny, flux, kismet, a
priest's blessing, etc.) they may choose to keep the original result
instead.
Tapestry
Difficulty:
20
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Any
Tapestry is unique amongst magic in that it alters not the concrete
reality of the world, but rather the subjective nature of things and their
relationships. It can be used to change the subject's name, social
standing, familial relationships, citizenship, group affiliation, or the
like. It can also be used to change the subjective reality of an event,
for example temporarily changing the nature of morality to allow
someone to freely violate their code of honor.
Only the spell's caster will realize that anything has changed,
everyone else, including the subject, will accept the altered reality as
normal, although an insight test might let them realize something is
off, the difficulty based on the plausibility of the new reality.
Metamagic Notes:
If the transfigure metamagic is applied to this spell it will reshape the
world so that the new reality appears to have always been the correct
one, up to and including altering the memories of those who knew the
subject.
One or more levels of the empower metamagic might be required for
especially grand or implausible changes in reality, at the
Gamekeeper’s discretion.

Vertigo
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Being
The subject’s perceptions are grossly distorted and they will have
great difficulty figuring out what is going on around them. At the start
of the character's turn, they must declare what action they wish to
undertake and then roll a difficulty 20 reason test. On a success, they
may use the chosen ability normally.
On a failure, they will instead move in a random direction and then
perform their chosen ability on the first viable subject in their path. If
there is no viable subject in their path, they will continue moving as
far as they are able, possibly wandering into a hazard.
1-2:
3-4:
5-6:
7-8:
9-10:

North
Northeast
East
Southeast
South

11-12:
13-14:
15-16:
17-18:
19-20:

Southwest
West
Northwest
Stand still and target self
Winding path, roll twice

Metamagic Notes:
Each level of the empower metamagic increases the difficulty of the
reason test by ten.

Touch of Catastrophe
Difficulty:
15
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Being
Touch of catastrophe brings about the worst luck possible. The
subject automatically fails any skill test which they take before the
start of the caster’s next turn.
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Vortex
Difficulty:
35
Type:
Incantation
Subject:
Area
Vortex rips a hole in the fabric of reality, sundering the Veil and
allowing the Astral Realm and the Abyss to freely bleed over into the
material world.
Randomly select a spell from any school. Within the vortex, that spell
will occur spontaneously upon any viable subject. Roll to resist at the
start of every turn. Parameters are determined randomly.
At the end of the act, the vortex will begin moving in a random
direction and speed, and will dissipate at the end of the mission.
Metamagic Notes:
Applying a level of the empower metamagic allows the caster to
either choose the specific parameters of the vortex or the direction it
will travel.

Weaving
Difficulty:
40
Type:
Enchantment
Subject:
Area
The most powerful wild mages do not need to content themselves
with merely bending or even breaking the rules, they can rewrite them
entirely. This spell allows the caster to actually change the laws of
nature within the enchanted area, freely altering, adding, or removing
a single property of the universe.
The mechanics for this spell are simple; the caster can change the
rules of the game. Such changes must be applied more or less
universally within the area and applied fairly across the board, but
that does not mean that the new rules cannot give the caster a
tremendous situational advantage.
The Gamekeeper must approve any changes to the rules, but they
should not be overly stingy or dogmatic in doing so, this spell is, after
all, the ultimate expression of freedom and chaos.
Characters that are directly changed by this alteration may use their
resolve skill to resist the spell and retain some semblance of internal
consistency.

Placeholder Artwork
TBD
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A level of annihilate can also allow a spell which inflicts edged, blunt,
or projectile damage to replicate a specific material.
Any spell modified by annihilate may also attach the prismatic
metamagic if the damage type is changed to one which can be
produced by a magic missile of the new school, for example, heat
with evocation, electric with technomancy, or chemical with
transmutation.

Metamagics
Alacrity
+10 Difficulty
An alacritous spell takes no time to cast, changing the world instantly
in a puff of smoke. Casting a spell with alacrity is a quick action.
Alacritous spells cast from a grimoire ignore the usual limits on
repeated verbal actions.
Multiple levels of alacrity allow the caster to ignore the limitations on
repeated quick actions; two levels allow a second alacritous spell to
be cast, three levels a third, and so on.

Arcane
+5 Difficulty
An arcane spell does not affect traditional subjects, instead, it bonds
itself to existing enchantments. The spell can be cast upon any
standing enchantment and can affect it in much the same manner as it
would a character. Obviously, not every spell works with every
enchantment, the Gamekeeper will need to make the final ruling on
the effects of any given spell combination.
Some examples of arcane effects would be:
A mana shield that protects an enchantment from anti-magic.
A teleport spell used to move an area affecting enchantment to a new
location.
A transformative enchantment made subtler by a spell such as dim,
alter concept, or a sympathetic suggestion.

All-Seeing
+5 Difficulty
Spells are not omniscient, they are normally limited to analyzing that
which is plainly apparent. Spells such as circle of protection or the
contingency metamagic are often set to activate only when certain
triggers are met, and this metamagic allows those triggers to be things
that would normally be beyond the sight of the magic.
If a character has something to hide, they can resist analysis by allseeing in the same manner as a subject would resist the spell it is
applied to.
Each level of this metamagic allows the spell to do one of the
following; analyze a being's ethos, analyze a living creature's state of
health, analyze the probability of an event, analyze the subtleties of a
being's physiology or a machine's working, detect a being's emotions,
detect energy levels and potential reactions, detect hidden objects,
gather information at any range, judge a subject based on their prior
condition or previous actions, read a being's thoughts and memories,
or see through illusions.

Balefire
+5 Difficulty
Balefire intensifies one fiery spell, transforming the flames into
supernatural hellfire. Balefire burns in eerie colors and with heat and
intensity far greater than any normal flame. Anyone damaged by the
spell is also set on fire.
Baleful
-5 Difficulty
Baleful can be applied to any augment spell which grants a merit or
provides a bonus to one of the character's scores, turning it malefic
and harmful.
The spell loses the augment quality. If the spell normally provided a
bonus to a score, it now provides an equivalent penalty instead, and if
it provided a merit, it instead either takes away the same merit or
imposes a flaw that has roughly opposite effects.

Alteration
+5 Difficulty
Alteration can be applied to dispel magic or to any counterspell.
Rather than negating the spell entirely, it allows the caster to restate
the specified parameters of the spell. For example, a metamorphosis
spell used to turn a man into a toad could be made to turn them into a
lion, an emotion spell used to inspire hate in a being could be changed
to joy, or a being geased to take part in a bank robbery could have
their geas altered to force them to protect the bank from the other
thieves.

Bane
No Difficulty Modifier
Bane can be applied to any cantrip type spell to reverse its effects,
forcing the subject to roll two dice and apply the worst result.
If bane is cast as part of a delayed action, it will automatically
interrupt the subject, being cast after their action has been declared
but before any dice have been rolled.

Amplify
+3 Difficulty
Amplify directly boosts the power and force of a given spell. Each
level of this metamagic provides a +2 bonus when testing for damage
inflicted by the affected spell.
Note that this only applies to the damage adjustment of the spell itself,
not to indirect effects such as a called being's attacks.
Amplify has no effect on shrouds.

Bind
+5 Difficulty
Bind can be cast in conjunction with spells that summon or create
minions for the caster. It robs the subjects of their free will, forcing
them to obey the caster’s orders without question as if they were their
thrall. The spell gains the link property.
The subject retains their own mind and can still act normally if doing
so would not contradict their master's orders.
If the subject is ordered to do something which is against their nature,
they can use the snap out of it ability to break the binding, possibly
even going berserk or turning on their master.

Annihilate
+5 Difficulty
Annihilate can be applied to any spell that inflicts damage. The
damage type is changed to one of the caster’s choosing; edged, blunt,
projectile, or an energy type.
Multiple levels of this metamagic add additional damage types,
allowing a spell to be several things at once, counting as whatever is
most effective against a given target.
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Bomb
+10 Difficulty
Bomb can be applied to any spell which normally affects a single
target, changing its subject to an area. All viable subjects within the
spell’s area are affected as if they had been targeted individually. One
cannot evade a bomb spell, but it can be dodged or resisted normally.

Conduit
+5 Difficulty
Spells affected by conduit have the energy necessary to cross the Veil.
Spirits can apply this metamagic to affect material targets and
corporeal sorcerers can affect those within the Dreamtime. Note that it
is still necessary to target the spell's subject, and those without the
channel trait will often be firing blind.
A second level of this metamagic creates spells that exist in both
realms simultaneously.
The Gotterdammerung forbids most spirits from directly interfering in
mortal affairs, meaning that they cannot use this metamagic unless
acting in self-defense or at the subject’s behest.

Boon
+10 Difficulty
Boon greatly enhances the strength of a cantrip type spell, each level
allowing one additional dice to be rolled on an affected test and the
best result chosen.
Bubble of Hope
+15 Difficulty
A golden sheath of magical energy surrounds the spell and shields it
from the cold knives of banality. A spell enhanced with bubble of
hope is unaffected by null zones.

Constant
+15 Difficulty
Constant can be used to send a spell back in time, its effects occurring
at some point in the past as chosen by the caster. The subject of the
spell must be a viable target in the present, and they can resist by
using either their resolve score at the time of the spell's casting or
when it is to take effect; whichever has a higher chance of success.
The caster can choose the precise moment in the subject's past when
the spell is to take effect. From that point on, it is the Gamekeeper,
not the chronomancer, who decides how the change to the past alters
the present. This spell tries to minimize damage to the timeline with
events playing out as similarly as possible to the original events after
factoring in the effects of the spell. Major changes to the course of
history or to other people's lives will simply have come about in some
other manner or by someone else's hand.
If constant is combined with the subtle metamagic, it can simply alter
how past events played out or even change the way things have
always been, for example, casting a constant subtle doom on a person
might have caused them to be stillborn and a constant subtle
metamorphosis might cause the subject to have born as a member of a
different species.

Cascade
+5 Difficulty
Cascade can be applied to any spell which allows the caster to make a
decision about its effects. Cascade allows the caster to perform
multiple effects with the same casting. So, for example, sculpt
features could be used to change the color of someone's hair and eyes
at the same time, and twist identity could make someone believe they
were both a soldier and a citizen of a foreign country. There is no
limit to how many effects can be applied per casting so long as they
are all legal uses of the spell, affect the same subject(s), and are not
contradictory.
If applied to an augment spell, each additional effect uses chakras
separately.
Celerity
+5 Difficulty
Celerity can only be applied to a spell that has also been enhanced
with alacrity or counterspell. It allows the spell to be cast as a
reflexive action outside of the caster's normal turn. If the caster
wishes to use the spell to interrupt another character's action, they
must take an opposed initiative test in the same manner as the delay
ability.

Contingency
+5 Difficulty
Contingency is a more advanced version of the delay metamagic.
Rather than being triggered voluntarily, the spell will automatically be
released under certain circumstances, even if the anchor is unwilling,
disabled, or dead.
Some examples of contingencies would be; “Heal me If I am
injured,” “Disintegrate my enemy if I am attacked,” “Cast dispel
magic on me if I am hexed,” “Teleport me to my sanctum if I am
trapped,” and so on.
The condition can be whatever the caster likes, but the Gamekeeper
can veto those that are too broad or nebulous.
Unless modified by the multi or mass metamagics, a contingency can
only respond to a single event at a given time. If multiple events
would trigger the contingency simultaneously, it will respond to
whatever the caster would find the most efficient, even if they cannot
consciously make the decision at the time.
Contingency is not omniscient. If the trigger would not be apparent to
the caster's normal senses if they were in the anchor's place, then the
contingency will not activate unless also modified by the appropriate
form of the all-seeing metamagic.

Cloak
+3 Difficulty
A cloaked spell becomes subtler and more difficult for others to
identify. Each level of this metamagic imposes a -5 penalty on any
attempts to analyze the spell with the spellcraft or sense magic
abilities.
Compassionate
-5 Difficulty
This metamagic can be applied to any spell which heals or prevents
harm. This includes most restoration spells as well as spells that
remove flaws or negate harmful magics.
Rather than disappearing entirely, the effects are transferred to the
caster. This bypasses any normal immunities or protections the caster
may have.
If used with proxy to transfer the malady to an unwilling character,
this metamagic's difficulty modifier is increased to +5.
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Control
+5 Difficulty
Control allows the caster to continually alter the parameters of an
enchantment. For example, the task demanded by the geas spell could
change with the beguiler's mood and a being altered by the
metamorphosis spell could continuously change from one species to
another.
Altering the parameters of a spell is a basic action (simple). A second
level of control reduces it to a quick action, and a third to reflexive.

Delay
+3 Difficulty
A spell that has been affected by delay is not cast immediately, but is
instead anchored in place and set to go off at a specified time.
When this spell is initially cast, it is tethered to a specific being,
object, or point in space, which must be targeted normally and may
resist as if they were the subject.
After choosing a tether, the caster nominates a subject for the spell
and determines its parameters. With Gamekeeper approval, vague or
conditional subjects and parameters might be allowed. Things like
“the closest person”, “whatever I am looking”, “whomever I last
spoke to”, etc. are ok, but not “whatever I want” or “whatever would
be most useful”.
The caster chooses a specified amount of time and, when it comes to
pass, the spell will be released, targeting the chosen subject if they are
within range of the spell's tether. The subject then resists normally.
Delay is often used by mages who wish to appear unrelated to the
casting, or to get close to a target they would not normally be allowed
near. Note that the spell's subject and tether can be one and the same,
making this metamagic both an effective boon and threat.
Delayed magic missiles always strike true unless the target can make
a dodge test with a difficulty equal to 10 + the caster’s occult score;
any difficulty modifiers for metamagics are instead applied to the
target’s dodge score.
Once the spell has been released, it begins its duration fresh
regardless of how long ago the initial casting occurred.
Additional metamagics are applied separately, either to the creation of
the tether or to the released spell.
The tether fades if it is not released before the end of the act. A
second level of delay allows it to persist for an entire mission, and a
third level indefinitely.
While a spell lies dormant, it remains within its tether and can be
sensed with insight and can be affected by anti-magic in the same
manner as an enchantment.
A tethered spell with the focus property may be required to expend
additional mana to fully utilize other metamagics, for example mass
or multi. If this extra mana is not available when the spell is triggered,
the additional effects simply do not happen. The caster can choose to
sacrifice additional mana for these purposes when first casting the
spell, and they can later recharge the tether with strengthen or reclaim
unused mana from it with cannibalize magic.

Cooperative
No Difficulty Modifier
With cooperative casting, multiple mages can work together to cast a
single spell using the normal rules for assisting. All participants must
be within range and able to target the spell's subject. If the spell goes
off successfully, all the mages who participated are considered the
spell's caster unless they selected a single ritual-master beforehand.
The casters must also assist one another when testing for damage
from the cooperative spell.
Only one mage needs to spend the mana cost to cast the spell, chosen
at the time of casting.
On a fumble, each mage suffers the consequences of the miscast.
The spell automatically fails if the casters cannot agree on the details.
There is no maximum distance between the casters so long as they
can coordinate casting times.
When a cooperative spell is cast as a ritual, each magi can expend
concentration to apply metamagics separately. The ritual-master does
so normally, then the second mage applies metamagics at double the
normal concentration cost, then the third mage applies them at triple
cost, and so on.
Counterspell
Special
Just as magic can be used to alter reality, so to can it be used to
maintain it. A successful, counterspell negates the opposing wizard's
spell exactly as if they had failed their skill test to cast it.
A counterspell must be cast as the wizard observes another character
casting a spell or using an elixir or artifact that replicates one. If taken
as a reflexive action, for example with the delay ability, it always
goes simultaneously with the effect it is attempting to counter.
Counterspells may target either the opposing spell's caster or subject,
cost mana as normal, and have a casting difficulty equal to that of the
spell being countered.
A counterspell interacts with metamagics in much the same way as
anti-magic. It can also be enhanced with metamagics of its own as
well, for example reaching to counterspell at a distance, multi to
counter several spells at once, or piercing to make it harder to be
countered in turn. Such metamagics modify the casting difficulty of
the counterspell normally.
A counterspell may not be resisted by either the initial caster or the
subject. A counterspell can, however, be countered by another
counterspell.

Deplorable
-5 Difficulty
By speaking the deplorable word, the caster’s hatred is made manifest
and lashes out at their enemies, striking them where they are most
vulnerable, but at a terrible cost.
The caster suffers all negative effects of the spell along with its
subject. If the spell is beneficial, the caster will instead suffer the
opposite effect.
These negative effects override most forms of immunity and
protection. Should the caster find some clever means of bypassing or
ignoring the consequences, they will instead rebound onto something
or someone for which they care deeply.
If a character is forced to cast this metamagic against their will, the
rebound effect will instead apply to whoever gave the order.

Counterfeit
+5 Difficulty
Counterfeit hides the caster's ren and substitutes it with any other ren
that the caster is familiar with. Any attempts to use insight or
information-gathering magic will show the false ren’s owner as the
spell's caster.
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Dissipate
+2 Difficulty
A spell modified with this metamagic can be broken by performing a
specific action, the nature of which is determined by the caster during
the casting. The action can be as vague or as specific as the caster
likes, but it cannot be something they alone can do.

allow chosen beings to bypass the blockade; specific individuals,
organizations, species, or those bearing a certain object.
An exception can also be set up to grant passage to those who speak a
password or perform a required task.
In the case of tangible blockades such as those created by barrier, an
actual hole in the spell will temporarily open to allow passage, and it
might be possible for a swift character to slip in uninvited before it
closes.
This metamagic can also be used to create a transportation spell such
as connect space, gate, or pass wall which only admits characters that
meet the proper criteria.

Dismissal
+3 Difficulty
Dismissal can be applied to any enchantment, causing it to fade
prematurely at a time specified during the casting.
A second level of dismissal instead allows the caster to break the spell
at any time as a quick action (simple).
A third rank allows the caster to suppress the enchantment at any time
as a quick action (simple). After they have done so, the caster may use
another quick action (simple) to reactivate it.

Expand
+10 Difficulty
Expand can be applied to any cantrip with a subject that is currently
undertaking a complex action that falls under the spell's purview.
When their task is complete, the cantrip will take effect, allowing the
subject to roll two dice and pick the best result.
A second level of this metamagic allows it to affect a laborious action
in the same manner.

Echoes
+5 Difficulty
Echoes must be combined with another metamagic that tethers the
spell in place or with glyph. The spell can be triggered one additional
time for each level of echoes that was applied.
If the spell requires focus, each level of the echoes metamagic
increases the spell’s mana cost by one, although a willing tether may
pay the additional mana cost for the caster.

Extend
+5 Difficulty
Extend prolongs the effects of an enchantment, drawing it out from
mere moments to hours, days, or even years.
A single level of this metamagic allows an enchantment to last until
the end of the following act, or up to a day of narrative time.
Two levels of this metamagic allow the enchantment to last for an
entire mission, or up to a month of narrative time.
A third level of this metamagic allows an enchantment cast with it to
last until the end of the following mission, or up to a year of narrative
time.
Each additional level increases the spell's duration by a factor of ten.

Empower
+5 Difficulty
Empower increases the power and effectiveness of the spell. Exactly
how this manifests varies from spell to spell, and many spells have
sample effects listed in their descriptions.
If an effect is not listed for a given spell, a creative mage might be
able to come up with one, pending the Gamekeeper's approval.
Augment spells require an additional chakra per level of the empower
metamagic. If the subject does not have any extra chakras to spare,
they can still benefit from the spell's normal effects.

Falsify
+5 Difficulty
Falsify must be applied alongside a counterspell that is used against
an information-gathering spell. If successful, the spell does not fail,
but instead grants the spell’s caster whatever false information is
concocted by the countering mage.
If the false information is inconsistent with what the caster already
knows, they may take a reason test to tell something is wrong. The
difficulty of the reason test is determined by the Gamekeeper based
on the plausibility of the false vision.

Enlarge
+3 Difficulty
Each level of the enlarge metamagic exponentially doubles the radius
of an area spell. This metamagic applies normally to planes and lines,
albeit only along the dimensions that they occupy.
Exalt
+5 Difficulty
This metamagic can be applied to any spell and changes its type to
enchantment, its subject to being, and adds the augment property. The
normal effects of the spell are lost, instead, they are implanted within
the subject's flesh. While under this enchantment, the subject can cast
the spell as a mystic gift.
The caster can voluntarily transfer any amount of mana to their
subject during the casting of an exalted spell, but this mana can only
be used to power the mystic gift.
One level of this metamagic replicates the weaker variant of mystic
gift which can only target the subject, a second level replicates the full
trait.

Fel
+5 Difficulty
The fel metamagic imbues the spell with profane energy which,
defiles the bodies of those it touches. Any character who is killed by
this spell will rise as a zombie as if subjected to the animate dead
spell.
Two levels of this metamagic will instead cause those killed to rise as
wights, three levels as wraiths, and four levels as revenants.
Flash
-5 Difficulty
Flash greatly shortens an enchantment type spell, causing it to fade at
the start of the caster's next turn. Spells modified with this metamagic
lose the augment and shroud qualities.

Exception
+5 Difficulty
This metamagic can be applied to any enchantment which impedes
mobility such as circle of protection, forcefield, oubliette, sentinel,
ward, wall of fire, or web, etc. The caster can set a criterion that will
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Flash cannot be combined with any other metamagic that modifies the
spell’s duration, for example, extend, tie, or permanency. Incantations
that are made persistent may be affected by flash normally.

Glyph
-5 Difficulty
The glyph metamagic etches a magical symbol into a piece of
equipment. This metamagic is used alongside imbue when creating an
armament or talisman and removes the additional mana cost for doing
so.
The artifact lies dormant until activated; a reflexive action (simple). It
will then function normally until the start of the bearer's next turn, at
which point the magic is broken and the receptacle becomes mundane
once again. The bearer can choose to activate a glyph after a dice is
rolled but before the result is applied.
Artifacts that are affected by this metamagic do not require
attunement.

Fleeting
+5 Difficulty
The fleeting metamagic can be applied to any enchantment type spell.
The effects of the enchantment are always suppressed except under
certain circumstances. For example, a spell that is only active when
enemies are nearby or during daylight hours.
Fluctuation
No Difficulty Modifier
The power level of the spell is enhanced by a burst of chaotic energy.
Each time this metamagic is applied choose a single other metamagic
with numerical effects such as amplify, enlarge, empower, or
piercing, then roll a dice.
If the dice comes up even, the metamagic is applied as normal with no
difficulty modifier, if the result of the dice is odd, apply the opposite
effect. It is possible for this metamagic to turn a normally beneficial
spell detrimental or vice versa.
If this metamagic is applied to a spell without direct numerical
variables, the Gamekeeper must decide how the effects will be
reversed, if at all, on a case-by-case basis.
This metamagic may be applied to the same spell up to ten times.
Each level is rolled simultaneously using a separate dice.

Gradual
No Difficulty Modifier
This spell does not come into effect all at once, instead, it slowly
takes hold of its subject over time. The caster chooses what
circumstances will cause the spell's effects to advance, and they can
be anything from the natural passage of time to actions taken on the
part of the caster or the subject; for example, a sculpt features spell
which makes its subject's nose grow anytime they tell a lie.
Before a gradual spell has fully taken hold, it can be suppressed or
broken as if it was an enchantment.
This spell has no difficulty modifier, but it might reduce the cost of
other metamagics if the Gamekeeper believes that it will negatively
impact the spell's effectiveness.
For example, an empowered curse cast during a tense action scene
which applies a -1 penalty at the start of each of the subject's turns
rather than all at once or a gradual transformation spell which will
apply the transfigure metamagic and become permanent if the subject
cannot find a way to break the spell before the end of the act.

Generational
+5 Difficulty
A being that is under the effects of an enchantment that has been
modified by the generational metamagic is not only blessed (or
cursed) themselves, but so is the rest of their line. If the subject
procreates while under the effects of the spell, the effect will be
passed on to their children.
The spell goes into effect once the offspring are born and will fade
normally over time. While they are still in the womb, prospective
subjects are considered part of the mother's body rather than an
independent subject. Attaching a delay or hang metamagic to the
effect to delay the onset of the enchantment (usually until adulthood)
is also quite common.
Further levels of this metamagic cause the spell to pass on to
additional generations.
If cast alongside the transfigure metamagic, generational will actually
alter the subject's genes and pass the traits on to all future
descendants.

Hang
+5 Difficulty
Hang works like delay except that the caster chooses when to release
the spell rather than selecting a set time. Releasing a spell is a basic
action (simple) on the part of the caster which requires no additional
skill test or mana expenditure.
Instead of increasing the time before the tether fades, an additional
level of hang can allow the spell to be released as a quick action. A
further level can then allow it to be released as a reflexive action in
the same manner as a delayed ability.
The caster may also grant the tether the ability to release the spell on
their own with a like action.

Glimmer
+10 Difficulty
This metamagic can be applied to any cantrip, completely removing
the mana cost and replacing it with the caster’s dedication.
A glimmering cantrip must be cast simultaneously with the action it is
affected, and may not be modified with metamagics such as alacrity
or hang that quicken this process. Likewise, using it alongside expand
will increase the action type to cast the cantrip into a complex or
laborious action with the resultant concentration cost.

Harmonious
+10 Difficulty
Harmonious can be applied to any shroud, allowing it to exist
alongside other protective magics.
With one level of this metamagic, the subject uses whichever shroud
their controlling player believes most beneficial against any given
attack, as decided by the controlling player before any dice are rolled.
In the case of a continuous shroud such as bark skin or chill reaving,
deactivation lasts until the end of the subject’s next turn.
Two levels of this metamagic allows the shroud to exist freely
alongside other shrouds and aegises, both effects protecting the
subject simultaneously with fully cumulative effects.
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Note that all shrouds still require separate chakras, and that multiple
applications of the same shroud do not stack.

A second level of the metamagic allows the transfer to be made as a
quick action, and a third level reflexive.

Imbue
Special
This metamagic is used to turn an object into an artifact. The caster
must choose one artifact from those found in Chapter Five (or work
with the Gamekeeper to create their own) which is appropriate to the
subject (called the receptacle) and expend an amount of additional
mana equal to its power level. This extra mana is not refunded on a
critical success or by the renew property and if multiple artifacts are
created with the same spell, each one must be paid for separately.
Any spell can be used as the base for this metamagic so long as it is of
the correct school, though mystic gifts and miracles cannot be used to
create artifacts.
The creation of an artifact can be stopped normally by counterspells
but, once the magic is bound within a receptacle, it cannot be
suppressed or broken. If not fortified with ambrosia, the artifact's
powers will fade at the end of the act, but can be tied or extended in
the same manner as an enchantment.
The difficulty to create an artifact is equal to twenty plus double its
power level.
This metamagic may not be used alongside ritual, however, if the
caster physically took part in the receptacle's creation and expended
concentration equal to its value, the difficulty to cast this spell is
reduced by four.

Lingering
+5 Difficulty
A lingering enchantment is not resisted all at once, instead, the subject
rolls to resist its effects at the start of each of their turns. On a failure,
they will be affected by the spell until the start of their next turn, at
which point they must roll again, repeating the process for as long as
the spell endures.
Living
+15 Difficulty
This metamagic functions like hang, except that instead of tethering
the spell to something else, it creates an avatar of incarnate magic.
Living changes the spell's subject to calling and it gains the link
property.
The living spell cannot be harmed in any way, but it can be
suppressed or broken in the same manner as an enchantment. It is
invisible to characters without the channel trait, although its effects
may still be apparent, particularly if they involve conjuring large
amounts of energy like most magic missiles.
A living spell can move up to ten paces during each of the caster's
turns. It can travel in any direction, even floating through the air, and
it can move through solid objects provided they are not soulless. A
living spell cannot enter a null zone, and if it tries it will be pushed to
the other side like a spirit.
If the living spell ends its turn in the same zone as a viable subject, it
will automatically cast the spell it was created from upon them. There
is no limit to how often the same subject can be affected by the same
living spell.
Calling or akashic spells may not be made into living spells.
Focus spells can be bound into a living spell, but each time they are
used, the caster must pay the mana cost. If the creator is unwilling or
unable to pay, the spell will not be cast.
Living spells are normally held in thrall by the caster. If a caster
wishes, they can instead give the living spell some degree of
autonomy, allowing it to move on its own but also risking it turning
upon its own creator or their allies.

Inescapable
+5 Difficulty
Area spells are normally tied to the world itself, moving with it
through space and seemingly immobile to those who dwell on the
planet’s surface. Some mages use this metamagic to instead attach
their spells to a mobile anchor.
Inescapable can be applied to any area affecting enchantment. Rather
than targeting a point in space, the caster chooses a character or object
to be the subject. The subject may resist the spell normally.
The enchantment will move with the subject, always keeping them at
the spell’s center. A subject who failed to resist the spell may not
evade the enchantment, but others may evade normally if the
enchantment moves to encompass them.

Mass
+10 Difficulty
Rather than choosing a single subject for their power, mass spells
affect all viable subjects. The caster may choose whether or not to
include themself as one of the spell's subjects.
The parameters for a mass spell must be the same for each of its
subjects.
The caster must choose whether the spell is to affect creatures or
objects. If the caster chooses to affect objects, they must specify a
type, for example, books, weapons, food, etc. and it will affect only
items of the appropriate type.
An area spell affected by mass will simply fill a radius around the
caster equal to the spell's range.
This metamagic has no effect on akashic or calling spells.
The partial metamagic can be used to selectively exclude certain
subjects or areas from the mass spell even though they are otherwise
viable targets.

Intimate
+5 Difficulty
Intimate can be applied to any spell with the link property. Each level
applies one of the following effects:
Allow commands to be sent into or across null zones.
Allow commands to be sent regardless of range.
Allow the caster and the subject to share senses.
Allow the caster to speak through their subject.
Jumping
+5 Difficulty
The caster of a jumping enchantment can choose a new subject for the
spell as a basic action. The new subject must be within range of both
the current subject and the caster and is allowed a roll to resist, ending
the spell completely on a success. Once the transfer is made, the
enchantment no longer affects the original subject, although the spell
can be transferred back to them in the future.
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Materialistic
+5 Difficulty
This metamagic allows a spell that changes a being to also affect their
equipment. Some examples of this metamagic would be
metamorphosing a man into an animal and changing their armor into
barding, healing a being's injuries and also repairing the holes that the
attack made in their clothing, or masking someone’s outfit to match
their new persona.
This metamagic can be combined with transfigure to permanently
change the shape of an object, but doing so may not increase the
object’s value.

Mutilate
+5 Difficulty
Mutilate can be applied to certain spells which temporarily hinder the
subject. The spell is transformed into an incantation, if it is not
already, and any negative effects are applied as debilitating injuries.
Such injuries are generally cumulative with multiple applications as
well as with mundane injuries, and will heal during the recovery
phase.
Two applications of this metamagic will make the injuries permanent,
lasting forever unless repaired by surgery or the rejuvenate spell. If a
character gains flaws or loses merits or attributes as a result, adjust
their character point total accordingly during the recovery phase.
This metamagic can allow a magic missile to replicate the secondary
effects of the maim maneuver on a body part of the caster's choosing.
There is no additional accuracy penalty for doing so, and the subject
may avoid the effects with fortitude as normal.

Maximize
+2 Difficulty
This spell has been fortified with extra magic to effect larger than
usual subjects. Each level applies a +2 bonus on the dice roll made to
determine whether or not a large subject is unaffected by the spell.
Maximize also applies a penalty equal to its difficulty modifier on any
anti-magic tests made against the spell.

Pacify
No Difficulty Modifier
Each level of pacify imposes a -2 penalty when the spell tests for
damage. Magic missiles also receive a +1 bonus to accuracy.

Moebius
+15 Difficulty
Influencing that which cannot be touched directly is amongst the
trickiest of all magical tasks. A spell enhanced by moebius can target
soulless subjects, and enchantments affected by it are not suppressed
if the target becomes soulless.

Part the Misty Veil
+5 Difficulty
This metamagic can be used with any spell that extends the caster’s
senses, answers questions, or analyzes its subject. Rather than gaining
information about the present, this spell gleans knowledge from the
past or the future.
The precise moment viewed is up to the caster.
Note that the future is not certain and this spell will only show things
as they are likely to be if nothing changes. The knowledge granted by
this spell, as well as the actions taken by beings that are beyond the
sight of time, can easily change how the future will unfold.
A second level of this metamagic allows the caster to seek an event
rather than a point in time. For example, “Show me the founding of
the Imperium,” rather than “New Year's Day in the Year One,” or
asking an augury if an event will ever come to pass rather than
choosing a point in time and asking if the event is occurring at that
moment.

Moliate
+5 Difficulty
The moliate metamagic can only be applied alongside imbue. Rather
than creating a new artifact, it instead transfers the power from an
existing artifact into a new receptacle, both of which are considered
subjects for the spell. This transfer does not require any additional
mana or ambrosia beyond that which is required to cast the spell.
The previous receptacle is not harmed in the process, it merely loses
its magical status.
The new receptacle is likewise unchanged, it simply gains the powers
of the old. The new receptacle must be a mundane item of a suitable
type to hold the power it is being imbued with.
If the same receptacle houses multiple powers, each must be
transferred separately.

Partial
+5 Difficulty
Partial allows the caster to leave holes in an area spell or one which
affects multiple subjects, freely choosing what is affected and what
isn't, even picking individuals out of a melee without touching their
opponents.
This metamagic can also be used to partially affect the subject of a
single-target spell. Examples would include using metamorphosis to
give a man eagle's wings but leaving the rest of their body human,
fascinating a man into respecting you as a leader but with no personal
attachment, or disarming someone by teleporting them but leaving
their equipment behind.
A mage cannot use this latter effect to harm their subject, for example
by teleporting portions of their body away.

Multi
+5 Difficulty
Each level of the multi metamagic exponentially doubles the number
of subjects that can be affected by the spell. A given subject can only
be affected once, even if they are within the overlap of multiple area
spells.
All subjects must be targeted separately in the normal fashion. All
subjects roll to resist or evade individually and magic missiles roll to
hit each target separately.
Decisions made by the caster during the casting of the spell must be
the same for all subjects. For example, the command spell must give
each subject the same goal rather than allowing the caster to choose a
different task for each.
Multi can affect calling spells, each level summoning exponentially
more subjects, although each must be summoned into a different
location.
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Permanency
No Difficulty Modifier
Permanency can be applied to any enchantment. This spell will never
fade and could remain in effect forever, though it may be suppressed
or broken normally.
Permanency requires the caster to sacrifice a mote of ambrosia to
power it, while a permanent elixir is created by mixing ambrosia into
the reagents.
Permanency can be applied to a tethering metamagic such as hang or
delay, automatically resetting it during each recovery phase.

will become a new tether, able to further spread the spell indefinitely.
Each level of the echoes metamagic applies to each tether.
Plague may not be used with spells that require focus.
Prismatic
No Difficulty Modifier
The prismatic metamagic can split certain spells into their component
schools. A prismatic spell can be cast using any occult skill, but its
effects will be limited to those related to the school.
If a spell can be affected by prismatic, it will be listed in the spell’s
description along with the effects of casting the spell using various
schools.

Persistent
+5 Difficulty
Persistent can change any incantation into an enchantment. The
effects of the spell will be negated when the enchantment ends, but
until that time cannot be undone by any means.
For example, persistent injuries cannot be treated by first aid, and a
hole created by a persistent dig spell cannot be filled in by hand. The
Gamekeeper has the final say on how persistent will play out with any
given spell.
If applied to an akashic or information-gathering spell, the persistent
metamagic will constantly update the caster any time the answer
changes.
A persistent cantrip affects all viable rolls made while under its
effects, but uses up two of its subject’s chakras for each additional
dice it grants.

Proxy
+5 Difficulty
The caster of a proxy spell hands control over to a designated being or
object. The proxy is considered to be the spell's caster for all intents
and purposes. Spells that require direction will be under the control of
the proxy rather than the initial caster.
A character must be targeted by the caster and within range of the
spell to be selected as a proxy, and unwilling proxies may resist the
effect as if they were resisting the spell itself.
Soulless characters cannot be made the proxy of a spell with ongoing
supernatural effects upon them, for example, blood of the martyr or
steal attribute.
A second level of this metamagic allows the caster to designate any
number of additional proxies, one of which can be themself. If there is
a conflict between proxies, the initial caster can designate a priority
system or simply allow them to roll a resolve competition.

Personal
No Difficulty Modifier
The personal metamagic can only be applied to spells for which the
caster is the only subject. Effects of the spell which would normally
end at the start of the subject's next turn instead last until the end of
said turn.

Psychic Venom
-5 Difficulty
Psychic venom can be applied to any mind control spell. This
metamagic allows its subject to act against the spell, but at the cost of
terrible pain and psychological torment.
Each time the subject performs an action that goes against the spell,
they suffer one of the following effects; a point of damage, a point of
psychic damage, or a level of exhaustion. This choice is made when
the spell is cast and cannot be changed.

Phantasm
+5 Difficulty
An illusion that has been affected by phantasm is selective, allowing
the caster to choose who can perceive it or not, using whatever criteria
they desire.
Anyone who is excluded can see through the illusion and, unless they
possess significant insight, they will not even be aware of its
existence.

Razor Wind
+3 Difficulty
A spell affected with razor wind has good armor penetration when
testing for damage. Two levels of this metamagic allow it to ignore
the base value of armor entirely.

Piercing
+1 Difficulty
This spell is incredibly forceful and hard to shake off. Each level of
this metamagic imposes a cumulative -1 penalty on all skill tests made
to resist, evade, or dodge this spell as well as any anti-magic tests
made against it.
Enchantments that have been modified by the piercing metamagic
always take precedence over contradictory enchantments. If both
enchantments have piercing applied, the one with more levels takes
precedence. In the case of a tie, resolve the contradiction normally as
described in Chapter Six.

Reaching
+5 Difficulty
Reaching increases the range of the affected spell by a factor of ten.
This metamagic can be applied any number of times with exponential
effects.
Reflect
+5 Difficulty
Reflect can only be applied alongside counterspell. Rather than
dissipating into the ether, the spell remains intact but is redirected
toward a new subject, possibly even turning back upon its caster.
The new subject must be one that the caster of the counterspell could
target if they were casting the spell themselves.
The spell’s new subject may roll resist or evade the spell as normal.

Plague
+10 Difficulty
Plague allows a spell to spread between numerous subjects with but a
single casting. Plague is in all ways identical to the contingency
metamagic except that anyone who is affected by the released spell
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Restrained
-5 Difficulty
Restrained spells are limited in some way, but have a much lower
spiritual load. A single chakra can power two restrained spells.
If applied to a spell that grants a medium trait, it now gives a minor
trait instead, and if it is applied to a spell that provides a bonus to an
attribute, it will only apply to a single skill or aspect for which that
attribute is key.
A restrained shroud will only apply to a certain form of attack; a
weapon type, an energy type, a material, attacks that utilize a certain
maneuver, or those which strike a certain body part.

Seeking
+5 Difficulty
A seeking spell can twist and turn through space of its own volition,
even creating conduits into other dimensions to track its target down.
The caster does not need to know the exact location of the spell's
subject; the magic will find them if they are within range.
When casting a spell with seeking, the caster must nominate a subject
normally, although they do not need to know their location or have
more than a vague idea of its nature. It is perfectly reasonable to send
a seeking spell after the nearest viable subject or the nearest member
of a specified group.
If the caster does not know if the subject is a viable target, for
example, if it is too far away or too large, they must take their best
guess and apply the necessary metamagics. If they are wrong, the
spell fails and the mana is wasted.
Note that, although a seeking spell is capable of traveling around null
zones, soulless objects, or wards, it cannot be cast into an area that is
completely surrounded by these obstacles without also attaching the
bubble of hope metamagic.
A seeking spell ignores the effects of concealment.

Ritual
No Difficulty Modifier
A ritual spell has its casting drawn out over an extended period of
time to allow for increased care and effort. Casting a ritual spell is a
complex action.
The subject must remain a viable target for the entire casting, which
may require that they be bound or otherwise prevented from escaping.
When starting a ritual, the caster may expend an amount of
concentration no greater than their current enlightenment score. Upon
successfully completing the ritual, they may freely apply the effects of
a number of metamagics whose total difficulty modifier (after
reductions for dweomer mastery) equals the amount of concentration
spent.
Attempting a ritual during an action scene requires a number of
additional successes equal to half the total concentration spent,
rounded down.

Seize
+5 Difficulty
This aggressive metamagic can be applied to any counterspell. Rather
than undoing another mage's spell, the caster takes control of it. The
mage is considered to be the original spell's caster and gains any
benefits that entails, as well as the authority to make any decisions the
spell calls for after the time of its casting.

Rune
+3 Difficulty (Focus)
Rune functions like delay, except that it tethers the affected spell into
an object or terrain feature and then lays dormant until it is activated,
at which point it will be cast normally upon the character who
triggered it.
Each rune has a different method of activation, chosen by the caster at
the time of casting. Some examples include a book that affects anyone
who reads it, a chest that affects anyone who opens it, a tool that
affects anyone who uses it, an idol that affects anyone who touches it,
a weapon or piece of ammunition that affects anyone struck by it, a
floor that affects anyone who stands on it, a doorway that affects
anyone who walks through it, a painting that affects anyone who
looks upon it, a glass bauble that affects anyone who breaks it, or food
and drinks which affects anyone who consumes it.
An unwilling subject may resist the magic as normal. Runes will not
activate for characters who are not viable subjects of the spell.
If the spell contained within the rune is not one which can affect a
person, the results will be slightly different. Object spells will affect
the triggering character's equipment, akashic spells will treat the one
who activated it as their caster, and area or calling spells will center
their effects upon the rune.
It is usually a basic action to voluntarily trigger a rune or to force one
upon another character. A character can use the object in a mundane
capacity and activate the rune at the same time.

Shape
+5 Difficulty
This metamagic allows the caster to alter the shape of an area spell.
The new form must be a relatively simple geometric shape; cubes,
spheres, L bends, pyramids, columns, planes, lines, etc.
This metamagic can also create hollow spell effects in the shapes of
rings, boxes, domes, and the like.
The caster may choose to decrease any of the spell's linear dimensions
(height, width, or length) freely, and if they so choose may increase
one of the spell's other dimensions by a like amount.
Multiple levels of this metamagic allow for increasingly complex
shapes.
Skittering
+5 Difficulty
This metamagic allows the wizard to cast their spell while moving,
possibly allowing them to come into range or line of sight and then
dart away again before their enemies can retaliate.
Smudge
+3 Difficulty
A spell modified with smudge has a resonance that is faint and
unreliable and cannot be traced back to the caster's ren with the
insight skill.
A second level of this metamagic erases the resonance entirely,
making it impossible to even tell a spell was ever cast once it is no
longer in effect.
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Split
+5 Difficulty
The caster of a split spell is free to make separate decisions regarding
each subject. For example, turning every target of a mass
metamorphosis spell into a member of a different species.

Sympathetic
+10 Difficulty
The sympathetic metamagic can be combined with any mindaffecting enchantment and tethers the spell to a person, place, or
object. The sympathetic enchantment will then alter attitudes toward
the tether in the minds of all who interact with it.
For example, a sympathetic fascinate spell cast upon a person will not
make that person obsessed with the caster as would an ordinary
fascination spell, but anyone who meets the subject will become
infatuated with them instead.
People who come into contact with the sympathetic subject can resist
the effect by rolling a resolve test as normal and can use the insight
skill to detect the magical influence.
Sympathetic spells which provide a tangible benefit to their tether
consume one of their chakras in the same manner as an augment spell.

Strengthen
Special
The strengthen metamagic can only be applied alongside counterspell
and is used to alter another spell rather than negating it.
The base difficulty to cast a strengthened spell is equal to the
difficulty of the spell to be modified, including metamagics (before
applying reductions for dweomer mastery or wands).
The caster may then apply one or more metamagics of their own
(dweomer master and wands apply as normal). Effects that normally
reduce the spell's casting difficulty instead increase it by a like
amount. These metamagics are then applied to the targeted spell.
Strengthened cannot apply metamagics that make the spell unable to
affect its current subject. The time until an enchantment fades is
restarted at the point that the strengthened effect is applied.
Spells cast with strengthen gain the renew property unless applied
alongside reflect, seize, or similar metamagics.

Tie
+5 Difficulty
Tie can be applied to any enchantment, linking its energies to the
caster's own soul. The enchantment will never fade, although it can be
suppressed or broken normally.
If the caster is killed (or destroyed, put into slumber, etc.) the spell is
automatically broken.
So long as a tied spell remains in effect, its caster loses a single
chakra. If a caster has no available chakras, they cannot cast spells
that utilize this metamagic.

Subtle
No Difficulty Modifier
A subtle spell is softer and more patient than other magics. While
most spells abruptly change reality, those affected by this metamagic
instead twist probabilities to bring about the desired goal in due time.
For example, a subtle fireball might cause its victim to step on a
forgotten landmine, while a subtle divination might cause an old
newspaper with the desired information to be blown down the street
and into the caster’s reach, a subtle spell to create gold might result in
finding buried treasure, and vexing an enemy with a subtle curse
might bring about mundane disease or injury.
Subtle spells are tethered in place in the same manner as the delay
metamagic, but instead of triggering at a specified time, they will
come about at the first plausible opportunity. The casting of the tether
can be resisted, sensed with insight, stopped by a counterspell, and
identified with spellcraft normally, and the tether can be suppressed
or broken by anti-magic. Once the spell is unleashed, however, it is
totally mundane and none of these things apply. The spell can,
however, still be avoided or resisted through nonmagical means such
as dodge, evade, or snap out of it.
Any lingering effects of the spell are purely mundane in nature and
treated as incantations regardless of the spell’s initial type. For
example, while a wall of fire is normally an enchantment, one that is
brought about subtly might cause a gas line to rupture and burst into
flames that are immune to anti-magic and null zones, but can be
extinguished normally by depriving them of oxygen and will go out
on their own once the fuel is exhausted.
Effects that the Gamekeeper deems impossible or absurdly unlikely to
occur naturally will cause this spell to automatically fail.
In addition, subtle spells can be cast by unenlightened characters
using intelligence as the key attribute for their occult skills. Because
this still requires training, such so-called hedge magicians are rare,
and few can tell if they even have any powers at all, but are still
feared and respected due to the mysterious nature of their magic.

Thaumivore
+10 Difficulty
Thaumivore must be applied alongside the imbue metamagic, but
rather than creating an artifact, it destroys one. The receptacle is
rendered permanently non-magical and any ambrosia used in its
creation is drawn out and can be collected for later use.
The difficulty to apply thaumivore is reduced to +5 if the receptacle is
physically and irreparably destroyed during the casting.
Artifacts will attempt to resist their own destruction unless the
ambrosia used to create them was drawn from the caster's own soul.
Wonders which have been powered by a nexus will return their
energy to the land after being affected by thaumivore.
Thunderclap
+5 Difficulty
If a spell modified with the thunderclap metamagic tests for damage
against a target, they will be affected by either the shove, subdue, or
trip maneuver, as chosen by the wizard at the time of casting. For the
purposes of opposed tests, assume that the caster’s effective might
score is equal to that of their relevant occult skill.
Multiple levels of thunderclap can either apply additional maneuvers
or a cumulative -5 penalty to the might / resolve tests made to avoid
its effects.
Touch
+3 Difficulty
Touch wraps the caster's hands in a brief sheen of glowing energy. It
can be applied to any magic missile, changing it from a shooting
attack into a close combat attack. Among other things, this means that
it can only be used against subjects within the caster's natural reach,
engages the target, and does not make the sorcerer vulnerable.
A touch spell can be cast in place of an attack when its caster is
utilizing the riposte maneuver.
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Touch can be applied to other detrimental spells at the Gamekeeper’s
discretion; although the target will still roll to resist normally after
being hit.

lose the ability to see in the normal spectrum, but their hearing would
be unaffected.
Vendetta
+3 Difficulty
Vendetta must be cast alongside another metamagic which tethers the
spell such as hang or rune. The magic is inscribed with the ren of a
particular being, and that being will find that it spells their doom.
The chosen being suffers a -5 penalty on any attempt to resist, dodge,
or evade the spell once it has been activated.

Transfigure
+10 Difficulty
Transfigure can be applied to any enchantment which alters the body,
mind, or soul. The spell's type is changed to incantation and the
effects are now permanent and non-magical, altering the being's
nature on a fundamental level.
A character can use snap out of it ability to resist acting on mental
changes, but only undoes them on a critical success.
This metamagic can be applied to any enchantment which alters one
of the character’s scores or adds or removes a trait, permanently
altering the subject's body to utilize its new abilities. In such cases,
player characters must pay the character point cost for any added
bonuses or merits and for removed flaws. If these are not normally
available to the character's species, or if a score is brought beyond
their normal maximum, they must also purchase the mutant trait.
Likewise, spells that provide a bonus to one of the character’s
attribute scores require them to instead purchase the relevant form of
the mutant trait.
If the character points are not immediately available, the character
will suffer a narrative penalty whenever they attempt to use the
affected abilities, representing a difficulty in adjusting to their new
form. They may not spend any character points earned by completing
missions until their new total is correct.
If the net value of a character's abilities is permanently reduced by
this metamagic, for example by adding flaws, lowering attributes, or
removing merits, the character will receive an additional character
point at the end of each mission until their total is once more correct
for their capabilities.
Transfigure removes the augment property from affected spells.

Vile
+5 Difficulty
The wounds inflicted by a vile spell are imbued with necrotic energy
and will continue to rot or fester indefinitely. Any damage inflicted by
this spell will not heal naturally over time and any medical or
restoration tests made to repair the damage suffer a -10 penalty.
Tonics of vigor likewise have no effect.
Wave
+5 Difficulty
Wave can be applied to any area affecting enchantment. At the start of
the caster's turn, the spell will move up to five paces in any direction.
The exact speed and direction are chosen at the time of casting and
can vary from turn to turn so long as they follow a relatively simple
pattern or set of instructions such as patrolling an area, moving
around obstructions, or chasing anyone who comes too close.
If the wave moves into contact with an unwilling character, that
character may roll to evade as normal.
Additional levels of this metamagic double the spell's maximum
speed or give it the link property, allowing the caster to control its
movement directly.
Wild Surge
+2 Difficulty
Wild surge replicates the effects of any other metamagic, chosen
randomly. This metamagic can only be applied once to a given spell,
however, if wild surge itself is selected as the metamagic to be
applied, roll again twice and apply both results. If wild surge is
selected a second time, repeat this process indefinitely.
If the selected metamagic cannot be applied to the spell which is
being cast or makes it unable to target its current subject, randomly
select a different metamagic until a viable alternative comes up.

Tunnel Vision
-5 Difficulty
This metamagic can be attached to any spell which expands or shifts
the subject’s senses such as clairvoyance, dark sight, death watch, or
spirit sight. The spell now replaces, rather than enhances, the
character’s normal senses. Spells affected by this metamagic lose the
augment property.
Note that senses which are not augmented by the spell are not lost, for
example, a character who gains infrared vision with dark sight would

Placeholder Artwork
TBD
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Chapter Ten
Mission Design
Heart of Darkness is an open-ended game; there are no set paths to
take, and while it is the players' job to choose their character's actions
and destiny, it is up to the Gamekeeper to design the entire world.
It is the Gamekeeper who must decide what the players will observe
and encounter as well as determining how the world reacts to their
actions. At the same time, the Gamekeeper needs to read the player's
desires and keep in mind that fun and fairness must be preserved.
This can be a daunting task, and this chapter is designed to ease the
burden.
Unfortunately, there are simply too many variables to ever formulate
guides for every situation. The art of being a good Gamekeeper is
hard to teach, and the ability to make a challenging yet fair mission is
something that cannot be written down as law. The rules in this
chapter serve as suggestions for properly setting up acts and missions
for the players to enjoy, but ultimately that responsibility is on the
Gamekeeper's shoulders and they will learn to excel at it over time.
Most of the content of this chapter is intended for the Gamekeeper.
Players are not required to read it or memorize the information
contained within, however, if they choose to read this chapter it will
not hurt the play experience either.
Players reading this chapter need to keep in mind that it is composed
of guidelines rather than absolute rules and that the Gamekeeper is not
cheating if he or she does not strictly adhere to them.

Missions
Missions are a core part of Heart of Darkness, giving players both a
goal and a focus, and most of their time will be spent in pursuit of
these objectives. The biggest question most Gamekeepers will face is
deciding which missions to prepare for their players. As most
missions require planning on the part of the Gamekeeper, usually in
the form of recording attributes for non-player characters, maps of the
locations, an inventory of their contents, and a general idea of the
plot, it is often not feasible to simply come up with one on the fly.
A Gamekeeper should have several missions available at any given
time and allow the players to decide which ones they go on, either
through active decisions or simply by the circumstances their choices
lead them into. When deciding what missions are available, the
Gamekeeper needs to judge their own desires as well as those of the
players. Some people want to be part of an epic storyline, some want
to explore the world, others simply enjoy overcoming challenges, the
thrill of triumph in combat, or seeing their character grow in power or
depth. Reading these motivations and balancing their own wishes
with those of the other players is essential for a Gamekeeper who
wants to run a successful game.
The Gamekeeper should also make sure that the player characters
have a reason to care about the missions that are presented to them.
Their motives might be selfish; seeking money, fame, respect, love,
recognition, or revenge. They might be on a journey of selfimprovement, hoping to acquire knowledge and power or to simply
overcome a challenge to prove that they could. The character might
also be doing it simply for the thrill, seeking out adventures and
exploring the uncharted reaches of the world.
Most often though, motivation is simply a matter of ethos or
allegiance; they are performing their lord's work, defending their
home and their people, or simply doing something because they
believe it is right.
Not every player character needs to have a specific motivation for
every mission, but as a general rule, most characters should have
some interest in the missions they go on, or at the very least not be
given reason to openly object. The Gamekeeper also needs to provide
at least some missions which appeal to the individual goals of each
player character.
Some missions will be reactive rather than proactive, coming to the
characters when they have no choice in the matter. This could involve
the characters being ambushed, escaping from captivity, rescuing a
comrade, defending their home, or stopping a villain's plot which will
have dire consequences should it come to fruition. Missions of this
sort occur most often in story-driven games and should be used
sparingly as many players resent being driven along without input.

Themes
One of the Gamekeeper’s most vital jobs is to decide upon a theme
for their game. Themes need not be omnipresent, nor need they be
stated aloud, but the Gamekeeper still needs to keep them in mind,
and make sure that the events of the game reinforce these themes, and
that the world rewards the players for exploring them.
By default, Heart of Darkness is a game about exploring moral
decisions and the effect that making hard choices has on the human
soul. To stay true to these themes, the Gamekeeper should ensure that
nobody is wholly good or wholly evil, and that there is no one clearly
optimal solution to any problem. There should be a downside to every
approach, and a price to be paid for every goal. The road to Hell is
paved with good intentions, and there is no buffet in Heaven.
Note that this is not a game about moralizing or nihilism, nor about
punishing every decision until all hope is lost. The Gamekeeper
should do their best to remain neutral about moral issues, allow the
players to see both the good and the bad that results from their
actions, and then let them come to their own conclusions.
Obviously, it’s your game, and if you want to explore different
themes or express ideas in your own way, go for it. Keep in mind that
this is what you are doing and make sure that the scenarios you put
forth give opportunities to explore these ideas rather than
contradicting them.
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Starting the Mission
Most missions begin with a briefing of some sort, during which the
players are given the setup by the Gamekeeper. The player characters
generally have limited autonomy at this time, being told what is
occurring rather than actually playing out the whole scene.
They may, however, still ask questions or state actions, and the
Gamekeeper needs to keep their motivations in mind. It is not fair, for
example, to start an escape mission with a description of how the
player characters surrendered to their foes if one of them is a proud
warrior who would rather die than be taken alive, or to describe how
they have decided to accept a charitable mission for the church when
they are a group of amoral mercenaries motivated only by greed.
Players are allowed to prepare before a mission starts. Usually, this
means they are allowed to spend time in a safe environment such as
their home base or a town and allowed to research their mission,
purchase supplies, and make other necessary arrangements.

-The players are attempting to rescue hostages from a bandit camp,
and while they are there they could make some extra cash by also
plundering the bandit's vault.
-The players are hired to steal an enchanted ring from a magician, and
their employer offers them a huge bonus if they also return with the
wizard's severed head.
-The players are attempting a journey across the dangerous wilderness
in order to deliver a message to an isolated outpost. While they are in
the wild, they see signs of a wyvern in the area and know that
alchemists will pay a fortune for the intact venom sac of a mature
wyvern.
Another important aspect of mission creation is making sure that there
are multiple paths to any given problem. Players should not be
required to possess a certain skill or ability or to come up with a
specific solution to a puzzle.
Certain missions will obviously be easier for some characters than
others, but generally, characters will be attempting missions within
their area of expertise. After all, no one will hire a band of gunslingers
to heal a sick politician or task a group of doctors with bringing a
rampaging gang of outlaws to justice.

Mission Difficulty
A mission should generally be long enough to fill an entire evening of
play, usually lasting between four and eight hours for a group with a
reasonable pace and focus. As a general rule, missions that last less
than two hours should be combined together (unless they are
exceedingly challenging) while missions that last longer than twelve
hours should be split into several missions with various checkpoints
between.
Assuming average luck and tactics on the part of the players, a
mission should drain most of a team's destiny and mana without
resulting in any fatalities.
Poor luck or tactics might result in fatalities or outright failure unless
the players compensate by expending additional resources to help
them, usually in the form of potions or assistance from mercenaries.
What constitutes an appropriate challenge or average tactics will vary
dramatically from group to group and is almost impossible to judge,
once again it is something which Gamekeepers will simply need to
learn to develop a feel for over time.
Note that the number of players and the power level of their
characters will drastically affect the challenge of a mission and the
Gamekeeper should adjust the difficulty accordingly. It is possible for
characters to work outside of their comfort level, accepting a mission
far above or below their skill level, but the Gamekeeper should let
them know what they are getting into beforehand. Easier missions
have little risk, but also little reward, while missions above the
player’s level offer greater rewards but also carry a significant risk of
failure or even death.
Should players have exceptionally good luck or tactics, they will be
able to accomplish optional objectives or side missions. Going above
and beyond the call of duty in such a manner usually provides
additional treasure, information, goodwill, or simply fame and glory.
Examples of optional objectives would include:

Ending a Mission
A mission typically ends when the players have reached their goal,
succeeded or failed, and then returned to their home base or another
safe resting place. Note that it is the completion of a mission rather
than success that ends the scenario and awards character points.
Engaging an enemy Warlord in combat and defeating them is great,
but one will still have completed a mission if the Warlord manages to
escape or even makes peace with the player characters. The players
must, however, make a serious attempt, simply getting most of the
way there and deciding that it is too hard and giving up will not
replenish destiny or award a character point.
Likewise, the players must endure hardships and push themselves to
improve. Simply hiring another character to perform the task for them
might fulfill a contract and be worthy of praise and payment, but will
not earn character points or garner destiny.
After completing their objective and returning to their base, characters
are considered to have finished the mission. They are generally given
whatever rewards they have coming and then are allowed to rest and
begin a recovery phase.
During a recovery phase, characters may use any number of abilities
and expend any remaining concentration, destiny, or mana they have
left over from the previous mission. They are also allowed to
purchase equipment, do research, train, socialize, and engage in
whatever hobbies, day jobs, or personal affairs they may have.
Player characters also receive a single character point to represent
lessons they learned over the course of their mission and training
during the recovery phase.
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This is usually easier said than done, however. Once they start out
again, the team may find they have to do several challenges over, and
the enemies they had not yet encountered might be better prepared
and perhaps forewarned of their coming, making for a more difficult
scenario overall.
The Gamekeeper might also withhold the character point reward for
the mission until it is completed, although this is normally not
necessary if the player characters genuinely tried their best to
complete the mission.

Defeat
The characters might do their best to complete the mission, but still be
unable to succeed. The enemy gets away, the hostage is killed, the
team is forced to surrender in the final battle, or someone beats them
to their goal.
In such a case, the characters may miss out on financial or storyline
rewards, but they still are given a character point for completing the
mission and allowed a recovery phase before the next mission.
Capture
Sometimes the player characters will be captured. Depending on the
nature of their defeat and the opponents they were fighting, the team
will likely be robbed and/or ransomed back to their allies. In such a
situation, the penalties will likely be largely financial. If the
characters do not have the resources to pay for their own ransom, they
will likely owe someone, which might simply be a monetary debt or,
more often, a hook for future missions.
Alternatively, the characters might escape or be rescued. Such an
escape is usually a mission in its own right and awards a character
point upon success, although depending on the length of capture and
the conditions of their prison, the players may not be able to benefit
from a full recovery phase before it begins.

Sequential Missions
The narrative doesn't always allow time for a full recovery phase
between missions. Matters are simply too pressing to take a break, the
players need to complete a time-sensitive mission with haste, a
fleeting opportunity presents itself, the client pays extra for a rush job,
or their previous mission left them stranded in hostile territory with no
place to rest and resupply.
In such a situation the characters should still receive a character point
and recover their destiny, but may not heal all of their wounds or
replenish their full complement of concentration or mana, as
determined by the Gamekeeper.
The Gamekeeper should lower the difficulty of sequential missions to
balance the lack of resources, or at the very least increase the rewards
to offset the extra difficulty.

Death
If all the player characters are killed, the game is over. At this point
most groups will grudgingly accept defeat, creating fresh characters
and starting a new game, eager to push on and learn from the mistakes
of the past.
Some groups might prefer to simply play an act or mission that ended
in such a disastrous defeat over again until they get it right, and there
is nothing wrong with this if everyone is on board.
The Gamekeeper could also rule that the characters are miraculously
saved at the last moment or perhaps even brought back from the brink
of death or beyond to continue their adventures.

Open-Ended Missions
Some players prefer a less rigid system than the standard missionbased goals presented in Heart of Darkness. It is possible to create a
game that is more flexible and does not have clearly defined missions.
The Gamekeeper and the players should work together to establish a
number of goals for the team. These should be things such as killing
enemies, finding treasure, exploring the world, currying favor with a
benefactor, recruiting allies, conquering territory, or doing good
deeds. Once the players have accomplished a goal, they recover a
point of destiny (up to their normal starting value), and when they
complete a set number of goals, they gain a character point.
It is important to establish what constitutes a goal. Some may count
more than others, and it may take greater deeds for the same
accomplishment as the game goes on.
It is recommended that one either use the realistic healing option, or
require the group to rest in a safe location for a certain amount of time
to recover.
Mana and concentration recover over time; to find the exact interval
divide twenty-eight days by their normal starting value.
It is generally important to motivate the group to keep moving,
thereby prevent hoarding concentration and mana; periodic upkeep
costs and time-sensitive goals are a good start.

Retreat
Characters may decide that they have no chance of victory. Maybe
they are ill-prepared for the mission, made a bad tactical decision, or
simply had a run of bad luck; whatever the case, they are in no
condition to continue. Characters in such a predicament must return to
their base or otherwise hole up in a safe spot and recuperate until they
are in fighting shape again.
Characters who abandon a mission in this manner will still receive a
full recovery phase, although they will miss out on some or all of the
objectives and their reputation may suffer.
If the mission was not time-sensitive, it might be possible to retry it
after the recovery phase or at a later date. Likewise, some of the
objectives might still be completed by taking a diversion during a
future mission.
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items of special note such as those with sentimental value or magical
artifacts.
On the flip side, a team can also take on debts to make their mission
easier. For example, in the above scenario, it might be possible to hire
mercenaries to make the fight easier, bribe some of the bandits to let
the team enter their camp armed, charter a coach to speed wilderness
travel and reduce the possibility of mishaps, or pay off an old
prospector to show them the secret back entrance to the bandit’s lair.

Objectives
One of the most fundamental parts of mission design is determining
what the objectives are. Objectives serve to motivate the player
characters as well as to incentivize tactical play with financial
rewards.
Objectives can either be mission goals that will incur payment and
goodwill from the team’s benefactors, or physical treasures which can
be bartered or sold for hard coin upon being brought to a suitable
buyer.
Each mission should have approximately ten objectives possible, but
that specific number can fluctuate greatly based on the circumstances;
slaying a dragon and plundering its hoard or raiding a Warlord’s
treasury might be worth a great deal, while pursuing a personal
vendetta or undertaking a mission for charity might reward relatively
little.
As an example, the team might be hired by a town to deal with a band
of highwaymen that has made camp nearby. The players can likely do
so by defeating them in combat, but also through trickery,
intimidation, or by making them a better offer. However they go
about it, this is their primary goal, and will be worth four objectives.
The Gamekeeper then decides to place a number of side goals along
the way, each worth a single objective. These could include killing or
capturing the bandit’s leader and claiming the bounty on her head,
locating and cracking the enemy vault, returning a hostage to his
family alive and unharmed, seizing the bandit’s armory as scrap,
clearing a nearby nest of giant scorpions and returning their tails to an
alchemist, or slaying a pack of predatory white wolves on the road
and then making a survival check to skin them before selling their
pelts to a fur-trader in town.
Although it is the responsibility of the Gamekeeper to place the
objectives, as well as to inform the players about them as they are
revealed over the course of play, flexibility is also necessary.
Most objectives should have multiple ways of solving them. So in the
example mission above, the player team could instead decide to team
up with the highwaymen, either against a common enemy or possibly
even by double-crossing their benefactors and helping to raid the
town that hired them in the first place.
Likewise, if a player comes up with a creative way to impress their
superiors or earn a significant amount of money during the mission,
the Gamekeeper is encouraged to count it as an objective even if it
wasn't part of their initial plan.
Note that this doesn’t mean you need to count every little thing. For
example, if the players want to loot a fallen warband, do not bother
listing off every piece of gear, instead count the entire salvage
operation as a single objective.
The Gamekeeper can also choose to allow the team to acquire items
directly during a mission, simply adding them to their inventory
instead of converting them to wealth. This is typically only done for

Sample Treasures:
A bag of coins, gems or jewelry, rare ore or minerals, metal ingots,
paintings, tapestries, statues, ornate tools, recreational drugs, alcohol,
letters of credit, slaves, hostages, old books, historical artifacts, exotic
herbs and spices, bolts of cloth, tobacco, incriminating documents,
deeds to land, volatile chemicals, stores of preserved foodstuffs, rare
wood, animal pelts, Atlantean technology, ivory, barrels of oil, scrolls
of forgotten lore, fine clothes, holy relics, scrap metal, crowns and
scepters, perfumes, pottery, glassware and utensils, rugs, elaborate
furnishings, fans, mirrors, incense, alchemical reagents, aged wine,
sacred texts.

Starting Resources:
An advanced character who begins play with more character points
than normal will start with higher quality gear. In addition, some of
their equipment will be imbued as artifacts with a total power level
determined by their experience.
Title
Promising Youth
Folk Hero
Seasoned Veteran
Epic Hero
Living Legend
Pinnacle of Humanity
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Points
100
120
140
160
180
200

Quality
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Power Level
0
4
8
12
16
20

Team Composition
Personalities
When it comes to crafting the team, a character's personality is even
more important than their capabilities. The team members need to
have a reason to work together, and they need to be able to stand one
another. The characters must have a common thread tying them
together. Usually, this will come in the form of a shared history,
perhaps they are old friends or even family, or have some common
goal or allegiance. Tension in the group is fine, but serious conflict
between the players is not, and you should design the team so that it
will not fracture under stress. If the characters do not have any reason
to stay together, it is effectively the end of the game. If a character
leaves the team, their player will need to either create a new character
or find a different game; neither solution is ideal.

Team Composition
The most important step of the game begins before the players have
even put pencil to paper and started filling out their character sheets.
The players need to decide on a theme for the team and work with the
Gamekeeper to establish what sort of game they will be playing.
Will it be a game about valiant heroes fighting a noble battle to save
the world, depraved villains seeking to destroy it, or normal people
simply trying to survive?
Will it be based on combat, exploration, social interaction, puzzlesolving, or some combination thereof?
Will this game have a grand plot driven by the schemes of world
powers or a smaller scope focused on the personal actions of the
player characters?
Will it have an overarching story at all, or will it simply be a series of
loosely connected episodes?
The players need to know the answers to these questions before they
begin creating their characters. In addition, they will need to be able
to work together as a group. Heart of Darkness is designed to be a
team game with the players working together to overcome odds that
would be insurmountable alone. An ideal group will have someone
who can fulfill all of the major roles, and will have at least one person
with a high score in each of the eight attributes and some training in
each of the thirty skills.
It is not the end of the world if something is missing, and a player's
foremost concern should be making a character they enjoy playing
rather than simply what would be most effective. It is also possible for
two players to occupy the same role, although such characters should
complement one another or serve as friendly rivals rather than turning
the game into a competition between two players.
Likewise, players should work together to determine the level of
specialty their group requires, as it is easy to get bored or frustrated
when a character has nothing to contribute to a given scenario, or
when one character completely overshadows another. As a general
rule of thumb, the more players in the group, the more specialized
each should be.
In action-heavy games, all player characters should make sure they
can contribute to the team both in and out of combat. One must also
be wary of balancing offense and defense; without proper teamwork
too much defense might leave a character ignored by the enemy and
not doing much, while on the other hand too much offense might see
someone dying or being disabled before they can be unleashed.

Ethos
The most important aspect of a character's personality, at least as far
as getting along with others is concerned, is their ethos. A character's
ethos is how they see the world, their sense of right and wrong and
their views on matters of ethics, as well as their affiliation and level of
loyalty.
It is vital that characters have a compatible ethos if they are on the
same team. Characters do not need to have the exact same ethos, but
the further apart they are, the stronger the ties that are needed to bind
them together.
A character's ethos is not black and white. Every situation is unique,
and each character has their own leanings, opinions, and convictions
of various strengths.
A character can slip up from time to time and violate their ethos,
especially in a morally dubious situation where there is no clear right
or wrong answer. Likewise, a character can also change their ethos,
either gradually over time or in response to a single dramatic event.
There is no penalty for changing ethos, although actions have
consequences and a character may offend or alienate others with their
behavior.
A character's ethos includes many aspects of their personality and
behavior, as well as their various vices and virtues. The two main
components of ethos are morality and allegiance.

Placeholder Artwork
TBD
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Allegiance
A character's allegiance is a measure of their loyalty to an
organization. This might be a government, a corporation, a church, an
individual, a species, a dynasty, a gang, a cause, or even some sort of
club or secret society.
Players in the same group should generally all follow the same
allegiance, or at the very least not be members of groups who are
actively opposing each other without a very good reason for setting
aside their differences and working together.
Characters may have multiple allegiances, each with differing levels
of loyalty. At the same time, characters might have no allegiance
whatsoever, these characters simply accept whoever is in power with
no great enthusiasm, aiding an organization or resisting it as is most
convenient at the time.
Fanatic

Loyalist

Radical

Free Agent

Follower

Individualist

Anarchist

Vendetta

Renegade

Leader

Morality
A character's morality is a measure of their sense of right and wrong,
and how they view themselves and the world in terms of good and
evil. There are nine degrees of morality, each darker than the last.
Martyr
Altruist
Pragmatist

Mercenary

Believes that their organization has ultimate authority
in all things. They will blindly follow orders from
and defend the actions of said organization even if it
runs contrary to their morals or better judgment.
A loyal member of an organization acts to defend it
and support its causes and will generally follow its
commands and traditions.
Believes in an organization, but in a different way
than most of its members; working toward change
and often outspoken within the organization.
Believes in an organization and will generally work
to further its cause, but is not actually a member in
any official capacity.
Has no great love of any specific organization;
instead, they simply like the concept of order and
unity. They will support whatever organization
happens to have power over them at the time.
Doesn't care about allegiances one way or another;
they are in it for themselves. Such a character might
be a selfish person who only thinks about themself,
or they might simply be rugged and self-sufficient or
a free spirit. Individualists might work for an
organization for a time if it suits them, but are likely
to leave if put upon.
Anarchists are the opposite of followers and take the
individualist credo one step further. They seek to
actively bring down organizations and liberate the
oppressed.
This character has been wronged by an organization,
or at least thinks that they have. A character with a
vendetta actively works against an organization and
often treats it or its members as subhuman in regard
to morality.
Though still loyal, this character has been branded an
enemy of their organization due to past failures,
either real or imagined. They must aid their
affiliation in secret lest they suffer its wrath.
This character is the master of their own organization
and they generally give orders rather than follow
them.

Indifferent

Chaotic

Villain

Sadist

Diabolic

Puts others before themself and will make meaningful
sacrifices for the greater good.
Helps others when they can, but still tends to look out
for their own needs first.
Ignores ethics, traditions, or emotions to reach their
goals. They might answer to a higher cause such as
universal justice, balance, logic, honor, or the demands
of a religion or organization.
Tries to do the right thing when they can, but often
gives in to temptation, and might even do something
truly monstrous if the benefit is large enough.
Doesn't care strongly about other people one way or
another. Does not make strong gestures to help others
or to hurt them without significant motivation.
Has an inconsistent or irrational worldview and may
act unpredictably in any given situation. This is the
most difficult character type to fit in most groups.
Cares only about oneself and perhaps a few close
friends, colleagues, or family members. They will do
whatever it takes to get what they want.
A sadist actively enjoys hurting others and will do so
even when there is no personal gain if they think they
can get away with it.
Will stop at nothing to hurt others, even if it means
self-sacrifice or taking great risks. Diabolic characters
are usually pledged to some higher power of evil or a
dark cause.

Karma
If a character makes a meaningful sacrifice in accordance with their
ethos, the Gamekeeper can choose to reward them with a point of
karma. Such sacrifices must be made of the character's own free will
and the character must be at a legitimate disadvantage as a result of
the decision.
A sacrifice can be almost anything; physical goods or money,
personal injury or suffering, wasted mana or concentration, or merely
following a course of action that they know to be risky and inefficient
yet still the right thing to do.
A point of karma can be expended to ignore the negative
consequences which stem from the result of a dice roll; be it an injury,
a curse, a detrimental condition, lost or destroyed equipment, etc.
Anything is fair game so long as it is the result of a single dice roll;
though only the character who spent the karma will be shielded.
There is no limit to how much karma a character can have, and karma
can be saved indefinitely.
Note that karma does not only apply to good deeds, there are many
times when it would be in a villainous character's best interest to
behave but they still perform despicable acts simply because it is in
their nature to do so.
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The Environment
Obstacles
Obstacles are massive objects such as rocks, trees, statues, pillars,
walls, and large pieces of furniture. Obstacles block normal
movement, although characters might be able to climb, crawl,
squeeze, or fly past them. Obstacles trap characters and provide cover
to those that they obscure.
Substantial obstacles can also dampen sound if they lie between a
character and the source of a noise. Each pace of soft cover counts as
two, medium cover as four, and hard cover as eight.
Note that sound is always measured by the closest route, and it is
often easier to trace earshot around an obstacle than through it.

The Environment
The battlefield itself will play a major role in the challenges that
characters will face. Some of the many environmental factors which
the Gamekeeper may use to set the stage are described below.
Concealment
The full rules for concealment are presented in Chapter Four. In short,
it provides a penalty to accuracy and alertness.
There are three levels of concealment, each with cumulative penalties.
The table below provides guidelines for the Gamekeeper to assess the
level of concealment in a given situation.
Conditions
Blinding Light
Spotlight
Sunlight (Looking into the sun on a clear day)
Daylight
Lamplight, overcast, shade
Twilight, torchlight
Moonlight, fog, heavy rain, murky water, haze from
distant smoke or airborne dirt, snowing, candlelight
Starlight, cave interiors, heavy fog, dust storms,
blizzards, smoke, forest canopy
Pitch blackness, pea soup fog, opaque curtains,
oceanic abyss, whiteout, deep underground

Perilous Terrain
Perilous terrain is ground that could seriously harm someone crossing
it. If a character enters or moves through dangerous terrain, they will
test for damage at the end of their turn. The damage adjustment is
based on the nature of the terrain, and each additional zone they have
passed through will further increase the damage total as detailed on
the table below. In the case of multiple terrain types, the adjustment is
equal to that of the most damaging zone and modified separately by
each zone passed through.
Creatures whose natural reach is greater than the area of perilous
ground is wide are considered to be large enough to simply step over
the terrain and are not harmed by it. Flying creatures ignore most
perilous terrain, and characters can also attempt to leap over it with
the acrobatics skill.
Armor protects against perilous terrain normally. The terrain may
have good or poor armor penetration depending on the source of
damage. Liquid or gaseous dangers typically have good armor
penetration and, after extended contact, may ignore armor entirely as
it becomes inundated, corroded, or super-heated.
Depending on the nature of the terrain, the weakness, resistance, or
invulnerability traits may apply to damage inflicted by perilous
terrain.
The Gamekeeper might want to modify the damage adjustment of
perilous terrain based on the creature's size. For example, a large
creature that is wholly immersed in boiling water is unlikely to
receive a resilience bonus for its size, and a small rodent is unlikely to
be inconvenienced in the slightest when moving through a briar patch.

Concealment
Full
Standard
Partial
None
None
None
Partial
Standard
Full

Cover
Cover is similar to concealment in many ways, but it represents a
tangible object between the characters rather than a mere lack of
vision. Cover provides modifiers to accuracy, stealth, and resilience
versus environmental attacks as described in Chapter Four.
There are three levels of cover, each with cumulative bonuses. The
table below provides guidelines for the Gamekeeper to assess the
level of cover provided by a given obstruction.
Obstruction Type
Chain, cloth, ceramics, fences, grass, hedges, leaves,
glass, paper, wire
Adobe, brick, cement, metal, plaster, rubber, sand,
soil, stone, water, wood
Adamant, enchanted obstacles, forcefields

Cover
Soft
Medium

Perilous Terrain Type
Brambles, uneven scree, choking smoke
Sharp rocks, broken glass, burning coals, thorns
Barbed wire, campfires, cacti, jagged icicles, toxic spores
Boiling water, acidic pools, tar pits, radioactive waste
Molten lava, working machinery, balefire

Hard

Hazards
Hazards are a catch-all term for areas of the board that are dangerous
for characters to enter. The most common hazards include perilous
terrain (see below), ledges, and deep water.
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Damage
+0/+1
+5/+2
+10/+3
+15/+4
+20/+5
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Rough Terrain
Rough terrain is ground that is difficult to move over. When a
character is crossing such ground, they will be slowed, multiplying
the effective distance based on how rough it is.
Characters performing the stagger action are not penalized by rough
terrain. Characters using the stealth skill to sneak across rough terrain
do so at a -2 penalty.
Terrain can be both rough and perilous at the same time.
Large creatures, leapers, and fliers may step over rough terrain in the
same manner as perilous terrain. Some large creatures might actually
have a tougher time with certain terrain, for example, deep mud, than
their smaller counterparts, and what might be an impassible obstacle
to one character might only be rough terrain to a much larger being.

Travel
Large distances in Pangaea are measured in leagues, each said to be
the distance that The Empress could walk in an hour. When a
character is making an overland journey, the number of leagues they
can travel in a day is determined by their speed, their pace, and the
terrain which they traverse.
A character who is moving at a slow pace can travel a number of
leagues equal to their speed score in a day. They may also attempt to
forage, cover their trail, and have an easier time spotting enemies.
A character who is moving at a medium pace can travel a number of
leagues equal to double their speed score in a day.
A character who is moving at a fast pace can travel a number of
leagues equal to triple their speed score in a day, but will have trouble
spotting an ambush and suffers a level of exhaustion every day. Each
level of exhaustion that is accrued in this manner will be removed by
spending a full day without traveling or performing other physically
demanding activities.
A mounted character will use their mount's speed score rather than
their own when determining how far they can travel, as will the
passenger of a vehicle. When traveling at a fast pace, both the mount
and the rider suffer from exhaustion and vehicles will suffer a level of
wear.
A group always travels at the speed of its slowest member, though
pace is calculated individually. Quicker characters may choose to go
off and scout ahead if they want to risk splitting the party.
These distances assume a clear straight path over solid ground. Unless
one has a well-maintained road to travel along, this is seldom going to
be the case. Rough terrain will considerably slow a traveler's pace,
each league counting as several times it’s normal distance.
Note that no matter how rough the terrain or inclement the weather,
characters will always move at least one league per day of travel.

Rough Terrain Type
Effective Distance
Rough Terrain; loose sand, mud, overgrowth,
x2
snow, uneven or rocky ground, knee deep
water*
Very Rough Terrain; rubble, bushes, deep
x4
snow, very rocky or uneven ground, bogs,
steep slopes, waist deep water
Extremely Rough Terrain; quicksand, steep
x8
and uneven slopes, hedges, lava or tar,
furniture, short walls and fences, tree stumps,
chest deep water*
*Creatures with fins invert the penalties for these terrain types.
Temperature
Although the seasons are mild in Pangaea, some regions are
significantly more comfortable than others.
Creatures with the invulnerable trait to heat or cold ignore penalties
for operating in the respective conditions while the appropriate form
of resistance allows creatures to ignore on level of hostile climate.
It is typically much more comfortable indoors, depending on the
quality and condition of the shelter. Some rooms, such as cellars,
saunas, or forges, might also be significantly less hospitable.
Severe weather can alter the ambient temperature of a region by one
step in either direction; snow, rain, and wind will decrease it while an
especially hot day will increase it.
Characters who are wearing especially light clothing treat the
temperature as one step colder, while those who wear winter clothing
or heavy armor will treat it as being one step warmer.
The temperature of water is often different than that of the air, and
soaked clothing provides little protection no matter how thick.
Modifiers that push the temperature off the chart result in extremely
hostile climates.
Temperature
Frigid
Cold
Cool
Comfortable
Warm
Hot
Blistering

Example
Polar Region
Arctic Region
Boreal Region / Mountains
Temperate Region
Subtropical Region
Tropical Region
Thermal Spring / Lava Field

Terrain Type
Highway, Pastoral, Path, Road
Grassland, Plain, Scrubland, Urban
Desert, Forest, Hill, Tundra
Badland, Jungle
Glacier, Marsh, Mountain
Chasm, Deep Water, Volcanic, Wasteland
Crossing a River

Distance Multiplier
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x10
Double Normal

Vehicles can greatly speed up a journey, but most can only cross very
specific terrain. Boats need water, carts need roads, sleighs need
snow, and trains need tracks.
Boats treat open waters as roads, although reefs, sandbars, whirlpools,
rapids, shallows, and narrow straits might slow a boat in the same
manner as other terrain. The speed of a sailing vessel is also
dependent on wind conditions.
Many flying creatures are capable of soaring through the sky at great
speed. A group comprised entirely of such creatures moves at ten
times their normal speed and will ignore most obstacles and terrain
features, although inclement weather effects them normally and may
force them to land.

Climate
Hostile
Mild
No
No
No
Mild
Hostile
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Travel
Weather
Inclement weather can also slow travel. Characters who are traveling
at a slow pace during heavy wind, rain, or fog gain none of the
benefits, and those who travel at a normal pace suffer the
disadvantages of moving quickly. Actually moving at a fast pace is
impossible.
Traveling during extreme weather such as a hurricane, blizzard, ash
storm, or the like can only be done slowly and suffers all the normal
penalties of moving at a fast pace.
Particularly hot or dry weather might make marshes, steams, and
wetlands easier to cross and reduce their distance multiplier. On the
other hand, warm weather could make arid climates such as deserts
particularly punishing and CAN turn a tundra into a quagmire, a
glacier into a series of dangerous chasms, and a snowy mountain peak
into an avalanche waiting to happen, and will increase their distance
multiplier accordingly.

A hardship requires that each character make a skill test or suffer a
small penalty such as being wounded, exhausted, exposed to a disease
or poison, delayed, losing provisions, or incurring a debt.
Examples of possible hardships include spoiled food, a blocked path,
being bitten by vermin, exposure to disease, poisonous plants,
rockslides, avalanches, quicksand, becoming lost, stampedes, con
artists, pickpockets, lost or broken gear, booby traps, falls, incidents
crossing water, flash floods, tornadoes, wildfires, quicksand, tar pits,
lightning strikes, or even magical curses.
On a fumble, the team suffers an unavoidable hardship or falls prey to
an exceptionally deadly foe against whom victory is uncertain.
On a complication, the characters will find a curiosity; a clue, a
mystery, a natural wonder, or a traveler with an interesting tale to tell.
A complication that causes a critical success will result in a mixed
blessing; treasure that is trapped or guarded, a dangerous wild beast
whose carcass can be harvested, outlaws with a bounty on their heads,
or a merchant who has quality goods but charges a steep price.
The Gamekeeper is advised to create several possible encounters
when preparing for the game, choosing events that are interesting and
appropriate to the region the player characters are traveling through
and writing them down on index cards. Then they can randomly draw
a card each time an encounter occurs rather than spending valuable
game time thinking up and working out the details of an encounter
each time the players throw the dice.

Encounters
It is a dangerous world. Characters who travel are likely to come
across trouble; attracting the attention of their enemies, falling into an
ambush by bandits or predators, or simply coming face to face with
one of the many strange occurrences that dot the landscape of
Pangaea.
Travelers should check for encounters each day. One character should
be nominated as the guide, and they will roll for the whole team,
although other characters may assist them.
This is usually a survival test in the wilderness and a social test in
urban lands. The difficulty is based on how dangerous the region is:
Civilized Lands
The Frontier
The Wilderness, Urban Slums
The Deep Wild
The Wasteland
Friendly Territory / Home Turf
Enemy Territory

Detection
Before a combat encounter, the enemy is allowed to attempt
ambushing the travelers; a free stealth roll that follows the usual rules
for hiding as described in Chapter Three.
The travelers should nominate a lookout whose alertness score is used
to oppose the ambush, although multiple lookouts can assist one
another. The ambushers receive a +10 bonus on their stealth test if
their prey is traveling at a fast pace and the sentry receives a +10
bonus on their alertness test if traveling at a fast pace.
One a critical success, it is possible to the travelers to hide from their
enemies and perhaps even ambush them in turn.

10
15
20
25
30
-5
+5

Should the team succeed on this test, nothing eventful occurs.
On a critical success, the team has a most fortunate encounter and
finds something useful to them. It might be a hidden treasure,
harvestable natural resources, a friendly non-player character, ancient
ruins or the remains of a battlefield with valuable salvage, a vital clue,
or a forgotten magical site such as a wonder or nexus. This often
grants a bonus objective to the team.
On a failure, misfortune befalls the group. Misfortune typically comes
in one of two forms, either some form of hardship OR an attack by
local predators, bandits, patrols, etc.
When a combat encounter occurs, the Gamekeeper sets up the board
and places deployment zones; these zones are typically about twenty
paces apart but can be adjusted based on visibility due to local
conditions and terrain density.

Provisions
To avoid starvation and thirst, characters must have adequate
provisions and it is important to keep track of how many a character
has with them when they are traveling. As a rule of thumb, a week’s
worth of provisions weighs one stone.
Each character consumes one unit of provisions each day they are in
the wilderness, destitute, or in hiding. If a character successfully uses
the forage ability, they do not need to consume any provisions that
day.
A character who does not have the required provisions, or chooses not
to consume them for whatever reason, they will suffer the effects of
starvation as detailed in Chapter Four.
Water is not normally tracked separately from food, however, when
traveling through especially hot or arid lands a character must
consume one stone of water each day to avoid dehydration.
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Carrying Capacity

Feats of Strength

The following table shows approximately how much a character can
lift based on their strength score.
Lifting capacity may be reduced if a character is tired or injured or if
the load is awkward and off-balance. Likewise, a character might be
able to expend a point of mana to exceed their normal limits in times
of duress.
Large creatures multiply their carrying capacity by their size rating
while small creatures divide it.

The feat of strength ability allows a character to act upon the world
using brute force, usually by breaking or moving something. A
character is considered immobile during any turn in which they
attempt a feat of strength.
On a critical success, the character can effortlessly perform the feat of
strength, quickly, quietly, or with a minimum of collateral damage,
and is not immobilized while doing so.
Characters who fumble a feat of strength will overexert one of their
muscles, straining or tearing it and suffering the usual penalties for an
injured body part until the next recovery phase.
A feat of strength typically uses the character's whole body. Those
who have an injured limb or are holding something might receive a
narrative penalty.

Strength Score
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Carrying Capacity
2 Stone
4 Stone
5 Stone
8 Stone
10 Stone
15 Stone
20 Stone
30 Stone
40 Stone
60 Stone
80 Stone
120 Stone
160 Stone
240 Stone
320 Stone

Difficulty
15

Objective
Break a pane of glass or paper wall, open a stuck
container or door
20
Move heavy furniture, force open a door
25
Break through a plaster or canvas wall, force open a
reinforced door
30
Break through a wooden wall, snap a rope
35
Break through a stone wall, tip a wagon, bend bars
40
Break a metal wall, snap a chain, lift a portcullis
45
Break through an adamant wall, uproot a tree
50
Break through a forcefield, derail a train
55:
Topple a house
60:
Topple a tower or building
65:
Collapse a castle
70:
Move a mountain
Breaking through especially thick objects like castle walls or tree
trunks increase the difficulty by ten per pace of thickness.

Target Priority
In a combat scene, each enemy needs to choose a target. Generally, a
combatant will attack the closest foe that they can safely reach, have a
reasonable chance of harming, and who has not already been engaged
or targeted by a ranged attacker.
Once all enemies are targeted, remaining combatants will split up
more or less evenly, favoring larger and more obvious threats.
Once a non-player character has chosen a target, they will stick with it
as long as they can, although if there is a tactical reason to switch they
may utilize the fixate ability.
Player characters may further influence their enemies' behavior with
the expression skill and enemy commanders may order their minions
to change tactics using the leadership skill.
Non-combatants are generally ignored in favor of actual threats unless
there is a tactical reason for them to be targeted. Note that a character
who is taking part in a battle is still considered a combatant even if
they aren’t attacking directly, for example, a commander using the
coordinate ability or a priest blessing active fighters.

Placeholder Artwork
Barbarian
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If the unit includes specialists, they provide the unit with the
appropriate secondary skills. For example, a medic will grant a unit
the secondary medical skill, a scout secondary alertness, a mechanic
secondary technology, and so on.
Units composed entirely of specialists will have primary skills
instead.
All units double their standard health score. Injured units of similar
types can group up, the smaller unit is absorbed into the larger unit
and its remaining health is used to heal the damage suffered by the
larger unit.
In the case of enlightened soldiers, all extras in the unit share a single
mana pool and any spells they cast represent their combined efforts.

Large Scale Battles
The combat rules for Heart of Darkness work best when it is a small
skirmish involving no more than a dozen participants on each side.
Such combats are the norm in Pangaea; in the past great wars were
waged, armies routinely contained thousands of soldiers, and some
battles involved over a million combatants. Now, the armies of the
Imperium and the Warlords alike are stretched thin and always
desperate for more soldiers, and the epic battles of old have mostly
given way to raids or skirmishes between small warbands.
Large battles do still occur, usually as a result of an alliance between
several warbands to besiege a major fortress or city along the frontier.
It is possible that the players could find themselves taking part in such
a battle or even commanding an army of their own.
When the player characters take part in a large battle, it is
recommended that the battle be treated as an entire mission.
Generally, the player characters, perhaps with a squad under their
command, should fight a series of engagements against small groups
of enemies, usually representing a single unit in the opposing army
and played as a single act. Each of these fights represents a crucial
turning point or objective in the battle, and the overall outcome
should be influenced by the actions undertaken by the player
characters.
If the players find themselves in command of the entire army, then a
more complex system needs to be used. Essentially, the entire battle is
played out as an action scene with each squadron represented by a
single character.

Time and Space
When narrating a battle, time and space are often stretched along with
the scope of the battle. Each turn might last several minutes or even
hours, and each space on the board might represent ten, a hundred, or
even a thousand paces. This has no mechanical effect.
Heroes
A fated character accompanied by a suitable bodyguard is treated as a
unit with their normal scores and abilities. Should their bodyguard be
of insufficient size or quality to keep pace with the hero's capabilities
or the scale of the battle, give the unit a -5 penalty to all tests.
If a lone hero or group of fated characters (such as the player
character's team) is operating on the battlefield, simply play out each
conflict using standard Heart of Darkness combat rules. This entire
act should play out within a single turn for the battle as a whole.
When such a fated group encounters a unit of extras, treat them as a
number of extras appropriate to the battle's scale, along with
accompanying specialists. Treat the unit's overall health as an
interchangeable percentage of their remaining numbers.
For example, a veteran unit is fighting in an engagement encounters
the player character's team. They have suffered two wounds earlier in
the battle and, as a result, their numbers are reduced by half. So, the
team comes up against 50 extras with the adept template. The player
characters make a good showing of it, slaying or disabling half the
enemy soldiers, but in the end, are forced to retreat after ten turns.
When the battle resumes, the enemy unit will have suffered an
additional wound and only a single battlefield turn will have passed.

Running a Battle
The first step in running a battle is to determine its scale. To do this
you need to figure out how many men will be in a given unit to keep
the battle at a manageable size.
Size:
Skirmish
Engagement
Confrontation
Clash
Ragnarok

Men Per Unit:
10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000

Consider each unit to be a single extra. Use the majority species and
equipment, and the following templates:
Infirm:
Novice:
Amateur:
Journeyman:
Adept:
Expert:
Master:
Paragons:

Small Groups
If a unit is smaller than the suggested scale of the battle, apply a -5
penalty to all of its scores for each level of scale below the norm. So,
for example, an individual warrior fighting in a skirmish or a group of
ten men fighting in an engagement would suffer a -5 penalty.
This rule is often used for single large monsters or mighty heroes. For
example, an entire flight of dragons is unlikely to show up to any but
the largest of battles, but even a lone dragon on the battlefield can
typically hold its own against units comprised of hundreds or even
thousands of men.
Likewise, a single massive horde receives a +5 bonus to its scores for
each level of scale beyond that of the battle, so a unit of 1,000 men
involved in an engagement would receive a +5 bonus, and the same
unit would receive a +10 bonus in a skirmish.

Groups of civilians not equipped or prepared for
combat
Groups of civilians equipped and prepared for combat
but lacking real training
Militia, conscripts, and fresh recruits
Trained soldiers
Veteran soldiers or elite units
Officers and their bodyguards or ace regiments
High ranking officers and their bodyguards or top
special forces units
The supreme commander of the entire army and their
guards or legendary warbands
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Artifacts
If, for some reason, an entire unit is equipped with artifacts, their
effects are applied normally. This is, of course, an extremely unlike
occurrence. It is far more common is for a single individual to possess
one, in which case its effects are diminished but might still turn the
tide of the battle.
Artifacts can be used once per battle per power level and apply their
effects to the whole unit. The decision about whether or not to use an
artifact is made after rolling any relevant dice.
So, for example, a unit’s sergeant is equipped with a flame shank.
Four times per battle, when his unit makes an attack but fails to
wound their enemy by one or two, he can choose to apply its effects
to make the damage test succeed.

Chase Scenes
The normal action rules can represent a brief chase over a short
distance well enough, but longer pursuits are better handled by the
following subsystem.
During a chase scene, time and distance use a different scale than
standard play. Generally, each zone on the board represents about a
hundred paces and each turn represents about a minute, but this is
relative. In cluttered areas with poor visibility, chases usually occur
over much shorter distances, while a chase across the open plains may
last for hours or even days before the quarry is caught or lost from
sight.
Chase scenes follow most of the same rules as an action scene save
where noted below.
Setting up the Board
Action scenes use a board as normal, although a simple chase,
particularly one involving only two parties, can often be resolved
without using a board at all.
The Gamekeeper places scenery and characters as appropriate and
notes what scale is being used.
Unlike an ordinary action scene, characters may freely enter one
another's zones and characters never occupy multiple zones no matter
how large they might be. When using models, it is generally a good
idea to use a single figure to represent an entire group.
The Gamekeeper decides where everyone begins based on their
location when the chase scene started. If an action scene leads into a
chase scene, everyone on the board at the end of the action scene
starts in the same zone.
Characters who left the board before the action scene ended are
moved up to one zone in the appropriate direction for every ten of
their turns (or part thereof) which have passed since the action scene
ended.
Range
Characters who occupy the same zone are considered to be within one
another's reach. Characters who are in adjacent zones may use ranged
abilities such as spells or shooting attacks on one another.
Each additional zone imposes a long-range penalty to accuracy, while
spells require one level of the reach metamagic for each zone between
the caster and their target.
Teleportation and similar spells can move a character one zone in any
direction plus an additional zone for each level of the empower
metamagic.
Terrain
During a chase scene rough terrain requires an additional zone of
movement to enter. Very rough terrain requires two, and extremely
rough terrain takes three. Do not round up partial zones, instead, keep
track of how many zones of movement have been put toward the goal
before moving the character.
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Actions During a Chase Scene
During a chase, speed is everything. All characters roll a difficulty
twenty athletics test at the start of each of their turns to determine
how many basic actions they receive. Zero on a fumble, one on a
failure, two on a success, and three on a critical success.
Traits, spells, and artifacts that modify a character’s speed score also
modify their athletics test by a like amount. The fleet trait grants a +4
bonus and the slither flaw a -4 penalty. Lame characters suffer a -20
penalty to this test as do characters who are currently prone.
Mounted characters and vehicles use the pilot's ride skill in place of
athletics. The mount's traits and speed modifiers affect this roll in the
same way as those of a character on foot affect their athletics test.
Actions are taken normally during a chase scene, except that
movement is impossible save by using the run or race abilities, and
that these abilities move characters a single zone each time they are
used.
Characters may also use these special abilities during a chase:

Ending the Chase
A chase scene usually ends in one of two ways, when the subject is
caught or when they manage to evade their pursuers. A character is
caught if they begin and end a turn in the same zone as their pursuers.
At that point, the chase scene ends and the scene shifts into either a
narrative or action scene.
Generally, a character is considered to have evaded their pursuers if
they move off the board during a chase scene, reach a "safe area"
where their pursuers cannot follow, or if they use the hide ability to
lose their pursuers. Once a character has evaded pursuit, their
pursuers can still use the track ability to pick up their trail, possibly
resulting in another chase scene at some point in the future.
If not using a board, assume that a character has evaded pursuit when
they have a ten-zone lead on all of their pursuers.
Groups
A chase scene is simplest when it is between two groups, but it is
possible to involve any number of participants.
Generally, groups of extras should move together and only roll once
for movement abilities using their average scores. Members of such
groups are free to split up and move off on their own or to merge
together with similar groups.
If you have multiple groups of fleeing characters, they should roll a
contested initiative test to determine turn order.
Attacks made against a group are divided evenly between its
members.
Sometimes, you will get a situation where some characters are caught
while others are still fleeing. When this happens, you might have to
run one or more action scenes while the chase scene is ongoing.
Remember that time moves more slowly during a chase scene, and for
every turn that passes during the chase scene, roughly ten turns should
pass in an action scene.
Characters who are taking part in the chase scene can affect characters
involved in the action scene normally with ranged abilities, and they
can enter into the action scene themselves by moving into the same
zone. Characters moving to the edge of the board and fleeing an
action scene can likewise rejoin the chase.

Corral / Fake Out
The character attempts to use their brain to cut off, trap, or trick the
other party. The character rolls a reason test opposed by the nearest
enemy's social score. On a success, the character can move two zones
directly toward or away from their subject but, on a failure, the
subject gets the same option. On a critical success/fumble, this
distance is doubled.
Parkour
This ability can be used when the character is passing through a
crowd, taking a sharp turn around an obstacle, following a twisting
path, or moving through an otherwise cluttered area. Rather than
slowing down, the character pushes ahead at full speed and hopes that
their natural grace will carry them through.
The character rolls a difficulty twenty acrobatics test. On a success,
the character moves two zones. On a critical success, the character
moves four zones, while on a fumble they slip up and are stunned.
Sprint
The character pushes themself to their limit, going all out and moving
two zones but also suffering a level of exhaustion. Cavalry applies
this condition to their mount instead of the rider, while constructs
instead suffer a wound and vehicles a level of wear.

Vehicles During a Chase
During a chase scene, most vehicles work like cavalry, testing using
the driver's ride skill and the traits of the animals pulling them.
Steam-driven vehicles move one additional zone each turn. Sailpowered vehicles also move a bonus zone in normal conditions, but
may move a further zone in favorable winds and gain no bonus
movement when the wind is still.
Turning a vehicle or moving one across certain terrain might require a
pilot to make a ride test with a difficulty set by the Gamekeeper based
on current conditions. Fumbling this test might get the vehicle stuck,
forcing the crew to either disembark and continue on foot or abandon
the chase.
Vehicles have many advantages over traveling by foot, but also some
downsides, for while no man alive can outrun a train going all out,
one simply has to turn away from the tracks to escape its pursuit.
Likewise, boats need water, sleds need snow, and most wheeled
vehicles are all but useless without a road beneath them.

Woodcraft
This ability can be used when traveling through a zone containing
rough terrain. The character rolls a difficulty 20 survival test and, on
a success, the character ignores the movement penalty imposed by the
terrain for the rest of their turn. On a critical success, the character
actually moves an additional zone while, on a fumble, they may not
enter the terrain at all.
Different sorts of terrain might call for a different sort of test, for
example swimming to cross a deep body of water, climbing to scale a
steep hill, leaping to cross gorges and chasms, escape artist to move
through a narrow opening, etc.
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Obviously, every character and every team is different. They will
have different specializations, levels of focus, strengths, and
weaknesses. It is good to keep these in mind, but realize everything
will likely balance out in the end.
For example; a character who is good at fighting will likely expend
more resources on out of combat challenges, and while a poison
immune character might have an easier time slaying a hydra, they will
be missing out on other abilities that would be more useful on
missions where venom isn’t involved.

Balancing Combat
What makes a fair fight? Such a question is not easily answered,
especially in a game with as many variables as there are in Heart of
Darkness. Luck and tactics can do a tremendous amount to swing a
fight in either direction, but one can still do their best to ensure that
the combatants are on an even footing.
The first goal is to determine the danger rating of the player
character’s team. A team’s danger rating starts out equal to its
member’s animus score and is modified by group size.

Resource Expenditure
Over the course of an average mission, the player’s team should have
about four fair fights. This will use up most of their destiny and mana,
but still leave them enough to use on out-of-combat tasks, and will not
result in any fatalities.
Of course, tactics and luck can swing things either way. If this goes in
the player’s favor, they will have some extra resources to use for
accomplishing optional objectives or helping them with activities
during the recovery phase.
If things go against the players, they might need to expend additional
resources to complete the mission; using potions, hiring extra help, or
taking on debts. If they are in dire straights, the players should
probably forget about optional objectives and may need to abandon
the mission entirely.
Obviously, every encounter is different, and not all missions are
precisely the same difficulty. Likewise, some missions will have more
or less combat than others, some may even be entirely intellectual or
social in nature.
There should be some variance in the difficulty of encounters in both
the long and the short terms. But, unless the players have agreed to
play in a game that is of an unusual difficulty or level of action, it
should average out to four fair fights a mission in the long term;
although it is expected the Gamekeeper will go a little easier on new
players and harder on veteran teams.
When varying up the difficulty, not that it is not simply linear. Each
start of difficulty will result in about three times the resource
expenditure of a fair fight, and vice versa.

Team Size
+★

Two

+★☆

Three

+★★

Four

+★★☆

Six

+★★★

Eight

+★★★☆

Twelve

When they encounter an enemy team, calculate its danger rating in
much the same way, except instead of character points, use their
template (see below) plus their species’ danger rating (Chapter Eight).
Significant trait which are atypical for the enemies’ species such as
huge, legendary skill, deaf, or tiny modify their danger rating by ☆.
If you have a mixed group, you may have to work chunks. For
example, one expert is worth two adeps and four journeymen, so a
fight with the above group would be equivalent to three experts;
★★★☆. Do not simply add the danger rating of each enemy or group
together!
There are many issues that further complicate the matter of
determining a fair fight, and the Gamekeeper needs to take all of them
into account; in the end, balancing combat is more of an art than a
science.
The first major consideration is the environment; if one side has
cover, high ground, booby traps, or the element of surprise, this needs
to be factored in.

Character Points
<20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
240
280
320
360
400

Danger
000
00
0
★
★★
★★★
★★★★
★★★★★

6
8
10
12
14
16

Equivalent Template
Subhuman
Infirm
Novice
Amateur, First Circle Spirit
Journeyman
Adept, Second Circle Spirit
Expert
Master, Third Circle Spirit
Paragon
Living Legend, Fourth Circle Spirit
Superhuman; Legendary Fey, Gigantic Beast, Ancient Undead, Warlord, Divine Avatar, Wyrm
Demigod; Archangel, Arch-Devil, Celestial, Totem Spirit, Iblis, Pazuzu, Eris, Kain, Lael, Merrow Priest Kings
Deity; Olympian, Titan, Demon Prince, Astral God
Eldritch Harbinger; The Great Beast, The Nidhogg, The Norns, Phoenix
Primordial Spirit; The Goddess, The Night, Erebus
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Extras
Skills for Extras
Extras are commonly trained in skills based on their role, for
example:
Athlete
Athletics, Fortitude, Survival
Commoner
Business, Domestic, Gaming, Riding
Craftsmen
Technology, Metal, Stone, and/or Woodworking
Entertainer
Art, Expression, Performance
Mystic
Insight, Resolve, Occult Skills
Politician:
Expression, Leadership, Social
Scholar
Academics, Reason, Medical or Science
Soldier
Marksmanship, Melee, Unarmed
Spy
Alertness, Larceny, Stealth
Animals generally receive the same skills as athletes. Predators and
prey animals with the talons trait also possess the unarmed skill.
Animals that travel without a herd are usually trained in alertness and
ambush predators in stealth. Creatures which climb or live in a
canopy or cliff-side environment may be skilled in acrobatics. Other
skills are rare amongst animals and vary depending on the species.

Extras
Extras represent the many people of Pangea with whom the players
interact every day; friends, adversaries, merchants, hostages, patrons,
hirelings, contacts, and bystanders.
When creating an extra, the Gamekeeper seldom needs to make a full
character sheet or come up with details beyond a name and basic
personality and appearance, and even that may be superfluous.
Extras and Damage
Extras have a single health aspect that takes the place of both their
vitality and tenacity scores. If an extra has taken damage that equals
or exceeds their health, they are considered to be disabled.
Modifiers to their endurance and willpower do not modify an extra's
health.
The berserker and stamina merits do allow an extra to sustain extra
damage before they are disabled, but should be used sparingly,
usually saved for single enemies who are meant to be a challenge for
an entire team.
Extras die upon suffering double their health score in wounds. Extras
can also be killed outright by mortal wounds and the like.
If an extra’s damage total equals or exceeds their health score at the
end of the act, roll a fortitude test for them with a difficulty of 10 +5
for every point by which their damage total exceeds their health. On a
failure, they succumb to their wounds and die, on a success they pull
through on their own.

Some extras will have additional trained skills. For example, members
of a military unit will all use the soldier package and thus be trained
in the marksmanship, melee, and unarmed skills. The unit might also
include a medic with medical, a sergeant with leadership, a scout with
alertness, a chaplain with resolve, and a company standard or
musician with perform.
If an extra is forced to work outside of their area of expertise, they
will suffer a narrative penalty. A -1 penalty is imposed for characters
working slightly outside their field, for example, a long sword wielder
using a short sword or a civil lawyer trying a criminal case, or a -2
penalty for areas wildly outside of their field, such as a swordsman
using a whip or a lawyer filling in for a librarian.
Extras are considered to have either trained skills or untrained skills,
the distinction between primary and secondary skills is more or less
irrelevant and one can simply assume that any odd bonuses are
counteracted by armor and encumbrance penalties or simply
irrelevant to the current task.
If it becomes important for an extra to have a secondary skill, treat it
as a trained skill that tests at a -2 penalty.

Extras and Fumbles
It is generally too much work to keep track of what exactly is wrong
with a given extra during the heat of battle, and the Gamekeeper can
count any extra who fumbles a test during an action scene as stunned.
Extras and Fatigue
Under normal circumstances, extras ignore fatigue as it is simply too
time-consuming to keep track of each individual’s level of
exhaustion.
Extras may still suffer from exhaustion penalties if they are starved,
suffocated, subjected to hostile climates, poison, disease, or energydraining magics, or simply show up weary from lack of sleep and
constant toil.

Equipment for Extras
Most extras are considered to have whatever tools are required for
their skills. In addition, those who are equipped for battle will
typically be armed with both a close combat and a ranged weapon and
wearing medium armor with a helmet.
If an extra does not have a proper piece of equipment, for example if
it is lost, stolen, broken, or disarmed, or if they are simply caught
unprepared, they suffer a -2 penalty to the associated score. This
penalty is increased to -5 for tests which require implements.

Extras and Resources
Most extras do not have mana scores, however, when they are in an
extreme situation, such as protecting their loved ones or their life’s
work, the Gamekeeper can grant them a narrative bonus on a test or
allow them to use an ability that normally requires conviction.
Likewise, most extras do not have destiny, though they can make use
of any rerolls they are granted by priestly blessings, kismet, tonics of
serendipity, an ally’s witch’s mark, the lucky trait, or the like.
Extras with the enlightened, priest, or mystic gift traits have a supply
of mana, but this mana should only be used for spellcasting, not for
bonuses on tests or to activate other abilities which require conviction.
Dedicated spellcasters have a good mana score while those who
merely dabble use their bad value.

Open Ended Damage and Extras
If using the optional open-ended combat rules, extras take damage in
the same manner as fated characters and have vitality and tenacity
scores equal to 10 + their good scores before traits or modifiers to
their key attributes.
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Individuality
All beings are individuals. Templates are made to allow the
Gamekeeper to quickly come up with scores for brief interactions, but
for slightly more detailed characters, don’t be afraid to add traits as
appropriate.
Likewise, some groups may deviate from the templates. For example,
most law enforcement personnel use the soldier package but are also
trained in alertness; cavalry will use the soldier package with the ride
skill, and some sports teams or fighting units only accept members
who have the huge trait.
It is also possible to mix and match templates, for example making a
powerful warrior who is dumb as a rock be a champion physically but
an apprentice mentally. You could also pair such characters, for
example, having a wise sage who is a mental champion with a
bodyguard who has similar physical abilities, counting as a single
character when factoring their contribution to the challenge of an
encounter.
On the flip side, you can also use a template to represent a portion of
a larger creature; for example, a hydra or kraken whose main body
cannot attack by itself but with each tentacle or head counting as a
separate smaller creature whose deaths represent incapacitating
damage to that body part.
Still, there comes a point when a template can only be modified so
much and the character becomes an individual in their own right,
being upgraded to a fated character.
Fated characters need not be as fully developed as a player character,
but they still have unique attributes, histories, personalities, and
descriptions as well as goals and motives. They can serve as enemies,
mentors, allies, recurring antagonists, rivals, friends, colleagues,
patrons, employees, family members, or repeated acquaintances of the
player characters.
The Gamekeeper should take notes about such characters, and may
even make up a full character sheet for them to keep the numbers
consistent and speed up gameplay. Fated characters should follow the
same rules as player characters and the Gamekeeper can create them
with as many character points as needed and advance them as
appropriate.
Note that when describing an extra, they often appear more average
than their scores would indicate. Their listed values are mechanical
approximations and are often higher than an equivalent fated
character’s to compensate for the lack of full traits, mana, destiny, and
even artifacts and magical augmentations.

Templates
Infirm

Novice

Amateur

Journeyman

Adept

Expert

Master

Paragon

Use this template for those whose abilities are
significantly below the norm; small children, elders,
and the sick or crippled.
A novice is someone who is still young and not yet
fully grown or trained in their area of expertise.
Use this template for students, apprentices, squires,
and juvenile beasts.
The amateur template is used for most regular
people. Amateurs typically represent unskilled
laborers or those with limited ability in their area of
expertise.
Also use this template to represent people who are
assistants to a more skilled character, are acting
outside of their standard capacity, or adult animals of
the smaller gender.
The journeyman is an educated and experienced
practitioner in their field. This should be the most
common level of character that the players directly
interact with, including most career soldiers, raiders,
mercenaries, and full-time guards.
For animals, this template represents an adult of the
larger gender.
Adepts are life-long veterans, young prodigies, or
highly-trained elites.
Use this template for exceptionally hardy beasts and
hand-reared domestic animals.
Experts are truly exceptional individuals; officers,
chieftains, or other leaders. They are highly
decorated members of their field.
For animals, this template usually represents the
alpha of a pack or a tough loner who needs no
assistance to survive in the Wild.
Masters are the best of the best. They represent
leaders and world-renowned experts in their field.
Use these attributes for generals, superstars, aged
mentors, and for mighty lords or the bodyguards of
less physical potentates.
Amongst animals, this usually represents an ancient
beast that is larger and more powerful than its kin.
Paragons are the greatest their race has to offer and
usually represent a mighty king or emperor, a product
of divine blood, or perhaps the leader or progenitor of
the entire species.
This level might also represent a legendary animal
such as the Caledonian Boar, The Beast of Gevaudan,
Gustave, Bucephalus, or the Nemean Lion.

Spirits
Spirits that are created using the extra rules have their own templates
based on their circle. They do not have a health rating, as all damage
is transferred into psychic wounds and depletes their mana score,
which they may utilize as normal.
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Extras
Level
Infirm
Novice
Amateur
Proficient
Adept
Expert
Master
Paragon

Good
6
6
10
12
14
16
18
20

Bad
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Health
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
5

Animus
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5

Spirit
First Circle
Second Circle
Third Circle
Fourth Circle
Fifth Circle
Deity
Eldritch Entity
Primordial

Good
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Bad
2
5
8
11
14
15
18
20

Mana
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512

Animus
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
10

Extras use their good score for trained skills.
Extras use their bad score for untrained skills.
Speed, encumbrance, earshot, and range are equal to the bad score.
Might, resilience, initiative, dodge, and damage are normally equal to the good score, but may use the bad score for individuals who are less
physically inclined.
Inborn ability modifiers and traits modify an extra’s scores normally.
As modifiers for tools are already included in an extra’s scores, traits that replicate tools such as beauty or limber have no mechanical effects.
Chi does not modify an extra’s scores, but does allow them to ignore penalties for going without tools.
All extras with combat training are assumed to already have the skirmisher trait and do not gain any additional benefit.
An extra’s animus is determined by its template. Chakras are equal to animus, minimum one.

Equipment Options:
Fighting Style Options (Choose One):
Two-Handed*
+2 Damage
Dual Wield
+2 Accuracy
Parrying Dagger
+2 Dodge
Shield
+2 Resilience
Hand and a Half Grip
+1 Accuracy +1 Damage
Buckler
+1 Dodge +1 Resilience
*: Creatures that lack prehensile limbs but possess natural weapons can achieve the same effect by utilizing slam
Armor Options:
Unarmored
Lightly Armored
Heavily Armored
No Helmet
Beast

-4 Resilience and gains acrobatics and athletics as trained skills
-2 Resilience and gains acrobatics or athletics as a trained skill
+2 Resilience and loses training in one skill
-1 Resilience and gains alertness as a trained skill
-5 Resilience, trained skills by species, +2 resilience per rank of carapace trait

Weapon Options:
Unarmed
Light Weapons
Heavy Weapons
Firearms

+4 Accuracy, -4 Damage
+2 Accuracy -2 Damage
-2 Accuracy, +2 Damage
+1 Accuracy and Damage

Most characters do not carry potions into battle, but specialists may bring along a few consumables to suit their role. Sappers typically have
explosives, scouts smoke or flash bombs, priests holy water, and alchemists can have any of the above plus a few tonics or elixirs.
The quality of these potions is equal to the user's animus score and they have sufficient supplies to last them for the engagement.
Extras can make use of equipment modifications normally, as described in Chapter Five.
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Appendix
This section contains many secrets about the world of Pangaea. As
such, it is recommended that you do not read it unless you are the
Gamekeeper or planning to become the Gamekeeper. Otherwise, you
will only be spoiling the surprise for yourself.
Also note that the abilities, backgrounds, and motivations which are
given to the characters in this chapter are all just possibilities, meant
to inspire plots for your game. Gamekeepers are free to use or not use
any of the material in the following sections and are encouraged to
change it to better suit their own storyline.
Looking at the sample characters presented below, one will notice two
things. First, most are very powerful beings. This is not because such
characters are the norm, but rather because they are the exception and
thus bear special mention.
Secondly, one will notice that most are either villainous or morally
ambiguous. This is also intentional. Powerful heroes and allies will
only serve the steal the spotlight from the player characters who are,
after all, the true stars of the story. An occasional role model or
mentor is fine, but such devices should be used sparingly, and if such
allies remain alive and loyal for a significant period of time, the
player characters should eventually outgrow them.
The world of Heart of Darkness is a bleak one, most of the great
heroes have either been killed or retired from the world's affairs, and
the fate of Pangaea is left in the player’s hands. As many of these
villains are far stronger than a character is likely to become in most
games, they can serve as excellent adversaries for the players;
adversaries who will require brilliant strategy or teamwork to
overcome rather than a mere show of force, rendering defeat a real
possibility and victory all the more impressive.

The Warlords
It is common knowledge that the Warlords are immortal and powerful
sorcerers, and it is no secret that they commune with and command
demons. Many people also claim that the Warlords are devil
worshippers, but few say it openly outside of Gollanthor. Although
some suspect it, the truth is unknown to any living being save the
Warlords themselves and a select few of their closest advisors.
Each Warlord is the avatar of one of the fallen archangels who
followed Lucifer during the Reckoning. The lords of Hell found a
way around the Gotterdammerung, which forbade them from
manifesting their power directly in the mortal world. Instead, each
chose a champion from amongst the many mortals who had sold their
souls to the powers of Hell since the time of the Reckoning and
imbued that champion with a good portion of their own power. These
warriors were to be the literal horsemen of the apocalypse, unleashed
on the mortal world when the Imperium was on the verge of collapse
to usher in a new age of darkness for mankind.
The Warlords serve their demonic masters with varying degrees of
piety, although each knows that they ultimately belong to the darkness
body and soul. They discreetly encourage the spread of cults devoted
to their patron fiend and do their best to root out and destroy those of
their rivals. They do not openly outlaw the worship of the gods of
Heaven and they do not destroy churches unless the Warlord believes
they are harboring Templar or others who would seek to oppose them.
They feel that they do not need to, as the world continues to fade into
darkness, faith in the gods above and the spirits of the Wild will
inevitably fail, and the people will have no choice but to turn to the
lords of the underworld and their mortal proxies.
The Warlord's ultimate goal is, quite simply, the total domination of
Pangaea. They do not share power, and rather than finish off the
Imperium, they slowly eat away at the Templar and at one another, so
that when the final battle at Camelot occurs, it will be under the
command of a single Warlord who has killed or enslaved all of their
compatriots. Lucifer has declared that the Warlord who claims the
Heart of Darkness will be crowned Demon Emperor, lord of the
Earth.
The arch-devils do not truly care about dominating the mortal world,
rather they see it as a means to the end. Although having their
Warlord be the bearer of the Heart of Darkness will be a tremendous
feather in the cap of any lord of Hell, their true goal is to simply
generate enough psychic energy in their domain by torturing and
perverting the nature of mankind. Once humanity is united under the
rule of the Demon Emperor and their underworld patrons, a second
Reckoning will begin and the heavens will burn.
Although Lucifer has never chosen a Warlord for himself, nothing is
stopping him from doing so. Perhaps the Morning Star is only waiting
until the time is right to name his own champion, likely at the very
twilight of the Imperium. There are many potential candidates for a
champion of Satan, including Lord Skulmar, Lady Lilith, The Erlking,
General Sunder, Pandora, and Kain; the Black King. Some among the
Warlords fear that the Scourge may be the herald of his champion's
coming.

Reading the Entries
The attributes for the following characters are based on the templates
in Chapter Ten, although the characters they represent are fated
characters and receive their full complement of destiny and mana.
The values of all traits, equipment, and species modifiers have already
been calculated into the printed scores. Trained skills have their
scores listed. For untrained skill tests, assume the character has an
adjustment equal to the key attribute.
Eternal characters have their apparent age listed in parenthesis.
Only notable pieces of equipment are listed. Assume that the
characters in this chapter also have access to tools for their skills with
a quality appropriate to their template and the resources befitting their
station.
Artifacts will have their powers listed in parenthesis after the listing
for the receptacle.
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Apollyon
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
10
Male
Charisma:
7
Abaddon
Dexterity:
14
Nightholm
Endurance:
14
Bald
Intelligence:
11
Red
Perception:
14
Pallid
Strength:
14
Flabby
Willpower:
12
Right
Size Rating:
0
Nightholm - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
6’10’’
Destiny:
15
14 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
278 (38)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
27
Might:
30
26
Speed:
15
+31
Tenacity:
15
+23
Vitality:
15
Alertness (+25), Fortitude (+25), Insight (+25), Larceny (+25), Marksmanship (+25), Medical (+25), Resolve (+25),
Unarmed (+25), Wyrd (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Immortal, Priest, Psychosis, Ugly
Dweomer Masteries: Empower, Heighten, Wild Surge
Martial Techniques: Coup De Grace, Gruesome Blow, Hacking, Precise Strike, Wild Strike
Notable Equipment: Aegis (Obscure), Heavy Armor, Rifle (Ray), Melee Claws (Torment)
Apollyon has always been a monster. Outcast as a child for his odd appearance and warped behaviors, he slowly descended into madness and
villainy. In his mortal life, he was a deranged serial killer who would defile and then eat the corpses of his victims. Eventually, he would be
caught and, facing the gallows, prayed for deliverance. His prayers were answered by Abaddon, the angel of the bottomless pit, who freed him
and granted him the supernatural gifts he needed to continue his unwholesome pursuits.
Apollyon would later be taken bodily into Hell, where he would learn to embrace his inner madness and master the art of inflicting pain.
Sometime shortly after the battle of Armageddon, he was defeated by the dark elf Lord Skulmar and, in exchange for his life and freedom, he
pledged himself to a new master. Now his kingdom serves as the mainland embassy for the dark elves, and Apollyon himself is less a Warlord
than a puppet for Skulmar. He is allowed to think he is in charge, but he is kept distracted by a steady stream of potential victims as well as his
own paranoia, and his every move is watched by the priests of the Raven.
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Baalberith
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Half Giant
Agility:
12
Male
Charisma:
13
Bhaal
Dexterity:
14
New Jericho
Endurance:
13
Bald
Intelligence:
12
Brown
Perception:
13
Tan
Strength:
14
Muscular
Willpower:
13
Right
Size Rating:
2
New Jericho - Leader Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
9’2’’
Destiny:
15
30 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
1254 (34)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
32
24
Speed:
15
+29
Tenacity:
15
+25
Vitality:
15
Academics (+25), Acrobatics (+25), Alertness (+25), Athletics (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25), Resolve
(+25), Restoration (+25), Stealth (+25), Stone Working (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Addict, Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Hybrid, Immortal, Priest
Dweomer Masteries: Amplify, Empower, Vile
Martial Techniques:
Crush, Disarm, Flurry, Grapple, Parry, Precise Strike, Riposte, Shove, Struggle, Subdue, Trip
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Eye for an Eye), Fighting Gloves (Subdue Seeker), Light Armor
In the savage times before the coming of the Imperium, Pangaea was inhabited by many warring iron-age cultures. Baalberith was the product of
one such tribe. Born of mixed giant and human blood, he had a powerful physique and natural charisma that made him an obvious candidate for
the role of Khan. He was a talented warrior, but far more sadistic than most. He fought to bring pain and suffering to his enemies and relished
the torture of captives and the raping of their wives and daughters. In time, he learned to balance sadism and ambition, and it was then that he
was approached by Bhaal and offered a position at the head of his armies.
After smashing the armies of the Imperium, he took for himself the isolated city of New Jericho as his capital. In its center, he built a great
palace to honor him and indulge his pleasures. Baalberith holds many prisoners in the dungeons beneath his palace, trophies from his past
campaigns whose executions he draws out over a span of years. Atop his palace is a massive pleasure dome where he keeps a harem of
thousands of women, placated by drugs and forced to host the succubae whom Baalberith considers his queens. It is from one of these dalliances
that his son Hakkiel was born, a half-demon child whose size and charisma are less than the father's but who far exceeds him in sadism. Hakkiel
is often more trouble to his father than he is worth, but Baalberith is still proud of his son and has chosen not to dispose of him until he shows a
desire to overthrow the Warlord and claim New Jericho as his own.
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Balthazar
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Unknown
Agility:
14
Unknown
Charisma:
14
Beelzebub
Dexterity:
15
Dungenus
Endurance:
14
Unknown
Intelligence:
14
Unknown
Perception:
14
Unknown
Strength:
13
Unknown
Willpower:
14
Unknown
Size Rating:
0
Dungenus - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
5’11’’
Destiny:
15
11 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
Unknown
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
29
Speed:
15
+25
Tenacity:
15
+29
Vitality:
15
Academics (+25), Acrobatics (+25), Athletics (+25), Divination (+25), Expression (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership
(+25), Melee (+25), Resolve (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Immortal, Limber, Priest, Taboo
Dweomer Masteries:
Alacrity, Empower, Multi
Martial Techniques:
Dive Bomb, Fend Off, Flurry, Leaping Strike, Lunge, Parry, Precise Strike, Sweeping Strike
Notable Equipment:
Heavy Armor (Freedom IV), The Mantle of Adamant (Aegis of Stone-skin), The Wailing Trident
Balthazar is the most powerful of the Warlords, and many claim that this is due in no small part to the web of mystery in which the Warlord
cloaks himself. Balthazar never speaks, never acts, and rarely appears in public. Indeed, Balthazar has not even ridden into battle since
Armageddon, only raising his trident in war when Dungenus itself is threatened. Balthazar does not even show his face, always hiding behind an
armored mask, and Balthazar rarely leaves his warded sanctum, a bunker deep beneath the palace at Dungenus.
Aside from a few demonstrations of power against the local people and hengeyokai raiders, Balthazar has not seen battle since Khornal's illfated invasion of Dungenus, during which Balthazar defeated Khornal, but not before having his own throat slashed to the bone, an injury which
took him many years to heal and from which he still bears the scar.
None are permitted into Balthazar's sanctum save his most trusted advisors and minions, and even they are only allowed in one at a time and
forbidden to speak about what they see. These minions include numerous assassins, guardians, and bounty hunters, but first amongst them is
Blair De'Arnise, the voice of Balthazar. It is through this clever young woman that Balthazar issues his proclamations, and has since he rescued
her from the island of San Portus. During his invasion, powerful sorceries were unleashed and reality itself buckled, spirits of the Astral pouring
through the rent in time and space. Blair, then a young girl and promising athlete, was caught in the rift and saved by the Warlord, who raised
her as his own daughter. She has served him loyally for many years, and the Warlord’s sorcery has kept her young all that time.
There is also a rumor amongst the wise that Balthazar does not exist except as a means of misdirection for the Prince of Lies. They say that it is
Blair De’Arnise who is the avatar of Beelzebub, and that she or one of her inner circle of hellions dons the Warlord’s mantle when it is time to
give a speech or engage in combat. Some point out that this is impossible, for Blair was captured by Balthazar during the fall of San Portus, but
many dismiss this seeming impossibility with an even wilder yarn about how the very threads of time were unwound when the Cataclysm hit the
already strained locus at the Lost Temple of Gaia.
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Devorus
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Dwarf
Agility:
11
Male
Charisma:
12
Azazel
Dexterity:
13
The Icarus
Endurance:
14
Black
Intelligence:
14
Gray
Perception:
14
Gray
Strength:
13
Stocky
Willpower:
13
Ambidextrous
Size Rating:
0
The Icarus - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
5’1’’
Destiny:
15
11 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
460 (75)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
22
Speed:
15
+23
Tenacity:
15
+31
Vitality:
15
Alertness (+25), Fortitude (+25), Marksmanship (+25), Melee (+25), Resolve (+25), Ride (+25), Science (+25),
Technology (+25), Thaumaturgy (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Color Blind, Earthborn, Enlightened (Thaumaturgy), Immortal, Night Vision, Priest, Soulless
Dweomer Masteries:
Automate, Extend, Phantasm, Reaching, Wave
Martial Techniques:
Lockdown, Shove, Surgical Strike, Sunder, Throw, Trip, Volley
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Ring of Eyes), Flying Carpet, Light Armor, Maul (Thunder Hammer)
Most dwarves are sturdy folk with both feet on the ground, both literally and figuratively. Devorus was different; ever since he was a small child
in Aureth, he dreamed of the sky. Though his clan thought him crazy, he worked hard to unlock the secrets of flight, studying the wings of birds
and the laws of physics with equal fervor. Eventually, he became the greatest zeppelin-smith amongst the dwarves, although few would trust the
air enough to make use of his creations. But still, his dream eluded him. Eventually, he turned down a dark path, consulting with forbidden
spirits, and in the end, would sell his soul to Azazel in exchange for the secret of heavier than air flight.
Devorus would go on to complete his work and became the standard-bearer for the armies of the Warlords, his glorious machines holding aloft
symbols of their power and victory. Devorus disappeared after the battle of Armageddon, retreating to a hidden lair with his minions and his
mountain of plunder. He used the spoils of his conquests on the frontier to concoct his masterpiece, the Icarus, an enormous airship powered by
both conventional sciences as well as dozens of bound spirits, all controlled by a powerful demonic intellect.
From his fortress aboard the Icarus, Devorus has been steadily building up his forces, perfecting his designs and crafting fleets of flying ships.
He hopes to one day bypass the defenses of Camelot entirely and take the Heart of Darkness for himself, and when that happens not even the
sky will be his limit.
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Ghort'zan
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Orc
Agility:
13
Male
Charisma:
13
Moloch
Dexterity:
13
Gorrelek
Endurance:
14
Bald
Intelligence:
12
Red
Perception:
13
Olive
Strength:
15
Muscular
Willpower:
14
Right
Size Rating:
0
Gorrelek - Renegade
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
7’2’’
Destiny:
15
16 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
680 (30)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
24
Speed:
15
+23
Tenacity:
15
+29
Vitality:
15
Alertness (+25), Athletics (+25), Evocation (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25), Melee (+25), Resolve (+25),
Stone Working (+25), Survival (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Immortal, Infrared Vision, Outcast, Photosynthesis, Priest
Dweomer Masteries: Annihilate, Balefire, Heighten
Martial Techniques: Charge, Fend Off, Flurry, Guard, Hacking, Lockdown, Mocking Blow, Parry, Precise Strike, Sweeping Strike
Notable Equipment: Aegis (Recuperation), Great Axe (Celestial Fire), Medium Armor
The wars between the Imperium and the southern orc tribes were long and bitter. The Old Empire tried time and again to subjugate the
greenskins, but the orcs kept fighting back, and none fought so hard as Ghort'zan. A powerful orcish chief, he refused to submit, no matter how
many of his followers’ lives would be spent on the battlefield. He was defeated by the Imperium many times, but each time he made the humans
pay, never willing to surrender, always escaping before he could meet the headsman's axe. Eventually, he would find himself bereft of a
kingdom, his people no longer willing to stand by his side, and he continued his war alone until his body was battered and broken and his life
was all but spent. He cursed men and the gods, and vowed to serve any master who could help him continue the fight, and his call was answered
by the arch-devil Moloch.
Ghort'zan's soul was taken by Moloch and, in exchange, he was granted great strength and an eternity to practice his skills with the blade. He
was given a legion of dread warriors to command and drill into shape over the course of centuries, and then he was unleashed upon the mortal
world at the battle of Armageddon. This was the first of many battles in which he vented his undying rage against the Empire of men, and when
it was over he returned to his homeland and made sure to drive out the Templar forever and execute every human he could find. He established
himself as the unquestioned ruler of the southern orcs and even as he planned a great campaign of conquest into the Imperium, he lost his land
again, this time to a foe against which even the power of Moloch was not sufficient. The great green wyrm Crocotta slew Ghort'zan in battle and
stole his kingdom and his people. Fortunately for Ghort'zan, the dragon was unaware of the enchantments binding the orc's essence to this
world, and in time he returned from the grave. Now he dwells in the desert, once again fighting a guerilla war to reclaim his homeland and
seeking to arouse the fighting spirit in his war-weary people.
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Hulbaaron
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Dionjen
Agility:
12
Male
Charisma:
11
Astaroth
Dexterity:
13
Union
Endurance:
14
Brown
Intelligence:
13
Yellow
Perception:
15
Chestnut
Strength:
14
Muscular
Willpower:
13
Right
Size Rating:
2
Union - Former Leader Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
8’3’’
Destiny:
15
24 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
350 (30)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
32
25
Speed:
15
+29
Tenacity:
15
+25
Vitality:
15
Acrobatics (+25), Alertness (+25), Athletics (+25), Conjuration (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25),
Marksmanship (+25), Resolve (+25), Stealth (+25), Survival (+25), Unarmed (+25), Wood Working (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Carapace, Deep Sleeper, Enlightened, Immortal, Infrared Vision, Priest, Scent, Talons
Dweomer Masteries: Bind, Empower, Reaching, Seeking
Martial Techniques: Ambush, Coup de Grace, Crush, Grapple, Lunge, Mocking Blow, Trip
Notable Equipment: Aegis (Acid Blood), Talons of Venom
Once, Hulbaaron was a dionjen warrior who lived in the deep Wild, more capable than most but never truly exceptional. During a vision quest
in which he scoured the spirit world for prey, he came upon the archdevil Astaroth. When he could not defeat it in battle, it seemed only logical
for Hulbaaron to bargain with this spirit, pledging himself to it in exchange for success in his waking life. He returned to his tribe and was soon
honored as the most prosperous hunter in the entire dionjen nation. When his time was up, he went willingly into the hells to join with the other
Warlords. They viewed him as a monster, a reputation which he did his best to live up to, and it was into his forces that most of the so-called
subhuman hellions drifted.
After the battle of Armageddon, Hulbaaron carved out his own kingdom in the Canyon Lands and called all of the rejected creatures of Pangaea
to him, but before he could make his move, he was felled by a blessed bullet from a Templar assassin. Though it could not kill him, he was
unable to recover from his wounds and fell into a coma from which he has never awakened. Now, his kingdom has been transformed into the
free city of Union, and he remains a forgotten relic, slumbering beneath their capital, only remembered when a politician seeks to invoke his
name for their own personal goals. But Hulbaaron's spirit is not entirely departed, and deep in the world of dreams, it has found new allies who
will bring his wayward children back into line.
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Khornal
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
14
Male
Charisma:
14
Mephistopheles
Dexterity:
14
Death Marshes
Endurance:
13
Black
Intelligence:
15
Blue
Perception:
13
Beige
Strength:
14
Athletic
Willpower:
15
Left
Size Rating:
0
Khornalia - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
6’3’’
Destiny:
15
13 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
310 (28)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
27
Speed:
15
+25
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Academics (+25), Chronomancy (+25), Expression (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25), Marksmanship (+25),
Melee (+25), Reason (+25), Resolve (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Eidetic Memory, Enlightened, Immortal, Priest, Psychosis
Dweomer Masteries: Arcane, Empower, Falsify, Reaching, Seeking
Martial Techniques: Dead to Rights, Dolorous Stroke, Focused Defense, Riposte
Notable Equipment: Aegis (Spirit Armor), Heavy Armor, Two-Handed Blade (Avenger)
Khornal was once an Imperial noble who was too ambitious and intelligent for his own good. Though he was a proud and daring swordsman, his
primary skill was in the game of politics, and he never stopped working to increase his own standing. Eventually, he had reached what he
believed was the limit of his mobility within the rigid Imperial hierarchy, and decided to look for other options. His best offer would come from
the arch-devil Mephistopheles, who promised him the opportunity to take for himself the throne of not only the Imperium but the whole of
Pangaea, and with such an offer before him, Khornal could not refuse.
Khornal's already formidable powers were augmented by the lords of Hell, and he was given a place within their ranks. Eventually, he would
become one of the Warlords and turn against his former countrymen. Still, he was not satisfied with his lot, and he was the first of the Warlords
to scheme against his compatriots once the Heart of Darkness was in sight. He masterfully turned his former comrades against one another
before finally playing his hand and attempting their annihilation.
His plans had been in motion for decades, and Khornal swiftly swept outward from his capital of Bhrayman and over the lands of his closest
neighbors, Trevaro and Sladd, before turning his attention to Balthazar, his only real rival. In the city of Dungenus, he clashed with Balthazar
atop the walls of the great palace and came within a hair's breadth of decapitating his foe. This was not to be, and he was ultimately defeated,
allowing Balthazar to pillage his lands and usurp his position as first amongst the Warlords. Khornal and his armies were forced to retreat and
take shelter in the haunted mire of the Death Marshes.
Khornal remains in his swamp-locked tower at Khornalia, refusing to accept defeat. Indeed, he will not tolerate the slightest mention of his
failures and his advisors must pretend not to remember past defeats lest they lose their lives. From Khornalia, the Warlord weaves masterful
schemes, subtly manipulating the economies of his rivals. Most think him dead, and although it is a burden on his pride, he welcomes these
misconceptions, for it allows him to work from the safety of the shadows until he is ready to unveil his master plan and capture all of Pangaea;
past, present, and future.
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Livonia
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
10
Female
Charisma:
11
Mammon
Dexterity:
13
Avarus
Endurance:
14
Brown
Intelligence:
14
Green
Perception:
12
Fair
Strength:
13
Thick
Willpower:
14
Left
Size Rating:
0
Avarus - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
5’6’’
Destiny:
15
8 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
290 (19)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
26
Speed:
15
+25
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Alertness (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25), Marksmanship (+25), Melee (+25), Metalworking (+25), Reason
(+25), Science (+25), Technology (+25), Technomancy (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Immortal, Priest, Sterile
Dweomer Masteries: Empower, Heighten, Imbue, Materialistic, Multi
Martial Techniques: Aim, Disarm, Sunder, Throw, Volley
Notable Equipment: Aegis (Voltage Field), Crystalline Heart (Mercury), Heavy Armor, Two-Handed Blade (Penetrator)
Centuries ago, the woman who is now the Warlord Livonia was a young maiden working in her father's foundry. They were nobility, allegedly
of royal blood by way of Mordred, but their family was located in the interior of the Imperium in peaceful times and they were not preoccupied
with war or conquest, but rather improving the quality of life for the people of Pangaea. When she was just a girl, her father was working on
creating machinery which could interface directly with human flesh, artificial limbs and organs to replace those which were lost or defective. In
his tinkering, her father accidentally succeeded too well and created a clockwork man so perfect that it took on a life of its own. The young girl
who would become Livonia was the only one who was aware of the construct’s true nature, and she came to think of it as her only friend, for she
had long forsaken social relations in favor of intellectual pursuits. After several months, the machine's intelligence came to light, and the
Illuminated Templar came in the night and took it to be destroyed, for such technologies were deemed too dangerous and forbidden by the Tao.
The young girl was devastated. She spent her teenage years in a distraught state attempting in vain to recreate the miracle of mechanical life
with no success. Eventually, however, she did hear another voice speak to her from her machines, the voice of Mammon, lord of greed and spirit
of material things. At the time, she was in the depths of depression and on the verge of suicide, and Mammon rescued her from this dark place
and taught her wonders of steel that would transcend mere flesh.
Now, Livonia is the wealthiest of all the Warlords, and from her throne atop the iron towers of Avarus, she commands vast legions of
mechanical men in lieu of mortal soldiers, and her human slaves toil constantly to create bigger and better machines of war. She has replaced
much of her own body with machinery, augmenting her demonic strength with hell-forged alloys, and has wired her own brain into the
mechanical hive mind which controls the city of Avarus; nothing occurs within her domain that she does not see.
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Neraka
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
15
Female
Charisma:
14
Leviathan
Dexterity:
14
Pompur
Endurance:
11
White
Intelligence:
14
Brown
Perception:
14
Brown
Strength:
10
Slender
Willpower:
14
Right
Size Rating:
0
Pompur - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
5’9’’
Destiny:
15
5 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
210 (23)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
27
Might:
28
20
Speed:
15
+27
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Acrobatics (+25), Alertness (+25), Athletics (+25), Expression (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25),
Marksmanship (+25), Perform (+25), Resolve (+25), Stealth (+25), Transmutation (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Frail, Immortal, Priest
Dweomer Masteries:
Empower, Extend, Psychic Venom, Sympathetic, Thunderclap
Martial Techniques:
Ambush, Cheap Shot, Feint, Focused Defense, Hit and Run, Parry
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Obscure), Magic Pipes, Pistol (Seeker - Precise Strike), Frost Kiss (Ice Shank Short Blade)
Neraka was once a famous model and dancer who captivated the south with her beauty and grace. She was eventually consumed by her vanity;
terrified of growing old or ugly and obsessed with becoming ever thinner. Eventually, she would become so desperate to attain the physique she
felt she deserved that she made a pact with Leviathan, Spirit of Famine, to become the slenderest woman in all the land. For centuries she
worked as a subtle agent of Leviathan, not as a warrior but as a manipulator, enticing others into the service of the hells, until eventually she was
promoted to full Warlord. Now, she rules the city of Pompur, and paintings of her can be found on almost every building, signs promoting her
glory and inspiring her followers. She is careful in her actions, favoring knowledge over power, and is ever ready to appease her enemies to their
face while planning to slip a dagger into their back.
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Sladd
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Lizard Person
Agility:
9
Male
Charisma:
11
Behemoth
Dexterity:
12
Lost Hope
Endurance:
14
Bald
Intelligence:
12
Brown
Perception:
13
Chartreuse
Strength:
14
Fat
Willpower:
11
Right
Size Rating:
0
Lost Hope - Leader Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
5’11’’
Destiny:
15
18 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
460 (35)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
26
Speed:
15
+23
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Abjuration (+25), Alertness (+25), Athletics (+25), Fortitude (+25), Larceny (+25), Melee (+25), Resolve (+25),
Riding (+25), Stealth (+25), Survival (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Carapace II, Cold Blooded, Enlightened, Fat, Immortal, Priest
Dweomer Masteries:
Mass, Reaching, Seeking
Martial Techniques:
Ambush, Charge, Hit and Run, Lunge, Lockdown, Parry, Riposte, Shield Block
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Bark Skin), Lance (Shooting), Shield
Sladd was hatched on the island of Arunoch almost five centuries ago, his parents having already perished before he entered the world. The
lizardfolk are coldblooded creatures, and the sight of a poor orphan elicited no charity. Thus, Sladd had to fight to survive, and survive he did;
while his weaker siblings perished, the hardships made him all the tougher. He grew up as a brutal and devious thief and scavenger, but he was
always desperate and hungry. He would reach his moral limit when he came upon a nest of young lizardfolk who had been abandoned as he had
so many years before, and as he devoured the eggs he swore to himself that he would never allow himself to sink to such depths again, and the
vow, combined with the utter depravity of the act, attracted the ear of Behemoth, Spirit of Gluttony, who offered Sladd a way to fulfill his
promise.
Sladd was never the greatest of the Warlords; always short-sighted and selfish, denying his own potential. He quickly lost most of his riches to
the other Warlords and was late in acquiring his own domain in the north, a domain that was almost taken from him by Khornal. Now, Sladd is
regarded as the weakest of the Warlords, always on the move and acting as a raider rather than a king, although he personally leads his own
warband, unafraid to seek out the thickest of the fighting on his own. This, along with a mastery of the Wild and the beasts who inhabit it, has
made him a force to be reckoned with.
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Thanatos
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
11
Male
Charisma:
12
Asmodeus
Dexterity:
12
Morpheus
Endurance:
12
Black
Intelligence:
14
Brown
Perception:
13
Fair
Strength:
11
Average
Willpower:
14
Right
Size Rating:
0
Morpheus - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
6’
Destiny:
15
9 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
470 (65)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
25
25
Might:
30
20
Speed:
15
+25
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Academics (+25), Alertness (+25), Fortitude (+25), Insight (+25), Melee (+25), Leadership (+25), Occult (All) (+25),
Resolve (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Channel, Eerie, Enlightened, Immortal, Priest
Dweomer Masteries:
Alacrity, Amplify, Conduit, Empower, Enlarge, Extend, Mass, Multi, Partial, Reaching, Seeking, Shape
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Danger Sense), Staff of Power (Suffering), Wand (Empower)
While each of the Warlords has been granted an incredible measure of magical power, only Thanatos was a sorcerer before his deal with the
dark side. A gifted wizard in his own right, he had little need for demonic insight, everything he could ever want was his to take. He was born
into enlightenment, and he was a competent mage going into adolescence when, as is the case with many young men, his mind turned to
thoughts of the fairer sex. Infatuation pushed him into deeper levels of determination, for he was convinced that only through ultimate arcane
power could he win his heart's desire. Although he consorted with darkness, even graduating from the Black School, he never actually made a
demonic pact, he earned his powers on his own merit, and he was eventually able to win over his love through a combination of subtle sorcery
and his own innate charm.
It didn't last, and in the end, he found his beloved to be unfaithful, and all of his sacrifices had been for naught. In his rage, he finally gave in to
the dark spirits who had been tempting him for years, and it was Asmodeus, Lord of Lust, who delighted in the desecration brought about by
misdirected love, that granted him power beyond his wildest dreams. As for the girl, Asmodeus allowed Thanatos to have his revenge upon her,
inflicting every torment and desecration that his warped mind could come up with, and when it was over Asmodeus imprisoned her soul in a
magical artifact. She endures unending and unimaginable torment within this enchanted orb, and to this day Thanatos keeps it affixed to the top
of his staff of power so that he can always watch her suffer.
Thanatos is considered by many to be the supreme master of magic, a wizard of his skill not having graced Pangaea since the time of Merlin.
From his tower of Morpheus, he is a teacher to numerous pupils in the forbidden arts, and they subjugate the surrounding regions in his name.
Thanatos has good relations with the other Warlords, as he does not believe that material wealth or power will give him the edge he needs to
become the Demon Emperor, and he is content to allow his rivals to fight over the meager resources of the dying Earth as he hoards his ancient
power and searches for knowledge which he can wrest from the secret masters.
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Trevaro
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
14
Male
Charisma:
13
Samael
Dexterity:
14
Katar
Endurance:
15
Blond
Intelligence:
14
Blue
Perception:
14
Pale
Strength:
12
Athletic
Willpower:
13
Right
Size Rating:
0
Katar - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
5’10’’
Destiny:
15
9 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
6’4’’
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
26
Speed:
15
+27
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Alertness (+25), Fortitude (+25), Leadership (+25), Marksmanship (+25), Medical (+25), Primalism (+25), Resolve
(+25), Survival (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Allergies, Avatar V (Demonic), Enlightened, Immortal, Priest
Dweomer Masteries:
Empower, Multi, Plague, Reaching, Thunderclap
Martial Techniques:
Fend Off, Flurry, Gruesome Blow, Lockdown, Parry, Volley
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Dimensional Shield), Magic Banner (Memento Mori III), Heavy Armor, Pistol (Vorpal)
Trevaro was once the high priest of an underground cult which spread the message of Hell across the Imperium. He practiced his forbidden
rituals, the charismatic charlatan promising all manner of miracles to those who would pledge their souls to darkness in his name, inducting
Templar, peasants, and freemen alike. After many years, he would be discovered by church inquisitors and put to the torch, and in his
desperation, he finally gave himself wholly over to the darkness, and was taken by Samael, snatched away from the flames and into the depths
of the underworld.
As a Warlord, Trevaro was distinctly middle of the pack, holding his own territory and fighting against the Imperium and his rivals with a
determined and bloody hand. In time, Trevaro would succumb to the might of Khornal, retreating to a humble bunker in the scrubland that
would be his prison for a number of years. When Khornal finally fell, Trevaro reclaimed those lands which had not been burned to ash or taken
by the armies of Balthazar.
Recently, Trevaro has adopted a more active strategy, choosing to use his master's gifts to his advantage. Situated on the edge of the northern
Wild, Trevaro has channeled his power over plagues and pestilence into reshaping the world, funneling strange primordial diseases and
ferocious beasts into the southern lands even as he saps the chi from his neighbor’s kingdoms, hoarding his prosperity and turning his own
desolate land into a toxic paradise.
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Umbriel
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
14
Female
Charisma:
14
Geryon
Dexterity:
14
Xian
Endurance:
14
Red
Intelligence:
14
Green
Perception:
14
Fair
Strength:
14
Statuesque
Willpower:
14
Left
Size Rating:
0
Xian - Leader
Chakras:
5
Diabolic
Concentration:
15
6’5’’
Destiny:
15
13 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
760 (24)
Initiative:
30
5
Mana:
15
25
Might:
30
20
Speed:
15
+27
Tenacity:
15
+27
Vitality:
15
Acrobatics (+25), Alertness (+25), Art (+25), Athletics (+25), Domestic (+25), Expression (+25), Fortitude (+25),
Leadership (+25), Melee (+25), Mysticism (+25), Resolve (+25), Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Avatar V (Demonic), Code of Honor, Enlightened, Immortal, Priest
Dweomer Masteries:
Empower, Heighten, Multi, Reaching
Martial Techniques:
Dolorous Stroke, Flurry, Gruesome Blow, Guard, Leaping Strike, Maim, Parry, Precise Strike, Reckless Offense,
Riposte, Subdue, Sweeping Strike, Throw
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Awe), Curved Two-Handed Blade (Quick Blade), Jewel of Majesty, The Shield of Solomon
Much like her counterpart Balthazar in the far east, Umbriel, Lady of the West, is a mystery. Nothing is known of her life before she came into
the service of Geryon, although it can be surmised that she is somehow working off the crimes of her previous life. However, unlike the
reclusive and enigmatic Balthazar, Umbriel is anything but shy. The lady Umbriel thinks of herself as an Empress for the modern age, and tales
of her power and beauty are spread across the eastern lands.
Umbriel is a tall and amazonian warrior with flowing hair the color of freshly spilled blood, and she frequently dresses in outlandish outfits that
are both breathtaking and tasteless, and which cost enough to feed entire households for a year. She is vain and proud to excess, and enamored
with her own glorious legend, which she is utterly convinced will end with her triumph over all of her foes.
Umbriel has had little contact with her compatriots since she turned west after the battle of Armageddon, riding off into the sunset and toward
the unspoiled lands of the coast, but the time of her return is near. She hopes to take the Imperium directly without ever dealing with the other
Warlords, something which they will be sure to stop if they are able, and then it shall soon be seen if the lady Umbriel is truly as great as she
believes.
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Xaphan
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:

Elf
Male
Azrael
Wanderer
Brown
Brown
Fair
Athletic
Ambidextrous
None
Diabolic
6’8’’
8 Stone
800 (20)
5
25
27
+25
+27

Agility:
Charisma:
Dexterity:
Endurance:
Intelligence:
Perception:
Strength:
Willpower:
Size Rating:
Chakras:
Concentration:
Destiny:
Encumbrance:
Initiative:
Mana:
Might:
Speed:
Tenacity:
Vitality:

14
11
13
14
12
14
14
11
0
5
15
15
15
30
15
30
15
15
15

Skills:

Fortitude (+25), Insight (+25), Melee (+25), Metalworking (+25), Necromancy (+25), Resolve (+25), Survival (+25),
Unarmed (+25)
Traits:
Ambidextrous, Avatar V (Demonic), Changeling, Enlightened, Hex (Emotion – Rage), Immortal, Light Sleeper, Night
Vision, Priest, Weakness - Iron
Dweomer Masteries:
Fel, Heighten, Reaching, Seeking, Thunderclap
Martial Techniques:
Dolorous Stroke, Flurry, Lunge, Precise Strike, Reckless Offense, Riposte, Sweeping Strike, Trip
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Bark Skin), Heavy Armor (Spiked), Two-Handed Blade (Berserker)
Xaphan is the lost Warlord. The only truly fey being amongst their number, he was once a minion of Jaypok with as black a heart has ever been
seen amongst the elves. He was a peerless warrior, but he was not content to restrain his bloodlust to the battlefield and would slay even his
fellow elves if there were no captives to turn upon in the dark of the night. Eventually, he would come to the attention of Azrael the reaper, and
was offered command of a legion of Hell and given an endless parade of victims to slay in his master's name.
Xaphan's story would come to an ignoble end as he took up a cursed blade. Whether it was given to him by his patron or looted from the
Imperial vaults is uncertain and of no import; while the other Warlords bore powerful weapons with no great loss of sensibility, the curse within
his sword found a kindred soul in the deranged killer and soon drove him mad with bloodlust.
At the epic climax of the battle at Armageddon, the roar of the blade grew so loud that Xaphan lost his mind entirely and destroyed the enemy
force almost single-handedly before turning upon his own men. Most fled and joined with one of the other Warlords who still retained
something vaguely resembling sanity or compassion. Xaphan then disappeared into the desert, his mind completely burned out by the battle fire
in his head. It is said that he wanders the wastes still, sustained by the blood of his victims, slaying any he comes across without a second
thought, while the last vestige of his true self prays to finally find a foe worthy of freeing him from the cursed sword and granting him the one
death he has yet to witness; his own.
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Brad Weston
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
9
Male
Charisma:
7
Agnostic
Dexterity:
12
Golgotha
Endurance:
8
Brown
Intelligence:
9
Brown
Perception:
10
Tan
Strength:
8
Muscular
Willpower:
8
Ambidextrous
Size Rating:
0
Individualist
Chakras:
5
Altruistic
Concentration:
10
6’2’’
Destiny:
10
12 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
35
Initiative:
20
5
Mana:
10
22
Might:
20
17
Speed:
10
+28
Tenacity:
10
+21
Vitality:
10
Acrobatics (+18), Alertness (+20), Fortitude (+20), Larceny (+20), Marksmanship (+25), Resolve (+20), Social (+20),
Technology (+20)
Traits:
Acute Vision, Addict, Changeling, Channel, Legendary Marksmanship
Martial Techniques:
Flurry, Hit and Run, Parry, Precise Strike, Strafe, Sweeping Strike
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Obscure), The Cubic Gate, Short Blade, The Fiend Slayers, Light Armor, Rifle (Scatter)
Brad Weston is a skilled gunslinger and veteran soldier who dwells within the city of Golgotha. He is the elder brother of both Christine Weston
and Raven-Dies-Talking. He was once a sergeant in the Imperial army, and later a mercenary fighter, but he currently has no military
inclinations and works as a freelance bodyguard and detective, choosing to spend most of his time within the city so that he can watch over his
little sister and the other people who dwell in what he now considers to be his home.
Several years ago, Brad met with the wizard Merlin and was presented with a secret quest. Although he has never revealed the precise details of
their bargain, he was given several potent artifacts to aid him, including the Cubic Gate and the Fiend Slayer revolvers, to help accomplish his
goals. He became a hunter of demons, and he tracks them to the far corners of the world to pursue these ends. He is feared by the servants of
Hell, who say that he cannot be killed by any evil force, and his reputation amongst the infernal powers is a major factor in Golgotha's
independence.
Brad is one of the good guys, although he is a gruff loner and more than a little paranoid. He spends most evenings alone with a bottle of
whiskey in the heavily booby-trapped apartment above his office. He has his reasons though, he has made many enemies, not only amongst the
hellions but also the local undead and criminals of Golgotha, and he has no desire to see any more friends die because they got too close to him.
He is broad-shouldered and ruggedly handsome, with his long brown hair held back in a ponytail. He is frequently unshaven and smoking a
cigarette, and he typically wears dark sunglasses and a long leather duster reinforced to serve as light armor as well as protection from the
elements.
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Che
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
9
Male
Charisma:
9
Theist
Dexterity:
9
Montelagro
Endurance:
9
Brown
Intelligence:
8
Blue
Perception:
9
Tan
Strength:
8
Athletic
Willpower:
9
Right
Size Rating:
0
Che - Leader
Chakras:
5
Mercenary
Concentration:
10
6’4’’
Destiny:
10
11 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
40
Initiative:
20
5
Mana:
10
20
Might:
20
17
Speed:
10
+24
Tenacity:
10
+20
Vitality:
10
Alertness (+20), Athletics (+18), Expression (+20), Fortitude (+20), Gaming (+20), Leadership (+20), Marksmanship
(+20), Melee (+20), Resolve (+20)
Traits:
Title
Martial Techniques:
Coup de Grace, Feint, Focused Defense, Lockdown, Lunge, Main, Parry, Precise Strike, Riposte
Notable Equipment:
Fine Blade, Light Armor, Heavy Rifle
Guillaume Che is the grandson of the Templar Lord who betrayed the Imperium during the Masarian revolution. Likewise, he is the son of the
woman who allied her kingdom with Balthazar. During his childhood, the young Che was a decorated military hero and a great warrior, an
admirable product of an ancient Templar line. He commanded the nation's military and led them to many victories against the North-sea pirates
and slavers that plagued their island as well as various incursions onto the mainland to strike at the enemies of Balthazar in honor of their
alliance. He performed admirably during these missions, although perhaps not quite so admirably as his mother imagined, and the old lord
heaped honors and accolades upon her heroic young son.
Now the elder Che is dead and the younger is lord of the kingdom. He has carried on in his mother’s stead for many years, ruling the island and
keeping his people safe while at the same time paying tribute to Balthazar. He is not a kind man, and he is all too eager to brutally execute
criminals, use public funds to pay for his own luxurious life, or take native girls as mistresses, but even with his faults, he knows that he is
saintly next to the deprivations of the Warlord. He tells himself that this is why he has decided to declare independence, but it is only a small
part of the truth. His primary motivation is pride, pride in his people and pride in his own abilities, and he feels that both are too great to serve as
mere tributaries to Balthazar's empire.
Thus, Che declared himself a Warlord in a fit of brashness, completely ignorant of the supernatural and diabolic entanglements that a true
Warlord endures. Now he leads a sovereign nation, but also one surrounded by enemies and split by civil war, and Che will need to make some
tough decisions in the future if his home and his legacy are to endure.
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Gaid
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human (Hellion)
Agility:
12
Male
Charisma:
8
Satanist
Dexterity:
12
The Endless Sea
Endurance:
10
Black
Intelligence:
10
Black
Perception:
12
Pallid
Strength:
10
Gaunt
Willpower:
11
Ambidextrous
Size Rating:
0
Hell - Loyalist
Chakras:
4
Diabolic
Concentration:
13
6’6’’
Destiny:
13
10 Stone
Encumbrance:
13
~3500 (35)
Initiative:
26
5
Mana:
13
23
Might:
26
18
Speed:
13
+25
Tenacity:
13
+25
Vitality:
13
Acrobatics (+23), Alertness (+28), Athletics (+23), Fortitude (+23), Gaming (+23), Insight (+23), Larceny (+23),
Leadership (+23), Marksmanship (+23), Melee (+23), Resolve (+23), Ride (+23), Social (+23), Stealth (+23), Survival
(+23)
Traits:
Ambidextrous, Avatar III (Demonic), Eerie, Legendary Alertness
Martial Techniques:
Feint, Gruesome Blow, Lunge
Notable Equipment:
Apshai's Talon, Kukri, Rifle (Scatter), Stiletto
The infamous pirate Gaid is one of the oldest villains in Pangaea and has taken on the status of a mythical bogeyman in the eyes of the
population as a whole. He has been active for well over a thousand years; many legends of Arthur's exploits involve his battles with the pirate, a
rivalry that is the source of many ballads and childhood games. Most believe that Gaid is either a myth or simply a title used by many pirate
captains over the years rather than a single individual.
Gaid is currently the admiral of an entire fleet of buccaneers and lord of a hidden city in the Vampire Reefs. Within his realm, pirates from
around the Tethys meet to resupply, to spend their plunder on luxury and debauchery, and to boast of their exploits among like-minded
individuals.
Gaid himself is a grim and intimidating man who rarely speaks at all, and never about himself. He is tall and gaunt, pallid and eternally
unwashed and unshaven. His black hair hangs about his shoulders in a tangled mass, and his suit, once formal, is moth-eaten and dirty. He wears
a pair of knives at his hips, a matched stiletto and wicked kukri, while strapped to his back are an ancient shotgun and the curved blade of
Apshai's Right Talon. He always wears a pair of dark wire-rimmed sunglasses and a beat-up old top hat with the fingerbones of his previous
victims stuck in the band.
Gaid really is the same pirate lord who Arthur faced so long ago, and even then, he was millennia old. Years before, when he was still a mortal
man, he was known as a corsair of intimidating presence and a keen nose for hunting down hidden treasures. But alas, he was caught in a storm,
between a reef and an Atlantean patrol fleet, and all seemed lost. But he reached out and made a pact with those below, and in exchange for his
survival, he gave himself to the dark powers, along with the souls of his crew.
Gaid was granted eternal life, but that life was not his own to live. He still acts as a pirate, and still searches out booty and adventure on the high
seas, but he has a secret mission beneath it all. He is a hunter of men and of souls. He tracks down artifacts and information which are of use to
the infernal powers and pursues those who wish to renege on the diabolic pacts they have made and now seek repentance, or those who are
merely running scared.
Gaid tracks such individuals across the land and the sea, to the ends of the Earth. He does not stop, and will not leave them alone until their
souls are firmly in the hands of those below. He can usually convince them to give up their souls with a modicum of persuasion, after all a living
minion is of great use to his masters. But, if this is not possible, he thinks nothing of ripping souls from dying flesh and delivering them naked
and screaming before the lords of Hell.
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The Green Knight
Species:
Spirit
Agility:
*
Sex:
None
Charisma:
*
Religion:
The Goddess
Dexterity:
*
Homeland:
Pangaea
Endurance:
*
Hair Color:
Intelligence:
*
Eye Color:
Green
Perception:
*
Skin Color:
Strength:
*
Body Build:
Willpower:
*
Handedness:
Opposite to Opponent
Size Rating:
*
Allegiance:
The Goddess - Free Agent Chakras:
*
Ethos:
Pragmatic
Concentration:
*
Height:
*
Destiny:
*
Weight:
*
Encumbrance:
*
Age:
Eternal
Initiative:
*
Animus:
*
Mana:
*
Dodge:
*
Might:
*
Resilience:
*
Speed:
*
Accuracy:
*
Tenacity:
*
Damage:
*
Vitality:
*
Skills:
*
Traits:
*+ Construct, Photosynthesis
Notable Equipment:
Gaia's Avenger, Heavy Armor, Shield
The Green Knight is a spiritual manifestation of the lands of Pangaea, guarding it against threats both supernatural and mundane. He is the loyal
and ancient protector of the Goddess, and theories abound as to his true origin. Those who wish to enter the sacred places of Pangaea or to
approach the most exalted of treasures, such as Excalibur or the Holy Grail, may have to answer the challenge of the Green Knight.
The Green Knight's form is that of a warrior clad from head to toe in viridian armor and wielding the crystalline sword Gaia's Avenger. The
body of the Green Knight is never seen beneath his armor, and all that can be viewed through the visor are luminous emerald eyes. Should the
knight be injured, blood does not flow from the wound, but rather vines of living ivy grow forth from the armor, entwining the injured location
and slowly repairing the verdant plates.
The Green Knight's challenge varies depending on the nature of the quest and the terrain upon which it occurs. Regardless of the challenge's
form, it is always fair. The Green Knight has no set attributes, rather it tailors its strength to perfectly match its opponent. Should the knight be
defeated, it will step aside and allow the victor to pass, and likewise, it will accept an honorable surrender and allow its foes to leave unharmed.
Should the Green Knight ever be killed, he will fall to the ground, his sword and armor rapidly decaying, consumed by a bloom of fresh plant
growth. He will then be reborn somewhere else in Pangaea the next time that he is needed.
The Green Knight has no set scores. Instead, his attributes, traits, and skill levels are equal to his opponent's.
The Green Knight has been known to challenge groups on occasion, however, he has certain additional powers to even the odds. When fighting
multiple opponents, he takes the best scores from amongst them, and has the sum of his opponent's current destiny, mana, tenacity, and vitality.
He possesses any proficiencies, enchantments, or merits that are found on any member of the opposing groups, but only takes flaws that are
shared by all opponents. In addition, he ignores the normal turn sequence and whenever an opponent acts, he can reflexively take an action of
his own so long as it would normally be of the same type (quick, basic, complex, etc.)
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Morgana
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Length:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Tulpa
Agility:
9
Female
Charisma:
12
Qliphothic
Dexterity:
9
Discordia
Endurance:
9
Blonde
Intelligence:
13
Green
Perception:
10
Fair
Strength:
8
Robust
Willpower:
13
Left
Size Rating:
0
Anarchist
Chakras:
5
Chaotic
Concentration:
10
5’8’’
Destiny:
10
9 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
Ancient
Initiative:
20
5
Mana:
20
23
Might:
20
44
Speed:
10
+29
Tenacity:
10
+18
Vitality:
10
Academics (+20), Acrobatics (+20), Alertness (+20), Athletics (+20), Business (+20), Expression (+20), Fortitude
(+20), Insight (+25), Reason (+20), Resolve (+20), Science (+20), Social (+20), Survival (+20), Unarmed (+25), Wyrd
(+30)
Traits:
Channel, Enlightened, Legendary Insight, Legendary Unarmed, Legendary Wyrd
Dweomer Masteries:
Contingency, Delay, Empower, Extend, Fluctuation, Glyph, Hang, Heighten, Multi, Reaching, Reflect, Rune, Seeking,
Wild Surge
Martial Techniques:
Cleave, Grapple, Riposte, Sweeping Strike, Surgical Strike, Volley
Notable Equipment:
Crystal Skull, Merlin's Rainbow, Ring of Elemental Command
Morgana was a mysterious young witch who appeared to Arthur during the Golden Age of the Imperium. The crystal skull had been without a
reliable reader since the death of the queen mother, and Morgana was more than up to the task. She offered her services to the king and soon
became his trusted seer, one of the most influential people in the entire Imperium.
During this time, she seduced the wizard Merlin, the only being who had even an inkling of her true nature or motives. The elf mage, who
genuinely loved her, was blinded by his infatuations. It was she who planted the seeds of suspicion in Arthur's mind which would lead to his
eventual destruction.
After Arthur's death, Morgana produced her own son as heir to the Imperium. She had taken the form of the Empress and bedded the unknowing
King some years before, and now she claimed that his royal blood entitled him to the throne. With his mother's magic and a good portion of the
Templar behind him, the young prince, Mordred, sought to claim the throne and the hand of the Empress by force, and thus began the Imperial
Civil War.
In the end, Mordred was killed and Morgana was driven from the Imperium, seemingly forever. She did not mind this much. She had already
taken what treasures she needed from the Imperial vault, including the crystal skull, and had ensured that the Imperium would never again reach
its former glory, which had been her true goal all along.
Morgana did not stay away forever. She merely adopted a different guise and then returned in a different part of the world to create new strife,
as she had done for millennia before the rise of Atlantis. In truth, Morgana was not a woman at all, but a tulpa built to house the consciousness
of Eris, the greatest of wyrms.
This creature is the daughter of Hyperion and the oldest and largest of all dragonkind. She was, like most ancient dragons, approached by the
Titans at the end of the Titanomachy and commanded to watch over their sacred places after their demise at the hands of the gods. Eris,
however, was given a special task, to guard the prison of the Goddess herself. As a reward, she was promised dominion over the future and the
rulership of the realm of Discordia that stands at the end of time.
Eris took her duty very seriously, taking it further than Cronus ever imagined. She not only guarded the prison itself, tormenting the Goddess
directly and chasing away those who would attempt to free her, but also wreaked havoc on humanity as a whole. She knew that if mankind ever
reached their full potential and made use of the Goddess' gifts, that they would be able to free her. She made it her special business to make sure
they would always fall short.
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Sometimes she used brute force, but usually, she preferred a subtler hand, taking on many faces and using manipulation and trickery to ensure
mankind would forever destroy itself. Countless kingdoms fell by her influence, wiped out save for the few treasures and trinkets she kept in her
lair as trophies.
Eventually, Pandora would come to the Goddess’ prison and attempt to free her, or at least ease her suffering. Eris permitted this only long
enough to get their hopes up, and then she chased the girl away. She did this time and again, until Pandora vowed to find a weapon to defeat the
dragon once and for all. Eris chased her to the house of the fallen Titans, where she would find the Heart of Darkness, as Eris knew she would.
After the box was opened, Atlantis, the one kingdom which had so far eluded Eris' manipulation, would fall and the elder wyrm could finally
claim Solomon's cave of wonders as her own.
These days Eris only leaves Discordia to indulge in her lust for treasure and magic and to engage in petty acts of spite. The world is already
going to Hell without her influence. Still, she is not without her plans. After freeing the Black King, she still comes to him occasionally, still
serving as his advisor and his lover as she did in life, and she still manipulates him toward the ruin of all. She has also heard rumors of a hero
who could reunite the Empire, and this has piqued her interest and started a new plan hatching within her devious mind.

The attributes listed above are for a humanoid tulpa such as the original Morgana. In her true form, Eris is the most ancient dragon in Pangaea.
She is a gargantuan black wyrm with glowing golden eyes, nearly five hundred feet in length and weighting over a thousand tons. She has all of
the inborn traits and attribute modifiers of a dragon as well as the huge merit, giving her a size rating of 22.
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Nightwolf
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
7
Male
Charisma:
8
Imperial Tao (Heretic)
Dexterity:
8
The Far North
Endurance:
9
Blond
Intelligence:
8
Blue
Perception:
8
Tan
Strength:
9
Muscular
Willpower:
9
Right
Size Rating:
0
Fallen Templar - Leader Chakras:
5
Villain
Concentration:
10
6’7’’
Destiny:
10
14 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
68
Initiative:
20
5
Mana:
10
20
Might:
20
20
Speed:
10
+18
Tenacity:
10
+26
Vitality:
10
Athletics (+16), Fortitude (+20), Leadership (+20), Melee (+20), Resolve (+20), Ride (+20), Survival (+20), Unarmed
(+20)
Traits:
Title
Martial Techniques:
Charge, Dolorous Stroke, Flurry, Guard, Mocking Blow, Piercing Strike, Sweeping Strike
Notable Equipment:
Great Blade (Frost Shank), Medium Armor (Comfort), The White Wolf Cloak
Nightwolf is the leader of the Fallen Templar and grandson of the exiled Andrew Sure-Strike. He is a powerful but aging warrior and jarl who
rules his people with a strong and unquestioned hand. He has led countless raids against the soft people of the south, and is an undefeated
swordsman as well as a master tactician.
Nightwolf took rulership of the tribes by slaying his own father in a ritual challenge, the only true source of authority amongst the Fallen
Templar. Likewise, his father took power after challenging Sure-Strike in combat when he grew too old to lead his people. In both cases, the
elder warriors allowed themselves to be beaten, although not without first testing and bloodying their offspring. In this manner, they are sure to
keep the leadership of the tribe in the blood rather than defeating their own offspring and then losing to a lesser challenger once they have fully
succumbed to old age.
Nightwolf is a powerfully built warrior; tall and strong. He is balding, but with long flowing hair and a matching beard. He wears the White
Wolf Cloak, an heirloom of the Imperium, about his shoulders, and his muscular chest is adorned with a suit of armor made from the scales of a
young ice dragon who he slew in his youth as part of his test of manhood, a feat that proved him a hero in the eyes of his people.
Nightwolf himself is still strong but is nearing the age of challenge. His wife, the ruddy-haired spear maiden Cindyl, has not yet produced an
heir worthy of life, let alone leadership, and none of his sons have survived the harsh challenges of manhood. To rectify this situation, he has
taken a pair of fair young sisters, the ladies Jessica and Elizabeth, as plunder from a raid upon a city along the north coast, and hopes that with
both of them as mistresses, one will serve to produce a worthy successor.
Recently, Nightwolf has heard a voice whispering to him on the northern winds; a dry voice from the opposite side of the world, which has
promised him not only the strength to rule his people forever, but the chance to avenge those who banished his dynasty and to reclaim his
rightful birthright. All that it asks is for his sword and the swords of his people, a small price to pay.
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Raven-Dies-Talking
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
9
Male
Charisma:
9
Totemic
Dexterity:
8
Wanderer
Endurance:
7
Black
Intelligence:
9
Brown
Perception:
8
Copper
Strength:
6
Slender
Willpower:
8
Ambidextrous
Size Rating:
0
Independent
Chakras:
4
Mercenary
Concentration:
9
5’10’’
Destiny:
9
9 Stone
Encumbrance:
9
33
Initiative:
18
4
Mana:
9
18
Might:
18
15
Speed:
9
+18
Tenacity:
9
+20
Vitality:
9
Academics (+18), Acrobatics (+16), Alertness (+18), Expression (+18), Gaming (+18), Larceny (+22), Marksmanship
(+18), Melee (+18), Perform (+18), Reason (+18), Social (+18), Stealth (+16), Survival +18)
Traits:
Ally, Ambidextrous, Changeling, Channel, Legendary Larceny, Manipulative, Polyglot, Totem
Martial Techniques:
Cheap Shot, Dead to Rights, Disarm, Feint
Notable Equipment:
Apshai's Talon, Magic Flute, Light Armor, Pistol (Automatic), Pistol (High Caliber)
Raven-Dies-Talking is a famous adventurer, a wanderer of the wastes, and storyteller extraordinaire. He rarely stays in the same place twice,
and never holds down a steady job, instead trusting in the spirits to provide. He rarely rides, preferring to walk, and does not travel with any
companion for long, choosing instead the company of his pet raven Cyndi.
Raven is friendly and courteous to those he meets on the road or in a bar, and is always ready to tell a tale or share a song from his enchanted
flute. He is a source of much information and is overly generous with it; indeed, getting him to stop talking is the real trick, hence his name.
Always eager to pursue adventure, Raven-Dies-Talking will readily sign up on most quests or treasure hunts that are not outright suicidal. He
has few moral qualms when it comes to other people's property or safety, and he has never had much concern for the law, but he will not join up
with a cause that is overly malicious or outright evil.
In his youth, Raven-Dies-Talking was a famous bandit. He was even partners in crime, and some say the bedroll, with Velonious before the
latter was overcome by delusions of grandeur, turning his gang of thugs into an army and declaring himself a Warlord.
His life changed when his gang raided the Hengeyokai at the Mesa of Sunset Sands. They looted the nexus and stole several powerful artifacts,
including one of Apshai's Talons. In addition, they kidnapped one of the totem spirits of the tribe, a powerful raven goddess. They subdued the
spirit and bound her into the body of a young woman who had been a member of the gang before falling from a train during a botched robbery,
leaving her paralyzed and comatose.
It was believed that this would render the spirit helpless until they could collect their ransom. But the woman whose body she inhabited had on
occasion been Weston’s lover when the mood struck them, and the spirit was able to use this attraction, along with the fact that she and he had
far more in common with him than any of his supposed friends, to turn the young bandit aside from the path of the increasingly dangerous and
cruel Velonious. Eventually, he left the gang, with much ill will but no bloodshed, and returned to the mesa.
Once there, the spirit was unbound from the crippled woman’s body, and without its supernal influence, she would succumb to her wounds and
pass from this world. The former bandit stayed at the mesa for many months, and the raven goddess, now freed, decided to tether herself to the
mortal world once more, this time of her own volition. The shamans performed an ancient ritual to marry mortal to spirit, and from that moment
he left his old life, and the name Charlie Weston, behind him forever.
Raven-Dies-Talking is a slender man with copper skin and long black hair. He is handsome and possessed of a devilishly charming smile. He
wears the clothes of a frontiersman, and on his hips, hang a pair of mismatched guns. He travels light, but always carries his enchanted flute and
sword.
When Cyndi decides to manifest in the mortal world, it is normally in the form of a large black raven, but she has been known to adopt a human
guise when the mood strikes her.
Raven-Dies-Talking is the half-brother of Brad and Christine Weston. Although he seldom sees either of his siblings, he usually finds a reason
to visit when he is passing through Golgotha, which is only somewhat more frequently than any other town in the region.
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Lord Skulmar
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Half Elf
Agility:
11
Male
Charisma:
9
Ares
Dexterity:
12
Aureth
Endurance:
8
Black
Intelligence:
9
Turquoise
Perception:
11
Pale
Strength:
15
Muscular
Willpower:
9
Right
Size Rating:
2
Dark Elf - Leader
Chakras:
5
Villain
Concentration:
10
7’11’’
Destiny:
10
22 Stone
Encumbrance:
15
285
Initiative:
24
5
Mana:
10
23
Might:
32
24
Speed:
12
+26
Tenacity:
10
+33
Vitality:
10
Acrobatics (+16), Athletics (+16), Fortitude (+19), Leadership (+20), Melee (+27), Occult (+20), Resolve (+20), Ride
(+22), Unarmed (+22)
Traits:
Changeling, Channel, Code of Honor, Enlightened, Huge, Hybrid, Legendary Melee, Night Vision, Relic, Weakness
(Iron)
Dweomer Masteries:
Alacrity, Empower, Extend, Heighten
Martial Techniques:
Block, Dolorous Stroke, Flurry, Parry, Precise Strike, Main, Reckless Offense, Riposte, Shove, Strangle, Sweeping
Strike, Trip
Notable Equipment:
Belt of Giant’s Hair, Cloak of Hell (Aegis of Obscure), Warpsong, The World's Edge
Lord Skulmar was born amongst the barbarian tribes of southern Aureth, his father a marauder chieftain, his mother a dark elven priestess who
was his prize from a raid in the northlands. His childhood was brutal, for his fey heritage marked him as different from all the others of the
village, and his superior size and strength meant pain or even death to any in whom he took offense. In time, he became the greatest warrior of
his tribe and would take command by strangling his father.
Eventually, Skulmar tired of the raider life. Few foes could stand against him in single combat, and even hunting the great beasts of the forest
proved little challenge. He pressed his tribe on to bigger and better foes, which cost most of them their lives, including Skulmar's own shield
maiden in a daring raid upon a tribe of towering cyclops. After her death, Skulmar left the barbarian lands, traveling north alone. In the journals
of his mother, whom his father had beaten to death in a fit of rage shortly after his birth, Skulmar found knowledge of the dark elven people, of
their language and their homeland.
Soon, Skulmar came to the city of Narshal. Although few believed his claims of noble blood, he was a strong and deadly warrior, and the elven
aristocracy sought to manipulate him to their own ends. In time, he proved too smart to manipulate, and too charismatic for his rivals to
denounce or dispose of publicly. Within fifty years he had staged a bloody coup and taken the city by force.
Although the slumbering Oathbreaker was still the emperor and Skulmar merely a lord he was, for all intents and purposes, the king of the dark
elven nation. He was taught black magic by Jaypok himself during one of the vampire's rare wakeful periods, though Skulmar still preferred
strength of steel to sorcery. He used his magic to conjure up the spirits of long-dead warriors and demons to pit his sword against until his body
was a perfect weapon, the strongest man since Hercules and the greatest swordsman since Achilles.
Skulmar never sold his soul to the dark powers, nor did he cross over into undeath. Yet he has made many pacts with the other world and was
rewarded with the services of the nightmare Rocinante and the fallen qliphothic spirit Warpsong, whom he bound into his armor. In time, he
would even come to wield the World's Edge, perhaps the greatest weapon in existence.
Skulmar has no sons, or even apprentices in magic or swordsmanship. He will not willingly place himself in a vulnerable position or invite
powerful beings who would benefit from his downfall into his presence. Skulmar has no close friends, and his advisors are all kept distant and in
a constant state of intimidation, especially his scheming lieutenant and executioner, the bearded elven lycanthrope Amduscias. He rarely speaks
to anyone save his mount and the raven priestess who acts as his confessor. Skulmar has a vast harem of beautiful mistresses of various species
with whom his relationship is respectful but almost entirely physical, as is his marriage.
Skulmar's wife is Lady Talisnia, a former ballerina and daughter of a wealthy dark elven family. As a young girl, she saw Skulmar fighting in
the gladiatorial games and vowed that she would marry him, but the mighty warrior was uninterested in the skinny child. Desperate, she made a
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pact with a succubus and allowed it to possess her body, giving her a beautiful face and an overly womanly figure more suited for seduction than
dancing, the only hint of her infernal pact a ruddy bronze tint to her formerly pale skin and hair. She was able to use her gifts to court the
warrior, giving her the husband she had long wanted and providing the hells with a spy in his innermost court, a win-win proposition.
For two hundred years, Skulmar has ruled the Dark Elves with an iron fist. Although he has never made war or peace with the Imperium
directly, he has subtly manipulated its politics. Some people, clearly paranoid, even claim that he was behind the Masarian War, the appearance
of the Warlords, or the re-emergence of the Black King. These theories might not be as farfetched as they at first sound, for it is common
knowledge that the warlord Apollyon is a puppet to the dark elven people, and his seneschal Raven-Wind reports directly to Lord Skulmar.
Skulmar's latest plan is bolder still. He has offered his hand in marriage to the Empress herself, claiming he knows the secret to ending her
eternal slumber. With the addition of his forces, the Imperium could likely hold off the Warlords indefinitely, and perhaps even go on the
offensive, and there are many high-ups within the Templar who wish to acquiesce to his plan and give him access to the Palace of Lucia and
perhaps the throne of the Imperium itself.
Skulmar is a powerful man possessed of endless ambition and a furious temper. Although he has a great lust for battle, he wages war honorably,
living up to almost Templar standards of chivalry. He does not attack women or the unprepared, and he will not break his word. Still, he is not a
kind man, and although he is not an outright sadist, he will resort to horrible cruelty and barbarism to meet his goals.
Skulmar is a handsome figure, with a broad chin, intelligent sea-green eyes, and shoulder-length black hair. He is extremely tall and muscular, a
product of his mixed Vanir and Atlantean blood.
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General Sunder
Species:
Ravana
Agility:
9
Sex:
Male
Charisma:
11
Religion:
Apocalypse
Dexterity:
11
Homeland:
Jotunheim
Endurance:
10
Hair Color:
Black
Intelligence:
10
Eye Color:
Red
Perception:
9
Skin Color:
Blue Black
Strength:
10
Body Build:
Muscular
Willpower:
10
Handedness:
Right
Size Rating:
4
Allegiance:
Under Kingdom - Loyalist Chakras:
5
Ethos:
Villain
Concentration:
10
Height:
11’
Destiny:
11
Weight:
80 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
Age:
300
Initiative:
21
Animus:
5
Mana:
10
Dodge:
21
Might:
24
Resilience:
26
Speed:
11
Accuracy:
+19
Tenacity:
10
Damage:
+30
Vitality:
10
Skills:
Alertness (+21), Fortitude (+25), Insight (+20), Leadership (+21), Melee (+21), Resolve (+20), Unarmed (+21)
Traits:
Changeling, Huge, Legendary Fortitude, Night Vision, Scent, Talons, Weakness (Pearl)
Martial Techniques:
Charge, Coup De Grace, Crush, Cleave, Gruesome Blow, Hacking, Maim, Mocking Blow, Precise Strike, Reckless
Offense, Riposte, Sunder
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Immolation), Heavy Armor, Reaver, The Dominus Terra
Sunder is the general of the Under-Kingdoms, the right-hand of King Balor, and perhaps the strongest warrior amongst all the dark fey. Before
the eruption of Krackenrock, he was an officer of some renown, but after the Cataclysm he was the first to decide to move his activities to the
surface and attack the devastated southern region. His forces scavenged the ruins of Krackenrock and the outlying cities, slaughtering the few
Imperials who had survived nature's fury.
It was dangerous work, the remaining human forces were desperate to survive, and the mutant beasts of the wastes were already multiplying and
hunting openly and without fear, to say nothing of the boiling lava and toxic ash that covered most of the region. In the end, he and his surviving
lieutenants were rich beyond their wildest dreams, and it was not only treasure they captured, it was also weapons and magic. The most potent
of which was the Imperial super-weapon Dominus Terra, a colossus of immense size that was intended to serve the Imperial Guard as a mobile
command center and siege weapon.
Rich with plunder, the general’s army attracted many young fomori and other unsavory creatures to its ranks, and the many gifts which Sunder
presented to Balor as tribute cemented his promotion to head of the Under King's personal army, making him the dominant power in the
Wasteland, at least until the return of the Black King, a power to whom Sunder has yet to prove himself enemy or an ally.
Sunder's goal is not as clear-cut as many might believe. He is publicly a worshiper of the demon god Apocalypse, Lord of Destruction. Sunder
hopes to fight a war in his name, a war so great that it will awaken the demon and summon it to Earth, and Sunder has profaned the Dominus
Terra to serve as a cathedral and potential avatar to the dread deity. Sunder does not wish to win favor in the eyes of Apocalypse, or even to
bring about the end of the world as many cultists do. Rather, he wishes to challenge Apocalypse to single combat and prove himself the greatest
warrior who has ever lived.
General Sunder is a muscular creature more than twice the size of a man. His features resemble those of a feral wolf with dark and glabrous
flesh. He wears a suit of burning solarium armor and wields the fiery axe Reaver. In combat, he is bloodthirsty and cruel, attacking relentlessly
and without regard to honor or the torment of his enemies and those under his command. Away from the battlefield, he is a personable sort,
prone to revelry and genuine comradery with his allies and enemies alike. He enjoys human culture, their art and literature, their food and drink,
and even their music. He is seldom able to move through Imperial lands without being greeted by fear or open hostility, and thus his only
chances to enjoy such things are when looting his conquests.
Sunder has few allies, although large numbers of orcs, ogres, ghouls, and mutants have joined him on his crusade. He is a sworn enemy of the
Imperium, the Sidhe, and the Warlords.
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Velonious
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
8
Male
Charisma:
8
Agnostic
Dexterity:
9
Bastion
Endurance:
7
Graying Red
Intelligence:
9
Blue
Perception:
9
Tan
Strength:
9
Muscular
Willpower:
8
Right
Size Rating:
0
Imperial - Renegade
Chakras:
5
Villain
Concentration:
10
6’
Destiny:
10
12 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
60
Initiative:
20
5
Mana:
10
22
Might:
20
22
Speed:
10
+18
Tenacity:
10
+24
Vitality:
10
Alertness (+20), Business (+20), Fortitude (+20), Larceny (+20), Leadership (+20), Marksmanship (+20), Melee
(+20), Reason (+20), Resolve (+20)
Traits:
Light Sleeper, Polyglot
Martial Techniques:
Ambush, Disarm, Flurry, Focused Defense, Parry, Precise Strike, Sweeping Strike
Notable Equipment:
Aegis (Obscure), Great Blade (Penetrator), Heavy Armor, Pistols
Velonious started his military career in the militia of a small town on the Imperial border which was under constant siege from the Warlords.
When defeat was inevitable, he was presented with the choice between surrender and conscription into the Warlord's forces or dying in one last
stand. Instead, Velonious opted to simply take his men and desert his post. Soon, he would take to a life of crime in the desert and, along with
his partner Raven-Dies-Talking, would become one of the most feared and respected highwaymen on the frontier.
For years, he lived a successful and exciting life as a bandit prince before Raven-Dies-Talking decided to go straight and live a more or less
legal life. Raven had always been the moral compass of the pair, and without his friend to hold him back, Velonious descended ever deeper into
villainy, and his brutality and ruthlessness served him well. Within a decade, his band of raiders numbered in the hundreds, with thousands more
paying tribute. In the end, Velonious decided that he was no longer a mere highwayman and declared himself a Warlord in his own right.
Velonious is an ordinary human, a fact that he prides himself upon. He has so far been able to survive against Templar, Hellions, Fey, and other
inhuman and supernatural rivals, and in many cases even come out on top. He is a skilled warrior and wears the armor and weapon of a knight
Templar, souvenirs from past victims and symbols of his tenacity. Still, as he grows in power and notoriety, it is only a matter of time before one
of the big fish in the pond of global politics takes notice of him, and when that happens he knows he will be finished unless he has an ace up his
sleeve.
In their youth, Velonious and Raven-Dies-Talking spent much of their time on treasure hunts, many of which proved fruitless, but not all. One
lost treasure which they never found was that of the legendary pirate Gaid. It is said that the pirate once captured a refugee ship bound for
Pangaea after escaping the destruction of Atlantis, and amongst the wonders, he laid claim to in its hold was an ancient bottle in which Solomon
had imprisoned a great genie lord in the days of old. Knowing that his masters in the underworld could use the genie as an ally in their war
against the gods, Gaid took the bottle and several other Atlantean artifacts to deliver them to his masters. He traveled inland and into a deep cave
in the earth, descending downward toward the gates of Hell itself, but at the last minute, he was overtaken by a group of angelic crusaders. Gaid
was forced to stash the treasures in the underground and flee with his life, but the trove's location was forgotten and lost to time.
Now, Velonious believes that he just might have pieced together enough clues over his lifetime to find the location of the treasure and, in his old
age, has decided that maybe there is some truth to the old legend after all. Thus, he has relocated his armies to the abandoned mines outside of
Bastion, where, if rumors are to be believed, the excavators dug too deep and found the gates of Hell before abandoning the mine forever. Now,
he has reopened the mine and, in his mind, it is only a matter of time before he finds Gaid's treasure. With three wishes from a genie, as well as
whatever other Atlantean artifacts which might be stashed below, Velonious will finally be able to rise to fulfill his destiny as one of the true
lords of the Earth.
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The Empress
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Human
Agility:
6
Female
Charisma:
15
The Goddess
Dexterity:
7
Jericho (Golgotha)
Endurance:
8
Black
Intelligence:
9
Dark Green
Perception:
8
Pale
Strength:
5
Voluptuous
Willpower:
10
Left
Size Rating:
0
Imperium - Leader
Chakras:
5
Martyr
Concentration:
10
6’
Destiny:
15
12 Stone
Encumbrance:
10
1,000+ (24)
Initiative:
20
5
Mana:
10
22
Might:
16
15
Speed:
10
+19
Tenacity:
10
+16
Vitality:
10
Alertness (+20), Domestic (+20), Expression (+25), Insight (+20), Leadership (+25), Medical (+30), Perform (+30),
Resolve (+25), Science (+20), Social (+25)
Traits:
Animal Friend, Beauty, Bilingual, Channel, Empathic, Honest, Legendary Medical, Legendary Perform, Legendary
Resolve, Meek, Obstinate, Soothing Voice
Martial Techniques:
Subdue, Surgical Strike
Notable Equipment:
The Holy Grail, The Imperium Crystal, Parrying Dagger, Tears of the Rose (Talismanic Healing Crystal), Silk of the
Huntress (Robe of Allure)
The Empress is said to be the loveliest creature in Pangaea, and the rock upon which the Imperium is built. Her origins are shrouded in mystery;
it is known that she was a slave of the vampire queen Pandora who was rescued by Arthur after the battle of Golgotha. She never spoke of her
life before this, and not even Arthur knew the whole truth. Even her true name has been lost to history, Arthur called her Pale Maiden in the
language of ancient Jericho. Most simply call her Empress, or a thousand other epithets extolling her virtues.
Arthur returned with her to Camelot, where she was allowed to drink from the grail and granted eternal youth as well as freedom from the curses
laid upon her by Pandora. The king pledged himself to her as husband, but she remained distant and morose and whenever she slept she was
plagued by horrible nightmares. She was reluctant to give herself fully to Arthur, and Morgana's words poisoned the king's heart against her. He
became convinced that his queen's chastity was a sign of her plotting against him with his adulterous advisor and flew into a murderous rage. He
meant to slay them both, but Excalibur could not bring itself to harm the queen and shattered.
Arthur realized what he had done and, ashamed, fled the kingdom. For a time, the pale maiden faded into the background of history. She blamed
herself for the evils in the Imperium and did not wish to make decisions that would always end with someone suffering or dying. Rather than
seeking to rule the empire, she allowed her suitors to do battle for her hand and for the Imperial throne, battles that would ultimately lead to their
deaths and the near ruin of the kingdom.
After the civil war had ended, the queen realized that she had no choice but to take the title of Empress and guide the Imperium directly. She led
them throughout the Silver Age, and it was a time of prosperity and growth for the Imperium, and a time of peace, at least within the Imperium's
borders. The Empress governed justly and with great wisdom and mercy, although she generally allowed people to make their own decisions
and preferred to aid her subjects as a healer rather than a monarch. A natural pacifist, she tried to find peaceful alternatives to the Imperium's
problems, and the kingdom's rapid growth slowed under her reign.
When the Black King arose in the south and began to kill and conquer the citizens of the Imperium and the Wild alike, it was the Empress who
appealed to Queen Titania of the Sidhe and formed the grand alliance of mortals and fey to meet the undead head-on. The battle would have
been lost but for the bravery of the Empress, who in an act of selfless martyrdom engaged Kain in psychic combat. In the end, the battle was
won, and the Heart of Darkness was captured, but at the cost of the Empress’ soul.
She did not die that day, instead, she fell into a deep sleep and was carried by her Amazon guard back to the sacred island temple at the heart of
the Imperium. There, she is sustained by the waters of the Holy Grail, forever young and healthy, but never waking, the Heart of Darkness
resting silently upon her breast. Although the Imperium recovered from the war, they were leaderless and stagnant, and entered into a period of
slow decline.
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No new ruler was crowned, for the Empress still lived and was beloved by all her peoples. The Paladins who sat at the Round Table would
continue to serve in her name, but in practice, they governed the Imperium. Under their rule, the Imperium faltered and eventually fractured, and
now lies dying and besieged on all sides. It is not a question of whether the Warlords will topple the Imperium, but of which one and when.
Each Warlord vies to be the one who will slay the Empress and claim the Heart of Darkness for his own. Should the Amazon fall, it will spell
the end for the Imperium, as without the waters of the Grail, the Wasteland would soon cover all of Pangaea.
Many people believe that the Empress will awaken only when kissed by her one true love. Most believe this will coincide with the return of
Arthur, which is surely inevitable. The only question is whether Arthur will return bodily or be reborn as a new hero, able to claim Excalibur
and reunite the broken Empire. There have been rumors that such a hero already walks the world, and the great light that was recently seen over
the southern desert leads many to believe that the sword has once again been drawn from the stone.
The Empress, and by extension the Imperium, is often seen as a nearly divine being of almost perfect virtue. Popular folklore holds that she is
the living embodiment of the Goddess herself, a pure vessel into which the refugee spirit of the Goddess was channeled from the Titan's prison.
This is, however, unlikely.
There is also a heretical and much darker school of thought maintained by some scholars within the Imperium and beyond. They posit that
despite Arthur's claims, she was not actually a slave of Pandora, but the vampire queen herself. After all, who but the work of the gods of old
could be so perfect, and who could bewitch such a man as Arthur so completely? The Holy Grail quenched her thirst for blood and fear of the
sun, but still, it is her curse rather than the waters of the grail that sustain her and keep her incorruptible. The Amazon were not only her
bodyguards and agents, but also her thralls and her chattel.
Should this be the case, she can be awakened with a single drop of blood, not some mystical kiss of true love. At which point she will see the
world around her for what it has become, and finally embrace the dark truths that the Night tried to whisper to her so long ago. The vampire
queen will cast aside her doubts and finally embrace her powers, as well as those bestowed upon her by the Heart of Darkness and the Holy
Grail, and will be the most perfect being to ever walk Pangaea. She will sing the shards of Excalibur together and coax out the essence of the
Goddess trapped within, cleanse the land of all that is ugly and the unclean, and bring the Imperium to glory not seen since the days of ancient
Atlantis. She will then rule a new continent-spanning Empire from a cathedral of blood that rises at the center of the shining sea, a temple to her
own glory. And the people of Pangaea will come to worship her as the Goddess incarnate, bound helpless in their love for her, and the world
will grow dim, eclipsed in the shadow of a single brilliant star.

Note that if you are using the Empress as Pandora the attributes listed above are probably insufficient. In addition to a vampire's inborn traits,
Pandora has significantly better physical attributes as well as numerous combat skills and martial talents.
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Kain, The Black King
Species:
Sex:
Religion:
Homeland:
Hair Color:
Eye Color:
Skin Color:
Body Build:
Handedness:
Allegiance:
Ethos:
Height:
Weight:
Age:
Animus:
Dodge:
Resilience:
Accuracy:
Damage:
Skills:

Shade
Agility:
15
Male
Charisma:
15
Nihilist
Dexterity:
15
Camelot
Endurance:
15
Intelligence:
15
Red
Perception:
15
Strength:
15
Willpower:
15
Ambidextrous
Size Rating:
6
Silent Legion - Leader Chakras:
6
Villain
Concentration:
15
15’ in Armor
Destiny:
15
1.5 Tons in Armor
Encumbrance:
15
1100 Years
Initiative:
30
6
Mana:
26
26
Might:
36
33
Speed:
15
+31
Tenacity:
15
+33
Vitality:
15
Fortitude (+26), Insight (+25), Leadership (+31), Marksmanship (+25), Melee (+31), Necromancy (+31), Occult (All)
(+25), Resolve (+26)
Traits:
Allergy II (Light*), Bilingual, Breathless*, Confident, Construct*, Energy Attack (Cold)*, Enlightened XV*,
Incorporeal *, Legendary Leadership, Legendary Melee, Legendary Necromancy, Life Sense, Sleepless*, Possession,
Soulless
Dweomer Masteries: Alacrity, Amplify, Conduit, Empower, Enlarge, Fel, Mass, Multi, Reaching, Seeking
Martial Techniques: Cleave, Dolorous Stroke, Flurry, Maim, Parry, Precise Strike, Riposte, Sweeping Strikes
Notable Equipment: The Heart of Darkness*, The Judgment of Heaven, The Necronomicon, The Necrontyr, Heavy Armor (Sacred)
It has long been said that King Arthur will return to the Imperium in its darkest hour. And for the pious, there has never been any doubt that this
was true, it was merely the manner of his return which none could have ever expected.
The Heart of Darkness was given to the kings of Atlantis by Lucifer, a secret gift to sway them to the side of evil. When their kingdom sank
beneath the waves, the amulet was carried to Pangaea, and passed on to the heir of Jonathan Kain, King Arthur Pendragon. He used the dread
artifact in battle to consume the souls of the fallen and take their strength as his own. The Heart of Darkness swallowed many souls during the
king's reign, the last of which was Arthur's own.
After the King attempted to kill his true love, he finally became aware of his corruption. He abdicated his crown and told his people that he was
traveling to Avalon with his old friend Merlin to seek help in repairing his broken sword, promising his people that he would return in their
darkest hour. Instead, he traveled to the sacred isle, where he cut his own throat with the broken blade, catching his lifeblood with the Holy
Grail. Merlin recovered his body and the shards of Excalibur, and secretly interred his remains within the great black pyramid of Necropolis
before traveling to Avalon alone.
Arthur did not lie still. His suicide allowed the Night to imbue the fallen king's shadow with its own deathless essence, and the God of Darkness
would not permit his soul to rest. Arthur's body wandered into the southern desert, driven by the dark jewel about its neck. When he returned
from the wilderness years later, it was inside a gigantic suit of black and red Artillan armor in which his body had turned to dust and his soul had
grown as dark and twisted as the armor that housed it. While in the desert, he had communed with the spirit of the Abyss and given both his
original soul and identity over to it, and when he finally returned to the land of his birth it would be under the name of Kain, the Black King.
Kain tried to retake his empire by force. Raising the dead and calling on evil spirits and dark men who were willing to seek power at the cost of
their own damnation. He would have succeeded in his conquest if not for the last vestiges of his own soul.
In the final battle with the combined armies of the Imperium and the Sidhe, he came face to face with the Empress who had once been his
queen. She stood alone against him, and was able to take advantage of what emotions remained in his hollow heart, and then the Black King
tried to possess her, to unify them in a manner far more interment than mere marriage. However, Kain was shocked to find that her will was
stronger than his own, and she was able to wrestle his soul from his armor and trap it beyond the Veil, although doing so came at the cost of her
own future.
Following the battle, Kain's animus was trapped within his great suit of enchanted armor. It was taken by the Sidhe to a hidden island, bound by
powerful spells, and buried within a meteoric iron sarcophagus deep within the earth. For nearly a millennium, it lay undisturbed within his
silent tomb.
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During this time, the Black King's soul was not idle. In his dreams, he wandered this world and those beyond. He visited Heaven and Hell, the
Astral and the Abyss, floated among the stars and the Elemental Planes, and communed with the secret maters as well as sleeping dragons and
the ancient priest-kings of the merrow. These dreams were passed onto undead scribes who worked tirelessly beneath the black pyramid
scrawling words of power in fresh blood upon parchments of human flesh.
A mere season ago, Kain found himself abruptly awakened from his sleep, his soul drawn back into the dust that was once his body and which
had been excavated by an unexpected benefactor. Kain then traveled deep into the heart of the Wasteland to the tomb city of Krackenrock. He
claimed the vast libraries and treasuries of the city, as well as animating the bodies of the Imperium's greatest heroes, including his own Knights
of the Round Table. Then he entered the Black Pyramid that was built to house his memory, and reclaimed his ancient seat.
Kain’s next task was to retake his empire and purge it of the disloyal and the unworthy. He would have little trouble seizing it by force; he had
almost toppled the Old Empire when it was at the height of its power, and Kain has only grown stronger since. But doing so would reveal his
existence to the Warlords and his other spiritual enemies, and even the Black King could not triumph against the lords of Hell united.
To this end, he sent out his minions to recruit an army of idealists who still believed in the legend of King Arthur alongside lost souls who will
gladly fight for any master to escape the horrors of the modern world, as well as those who have lost all hope and are simply beyond caring
whom they serve. This new army, led by Kain's vampire priests and immortal shades, will serve to weaken the Templar, the Warlords, the
Sidhe, and anyone else who will stand in Kain's way. Those who fall will be reborn in darkness as part of Kain's undying legion when he at last
decides to launch his final war and sweep aside everything that stands between him and his rightful throne.
There are also rumors that a great hero walks the land; a hero worthy of defeating the evil of the world, of reuniting the shattered remnants of
Excalibur, and of awakening the Empress. Kain will stop at nothing to find this person and guide them. The Black King will put this hero
through a crucible of trials to prove their worth and, should they succeed, Kain will have a candidate to become Emperor, and then Kain will eat
the champion’s soul and claim their body as his own. He will take back his treasures both magical and mundane, for he has grown so mighty
that even Excalibur cannot resist his call. Then he will reclaim his queen and his empire, and shape them to match his darkest desires. Aided by
the wisdom of eons and unimpeded by the emotions and weakness that plagued him in the past, he will rule forever, plunging Pangaea into a
state of eternal servitude and unending darkness.
Should his schemes fail, the Black King has one final plan. He knows what the Titans buried beneath mount Krackenrock so long ago, and
should he lose his last vestiges of hope for the future of humanity, he will free the Nidhogg. The great serpent of corruption will transform the
entire Earth into a barren wasteland where only the dead remain, and then it will cast down the heavens and consume the very stars, bringing
back the eternal night.

*: While possessing an object, usually his armor, Kain gains the construct trait but loses allergy, energy attack, and incorporeal
*: While possessing a living creature, Kain gains the enlightened trait but loses allergy, breathless, energy attack, incorporeal, and sleepless
*: While he bears the Heart of Darkness, Kain is enlightened in necromancy and soulless to all schools of magic regardless of his host
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Verbal ................................................ 108
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Vertial ................................................ 331
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Wandering ......................................... 245
Ward .................................................. 165
Warding ............................................. 435
Warlords Domains, The ....................... 33
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Warp Space........................................ 448
Warp Terrain ..................................... 481
Warper ............................................... 400
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Wasteland Abominations ................... 395
Wasteland Flora ................................. 401
Wasteland Mutants ............................ 401
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Watcher in the Walls ......................... 410
Watchman .......................................... 242
Water Breathing................................. 498
Water Elemental ................................ 420
Water of Life ..................................... 245
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Weak Back ........................................ 165
Weakness ........................................... 312
Wealth ....................................... 193, 518
Weapon Chain ................................... 209
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Weapon Types ................................... 178
Weapon Upgrades ............................. 206
Weapons .................................... 101, 203
Weather ............................................. 181
Weaving ............................................ 502
Web ................................................... 435
Weight ............................................... 194
Well of Souls, The ............................. 257
Well-Forge........................................... 67
Wendigo ............................................ 375
Wheels of Justice ............................... 469
When to Roll ..................................... 113
Whipping Wind ................................. 493
Whirlwind.......................................... 493

Whispering Wind ...............................463
Whistle ...............................................215
White Bone Club, The .......................257
White Wolf Cloak, The ......................257
Widget................................................240
Wight .................................................393
Wild ...................................................255
Wild Strike .........................................190
Wild Surge .........................................513
William Robert Deschain .....................82
Willpower ..........................................116
Wing-Clipper .....................................228
Winged Boots ....................................233
Wings .................................................312
Wipe...................................................488
Wise ...................................................165
Wishing Well .....................................245
Witching Moss ...................................414
Witch's Mark ......................................165
Wither ................................................474
Wolf Skin Belt ...................................233
Wolfskin Belt .....................................233
Wonders .............................................243
Wood of Ill Thought, The ....................58
Woodworking ............................ 149, 213
World's Crest Mountains, The..............64
World's Edge, The..............................257
Wormwood ........................................240
Wose ..................................................376
Wounded ............................................175
Wraith ................................................394
Wurdulac............................................392

Wuthering .......................................... 245
Wyrd.......................................... 150, 272
Wyrd Spells ....................................... 498
Wyrm Tongue Islands, The ................. 75
Wyvern .............................................. 376
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Xian ..................................................... 49
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Yavress .............................................. 281
Yield Ground ..................................... 109
Ymir .................................................. 299
Yokhori ............................................. 332
Yomi.................................................. 401
Yowie ................................................ 377
Yozi ................................................... 401
Yue Tu the Rabbit ............................. 298
Yuvrn ................................................ 377
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Zaratan............................................... 385
Zen Tonic .......................................... 222
Zephyr's Shoes................................... 233
Zeuglodon ......................................... 385
Zeus ................................................... 283
Zombie .............................................. 394
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The Imperium Is No More
The Apocalypse is Now
The Wasteland Grows
The Heroes Of Old Are Lost
Ancient Evil Awakes
The Lords Of Darkness Rule The Earth
Humanity Fights To Survive
Altruism Is Forgotten
Hope Is A Memory
Pangaea Is Dying
Will You Be The One To Save It
Or To Destroy It

Heart of Darkness of a tabletop roleplaying game of Gothic Fantasy set in a detailed world that lies
somewhere between Weird Western and Arthurian Romance. The game has a classic Eighties style and uses
a unified d20 mechanic that is simple to learn but with endless opportunities to expand upon. An infinitely
customizable character creation system allows you to make detailed characters with both fantastical abilities
and human frailties who must walk a narrow road balancing out their desire to change the world against
losing their own soul along the way.

